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I wrote this book primarily to give niyself and my close colleagues the essential knowledge required 

for our consultations which often dealt with values. objectives and obligations. It therefore assumes a 

basic appreciation of the way people function, organizations are managed and society' works: and the 

material has been presented ill a compressed, summarized form not unlike a tcxt-bouk. 

Publication is no\\ timely because I have reached the coiu-lusion that niy distinctions and 

formulations arc sufficiently correct to lie useful, even though sonic may require further rd'iiiemcnt. 

Despite this, 1 am sure to have made errors of fact, produced sonic unsatisfactory accounts and 

offered some faulty or  partial analyses. Undoubtedly, my own cultural biases have crept in despite 

attempts to bc ( 1. IS p assionate. 

Although I have tried to present a comprehensive account. I am aware of unanswered questions and 

puzzling relationships that I have had to leave unexplored. Representing human experience, inner and 

outer. is a new phase of the scientific enterprise. We have much to learn. Properties in tliis creative 

and subjective realm arc not quite like those in the physical realm. As you would expect, trails- 

disciplinary inquiry and knowledge follow different rules from conventional disciplinary endeavours. 

Practical testing and critical reflection over a lengthy period have given me contulence that 

something universal and significant has been discovered. I feel quite certain that the overall patterns 

of hierarchies. groupings and channels are valid because 1 and others have found them in a variety of 

other unrelated areas of human functioning. 

In helping me along my path. I am grateful to the work of innumerable scholars and thinkers over 

the centuries and social scientists in recent times. There arc so many whose ideas have become so 

much part of me that it has been impossible to refer to them all specifically in the text or  notes. 

1 recognise the impetus given by colleagues at Brunei University where this book was first 

conceived. 1 am indebted to  Elliott Jaques who invited me there, to Jimmy Algic who provided the 

nucleus notion and freely shared Iiis wealth of ideas. and to Ralph Rowbottoni who iw\ only 

impressed the need for rigbur in analysing social concepts but also good-naturedly tolerated iiiy first 

fumbling delinitions and helped nie rcfinc anil apply them. Gillian Stamp, Tim Packwood and others 

generously read and commented on early drafts of various chapters. Over the subsequent years many 

have helped me in my work. It is impossible to name them all, but I am especially grateful to Anne 

Bosanquet, Ian Johnston, David Wilshirc and Nick Bosanquct. Clients too, through individual 

discussions and in workshops. offered many stimulating suggestions. 

Two people must lie singled out for special appreciation. Stephen Sinnot1 provided continual 

encouragement over several years, not only by overcoming my doubts that the task was feasible and 

that 1 could complete it, but also by making insightful suggestions o n  several occasions when I became 

stuck. Verity Goitein provided unfailing support and enthusiasm from start to finish. She willingly 

read and r c - r e d ,  criticized and re-criticized drafts of every' chapter: and her consultancy projects 

served as an invaluable testing-ground for many of the ideas. Naturally, unevenness, mistakes and 

poor writing remain my own responsibility. 



Chapter 1 

Getting Started 

WHY BOTHER? 

To be a person in society, which means to exist at all, 
you must set purposes and hold values. To achieve any- 

thing, you must put a great deal of effort into deciding 
your purposes and pay close attention to values. To 
influence other people within an organization, in 

government or in society generally, you must reflect 
deeply on values and work with values explicitly. 

To be a social scientist or engage in social science of 
any sort - and I include vocational disciplines like 

management, medicine. law and journalism in my 
broad definition - you must not only deal in values but 
directly confront the essential nature of values and its 
offshoot, ethics. 

Yet there is no accepted theoretical framework of 
purpose or value. There arc no widely agreed definitions 
to  which you can turn. 

So each organiy-ation and sometimes each manager, 
each discipline and sometimes each social scientist, 
develops a unique lexicon of terms for the different 

notions and shades of meaning required when working 
with purposes and values. 

Docs it matter? From one point of view, it does not. 
People may not know what a value is, but they do know 

what makes sense to them. 

Even if it does matter, we all dislike people inter- 
fering with our understanding of things by foisting 

defined terms on us. So if a common language is really 
needed, the trick must be to  find universal definitions 
which arc intuitively right lor most people. The 
theoretical framework offered in this book is the 

fruition of many years devoted to just this task. 

From a purely practical perspective, the lack of a 
common language is harmful. It creates confusion in 
organizations and government, it impedes research and 
analysis, it interferes with fruitful inter-disciplinary 
work, and it keeps the general public mystified. The 
proposed terminology makes any work with values and 
purposes much easier, partly because of the way that 
communication is aided and misunderstanding 
reduced. 

But the book is not just about communication, it is 
about freedom and power. The framework was pro- 

duced for one purpose only: to help people achieve 
things. This is its chief merit and justification. All 
inspiration, all human energies, all social forces, all 

action can be traced to the effective use of purposes and 
values. Working with values in a proper and precise way 
liberates human and social potential and permits extra- 
ordinary achievements. This is the secret treasure 
revealed by the framework, and available to anyone who 
truly seeks it. 

The framework emerged from and was used to guide 
numerous consultancy projects, often large scale and 
long term. Success in transforming organizations and 
producing social change would have been impossible 
without the ideas. Use of the ideas made the experience 
for clients utterly unlike that generated by pragmatic 
management consultants, discipline-based investigators 
or nun-theoretical action researchers. 

Whether your concern is with raising standards, 
designing strategies, evaluating policies, changing an 

organization's culture, introducing managers to new 
ideas. establishing identity, using religious notions, 
making an ethical choice, developing a community. 
making reforms, strengthening governance, remedying 
social injustice, furthering a social movement, leading a 
team, campaigning for a cause, increasing participation, 
or a myriad of other things in relation to action, ethics, 
organization or government: this book offers a helpful 

and practical understanding of what you are about, 
explains likely pitfalls and mistakes to be avoided, and 
clarifies how the social context should be handled. 

You will not find here a recipe telling you what to do 
in seven easy steps, but you will he given some essential 

tools to  help you create your own future. 

Assessing the Ideas. Discovering and organizing 
the axioms of purpose and value is not what social 
sciences or even management disciplines arc there for. 

Each must pursue its own speci.il area of interest and 
leave wider issues to  others. But who? Everyone, every 
organization, every discipline expects to  take such basic 
intellectual infra-structure for granted as it goes about 
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its real business of developing, using, maintaining, or 

studying purposes and values. 

Unfortunately, vou cannot take even reading, 

writing or  arithmetic for granted until each has been 
created and tested in pr.ictice - and this requires a 
dedicated effort. 

To develop (or rather discover) the necessary ideas, 

it was essential to use everylay life as a laboratory. 1 had 
to learn from many academic disciplines while refusing 

to identify with any particular one. At all times 1 
pursued the ideas wherever they went, guided gencrall~ 

by a systems philosophy, and more specifically by 
project demands. ' 

I assessed my emerging ideas \-i\ their etTectivnwss 
and acceptability to people in positions of respon- 
sibility. As a coherent and elegant franiework slowly 

emerged, many of its formal features were being 
clarified and confirmed by concurrent investigations in 
related topics like decision-making and personal 
growth.' 

It would be unhelpful and tedious to  follow the usual 
academic practice of integrating these ideas within the 
existing literature because there are too many relevant 
literatures. In any case, each reader must assess the 
ideas and test them against what the!- know and what 
their discipline teaches. The ideas need to be incor- 
porated and subtly n~odilied within you - but without 

losing their helpful essence. The point is that this new 
account of' purpose is a true inter-ilisciplinary or rather 
trans-disciplinary product. It must of necessity exist as 
an entity in its own right, standing on its own merits 

and within your own mind, but outside existing clis- 
ciplines. The social science corpus is compleniented 
and interpreted, but not challenged or  replaced.' 

An end to the refinement and elaboration of the 
framework has continually receded. The tinie has come 
to call a temporary halt. The general outline and most 

parts of the framework have already proved their worth 
in many consultations and projects. Clients - man- 
agers, politicians, social scientists - spontaneously and 
surprisingly ~~ncomplainingly learn and use its 

language. The acceptance and appeal of these ideas over 
many years now suggests that the time is right to offer 
the framework in its entirety to .1 wider aurlicnce. It 
needs and deserves further application, testing, 
refinement and elaboration. 

ARTIFICIAL INTUITION 

Each of us is aware. We each use our mind. We may 
also work at using it. Using the mind is not wholly 
dissimilar to using a computer. Both are multi-function 

tools requiring creative control. Ease of use o l a  com- 
puter, say for word-processing. depends on the soft- 

ware provkleil - although this is no guarantee of the 

quality of the resulting prose. Analogously, the mind 
depends, say in managing, on implicit o r  explicit 
theories - although, again, these give no guarantee of 
the quality of any decision. If software does not suit the 
computer's operating system, it will not load and cannot 

be used. In the same wav. if a theorv does not suit the 
operation of the mind, people soon rcjrct o r  ignore it. 

Few social, psychological or management theories have 
been developed with an intense, continuing and over- 
riding urge to suit the natural workings of the mind. 

This one has. That is why 1 call it 'software of the mind'.  

Some theories suit crrtain minds and not others, just 
as sonic software runs on some computers and not 
others. However, the niind is like a universal computer. 

It thwefore invites the creation of theories that arc both 
universal and yet positively support diversity. Most 

theorirs avoid that challenge. This theoretical frame- 
work sought i t  out. 

Being software of the mind, the framework is really 
a form of artificial i n t ~ i t i o n ' . ~  Because the framework 
embodies and supports intuitive processes, its ideas 
appear natural and unforced when applied in everyday 
life. When parts of the framework are explained to 
people, they seem obvious, even axiomatic. Clients in 

consultations and students in lectures frequently tell me 
that what I an1 saying is 'just coninion sense' o r  'terribly 

neat and simple. Sometimes they are genuinely 
puzzled about why they had not seen it themselves. So 
the framework could be considered to be part of a 

science- of common sense - if that was not a 
contradiction in terms. 

The framework has only reached its present degree 
of simplicity, coverage and clarih by being altered in 
response to people's views. 1 .in1 in debt to  the intu- 

itions and arguments of hundreds of managers and pro- 

fessionals seeking to handle everyday work situations 
better, and to thousands reading to the icleas and 
examples in seminars and lectures. Naturally, a debt 

must also br acknowledged to the analyses and 
intuitions of great thinkers, Fast and West: and to the - 
cores of truth in the otherwise conflicting and evolving 
explanations and theories within the management 
disciplines and social sciences. 

Something designed to suit the niind could equally 
be termed 'software for the mind'. All achievement and 
con~niunity depends on the mind, that is t o  say on 
conscious and intuitive efforts rather lhan mechanical 
habits. If ideas are going to be used in those efforts. they 
must both feel right (personally and spontaneously) and 
be right (practically and logically) or they will be 
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disruptive. This framework has the potential to focus 
and clarify what is already natural. It can be easily 

simplified and explained to children. It should be taught 
to nianagers, professionals and politicians. 

Because the framework reflects the undisturbed 
operation of the mind, i t  feels most real at the moment 
when it is used. So understanding the framework 

through reading is an entirely different experience from 
understanding the franirwork through using it. 

The point is that we do not operate in our daily 
dealings as if truth lies in a textbook or  requires a 
laboratory. The gulf between the truth we live bv and 
scientifically for~nulated truth needs to be recognized, 
Truth is something \ve experience and come upon in 
ordinary living. The book can never be such an event, 

but the framework ought to  be. It exists to  be lived. It 
exists because it is lived. 

It follows that it is best to reail the book with 
imagination and put what you read in the context of 
immediate difficult problenis or issues requiring your 
personal action or  judgement. This means reflecting on 
your situation with the new ideas in mind. As an 

intuitive understanding of the situation fuses with an 
intuitive understanding of the constraining assumptions 

of the framework, a sense of a constructive way forward 
should emerge. Alternatively, you may turn to the book 

only when faced with .i challenge which cannot lie 
handled or  a situation which seems to lie going wrong 
-especially if you suspect that your understanding of 
purposc may be at fault. The need to get something 
right when others are holding you responsible is J 

powerful incentive to  use and assimilate new ideas. 

A SPECIAL-ORDINARY LANGUAGE 

At this point I would like you to look at Master- 
Figure 0 (at the end o l  the chapter) and compare it to 
the Table of Contents from Chapter 3 to Chapter 1 3 .  
You will see that the book is laid out in an orderly 
fashion with each section assigned a formula, a label, 
and an epithet. 

In the primary hierarchy (with its pattern of circles 
and lines), you can see seven levels o r  types ofpurpose. 
The upper live levels of purpose are also types of value. 
Everything else derives from or is related to these seven 
conceptual entities.' 

The Master-Figure emphasizes that the language of 
the framework is primarily a language of formulae The 
Table of Contents emphasizes that a controlled yet 
natural language of concepts is possible and necessary 
- but it accommodates to  the stress of this demand 
through the use of epithets. 

Following application of the ideas in many settings 
and after numerous labelling and re-labelling efforts, it 

has become clear to  me that the only truly unambiguous 
and universally suitable (and therefore scientifically 
correct) name is a formula or  symbol. For example, the 
most precise way to refer to a value which has the 

properties of the sixth level is as an 'I--6 purpose, not 
as a 'value system' o r  any other sviionyni - belief, nCw 
idea, ideal. principle, doctrine, ideology', framework, 
theory, paradigm, school of thought, philosophy - 
which might appear to be more suitable in a particular 
situation, organization or discipline. 

But the use of formulae can seem mysterious. -ro 
write an account of [lie framework using forn~ulae 
alone would produce not just awkward sentences, but 
an utterly impenetrable book. Yet forn~ulae are always 

used in project work as an adjunct and nianagers take to 

them as they become familiar with the ideas. Most 
people dislike forinul.u- when reading, so I have kept 
them to a minimum.6 

However the reality is that the precision o f  a formal 

language was absolutely essential to the discovery and 

developn~ent o f  a consistent and coherent universal, fiame~vork. 

To avoid formulae altogether would have been wrong 

because it would have excluded more curious readers 
from working directly with the underlying code. In the 

future, lormulae may help with intcr-organizational, 
cross-disciplinary and (.TOSS-cultural communication.' 

There was. however, another essential and com- 
plementary principle of the research approach. Every 
entity o r  process demanded or implied by tlic 

theoretical framework had to correspond to evervdiiy 
reality. This meant that labelling using ordinary 
language had to be possible. In short, n o  purely abstract 
concept o r  invented jargon was allowed. Everything 
had to lie common currency and make inimetli.11~ 
sense. In other words, natural language was a tool ofequal 

significance in the research process. This tool helped ensure 
that the theory could be intuitively perceived as 
correct. 

These two tools, forniulac and natural language, 
emerge from distinguishing and valuing objective and 
subjective truth. The result has been to produce a 
complctrly formal language which is almost inilis- 
tinguisliahle from real language in everyday use. Tlie 
reader can expect to find ordinary meaningful ternis 
underpinned by precise definitions and relationships 
which enhance their sense. 

Natural language labels evolved during the rcsearcli 
process. For example, L- 3 purposes and values were 
called 'political aims' for a long time: in part following 
a colleague's suggestion, in part to capture their con- 
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troversial quality, and in part because I was consulting 
with town hall councillors who liked the term. l.ater I 
changed the L-3  label to 'internal priority'. The change 
was based on pragmatic grounds because I found that 
managers reacted nervously to the word 'political', on 

methodological grounds when I began using quan- 
titative and systematic priority-setting techniques in 

consultations, and on theoretical grounds after I dis- - 
covered that any type ofvalue could at certain tinips and 
in certain situations be political (cf. Master-Matrix 30). 

Although it is essential to recognize that L - 3  values 
are always and characteristically wholly internal to an 
endeavour o r  organization, 'internal priority' may be 
shortened in conversation to priority' .  To improve 

readability, I will use such abbreviations or even 
synonyms (e.g. 'emphasis' or 'criteria' lor an L-3  value) 
where the meaning is unambiguous. 

Managers also use 'policy' as a synonym for 'internal 
priority', hut 'policy' really needs to  be reserved for a 
specific use. It is common to find 'policy' used rather 
indiscriminately by managers and academics in refer- 
ence to a diverse range of purposive entities including 

priorities, ideals, social values, and desired outcomes. 

It may not matter at the time, but this practice is harmful 
in the long tern). The reason is that all these terms are 
not just words but powerful tools. Using them inappro- 
priately blunts them, and their lull power cannot then 
be harnessed. As language becomes confused and 
debased, people find themselves becorning muddled, 
irritated, argumentative, anxious and unable to think. 

Playing around with labels can lead to an unconscious 

disconnection of the word from the underlying 

realities. For example: a social value (shared by 
different projects or services) is utterly distinct lion1 a 
principal object (which defines a particular project or 
service). However, once the term 'need' is habitually 
used in place of 'social value', then departmental 
managers in bidding for resources argue in all sincerity 

that there is a 'need' for their 'service'. In this way, the 

two concepts are collapsed and it becomes difficult to 
focus on the 'real needs' (i.e. social values) which may 
well demand innovative, modified o r  reduced services 
from that department. 

Deliberately distorting or misapplying concepts is 
an old political trick in the repertoire of every prag- 
matic businessman, ambitious politician and academic 
wheeler-dealer. 1 lowever, such personally advantageous 

tricks eventually stop the concept functioning as an 
effective tool in the wider community. Formulae are 
the surest prevention. But, just as celibacy is the surest 
method of birth control, second best may suit people 
better. The second best is to use the given labels and 
treat them as univocal concepts. 

Of course, in practice, the person familiar with the 
framework and at ease in a consultation or in a position 

of responsibility knows when a looseness of language o r  
its local modification is acceptable and helpful. 
Rigorous precision and sensitive adaptation are bed- 
fellows in the real world, not opposites. A colleague, 
completing a project for a city government, consulted 
me to sec if the list of recommendations which con- 
cluded Iiis excellent report could be made more 
incisive. In discussion, we saw that he had intuitively 
produced all the elements of a programme for growth 
and development (G-4'). So hr restructured the list of 
recommendations using as headings: Current Needs 
(which stated the social values); The Main Objective 

(which explained the principal objects of a new 
endeavour); The Next Steps (which organized his 
proposed priorities); and Key Outcomes (which listed 
strategic objectives). Use of my concepts re-structured 

and strengthened his conclusions, but strict use of tny 
terminolog) was not appropriate. 

LEARNING AND USING THE 
FRAMEWORK 

The framework, being software of the mind, has 
properties like the mind. So anyone can intuitively 
identify with the framework to order and reflect on 
their assumptions and experiences of values, objectives 
and ethics. 

However, each of us has blind-spots which interfere 
with this intuitive learning process. Readers will find, 

as I found, that they catch on to  some parts of the 

framework easily and find others mysterious o r  even 
objectionable. Because everyone has different blind- 
spots, the way to handle them is through group 
discussion and team learning. 

By hammering out the ideas in dialogue, each person 
will benefit. Indeed, only by explaining the ideas t o  
others in your own words with Four own concrete 
examples can you really be sure that you have undcr- 

stood them. When others challenge ancl criticize what 
you have said, you must handle those challenges and 
criticisms constructively. In this way, you will be 
repeating die inquiry exercises which produced and 
refined the framework. 

Understanding the framework is about engaging 
with it. To understand it, you must use it and get used 
to it. Unless you use it, you cannot get used to it. And 

then you will never really understand it. 

Once you have understood the framework, it will 
assist you automatically. Its fluidity will complement 
the fluidity of your own intuitive processes. When the 
time conies to deal with a situation, you will simply use 
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the relevant ideas. You will neither cumbrously and 
artificially apply the ideas, nor forget their in~plications 

just at the moment when they are most needed. The 
concepts will emerge as naturally as words do when you 
speak. If you try to use the book solely for reference at 
the crucial moment, it will be as helpful as a dictionary 
in the middle of a debate. 

Although the framework is a general theory. it is not 
a theory of the conventional sort which proposes to 
explain realities in the past or the present. The frame- 
work has been designed to design the future. So it 

comes into its own before anything has been decided. 
The challenge met by the theory is creative design not 
the explanation of facts. 

Creativity, like the mind, is a reflexive and fluid 
process: and so is the fran~ework. The framework is 
paradoxically both unnervingly precise - one colleague 

compared it to caging butterflies - and yet utterly 
protean in its application. 

The framework contains itself. It is a value system 
and an ethical teaching and conforms to the principles 
and properties that govern such entities. The franie- 
work can even be said to define its own creation, 
because it describes the creation of social reality of 

which the framework is a part. 

The framework was unconsciously and consciously 
used in producing the theory. It will also be used 

implicitly as you read about it. Many aspects of values 
and objectives taken for granted in early chapters are 
not defined precisely and explained until the final 
chapters. Intentional processes - decision, idealiza- 

tion, imposition, implementation and so on - can be 

taken for granted because we live in, with. through, and 

by them. 

The essential tluidity in  the everyday use and applica- 

tion of the framework can be disconcerting. To get a 
handle on abstract ideas, readers naturally think of an 
example only to  find that this example shows rapid 
shifts in its properties as either its function or  frame of 
reference alters. Taking function first: the same value as 
formulated, e.g. 'providing care for children', or 
'building houses' or 'honesty'. can at one moment o r  in 

one situation function as a belief or value system, at the 
next moment or in another situation as a need o r  social 

value, at the next moment or in another situation as an 
urgent priority for action, and so on. 

Shifting the frame of reference can g i ~ e  the (false) 
impression that the theoretical structure itself is 
fluid A reader may notr,  for example, that a govern- 
ment's strategy leads to the objects of a new 
organization being defined: and then argue that this 
means 'objects' are hierarchically below 'strategy'. It 

does seen1 so in social terms, but only because the 

frame of reference of the organization is within that of 

the government. Keep in mind that the framework is a 
conceptual hierarchy, and that it only maintains its 
structure within a particular frame of reference. In this 
case. the strategy is in the frame or reference of the gov- 
ernment (and is encompassed by the objects of 
government), whereas the organization's objects are in 
the franie of reference of the organization (and will 

encompass its strategy). 

In order to  grasp and apply the framework, it is 

essential to be clear about the frame of reference in use. 
Generally the frame in use is an organization, a govern- 
ment o r  a nation. But I also regularly offer examples 
using other frames, like a project, a department, a 
neighbourhood, or a person. This is to make it clear 
that the ideas apply anywhere that an enduring social 

boundary can be drawn, and whenever purposes (i.e. 
values or objectives) are defined. 

IT REALLY IS LIKE SOFTWARE 

In software terms, this publication is Version 1 (V. 
I .0). Beta-versions. as ore-release software is called, 
have been around since the ideas began gelling in about 
1983. These early versions took the form of discussion 

documents, seminar handouts, aide inenloire tables, 
conference presentations, published papers, drafts of 

sections and whole chapters of the book. So there has 
been fairly length! and extensive testing to  check out 
the ideas and how to communicate them. 

Software is never perfect o r  complete. The same is 

true of this framework. Software programs become 
ever more complicated: users demand more once they 
have mastered the first version and seen its deficiencies. 
Similar elaboration is both possible and desirable in 

regard to this framework. 

The framework can (and should) be developed in 
several directions. First, it can be simplified. Microsoft, 
for example, sold both a cut-down and a coniplex 
application for word-processing to suit different market 
segments. If this book i s  welcon~ed and its value 
recognized, then shortened and dedicated versions can 

be developed for managers and others. I encourage 
teachers and trainers to customize the book for their 
o v n  purposes to suit their courses and students. 

Second, the framework can be written and explained 
in a form particularly suited for certain domains (like 
banking, or health care, or public relations) Third, the 
framework can be elaborated and its usefulness 
explored further by making new internal connecti0n.s. 
and by showing relationships with other similarly 
constructed frameworks. 
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Like all complex software, the framework has 
potentials of which even the author is not fully aware. 
In trying to produce an account that was neither too 
long nor too complicated, 1 have played down many of 
the formal analogies and implications which niust, by 
definition, have real world significance. I have been 
concerned to say enough to make it possilile for any 
reader to  get into the framework so as to find new 
correspondences and linkages and to pursue additional 

practical applications. 

Fixing Bugs. The book contains mistakes. Some 
are lust like software bugs. Such bugs, errors in the 
framework, must be distinguished from other types of 
mistake such as errors of fact, errors of presentation. 
and errors of illustration. 

1 am acutely embarrassed in advance liy errors of 
fact, which have crept in because of the breadth of the 
book and the varying depth of understanding I have in 
difterent areas. I am naturally embarrassed hy crrors of 
expression or presentation. Whenever these sorts of 
error come to light, they have been or will be corrected. 

Errors in the examples are a lesser concern. I would 
like to  compare such errors with those in a word-pro- 

cessing manual in which the capitalization feature is 
demonstrated on an ungrammatical sentence. It is off- 
putting, but not crucial. 1 trust that no examples are so 

erroneous that A c  underlying ideas are distorted, but 
perhaps this is to be over-optimistic. 

Many beta-testers criticized various examples i s  
over-simplified or biased. Other readers protested 
about some which touched on their assumptions and 

values. Sensitivity was especially high in regard to 

political, national and religious matters. You may find 

yourself reacting in the same way. Please keep in mind 
that the examples are only there to  illustrate a general 
idea. They cannot prove .inything, and their precise 
correctness is rarely releviint. They do not necessarily 
indicate my own views. 

Bugs in the software arc either my oversights or niy 
personal blind-spots. Naturally these must be distin- 
guished from blind-spots ofthc reader. Few readers will 
find anything that is entirely new and so you will come 

to the book with ideas shaped by your disciplinary train- 
ing. your past experience, and your soci.11 environ- 
ment. You will find genuine errors, but lie cautious 
before automatically throwing out my propositions just 
because they do not accord with your existing notions. 
When you want to reject something, please suggest an 
alternative. It may be better. The aim is t o  build, not 
destroy. But remember: it all has to hang together. A 
change in any one part of the framework may demand 
changes, subtle o r  major, in many other parts. 

Real bugs are what make a computer system crash. In 
the framework, they correspond t o  errors of justifi- 

cation, errors of forn~ulation, errors in identifying o r  
specifying a property, errors in relations &c. I laving put 
some concepts through twenty or  more alterations, 1 
would be foolish to imagine that all an: 100% correct 
now. I am confident that the basic shape of the franic- 
work is correct - that the software really works - but 

I am continually seeking to understand it, to in~prove 
thr formulations, and to assign properties more pre- 
cisely. The only way to deal with these errors is to fix 
thrm. If the book is xvell-received and I get sulTicient 
constructive feedback and suggestions for improve- 
nient. revisions can tic anticipated: a second edition (V. 
2.0) and upwards. 

HOW TO TACKLE THE BOOK 

There are many dill'crcnt \\a!s to read this book: as a 
whole, in sections, o r  via topics. 

tiveryone should read (and maybe even re-read) this 
chapter. Some may also wish to  read Ch. 2, which 
provides a simple introduction to my research and 
consultation approach, and indicates how conventional 
disciplines link to  the book. My personal reflections in 

Ch. 14 can be read now or at any time. Once oriented 
by these chapters, you can use the book to suit yourself. 

Some people, those who like reading nianuals or are 
capable of encyclopaedic coverage of a subject, may 
simply plough through the book from cover t o  cover. 
But each small section could have been a book in itself, 
and the style is necessarily compressed with new ideas 

and essential propositions coming one after the other 
thick and list. 

The present ordering is essentially the order of 

discovery. I like it because it puts ethical issues at the 
heart of the book, and so emphasizes the realization of 
ethical as well as instrumental or managerial values. An 
alternative ordering o f  chapters could be: the basics 
(C1i.s 3 and 4), using values (Ch.s 10 and 13), making 
choices (Ch. 6). developing social identity (Ch.s 7 to 
9), and organizing progress in groups ancl society (Ch.s 
5 ,  1 1  and 12). 

Another way to work through the whole book is to  
skim through by reading all the Introducing .... sum- 
maries and explanations at the start of each chapter and 
main sections, and the Reviewing.. . . summaries and 
transitions at the end of each chapter and section. These 
are all shown in italics and marked with an arrow (Â¥+ 

in the Table of Contents. 

Anyone intuitively at home with the subject may find 
that they can glean all they need from the Master- 
Matrices (Master-Tables/Figures). These are placed at 
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the end of the chapter or section where they arc 
explained, and are also collected together at the end of 

the book. The matrices provide an ultra-brief summary 
and aide n~emoirc of the entire framework. Their 

primary purpose is to help the reader keep the \vhole 
picture in view either while reading about part of the 
framework. o r  while applying it. or while improving it. 

Although 1 have written the book as an evolving 

argument and kept repetition to a minimum. I have also 
tried to  write each chapter, and even each chapter 
section. so that it can stand alone. As a result, readers 

may turn imrnecliately to whatever is of interest to 
them. For example: readers who are specifically 
interested in the making of ethical choices may read 

Ch. 6 alone without difficultv. It is perfectly possible to 
work through different parts of the book in an order 
that suits you. 

The reader can be even more selective by using the 
Table of Contents, Glossary, Master-Matrices and 

Index. The Glossary is particularly useful in that it 
provides a reference to  the framework position for 
over 750 terms (via formulae) and indicates relevant 
Master-Matrices. 

Key concepts (e.g. policy) have thcir own specific 
place in the framework (i.e. thcir own formula: G-2* 
lor policy), and have chapter sections devoted to them 
which are usually only a few pages long. Such core 
concepts are always found in the Table of Contents. If 
vou read the section on policy, you may then wish to 
turn to the pages which describe the category to which 
policy belongs - in this case 'direction'. While doing 
this you might turn to Master-Table 3 1 to compare and 
contrast policies with the other live types of direction. 

You rnay discover that vou are not really interested in 
developing or teaching about policy at all, but rather 

wish tu consider approaches. If so, you can then turn to  
read about them. If devising a policy is what interests 
you after all. you may wish to discover more about its 
constituent levels of purpose: internal priorities and 
strategic objectives - either by turning to the relevant 
Master-Matrices o r  parts of Ch. 3 and Ch. 5 .  O r  you 
may wish to understand the work of governing boards 

in relation to policies (in Ch. 121% or  investigate the 
dynamics of policy-making further (in Ch. 13). And so 

on. 

If you are interested in an umbrella conception, like 
standards, which has many different and often muddled 
meanings, then it is best to start with the Glossary. 
There you will see the various specific conceptions for 
which 'standard' is a common synonyln. You can 

explore these initially in the Glossary, turning to the 

Master-Matrices and text whenever you fed  inclined to 

dig deeper. 

Transition. You now know enough about the book 
to get started anywhere. 

The framework leaves you free to determine 

parlic~ilar purposes and preferred values to suit you, 
your situation and your society. But this does not mean 
it is value-free. The framework is itself built with values 
and. like any framework, provides the potential for 

undesirable constraint. So introducing it is ethically 
problematic. To provide some reassurance. o r  at least 
explanation, 1 will say something about the ethical 

dimension of my research and consultancy work in 
Ch. 2. *g 
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The formulaecan be 'interpreted using the Table of Contents 
ETHICAL 
RULES 

1-7 .......................................................................................................................... 
1"-6 ................................................... 
1-5 ................................................... 
1"-4 ................................................... 
1-3 ................................................... 

1-2 ................................................... 
1"- 1 

APPROACHES 
TERTIARY STRUCTURAL HIERARCHY 

Ethical Rule Derivatives enabling Ethical Authority in Society. 
1'-7 ............................................................... 
1'6 ................................................... 
1'-5 ................................................... 
1'-4 ................................................... Value Systems enabling Responsible 

1'-3 ................................................... 
Choice in Specific Situations. 

1'-2 ................................................... 
1'- 1 

PURPOSES // SECONDARY 
HIERARCHY 

(& VALUES) 

Associated 
Hierarchies 

PRIMARY 
HIERARCHY * 

PRIMARY STRUCTURAL HIERARCHY 

Purpose and Value Derivatives enabling the Realization of Values in Society. 

"The pattern of processes shown within the primary hierarchy con be found within the other hierarchies. @Warren Kinston 1991,1993,1994 
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Chapter 1 : Getting Scarted 

Slic usual critidsni of systems scieiu-c is that its niodels are 
over-form.ilii'ecl and excessi\ely abstract, or that they state 
the obvious in an overcomplicated and unhelpful way. The 
present product is both formal and yet pragmatic. Thr  
pattern revealed is only obvious once properly appreciated, 
and then it is cxtrcniely usrful. The prime rpisteniological 
consideration in judging a systems-lmsed theory is whether 
thr model adequately represents the crucial features of the 
re.ility being modcllml. In 1)ursuing this go.11, coiii1)rehen- 
ivcness consistency and coherence art- typically regarded as 
highlv important theoretic.il requirement, while actual 
iniplemeniation in real world projects is an important 
n~ethodological requirement. Churchman, Ackoff and other 
leading systems rrsearchcr~ have emphasi~ed in their 
writings and lectures that the crucial element omitted in 

most system science research is the human element. and the 
major research failure is lack of implementation. By 
contr.i.st. this research was developed around the human 

clenient and has brcn thor~~ughly tested through repeated 
large-scale .m~l long-tmn organizational ainl social change 
projects. See Ch. 2 lor further details of the research 
approach and the projects, Earlier versions of Ch. 3 and Ch. 
4 and parts of Ch. 6 and Ch. 12 have appeared in the systems 
science literature. 

Virtually identical frameworks (in formal terms) have 
emerged a? practical guide;, in related domains of human 

functioning including cornmiinication, creativity. change 
and knowing. A framework of experience am1 identity 
developmrnt is noted in Cli. 3 and ileveloprd in outline in 
Cli. 7 bec.uisc it is difficult to appreciate and use values 
properly without understanding its links to human identity. 
Fr.irncwork-'i for inquiry find decision-milking are touclicil on 
I rx~tnining niethods lor ethical choice (Ch. 6). Of 
c o u r ~ c ,  you would expert to find links between doinaini of 
liiiimn functioning. but tJic par.illelism is probably not 

accounted lor hv iny imposition of the idras on reality. 
Different parts ol'tlie formal pattern in Mastw-Fig. 0 were 
liscovercd independently hi different domains at different 
times and with different colleagues. 

I have published and lectured in a variety ofdisciplines, and 
in those situations referred to the literature of that discipline 
in accord with academic conventions. My approach here has 
to be different. I have kept references to a minimum, and 
incorporated them within Notes at the end cif each chapter. 
References arc iisti.illy provided either to inform the reader 

of a source, to elaborate a point, or  to  indicate my debt to 
another writer or  researclu~r. The Notes do 1101 acknow- 
ledge all rtiajor contributiuns to a topic; nor do they oiler a 
con~prehensive bibliography. To ease reading. 1 frequently 
use a single note to group references to dill'erent points 
within a paragraph. 

Artificial iniumon was 3 tcrm suggrited by Prof Jimm) 

Algie. onv of die contributors and supporters ofmy work, 
to describe his computer applications. With colleague\ at 
Work Scirnces (L.ondon, UK), he independently ilcvcloped 
simple and effective computer-based software applications 
- for cstahlishing priorities, devrloping policies, budget 
planning a t d  control, and workload planning and control - 
which arc built on principles defined by the general theory. 
This program has sold widely and won the Standard Award 
for Britisli Business Software (Further information and 
software is availatile from: Work Sciences. 26 Southwood 
Lawn Rd.. London N6, U K . )  

Findings of others working with the systems science dis- 
ciplines provides mine confirtna~ion for the most basir 
forn~al feature of the framework: its seven level structure. 
For example: the lower five levels seem to  have been estab- 
lished by Klir, G. ;lrchitccw of Sjsiems Problem Solring. New 
York: Plenum. 1985; Beer. S. The Brain ojihe Firm 2nd Ed. 
New York: Wiley, 1981: .ind Jaqueb. E. ,  Gibson. K.O. & 

Isaacs, D J. Levels of Abstraction in logic and Human Aciwn. 
London: Hcinemann, 1978. My two higher levelsrcllect the 
u^ir of thought o r  tlieorv and dlc creative imagination. Thr 
idea that srif-consciousness is a n~eta-systeni abovc actuali? 
i.s now recognizcil in svstrms thinking c.g. van Gigch, I.P. 
System Dwgn Modeling and MctamaJcling. New York: Plenum, 
1991. Empirical research into parts of die framework has 
commenced in the US and Europe: e.g. Snow. R.M. & 
Bloom. A.J .  Ethical decibion-making stylc-s in the work 
place: Unilerlying tlimensioiis and their implications. Systems 
Research, 9: 33-45, 1992; Bloom, A.J.  & Snow, P.M.  Ethical 
decision making styles in the workplace: Relations to the 
Keirsey Tcniperanient Sorter. Systems Rescorch, 1 1 : 59-63, 

1994. 

The formulae become more mysterious ~TÃ they get more 
con~plex. Consider ti"-42J. This is the formula referring to 
the third level in the second of the four-level groupings 
within thr tertiary hierarchy. The G means we arc dealing 

with a grouping o l  clcnieiits; the " means that we are in a 

tcrtiary hierarchy; the 4 means we arc dealing with a tetrad 
or  grouping ol'lbur adjacent levels; the superscript 2 means 
than it is the second of four tetrads counting upwards; the 
subscript 3 means that the entity being identified is the third 
level up in that tetrad. Facli of these features has character- 
i.stic qualities which apply across Framework-i. In the special- 
ordinary language of the present Ir.imework of purpose and 
v.ilue, the forn~ula refers lo  'customary or  non-legal rights 
or  duties which enable an individual's (i.e. a persons or  an 
organization's) min in~un~ standards to be allirnied dog- 

matically '. 

It should not be surprising to rrcogmze that I could not 
possibly have created this framework without computer aid. 
I used an Apple Macintosh computrr and Microsolt Excel 
sl>readslieri to lay out the complex inatricvs in a way that 
as-iisted in the elaboration of ideas and in the exposure of 
iiiconsistciicies am1 incohcrrnces. 



Chapter 2 

Investigating Ethically 

To investigate purpose and value is to  investigate 
social life. To guide the use otpurposes and values is to 
shape people's activities. To work with purposes and 
values is to participate in organizations and com- 
munities. To set purposes and values is to  accept 
responsibility for creating the future. The present 

account will examine all these things and human 

identity too. An ethical perspective is essential here, 

because any interference with who people are, how 
they think, what they do, why they do it, and the way 
they organize then~selves and their society is a sensitive 
and controversial matter. 

The theoretical framework has been developed and 
tested through treating organizations and society as 
research laboratories. This chapter will explain the ethics 
of such an investigative process, and compare my type 

of consultancy intervention, called ethical design. with 
other types. I will indicate what is involved in develop- 
ing a universal axiom-based framework, emphasizing 
die need to learn from people and to seek a holistic 
vision. To put the theoretical work in a practical con- 
text, I will also say a little about the particular con- 

sultancy project which led to my discovery of the 
framework. Finally, 1 will indicate how management, 

social science, philosophy, law, and religion link to the 
book. and 0 t h  reading suggestions for practitioners 
and academics identified with these disciplines. 

ETHICAL DESIGN 

There is one fundamental question for us: where are 

we all going? Kant unpacked this into: what can we 
know? what can we hope for? and what should we do? 

The last is the ethical question. My framework has 
emerged from 20 years of working with people who 
were wondering what to do. In my time, I have spent 
thousands of hours with individuals, attended hundreds 
of meetings with families and groups. discussed for davs 
on end with managers, argued in heated sessions with 
professionals, and challenged convinced politicians. 

Telling them was assuredly not the answer. Each 
person knew their situation far better than 1 did, and 
was in any case already surrounded by advisers, 

welcon~e and unwelcome What I could do was focus 
on helping them personally in a cled~catecl and dis- 

interested way. Within that context, 1 found myself 
offering fundamental insights and principles, while 

always checking that these felt right to the client. 1 
pushed my client to help me inquire into the nature of 
these fundamentals. 

My client and 1 had to convince each other and think 
through divergent points of view. At times, we experi- 
enced blank incomprehension of each other. At other 
times, we engaged in ferocious criticism. Always. we 

stood up to those fashionable ideas and pseudo-theories 
which regularly sweep through organizations leaving a 
trail of confusion and havoc. In this process, 1 dis- 
covered. somewhat unexpectedly, that the best solu- 
tions were, broadly speaking, ethical. 1 found, less 

surprisingly, that no problem lacked an ethical dimen- 
sion and that no act was indifferent to ethical judge- 
merit. Locke, one of the fathers of modern science 
suggested that ethics was 'the proper science and 
business of mankind in general.' Perhaps this is vvhv 
the strategy of collaborative inquiry works. 

Ethical solutions were not about episodic grand 
choices but about ingraining values into every action, 

every thought, every decision, every relationship. 

People generally welcomed ethical clarification, and 
were slightly surprised by how much they could 

personally benefit by doing the right thing, and be 
personally harmed by unthinking avoidance of the 
issues. (Much later 1 read Spinoza's unequivocal asser- 

tion that 'the effort for self-preservation is the first and 

only foundation of v i r t ~ e . ' ~ )  Managers and politicians 
nlav get nervous when words like values and ethics are 

mentioned, but they are aware that achievement 
depends on knowing where you are going and why, that 
personal integrity matters, and that fulfilment of duty is 
one yardstick by which they inust measure themselves. 

It became obvious to me that organizational and 
social life not only required individuals to be strong and 
determined, but also to  know precisely what their 
responsibilities and values were. Time and again. 1 
found that people did not know what to expect of 
themselves o r  of others. Confusion about intentions 
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and responsibilities meant people were niuddled and 
overwhelmed. 'Fix it' was then the only watchword; 
and 'tell us what to  do' the only request. Such people 
seemed to be flapping around in an alligator-filled 
swamp. Empirical studies mainly measured the splashes 
and blood in the water; while management gurus taught 
them how to flap so rapidly that the alligators could be 
kept at bay. 1 tried to  help my clients reach the high dry 
land of reflective awareness. From there. managing life 
o r  business o r  family or politics felt very different: not 
always easy or  trouble-free. but a feasible enjoyable and 
ethical endeavour. 

The Freudian revolution, which spearheaded modern 
mans inner search, has forever removed self-ignorance 
as a choice. Like it or not. we now have the task of 
creating ourselves and our societies with awareness of 
& a t  we are doing. This is ethics in practice, and the 
framework is dedicated to people engaged in this great 
task. 1 have come to refer to my work as ethical design. 
My research method is ethical design research; my con- 
sultancy offers an ethical design approach; all my Ii-ame- 
works are ethical design products. 

Intervention in the laboratory of real life is only 
justified if ethical criteria are met. During inter- 
ventions, parts of the framework were never offered in 
the indicative as one possibility among many. but rather 
in a conditional imperative mode: 'You arc already 
operating with an implicit framework. Make it  explicit 
and compare it to this one. Only change your present 
framework if this one is clearer, more true to life, more 
consistent and more coherent - and so more useful 
and more beneficial for you.' This was the challenge my 
clients paid for, and it is the challenge to which the 
reader of the book is invited to respond. 

Over the years, I have used ethical design to develop 
a number of helpful theoretical frameworks for 
different domains of social life I had to choose one to 
elaborate fully in detail This particular framework of 

purpose was chosen because it provides an explicit and 
systematic understanding of key assumptions undcr- 
lying the developn~ent and use of any theoretical 
framework in social life. 

The Logic of Intervention 

There are three distinct ways to intervene con- 
structively in a social situation. These modes are 
diagramn~atically represented as three hierarchical 
levels in Fig. 2.1 . 

The social situation requiring intervention is 
typically referred to  as a problem or a mess (i.e. a 
system of intcr-linked problems). An intervention may 
be targeted directly at that level (Level A in l-'ig. 2.1). 
For example: invoicing may be a nless and the manager 
n a y  come in on weekends to  check and code invoices. 
Alternatively an outside firm may be called in to  do the 
coding. Many management consultancy firms work in 
this way: for instance, putting one of their staff inside 
the accounts department. or developing a marketing 
strategy for top management. 

The level above the problematic situation (Level B in 
Fig. 2.1) is where a practical understanding forms. This 
understanding is a model of the situation in Level A 
developed so as to indicate what to do. In the above 
example, the understanding might suggest that the 
backlog of invoice coding was clue to  the absence of a 
proper system for handling invoices. The under- 
standing does not say what to do, but it does constrain 
and channel whatever is done. Managers improve each 
other's capability to understand situations through 
discussion, and by reading and writing down-to-earth 
accoimts of their work. Most management consultants 
intervene at this level. Thev review and analysc the 
mess, draw conclusions, and make recon~mendations 
for action. (Weaker firms simply impose the latest 
fashion. called 'best practice', without taking the trouble 
to penetrate deeply into the nature of the mess.) 

Figure 2.1: What is a framework? The hierarchy below illustrates how assumptions constrain any under- 
standing, and how these assumptions are distant from the problematic situation. The terms on the right are systems 
science equivalents. 

Level C Implici~ Assumptions Framework of 
Universal Axioms 

level 6 Practical Understanding 

I 
The Model 

I I I 
Level A Problematic Situation The Mess 
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Note that intervening at the level of understanding is 

design-oriented in die sense that it indicates or con- 

strains what people should be doing in the future. The 

real issue is whether the design recommendations are 
ethical, that is to say good and right in principle. To 
appreciate this, it is necessary to clarify the underlying 
values and assun~ptions being used. 

Any practical understanding or model is built using 
various assumptions, which are usually taken for 
granted and left implicit. These assumptions exist in die 
top-most level (Level C in Fig. 2.1).  They are applica- 

ble across situations - that is to say, thcy are non- 
specific and potentially universal. Assumptions often 
come to be held through hahit, imitation or  experience, 
rather than through rigorous analysis and validation. 
However, if the assumptions arc not geared to the 
nature of the situation and also to the nature of people, 

then they will cause harm. In short, many assuniptions 
are unethical in their application. 

If the assumptions in use arc simply incorrect, people 
find that their efforts in practice do not turn out as 
successfully as they hoped or expected. When 
organizations get restructured every year, it is likely 
that top managers (or their consultants) do not know 
what thcy are doing. If  people lose confidence in their 
implicit assumptions, they get confused. The alter- 

native approach is to copy what others do: again a 
common tactic of consultants, managers and politi- 
cians. This pragmatic approach may mean that all firms 
in a sector, say banking, fail siniultaneously. 

It is possible to intervene at the highest level by 

introducing new ethically-based assumptions. My 
consultancy interventions take place at this level. 
Others intervene here too: politicians, pressure 

groups, academics, and management gurus often 
exhort people with worthy ideas. But such moralizing 

is not situation-based, cannot be classed as design, 
and is often experienced as intrusive rather than 
helpful. 

Any serious intervention in assumptions needs to use 
a comprehensive and coherent framework designed to 
suit the type of situation being handled. I have found 

that only ideas unambiguously located within frameworks can 
seem (and be) superior to existing habitual or 
experience-based beliefs. 

If a framework is rigorously developed with a 
constant focus on issues of responsibility. with an effort 
to accord with human nature and social existence, and 
with a concern to be intrinsically right and good, then 
it deserves to be called an ethical framework' whatever 
domain it may be ordering. It can then be introduced in 
good faith and explained in an appealing manner. 

DESIGNING A UNIVERSAL 
FRAMEWORK 

Research Assunlptions. Note that an under- 
standing of a situation, i.e. a practical understanding, 
leads to blue-prints for action, but an understanding of 
principles, i.e. a theoretical understanding or fraii~e- 
work of ~mivcrsals, does not. This is the practical 
~ e r s o n ' s  disappointment with theory. But the fact that 
frameworks never say directly what should be done 
should be seen as a virtue, not as a limitation. 

Frameworks only constrain and channel the develop- 

merit of understanding. They rule out some models as 
unworkable or harmful and only in the broadest sense 
indicate what might be done. So they allow freedom 
and demand responsibility. 

Some people who eternally defend and seek freedom 

- often artists, therapists, academics - object to the 
constraints implied by any universal framework. They 
have a horror of categorization. It is true that reality 

cannot be captured in categories. But the point is that in 

social life there is always a constraining framework. If 
there were not. communication and social interaction 
would become impossible. So the real issues arc: arc 
you aware of your underlying assumptions and cate- 
gories? and, how useful and ethical are your frame- 

works in practice? 

If a framework is well-designed, then blue-prints can 
be developed in which control is not oppressive, 
spontaneity is preserved, injustices are limited. and 
organic dcvelopnient is facilitated. The world will go 
on whether or not our efTorts are well-designed, but it 
will not go on happily if human nature is violated. We 
are all blueprint makers - managers design their 
endeavours, politicians design their manifestos, and all 
of us design important aspects of our own lives - so 
we can benefit from a framework that accords with 

human nature. (As to what constitutes human nature, 
that is a matter for each person to decide. Mistakes can 
be made and advice can be occasionally sought, but we 
cannot abdicate our everyday responsibilities to experts 
or academics.) 

Whereas managers o r  politicians and their consultant 
advisers can be expected to sort out messes and develop 

a conventional understanding of them, they cannot be 
expected to develop frameworks of universals. This is 
thinkers' work. Practical people have a right to expect 
thinkers to construct such an infrastructure, to develop 
the necessary language and to validate the ideas. 

A core assumption of the present approach is that 
while there is no model for a perfect society o r  
organization, there arc fran~eworks that can helpfully 
and non-oppressively orient our striving for this ideal. 
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Any utopian model threatens to justify totalitarian 
control so as to impose its way of thinking. To escape 
this trap, we could say that utopia is a society in which 
the possibility' of design and evolutionary progress 
exists. This is probably the only utopia we can realis- 
tically expect. It exists everywhere as a potentiality, and 
always has existed in this form. 

One consequence of ethical design through colla- 
boration and intervention is that any account inevitably 
confuses description with prescription. Often what is, 
is what ought to be - so the same statement may be 
both descriptive and prescriptive. Observing what 
existed and what did not exist, and what worked and 
what failed to work was essential to the research 
approach. So the exposition is descriptive to some 
degree. How could a framework for something as basic 
as social life not reflect reality and still be useful? 
However, because the framework aims to be a guide to 
ethical living, it must of necessity be p r e ~ c r i ~ t i v e . ~  

Testing the Framework. Intervening by intro- 
ducing a set of new ideas is a complex matter. It is only 
possible if the ideas seem axiomatic, have intuitive 
appeal, are personally supportive, and rapidly demon- 
strate benefits. To the dismay of ivory-tower dwellers, 
compelling evidence, scholarly erudition and intrinsic 
logic are far less significant. The reason is simple: 
intervening in a person's assurnptive world and 
installing a new way of thinking means tampering 
with their identity. Such activity will not be generally 
welcomed and absorbed if the frameworks do not 
seem to be wholesome and to affirm existing identity. 
A psychotherapeutic-style sensitivity to people is 
obviously needed as part of the research method. 

This is not the place to engage in a detailed account 
of systemic inquiry methods for ethical design. 
However, it is necessary for the reader to recognize that 
conventional empirical and hypothesis-testing inquiry, 
the commonest conceptions of science, cannot possibly 

useful frameworks of universals. Scientists 
using these approaches do not attempt such a task. Most 
of the distinctive principles used in n y  research arc 
mentioned in the opening chapter and this one. (For a 

summary, see Box 2.1).  

A Holistic Vision 

To enter the domain of purpose, values and ethics is 
to  find oneself in a circular antechamber from which a 
number of doors lead. Each door is labelled with a dis- 
cipline. Once you pass through a door-way, the door 
slams irrevocably shut behind you. There is no turning 
back: your career, your mode of thinking, your friends. 
your life are all altered forever. The social guardians of 

Some Distinctive and Unconventional 
Research Principles 

* Start with complexity. 

* Use experiential reolily as  o reference. 
* Expect parallel hierarchies of concepts. 

* Define elements precisely. 

* Reline ordinary language and reject neologisms. 
* Work by progressive approximation. 

* Scan all relevant disciplines. 

* Accept the validity of all sides in long-standing 
theoretical debates. 

* Distinguish the actual from the potential. 

* Understand, then universalize, then apply. 

* Strive for completeness, consistency and 
coherence. 

* Relate frameworks where possible. 

* Check ideas apply equally well at personal, 
organizational and societal levels. 

* Only apply theories in consultation by invitation, 
and then solve real problems collaborotively. 

* Help people and trust people. 
* Give truth priority over method. 

* End with simplicity. 

Box 2.1 

knowledge demand compartmcntalization. Beyond the 
door-way, the rooms are inter-connected. but the 
guardians permit short visits only. 

To sunln~arize what lies behind all the clitlerent doors 
is beyond anyone's expertise. To take account of the 
conflicting and con~plex viewpoints, ideas and findings 
about purposes and values in a proper and fair way, 
were it possible, would render this book hopelessly 
obscure. 

The intense specialisation within management and 
social science disciplines has produced depth at the 
expense of breadth. But a holistic vision is essential to  
achieve anything substantial. Ignoring a single relevant 
factor can bring the whole edifice of an endeavour 
tumbling down. To avoid compartmcntalization, inter- 
disciplinary work is proceeding apace. However the 
academic culture is unchanged, so the result is new and - 
worthy but even more specialized and restricted dis- 
ciplines o r  domain-limited efforts. Consider sonic 
examples: development economics, business ethics, 
medical geography, socio-legal studies, media studies, 
political psychology, educational assessment. 

All too often the research establishment mocks 
efforts to produce a global vision. So the search for 
universality is not just neglected by academics, it is 
avoided as being equivalent to career death. As a result, 
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perspectives and jargon proliferate in contradictory and 
confusing ways, and any sense ot the needs o t  humanity 

is lost. 

The last word can In- handed over to an academic 
who can be taken as speaking for any of tlie social 
sciences anywhere in thc world: "What is wrong .., 
today is that we arc over-specialised, fragmented, alien- 
ated from the society in which the majority of people 
live and lacking any vision of our own or  humanity's 
future."' 

By contrast, the framework of purpose is the product 

of a holistic vision. It extends via action to clarify the 
design and working of organizations and government, 
and via experience to clarify the nature of personal 
identity and moral institutions. All its definitions are 
offered as universally valid, cross-culturally applicable. 

integrated within a meaningful system, potentially 
embedded in existing society, and pointing towards an 
ultimate goal for humanity. 

A holistic vision 111ust handle complexity without 
being over-complicated. It must be simple if it is to  be 

grasped, and yet avoid being simplistic. Nowhere is 
complex over-complication and simplistic over- 
simplification more evident than in the Field ofethics. 

Over-simplifying lithics. Ethics, we can say, is 
about the obligation or  July to do what is right and good. 
It relates to what one is hound to do (obligation etym. L. 
obligarc = to bind up, to pledge), or to what ought to be 
done (duly ctyni. M.E. clew = to owe). The obligation 

and duty is both inner, that is to say a motivational 

force; and outer. that is to say a social demand. In other 
words, ethics is both personal and societal. For the 
person in the street, ethics is, in short, about what must 
be done, what values to hold, and what rules to obey. 
The ethical ideal is a virtuous person in a just society. 

Some have said that mistaking the part for the whole 
is the essence of heresy. If so, most \\riters on ethics are 
heretics. Blandly, they consign to the dustbin whole 
areas of relevance and centuries of philosophical reflec- 
tion. Everything before Kant was a mistake says one. 
Everything after Kant is empty comes the riposte. For 
sonic, ethics is essentially a niatter of union with God. 
For others religion is irrelevant and God a metaphysical 
nonsense. Morals and ethics are words derived from 
Latin and Greek terms referring to custom, character 
and behaviour - but most ethicists seem united in 
regarding such things as outside their scope.' 

The moral education of children, asserted Kohlbcrg, 
an eminent psychologist, should take as its subject 
niatter the settling of conflicts of interest among people 
to whom equal respect is due.6 But this excludes so 

much. Surely moral education is also about developing 
honesty, truthfulness and integrity? And where do rules 

about gambling, euthanasia, the use of drugs, or sexual 
fidelity fit into this schema? 

These over-simplifications arc due to the protean 

quality and immense size o l  the ethical domain. We 
always manage complexity by analysis -- which entails 
breaking the whole up  into its parts. I lowever, if the 
sight of the whole is lost, artiticially isolated parts may 
grow unchecked and deformed, potentially and quite 
unnecessarily subverting the enterprise. A balanced and 

effective understanding of any part of ethics requires an 

image of the whole. Generating this image is my aim: 
not resolving particular ethical issues. Providing a base 
for discourse is nw task: not participating passionately 
in that discourse.'. 

Of course, the combination of over-complication 

and over-simplification is not restricted to  ethics. It 
applies to  decision-making, organizational design, 
social participation, and virtually all areas of social 
science study. 

The favourite simplifying tactic of social scientists is 
to  dichotomize, often into opposites. This is the norm 
when defining purpose and value. (See the introductory 
sections to C1i.s 3 and 4 respectively). The next step is 
to combine two dichotomies into a four-celled two-by- 

two table (see Fig. 2.2). Using this trick, the illusion of 
understanding is dramatically increased. 

People experience a sense of relief that there is some 
order in social reality. if well-designed, as in Fig. 2.2(b), 

2x2 tables may have some use.' 1-lowrver, their weak- 
ness is that they use ideas to order realities. Imposition 
on reality and the massaging of reality are ever-present 
tendencies. The present framework, in sharp contrast, 
is based on using realities to  order ideas. 

Learning from People 

People came first. Out  of the experience of living, 
came the awareness of social existence. And from 
reflections on social existence came religion, philo- 
sophy, law, social science and management studies, 
approximately in that order. To go back to people's 
experiences and to view purposes and values as a 
product of experience allows us to learn from all these 
domains. 

Plural ism.  Social scientists often start by assuming 
or testing popular beliefs. Even philosophers nowadays 
try to harmonize their conclusions with what they 
presume to be everyday thinking by ordinary people. 
However, such work usually assumes that there is only 
one common-sense way of thinking and acting. The 
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Figure 2.2: Dichotomizing: The typical  simplification. (a] Cartesian coordinates based on continuous 
variables and the 2 x 2 table for discrete entities which is derived from it. (b] Distinctive theories of society with key 
social scientists. Note that the approach to society taken in this book does not easily fi t  into the table. 

Radical 
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Radical, 
Humanist 
e.g. Illich 

assumption of unity is the ultimate over-simplification. 
Such a mistake is easy to make, partly because we tend 

to think that people are like ourselves and those with 

whom we mix, and partly because of an inherent 
psychological urge to unification. Philosophers, in 
particular, seem to be prone to pour scathing criticism 
and unmodified contempt on views with which they 
disagree. 

Radical 
Structuralist 
e.g. Maw 

Interpretive 
e.g. Goffman 

Reading widely in many disciplines has forced me to 

accept that there are nlultiple valid modes of thought 
and action - only some of which accord with my own 
personal inclinations. These multiple theoretical 

approaches cannot be unified into an encompassing 
'super-better' theory, but they can be grouped, 
ordered, and made humanly manageable by clarifying 

their essential relationships. The result, which might be 
called a meta-theory or  meta-paradigm, generates an 
overview and enables an expansion of awareness. 

Functionalist 
e.g. Parsons 

By confidentially cooperating with people making 
difficult decisions in disparate settings - and encour- 
aging them to be explicit when doing it their way - I 
have directly observed the dramatic differences which 
result when they use different implicit theories. I found 
that it was often their theoretical approach which made 
the decision, not themselves. In other words, someone 
else with the same theory would come to a very similar 

conclusion. My view is that people not ideas should be 
in the driving seat People must experience themselves 
as responsible tor their actions, and this means they 
must be aware of and personally responsible for the 

ideas and assumptions they hold 

My work required me to assist and empower people 
who carried formal responsibility and wished to act 
with awareness. When the situation is difficult, niiin- 
agers. professionals, politicians and others inquire and 
reflect on their activities even though their main con- 

cern is not generating knowledge. Helping them reflect 
is not itself a scientific activity, but it has an advantage 
o\er  more controlled forms of investigation in that it 
minimizes Ac distortion of human nature to suit 
scientific methods or  theoretical preconceptions. 

[luring one phase of' consultancy, for example, I 
explored exactly what was meant and implied when a 
decision or  proposal is described as good (or bad) or 
right (or wrong). The resulting multiplicity of views 
and ways of handling controversy were systen~atically 

analysed and refined over some years to  produce a set of 
very different approaches to ethical choice (see Ch. 6 ) .  

Precise Formulation. The concepts, structures 
and relationships of purpose and value were tested and 
validated in an iterative process to  make them fit the 
realities precisely. Ideas were developed so as to be 
applicable, and application in problematic situations 
was pursued to test and modify the formulations. I have 

generally worked with successful people capable of 
reflecting on their own functioning. Such people d o  not 
accept fuzzy jargon or artificial ideas, and are far too 
sensible to  adapt to  disciplinary prejudices. They are 
aware of the evolution of their own attitudes and 
beliefs, and expect new ideas to be broadly congruent 
with what experience has taught them. 

Of course, even the brightest person looking for help 
might accept plausible but mistaken ideas. And if the 
ideas are buzzwords, it becomes positively dangerous to  
appear behind Ae  times by questioning o r  rejecting 

them. Much academic and commercial consultancy 
seems to build on this human weakness, by deliberately 
promoting buzzwords while avoiding precise formula- 
tions (cf. Box 2 .2) .  

But precision in thinking is needed to construct an 
effective language for management. Errors multiply 
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themselves as any grand synthesis proceeds. The pre- 
sent framework would have collapsed at an early stage 
if valid universals had not been discovered. As the ideas 
in any one section (and its master-matrix) were ham- 
mered out, problenls elsewhere were resolved or 
inconsistencies emerged. So other sections and master- 
matrices were re-worked and improved. Now, the 
whole framework is a tightly-linked and reasonably 

CONCEPT OR BUZZWORD? 
The Example of 'Strategy' 

There is little agreement amongst either businessmen 
or academics about what strotegy is. A recent popular 
article on strategy recognizes it as o buzzword and 
yet mirrors the confusion it reports. The writer drifts 
between what a strategy should be in principle, what 
should guide strategy, ond what business strotegies 
should be in practice. The final suggestion is thot the 
secret of success is to let strategy mean whatever you 
want it  to mean [The Economist, 20th March 1993, 
p. 106). In short, good-bye to concepts. 

The messages about strotegy thot flow from my 
approach are quite different. Here are three: 

* Strotegy has different connotations based on the 
opprooch to work and decision-making taken by 
the manager (cf. Master-Table 8). This accords 
with the general principle that all domains allow 
for a range of different approaches (cf. L-6: 
Ch.41. 

* Before you try to set a strategy, get a grasp of 
what a strotegy 1s in principle (cf. Glossary). 
Make sure you know how strategy links to other 
forms of purpose and value. Use the word 
'strategy', like any other tool, with respect. So 
avoid using i t  to refer bluntty to purposes in 
general. 

* No one con tell you what your strategy should be. 
And d o  not expect a strategy [or any other tool 
including the ideos in this book) to carry the 
burden of your success. Business, like any other 
aspect of social life, is more complicated than 
thot. 

When strotegy was the popular buzzword some 
years ago, i t  was not wise to suggest thot i t  is perfectly 
possible to succeed without strategies - and easy to 
fail with them. But many effective managers, then and 
now. are pragmatic opportunists for whom obiectives 
are a matter of immediate convenience and concepts 
a form of brainache. 

Acodernics who promote the use of strotegy are 
lypically rationalists or systems thinkers who believe in 
ideos and insist on the importance of knowina where 
you are going. ~ o n o ~ e r ~ w h o  find such an approach 
appealing should feel at home with the definitions and 
explanations of strategy and related terms provided 
here (cf. Ch. 3 1.2; Ch. 13). 

Box 2.2 

coherent and consistent structure - though still open 
to improvement and elaboration. 

Socrates drove everyone mad with his impossible 
demands for precise definition of things like virtue, - 
knowledge and justice. How could I possibly succeed 
where he failed? The answer lies in the different 
methods being applied. In the philosophic method, 
asking questions and maintaining a dialogue are as 
important as reaching an answer - or even more 
important. By contrast in the present inquiry, answers 
were the object of the exercise and their correctness the 
source of 111y livelihood. To keep projects going, 
workable definitions just had to be produced in a way 
that was socially acceptable, approximately right, and 
evidently useful to clients. 

Something sensible could always be created by 
defining social entities in terms of their core purpose 
and relationships. In other words, the way out of the 
maze was to  move from asking (say) 'What is a faction?' 
to  'What is a faction for?' and to examine how factions 
relate to and differ from other forms of social group like 
communities, associations o r  work groups. I then used 
these ideas with the client to  help them understand 
their situation. As formulations were used and re-used, 
they were modified, focused and refined until they 
were simple, obvious and unexceptionable. 

A client's conceptions and values were never unduly 
disrupted or  opposed. Clients soon realized that the 
issue was really one of gaining clarity in their own 
mind. They recognized that a challenging dialogue with 
a supportive outsider could be helpful. Common sense 
told them that things go awry when they and those 
working to them are confused about what essential 
words mean or  when buzzwords or other key ideas do 
not fit realities. In all projects, people begin using the 
language and working with the ideas of my frameworks, 
perhaps a little stiffly at first, but soon in an easy and 
natural I\-ay. 

Confucius was also deeply concerned with the 
rectification of names, and gave a similar reason for his 
concern to the one I give my clients. 'If names are not 
rectified, then language will not be in accord with 
truth. If language is not in accord with truth, then 
things cannot be accomplished. If things cannot be 
accon~plished, then ceremonies and music will not 
flourish [i.e. disrespect and bad feelings will disrupt 
social relationships]. If ceremonies and music do not 
flourish, then punishment will not be just. If punish- 
merits are not just, then the people will not know how 
to move hand or foot [i.e. will be inhibited]. Therefore 
the superior man will give only names that can be 
described in speech and say only what can be carried 
out in practice." 
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THE ORIGINATING PROJECT 

My various theoretical frameworks have emerged 
principally from a 25 year consultancy programme 

aiming to improve organization and management of the 
United king don^'^ National I Iealtli Service (NHS). The 
NHS, the largest employer in Western Europe, is as 
complex as any organization in the world. Its one 
million employers include health professionals in . . 
numerous disciplines, managers of many types, and a 
wide variety of occupational groups ranging from 
doctors to accountants to gardeners. Its control 

involves politicians, civil servants and the public. Taking 

an action-research perspective, I have directed a variety- 

of major organixation development projects over the 
past I S  years, some lasting many years. Over two 
hundred conferences and seminars have been mounted. 

New ideas and theories in many areas of management 
have been pursued with thousands of staff in all tiers of 
the N H S . T ~ ~  ideas have been fed back to senior 

managers, and have been followed up over the many 

changes of public policy, governments, and people at 
the top of the NHS. l o  

The particular stimulus to work on purpose and 
value came from requests in 1981 -2  to improve the 
working of two District Health Authorities (Dl [As). 
The 1111.4 is a forin of governing body or board within 
the NHS. It was tlicn responsible for comprehensive 

provision of health services in a defined territory with a 
population of about 250,000. This responsibility was 
both legal - it conkl be sued, and financial - it was 
allocated an annual budget with which to provide 

services. The project needed to establish the appro- 
priate work of the DHA, its chairman and members, 
and to clarify their roles and relations to  the top officers 
and to higher level governance provided by a Regional 
Health Authority and the Secretary of State. The 

research contract was not just a theoretical exercise. tt 

required us to assist Authority- members and top 
officers to put our proposals into practice. 

This project t'orceil us to develop the notion of levels 
of purpose and then it became evident that we could 
design a nioclel of the Authority based on this franie- 
work. After testing the ideas further in seminars and 
projects with other governors, the model was published 
and disseminated nationally. Both lay governors and top 
managers founil the framework easy to assimilate, and 

told us that the model felt right and natural. Above all, 
when put into practice, the ideas actually worked." 

The franwwork ol'purpose was subsec~uently applied 
and validated in local government. Localgovernment in 
the UK is responsible for various welfare, education, 
housing and other services tor large communities. 

Elections arc contested by the major political parties 
and so the governance process is highly politicized. 

Here the challenge was to improve council and com- 

mittee structures and the policy-making process 
generally. while keeping in mind the councillors' 
political and democratic role. Again the framework 
proved to accord with a deep social reality and to be a 
useful guide for devising and implementing reforms.I2 

Subsequently, the framework was clarified and further 
elaborated to assist work with values and objectives by 
executives, and to facilitate social change in projects 
involving multiple organizations. In this work. links 
with related frameworks of decision and responsibility 

were developed. The ideas have also been tested and 
refined in work with commercial firms, voluntary 
bodies and churches, carried out in part by colleagues. 

An Unavoidable Discovery 

What is 'Policy'? Clarifying the nature of purpose 

was simply unavoidable in the 1 Icalth Authority project 
because members and officers repeatedly used pur- 

posite terms. Some like priorities, options and plans 
seemed straightforward. However the most frequent 
term, policy, was puzzling. Wr had no precise sense of 
what policy referred to. "Iime and again in our field and 
seminar discussions, participants claimed that policies 
were not being set, o r  wire inappropriately set, o r  
were too vague, or were too specific, o r  were not 

understandable. In confidential discussions. members 
of Health Authorities expressed pur/.lement as to  what 
sort of policy decisions they could realistically make. 
Top officers also revealed confusion as to their specific 
contribution to board policy-making, and wondered 
what distinguished this from purely executive policy- 
making. 

We asked managers and governors to  explain what 
they meant by policy. They replied with synonyms like 

direction or  priority and seemed unsure as to  the 

precise function of policy. Examination of documents . . 
which were labelled policies', for example, usually 
revealed a mixture of strongly held values, vague 
aspirations, specific activities, targets (often grossly' 

unrealistic), directions tor change, general procedures, 
responsibilities, methods, rulrs, and self-evident o r  
tautological statements. The best one could say of many 
of these documents was that they met the requirement 

to have something official in writing. 

Two conclusions were drawn: Iirst, an unequivocal 
and unambiguous definition of policy was required if 
those on governing bodies were ever to be clear about 
their responsibilities; second, such a definition required 
clarity about purposes in general. 
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S o r t i n g  Purposes.  To understand purposes, we 
reflected on their use and misuse in other settings. 

Several observations immediately impressed them- 
selves on us. People werc not clear about what purposes 
werc about - especially purposes which were also 
values. Perhaps as a consequence, we found an extra- 
ordinarily varied number of synonyms for purpose in 

everyday use. Poor o r  absent specifications of purposes 
and inconsistency between purposes werc frequent 
causes of confusion for managers in large organizations. 

Over time we came to see that the notion of different 
types of purpose was important to  resolve problems 
with the setting o l  purposes. Again, two findings 
pointed unmistakably to this conclusion. First, dis- 
tinctly different fornis ol' system breakdown could be 
linked with absence or confusion of different types of 

purpose. Second, attempts at evaluation were regularly 

bedevilled by conflicts between managers, politicians 
and different breeds of academics, because eacli viewed 
different types of purposes as most relevant. 

Eventually we reali~ed that there was a good reason 
why purposes were labelled in so many ways. In 
organizations, indeed in any deliberate activity, a 
number of categorically discrete articulations of 
purpose are absolutely essential. To use them efTec- 

lively, each requires a distinct name. The situation had 

become confused because investigators in clitFcrcnt 
fields of human endeavour had, innocently, evolved 
different names for similar notions o r  used the same 
name for differing notions. 

For example, the objectives studied by policy 

analysts related to changes in services, while the 

objectives stressed by role analysts concerned the 
nature of enduring functions within the organiz.ition. 
Sociologists noted implicit communal or group values 
which resulted in the direction taken by services, while 
managers applied values overtly to make decisions. 
Entrepreneurs with their lawyers formulated aims to 
justify setting up enterprises, whilst planners identified 
aims which determined their operation in the 
immediate future. Supervisors usually set goals to 
ensure that things were done on time, while general 
managers often set goals to which everyone had to work 
in their own way. And so on. Rectification of names was 
evidently necessary. 

In the event, the enormous number of explicit and 
implicit objectives derived from a limited number of 
formally distinct and definable categories (or types) of 
purpose. The variety of surface labels and classifications 
of objectives could he retained, reinterpreted and 
refined using the new deep classification. 

I was predisposed to believe that my categories 

would form an interconnected structure with an 

intrinsic coherence. (f such an underlying structure of 

purpose could be clearly articulated, I knew it would be 
a useful tool for organizational development. However, 
its extension to encompass ethical choice and social 
change was not recognized at that stage. 

In studies of social services, a colleague, Jimmy 
Algie, had previously suggested that there might be five 

distinct categories of purpose forming a conceptual 
hierarchy. l 3  This insight as to  hierarchy was sound and, 
although the labels have been altered, the definitions 
modified, and two further levels added, Algie's 
underlying notions remain. However, the present study 
emphasises that the hierarchy is not merely conceptual 
but is linked to existing social practices. It seems that 

the hierarchy, as I have extended and completed it. is 
not just another typology, but a framework which 

touches social reality itself. It is therefore of profound 
importance for the ethical design of activities, 
organizations and society. 

DISCIPLINARY LINKS 

It may be helpful for readers within particular discip- 
lines or interests to  have advance notice of my con- 

nections with these, and some indication of the parts of 

the book that might be particularly relevant to  them. 
The areas to be considered here are: management dis- 
ciplines, social sciences, philosophy, religion and law. 

M a n a g e m e n t  Disciplines. Much of mv research 
and consultancy has been concerned with improving 

management within organizations. Management is all 
about pursuing purposes, ensuring cooperation, estab- 
lishing values, and thriving in a wider social context, so 

management disciplines were a natural starting point. I 
am indebted to die many management theorists and 
writers who gave me a base from which to work. 

Technical work apart. management has not yet 
become theory-based. Even a prestigious University 

like Harvard teaches managenicnt in niuch the same 
way that morality used to be taught in the middle ages 

- using case studies and simulations. Empirical 
research has produced little theory, and much managc- 

ment writing is an unashamed mixture of description 
and ad hoc precepts. Such theory as exists is simplistic 
or out of touch with the reality to be managed. Where 
management theory is precise and matheniatical, it is 
near-impossible to understand and implementation is 
conspicuously absent. 

The absence of theory encourages managers to  write 
popular books about their own experiences, and fosters 
the phenomenon of the management guru. The result is 
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a mix of tips and hints buried in a web of illusion. Much 
writing encourages imitation rather than reflective 

awareness. The language used aspires to  be allusive 
rather than precise, despite the harmful effects (cf. Box 
2 . 2  and lix. 3.14 in Ch. 3). 

At all times. this book speaks very directly to the 
needs of managers who wish to be aware of what is 
going on - in themselves, in their work, in their 

organization, in their professional associations, in their 
society. Some parts are particularly relevant to 
practising managers. Ch.3 which deals with the five 
purposes needed for action is  geared to organizations; 
and Ch. 10 is about systematically using purposes and 
values (and their derivatives) in management. Ch. 13 is 
essential reading for those who believe in value-driven 

management and like using objectives to  get results. TO 
understand governing boards and governance duties, 
the section in Ch. 1 2  on executive organization (G-5)  is 
essential. The most useful sections in regard to  ethics 
are: Ch. 6 on ethical decision-making; Ch. 8 on the 
various of ethical codes; and the section on minimum 
standards in Ch. 9 .  

Social Science. Even though the scientific ethos 

typically excludes itself from any responsibility to  

provide a direction for activities o r  a guide to  conduct, 
social scientists realize that purpose and value are ccn- 
tral to their disciplines. I have drawn freely across the 
spectrum of social sciences without pretending 
expertise in any area (except perhaps systems and 
psychoanalysis which hardly count as social sciences). 

Social scientists have clarified that the drive for 
improvcnient, cross-cultural comparisons and reflective 

awareness are features of modern developed societies 

which arc alien, even inimical, to traditional or primi- 
tive societics. Less developed societies arc distinguished 
by their lack of concern with the origins of their ethical 
assumptions. They abjure change and take the validity 
of their standards for granted. Only in modern times 
could the urge to  set up organizations, to respect 

differences in individual view, and to design social life 
be  realized on a sufficient scale to  make the discovery' 
and testing of the present framework possible. 

Sociologists and anthropologists established by the 
middle of this century that all human societies have 
standards ofright and wrong and good and bad, and that 
people in all societies are sensitive to judgements in 
these terms. Ethical concepts and rules have been 

shown to be inextricably part of the culture and 
structure of the society within which they we found. 
The finding of enormous diversity on the one hand and 
some real measure of uniformity on the other is of 
immense significance. It validates the approach that led 
to  this book. l 4  

I worked throughout on the twin assumptions (a) 
that our common humanity means that there must be an 
underlying, invisible and uniform framework for pur- 
pose and ethics within which all people and all societies 
make choices, devise rules and create institutions; and 

(b) that these choices, rules and institutions would vary 
depending on every conceivable social inlluence: 

economic, historical, political, demographic, geograp- 
hical, religious, and so on. 

Nccilless to say, all social scientists should find all 
chapters olsome interest. However, readers concerned 
with society as a whole rather than its organizations o r  
public sector administration may wish to focus on: Ch. 
5 dealing with the variety of natural social groups; the 
second part of Ch.7 dealing with society's natural moral 

institutions; Ch. 9 examining ethical authorities; Ch. 
1 I classifying the myriad of organizations in society; 
and Ch. 12 considering the expression of autonomy, 
sovereignty and membership of society, including a new 
approach to popular movements and regulatory 
authorities. The social aspects of being intentional, as 
resc~itccl in Ch. 13, would also be relevant. 

Readers concerned with psychological o r  personal 
aspects of social life might prefer to focus on: the 

exploration of value (Ch. 4). natural social groups 
(Ch. S), making ethical choices (Ch. 6), developing 
identity (the first part of Ch.7), as well as modes of 
being intentional (Ch. 1 3). 

Philosophy. A great deal of thought but little 
orthodox philosophy has gone into the formulations of 
the framework. I take heart from Bertrancl Russell who 

suggested, somewhat pessimistically, that only bad 
philosophy had any influence in society. To reject the 

value of good philosophy would be unthinkable. but for 
a non-philosopher to extract that value is not always 
easy. Even amongst philosophers, there does seem t o  be 
general agreement that application of their ideas is 
limited. One formal assessment by philosophers of 
their own courses in business ethics concluded that the 

great philosophical theories were not useful as teaching 
devices. I s  

From my perspective, the unquestionable value of 
the past three thousand years of disciplined philoso- 
phical analysis comes from its clarification of the basic 
features of ethics, and its articulation of a variety of 
distinct approaches and perennial dualities. 

From ancient times until the present, ethics has been 
stiiclic-cl primarily by philosophical analysis rather than 
by intervening in actual situations and noting the 
effects. Indeed ethics is often used synonymously with 
philosophical study: the object of that study being 
morals or morality. l6 
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My impression is that the great philosophers have 
advocated, explicitly or implicitly, adoption of a single 

approach to ethics, and have focused on how, by 
following that approach, people should conduct 
themselves. Many philosophers still see their work as 
producing knowledge to help people become good or  
happy, or to do what is right either in general o r  in 
specific situations. 

Such moralizing is largely avoided by the modern 
fashion for logical positivism. Its offspring, analytic 

philosophy, worries over the meaning and objectivity of 

propositions and concepts used in discourse. From the 
conifort of their armchairs, philosophers argue with 
one another about the way in which a particular word is 
used, and about comparisons and contrasts with other 
notions conimonly associated in thought with it. 
Superficially, this resembles my concern for the 

rectification of names. 

So philosophers may well look askance at the many 
definitions and propositions presented in this book. But 
the framework is primarily about achievement, not 
about discourse. So its essential elements are formulae 
representing social realities, not words that people 
happen to use. Chuang T/u compared words to nets for 
catching fish. Once you have understood the reality 

(caught the fish), then the words (net) used to capture 
it can be changed or forgotten. Ethical design involves 

honing ordinary words to sharpen up just those distinctions 

that really matter in practice. The idea that usefulness 
might be a superordinate guide to truth is generally 
alien to the philosophic mind (even allowing for the 
pragmatic tradition). 

All philosophers should be interested in the new way 
that certain perennial dualities in human life are 
accounted tor and theoretically handled (see Ch.s 6 ,  7 
and 13). Moral philosophers will find the analysis ofval- 

lies (Ch. 4), and the different approaches to  making an 
ethical choice (Ch. 6 )  relevant to their work. Philo- 
sophers who enjoy getting their teeth into a grand 
systemic synthesis may find Chs. 9 and 13 of interest. 

Rel igion.  It has been suggested that modern ethical 
philosophy was brought down to reality and saved by 
medical ethics. But who led the way in medical ethics? 

Not philosophers, and not even doctors. Medical ethics 
was established as a field of concern largely through the 
work of moral theologians. This should not surprise 
anyone. Religion has always seen itself as having a central 
role in guiding social behaviour along the right channels. 

A separation of religion from values and ethics is just 
not possible. Moral theology is the critical work within 
a religion applying its knowledge of God to ordinary 
behaviour. Moral theology apart, traditional creeds 

provide a framework within which most people work 

and think without much consideration of its influence. 

Without pretending to escape this influence, n y  
concern has been the religious inipulse in the niind and 
in society universally. As the research progressed, this 
impulse towards the spiritual was revealed in a variety 
of contexts. The analyses to  he presented suggest that a 
conlplete divorce of values and ethics from spirituality 

is inipossible. If this understanding is correct, the 
present growth of ethical reflection in society is likely 

to be associated with a re-invigoration of transpersonal 
and transcendental awareness. 

Spirituality is hard lor secular man to take seriously, 
so such proposals sound far-fetched. Religion seems to 
take for granted just what science and much Western 
culture questions. For example, a central concern of 

religion is salvation i.e. how the soul, the divine spark 

within man. is to  be united with the Eternal. Science 
says nothing about this, and even wonders if notions like 
soul and salvation are sensible or meaningful. However, 
achieving salvation, redemption, release from suffer- 
ing, and union of the soul with God are definitions of 
the ultimate end and good for man recognized and 
aflirmed by all religions, 

In my analyses. I distinguish sharply between trans- 

personal experiences and spiritual fornis which are 
remarkably uniform the world over, and the church 

organizations, religious dogmas, rituals and value 
systems which show considerable variation. Spirituality 
and transpersonal existence seem to be empirical 
phenomena built into the very structure of human 

c o n s c i o u s n ~ s s . ~ ~  I take them for granted as universals 
while regarding religions and churches as the property 
of particular tribes and times. 

In my work, 1 have found that most people have the 

capacity to  see issues from a spiritual perspective and 
feel refreshed by taking this view. However, few were 
practised in activating this potential themselves. Still 
fewer found their official religious doctrine an effective 

guide to handling the con~plexity of modern society and 
organizational life. What they urgently required was a 
new symbolic understanding of the hunian spirit which 
could resonate with die ethos of autonomy and 

scientific precision characteristic of the modern age. 

If you are of a religious disposition, or a New Age 
devotee, o r  a researcher of religion within a social 
science, o r  a theological scholar, then you will be 
particularly interested in the sixth and seventh levels in 
all the hierarchies. Comparison with lower levels will 
be helpful in appreciating and reconciling yourself to 
mundane temporal perspectives. Use the Table of 
Contents t o  guide your reading. 
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Law. Question: When the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange wanted its members to  learn about ethics 

following an FBI indictment of 47 of its brokers and 
traders lor de-frauding customers, where did they 
turn? Answer: Professors at tlic Chicago-Kent College of 
law. Question: When the British Psychoanalytic Society 
needed help in constructing its code of ethics, who did 
they call in? Answer: Their solicitors. Presumably philo- 

sophers and theologians were thought to lack certain 
knowledge or communicative skills, o r  viewed as out of 

touch with everyday life: or possibly it is just that they 
charged too little to tie taken seriously. 

Nobody wants to get entangled with the law. But 
still, the law is the ultimate social recourse if any of us 

wishes to  assert that something done to us is bad or  
unfair, o r  should we wish to defend an action as good 
and right in the face of accusations to  the contrary. The 

courts of justice arc a means whereby what is officially 

ethical can be publicly argued and decided. Corres- 
pondingly the law and jurists have a great deal to say 
about values in social life. Academic jurists might be 
expected to offer a theory of values and society, but 
instead they restrict themselves to the theory of law. 
The study of the theory of law is known as juris- 

prudence. 

My knowledge of jurisprudence is rudimentary yet 
I havc become fascinated by the law. Legal positivism, 
the currently dominant trend of thinking in juris- 
prudence, tends to separate law and morals absolutely. 
However, from my perspective, law seems to lie ethical 
at core. l9 

The governance system which enables legality is 
given a special status and compared with otlu'r natural 
moral institutions in Ch.7. Laws are viewed as a special 

form of regulation and compared with other ethical 
rules in Cli. 8. Different aspects of justice are discussed 
in Ch.9,  where 'the law' is defined. 1-aw is also con- 
sidered briefly in Ch. 12 in relation t.o sovercignty. 

THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE 
COMMUNITY 

I need to state just one more of my assumptions 
before proceeding: purposes, values and obligations 
demand a balanced recognition of 'the individual in the 
community '. 

The Enlightenment's emphases on freedom of 
thought, scepticism and the value of the individual, tor 
all their benefits, seem to havc led to a devaluation of 
the social order which all individuals need. This 
movement has fostered an intolerance of the very 
notion of certain eternal and unshakeable beliefs on 

which all ethics absolutely depends. Religious and 
coniniunalist emphases on the value of the community, 
mutuality and cooperation, for all their virtue, seem t o  
have gone hand in hand with attempts to limit auto- 
nomy, deny diversity and suppress personal initiative 
and imagination. 

Each perspective makes a vital contribution, but in 
the USA and on the international scene it sometimes 

seems that a war between the two outlooks is brewing. 

Because individuals are the purposeful rntities which 
constitute communities, we must start with them. But 
because individuals depend on communities for their 
continuing existence, we must never neglect the social 
dimension in our explorations. 

But what is an individual? It has become acceptable, 
if a little odd, to use the term to refer to any social 

entity that is self-contained, self-identified, purposeful 

and has a legal existence. Such an individual makes 
decisions, commits resources, and can be held 
responsible. 

There are at least four important categories of 
individual in this wider sense. First Acre arc people like 

you and me, operating deliberately or unself- 
consciously in a variety of social roles. Then there are 
organizations like firms, public bodies and voluntary 
associations pursuing their own business. Then there 
are governments concerned with the security and well- 
being of society. Finally, there are the churches which 
represent a moral c o m n ~ u n i t y . ~ ~  

It is essential to  recognize that organizations, govern- 

n u ~ i t s  and churches arc individuals capable of incon- 
ceivably more good and harm than persons. In modern 

society, people d o  most of their good and harm by 

virtue of their positions within such powerful and com- 
plex individuals. So a practical framework for purposes, 
values and obligation cannot be restricted to  purely 
personal matters or personal volition: which is the 
present convention in psychology, philosophy and ethics 
courses. Nor can it lie restricted to  purely social 
phenomena. as is common in most social sciences. 

The present framework engages directly with these 
artificial individuals which are so important in our lives, 
especially organizations which are the most prolific and 
most amenable to personal control. Those responsible 
tor designing, operating and regulating organizations 

need to appreciate what they are about. 

Transition. The introduction is over at last. The need for 

ajramework has been identified. The design process has been 

e.rplained. The ethical underpinnings ofthe inquiry hare been 

emphasized. The originating project has been described. Links 

to existing disciplines have been noted. Now we can start. * 
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NOTES 

Locke's quote can be found in his Essy Concerning Human 
Understanding (London: Oxford University Press, 1975). 

Spinoza, B. The Ethics of Spinoza. (Ed. by D.13. Kunes) 
Secaucus, NJ: Citadel, 1957. p.94. 

This descriptive-pri-scriptive duality relates to the is/ought 
dilemma. which is the focus of much philosophical debate 
(e.g. Hudson. WD. The Is/Ought Question: .i Collection of 
Papers on the Central Problem in Moral Philosophj. htacmillan: 
London. 1969). The ililenima is irrelevant in the present 
pragmatic context in which all social facts eniboily .in ought 
in their nature. For example, to say that someone is a father 
or  a friend or  a tiian.wcr directly implies that the person has 
a certain responsibility and ought to  behave in a certain way. 
In the same way, if .I person's intention to buy .I car means 
anything, we take it for granted that the person has the 
accompanying right and responsibility. Such points have 
been made by Churchman and others repeatedly (e.g. 
Churchman. C. W. The Design of Inquiring Sfstcms. New York: 
Basic Books, 1971 ; Milne, A. J.M. Human Rights and Human 
Diversity. London: Macmillan. 1986). Systems science views 

dualities as characteristic of systems, and the lian(lling and 
resolution of dualities is one of the themes of the hook (see 
especially Cl1.s 6 ,  7, 13). However the clescriptive- 
prescriptive duality, which probably belongs somewhere 
within the framework of inquiry. is not explored. 

Hart, K. Quoted in The Times Higher EJucational Supplement, 
p.V, 28th December 1990. In the same vein, a review of an 
American Economic Association conference noted that it 
'addressed scarcely '1 word to the world's mounting 
economic ills'. with one speaker being 'publicly atlnionishcd 
for his impropriety' in using the word 'conscience' amongst 
academics for whom only isolated self-interest has any 
meaning. (Edward Fulhrook in The Times Higher Educational 
Supplement. March 25, 1994.) 

Examples of the various views noted are as follows: H.A. 
Pritchard discounts prc-Kantian ethics (,lioral Ohltgution. 
London: Oxford University Press, 1949) while 1%. Williams 
discounts post-Kantian ethics (Ethics and Thr Limits of' 

Philosophy. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985). 
I? Geach presses the religious view (The I'trtues. (.btimbridgc: 
Cambridge Univeriity Press. 1977) while J.L. Mackie 
ridicules it (Ethics: Inventing R~ght and Wrong. Harmonds- 
tvorth: Penguin. 1977). 

Kohlberg's studies assessing moral stages in child <levclop- 
mcnt have had considerable influcncc in ediie.ition and 
psychology. See: Colliy, A. & Kohlberg, I.. .lieasurciitent a d  
Moraljudgement: Theoretical Foundations and Research It'il~d~itton. 
London: Cambridge Llnivrrsity Press. 1987. 

Ethical studies typically use limited frameworks which are 
taken for granted by thrir authors. Investigators examine the 
nature ol' a prulileniatic issue, or  \hr importance and 
relevance of particular ethical rules, or  the various values 
inherent in possible choices. 1;or example, over 200 articles 
devoied to medical ctliics appear monthly and virtiially all 
address specific problems of what is to be v.iliieil or  
permissible in n~edical practice md why (Thomasma, D.C. 
& Pcllegrino. E.1). Philosophy of medicine as the source for 
medical ethics. Me~imeilicme. 2: 5- 1 1 . 1981 ). To examine 

ethical issues in a community (even via academic journals) is 
akin to being a manager in a 1irn1. It means becoming a 

passionate participant and working to become an expert in 
the area. M y  aim is rather to clarify what ethics is about. This 
means determining die framework of general ideas and 
lutidarncntal assumptions on which all value debate, ethical 
choice .it111 ethical judgement might (or must) lit* based 
whatever the issue. domain or  cultiir.il setting. 

The 2x2 table in Fig. 2.2 has been extracted from: Burrell. 
G. & Morgan, G. Sociolqical Paradigms ond Organisational 
Analysts. London: Heinemanti, 1979. 1 lolland denionstrates 
its application to the treatment of tncntal illness (Holland, 

R. Sanity, necessary complexities and mental health 
proinntion. Changes. 10: 136- 145). 

Confucius. The Analects. 1 3.3. Extracted from: A Source Book 
in Chinese Philosophy (Transl. Wing-tsit Chan) Princeton: 
Princeton University Press. 1963, p.40. 

For sonic of the more significant publications see: 
Rowbottom, R .  W. et a]. Hospital Organization. London: 
Heinemann, 1973; Jaques, E. (ed.) t iealth Services. London: 
Heincmann, 1978; Kinston, W. Thr District Health Authority. 
London: Brunel University, 1986; Kiniton, W. Stronger 

Xursing Organisation. London: Brunel University, 1987; 
Kinston, W. & Roivbottotn, R. \V. Makinfj General Management 

Work in the h'ational Health Service. London: Brunel 
University. 1989; Ovretveit, J.  Health Semce Quale. 
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1992. 

The governance model was first published for the S H S  
(Kinston. \4! 1986, op. cit. [lo]). The underlying frame- 
work of levels was published in the systems literature at the 
same tiriir (Kinston, W. Purposes and die translation of 
values into action. Systems Research, 3: 147-160, 1986). A 
more genrral and elaborate account of the model was 
published in the academic literature following further study 

and testing (Kinston. W Designing the four compartments 
of organi/.~tions: constituting, governing, top officer and 
cxeriitatit bodies. journal ofApplicd $wmsAnalysis, 18: 3-24, 
1991). A slightly reworked aMireviatcd and generalized 
version of the model is to be touml in Ch. 12. where the 
emphasis is on executive-led organimtions .in11 a comparison 
with two other types of ~iutononions endeavour: popular 

~~~~~~~~~tits and regulatory authorities. 

An educational booklet was developed and used by the Local 
Government Training Board: Kinston, W. Stronger Political 
.l/anagentcnt in Local Government: A Cwde. London: Brunel 
University. 1988. National and local conferences were 
provided. (See: Kinston, W. & \Vilshire, D Discunion 
Docurnenrs.[m Councillors and Top Officers. I'olitical Management 
Programme, Brunei University, 1986- 1989.) I also worked 
with David Wilshire MI' on legislation for the reform of 

local government in 1992. including guidance to the Local 
Government Commission. (See: Wil>hire, D & Kinston, W. 
A Local Revolution. The .liaga/inc of the Houses offariiament. 
June 20 1988, p.6; and Wilshire. 1). Re-Designing Local 
Government. Pms 1-5. London, 1992.) 

Algie, J. Social lblues. Objectives am1 Action. London: Kogan 
Page, 1975. 

See, for example: Westerniarck. I-. (1906) The Origin and 
Development of the Moral Ideas. 2 mls. (2nd Ed.) London: 
Macmillan. 19 12- 191 7: and Ethicd Rehtiri?. London: 
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lntcrn.itiona1 Library of Psychology, Kcgan Paul, 1932. 
Also: Hobhouse, L.T. (1906) Morals in Evolution (7th Ed.). 
London: Chapman Hall. 1951 ; Girisbcrg, M.  On the Diversity 
of Morals. L.ondon: Mercury, 1962; li<lel. A.  & Edcl. E. 
Anthropoloay and Ethics. (Kev. Ed.) Ckvel.ind: Case Wrstcrn 
Reserve University Press. 1968. 

Criticism of the practical value of philosophy is made in: 
DiMarco. J.P. & Fox, R.M. (eds.) New Directionsin Erl~ics: The 
Challenge of Applied Ethics. London: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1986, p. 16. Ch. 9 in this collection (Kuwie, N. Business 
ethics) contains the formal assessnlrnt of philosophical 
theories in business ethics courses. 

Ethics is equivalent to moral l>hilowl>l~y for many 
academics. Yet moral philosophy was not restricted to ethics 
in former times, and covered many matters now reganled as 
within the domain of psychology ~ n d  other social sciences. 
For most people nowadays, ethics is not a form of study but 
a way to live. In such a context, thr tcrnis 'ethical' and 
'moral* are sometimes used synonymously and sometimes 
not. Except in a few places nherc- t h ~  sense is unambiguous, 
1 have chosen 'ethical' and 'ethics' as tlw general terms, and 
have used 'moral' and morality' in a restricted way. 

The importance of medical ethics to philosophy was 
suggested in: S. Toulmin. How medicine saved the life of 
ethics. Ch. 16 in: DiMarcu & Fox op.cit. 11 51. The work of 
moral theologians in medical ethics can lie seen in, for 
example: Kelly, G. Medico-Moral Problems. St. 1-ouis: Catholic 
Hospital Association. 1958; Fletcher, j. Moral Problems in 
Medicine. Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1964: 
McFadden, C. Alcdical Ethics. (6rh Ed.) I'liil.~lclphia: F.A. 
Davis, 1967; Ramscy. I). The I'tirjem as 1'er.ian. New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1970. 

This proposition is examined and explained more fully in 
Ch. 7 with ri-ti:reiic~~s to the psychology and religious sittidies 
literature. 

I was not i~ivitid to assist in any legal projects, but I l'ound 
rnysrl~n~ading classic texts, especially those published in the 
1920's: Goitrin, 11. (1924). Primitive Ordeal and Modern 1.tiw. 
London: Ro~linian, 1980; Gray, J.C. The Nature and Sources of. 
the LIV. Nrw York: Colun~bia University Press, 1916; and 
Cirdozn. H.N. h'uiure of the Judicial Process. Yale: Yale 
University I'ress, 192 1 .  From reading modern texts, I have 
the inipression that jurisprudence has becon~e more 
restricted and mundane. Analytical jurisprudence, the 
preference of English empiricist jurists, works out 
arguments about what is right or good in the context of 
particular cases. Sociological jurisprudence. the prrfrmice 
u l  Anierit'an scholars, studies the social factors aflccting 
such judgenients and the social consequences ol' legal 
Iccisions. Occasionally, modern jurisprudence takes the 
plunge and liecoriws overtly ethical by grappling with 

universals likr: what should the law mean by l au l~?  what 
should ultiniatcly determine court proceclurcs? r.g. 
Aniseiek, I). & MacCormick, N. (eds.) Conrrorcrsies ohui  
Law's Ontology. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 199 1 .  

The currently wide definition of an individual is not new. In 
times past. Irgal individuals have also included: supernatural 
beings and dead people - .. so people would make archangels 
or  Christ tlii*ir heirs: animals - in the middle ages they 
were summoned, arrested, imprisoned, defended, sen- 
tenced anil i~xecutc<l; and things - temples, ships and 
weapons werr assigned rights and duties in ancient tirrc-ce. 
m d  procer<lings against them were not infrecj~ent. (Gray 
np.cit [191.) 



Chapter 3 

Unravelling Purpose 

Deliberate action is a good place to start unclerstand- 
ing values. Values and ethics can seem so impenetrable 
and mysterious on their own. By contrast, deliberate 
action is straightforward and fundamental. Working 
with values means thinking about what is important 

w e n  doing something. and being ethical is about 
recognizing obligations in action. Of course it is not the 

mechanics of action that arc of interest, but the pur- 
poses driving the action. 

Purposes not only say what is going to be clone, they 
explain why it is being done. Purposes need t o  be made 

explicit for both practical and ethical reasons. 

Sometimes a purpose is pursued in order t o  realize 
an ethical urge directly. But even if the ethics of the 
matter feels subsidiary, the action, and particularly its 
purpose, can always be challenged. When this occurs. 
we attach the utmost significance to  where rcspon- 
sibility lies for deciding the purpose. So, although pur- 
poses may be left implicit in everyday life, we must 
make them explicit in organizations and public affairs. 

CONFRONTING CONFUSION 

Anthropologists, cyberncticians, psychobiologists. 
psychologists, philosophers, theologians and others 
have studied the underlying nature and origin of pur- 
poses and goal-oriented activity. However, despite their 
efforts, no coherent and usable understanding of pur- 
pose is generally accepted. In the absence of agreed 
definitions and theory, numerous synonyms for pur- 
pose have emerged, each with its own imprecise uncer- 

tain nuance. Such a state of affairs is confusing. 

But not so confusing as abstruse philosophical 
debates about whether purpose has any reality. Such 
argument evaporates in the face of the practical know- 
ledge that human activity collapses utterly if purpose is 
absent. Nowhere has this been more evident than in the 
running of organizations. Here, purposive terms have 
proliferated - end, goal, object. intention, aim, 
policy, vision, strategy, direction, plan, mandate, 
objective. target, task. What each of these terms means 
is  often niade clear by the context. But why arc there so 
many terms? If many are needed, what might each 

mean? What shouldeach mean? The meaning really does 
matter in those cases where the context is ambiguous or  
the responsibility onerous. In such situations, terms 
tend to be used in a defensive way that impedes achicve- 
ment and distorts o r  ditluses responsibility. 

This is the place to explain that the term purpose will 
be used to refer to  a statement which specifies a future slate 
ofaffairsin order to help bring it about. An explicit purpose 
should be distinguished from a person's inner experi- 
ences. A person's seated purpose may or may not be sup- 
ported by an inner experience, like desire or interest. 
These inner states arc best regarded as forms olmotiva- 

tion. So motivation is an inner experiential drive. It is 
conceptually distinct from purpose which is about an 
end state in the outer world. 

In practice, however, motivation and purpose arc 
invariably linked. Motivations are activated, developed 

and harnessed through some conception of an end state. 
Without a clear purpose, personal energies lie dormant 
or operate chaotically. Without motivation, purposes 
i re  empty words. 

The relation between a person's own purposes and 
those of any organization or  society with which he is 
involved has preoccupied sociologists, social planners, 
economists, policy analysts, political thinkers, and 
organization theorists. 

The inter-dependency of purposes, people, organi- 
zations and society is marked. People have purposes and 
motivations, whereas organizations have purposes and 

people. Societies have purposes, people and organiza- 
tions. Societies need organizations to achieve things, 
and organizations need people to  set and pursue their 
purposes. To exist, people need a society. People in 
complex societies need organizations as vehicles to 
channel their energies and to pursue particular pur- 
poses of their own. 

Within organizations, the key to sensible managing, 
planning and evaluation is explicit articulation of pur- 
poses - so practical people like management consul- 
tants, systems analysts and programme evaluators say 
In designing institutional and organizational arrange- 
ments to channel and constrain activity, purposes are 
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again held t o  be primary Organizational structure 
should, it is characteristically argued, follow from a 

clear statement of purposes to be fulfilled.' 

It is a paradoxical situation: the idea of purpose is 

self-evident to all and the importance of specifying 
purposes is preached on cverv side - and yet turning 
this to practical benefit has been elusive. 

Research and everyday observation show that people 
act unthinkingly, professionals make decisions which 
contradict their stated values, managers allocate 
resources in ways which do not accord with agreed 

priorities, politicians sanction activities which inhibit 
their strategies, organizations pursue strategies which 

d o  not recognise realities. and boards become 
embroiled in paralysing controversies and disputes. 
Periodically this perpetual shambles becomes public: 
either through major scandals like the savings and loan 

debacle in the US. or the Conrorde overspend in the 
UK;  or following the collapse of companies or wliole 
industries previously thought successful, like the motor 

cycle industry in the U K  or  consumer electronics in the 
US. Achievement in many companies occurs despite 

chaos. 

Confusion is capitalised on by gurus of pragmatic 
management who advocate thriving on chaos2 - and 
causing it too. 'Don't plan, do!' the inan-of-action 
exhorts. But this option does noi exist for shareholders, 
o r  for non-executive members of governing boards, or 

for consumers, or for governmrnts, all of whom try to 
point organizations in certain directions. Determining 

overall values and purposes within which executives 
must operate cannot be avoided in any enterprise. 
Setting purposes well is paramount in an organization 
which desires to succeed outstandingly or  in a society 
which aspires to social progress - or  indeed for an? 
person who wishes to have a measure ofcontrol over his 

o r  her life. 

Just because inner Functioning and outer reality are 
complex and sometimes chaotic, the individual's 

response needs to be reflective and ordered. If it is not, 
cooperation with other individuals is dilllcult or impos- 
sible. Whenever cooperation is desired, purposes play a 
crucial part and serve as a useful tool. 

Finding a Way Through 

"['he first task must be to sharpen up the gcneril 

definition of purpose to  help ensure that specificati0r.s 
of purposes are adequate and that responsibility tor 
them is assigned appropriately. Rut, at this first hurdle, 
the academic literature stumbles. Such definitions as 
exist are too limited, and issues of responsibility are 
usually ignored. 

Tautologies arc sometimes proffered: "An objective 
may be d r h e d  as ~ n y  aim or  goal". Good, but what is 

an aim or goal? The most sophisticated philosophical 

approach suggests three types o r  levels of purpose: 
goals which are actions, goals which direct action, and 

goals which enable self-determination.' The more 
popular social science approach calls for a two-level 
classification into cither goals vs objectives, or objec- 
tives vs goals, or purposes vs goals, o r  purposes vs 

objectives.' One of the two is then said to be: general, 
abstract, non-achievable, vague, enduring, widely 
applicable, high level, ambiguous, and non-quantified . 
This description is used to distinguish it from the other 
opposite type of purpose which is said to be: specific, 
low level, part of given situations or activities, qua~~tif i -  

able, the results of action, concrete and time-limited. 
Purposes of the fonner type are assumed t o  set the con- 
text for purposes of the latter type. 

The idea that there are two (or at most three) levels 
of purpose as described above is a simple and imrnedi- 

atcly appealing one. Unfortunately, it does not fit 

reality very well. For example. the upper level goal 
which set the overall context of the American space 

effort in the 1960's was anything but abstract o r  vague. 
What could be more specific and time-lin~ited than 'to 
put a man on the moon and return him safely liy the end 
of the decade? Another problem found in practice is 
that each level mixes together obviously distinct sub- 
types of purpose. Turning to the American space effort 

again, one can identify other overall o r  contextual goals 
such as ' to boost national pride'. 

Lower level tangible objectives are also not homo- 
geneous. A variety of specific answers of increasing 
generality can always be given when the purpose of any 

activity is examineel. A builder, say, is sin~ultaneously 
aiming to lay a number o l  bricks that afternoon, and 
aiming to build a wall that week, and aiming to com- 
plete a house extension over the coming months. 

Another distinction within the lower level is between 

goals as a set of specific targets and an equally specific 
goal defined by ordering or prioritising these targets. 

The aim of my investigations in the early 1980s (as 
described in Ch. 2) was to find a way out of this con- 
fusion by providing useful and precise definitions of the 
basic notions of purpose required for organized activity 
of any sort. 1 wanted to clarify thcse definitions by re- 
lating them t o  each other and to aspects of organiza- 

tional structure and management practice. The set of 
levels of purpose which emerged had, t o  my surprise, 
explanatory power far beyond thcse confines. 

The levels of purpose form the framework which 
organizes the whole argument of the book. There arc 
five levels concerned directly with deliberate action. 
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and these will be described in this chapter. As my atten- 
tion turned to handling purposes within society, it 

became evident that two further levels of value-based 
purpose were needed to complete the franiework. 
They are described in Chapter 4 in detail. 

After introducing and over-viewing the lower five 
levels of purpose, each level is described in detail with 

examples. The chapter closes with more examples of 
how purposes are mishandled in organizations. 

INTRODUCING PURPOSES 

The basic proposition is that organized social activity 
requires the articulation of exactly five discrete and spe- 

citic notions of purpose, and that these types of purpose 
are hierarchically related. In other words, each type of 

purpose implies and depends on the types at higher and 

lower levels in the system. This contextual arrange- 
ment is both conceptual and practical. In organizations, 
for example, it aligns with distinctive social structures 
which carry responsibility for setting the different types 
of purpose - and the relationship between these 
bodies is also hierarchical (see Table 3.7). 

TheJunction of the hierarchy is the articulation and 
promotion of social values and their progressive trans- 

lation into actions in the world. Presumably the 

hierarchy of purpose evolved to reflect in some funda- 
mental way the relationship between mans  inner world 
of aspirations and preferences and his outer world of 
action upon people and things. The hierarchical theory 
emphasises discontinuity in the varieties of purpose. It 
shows how in society and in large organizations the 

balance of concern between what is desirable and what 
is feasible necessarily changes as one moves from 

aspiration towards implementation. 

Something must be said at this stage about values and 
about action. For the moment, a value can be taken to 
refer to  a sense of importance which can be articulated. 
So a value acts as a basic criterion for choice as to  what 

is desirable or worthy. Values arc produced bv the act of 
valuing something: a person or  object (e.g. a mother, a 

car), an idea (c.g. risk. clarity), o r  an event o r  activity 

(e.g. celebrating, smoking). Once created, values are 
the prime motivating forces within individuals and soci- 

eties. It might be argued that values, strictly speaking, 
are not thcmsrlves purposes. But values can be articu- 
lated in purposive terms and values certainlv originate 
purposes. So the study of purposes lcads one inexorably 
to values and, as we shall see, the study of values leads 
one equally inexorably to ethics. 

Action may be defined as any directed alteration of 
the social or physical world which involves the exercise 
of power and judgement as to  feasibility. Actions. 

though not themselves purposes, are the embodiment 
of purpose, and the final common pathway for the real- 
ization of values. The key clement of action is the deci- 
sion point when commitnient is made Whether or not 
the process is explicit, purpose is expressed in the act of 
deciding. Values are rcalixecl through decisions, and so 

decision may be defined as the application of value to 
action. Any framework for purpose is therefore a 
schema for decision-making. Ethics must ultiniatcly 
involve decision or  action if it is to have any concrete 
reality, so ethics must lie rooted in purpose; and the 
framework of purpose, if valid, ought to  provide an 
insight into ethical choice somehow. 

Types o f  Purpose. The names of the five action- 
related levels of purpose in logically descending order 

are: social value (L-5), principal object (L-4), internal 
priority (L-3),  strategic objective (L-2). and tactical objective 

(L- I ) .  Social values give the most open and abstract 
direction for action while tactical objectives refer most 

specifically t o  tangible actions. Although there are 
numerous synonyms for purpose, some of which seem 
to be level-specific, I will lie using my terms through- 

out unless the meaning is self evident (see Table 3.1). 
General labels like goal, purpose. end and objective 
will be used when the issue of level is not relevant o r  

when the type of purpose is clear from the context. 

It will beconie rapidly evident that social values, 
principal objects and internal priorities are described 
equally accurately as statements of value or  as state- 
ments of purpose. So the framework demands consid- 
eration of values, and places value choice as the driving 

and steering force in any activity. 

IIistinctions between the various levels (types) of 
purpose have important ramifications in the personal. 
organizational and social sphere. Developing, using and 
evaluating purposes at each level is characteristically 
different. Each type has distinctive psychological corre- 
lates and generates characteristic forms of rcsponsibil- 
ity. Finally, each relates clil'lerentially to the tangible 
world of action, time and resources. 

In introducing the ideas, the focus will be mainly on 
activities and organizations - rather than on personal 

life, public institutions, social judgements, or societal 
development - because the need for clarity about 
purpose is most easily understood in that context. (In 
Ch.s 4 and 5,  a wider perspective is taken; and much 
more will be said about using purposes and values in 
Ch.s 10, 12 and 13.) 

Translating Values into Action 

The framework will be introduced by running 
through the five levels t o  demonstrate the fundamental 
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Table 3.1 : Common synonyms for purpose. The synonyms below are some of those used by managers 
and found in the literature. The general terms are regularly used at all levels. The items in italics are given specific 
definitions elsewhere in the framework. 

General terms Purpose, objective, goal, aim, end. policy. 

L-5: Social value Value, social goal, basic value, banner goal, core value, ideal, need. 

L-4: Principal object Overall aim, primary task, function, service, brief, terms of reference, 
mandate, mission. 

L-3: Internal priority Criteria, important objective, political aim, emphasis, focus, reason. 

L-2: Strategic objective Option, outcome, achievement, deliverable, choice, plan, direction, vision. 

L-1: Tactical objective Activity, task objective, operational objective, immediate result, tactic. 

proposition that the hierarchy is about the orderly 
translation of values into action. The main properties of 
the levels in relation to action and organization are 

summarized in Master-Table 1 .  See Table 3.1 for com- 
mon synonyms. See Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for illustrative 

examples. 

L-5: Social values are freely shared purposes 
which specify needs within a particular community. 

These values leave open the possibilities lor action to 
meet the needs. Social values express an actual or 

value consensus of the particular community 
within which any activity o r  organization is to he found. 
Kesponsibility tor developing social values belongs to 
this context, usually called: wider society. Social values 
can be stated in a form like: "We all need and want 
. .X. .". X might be 'to improve communication between 
people o r  'adequate housing' o r  'treatment for illness' 

o r  'reliability'. Such values are not specific to any parti- 

cular project, cannot be used to distinguish an organi- 
zation, and do not indicate what action is required. 
Nevertheless enterprises would not be allowed to exist 
within a comn~unity, and activities would not be socially 
supported, if they did not in some way meet social 

needs. Social values imply action. but are too general to  
guide practical engagement with reality. Purposes must 

be set which delimit the possibilities for action. 

L-4: Principal  ob jec t s  are purposes which are 

activities defining the identity of an endeavour. The 
purpose indicates what is to be achieved overall and 
implies a range of related activities valued because of 
their contribution to the endeavour. So principal 

objects define a value consensus within any organization 

or project. Responsibility for setting principal objects 
belongs to the person, group of people or social body 
which owns the rndcavour or constitutes the enter- 
prise. The typical Format here is: "This entity is set up  
to.. . .X.. .". In relation to the social value of improving 
communication, X might be (say) running a drama 

workshop, providing speech therapy, or publishing a 

newspaper. Once principal objects are determined. it is 
rapidly discovered that there arc not enough resources 

- money, attention, skill, time, people - to do all 
that is implied by it. Difficult choices must be made, hut 
this reqiiircs purposes to be sel at a lower level where 
the principal objects can he takrn for granted. 

Consensus  a n d  Conflict.  Before describing the 

remaining types of purposes, it is worth noting that 
social values and principal objects form the levels of 
consensus, beyond and within an organization (or orga- 
nixed activity) respectively. So they need to be relatively 
stable over time. Changes hcrr disrupt people and 
interfere severely with achievement. By contrast, the 
remaining lower levels contain purposes which must be 
easily modified, even replaced, as circumstances and 

values alter and as progress occurs. 

Wherever there is change there will be choice, and 

where there is choice there is a potential conflict and 
tension which must be resolved. The conflict around 
internal priorities (L- 3) centres o n  which of different 
valid values should be most emphasized. Around strate- 
gic objectives (L-2). conflict centres on what actions 

best meet those given values. Around tactical objectives 

( L - l ) ,  conflict centres on which actions should be 
chosen out of many possibilities. Priorities steer and 
control changes in outcomes and actions, while strate- 
gic and tactical objectives provide tor implementation 
of the changes. 

I.-3: I n t e r n a l  p r io r i t i es  are purposes which 
specify degrees of emphasis amongst valid values o r  

actions lor immediate use. They clarify relative prefer- 
ences within activities expected or  permitted by the 
principal objects, o r  among relevant social values. In 
doing so, priorities resolve conflicting views and steer 
or govern choices and outcomes within a particular 
endeavour. Bodies responsible for weighing up the 
application of values in making a choice, judgement o r  
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assessment are known as boards. In formally consti- 
tuted organizations, boards may be known as governing 
bodies, committees, councils, o r  authorities. The typi- 
cal format here is: "X is more important than Y, Z, ... 
now". X, Y, Z ,... may be social values (c.g. 'in our 
publishing business, entertainment is more important 
than education') or options for action (e.g. "a marketing 
drive is more important than designing another ser- 
vice'). Priorities arc inherently quantitative because 
they imply a degree of emphasis. For this reason, they 
can and should be linked to resource allocation. a 
feature that sharpens their controversial .ispcct. Inter- 
nal priorities orient action within the principal objects, 
but in themselves identify no outcome. For this, pur- 
poses are needed at a yet lower level closer t o  tangible 
reali ties. 

1.-2: S t ra teg ic  object ives are purposes which 
specify a desired feasible outcome which maximizes 
impact. They specify a worthwhile direction for pro- 
gressing the main activities defined by the principal 
objects. The objective must resolve conflicts between 
given value assertions and the demands of action in the 
situation. A strategy is formed by elaborating strategic 
sub-objectives. Setting strategic objectives and asso- 
ciated strategies is the responsibility of top officers. The 
typical format here is: "The situation (or need or  prob- 
lem or opportunity) as we see it is . . A . .  , and over the 
coming time period (t), we need to . .X; and this means 
doing . .Y, Z.. ." Realisation of any strategy (X via Y, 
Z,.  .) involves a fine adaptation to the minutiae of cir- 
cumstances as they evolve. Such adaptations are pure 
means and their purposes arc to  be found at the lowest 
and most tangible level of the hierarchy. 

L-I: Tactical object ives  arc purposes which 
specify precisely, often quantitatively, a tangible result 
to  be produced t o  a time deadline as a step to  a desired 
outcome. Tactical objectives must resolve conflicts 
between alternative courses of action, each of which 
might well eventually produce the desired outcome 
Executants (employed staff in firms) are responsible for 

setting these purposes. The standard format is: "X is to 
be done by T. so as to achieve Y", where X is  the con- 
crete result. Y is a strategic objective or  part of the 
strategy, and T is a time which is days, weeks, months 
or years ahead. Tactical objectives specify definite, con- 
crete and unambiguous tasks or targets, and are the 
immediate generators of any action. Specification of a 
series of linked tactical objectives and sub-objectives 
ensures progress of a strategy. 

There seems to be no logical room lor a further and 
still lower level of purpose. Action itself may be 
analysed further into its component elements, and 
eventually described as the result of moving particular 
limbs and neur~~hysiological processes. However, the 
notion of purpose in any meaningful psychosocial sense 
is lost. 

A b o u t  t h e  Hierarchy.  The hierarchy as outlined 
provides a coherent and consistent language for the 
clarification of objectives. The synonyms in Table 3. I 
have been culled from fieldwork and the literature, and 
are not defended. Some are more appropriate than 
others. In some cases, the synonymous terms will be . . 
used and defined elsewhere in the framework with a 
related but distinctive meaning. Table 3.2 shows how a 

similar purpose is subtly but unmistakably altered as it 
is used within different levels. 

The hierarchy applies to personal action and to 
action by part of an organization, as well as to organiza- 
tions as a whole, and t o  governments. Table 3.3 illus- 
trates its use with two hypothetical examples: providing 
refuse collection services in the U K  and choosing a 
family holiday. 

Before moving on, two caveats arc called for - and - 
these apply to hierarchical structures throughout the 
book. fzirst. although exposition of the hierarchy neces- 
sarily proceeds systematically, it is not imagined that 
the real world ever does o r  always should operate in 
such an orderly fashion. Second, although the numbers 
attached to the levels have significance, this does not 

Table 3.2: Effect of context. It makes no sense to ask: what sort of purpose (or value) is 'efficiency' or 'coring 
for children'. The frame of reference and the function being served need to be known to determine the level of purpose. 
The frame and function ore usually evident in the wording of the purpose. The Table illustrates how the search for effi- 
ciency leads to slightly different statements at each level. 

1-5: Social value Our society needs efficiency in its enterprises. 

1-4: Principal object A working party is being set up to improve efficiency. 

1-3: Internal priority Efficiency is not a s  important as safety in our current programme. 

1-2: Strategic objective The outcome of this initiative most be an efficiency gain of 10%. 

1- 1: Tactical objective A 10% efficiency gain by March will release space for phase 4 of the plan. 
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Table 3.3: The progressive specification of purp ses. In most cases, there are many relevant purposes 
in each level. Often purposes at the various levels are develc ed around a unitary principal object or a single social 
value a s  shown below. In family life, it would be unusual fc ill these steps to be orderly formulated. However the 
control of any large scale enterprise generally improves i f  a systematic and explicit approach is adopted. 

W e  all need and want a clean and 
hygienic environment. 

.- = 2 .- -.- 7 ,  

~ i l b ~ c i & c ~  . . 

. . , . -* Example: 

Local Government will ensure that 
domestic refuse is collected. 

, , - - - r  - -s~- s* :> --.--a. - <-. . . 

, , ,i Family life; . , $. - 

. ,.,' .Example,,.,. 1 . 

Refuse collection will be contracted out 
to private firms despite the views of 
Council staff. 

Over 2-3 years w e  will contract out 
services ensuring no redundancies and 
providing retraining for those wanting it. 

Tender documents will be obtained for 
Phase 1 by March 3 1 st. 

We all need and want relaxation and 
voriely. 

We will take a holiday this year 

We will go to the beach a s  the children 
prefer - not go skiing a s  father prefers, 
or visit ruins a s  mother prefers. 

We will g o  to the Mediterranean in May 
for 2 weeks, staying on an island wi~h 
ruins, and spending up to Â£2000 

The flight will be booked with a travel 
agent by the end of January. 

mean that any level is intrinsically better o r  more valu- 
able than any other level. All levels correspond with 
necessary things in the social world, so each is impor- 
tant. In this tvpe of hierarchy. each level is implied by 
and implies the other lcvels. So considering a purpose 
at just one level in everyday life docs not deny the exis- 
tence of the others. Purposes at the other levels are 
hidden (or enfolded) within the identified purpose. I t  - .  
the need arose. those purposes could be easily elicited 
(cf. Tables 3.2 and 3.3). 

Properties. We can now move on to discuss the 
qualities of purposes at each level in more detail. A 
similar schema will be followed for cach, starting with 
social values. First, the essential nature of the level will 
be established by elaborating the definition together 
with common synonyms for the level and sonic illustra- 
tive examples. Some of the uses or functions of the type 
of purpose will then be noted. An extended example is 
included to illustrate the severe dysfunction that results 
from the con~plete omission of a type of purpose. The 
way motirotion manifests at each level is also briefly 
explained. 

The responsibilny for setting each type of purpose 
within organizations is noted here, but only in passing. 
(A fuller account of what this responsibility should 
mean in enterprises is provided in Ch. 1 2 (G-5); and an 
account of what this responsibility should mean for each 
person is provided in Ch. 10 (G-I).) The approach to 

evaluation of cach type of purpose will also be sum- 
n~arised. Evaluation in this context is necessarily pros- 
pective. I t  judges the appropriateness or desirability of 
the purpose. (Retrospective assessment of effectiveness 
and efficiency usually takes the appropriateness and 
cliiality of purposes for granted.) Finally, criticism of 
each form ol purpose based in its limitation in produc- 
ing tangible achievement leads on to the next lower 
level. (In Ch. 4, the hierarchy is presented from tactical 
objectives upwards, and the limitation is then noticed in 
k-rnls of the incorporation of value.) 

1-5: SOCIAL VALUES 

Nature. Social values express needs t o  be met 
within a specific comniunity. The fulfilment of these 
needs crosses many discrete areas of activity. So social 
values can be applied very widely. For example, the 
same social value may be equally held by people, organ- 
isations and state institutions. Examples include such 
grand abstractions as 'to allow diversity of choice' and 
' to develop human potential' - these are sometimes 
called fundamental values. Other social values seem 
more specific e.g. ' to care for the sick' and ' to  maintain 
the safety of the streets' - these tend to be called basic 
values or simply values. Because such purposes express 
a consensus which binds a social group, they have been 
called core values and focal values. Because they are 
essential, they arc often thought of as social needs. 
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Organi~ations sometimes refer to their social values 

as their f^^Qarnental objectives. For cxamplc, a univer- 

sity might claim to exist in order ' to create a more 
informed society. Organizations must choose such 

purposes because they humanly justify and socially 
legitimate their existence. However, organizations 
cannot own this sort of purpose. A precisely identical 
social value may be pursued and valued by many varied 
organizations. In the university's case, an advertising 

agency and a computer firm might claim exactly the 

same fundamental objective. In other words, no acti- 

v i h ,  project, institution or organization can be distin- 
guished adequately simply by a social value. 

Social values can never be achieved as such, but are 

rather to be felt and expressed at all stages of the pro- 
cess of achievement. For this reason. tirms have taken 
to referring to social values as their philosophy - 

which they distinguish sharply from their principal 

objects o r  corporate priorities or strategies. 

Elswick Business Philosophy: In essence, the philosophy 
of Elswick involves ( 1  1 putting the customer in the forefront 
of their thinking, (21 providing high quoliiy products at 
reasonable prices, (31 being ethical, (41 treoting staff 
well, (5) maintaining on open inquiring atiitude, 16) 
developing the orgonizotion by helping staff develop, (7) 
being owore of the social environment, and (8) doing 
better than others. Note that from this philosophy it is 
impossible to recognize what business Elswick is in. 
Elswick recognized the banner qualily of these values by 
describing each purpose in simple memorable phrases. 
1 was 'The customer provides our livelihood.' and I51 
was 'There is no substitute for the facts'. Although widely 
held, these social volues are not universally appreciated. 
Mony people, for example, do not ploce great value on 
factual inquiry. The goals olso bear a temporal stamp: 
several would have been irrelevant fitly years ago, and 
more modern social volues like concern for the physical 
environment ore not mentioned. Ex. 3.16 

Social values are always freely sharable and, usually, 

but not necessarily, widely shared. The active sharing of 
social values generates a sense of community. Com- 
munities arc modified by those people, usually few at 
first. who recognize new needs. The wider the social 
value is shared, the more socially pervasive it becomes, 
and the greater its influence over activities and organi- 

zations. The more valued and accepted an organization 

wishes to be, the more it must tune its social values to 
those characteristic of society as a whole. 

Uses. Social values determine the shape of what is 
personally and socially possible. They exist as a poten- 
tial and can never be fully grasped, possessed or  real- 
ized. Social values may seem to be very distant from 
implementation. However such purposes are the most 
tangible justification for activities and one of the 

great integrating forces in society. Reluctance to 

specify social values and to pursue action in their tcrnis 

tends to fragment, cle-einotionalise. and depcrsonalise 

achievement. 

All human perception and action is impregnated with 
and modified by social values. They infuse lower levels, 
and make work intrinsically meaningful and socially 
justifiable. Social values generate much of the goodwill 

and cooperation required by any social endeavour or 

institution. The very survival and growth of organiza- 

tions is underpinned by them. As well as providing a 

value context for an organization's principal objects, 
social values case links between organixations and pro- 
vide a common basis for negotiation and cooperation. 

People use social values to  harmonise their work-life 
with their social life and private life. For example, a 

person who values art might seek work as an art auc- 
tioneer or as a teacher of art history. In her spare time, 

she might visit art  exhibitions, read books on the sub- 

ject, or paint. 

Established social values support decisions at lower 
levels without argument. For cxamplc, ctficicncy and 
economy arc social values which may be directly applied 
in businesses to justify decisions in a n~jr iad of situations. 

Social values arc inherently motivating and vitalising, 
and so they serve as a rallying cry for joint effort and 

spark developments and innovations. They are to be 
found supporting missions and approaches, powering 

ideals, crusades and campaigns. They are also used to 
create a vision, d c h c  a culture and drive growth. 

A deliberate focus on social values is usually needed 
if a major re-orienting of comnlunity effort is desired. 
For example, doing something about pollution of the 

environment by industry requires no less than a sea- 
change in attitudes. Concerted and effective action will 

only emerge when protection and preservation of the 

environment becomes established as a need for each 
and all in a conlnlunity. Formal and informal social 
pressure will then force commercial firms and public 
agencies to take the value seriously. 

Omission. If social values are not alive and widely 
subscribed to, morale withers and apathy and futility 

develop. All practical efforts beconie undermined, and 

cynicism develops. 

Neglect of Patients: After on incident of maltreatment in a 
mental hospital had been reporled in the press, I was 
invited in to devise a better management structure. 
However. it soon become clear that the publicized abuse 
was port of a much wider neglect. The facilities were 
poorly decorated and overcrowded. Medical staff were 
few and rarely in evidence. Occupational therapists and 
other professionals had not been recruited even though 
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money had been allocated. A variety of corrupt practices 
such as dishonest signing on and theft were known to 
occur and were toleiated. Clearly, a better management 
structure was no1 the immediate need. because a good 
nurse manager would avoid the place. The mojo~ prob 
lem seemed to be a general sense that no-one cared 
about the staff or the patients, and that this was going to 
continue. An explicit ond public statement by the Authority 
and its top officers with high media coverage saying that 
'we really care about the mentally i l l '  was required. This 
would, of course, need to be booked up by further action. 
In the event negative public attitudes meant that the social 
value was neither affirmed nor pursued for some years. 

Ex. 3.2 

Motiva t ion .  Inner (psychological) need is the 
motivational correlate of social value.  For example. 
Ac inner need tor safety drives pursuit of social values 
like 'safe streets', 'safe houses', 'safe cars', and 'safe 

working environments'. Not surprisingly, need or 
social need is frequently used as a synonym for social 

value. Inner need like social need is interpersonal in 
character, and people experience their inner needs as 
common to all. 

Needs, like those listed abcnc. arc all goods. 
Experience of an inner need, like recognition of a good, 
is associated with the sense that failure to  meet that 
inner need, or supply that good, \ \ i l l  lead to  harm. So 

inner needs - tor food. for education, for health, tor 

possession, tor housing, for nurture, for kindness, for 
work, for mutuality - serve as the essential personal 
basis for participation in any community, activity or 
organisation. The freedom to pursue what is self- 
evidently good for each and all is equivalent to the free- 

clom to realize social values. So inner need governs the 

open-ended development of identity. 

Needs like social values do not lead to a practical and 

direct engagement with reality. They have an experien- 

tial quality and are recognized by intuition. One reason 
why so many business philosophies are so trite is that 

they have been produced by imitation rather than by 
reflection. A sustained intuitive exploration is required 
to  recognize the deep relation of social values to the 

needs of any firm and its successful operation. 

It is possible to refuse to recognize and respond to an 
inner need. But inner needs, again like social values, are 
essential to engage experientially and emotionally with 
reality. So people (or firms) that ignore inner needs and 
tail to recognize necessary social values become cut off 
from their inner self and cannot fully integrate into an 
activity o r  community. At the extrenle, their survival is 
put at risk. The discovery of inner needs and corres- 
ponding social values occurs in an evolutionary process 
which is recognized as self-developn~ent and social 
progress. 

Responsibi l i ty .  Unlike lower level purposes, 
social values are realized through participation in action 

as much as in any eventual outcome. So each individual 
is responsible tor recognizing and pursuing social values 
at all times. The pattern of human goals chosen ulti- 
mately determines the type and quality of any person or  
organization or society, rather than what it will actually 
do. It affects the degree of commitment to  action, but 

does not indicate what the practical consequences will 

actually be. 

Social values arc typically specified in the founding 
docun~ents of enterprises as part of the rationale for 
their creation. They appear in mission statements, sig- 

nificant speeches, press releases and other moralc- 
boosting exercises within the organization and without. 
Sometimes they arc called banner goals as a reminder 

that these purposes may be written on banners, pla- 

cards, or posters and held aloft to epitomize the desires 

of popular movements and social crusades. People can 
endorse such goals without having to sign up to any- 
thing. 

Social values, in all the various examples, are set 
neither by those who use or  benefit from them nor by 

those who propose them. Nor arc they formally set by 
any social body. Instead, they emerge within society 
over time and become eventually taken for granted as 

they are accepted and endorsed by people, groups and 
institutions. In other words, responsibility for social 
values is diffused in any society. A new social value only 
comes to be understood and pursued after it has been 
urged and affirmed by many sources in a wide variety of 

settings. 

Evaluation. Social values, once accepted, arc held 
to be self-evidentlv valuable to those involved. They are 

simply good. Disagreen~ent with them seems deeply 
mistaken, unreasonable or even perverse. Paradoxically, 
all social values are equally good, and each appears to be 

most important from its own perspective. To compare 
the goal of health and the goal of learning is pointless 
because both need to be pursued. Health will not be 
realized if we lack knowledge, and knowledge will not 

be developed and used if we are ill. 

For any organization, the first evaluative question is 
whether an explicit set of relevant social values has been 
defined, and the second is how well these fit into the 

context of wider society. The relevant wider societv 
with which accoii~modation must be reached is somc- 
what different for each individual. So social values pro- 
claimed by different social groups or  organizations do 
vary. However, as long as an action orientation is main- 
tai~ied, any social value that might be socially useful may 
be proclaimed without any sense of contradiction. Thus 
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a firm may, without cynicism, proclaim that its goal is 
both ' to  increase c1Ticiency' anel ' to  provide employ- 
merit', irrespective of whether i t  cuts jobs to  reduce 

costs, or allows over-manning to avoid strikes. 

Limitation. Although social values generate and 

imbue all activity, they do not determine action and 
they arc not distinctively recognisable in action. In fact, 
it is impossible to get anywhere with social values alone 
because they leave all options for action open. They can 
seem vacuous and platitudinous truisms - nothing 
more than hot air. Such cx-iticisms can be overcome by 
pursuing a more limited lint practical engagement with 
reality. This requirement is met by determining and 

organizing a bounded activity'. This means moving 

do\\n the hierarchy to articulate a different sort of 
purpose. 

1-4: PRINCIPAL OBJECTS 

Nature. Principal obiccts refer to purposes which 

are die identity-defining of an endeavour. They specify, 
demarcate and give value to a range of specific activi- 

ties. As a result, principal objects enable the social iden- 
tification of enterprises and organizations, and provide 
them with a degree of autonon~y and individuality. I f  a 
whole organization is bring defined, the principal 
objccts tend to lie referred to as general aims or  overall 
goals. Where the activity is within an organization, the 
principal objects tend to he called the function, service 

o r  role. The principiil objects of a working group or 
project o r  post are often labelled as the brief. mandate, 

terms of reference or primary task. 

Principal objects define the boundary of an enter- 
prise o r  activity, and hence clarify its distinctiveness 
from the social or organizational environment. They 
explicitly define or  directly imply the what, how and 
who of pursuing social values. So principal objects 
which set up new organizations are of public sigmfi- 

cance. 

In all cases, the principal objects consist of a set of 
stable objectives which define, categorize o r  type an 
on-going desired activity. They clarify the rationale 
underpinning everything which goes on within the 
organization, departinerit, working group, o r  project. 
Activity which is outside the limits set by principal 
objects is described as ultra vircs and, however well 
motivated, is prohibited. 

Because principal objects define a type of activity. 
any task can be usefully conceptualized as having a prin- 
cipal object. If the task is coniplex, it calls for internal 
prioritization, and rcquircs strategies and tactical 
objectives tor its fulfilment. 

Uses. The statement of princip~l oliircts, i.e. 'the 
business we are in' ,  is the raison d'etrc of a particular 
organization. It serves as the terms of reference tor 
more specific lower level purposes, am1 provides the 

forenlost justification tor these within thr organization. 

Implications tor action that emerge I'rom the principal 
objects typically define the orpnizatioii in a funda- 
mental way. For example, die principal objects might 
specify (or clearly imply) the desired degree of impact 
on society, general personnel requircmc*nts, some tech- 
nical approach to be used, o r  a type of programme to be 
pursued. The principal objects also provide some broad 
indication of the resources required for achievement. 

The m a n  on the moon' endeavour mentioned earlier is 
an example where such specifications were evident. 

A principal object is the First practical and organized 
step towards realisation of a social value. So it must be 

sufficiently valued within the wider social context. 
Only if this is so will people's support and conlmitnlent 
be captured, and some of the Iinanci.il resources of the 

community be obtained. By bringing related social 
values and principal objects together, a powerfully 

motivating mission can be defined. 

Pursuit of the principal objects needs to be built 
upon a distinctive competence. So their determination 
and assertion form one of the Ii.ises lor leadership. 

Principal objects need to be specified to identify roles, 
to organize operations, to steer developments, to locus 
crusades, to guide campaigns, and to Liuncti initiatives. 
Without them. people find progress in~possible. 

Unambiguous principal objects are needed to profes- 

sionalise an occupation and develop a discipline. For 
exanlple. public health and occupational therapy are 
two disciplines which have been often passed over in the 
NHS, partly due to  confusion about their precise con- 
tribution. 

Occupotionol Therapy: Occupationol therapists in the 
NHS hove complained about shortages of skilled staff. 
diffuse boundaries with other professions, lock of profes- 
sional leadership, ond manogement from without the pro- 
fession In consultoncy with some of its leaders, we asked 
for a statement of whot distinguished occupational ther- 
apy work i.e. whot are its principal objects? Several 
unsatisfactory onswers were proposed including: maxi- 
mising a patient's independence - but this is o social 
value shared widely within and without the health service; 
sensitivity to the patient as o whole - but such holistic 
care is o volue system, again shared by otheis in a variety 
of professions; ossessing patients' needs or rehabilitating 
patients - but these are ways of working shored by 
many professions. Eventually we clarified that occupo- 
tionol theropists hove distinctive knowledge about what 
activities will help a potient overcome their porticulor 
mental and/or physical disability in their environment. 
Their distinctive proctice is to orgonise o multiplicity of 



sociol ond work-related activities for people with dis- 
abilities to ameliorate these or prevent deterioration. If 
occupational theropists themselves do not know and 
volue their own distinguishing purposes and competen- 
cies, others are unlikely to. E x  3.3 

Omission.  If projects lack clear principal objects, 
o r  if such statements as do exist are out of date, then 
they achieve little and slowly wither. Departments or 
other subdivisions of an organization, whose survival is 
assured despite lack of clarity about their functions, 
become a debilitating drain on the whole. When an 
entire organization lacks principal objects, it has 
increasing difficulty in developing any distinctive com- 
petence. It then meanders vaguely in the social stream, 
inappropriately following different paths of develop- 
merit until it loses its way and is taken over o r  crowded 
out by more determined competitors. In a grant-aided 
institution, the consequence may be progressive frag- 
mentation, inability to recruit staff and loss of morale 

The Confused Research Institute: An Interdisciplinary 
Research Institute in o University wos set up and led by a 
powerful Director for mony yeors. He not only brought in 
most of the finance but impressed on the Institute his own 
distinctive conception of what i t  was there for. Members 
of the Institute largely accepted his interests and methods 
or left. When the Director retired, the University, which 
hod no defined commitment to the Institute os o seporote 
structure, designoted on acting Director. The various small 
groups of researchers felt leaderless, but they resisted 
pressures to close down the Institute. Although the desire 
to work within an interdisciplinary structure remained, the 
researchers now locked o unified sense of exactly what 
the Institute should be doing -what was within its remit 
and what without - and no higher body felt able or will- 
ing to take on this responsibility. As o result, lines of 
research begon to diverge, and o variety of new links 
with outside agencies were set up. The subgroups worked 
hord to devise their own principal objects which broadly 
harmonized, but did not generote synergy. However, no- 
one could draw on the total strength of the Institute. The 
sense of a collective purpose weokened and negotiations 
with the environment became lorgely reactive. Inevitably 
the University decided to close down the Institute as a dis- 
tinct entity despite objections from the members and their 
continuing receipt of funds. Members, with their funds. 
were expected to move to other departments or to leave 
the University. Ex. 3.4 

Motiva t ion .  Participants in any endeavour must 
commit time and energy, and a principal object is an 
important instigator of their motivation. Maiy activi- 
ties may be conceived to meet a particular social value, 
but the ones eventually pursued by a person are those 
which accord with their own interests. Interest is there- 
fore the type of motivation that corresponds to prin- 
cipal objects. Participation needs to be voluntary it 
interest is to  energize someone effectively. In short, 
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personal interest in the principal objects ensures volun- 
tary participation above and beyond any contractual 
obligation. 

To pursue principal objects, you need to make a posi- 
tive commitment to all activities implied by them. 
From a personal perspective, many necessary activities 
are not particularly desired or enjoyed. Just think of the 
bureaucratic or menial demands in your own work. But 
interest in the principal objects and commitment to  
them carries us through the boredon1 or  active dislike 
of such drudgery. In the same way. an organization's 
objects help different departments cooperate. For 
example advertising and editorial staff must recognize 
each other's contribution to the final production of a 
n~agazine, however irritated they may get with each 
other's proposals in the process. 

Interest is a personal and private form of motivation. 
So commonality cannot be as readily assumed as in the 
case of needs. Interests are rooted in ideas. A genuine 
commonality of interests allows people to associate, 
share ideas, and then define and pursue a principal 
object jointly. Each person feels sustained by the idea of 
the object. 

Responsibility. Because principal objects give an 
identity to  organizations, they may be, and often must 
be, embodied in publicly available documents - legis- 
lation, a constitution or charter, memorandum of asso- 
ciation or  similar. The documents arc rcquisitely agreed 
and sanctioned where possible by a constituting body 
defined by the principal objects. For a firm, rcspon- 
sibility officially lies with the conlpany shareholders. 
For voluntary bodies, it lies with the formally o r  infor- 
mally constituted association of members. For public 
agencies, the legislature is responsible on behalf of the 
public. Shareholders, members and legislatures feel 
under different obligations and so it follows that the 
detailed objects of a school, say, will vary according t o  
its type of constituting body. 

When the only way to incorporate was to obtain a 
Royal Charter, organizations were able to  undertake 
any activity at all. This absence of principal objects prej- 
udiced the interests of members and creditors. and sub- 
sequently laws were passed which prohibited 
incorporated organizations from operating without 
specifying their activities. To enable specifications to  
last, constituting objects are deliberately drawn 
broadly. If they arc too broad, however, their remit 
becomes diffused. 

The NHS: The 1946 NHS Act stated thai the aim of the 
NHS wos to promote 'the establishment of a comprehew 
sive heolth service designed to secure improvement in the 
physical and mental health of the people ..... and the pre- 
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vention, diaanosis and treatment of illness'. This was " 

enough to set the NHS up but not enough to clarity impor- 
tant aspects of its ongoing operation. From its sense of the 
essence of the NHS, the Royal Commission investigoting 
the NHS in the late 1970s offered more specific princi- 
pol objects statements including: to provide a broad 
range of services to a high standoid; to provide equality 
of access to these; services to be free at the time of use; 
and so on. Eoch of these subsidiary principal objects 
statements stands on its own as a defining characteristic 
of the NHS, indicatina what staff in the NHS should " 

expect to be doing and broadly what level of resource is 
required. A different set of purposes would have created 
a different organization. The Secretariat of the Royal 
Commission also identified a 'fundamental overall objec- 
tive' for the NHS: 'to contribute to the improvement of the 
quality erf life of the individual and the enhancement of his 
capacity to use his abilities to the greatest possible 
extent'. This is recoqnizable as a social value, because it - 
is equally applicable to education services, good neigh- 
hour groups, family life and much else besides the NHS. 

Ex. 3 9  

Objects exist to be owned. If people d o  not own 
their endeavours, then tlicy will not be properly com- 
mitted. Each person can, in principle, accept the 
responsibility to set up something for himself and make 
it successful. In business this is to be a sole trader o r  

entrepreneur. Within large organizations, it is desirable 
to  stimulate in everyone some of the initiative and 
responsibility that caeli entrepreneur spontaneously 
accepts. One way this is fostered is through developing 
mission statements which everyone finds relevant and 
worthwhile. 

Evaluation. Principal objects may be evaluated in 
terms of how realistic they are. There is a charitable 
association with an annual budget of f l  .SO0 whose 

object is ' to relieve world poverty': hardly a likely out- 
conic. The distinctive feature of a principal object is that 
it bounds activity. So evaluation focuses on the quality 
of that boundary. In the case of the above charity, most 
would say that the boundary is drawn too widely. 

More commonly, the boundary is viewed as being 
too constraining. As a result, people moan about being 

shunted amongst numerous agencies, or between 
departments within a firm. Why, people complain, 
can't one agency or departnient deal with all of a 
person's needs? The answer is that it is inlpossible in the 
nature of things. People's needs form a unique inter- 
linked whole, whereas enterprises set up to meet needs 
are discrete, partial and limited. Unbounded principal 
objects are phoney. One building society recently 
advertised itself with twelve photos of the same man. 
Under each photo was a dilferent label: your estate 
agent, your mortgage arranger, your surveyor, your 
legal advisor, your financial advisor, your insurance 

advisor, your pension advisor and so on .  One ran barely 
imagine how low the level of expertise and quality of 
advice must be in each specialist area 

Given well-defined realistic principal objects, it is 
possible to  ask the next question: 'will people be inter- 

ested enough in these aims to identify with them and 
con~niit  their energies?' A principal object in which no 

one is interested is not viable. People evaluate principal 

objects in terms of their interests and also their social 
values. The principal objects provide for a consensus on 
value amongst committed individuals and, as long as 
they provide the resources, the enterprise will persist 
regardless of achievement. For example, there are 
long-standing non-violent anarchist political parties 

which regularly contest elections but whose member- 

ship has never been more than a few hundred. People 

may mock, but if the objects and consequent activities 

do not contravene social values and laws, what out- 
siders think is irrelevant. 

Limitation. Establishing principal objects is inipor- 
tant to frame action, but clearly not enough on its own 
to determine results. From the outset, i t  becomes clear 
that there are very many. indeed too inany, possible and 

desirable ways to  forward the principal objects. And 
there is never enough money, people or time to do 

everything. It becomes necessary, therefore, to appor- 
tion attention and other resources aiiumgst equally 
valid possibilities for action. 

1-3: INTERNAL PRIORITIES 

Nature. Internal priorities are purposes which spec- 
ify emphases among valid competing values o r  actions 
applicable to choice in a situation. These emphases are 
not theoretical o r  wishful, but apply to a particular 
endeavour and are for immediate use in an actual situa- 
tion. Conflicts of view are always to  be found about 
which of many valid actions or which of many relevant 

social values are most relevant, pertinent, useful or 

necessary. Priorities, sometimes called policies, are the 
primary orienting statements guiding operations and 
implementation. Some internal priorities may persist 
long-term, but others shift, sometimes very rapidly, in 
line with changing fashions or circumstances. Because 
such goals primarily indicate (liflerrnces ol value, they 
lend themselves to polarisation and easily generate 
heated controversy. For this reason, they have been 
called political aimx9 Being no more than statements of 

preference, priorities can lie sharply focused and 
expressed in simple language. Internal priorities rc- 
solve issues of conflicting value, but any resolution is 
liable to  generate further political issues. 
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Political Issues in Local Government: Internal priorities in 
local government commonly deal with (0) matters of pub 
lie concern, like environmental protection; (b) changes in 
custom and proclice in the service orgonizotion, like 
better budgetary control; [c) matters of political ideology. 
like greoter or lesser use of private sector firms; (dl 
changes in siyle of delivery of service, like decen. 
tralisation of welfare offices; (el controversial issues which 
suddenly blow up and receive high media coverage, like 
re-zoning port of a park for commercial development. 

Ex. 3.6 

Internal priorities represent the most concrete form 
of value and so they link directly to resource allocation. 

Note that priorities niay resemble social values in con- 
tent, but differ in being internal to a defined endeavour 

o r  organization, in needing to be applied to an imine- 
&ate particular situation, and in requiring quantifica- 
tion in resource terms 

Priorities may be set either systematically or in 
response to a pressing demand. On a systematic basis, 
allocation of any total resource should accord with 
priorities (which must add up to 100% as in Table 3.4). 
Put another way, priorities reflect the distribution of 
intensity or amount of preference, and resource use is a 

precisely specifiable and concrete way in which value 
can be expressed and demonstrated. Resource is often 
viewed as synonymous with money, but things like 
goodwill, attention, space, and time are just as impor- 
tant, if not more so, in forwarding particular values. 
Even if prioritisation of such things has not occurred 
explicitly or systematically, it is possible to work back- 

wards and deduce priorities from actual expenditure or 

actual use of time. I n  

Internal priorities are sited at a crucial nexus: the 
lowest level of purpose which expresses pure value and 
the highest level of purpose which produces change in 
ongoing operations. Agreement on principal objects 
niay be assumed and built on to develop morale, but 
disagreement and contention are to be expected when 

considering internal priorities. Internal priorities 

therefore appear as focal points for debates and, in their 
nature, generate opposition. Alternative choices are 
routinely generated by the breadth of scope of the prin- 
cipal objects. They also emerge periodically during 
implementation. As action proceeds, situations develop 
where different people want a decision to go one way 
rather than another. Such choices (sometimes calleil 

issues or dilemmas) arc primarily a matter of value and 

cannot be decided on the basis of evidence, information 
o r  professional expertise. Inevitably, someone or  some 
group loses out to some degree. 

Uses. All internal priorities take the form of con- 
crete and immediately applicable preferences. In prac- 

tice, they appear in many different guises depending on 
how they are used. They control directives, adapt roles, 

steer operations, determine the impact of initiatives 
and developments, focus campaigns, and bring the 
values of popular niovernents into businesses. 

Internal priorities may allocate finance, may rather 

silently reaffirm a legitimate expectation, may intro- 
duce a risky innovation, may express a subtle judgc- 
ment of what is best, o r  may contentiously signal a 
wholesale re-focusing of operations. 

Priorities may be expressed as a systematically 
developed set covering all the different options for 

action e.g. a number of services affected by a budget cut 

may be prioritized and each service told to handle a 

proportion of the cut related to  its priority. Sometimes 
the emphasis may be on what the resource is being allo- 

cated to, rather than on the amount of resource to be 
allocated. For example, a staff dcvclopn~ent programme 
might be highly controversial even if changes in re- 
sources allocated are trivial. 

Priorities may also be expressed by determining 

different values to  be promoted (rather than ditYcrent 

activities or options). In this case, the focus is on idcn- 
tifying critcria or reasons to he applied when choosing. 
Criteria tor new developments in a firm might include: 
enhancement of safety. cost, acceptability to staff, mar- 
ketability, and known effectiveness. Eventually all crite- 
ria reduce to two superordinate critcria: feasibility and 
desirability. The act of selecting criteria is clearly con- 

troversial, and prioritization of the criteria even more 

so. For example, in the above list, directors might feel 

unwilling to give enhancement of safety a high priority 
it the company is facing a severe business downturn. 

Internal priorities may be hidden in the need to come 
down firmly or  one side or the other of a controversial 
issue. Should a disciplinary appeal be allowed or  not? 
Should a firm encourage its managers to stay local o r  to  
move about? Should the City Council build its new 

offices on comniercial or residential land? Should a 
University expect its academics to  concentrate on 
under-graduate teaching or to take on a wider educa- 
tional role in society? In all these cases, the rejected 
side, still requires some consideration and resource. So 
issues here arc never as black-or-white as they are so 
often presented. 

In publicly funded services, open debate to  expose 

the values inherent in issues is accepted as important. 
By contrast, in lirins, in professional o r  academic orga- 
nizations, and in voluntary associations, power and pol- 
itics are dirty words. The cultures in these bodies too 
often allow avoidance of matters which really need to 
be faced and gripped. 
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Omission.  If internal priorities are not set when 

they need to be, there are interminable overt o r  covert 

struggles to determine where effort and resources 
should go. In such circumstances any decision, rcso- 
lutely pursued, niay br better than none. Alter~i~itively, 
the controversial choices are suppressed and a strategy 
is released as if it were self-evidently reasonable or 
determined by data or technology. 

Research and Development: The Chief Executive of a 
large chemical firm brought in management consultants to 
help develop an R & D strategy. Chief scientisis in each 
division were invited to discuss their desired develop- 
ments with the management consultants. When ihe con- 
sultant's proposals were presented, there was an uproar. 
The consultants had conveniently ignored sensitive politi- 
cal issues. The general approach to reseorch and the 
firm's strategic alliances with other international firms. 
notions which permeoted the proposals, hod not been 
discussed, clarified and resolved wi~h the scientific chiefs. 
Also chiefs resented that the resource constraints were 
only made clear afterwords. As a result, some extensively 
discussed developments could not go ahead. Many 
research staff felt disappointed, even betrayed. Ex. 3.7 

A common form of fudging is to  use ranking rather 
than rating. For example, the statement that 'safety is 
our highest priority' may sound far better than it really 

is, as Table 3.4 illustrates. Each of the hypothetical 
raters in the Table shows an identical ranking, with 
safety as the highest priority, but only Rater # I  really 
means it. Rater #2. sees cost as being almost as impor- 
tant as client safety: and Rater # 3  judges that staff 
acceptability as well as cost must be given a great deal 

of attention in any decision. 

Motivat ion.  Because all choices are equally valid in 
terms of the principal objects, internal priorities 

become a matter of brute assertion. Priorities do not 

exclude any relevant value, but they do seek to produce 
a hierarchy of pre-eniinence amongst them. Given the 
validity of all relevant values (and the irrelevance of 
evidence or expertise), asserting a priority is a matter 

of desire. Desire is the emotional form of motivation 

associated with political choice. 

That political choices are emotionally driven and 
sonietimes profoundly irrational is a comn~onplace. 
But, so long as desire is guided by higher level moti- 
vations like obligations, needs and interests, and carried 
through by lower level motivations like intention and 
awareness, harm is unlikely. Danger occurs when the 
hierarchy of inner motivation is not appreciated. or 

when principles of the hierarchy of purpose are flouted. 
Then people may let desire dominate and distort social 

life. 

Responsibility. Political or priority decisions need 
to be handled authoritatively. Such responsibility is re- 
quisitely taken on by a relatively small body with power 

over executives who do what is required. This body is 

usually known as a board. Boards arc used in a variety 

of situations where values must be weighed up. and 
where a single person's view is judged to be too liable 

to introduce a value bias e.g. in making disciplinary or  
other atljutlications, or at formal reviews or exarnina- 
tions on which much depends. Boards in organizations 
are known as governing bodies, councils, committees, 
or authorities. Projects can get a similar input from an 

advisory or steering group. Setting up arrangements tor 
governance is part of the constituting body's respon- 

sibilities. Boards operate with a voting system, implicit 
or explicit. Though political issues rcquisitely call for 
decision or approval by- the board, their recognition and 
articulation is an appropriate task for the top executive. 

The controversial aspects of political purposes 
usually result in the formation of temporary or long- 
lived factions o r  cliques who lbel responsible for 
particular siclcs of die policy cld~atc. Permanent 

factionalisation is the norm in governing bodies elected 

by the general public. Factionalisn~ may be sterile o r  it 
may be constructive. A common tendency is to sup- 
press dissenting viewpoints whenever possible so as to  
avoid the potential for acrimonious conflict and schism. 

Table 3.4: Rating versus ranking. The Table provides a hypothetical illustration of the fact that similarly ranked 
criteria may have entirely different implications for action according to the quantified priority accorded to them. 

1 safety I 1 1 97% 1 45% 1 35% 1 
Cost 

Acceptability to Staff 

2 

3 

Total Priori/y 

2% 

1 % 

100% 

44% 

1 % 

33% 

32% 

100% 100% 
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However, bringing debate into the open is almost 
always preferable to papering over deep divisions of 
opinion. 

Should feelings run high enough, a faction may desire 
to forward its own values more systematically. This 
means departing and setting up a competing or 

specialised firm, agency or  association with its own ilis- 
tinctive constitution setting out the new principal 

objects and relevant social values. Left-wing political 
parties, psychotherapy institutions. and churches seem 
particularly prone to such splits. 

Clear recognition of die rights of boards to deter- 
mine internal priorities is both sensible and feasible. 
Prolonged stalemates which benefit nobody might then 

be prevented. 

Stalemate: The Executive Director of a Housing Foun- 
dation, whose principl obiect was to provide housing for 
the unemployed, wonted to proceed by setting up co- 
operative work arrangements (his strategic objective). The 
trustees, however, believed that on individual's work plans 
should not be restricted (their internal priority). This issue 
of whether on-site cooperative ventures should or should 
not be made mandatory was essentially a matter of 
volues~either approach could be successfully imple- 
mented and no information or evidence could decide the 
matter. The difference of opinion between Boord and 
executive director was not resolved. A stalemote resulted 
because the director had a long-term contract, while the 
trustees refused to releose funds to him. The Foundation 
was not able to accomplish very much at all. Ex. 3.8" 

Boards, whether governing a business o r  a non-profit 
organization, are notorious for poor adherence to  their 

required role.I2 In the absence of board leadership, the 

executive or  professionals will take major decisions 
without concern for controversial and emotive issues 

likely to affect the longer term future of the enterprise. 
In a firm, this might manifest as a neglect of one or 
more important stakeholders, o r  as a lack of a unifying 
vision. In government, it leads to  inefficient, ineffec- 
tive, over-manned and apathetic bureaucracies. In 

health services, it has often resulted in an acceptance of 
professional ideologies to the detriment of the general 

population. l3 

Evaluation. Internal priorities balance the claims of 
competing valid values. Each value has its own support- 
ers o r  constituency on which the activity or organiza- 

tion depends. So the choice of priorities must be 
broadly acceptable to the relevant constituencies. 
Stakeholders of a comniercial firm, for example, 
include shareholders. consumers, suppliers, creditors, 
staff, and others. Each will evaluate prioritics in terms 
of how they are affected and ncglect the interests of the 
organization as a whole. By contrast, groups within the 

organization should be expected to evaluate choices in 
terms ofthe well-being of the organization as well as in 

terms of their own interests. 

When evaluating the use of prioritics, a useful com- 
parison to make is between planned prioritics' defined 
in anticipation and aimed to alter activities, and 
'implied prioritics' calculated after activities have been 

Discrepancy is the norm as the inertia of 

habitual preferences and practices and situational 

characteristics like pressure of demand take their toll. 
For many years, so-called high priority services in the 
NHS - like those for the elderly and the mentally ill 
-got the sn~allest share of available funds and suffered 

the biggest cuts whenever savings were required.l4 

1,imitation. Internal priorities do not require deep 

appreciation of real world complexities. Richard 

Nixon, when US President, epitomised the formulation 
of an internal priority when asked his position on a 
prticular crisis of the Italian lira. His reported state- 
merit, '1  don't give an expletive deleteil for the Italian 
lira', expressed unambiguously the degree of 'value he 
assigned to the crisis. 

However, coming down on one side or another of an 
issue like Nixon did, o r  even allocating money, difficult 

though such things may be, in itself makes no impact 

and defines no outcome. The question still remains as 
to 'what con be clone'." Such a consideration means 
moving down to the upper of the two levels of imple- 
mentation and bowing to expertise and experience in 
dealing with external realities. 

1-2: STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

Nature. Strategic objectives are purposes which set 
a direction for the enterprise in the current situation, 
by promising the delivery of a particular outcome. They 

are about 'doing the right thing' within a broad time 
frame. This means ensuring maximum impact with the 
available resources. Specification of the objective must 
be more tangible than a type of activity or type of out- 
con~c .  An objective like greater reliability is too vague 

and indistinguishable from a priority. At this level, a 

statement of what aspects of reliability need attention 
and clear indications of the nature and degree of 
improvement are required. 

To achieve this, the current situation must be 
appraised and the essential nature of needs or  problems 
and possible responses to  them must be decided. Such 
an assessment should be carried out in the light of arti- 
culated internal priorities, the given principal objects 
and accepted social values. The objective is sometimes 
termed a policy, or an option for action, or 'what is t o  
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be achieved', or (in business jargon) a deliverable. 1 1 t h ~  
strategic objective is long-term and comprehensive it 

may be referred to  (loosely) as a plan, forecast o r  vision 
because it pictures a future state of affairs. If it is a way 

out of A difficult o r  confused situation. it is often 
termed a strategy. 

Strategic objectives, implicitly or explicitly, intcr- 
pret the world inside and outside of the organization by 
asserting what is realistic. They tell those involved 
about 'the way things are', 'where we are going' and 
'what result we are looking for'. 

Quality Improvements: Following their privatization, pub 
lic sector organizations are expected to improve their 
quality of service. But quality is an exiremely general term, 
os general as quantity. A vast number of things can and 
should be done. In trying to get progress, it is essential to 
specify which particular qualities are to be improved 1i.e. 
what is meant by qualiiy and what the present deficien- 
cies are], and then to define specific improvements that 
ore to be brought about. Some improvements, soy in 
repair rates, could be expeeled within 12 to 18 months. 
Others, soy in ottiludes to customers, could not be 
expected in less than 1 8 to 24 months. Ex. 3.9 

In otlirr words, before purposes can specify precise 
tasks to  be performed in the light of all the practica- 

lities, there is a need for a definite image of the eventual 
outcome. Associated with this, there is a need for some 
guidance as to the nature of the total situation, and the 
expected rate of progress. Endeavours may be short- 

term with an outcome measured in weeks or months. 
However, the time frame of significant strategies within 

large organizations is usually not less than one year, and 

many extend over a number of years. In governments 
or very large organizations, strategies with a time-scale 
of 20 years o r  more may be meaningful. Strategic 
objectives operate within a broadly conceived tinie- 
scale, their pursuit being identified and evaluated in 

terms of a general rate of progress - not by pre- 

specified deadlines o r  performance targets. 

Uses. To this point, all purposes have been purely 
ends-based. The means have been another type of end 

one level lower. However, at this level (and the next) it 
becomes possible and necessary to  speak of means with- 
out moving down a level. 

Strategic objectives arc used to realbe clevelopnients 
and generate unambiguous achievement. They ensure 
that initiatives and developments arc adapted to the 
realities: and are to  be Sound guiding plans, focussing 
directives and driving operational programmes. 

In many situations, it is not at all clear how a stratc- 
gic objective is to be achieved. Such challenging 
objectives need to be elaborated using a variety of sub- 
ordinate objectives which together constitute the 

strategy (or sometimes the strategic plan). The strategy 
is a means of intervening powerfully in a complex situ- 

ation. Strategic (sub-)objectives are a set of outcomes, 
not a series of actions. Their pursuit is justified by the 
promise that together they will bring about the realisa- 

tion of the main stratcgic objective. Because the real 
world does not automatically bend itself to an indivi- 

dual's desires, the stratcgy may 'veil involve deviations 
from existing ways of doing things. It is essential to 

recognize that a sucrrssful outcome is defined by the 

main strategic objective, not by achieving one or  more 

sub-objectives within the strategy. Many elements of a 
strategy might well he achieved without producing the 
desired outcome. This is evident Srom a hypothetical 
example laid out in Table 3.5. 

In large organizations, people have a great deal of 
autonomy. Without stratcgic objectives, they feel in the 

dark about how they should direct their initiative. If 
internal priorities arc not transformed into strategic 
objectives, staff arc likely either to ignore the internal 

priorities, to engage in mindless opportunism, o r  to use 

priorities for their own personal or factional advantage. 

Strategic objectives share with internal priorities a 
concern to  affect the organization as a whole without 
necessarily being comprehensive in scope. As indicated 
earlier, political choices on their own appear weak and 
unconvincing and typically call for the articulation of 

associated strategic objectives and strategies. Together 
the result is a policy. 

Changing Heolth Services Policies: Over the post forty 
years, the emphoses in European health services have 
been (in chronological order]. to provide access for 
patients to physicians, to build hospitals and develop 
hospital care, to provide services for neglected groups, to 
improve management, to control medical manpower, to 
contoin costs, and to develop care in the community. 
These are all internal priorities and highly political. 
Although they were similar from country to country, the 
strategic objectives for pursuing these voried greatly. For 
example, the priority to develop hospitals and hospital 
care was pursued in the U.K. via national ownership; in 
France, by developing private forprofit hospitals; and in 
the Netherlands by developing non-profit voluntary 
hospitals. Ex. 3 . 1 0 ' ~  

Omission. Lack olstrategic objectives and an asso- 
ciated strategy results in the organization making a 
weak. disorganized impact. In the commercial world, 
rival firms penetrate the firm's markets. In public ser- 
vices, government priorities do not get implemented 
and Finance allocated to particular areas of need are 
diverted. 

Money is frequently allocated by Government agen- 
cies o r  charitable foundations on the assumption that it 
can be spent to produce desirable results simply and 
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Table 3.5: Distinguishing strategic objectives and strategies. Many local government authorities may 
conclude that 'we must improve our social services for the increasing numbers of elderly' - the internal priority. But 
each would probably require a different main strategic objective and a range of different strategic sub-objectives as 
illustrated here. 

Main ~trate~ic.0bjective. I 
Council #1:  A wider range of domiciliary care ser- 

vices should be provided flexibly to assist those with 
multiple severe disabilities. To be introduced over 
9- 1 2 months. 

Council #2: Day care services in the North sector are 
poor. Numbers of places must be increased by at  
least 20-30%, and more up-to-date methods of man- 
agement introduced over 2-3 years. 

We will d o  this by improving our liaison with health 
services, creating a new unqualified post of home 
carer, and by computerizing care plans for central 
monitoring. 

We will d o  this by refurbishment, changing our policy 
for eligibility, introducing a more highly graded 
manager, and by offering specialized training for 
existing staff. 

Council #3: Our housing provision is inadequate due 
to an influx of elderly newcomers. We will get 20 
new units of sheltered housing over the next 5 years. 

We will do this by involving local Housing 
Associations, obtaining a profile of future needs, 
releasing land for development, and contracting with 
voluntary bodies. 

directly. This is probably the exception rather than the 

rule. 

Inter-organizational initiatives, commercial or 
governmental, frequently come to grief because of the 

inability of the separate organizations to agree on a 
common strategy. Mergers of companies, for example, 

frequently fail to deliver the desired synergies. Each 
organization is happy to accept the funds or  to carry out 
tasks - building new facilities, employing new staff, 
marketing a product - but each wishes to retain its 

own perceptions (assumptions, definitions) of the situa- 
tion. Resolving such matters would generate conflict 
and potentially put the joint venture in jeopardy, but 

avoidance is liable to  mean certain and total failure. 

Greer and R O Z ~ ~ "  have described in painful detail the 
Failure of a U.S. Foundation's multi-million dollar 
attempt to assist integrated provision of services for the 
underprivileged. After the money was spent the clients 
would not come and the professionals would not agree 
on how those who did should be handled. Money 
was poured in (appropriately) to support a political 

initiative, but money by itself does not make tilings 
happen. 

The two common problems of too much or  too little 
strategy may not be initially recognized. Absence of 
explicit strategic objectives may not seem to matter if 
activity can lie driven by action plans filled with time 
deadlines. The result is chaotic compulsive activity 
which implicitly embodies assumptions about the situ- 
ation and progress. The direction that evolves is 

described, retrospectively, as the strategy. 

Abstract o r  'shelf' planning is the reverse situation in 
which there is a volun~inous explicit strategy which is 
utterly disconnected from action. A genuine strategy 
must include examination of assumptions as to com- 

pliance by those involved, and must specify ways of 
dealing with the world's characteristic refusal to fit in 

with head office initiatives. 

Motivation. Purpose at this level is finally about 
producing an actual significant outcome. The type of 

motivation that drives achievement is intention. 
Intention is an inner state which develops once a clear 

torus for concrete achievement is defined. Intention 
leads to the formation of inner plans.'8 It might be 

described as an impersonal o r  pre-personal motivation, 
lie-cause a person's intention can be activated in respect 
of matters which he does not particularly care about. 
Intention is activated by work to be done now, whether 
for money, as a favour, o r  out of obedience. In such sit- 
nations, personal identity (as expressed by desire, 
interest and higher motivations) serves as a context. 

Intention is a property of human existence: a strong 
sense of intention provides for vitality and is the basis 
for thriving on life. 

Intention depends on the creation of an image of an 
end state of affairs. This image needs to be kept in mind 
until the world has been transformed to correspond t o  
it. The importance of imagery is now recognizcd in 
management education. Top executives are exhorted to  
develop a vision of the future and to produce a vision 
statement for staff. l9  
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Without sustained intention, a feasible strategy will 
not lie realized. Sustaining intention means refusing to 

be deterred by setbacks or  obstacles for as long as it 
takes to complete the task. People vary greatly in their 
capacity to  sustain intention.' At the one extreme, 
some people with severe learning ditllculties cannot 

sustain an intention for more than a few minutes; and at 
the other extreme, there are individuals who can sus- 
tain an intention for many years, even decades until a 
complex initiative comes to fruition. 

Many initiatives in large organisations fail not 

because of lack of commitment but because of the 
absence of any real intention to produce change. Top 

executives too often speak of culture change and of 
dedication to quality (or  whatever the latest fashion is) 

without any vision of the rnd state and no genuine 
intention to produce results. A vision of any consr- 

qucnce requires strategies which may take several Tears 
to  produce results. Instead there is a quick fix, a few 
meetings, an exorbitant fee lor management consultant 

input, and soon it is all forgotten; or subsunied by the 
next management tad. 

Kesponsibility. Strategic objectives engage with 
the complexities of the social world on behalf of the 
enterprise as a whole. They demand mobilization of 
resources and call for decisive intervention in the flow 
of social processes. Everything of potential relevance 
must lie taken into account. This is a tall order, and the 
assignation of responsibility needs to  recognize this. 

The etymology of strategy is the Greek strategia which 
means 'office or con~n~and  of a general (OED). 
Strategies in large organizations (or fully developed 
subsidiaries) are set by a chief executive who is a gcn- 
era1 manager. The chief executive should ensure that 
conflicts about whether choices are feasible and effec- 
tive arc resolved, and that obstacles arc somehow cir- 
cumvented. 

Evaluation. Strategic objectives must be defined so 

that it is unambiguously evident in due course whether 

o r  not they have been achieved. Evaluation of strategic 
objectives before the event is therefore a matter ofgrcai 
concern. Well selected objectives mean that the enter- 
prise can succeed brilliantly - poorly selected objec- 

tives mean that it must muddle along or  possibly fail. 
Evaluation shoul<l take place while developing strate- 
gies, because retrospective assessment of the strategic 
objective itself is far less significant than an anticipatory 
assessment. 

Numerous quantitative tools and theoretical prin- 
ciples analysing and inter-relating markets. products, 
operations and so on have been devised to aid strategic 
thinking.^' It is in the nature of such tools that they can- 

not be situation-specific. Strategic objectives, though 
based on facts and principles, can never lie determined 

bv them. Things like needs md problems or  appro- 
priate responses to  these are not incontestable givens. 

Strategic objectivrs that appear to flow logically from 
data-based analyses must be treated with caution 

because the underlying data are selected and collected 
using assumptions or  desired delinitions as to the nature 
of things; assuniptions underlie necessary analyses; and 
the integration of data and data analyses into a coheretit 
whole picture is itself a matter of interpretation. The 
intrinsic requirement that strategic objectives must 

define reality (rather than die other way around) is 
often forgotten in a desperate attempt to reduce uncer- 

tainty. 

Closing the Pits: The strategic objective of UK'S National 
Cool Board, to close uneconomic pits, led to a year-long 
strike by miners in 1984-5. The facts and figures put 
forward by h e  NCB oppeored convincing and most 
debate either asserted or contradicted these facts 
However, o lorge number of assumptions - about the 
operation of pits, about h e  coal industry, and about the 
energy needs of the country - were buried in the facts 
and fiaures. Different ossum~tions ossociated with differ- 
ently ;ranged [acts would have led to o different strote- 
gic objective. Ex. 3.1 1 22 

Qualitative approaches like SWOT analysis, which 
focus attention on the strengths and weaknesses of 
business and the opportunities and threats it faces, are 
also useful but are again limited in their coverage. The 
real world includes things like the economic environ- 

ment, political trends, alterations in markets. techno- 

logical developments, shifts in government policies, 
attitudes of stakeholders, the mood of the work-force. 
and reactions by competing organizations. Often it is 
not clear whether such matters are relevant to the 
matter in hand, and, even if clearly significant, the 
extent and nature of any etTect is uncertain. Situations 
can be analysed, risks can be systematically hedged and 
data will always he important, but a sensitive judge- 

ment of the situation cannot be removed as the final 

arbiter of the quality of a strategic objective. 

Limitat ion.  The strategic objective, even with its 
strategy, still floats above immediate specific action. It 

does not determine precisely how obstacles, foreseen 
and unforeseen, arc to be overcome, how daily changes 
in the situation are to  be handled, how available 
resources are to  be used. o r  how activities are to  he 
adapted to meet regulations. Nor does it say exactly 
when anything is to be done. The strategy therefore 
needs to be implemented using scheduled tasks or 
operational plans. This brings us to the final and lowest 
level in the purpose hierarchy. 
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1- 1 : TACTICAL OBJECTIVES 

Nature. Tactical objectives are the purposes of 
specific practical tasks or necessary actions on the way 

to producing the desired outcome. Because they are 
steps towards a pre-defined achievement, they arc tac- 
tics: i. e. pure means. Tactical objectives are inherent in 
any action taken, so they are sometimes referred to  
simply as activities. The end result, evident from the 
objective, ought to be capable of being directly linked 

to the strategic objective or sub-objectives within the 

strategy. 

The concern in setting tactical objectives moves from 
doing the right thing, to doing the thing exactly right; 
fronl what to  do to how to do it. Time is no longer just 
a guide for objective-setting and action. but the primary 
framework. Tasks are always set, implicitly or cxpli- 

citly, with sharp deadlines, end-points o r  time-targets. 
So a tactical objective may be defined as a purpose 

which specifies a precise result to be produced in a 

defined of time. The deadlines may be as short 
as one day or less, and are probably not meaningful 
above ten years. In organisations, tactical objectives 
with shorter time-scales tend to be called task objec- 
tives, while those with longer time-scales may be called 
operational objectives. 

Concrete detailing and quantification of tactical 

objectives, including sub-objectives and related pro- 
grammatic specifications, may br  taken as far as rele- 

vant o r  desired. Hence these objectives are referred to 
as the nuts and bolts of the scheme. Focusing here is 
getting down to lirass tacks. Work is now said to he at 

the sharp end. 

Tactical objectives often need to be specified in con- 
siderable detail. A linked set of tactical objectives forms 
an action plan or operational plan. Such programmes of 

action may include specific sub-objectives, which thein- 

selves ma: be further broken down into sub-sub-objec- 
tives and so on as far as necessary for precise control of 
the action process. 

Uses. Tactical objectives are, above all, adaptive. For 
example a strategic objective to provide a more vi'el- 
coming reception area for clients must be implemented 
with tactical objectives adapted 1)rccisely to the circum- 
stances. The manager involvcil must set objectives 
which take account of the personalities of existing 

receptionists, the rotting floor-boards in the hall. the 
impending vacation of the works officer, the overspent 
buclget lor furnishings. and so on.  

Because tactical objectives rclkr to  specific and easily 
identifiable end-points in given concrete situations. 
they lend themselves to detailed planning and quanti- 

llcation. So tactical objectives arc invariably used for 
progressing, monitoring and evaluating work '' They 

arc always evident as the means, whether for an urgent 

directive, a current project, or a long-running opera- 
tional programme. 

The danger here lies in mistakenly identifying tacti- 
cal objectives with what actually has to  be achieved. 
Because a strategy is so much more than any particular 
set of tactical objectives, it is possible to  meet an action 
plan in all particulars and yet fail to  implement a 

strategic objective. The classic joke of attempting 
management by numbers shows a Soviet steel factory 

producing one giant nail because achievement was 

assessed by tonnage; and then in the next year produc- 
ing n~illions oftiny pins when achievement was assessed 
by numbers of items. 

M,iny very short-term objectives are never written 

clown or explicitly set. However an enterprise of any 
complexity requires certain tasks to  be specified in 

detail and assigned appropriately. Tactical objectives are 

to he found in protocols, task lists, action plans, rotas, 
schedules and similar documents. 

Work should be personal rather than mechanical. If 
it is, then meeting tactical objectives involves the use of 
judgement and leads to  each individual doing the same 
task in a slightly different way. Two major requirements 
of any work programme stand out: first, there should 

be rapid and effective resolution of conflicts between 

equally acceptable ways of achieving the same end 
result; and, second, necessary tactical objectives should 
not be omitted or duplicated. 

Omission. If tactical objectives arc not properly set, 

then work simply does not get done or it gets done 
incorrectly. int-lliciently o r  inappropriately. This is 

what has earned bureaucracy its bad name. 

Bureaucracy: A civil service odministrator was sent a 
memo osking for a report on the handling of public com- 
plaints 'as soon as convenient'. When asked tor the 
report the following week, he explained that he was 
waiting for some staffing details The committee which 
needed the report was to meet ihol doy, so the review 
had to be postponed a fortnight. Worried by the 
apparent slur on his performance, the odministrator pro- 
duced o 50 page document. But this was unusable by the 
Committee which required o 2 page account of piogress 
and problems in introducing training for the new systems. 
Again the item was held over for a fortnight to await his 
revision. This time the report wos accepted. Ex. 3.1 2 

Conflicting specifications usually stem from inco- 
herent role det>nitions, absence of assigned rcspon- 
sibility, or duplication of responsibility. Schemes like 
r~~anagcment-by-objectives attempt to minimize such 
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problems, but structural <lcficiencics in organizations 
may be so severe as to resist such remedies. When pur- 
pose is ignored and everything is action-oriented, chaos 
grows and meetings grow larger and larger, and longer 
and longer as everyone attempts to check and influence 
every action that others wish to take. 

Motivat ion.  The type of motivation required by 
tactical objectives is illustrated by considering an exam- 
ple. What motivates us to  go to the King St. Branch, 
when our local supplier is shut with a notice on the door 
s.~ying 'All enquiries to the King St. Branch'? The 
driving intention to obtain supplies remains, but if 
we wish to fulfil it, then we have n o  option but to set 
a new tactical objective driven by our awareness of 

external reality. So awareness, sensory in nature, seems 
to be a motivating force which is in the service of 
intention. 

Excessive focus on producing results in the absence 
of a strategic vision and higher values is dehumanizing. 

Work of this sort is mind-numbing labour. It is akin to 
slavery and is insufficient to  sustain human uniqueness. 
Machines can perform better if a reflex to  sensory 
awareness is all that is required. A workaholic may find 

a task-centred life sustaining, but healthv people do 

not. So large organizations can only produce results by 

an intensive task-centred approach tor short periods 
before hostility and tension increase and staff start 
leaving. 

Responsibility. Tactical objectives must lie set by 
people whose focus and responsibility is on doing things 

or  getting things done. When the things t o  be done arc 

cledded by others, the responsibility is that of an agent. 
In organixations, tactical objectives arc set and pursued 
by top officers, managers and workers within the 

executive structure. The general term I use tu cover all 
such employed stair is: executants. 

Executant roles are typically, hut not invariably, built 
on some form of managerial hierarchy designed to 
ensure control and performance of the necessary work. 

The need to assign responsibilities so that time-targeted 
objectives are progressively met without duplication or  
omission led Jaques to identify a structure of 'levels of 
work' based on dill'cring time-spans of tasks.24 

Evaluation. Tactical objectives lend themselves to 
evaluation both prospectively and retrospectively. 
I'rospectively, the rationale for the tactical objective 
should be self-evident. It lies in a superficial demand for 

the results or activities referred to. The feasibility of 
tactical objectives should also be self-evident, although 
it must be recognized that more complex tasks will not 
lie feasible for less capable individuals. Many associated 
aspects of the task may be analyscd and quantified in 

advance - like specific resource allocations, specific 
times, specilic place'., specific methods, specific per- 
sonnel. Such quantification makes it easier to  deter- 
mine retrospectively whether o r  not pcrlormance has 
been adequate. 

Termina t ion .  The virtue and limitation of tactical 

objectives arc that they are purely means-oriented. 
Their meaning comes from the way the results which 
they generate contribute to a pre-defined strategic 
objective. If the tactical objective is pursued effectively, 
then results will follow. These tactical activities and 
results have an additional intrinsic value in that they 
express higher values as well, especially those defined as 
priorities. In addition. activities have many unforeseen 

consequences. So the pursuit of tactical objectives may 
reveal or realize values which were not previously 

noted or  desired. In any case. the translation of values 
into action is now complete and no further still lower 
levels are logically or practically required. 

REVIEWING PURPOSES AND 
THEIR MISHANDLING 

In exploring purpose and action, I have focused 

mainly on organizations, partly because of their impor- 

tance in modern society, and partly because the 
frequency with which managers make serious and 
avoidable errors is so disturbing. Some brief conlnlent 
on organizations and their dysfunction may help firm up 
an appreciation of the significance of the live levels of 

purpose. 

Organiza t ions .  Organization is the way that things 
yet clone in society, and organizations are creatures of 
purpose whose role is to do things. Organizations are 
defined by principal objects am1 meet social values. If 
our concern is the pursuit and realisation of values and 
the practical creation of a better society, then organi- 
zations are the veliicle tor this endeavour. 

The framework can be applied to  any type of organ- 
isation, not just to  giant bureaucracies like the NIIS 
where it was tirst developed. It can lie used, for 

example. to  give a slant on the particular strengths and 
weaknesses of diflerent sorts of organi~ation, as illus- 
trated in Table 3.6." 

Although the framework has been presented pri- 
rnarily in relation to  whole organizations, it may be 
applied within an organization to any coherent deci- 
sion-making section. So although Acme Universal Ltd 
may be the primary legal entity with formal principal 
objects, its divisions and subdivisions have their own 
principal objects, and so do supporting departments 
like accounting or computing, and so do specific posts. 
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Table 3.6: Types of organization. Three different kinds of organisation ore compared crudely in terms of the 
way that purposes of each type are likely to be pursued. The analysis reveals different structural strengths and weak- 
nesses. The quality of the purposes actually set and the way matters are handled may overcome the weaknesses or 
may fail to take advantage of the strengths. (Level 1 purposes are embedded in actions and are not relevant here.] 

e.g. rapidly growing 
small. businesses .-- - 

1-3: - 
Ill 

Internal ., 
priorities 

.. J 

r-2; * 

Strategic.. : 
object(ves'!' 

Strong 
Highly personal, but do not 
need to be widely 
recognised in society. 

Strong 
Personally decided, and 
easily altered. 

Strong 
Controversy is rapidly dealt 
with, and those who object 
ore removed. 

Strong 
Strategies can be bold, 
ambitious and long-term. 

Professiyal 

-. 
Practices 

e.g. group architecture'or 
medical practicem 

Strong 
Held personally as a 
professional, and very 
widely endorsed in society. 

Strong 
Based in a formal discipline, 
so well-understood by 
members. 

Weak 
Controversial issues are 
generally avoided. 

Weak 
Painstaking negotiations 
are required to gain agree 
ment. 

Strong 
Essential cohesive force of 
the group, and generally 
supported in society. 

Weak 
Tends to be overridden by 
projects in hand and self- 
development needs. 

Weak 
Lengthy debates and 
irresolution are common 

Weak 
Disjointed strategies sub 
ordinated to environmental 
demands. 

The multiplicity of these endeavours and the variety o l  
lower level purposes within each is what makes dcci- 

sion-making in large organizations so complicated and 
Liable to go wrong. *' 

Purposes may be the source of intra-organiyational 
dysfunction in many other ways. They may be absent. 
unrealistically devised, poorly formulated, poorly com- 
municated, poorly understood, confused with rules or 

methods, and so on. Such problems have been long 
recognized, and little needs to be added here. It is 

worth mentioning however that although task objec- 
tives and principal objects have long been assigned 
significance in management textbooks, only in recent 
decades has it become fashionable to  emphasize stratc- 
gic objectives and social values.27 And the textbooks are 
ahead of the field. Most managers, even successful 
ones, confuse the forms of purpose and do not fully 

appreciate the human energies and collective forces 
which are released when each is used effectively. 

M u l t i p l e  Omissions. Thus far, the examples 
showed just one level of purpose being omitted. 
Sometimes several levels of purpose are by-passed. In 
voluntary associations, we have noticed a tendency for 

groups to move directly from the reassuring and 
comforting work of affirming social values and prin- 

cipal objects to deciding on immediately satisfying 
activities (tactical objectives). The social values and 
principal objects enhance morale and feelings of group 
cohesion, and the tasks reinforce this with a sense of 
.ichievenient and group effectiveness. However sooner 
or later, the undiscusscd, unresolved and contentious 
political issues push through. And the lack of any strat- 

cgy vitiates any substantial progress. Because contro- 
versy and conflict arc disliked, specific structural and 
procedural arrangements are not instituted to handle 
necessary debate and ensure that necessary decisions 
arc taken. Textbooks presenting the dichotomized 
goal/objective model of purpose are in danger of pro- 
pagating this pathology. 

Baptist Church Objectives: A standard textbook, which 
argues that only two sorts of purpose are needed, uses (he 
programs and objectives of a Baptist Church as one of 
their exomples. The programs, as presented, are typical 
statements of principal objects: e.g. To proclaim the 
Gospel to ail people' and To promote worship'. 
However it feels incongruous to follow the authors' sug- 
gestion and move from such brood goals to tactical 
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objectives like: 'To establish a church evangelism commit- 
tee by April 15' and 'To involve all institutionalized 
(elderly and otherwise] members in regular chuich wor- 
ship by June 1 st'. Unless this is on unuwlly united or opo- 
thetic church, there will be differences of opinion on how 
'all people' should be interpreted, disagreements on the 
different w y s  to persuode members to worship, and con- 
flicting views on which institutions con realistically be 
approached. Ex. 3.13*' 

Confusing Levels. Another common problem 

.irises from confusion between levels. Social values may 

be presented as strategic objectives or misused as a 
principal objects; tactical objectives may be treated as if 
they were internal priorities o r  be made to stand in for 
strategic objectives: strategic objectives may be des- 
cribed as alterations to the principal objects o r  sub- 
stituted for political choices; and so o n .  

We have been particularly struck by the tendency for 
public sector policy documents, which ostensibly 

develop priorities and strategies, to  lie packed either 
with social values or tactical objectives. For exanlple, in 
response to the need for a preventive care policy, one 
health authority stated that its policy was to  prevent the 
preventable (a social value); and another stated that its 
policy was to appoint two nrw health education officers 

by the end of the year (a tactical objective). The policy 
for mental illness lor one Health Region covering 4 

million people would have made a fine chapter in a text- 
book, with its exposition of social values and principal 
olijects, but it was utterly useless for managers facing 
hard choices. Businesses arc not much better, but they 
usually keep their confusion private. 

Mentor Graphics' Muddles: The President of this 
Corporotion grophically described 'the power of vision to 
weaken o company'. Whot in foct weakened the com- 
pony wos the President's lack of any understanding os to 
whot constituted o vision, whot sorts of purposes were 
needed, ond who! each sort could and could not do. The 
vision moved from 'beot Daisy', their moin competitor to 
temporary priority), to 'our six boxes i.e. their moin busi- 
nesses (informal principal objects) to 'the 1 OX imperative' 
Ion impossible stiotegic objective), to 'change the way 
the world designs' (a poorly formulated visionary aim 
based on an ultimate volue: see Ch. 4), and finally to 
'build something people will buy' (on established social 
volue). Never at any stage in his occount did the President 
refer to a vision in the sense of one or a few encomposs- 
ing feasible one) desirable strategic objectives which 
oddressed the main issues and would maximize the 
impact of the firm in its situation. Ex. 3.1 429 

Muddling levels, as Mentor Graphics found (Ex. 
3.14), can lead to a failure to develop consensus and 
stimulate n~otivation. This hinders personal fulfilment 
and may even jeopardize the survival of the organiza- 
tion. Muddling levels can also lead to a failure to con- 

front and resolve controversial issues. Muddles obhcure 
real agreements ancl disagreements, produce fudges, 

prevent reasoned discussion, and generate inappro- 
priate and ineffective action. Muddling purposes 
means, at best, muddling along. 

The multiple permutations and combinations of 
logical and practical errors arc the very reason why our 

understanding of purpose has been so poor. Disen- 
tangling them is fascinating. 

Readers arc encouraged to test out their feelings tor 

the ideas by applying the schema to an initiative o r  orga- 
nization they know well. In time, the reader will not 
only judge that it is unwise but also find that it is impos- 
sible to specify a purpose of any sort without being 
aware of its deeper nature and Function. 

TRANSITION 

Purpose is one of the fundamental particles of social 

existence. Like the proton. it has an inner structure of 
definable particles which do not exist on their own in 
nature. Repeatedly, we found that muddling up the 
types of purposes or using less than five types when 
pursuing an activity was damaging or  even disastrous. 

Practical things like determining resource allocation or  
assigning responsibilities would then go wildly astray, 

and people would become confused and conflicted. 

The framework is an ends-means hierarchy in that 
purposes within each level answer the question 'why?' 

to purposes in the level below, and 'how?' to purposes 
in the level above 

Ends-means hierarchies can lie defined within each 

level. Centuries ago Aquinas suggested a conceptual 
hierarchy of social values, and more recently others 

have done likewise. The usefulness of hierarchies of 
sub-objectives within principal object, internal prior- 
ity, strategic objective and tactical objective levels has 
been referred to, ancl is well-established in the acade- 

mic literature. However, all such hierarchies are of less 
social and practical importance than that defined by the 
present f ra rnew~rk . '~  

It is the transition across from one level to  the next 

which emerges as by far the most significant and poten- 
tially controversial in social terms. As if to  confirm and 
validate the level boundaries, society has spontaneously 
generated distinctive entities tor controlling large scale 
activities. At each level, a societal structure is given the 
authority and responsibility to  determine the purposes 
to be used. These have been identified in organizations 
as follows: social values (L-3) - wider society: prin- 
cipal objects (L-4) - constituting body; internal 
priorities (L- 3) -governing body; strategic objectives 
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Table 3.7: Organizations and society. The diagram shows the use of purposes to deal with organizational 
identity and to handle relationships with the social environment. Note that at the upper levels society impacts on the 
organization, and at the lower levels the organization impacts on society. Note that change generated by the lower 
levels is within the continuity established at the higher levels. 

ORGANIZATIONAL 
REIATIONS 

Purposes 

providing 

orientation. 

Purposes 

generating 

impact. 

TYPE RESPONSIBLE 
Of PURPOSE BODY 

r Social values - Wider society 

Principal objects - Constituting body 

Internal priorities - Governing body 
7 

Strategic objectives - Top officers 

Tactical objectives - Executants 

ORGANIZATIONAL 
IDENTITY 

Purposes 

establishing 

identity. 

Purposes 

supporting 

identity. 

(L-2) - top otHcer body; and tactical objectives 
(L- I )  - executant body. The powers of each of these 
sources of authority become more focused and 
immediate, but also more limited in scope, as the 
hierarchy is descended. Getting them all to work 
together depends on recognizing the fran~ework on 
which they are based. Table 3.7 summarizes what has 
been analysed so far. 

Much much more can be said about the use of the 
hierarchy, about ho\\ each purpose contributes to the 
formation of other purpose-based tools, about the 
influence that purposes set at one level exert on pur- 

puses set at other levels, about the use of emotion and 
logic in devising purposes, about the relation between 
people and their social environment, and about the way 
that value conflict is resolved and ethical judgement 
clarified. But, before such things can be addressed, the 
hierarchy must be completed. 

Five levels suffice when the focus is on pursuing values 
through action, but not when our concern moves to  
developing values for action. Examination of the value 
context lor action revcaled two more and final levels in 
the framework. These are described in the next 
chapter. * 



Master- The hierarchy of purposes used to translate values into action. 
Table 1 The Table summarizes properties of levels in the hierarchy which relate most directly to activity 

Note that the 'typical format' is illustrative only. See text and Master-Tables 2 and 3 for further details and explanations 

Type of 
Purpose 

Definition Typical Experience Value/Action Link to Temporal 
Format and Activity Relation Resources Perspective 

Social 
value 

Principal 
object 

Internal 
priority 

Strategic 
objective 

Tactical 
objective 

A freely shared need- 
bosed value serving a 
specific community. 

W e  all need and wan1 
.X.. ' 

[X = the social value.] 

Intuition of many 
varied possible 
and worthwhile 
activities. 

Value consensus 
crossing endeavours 
social bodies and 
institutions. 

Provides the social 
potentiol for 
obtaining resources. 

An activity defining the 
identity of an endeavour. 

A degree of emphasis 
among valid values or 
actions for immediate use. 

A desired and feasible 
outcome which maximizes 
impact. 

A precise tangible time- 
targetted result which is a 
step to a desired outcome. 

A , .  is set up to ..X. .' 
[A = organized entity: eg 
project, group, person: 
X = the principal object.] 

. X . .  is more important 
than . . .Y,Z.. . now' 
[The preference for X over 
Y,Z .. is the internal priority.] 

. X . .  must be achieved 
over the next . .t..' 
[X = strategic objective: 
t = opprox. time period.] 

. X . .  is to be done by ..T 
so as to achieve ..Y. . '  

[X is tactical: 'f is strategic: 
T is the time-deadline.] 

Idea (i.e. type or 
category) of specific 
worthwhile activities. 

Emotion 
surrounding 
likely activities 
(basis of politics). 

Image of the 
outcome of activities 
[basis of strategies]. 

Awareness of 
activity details 
[basis of tasks). 

Value consensus 
within a defined 
endeavour. 

Value/value contlicl 
within an endeavour 
in general or in a 
particular situation. 

Va/ue/action conflict 
within an endeavour 
in a particular 
situation. 

Action/action conflict 
within an endeavour 
in a particular 
situation 

Indicates general 
level and type of 
resource base 
required. 

Provides the 
rationale for 
allocating resource 

Leads to mobilization 
and deployment of 
resource. 

Leads to resource 
being 
and consumed. 

Present and 
undefined 
future. 

Present and 
defined or 
undefined 
future. 

Present and 
immediate 
future. 

Rate of 
progress in a 
defined future 

Precisely 
defined 
future. 

0 Warren Kinston 1 987,1993 
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Chapter 4 

Exploring Value 

Purpose is an essential concept for understanding 
and determining both personal and social action. In the 
last chapter, it became apparent that certain statements 
of purpose arc statements of value. The focus in this 

chapter is on values themselves: what they are and how 

they differ from level to  level. 

In examining values and talking to people about what 

they mean by values, we uncovered yet more confusion 
and nluddle. As with purpose, value is used in widely 
varying ways both in everyday life and in the academic 

literature. For many people the notion of 'developing 
values' sounded meaningless o r  esoteric. When it is 
explained that a value is what is important to  you, that 
social groups arc built round what their members think 

is important, that what anyone thinks is important 

changes over time, that each of us can and must decide 
for ourselves wh.it is important, then dcvrloping values 
suddenly makes sense. It is something we all do all the 

time. 

INTRODUCING VALUES 

The idea of essentially different types of value in a 
hierarchy is not commonly appreciated. The usual dis- 

tinctions are dichotonious. Value is divided into: moral 
values (like hones?) versus non-moral values (like 
driving a car); or values as ends (like truth) versus 
values as means (like fair prices): or primary self- 
evident common values (like education) versus sec- 

ondary contentious sectional values (like rote learning): 
o r  abstract values (like theories) versus concrete values 

(like property); or spiritual religious values (like hope) 
versus temporal secular values (like shopping). 
Unfortunately, as we found in the conventional two- 
fold division of purpose, the merit of simplicity of such 
analyses docs not compensate for their frequent in- 
adequacy in practice. 

In Chapter 3. I identified five distinct types of pur- 

pose and showed that they are hierarchically related. 
The function 01' the hierarchy when dcscencling, coukl 
be seen to be the progressive translation of values into 
action -until a level precisely defining necessary tasks 
is reached. A w.iy to  appreciate types 01' value is to 

recreate the hierarchy from the bottom up. As one level 
succeeds another ascending the hierarchy, we can 
observe how ditlerent forms o l  purpose havr the quality 
of values, and how the value element becomes progres- 
sively more purified. In other words, the dominance 

and particularity of purposes at one level can be ovcr- 

come by a higher more value-imbued conception of 

purpose -until a level of pure value is reached which 
all can share in all situations. 

So \vc will now recapitulate the hierarchy (;om the 
perspective of value starting with pure means. Tactical 

objectives (L- 1 )  specify finite tangible results to be pro- 
duced to a time (leadline. These purposes, inherent 

in any action at all, are devoid of intrinsic value and 
make little o r  no sense unless they are clearly steps 

towards a desired achievement. Precisely what is to be 
achieved is contained in the specification o l  a strategic 
objective. Strategic objectives ( L - 2 )  specify desired 
feasible outcomes which maximize impact. But any 
given outcome is never desired liy all people affected by 
it. So any strategy needs to take into account a variety 
of values. Ensuring that progress is governed by 

preferred values is achieved by specifying internal 
priorities. Internal priorities (L -3 )  specify relative 
preferences or degrees of emphasis among valid values 

or actions for imrncdiate use. Ideally, they quantify the 
degree of emphases to  be given to each possibility. 
However, not everything is of interest to whomever 
owns and sustains the endeavour as a whole. So 
boundaries t o  possible choices need to be set by 
specifying principal objects. The principal objects (L-4) 
specify those activities which define the identity of the 
endeavour. In doing so, they demarcate activities and 
can m a t e  organized bodies. I lowever, no activity or 
organization will survive for long unless it is supported 

by the surrounding con~munity. Wider social endorsc- 
rnent can be obtained by spccilying and using social 
values. Social values (L-5) sprcify actualizable freely 
shared community-based values which meet needs and 
keep open possibilities tor action. These values justify 
social institutions, organizations and activities of all 
sorts without being tied to any particular one. 
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The Need for Higher Levels 

The framework of five levels just listed is an ends- 

means hierarchy in that purposes within each level 
answer the question 'why?' to  purposes within the level 

below, and 'how?' to purposes within the level above. 
This raises the interesting question of what happens at 
the top and the bottoni. Is the hierarchy endless? The 
answer is: No. We noted in the last chapter, that \ve 
cannot sensibly ask 'how? of a tactical objective. But 
asking 'why?' of social values leads to a quite different 
result. 

It is apparent that social values - the values which 

overtly drive activities without del'ining or limiting 

them - may themselves be developed. debated and 
promoted independently of action. That is to say, we 
can intelligently ask the question 'why?' of social 
values. For example, why is it that we all need and seek 

such specific and practical v,ikn:s as schools for our 
children? or efficiency in our public services? or un- 
polluted air? Such questions must be answered I)? 
appealing to something purposive, but yet more general 

abstract and explanatory than the social valnrs them- 

selves This purpose or value would be logically found 
in a level above L- 5. 

Of course, practically-minded people d o  not usually 
question social values. Nevertheless, in discussion, they 
can and do justify thcir values by offering a rationale. 
Let us take. for instance, the social value of education 
for children. Pushing someone to justify education 
might lead them to say that it is needed to get a good 
job, or that going to school is the basis for learning to be 
a good citizen, or that education allows the child to 
develop itself. Any one of these (or other) notions 
could be elaborated further into a full-blooded defence 
of education. 

What this man-in-the-stret-t is offering is a theory 

about why education is a social need worth holding. 

And what is this theory if not a value? 1 will be calling 
explanatory ideas o r  theories a value system. Such values 

may look much like social values, but in fact they arc de- 
batable ideas which offer understanding and explanation 
- not self-evident needs promoting general action. 

A more philosophically-miniled person might well 
have given a diflbrcnt sort of answer. While believing 
that education is important because of its link to social 

ideals like employment, citizenship, and self-develop- 
ment, the second person might go further. This quasi- 
philosopher could also claim that education for children 
is good because it is the road to thcir experience of 
Truth and Freedom-things which are, and havc always 
been, of inestimable value. I will be calling such values 
ultimate values. 

Social values and all lower level purposes arc cventu- 
ally justified in terms of value systems and ultimate 

values. These two highest values arc purposes in so far 
as they identify a future state of affairs and so contribute 
to bringing it about. However, the endpoint they 
specify is theoretical and abstract. The result is two 
levels of pure value above the live-level hierarchy of 
purpose making it in all a seven-level structure. 

'I'his two-level value context is what makes values 

and activity meaningful. In oilier words, values liere 
endow life with a sense of rightness and goodness, and 
govern all social relations. And yet, such values do not 

need to be specified, and may not even be consciously 
considered when taking action. In firms. these higher 

values tend to lie defined when issues of principle, 

ideals, culture and vision emerge. 

Summarizing the Pure Values 

The finding that two further higher le\cls of purpose 
can be elicited beyond the social value level is con- 
firmed by a review of the literature on values. Value 

systems (L-6) and ultimate values (L-7) have similar pro- 
perties to the lower five level\ of purpose, and a com- 

parable but slightly modified and re-ordered account is 
protided in the next two sections. A summary of the 
two higher levels of pure Fahe, including synonyms, is 
provided below. These two levels arc placed in the con- 
text of the others in Master-Table 2.  

L-6: Value sys tems  are interlinked or  complex 
valued ideas ordering understanding within a social 
domain. Although they are l'rc(1ucntly used to justify 

enduring values and activities, they can be entirely 
hypothetical and divorced from existing society and 
current activities. Common synonyms include: belief, 
principle, assumption, ideal, theory, ideology, para- 
digm, intellectual frainework, school of tliought. doc- 
trine. Value systems are the basis for sociali7ation and 

social division, creating intense loyalty amongst ad- 

herents and negativity in others. The typical format for 
their expression is: "We all believe and want . .X. ." or  
"We bclieve X and so we want ..Y.Z.." - where X is 
the value system and Y and Z arc directly implied social 

values or endeavours. For example, X might be effi- 
cicncy. and Y and L might be routinization and automa- 
iiun of jobs. Being so partial and diverse, value systems 
do not provide absolute justification, so a higher level is 

required. 

L-7: Ul t imate  values are universally accepted and 
cti-rnally pursued states of being. They can only he fully 
appreciated by people as individuals who, when acti- 
vated by them, feel uplifted and inspired. Although 

utterly abstract immutable and experiential, their 
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articulation is culture-bound. The typical format for . . 
their expression is: "The human r.ice has always striven 

for..X. ." - where X is the ultimate value. Typical ulti- 
mate values are peace, compassion and truth. If we say 
that people have always sought efficiency in the use 01' 
limited resources, then efficiency is being elevated to  an 
ultimate value. Common synonyms include: universal 
values, being values, nlcta-values, absolute values and 
inspirational values. Ultimate values are the source of 
the sense of good and evil, and are used to describe 

deities. Ultimate values can be defined in terms of each 
other and are the final social justification for hypothcti- 
cal ideas, actual values and activities, so no higher level 
of purpose either exists or is needed. 

Each of the higher levels will now be described in 
detail. O n  this basis, I will clarify the nature and pro- 
perties of values. The upper five levels of purpose, 

which are all values, will then be re-examined from this 

new perspective 

1-6: VALUE SYSTEMS 

Nature. A value implies that something is impor- 
tant: the something here is an idea. Value systems are 

complex valued ideas used to order understanding 

within their particular domain, and so justify social 
values and endeavours. Such ideas are sometimes called 
ideals. A value system, as the name suggests, implies 
that even single ideas are always complex and analysable 
as an inter-linked or inter-related set. The idea of 
custon~er-responsive~iess, for example, includes ideas 
of promptness, helpfulness, service. courtesy and so 

on.  Value systems are to be found (or can be elicited or  
pieced together) in all societies and enduring social 

groups, in all academic disciplines, in all industries, and 
indeed in all domains of human interest and activity'. 

Ideas are always present even if  the people involved 
are unaware of their nature and force. It is impossible in 
practice, to approach any domain of activity if we do 
not assimilate and use certain ideas associated with it. If  
nothing is available, then we turn away or  ignore the 
domain as meaningless o r  irrelevant, until those intcl- 
Icctually more adventurous souls blaze a trail of think- 

ing for others to follow. 

A variety of labels for value systems have come into 
use. Single or loosely connected ideas arc often called 
principles, beliefs, assumptions or ideals. Ideas lends 
themselves to being systematized. Ideologies are sys- 
tematized value systems. Some now use this term 
beyond its political sense to include purposive thinking 

and values inherent within any social sphere of action.' 
The term philosophy may be used in a similar way (e.g. 
the philosophy of the Steiner system of education). 

School of thought is a general phrase capturing these 
more rationally organized value systems. Formally 
structured systems of ideas are also known as theories, 
paradigms, or doctrines. So mathematics, behaviour- 
ism and Christianity arc all built around value systems. 
Because a value system is believed in by its adherents, it 
may be referred to  as a belief system. Cultures and cults 
embody value systems and much else, but sometimes 
these terms are used to refer solely to the value system. 

Scientific Empiricism: The empirical value system places 
primary significance on data and regards the freely given 
widespread agreement of others to the factuality of that 
data os crucial. So the  amassing and organizing of ever 
more facts is good in i~self. Other valued ideas in the 
system include: quantification; precise measurement using 
a universal standard unit; objectivity and verifiability; 
reduction of complexity; simple experiments; well-struc- 
tured problems; whot exists now rother than in the past or 
future. The value system particularly rejects ideas and 
reasoning (even though data itself is on idea), the in- 
corporation of subjectivity through values 01 intuition, and 
direct approaches to complexity. Although all scientists 
have a respect for facts, some find empiricism congenial. 
while others find it  abhorrent. There is no formal or official 
statement of precisely whot the empirical value system is. 

E x  4.1 

Value systems are theoretical. Comprehensive and 
organized value systems define a complete and cohcr- 

ent approach to understanding 'how' and 'what' to  
value within their domain. Value systems validate 
achievement and are experienced as the principal 

source of value within any domain, more important 
even than social values. 

Value systems are accepted or rejected as a whole. In 
certain times, places o r  arenas, a single or ovcrwhelm- 

ingly dominant value system is found. More frequently 

in today's complicated world, there arc a multiplicity of 
value systems, all apparently equally valid. Where plu- 
ralism prevails and a number of value systems co-exist 
within a domain, then each value system necessarily 
appears to be distinctive and largely incompatible with 
the others. 

Value System Clashes: a ]  Within ihe mental health field, 
psychoanalysis and psychiatrists adhere to fundamentally 
different models of mental illness. In practice, they often 
hove difficulty collaborating in the woy that would bene- 
fit the patient. b] In politics, a variety of ideologies are 
well recognized e.g. fascist, conservative, liberal, social- 
ist, communist. These represent competing views on 
societal government, and give rise to parties whose rep- 
resentatives fight each other in elections, in the legislature, 
and sometimes in civil war. c) In scientific inquiry, often 
claimed to be non-ideological by its practitioners, many 
distinct competing approaches have been identified 
(such as empiricist, rationalist, hypothesistesting, and 
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systemicist) with eoch scientist being primarily socialized 
into just one and hostile towards some or all of the others. 
d) Religions embody volue systems and provoke intense 
inter-group conflict despite their promotion of ultimate vol- 
ues like peoce love ond hormony. Ex. 4.22 

Value systems, such as those in Ex. 4.2, structure 
what is to be desired and what aspects of reality are to 

be transformed. They therefore include assumptions 
that del'ine reality broadly. By indicating what is impor- 
tant and what can be ignored, value systen~s affect per- 
ception, creating blind spots and areas of intense 
lucidity. Although value systems need not be lormu- 
lated for action, their significance cannot be ignored. 
Lying beyond social values, value systems are an extra- 
ordinarily powerful controlling influctice. 

Mot iva t ion .  The deep court of appeal in each per- 

son is the integrity of their identity. A person's identity 
is built up through identifications, and value systems are 
incorporated through identification. Because value 
systems become part of a person's identity, they arc 
revealed in spontaneous personal expressions during 
activity. Once a value system is internalised. it becomes 

a source of obligation and a deep compulsion. The indi- 

vidual is obliged to adhere t o  the value system and (as it 
feels) the value system obliges the person to develop 
and apply certain values. So inner authority o r  obliga- 
tion is the characteristic typc of motivation that corrcs- 
ponds to this level of purpose. This motivation is social 
in nature, in that it stems from the internalization of 
external systems of authority. The inner sense ofoblig- 

ation controls and justifies action. Its compulsory 

quality makes it the mainspring of ethical living. 

Adherents repetitively proclaim their support for 
their value system as a way of reaffirming thcniselve~, 
and generating their inner commitment to  action of a 
particular sort. 'li>o often, they go further and deny the 
value and validity of alternative ways of thinking and 
acting - even to the point of desiring and pursuing the 
annihilation of alternatives and their adherents (cf. Ex. 
4.2). Value systems are therefore identity sustaining for 

an individual person and powerfully integrative for 
groups of like-minded people. Simultaneously, they are 
intensely divisive between adherents of different 
systems. 

Uses. Value systems arc essential for developing new 

social values and opening up new domains of thought 
and action. They are a source of attraction and foster 
intense adherence and belief. There is a general unease 
with this. Before a value system becomes an idea, 
theory o r  paradigm that is universally taken for 
granted, it puzzles people and secnis too extreme, too 
simplistic, too one-sided to the outsider - however 

notable the spokesman, however persuasive the argu- 
ments, and however numerous the adherents. 

Value systems should be seen as an aid to  clarifying 
and modifying existing values, as an orientation to  a 
new area, and as a spur to commitment and confidence. 
In these latter roles, they arc essential, being both intbr- 

mative and sensitising. 

For example, academic debates in the 1960s betwern 
the 'muddling through' incremental pragmatists and 
the grand planning rationalists usefully exposed 
assun~ptions in public policy-making. In the process, 
the implic:ations of different ways of deciding issues 
were c l a r i f i ~ d . ~  Similarly the debates generated by the 
publication of Saln~an Rushdies book, The Satanic Verses, 

not only exposed differences in the value assunlptions . . 
of Western and Islamic cultures, but also provided the 
possibility lor conlmunication and rapprochement.+ 

Value systems have many other functions. They arc 
essential for inner convictions and developing new 
approaches to  social problems. They are the basis of 
individuali~y for people, social groups and enterprises 
of all sorts. They give coherence to  social movements 

and provide a rationale for causes and crusades. 

Ar t icu la t ion .  Value systems d o  not require to  be 
articulated for action to occur. Nevertheless value 
systems can be perceived underlying purposes which 
are deliberately set and pursued. Value systems do need 

to be articulated in situations of challenge o r  major 
change Single ideas are easy to  affirm, but a set is 
needed to properly appreciate, use and defend any idea. 

A person may be responsible for whether o r  not he 
enters or remains in a domain or identifies with one or  

other of the value systems on offer. But no person can 
be made responsible for ideas in the value system held 
by all in a social group. In any case, most people take 
their value systems for granted, and the idea that alter- 
native systems might be valid seems improbable to  

them. 

Where the value systen~ is implicit, valued ideas can 
be deduced from natural behaviours and unguarded or  
quasi-official pronouncements by the people involved. 

I t  social groups are to understand each other, then such 
elucidation is needed. Exploration of value systems is 
generally left to those with a scientific o r  philosophical 
bent, o r  with a natural orientation to conceptualizing 

value concerns. They may be called theoreticians. If the 
emphasis is on producing or  overseeing action, then 
ideological thinkers might be a preferable label (given 
that the notion of ideology is not to  be restricted to  
politics and economics). In religions, theologians 
analyse and develop their value system. 1 h e  better aca- 
demics develop theories all the time without thinking of 
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them as value systems or even as social products. But 
their theories can have major social consequences - 
finance for more investigation, publications, confer- 
ences, employment of research staff', promotion. The 
ideas might even be used by industry o r  governments. 

Popperism: Karl Popper articulated a particular approach 
to how knowledge developed and science worked. He 
vigorously propounded his ideas and wos not overse to 
scientists taking them as a manifesto for deciding what 
was proper science and what was merely masquerading 
as such. The flow of reseorch funds ond the development 
of coreers are determined by such decisions. Popper's 
ideas ore therefore o volue system and not socially new 
tral. Other useful inquiring systems have locked such an 
effective proponent in recent times and have suffered 
becouse of this. Ex. 4.3 

Omission.  When domains lack valued ideas and 
theories, society suffers. Recognition of existing com- 
munal needs alone is generally insufficient for progress. 
Some understanding is essential to determine asso- 
ciated or  new needs, and to know what to do about 
needs. Without any understanding, a sense of uncer- 
tainty and helplessness develops. So the old saying is 
true: there is nothing as practical as a good theory. 
Specification and reflection on ideas that define us and 
our activities is regarded as an exercise for intellectuals 
rather than ordinary people. Yet the beliefs that peoplc 
live by are important for them and everyone else. If  
there is no reflective awareness, there can be no deep 
personal o r  social change. 

Cooperation is weak and ineffective in organizations 
which lack shiired beliefs. If in addition the significance 
of value systems is neglected, conflicts between difler- 
ent groups escalate and cannot be handled sensibly. In 
banking, for example, retail bankers and merchant o r  
investment bankers use quite different values t o  handle 
quite different types of activity. Calling both groups 
bankers is but attempting to merge them 
within a single division is liable lo fail. Similarly, the 
value system of information specialists differs markedly 
from that of operational managers. Misunderstanding 
and criticism between these groups is rife with the 
result that many information technology projects over- 
spend, seriously under-Perform, or fail utterly. 

Occasionally a person may enter a new domain with- 
out the necessary socialization. Then their activity is 
likely to  be socially chaotic, incoherent and unaccept- 
able until a tolerated value system has been internalized 
and adopted. The socialization process is unavoidable if 
the person wishes to  remain in the ilon~ain. 

Doctors and Managers: Involving doctors in the man- 
ogement of the hospitals of the National Health Service 

has been a long and difficult struggle. Doctors distrust 
managers because their value system is so alien. 
Manogers focus on money, seivice profile, new techno- 
logy, morkets or catchments, competition, political priori- 
ties, staff sotisfaction, public relations &c. Doctors focus 
on their own independence of action, accuracy of diag- 
nosis, needs of individual patients, new techniques, 
expertise, trust, confidentiality, income, publications &c. 
When a doctor becomes a manager, he slowly becomes 
re-socialized. His colleagues feel this and the doctor may 
then lose iheir confidence. Public health doctors were 
expected ot one time to bridge the divide between 
medicine ond manogement, but their volue system differs 
again. I t  includes communily health, needs for services, 
research, facts and epidemiological method. Their lack of 
focus on health core delivery or organizational bourr 
dories leads the profession to become estranged from 
both clinical doctors and health core managers. Ex. 4.4 

Evaluation. Value systems, like social values, do 
not seem to lend themselves to being evaluated. For 
adherents, they are good: more than good - ideal; 
more than ideal - true. For the adherent tin- ialued 
ideas define reality. For non-believers or outsiders, 
either the ideas seem irrelevant, devoid of content and 
confusing; or they are understandable but excessive, 
misconceived and mischievous. At worst. the value 
system is judged to be delusional and dangerous. 

Nevertheless, a degree of detached academic evalu- 
ation is possible. This may be carried out from within 
the value system or  from without. The task here is to  
articulate the valued ideas as precisely as possible, to  
examine their clarity consistency and coherence, to  
consider their congruence with reality and impact in 
practice, and to compare and contrast the value system 
i-~s a whole with others in the same domain. 

Limitat ion.  Value systems are limited to a particu- 
lar domain and fail t o  define a good to which all can give 
assent. Yet such ends are felt to exist. Being inherently 
partial and diverse, any value system seems to need 
justification. In practice, appeal is typically made to 
certain final ends which transcend all value systems and 
seem unchallengeable: ultimate values. 

Value systems have an essential quality that ultimate 
values lack. They have to show at least some recognition 
of physical and social realities in order to guide people's 
thinking and regulate social life. In other words, they 
usefully deal with the utter abstraction of ultimate values. 
Now it is time to consider these highest abstract values. 

1-7: ULTIMATE VALUES 

Nature .  Ultimate values are universally accepted 
and eternally pursued states of being. Examples include 
truth, beauty, compassion. goodness, order, strength. 
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gratitude, humour, harmony. peace, uniqueness, lib- 
erty, justice, happiness, patience, virtue, love. Such 

values are readily recognizable as the source of all value, 
and as requiring no  higher justification. In recent times, 
ultimate values have been repeatedly rediscovered and 
there is now a bewildering number ofsynonyms includ- 
ing: meta-value, being value, ultimate goal, universal 

value, inspirational value, absolute value, existential 

value, spiritual value and transcendent value.' 

Ultimate values are purposive in the sense that they 
represent in abstract form what needs to lie realized in 
any worthwhile human life or human society. They 

express the essential basic longings of humanity, irres. 
pective ofthe stage of cultural development reached, or 
the forms of social organization adopted. Correspon- 
dingl?, their negative form represents states of being. 

like ugliness, chaos and injustice, which have been 

rejected at all times by mankind. 

Ultimate values enable self-transcendcncc and cul- 
tural transcenclcncc because. being experiential, they 
express conimonalitv with all humanity. They cannot 
be tied to any particular culture, historical time. social 
institution, dogma, o r  endeavour. For cxaniple, no 
group or  philosophy has the copyright on  truth o r  the 
final say about what constitutes justice. So ultimate 

values merge with the essence of what reality is and 
what humanity can be. They are frequently conceived in 
spiritual terms, rither as a definition of God or  as God's 

attributes. 

Mot iva t ion .  The unbounded creative imagination 
is the inner link to ultimate values; and the characteris- 

tic form of motivation is inspiration. Meditation on a 
matter with the ultimate value firmly Fixed in mind gen- 
erates inspiration, and this inspiration powers whatever 
conclusion is reached. Inspiration operates on actions as 
well t o  produce deeds which are described as good, 

inspired or enlightened. 

Inspiration is transpersonal and provides an energy 
which infuses lower social, individual and lire-personal 
forms of motivation. Together with obligation, inspira- 

tion ensures that inner energies arc cllcctively and 

appropriately harnessed. 

Uses. Ul~imatc values, when genuinely cxperi- 
enced. stabilize, vitalize and nourish people irrespec- 
tive of their specific beliefs, cultural background or 

personality. Ultimate values lead to a stronger expres- 
sion, claritic~tion, amplification and validation of par- 
ticular value systems and beliefs of all sorts. They 
bolster convictions, justify ideals, stimulate visionary 
designs, and power social movements. 

Ultimate values are, it seems, the final justification 

tor all values and activities. Beauty might be called on t o  

bolster support for literature, parks, and architecture; 

truth iiiid freedom to underpin ctYorts to  promote 
scientific endeavour and psychotherapy; harmony and 
wholeness to  provide the rationale for well-managed 
effective organizations and racial integration. However, 

there is never a one-to-one connection. 

The abstract notion of liberty, for example, seems to 
underpin many specific freedoms in a social setting: 

including freedom from want, freedom from fear, frcc- 
don1 of passage, freedom of speech, freedom of the 
press, freedom of information, and freedom of war- 

ship. Which of these could become a social value in 
practice would vary with the valuc systeni of a society 
and its circumstances. The complete openness of the 

ultimate valuc provides for the development of new and 
undreamed freedoms as societies evolve. 

The same ultimate value may justify totally opposing 
value systems without discrimination. For example, 
harmony and wholeness mighi lie used to justify both 
totalitarianism and liberalism. It follows that ultimate 
values, like value systems, cannot possibly provide any 
pointers for practical action. Indeed, the history of 
mankind reveals that ultimate values have been used to 
justify horrific behaviours: e.g. harmony has been 

invoked to allow racial discrimination, order to justify 
violent p ~ ~ n i s h n ~ e n t ,  and truth to permit torture. 

Ar t icu la t ion .  Genuine contact with ultimate 
values is an inner state which seems to be invariably 
experienced as uplifting. So contact with ultimate 
values evokes veneration. Evil individuals correspon- 

dingly glory in negative versions like destruction, hate 

or disorder. The awareness and use of ultimate values, 
for good or evil, may be fostered in either solitary o r  
group settings. 

The manner of articulation and veneration varies 
between cultures and over time. For example, harmony 
seems especially meaningful for the Navaho Indians; 
while, from Aristotle onwards, happiness has been said 
to be the main goal of Western man. Love was the ulti- 
mate value for Jesus. However, when love reemerged 

as the ultimate value in the Western youth movements 

of the 1960's. it was not specifically Christian. 

The importance of ultimate values means that there 

is societal work to be done in articulating them. Artists 

of all types strive to evoke contact with ultimate values. 
And religious leaders do so too. Some psychotherapists 
see iiltimate values as the healing force in therapy. Those 
who regularly make contact with ultimate values in a 
way that has popular appeal become spiritual leaders. 

Omission.  Everyone seeks goodness (or happiness 
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or harmony &c>. whether they know it or not. 
Ordinary people follow Aristotle in taking this for 

granted. As with value systems, denial o r  ignorance is 

possible, hut not omission. Nonetheless modern 

thinkers repeatedly dismiss ultimate values as unreal, as 
childish Fantasy. as sell'-evidently mistaken, and as meta- 
physical nonsense.^ Too ambiguous. too abstr.ict, too 
vague are the criticisms. My consultations with niinis- 
tcrs of the church revealed some who repudiated ulti- 

mate values on these grounds. The degree of rejection 
can be intense e.g. one Christian moral theologian 
wrote: "To sav follow love is not an ethics at all, but a 

refusal to take etiiioil problems seriously". 

Evaluat ion.  Evaluation is not required because 
ultimate values are perfect. They may be simply pro- 
claimed and affirmed without concern for justification. 
In the words of Mother Juliana of Norwich: "All shall he 

well, and all shall he well and all manner of thing shall 
be well ," 

Distinctions het\vern different ultimate values 
sometimes seem blurred. Any ultimate value may be 

held to include others, and sometimes one is directly 
defined in terms of another. "Truth is beauty. beauty 
truth" intuited Kcats in a typical tautological afPirma- 
tion.' This suggests that the ultimate values arc ,ill dif- 
I'crcnt Facets of one unified final valuc, absolute good, 
which corresponds to an ineffable sense o l  abstract 

goodness. 

Closure.  The hierarchy has now come to an end. 
Intuitively, it does not make sense to  ask why of an uiti- 
mate value. It is surely meaningless to  seek for a value 

justification beyond absolute good. If ultimate values 
are essentially a unity where form ancl content virtually 
coalesce, then no higher level of articulation is logically 
possible. The hierarchy is therefore complete, logically 
as well as intuitively. 

God.  Ultimate valuc, absolute goodness and asso- 

ciated inner experiences are usually seen as characteriz- 
ing pure Being and their origin is commonly attributed 
to God. Such a God is l.ord of (spati()-tciiiporal) 
Creation and has properties like perfection, omni- 
science, and omnipotence. Values always polarize, so 

this conception of God generates a corresponding 

Satanic being which is evil because it epitomizes a drive 
for all that is bad. A higher transcendent God is rccog- 
nized in the great religions in whom all opposites like 
good/bad o r  being/non-being fuse. And yet beyond 
that God is a nameless Godhead which cannot he con- 
ceived or described at all. These higher Conceptions 
might be regarded as forming the environment o r  con- 
text of the hierarchy of purpose and permitting its 
existence. 

REVIEWING VALUES 

Value is not so mysterious now that we have moved 

decisively into its realm. Valuing should not be strange 
to us because it is a distinguishing human capacity. 
Nevertheless, it was not until the 19th century that the 
study of value (axiology) came to In' universallv recog- 
nized as one o f  the great philosophical s u b j c ~ t s . ~  Now. 

research into valuc is carried out in many other dis- 
ciplincs as well, including psychology, anthropology, 
religious studies, management. sociology, economics 
m d  politics. Hut cross-lcrtilization lutween these dis- 
ciplines is inhibited by the lack ol'a shared framework 

defining v a l i ~ e . ~  

To design social arrangements ethically, certain 
things must be recogrmed as important, then these 
values must lie introduced to people, and then they 

must act upon them. I call this process the realization of 
ralue in society. It implies working to develop values as 

well as iritr~nlucing and establishing them. Developing 
values is a world apart from using already developed 
values for .uYtion. The time has now come to turn our 

attention to what is meant by a value, and to use the 
levels of purpose analysis to  begin t o  gain a deeper 
understanding of values apart from their use in design- 
ing activities and organization. 

We comn~rnced from tho basic sell-evident notion 
that a value is an assignment ofimportance. In pursuing 

the different forms of purpose, several other inherent 

properties of any value have emerged. In brief. these 
inherent properties are: (a) Values indicate a preference 

for something by someone i.e. values exist in a relation. 
(b) To value something implies devaluing or  rejecting 
something else i.e. values produce conflict through 
polarization. ( c )  Values direct endeavours and choices i.c. 
values are purposes. (d) Values are the link between our 

inner experience and outer reality i.e. values personal- 
ize things, an11 generate and confirm nlemiiy. (e) Values 

also generate and confirm conlmonality i.e. values 
always imply a socialgroup. (1) Values orient and regulate 
people and activities in social situations i.e. values 
create order. (g) Finally, values are the driving force in 
people and society i.e. values motivate and release 

human energy in their service - at times unto death. 

The types of value revealed by the study of purpose 
and action can now be reviewed. We have seen that ulti- 
mate valucs and value systems are the source or poten- 
tial for having and recogni~ing value. The other types of 

purpose which have the properties of values are: social 
values, principal objects. and internal priorities. In 
other words, each level from 1-7 through to 1-3 may be 
regarded as a distinct type of value. Taken together they 
form afire-level hierarchy of values. 
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Strategic obiectives (1.-2) and tactical objectives 

(I-- 1 ) cannot be regarded as values because the neces- 

sary properties are lacking. They do not specify a polar- 
ized preference; they do not need to he decided by a 
group; ,mcl they are identity independent. Not sur- 
prisingly, simple strategies and tasks are alreacly within 
the compass of computers and robots. 

Comparing Levels of Value 

Debates about how a value should be (It-lined have 
frequently led people to fix the label of value to certain 
levels, and to minimize the usefulness o r  significance of 
other levels.10 So, in reviewing the five levels of value. 
the delinitions of each level will be restated together 
with thr typical criticisms which too often generate mii- 

understanding and unnecessary disputes. These criti- 

cisms are not valid from within the level, but appear to 
be valid from the viewpoint of another level. However. 
if one recognizes that each level implies the others, then 
supporting one type of value and rejecting another 

makes n o  sense at all. 

As the hierarchy is descended, values are trans- 
formed and elaborated in an ever-expanding diversity. 
To simplify describing how values proliferate other 
values and purposes, I will give just two examples at 

each level. It should be evident from the examples that 
each type of value docs indeed imply the types at the 
levels above and below it. This is the feature that makes 
the framework a hierarchy rather than a list. 

We all tend to become more aware of values when 
we arc rnnicshed in a value conflict, arguing for our 
ideas and debating what is most important or best to do. 
Coming to terms with value conflict is an urgent social 
necessity. In dealing with conflict, one simple distinc- 

tion must be recognized: Can all relevant positive 
values within a level be accepted in principle? Or: does 
social reality makes it rust:essary to exclude or reject 
certain otherwise desirable values? 

When all values at a particular level can and should 
be accepted, choosing is termed inclusive and conflict 

should reduce. So value-choice at these levels tends to 

bring licople and groups together and their effect is 
integrutive. When rejection is part of valuing at a parti- 
cular level, then choosing is termeil exclusive, and con- 
flict between people tends to heighten. Value-choice at 

these levels has a divisive effect. 

My inquiry revealed that the levels alternate between 
being inclusive-intcgrativr and exclusive-divisive in 
nature. Some argue that rxclusivc-divisive choosing is 
inherently evil." Perhaps they hope to avoid disagree- 
ment or wish to  minimize the importance ofdiversity. 

But all the levels of value arc self-eviclently necessary in 

social life, so none should be stigmatizecl as evil. 

Values generate conflict because the process of valu- 
ing polarixes. The object of positive valuation is good; 
and the object of rejection (or negative valuation) is 
bad. As part of this exploration of values, we will focus 
on the way good and bod change their meaning anil 

quality according to the levels of value. 

Ul t imate  va lues  (I--7) specify universally accepted 

valm~s and eternally pursued states of being. An exam- 
pic might be truth or justice. Ultimate values are ypi- 
c u l ! ~ ~  criticized as being too vague, too ambiguous and 
too abstract. Proving the impossibility of catching them 
in a simple definition was Socrates' favourite game. 

lll~imate value is inclusive because tin- various values 
either imply each other o r  are different aspects of the 
Samc thing. This seems to be so even if articulations 

vary and even if their equivalence is not recognized o r  
realized. This is not to argue that a person or  group 

shoulcl not fix its attention on liberty rather than har- 
mony, or on compassion rather than truth. It does 
imply that if the value of liberty as developed at lower 
levels leads to  serious disharmony in practice, then 
remonstration in terms of the ultimate value of har- 
rnony is valid. Of course, choosing an ultimate value is 

nleaningless unless that value is deeply experienced. 

Such experiences are profoundly w r u t i n g  internally 
arul in relation to others. 

An ultimate value identifies absolute gooAiess. 

Ultin~atc values like peace or  compassion represent 

perlkction. However, absolute good and perfection 
exist nowhere but in tlie imagination. This leads to  the 
conception of a highest ideal which is synonymous with 

God. Ultimate value is therefore an utterly abstract and 

imaginative form of goodness. The polarity of values 
means that it must I n '  possible to conceive of absolute 

badness which expresses utterly abstract imaginative 
representations of evil. Religions rccog11iy.e evil. specif- 
ically in the form of negative ultimate values like chaos 
or  hatred, and generally as sin o r  impurity. Pacing God 
is the devil o r  demons. The polarity is most evident in 

the culture of the ancient Aryans who believed in two 
opposing forces of Truth or Order awl The Lie o r  
Disorder. a notion which was spiritually rlcvclopetl in 
Zoroastrianism (see \:x. 4.6). 

Ultimate values arc a condition through and by which 
we exist, not something we learn or create. So good- 
ness becomes the aspect d e r  which we pursue what- 
ever we pursue - even itwe arc mistaken in the event. 
Ultimate values generate the pury.le that all seek the 
good, yet all must clarify their minds in order t o  seek i t .  

Perverted souls who dedicate themselves to evil are in 
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the same boat. Fortunately, t o  tledicate onesell to lies. 
hate o r  destruction is to make survival impossible: lies 

deceive the liar, hatred isolates the hater, destruction 
destroys the destroyer. It seems that Zoroaster may have 

got it right: goodness will survive. Of course, man may 

not. 

Value systems (L-6) specify interlinked valued 
ideas which order understanding within a particular 
domain. Truth, for example, might take the form of 
'equal rights' or 'socialism in A c  political domain or 
the form of 'facts or 'empiricism' in the domain of 
inquiry. Such value systems arc ypica//y criticized for 

being too extreme, too simplistic. too one-sided, too 

confusing, too theoretical, too blind to the facts, to 
invested with irrational emotions. and altogether too 
controlling. 

Value systems are exclusive, because choice of one 
automatically rejects others in the same clomain. [he 
individual, however well-intentioned and broad- 
minded, cannot ride two horses. Value systems are 

divisive and create believers and non-believers. Societies 

usually need to sustain several conflicting value systems 
in domains likc inquiry and politics. However, in 
respect of the operation of society itself or in the 
spiritual domain, a dominant value system may help to 
avoid endemic internal conflict. Unfortunately, it may 
also lead to xenophobia and the uncontrollable pcrsc- 
cution of minorities. Internationally, a multiplicity of 

cultural value systems needs to lie accepted - the 
alternative being total war. 

Each value system is preferred by adherents to  other 

value systems, which arc seen to be bad, wrong, incom- 
prehensible, meaningless, or unreal. Value systems 
(like Marxism and empiricism) are theoretical con- 
structs which are imposed on people more or less 
overtly and unashamedly. Reality alone cannot invali- 

date a value system because the value system exists to 
alter reality and determine peoples perceptions of real- 
ity. So value systems identify theoreticalgoodness and bad- 
ness. This theoretical quality means that actual social . . 
consequences of adhering to die ideas are held to be 
irrelevant. Although a religious doctrine, for example, 
is commonly judged in terms of its adherents' bchav- 
iour. its quality can only be properly evaluated by study 
of the doctrine itself. Because value systems arc so 
dnorced from social reality. the) should neler be used 
to drive political and strategic choices directly If they 
arc, the result is disaster l 2  

Value systcn~s create obligations which can never be 
dircctlv or completely realized in practice. Each value 
system is incon~plete and depends on others if social 
living is to  be comprehensive and developing. For 

example, intuitionist inquiry is based in subjectivitv and 
inner feelings. However, in practice. intuitionists freely 

use information which is a product of en~pirical inquiry 
and based on objectivity and general agreement. 

Conversely, empirical scientists freely use intuition in 

determining what or when to investigate. Similarly, 
however market-oriented and individualist a culture 
and its economy may be, defence of the realm is always 
a social monopoly, centrally planned and collertively 
thanced. As a final example: however complete a re- 
ligious value system may be in respect of ethics or 
morals, it will be patently insuflicient as a guide tor 

many things from developing clothing Fashions to 

resolving intergovernmenial trade disputes. 

Social values (L -5 )  arc freely shared need-based 
values which serve a particular community and leave 
open possibilities for action. Empiricists might espouse, 

lor instance, the value of disseminating information 
widely, and socialists might espouse, sav, the value of 
helping others. Such social values are typically criiicizcd 

lor being platitu<linous and vacuous truisms: like 
'motherhood and apple p i e .  When a social value is new 
and different - access to government information or 

segregation of cigarette smokers - then it is viewed 
equally dismissively as ridiculous, impractical and 
unwanted. Social values (unlike value systems) lead 
directly to activities for their own sake, but lieing con- 
ceptual (like value systems) they persist irrespective of 

their successful achievement. 

Because social valucs embody needs of individual 
pcoplc and the wider group, the rejection or  con~plete 

absence of  any one would cause serious harm. So many 
social values inust be held regardless of any apparent 
i-oiillids between them. In othcr words, choice is inclu- 
sive. Social values are also iniegraiire. They not only aid 
the willing involvement of the individual and the group, 
so preserving both, but also develop the individual 

internally and provide links between disparate pcoplc 
and different groups, 

Lists of social values which define a complete person 
have been frequently compiled." A recent list includes 
life (health, safety, procreation k c ) ,  play (sport, work 

&c). aesthetic experience (music. art, cinema kc) ,  
speculative knowledge (learning, gossip, kc),  soci- 
ability (friendship, family life &c), and religion. 
Another similar list distinguishes substantive goods like 
life and knowledge from reflexive goods likc integrity 
and authenticity. Firms and charities benefit from pro- 

ducing their own lists (see Ex. 3.1). None of the goals 
or goods in such lists can be reduced to any othcr. Each 
value when focused upon seems most important. 

Available information and helping others arc two 
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examples 0 1  conceptual goods which can be directly 
pursued and realized in a recognizable way. They feel 

and are in~nicdiately relevant and, when affirmed, are 

expected to  remain so for an indefinite future. Social 
values are potential goods because the possibilities for 

actualizing them are not closed otT or constrained by 
their specification. Potential bads which arc self-evident 

and capable of realization in a wide variety of ways also 
exist: illness, poverty, fraud, ignorance, bitterness, 
laziness, secrecy and neglect. The common bads in 
organizations include inelliciency, ineffectiveness, and 

inappropriatenrss. 

Social values are situated in a unique position in the 

hierarchy: the lowest level of conceptual value, and the 
highest level where self-conscious choice am1 control 
are possible. It follows that philosophers lists seem 
trite in our everyday world. People need to engage in an 

intuitive inner search to identify those social values that 
they fed  they need. The value must make practical 
sense to  diem, and they must then find ways olgetting 

others to agree. Only in harness with others can such 
values be properly realized. Those in charge of organi- 

zations o r  leading society must also realize that social 
values do not come from outside. "I'hey cannot be 
assumed from the value system or decided by an extcr- 
nal expert: they must be developed by each individual 
and made acceptable within the community. 

Pr incipal  ob jec t s  (L-4)  value the essential 
enduring activities which define the identity of an 

endeavour. They can be institutio11~ilizecI and the 
resulting enterprise or organization is o l  value to those 

associated with it. Holding the social value of dis- 
seminating information might lead someone to become 
a journalist or to  set up a polling organization. Holding 
the social value of helping others might lead someone to 
become a teacher or to sponsor a legal advice centre. 

Principal objects are always recognized as values by 

those involved (cf. the principal objects statement for 
the NHS in Ex. 3.5). The boundaries defined by the 
objects inevitably prevent the enterprise from meeting 
the full range of needs of people or society, and rcgu- 
lady render certain socially desirable initiatives iiltra 

vires. So principal objects are typically criticized on the 
grounds that they are too constrained or too limited. 

Principal objects are exclusive. The competitive 
exclusion principle (from evolutionary biology) sug- 

gests that no two individuals can operate with identical 
objects. It they do, one eventually eliminates the other. 
Businessmen recognize this phenomenon and the 
cleverer ones seek out and monopolize a unique niche 
in their market. Principal objects are linked to coin- 
potencies, and excessive diversity tends to create in- 
compatibilities rather than synergies. For example: a 

publishing business is unlikely to  make a success of fast- 
food outlets; and a heavy engineering tirm does not 

sensibly diversity into fashion design. 

When a tirm selects a range of principal objects, it is 
necessary to guard against conflicts of interest which 
can interfere with success. In the 1980's, it became 

common for accountancy firms to earn money from 
firms both through providing management consultancy 
and also through auditing their accounts. After a few 
scandals where audits had not revealed serious financial 
problems, people started wondering if the firm's wish 

to please directors and gain consultancy business might 

lx- overriding their duty to protect  shareholder^.'^ 

Principal objects are also divisive in the sense that they 
create insiders and outsiders. Insiders identify with o r  
at least support the principal objects and are conscious 
ofthe choice that they make to participate.'' Outsiders, 

unless they arc targeted to  benefit, are at best tolerant 
of the principal objects, and may be envious of insiders. 

Principal objects specify goods which can lie iclenti- 

fiably generated or  achieved. So principal object5 define 
an achievable good Because the value 1s deliberately - 
specified to be bounded or  limited, it prevents efforts 
from being diffused. Unlike a social value which opens 
up possibilities, principal objects close them down. If 
the social value of exposing injustice is relevant, a 
fictional film may achieve something, and so may an 

academic book, and so may a newspaper expose. In all 
cases something good can be achieved, but this achieve- 

ment is limited by the nature of film-making, academic 
writing, or newspaper publishing. Correspondingly, 

principal objects may also define an achievable had. 

Criminal organizations illustrate the systematic pursuit 
of achievable bads. Their operations are qpically based 
on activities like drug-dealing, smuggling. prostitution, 
extortion and gambling. 

I n t e r n a l  p r io r i t i es  (L-3) specify a degree of 

emphasis amongst valid values or actions for immediate 
use. Continuing our two main examples: the journalist 
might personally prefer to cover society scandals rather 
than sporting events: and the legal advice centre might 

find itself forced by demand to focus on problems of 
racial discrimination rather than on employment o r  
housing. Values here are y p i c a l b  criticized for being too 
relative, too situationally based, o r  too pragmatic. But 
an internal priority is by nature a transient value 

which must be adapted and changed according to the 
situational pressures. 

Internal priorities are inclusive because all relevant 
\allies are held by those involved, and all possibilities 
should be prioritized so as to receive at least some 
quantum of preference Appraisal of a problematic 
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si~uation in terms of v.iliies alone usually creates 
proponents and opponents in respect of any decision 

because someone will fail to benelh in some way. This 
may lead to priorities bring inappropriately treated as if 
they were exclusive, hxdusivity leads to excessive 

denigration of valid choices and eventually to  bitter and 
sometimes unhealable antagonisms which impede rather 
than aid the principal objects. Strategic objectives are 
exclusive/divisive because their choice involves clefin- 

ing one outcome ancl rejecting others. So the common 
dit~ercncc of opinion regarding the necessary strategic 
objectives mistakenly leads people to  view internal 
priorities as divisive. An internal priority. so long as it 

is based on constructive debate, adequate procedures 

and thoughtful choice, is inregrurive. (Naturally the 
resulting strategic choices need to recognize the differ- 
ent strands of opinion in some way.) 

An internal priority is a quanrifiable good because it 
identities a specil'ic and limited amount of resource 
assigned in a particular decision. The quantification 
may be expressed ,fi an allocation of finite available 

time, space or money. To the opponent of a particular 
internal priority, the relative distribution of resource is 
viewed as a quantified bud. For example, large s u n ~ s  of 

nioney spent on marketing will lie seen as bad by those 
who think that some or all of that money should be 
spent on product development. Costs which divert 
resources from the priiwipal objects epitomize quanti- 
fiable bads. Staff and paprrtvork to meet government 
regulations arc felt as hiuls by firms. Similarly, charities 
tend to see money going to necessary management 
costs as bad. 

Evil and the Supreme Good 

Misconce iv ing  livil. Plato taught that the business 
of life was the knowledge of good and evil. But what is 
evil? Theistic and pantheistic religions which emphasize 

that God and the whole of His creation are good have 
difficulty in accepting, explaining o r  defining evil. 
Leibniz's famous answer that this must be 'the best of all 
possible worlds' seems to imply that the world is full  of 

necessary evils, a notion scathingly satirized by Voltaire 
in his Candide. 

Evil is frequently described as a form of imper- 
fection, a failure of wholeness, an exclusiveness o r  
particularity, whilst goodness is seen conversely as per- 
fection, wholeness, inclusive~iess and transcendence. 
Augustinc, for example, concluded that evil was lack of 
conformity to the creative will. Because we are all 

imperfect, such accounts lead to an emphasis on the dis- 
crepancy between Clod and man, and then, in parts of 
the Christian tradition, to the identification of evil with 
original sin. 

However, it is a truism to say that each of us and 
mankind in general is imperfect. Remulying innperfec- 

tion and relieving suffering is what the notion of social 
progress as a value-driven process is all about. Labelling 
ourselves with the term 'evil' does not help. Often this 

labelling is saved for more primitive forms of con- 
sciou~ness. '~  Many, for example, would be inclined to 

think that human sacrilice was evil. However in corn- 
munitics where such rites were customary, they were 
carried out with much religious solemnity ancl were 
essential for social cohesion. We can reasonably assume 
that future observers will look l ~ c k  at our present 
society and identify some of its ethical or moral prac- 

tices as evil. 

Such labelling probably harms and certainly con- 
fuses. Evil must surely be defined as something worse 

than temporary ignorance, inevitable imperfection or 

current afflictions. Evil must be something which was 
evil in the past, is evil now, and will be evil in the future. 

The Bible opens with a myth in which man becomes 
mortal through the act of eating of the Tree of 
Knowledge of Good and Evil. There really should not 

be  a puzzle about what evil is, bccausr it is the know- 
ledge which defines our existence. So I propose that we 

define evil as negative ultimate value, and locate it in 

the seventh level of purpose. 

Dis t inguish ing  Evil. I:vil as an ultimate value rep- 
resents a paradoxical drive to deny 1~11ues and their signifi- 
cance altogether. Evil includes thr purposes that llow 
from this drive, and the consequences ofthat perverted 
drive. Evil may involve asserting that what is good is bad 

and what is bad is good, or it may mean eradicating any 

difference between good and had, or it may be the 

deliberate generation of a bad without any compen- 
satinggood. Man has a disposition, or at least the poten- 
tial. to function in this way. 

Nazism: The Nazi's were evil, but not because hey did 
horrific things. They did horrific things because their value 
system was driven by evil. This evil involved deliberately 
aiming to eliminate all notions of fairness from political 
life, crating the notion in people's minds that all things 
were and nothing forbidden, regarding vio- 
lence ond domination os proper instruments of govern- 
ment, substituting revenge lor justice, replacing 
impartiality by loyalty to the party, destroying the weak, 
and valuing people by origins no1 character. Almost all 
those involved, including the mass of the German people, 
did not believe that such things were good prior to or 
following the Nozi period. The people colluded in the 
denial of their own ultimote values: this was evil and it  
released evil. Ex. 4.517 

Negative ultimate values are a forceful negation of 
being. So i t  is not surprising that evil seems to thrive on 
dominating and dehu~naniz.ing others. Lvil is character- 
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istically associated with uncontrolled ambition and 
greed. Greed for power is particularly dangerous. 

Power offers the prospect of self-glorification and of 
enslaving or destroying others. Power generates strife 
and violence, and violence or  the threat of violence 
appears t o  be intrinsic to  evil. Coercive power is an 
accompaniment ofevil, because without it people tend 
to recoil from persistently acting against ultimate 
values. Violence interferes with this process by gener- 
ating an excitement that prevents sensitivity, reflective 
thought o r  consideration for others. 

It follows that ensuring that power is exercised fairly 

and beneficially lies at the heart of the ethical design of 
any organization or society. 

Distinguishing Bad. Bad (in different guises) 
exists and must be tolerated at the four levels of value 

from L-6 down to L-3. The sad fact is that the pursuit 
of ultimate values invariably generates bads and causes 
harm. Accepting bads and balancing goods and bads is 
not itself evil - it is essential to social life. The amount 

and extent of harm that is acceptably balanced by the 

amount of good generated varies across time. between 
different social groups. and according to the ~ i t u a t i o n . ' ~  
The ditYcrcnce between evil (as an ultimate value) and 
lower level bads is that evil cannot be counterbalanced 
by lower level goods and is genuinely intolerable. 

We can illustrate the c1itYerence between what is evil 
and what is bad by distinguishing, tor instance, between 
lying as an ultimate value, and lying as part of a value 

system, or as a social value, principal object or internal 
priority. The white lie is the trivial result of a situation 

in which avoidance of unnecessary embarrassment is 
given priority over plain speaking. Longer term policies 
to  lie are also evident amongst religionaries. Many 
thinkers resorted to deceit and dissimulation to cope 
with the religious persecution and intellectual intoler- 

ance of the 16th and 17th centurie~.~ '  Lying, o r  disin- 
formation. is a principal object of espionage services in 
most countries. To lie could even become a necessary 

social value for people living and working in the civil 
service of a repressive tyrannical state where informers 

arc everywhere and frankness leads to torture and 
punishment. In cultures like the Palau, which are surely 
not evil, lying is part of the value system.^ At none of 
these levels is lying wholly good. Still, as long as a lie is 
not being justified by the ultimate value of falsehood, 

evil is contained. If, however, lying is held as an ultimate 

value, then one is unleashing an evil force that not only 
perverts all attempts at truth, but also corrupts all 
endeavours by sowing discord. distrust and dysharmony. 

Recogniz ing  t h e  S u p r e m e  G o o d .  "I'hcre docs 
not seem to be a word for the specific foi m of ultimate 

value which assert5 values and the heightening of aware- 
ness of the difference between good and bad. 1 suggest 
that we call it the 'supreme good  Supreme good and 
evil are not just opposing ultimate values, they are 
essential and irreconcilable cosmic forces v\ hich cannot 

coexist. 

Zoroostrianism: The opposition of good and evil is the 
basis of all Zoroastrian mythology: theology and philcr 
sophy. Ahuro Mazda (Ohrmazd), the Wise lord, created 
the spiritual and material world and is the Supreme 
Good. The Forces of Evil are led by Angro Mainyu 
[Ahriman}. The various Gods and Demons are both 
human copcities and cosmic forces. The children of 
Ahuro are: Good Thought [Vohu Manoh), Best 
Righteousness (Asho Vahishta), Holy Devotion (Spenta 
Armoiti}, Desirable Dominion (Khsathra Vairya) and 
Immortolily IAmeretat). The opposing demons ore prin- 
cipally Fury IAeshmo) ond Deceit (Azhi Dahako), but also 
Jealousy, Anarchy, lethargy, Wrongmindedness, Vile 
Thoughts. Presumption and Corruption. Zoroastrians do 
not have a problem of evil: evil is an independent fact. 
Although God cannot control evil, one day good will be 
victorious. Evil, unlike good, does not moteriolize bu~ only 
exists as a force which porositizes man. Certain animals 
which are ugly, deadly or cruel were provided by Ahura 
to ensure people can recognize evil. Purity laws and the 
ovoidonce of pollution bring the cosmic conflict between 
good and evil into the daily lives and homes of the be- 
lievers. Man aids Ahura and is expected to 'overcome 
doubts ond unrighteous desires wi~h reason, overcome 
greed with contentment, anger with serenity, envy with 
benevolence, wont with vigilance, strife with peace. 
falsehood with  ruth'. Zoroastrianism is a religion of 
happiness, personal responsibiliv and good works. 

Ex. 4.622 

Each level of value is its own unique form ofgoocl. So 
the supreme good implies seeking to realize values at 
each level in a way that befits their nature. It would 
seem that to call social things like (say) contraception or  

unemployment evil rather than bad is not wise. To stig- 
matize as evil politicians who must make clil11cult deci- 
sions between alternative bads is unfair. It could be said 

that inappropriate o r  unbalanced criticism of the good 
at any level, a common enough hehaviour by scientists, 
philosophers and theologians. denies the supreme good 

or  at least weakens its realization. 

People have tried to  argue for unity around a single 
good. However. unity is only possible in relation to  ulti- 
mate values which are so abstract and experiential that 
(hey are not useful for controlling or organizing others. 
Elsewhere - value systems, social values, principal 
objects, internal priorities - we tinci an inherent 
multiplicity. There can be no such thing in practice as a 
single good for each or all of us. As we shall see in the 
next chapter, a society finds itself endorsing or dcvclop- 
ing particular conceptions of the good. But this is not 
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the same as asserting either that these are the only con- 
ceptions or that they arc- iinecluivocally good for all. 

Those who ovcr-c~i~ipliaticall~ proinote a single path 
may not be evil, Imt tliev are not recognizing the 
supreme good either. 

TRANSITION 

Values and their ilevrlopinent arc of paramount sig- 
nificance for improving society, for running orsaniza- 
tions, and for personal life. Paradoxically, values, 
Iespite being about the good, appear to foster evil. 
Looking around, we see that values lead people to 

attack alternative values and the value o f  others who 
hold these. We can agree with Hrgcl that "the essen- 

tially tragic tact is not so much tin* war ofgood witli evil 
as it is the war of goud with good". Urc.iusc ~ ~ i l i i i ~  con- 

flicts arc part of social existence, equ.iting .ill ol'thrin to 
a battle between good and evil denies the natun: 1-11. 

value, and so (by definition) liberates evil. 

Value conllicts occur in the process o f  interaction 

between social groups of various sorts, and in the asser- 
tion of self in the context 01' group living. Thc- next 
chapter explores the levels of value Further by cxan~in- 
ing the properties and paradoxes of group life and 
individual identity. % 



Master- The complete hierarchy of  purpose. 
Table 2 Additional properties are specified in Master-Tables 1 . 3 .  4 and 3 1 . See text for further explanation . . 

The columns headed  rans sit ion downwards' and Transition upwards1 describe the logic fir the evolution of ihe hierarchy through the limitations of each 
level in terms of producing results (the 'how') and in justifying choice (the 'why'). Read the columns top down and bottom up respectively. 

Type of 
Transition Transition Nature Motivation Some 

Definition Downwards Upwards of (Motivation Type) Typical Purpose (The 'Howq (The 'Why?') Choice Core Experience Critisms 

7 Ultimate A universally accepted and eternally 
value pursued state of being. 

6 Value Interlinked valued ideas ordering 
system understanding within a social domain 

5 Social A freely shared need-based value 
value serving a specific community. 

4 Principal An activity defining the identity of 
object an endeavour. 

3 Internal A degree of emphasis among valid 
priority values or actions for immediate use 

2 Strategic A desired and feasible outcome 
objective which maximizes impact. 

1 Tactical A precise tangible time-targetted resul~ 
objective which is a step to a desired outcome. 

Need to order 
social life and 
guide thinking. 

Need for ideas 
to be accepted 
by people. 

Need to pursue 
specific activities 

J 
competently. 

1 Need to cope 
within available 

J resources. 

J Need to produce 
actual impact in 
the situation. 

Need to adapt to 
circumstances 
in fine detail. 

Inclusive Inspiration Too vague; 
integrative (Transpersonal) too ambiguous; 1 Need for an Imagination too abstract. 

I absolute 
justification. 

1 Need for an 
explanatory 
rationale. 

I Need for 
community 

- -- 

Too confusing; 
Exclusive- Obligation too simplistic; 
divisive (Social) too extreme; 

Identification too controlling 

Too imoractical: 
Inclusive- Need too pl&itudinous; 

integrative (Relational) too vacuous; 
Intuition too obvious. 

I endorsement. Exclusive- Interest Too constrained; 

1 
divisive (Individual) too limited. 

Need to limit Idea 
possible 
choices. Too situational; 

Inclusive- Desire too pragmatic; 

1 
integrative [Emotional) too flexible; 

Need for action Emotion too inflexible. 
to be governed 
by preferences. Exclusive- Intention Too imprecise; 

divisive (Vi ta I] too subjective; 
Need for a sense Image 
of what is to be 
achieved. Inclusive Awareness Too demanding; 

integrative (Sensory) too specific; 
Sensation too mechanical. 

GI Warren Kinston 1989,1992 
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NOTES 

V,ilue svstems are &scribed in thr literature under the 

various synonyins suggested in the text. Thc importance of 
ideas as values and the interpretation of reality in such terms 
has been emphasized in the hern~eneutic tradition. See, for 
exaiiiple: Kiiocur, P. I+ermeni~uticsand the Human Sciences. Ril .  
& tran\l. J 1%. I'homp-.on. London: Ca~nhriclg~ University 
Press. 1984. The sigriilic.ince ill value sysu-111s has been 
eviileiit in sociological studies. especially the critical tr.iili- 
tion. It is now starting to be rccogni~ed in psychology e.g. 
Billig, M., Condor, S . ,  Edwards, 0.- Ganc, M., Middleton, 

11. & Kadlcy, A. Ideological Dilemmas: . I  Social Pycholog)~ of 
Everydai, Thinking. New York: Sage, 1988. Social scientists, 
following the lead of physical scientists. do not usually think 
of scientific theories as value systems. This may lead then1 to 
claim that science is non-ideolugical e.g. Althusscr, 1.. ESSJVS 
on Ideoloo}' 1ondoii: Vrrso. 1984. My \ie\v is that sciencc is 
ideological in the sense of having a recognizable value system. 
Its disciplines and theories are also value systems because they 

fit the definition o l  value systems and have their properties. 

a) The challcnge to the medical modil of mental illness 
came from: S7.a~. T The Myth of Mental Illness. New York: 
Seeker & Warburg, 1962. b) Political ideologies are 
regularly described in the social science literature. See: 
Larrain, J. The Concept of Ideology. London: l lutehinson, 
1979; McLellan, 1). Ideologi Milton Keynes: Open llniver- 
s i c  Press, 1986: Willianls. H. Concepts of Ideology. New 
York: Wheatsheaf, 1988. Larrain, J. The Concept of Ideologf: 
London: Hutchinsun. 1979. c)  See: Mitrotl', 1.1. The Subjective 
Side ofScience. New York: Elsevier, 1974; Kinston, \V. A total 
framework for inquiry. Systems Research. 5: 9-25. 1988. 

The two main protagonists were C. Lindblom (e.g. The 
science o l  "muddling through. Public ~It/ni~nistration  rev^; 

19: 79-88. 1959) and Dror. Y. (e.g. Muddling through - 
science or inertia. Public Administration Renew, 24: 154. 1964). 

In the U.K., where many Islamic communities have become 

culturally isolated, the Commission for Racial Equality 
( W E )  mounted seminars and published Discussion Papers 

to enable these debates, e.g. Lou. Blaspheny and the Mulci-janh 
Socic-y. CRE and the InterFaith Network; Free Speech. CRE 
and Policy Studies Institute; Britnin: A Plural Society. CRE and 

The Runnyinedc Trust. (All publisliccl in London by the 
CRE, 1990.) 

Anihen, R.N.  (cd.) Moral Principles of ~ction: Man's Ethical 
In~peraim. Vol. 6 in the Science olCulture Series. New York: 
Harper, 1953; Findlay, J.N. Valuer and fntentions. A Stu+ in 
lilue Theory and Philosophy ?f Mind. London: George Allen & 

Unwin, 1961; Maslow, A. Toward a Pycholojn' ?f Being. (2nd 

Ed.) Princcton, N J: Van Nostr.incl. 1968. 

For philosophical disn~issals, see: Zink, S. The Concepts of 
faliics. London: Macmillan, 1962; and Mackic. J.L. 13hics: 
Inventing Right and Wrong- Hartnonds\vorth: Penguin, 1977, 
The thculopists quutation i'i from: Cirisc~, G. & Shaw, R, 
Beyond the New Mortiliy The Responsibility of Freedom. London: 
Notre Danic University Press. 1974, p. 104. 

Keats. J. Ode to a Grecian Urn. In:  Bullett G. (ed.)John 
Kent's Poems. London: Dcnt, 1964. 

See. for example: Urban. W.M. Idluurion; Its Nature and 
Laws. New York. 1909. Findlay, J.N. A s ~ o l ~ i c a l  Ethics. 
Englcwood Cliffs. NJ: Prcntice Hall, 1970. 

9 .  Bringing values under the wing of scitncc is a vrxi'd issue, 

Attempts have lieen made r.g. Pcrry, R.B. Realms of V7Itie. 

Cambridge, MA. : I-larv.ird University Press, 1954; Handy. 
R. Value Theory and the Behavioral Sciences. Springticid, 11.: 
Charles C .  Thomas, 1969. A rather general hierarchy of 
forms of value has been noted by some e.g. Albert. E M .  
The classiliration of values: A method and illustration. 
American .Â¥Inrhropo/o~iw 58: 22  1-248, 1956; Kkickliolin, C. 
et al. Values and valur-orientations in the theory ulaction: 
An exploration in delinition and dassitkation. In: Parson. T, 
& Sliils, E. (eds.) Toward a General Theon of Acnon. p.388- 
433. Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1952. 
The present framework is offered as a new scientific 
approach. 

10. Philosophers like J. Finnis home in on social values cl. 
.Vaniral Law and iVatura1 Rights. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1980. Empiricists like J. Dewey prefer internal priorities el. 
The Theory of lbluatinn. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Prcss, 1939. Ideologues like Althusscr i~lfirm viiltie systems 

cf. op. cit. 11 I .  Theologians like Bttber concentrate on ulti- 

inate values cf. Kcmcen Man and Man. (transl. R. Smith) 
London: Kcgal Paul, Trench. Trubner & Co. ,  1947. Fevv 

seein to emphasize principal objects as values. 

1 .  See. lor example: Griseii, G. & Shaw, K. op. cit. 16). 

12. For an amusing account of an atteinpt to use a value system 
to run a business, sic: Cliippinclalc, P. & liorrie, C. nfsasicr! 
The R;se and Full of the \ e ~ n  on Sunday: Anatomy of a Business 
fi~iliirt-. London: Sphere Books, 1988. 

3. The first list comes from: Finnis, J .  Ymunil Law and Katurol 
Rights. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980. The second list 
comes from: Cirisez, G. Christian Moral Principles. Chicago: 
Franciscan Herald Press, 1983 

4. Editorial. Blowing the whistle on accountancy. The 
Econonlin. 22 December 1990. p. 16. 

5. Two classic texts emphasizing the in~portance of the decision 

to participate in an organization are: Simon, H.A. 
/lAnmistratire Beharioiir NewYork: Macmillan 1957: 
Hirschnian, A.O. Exit, loice .ind Loyally. Cambridge, MA: 
I-Iarvard University Press, 1970. 

16. This point is made convincingly by Ken Wilber in: Up from 

Etien: A Iranspersonal lr;eii of Human Evolution. London: 
Routledgi Kegaii Paul. 1983. 

17. For example. see: Rauschning, H. Rerolution ofNihili.rmus. 
London: Arno Press. 1990: Kogon, E. The Theory and Practice 
ofHell. New York: Ik-rkelcy Medallion. 1958. 

18. hiany theologians, philosophers and psychologists have 

noted this feature of evil. See, for example: Fronun, E. The 
Anatomy of Human Ue^tructiveness 1.onrion: Jonathan Capc, 
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Chapter 5 

Handling Natural Social Groups 

We now turn to three p r o p ~ t i c s  of values - iden- 

tity. social group, and energy - which have been 

barely touched upon as yet. The notion of developing 
valucs, that is to say, of determining what is important 
or good for us, suggests a focus on both personal iden- 
tity and social life. When we do  something, the social 
group is a contextual factor. Hut in regard to  who we 

are, the social group is a dominant factor. We can barely 
imagine ourselves apart from the identity of a variety of 

social groups with which, like it o r  not, we are deeply 

involved. 

The term social group' is rc 'stri~~erl here to t-ollec- 
tives which are natural in that thcv emerge more or less - 
spontaneously around values which all in the group 
implicitly or explicitly freely recognize and share. So 1 
am excluding groups formed hapharardly (e.g. people 

in a ticket cjueue), o r  defined statistically (e.g. males 
aged 30-40 years), or based on categories or classes 
(e.g. all unskilled labourers, all widows) In this context, 
organizations arc individuals constructed for a task, and 
their work groups (teams and hierarchies) are special 

cases. 

The notion of common values invites a link between 
social groups and the hierarchy of values. The aim of 
this chapter is to make that link by describing the dis- 
tinctive forms of social group generated by each level of 

value. 1 will also examine the way that values are used 
by these social groups to release and channel personal 
energy. This exploration will oiler a perspective o n  the 
development of personal identity. 

INTRODUCING 
NATURAL SOCIAL GROUPS 

The Assumpt ion  of Social Existence. I would 
like to be able to take it as self-evident that the growth 
of the self depends on developing valucs. 1 would also 
like to take for granted that there is an interacting rela- 
tionship between the identities of social groups and 
their members. However, this would be to pretencl that 
such matters are not the subject of intense speculation 
and debate. Even the idea that values need to be devel- 
oped so that a group knot's what it stands for, and so 

that people know who tliey arc, is not commonly 

accepter1 

Social scientists share a locus on social life. but differ 
sharply on the relation of social groups to  the self. Most 
psvchoanalvsts follow Frc-iul in minimizing the signifi- 
cance of the social group in their theorizing .iliout the 
self. At the other extreme are sociologists who regard 

the notion of the individual and individual morality as a 
mistake: the social group is all. Social psychologists and 
socially-oriented psychotherapists occupy a middle 

ground. Varied pictures arc offered by cultural theorists 

attempting to reconcile thc individual and the group. 
Mead viewed tlie social group as a cooperative and 
generalized 'other' which naturally gave rise to the self. 
Marx viewed the social group as inherently conflicted 
and demanding a struggle lor genuine existence from 
each person. Writers in the modernist  nil post- 
modernist tradition emphasize the fragmenting effect 

of society on self-hood. 

We do not need to enter these complex academic 
debates on the self and its social context Yet some brief 

orientation to identity am1 social groups is needed 
before we plunge in. Elsewhere, I have concluded that 
there is a need Sor a variety of approaches to the self- 
conscious development of identity, and we will need to 
explore them in due course.' One of these approaches 

to  identity is central to  the framework and directly 
relevant to the creation of social groups. I call it: social 
being or  social existence. To introduce the notion of 
social being, I will suinmarize the basic assumptions 
which most people find acceptable and useful in think- 

ing about social life. 

( A )  People exisi in social groups which ihcy create and 

maintain. Social life is all arounil us. To i p o r c  this does 

not make any sense. We must assume that group 
formation is more than an interesting characteristic of 
people. Social life seems to lie an absolute requirement 
for human development and is partially genetically pro- 
grammed according to socio- biologist^.^ Many human 
potentialities, including language, arc undeveloped in 
the absence of a social upbringing. It is obvious, too. 
that people put a great deal of etYort into maintaining 
social life. 
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(B) Both the person and the group, separately and in their 
own nay. come to regard certain things as important andgood 

- these are their values. Values are all around us. People 
do develop common conceptions of what is good and 
do share with others aspirations to rcalixe these. If  
people really hail no values in common, then thcy 
would live utterly solitary lives. This way o f  life would 
not be propagated by offspring or fellows: so it would 
self-extinguish. It is assumed. then, that man has 

evolved as a social being who participates in groups 
through a capacity to develop, use and maintain 

values. 

(C) The recognition and assertion ofvalues is an essential 

aspect o f  identity. From the perspective of social exis- 
tence and evolution, anyone's identity - who one is, 
what one thinks, what one does- is built on persistent 

and sustainable values. The creation of one's self as a 

social being is an active process that requires the delib- 
erate choice and use of values available within a variety 

of social groups. In short, man has an identity as a social 

being. 

( D )  The growth o f  personal identity interacts inextricably 

n'th the identi9 and evolution ofsocialgroups. Each person 
is involved in a variety of social groups. To a greater o r  
lesser degree, personal identity' is n~oulded and shaped 

-. . 
by the values dominant in those social groups; and to a 
greater or lesser degree, the identity of the social 

groups is shaped by each person's identity-based values. 
This fourth proposition will be developed and explored 

further in this chapter. 

Summarizing the Groups 

Each person is unique and yet people are like each 

other. Values arc a typical expression of this paradoxical 

combination of identity and commonality. Put another 
way, values both distinguish people and unite people. 
Identity is, to use Freud's term. a primal word.' Primal 
words convey two opposite meanings: 'cleave', for 

example, is primal because it means both ' to separate' 
and ' to attach'. Identity is primal because it means both 
clistinctivencss and sameness. At each level of value, 

values held in common create a characteristic basis of 

sameness that permits formation of a distinct type of 
social group. These common values and social group: 
affect and express personal uniqueness. 

Both individuals and social groups seek to promote 
the good (as they see it), and seek to prevent harm and 
reduce the bad (as thcy see it). The social group seeks 
to promote those goods which all in the group share, 
that is to  say the common good. The social group also 
seeks to  prevent or reduce the harms which all in the 
group share, that is to say the common bad. 

If social groups are based on common values, then 
each type of value would be expected to constitute o r  

correspond to a particular form of natural social group. 
This is indeed the case. The five types of natural social 
group an-  labelled as follows: humanity or  unions ( L - 7 ) ,  
tribes (1.-61, communities (L-S), ussociations (L-4)  and 

factions (IL- 3). 

Through examining the natural social groups and 
their constituting type of value. we can appreciate their 
relationship to a person's identity. It will become evi- 

dent that values at every level lead to the person's 
identity being strengthened by the social group, the 
social group's identity being strengthened by the person, 

and the values themselves being strengthened by both. 

Before examining the hierarchy of natural social 
groups in detail, a sketch of each type is provided below. 
The full picture is summarized in Master-Table 3. 

L-7: Humanity and unions form around ultimate 
values. Existence as a human being generates the poten- 

tial tor experiencing, holding and sharing an ultimate 
value. Ultimate values break down boundaries between 
people and make harmonious unions possible. They 
liberate spiritual forces and permit reconciliation of 
differences. 

L-6: Tribes form around value systems in order to  
preserve social ~Iistinctiveness. The tribe and its value 

system arc perpetuated by socialization. Coexistence is 
required despite the negative attitudes which arise be- 
tween groups. Tribes generate intense solidarity amongst 
members and demand and get their willing loyalty. 

L-5: Communities form around social values in 

order to meet social and personal needs. The commu- 

nity depends on mutuality and fellowship. Coni- 

munitics tend to share many social values, so they can 
cooperate and feel positive towards each other. The 
force released by communities is belonging: an 
emotional sense of attachment to the community and 
its values despite any undesirable features. 

L-4: Associations form within tribes and com- 
munities around principal objects in order to  promote 

an interest forn~ally. Members create the association 
through their commitnient to its objects. Associations 
with similar objects compete for members and re- 
sources; but they may form alliances to  pursue com- 

mon goals. Associations release and channel enthusiasm. 

L-3: Factions form within associations around 
internal priorities in order to ensure a particular view 
prevails. Members create such groups by taking sides in 
particular situations demanding choice. Factions define 
each other by their opposing viewpoints. Whenever 
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opposition is unnecessary or undesirable for the 
association, members coalesce or  a coalition is formed. 

Factions release passion which can degenerate into 
fanaticism. 

Propert ies .  The bulk of this chapter is taken up by 

an exploration of the nature of the characteristic form of 

social group at each level of value, together with exam- 
ples. As is evident from the above summaries, all types 

of social group share certain properties. These pro- 
perties, with the key term italicized, are listed here in 
the order they will be considered in the descriptions to  

follow. 

First, the essential function o f  the type of social group 
will be identified. When people in groups are energized 
by values, extraordinary social forces are released. Social 
forces depend on non-pliysic.il human energies which 

accompany and power the various motivations already 
identified. These human energies are released and chan- 
nelled by activation of the values in the group context. 

The various modes of group formation will be exam- 

ined, and then the type of situation which is antithetical 

to  group existence will be described. Under the head- 

ing, group relations, we will examine the nature of m- 

hesion within the social group. We will note how such 
groups interact with each other both when they delib- 
erately link up and when they develop separately in 
parallel. Social groups based o n  value imply or  aspire to 
equality, but some form of leadership is needed, and 
status issues arc invariably a concern: again. the expres- 

sion of both varies according to level. Turning to the 
individual. the method of entry to, participation, and 

exit from the group will be described at each level. Then 
the relation of the type of social group and values to 
identity formation will be clarified. Finally the limitation 

inherent in social groups at that level provides a logic 
for moving down a level to a new type of social group. 

Caveat.  The subject of social life and its organization 
is so vast that the very limited aim of the present analy- 

sis needs to  be kept in mind. The aim here is to  heighten 
awareness of the different sorts of value, to  demon- 

strate that these distinctions amongst values arc not 
merely conceptual but parallel important forms of 
social organization, and finally to link values and social 

groups to identity development. With this aim. let us 
commence the account starting once again from the 
source of all value, ultimate values. 

HUMANITY, UNIONS 
AND ULTIMATE VALUES (1-7) 

Nature.  Ultimate values reflect and sustain a social 
group that involves all humanity. Humanity includes not 

only all people in ,111 cultures, but also all people across 
all time. The notion of the oneness of humanity 

expresses a sense of a deep and fundamental common- 
ality between people. This comi~ionality must be at 
root biological, hut it is recognized in practice as ex- 

periential. The social manifestation of commonality 
stems from ultimate values which are able to unite us all 

precisely because they arc experiential states. Because 
ultimate values define each ohis  as part ofa single social 
group and arc used to define God, they invite die view 
that all are equal in the sight of God. 

There is nothing abstruse about recognizing the unity 

of humanity as a genuine social group. When a father 
says to his son that 'one day we will fly to  the stars'. he 

is recognizing their joint participation in the human 
race. John Donne expressed the same idea in a poem: 
'no man is an island, entire of itself.. . . . ..any man's 

death diminishes me, because I am involved in man- 
kind."'The joke that ' I  love mankind, it's people I can't 
stand' has a kernel of truth. I t  seems that the further 
one grows spiritually, the more people one loves, and 
the fewer people one likes. This is because liking is 

based on superficial features like charm and similarities 
of habits and interests, whereas loving depends on - - 

respect and acceptance of an essence beneath these. 

Being part of humanity is not an organi7.ational o r  in- 
tellectual matter, it is defined in terms of an experience 
of rclatcdness which is permeated by ultimate values. In 
other words. membership of humanity is experiential, 
rather than a matter of social certification. Awareness 

of this membership powerfully affects the operation of 

social groups at lower levels. Ultimate values define 

sought after states of being. When ultimatc values and a 
deep sense of common humanity arc operative in a 
particular group or  relationship (at lower levels), the 
group may be termed a union. Commonality within a 
union is sometimes described as a 'sense of genuine 
relatedness'. So union heightens the unique identity of 
each and precludes primitive psychological fusion 
between people or with the group. Such fusion. often 
mistaken for union, fragments and destroys identity. 

Function. The recognition of our common 
hunianity within any social group has an important 
function. It facilitates union within that group and 
between that group and others. Union involves a sen- 
sitive attuncment between people so that all interact in 
a way that expresses and activates ultimate values. 
Attuning allows interaction to be peaceful, truthful, 
harn~onious, just, and loving. These ultimate values are 

completely shared values and such sharing creates a 
bond so deep that it invokes a sense of oneness: hence 
the term union. The notion of humanity and the pos- 
sibility of union aids us in relating better, not only to 
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people ofalien cultures in distant places, but also to our 
intimates and neighbours. 

Humanity as a whole is not, at present, characterized 
by union. Howcver the recognition of the possibility of 

union within other smaller social groups is a worthy 

goal pointing in tlie right direction. Just as social values 
contain the potential for worthwhile activity, so ulti- 
mate values carry the potential for worthwhile group 
life. Much of this section will focus on groups in which 
ultimate values arc activated, and which can therefore 
be described as unions. Buber has described "that right- 

ness which.. . is expressed as revelation.. . and.. .cannot 
be realized in the individual, but only in human coni- 
rnunity".' To this must be added the rider - 'only in 
the state of union'. 

The effect of union is to  release and channel spiritua- 
lity. I h i s  force may not be recognized as such. It may be 

identified as a realization o f a  particular ultimate value 
like trust, peace or  love, o r  lie felt as an experience like 
lightness, illumination or  release, o r  appear as charisma 

attached to some member, often a leader figure. The 
experience of union is felt to be given from outside the 

group, although it is dependent upon the efforts of 
members of the group to recognize and be guiclecl by 
ultimate values. Union leads to an evident unification of 
the group. Spirituality within a union strengthens and 
enriches people. In particular, it supports whatever 
other values the members may hold or  purposes they 
may be pursuing. 

AA: Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) is an association which 
operates through a group process that generates union 
and uses spirituality. Its twelve steps are: " 1 .  We admitted 
we were powerless over alcohol - ihat our lives had 
become unmanageable. 2. We come to believe thot a 
Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity. 3. 
We made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to 
the care of God as we understood Him. 4. We mode o 
searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves. 5. 
We admitted to God, to ourselves and to other human 
beings the exact nolure of our wrongs. 6. We were 
entirely ready to hove God remove all these defects of 
character. 7. We humbly asked Him to remove our short- 
comings. 8. We made a list of all persons we had 
harmed, ond became willing to make amends to them all. 
9. We mode direct amends to such people wherever 
possible, except when to do so would injure them or 
others. 10. We continued to toke personal inventory and 
when we were wrong promptly admitted it. 1 1. We 
sought through prayer ond medialion to improve our con- 
scious contact with God os we understood Him, proying 
only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to 
carry thot out. 12. Having had a spiritual owakening os 
the result of these Steps, we tried to corry this message to 
alcoholics and to practise these principles in all our 
affairs." Atheists cope with the dreaded word 'God' by 
referring to 'group power' instead. Ex. 5.1 

Group Format ion .  A social group may enter a 
state of union in a variety of  ways. Recognition o l  a 

common humanity may emerge relatively readily in 

times of crisis. Total strangers, when involved in a 
catastrophe, will bond together spontaneously; and ihr 

c.ipacity for tragedy and war to bring out the best in 
people is well-recognized. The popular response to 
relieve a distant outbreak of famine is another exprrs- 
sion of participation beyond nationality o r  community. 
However, the union generated in these ways tends to  
dissipate rapidly. 

For many, union breaks through only in moments o f  
apparently altruistic sacrifice. Only apparently altruis- 
tic, because- altruism implies an oilier - From 1. alter 

= other - and the other is one with the self in this 
mode. A person explaining an apparently altruistic act 
will say ' I  could not have done otherwise', o r  ' I  could 

n o t  have lived with myself if I had done otherwise'. 
'cople who have spontaneously and heroically risked 
their life for another have referred to  an inexpressible 
and puzzling sense of connection. 

The post-war use of groups lor personal develop- 
ment - therapy groups, sensitivity groups, T-groups, 
therapeutic communities, support groups, community- 
building seminars and the like - has led to a realization 
that union is a necessary preliminary. As a psycho- 
iinalyst, I found that union was a prerequisite for 
analysands to relive and rework childhood traumas. I 
called this state primary relatedness' .6 The implication 
of these findings is that any work of deep personal sig- 

nificance, or work involving the use ofthe self, requires 
union to overcome the defensivcncss, idealization and in- 

appropriate competitiveness which hamper effectiveness. 

Marriages and families are the natural entities which 
society expects to  foster union over the long term. All 
societies place great value on the integrity of the family. 
m d  religions invariably invest marriage with a d t ~ p  
spiritual significance. Husband and wife at first, and 
progressively the children too, are expected to foster 

feelings of mutual respect and understanding. The work 
needed to ensure that a union actually develops and that 
exploitation, manipulation, distance and hardness d o  
not drive out love is not given enough attention in 
modern society. The present gap between the rhetoric 
of union and the reality of much family life seems to 
reflect an inability for people to be fully open and 
honest with themselves and with each other. 

Larger communities fostering union have existed 
amongst monastic orders and religious groups led by 
radical charismatic leaders. Spiritually-driven utopian 
communes wcre common in the USA in tlie 19th cen- 
tury, but are relatively unusual at present. These were 
never easy alternatives to modern society, and few of  
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them survived longer than a generation. In die case of 
modern anarchist communes, where the main urge is 

escape from the burden of social living, degeneration 
and collapse is rapid. Union only survives in com- 
munities when the search lor spirituality is a positive 

driving force for the members. 

Oneida Community: The Oneida Community was 
founded in 1848 by John Noyes from his bible class ofter 
he lost his license to preach. It consisted of 200 people 
who were organized around the early Christian principle 
that 'the believers possessed one heart, and one soul and 
had all things in common'. Equality and communalism 
characterized all arrangements: the family was replaced 
by a complex system of free love in which men and 
women approached each other through third parties; 
children were raised communally; almost oil property, 
work and leisure was communal; government was pro- 
vided by numerous committees on which all hod a 
chance to serve. Mutual criticism was used for social con- 
trol, to foster union, and to ensure the development of 
virtue. The members felt that their community was a shin- 
ing example of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth, and 
viewed the outside world os spiritually contaminating. The 
community eventually dissolved in 1 88 1 and become a 
business manufacturing silverware. Ex. 5.27 

Anti thesis .  The antithesis of union is anti-social or 

anti-human behaviour driven by negative ultimate 
values. Such behaviour is oltcn associated with psycho- 
logical states of fusion in which personal identity is lost. 
Then violence and coercion, disrespect and denigration 
attack identity and block union directly. 

Genocidal policies rellcct a direct attack on hunia- 

nitj. These policies incite hate and dehumanize the 
victims in order to overcome any reluctance to deprive 
o r  kill them. Killing is called extermination to generate 

a resemblance to the slaughter of pests. Victims are 
given numbers rather than names or  simply herded 
without discrimination. In wartime, the humanity' of 
the enemy is not so much denied as viewed as an ob- 
stacle to  victory by the political and military authori- 
ties. The dehumanization of the enemy may be 

overcome. as in the Christmas in the trenches episode 
at the onset of World War I when, to the dismay of the 

authorities. British and German soldiers fraternized. 
Alternatively, dehuiiiani~ation may degenerate into 
mindless massacres olcivilians, as in the My Lai episode 
in the Vietnam war. 

More insidious, hut cdi~.illy significant in modern 
life. is the absence ofunion generated by a lack ofeffcc- 

tive contact with positive ultimate values. People seek 
union in social settings o f  all sorts: in their family, in 
their workplace, in their church, in their sporting club, 
in their neighbourhood, in their charitable efforts. But, 
too often, union is not found, 

The modern denigration of spirituality, the scientific 
devaluation of values, the academic /light from wrestling 
with the idea of God, the prolessionaliy.atio~~ of cvery- 
thing, the dead hand ofconvention, all these combine to 
block contact with ultimate values and tlirir affirmation 
in relatedness. Hiit without a certain level of comii~u- 

nion, isolation fragmentation and insensitivity is inevil- 

able. From here it is a short step to the release of anta- 
gonism and loss ofrespect, in short to social breakdown8 

Violence within families, niin~lk~ss vandalism, a 
drug-abusing underclass, squalid living, depersonalized 
sexuality, such phenomena when widespread are symp- 
tomatic of the loss of a sense of hunianity in a modern 
society. Unity may be vaunted in repressive societies 
based on a leadership cult, informers, secret police, 

torture and detention without trial, but hunianity and 
union are absent there as well. 

G r o u p  Relat ions.  The development of a sense of 
deep coninionality depends on a process of com- 
munion. This communion is a communicative mode, 
verbal and non-verbal, which provides cohesion for the 

group and enables containment of tensions and dis- 
agreements amongst its members. I'rccdom and har- 
mony are the observed and felt state of affairs wherever 

union genuinely exists. (Liven if, to the outsider, the 

group atmosphere and arrangements appear to he aus- 
tere, strict and controlling.) l ~ i l l k r e n ~ ~ ~ s  between 
members of the group arc recognized, but these do not 
become a reason for disconnection or rejection. 

A union is self-contained in th'it thew is no ncecl tor 

the group to identify with anything outside of itself. 

However, the nature of union and the method by which 
it is achieved generate an urge to include others. 
Boundaries are not just overcome with other people o r  
groups, but also with animals, plants, and even things. 
All these may come to be felt to be part of a unified 
interconnected whole. "Blessedness" said Spinoza "is 
the knowledge which the mind has of its union with the 
whole of nature". This phenomenon, seen purposively, 
is given a variety of names like Destiny, the I land of 

God, Dharma or  Tao. 

Because ultimate values and humanity are inclusive, 
the artificial creation of enemies is inhibited. Union 
requires a process of rcconcilicition amongst groups of 
different sorts. This iniplies positive ellbrts at contact 
a id  conlnlunication no matter how (lifliciilt or painful 
the relationship. For example, without con<lotiing their 

brutal invasion of Tibet, the Dalai l.atna in exile pub- 
licly forgives the Chinese. By contr.ist, bickering and 
suspicion rather than understanding and trust seem to 
be the rule within and amongst inost states and their 
political leaders. 
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In our world of nations, union can be fostered by 
activities and events which transcend the individual and 

the state. The creations of science, music, sport, art  and 
architecture. being products of inspiration and imagina- 
tion, can sometimes break through A c  barriers ofcul- 

ture and language and provide us with ihc certainty o l a  
deep identity of all. 

Leadersh ip  a n d  Status. In a union, status iliffer- 
ences are n~in imiz~d  and leadership is diffused tlirougli- 
out the group. Equality is deeply felt but it exists 
alongside a sensitivity to differences and an awareness 
of the uniqueness of each person. Leadership is based in 
charisma. Charismatic leadership is inspired by a trans- 

cendental force that compels recognition. It is assumed 

to be an expression of grace given by God. Charisma is 
free-floating in a union, whereas in lower level groups 
it tends to fix on someone able to affirm and uphold 

ultimate values. 

So leadership in a union need not be prominent or 
permanently attached to one member. Con~munion 

fosters a consciousness that each person needs to 

choose responsibly tor the sake of the group and each 
other, and yet each needs to submit to the way the 

group is developing. This mentality leads to choices 
being made in a realistic and highly effective fashion: 
something which is obvious to those who have experi. 
enccd union, but which is puzzling to others. 

Governing the Society of Friends: The Quakers hold that 
the Bible is secondary in outhoriiy to the Spirit of God 
which is available to oil and known directly. They use 
unprogrammed and mainly silent worship in which ony- 
one, man or woman, may speak to the congregation or 
offer a prayer on its behalf. The congregations govern 
their society using meetings for church offoirs. At eoch 
meeting every Friend moy ottend and should do so if 
possible. I t  is believed that the Light in each person will 
lead into union ond the right choice if faithfully followed. 
The meetings begin and conclude with worship, and wor- 
ship may be introduced during them. Discussion proceeds 
but no vote is token. At the conclusion of an item, the clerk 
records the judgement of the meeting and this must be 
accepted, perhaps with agreed modifications, before 
further business is taken Ex. 5.3 

Ent ry  a n d  Exit. Membership of humanity is open 
to all. Being human suffices and, by definition, there 
can be no bar to  entry. Exit is not possible - not even 
through death. What is possible is a failure to realize the 

significance of humanity as a transpersonal group. 
People forget or deny their own essence. Realizing die 
significance of a transpersonal identity is the first step to 
developing the capacity for union with others. 

To enter into and maintain union via comniunion 
requires activation of" one's 'true self'. Tlie process of 

entering union involves acceptance of vulnerability, 
recognition of imperfection, direct communication, 
experiential openness. and mutual respect and accept- 
ance - as well as commitment to the aims of the group 
(cf. Ex.s 5.1 to 5.3). This is only possible by attuning t o  

one's deep experience or  listening to one's soul. 
Recognizing and activating being is part of spiritual 
growth. I t  has been described by all the major religions. 
Yet the path is repeatedly rediscovered anew - es- 
pecially by psychologists in modern t i n ~ e s . ~  Somehow 
pure being seems metaphysical and mysterious, even 
mystical, although its properties arc straightforward 
and the process of reaching it has been documented so 
often and so well. 

Once being has been solidly recognized by a person 

and found in a group, exit from that state o r  that group 
is rarely sought. If union is lost by accident or for prac- 

tical reasons, re-creation of the state of union is 
attempted again or  elsewhere with others. Union is 
unambiguously good, despite all the trials, tribulations 
and conflicts that need handling while sustaining the 
group. 

I d e n t i t y  Format ion .  Ultimate values call for 

union of oneself with others around and with all 
humanity. Such union is never fusion. Union depends 
on the operation of an unambiguous and distinct sense 
of self, and is not a regressive or  primitive loss of self, 
or projection of the self. The self that exists here is not 
an ego, isolated by trappings of status o r  childhood dis- 
tortions or fantasies of self-sufficiency, but a self which 

is pure being and which recognizes a transpersonal and 

transcendent reality. 

Being and con~n~union is impossible for those domi- 
nated by postures that generate a false self and a collu- 

sive form of relatedness. It is utterly blocked by 
antisocial behaviour. Most people arc blocked by their 
own rigid and inappropriate self-assertiveness - collo- 
quially referred to as their ego - and by the excessive 

use of institutions and authorities t o  buttress their views 
and decisions. The way to enlightenment, as every sage 

knows, is to abandon the ego. Ti is  occurs by recog- 
nizing the superficiality and transitoriness of memories. 
desires, prejudices and expectations. It is often des- 
cribed as emptying the self. or as dying to lie reborn. 
Once this is done, the spiritual self is released and union 
becomes possible. 

Being creates union, and union affirms being. The 
conception of human nature that exists in any culture o r  
era limits what any particular individual can be. 
Conversely, the conception that can be realized by any 
particular individual may succeed in redefining what 
human nature can be for others. This process is evident 
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in the evolution of awareness o r  consciousness over the 
past 2,000,000 years.I0 For instance, the recognition 

that the fertility of the Hdds and the seasonal cycle did 
not depend on human sacrifice was an extraordinary 
development in awareness. The Greek originators of 
our civilization lacked any concept of will. so the 
development of individuality in the West during the 
Renaissance was a redefinition of being.'' The enlight- 

enment of Siddartha Gautama as the Buddha was yet 
another. Conscious recognition of what man can be 

clearly requires an extraordinary degree of imagination 
and inspiration. People like Socrates, Jesus and Sid- 
dartha obviously were extraordinary. By being them- 
selves, they defined wliiit humanity could be. 

Membership of humanity implies that the respon- 
sibility for changing the world lies with each person 

recognizing the truth of the spirit and following it. At 

present, people appear to be becoming aware of the 

interconnectedness of miinkind, and of man and nature, 
and the need for peace and harmony in these relations. . . 
I his is an important step towards union. Till relatively 
recently, it seemed esoteric to emphasize mankind's 
interconncctedness. Not to recognize this today takes 
some effort given global communications, the world- 
wide inter-relations of con~n~odities and finance, and 

the actual and potential destructiveness of our techno- 
logies. 

This modern awareness of interconnectedness is not 
equivalent to its precursor, the harmony of man and 
nature known in primitive cultures. The loss of that 
harmony was a necessary step in the individuation of 
human awareness which allowed scientific creativity 

and the technological control of many natural pheno- 
mena. Primitive man could not intervene in nature to 

cause much harm: but modern man can. So our per- 
sonal responsibility for union is of far greater signifi- 

cance. 

Because we are each part of humanity, it follows that 
'no one can be perfectly free till all arc free; no one can 
lie perfectly moral till all are moral; no one can be per- 
l'ectly happy till all are ll.ippyn.lz 

Limitation. Humanity and union are necessary lor 
all, but they arc not siifPicicnt. Union recognizes but 

does not regulate the myriad of individual ditl'erences 
generated by social life; and union, alone, cannot deal 
efrectively with evil intent or anti-social behaviour. 
DifTerences need to be lostcred. People seem to need to 
develop, affirm and celebrate their unic~ueness. And 
each particular social domain can only thrive ifdistinc- 
live values are identified for it, and then used to attract, 
guide and bind people. 

In short, union is but a context for social life. The 

family is the obvious example of this. Although children 
need to grow spontaneously and uniquely in the bcne- 

ficial atmosphere that union creates, they also require 
guidance o f  J very specific sort about what to  value. 
This guidance will inevitably differ from family to 

family as well as from community to conimunit~ and 
nation to nation. 

The expression of union and the realization of ulti- 
mate values depends on the creation of different types 
of social group which emerge from values at lower 
levels. We turn now to the pre-eminent and most prob- 
lematic type of social group. 

TRIBES A N D  
VALUE SYSTEMS (1-6) 

Nature. Value systems reflect and sustain social 
groups which, for lack of a better term, 1 will call tribes. 

Tribes ,ire created by socialization and generate a 
locial classification or  categorization o f  people which is 
felt to  be of the utmost importance. A tribe in the clas- 

sical sense is tvpically endogamous, that is to say mar- 
riages must occur within it. So tribes based on race or  
culture come first to  mind. From the present pcrspec- 

tive, marriage and reproduction within a tribe is not so 

much about passing on genes, it is more a mechanism 
for ensuring transmission of the value :y. s stem. A nation 
is a numerous tribe based on a language, tradition and 
culture. Any group that shares a history or territory 
may develop a culture, a way of doing things including 
a value system. It then takes on tribal characteristics. 

Students of prehistory suggest that the earliest tribes 
were extended families or clans. In modern societies, 

social classes based on rigid socio-economic barriers, 
may become tribal. 

Tribes in the extended sense arc not restricted to 
family, ethnic o r  cultural groups. Tribes are here 
defined as groups which possess a long-standing recog- 
nizable value system. For example, they may form from 
those holding distinctive religious beliefs, or be gener- 

ated by sharply defined professional and other occupa- 
tional roles, or emerge as those working within a school 
of thought in an academic discipline. In other words, it 

does make sense to speak of the tribe of econon~ists or 
journalists o r  behaviourists or Marxists. 

Tribes and Sects: The Jews of the diaspora ore united by 
their Judaic value system even though this means includ- 
ing people with o wide ronge of very different culturol 
beliefs and practices. The some is ttue of Muslims and 
Christions. Despite their common origin in the Old Testa- 
men) rwelotion of Abraham, Jews Muslims and Christians 
ore in practice utterly separate. Within religions there ore 
sects with their own distinctive volue systems: the ear+ 
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Roman Catholic Church generated Carthusians who 
emphasized manual labour and c enunciation of the 
world, Franciscans who were committed to teaching and 
sewing the poor, and Dominicans who were dedicated to 
the intellectual presentation and defence of the faith. So 
value systems con exist within value systems and subtribes 
may sustain a distinctive identity so long as i t  is within that 
of the encompassing tribe. Ex. 5.4 

Tribes, in the extended sense, have become numer- 
ous in modern societies because religious exclusivity 
has diminished, ethnic migrations have flourished. 
social activities and roles have diversified and special- 
i~ecl,  and schools of thought have proliferated. 

Primitive societies show relatively little dill'erentia- 

tion of skill and interest. Social groups within these 
societies recruit through birth, and membership (which 
is based on age. sex, kinship and neighbourhood) is 

usually compulsory. Withdrawal o r  change of group or 
society as J whole is not possible, so social identity is 
extremely restricted. By contrast, people in modern 

societies are dedicated members of a few tribes: usually 
one associated with their culture, another associated 
with their work or socio-economic status, possibly 

another associated with their religious or political 

beliefs. They can. with effort, alter their memberships. 
The rule of endogamy is not strictly upheld, but it still 

applies in modern society. Such endogamy is partly 
opportunistic, partly (lcinandcd by social convention, 
and partly a personal preference for a partner similar to 
oneself. 

Function. The function ofthc tribe is to provide for 

and preserve social distinctiveness. Within a particular 

domain, each member of a tribe holds a similar set of 
ideas to fellow members. These ideas are felt to be 

utterly distinct from the set of valued ideas held I)? 
members of other tribrs. Tribes celebrate and alTirm 
their own value systems, which they see as the best way, 
or even the only way, to realize certain ultimate values. 
Scientists, for example, might accept that journalists, 

artists and theologians seek and communicate truth and 
knowledge, but the gulfs separating life within these 
four tribes is immense. 

Tribal membership activates and channels loyalty. 
Loyalty is the crucial force that enables a person to 
uphold the virtues of the group and to defcncl i t  vigor- 
ously against criticism and attack. I t  is a powerful force 

for tribal continuity and contributes to its persistence 
through hard times. Ilard times include those periods 
when niembers are ashamed of tlie views or behaviour 
of the tribe as a whole or of members acting on its 
behalf. Loyalty is particularly poignant when a person 
who is selflessly serving the group is rejected or  even 
persecuted by other nirnibcrs or group officials. This 

sometimes happens with espionage or  undercover 
agents 

Loyalty in a nation-state is often called patriotism. 
;xaggerateJ and bellicose loyalty has come to be known 
as chauvinism after Nicolas Chauvin of Rochefort, a 

veteran soldier of the 1:irst Republic and Empire in 

trance. Loyalty reaches its extreme where, as in the 
military, loyalty is itself specifically part of the value 
system. Some* churches take the same view. 

Church & Dissent In 1989, the Vatican, disturbed by 
dissent, attempted to impose c loyally oath on Catholic 
priests and theologions. In 1990, it published a docu- 
ment approved by the Pope which asserts clearly that 
theologians do not hove any right of public dissent from 
the official Church teoching, even when such teaching 
does not pretend to infall~bilily. The document argues  hat 
'standards of conduct appropriate to civil society or the 
workings of a democracy cannot be purely and simply 
applied to the Church'. In taking this line, the Church is no 
different from any other organization determined to main- 
tain its cohesion. The following phrase in the document is 
identical to the military demand for unquestioning obedi- 
ence: 'Appealing to the obligation to follow one's own 
conscience cannot legitimate dissent.' The Vatican cannot 
be accused of equivocating, or letting a long-standing 
element of ils value system be modified. Ex. 5.513 

As noted earlier, individuals usually have nlultiple 
loyalties. These can lead to inner conflict. The theolo- 
gians affected in Ex.  5.5 suffer precisely because loyalty 
to their societys value system requires them to assert 
their right to  freedom of thought and inquiry, while 
loyalty to  their church demands some sacrifice of their 
independence of thought. A much commoner loyalty 

conflict in modern society results from the division 

between loyalty to the family and loyalty to the firm. . . I he in-law problem is a loyalty conflict between the 
family of origin and the family of procreation. During 
wartime, there may be conflicts between the loyalty 
owed to one's nation of birth and one's nation of 
residence. 

If a tribe's importance is excessively exalted, for 

good or  bad reasons, without concern for wider 
society, loyalty conflicts become externalized as tribal 

warfare. For example, the U K  print workers were a 
well-integrated tribe organized into trade unions which 
often seemed to show little concern for the demands of 
newspaper production. Their stance culminated in the 
1980's in complete exclusion from one newspaper 

group and pitched battles with police. 

To avoid such things and capitalize on A c  power of 
loyalty, national leaders desire to make the main tribal 
memberships coterminous. A territory with a single 
established religion and a unitary culture is relatively 
easy to  govern. For this reason. conquests have been 
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regularly followed by efforts to destroy the local culture 
and religion. 

Tribes and Conquest: 1. 'On the same day, Joshua cap- 
tured Mokkedah and put both king and people to the 
sword, destroying both them and every living thing in the 
cily. He left no survivor. . . .  Then Joshua and all the 
Israelites marched .... to Libnah and attacked it  ...... and 
they put its people and every living thing in it to the sword; 
they left no survivor there ...... From Libnah . . .  to Lachish. 
they took it on the second doy ond put every living thing 
to the sword....'. Moses was more procticol, and he 
advised: kill the men and molure women, but breed from 
the virgins. l 4  2. Zoroostrianism was the state religion of 
vorious Iranian emoires until the Arabs conauered Iron 
ond imposed lslok in the 7th century. ~oroostrians 
declined more rapidly oder the 9th century due to sue. 
cessive conquests of Iran by Muslim Turks ond Mongols. 
In the 10th century a group fled lo India and became 
known os the Parsis. By the 13th century, only a perse- 
cuted minorib survived in Iran around IWO desert cities of 
Yazd and Kermon and Islam was the overwhelmingly 
dominant religion. 3. In 1949, China invaded Buddhist 
Tibet. It is estimated that 1.2 million Tibetans were killed. 
7.5 million Chinese were moved in so making the remain- 
ng 6 million Tibetans o minority in their own country. 
Virtually all the 6000 Buddhist temples were destroyed 
and the spiiituol leader, the Dalai lama, was forced into 
exile in 1959. Ex. 5.6 

Any established minority in a community is a natural 
scapegoat because of the inherent negativism between 
value systems. The persecution of minorities serves as a 

ready outlet lor hostility and a relief from frustrations 
generated by the difficulties of social life. 

Within the tribe, altruism is a manifestation of 
loyalty. In other words, self-sacrifice occurs for the 
value system or for symbols o r  individual rcprcst:nta- 

tives of the value system. Altruistic acts for another 

tribe are regarded with grave suspicion, and considered 

to be expressions of disloyalty and betrayal 'The essrn- 
tial characteristic of a tribe is that it should follow J 

double standard of morality - one kind of behaviour 
for in-group relations, another for out-group' . '' 

Group Formation. As we have seen, tribes form in 
response to social, linguistic, religious, occupational, 
theoretical or other enduring distinctions. The inconi- 

patibility of beliefs, interests, activities, customs or  

modes of conlmunicating leads to  those of a like mind 
congregating and distancing themselves actually or 
psychologically from others. This congregation, com- 
bined with the desire to perpetuate the value system, 
produces the tribe. 

Value systems which emerge over time in relation to 
activities o r  conimunal interaction cannot be designed. 
The tribe and its value system, and hence the definition 

of a social identity for a person, evolves over a con- 

siderable period - usually more than one generation 

Emotional, historical and geographical factors all influ- 
ence the result. Other things being equal, the longer 
the history, the more secure the tribe and the more 
intense the tr~balisrn. 

Social and environmental changes rnav lead to tribal 
modification or weakness and extinction. Genetic 
extermination, the mainstay of early man, has been 

replaced by cultural evolution and social selection. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in the field of 

religions. To illustrate the diversity needed tor evolu- 
tion: over 10,000 new primal religions are said t o  have 
developed in Africa in response to  the impact of 
Christianity.I6 To illustrate relatively sudden major 
change: cult worship of the Mother Goddess which 
dominated Brahmanism in ancient India was rapidly dis- 

placed by Jainism and 13uddhism whose founders 

emerged around 550BC. 

Value systems which arc pure theories or scientific 

paradigms are capable of deliberate design. 1 lowever, 
the tribe itself remains bcyond design because it 
requires the development of personal belief and must 
adapt t o  the social context. So scientific disciplines and 
theories also show evolutionary patterns and are 
atYcctecl by psychosocial pressures. 

Loyalty generated by tribes encourages people to 

define and preserve the value system through socializ- 
n g  others into the tribe. Socialization efforts arc inten- 
sified by groups that demand a great deal of their 
followers. This may take the form of indoctrination at 

work. use of' schooling to drive home a message, exhor- 
tations in speeches and writings, and privileges l i ~ r  those 
who deiiionstrate their devotion LO the tribe's icleals. 

Antithesis. A tribe experiences itself as beset by 

two tvpcs of seemingly antithetical behaviour. I h e  first 
is disbelief. Those who tolerate o r  even respect the 
tribe's value system, but arc not members of the tribe 
potentially weaken both the tribe's external influence 
and its hold on its own members. Tribes vary in their 
efforts to convert or exclude such people, but non- 
believers generally play a useful role by being cast as 
inferior, ignorant, i~nenlight~ned or harmful. 

The most undermining and dangerous forci.3 for any 
tribe comes from betrayal. Adherents who reject the 
tribe's value system in part or whole become su-icep- 
tiblc to the ideas of alternative tribes, and may act on 
their behalf against their original tribe. Tribes are in- 
tolerant o l  lapsed members because of the trust, hope 
and effort invested in them. Freethinkers, traitors and 
apostates are also reviled because they set a bad 
example. 
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One thinks of betrayal in relation to nation-states. 
I lowever, the term can equally include a person who 

marries out of their conimunitv or class: a feminist who 
becomes a full-time wife and mother: a doctor who 
def'ends the validity of alternative medicine: an aca- 
deniic who rejects the foundation assumptions 01' his 
discipline; or a priest who rejects a key clement of 
dogma. Such people tend to be punished, persecuted or 

rejected by their tribe. If the tribe is well-organized, 

ways exist for such members to be fornlally expelled. 

FGr instance, a person may be exiled from a country, 
excommunicated from a religion, or cle-registered 
from a prolbssion. 

When the tribe is oriented around a well-defined 
school of thought, as in the case of psychoanalysis, 
Marxism, or Roman Catholicism, betrayal takes the 
form of revisionism, deviationism or  heresy. Such 

tribes may tolerate differences and dispute within the 
value system, but direct criticism can only be allowed in 
the most marginal way. Tribes handle internal differ. 
ences by forming sub-tribes (see Ex. 5.4). Ifdifferences 
between the sub-trilx-s arc too great. then painful 
schism results. 

Group Relations. The sociali/ation process pro- 

vides all adherents of the value system with niuch in 
common. For a tribe and its value system to persist, it 
is necessary to ensure that socialization is periodically 

reinforced and that new recruits are sought and sys- 
tematically socialized. Value systems are assimilated via 
identification, so a full and thorough conversion is 
required. Often it has the clement of an ordeal in the 

sense that an old self must die and a new self be reborn. 

Membership of the tribe generates a solidarity or 

brotherhood which enables the group to sustain itself 
against outsiders. A sense of unity is essential. Group 
unity and identity is revealed in the way that all mem- 
bers defend the value system, affirm its central fea- 
tures, and proclaim its inherent goodness - typically 

using almost identical phrases and arguments. 

The group looks after its members by looking after 

itself. Sometimes this involves keeping the nun~bers 

restricted while increasing the amount of resources put 
at the disposal of the tribe: professions usually try to 
take this approach. In other situations. it implies 
expanding the tribe and its sphere of influence to enable 
others to benefit. So accountants colonize universities. 

psychotherapists get involved in cancer care, and media 
people infiltrate political party machines. 

reseorch community appreciates i t ) ,  adaptation of ideas 
for public consumption is shunned (even if it would bene- 
f i t  the community), the general public is treated as  igno- 
rant [even if academics would benefit from listening), a 
boundary between work and social action is maintained 
(even if social needs are evident), academic freedom is 
supported (even if lines of research are fruitless over many 
years), and research which is not rigorous is opposed 
(even if it is useful or lucrative]. The introduction of a busi- 
ness appioach to Universities can be seen os an attempt 
to alter this value system. However academics have 
generally opposed changes aimed at making Universities 
more business-like. Ex. 5.7 

A diverse variety of tribes is often to  be found within 
any single domain. They naturally come into conflict 
over values adopted in that domain and the allocation of 
resources. In a health service, tor example. doctors, 
nurses, paramedicals and managers cooperate rcason- 

al~ly well in the handling of patients, but fight bitterly 
over money lor developments. Doctors as individuals 

may be altruistic guarantors of the patients intcrcsts. 
Init as a profession they arc a powerful tribe affirming 
the pre-eminence of their values and pursuing their 
own advantage." 

Although variety is usually desirable from a practical 
or humanistic standpoint, adherents ofany value system 
have an urge to reject and denigrate, if not utterly 

annihilate, different value systems. Negativity between 
tribes seems unavoidable. Within churches and utopian 
communes which explicitly foster union and where 

tolerance and acceptance might be expected, epithets 
tor outsiders range from ignorant at best, through con- 
taminating, to pernicious and evil. The most that can be 

realistic all^ expected of tribes is that they should be 

expected to co-exist in a state of quiet non-pejorative 

negativity. Coexistence refers to  the right for all tribes 
and their members to be allowed to function. Nega- 

tivity refers to  the sense of social distance and division 
lietween tribes. Tribes may grow towards each other 
over time, especially if sharing a common goal or faced 

with a common enemy, hut inter-tribal unity is impos- 
sible. Inter-faith initiatives, for exanlple, usually expect 
too much. Professionals, ideologues and religionaries 
find the limited aim of peaceful coexistence spoiled by 

deep drives of each tribe to assert pre-eminence. If 
coexistence is deeply hostile, social life is invariably 
harmed in sonic way. 

Leadership and Status. AH within a trilic are 

ccjual and yet tribes invariably generate an informal but 
widely recogni/ed hierarchy. Over time. these status - 

business like^ of ~Iif'terentials may beconic sharp. rigid and i~ilnlensely 

has been by system captured by ,he complex as in the Hindu caste system. In tribes based in 

metaphor of the ivory tower, In the ivory tower, reputation occupations o r  political ideologies, the hierarchy 
is pursued through scholarship (even if only o tiny esoteric develops in relation to the degree of dedication to the 
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value system, the signilk'ance ol'thc contribution of the 
adherents, aixl their power in society. For example, the 
hierarchy within adherents of a political ideology 
depends on the degree of commitment, ideological 

purity and political ability: the hirrarcliy in acaclen~ia 

rcllects the quality of the academic contribution and 
service to the discipline. 

The tribe desires, above all, lor its value sytcin to  
~ i r v i v c .  It therefore organizes to defend its own dis- 
tinctiveness and means of perpetuation. Membership- . . 
centred associations may be set up which are open only 
to the tribe and dedicated to its clelknce and promotion. 

The leadership needed by tribes and tribal bodies is 
quite unlike dynamic merit-based leadership needed in 

organizations. Tribal leaders arc required for symbolic 
purposes and to perform ritual functions which signify 

the truth and power of the value system. They repre- . . 

sent and endorse the value system internally to aclher- 
ents and externally. So leadership is embodied in 

official o r  quasi-official positions e.g. presidents and 
councils ofprol'cssional ~ssociations, general secretaries 

of trade unions. founding fathers of new disciplines o r  
theories, heads of state or of world churches. Whoever 
is in these positions is treated deferentially, irrespective 
of their personal qualities. 

Although those in leadership positions may play a 
role in handling social pressures and tribal changes. 
leadership here is intensely conservative in respect of 
the value system. There is little or no room for prag- 

matism or compromisr by the lcacler, because such 
things are about what to do - not about what to  be. 

The tribe exists t o  alliriii a distinctive identity and value 
and the leadership syniliolizes that existence and 
identity. Menil~ers of thc tribe must be able to recog- 
nizc themselves unambiguously in whoever is in the 
leadership position. Ideally that person should be 
recognized as being onr-ofus and rctlecting the best- 
in-us. 

t intry and Exit. In the case of race and religion, 

people qualify for a particular tribe through their birth, 
and arc socialized during their upbringing. University 
undergraduates arc educated into accepting certain 
schools of thought and rejecting others. If their career 
is in academc or based in its teachings, they become 

voluntary converts. People often accept indoctrination 
voluntarily: tor example, when joining a professional 
group or adopting a particular political ideology. They 
then obtain the needed socialization through self-disci- 
plincd effort, participation, and responding to cxhorta- 
tions, Acceptance by the group is granted via formal or 
informal qualikations. Religious membership and citi- 
zenship may be changed in later life through a voluntary 
conversion. 

Entry to  a tribe is charged with emotional signifi- 
cance because i t  means subordinating oneself to tile 

values and needs of that tribe. In all cases, Icngthy 
periods of initiation and adaptation in childhood or  
adulthood are required before full niernbership of the 

tribe is granted. Where a tribe has formally constituted 
itself, an investiture into lull membership may take 
place when the individual is deemed ready. Because 
language unconsciously. implicitly and uncontrollably 
expresses values, the learning of a language (or a lexi- 
con of specialized terms - jargon to outsiders) is 
encouraged if not enforced during the entry process. 
Such verbal and non-verbal language differences help to 
demarcate tribes. The resulting barriers to cominuni- 

cation luster ncgitivitv. 

The person whose innate o r  deliberate identity 
development leads to  growth away from the value 

systeni ot'the trilir cannot stay within it. A process of 
mutual rejection commences, until either the tribe o r  
member takes the final step to sever connection. Exit is 

gcner.illy viewed as positively undesirable by the tribe, 

and it may be impossible in the view of outsiders: 

Hitler, lor example, persecuted Jews who had aban- 
ilonc~l the faith. 

Families and Family Therapy: A family is a tribe in this 
context, but a most unusual one because it is impossible 
to de-select either our porents or our children. Membership 
of the family is more permanent than membership of 
nations, religions, professions or ideologies. When 
society was less individualistic, wider tribal values were a 
sufficient guide for fomily life. Now, eoch family requires 
the development of its own volue system in which fairness 
and reciprocity as well os the meeting of emotion01 needs 
ore worked out. The frequency of morital break up sug- 
gests that many fail in this task. (Perhaps too much is being 
expected.) Marital partners hove to socialize each other 
and the children in order to create the necessary loyalty 
to ihe family unit, but such sociolizotion involves loyalties 
to value systems in the families of origin. Family therapists 
hove found thot disturbance often results when there are 
unadmitted or unconscious loyally conflic~s. A family 
member muv be treated as o traitor when all that is 
happening is a socially appropriate search for autonomy. 

Ex. 5.8" 

Exit from a tribe is an emotionally difficult matter. 

Joining another tribe is equally difficult because it 
means undergoing a conversion to that tribe's values. 
often in the face of suspicion about loyalty. As a reac- 
tion, converts arc known to become over-zealous and 
develop a 'holier than thou' attitude. Membership of 
two competing tribes is virweil with the iieepcst sus- 
picion: a scientist who becomes a philosopher may 
never lie fully accepted as a proper scientist or as a 
proper philosopher. 
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I d e n t i t y  I ~ o r m a t i o n .  Value systems demand an 
identification with the values and with the relevant 

tribe. So the tribe now defines the individual. Identi- 

fication occurs in the socialization process, and root3 
the sense of obligation and loyalty to the tribe. The 
tribe's values and necds become indistinguishable from 
the individual's, and are held by the tribe to  be more 
signiticant than any values or needs that the individual 
may have which are unrelated to  the tribal identity and 

well-being. So death in the service of the tribe and its 
value system is rrgarded with favour. (Socio-biologists 

explain that parental sacrilk,~ for a Family, the earliest 
tribe, protected the germ line and so must have been 
selected lor during evolution.') 

Limitation. Socialization gives '1 sense of attach- 
ment which is too theoretical for everyday use. The 
tribe's value system makes no specific provision for <lit'- 
ferenccs between people or for the nerds of particul,~r 

situations. So it feels too demanding and too controlling 
of the individual at times. People need to be part of ii 

social group which is more practical and flexible. They 
need a group which allows lor some personal recogni- 
tion, some regular physical and emotional contact, and 
which allows each person to have some inllnencr over 
the group's identity. This takes us to  what most people 
immediately think of when imagining a social group: a 

community. 

COMMUNIT IES AND 
SOCIAL VALUES (1-5) 

Nature. Social values reflect and sustain actual 
organic communities. By calling the coiiimunity actual 
and organic, 1 am attempting to avoid confusion with 
the metaphorical extension of the term to natural social 
groups at other levels - as in 'community of mankind' 
(L-7) o r  A c  worldwide 'comn~unity of feminists' 

(L-6). The community built around social values is a 
social group wln:re people meet and interact continu- 
ously or  periodically on a regular and public basis iri 

respect of an unclefinecl range of activities. Such a coni- 
munity is expected to meet the full range of needs of its 
individual members so Far .is this is possible. It seeks to 
accept personality difTerencrs and individual quirks and 
preferences. Any community is perceived to be a co- 
herent and evolving entity with needs o t  its own. 

The primay form of comni~~nity, the focus in this 
section, is territorially defined. The size of the territory 
and number of people determines the quality and 
extent of the interaction. Community, as most people 
understand it, is realized in a shared household or  in a 
neighbourhood or  small town where personal rccog- 
nition is possible and wherivmutual informal assistance 

is natural and desirable. Such communities have been 

idealized: Rousseau, for example, felt that only in a 

community simple enough to be intelligible and small 

enough to allow effective participation could man be 
Iree, happy and on good terms with others."' 

It is essential to recogiwc that there arc discrete - 
levels of trrritorial cumniunity and that each of us is 
potentially a member of s c ~ e ~ i  progressively encom- 

passing communities requiring government in quite 
distinct ~ a v s . ~ ~ T h c  household is the smallest territorial 
coiiimunity which requires to be governed. A neigh- 

liourlioocl o r  small village within which children play 
and people walk about is the next territory, and here 
parish or village councils are found. (Most utopian 
community experiments and primitive societies arc not 
organized beyond this level.) At the next level is the 
town or rural district in which most comniunity srr- 

vices arc available. 'Ihis is the arena of local p v n - n -  

ment. Above this is the region or  province based on 

geography or history, and requiring laws to maintain its 
distinct subcultural characteristics. Finally there is the 

nation-slate which is usually culturally defined by such 
things as a common language. common religion. coni- 
mon ethnic origin. It enforces unity by social arrangc- 
nicnts like a common morubtary systriii, common 

defence and free passage. Multi-national regional 
groupings, like the Organization of Akican Unity or the 
European Community, form the sixth territorial level 

of potential community; and finally. at the seventh Irvel 

is tlie world community of nations where government 
is reflected in a body like the United Nations. 

Although larger communities are impersonal and 

extremely complex, individuals still have the potential 
to cxcrcisr an influence over tlirii- values and operation. 
The advantage of large communities lies in their c a p -  

city to provide tor a great variety of social values, and 
so cater for an enormous range of individual diflkr- 

ences. The claustrophobia and sense of intrusion it1 

neighbourhoods or  villages is avoided by the possibilitv 
of finding soul-mates whilst retaining anonymity. 

The secondary or  non-territorial form of community is 
one which emerges when any set of people interact 

physically and personally over time for any reason at all. 
This may occur at work, or in a club, o r  in tribal activi- 
ties. People in such situations interact physically and 
emotionally in parallel to whatever their main purpose 

is. They need to get to know and deal with each oilier 
as individuals in order to pursue their primary purpose. 
In doing so, a form of community is created. 

Community in a Firm: A firm is not a territoriol commu- 
nily, but people within it  must get on with eoch other. If the 
firm wishes its employees to consider themselves as part 
of o community, i t  must imitate territoriol communities by 
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deliberately catering to the social values and social needs 
of staff. For example, it might fund o staff association, 
dfer its facilities for out-ofhours functions, allow for per 
sonalization of the office decor, set up and subsidize a 
high quolity cafeteria, provide medical care, support 
further education, enter stoff teams in competitive sports, 
encourage charitable giving, provide relaxation rooms 
for people to meet, only move people around the firm 
after consultation, and institute policies which minimize 
staff turnover. The specification, introduction and orgoni- 
zotion of such initiatives should not be driven by line-man- 
ageis but should depend on the staff association and 
voluntary participation by staff. Ex. 5.9 

Anthropological studies show that networks of social 
relations catering for the same needs - economic, 
legal, political. kinship, religious - arc to be found in 

all societies however disparate their valuc systems. The 
tribal valuc systcnis affect these community activities, 

lint \vheri-as the value system is an abstraction floating 
above external reality, values governing activities must 
suit actiul local needs and circunistances. In other 
words. the system or network of social values which 
defines a community must be distinguished from the 

value system. 

l-'unction. Intrinsic to any community is the notion 

that personal needs (like privacy) should be a group 
concern and that communal needs (like clean streets) 
shoukl be .t personal wnccrn. The community should 
provide a robust context for regular daily social life. one 
within which all that is necessary tor living is available. 
Its function is. simply, to meet soaal needs. The first 

and overriding requirement seems to lie ensuring social 

order and maintaining the community .is ail entity. The 

more intcrconnectecl the members of a community 
feel, the more effective is the informal social control 

which c.in be exerted during daily interaction liy 
members on each other. 

Such things like the provision of Food and water, 
work and leisure activities, housing and travel. buying 
and selling, education and welfare, and resolution of 

disputes are essential in territorial conin~unities. 
Beyond that, the richness of any community is 
expressed by the variety and depth ol' the activities 
which it regularly supports. 

To achieve its ends, any community demands a 

degree o l  adaptation and compromise amongst people 
in the light of the realities of the situation. This givc- 
and-take is most difficult in regard to areas where 
value systems are battling for dominance. Adherents of 

the various groups then have great (IilTiculty in co- 
operating. 

By focusing on shared social values, differences in 
value systems can be overcome without needing to 

meet the more stringent demands of union. For cxarii- 
pie, the community in Jerusaleni between the wars 
consisted of Jews. Muslims. Christians, the Druze and 
others. Despite thcir markedly different valuc systems, 
they were able to share social values like worship, social 

order, friendship, tolerance and work. A community 
formed in tlus wav develops common understandings, 

habitual patterns of interaction, physical routines, and 
custoiii.iry resolution of difficulties. People become 
attached lo these ways of doing things as well as to the 

people and to the place. 

A community is hcimc: it permits togetherness, 
abolishes loneliness, am1 releases and channels belong- 
ng. Tlie caniaradcric aiicl security of belonging, though 

less intense than the lire of loyalty, still engenders a 
con~forting warmth. belonging is felt directly as an 
inner personal force, a drive which defines a physical 

and a psychological attachment to the comniunity. 
Belonging leads to members doing things voluntarily 
for the community o r  lor particular people within it: 
voluntarily rather than obligatorily as loyalty might 
require (Ex. 5.5); and voluntarily but not necessarily 
enthusiastically as personal interest might allow (l:x. 
5.11). Involvement in a conin~unity depends both on 

what a person is willing to  give and what he is content 

to receive. Belonging is associated with a feeling that 
the community is an extension of the person and that 
the person is an essential clement ol the community. 

Group Format ion .  A community forms if people 

arc required by circumstances to interact over time. 

Sometimes a new conimunity is set u p  because a group 

of people wish to  share .I social life together. Many non- 
utopian communes develop from friendships and 
resemble extended farni lies. Larger whole comniuni t ies 
may be deliberately established. They may simply be an 

over-spill from an over~iopulatcd arc.); or they may he 
based on a utopian value system, like the Oneida com- 
munity (Ex. 5.2) or l-'indhorn (currently thriving in 
 cotl land^'); o r  they may realize a principal object. like 

the early penal colonies in America .ind Australia o r  a 
future colony on the moon. 

Whatever the reason for a new coniniunity. its 
evolution will depend heavily on the qualities, values 
and participation of the people within i t .  The more (lis- 

tinctive he i r  value system and the more idiosyncratic 
thcir social values, the more isolated froin surrounding 
communities the new community is likely to  become. 

Anti thesis .  Isolation and alienation are the anti- 

thesis of community. A community, bring an enduring 
network of social interactions based on social values, 
demands sharing of goals and communal activities. If 
those living in a neighbourhood or  housing estate do not 
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get to  know each other, tail to recognize that they have 
common needs, and act intolerantly on the basis of 

tribal differences, then the quality of social life deterio- 
rates and the potential for anti-social activities esca- 

lat-es. Anoniie develops as the social values within each 
person fail to resonate with the. social values evident in 

their environment. 

G r o u p  Relations. F-veryone is born into a coni- 
niunity. Some stay in that same community for their 
whole life, others move to new communities. Only 
very rarely does a person become hermitic. People 
must relate to others in their communities, and take 
them as they happen to find them. This calls for 

mutuality and dialogue. 

On the one hand, dilkrenccs, in particular tribal dis- 
tinctions, must be tolerated; and on the other, the 
views of any single person nwst not be allowed to 
determine the shape of the comiiiunity. Individual dif- 
ferences must be rccogniy.ed and built on to ensure that 
all nienibers arc valued. Personal strengths must he 
harnessed, and everyone must be allowed some say and 
enabled to play some part in community development. 

Dialogue is essential to  discover what the shared social 
values actually are, what the needs and capabilities of 

mcnnbers are. and what challenges and needs the 
connmunity is facing and should meet. 

The greater the degree ot cooperatee interaction 
among people, the stronger the cohesion of the coni 

munity, the more intense the feeling of belonging, the 
more social \ allies are reintorccd and I eal~zed, and the 

htronger the community identity 

There arc two obvious extremes in the balance 
between dominance by individual or community needs. 
At one extreme are anarchist communities in which 
there is a mininlum of sharing and cooperation clue to 
the notion that a group should interfere minimally with 
the freedom of the individual. The result is transient 

membership, weakly defined boundaries, and a short 

life-span lor the group. At the other extreme are 
utopian experiments which value social control over 
personal identity. Comnlunes based on die ideas of peo- 
ple like Owen and Fourier ensure control by strictly 

valuing communal equality, cooperation and fairness; 
while social control in a convent of cloistered nuns niay 
be equally strict but so hierarchical that no two are 
equal.22 Most of us live in communities lying some- 

where between these extremes. 

Cohesion and warmth within c:ommunities are expe- 
rienced and expressed as fellowship. Social values, 
being inclusive and integrative, serve as a suitable basis 
for fellowship and provide ihc  main opportunity to 
overcome internal differences in value systems. Social 

values can also generate cooperation and positive feel- 
ing between connmunities which have different value 

systen15. 

Altruism comes into its own in conlmunities because 

it is tacitly regarded as a reciprocal matter. In a corn- 

tnunity, people allow themselves to be changed, and 
hope to change others and the conimu~iity as a whole. 
Altruism is therefore tightly linked to an expectation 
that the sort of conimunit~ that is worth living in is one 

in which each treats the other without allowing imrne- 
diate self-interest to intrude excessively. If, in the 
event, altruism is not repaid, it ceases - unless it 

meets masochistic needs for sell-sacrifice. Altruism lor 

distant people in communities unknown is weak and 
unreliable, because reciprocity is impossible. Hardin 
argues that biological selection operated to favour tribal 
groups charact-erized by reciprocal altruism and inter- 

tribal aggression. l 6  

Altruism is impractical on a large scale because scale 
generates impersonality. I t  is difficult to know whether 
something beneficial in one community will be bene- 

ticial in another. Much supposedly altruistic foreign aid 

- fbod, money, equipment, medicines, building - 
seems to have disrupted cultural life and imposed alien 
values (as well as propping up regimes that persecute 
their own people), 

Leadersh ip  and Status. People in a community 

have to deal with each other directly, and so tribal status 

differentials may be reduced. Because the rationale tor 
community lies in meeting needs and because all in the 
community share these needs, a sense that equality is 

desirable may be strong. However, any comniunity at 
any point in time manifests social inequalities. These 

inequalities may be informal and unenforced, but they 
are widely recognized and sometimes difficult to  
escape. 

l~iftercnt people or groups in the community expcri- 

ence certain needs more intensely than others (e.g. 
needs for emotional support, for health care, o r  lor 
education) and these people tend to suffer o r  feel in- 
ferior. Certain communal needs may be more promi- 

nent because of circumstances (say, the need for 
coniputerization) or tradition (say. the need for reli- 
gion), and this raises the status of those involved. 
Communities deliberately elevate or depress status by 

allocating money or  prestige, and people can take 
advantage of this. For instance, enhancing the prestige 
of soldiers in wartime helps ensure a steady flow of 
recruits. Similarly, a shortage of computer experts 
leads to higher salaries which encourage people to  enter 
this occupation. Differences in inherent and learned 
capabilities (e.g. in intelligence, in self-expression, in 
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social skills, in making money) emerge at diflkrcnt ages 
and alter over the life-span under the influence of i l l -  
ness, opportunity and circumstance. These arc further 
sources of social differences. 

I'br all these reasons, inequalities are endemic and 
continuousl~ fluctuating in a community. Communities 
permit a degree of individual distinctivc~~css, allow 

multiple statuses and Foster integr.~tion. The result is 
social fluidity and mobility. Unfortunately for some 
people and for the community as a whole, tribal 

allegiances and mentalitirs may inhibit use of the poten- 
tial for pcrsoiial benefit that a comnlunity can offer. 

1.cadcrship in a community is provided by public 
figures. These emerge in  two ways: formal-political anti 
informalrelational. Communities need government 

and the politicians are formal leaders. In a free society, 

members of the c o n ~ m ~ ~ n i t y  arc nominated and elected 
to govern bv all in a secret ballot. Political parties form 

around a value system, but voters are rarely members 
of the party, so at election time, politicians of opposing 
parties appeal to identical social values like economic 
well-being, national security. control of crime, and 
better welfare services. In the event, the realization of 

most promises is rather rare. Nevertheless, the public 
seems to be satisfied with hearing their social values 

proclain~ed and affirmed. 

Informal leadership emerges from the processes of 
interaction and fellowship. O n  the one hand, all mem- 
bers are typical of the community. So the views of the 
con~munity may be obtained by opinion polls, invited 
phone-ins on the radio, or letters to newspaper editors. 

On the other hand. it soon becomes apparent that ccr- 

tain individuals arc particularly able to  appreciate and 
articulate the social values of the community. and 

desirous to  do so. These are usually people with the 
time, capability and material resources to  be concerned 
tor the well-being of the wider community. They may 
be businessnien, professionals, church leaders, jour- 

nalists o r  intellectuals. Such community leaders may 
achieve considerable inlluence without any formal 

responsibility so long as they recognize, like politicians, 

that they can go no further than the community as a 
whole is prepared to accept. 

Intry a n d  Exit. Within a free society, joining and 
leaving communities is an informal matter. Subject to 
particular problems of space or  resources and the local 
ethos, communities readily allow their members to  
move between them. Migration becomes problematic if 
there are differences in value systems, and if large 
numbers of migrants are involved. Although new- 
comers are expected to adapt to the existing social 
values (because it is presumed that these were an 

inducement to come), they are also expected to intro- 
duce their own social valucs. In org.inizations, this is 

described as bringing in new blood. 

Exit from a community is not traumatic, but even so 
it may be an eniotional wrench. So people staying a 

short time in a community may avoid getting too 
involved with it. This is the danger posed by excessive 
mobility in a society. If a person's social values change 
relative to their current community, then leaving is 

positively desired, and exit is a relief. 

Identity Format ion .  Social values are felt as 
personal needs, and the comn~unity's values are expcri- 
enced as community needs. Calls lor political sclf- 
determination by a community are not just about 

asserting community identity. but also about the free- 

dom for personal development. Those who assert the 

need for each and all to  discover meaning in their life 
and to be open to experience are usually arguing lor the 
significance of social values. The implication here is that 
potentials within the sellhave to be developed within an 
available community sympathetic to those needs. Each 
of us needs to  recognize that we are physically located 
within communities and must find ourselves in rela- 

tionships available there. In other words, identity is 
relational in character. 

The grovrtli of identity depends on a sense of per- 
sonal freedom. Personal freedom is expressed within 

con~munity life and depends upon the handling of rela- 
tionships. If the potentialities and freedom of others arc 
not to be infringed, such relationships need to be 

characterized by mutuality. The control of others is 
particularly unsatisfactory, even when strong leadership 

is valued. Control interferes with the inclusiveness of 
social values, and with the openness to  different ways of 

interpreting and realizing them.23 

The person and the community shape each other 
because the social values of one are the social values of 
the other. The dcvelopmcnl of both relate to thr same 

needs: the individual needs health, the community 
thrives if its members are healthy; the individual needs 

t o  be educated, the- community develops if its members 
are knowledgeable; the individual needs to trust and be 

trusted, the conlnlunity' thrives on mutual trust. 

People who see their community neglecting the 
needs of some or all within it can and should push for 
change. Changes in social values and community iden- 
tity always start with a radical minority in favour. 

Social values are open-ended and require ever new 
modes of realization. The regular reinforcing of social 
values in community life strengthens identity, 
and feeds back into a diversity of comnlunal activities 
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whereby these values arc lived. Such participation 
creates a more whc~lehcarted involvement and further 
strengthens the community as a whole. 

In focusing on one's needs and determining social 
values, the use of intuition is essential. There is no other 
way in which a sense of ourselves, a sense of others, and 
a sense of any relationship o r  community feeling can be 
obtained. 

Limitation. Communities are too diffuse to allow 
focused endeavour. Mutuality and fellowship are sus- 
taining, but do not provide a way for individuals to use 
their particular interests and aptitudes to the full. 
Neither belonging (nor loyalty nor spirituality) are suf- 
ficiently dynamic and organized to promote a particular 
endeavour. Like-mincled people within a tribe or com- 
munity nred to band together in a different way it  
something good is to lie achieved for the group and for 
themselves. 

ASSOCIATIONS AND 
PRINCIPAL OBJECTS (1-4) 

Nature .  Principal objects reflect and sustain associa- 

tions. An association is a social group which people 
voluntarily and deliberately join to affirm and promote 
an interest in a formal way. The association has a valued 
and achievable goal, the principal object, which is the 
activity required to forward that interest. Associations 
may construct and staff a more or less complex enter- 
prise based on that goal. Association is the means 
whereby the abstraction of ultimate values can be con- 
verted by a person into something which can have an 
impact. So freedom to associate tor social, political or 
commercial purposes is fundamental in free societies. 

Democracy in America: "They hove not only commercial 
ond manufacturing companies, in which oil toke part, but 
associations of a thousand other kinds, religious, moral. 
serious, futile, general or restricted, enormous or diminu- 
five. The Americans make associations to give entertain 
ments, to found seminaries, to build inns, to construct 
churches, to diffuse books, to send missionaries to the 
ontipodes: in this manner they found hospitals, prisons 
and schools." De Tocqueville also observed that "in aristv 
erotic societies (like Englond] men do not need to corn- 
bine in order to oct", and claimed that "Americans are 
much more addicted to the use of general ideas than the 
English and entertain o much greater relish for them." 

Ex. 5.102" 

Cooper'itives, partnerships, sports clubs, profes- 
sional bodies, churches, charities - all these are asso- 
ciations which depend on communities for their 
existence. Although they seen1 to flower spontaneously, 
they must be deliberately set up by people using their 

initiative. Such associations stem in part from the com- 
munity's background support and encouragement of 
endeavours. but mainly From the existence of common 
interests amongst the people involved. It follows that 
whatever is in the interrst of the association is felt to be 
in the interest of the niembers. 

Some Associations: A motorway is planned: one person 
has an interest to oppose it and sets up an association 
with oil those of like mind. An inventor gets an idea for o 
new son of car which will be o one-seater, and forms an 
associotion of those who ore prepared to invest in the 
idea. When a disaster occurs, o few victims form on asso- 
ciation for those involved in i t  with the object of providing 
emotional support and legal assistance which all will find 
relevant. People working on a new theory in mathematics 
form an association to exchange ideas and produce a 
newsletter. Some drama enthusiasts in o neighbourhood 
form an association to present amateur theatricals. All 
these groups are built around principal objects and ore 
motivoted by interests. Ex. 5.1 1 

Func t ion .  The examples in Ex.  5. I 1  make i t  clear 
that an association is a grouping of individuals formed in 
order to  promote the achievement of something 
specific. Each person in the association must deeply 
value the endeavour delhed by the principal objects, 
feel it is good to work for it, and put their resources 
(time, money, etTort k c )  into it. 

Associations may consist of members who d o  no 
direct work at all but solely contribute money. Most 
large businesses are constituted by shareholders in this 
way. In many other associations, members prefer to  
offer their own unpaid work as a resource. For exam- 
ple. neighbourhood associations generate wholly volun- 
tary endeavours like Christmas parties, summer fetes, 
and jumble sales. Voluntary associations with more 
ambitious aims like organizing regular concerts, pro- 
viding sports facilities or producing amateur theatricals 
may need to employ a few staff to  do things tor the 
members. Associations which represent the interests of 
doctors in the nation, o r  promote spiritual values, or 
relieve the plight of the worst olT in society are pro- 
moting a tar bigger enterprise. Such enterprises in- 
variably need an extensive paid executive body to carry 
much of the responsibility for pursuing the principal 
objects. 

Staff in .I tirm may think of themselves as a coni- 
inunity (cf. Ex. 5.9),  but they more often fed  like an 

association of people with a common interest. Mission 
statements, for example, are typically aimed at staff on 
this basis. It is natural that people work best for organi- 
zations whose rationale tits their interests. 

Principal objects release people's active enthusiasm 
and natural ardour. Zeal is the old-fashioned word for 
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it. Associations are necessary to  channel ~ e a l  and human 

energies of all sorts in the service of some practical 

achievement. Without principal objects. energies 
become diffused and ineffective. Without an asso- 
ciation, the fill1 variety of' possibilities for realizing the 

principal objects cannot be properly appreciated. 
Enthusiasm enables persistence, perseverance and 
initiative. 

G r o u p  Formation.  A person should be able to set 

up an association easily as long as two criteria are met: 

the value being asserted must be one in which others 
are interested, and it must accord with the social values 
of the wider community. Tribes and communities 
proliferate associations, because only by associating and 
pursuing a delimited set of principal objects can any- 
thing be achieved. Associations themselves proliferate 
subsidiary associations cither within their control o r  at 

arms length. 

Associations are important as a way that different and 
potentially antagonistic tribes 'incl their organizations 
can pursue common emls in parallel o r  jointly. For 
example, an inner city development trust might be 

constituted by different churches, businesses, trade 
unions and voluntary agencies. 

Antithesis.  The strength of the association is deter- 

mined by the significance of'the principal objects to the 
participants. When tlic association is dominated by 

apathy and disinterest, its core value, the principal 
objects, cannot flourish. A person may join a particular 
association with the hope of making business contacts, 

earning money, gaining prestige, or making friends: but 
these cannot substitute lor the main interest as defined 

by the objects. The more important such ancillary rea- 

sons are to members, the less effective the association 

will be. 

Shareholders comprise the legal association of any 
incorporated firm. However, their principal concern is 
with profit-taking and they have little interest in the 
business. As a result, shareholders (unlike proprietors 
in the past) have little constructive influence. Firms 
thrive only because (or if) the board and top manage- 
merit are deeply identified with the principal objects. 
Not surprisingly, this anomalous situation leads to 

problems including urges to replace the shareholders 
through a buy-out. 

G r o u p  Relations. I t  will h r  recalled that principal 

objects were defined as the raison d'etre of a business. 
They are also the raison (I'ctrc of an association. The 
identity of any association is determined partly by its 
principal objects and partly hy the preferences of those 
signed up to it. The people in the association Form a 

dedicated band or  partnership who support each other 
in relation to the pursuit of the princip~l objccts. The 

association thrives in direct proportion to the d-g L ree of 
conimitment of the nieriihers to it. 

Each association should have its own distinctive 
objects ancl social niche within a comiilunity. This 
minimizes destructive competition. Merging between 
very similar associations is possible .md sometinirs 
desirable if it enhances effectiveness. In the UK, the 

Writerss Guild and the Society of Authors periodically 
consider and reject a merger b - ,  Lcausc of subtle differ- 

ences. Nevertheless they work together. 

Inter-association relations to enable such joint work 
are called alliances. But the basic relation between asso- 
ciations is one of competitiveness because each seeks 
resources for its particular endeavour from a common 
pool. This resource may be money, clients/custoniers, 

sponsorship, new members, public attention, political 

favour, o r  press coverage. 

Competition for resources between associations 
does not imply or  require negativity, so hostility is less 
justifiable. But principal objects arc exclusive and 
divisive, so full positivity is not possible either. When 
public interest groups feel 'column inch rnvy' lor each 

other and avoid sharing skills and resources. they harm 
their own cause. Proper market-place competition 

amongst charities for donations can activate difYerent 

types of donor. Unseemly or unfair competition 

amongst charities generates distrust and suspicion in all 
donors. 

Strong alliances and networks regularly develop as 

temporary or  permanent phenomena to handle the 
common needs and joint work of different associations 
in the same domain. Networking can also help mitigate 

unnecessary and inappropriate hostility. Associations 

may link to form a new association to pursue a common 
aim. o r  provide common services. For example, two 
businesses may set up a third business with joint own- 
ership; o r  a variety of charities might form an associa- 
tion to  coordinate lobbying or  campaigns. 

Indeed strategic alliances can be highly beneficial for 
all parties. For example, they may lead to the market or 

conin~unity niche being systematically cxpandcd. Very 

large enterprises, like the tunnel under the English 
channel o r  space exploration, may lie Financially and 
technically impossible without the use ofalliances. 

Alliances within a particular domain may be but- 
tressed by the formation of an association of asso- 
ciations with objects defined to strengthen their 
identity. Over 170 different Christian church organiza- 
tions - but notably not the Roman Catholic and 
Russian Orthodox Churches - formed the World 
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Council of Churches in 1948 to work for the unity and 

renewal of the church, and to be an instrument for the 
churches to  talk, pray and work togetl~e~. in a spirit of 
tolerance. Similarly, businesses, trade unions and 
voluntary agencies each have unibrella organizations in 
most countries (and sometimes internationally) repre- 
senting their comn1o11 interests and perspective. 

Leadersh ip  a n d  Status .  Status differences exist in 

associations largely according to the enthusiasm, com- 
mitment and circumstances of members. Inequality 
here is overt, logical and assignable. I t  attempts to 
match particular rights and duties olcategories of asso- 
ciation membership with characteristics and prefer- 
ences of people. The membership structure needs to be 
designed to suit the precise nature of the association but 

may include categories like: life, full. associate, preter- 

ential, en~ployee, honorary, affiliate, absentee, retired, 
overseas, week-day, working, student. 

Leadership of the association is provided by its 
governance structure. Even the smallest voluntary asso- 
ciation needs a governing body in the form of a small 
executive committee made up of two or three elected 
posts like Chairman or  President, and Honorary 

Secretary or  Honorary Treasurer. Where an enterprise 
is dominated bv its association (rather than by the exe- 

cutive). the governing body tends to  have a complex 
structure of committees, sub-committees. working 
parties, panels, special interest groups and so on in 
order to involve as many members as possible, and to 
cater for all the sub-interests and factions. 

In an association created by other associations, mem- 

bership of the governing bodv is usually arranged by 
nomination or appointment. Where the association 
requires a complex executive bureaucracy. it may be 
appropriate to put top executives and non-inen~hers 
with relevant expertise on the governing body. The risk 
here is that such people may lose sight of the values of 

the association. Whatever the form of association, the 
chief function of the leadership is to decide priorities 
and handle internal factionalization. 

E n t r y  a n d  Exit. "1.0 participate in the association 

and have a degree of control over the enterprise as a 
whole, a person must enrol or register in some fashion. 
The chief concern of the association when a new 
member applies to join is whether a genuine interest 

exists and whether a proper commitment is likely. To 
test commitment, barriers to membership arc frc- 
quently set up. The barrier might be a playing-in test tor 
a tennis club. a substantial entry fee for a prestigious 
country club, con~n~it t ing a muriler I'or the Mafia, an 
academic qualification for a learned society, a denion- 

stration or  presentation for a special interest club, 

attendance at events o r  meetings on several occasions, 
o r  simply purchase of a share. If  there is concern to  

ensure the applicant's interest is genuine, recommenda- 

tion by other members and an interview may be  
required. 

Because entering and leaving an association is based 
on a person voluntarily giving or withdrawing com- 

mitment, it is generally non-stressful. If the persons 

interests have changed, then departing is natural. IS 
interests have not changed but die association has 
altered its focus, then another association which is more 
closely aligned to the person's interests can be joined. 
However, if the association has also become the per- 
son's community and is tribal in nature, then departure 
may be problematic. Retirement from work, for exam- 

ple, may mean an opportunity to  change interests. But 
if work was identity-defining, as is common amongst 

prolessionals, then membership of the relevant proses- 

sional organizations may well be maintained, and the 
person keeps reading journals and pursuing activities 

which maintain contact with fellow members. 

I d e n t i t y  Format ion .  The locus of control has now 

shifted decisively to  the person. People define or  relate 
to the identity of their associations in the light of their 

own identity. Evervone must determine which asso- 

ciations will get their full commitment. Associations 

therefore arc tools to support and develop personal 

identity'. In other words, the channelling of energies is, 
at last, in the hands of the person. When comnutment 
is long-lasting, die identity of the person locks into the 
identity of the enterprise and irritating o r  boring or  

lislikecl elements - paperwork, annual dinners - are 

tolerated. 

We are all the principal shareholder or proprietor in 
our own life. We must invest in ourselves and be com- 
mitted to our well-being. A rich life is one in which a 
person deliberately develops a wide range of interests 
and commits hin~self wholeheartedly to these. The 
limit is defined by the ideas and interests a person is 

capable of holding, and the resources at his o r  her dis- 
posal. Such things change as circumstances change and 
as a person matures. 

A range of interests is desirable for another reason. 
When people band together and harness themselves to 
a common enterprise, the enterprise starts to  take 
precedence over their needs. Because no particular 

enterprise can ever satisfy all their needs, people need 
to join or become involved with several associations for 
their own protection. 

Limitat ion.  Partnership in a joint endeavour is 
gratifying. But people also feel the need to ensure that, 

in any particular decision, the association espouses the 
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values that they prefer. Associations theniselves need to 
decide what is best in situations where the available facts 

arc debatable, irrelevant o r  absent. To determine and 
implement such internal priorities, the formation of a 
different sort of social group is required. 

FACTIONS A N D  
INTERNAL PRIORITIES (1-3) 

Nature. Internal priorities reflect and sustain 

temporary sub-groups or  jactions within an ongoing 
association. Such sub-groups arc sometimes called 

cliques, coteries, cabals - or simply sides. When 
values arc completely polarized, an issue only has two 
sides: the good and the bad. So the most intense form 
of factionalization involves just two sides. However, an 

issue may have as many sides and as inany factions as 
there are relevant valid values or choices. 

Taking sides in a particular choice situation is the 

most concrete expression of value and self-definition. 
In common parlance, it is 'being for it or against it ', o r  
'stancling up to be counted' o r  'putting your money 
where your mouth is'. 

Sides and factions are explicitly created by the way 
people frel in particular situations. So this social group 
is fully subordinate in its identity to the ininicdiate 

perceptions of the people constituting i t .  

Common foci for teniporary factionalization include 

support for a particular person as a leader of the associ- 
ation. or support for a particular allocation of a 

resource. Factions seek to sway important decisions 
where the correct choice is obscure. Transient factions 
d o  not usually contain sub-factions because these would 

dissipate their energy. The same is not true if factions 
are long-term or  permanent. 

Common foci for permanent factionalization include 
legitimate sub-interests within the association (e.g. 

doctors in training, hospital specialists, general prac- 
titioners and public health doctors within a medical 
association), community allegiances (e.g. competing 
towns sharing a local government council), and tribal 
loyalties (e.g. academic disciplines within a research 
institute). 

Funct ion.  Internal priorities are by nature transient 
and heavily dependent on situational factors, timing and 
the actual people involved. Internal priorities therefore 
correspond to the simplest social group: a collective of 
transient membership forming arouiul a temporary 
preference. The function of a faction is to define sharply 
the best orientation or  emphasis which the immediate 
issue demands. The faction seeks to  ensure that its 

particular view prevails. The members' desires, con- 
victions and personal power are the resources that must 

be won over during the formation of factions. 

Because internal priorities arc a matter of brute 

assertion of value, the association needs factions to 
create the strongest possible debate. Only in tins way 
can it discover which value should dominate. Freedom 
to have opinions and to express these feelingly are 
cssenti.il to this process. Priorities, it should be re- 
called, are integrative and inclusive. All sides are 

equally valid and the process and Final result should 

clearly recognize this. 

A particularly testing time is during constitutional 
change when the uncertain status of the principal 
objects temporarilv removes the prime force binding 
opposing factions. Then the traditionalists, who wish to  

minimize change, and the radicals, who wish to  push 
change through, disagree tor long periods on every tiny 

detail. As a result, the work ofthe association may grind 

to a halt. 

Factions foster contact with innrr conviction and 
channel the release of passion. By passion, I mean raw 
emotional cncrE.  Without passion, associations anil 
their enterprises can achieve little. Passion is needed to 
overcome the obstacles to  change presented by inertia, 
apathy and the sheer clilltcultv of it all. But passion is 
potentially disruptive and divisive and the faction must 

contain it. Passion in a permanent faction may be 

particularly intense if the faction is based around a com- 
munity o r  tribe. The situation is even worse if mm- 

munity and tribe coincide. In a cviintry, such cases can 

lead to disintegration hccausc territorial ethnic groups 
become driven by urges for full autonomy - as 
recently witnessed in Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. 

In linns, factions arc often oriented around domains 
of expertise (general management, l'inance, informa- 
tion technology', public relations kc). 1 1  these depart- 

ments become geographically isolated, coordination 
and cooperation kcqurntly suffer. 

Factions and Government. The situation is con- 

fused in the case of government where political parties 
are commonly described as factions. Within parlia- 
ment, representatives of the different parties do indeed 

form factions. Such factions arc relatively permanent, 
voting en bloc on most issues. However, voting may 
occur occasionally with members of the other side. This 
is not about leaving the party, but about a different 
factional split on that particular matter. Factionalization 
is inevitable even if one party sweeps to power. Wlirn 
party-based opposition is weak, factionaliiation is 
stimulated within the leading party so that the needed 
debate ,iround value conflicts may take place. 
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The political parties, themselves, arc not factions but 

associations. The difference is not trivial and is thc 

source of criticism of elected representatives by party 
activists. The purpose of the party is to win office and 
to introduce changes in accord with party ideology. The 
purpose of the elected government is far more corn. 
plex. Above all, it must act as custodian of the common 
good in society. In other words, party activists need to 

recognize that government is more than just a party in 
power. Political systems may provide checks in the 

system to buttress this awareness. For example, the US 
Presidency and Congress are not necessarily controlled 
by the same political party. 

For a long time, U K  local government was minimally 
In die 1970's and 1980's, factions con- 

stituted themselves as "oups' aligned with the 
national political parties. Many saw the introduction of 

groups as a bad thing, preferring the councillor to use 

common sense and be aware of local feelings. However, 
froni the present perspective, it seems .111 inevitable 
development. Local government is an enterprise which 
aims to represent and serve a territorially-defined 
community (L-S), and there is a vacuum tor asso- 
ciations (L-4) to compete for control of this govern- 
ment on behalf of the community. Political parties 
naturally fill this vacuum. 

Factions within a party tend to persist if they arc 

about cultural or territorial matters; and they are tran- 
sient if they arc about personalities or a current contro- 
versy. However, if the faction is ideological. then party 
schism is possible. Faction members may feel impelled 
to set up a distinct political party. The UK'S Social 

Democratic Party was formed in this way in die mid- 
1970s, when an ideologically centrist faction defected 
from the increasingly leftist Labour Party. 

G r o u p  Format ion .  The two or more sides of an 

issue are the foci around which members of the asso- 
ciation coalesce and rally in support o r  opposition. 
Transient factions supporting a particular internal 
priority must he able to  come into being rapidly, and 
subsequently he able to dissolve equally rapidly. These 
give the truest sense of a pure faction, and make it 

evident that this form ofsocial group is little more than 
a vehicle for the expression of the individual's feelings 
and assessments for the issue of the moment. Such a 
faction has little life of its own. Persistent factions 

required by value-based subdivisions in the association 
have greater intluence on their members on a wide 
range of matters. 

Antithesis.  Factions fail when their members 
refuse to recognir.. that political aims or  priorities are 
means to  an end all share -the furthering of the asso- 

ciation. Factions have no independent ends and should 

regard the integrity of the association as paramount. SO 

fanaticism based on adherence to certain values is 
inappropriate and destructive. 

Fanaticism is revealed by the existence of a perma- 
nent ftiction which refuses to accept association dcci- 

sions or parasitically attempts to take over the asso- 
ciation. Then ever)' debate becomes skewed around the 

same issue, and valid views and interests are denigrated. 

Chronic internecine warfare and personal antagonism 
begin to tester within the association. and artificial 

compromises which uneasily paper over the divisions 
are created. The fact is that it is not possible to have a 
fully independent faction following its own rules and 
policies at variance with those of the association. This 
state of affairs can usually be traced to value system con- 
flicts i.e. arguments over ideas o r  doctrines. It is appro- 

priate for value systems to generate associations 

dedicated to their propagation; and so the proper course 
is lor the faction to constitute itself as a new association 

and promote its members' preferences directly. 

Splits in Psychoanalytic Societies: Psychoanalytic factions 
are often based on particular theories 1i.e. value systems). 
The early deviant theorists like Adler and Jung left with 
their factions to form their own associations. Followers of 
more recent deviant schools of thought, like tho1 of 
Melanie Klein, have tried to remain with classical 
Freudians in the same organizations. In many cases, os in 
Argentina, this proved impossible. Each theoretical group 
developed itself within its own independent society under 
the auspices of the International Psychoanalytic Asso- 
ciation. In the UK, three factions (called 'groups') 
emerged: Freudian, KJeinian and a third 'middle' group 
of 'independents' influenced by the ideas of Winnicoti 
and Balint. The oltempt to contain three somewhot fonati- 
cal factions has been draining. It has led to the group 
issue dominating the political life of the society. Decisions 
hove to be scrutinized for any favouritism towards one of 
the groups. Issues which require factionolization ocross 
groups are poorly debated because everything musl be 
subordinated to the need 10 support the group. Fresh 
theoretical work is difficult because this might undermine 
the status of the existing groups. Negotivity and snide 
remorks often spoil the otmosphere. Ex. 5.12 

lntrrnal priorities assume that people arc committed 

to the association within which the faction is defined. 
The interests of evcryone are served by accepting what- 
ever final decision is reached. This means that partisan- 
ship should not be personalized. Indeed friendship 
between members of ditlcrcnt Factions should be 
fostered as the norm. Any overt conflict should be 
rccognir.cd as a conflict ol' iclras or values o r  percep- 
tions, not a conflict between particular people. 

Unfortunately, tribal negativities often emerge when 
internal priorities are being decided. This reflects 
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poorly on the value system and reduces the likelihood 
of discovering the best outcome. It is unambiguously 
drsiructive. Little seems to have changed over the past 
two centuries since Adam Smith observed the atrocious 

conduct of factions: the weaker groups made to suffer 

and regarded as heretical; and those expressing 
balanced views treated with contempt, derision and 

detestation by furious zcalots of both parties." So it is 
worth insisting that abuse, denigration and other 
expressions of hostility are totally out of place. All are 
members of the same association, and adherence to the 
principal objects and the need for strenuous value 
debate should unite the opposing factions. 

G r o u p  Relations. IIan association is united on the 
values underlying a particular choice, then an internal 
priority is set but no factions form. A faction only 
forms when people who arc of a like mind on a parti- 

cular issue spontaneously come together because they 
recognize that others are doing likewise on the other 
side of the issue. In other words, factions define and 
create each other through an opposition of values. 

Despite appearances, factions are integrative, not 

divisive. They contain opposing but equally valid values. 
The necessary relation between factions is one of dialec- 
tical opposition. One view may be the deadly enemy of 
the opposing view n~etaphoricall~ speaking, lint the 
groups are not deadly enemies. Each faction should be 
viewed as a valued and integral part of a whole. 

Because opposition is dialectical and exists to  for- 
ward agreed principal objects, coalition must be pos- 
sible. If partisanship goes so far that coalition becon~es 

inipossible, then the association is damaged and full- 
fledged schism is not far away. 

Factionalization within Local Government Associations: 
Local governments in the UK hove formed themselves into 
associations like the Association of District Councils. The 
remit of these bodies is to speak up for their sort of local 
government. Out of habit, ignorance or lock of self-con- 
trol, they have factionalized along ideological lines. Such 
foctionalization is not related to their function ond it hos 
hompered the defence of locol government. In the case of 
London, two associations eventually formed: the 
Association of London Authorities which is constituted 
wholly by Labour councils, and the London Boroughs 
Association which is constituted wholly by Conservative 
councils. Again the corrosive effect of unmanaged t r i t d  
ism is evident. The net result has been an irretrievable 
weakening of the cause of London and locol government 
in debates with the national government. Ex. 5.13 

Each faction needs to develop a position and an 
approach to handling the debate on the issue, and the 
group members are then expected to support what the 
faction decides. Adherence to  the factional line creates 

partisanship. Partisanship develops as much from 
opposing the positions taken by others as by proclairn- 
ing the faction's own preference. Linkage between 
opposing factions is maintained to ensure that proce- 

dures for debate and other transactions are ellectivelv 

developed. Argument tends to be through the exchange 
of value assertions between partis'uis of the various 
sides. Facts are marshalled and manipulated to support 
the preferred value position. 

Leadersh ip  a n d  Status. Members of a faction are 
equivalent. fiacli person has an equal vote, and there- 
fore equal power when the time conies to exert it. So 
equality is impersonal and not rclatcd to personal iden- 
tity. In practice, it is best to nlinimizc status inequalities 

in order to  enable debate within and between factions. 

Leadership is naturally accorded to someone who 
can tight effectively for the factional view. Such a person 

must feel strongly about the issue and should he able to 
articulate tlic members' passion clearly and forcefully. 
The factional leader is usually powerful in other ways, 

including by virtue of wealth, prestige, authority' or 

capability. 

Factional leaders typically require skills in negotia- 
tion and conipromise in order to ensure that there is 
due recognition and some payoff lor the faction. The 
governing body of the association is expected to  take a 
balanced vicw and weigh up the claims and powers of 
various factions. Members on the governing body who 

wish to  have the freedom to press their viewpoint 

sometimes stand down temporarilv. 

Ent ry  and  Exit. A faction is created by a spon- 

taneous coalescence in which people naturally find 

themselves opposing others in regard to a particular 
matter. Joining and leaving factions is therefore not 
usually a problem. unless one is expected to be a 
member o fa  permanent faction which pushes for unity 
on most issues. The discipline of a faction may be irk- 
some, and the intensity of feeling generated may be 

uncongenial. However, refusing to join a faction and 

not adhering to the partisan line niay mean being quite 
powerless within the association. 

Iden t i ty  Format ion .  Passions rise in factional 
debate. The pressure on the individual to adhere to the 

line taken by the group may feel intense, but the impact 
on identity should be negligible. Nevertheless. factional 
choice should feel entirely personal. Joining the social 
group is now a matter of personal preference. Factions 

and internal priorities are a way of asserting an identity 
established by higher level values. They go wrong when 
the choice feels like an identity issue. It a choice seems 
to determine personal identity, then inappropriate 
expectations and attitudes come into play. 
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Factions and the process of setting internal priorities 
demand that a person own up to a particular orientation 

when faced with a decision affecting the good of the 

association to which he belongs. A person joins a faction 

in order to exert an influence, but he may do so 
tactically in order to win support on a separate issue. 
Not uncommonly, a member of an association will 
be unsure as to which side to choose. This internal 
conflict mirrors the external conflict once the choice is 
made. Repeated abstention is a way of avoiding in- 
volvemcnt. 

Because choices here may relate t o  interests and 
desires relevant to  the person's wider situation. con- 

flicts of interests become possible. In other words, a 
person pushes the association to do something of per- 
sonal benefit irrespective of whether or not it is in the 
best interests of the association. Most public bodies 

now recognize and deal with conflicts of interest. bin 
businesses and charities too often tend to turn a blind 

eye. 

Limitat ion.  Factions and internal priorities reflect 

the lowest and most tangible level of value clarification 
and assertion. As described in Chapter 3 ,  the issue of 
what can actually be done in the situation still remains 
open. This needs to be resolved by setting objectives 
which are strategic (L-2). and then setting tactical 
objectives ( L - I )  to produce the required outcome. 
Purposes in these implementation levels are the rcspon- 
sibility of individuals rather than groups - even though 
their development and pursuit often requires the 

construction ofgroups. 

REVIEWING NATURAL 
SOCIAL GROUPS 

We have now examined the levels of value and the 

relation of value and identity to natural social groups. 

There are a two topics - identity and work-life - that 
deserve mention in relation to these groups before this 
initial clarification of purpose and value is brought to a 
close. Keep in mind that the ideas in this brief review 
will be examined in more depth in the remainder of the 

book. 

First, we must over-view the whole hierarchy to see 
how the identities of individuals and their social groups 
are linked. 

Linking Personal and Group Identities 

Personal Uniqueness. The proper appreciation 
and handling of the five distinct types of natural social 
group depends on recognizing that each emerges from 
and is attuned to the nature of a corresponding level of 

value. Everyone deals with all these social groups and 
develops and establishes a personal identity as a social 

being through participation within them. So personal 

identity is developed across the full set of group 

identities. 

It seems very possible that thejincrion of the hier- 
archy is (a) to ensure the dominance of natural social 
groups in the integration of values within the identity of 
persons; and (1)) to  ensure the progressive emergence 
of personal responsibility for those groups as the 
hierarchy is descended. 

People must be responsible for their social groups 

and be able to master them. In this process, they must 
not deny the essential qualities of each sort of social 
u p  Success in this endeavour has not been marked 
to date. The notion of social group identities being 
linked with personal identity deserves some further 

exploration. It seems that the handling of individual 
ditTercnces by groups, and the choice of personal iden- 

tity by individuals, are each reflected in clusters of types 
of social group and corresponding value. Table 5.1 dia- 

grams these two sets of clusters. (The clusters parallel 
those within the lower five lcvels of purpose as shown 
in Table 3.5 in Ch. 3; and cf. Master-Table 4.) 

Social groups depend upon the similarity of values 
held by people. In other words, group identity is intra- 
level. I lowever, personal identity is not aligned with the 

levels but crosses them. So people within groups may 
hold dissimilar values. In the case of humanity (or  
unions), tribes and con~munities, group cohesion and 
sustenance demands active efforts to transcend, mini- 

111izc. overcome or control differences between people. 

These social groups accept that differences do exist, but 
sec these as being principally provided for at lower 
levels. The groups d o  not allow themselves to be 
defined in terms of the qualities of any particular 

person. This higher cluster tends to limit personal free- 

clom and is challenged by uniqueness. 

By contrast, the formation of associations and fac- 
tions with their associated freedoms of association and 
expression depends on individual differences and the 

value of uniqueness. This lower cluster provides the 
means for asserting and realizing individual identity in a 
social context. 

Choosing a personal identity is more problematic 

and reveals a different clustering. It will be recalled 

that tribes deliberately socialize their nlen~bers to view 
their value systems as real, true and right. Ultimate 
values, too. cannot be shaped by each person because 
they define our common human quality and the 
potential for handling values. Often the articulation of 
ultimate values is handled by the tribal valuc system. 
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Table 5.1 : How values link the individual and the social group. The way individual differences are 
handled and the scope for identity choice by o person reveals clusters of levels. Note that group identity is intra-level, 
whereas personal idenlity crosses levels. 

INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFERENCES 

TYPE OF NATURAL 
VALUE GROUP 

INDIVIDUAL 
IDENTITY 

Group formation 
depends on 
overcoming 

individual differences. 

Group formation 

depends on 
fostering 

individual differences. 

Ultimate values - Humanity 

L Value systems - Trihs 

Social values - Communities 

r Principal objects - Associations 

L Internal priorities - Factions 

1 IdentiIy choice is 
1 unconscious or 

forced by the group. 

is developed 

or chosen 

by the person. 

Memberships of humanity and tribes impose an identity 
which a person has little choice but to accept. Even 
where the tribe is chosen, entry is difficult and the value 
system is virtually uninodifiable. The compensating 

factor is that each person's identity is securely stabilized. 

Communities, associations and factions, by contrast, 
may be self-consciously chosen and usetl to develop 
personal identity. Social values require self-exploration 

and the recognition of one's inner needs; and com- 
munities may be chosen which suit one's needs and 
which allow one to exert a degree o f  influence. Asso- 

ciations require development of personal interests and 

activation of a commitment to pursue certain objects. 

Priorities allow for the expression of identity and the 

assertion of one's own views and desires. so factions 
should hr Freely and passionately chosen. 

Group Multiplicity. For each of us. our personal 

identity is one, but our social groups are many. Each 

form of value releases a powerful form of human energy 
within us which in turn engenders ,In intense social 
force in a group setting. In accord with the inherent 
nature of values, this energy and force has potential to  
be used either for good or harm. 

Social groups at higher levels properly need to in- 
fluence (lie lunctioning of social groups at lower levels 
in order to manage the social energies and forces. A 
degree of reverse influence by each group on its group 
context is also evidently needed. 

Recognition of our basic humanity and emergence o l  
union is of especial importance in this regard. When 
union is activated, tribalism and blind loyalty can be 
partially transcended and a force for tolerance is 

released. In the absence of union, the negativity of 

tribalism potentially interferes with cooperation within 
communities, and inhibits formation of inter-tribal 

associations. 

It follows that a state o r  sovereign society - defined 

to include families. local communities, organizations, 
insti~utions and government - must be built on ulti- 
mate v.ilues as well as the other varieties of value. 

Otherwise it could not reconcile internal tribal dilYcr- 
ences, consider posterity or work constructively in a 
pan-national o r  global context. 

Note that a sovereign society is not a natural group. 

Many originate from conquest o r  colonization. 

Sovereign societies arc a rather niodern invention and 
few work as well as they might. They must seek to weld 
together natural groups for reasons acceptable to those 
groups, but usually based around the need to protect 
natural communities. The cohesion of society is there- 
fore potentially problrmatic. and thr maintenance- ol. 
niembership and identity requires continuing effort. By 
the end of the book wr should be in a position to appre- 
ciate the values, obligations, institutions, authorities 
and intentional processes required to  create a viable and 

strong society. 

Turning back now t o  natural social groups, we must 
recogni '~~  that, despite its dangers, tribalism dominates 
social life. Sometimes this is evidently beneficial. When 

a community is a true nation with a common language, 

culture and tradition, then a dominant value system 
ensures a stable society. In the present time, given 
the neglect of ultimate values, it creates a sense of 
despair. 
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Tribalism is difficult to manage. When a state is 
constituted by an empire of territory-based nations, as 

in the former USSR, there will be persistent clissatis- 
faction, coercion and disintegrative forces generated by 
trili.il loyalties. If a society is multi-cultural but without 
territorial divisions, then social discord is also liable to 

be  endemic - at least until a uniiving value system 
develops or people become more generally capable o l  
union and the pursuit of ultimate values. 

LInfortunatcIy, the stability that comes Irom uni- 
cultural societies also has its price. When a tribe and a 
con~n~uni ty  are territorially coterminous, the potential 
for negativity towards outsiders secnis to be enhanced. 

Nation-states enable the social forces of loyalty and 
belonging to mix and form a dangerous brew that is 
easily whipped into war-fever. 

Tribes, as conceived here, arc not limited to ethnic 
o r  national varieties. Tribes operate in all domains - 
religious, cultural, scientific, occupational. They pro- 
duce structures and loyalties that have the potential to 

transcend territorial boundaries and inhibit war. The 
current growth of international meetings of chemists, 
linguists, finance ministers, sportsmen, farmers, 

churchmen, union leaders, businessmen, editors, cngi- 
neers, poets and others is to be fostered and welcomed. 
Even religious pluralism and cultural mixtures in 
society, temporarily problematic though they arc, may 
well serve the long term good. 

Communities cannot control tribes and their values, 

hut they can control the activities of their n~enibers. 
Communal living and social values have a binding and 

healing quality' for people because of their rationale in 
meeting personal needs and their capacity t o  foster 
personally desired associations. Communities arc able 
to  limit and control associations formed within them. 
Indeed, they must do so. Associations get their 
resources from the conln~unity and act to alTect the 
community. So an association can only thrive if the com- 
munity broadly supports and tolerates its endeavours. 

For associations to thrive in 111~ lace of uncertainty, 

they need factions within them to generate debate on 
controversial issues. It follows that the association must 

be capable of handling the factionalizing process. If an 
association allows factions to disregard its needs, then 
its progress may come to a standstill and, at the 
extreme. it is torn apart. 

This hierarchical influence of one group on another 
which harnesses personal energies and provides some 
control over social forces, also leads to efTorts lo  make 
the different forms of group coterminous. 

Some alignment of social groups is possible and 
appropriate. Indeed it cannot be stopped. 

[-or example, it is natural that a degree of fellowship 
and cntnmunity (1.-5) should develop amongst those 

most involved in an association (L-4).  or  amongst 
people who work closely together (L-2 /L-  1 ) :  o r  that 

members of a faction (L-3)  of a particular association 
should associate themselves formally with outsiders and 

create new independent associations (L-4); or  that 

tribes (1.-6) should create small communities (L-5) so 
believers can live together, ami should set up asso- 
ciations (1-4) in order to promote their interests. 

If full coterminosity were possible. then membership 
of just one social group could provide for all our needs 

and concerns. This is the dream of dictators. It leads to  
tyrannical control, suppression of dissent, weakness of 
associations, and sterile uniformity. To imagine only 

one tribe implies conquering the world. Within a tribe 
to imagine only one community would be to  deny cul- 

tural and historical differenct-s. Within a con~munity to  
imagine only our association would be to  centralize all 
activities in one bureaucratic governmental organiza- 
tion. Within an association to imagine only one faction 

would be to deny individual differences. 

The converse of this scenario, a multiplicity of 
diverse social groups. seems to be inherently good. The 
energies of spirituality, loyalty, belonging. enthusiasm 
and passion can then be released and properly deployed 
as each person and group sees tit. The invisible hand 
operates benignly and in the long run each and all will 
benefit. Progress may be slow and halting, and the cost 

may sometimes be appalling, but to  speed it up by 
imposing uniformity is not a dream but a nightmare, 

Miinkind needs diversity. Tribes need communities 

which adapt to  people and situations. Con~munities 
need many competing thriving associations. Asso- 
ciations need regular intense factionalization. Pluralism 

is positive -at least over the long term. 

Utopia .  There is however one unique group which 

docs offer a high degree of cotcrminosity: the family. In 
the family there should be union; there can he a single 
viilue system; the household should form a cornn~unitv, 
and the menibers are an association dedicated t o  

nurturance and socialization of the children and emo- 
tional support of the adults. Desirably, tlir family 
factionalizcs in various ways in response to inner con- 
troversies. In any case, the nerd for inter-generational 
boundaries means that parents and children will set up 
permanent factions. The family is the breeding ground 
for human energy in all its forms. It should foster 
spirituality, inspire loyalty, provide for belonging, create 
enthusiasm and engender and contain passion. No other 
social group can or should aspire to  be so versatile. 

Rut utopian communities do so aspire. The urge to  
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recrratc in comn~unity life the unity an0 spirit of the 
family as it desirably ought to  be seems to be at the 

root of past and modern utopian experiments. Many 
communes are no more than six or seven nlen~bcrs, 
smaller than sonic conventional laniilii-s, and the 
11i.ijority have less than thirty members; rarelv, a 
commune reaches the size of a village. (None can begin 
to lie compared to a sovereign society.) Such coniiniines 

may explicitly call then~selvcs families, or refer to  the 

leader as father o r  mother and the members as brothers 
and sisters. Like families. they serve their own 
members and benefits for outsiders are secondary; and. 
again like families, internal relations arc more significant 
than external relations. 

Utopian communes have one great lulv,intage over 
tin- limily - joining and staying is a matter 01' choice. 
Perhaps this is why few last longer than a generation. 

Entry to a commune is invariably contingent on adher- 

ence to a value system emphasizing harmony, mutuality 
and cooperation. Because the commune is the domestic 
unit, the production unit, the political unit and the 
religious unit. it provides principal objects to which all 
must enthusiastically subscribe. Disagreement may be 
permitted, but permanent factionalization is avoided 
liecause it leads so easily to break-up. 

Values and Social Life in Organizations 

Finally, it may be helpful to introducc something 
here about the way values relate to  work and social life 
in organixations. 

Work groups ditler markedly from the natural social 

groups just described because they are about organizing 

activity in order to implement given values We noted 

earlier that implementation involved strategic objec- 
tivcs and tactical objectives which cannot themselves be 
regarded as values. Pursuing such objectives is exe- 
cutivr work, and groups constructed around such 
objectives are task-focused. 

Work groups and executive organization are linked 
to social groups by common social values and principal 

objects. The social values reflected in any activity must 
accord with social values in its territorial conlmunih 

and wider social network. The principal objects of an 

organization must be set by a constituting body which is 
essentially an association. This link is illustrated in 
Master-Table 4. 

I t  was cniphasized that when people work together 
over time they come to think of themselves ,is a natural 
social group -typically an association or a comnlunity. 
So something needs to be said here to indicate the role 
of values in organizations. I will start with responsibility 
for the work to be done. 

Responsibi l i ty  f o r  Work.  Determination ol" 
strategic and tactical objectives is primarilv a matter for 

an individual to be responsible tor the out- 
come. Nt'vcrthcless people need to work together in 
groups to progress large-scale tasks. Such large groups 
are typically organiy.cd into a work hierarchy and ~-alIrd 
organizations -- or, more precisely, cxccutivc-Ird 
organizations. Within an executive hierarchy, smallrr 
work groups are common. Management teams, project 

groups. working parties, planning fora. consultative 

meetings and the like proliferate. 

The executive organization and its smaller work 
groups differ from value-based social groups in that 
the determining factor in their creation and operation 
is the work to he done and activities to  be performed. 
Groups are constructed with people who arc able and 

authorized to d o  the work and expected to  achieve. 

In other words, issues of social identity remain 
secondary. 

Strategies and tactical objectives are not primarily 
about expressing social o r  personal identity, and these 
identities arc not altered by such objectives. Aspects of 
identity are, of course, expressed through work. Indccd 
they arc essential lor its success. Work must take 

account otpurely personal things like aspirations, talent, 
inner feelings and convictions about social life if it is to 
be fulfilling. However, if identity drives intrude in- 

appropriately, the work group becomes ~Iystunctional. 
For example, a work group may then persist beyond its 
useful life, or it may start operating outside its brief, or 
inappropriate people may insist on joining it. 

Work  and Identity. Here we are focusing on iden- 

tity a-s a soda] being (not identity in general), and on 

how organizations harness that identity and enable its 
expression through work. 

Social values and principal objects affect whether .i 

person enters the employ of an organization, and they 
remain the primary stable protectors of the person's 

identity within it. Staff are aware that results must br 
produced and that they must adapt themselves when 
deciding, accepting and pursuing strategic and tactical 

objectives. Having said that, how well any person works 

and adapts depends greatly on the congruence between 
their values and those ol the organization. It follows that 
managers must simultaneously deal with three dimen- 
sions to maximize achievement: managing the results; 
managing die culture (i.c. the internal community): 
and managing each person. 

Managing the comn~unity and individuality demands 
recognition of values - and this comprises the identity 
factor in management . 
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The identity factor is currcntlv being i~~llucnccd 
from two directions. External pressures on organiz- 

ations to respect their stall, maintain their health, and 
foster their personal development exist but tend to be 
resisted. A greater impetus comes when managements 
recognize the potential energy which can be liberated 
by activating values in the scrvice of the firm. The 

popular management literature now speaks endlessly of 

vision, culture, commitment, values and beliefs. 
Implications of such an approach to work can he under- 
stood by using the hierarchy we have delineated. (What 
follows here is merely illustrative: further elaboration is 

provided in later chapters.) 

If firms are not to be soulless machines, they must 

provide tor the humanity of those in their employ. 

Although ultimate values (1.-7) are rarely talked about, 
people at work should seek to experience and express 

clarity, strength, patience, concern and joy. And a deep 
grounding of relationships in autonomy, respect, trust, 
fairness and harmony is obviously desirable. Such an> 
atmosphere is essential to foster creativity. 

A I'irm that wishes loyalty must develop and empha- 
size its own value systeni (1.4). This entails socializing 
its staff. Even if socialization is rejected as too difficult 

o r  improper, all firms need to recognize that certain 
essential ideas (e.g. etXcieiwy, customer scrvice) may 
be absent and may need to be instilled to  maintain via- 
bilip. In any case, an implicit value systeni always oper- 
ates, and the various value systems of employees 
generate issues powered by conflicting beliefs, standards 
and loyalties. These issues niust be positively nianagcd. 

A firm also needs to  realize that it creates a com- 
munity (1.-5) in which a degree of equality, mutuality 
and personal relating is essential. To get external support 
and maximize internal support, the firm niust recog- 
nize that staff share most of the values which arc given 
importance in the relevant wider conimunities. In a 
firm as in any social group, people must deliberately 

work at participating and cooperating; and they should 
feel supported by others in general (and not just by 

their superior). Some firms may wish to go further and 

encourage a sense of belonging in the firm (cf. Ex. 5.9). 

All stall should have a positive sense of participation 
through their personal interest in the firm's principal 
objects (L-4). At the very least all staff should cxperi- 
ence a good match between their interests, occupa- 
tional o r  professional training, and the objects of the 
post they hold. Senior managers, especially, need to lie 
fully committed to their jobs and to the organization. 
High pay alone cannot achieve conimitnicnt, but 
participation can be enhanced through employee share- 
holder schenies which otTer a degree of ownership. 

Stall' will press for priorities to suit themselves, and 
efforts may be made to accommodate these interests 

and preferences. Firnis might even develop a full- 
lleclgecl representational system (apart from an! trade 
union ,~rrangements) in order to foster staff' input into 
controversial decisions on priorities (L-3) .  

The Finn as a Way of Life. The army. the church 
and the civil service arc organizations which have long 
been recognized as defining the identity of those work- 
ing within them. Socialization is given a high priority, 
and IiIe-long security and community arc provided in 

return for acceptance and obedience. Some firms take 
a similar view, especially in Japan (see Ex. 5.14). 

Taking Identity Seriously: Large Japanese firms account 
for one third of the Japanese workforce Building on 
feudal and militaristic traditions. they have taken iden~ity 
definition and social reinforcement to extremes. As far as 
possible, jobs ore provided for life in return for devoted 
loyalty and mutual support and consensus are prized 
above individual assertion. The result is that staff work late 
ond on weekends, voluntarily take about one half of their 
two weeks annual leove, and socialize with work 
colleagues. There are hidden costs to such a regime: for 
example, managers spend on average less than 5 hours 
waking time per week with heir families, deoth from over- 
work occurs, and women are necessorily precluded from 
work so as to core for children and the home. 

Ex. 5.1426 

Designing the social life of an organization is not 
straightforward. It is obvious that different cultures and 
different types of organization will require different 

approaches to  identity support. Biit cITective and 

ethiccil management in all cases depends on recognizing 

the varieties of value and human energy available, and 
on accommodating to the different forms of social 
group generated by employment. 

TRANSITION 

From what has been presented so far, it must be clear 
that to have values without value conflicts is a nonsense. 

No community, no firm, no partnership, indeed no 

utopia is conflict free. Successful utopian experiments 
like the kibbutzim, monastic orders, and the I lutterites 
recognize and manage conflict. Denial of value conflict 
where it exists is counter-productive and the attempt to 
abolish value conflict entirely is usually evil (as defined 

in Ch. 4). 

Total harmony demands destruction of values and 
the needless restriction of possibilities and human 
identity. Suppressing differences and promoting con- 
fortuity may ensure stability, but it tends to  breed stag-' 
nation. Exposure of conflicting viewpoints and debate 
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stimul.~es social life, but tends to cnsate disorder. 
According to the ultimate values and valur systems in a 

socii-ty, differential importance will be assigned to 

things like stability, conformity, dynaniisni. adapt- 

ability, disagreement, self-control and debate. 

Thr argument in this chapter suggests that the aini 
for unity and consensus in respect of values needs to  be 
confined to genuine states of union and based on 

ultimate values. At all other levels differences are ofthe 

essence. Sometimes value differences are integrative, 
sometimes divisive. To ensure that conflict based on 
exclusiveness and division does not get out of hand, 
each person, organization and society must make an 
effort to recognize and foster union and ultimate values 
in all areas of social life. Given this context, we need 
diversity and multiplicity of values and social groups, 
together with their appropriate coexistence, coopera- 

tion. competition, and s?nthcsixable opposition. People 

must be expected to differ on the balance they seek in 

society between community needs and individual 
interests. This is the basis for adherence to distinctive 

political ideologies. 

The handling of value conflict depends o n  recog- 
nition of what is possible. on avokling the injection ol' 
hostility, and on assigning responsibility lor resolution 
appropriatelv. 

Above all, the hope that mankind can be unified by a 

single value system or  school of thought needs aban- 
doning. The framework being prescnted in this book is 
total, but it is assuredly not a totalitarian system. It has 
been deliberately designed to provide lijr differences 
and to open up possibilities. It is no more '1 blueprint for 
social life. than Newtons laws arc a blueprint for the 
London Underground. In the same way that Newton's 
laws govern the possibility of constructing and running 
a subw.iy, it is proposed that the framework being 
prescnted here governs the possibility of working with 
values and designing social life ethically. :2 



Master- The hierarchy of values and types of social group. 
Table 3 The left-hand section contains definitions of values (purposes]. The right-hand section identifies the 

associated natural social groups and some of their properties. For further details and explanations see text 

-- 

Type of Value Type 
& of 
Definition Good 

Ultimate value 
A universally accepted 
and eternally pursued 
state of being. 

Value system 
Interlinked valued ideas 
ordering understanding 
within a social domain. 

Social value 
A freely shared need- 
based value serving a 
specific community. 

Principal object 
An activity defining the 
identity of an endeavour. 

Internal priority 
A degree of emphasis 
among valid values or 
actions for immediate use 

Absolute 
good 

Theoretical 
good 

Potential 

good 

Achievable 

good 

Quantifiable 

good 

Social Group Energy Participation Relations: Leadership Group and 
& & & Linked and & Personal 

Function Antithesis Cohesion Separated Status Identity 

Humanity 
To enable 
union. 

Tribe 
To preserve 
social 
distinctiveness. 

Community 
To meet 
social needs. 

Association 
To promote 
an interest 
formally. 

Faction 
To ensure a 
particular view 
prevails. 

Spirituality 

Anti-sociality 

Loyalty 

Betrayal 

Belonging 

Isolation 

Enthusiosm 

Apathy 

Passion 

Fanaticism 

Being 

Communion 

Socialization 

Solidarity 

Mutuality 

Fellowship 

Commitment 

Partnership 

Siding 

Partisanship 

Reconciliation 
and 

Harmony 

Coexistence 
and 

Negativity 

Coopera tion 
and 

Positivity 

Alliance 
and 

Competition 

Coalition 
and 

Opposition 

Free-floating charisma 

Equaliiy and uniqueness 

Symbolic ritual positions 

Informal hierarchy 

Public figures - elected 
or emergent 

Fluctuating inequalities 

Governance structures 

Designed differentials 

Powerful individuals 

Impersonal equivalence 

Humanity is the 
ground of all group 
and personal 
identities. 

Tribal identity 
defines personal 
identity. 

The person and the 
community shape 
each other's identity. 

People define 
the identity of the 
association. 

Factions enable 
assertion of personal 
identity. 



Master- Natural groups and organizations. 
Table 4 Natural social groups are the way people share and develop values, while work groups (quintessentially organizations) are the way that 

acitivities are pursued. The diagram shows the role of social values and principal objects in linking natural and work groups. 
Similar clustering of levels occurs in both cases, driven either by the value and social group, or purpose and responsible body. 
For further explanation and details on the clustering, see text Tables 3.5 and 5. I 

NATURAL GROUPS 

INDIVIDUALS TYPE OF SOCIAL 
Relations Formation VALUE GROUP 

Ultimate values define Humanity 

controlling controlling contains 

Value systems define Tribes 

reflecting reflecting 

identity 

ivinq in 

L5 Social values define Communities 
requiring 

which need 1 
13 Internal priorities define Factions - I 

WORK GROUPS 

- 
con be 

* 

-- -- ~ -- -- - -- 

RESPONSIBLE TYPE OF ORGANIZATIONS 
BODY PURPOSE Formation Relations 

who create - 
Governing bodies set Internal priorities 13 

who oppoint 

Top officers set Strategic objectives L2 
who appoint othe~ 

Executants sei Tactical objectives 11 - 

Wider society sets Social values 15 Goals/bodies 15 Goals/bodies 

enables 1 providing 1 providing 

14 Principal objects define Associations con be Constituting bodies sei Principal obpcts 14 stability L4 

generating 

change 

orientation 

@ Warren Kinston 1992 
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Chapter 6 

Making an Ethical Choice 

We now understand something about setting pur- 
poses and developing values. On this base it is possible 
to consider how to make choices which are ethical in 
principle. 

For a choice to  be ethical. some obligation must be 
met. Obligations we important because they are seen as 

powerful tools for resolving value disputes. But 

choosing between obligations is at times even more 
debatable than choosing between values. And even after 
an ethical choice has been irude, people argue about 
how it should be implemented. Sometimes it seems 

almost impossible to cut the Gordian knot and make an 
ethical choice, especially amidst the welter of debate. 

Conducting ethical  debate. For many, ethics 

brings to mind interminable and rather unpleasant con- 
flict. It is as if ethical choice is not about moving 
forward in a right and good way, but about plunging 

into acrimonious disputes. 

Ethical debate, like all value debate, is intense and 
heated. So it goes wrong very easily. llehate is required 

whenever a choice is challenged in terms of an expected 

obligation. We can challenge any choice in this way, but 
do so most commonly when we arc affected by some- 
thing which seems unreasunablc. unacc'eptablc. in- 
appropriate, personally disadvantageous, harmful to 

others, unfair or hypocritical. Where ethical choices in 
a community' seem inconsistent, challenge is also likely. 

Ethical challenge is particularly common when matters 
of freedom and survival are involved. Survival is essen- 

tial it choice is to have any relevance, and freedom is 
essential if choice is to have any meaning. Dead people 
and automata are relieved of making ethical choices -- 
the rest of us are not. 

The basic requirements for productive ethical debate 
are, first, some common ground for argument and 
inquiry: and. second, the exercise of virtue during the 
debate and choice process. The first impersonal 
requirement is developed by logical analysis to ensure 

that proper discussion can in principle occur. The 
second personal requirement is based on emotional 
self-control and increases the likelihood that debate will 
contribute to a beneficial resolution. The absence ol' 

virtue means the emergence of folly. extremism, reck- 
lessness, arrogance, indifference, injustice and corrup- 
tion - common, but not a pretty sight. 

The numerous problems in public debate (see Box 
6.1) arc of course mirrored in our personal dilemmas. 
We lose our heads, confuse and delude ourselves, fail to 
inquire, ignore our precise responsibilities, and experi- 

ence inner conflict. So how are ethical choices ever 
made? 

We must not be too discouraged. All of us are aware 
that obligations intluence our actions, and we operate 

on that basis. We do make cthical choices - all the 
time. Many organizations and governments, despite 

their tailings, are generally preoccupied with doing 
what is good and right, avoiding harm and creating ben- 
efit. Acting on obligation is far too central to human 
existence for methods of ethical choice not to have 
emerged during the evolution of consciousness and 
social life. The aim of this chapter is to reveal the clif- 
ferent answers that mankind has produced. 

INTRODUCING APPROACHES TO 
ETHICAL CHOICE 

It is a significant and profound step when we move 
from asking why we in /act want children to be educated 
to asking why we ought to want children t o  b e  edu- 
cated - rather than, say, t o  be  working for the family 
or to  be playing freely. To say that education is a social 

value and also part of our value system merely indicates 
that we view education as an important conlnlunal ideal 

and regard it as a personal necessity. This explains that 
education is not merely a momentary preference but of 
great significance, but it does not explicitly clarify why 

that significance is right and good. 

It turns out that we can rather easily elicit a value sys- 
tem which goes further and provides a coherent basis jor 

the obligation to value the education of children. Such a 

meta- (or higher order) value system meets the neetl 
for ethical choice. Elicited ethical choice systems were 
found to be based on widely respected obligations - 
confirming the general philosophical view that certain 
fundamental axioms of ethics arc universal. These 
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Problems in Ethical Debate 
The present chapter focuses on one major problem in debate: the use of different 

approaches to obligation. However, there are many other problems that interfere with 
effective debate. Here are some: 

o Poor self-command. Unless tolerance is activated and self-command exercised, the 
natural negativity between adherents of different value systems deteriorates into ridicule, 
mockery, vituperative abuse, and name-calling. Such release of hostility is often encouraged 
by rather than rebuked e.g. in reference to intellectuals calling for legalization of 
addictive drugs, a UK Home Office minister argued to applause from the 1989 
Conservative Party Conference that 'people who are soft on drugs ore soft in the head'. Ad 
hominem insults such as 'you would say that because you are o scientist/man/politi- 
cian/socialist &c' cannot be sensibly countered; nor can accusations of playing God' or 
'defying God'. 

o Distortion of realities. Wildly discrediting worthy if flawed attempts to tackle social 
problems ignores just how difficult it is to make progress. Politicians and managers often 
ignore the limits on available money, time or energy in pursuing their case. One also hears 
arguments that any change in, say, sexual behaviour, is the thin end of the wedge or a 
slippery slope which will lead to yet more undesirable change. But this denies the reality 
that things change all the time, and that ethical choice must be continually renewed. It is 
also misleading to argue that because lows cannot control personal choices 1e.g for 
prostitution or drugubuse) they are a waste of time and effort. Good welldesigned laws 
have a very real force and effectiveness. 

o Ignorance of the facts. Facts do not determine obligations, but they do affect the way 
obligations are perceived and applied. Debate in a fact vacuum tends to polarize around 
two opposing values. For example, one leading philosopher argued publicly that the 
embryo research debate was about either respecting embryos and the sanctity of life or 
responding to the plight of the infertile. But inquiry reveals that i t  is also about the value of 
research on genetic abnormalities which lead to a life-time of pain and disability; about the 
value of free inquiry and knowledge; and about how any benefits of research are likely to 
be distributed within society. 

Loose arguments. Some analytic rigour may assist debate if the arguments ore 
complicated, if the terms used are crucial, or if spurious or inconsistent propositions ore 
being argued in ways that superficially appeal. Of course, verbal trickery may be 
deliberately used: for example by misrepresenting the opposition's case, by putting up a lin- 
guistic smoke screen [cf. use of 'pre-embryo' in the debate on embryo experimentation), or 
by producing impenetrable prose (cf. some of the articles opposing ordination of women 
in the Anglican church). 

o Forgetting responsibility. Many debates proceed without identifying exactly who is 
responsible for what. For example, we may properly ask anyone at all whether criminals 
deserve to die for certain crimes. After all, each of us is responsible for choosing our beliefs 
and managing the consequences. But we confuse the issue if we ask the man in the street 
whether the death penalty should be introduced. Only the government is responsible for 
such choices. The man in the street cannot possibly appreciate the implications for legis- 
lation, the impact on sentencing or pleading, or the reactions of criminals, policemen and 
lawyers; nor is he responsible for managing the results of the choice. 

Box 6.1 
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superord~nate \aluc systems appear to  be natural, 

possibly innate, fraineworkii for making choices in 

terms of obligations. 

Whenever and wherever a choice is made, whether 
it be controversial or self-evident, grand or mundane, 
deliberate or implicit, then a preference is being stated 
and alternatives exist. Defending any choice in terms of 

action-related values (i.e. priorities, but in this context 

usually called reasons or  criteria) carries little ethical 

weight because it is not much more than a resort to  
brute assertion. The ethical challenge to choice must be 
met instead by stating an obligation of universally 

recognized significance. 

Hthical challenge presses for clarity about the obliga- 
tion used for the resolution of value conflict. Again it 

must be reiterated: ethical challenge and choice is not 
confined to academic disciplines like medical ethics; 

nor to philosophical and theological favourites like 
censorship or abortion; nor to personal conflicts like 
balancing a fathers needs with those of his children. 

decision at all can become an ethical issue just by callingfor a 

justification of either the choice or iis reasons in terms o f  
obligations. 

All value svsten~s have adherents and generate iden- 
tification. The universal systems for ethical choice were 

found to be no different. Although all are useful, and 

sometimes particularly appropriate. people tend to 
value one or two systems preclon~inantlv and are either 
dubious about or wholly reject others. (Readers may 
well find themselves having such reactions). Conscious 

identification with a particular system eases inner con- 

tlicts and is socially adaptive, but at the cost ofexcessive 

partiality. 

The ethical choice system is both a mentality (or 
psychological approach) and a social arrangement (or 
conceptual approach) which determines how choices 
are made and implemented in principle. Like most pop- 
ular value systems, the ethical choice systems arc rarely 
articulated as such in practice. Instead they manifest as 
a regular approach to choosing, an approach which feels 
right and natural to the chooser. Rather than use the 
clumsy phrase 'ethical choice system', 1 will generally 

refer to  an approach to ethical choice. 

iach approach is constructed around a single core 
ethical obligation, and includes other inter-related 
ethical elements like virtues and vices, and ethical 
aspirations. 

In any social group, ethical clashes between people 
potentially release fanatical destructiveness. So finding 
a procedural approach acceptable to all parties to  a 
controversy is helpful. The approaches offer this 
becausc each revolves around a readily recognized 

injunction linked to a core obligation; and each feels 
internally logical and complete. Arguing at cross- 

purposes occurs when protagonists insist on applying 
different approachcs to the same issue. Of course, an 
approach, like any value system, can do no more than 
orient. It cannot determine the need for choice, o r  the 
quality of inquiry and debate. or the outcome, or the 

sensitivity of implementation. 

The present aim is to describe all the ways that 
people go about choosing ethically. The nature and 
inherent assumptions of the various approachcs to 
ethical choice, as found in practice and in the literature, 
are the focus otattention rather than any particular con- 
troversial issue. Research suggested that each approach 
is felt to be good and right in itself, and that adherents 
fed each is applicable in virtually all cases. As a con- 

sequence, the many cxanlples must be seen for what 

they are: illustrations of a point being made, not 
advocacy or defence of a particular view or choice. 
Each example could (and lor other purposes should) be 
looked at from many other perspectives, and each 
deserves far more detailed examination than is 
possible here. 

The approaches were initially discovered piecemeal 
and empirically, with little sense of how many there 

might be or what the relationship between them was. 
They appeared at first to be unrelated competing 
systems. However, in sorting out their distinctive 

Features. it became apparent that each had a source level 
of purpose which imparted a characteristic flavour to 
the approach and contributed to the sense of conviction 
in its use. Once this was recognized. the seven 

approaches to  ethical choice could be rapidly identified 

and related, and other hierarchical features were then 
noted. The basis of each approach in a corresponding 
level of purpose is the formal argument for complete- 
ness, becausc completeness can never be proven 
empirically. 

I will first say something about an essential perspec- 
in ethics, and then describe the general features - 

common to all the approaches. After a brief summary 
of the complete set. the bulk of the chapter will be 

given over to  describing each approach in detail. 

Finally, as an extended illustrative example, tvc will 
take on the mantle of the US government and use all the 
approaches to help us decide whether or not we should 
legalize addictive drugs. 

Teleology or Deontology 

In earlier chapters, it was quietly assumed that oblig- 
ation is intelligible only in connection with action, 
preference and purpose. Although such a view is con- 
ventional in much social science, it is not taken for 
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granted by modern philosophers.2 One of the deepest 
controversies \vithiii philosophy lias been whether 

ethics is indeed concerned with notions of goodness 
and purpose and so teleological (from Gk. relos - pur- 
pose); o r  whether ethics is really deontological (from Gk. 
deon - duty), that is to  say, obligations stand alone as 

unique self-imposed requirements o r  duties svitho~i~ 
any need to refer to intentionality. 

The teleological view holds that it is sell-evident that 
people have reasons for their choices, and that the good 
justifies the right. The danger in such thinking is the 
tendency to accept that ends justify' any means. 
Classical philosophers (Plate, Aristotle) were un- 

ambiguously clear that ethics was inextricably inter. 
linked with the search for ultimate values likc truth. 
goodness and happiness. Indeed, the notion of d u q  
hardly existed prior to  Kant (1724- 1804). 

Kant attempted to set forth the primary principles of 
morality apart from all subjective considerations of 
personal preference or inclination. Many moclern 
philosophers have gone further and claimed that classi- 
cal (teleological) ethics rests on a mistake. It  just does 
not make sense. they argue, to  ask \vhy we should fulfil 
a duty'; and, they continue, consequences are irrelevant 

in assessing the goodness or otherwise of ethical be- 
haviour. In this deontological position, there are only 
means. The fundamental ethical question is then seen 
as: what is right? Rightness is invariably assured by an 
authority of some sort. The danger in such thinking is 
that it implies a blind performance of duty. 

Because testimony to the p o d  ultimately emerges 

from inner experience which is ever-changing, tcleo- 
logical ethics is inherently fluid and subjective. Because 
deontological ethics is based in the worth and sanctity 
of authority', stability is assured and values appear to  be 

objective. Related to this is the issue of whether man 
has indeed the freedom to choose and change, or 
whether our actions are determined in some way. . . 
Ieleology seems to allow freedom ofchoice by the indi- 
vidual because dynamic pursuit is required; whereas 

deontology seems to imply static obedience by the 

individual because given duties are not rapidly changed. 

Teleology offers flexibility but seems uncertain because 
gradations of goodness along a good-bad continuum are 
recogni~ecl; whereas deontology otYers certainty but 

appears rigid because right and wrong are discrete 
categories. 

Neither point of view has triumphed. Although 
philosophical allegiance to one position or the other 
exclusively persists, many modern philosophers accept 
both as valid without attempting to resolve the clash; 
and a few seek ways of reconciling the two perspec- 
tives. ' 

Perhaps the final arbitration might best be left to  the 
non-specialist public. In my researches and consulta- 

tions, I discovered that people found it equally mean- 
ingful, and not at all tautological, t o  speak of having an 
intention to fulfil (or to refuse to fulfil) a duty or having 
a duty to pursue (or to refuse to pursue) a purpose. 

Similarly, what was held to be good could be judged to 

be right o r  wrong, and what was held to be right could 
be considered good or  bad. In other words, in everyday 
life, the two perspectives were sharply distinguished 
but tightly linked. 

The conclusion that seems to follow from these 
various arguments is that any adequate understanding of. 
ethical choice must precisely accommodate and do justice to 

both releological and deontological perspectives. 

The main dilliculty with teleological ethics lies in the 

mystcry of transcendence and ultimate values (i.e. 
absolute good. Being, God). Once the transpersonal 
and spiritual nature of man is accepted, this difficulty 
fades. The account to  be provided strongly argues for 
the reality of this domain. The main dificultv with 
ileoiitological ethics lies in the arbitrariness of imposing 
a structure. Once the need for structure and social 

authority is accepted, this clitliculty fades too. Again, 
the account to  be provided argues that such things are 
inescapable in human society. 1 would feel that this book 
was successful if it did no more than foster a wider 
recognition of these two great realities of the human 
condition. 

Properties of Each Approach 

Certain valued features of each approach have been 

iilentitied during the research and from the literature. 
These properties are italicized here and highlighted in 

the later detailed accounts. (They are column headings 
in Master-Tables 5 and 6.) 

The starting point for the empirical analyses were the 
injunctions and interdictions in actual use. The injunction 
(c.g 'choose reasonably') and die interdiction (e.g. 
'don't be unreasonable') are the instructions given 

within each approach in respect of the polarity: good 
and bad (if ideological) or right and wrong (if 
deontological). They arc used for support o r  c~iticism 
and approval or disapproval of decisions. 

Expanding and explaining these imperatives revealed 

die characteristic core obliga~ion within the approach. 

The injunction and obligation lie at the heart of the 
approach and shape any choice, inquiry, compromise, 
justification or activity generated by it. The core oblig- 
ations may be viewed as ethical maxims (deontological) 
springing from communal needs, o r  as social values 
(teleological) springing from personal needs. Their 
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observance brings benefit to the individual and com- 
munity. and ignoring or neglecting them harms the 

individual and comrnunit,y. 

The core obligation is always related to an inhcren~ 
diialiy (or dialectic) which generates a tension of oppo- 
sites within the approach. The content aspect of the 
duality is the ethical aspiration, while the contextual 
aspect is an associated unavoidable ethical constraint. The 

aspirations form an experiential basis for judging 
motives, and appear to be a form of obligation or  inner 
authority'. Many ethically-ininck-cl people mistakenly 

view aspirations as achievable goals rather than in- 
spiring ideals. Not achieving an aspiration then gcner- 
ates an agonizing sense of failure. If simultaneously the 
validity of the constraint is denied or  minimized, then a 
well-meaning but disastrous course of action may lir 

inadvertently promoted. (This is siniplv another exam- 

ple of the way people use value systems inappropriately 

to determine choices.) 

The aspirations appear to emerge progressively in a 
hierarchical fashion. The logical resolution of the 
aspiration-constraint duality at one level creates the 
constraint at the next higher level which can only lie 
overcome by invoking a new and more enconipassing 
ethical aspiration. The progression is described in the 
overview ofthe approaches to follow and is represented 
in Master-Figure 7. 

In practice, the inherent duality is synthesized in sat- 
isfactory choices using each approach. Proper handling 
of the duality leads to expression of a characteristic car- 
dinal virtue, while failing to  resolve the tension 

expresses a characteristic cardinal vice. Many virtues and 
vices link more generally to thr handling or  niishan- 

dling of one or other aspect of tlw duality. 

Classically, the cardinal o r  natural virtues were pru- 

dence, temperance, fortitude and justice: and these 

reappear in the present framework. However. of the 
three Cliristia~~ theological virtuest only charity 
appears (the other two are faith and hope). Of the four 
Buddhist spiritual virtues, only vigour and wisdom 
appear (the other two are mindfulness and concentra- 

tion). Three ol'thc four classical Chinese virtues appear 
- love, justice and wisdom -- while the missing 

fourth is / i ,  a mix of ritual piety and social propriety. 
Interestingly, only one of the seven deadly sins, pride, 
emerges as a cardinal vice. (The other sins are: anger, 
lust, gluttony, avarice, envy. and sloth.) 

Virtue is about deliberately choosing and acting well. 
It is a worthy quality' of a person which develops 
through application and self-discipline. Virtue ensures 
that each choice becomes an opportunity t o  be grasped 
to strengthen one's inner self. Vice is an ethical Haw. It 

refers to deliberate wickedness which develops through 

depravity and self-indulgence. Virtue and vice are 

therefore matters of the will, and part of a person's 
identity I lope and faith do not fit this definition: hope 
is essential lor life; and faith is essential to maintain the 

spiritual dimension of existence. 

Each approach to choice invites identification and is 
capable of generating a distinctive personal identity. 

The approaches are so alivr aiid self-contained that we 
often personify them. referring to a conventionalist 
(say) as a type of person rather than a way of choosing. 
In consultancy work, we Found that people spon- 

taneously and rapidly labelled themselves. The identity 
element in the approaches means that the use offeelings 
and the handling of inner experience is important 
(luring ethical choice. 

The aspiration-constraint duality is usefully illus- 

trated by defining an extreme circumsrancc (sonietimes 
called a 'hard case') in which the experience of ethical 

choice is stark and unavoidable. In the f a c ~  of the 
intense nnotional pressures invariably generated by 
such extreme circunistanccs, confusion and dcnioral- 
ization set in until a course of action judged ethically 
satisfactory is found and pursued. Each approach there- 
fore generates its own typical form of investigation with 
characteristic foci of inquiry and debate to  promote 
resolution. Once a WAY forward is identified, certain 

characteristic quandar~es present theniselves and 
demand effective handling. Standard methods. adapted 
as appropriate to  the situation, have emerged for each 
approach. 

Examples of the use o l  tlir approaches by persons, 
Firms and governments will lie provided. Readers are 
again reminded that they may be tempted to engage 
passionately with the examples. However, the examples 

arc highly simplified and do not try to promote or  
defend any value position or  choice. Thev aim onl\ to 

illustrate aspects of the approach. 

The main criticisms of each of the ethical systems will 
be identified. Like the common criticisms of types of 
value, they tend t o  express a distorted or prejudiced 

rejection of the approach tiy an adherent of an alter- 

native approach. However unavoidable limitations do 
exist in each approach, and these serve as the logic for 

moving up to the next level. 

Summarizing the Approaches 

The set consists of five actual approaches and two 
contextual and potentiating approaches. This ~irrangc- 
ment is an image of the five levels of purpose which are 
used for endeavours, and the two higher levels of 
purpose which provide the context and potential for 
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endeavour. The approaches have been na~ncd with 
terms which, though not established in the literature, 
fit their nature. 

In order, the approaches, with their injunctions 
which explain the labels, arc: rationalist which is 
founded on choosing what is reasonable (1'- I): conren- 

tionalist which is tounded on choosing what is accept- 
able (L'-2); pragmatist which is rounded on choosing 
what feels appropriate (1'-3); individualist which is 
founded on choosing what is to the advantage of the 

chooser: (L'-4); communalist which is founded on 
choosing what is beneficial overall for all concerned 
(Lq-5);  legitimist which is founded on choosing Fairly 
(Lq-6); transcendentolisi which is founded on choosing 
authentically (I-'-7). 

The properties of the seven approaches are summa- 

rized in Master-Tiible 5 and their use is summarized in 

Master-Table 6. "Ilic approaches will now be dt'fined ill 
terms of their core obligations: and the hierarchical 
evolution of the aspirations and constraints. as shown in 

Master-Figure 7, will be explained. 

L'-1: T h e  rat ional is t  a p p r o a c h .  This system is 

based in the obligation to m r r t  practical objectives 
which are self-evidently sensible and worthwhile to  the 

chooser. The ethical aspiration is a solution for a cur- 
rent problenl, but realities typically put a constraint on 
what can be achieved. Even '1 wise choice, which pro- 
cluces a solution that takes social factors into account, 
may demand some social changes. At a certain point, 

the degree of change affects cxisting values and social 
identity suflicientlv for it to be resisted strenuously. 

The result is a new ethical dilemma which can only be 
resolved at a higher level. 

L'-2: T h e  conventional is t  a p p r o a c h .  'Ihis sys- 

tem is based in the obligation t o  conform with widely 
held views on what is valued and proper within the 

chooser's relevant social group. The ethical aspiration is 
the maintenance of continuity within the group, but 
inevitable changes in current values emerge as a con- 

straint. Present values, whether based in continuity or 

essential change, constitute a potential for tievelop- 

ment. However, improvement can only be ethical if that 
potential is deliberately shaped in a particular way. 
l'ursui~ of such .i course requires a move to .i higher 
level. 

L'-3: T h e  pragmat i s t  a p p r o a c h .  This system is 
based in the obligation to pursue values which arc per- 
serially preferred by the chooser, which bring some 
wider benefit, and which can lie easily applied. The 
ethical aspiration is the pursuit of the chooser's ideals; 
while current potentials constrain what is feasible. 

However, the rlusivcness of ideals, the uncertainty of 

potential, and die need to produce beneficial results 
expose the chooser's limitations and vulnerabilities. 
This vulnerability can only be overcome by moving up 
to the next level. 

L'-4: The individual is t  a p p r o a c h .  This system is 

based in the obligation to ensure the chooser's security 
and interests in the light of existing power relations. 
The ethical aspiration is strength in the choosrr, while 

the chooser's liniitations or vulnerabilities operate as a 
constraint. The chooser's egoism depends on the 
balance of strengths and vulnerabilities. Egoism inter- 
feres with relationships between people because it 
reflects inequalities of capability and opportunity. This 

dilficulty can only be overcome by moving up again to a 

higher level. 

L'-5: The c o ~ i ~ i i i u n a l i s t  a p p r o a c h .  This system 
is based in the obligation to balance all anticipated con- 
sequences in relation to the needs and interests of all 
concerned, including the chooser. The ethical aspira- 
tion is the exercise of altruism, and the constraint lies in 
the capacity of tlie individual i.c. in egoism. Altruistic 

choice incorporates the opinions and preferences of the 
chooser. In other words, exercising altruism from an 

egotistical base is an expression of individual autonomy. 
However, autonomy docs not locus on the needs of the 
serial group as a living entity o n  which each individual 
constituting it depends. So a new dilemma results 
which must be dealt with by handling choice at a yet 

higher level. 

L'-6: T h e  legi t imist  a p p r o a c h .  This system is 
based in the obligation to set a rule which is accepted as 
right by the chooser and others within the social group. 

The ethical aspiration when setting rules is to  serve the 

common good and maintain the social group, but the 
choice of rule is constrained by tlie need to preserve the 
autonomy of those within the group. Taken together the 
common good and individual autonomy con~prise the 
temporal realm. A focus on ultimate values which tran- 

scene! time, culture and circumstance is lacking. Only 
by moving to a higher and final level can the constraints 

of temporality be overcome. 

L'-7: T h e  t ranscendenta l i s t  a p p r o a c h .  This 
system is based in the obligation on the chooser to  

respond to a deep inner sense of what is right and good. 
A sense which emerges ultimately from the eternal and 
divine. The ethical aspiration is the realization of spirit- 
uality, but the claims of temporality persist as a con- 
straint. Ethical choice now involves infusion of' the 
temporal by the spiritual. This chooser must confront a 
specific situation as deeply and as authentically as 
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possible. In effect, one encompasses the constraint of 
realities, but now perceived in the broadest possible 

sense - which returns us to  the rationalist approach 

(L'- 1). So the hierarchy is completed. 

Each approach includes aspects of approaches at 
lower levels, while the upper two approaches pervade 
and constrain all others. This is because legitimist 

choices govern and direct the individual as a member of 
a social group: and transcendentalist choices govern 
and direct the individual as a unique person and a 
nicn~bcr of humanity. Now we will turn to consider 

each in detail. 

1'- 1 : 
THE RATIONALIST APPROACH 

S o u r c e  o f  Convict ion.  The first approach to 

ethical choice focuses, like tactical objectives (L- I ) ,  on 
the nieans for producing results. At this lcvcl of pur- 
pose, values arc taken as given and their realization has 

been broadly determined. What is required is precise 

specification of activity so that results follow with con- 

fidence and certainty. Correspondingly, the source of 
conviction in the rationalist approach is to  be found in 
specific sensible and practical means which will pro- 

duce a good result. The rationalist asks: 'What will 
really deal with the problem we all see? Wliat will 
achieve the result we all want? So choice for the 

rationalist is ethically justified if it is instrumental in the 
achievement of worthwhile goals. 

Pr inc ipa l  Features. The injunction is to d o  what is 

reasonable. All action t o  (leal with an ethical matter is 

expected, by definition, to have a rationale (its purpose 
in the situation) and that rationale is good '  if it is 
reasonable, and 'bad il'unreasonable or misconceived. 

The associated core obligation is the need to d o  sonie- 

thing that clearly meets concrete, self-eviilently sen- 
sible and worthwhile objectives. In other words, to 

produce a solution. This implies both that the nieans to 

good ends are known, and that the value of these ends 
is properly appreciate!. The rationalist approach is 
clearly teleological. 

Improving Schooling: Poising educational standards in 
the UK was seen as an urgent necessity in the 1980s The 
self-evidently worthwhile objectives in this area were uni- 
versal literacy and numeracy, coveroge of sufficient sub- 
jects by pupils, and higher stondards of teaching. These 
ends could be ochieved by the Government through the 
introduction of a nation01 curriculum with core subjects, 
national testing, comparison of attainments in different 
schools, and assessment of teacher performance. The 
objectives were felt to be incontrovertible by both the pub 
lie and the teaching profession, ond the means were 
largely seen to be eminently reosonoble. So the national 

curriculum could be introduced. and controversy focused 
on whot precisely was to be in the curriculum, how tests 
were to be conducted, and similar implementation issues. 

Ex. 6.1 

The con~rnt-context duality found here is based in 
the aspiration to in~prove matters by fincling a solution to 
obvious problems - in Ex. 6.1 : the problem was poor 
educational standards - in the face ofrealities, usually 

social, which put constraints on what can be done - in 
Ex. 6.1 : constraining factors included resource avail- 
ability, public opinion, the structure of the education 

system, teaching skills and stafTattitudes. An exclusive 
focus on constraints results in a failure to c o n ~ e  to grips 

with the ethical necessity for choice. An exclusive focus 
on a solution to the problem results in choices which 
are described as academic or  theoretical -correct but 
divorced from the realities which any effort at improve- 

ment must recognize. 

The tension between the solution and the realities 
must be hiindled bv the cardinal tirrue of wisdom 

Wisdom ensures a balanced approach and reflects a 

harmonization of given facts and given values. Being 
wise is, of necessity. a value-laden and judgemental 
matter: first, because it is based on estimating the 
potential for actual benefit; and second, because it 
depends on the way social realities arc perceived. Folly 
is the corresponding cardinal vice generated partly by 
false values or neglect of the facts, but, above all, by a 
failure to strike a balance between how a defined prob- 

lem may be resolved in principle and the surrounding 
realities affecting practical action. 

I r ra t iona l i ty  a n d  Cold Rationalism. Self- 

defeating actions are often described as irrational rather 
than foolish. Hut what is irrational to the beholder, may 
be rational to the actor. O n  occasion, a challenge to 
apparent irrationality may reveal that the chooser pos- 

sesses unexpected profundity. My own observations 
suggest that most irrational actions flow from an inade- 
quate appreciation of what is instrumentally required. 

To avoid charges of irrationality and to simplify 
otherwise complex matters, technocrats and bureau- 
crats may foolishly neglect emotional factors. This leads 
to an inadequate understanding and a failure to produce 

a workable solution. In present-day analyses of ship dis- 
asters, for example, human error is conceived in 
narrow terms which largely ignore social and organiza- 

tional factors in shipboard life.' Paradoxically, such cold 
rationalism is irrational. 

Nevertheless, many see rational choice as equivalent 
to  a cold neglect of emotions and values. This is under- 
standable because the tradition of rationalist-empiricist 
inquiry docs indeed emphasize the use of reason and 



facts to achieve a unique or optimum conclusion. 
People (other than scientists) are properly suspicious of 
such science because it is common knowledge that 
theoretical knowledge, technological understanding, 
ancl vast databases do not and cannot alone specify what 
should be done in any social situation. In most cases, the 
realities are simply too diffuse for formal systematic 
inquiry. The key point to recognize is that rationalist 
choice is distinct from rationalist inquiry and the former 
is intrinsically and overtly social while the latter tries 
hard not to be. Rationalist ethical choice absolutely 
demands awareness of values (though restricted to 
those commanding wide acceptance) and rationalist 
decision-making similarly recognizes the need to make 
values explicit because the process is built on priority- 
setting.' 

Feelings. Peelings are part of die social realities and 
so they need to be identified and taken into account 
during choice. Reason and knowledge are useful here to 
clarify, shape. harness and work with feelings. Sensory 
awareness, a key tool in any inquiry, needs to be turned 
inwards so that one's own inner experiences may be 
observed. At the same time, by resonance. the feelings 
and moods of others can be discerned. 

Although passionate involvement is necessary for the 
solution of any problem with an ethical dimension, pas- 
sion has its problems. Rationalists are concerned that 
feelings should not inappropriately intrude. To handle 
passion, self-containment and self-commanci are essen- 
tial virtues. Irrational choices commonly indicate a 

deficiency in self-command. For instance, loss of 
temper or panic often leads us to say and do things that 
we can later see are self-destructive. When tins occurs 
regularly, some inner change in ourselves to align inner 
and outer awareness is required. 

Using the Approach. A rationalist-style investigu- 
tion is called for whenever dispassionate consideration 
of a particular situation is required to  determine or  to 

advise on a way forward. The inquiry process can often 
drain off emotional pressures which would otherwise 
build up and threaten efforts to make a sensible choice. 

Commission of Inquiry - Type 1: Some government com- 
missions of inquiry ore expected to conduct rationalist 
investigotions In the UK, the Government was obliged to 
set up a Royal Commission on the NHS because of the 
intensity of feeling obout how badly it was managed 
following o reorgonisation in 1974. Similarly the 
Widdicombe Report on the conduct of loco1 Authority 
business flowed from public concern about the rights of 
elected councillors and the propriety of their behoviour. 
Each commission hod o brief to find an effective way for- 
ward. In pursuing the brief, they handled highly emotive 
and controversial matters and came up with some radical 

recornmendotions. They took evidence, questioned exist- 
ing ond conflicting social views and values (and practices 
Mowing from these), commissioned research and deter- 
mined facts. Although they provided sensible plans of 
action to resolve the problems uncovered, the plans were 
only partially implemented by the Government (which 
wos evidently using a different opprooch). Ex. 6.27 

Debate following rationalist investigation considers 
whether the worthwhile objectives identified will 
indeed be met, whether they are as worthwhile as 
claimed. and whether any mechanisms proposed to 
prevent harmful side-effects are likely to be effective. 
Debates which have taken this form include the one 
among US scientists on the strategic defence initiative 
(SDI or Star Wars) as a deterrent, and the one among 
LIK psychiatrists on the closure of large mental hos- 
pitals to improve patient care. 

The extreme circumstance is one in which there are 
worthwhile objectives, but there is such intense emo- 
tional pressure that the capacity for reflective thought is 
blocked. In states of intense envy, terror o r  rage, objec- 
tives cannot be appreciated, and debate becomes 
impossible. Unless the disruptive emotions can be dis- 
ciplined, behaviour will not be altered, ancl a maximally 
beneficial resolution will not result. 

Economic Regenerotion: Governments of countries 
whose economies have been ruined by overmanning, 
excessive debt. incompetence, ovei-centrolized control, 
and corruption often turn to the Internationol Monetary 
Fund (IMF) for assistance. Such assistonce is typically con- 
ditional on the adoption of certain policies which ore 
described in ethical terms: i.e. as socially responsible. 
The opprooch used is invariably rationalist because the 
agency does not have the authority or knowledge to clor- 
ify and handle local value conflicts. The IMF therefore 
feels compelled to produce proposals thot meet self- 
evidently worthwhile objectives like low inflation, higher 
productivity, adequote investment, and modest growth. 
However. IMF proposals like removing subsidies for in- 
efficient industries and reducing the size of the state 
bureaucracy ore in effect austerity measures which, ot 
least temporarily, increase prices and unemployment. So 
they orouse intense emotional opposition in the affected 
populoce. Governments moy then be unoble to imple- 
ment the changes needed. Ex. 6.3  

As the above example (Ex. 6.3) illustrates, the 
tluanday generated by rationalist ethical choice con- 
cerns how to find a way in which objectives can be 
achieved given the values and feelings of the person or 
people involved. Overcoming opposition poses differ- 
ent challenges in the case of choices by a firm, a 
government and a person. 

Opposition to  rationalist-based solutions within 
organizations, say restructuring or introducing new 
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systems to combat inctl'icicncy, arc dealt with by pro- 
grams to reorient and develop staff. Staff may also be 

moved about or even dismissed if they do not co- 
operate. However emotional conservatism and cx- 
pedicncy usually mean that major change occurs only 
when a new chief executive is appointed. following a 
take-over or attack by a corporate raider, or in response 

to some financial or social catastrophe. It is just as difti- 
cult keeping public sector agencies up to the mark. 
large long-stay mental illness and mental handicap 
ho-ipitals, for example, often contain patients in con- 
ditions of unnecessary regimentation and neglect. 
Closure is a workable rationalist choice because the 

institiitions are the product of 19th century fear and 

ignorance and better trratment alternatives are avail- 
able. However, a closure policy in the UK was only 
introduced following a series of scandals involving gross 

maltreatment and cruelty towards p a t i ~ n t s . ~  

In the case of a person, the wisdom o l a  course of 
action may become evident, and yet he may say he is 
unable to pursue it. The line between defining inner 
opposition as 'feeling unable' rather than 'being unwill- 

ing' is a fine one. The former emphasis provides the 

basis for psycho-dynamic therapy. The latter emphasis 
has led to  maladjustment being seen in ethical terms. 
For example, a father who crashes his daughter's car and 
says it was an accident, when his other behaviours, his 

slips of the tongue and his dreams indicate that it was a 
jealous attack on her boyfriend, would be said by a 
Freudian to be using unconscious defences. It might be 
simpler t o  say that the father is engaged in self-decep- 

tion, or more bluntly, that he is lying. Following this 

latter logic, rationalist forms of psychotherapy have 

been developed. Rational-emotive therapy identifies a 
relation between illogical assumptions and thought- 
patterns based in values and beliefs on one hand, and 
dysfunctional emotional states on the other. Through a 
process of systematic inquiry and ethical challenge, the 

therapist helps clients fulfil t h e m s e l ~ e s . ~  

Governmental and quasi-governmental organiza- 
tions, which are distant from the scene of operations 

where jiassions run higli, often adopt the rationalist 
perspective. Even when the approach is unlikely to  be 
effective,, the proposals may appear sensible and cotn- 
pelling. As illustrated in Ex. 6.3. societies have great 
difficulty handling their own swings of feeling and 
mood. Because governments express the feelings of the 
people, leading or controlling such swings is prol~lem- 

atic. The populace cannot be dismissed or  trained like 
employees. So, no matter how unrealistic their passion- 
ate demands. no matter how severe the longer term 
consequences ofgiving way to them, a government may 
have t o  submit to the electorate's emotional pressure. 

Limitations. The rationalist approach founders if 
the problem is poorly understood, because the neces- 

sary link between the problem and obvious action is 
missing. This seems to be the case all too often in rcla- 
tion to the iiiosl serious social problems like unemplov- 
ment, poverty, and racism. Even if the action seems 

obvious, rationalism is positively foolish if a consensus 
on worthwhile objectives is unavailable. 

Resolving the Prison Crisis: Long-standing and worsening 
overcrowding in UK prisons will not be solved by the 
obvious and apparently rotional response of building 
more and better prisons, because the purpose of impris- 
onment is not at oil clear There is no consensus on the 
various polentially worthwhile aims of impiisonment - 
reform, punishment, vengeance, custody, deterrence - 
which, in any case, are not being met singly or togeiher. 
Many academic observers hold that imprisonment is 
overused in the UK. From o rationalist perspective, it  would 
be concluded that a prison building programme is not 
ethically justified at present. The rationalist argues that it  is 
necessary,  firs^, to debate and determine whot is being 
aimed for in relotion to each of the varieties of offender; 
and ihen to ensure thot sentences and facilities ore 
designed to deliver whotever is decided in eoch cose. 
The sociol realities which constrain such on apparently 
sensible course of action are formidable. Ex. 6.41Â 

The commonest criticism of rationalist-based choices 
is that they ignore people and their wishes and values. If 
this is so, then there has been a mishandling of the situ- 
ation. A person operating wisely within the rationalist 
approach does recognize the significance of feelings, 
and does take these into account as part of the context. 
However, he also behoves that it is necessary to  ensure 

that ethical decisions are not unduly swayed by transient 

emotions or  sectional values - his own or other peo- 
pies. As a result, rationalists are not overly sensitive to 

the political process. They want priorities set rationally 
(i.e. in terms ol'eil'ectiveness and efficiency) rather than 
politically, and tend to be contemptuous of conlpro- 
miscs with vested interests and articulate pressure groups. 

Many of the examples in this section reveal that 

worthy ethical choices are frequently controversial and 
difficult to impose. People react as if their values arc 
being ignored. And, in truth, sonic value change is 
frequently implied by the choice. To appreciate and deal 
with this phenomenon of apparently wise changes being 

viewed as anathema in society' generally, it is necessary 
to move to the next ethical system. 

1'-2: 
THE CONVENTIONALIST 

APPROACH 

Source of Convic t ion .  The second approach to 
ethical choice focuses, like strategic objectives (L-2). 



on acting within values which are given. At this level of 
purpose, values have been determined and a feasible . . 
outcome which realizes them must he devised. 
Correspondingly, the source of convicrion in the conven- 
tionalist approach is based in A e  idea of sticking with 

given values and seeking to realize these. The conven- 
tionalist asks: 'What do we usually do? What will 

everyone accept?' Choice for the conventionalist is 
ethically justified if it emerges from the values inherent 
in long-standing views, customs and practices. 

Pr inc ipa l  Features. The injunction here is to do 

what is acceptable within the social group. The group 

might be a family, or a community, or society. o r  a club, 
o r  a firm. Whatever is acceptable in the relevant setting 
is held to be 'right', and whatever is unacceptable is 
held t o  be 'wrong' - regardless of the actual problems 

facing the inclivklual o r  the group. 

Management Inertia: Rationalist-based and centrally- 
inspired management changes in the NHS between the 
major restructurings in 1974 and 1989 often had little 
effect on deep-seated problems. Doctors tended to 
respond to management initiatives with the cry: This is 
unacceptable!' Managers socialized in a bureaucratic 
administrative culture were more tactful but equally 
opposed. Government reforms meant the introduction of 
dynomic managerial values, but the culture regarded such 
change as undesirable and unnecessary. Managers 
would often assume tho1 the proposed initiotive 'does not 
apply to us'. Where some action was demanded, as in 
a reorganisation, people would be slotted into the new 
posts with new lilies [and often increased salaries) but 
with little change in heir activities. Nmne was ever dip 
ciplined or dismissed for such behaviour. Ex. 6.5" 

The core obligation here is to conlorm with widely 
held views about what is valued and proper within the 
social group relevant to the chooser. Many values 

become embedded in social rulcs. So adherence to an 

existing rule, whether explicit in law or implicit in 
custom, is often an expression of conventionalist 
choice. Laws and other rules are not automatically 

followed and enlbrced, ancl often fall into disuse or dis- 
repute without being publicly altered. Conventionalism 
demands that onr pays heed to rulcs which are widely 
valued. ancl ignores those which arc not. 

The conventionalist obligation to conform applies 
irrespective of any objective assessment o f  the value or 
consequences which flow from the choice. The static 

quality of conformity, the irrelevance of consequences, 
and the link to rulcs all indicate that this approach is 
deontolog ical. 

The tension-producing dualiry that emerges here is 
based on the aspiration to maintain a continuity of values 
despite unavoidable processes of change. Persistence of 
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sameness (continuity) is the prime support for indi- 
vidual and group identity, so choice here is about 

identity maintenance. Continuity of existing patterns of 
valued behaviour and of long-standing habits of thought 
and frcling is essential for social stability and coher- 

ence. Any significant change affects perceptions and 
beliefs about what is important and therefore threatens 

value change and eventually identity change. Change is 
therefore the constraint on choice. 

Identity change generates transient confusion, and 
this temporarily inhibits or precludes ethical function- 

ing. In psychological and spiritual terms, identity 

change is equivalent to death because it equates to anni- 
hilation of an old self ancl rebirth of a new self. So value 
change, whether for better or for worse, generates a 
fear that instability and chaotic functioning may lead to 
death and disaster. It is a short step from this fear to  

repression or violence. 

The tension that results between the aspiration to  

remain rooted in past values and the need to respond to 
pressures of change can be handled by the cardinal virtue 
of moderation or  temperance. This virtue ensures that 

both continuity and change arc valued. The corrcs- 
ponding cardinal vice is extremism which manifests 
differently according to the type of imbalance. 
Extren~isni leads to stagnation if the past will not be 
abandoned, and to disruptive activism if the value of 
historical conditioning is not recognized. Finding the 
balance is particularly difficult for those whose value 
systems commit them to maintaining traditions (e.g. 

many clergy) o r  to those whose value systems comniit 

them to radical change (e.g. many sociologists). 

Moderate Muslims: Muslims in the UK wish to preserve 
their culture, ond the position of women within it .  They 
need to decide whether to educate their girls in all-Muslim 
schools or within English schools. Fundamentalists want 
an extreme form of Muslim education for their daughters 
in single-sex classes. They wish for a focus on Arabic 
rather than English, an emphasis on the study of traditions 
and religious observances appropriate to women, and 
the learning of domestic crafts. The usual academic cur- 
riculum is not viewed as necessary or suitable. Muslims, 
who are less extreme, rind it  possible to maintain their 
values within English schools by ensuring girls receive reli- 
gious instruction at home or at the mosque, retoin most of 
their traditionol dress, get excused from swimming 
classes, and adhere to their dietary lows. This moderation 
gives them the opportunity to sustain their Muslim identity 
and family values while simultaneously permitting adap- 
tation to English culture. This is especially relevant to future 
UK employment which takes personal self-sufficiency for 
granted. Ex. 6.6 

Conventionalist choices are dominant in all societies 
and social groups. Despite the value which is assigned 
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to  enterprise and achic~vcmcnt in the West, failure is 
often preferable to success if that means violating con- 

vention. Kcyncs once not(-(I that 'a sound banker, alas, 
is not one who foresees danger and avoids it, hut one 
who, when he is ruinrd, is ruined in a conventional and 
orthodox way with his fellows, so that no-one can really 

blame him.' 

Ethical Relativism. The development of modern 

social sciences, particularly anthropology, sociology 
and history, has led to an  appreciation of the enormous 
variety of moral expericnct~s, value assumptions and 
social rules. "She view that 'right' and good '  might be 
relative terms in that they described or  expressed the 
approval of the speaker as conditioned by his society 

became popular in moral philosophy at the turn of the 
century.12 Somewhat earlier, Hegcl, despite his passion 

for freedom, had concluded that the demands of tradi- 

tion within a society (including its institutions and laws) 
were of paramount importance in choosing well. 

Long before this, reflective observers had noted that 
there is no practice so abhorrent to  one group - 
slavery, sexual use o l  children, torture, wife-murder, 
human sacrifice - that another group's custom cannot 

allow it, o r  even demand it. Peruvian Indians. for 
example, 'kill members of their own tribe by slow 

torture if the priest has pronounceiJ a curse on him. 
Children thus cursed (lie a slow death by whipping and 
branding with hot irons to exorcise the demons gradu- 
ally so that the soul, when it leaves the body, will be 

Feelings. Any change in a core social value o r  vio- 
lation of a value systcni produces immediate emotional 

reactions oriented to preserving identity. Feelings 
therefore provide the touchstone for assessing the 
ethical significance of any proposed change. Emotional 
reactions to  new ethical choices arc the stuff of public 
life. These emotional reactions arc regarded as wholly 
justified by the individuals concerned, and arc seen as 
reasonable by others within that society. They arc an 
expression of loyalty - that potent social force which 
effectively controls the introduction of identity-based 

change. Individual people and whole communities may 

react with violence and may prefer suffering, even 
death, to value change. 

Using the A p p r o a c h .  The prominence ofthe con- 
ventionalist approach to choice ensures that change in 
social values and customs trnds to be actively opposed, 

blocked or delayed whenever it threatens. Existing 
values and customs arc maintained and promoted in the 
press, and affirmed by politicians and other public 
figures. 

When social change i s  overt .incl unavoidable, a 
conventionalist-type investigation may lie instituted. 

This inquiry occurs when people wish to be clear about 
what the traditional and currently held values actually 
are, what die challenges arc, and ho\v inevitable 
changes might be lianillecl without abandoning long- 
standing attitudes and values. hxtcnsive consultation 
with those affected is die prime tool in this endeavour. 

The ethical debate during an inoiiiry and afterwards 

consists of conflicting assertions about what values in 
the community are most important, and how the final 
decision will aflect existing values and future liehaviour 

within the community. 

Commission of Inquiry - Type 11: Recent scientific 
developments olbw a woman to have o child without 
necessarily hoving o husband or sexuol intercourse. This 
dromotic change in o custom which is so intrinsic to per- 
sonol ond sociol identity generotes intense controversy 
and demands on ethicol response. In the UK, the corn" 
plexities led the government to set up an officiol Inquiry 
under Mary Warnock. In on introduction to its Report, she 
stated thot the 'members of the Inquiry were reluctant to 
oppeor to dictate on matters of morals to the public at 
large'. The importance of feelings in reaching moral con- 
clusions was also emphasized. The author suggested that 
'most ordinory people agree with Hume' thot ethics is 
'more properly felt than judged of'. Dispensing rapidly 
with on appeal to ethicol principles or general benefits, 
she argued that 'we were bound to have recourse to 
moral sentiment, to try .... to sort out whot our feelings 
were'. Because the Report was mandated to advise on 
legislation, these feelings hod to be compatible with whot 
was brmdly occeptoble in society. Evidence wos there- 
fore token widely from about 400 organizations and 
prominent individuals. The committee of inqui~y examined 
and balanced existing conflicts of sociol views and values 
in an effort to find a consensus, and did not feel obliged 
to question or inquire into the worth or logic of these in 
ony depth. In the ore0 of embryo research where public 
opinion was not fully developed, the committee wos 
unable to make proposals. Ex. 6.7'" 

The extreme circumstance is one in which value change 
is rapid, widespread and uncontrollable. Such a situa- 
tion precipitates a moral crisis. If the moral crisis is not - - 
resolved, then new internal divisions begin developing, 

leading potentially to a breakdown o f  the old order. 

Societies experience a moral crisis when technical 
developments, foreign customs, environmental change, 
or economic upheaval not previously handled by con- 
ventions within the con~munity impinge sharply on 
social awareness. In a society, this may mean riots and 
revolution or a change in government. For example, 

the collapse of Soviet hegemony am1 communist party 
domination in 1989 meant that Eastern Europe faced 
massive social change. Some countries, like Czccho- 
slovakia and Poland. had traditions which supported a 
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relatively peacrfnl transition to democracy .inci a 

market economy. Others, like Jugoslavia and the USSR. 
lacked such traditions and so suffered civil wars and 
instability. 

Moral crises may also occur in organizations. When 
a new chief executive introduces a radical new 

approach to management, a phase of widespread 
anxiety and a staff exodus is common. Major alterations 
in the firms political context or business environment 
can similarly produce panic. Globalization ol markets 
and shortened product life cycles, for example, have 
affected many firms who claniour for protection and 
subsidies in order to cling to  their old ways. For a per- 
son, ethical stress may occur at life transitions like 
marriage or following some disruptive event, like 

losing a secure job or  emigrating. Failure to handle the 
moral crisis leads to mental breakdown or physical 

illness. 

The quandary that flows from conventionalist choice 
concerns how to support established values while at the 
same time proposing and progressing inevitable or 
essential changes. Everyone Finds that they have views 

on the issue. Any proposed mixture of modified and 
re-affirmed values is never entirely satisfactorv. 

Supporters and opponents emerge, argue and demon- 
strate. Newspapers thrive: for example, one tabloid 
headline following publication ol  the Warnock Report 
(Ex. 6.7) scrcamcil: 'Ethics Undermined'. 

Handling public controversy usually involves: pro- 
viding extensive opportunity for expressions of dissent 

and visible public debate, slowing or  phasing the intro- 

duction of change, using trials and tests to detect and 
remedy untoward consequences, providing compen- 
sation o r  special arrangements lor those who object to 
o r  suffer from the proposed change, preserving the 
status quo wherever possible, and allowing voluntary 
opting-out from the changes for those adapted to the 
old arrangements. 

A Woman's Place: Socimultural and demographic 
changes in the West hove led to ihe need to change the 
middle-closs notion thot o woman's place is in the home. 
However, mony men ond women in the UK still find it 
unocceptoble for women to reduce their responsibility for 
the household and the children. So management of this 
transition is being handled with great core. Although no 
mother is forced to work, and the value of a woman as 
housewife and mother is constantly re-offirmed, women's 
roles are changing. To assist the change in altitudes while 
allowing maintenonce and evolution of the conventional 
identity, firms ore beginning to offer creches, job-shoring, 
and part-time work. Some local councils have provided 
nurseries for working women, and have set up back-to- 
work confidence-building ond re-troining schemes. 
Fathers ore offered paternity leave by employers to give 

them the oppoitunity to be responsible for housekeeping 
and child-care. Children's boob which do not portray 
men and women in stereotyped roles are commissioned 
and used for reading lessons in schools. The media now 
regularly offers features and reports of women and men 
acceptably succeeding in the new roles. Ex. 6.8 

A key element in managing new arrangements is the 
active use of socializing techniques (cf. Ex. 6.8). For a 
person, this means allowing oneself to  be exposed to 
what feel like alien values. Within organizations, this 
means things like providing special topic-awareness 
seminars, supporting natural champions of the new 
values, and re-designing incentives. Within society, this 
means things like altering the curriculum in schools and 
universities, expecting the media to educate. and 

fostering relevant crusading and campaigning bodies. 

Limitations. The principal criticism of the conven- 
tionalist approach is that it fails to  question existing 
values when this seems patently required. Some critics 
go further and deny the validity of the approach. Such 
people miss the importance of values for identity and 
seem unaware that identity needs to be actively main- 

tained. Continuity of identity must be seen as a pro- 
Found and fundamental ethical aspiration. Existing 

values need therefore to be recognized as the founda- 
tion from which anything practical and worthwhile 
must grow. 

This deep truth in the conduct of human life and 
social affairs is particularly emphasized in classical 
philosophies. The / China, for example, notes that 'the 
superior man docs not tread upon paths that do not 

arcon1 with established order'." Aristotle also put it 
succinctly: 'No  one chooses to possess the whole world 
if he has first to become someone else.16 To reiterate 
the point more bluntly: if the consequence of the 
continuity drive is that possibilities for constructive 
development art- missed, or that revolutions produce 
regimes identical to those overthrown. or that bar- 
barous customs are maintained, so be it. 

If an acceptable way forward is found, continuity o l  

values is ensured in the process of change. The problem 
with this is that the ethical vision remains fixed on the 
ground. The state of mind during conventionalist 
choice deliberately limits the potential for develop- 
m r n i  Values 'irr allowed to persist even if they are 
known to be harmlul. The first step in remedying any 

persistent bad is to  take the step of asserting that some- 

thing better is possible. Then, without condemning the 
whole, reality ciin be moclified. In other words, the 
creation of a better world depends on a determination 
to build positively on present potentialities and pos- 
sibilities. Such a move requires the assumptions of a 
higher ethical system. 
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r-3: 
THE PRAGMATIST APPROACH 

S o u r c e  of Convict ion.  The third approach to 
ethical choice fbcuses, like internal priorities (L-3) ,  on 
the brute assertion of a preferred value from among 
alternatives. At this level of purpose a range of relevant 
values have been determined, and those which arc es- 

pecially desirable in a particular situation are selected 
and emphasixrd to control decisions, action and tan- 

gible changes. Correspondingly, the source of conviction 
in the pragmatist approach springs from the need to 
impose a value from among agreed values. The iniposi- 
tion is naturally based on the desires and predilections 
of the person choosing, as well as the need to ensure 
beneficial change results. The pragmatist asks: 'What 
feels best? What will lead to some tangible improve- 

ment now?' Choice for the pragniatist is ethically justi- 
fied if some beneficial change can he certainly and easily 
achieved. 

Principal  Features. The injunction is that whatever 
is chosen should feel appropriate. Such choices .ire 
good ' .  Choices are 'bad' if they fed  inappropriate, 
because personal conviction cannot then be developed. 
Appropriate choices must both embody sensible worth- 
while objectives, and also be generally acceptable. 

Unless both these criteria are met, the choice will not 

be understood or supported and useful results are 
unlikely. Hence the prapa t i s t  approach includes ratio- 
nalist and conventionalist assunlptions modified by a 
focus on the chooser's responsibility for actually pro- 
ducing some increment of social benefit. 

The core obligation is to recognize the variety of values 
immediately relevant to the problematic issue, pursuing 

those that are most desirable for the chooser and which 
can be easily applied to  produce a modicum of tangible 

wider benefit. The ideals and preferences of the 
chooser will depend on his or her own social identity 
and experiences. This approach is regularly used where 
choice is absolutely necessary without delay, and where 
beneficial consequences will follow if the person 
responsible grasps the opportunity that presents. So the 

pragmatist approach is clearly ideological. 

Nixon's Pardon: President Ford had to decide whether or 
not to offer a pardon to Richard Nixon after he resigned 
the Presidency of the USA following the Watergate scan- 
&I. Ford emphasized that, as President, his primary con- 
cern was the good of the country as o whole. In this 
regard, there were two desirable values which clinched 
the decision for mercy. First, there was the need for a 
reduction in the bitterness and divisiveness in the popw 
lace which was generated by Watergate; and, second, 
there was the need to protect the credibility of the institu- 
tions of government. The President also noted thoi grant- 

ing a pardon for Nixon was quick and easy, while legal 
proceedings would be lengthy, complex and potentially 
inconclusive because of the intensity of feelings that would 
be aroused. He judged that i t  was inappropriate to apply 
these considerations to others involved in Watergate. and 
they were tried ond found guilty. So the general abstract 
ethical rule of equol justice under the law was not held to 
be poromount in this cose. Ex. 6.9i7 

When urged to introduce rationally-required 
changes. pragmatists repeatedly point out somewhat 
defensively that '1 must live .ind act in the world as it i s ' .  

T h e  world as it is' refers to the demand for continuity. 
It is reasonable to hold that reality, even social reality, 
evolves on the basis of a multitude of forces and pres- 
sures beyond the capability of any single person to con- 
trol. Such an image sees the future as emerging from 
present potential. The current flow of forces defining 

the most natural possibilities and potentials are thcre- 
fore the constraints to  choice. If ethical progress is to 

occur, then the world as it is must be changed in the - 
direction of an ideal: which is the ethical aspirarion. So 
the tension-producing duality that emerges here is that 
of ideals and potentials. 

In psychotherapy, eclectic practitioners choose 
interventions pragmatically. The therapist offers ideals 
like openness to  experience, close relationships, 

responsibility 1br oneself, physical fitness, social intc- 
gration, and productive work - and gets tlie client to 

agree to them. Pragmatic therapists also assume that 
progress then depends on the potentials of the client - 
things like intelligence, temperament, family back- 
ground and social position. 

An idc'il fosters and orients the search for improve- 
ment. The best that is ever possible in relation to any 

ideal is to approach it. But, unless an ideal is kept in 
view, day-to-day decisions arc experienced as futile and 
cynical, and the pressure for improvement ceases.18 

Things arc then done because they can be done, and not 
because they express desires and hopes, 

The pragmatist niay recognize that a situation is 
deeply unsatisfactory", but refrains from wholesale con- 
demnation, because upheaval and discontinuity must 
still be avoided where possible. The pragmatist rccog- 
nixes and accepts a reality of multiple pressures and 

opportunities from which spccitic improvement*; need 

to be identified, selected and implemented. 

The Family and the Law: Legal processes in the UK are 
primarily oriented to the individual and based on adver- 
sorial methods. However in family matters this generotes 
complexity, expense, insensitivity and harm to family life. 
The conventionalist approach viewed this as a worth- 
while price to pay to mointoin the integrity of British low. 
However, a committee set up to find a way of overcoming 
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the problems took a rationalist opprooch and its Report 
proposed instituting special Family Courts. Such a solution 
would hove been opposed by vested interests and been 
difficult to legislote and implement. Instead, o pragmatic 
opprooch has been adopted. In the two decades since 
this Report, o large number of small improvements to legal 
processes hove been introduced based on the values of 
family life, sensitivity to the needs of children, and consent 
rather than contest belween moritol partners. More cases 
are now heard in civil courts, divorce low change has led 
to conciliation work which eases OUI-of-court decisions, 
child representation has been improved, and young 
children in sexuol abuse cases can now be interviewed 
in privote with a video link to the court room. Social 
chonge has also occurred incrementally os groups have 
coalesced around the ideals. Independent conciliotion 
counselling services were widely set up in the 1970s. A 
Solicitors Family Low Associotion, formed in 1982 and 
with 2000 members by 1990, upholds o code of 
practice which promotes a conciliatory approach. In 
1988, the Fomily Mediators Associotion was established 
to extend the scope of conciliotion to include detailed 
discussion of financial issues. Ex. 6.1 O t 9  

Unless something that is feasible is chosen, then the 
ideal is no nearer. A n  unworkable choice is ethically 
inappropriate, and eventually produces dejection and 
disillusion. Facing reality demands a vigilant attitude 
and a sober and cautious recognition of risks and future 

uncertainty. Utopianism, the denial of feasibility issues, 

is the antagonist of genuine improvement. "The per- 
fect", said Machiavelli, "is the enemy of the good." The 
cardinal virtue that results from resolving the ideals- 

potentials duality is prudence; while failure to handle 
the tension leads to the cardinal lice of recklessness. 
keck means care, and recklessness implies moving 

without due care for either ideals o r  potentials o r  their 
balance. This vice is frequently linked to naivety and a 

refusal of people to recognize their inexperience 

Pragmatism as a Doctrine. The doctrine of prag 
matism (ctym. Gk. pragmata - ads,  affairs, business) is 
practical am1 experiential in nature It is based in the 
notion that our experience ofetTects and practical con- 
sequences determine our conceptions. " 'The true', to 

put it briefly, is only the expedient in the way of our 
thinking, just as 'the right' is only the expedient in the 

way of our behaving."20 

In systematic inquiry, a pragmatic view leads to the 
adoption o l a  hypothesis-testing approach and a belief in 
the piecemeal growth of knowledge. In ilecision- 

making without ethical considerations explicitly in 
mind, pragmatism implies a focus on  necessary action 
and personal experience rather than on thinking or 
theory. Pragmatic managers seize opportunities and are 
satisfied by incremental improvement. 

In the ethical domain, pragmatism implies an active 

conlinual striving to make things better. 13eyond this, it 

is perhaps most demarcated by what it avoids: first it 

avoids identifying transcendent goals (c.g. pure ulti- 
mate values like truth); second, it avoids seeking per- 
l'rct or  ideal solutions; third, it avoids being constrained 
by any postulated principles (including ethical prin- 

ciples, a5 illustrated in Ex.  6.9). 

These values have earned it an undeserved bad name. 
'oliticians in power who manage what feels utterly 
unmanageable often seem to epitornise the worst. 
Stanley Baldwin, twice British conservative prime- 
minister early this century, honestly admitted: ' I  would 
rather be an opportunist and float than go to the bottom 
with my principles round my neck.' 

Put positively, however, pragmatic values enable a 

maximum oI care, caution, openness and flexibility in 

choice. They permit a diversity of life-styles and beliefs 

(i.e. "pluralism') and minimize conflict. Pragmatists 
frequently produce results when others produce 
nothing but hot air. In contrast to rationalists who insist 
on change whatever the cost to people, pragmatists 
produce change in a piecemeal way that lessens hurt and 
cliffuses popular reaction. In contrast to conventional- 
ists who object to  radical change on principle, pragma- 

tists object because they do not see a comprehensive 
assault on the ideal as feasible. Social scientists in many 

fields have backed pragmatism and argued that grand 
designs are impracticable, arrogant and undemo- 
cratic. 

Feelings. The judgement of appropriateness which 
is intrinsic to pragmatic choice is based more on feel- 

ings than on reason or  observation. (For some years. 
the label otTercd to clients for this approach was 'expe- 
rientialist to avoid contusion with 'pragmatic' as a type 

of decision-making.) Managers commonly speak of a 

gut feel or inner sense which guides them. They find 
that their immediate feelings suffice to assess the rele- 
vant ideals, immediately applicable values and existing 
potentials. In any case, in most social situations and 
especially in a crisis, hard facts are scarce and there is 

little but feelings and intuitions to  depend upon. If an 
individual in a complex social arena is emotionally out 
of touch either with himself, with the issue or  with the 

mood of the group, then ethical choices in a crisis are 
liable to be inappropriate. 

Using the Approach. A pragmatist-type investiga- 
tion to  discover what is appropriate is most evidently 
called for when there is a crisis. An inquiry is launched 
into what values and ideals arc in play and what allcrna- 
tives are immediately open. An early step in this process 
is to decide whether to  ignore or  dismiss the crisis as 
trivial, or whether to assign it valur and use it as an 
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opportunity. The obvious current preferences of those 
most directly involved are given a high priority. Distant 

undesirable consequences are less certain and felt to be 

less relevant. If the inquiry is success lull^ pursued, the 
choice resolves the immediate crisis as socially pcr- 
wived. If not, then there is the sense of a lost oppor- 
tunity and stagnation. The crisis is likely to persist, and 
the chooser may lose the respect of others. 

-. 
I he quandary generated by a pragmatist choice con- 

cerns how to persuade the individuals and social groups 
affected that a good course of action has indeed been 

instituted. This means that the choice must satisfy a 
multiplicity of tribes (pressure groups, constituencies) 
and their value systems. The usual recommendations 

include: communicating ellectively. recognizing and 
highlighting value differences within and between 

tribes, moving ahead very rapidly, and creating a new 

constituency out of those who \\*ill benefit from the 

changes. 

NHS Reform: After both the 1979 ond 1984 elections, 
the UK government contemplated major reform of the 
NHS. Each time, i t  turned awoy pragmatically in the face 
of the enormous difficulties. Then at the end of 1987. 
news of staff shortages, closure of beds, and budget 
deficits began appearing nightly on national television 
news bulletins. The state of crisis was only defused by the 
Prime Minister announcing o review. The White Paper 
which emerged from this opportunistic review was not a 
wotkedaut plan developed by experts. nor did i t  consider 
ond deal with existing values. It appeared to be a product 
of pragmatist considerations, because it  was based on 
long-standing feelings of the politicians that: a ]  change 
was essential. b} market orientation is a good thing, and 
c) hospitals should have greater freedom of oction The 
long term consequences of adopting these values were 
almost impossible to determine. Virtually all interest 
groups sow the White Paper as a ihreat. However the 
Government launched its most complex and comprehen- 
sive communicotions and public relations exercise ever, 
instituted o rapid program of implementation, exploited 
differences between professionals ond managers, and 
built up new constituencies (like the Generol Practitioner 
fundholders] which split and weokened the opposition. 

Ex. 6.1 1 2 2  

The extreme circumstance occurs when a situation 
develops such that existing ideals no longer hold sway 

or  the potentials to support them disappear. The poli- 
tical transitions in the USSR with the collapse of the 
con~rnur~ist economic and political system, and in South 
Africa with the rejection of' apartheid. are cases in 

which pursuit of the original ideals became impossible. 
In such cases. to  avoid a state of breakdown, new ideals 
have to be developed which take account of the actual 
social potentials. This is not easy because realities are 
changing while the old ideals are deeply embedded in 

the minds of people in leadership positions. Organi- 
sations have similar difficulties: for example, the transi- 

tion from rapid expansion to careful consolidation is 

often fraught because it means a change in the ideals of 
those driving the company. Such change is frequently 
associated with removal of the chiel executive respon- 
sible for the astonishing success of die company: this 
occurred in Apple Computer in the USA with the 
removal of Steve Jobs. and in Next Stores in the UK 
with the removal of George Davies. 

Limitations. Criticism of the pragmatist approach 

has been most vociferous within the philosophy camp 

because it appears so opportunist. subjective and ex- 
pedient. Choices arc seen to be too simplistic, too short 
term, too bendable to the circumstances, and above all 

too concrete and personal. However, once again the 

criticism appears misplaced. And opposition in prin- 
ciple is not always opposition in practice. Mackie, 

examining how a person should proceed to develop and 
improve a moral system, surely an ethical issue, epito- 

mizes a pragmatist line without apparently being aware 

of this. He argues persuasively that 'we should advocate 
practicable reforms', and warns against 'utopianism'. 
He notes that there are a multiplicity of moral systems 
associated with different social groups and used by 
them for internal relationships. He cautions that our 
influence will be limited to the degree of our involve- 

ment and position within these. He advises us to take 
advantage of fragments of the moral system we prefer, 
to  preserve them, and to put pressure on other frag- 

ments so as to modify them in the light of what we (eel 
to  be valuable. A text-book case!23 

Appropriate choices do enable sustained progress 
towards something better. But ideals are vague and 
potentials are uncertain. Choosers are exposed to criti- 

cism without compensating returns. This reinforces the 

intrinsic tendency to take only small limited steps. It is 

rare that a sole focus on external benefits can release 
any individual's full capacities for achievement. Yet 
significant and substantial improvement docs depend 
on the full use of these capacities. To bring human 

power fully into play, it is necessary to move up to the 
next system. 

1'-4: 
THE INDIVIDUALIST APPROACH 

Source o f  Conviction. The fourth approach to 
ethical choice focuses, like principal objects (I..-4). on 
the distinctiveness of endeavours and their associated 
resources. At this level of purpose. value can lie pre- 
cisely defined, owned by individuals, and realized in 
specific enterprises. Those who see an endeavour as 
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realistic and worthwhile commit themselves and some 

of their resources to it. Correspondingly, the source of 
conviction in the individualist approach is based on 
recognizing that individuals are the basic elements and 
source of power for good in any endeavour and in any 
society. The individualist asks: 'What is in my best 

interests? Am I being exposed to too much risk?' 
Choice for the individualist is ethically justified only if it 
protects and strengthens his position. 

Principal Features. The individualist approach 

starts from the assumption that individuals - persons, 
organizations or governments - should commit them- 
selves and their resources in a particular choice only if 
it is to their benefit. This means, first, that their 
security must be ensured, and second, that their inter- 
csts must be forwarded. This IienrlH to the individual 

may be measured in material terms, in terms of values 
and feelings, or in terms of social prestige. 

Organising Scientific Research: The research grant appli- 
cation and review process in which academics compete 
for funds is built around on individualist approach to 
choice. In considering whether to apply for a grant, 
researchers are strongly influenced to further their own 
interests, both in terms of their scientific concerns and in 
the light of their own career ond status. The interests of the 
main funding agencies ore to promote good science and 
to respond to societal pressures. These agencies use iheir 
power to influence the topics investigoted ond the 
methods used. They aim to support the best researchers 
only. So proposals are funded or turned down without 
regard for the researcher's personal needs or the needs of 
his or her colleagues, institutions or families. Strong 
research is ollowed to thrive at the expense of weaker 
projects, and more able researchers are expected to con- 
trol less capable ones. Furthermore, the successful 
researchers become key figures in the research estob- 
lishment and regard it  as natural to promote their own 
scientific values. Ex. 6.12 

As illustrated in Ex. 6.12, the i~idi\~iclualist approach 
develops around the injunction of advantage to the 
chooser in a context where there are many other 

choosers acting similarly. Decisions which are self- 
advantageous arc felt to be 'right', an0 anything which 
disadvantages the chooser is felt to  be 'wrong'. In 
making individualist choices, aspects of previous 
approaches may be easily discer~wd. The chooser's 
advantage depends in part on making a choice which 
solves evident problems, which considers group values 
and accepted rules, and which forwards ideals appro- 
priately. But these obligations are modified by the ovcr- 
riding emphasis on benefit for the srlf. 

What an individual may achieve is related very 
directly to the resources commandeil. Too often, 
resources are seen in financial terms only. In the case of 

a person, resources also include intellectual capahili- 
ties, emotional or cultural resilience, other material 

backing, loyal support, and social status. Others are 
alvvays actually or potentially in the equation when an 

individualist choice is made. They are like\\' corn- 
petitively seeking their own advantage, and the balance 
of resources (lelines the power relationship. The power 
balance, rathrr than the absolute position, is dircctlv 
relevant to maintaining security, and hence t o  any 

determination of what in the event counts as self-advan- 
tagcous. 

In sum, the core obligation is to  ensure security of 
position, and to develop whatever benefits for thrni- 
selves the power relationships of the choosers permit. 
Genuine power, it seems, confers its own legitimacy, 

and must lie iippropriately used to obtain advantage for 
the individual. Aphorisms like 'might is right' rcllrct 

this ethical dimension of power. 

Choice here is a means -a means for self-benefit; 

and the individual, too, is a means - a means for the 
realization of principal objects. The concern for 
security and survival also takes the focus off the ends 
relevant to the particular issue. The individualist 
approach is therefore inherently deontolqical. The indi- 
viclualist approach emphasizes the intrinsic value of the 
individual and the over-riding value of survival. So it is 
not to be reduced to egoism in a pejorative sense.24 

The inherrnt duality within the approach is that of 
strengths and vulnerabilities. The aspiration is for invin- 

cible strength in all domains, and the power lor good 
that may flow from this. Strengths deserve respect. 
Achievement of any significance demands ambition. 
stamina, determination, perseverance and industry, all 
virtues which express strength. 

Weaknesses must also be recognized because they act 
as an ever-present constraint in any choice. Anyone who 
does not recognize their own vulnerabilities and lirnita- 
tions is unlikely to  succeed for long. For a person, such 

an appreciation leads to the virtue of humility. 
Unrealistic over-concern with vulnerability and risk 
leads to stagnation, cowardice and vacillation. Proper 

handling of the tension between strength and vulner- 
ability, including the management of actual o r  potential 
deterioration in one's well-being and position. leads to  
the cardinal virtue of courage or fortitude. The corres- 
ponding cardinal vice is arrogance. Arrogance may 

develop in the presence ofgenuine strengths o r  to  covcr 
up serious weaknesses. In either case, the cardinal vice 
expresses a loss of balance. 

I t  is a truism of management consultancy that Firms 
should build o n  their strengths and take account oftheir 
weaknesses. It seems that the individualist approach is 
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appropriately prominent in business. Firms are, after 

all, brought into existence to  pursue certain objects, 

and it is not surprising (and probably requisite) that 
they adhere to an approach to choice where ethical con- 

viction is related to  encleavour 

Individualist choices in a conlpetitive environment 

can be a force for good in society as well as in firms. 

Without conlpetition, firms invariably take advantage 
of their position by becoming self-satislied, careless of 
their product or service, and neglcctli~l of their costs. 
Prices rise and quality falls. Companies frequently 

argue that competition is unnecessary to  improve 
quality, and that customer demand is lacking. However, 
once a competitive environment is established, success 
depends on a firm recognizing its strengths, eradicating 

or  minimizing its weaknesses, improving quality and 
price, and sharpening customer appeal and loyalty. This 

tends to  produce more customers by generating a wider 
range of distinct services or products which are tailored 
more closely to needs, preferences and affordability of 
actual and potential customers. 

Denying the need for individualist choice by firms is 

equivalent to encouraging weakness. I'rovision of state 
subsidies for monopolistic enterprises encourages 

managers to use conventionalist or pragmatist 
approaches. But this leads to  escalating inefficiency and 
incftcctiver~ess because customer needs and preferences 
change and better cheaper ways of meeting them 
emerge, while the firm does little in response. Many 
UK businesses, like British Steel, British Leyland, 

British Airways and the National Coal Board which 

were protected by the U K  government, maintained 

uneconomic practices, unresponsive services and over- 
manning for years. In most Eastern European coun- 
tries, industries had been subsidized lor decades leading 
to exactly the same detects, worsened because of the 
collectivist ideology which minimized or even opposed 
individual responsibility and initiative. 

Competition is not so much about defeating or  
destroying rivals as about the ascent and decline of 

values. The individualist approach assumes that a better 
world depends on one's own values triumphing and 
others following or serving these values (cf. Ex. 6.12). 
Among firms, value dominance shows up as imitation; 
whereas between states, it tends to  lead to hostilities. 
Competition between states based in marxist-socialist 
and capitalist-democratic values led to  escalating hos- 
tility in the decades following World War 11. World 
tension cased in 1989 with the general collapse and 

capitulation throughout Europe of communist political 
and economic systems. World tension subsequently 
increased as the clash of values between ethnic groups 
started involving whole states. 

Self-Sacrifice. To act to one's own disadvantage is 

generally a nonsense. Self-sacrifice as a policy govern- 
ing choice is probably not a meaningful notion for an 
organization or  state. And individuals who inadvcr- 

tcntly or deliberately allow their cmolional reserves to 
run down, their health to be damaged, their fortune to 

be diminished, o r  their status and reputation to be 

tarnished, are generally held to be foolish and un- 
deserving of support \iy others. Srlf-sacrifice as ~111 

occasional well-judged gesture is another matter. It is 

an expression of strength: so it leads to self-approval. 
And the person emerges stronger in character: so it 

enhances the likelihood of future success and may 

improve reputation. 

Of course there arc times for personal sacrifice, and 
there arc certainly things worth dying for. In such cases, 
it is usually possible to discern the individual meta- 
phorically living on in the idea, value or group which 

has generated such loyalty. 

Child Sacrifice: The decreasing quality of education and 
school disruption wihin the UK state system in the 1980's 
generated an ethical dilemma for many middle-class 
parents. Despite adhering to the values and principles of 
comprehensive State education, many nevertheless felt 
obliged to send their children to private schools. This 
decision was invariably based on considering what was 
in the best interests of ihe child. But some parents chose 
to sacrifice their children to their principles and kept them 
in state schools. One journalist. for example, described 
how adherence to her convictions led to her child being 
bored, suffering unsupervised dosses, missing lessons 
through teacher strikes, ond crying 01 home. Even in this 
case, individualism was used as the rationale. The mother 
argued that i t  would be to the child's advantage to realize 
that principles should not be lightly discarded. 

Ex. 6.1 325 

Feelings. The individualist considers feelings when 
determining the balance of resources. Because feelings 

like anxiety and shame and wishes like those for revenge 
or admiration may drive or tempt us to act to our own 

disadvantage, emotions have often been seen as enter- 
i n  the resource balance sheet on the debit side. 
However emotional strengths frequently tip the balance 
when individuals are evenly matched on other criteria. 
Hope strengthens persistence, pleasure increases 
stamina, admiration provides confidence, and anger 
bolsters determination. Even anxiety, guilt and shame 
can and should be viewed as helpful experiential signals 

that permit people to reorient thenlselves and their 
attitudes when they are in difficulties (see Ch. 7: 
Master-Table 12). 

Using the A p p r o a c h .  An individualist-style inves- 

ligation is called for when an individual needs to  gain an 
advantage, o r  at least not lose out, in the competitive 
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struggle for resources or dominance. The aim is to gain 
a decisive advantage and to minimize losses. Inquiry 

may be necessary to  clarify where a person's advantage 
really lies and what the balance 01' power actually is. 

Appropriate choices placate the strong, and exact 

compensation or support from the weak. This is what 
Realpolitik or Machiavellianism is all about. For exam- 
ple. the victor in a war must deal with the loser. It was 
normal policy in the warring city states of ancient 
Greece HI execute or take into slavery all the males in 

order to protect against future revenge. Although the 
Athenians abandoned this policy, 2000 years later a 

related policy was applied after World War 1 and it led 
to Worlcl War 11. After World War 11, it was realized 
that building up the defeated powers was likely to be 
more advantageous to the victors than weakening them, 

as long as some safeguards against militarism were in 
place. This proved correct. 

The extreme circumstance is one in which an indivi- 

dual's strengths have been neutralized either by the 

situation or by the actions of another. A Firm's com- 
petitor may engage in penetration pricing that removes 

most customers at a stroke. If this is not handled 
promptly and effectively. then collapse is likely. A 
dictator, like Pinochet in Chile, may voluntarily give up 
authoritarian powers so as to gain respectability, but 
find that his other strengths are not sufficient to  main- 
tain public support. It is of course obvious that a 

person's prospects are s ~ ~ i o u s l y  impaired it '  a key 

resource like health or wealth is lost. To counter or 

prevent extreme circumstances which threaten disaster 

o r  death, the individual feclii forced and even entitled to 
take desperate measures. 

The quanday generated by individualist choice 

relates to exactly how others are to  be overcome or 
adapted to. Recommenclations are available in text- 
books on  getting and using power.& Thr methods 
involve developing profe->sionalism, using toughness, 

manipulating resources, obtaining and using intclli- 
gence, orchestrating ceremonies, timing interventions 

for effect, and balancing returns against effort. 

Limitat ion.  Conventional wisdom is chary of 
recognizing the ethical importance of individual advan- 
tage. So criticism of the individualist approach is wide- 
spread. The same mentality obscures the wisdom of 

knowing one's limitations, makes a virtue of self-sac- 

rifice, and promotes envy. Such an extreme position 
bolsters an equally inappropriate countervailing view in 
which the individual is glorified, the social group and its 
needs are denied, and the idea is promoted that anyone 
can do anything if only they want and try hard enough. 

Excessive restrictions on individuals seem to How 

from a perverse assumption that people are inherently 

and irredeemably evil. If that is so, this book is point- 

less, and nothing that anyone does matters. Such a 
viewpoint is neither practical nor life-enhancing 

Successful enterprises, including those endeavours 

striving to create a more humane society and a better 
world, absolutely demand powerful individuals. 
Individuals who benefit from an endcavour become 
both more powerful and progressively more able and 
willing to contribute to  that endeavour. Such an 
endeavour results in benefits which How directly and 

indirectly to others. (In economics, this is pejoratively 
called the 'trickle down effect'.) By contrast, indivi- 
duals who suffer on account of any endeavour, become 
progressively less able to  participate, and often less 
willing. In the end tin- endeavour itsell i s  unlikely to be 
as successful as it might . 

It is true that in the presence of unsatisfactory laws or  
lack of competition individualist choice may generate 

gratuitous harm. However. the responsibility lor a 

suitable regulatory context docs not lie with the indivi- 

dual but with society an(1 its governing institutions. 

Government Training Programme: The UK in the mid- 
1980's was faced with severe unemployment, and so the 
government introduced a variety of employment and train- 
ing initiatives. One eorly programme made millions of 
pounds available for firms, voluntary organizations and 
loco1 government to set up schemes. Monitoring wos not 
in-built; and eventual employment was not ensured. The 
ethicol choice for many organizations was whether or not 
to participate, given the urgings of the government, the 
financial inducements, and the project's deficiencies. 
Apart from any social duty, their prime consideration had 
to be whether it was to their advantage to become an 
ogent of the initiative with oil the work which that entailed. 
In the event, the absence of proper controls and lack of 
competition between agents resulted in many schemes of 
poor quality, benefiting the agent but not doing much for 
the unemployed. There was also widespread exploitation 
of trainees and corruption in the operation of schemes. 
However, some schemes of reasonable quality were pro- 
video) by solid organizations, who themselves gained 
benefit from porticipoting. Ex. 6.14 

. . 
I he individualist approach, just like the pragmatic 

and conventionalist approaches, gets maligned far too 
often. But nothing is more natural or necessary than 
self-interest. Those that decry individualism are fre- 

quently the first to  argue for rights - but rights belong 
to individuals and derive their legitimacy from the indi- 
vidualist approach (see Ch. 8). Individualist concerns 
nerd to be seen as lifc-enhancing and the axis around 
which all ethical choice revolves. 

The individualist approach highlights real conflicts of 
intcre-it. and positively builds on the inequality of 
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strengths and weaknesses among people. The ancient 
Chinese recognized inequalities and resolved the prob- 

lem liv distinguishing the sage or superior man who by 
benefiting himself naturally benefits others, from the 
inferior man who h.irtns himself and others in his 
scramble tor security and power. Given the general lack 
of  sages and the need tor individuals to  look after them- 

selves, specific attention must be given to improving 

relations between people, and ensuring benefit is more 
widely distributed. This requires movement up to the 
next ethical system. 

1'-5: 
THE COMMUNALIST APPROACH 

Source of Conviction. The fifth approach to 

ethical choice focuses, like social values (L-5) ,  hcyond 

the bounds of a single individual, endeavour or insti- 

tution to a wider relational network. At this level of 
purpose, values enable people to relate and participate 
cuiistrut.tive~y within a conimunity. Corrcspon<linglv, 
the source of conviction i l l  the communalist approach 
comes from recognizing the effects of choice in the 
wider social context, and on seeking to strengthen rela- 
tionships between individuals in a group. The conlnlu- 
nalist asks: 'What is best for everyone? Docs anyone or 

any sub-group suffer excessively? Choice for the com- 
munalist is ethically justified if it explicitly recognizes 
and attempts to balance all the effects on all who are 
directly o r  indirectly atl'ccted by the choice. 

Family Intervention: Psychiatric treatment requires o 
doctor to bdonce core and support for the patient with 
involvement of relotives - either to help the potient or for 
their own good. Access to relotives is ethically problem- 
otic if the patieni refuses permission. This may stem from 
o wish for confidentiality, a desire for independence, hop 
tilily to relotives, or delusional beliefs. From a communo- 
list perspective, the issues ore how o fomily being 
adversely affected by the patient's condition con be 
helped without harming the G e n t ,  ond how the fomily 
con be involved to help the patient despite his or her 
opposition. Responses which seek to find the bolonce 
include: enabling self-help, providing separate profes- 
sionol help for the family, involving other agencies, and 
encouraging the relative to self-refer. Ex. 6.1 527 

Principal Features. The communalist approach 
focuses on the fact that choices have ran~ifications which 
extend in time. person and place beyond die chooser 
and his immediate situation. It assumes that the benefit 
o r  otherwise ofa proposed course ofaction needs to be 

explicitly estimated in relation to others in this wider 
picture. Other labels for this ethical approach include 
utilitarian, systeinicist, proportionalist, communitar- 
ian and ~ o n s e ~ u e n t i a l i s t . ~ ~  

The injunction here is t o  d o  what is beneficial overall 
in the actual circumstances. This is g o o d .  Doing what 

is harmful overall is 'bad'. An extreme implication of 
such a broad requirement is that obligations in all the 
other ethical systems should be taken into account. The 
new core obligation is to  recognize and balance the anti- 
cipated consequences of any choice, taking into account 
all factors and the needs and interests of all persons, 

including the chooser. in determining benefit. For 
example, any firm should aim to benefit itself (i.e. its 
owners), its executives, its workforce, its suppliers, its 
customers, and society as a whole - .ind not just one 
or a few of these groups to the total exclusion of others. 
Maximizing benefits is certainly a desirable if inevitably 
uncertain goal, but maximization holds in all 
approaches and is not a unique element of the present 

core obligation. The communalist approach is evidently 

rtdeological. 

The coiiii~iunalist approach originates from an 
awareness that individuals exist within a network of 
relationships and so each needs to consider others 
involved in those relationships. People depend on 
others but frequently deny the importance of relation- 
ships and imagine they arc self-sufficient. This denial at 
a personal level often spills over into misleading images 

of organizations o r  societies as isolated entities. But net- 
works of organisations and societies are the rule. and 
mutual inter-ile~~enclence is characteristic of those that 
deal or trade with each other. 

In any industry, a n~ultiplicity offirms, not a mono- 
poly, is what is socially desirable. This is the basis for 
competition whose benefits have already been noted. 

Any organization benefits by creating cooperative 

developments, hy devising and using common stan- 
dards, and by participating in joint lobbying of govcrn- 
ment on behalf of their type ofactivity. 

Econon~ists and management experts have suggested 
that the near future will see businesses integrating 
themselves far more into the world economy through 
alliances: for exaniple by minority participations, joint 
ventures, research and marketing consortia, partner- 

ships in subsidiaries o r  in special projects, and cross- 

licensing. Kclationships will not only develop with 
other firms, but also with universities and local govern- 
ments. The reasons put forward for thcse linkages are 
that firms arc no longer self-contained, and the world 
has become industrially and economically borderless. 
Products arc designed in one country, manufactured in 
parts in two or three others, to be marketed and sold in 
yet others. In addition, the technological system which 
must be tapped is dispersed amongst many tirms; and 
instead of discrete markets there is a rapidly changing 
global scene.29 
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States, too. recognize their interdependence now, 
and find it mutually beneficial to support each other. 

Cooperative liaisons between nations in respect of 
trade, cultural exchange, research and development, 
post and transport arc common in all parts o f  the world 

despite competitive o r  even antagonistic behaviour in 

certain spheres. 

The recomn~endation implicit in the communalist 
approach is that individuals should choose so as to 
benefit others (as well as themselves) even if this is not 
compulsory. The intrinsic duality is that of altruism 
versus egoisni. Altruism is the aspiration and is 
expressed by such virtues as magnanimity, generosity, 

mercy, and gratitude. Egoism, meant non-pejoratively, 
is the constraint on being altruistic because egoism 

defines the individual's actual strengths and vulner- 
abilities. 

The individual with few capacities and resources can 
function altruistically only to a most limited degree. So 
the biblical injunction in Leviticus ' to love thy neigh- 
bour as thy self' must be assumed to be an injunction to 
love one's self a great deal. Weak individuals are likely 
to be selfish and pusillanimous, and psychoanalytic - - 
researches suggest that ego weakness underlies gross 
egotistical behaviour such as m a l e v o l e n c ~ . ~ ~  Healthy 
egoism is manifested by appropriate self-respect and 
self-regard. it depends heavily upon thr receipt of 
genuinely deserved attention, respect, approval and 
admiration from others. Altruistic choice is possible 
because it is one source of such supplies. Uncontrolled 

egoism leads to the search for wealth and status, - 
because these arc generally more likely to attract 

approval and admiration than arc wisdom, virtue or 

altruism. 

The resolution of the tension within the duality 

results in the cardinal virtue of benevolence - or 
charity o r  love or humanity - or ren, the supreme 
Confucian virtue. In business. this virtue is often 
termed enlightened self-interest. The failure to resolve 

the tension leads generally to the cardinal vice of in- 

difference. For evil to triumph, the saying goes, it is 

only necessary that good men remain silent. Arendt, 
following this approach, suggests that "it was sheer 
thoughtlessness" that led Eichmann to act so evilly. He 
was not a psychopath or criminal or stupid, but was 

diligent and concerned to advance himself. In this way. 
he "never realized what he was doing."31 Negligence, 

thoughtlessness and other varieties of indilTcrence are 
the antitheses ol' relationship and community. 

Feelings. Feelings enable us to  appreciate the needs 
and interests of others: and to assist in drawing boun- 
daries which specify who should be regarded as being 

affected in any choice. Feelings arc also essential to  the 
intuitive balancing of benetits and harms that seem 

likely to flow from any choice. 

In tlir long run, it is nearly impossible and certainly 
undesirable for a person to remain emotionally un- 
affectecl by the sufferings of others. Doing so requires 

hardening oneself. This is a brutalizing process and is 

self-damaging. In the absence of such brutalization. the 
natural sympathetic identification between people 
means that any benefit for another tends to  be felt to  be 

a benefit for oneself, and any harm to another tends to  
be felt to be harmful to  oneself. Adam Smith suggested 
that the f'ict that people tend to be short of feelings for 

others was perhaps the only reason for considering 
altruism as ethically superior to egoism 32 This rather 

pessimistic conclusion is not so true within families. 

Family Decisions: A family man may hove to decide 
whether or not to emigrate for the sake of his career. He 
might be in o position to insist on the family odapting to 
his decision. But on such o big issue in families, outhori- 
lorianism can easily go wrong. A communalist father 
would immediately seek to take into account such things 
as the effect on his wife's career, the disturbance to the 
children's schooling, and relations with elderly grand- 
parents, friends and relatives. Other factors, such as the 
benefits for all from higher earnings abroad and previous 
agreements about where to live would also be relevant. 
The simple choice of emigrating would evolve into a corn- 
plex set of related choices associated with emigration 
and seeking to meet reasonable claims of oil. The final 
outcome would represent a satisfactory balance of all 
anticipated benefits ond drawback in the light of the 
needs and interests of all the family. Ex. 6.16 

Misconce iv ing  Altruism. Totally disinterested 
altruism is utterly impractical and does not exist out- 
side llic~ological o r  radical academic texts.33 It is in- 

appropriate to expect altruism to be realized as a way of 
life because an aspiration is defined by the fact that it can 
be sought but not realized. When treated as a goal, pure 
altruism becomes indistinguishable from masochism 
and fosters exploitative tendencies in others. In any 

case, pure altruism cannot be manifested because any 

altruistic act simultaneously boosts egoisni. For the 
most virtuous souls it does so by affirming identity and 
integrity; for others by gratifying a sense of superiority 
or pride. 

Wisdom demands that one should never ask people 

to act against their own self-interest, and that some self- 
interest should be recognized in any act. We could then 
recognize without embarrassment that benevolence 
does indeed serve self-interest, whilst being mean- 
spirited and nasty is not only vicious and inhumane but 
usually self-defeating. In Chapter 5, i t  was rccognin=cl 
that altruism is best realized in a community where 
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reciprocation is possible and self-depletion can be 
prevented. But even reciprocity brings problems: in the 

Ik culture, altruistic gestures create such a painful sense 

of indebtedness that people strive to avoid benefiting 
from them.j4 

A further problem with altruism is that it operates 
without accountability: that is to say, the altruist is not 

responsible to anyone for the benevolent act, not even 
to the person being helped. Some altruistic choices 
ignore the recipients wishes, or even cause long-term 
harm, and yet peoplc are nervous about rejecting aid 
and biting any hand that feeds them. 

Taking all these points together. it seems reasonable 
to suggest that genuine disinterested altruisn~ is found 
most often in small enduring groups: and that it oper- 
ates best when it expresses identity, is conventional and 
likely to be reciprocated, is limited in scope, and 

requires a niinin~al amount of deference. 

Using the Approach. Con~munalist-style investi- 

gation is called for when the balance of consequences of 
some action for all those concerned is in question. It is 

then necessary to take a systems approach and provide 
a model of the situation and its environment. This 
involves recognizing who is affected, identifying the key 
factors, anticipating likely effects and changes through 

time, and assessing the relative costs and benefits. To do 

this properly requires 'participative system niodelling' , 
a method which can become very ~ o m p l e x . ~ '  Ethical 
debate in practice is usually systemic in a broad sense, 
but much less scientific. I t  typically involves speculating 

on consequences of proposed actions, identifying 

various individuals or groups previously ignored, 
clarifying who can best tolerate hardship or  lesser 
benefits, and considering a variety of possible choices 
which affect different groups and with different 
consequences. 

Major social developments seem t o  require systemic 
modelling if they are to moid defeating their objects. 
For example the development of the welfare state in the 
U K  after 1945 was associated with penal taxation (up to 
98%) and persistent discouragement, disparagement 

and neglect of those with entrepreneurial abilities. This 
eventually contributed to a general econonlic decline 

followed by a backlash in the 1980s that caused much 
suffering. The end result of the once noble conimunal- 
ist enterprise may well have been to undermine the 
altruistic ethos within society. 

Will the UK decision to proceed with the channel 
tunnel linking England to Europe be beneficial for 
future generations when the countrys environment, 
culture, and prosperity arc considered as a whole? 
Rather than scare-mongering, it is worth reflecting on 

the failure of another high technology de\elopment the 
Aswan Dam (Ex 6.17) 

The Aswan Dam: The Aswan dam in Egypt seemed to 
meet o real requirement for irrigation and power ond to 
benefit the populotion generally. However it proved to 
hove many drawbacks. Over 100,000 people were dip 
placed. Almost one third of the water is wasted because 
of evoporotion ond leakage into surrounding rocks. The 
steady irrigating streams favour the snails that tronsmit 
schistosorniosis. o painful debilitating disease which 
needs to be fought. The nolurolly fertilizing Nile silt hos 
been lost ond much of the electricity produced has had to 
be used to moke fertilizer. The loss of silt has also led to 
progressive erosion of land in the Nile delta, and has 
dramatically reduced the tonnage of fish caught there. In 
due course, solination of the soil. a consequence of irri- 
gation previously prevented when flooding leoched out 
the salts, will cause permanent loss of fertility along the 
Nile banks. Ex. 6.1 736 

The quandary that characteristically emerges in com- 
munalist inquiry is where to  draw the boundary ofcon- 
cern within which peoplc are given roughly equal 
consideration. Most people, handle this by recognizing 
a gradation of sympathy according to proximity, simi- 
larity and association. For a person, sympathy might be 
maximum for intimates, somewhat less for friends, still 

less for acquaintances, still less for countrvmcn, and so 

on. Organizations and governments act in a similar 
fashion, favouring insiders and supporters before out- 

siders and opponents. A degree of inequality of con- 
sideration seems unavoidable. In the case of decisions 
taken today to protect the environment, the hypotheti- 
cal news of still unborn generations have been regarded 

as worthy of inclusion. However, the hypothetical effect 
on possible life in other galaxies has not (yet) entered 
the discussion. The particular issue usually determines 
just how far concern can reasonably, conventionally, 
appropriately. self-advantageously or beneficially be 
taken. 

Toxic Waste Disposal: If  toxic wastes have to be pro- 
duced in the service of society, they must be disposed of 
safely. Orgonizotions in some countries hove token this to 
mean dumping the wastes in other countries whose firms 
or governments benefit financially and who do not under- 
stand the consequences, or do not consider them. The 
suffering within foreign countries is experienced os distant 
ond less serious thon (hot poten~ially suffered within the 
home country. Awareness ol global interdependence has 
led to a greater concern for the environment. There also 
oppears to be greater altruistic feeling amongst people 
intern~tionoll~. These factors tend to moke even legal 
dumping in poor countries on unethical choice. 

Ex. 6.18 

The typical extreme circumstance occurs when there is 
a need for a sacrifice For example. a local con~munity 
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may be expected to  sutler, say by allowing a nuclear 

waste dump or an airport development, in order that 
the rest o t  the country may benefit. In war zones, an 
injured friend may be left behind so that others can 
escape. If such situations are not handled satisfactorily, 
then feelings of guilt and unvvorthiness, or of being 
exploited and manipulated, will persist. The most 
extreme case involves certain loss of life. Caiaphas put 

A e  dilemma neatly to the con~inunity leaders in 
Jerusalem so many years ago: "Is it not better that one 

innocent person be put to death than that the whole 
pcople perish?* Horrific stories tell of survivors ofsliip- 
wrecks or  aircraft crashes who decided to kill. even eat, 
one or more of tlieir number so that die rest of the 
group might survive. 37 

Limitations. Communalisn~ is a natural, popular 

and useful approach to ethical choice, but intense 

criticism within the philosophical literature abounds. 
Mackie, for instance, calls it a grandiose fantasy, an irra- 
tional myth and a recipe for disaster: while Hnnis 
stamps it as senseless.38 Mackie claims it is utopian 
because people are not capable of considering others 
fully; in~possible because the calculations required to 
assess benefit overall cannot be carried out; and in- 

determinate because it is never possible to finalize what 
factors count, what the distribution of benefit shoulcl 

be. what weighting should be applied and so on. 
However, such criticism seems excessive and is surely 
overly mathematical. All  that any approach can achieve 
is to  organize thinking around a particular obligation: 
and communalism certainly does this. Although the 
balance of benefit and harm for those affected may be 

difficult to  be sure about or gain agreement on, it is not 
an ambiguous or unreasonable obligation. 

Ascending the approaches, we have seen a steady 

progression from a group-orientation to an individual- 
orientation and this now culminates in comniunalism. 
Communalism reveals the individual as an autonomous 
being concerned lor a self that exists within relation- 
ships and which therefore requires concern for both sell 
and others. 

However, from time immemorial, the idea of leaving 
ethical choice to an autonomous individual, depending 
as it does on the exercise of virtue, has been seen to be 
insufficient. Aristotle noted that virtues arc about what 
is difficult tor humanity. In any case, virtues like benev- 

olence cannot take account of the common good or the 
needs of the social group beyond each particular 
individual's awareness, strivings, and capabilities. The 

maintenance and well-being of the social group is essen- 
tial to the preservation and operation of individual 

autonomy. So, paradoxically, the practice of individual 
autonomy becomes a new constraint to be overcome 

for the benefit of the individual. This takes us to the 

next higher systcn~. 

1'4: 
THE LEGITIMIST APPROACH 

S o u r c e  of Conviction. The sixth approach to 
ethical choice focuses, like value systems (L-6), on the 
theoretical structures which control and constrain 
choices. Value systems bring sustained order into the 

operation of value and intention within particular 
domains of action. Correspondingly, the source of con- 
viction in the legitimist approach stems from setting a 
general (i.e. theoretical) rule which channels and orga- 
nizes choosing within any approach. The legitimist 
asks: 'What rule could deal wid1 the issue? Will pcople 

follow the rule now and in the future?' Choice ofa  rule 

is ethically justified for the legitimist if all in the social 

group regard it as fair. 

Although setting a rule may be precipitated by a 
particular situation, it has to apply to an indefinite 
variety of subsequent similar-but-notidentical situa- 
tions. This means that the rule must lie distant from 
action, quite distinct from immediate goals (strategic o r  
tactical objectives), and somewhat abstract in nature. 
To ensure rules are workable, they are often system- 

atizecl to  form a coherent and consistent code. Rules 

cannot be applied to dictate choice in particular situa- 
tions. In medieval times, books were written in which 
attempts were made to resolve hard cases of con- 
science. The authors took the general rules of religion 
and morality and applied then1 to particular problems 
where different obligations conflicted. I-lowever. casu- 
istry (as this was called) fell into disrepute because it 
simply did not work. 

Particular situations either call for setting a new 
rule, or for a non-legitimist approach to choice. 
Situations in themselves never demand the blind 
following of rules. Of course, rules, once set, do affect 
choices (including the setting of subsequent rules), but 

rules cannot determine choice because each approach 
perceives rules according to its own nature. In the 

nature of things, pragmatists obey rules which feel 

appropriate and conveniently ignore those which do 

not; conventionalists choose rules which are cusio- 
niarily followed. and so on. Legitimists, of course, 
advocate respect for rules and adherence t o  them in 
general. They tend to regard expedience and other 
informal obligations as subsidiary and assume that, in 
the long run at least, following rules produces the best 
overall result. It follows that the most satisfactory rules 
are negative in that they indicate constraints o r  
restraints, leaving specific choices open to the opera- 

tion of autonomy and situational assessment. 
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Despite the limitation on what rules alone can 
achieve. much debate about what choice is ethical 

mistakenly attempts 10 apply available rules. Ke clear: 

choice means intervening to produce a particular result 
in the complexity of the social world. Previously set 

rules never in themselves indicate what choice is right 
and good now in this particular situation - only people 
using one of the approaches can do that. (Rules may lie 
used retrospectively to judge whether a choice is right 
o r  \vrong in sonic communal or legal o r  doctrinal 
sense, but ethical judgement is an entirely different 

matter to ethical choice.) 

Types of Rule. Research revealed that several types 

of rules may be set. These are: prescriptions (Lt '-1 ), 
convent ions (L"-2), tenets (L"- 3 ) .  rights o r  duties 
(1"-4). maxims (L"- 5), laws (L"-6), and absolutes (L"-7) 
as shown in Master-Figure 9. I will examine these rules 
in detail in Chapters 7,s  and 9. The focus in this section 
is on rule-setting as a mode of choice, and the account 
aims to be broadlv applicable to all tvpes of rule. 

Principal Features. The injunction when setting 

rules is to be fair or just. Such a choice is 'right'. A rule 
which is unfair o r  unjust is 'wrong.  Just rules are not 
simply a matter for judges or  legislators. Fair rules in a 
family. in a school room, or in an organisation are the 
very foundation of a culture within which individuals 
may thrive and willingly contribute. 

British Standards: The British Stondords Institute exists to 
set rules which govern the effectiveness ond safety of a 
wide voriely of products and seivices. In developing 
recommendations for achieving quolily within orgoniza- 
tions, the framers of the British Standard IBS5750) hove 
been communalist in their explicit concern for all involved 
- society, shareholders, employees, customers &c. 
However, thei~ mode of action is legitimist becouse they 
hove produced rules and because they demond the 
setting of organizational rules which establish BS57.50 in 
the firm. The influence of lower level obligotions is not 
difficult to see. The British Standard states that firms ought 
to ensure that their ~roduct or service: meets o well- 
defined need. use or purpose [rotionolist); complies with 
currently opplicoble standards, specifications and statu- 
tory requirements (convenliona~isl): satisfies customers' 
expectations (progmotist]: and is mode ovailoble at 
competitive prices which will yield a profit {individualist) 

Ex. 6.1 939 

Ethical rules are as necessary tor good social life as 

grammar is for good communication. The more we 
create organizations and communities. the more we 
should be concerned about the quality of rules that we 
set. The rule is typically set on the basis that adhering to 
it is right even if it feels inappropriate o r  seems unfair in 
a particular situation. We noted earlier that Kant con- 

cluded that following rules was what ethics was about: 
no action performed from desire o r  inclination could be 

moral. Because the rule is a public structure and its 

setting demands authority and implies obedience, the 

legitimist approach is d e ~ m o l o ~ i c a l . ~ ~  

The core obligation lies in setting a rule which is 
accepted as right by the chooser and all others in the 

relevant social group. All rules need to emerge from an 
authority legitimated by the relevant social group. The 
nature of rules is that they identify support and 
strengthen natural groups -the community or society, 

the tribe. the association or  organization, the faction. 
This means that rule-setting supports other approaches 

to choice without displacing these. 

The legitimist approach is concerned above all with 
regulating the relationship between the individual and 
A e  group on which the individual depends. Meinber- 
ship ofa group means contributing to the formation and 
maintenance of its rules. So instilling respect for rules 

is part of the socialization of any child. To survive, a 
o u  must organise itself to ensure that rules are set 
and followed, and that breaches of a rule are responded 

to promptly. In any organization, for example, there is 
a continuing temptation tor choices which harm the 
organization or  its staff. Victimization of subordinates, 
rudeness, bribes paid or  received, and dangerous work 
practices all need to lie handled by setting rules and 
regulations. (Often rules olthis sort are termed ethical 

policies.) 

The tension-producing duality that emerges here is 
that between the common good and individual auto- 

nomy. The aspiration being pursued by setting rules is 
the common (or collective) good. Unlike comn~unalist 
choices where equality of benefit is problematic if not 
in~possible, rules can aim to benefit each and every 
individual absolutely equally within the group because 
all individuals share a common and equal interest in the 

sustenance and well-being of the group. The constraint 

to establishing such rules is the autonomy of each 
individual, because rules cannot make exceptions. 

Over-emphasis on either side of the duality leads to  
deeply unsatisfactory situations. On the one hand, 
unmitigated exaltation of the common good leads to 
rules being set which repress and stifle uniqueness and 

generate a tyranny of A e  n~ajori ty .~ '  For example, trade 
unions exist to protect and promote the interests of 
each member. But situations have frequently developed 
in which the leaders become distant from the nnember- 
ship and set rules which seriously infringe the liberties 
of individual members. Strikes without ballots, punish- 
ment of members who disagree with the union line, and 
closed shop agreements all decrease the autonomy of 
members. If autonomy is being excessively infringed, a 
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person should be able to work lor the introduction of a 

better rule, or replacement of the rule-makers. As a last 

resort, people may join or create another group. 
Disaffected trade unionists within die UK'S National 
Union of Mineworkers, for example, set up the Union 
of Democratic Mincworkers. 

Vietnam War: The anti-communist war in Vietnam 
became progressively more unpopular in the US, and so 
conscription became essential. But US society was 
divided on Vietnam. Those who saw the war as basically 
unjust felt that legalized coercion was wrong. Many of 
those who accepted the draft escaped into drugs or sub 
sequently broke down physically or mentally. Others 
avoided the droft, using a variety of excuses. Some left 
the country. Some accepted imprisonment rather than 
fight. Meanwhile, many community leaders called for 
new lows to be passed bosed on a withdrawal from 
Vietnam. They sought abolition of the droft, and full 
amnesty for all conscientious objectors. These things 
eventually come to pass. Ex. 6.20 

O n  the other hand. unmitigated exaltation of in- 

dividual autonomy leads to social chaos or neglect (as 
exemplified by the nearly ruleless anarchist com- 
munes: see Ch. 5),  destruction of the weakest, tyranny 
by minorities, free-riders or freeloaders who take from 
the community but do not give, and exploitation of 
common goods (known as 'the tragedy of the mm- 

mans"*). 

The present balance in many societies seems to be 

towards autonomy. It is noticeable, for example, that in 
setting laws about abortion, the academic debate has 
been largely in terms of individual autonomy - the 

rights of the mother and foetus and the duties of pro- 
fessionals. By comparison tlicre has been little discus- 
sion of what common good is being pursued or  what 
sort of society is being realized by whichever solution is 

ultimately endorsed.43 

Autonomy is important of course. I h e  common 
good cannot be effectively promoted without it. But, as 
it turns out, individuals need to be supported and 
guided in childhood to value their autonomy. As adults, 

they find that this autonomy cannot be expressed or 
protected in the absence of a well-ordered social group. 
To be autonomous without receiving recognition, value 
and responsibility from the group is difficult if not 
impossible. Finally, autonomy is liable to be harmful 
without group control. We saw earlier (in the discus- 

sion of individualism and in Ex. 6.14) that the inherent 
and desirable competition between individuals can only 
promote the common good if the social group sets rules 
felt to be fair. 

Resolution of the conflicting claims of the group's 

well-being and the individual's autonomy leads to  the 

cardinal virtue of justice. Justice is the quintessential 
community-oriented virtue. It reflects an inner striving 

to act with a sense of proportion. What the relevant 
aspects are in deciding fairness must be determined in 
the situation by the chooser. As with cominunalism 

(utilitarianism), the inipossibility of mathematical 
exactitude does not invalidate the search for justice. 
The corresponding cardinal vice is injustice. 

Feelings. The feelings particularly relevant to  rule- 

setting are those of l'airness and unfairness, of rcspon- 
sibility and guilt, of participation, belonging, alienation 

and isolation. Such feelings run deep in people. 

Fair Pay Pay is too often handled coercively, either 
during negotiotions between unions and monogement or 
in the form of individual incentives In the case of union 
negotiations the result is interminoble strife over differen 
tiols ond encouragement of leapfrogging pay claims. In 
the case of incentives, the resul~ IS a weakening of intrin- 
sic motivation and the promotion of self-interest over the 
cooperation on which orgonizotional achievement 
depends. An alternative approach is to tap into what feels 
foir. The market typically gives on indication of o fair rate, 
and research suggests that people hove a deep feeling 
for fairness about pay. Some research suggests that rules 
obout pay might be possible by linking i t  to work corm 
plexity ond weight of responsibility. The crude use of pay 
os a motivator not only minimizes the significance of foir- 
ness and undermines the possibility of using rules, but also 
generotes counter-productive feelings like olienotion from 
the work-group and greed. Ex. 6 . 2 1 ~ ~  

Using the Approach. Legitimist investigation t o  
support ethical choice is necessary when there is a need 
to develop and institute rules to  permit or aid coopera- 

tion between individuals in the group. The rules either 
establish the consensus view on behaviour, attitude or  
thought, or aid resolution of conflicts of interests and 
needs within and between the members of the group. 

Rules can be conscientiously designed, and precisely 
and clearly specified in the course of this inquiry. Rules 
for enforcement, monitoring and handling non-com- 
pliance may be determined simultaneously. Debate 
over all these matters may be intense. 

Ethical rules survive and benefit the social group 
only if they are well designed and authoritatively set. 
Rules which arc unsatisfactory tend to be ignored, and 
may bring into disrepute other rules, o r  even the social 
group and its institutions of authority. This weakens 

ethical choice and ethical judgement in general. Each 
approach has its own view of whether a rule should be 
followed. So, rules are most effective if they are 
designed to recognize the obligations in the other 
approaches. In other words, rules need to be directly 
relevant to current problems (L'-I) ,  to  embody social 
history and tradition (L'2),  to reflect common ideals 



(L'-3). to  benefit people as individuals (L'-4) .  t o  
remind people of the special claims of others (L'-S), to  

support the social group and be consistent with other 
related rules (Lt-6), and to feel absolutely right and fair 
(L'-7). 

A School Admission Rule: The desire in the UK for corm 
prehensive secondary educotion to be provided in mixed 
obility closses led to the establishment of o rule that 
controlled the proportions of pupils odmitted occoiding to 
their scholastic obility. Although this rule could be gener- 
04 opplied, i t  wos not effective for mony reosons. I t  wos 
easy to get around by both parents and schools. It broke 
with history ond convention. I t  did not feel oppropriote to 
mony. It wos not indispensable. Above all, benefits for 
individuals were neither widespreod nor obvious e.g. 
remediol needs were not properly met, the gifted were not 
developed, ond ottention to the overoge student was dis- 
turbed. Insisting on poor rules like this one contributed to 
the discrediting of comprehensive educotion os o whole. 

Ex. 6.22 

Because all ethical rules deliberately aim to channel 
and limit the individual, the quandary generated is how 

to handle the diminution of individual freedom that 
results. A variety of possibilities exist. One tradition 

would say that such curtailment should be kept to  an 
absolute minimum. Another might argue that indivi- 
dual freedom must be viewed as secondary. A further 
possibility is to propose the maximum involvement of 
people in rule-making. 

From what has been said so far, it follows that the 
first dun- in the ordering of any group is for it to  evolve 
or  devise just rules to govern its members' actions. The 

extreme circumstance here is one where the group as a 
whole is chaotic or strife-ridden. Rules are then needed 
more than ever but they cannot be set. Families in poor 
socio-economic circunistances which do not carry out 
basic family tasks have been found to be severely dis- 
organized and to lack the ability to set necessary rules 

to  govern work patterns. management of finances, 
association with friends, o r  care of their children.'' 
When a social group is deeply divided, as occurs in 

communities like Northern Ireland, it is extremely 

difficult to forniulatc rules which are ge~)crallv 
regarded as just and have the support of all. Rules 
regarded as unjust by large sections of the group are 

difficult to enforce. People tend t o  flout the rule and 
risk the consequences as we saw in the case of the 
Vietnam conscription law (Ex. 6.20). 

Limitations. Critrcisms of legitimism focus largely 
on the abstract and general nature of rules. Rules seen1 
either too indeterminate to take account of shadt~s of 
circumstances fully, or too nit-picking and detailed in 
an attempt to o\crcome this difficulty Often the new 
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rule conflicts with previous rules and makes application 

problematic. However, such criticisms expect too 

much of rules. In particular, they expect rules to deter- 
mine choice when they can only govern or channel it. 

As emphasized at the outset, attempts to choose solely 
by rules never work. Philosophers m y  play games of 
increasing the precision of rules, positing hierarchies of 

rules, o r  invoking mcta-rules such as 'estimate the 
relative stringencies of the rules in each case', but these 
simply do not fit with the way people actually operate. 

The most serious criticisms are about the wav the 
approach is iniplemented and not about the approach 

itself. For example, the rule-setting process may be too 
slow ancl cumbersome. Setting a rulr may be used to 

justify coercion, even violence in the case of the state, 
in order to secure conipliance. The idealization of a 
perfect authority may encourage slavish and mindless 

choice according to the letter of the rule. Such 
phenomena are a function ofthe maturity of people and 
their societies and not indictments of the legitimist 
approach itself'. 

Setting a rule may well serve the general good with- 

out unduly curtailing a persons autonomy. However. 
even if all the requirements of the temporal order were 
met. as represented by resolution of the dualities of the 
six approaches so far considered, the spiritual order has 
yet to  bc taken into account. This distinction, perhaps 
hazy now - at least in philosophical and scientific 
circles - was well recognized in classic times. Prota- 
goras. a sophist, is made by Plato to explain that men 

fought each other until given dike (law, justice) and aidos 
(shame, honour) which were essential for social 

living.46 Dike has been considered, am1 it is now neces- 
sary to turn to aidos in the next and final ethical system. 

1'-7: 
THE TRANSCENDENTALIST 

APPROACH 

Source of Conviction. The seventh and final 

approach to  ethical choice focuses, like ultimate values 

IL-7) ,  on experiential states that transcend the person 
and the situation. This level of purpose is the source of 
all value, is equivalent to absolute good, and is routinely 
associated with deities. Correspondingly, the source of 
contiction in the transcendentalist approach is the use of 
the self as a channel to absolute, possibly divine. p d -  
ance which must be wholly good. The transcendentalist 

therefore asks: 'What choice is morally o r  Sundan~cn- 
tally required?' or 'What does n y  essence and integrity 
demand?' o r  'What does God want of me?' Choice for 
the transcendentalist is ethically justified if it is driven 
by a genuinely deep and transpersonal inner sense of 



what is good and right. [:or those of a religious dis- 
position, the choice is man's but it originates from God. 

It follows that the transcendentalist approach provides 

ethical conviction and faith to feed all lower level 
approaches. 

Pr inc ipa l  Features. The injunction in this approach 
is t o  be; or. if pure being sounds mysterious. to be 
aware and to be true to oneself; or, in the language of 
modern humanistic and transpersonal psychology, to be 
authentic." Only through one's own self, that is to say 

through inner awareness and open imagination, is it 

possible to make contact with one's true self, with 
others, and with the deepest sense of the situation. So. 
awareness and authenticity are good ' .  Correspon- 
dingly, being false, artificial or hypocritical is 'bad'. To 
turn away from awareness is to turn from humanity and 

from God. 

As indicated above, the core obligation is to be found 
in a natural response to  a deep inner sense or  inspiration 

of what is right and good. Such responses arc aided by a 
realization that they emerge from the eternal and 

divine. The transcendentalist approacli emphasizes 
pursuit of the good in so far as it can be known, and so 
it is the ultimate and dominant ideological system. 

Because of the deeply personal character 01. choicc 
within this approach, readers must be referred to their 
own experience for examples. Numerous examples are 
available From mythology, holy books, the lives of great 

men, and great literature. The transcendental choice 
may accord with the choicc reached within any of the 
preceding systems, although the process for reaching 
the choice is different. This difference becomes most 
evident when the transcendental choice is countcr- 
intuitive, and not in accord with preconceived values or 

conscious desires. 

Samuel, the Prophet: Old Testament prophets, like 
Samuel, were frequently undecided about the best course 
of action in complex social situations and would talk with 
God. Samuel's sons were corrupt judges, so the elders of 
Israel came to him to appoint a King to govern instead. 
Samuel did not personally approve this idea. However he 
prayed and the Lord replied: 'Listen to the people and oil 
that they ore saying; they hove not rejected you, i t  is I 
whom they hove rejected. . . . . Tell them what son of King 
will govern them.' Samuel painted a realistic picture of an 
oppressive monarch but the people still wanted a King. 
Samuel prayed again. The lord replied: Take them at 
their word and appoint them a King.' Samuel did so. 
Without diminishing Samuel's gift of prophecy, one might 
well regard the words of God os Samuel's deep insight 
into what he should soy in the situation, despite his own 
misgivings and personal preferences. Ex. 6.2348 

The duality that emerges here is that of spirituality 

and temporality. The aspiration is to  be attuned to and in 
harmony with the spirit, and to be guided by this. 

Spirituality depends on maintenance of faith and hope 
and a deep and mysterious sense of participation in the 
intcrconnectedncss of all being. However, the temporal 

order imposes a constriiint on what is possiblc. In the 
temporal domain, compromise is valuable, uncertainty 

unavoidable, and doubt necessary. 

On the one hand, turning wholly away from the 
mundane is undesirable except for those few with a 
monastic or hermitic type of religious voc.ition. For the 

rest of us, severe material deprivation spoils freedom 

and perverts ethical choice. On the other hand, turning 
wholly away from the spiritual means to fragment one- 
self, AM\ to  be cut oil' from the power of being, in- 
dueling metaphor and myth, that constitutes the 
cosmos and makes human life possiblc. Few desire this. 

Doubt in God or  a God-equivalent is not secular 
maturity but evidence of spiritual disturbance. 

Resolution of the tension between these two great 

orders of existence results in the cardinal rirtue of 
integrity. Integrity ensures that the eternal and spiritual 

serve as the ultimate aspirational context which guides 
the temporal and mundane. Integrity refers to the 
maintenance of a state of wholeness, completeness o r  
perfection (from L. inrcger - intact). The corresponding 
cardinal vice is corruption (from 1. corruptus - destroy, 
ruin). Corruption blocks meaningful human relation- 
ships, and leads to treachery and betrayal of the self and 

others. Sadly, the integrity of a person may be labelled 
as bt'trayal by the social group. 

Luther's Conversion and Heresy: Martin Luther did 
brilliantly academically, and then to the distress of his 
family and friends, lie entered a monastery in obedience 
to a call from Heaven. He devoted himself to his new 
motion and further studies with equal dedication and 
insightfulness. The corrupt sole of indulgences was doc- 
trinally and practically abhorrent and led to him posting 
his 95 Theses in 15 17. Thus commenced a flow of cow 
troversial writings dealing with a whole variety of theo- 
logical, biblical, institutional and practical matters. To 
maintain his integrity, he broke church rules of ritual, con- 
vention, belief, and rights. This ultimately led to his ex- 
communication. Ex. 6.24 

Spirituality appears to be an aspiration that is 
primarily a property o f  persons. The aspiration can be 
realized in part in the process of union (as we saw in Ch. 

S), but union does not do away with the need to handle 
the demands of temporal reality. As new religious 
movements become established as churches, union 
often tends to  lie debased by temporal concerns which 
ensure popularity. However, some spiritual movements 
have found ways for groups to  resolve the tension (see 
Ex. 5 .3  and Ex. 6.25). 



Steiner's Anthroposophy: Rudolf Steiner { 186 1 - 1925) 
established anthropo~oph~ based on his own capacity 
for spiritual perception and his desire to nurture spiritual 
faculties in others and in society generally. His is one of 
the few spiritual movements that is not a church and yet 
has penetrated constructively into mony fields of human 
activity: education for normal children: homes and 
schools tor maladjusted and physically or mentally 
retarded children; a biodynomic method of forming and 
gardening; centres for scientific and mathematical 
research; eurhythmy, on art of movement to speech ond 
music; and schools of pointing, sculpture, orchiteciure, 
speech and drama. Ex. 6.2549 

The Fashion for God. Over the last century, it has 
been increasingly fashionable for philosophers and 
scientists to deride God, the transcendental, spiritua- 
lity and pure Being. Or, at least, to regard these notions 
as either private and non-discussible o r  devoid of mean- 

ing and utility. However, from earliest times until very 

recently, the ultimate source of ethical understanding 
and virtue in behaviour could not be otherwise im- 
agined. Plato and Aristotle. twin sources of the Western 
tradition, took the divine interpenetration of reality for 
granted in a way that was emotionally neutral and intcl- 

lectually supportive. At the same time, in the East, Con- 
fucius and Chinese philosophers in the subsequent two 
centuries also made ethical action the mainspring of all 

achicvcnicnts and social relations, while still rooting life 

in Tien (Heaven), the supreme cosn~ic spiritual 50 

In modern times, affinities with this tradition can be 
seen in the work of theistic and atheistic existentialists 
like Bergson, Kierkegaard, Heidcgger, and Sartre; anti- 
rationalist personalist theologians like Barth, Buber. 

Tillich, and Nicbuhr: and transpersonal o r  spiritual 

psychologists like Jung, Krishnamurti, and Gurdjieff. 
The view presented by such thinkers is that the indivi- 

dual exists and creates himself in acts of free choice. 
The very ground of being should be rediscovered and 
rc-cxperiencecl daily. Choice is critical for being, and all 
transitory human values - value systems and social 
values - are insignificant. These thinkers recognize 
that man, at moments of crisis, touches the infinite and 
transcendent which can never be formulated, verified, 
explained or proven.5' 

Feelings. Experiential reality is now paramount 
because transcendental awareness can only manifest 
through feeling states and symbols. Ethical choice 
emerges here in the form of an intuition, which is 
driven primarily by the imagination (not by conscience 
or  reason). As already emphasized, the choice may be 

counter-intuitive. Sometimes it is communicated liy an 
inner voice, hallucinatory vision or  dream. It then takes 
the person and associates by surprise, as in the case of 
Samuel (Ex. 6.23) and Luther (Ex. 6.24). 

Using the Approach. Transcendentalist inrestigu- 
lion is required when personal integrity is at stake and 

when transpersonal guidance is felt to be needed for 

choice. For example, a citizen with strong law-abiding 
convictions may regard a particular law as unjust, and 
wonder whether she should refuse to obey it despite 
serious consequences. The choice here must not be 

made using the conscience, which is an accident of 

upbringing, but by some deeper awareness of a higher 
ethical reality. 

The self is the vehicle for the expression of this 
higher reality. So the person must conduct the invcs- 

tigation by turning inwards to  gain awareness and 
spiritual support. Habitual self-awareness and the 
deliberate practice of integrity generate inner con- 
fidence in ethical choice. Study of ethical tracts and 

contemplation of virtues in the lives of others is also 

helpful. Methods to activate inner awareness may also 
be useful. These typically ensure that a conducive state 
of consciousness is developed through meditation, con- 
centration and focusing of attention. Spiritual coun- 
selling which docs not impose on the person may 
release blocks. The key tasks are to locate the individual 
within himself o r  herself, and to develop the capacity to 

self-reflect and avoid automatic identification with 

ones  own experience and everyday intuitions. Spiritual 
aids such as prayer, ritual, holy scriptures, body control 
(like yoga) or oracles like the 1 Ching may be used. 

The transcenclen~list approach comes into its own in 
deeply felt or highly complex situations involving 
others, especially in extreme circumstances of any sort. 
Any possibility may then lie cliosen - as long as 

integrity is not conlpromised. The c.ycreme circumstance 

characteristic of this approach occurs when a person's 
integrity is being directly assaulted. If  it is not possible 
to accommodate to  the situation or escape from it while 
maintaining integrity, then death appears preferable. In 
Camus' memorable phrase: 'It is better to die on your 
feet than live on your  knee^'.'^ The alternative to phy- 
sical death is a spiritual or emotional death in which the 
person goes mechanically through the motions of 
living. but is not energized or  involved. 

Hell on Earth: The Nazi concentrotion camps consisted of 
a sustained assault on person01 integrity. Inmates were 
subjected to the most brutal and humiliating treatment. 
were threatened and tortured, and regularly witnessed 
death and cruelly. A very few individuals, like Bruno 
Bettelheim. were able to maintain their integrity despite 
the camp conditions and subsequently lived a constructive 
life. Many became apathetic (the 'Mussulrnann state'] 
and died in the camps. For most. survival depended upon 
developing o 'camp mentality' which included lying. 
stealing food, betraying others, envy, not helping friends 
in need, and hordening oneself ogoinst feelings of any 
sort. The longterm consequences were not only physical 
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and mental illness, but intense guilt and shome, and 
dysfunctional social ottitudes. Survivors have hod great 
difficulty in bringing up children with positive values 
including o belief in the possibility of o better world. 

Ex 6.2653 

The quanday that emerges when using transccn- 

dental choice is how to conirnunicatc the choice so that 
its true nature is known. Others commonly doubt 
whether the choice genuinely expresses inner awareness 
(inspiration or divine guidance) - or  reflects either 
self-delusion or the effect of temptation, preference or 

convenience. For example, if the choice is admirable, 
the chooser may struggle internally with a sense that 
the choice is based on pride. Counter-intuitive choices 
(i.e. which oppose personal beliefs. views or  norms) 

require integrity and courage to pursue, as in the case 
of Samuel (Ex. 6.23). Choices which run counter to 

social norms engender social rejection and condcnma- 
lion, as in the case of Luther (Ex. 6.24). and sometimes 
punishment, as in the case o l  conscientious objectors. 

Limitat ion.  The chief criticism of transcendentalism 

focuses on the difficulty in being sure about insight, 

particularly whether it has been kept free of outer social 
and inner emotional forces. Many in authority fear it 
offers a carte-blanche for each to do as he pleases. Sell- 
delusion is as possible in the ethical realm as in other 
areas of knowledge, perhaps more so. And self-excul- 
nation is a risk. But such things need to be seen as a 
form of corruption, ignorance or illness. As already 
noted, much modern philosophy is unsympathetic to a 
transcendental approach. Some arrogantly dismiss 
transcendentalism as utterly implausible and childish: . - 
some confuse it with listening to one's conscience: and 
some view it mistakenly as an abdication of responsi- 
bility for rational thought. 54 

Because spirituality and temporality cannot be fused 
to form a new constraint at a higher level - unless it be 
a deep perception of realities (L'- 1) - the hierarchy is 
completed practically as well as logically. The evolution 

of the dualities suggests that ethical choice might well 
be seen as ensuring that the highest ethical aspiration, 

for spirituality (L'-7), takes cognisancc of and ulti- 
mately penetrates the most basic ethical constraint, 
awkward realities (L'- 1). 

REVIEWING APPROACHES 
TO ETHICAL CHOICE 

The seven distinctive approaches to  ethical choice 
that emerged in the research have now been described, 
labelled, ordered and illustrated: rationalist, conven. 
tionalist, pragmatist, individualist, coinmunalist, Icgit- 
imist. and transcendentalist. We saw that these seven 

allow for both teleological and dcontological view- 
points (in alternating order as it happens). Because the 

topmost lcvel is transcenclentalist, the framework 
seems lo suggest that people have a sense of what is 

right and good which emerges ultimately from an 

unconscious union with Being/God. 

Certainly, ethical choice requires a conviction about 

what is right and good, a conviction whose origin is 
mysterious.^ But this conviction can attach itselfto any 
of the approaches, and it may explicitly repudiate trans- 
cendentalism. The completeness of the set of approaches 
is logically derived from the notion that conviction in 
each emerges from a focus o n  one of the seven levels of 
purpose. The approaches are discrete but their hicr- 
archical relationships are intuitively evident when one 
considers the evolution of aspirations and other pro- 

perties. 

Analyses of obligations in actual situations have 
thrown up a greater variety of approaches t o  ethical 
choice than is generally evident from the literature. 
Most writers tend to focus heavily on comn~unalism 

(under the label of utilitarianism) or legitimism (under 
the label of deontology). Transcendentalism (under 
various labels) is also popular as part of the New Age 

movement. Although these three approaches are of 

great importance, my researches and everyday obscrva- 
tion indicate the widespread and effective use of the 

other four approaches. 

The regular application of any ol' the lower five 
approaches is discretionary. However, setting rules 
within a group is essential for a satisfactory social life 

(Lt-6). and authenticity is essential for a satisfactory 

personal life (L'-7). The communalist approach (L'-S), 
the most complex of the discretionary approaches, is 
also generally judged to be ethically superior, in so far 
as a concern for all rather than just for the chooser is 
explicitly sought. The individualist approach (L'-4) 
provides lor the strongest drive towards achievement, 
but is the source of the destruction that comes in the 
wake of truly creative individuals. The pragmatist 

approach (I-'-3) provides the greatest certainty' in 

achieving some tangible benefit whilst recognizing a 
multiplicity of value positions. The conventionalist 
approach (L'-2) stabilizes social identity and is the ulti- 
mate base for grounding all changes in values and 
behaviours. Finally, the rationalist approach (L'- I )  pro- 
vides a focus on means and so ensures that choice is 

practical and effective. 

Personal  Liberat ion.  The ethical systenis show a 
progressive personalization and liberation of the indi- 
vidual human being from situational embeddedness. At 
L'- 1, the rationalist approach is almost completely 
depersonalized. Man is embedded in problematic 
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situations, and people (even the chooser) may need to 
be altered or  removed to maximize benefits. At L'-2, 
the conventionalist approach sees people as equivalent 

to cach other, because customs and traditions, by 
definition, arc similar from person to person. I'crson- 
hood is submerged within this similarity. At L' -3 ,  the 
pragmatist approach explicitly introduces personal 
preferences and differences in value position into the 

choice process. At L'-4, the individualist approach goes 
further hv placing each person and his survival and 
interests at the centre of ethical choice, and assuming 

each person is responsible for himself. At L'-5. the 

communalist approach recognizes that each person 
exists within relationships, and posits the value of care 

and concern lor others. At L'-6, the legitimist approach 
protects all individuals and the social group on which 
cach individual depends, but without seeking to deter- 

mine the handling of specific situations. A t  L'-7, the 

transcendentalist approach affirms the uniqueness and 
creativity of each person and fosters choices which 

recognize the significance of the eternal and the good. 

M a k i n g  t h e  Choice.  All or most approaches are 
usually relevant to any issue. Yet when something 
specifically has to be tackled, individuals are likely to 
identify predominantly w i t h  just one (or two) of the 
approaches and put the others to  one side. 

LInfortunatcIy, ethical debates are futile if opposing 
camps argue from within different approaches. Like any 

battle of value systems, there can be no meeting 
ground. The only way out is to  adopt an encompassing 
overview so that each camp can appreciate and respect 

the approach taken by others. This fran~ework oilers 
such a perspective becausc it uneq~iivocally values each 
of the approaches and provides a place for all. 

But taking an overview is not to  step outside the 
framework. There is no alternative apart from the 
seven which have been identified. It is not even clear 

how meaningful it is to speak of choosing the best (or 
right) approach, becausc self-consciously choosing 
which approach to use must be carried out with one of 
the approaches! A comprehensive view of any issue may 
be obtained by applying all seven approaches, even 

though there is no superior way to synthesize the 
results. I will now illustrate the whole framework by 

applying each approach to the same choice issue: 
whether or not to legalize addictive drugs. 

LEGALIZING HARD DRUGS 
AN EXTENDED EXAMPLE 

The issue to be decided is whether addictive drugs 
like cocaine and heroin should be legalized or  whether 
prohibition should be maintained. 

What is t h e  s i tua t ion?  The US and other govcrn- 
ments have not been able to  prevent the use of addictive 

drugs and the crime, ill-health, social decay and 
violence which flows from trafficking and abuse. Pro- 
hibition creates crime and puts thc authority ol'thc state 
at risk. International trade i s  estimated at SSOOBillion. 
It seems that 'the greatest beneficiaries of the drug laws 
are drug traffickers'.j6 Despite US requests and aid, 
governments of Colombia and other supplying coun- 

tries have not been able to stop the producers. In 
Columbia, drug producers have declared war on the 
government, and successFully terrorize the iudiciary 

and politicians. The money they obtain buys support 
from many local people as well. The US Government's 
customs and police force (lo not have the strength to 
stop cocaine entering the country or  being distributed 
and taken. Society is preoccupied with drugs as a moral 

issue, but die war on drugs has failed. Officials have 

been publicly pessimistic.57 As penalties lor drug 

trafficking have increased, the imagery of war has 
heightened and the trade has become more violent and 
profession.il. 58 

Why is t h e  issue e th ica l?  Drug legalization is an 
ethical issue for three reasons. First. addictive drugs are 
harmful to the individual and wider society, and pro- 
hibition is leading to many harmful effects including the 
stin~ulation of crime. Ethical injunctions arc being 

violated in the sense that unacceptable, inappropriate, 
unlawful activities thrive. Second, a value controversy 
exists: drug use and drug legalization or prohibition is 
supported or  opposed according to different value 
systems within society. Intense emotions surround the 

issue. Third, the ethical mcta-principle of consistency 
appears to be violated in that some addictive and dan- 
gerous agents like cocaine and heroin are banned and 

some, like alcohol and tobacco, are not. 

W h o  is respons ib le?  When making an ethical 

choice, the responsibility of the chooser must lie clear. 
It is amazing how easy it is to decide something and 
come down on the side of virtue if one is not respon- 
sible for implementation and can avoid suffering if the 
choice is disliked bv others o r  turns out to be mistaken. 

In this ease, we will assume that the responsibility for 
choice lies with the LIS Government. 

As we consider the application of each approach in 
turn. the reader can imagine himselfas a Congressman. 
Senator or President. Please note: the aim here is not to 
provide a complete definitive analysis of tlic drug 
problem or  to persuade anyone, but rather to illustrate 
the consequences of making different assumptions 
about how to choose ethically. You may well imagine 
alternative arguments within particular approaches or 
argue the differential applicability of the approaches. 
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Hut remember: 1 )  any debate must lie within a single 
approach; 2 )  denying the 5alidity of any approach is 

counter-productive. 

Using Rationalism 

The rationalist asks: is there a worthwhile objective to be 

met by le8ulization using available means? The answer is 
clear. YES - there arc many. Lcgali/.ation would: (1 )  
decrimina1iy.e the activities of large numbers of people: 

(2) allow better control of the availability and use of 
drugs: (3 )  allow monitoring or  control of price and 
cluality of drugs; (4) remove money from the criminal 
subculture; (5) allow lor taxation revenue on profits 
from sales; (6) save money spent on control; (7) reduce 
drug-related deaths and crimes like prostitution, 

bribery, ihrft and trawl based on drug n~oru-y; (8) 
reduce drug-related illness like AIDS: (9) help rescue 

states like Colombia from anarchy; (10) allow the 
Governnient to become less involved with the domes- 
tic affairs of countries like Columbia; (1 1 )  provide 
work and jobs in a new industry 

The means are available to pursue the above objec- 
tives through legislation. Of course, there would need 
to be regulation of production, distribution and sale. 
Steps could and should be taken to discourage use and 
abuse of drugs: for example by taxation, control of 

advertising and distribution, limiting availability and 
public health measures. 

The rationalist also asks: is there a worthwhile objective 

being met by prohibition? The answer is less clear, but NO 
is the most likely conclusion. Vast sums of money are 

being spent on a failed attempt to  enforce proliiliition: 

from $ 1 B  in 1980, to S4B in 1988, and up to S8B in 

1 9 9 0 . '  01' course, work and jobs are provided in the 

policing and drug control drives, but this is non- 
productive expenditure. In any case, prohibition has 
not worked in the past, is not working now, and is 
unlikely to work in the future. 

Prohibition does enable a symbolic war against evil, 

and the public rallies bchind it. But this objective does 

not appeal to the rationalist: if a light against evil i s  

wanted, why not make it useful and winnable by fight- 
ing illiteracy, tax evasion or  corruption in high places 
instead? 

Verdict.  The rationalist conclusion is that it is 

reasonable to legalize and unreasonable to prohibit. 

Using Conventionalism 

The conventionalist asks- is it socially acceptable to 
legalize addictive drugs? The answer here is reasonably 
clear. O n  balance: NO American society tends to allow 

the use of certain addictive drugs like caffeine. nicotine. 
alcohol and many tranquillizers and to prohibit, more 

or less completely, other drugs like sedatives, narcotics. 
hallucinogens, and stimulants like amphetamines and 
cocaine. The logic or lack of logic behind this catc- 
gorization is irrelevant for a conventionalist. The brute 
fact is that hard drug legalization is an anathema.60 It is 

true that certain countries, like the Netherlands, have 
taken a inorr liberal approach without harm, but the 
conventionalist does not regard the values of other 

societies as relevant. 

The conventionalist also asks: is it socially acceptable to 
r .  

prohibit otUictire drugs? The answer is unambiguous: 
YES. Prohibition currently exists, and most people 
expect it to  continue. Government policies and pro- 
nouncements have been prohibitory and condemnatory 
of drug-taking for many years, so legaliration would be 

a dramatic and traumatic turnaround. Prohibition of 
alcohol did fail, but the fact that it was even attempted 
rcveals something of the cultural tradition. Substances 
with the potential t o  damage the foolish and inadequate 
arc generally believed to need tight regulation. Hard 
drug use (unlike alcohol use) represents weakness and 
Impendence, while abstinence represents strength and 
self-sufficiency. The public clearly accepts prohibition 

as a way of expressing such values. 

A thoughtlid conventionalist might well consider 
whether the time had come to abandon prohibition and 
modify habits of popular moral thought. Prohibition 
would be abandoned if it could be shown that a view of 
hard drug use as a beneficial custom was rapidly 
increasing, and that the marketing anil use of drugs was 

evolving largely out of society's control. This does not 

seem to be the case, and the conventionalist approach 
urges the blocking of any such evolution of attitudes and 

Verdict. The conventionalist conclusion is that it is 
essential to continue prohibiting, and utterly unacceptable to 
leauline. 

Using Pragmatism 

The pragmatist asks: is it appropriate for us in the US 
government to legalize addict ire drugs in the present situation? 
The answer is fairly clear: NO. The main values upper- 
most in the governments mind are two: the view of 
voters which the government is expected to  represent, 

and the moral high ground which represents the rele- 
vant ideal. Retaining the moral high ground is impor- 
t.wt because a government does well when it  is seen to 

lie in a war on the side of good against evil. 

It is evident that most people simply d o  not want 
greater availability of dangerous substances liable to 
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misuse by their children. Addicted individuals gain 
some minimal pleasure in life with drugs but they rarely 

vote so the potential constituency for legalization is 
weakened. This allows most voters to ignore the 

poverty and suffering that underlie the urge to  abuse 
and deal in drugs, and lets them blame the use ofdrugs 
on personal weakness. Only when the costs in money, 
social disruption, disability. and deaths associated with 
prohibition are themselves becoming unacceptable, 
will the potential for legalization develop. 

The pragmatist also asks: is K appropriate/or us to con- 

tinue prohibiting addictive drugs in the present situation? 

Again the answer is a fairly definite YES. Prohibition and 

the associated condemnation of hard drugs is easy and 
straightforward, while legalization with controls would 
be difficult and complicated. To many voters, the 
imagery of war generated by is appealing, 

and legalization would look like losing, giving in, or 
even rewarding crime. Taking the situation as a whole, 

the gut reaction of a politician with his finger on the 
public pulse seems to be to keep on and toughen 

prohibition. 

Verdict. The pragniatist coiiclusion is that it is 
currently inappropriate to legalise and that it is perfectly 
appropriate to continue prohibiting. 

Using Individualism 

The individualist asks: HOUIJ ihe US government's 

security and advantage be increased by legalization? She 
answer here is: NO. The concern here is not so much 

with the power or security of the nation in relation to 

other nations (because that is probably unaffected), but 
with the security of the government in the domestic 
context. 

Those in government have. by definition, the power 
to  legalize. However, this power depends on the 

support of the electorate. If the public regard legaliza- 
tion as giving way to evil. then whatever the long-term 

gains to  society as a whole, seven- electoral risk would 
be courted liy lifting prohibition. The opposition party 
would imniediately exploit the situation and might well 
force a humili.iting back-down or  use the choice to dis- 
credit the administration and sooner or later to regain 
power. The government does sullkr from the fact that it 

is unable to prohibit effectively. Legalization might well 
solve this problem, at the same time demonstrating 
leadership and generating funds via taxes, but the risk 
o l  forfeiting voter support seems too great. 

The individualist also asks: would the US government i 
security and advantage be increased by continuing to prohibit 

addictive drugs? The answer seems to be: YES. Again. 
there is no international pressure for legalization. Most 

allies also prohibit hard drugs and would be dismayed 

by any softening of the line. Domestically, the balance 

of power amongst voters is heavily tilted to prohibition, 

with only a tiny minority of academics and intellectuals 
seeking rrform. Little Ii.irm will come to tlic govern- 
ment itself (as distinct from drug-takers and those 
unhappily caught up in drug-related crimes) From con- 
tinuing prohibition. It might well be that changing 
social mores or the cost and humiliation of the Sailure of 
prohibition will one day force the government's hand, 
but this situation does not currently exist. 

Verdict. The individualist conclusion is that it is to 

the adrantage of the government to refrain from Icgalixation 

and to maintain prohibition. 

Using Communalism 

The communalist asks: is it more bencjicial or more 

harmful overall 10 legalize or to prohibit addictive drugs? The 
answer is not clear. The main sub-groups within society 

who have an interest (outside government itsclfand its 

drug-related agencies) arc lion-drug users, those highly 
susceptible to  future drug abuse. drug users, those 
suliering from the criminal side-effects, and those 
obtaining money or  living otl'the drug trade. (People in 
other societies also need some consideration, but a 
government has a duty to  put its own people first.) 

Factors relevant to benefit (as explained when 
considering the rationalist approach) primarily affect 
the poor. Even most of the crime is aimed at the poor. 

or occurs amongst criminals. The bulk of the popula- 
tion are non-takers and would not be directly affected 

by legalization. However some would be protected bv 
the reduction in criminal activity, and all would benefit 
from a reduction in criminality and the release of 
resources to aid the poor. 

Drug use in society niight well increase, but those 

most susceptible at present could be given some pro- 
tection. It is very likely that a proportion of middle- 
class non-takers would become addicts and would 
thereby be harmed. 

The harmful effects on the population as a whole of 
appearing to condone evil or of giving in to criminal 

activity arc difficult to assess, but might be substantial. 
The effect on the criminal sub-culture of being 
deprived ot'a lucrative trade is dilBcult to estimate. The 
harmful d i e d  on the country of the opposition winning 
future elections if legalization goes ahead and then 
repealing the laws is also relevant, lint uncertain. 
Finally, future generations might possibly benefit from 
a more rational approach to drugs. 

Verdict. The communalist conclusion is that it m y  
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possibly be more beneficial overall to legalize I-lo\ve\er 

benefits are difficult to estimate with any certainty and 

moving from a state of prohibition to  ensuring achieve- 
ment of those benefits ~ o u l d  be very con~plicated. 

Using Legitimism 
The legitimist asks: is either drug legalization or pro- 

hibition fair? and wishes to  determine this by using and 
setting rules. Although the example is itself legitimist, 

it is nieaningful to consider whether to  set a superorcli- 
nate rule governing legalization or  prohibition. This 

would imply dealing with the US constitution which 
deterniines the validity of laws. The right to take drugs 
of any sort in private could be seen as a basic human 
l>eedom like the right to bear arms. Either the con- 
stitution could be modified by referendum or the cur- 
rent prohibition could be challenged in the Supreme 

Court as an illegal and improper infringement on per. 

sonal liberty. However. the US government is under no 
pressure to  bring a test case or conduct a referendum. 

Alternatively the legitimist approach could consider 
the US government as an individual and the social group 
as the nations of the world. The legitimist could then 
ask: what rule should the US government and other govern- - 
merits in the international community set in regard to the 

powers ofgovernments to prohibit or legalize addictive drugs.; 

At present there is no international rule demanding 

either drug prohibition or  legalization: and the govcrn- 
ment would not want its own future freedom of action 
curtailed by setting such a rule. 

Verdict. The legitimist conclusion is that no ruts' 

should be set to govern whether or not to proceed with legal- 

izaiion or to maintain prohibition. 

Using Transcendentalism 

The transcendentalist asks: Is either drug legalization or 

prohibition an authentic act? A government does have a 
duty to foster authenticity. It can reduce hypocrisy and 
corruption amongst its citizens by passing laws which 

accord with the nature of human beings. 

Drug use is a normal human activity which has gone 
on since humanity emerged and which is only wrong 
because the law says so. The riglit to  drugs is a form of 
property right and an expression of liberty. Con- 
straining entitlements and freedoms is only justified 
when harm to others is obviously being prevented. 
Drug-taking need not necessarily harm oneself at all, 
and need not harni others. The prohibition of drugs 
appears to  confuse distinctions between drug-use and 
drug-abuse, and between drug-taking and drug-dealing 
with its related crimes. Prohibition, not legalization. 

seems to be the bringer of harni. Prohibition is also 

hypocritical because wealthy people can and d o  get 

drugs in a trouble-free way whereas the poor are scape- 

goated and criminalized. 

I lowever, the transcendentalist in government must 
be practical and realistic (like Siimucl in Ex. 6.2 3). This 
inchans asking: which of 1egaliy.ation or prohibition is really, 

the right thing to do now? Despite all the logic an0 facts. 
and putting expedience and self-interest aside, would 
continued prohibition or would legalization really pro- 
duce better people, a better socidy, and the right result 

given present realities? Each legislator has to face this 

issue personally, in much the same way that each person 
must face the issue of whether or not to  take drugs 
when oftcrcd. 

Verdict. If a iransccndentalist approach were used 
in government, each legislator would acknowledge the 

current hypocrisy and then vote, following meditation 

or prayer, according to a deep inner sense of what was 
best. 

Making the Choice 
Liach approach exists independently in its own right. 

Tlir seven cannot be summed in any logical way. Never- 
theless, by gathering together the verdicts for each 
approach some general picture may emerge. In this 
case. the answers given to the question as to  whether it 
would be ethically proper to legalize addictive drugs are: 

L'-1: Legalize 
L'-2: Do not legalize. 
L'-3: Do not legalize. 
L'-4: Do not legalize. 
L'-5: Probably do not legalize. 
L'-6: Do not constrain legalization. 
L'-7: Personal choice: no general guidance. 

The overall verdict seems to lie to retain prohibition. 
The most concrete approaches - conventionalist, 

pragmatist and individualist - are decidedly against 
the idea. The communalist approach is uncertain. The 
legitimist approach is neutral and against any rule which 
would constrain the choice of legalization. The tran- - 
scendentalist approach emerges from private personal 
reflection. The onlv approach which clearly favours 
legalization is the rationalist approach. Not surpris- 
ingly, drug prohibition continues at die time of writing. 

OUTLOOKS O N  CHOICE ACTION 
AND INQUIRY 

If you, the reader, have persevered to this point, you 
will have some inner sense of affinity with one or  more 
of the approaches; and, possibly, an increased tolerance 
of the others. If I have conveyed these ideas well, you 
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may even have started to wonder about your habitual 
handling of certain matters in your work o r  personal 
life. 

When you Sclt y o w  way into the approaches, vou 

may have become awarc tliat they touch closely on the 
ways by which you get confidence when making deci- 

sions, or get certainty when trying to know about 

soinething. This is not the place to  explore s~stciiiatic 
inquiry .ind decision-making in detail. but the similari- 
tics that you sensed should not be suppressed. In fact, 
approaches to decision-making and systematic inquir- 
ing can br shown to emerge. like ethical choice, from 
seven-levrl frameworks"' I have laid out the three si-ts 

of approaches in Master-Table 8 for interest. You may 
find that levels which suit you differ in the various 

domains. 

In each of these three great doin.iins - inquiry, 
choice, 'lotion - the approaches clarity assumptions 
with which people have heen found to identify sponta- 
neously. A similarity exists between approaches because 
of the close connection between the three domains. All 

action demands inquiring and iiiiplii-s ethical choice 
where value systems collide; all inquiring is action and 

niay lead to ethical dilemmas about what ought to be 
done with the results of inquiry; and as we have seen. 
ethical choice calls lor both inquiring and action. 

Another reason for similarity is tliat each seems to 
flow from a personal outlook. By applying certain 
beliefs, albeit unknowingly, to  the practical business of 
knowing, doing or choosing, people have created the 

approaches. These beliefs have been elaborated more 
systematically as philosophical doctrines. (The labels in 

Master-Table 8 were chosen primarily to be useful and 

appealing in consultancy, and not to meet doctrinal 
criteria of p ~ r i t v . ~ ' )  

The personal outlooks implied by each level are AS 

follows. At La-1,  move forward logically. At L'-2. deal 
with tilings as everyone agrees they are. At L'-3, take 

small, easy, desirable and obvious steps. At L'-4, rrcon- 
d ie  diversr conflicting outlooks. At L'-5,  develop tlic 
whole system by balancing all relevant factors. At L'-6, 
impose a structured approach. And at L'-7. let the 
Spirit move you. 

Transition. Ethic.11 considerations constrain deci- 
sion-making. To delve more deeply into ethical choice, 
we must now focus on the legitimist approach which 
contains rules which seek to constrain use of the other 

approaches. The easiest w.iy into rules is through an 
examination of human identity and those moral institu- 
tions. founded in rules, which have emerged with the 
evolution of humanity in order to  protect our social 
existence. :% 



Master- Properties of the seven approaches to ethical choice. 
Table 5 The core obligation can be viewed as either a social value (L-5) or an ethical maxim It"-5) 

See text for further details and examples. 

Type of 
Approach 

Core 
Obligation Classification 

Injunction to choose: Aspiration and Cardinal Virtue 
(Interdiction) Constraint Cardinal Vice 

Rationalist 

Conventionalist 

Pragmatist 

Individualist 

Communalist 

Legitimist 

Transcendentalist 

Meeting prac~ical objectives which are 
self-evidently sensible and worthwhile 
to the chooser. 

Conforming with widely held views on 
what is valued and proper within the 
chooser's relevant social group. 

Pursuing values which are preferred 
by the chooser, bring some general 
benefit, and are easily applied. 

Ensuring the chooser's security and 
interests in the light of existing power 
relations. 

Balancing all anticipated consequences 
in relation to the needs and interests of 
all concerned including the chooser. 

Setting a rule which is accepted as 
right by the chooser and all others in 
the social group. 

Responding to the chooser's deep 
inner (and essentially divine) sense of 
what is right and good. 

Teleological 

Deontological 

Teleological 

Deontological 

Teleological 

Deontological 

Teleological 

Reasonably 
(Unreasonably) 

Acceptably 
(Unacceptably) 

Appropriately 
(Inappropriately) 

Self-advantageously 
(Self-disadvantageously) 

Beneficially overall 
(Harmfully overall) 

Fairly 
(Unfairly) 

Authentically 
(Hypocritically) 

Solutions 
and 

Realities 

Continuity 
and 

Change 

Ideals 
and 

Potentials 

Strengths 
and 

Vulnerabilities 

Altruism 
and 

Egoism 

Common good 
and 

Individual autonomy 

spirituality 
and 

Temporality 

Wisdom 

Folly 

Moderation 

Extremism 

Prudence 

Recklessness 

Courage 

Arrogance 

Benevolence 

Indifference 

Justice 

Injustice 

Integrity 

Corruption 

@ Warren Kinston 1990,1992 



Master- Using the approaches to ethical choice. 
Table 6 Note that all or many of the instigating factors are usually present in any choice situation, so the option of which approach to use is open. 

See text for an elaboration of these summaries and for examples. 

Type of Approach Instigated Topics of Inquiry Extreme Quandary Features of Principal 
Duality when: and Debate Circumstance Implementation Criticism 

Rationalist 
Solving the problem 
while recognizing 
realities. 

Conventionalist 
Maintaining continuily 
given the pressure for 
change. 

Pragmatist 
Pursuing ideals within 
the bounds of present 
potential. 

Individualist 
Developing strengths 
without neglecting 
vulnerabilities. 

Communalist 
Choosing altruism by 
virtue of egoism. 

Legitimist 
Serving the common 
good and individual 
autonomy. 

Transcendentalist 
Realizing spirituality 
in the midst of 
temporality. 

A serious problem 
must be tackled 
dispassionately. 

Social change 
becomes overt 
and unavoidable. 

The situation 
demands 
immediate action. 

Competition for 
resources and 
dominance exists. 

Others need 
due consideration. 

Individuals must 
each govern their 
behaviour in a 
group setting. 

Personal integrity 
must be asserted. 

Will worthwhile objectives 
be met? Are they really 
worthwhile? What side- 
effects will there be? 

What are the existing 
values? How inevitable is 
change? What will be the 
effect on current values? 

What ideals are relevant? 
What is desired & believed? 
What con be done easily 
to ensure some benefit? 

Where does advantage 
lie? What is the actual 
balance of power? How 
can losses be minimized? 

What will the effects be? 
Who will be affected? 
Who can tolerate hardship? 
What else might help? 

What is the best rule? Is it 
acceptable now? Will it suit 
in future? How will it be 
monitored and enforced? 

(Use of meditative and 
related techniques to 
enable openness to an 
inspired intulion.) 

Intense emotional 
pressure. 

Rapid widespread 
uncontrollable 
change. 

Collapse of ideals. 

Loss of an 
essential resource. 

Need for a 
sacrifice. 

The group is 
chaotic and 
riven with conflici. 

Extremity of any 
sort, especially an 
assault on integrity. 

How to achieve 
goals in the face 
of intense emotive 
resistance. 

Set up reorientation and 
educational programs. 

Too insensitive. 

How to enable 
change while 
supporting 
established values. 

How to persuade 
everyone that the 
choice means an 
improvement. 

How to overcome 
or adapt to others. 

How and where to 
draw the boundary 
of concern. 

How to handle the 
diminution of 
individual freedom. 

How to 
communicate 
the nature of the 
choice. 

Consult and allow 
dissent, phase change, 
compensate, allow some 
to opt out. resocialize. 

Too reactionary. 

Communicate well. 
move ahead rapidly, 
foster pluralism, create 
groups who will benefit. 

Too expedient. 

Be professional, 
husband resources. 
balance returns against 
effort, be tough 

Too self-centred. 

Use participative system 
modelling, develop a 
system of choices, build 
on relationships. 

Too complicated. 

Ensure that rulesetting 
is participative and 
authoritative. 

Draw on inner strengths. 
tolerate social rejection 
if necessary. 

Too indeterminate, 

Too open to 
self-delusion 

@ Warren Kinston 1990,1992 



Master- The hierarchical evolution of ethical aspirations and constraints. 
Figure 7 These belong to the approaches to ethical choice. Clearly the highest aspiration is spirituality and the most basic constraint is the situational realities. 

The emergence of each level is based on resolving the duality of aspiration and constraint at the preceding level. This resolution serves as the constraint 
at the higher level, where a new higher ethical aspiration is invoked. (The term in bold is the ethical aspiration, and the term in italics is the constraint.) 

Level 
APp-ch 

7' 
Transcendentalist 

6' 
Legitimist 

5' 
Communalist 

4' 
Individualist 

3' 
Pragmatist 

2' 
Conventionalist 

1' 
Rationalist 

Common good 

Strengths 

Spirituality 

Altruism 

Potentials F Id* 

Continuity 
Change F 

Solutions 
Realities 

0 Warren Kinston 1 990,1992 



Master- A comparison of approaches for ethical choice, decision-making and inquiry. 
Table 8 The approaches are all used by people in the imperative mode; and the research has developed 

principles or injunctions for use in design. The implicit outlook has been abstracted from these 
principles, but i t  is not offered as having an independent reality. 

Implicit Outlook Ethical Choice Decision-making Inquiry 

Each1 1 Each approach . . 1 applies across I I offers a sense I 
1 thethree domains. 1 1 of conviction. 

Move forward logically. f Rationalist 
Use means which logically 
achieve ends which are 
self-evidently worthwhile. 

Deal with things as 
everyone agrees they are 

Take small, easy, 
desirable and obvious 
steps. 

Reconcile diverse 
conflicting outlooks. 

Balance al l  relevant 
factors. 

Impose a structure. 

Let the Spirit move you. 

1 Conventionalist 1 
Conform to values which 
are widely held in your 
social group. 

Pragmatist 

Pursue values you prefer 
which also bring some 
wider benefit and are 
easily applicable. 

Individualist 

Ensure your security and 
interests by recognizing 
and using power 
relationships. 

1 Communalist 
Produce the outcome 
which best takes account 
of the needs and interests 
of all. 

[ Legitimist 
Set explicit general rules 
which you and others in 
the group accept as fair. 

I Transcendentalist I 
Respond to your deep 
inner sense of what is 
right and good. 

Each approach 
offers a promise 
of confidence. 

Rationalist 

Use values, objectives, 
priorities and plans to 
mave forward. 

1 Each approach 1 
9 ,  1 offers a guarantee 1 

Use self-evident ideas 
assumptions and logic to 
develop analyses. 

1 Empiricist Empirical 
Use detailed, valid and Use general agreement as 
reliable information to to the facts to discern 
solve existing problems. regularities. 

I Dialectical1 1 Dialectic 1 
Use disputes between Use conflicts between 
diFerent parties to reach ideas to develop an 
a compromise solution, encompassing synthesis. 

Opportunist 

Systemic 1 Holistic 1 

Explanatory 

- -- 

Use a model including all Use modelling to represent 
factors to generate on the situation as completely 
optimal-feasible strategy. as possible. 

Use opportunities for Use hypotheses and 
action where some comparisons of alternatives 
achievement is certain to get increments of 
and easy. knowledge. 

I Structuralist 1 Dialogic 1 
Use structures and Use ratiocination to get a 
procedures to provide structured and authoritative 
legitimate author i~ and theoretical base for inquiry. 
order. 

I Imaginist 1 1  Contemplative 1 
Use intuition and Use unconscious 
inspiration to gain deep awareness to create 
personal commitment. imaginative possibilities. 

@ W a r r e n  Kinston 1990,1992 
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NOTES 

This view, clearly stated in modern times by Immanuel Kant 
in 178 5 (Groundwork ofthe Metaphysic ofMorals. (Transl. 1-1. J. 

Paton). London: Hutchinson. 1948). has been rcpc.itrdIy 
rcitcratc~l. See, for example: I-l.ire, R.M. Freedom unJ 
Reason. Oxli)r(l: Clarendon P r w ,  1963: Habermas, J. 
Legitimation Crisis. (Transl. T. McCarthy). London: tleiiir- 
maim Educational. 1976. 

This is evident from standard texts like: Nowell-Smith, P. 
Ethics. Harmondswnrth: Penguin, 1954; Branch, R. 8. (ed. ) 
lultie and Ohligation: Systematic Rcuilings in Ethics. New York: 

Harcourt [tr.we Jovanovich, 1961: Maclntyre. A. A Short 
History of Ethics. London: Duckv orth, 1966; Hospcrs, J. 
Human Conduct: .in Introduction to the Problems of Ethics. S e n  
York; tLircourt Brace and World Inc., 196 1 ; Finni5. J. 
Fundamentals of Ethics. Oxford: Clarriidon Press. 1983. 

For exaniple: fiotll teleolog\ and ileontologv are acxcpted as 
valid by J. Pinnis op. cit. 121; and E .  Shirk (The Etl~ical 
Dimension. NCW York: Appleton-Century Crofts. I 96 5 ); 
while an attrmpt to  reconcile thr two perspectives is pro- 

vided in: Scsonkc, A. I ~ l u e  and Obligaiion: The Fcundattons of 
an Empiricist hhical Theory. San Francisco: LIniversity of 
Californiii I'rrss. 1957. 
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[281. 
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inqiiiring and choosing in the course ot  my eNorts k~ assist 

people rellect on what they are dinking and doing. In other 

words, my concern has been to choose appropriate names, 

not to adopt, ddine or modify academic doctrines. 
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ledge independent of social v.ilues and conventions. liut 

rmpiricism i s  linki:<1 toronvi.mtionalism in so tar asit dcprnds 

on frevly given general agreement. At L'- 3 .  pragmatism, 

apart from its piecemeal incremental nature, appears slightly 

differently in the three dom~ins: being meliorist in choos- 

ing, opportunist in ilccision-ni.iking, and hypothesis-driven 

in inquiring. At L'-4. dialecticisni i s  perhaps more a method 

than a [lactrine. It emphasizes the inevitability of conflict 

between interests and ideas (in inquiry), between groups or 

classes (in decision-making) or between individuals (in rthi- 

cal choicr). (The doctrine of individualism has ramifications 

far beyond its use here.) Systemicism applies quite naturally 

across the three domains at  L'-5.  In ethical choice, systenii- 

cism is wholly oriented towiinls people relating within a 

group (cf. 1281). while holistic inquiry can be completely 

depersonalized (so-called 'hard' systems thinking). Systemic 

decision-making, sometimes referred to as a 'soit' system.', or 

socio-technical approach, usually lics in-between these 

extremes. 1.'-6 is the theoretical level in e.wh case: struc- 

turalisin, legitimism, and dialogic inquiry fit together hut a 

doctrinal label covering all tlu'er is  not in~niediately obvious. 
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fulness ,ind coping). 



Chapter 7 

Developing Identity 

Once we start making choices and following them 
through, we define who we are. When the choice is to 
set rules and publicly value those rulcs and abide by 
them, we create a continuity which is of the essence of 
any social identity. Our ibthical choices ancl ethical rules 

define us for ourselves and others. 

Ethics finds its origin in the frlt obligation to sustain 
and protect human identity and, because man is a social 
being, conimunity identity. We have explored the 
identity-defining quality of values and seen how values 
link people and social groups (Ch. 5). We have also dis- 

covereil how ethical choices arc made, and recognized - 
that each approach oper<~tes as part of a person's iden- 
tity (Ch. 6 ) .  It seems indeed that all of ethics revolves 

around the bedrock of human identity. 

The time has come to explore human identity in a 
little more detail - just suficient to orient us as we 
move to the very heart of society and its ethical con- 
cerns. Until now, 1 have deliberately restricted myself 
to a conception of man as a social being. Although this 

remains the focus, the qualities of such an identity do 

not and cannot capture the tot.ility of being human. 
Even if responsible participation in society is idcntity- 

defining, it says little about things like inner feelings o r  
intimate relationships, which most people would view 
as intrinsic to  their identity. Readers more solidlv 

located in psychological or economic disciplines may 
feel uncomfortable with the emphasis on responsibility, 
comniunity, participation, work, ethics &c. 

Because society must serve people in the most 

fundamental way, it has evolved moral institutions which 
not only enable social being but also specifically support 

other aspects ot'a human identity (via social being). The 
main focus of this chapter is on these natural moral 
institutions. But before they can be examined and their 
rationale understood, \ve need to have some apprecia- 
tion of what 'human identity involves. 

A review of the general literature on identity is out 
of place. It reveals a bewildering variety of apparently 
conflicting and even contradictory approaches. My 

understanding and inquiry in this domain were again 
>asecI on my efforts to hrlp people, that is to say. on my 
work as a psycho-analyst and psychiatrist.' 

INTRODUCING IDENTITY 
DEVELOPMENT 

1 rapidly discovered that practical and theoretical 
differences in the world are su extreme 

that practitioners ancl theoreticians of each school seg- 

regate themselves. Eiich school bolsters morale and 
loyalty through attacking significant rival schools and 
ignoring the rest as insignificant. A unified theory was 
obviously not possible. However, it seemed to me that 
underpinning any theory of the mind (or whole human 

functioning) there had to be assumptions of what it is to 

exist as a human being. If there could he multiple con- 
ceptions of existence. then there would have to be 
multiple theories explaining and using those conccp- 

tions. I speculated that a framework specifying sharply 
distinct systems of assumptions and calling for many 
theories must exist. This proved to be the case. To put 
this finding in the context of the previous chapter: just 
as there is more than one way that a person c,in make 
and justify their ethical choice, so there is more than one 

way that a person can develop (and repair) their identity. 

Origins of Human Identity 

Human existence and identity arc rooted in experi- 
encing. The elemental forms of experience were iden- 
tified earlier as a hierarchy which ascends as follows: 
sensation (L-I), image (1-11). emotion (L-Ill), icka 

(LIV), intuition (L-V), identification (L-V1) and 
imagination ( L-Vll).' 

Our concern is identity, so we need to focus now on 

identification (L-VI). Identifications are the basic com- 
ponents of any human identity. Identification is an 
experience: we feel our identifications and we can 
recognize identifications in others. We use identifica- 
tion both unconsciously and deliberately to relate to 
others, and to influence them and ourselves. Many 
identifications are transient, but others become perma- 
nc-nt parts of our identity. We may say that a human 
identity is an organized set or system of persistent 
interacting identifications. So identity is not just what 
dctmi-i our self or makes us rccognizahle, it is our very 
existence and experience of existence. 
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Hecause experience is at the root of identity, it i> 
necessary and possible to construct an identity by 
making identifications which assign special signiljcance 

to  one of the basic forms of experience over and above 

the other forms. Given seven elemental forms of ex- 

perience, this leads to  precisely seven sharply distinct 
approaches (systems of identity assumptions) for clcvcl- 
oping and sustaining an iclrntity. The relationship 

between experience and identity development is illus- 
trated in Master-Figure 10. It directly parallels the rela. 
tion between the approaches to ethical choice and the 
framework of purpose (cf. Master-Fig. 9: Ch. 6). The 
full picture is shown in Master-Figure 16 in Ch. 8. 

Each approach serves as a scartold for constructing an 

identity and simultanrously puts constraints on what is 
possible. (In this, the approaches are again similar to 
those for ethical choice which define how choices can 
be made in principle, but do not select issues for choice 
or indicate the requin'd choice.) 

Identity construction is, of course, normally an in- 
tuitive and largely unconscious process which involves 

all approaches to some degree. But psychotherapy and 
(especially) psychotherapy training and research evoke 
the need to be self-conscious and coherent in dealing 
with identity. This effort is what produces nlultiple 
perspectives. 

I must emphasize that evoking psychotherapeutic 
notions here is unavoidable. There is no other way to 

see identity clearly. Other disciplines - philosophy, 

economics, sociology, psychology - may take A posi- 
tion on the nature of human identity, but only psycho- 
thrrapy seeks to work with identity directly. The 
research rule established at the beginning of this work 
is that valid knowledge only comes from interventions 

and notions that clients accept and use. So my psycho- 
therapeutic work and the psychotherapy literature must 
be the prime source of knowledge in this context. 

Summarizing the Approaches 

Social being is just one way of conceptualizing and 
developing an identity. It has been emphasized so far 
because of its close link with action, values and ethics. 
Now it is time to recognize other forms of existence and 
different approaches to the development of identity. 

These seven approaches are first described here in 
the briefest of outlines. To be oriented to what is to  

come, see Master-Table 11 which sets out the main 

characteristics of the approaches in a matrix form. 
Details of the psychotherapies and theories whose 
observations and assumptions provide the evidence for 
the classification will be only mentioned in passing and 
in the Notes. Those interested in psychological clistur- 

bance and its management should see Master-Table 12.  
Master-Figure 1 3  shows the evolution of the identity 
systems in terms of their dualities. 

All forms of existence and all approaches to  identity 

development arc relevant to everyone because each is 
so obviously essential to identity maintenance and to 

healthy I'unctioning. Each realm can be understood as 
emerging froin the previous one as an attempt to grow 
within it reaches a peak. We start the summary from 
sensory existence which is the irrenioveablc basis of all 

identity. 

L.'-I: Sensory  exis tence:  Sensation (L-I) is donii- 
nant - so one can be a sensory  be ing .  This means 

being embedded in a physical milieu, having a drive for 
equilibrium and a need for stimulation, and being satis- 
lied by sensory contact. A person's identity is essen- 
tially that of a receptive being, but a degree of physical 
activity is nonetheless needed to ensure a How of 
stimuli. As the focus on being active increases, a new 

identity realm emerges based on bodily function. 

L.'-11: Vital cxis tence:  Image (I--11) is dominant - 
so one must be able to see the self, that is t o  say be a 
physical or vital be ing .  This means being embedded 
in bocly structures and functions. having a drive for 

vitality (health/cnergy/survival) and a need for con- 
centration, and being satisfied by controlled activity. A 
person's identity is essentially defined by physiological 
o r  instinctual functions. To develop identity on the basis 

of such functions, they must be symbolically elabo- 

rated. As the use of symbolization increases, a new 
identity realm emerges based on whole body states. 

L'-Ill: E n ~ o t i o n a l  exis tence:  Emotion (L-111) is 
dominant -so one can be an e m o t i o n a l  be ing .  This 
means being embedded in feelings and flows of feelings, 
having a drive for attachment and a need to be valued. 
and being satisfied by en~otional roles which permit the 
secure containment of desired feelings. A person's 

identity is essentially defined by whole body states. 

Identity is developed by generating mind-based states 
which identify with and master these physiological 
emotions. As the mind becomes dominant, a new 

identity realm emerges based on the idea of a self. 

Lo-IV: Ind iv idua l  exis tence:  Idea (1-IV) is dom- 
inant - so onr can be an ind iv idua l  b e i n g .  This 
means being embedded in a world of people, having a 
drive for self-esteem and a need for respect, and being 
satisfied by acceptance from others. A person's identity 
is essentially defined by a concept of 'the sell". Identity 
is developed by interacting with and adapting t o  others. 
As attention to others increases. a new identity realm 
emergcs based on self-other relations. 
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L'-V: Relat ional  exis tence:  Intuition (L-V) is 

dominant - so one can be a re la t iona l  b e i n g .  This 
means being embedded in relationships, having a drive 
towards self-actualization and a need for recognition, 
and being satisfied by gratification "twishes. A person's 
idcntity is essentially defined by a group, itself defined 

by the relationships of its members. Identity is devel- 
oped by asserting individuality within a relation. As the 

group becomes more important, a new identity realm 
emerges based on the evolution of social life. 

L'-VI: Social exis tence:  Identification (I.-VI) is 
dominant - so one can be a social b e i n g .  This means 
being cn~beclded in a particular society at a point in 
historical time, having a drive to participate and a need 

tor responsibility, and being satisfied by intentional 
activities. A person's identity is essentially defined by 

the roles adopted in society. Identity is developed by 

using social situations to extend those roles. As situa- 
tions are universalized, a new identity realm emerges 
based on an eternal and trans-social reality. 

L1-VII: Transpersonal  exis tence:  Imagination 
(1"-VII) is dominant -so one can be a t r a n s p e r s o n a l  
be ing .  This means being embedded in the cosmos, 
having a drive for spirituality and a need lor faith, and 
being satisfied by union with others and 'being' in 

general. A person's identity is essentially defined by the 
soul o r  divine spark within. Identity is developed by a 
search for God or  that entity of which the soul is a part 
o r  representative. There is no higher identity realm. 
because increasing the focus on God, especially if 
conceptualized as the void, leads to the extinction of 

identity (mind, sell) altogether. (Note that this state is 
close to receptivity in sensory being, so returning us to  
L'-I.) 

It seems likely that the roots of all forms of identity 
are present from an early stage. Mothers usually act as 
if this is so, and a developmental process can be dis- 
cernrd. Soon after conception the embryo experiences 
sensations which even at birth arc still unintegrated 

(L'-I). The baby becomes more evidently integrated at 

around six weeks. Research suggests that the infant has 

prenatal memory (images), and soon becomes aware of 

its body and its capacity for voluntary control (L'-11). 
Valuation of the infant starts prior to  birth, but an 

intense process of bonding occurs in the early months 
after birth. Once experiences arc rooted in the infants 
body and mother-infant bonding is established, mutual 
exchanges ol'emotion between mother and infant soon 
develop (L'-Ill). Structuring of the self probably com- 

mences not long after birth, but a stable cohesive idea 
of a bounded self is not thought to emerge till around 
24 months (L'-IV). Relationships. already evident, 
become more significant in the oedipal period when the 

fathcr-mother-child network dominates family life 
(I-'-\!). Societal roles press on the child at school if not 
earlier (L'-VI). Spiritual awakening in childhood is 

possible; and, even in the lace of parental suppression, 
universal concerns and ultimate questions comnionly 
surface during adolescence (Lt-VIl). 

If we look deeply into ourselves, it is likely that one 

or two of the identity realms feel more real, more 
certain and more usable to us. It is these that we use for 
personal growth and t o  make our vocational choice. 
Naturally, we preferentially activate these to gain 
knowledge about the human condition. Each approach 

therefore needs to  be seen as a distinct realm of exis- 
tence, generating distinctive theories of the mind or 
self. These different realms are most apparent when 

different therapeutic techniques are chosen and when 

observing which social supports arc used. 

There is a natural but unfortunate tendency for 
adherents, o r  indeed any of us, to ignore or  attack one 
or other of the approaches to identity .is either sec- 
ondary. irrelevant, o r  misconceived. But as human 

beings, we need them all. And, whatever theorists may 
say, society seems to agree with this view, because (as 
we shall discover in the second half of this chapter) it 

recognizes them all in the form of special moral 

institutions. 

Language  Problems .  Theories devised within one 
realm tend to dismiss other realms entirely or describe 
their elements in ways that seem strained and extreme 
to adherents of those realms. A major problem in 
debates hangs on the meaning of common terms. Of 
course all approaches must deal with similar pheno- 
mena and use the same labels for them. They consider: 

relationships, self-assertion, distress, satisfaction and so 
on. But similar words can mean almost entirely differ- 
ent things in the different approaches. Contact, for 

example, requires some sort of physical stiniulation for 
sensory being, whereas it needs to involve the transfer 

of eniotions for emotional being. A relationship in vital 
being is about doing something active together, whereas 

it is about mutual recognition for relational being. Self- 

assertion is about maintaining faith for transpersonal 
being but about ensuring notice and acceptance by 

others for individual being. (Try explaining these terms 
- contact, relationship, assertion - in the other 
approaches.) The Master-Tables provide further 
examples. ' 

Illustrating the Properties 

Without having to be experts, readers of this book 
do need to know that there arc distinct realms of 
personal identit? which demand proper social recog- 



nition and handling. Many apparently irrational values 
(like jogging and male superiority) and niysteriously 
self-defeating behaviours (like non-stop television and 
warfare) are, on close inspection, powered by human 

identity in one form or other. Changes in organizations 

and in wider society should not. either in their aims or 
their methods, fly in the face of human nature. 

So each approach to developing identity will he 
described, even if only briefly. Rather than explaining 
the properties of any identity system first in an abstract 
way as might suit a psychology text, I will illustrate 
most of them by reconsidering social being. As the 
account proceeds, I will italicize those categories which 

1 use subsequently to describe each approach. 

Social Being. The notion that a person is a social 
being has been the identity assumption so far. Social 
being takes for granted that a person is inextricably and 
self-consciously part of - that is to  saj fully identified 
with - a range of social institutions, especially its 
moral institutions. In other words, experiential primacy i i  

accorded to identification. Because the form of identity 
is social, the dominant reality is also social. Social cxis- 

tence is embedded in a particular society at a point in 
history. Each person participates in society's evolution 

and is moulded by its features. 

Functioning well implies whole-hearted involvement 
in society: whether by supporting or by disputing its 
various institutions and aspirations. Conversely poor 

functioning is expressed by a detachment from societal 

life, aimlessness, and the neglect of social valurs and 
institutions. Dysfunction leads t o  a lack of concern for 
posterity and a parasitic attitude toward the com- 

munity. Thefelt sign of such disturbance is the cxperi- 
ence of alienation. Further deterioration leads to social 
isolation and ultimately to reclusion or  vagrancy. 

Each person lias an identity drive for orderly parti- 

cipation in coniniunal life. For this to be possible, an 
individual must be seen as inherently capable of carry- 

ing responsibility, and able to discharge it on behalf of 
other autonomous people. Without a supply of respon- 

sibility, there is no way to modify society and alter the 
course of history. So responsibility simultaneously aids 
the individual and develops the community. Through 
accepting responsibility, a person can he socially rccog- 
nizecl, socially channelled, and socially valued. 

Given responsibility, individuals can impact un the 

social environment only through being intentional: the 
inner ability anil will to pursue purposes. Satisfaction for 

social beings is about operating with a sense of purpose, 
and this means working. Intentional activities, com- 
monly (but not solely or necessarily) entrepreneurial or 
employment work, are also the basis for self-expression. 
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'ursuing a purpose in society involves organizing and 
managing. Organization within a social body (also 
called an organization) provides for stable legitimated 
roles from which it becomes possible to influence 

society. Managing is the dynamic counterpart 01' 
organization whereby people and events are suitably 
orchestrated to produce desired results. 

Interpersonal interaction within this approach is based 

on the joint pursuit of a shared purpose, with the 
parties to  the interaction taking on different roles. 
Identification with the purpose and role activates and 
energizes participants. In so far as the social value of the 
end result sustains the participants, conflicts centre on 

details of emphasis and achievement rather than on 
personalities. Whether the group is a family, a business 

or a nation, proper matching of personal characteristics 
and potentials lo  management needs, purposes and 
roles i s  of the essence in ensuring both personal ful- 

filment and effective group functioning. 

The nature of social being corresponds to the 

legitimist approach to ethical choice because responsible 
participation in society' depends on rules being set. 
Without rules applicable to all, social life, with its 

demand for cooperation and the handling of differences 
between people. would be inlpossible. Rules would be 
useless if it were not inherent in our nature to follow 
them. It is the explicit recognition of oneself as a social 
being that allows us to accept the authority of rules and 
to view thcni as valuable tools. Social being also ensures 
that the legitimist aspiration for the common good is 

meaningful and urgent. This correspondence suggests 
that social being exists at the sixth level of a theoretical 
framework for identity development. 

Addi t iona l  Properties. Nothing in the above 

Â¥ihoul feel new or  strange to the reader. It merely 
restates assumptions that have been explored and 
adopted previously (cf. Introduction to Ch. 5). Now we 

must note some further characteristics of identity. 

The first of these was evident in the summaries: the 

dualities which exist in each system. The pattern of 
these dualities resembles the pattern found in the pro- 

gressive emergence of approaches to ethical choice (cf. 
Master-Figs. 7 and 13). As with the approaches to 
ethical choice. the dualities have a context-content 
form. In developing identity, the context is a growth- 
promoting potential for that type of identity, and the 

content is the stabilizing core of that type of identity". 
The core is innately and automatically available, but a 
person must strive to activate and use the growth-pro- 
moting potential. From within the systeni, the duality 
appears ,is an unresolvable and sometimes confusing 
dialectic. Transccndcnce of thr duality generates a new 
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essential core for identity at the next higher level where 
a new growth-promoting force emerges. 

It will be recalled that teleological and deontological 

perspectives alternated in the liirrarchy of choices (see 
Master-Table 5: Ch.6). The teleological good-bail dis- 
tinction supported a notion 01' continuous and ~lit'l'usc 

grades of quality, whereas the deontological right- 
wrong distinction was discrete and precise. This - 
phenomenon is paralleled here in regard to identity 
boundaries which oscillate between being externally 

located and dilTusely defined and being intern.illy 
located and distinctly defined. So the odd levels are 

similar in that they foster identity fusion and submcr- 
gence of self - within stimuli (1-'-1). within feelings 
(L'-Ill), within the group (L'-V), and in the universe 
(L'-VII); whereas the even levels foster identity distinc- 
tions and the assertion of boundaries - of the body 
(L'-ll), of the self-concept (L'-IV), and of o n e s  respon- 
sibilities in society (L'-VI). 

Finally, characteristic vocations, identity threats and 

identity disorders are included to sharpen up the dill'er- 

cnces between identities. Comparisons here may also 
help the appreciation of those approaches which are not 
immediately congenial or intelligible. 

THE IDENTITY REALMS 

Keep in mind that everyone recluires all approaches 

t o  developing identity. For example, threats to identity 
characteristic of an approach you rarely use can still 
affect your well-being and cause dysfunction. Never- 
theless, each identity system is its own relatively self- 
contained moilr of existence, and each of us docs have 
preferential identifications. Dvsliinction. to continue 
the example, usually emerges in the realm with which 

we are most identified. A person strongly identified 
with one realm assumes that the world, including even 
the author of this book, is likewise identified. If the 

reader can use the Master-Tables to  identity his or her 
own preferred system at this point, this may help in 
engaging with the ideas as the argument evolves. 

We arc now ready to examine the identity realms in 

turn, commencing from the most concretc and 
tangible. 

1'4: Sensory Being 

At the most concretc identity level, experiential 
primacy is assigned to sensations (L-I ) ;  and, as a result, 
the dominant retilily is sensory. Identity as a sensory 
being means that one is embedded in a material world, 
that is to say, in the physical environment. Identity here 
is organized around physical sensations like colour, 

shape, warmth, touch, sound and smell. The identity 

drive is to reach and maintain a state of internal cquilib- 
rium. The essential supplies which sustain the self are 

stin~uli. Maintaining equilibrium and a sense olstability 
involves llie regulation of inner tensions gcnrrated by 
impinging stimuli, whether in the form of sensations, 
images, emotions or  ideas. 

Satisfaction for a sensory being involves physical (i.e. 
sensory) contact - like touching and being touched. 

making and hearing sounds, looking and being looked 

at. Attractive things and animal pets can be particularly 
gratifying. Satisfaction is most likely if stimulation is 
varied and interesting. But even painful stimuli are 
better than nothing. As stimulating contact intensifies, 
excitement develops until over-stin~ulation becomes 
painful and disabling. The other typical thretits to well- 
being are neglect and boredom. Self-exprec~ion depends 

on maintaining a state of (sensory) awareness and 
generating arousal in oneself and others. Arousal 
informs others who are expected to be aware. Making 

a noise or wearing a particular hat, for examplr, may be 

a statement about oneself. li) function well in this system 
is to be integrated and able to tolerate stimulating 

input: colloquidly referred to as feeling together. 
Dysfunction is about feeling over-whelmed and unable to  

handle more stin~uli. Further deterioration leads to  
disintegration. Psychological dysfunction is signalled by 

the sensation of pain - like a headache, cramp, sore 
eye, or skin irritation - which is meaningful in the 

context of the person's current life-stresses. 

There is an identity disorder associated with an in- 
ability to attribute meaning or feeling to body states 
which has been called personality'. 
Such people seem to be fixed in sensory being, cannot 
properly use image to develop then~selves, and lack 

access to  higher level identity development.' 

Adherence to fashions, addiction to television, 
down-market tabloid newspapers, rituals o l  dining, 
desires for colour, enjoyment of wines, use of make-up 

and perfume, muzak, desultory conversation - all 
these testify to  the importance of stimulation and 
sensor)' being in interpersonal relations and con~munal 
life. Many vocations, like cooking, entertaining, lkrni- 

turc design, decorating, handicrafts, fashion n~odclling 

depend on scnsory sensitivity, stimulating others and 
generating coherent interesting patterns. Not sur- 
prisingly, sensory psychotherapies are popular. They 
include; therapeutic massage, aromatherapy (massage 
with aromatic oils), flotation therapy (in a tank of salt 
water), and rcflexology (massage of the sole o t t  he foot 
in places claimed to map on to the rest of the body). It 
is just possible that acupuncture works in this way. 

Sensory being potentially promotes a n~aterialistic 
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orientation to life. At times, it gives the impression of 

being depersonalized - much like the criticism that 
was levelled at the rationalist approach to ethical choice. A 

link with the rationalist aspiration - to  find solutions 

- conies from the stimulating and disturbing nature of 
problems. Their removal reduces tension and so sup- 
ports the identity drive of sensory being. Those institu- 
tions, like etiquette and ceremony, which exist to 

support sensory being, also have an impersonal and 

surface qu.ility. 

The duality faced in sensory being is receptivity (or 
passivity) and activity. Sensory being is at core a state of 
passive receptivity. while tension regulation demands a 
degree of activity. Activity is essential to stimulate 
others and to optimize the quantity and quality ofstim- 
ulation received: that is to say, it is growth-promoting. 

Psychologists still argue whether sensation is a matter 
of passive direct reception or is generated by an active 
process in the brain, often concluding that sensation is 

ultimately part of the mystery of consciousness. 
Certainly, without some minimal activity, habituation 
occurs arul sensation ceases. But complete absence of 

sensation is impossible: in sensory deprivation cxperi- 
ments auto-stimulation is provided by hallucinations.' 

At the next level, the outer-directedncss and diffu- 

sion of sensory being gives way to an internal and well- 
defined identity based on bodily functions. 

1'-ll: Vital Being 

At the second level, a person feels distinct from the 
environment because the body and its functioning 
become the dominant reality. A person's identity is felt 
to be embedded in bodily structures and functions, that is 

to say in voluntary and visceral activities. This is the 
realm of instincts and reflexes. Control of these is 

therefore equivalent to  self-control and mastery of 
reality. Focus on the body is associated with an identiy 
drive for vitality without which endeavours arc weak- 

ened, intentionality sutlers and life itself is put at risk. 
Vitality manifests as health, vigour and intense physical 
activity. It is associated with the urge t o  stay alive. and 
hence safety and survival. Supplies of concentration are 

essential in this approach. Without deliberate focus and 

careful attention, exercise, for example, cannot be 
engaged in beneficially and safely. 

Bodily functions and intentional physical activity 
(like sport) can be attended t o  and affected primarily 
through the use of image (L-11). Dieting, for example, 
is as much about body shape as physical health o r  fit- 
ness: indeed much dieting is unhealthy. Because experi- 
enrial primacy lies in image, image-based thinking, 
perception and memory arc used in therapies rather 
than words and ideas. The Alexander technique, for 

example, is a body-based form ofpsycho-therapy which 

uses posture and images of the body to heal distur- 
bance; and so doe;- (lance therapy. Most forms of be- 
haviour therapy, like desensit17atio11, are also 

image-driven and body-based.6 

Self-expression using the body demands muscular and 
mental tension to maintain position and readiness, and 
movement to allow for coordinated directed respon- 

siveness. Intense, coordinated and rhythmic exercise is 
satis/jing and leaves a person feeling relaxed and invigo- 
rated, even exhilarated. By contrast even minimal 
physical activity with which the person is not properly 
identified leads to  exhaustion or  enervation, and gener- 
ates the potential for illness o r  accident. A failure t o  
ground one's self in one's body leads t o  simple activities 
likr talking, breathing or running becoming uncoor- 
dinated and dysfunctional. Modern methods of teach- 
ing s p o r ~ s  like tennis and siding frequently use image. 

Teachers seek t o  activate identity processes like com- . - 
mitment (e.g. to thc ski edges) rather than focusing on 
the mechanics of bodily performance. 

A functioning well in this system is healthy, tit 

and energetic; whereas being unhealthy, unfit, o r  de- 

bilitated reveals dysfunction. Exhaustion is the signal of 
emerging dysfunction. The typical threar is prolonged 

exjiosure to  perceptions of danger, generally called 
stress. Stress is associated with lapses in concentration, 

loss of energy and eventual physical illness. Stress-based 
fatigue, sometimes called depression, frequently leads 

to further misuse of the body, most seriously by over- 
use of alcohol and drugs (medicinal and addictive). The 
proper vital response is enthusiastic exercise, but 
people may allow themselves t o  lapse further into a 

state of lassitude. 

The stress-reducing effect of exercise is recognized 
by popularizers of healthy living. Exercise in the 
Western tradition is primarily oriented to toningup the 
voluntary musculature, although effects on internal 

organs like the heart are recogpized.' In the Eastern 
traditions, exercises to enable control over internal 
organs are common. In Chinese Qi-gong, for example, 

physical exercise is primarily developed to benefit 

internal organs. 

The characteristic identity disorder is probably the 
psychopathic-hysteric personality, Ã it11 
appearing mainly in men and hysteria mainly in women. 

Such people seem to be fixed in vital being. cannot 
properly use emotion or value to  link to others, and lack 
proper access to  higher level identity ~ l e v c l o ~ m e n t . ~  

'cople maximally identified here find their rocaiion 
in work which uses the body and requires concentration 
on its functioning. Sports professionals, physical 
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education teachers, singers, n~usicians, dancers and 
physiotherapists must all concentrate on using their 
bodies well and helping others do so. Interpersonal rela- 

lions depend upon engaging in joint physical activity: 

the obvious example is sexual activity, whose beneficial 

effect appears to  be well-established at last. I h M y  
activation and interaction also occur in dancing. sport 
and brawls. 

Just as the conventionalist upproach to ethical choice 
submerged individuals in the group, vital being seems 

to do likewise in the sense that all bodies arc similar. 

. Sports. for example, can be promoted and adopted all 
over the world without people feeling their personal o r  

cultural identity is being threatened. (This is not true of 
sensory-based things like decoration or  cuisine. ) When 
we later examine the institution that concerns itself 
with the use of bodies: popular morality with its stric- 
tures in regard to sex drugs and violence, we find again 
a tendency to suppress individual differences and pre- 
ferences. (Note that the identity disorder at this level, 

the psychopathic-hysterical personality, reveals popular 

morality being dramatically viol.iied.) 

Another link to conventionalism is noticeable. The 
ethical aspiration ofthis approach is for continuity. This 
aspiration is paralleled in the vital realm by the psycho- 
logical drive for safety and survival, wishes for immor- 
tality, and the perception of death as extinguishing 
identity. 

The dudl iy  when using the body is between instinc- 

tual function (or activity) and symbolic function. This 
duality is again a source of controversy. Theorists 
argue. for example, about whether dream imagery is t o  

be seen as purely reflex and biological o r  whether it is a 
symbolic production. Activity am1 receptivity, the pre- 

vious duality, cannot easily be distinguished in bodily 
function because being receptive may be an active 

process and vice versa. Interestingly, Freud emphasized 
that instinctual functioning conlbined both active and 

passive components.y Instinct is inescapable and vital 

being is necessarily built on and constrained bv the 
body's reflex and automatic tendencies. The use of 
bodily functions for identity development requires the 
deliberate application of images which are the simplest 
form of symbol. So symbolic instivity, as found lor 
example in professional dance, is growth-promoting. 

At the next level, symbolic anil instinctual activity 
cannot be differentiated and identity once more 
becomes externally located and diffusely defined. 

1'-Ill: Emotional Being 

At the third level, the dominant reality is emotional 
because identity development depends on emotion 

(L-111) having primacy. Existence is now embedded in an 
all-enveloping ground of feelings and emotion-laden 

imagery called psychical reality' by Freud, and the 
inner world' o r  'inner reality' by modern ps~cho-  

analysts. There is an identity drive for attachment which 
leads people to  value others. Whenever one person is 

valued intensely by another (or a group), each becomes 
significant, symbolically and practically, for the other. 
Feelings develop in the person and a sense of taking on 
an emotional role follows. The inner world is therefore 
contingent upon supplies of value and is perv.uled by a 

good-bad polarity. 

Emotions invariably produce symmetrical or com- 
plementary pairings: anger, for example, may engender 
anger or I'car. "I'he pair (anger-anger or anger-tear) is 
the whole over which identity is spread. Each person is, 
and acts as if he o r  she is, just one part of that whole - 
whether or not it consciously feels that wav to them. 
Identity depends on being whole (by definition), and 

the drive to attach oneself flows from this part-status. 
Permanent o r  even temporary separation is the prin- 

cipal threat because it signifies loss of part of  one's 

identity - and hence loss of identity or psychic death. 

Self-expression involves the use of feelings; and satisfac- 

lion is about emotional containment i.e. taking on an 
emotional role which maintains and holds certain feel- 
ings. One may use other people, animals, things or  
places, or even fantasies to contain emotions. The aim 
here is to  activate o r  dispose of pleasant and unpleasant 

feelings by one of two means: either the feeling is 

modified by using a defence (like displacement or sup- 
pression); or it is relocated within oneseIf(introj~ctive 
identification) or elsewhere (projective identil'ic-ation). 
The term identification is used to emphasixc that 
feelings here are part of one's identity (and not just a 
transient experience). 

When things go wrong, Feelings are not properly 
contained and a person feels had. In this situation, emo- 

tions arc dumped or evac't~atcd unfairly on to the 
nearest available person or oliject -a common enough 

observation in family and organizational life. The han- 
dling and exchange of feelings and emotional roles is 
the focus of analysis in some forms of dynamic 
psychotherapy. lo  

Modification and relocation of feelings can generate 
confusion, particularlv if the awareness of those feelings 
is suppressed. Even more serious is the temptation for 
a person to split p o d  feelings from bad feelings. If this 
happens, things and relationships arc perceived and 
created as entirely good (and so embraced), or mtirely 
bad (and so avoided or  attacked). Such poor functioning 

is destructive. In reality, there is a need to contain, 
express and cope with both positively- and negatively- 
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valued feelings in ourselves and in others. Such good 
functioning is constructive. Anxiety is the experiential 
signiil that destructiveness is imminent o r  in process in 

reaction to a threat. As destructiveness increases, the 

individual searches lor scapegoats and becomes 
progressively more paranoid. 

Destructive people generate intenw emotional states 
in those involved with them. People whose destructive- 

ness is oriented towards being good, needed or loved 
are typically supported and exploited rather than con- 

fronted, and therefore receive little assistance. People 
whose destructiveness is oriented towards being bad, 
unwanted or hated arc regarded as immature o r  dis- 

turbed and are confronted and rejected. 

The identity disorder associated with an inability to 
handle this system is known as primitive, infantile or 
borderline personality. People with this disorder seem 

to be fixed in emotional being, cannot properly use 
ideas to maintain their equilibrium, and lack proper 

access to  higher level identity development. I '  

Interpersonal relations are built around the generation 
and exchange of emotions: a husband and wife may 
evoke feelings which create emotional roles in which 
(say) one is forever hurt and the other constantly irri- 
tated. Some people welcome and use emotion, line! 

intense attachments congenial, and are prepared to live 
out roles based on emotional experiences. They take up 
vocations like social work and dynamic psychotherapy. 

People who resist taking on and changing emotional 
roles in response to others who are emotion-based tend 
to be described as bard or cold. 

Although personal feelings and value preferences 
now enter identity, one person is not fully distinct from 

others. Continuing the above example, a woman may 
have repetitive relationships with apparently difl'crent 
men, all of whom turn out to feel hurt and miserable 

with her. Her feelings are not dominating the relation- 

ship as it seems on the surface, but rather evoking their 

con~plement and completion in his feelings (and vice 
versa). This corresponds to the situation in the pragma- 
tist approach ro ethical choice where the chooser's own 

values appear to  dominate because they fit within an 

ideal emotionally invested by others. 

Values activate emotional being, so we now have an 
explanation for the intensity of feeling that is mobilized 
in defence ofvalucs and value systems. Emotional being 
makes it easy and natural tor people to feel critical and 
antagonistic toward rival value systems and their ad- 
herents. Only where their own value system insists on 

tolerance and respect are people likely to  contain and 
master these feelings. 

The duality here is that between mind-based experi- 

enccs and body-hased experiences; or more briefly, 

mind-body: perhaps the most notorious of philoso- 
phical controversies. The modern debate commenced 
over 300 years ago w e n  Descartes proposed dualism in 
preference to nicntalist (higher level) or materialist 
(lower level) solutions to the problem of existence. 
Psychologists have also puzzled over whether emotions 
are primarily perceptions of body changes (the James- 
Lange theory) or whether the body reacts in response 
to  mental emotions (the Cannon critique). In the pre- 

sent way of thinking, bodily states o l  anxiety, fear, joy 

and so on provide the stabilizing core of identity while 
mind-based states (similarly labelled) offer the poten- 
tial lor growth through the clarification of values 
(meanings) associated with the feelings. 

The intangibility of menial states and the unambigu- 
ous nature of bodily states make these two seem ir- 
reilecmably distinct. Yet by turning inwards again, it 

becomes possible to insist that man is a psychoson~atic 
unity or a unique embodied mind with distinct 

boundaries. 

1'-IV: Individual Being 

At the fourth level, an identity implies existence as a 
separate being - and at last the notion of an enduring 
psychological sell is apposite. The dominant reality may 
now be properly described as individual. Experiential 
primacy is accorded to ideas (L-IV) - because 'the self' 

is, in essence, an idea. The self is a stable abstraction 

which reflects and establishes conbuity,  psychic 
boundaries and internal structure, despite Ac  tlux of 
feelings and corresponding self-images, and despite 
varying sensory inputs and bodily changes. 

A person feels embedded within a world of other 

similar people. So concern for privacy emerges in order 
to maintain self-boundaries and ensure uniqueness. The 
identity drive is for self-esteem and the essential supply to  

meet this need is respect. Respect covers affirmation 

and approval of both the positive and negative aspects of 

the individual. All aspects of the sell are seen as con- 
tributing something essential to  the uni(1ue whole. 
Respect for oneself is a correlate of receipt of respect 
from others, which itself depends on respecting others. 

Vocations which express the self abstractly and depend 
on approval from others include that of author and 
actor. 

Satisfaction comes from acceptance by other people 
in the environment. Ventilation of feelings, for exam- 
ple, is therapeutic when this is met by no more than the 
listener's acceptance. (By contrast, ventilation support- 
ing emotional being requires certain feelings t o  be con- 
tained by the listener.) Itecause acceptance is the basis 
of all social life, rejection and contempt are direct 



threats to identity. Self-expression takes the form ofestab- 
lishing and articulating stable entitlements and develop- 
ing dynamic adaptations to the entitlements of others. 
Many forms of therapy are based on such assump- 

tions. l 2  Interpersonal relations work best when partici- 
pants' entitlements are similar in key respects and not 

too much adaptation is demanded of either. Each 
person is then likely to be intuitively understood and 
respected by the other, and any conflicts may be 
resolved bv negotiation and reciprocity. 

In order to obtain a continuing supply of respect, 
people may adapt to such an extent that their feelings 
and actions are no longer consistent with their idea of 
themselves. This is the essence of dysfunction. Being false 

o r  artificial in this way is commonly associated with 
excessive, insufficient or inappropriate entitlement 

claims. Functioning well means being genuine and own- 
ing uniquely personal and private wishes. emotions. 
memories and thoughts, whether they are desirable or 
undesirable, honourable o r  dishonourable. These are 
used to maintain a sense of reality. Shame is the experi- 

ential signal generated by the urge to  become false by 
hiding or covering up the true self. l 3  

Persistent rejection by significant others and failure 
to  assert oneself leads eventually to  collapse. If this 

occurs in childhood, a characteristic persistent identity 

disorder known as narcissistic personality results. Such 
people seem to be fixed in individual being, cannot 
properly use intuition within relationships, am1 lack 
proper access to higher level identity development. l 4  

The ethical dimension is now emerging ever more 

strongly because individual being is where the self 
becomes at last whole, stable, bounded and unique. 
Such a self is capable of being explicitly valued and 
socially protected. It is the assumption of distinct 
private individuals with their entitlements and their 
need to adapt that underpins notions of basic freedoms, 
personal duties, and positions in a social structure. 

There is an obvious direct link to  the individualist 

approach to ethical choice because it is not possible to do 

what is advantageous to oneself without a clear con- 
ception of a distinct self. The need for respect from 
others to maintain self-esteem and the importance of 
acceptance mean that individualist choices do not 
neglect the social dimension entirely. 

The new Jualiy  is that of the self and the other. The 
assumptions of this approach mean that an othcr is 
sought who resembles the self. This raises the possi- 
bility of confusion. Even ideas, the underpinning of 

individual identity, are not easily localized within just 
one person. Yet there must lie a distinction between self 
and other if a person's separateness and privacy are to 
mean anything. This difference is found in the logic of 
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die dualities. The 'self (i.e. self-concept o r  self-reprc- 
sentation) is evidently A c  stabilizing core of any in- 
diviclual identity. The 'othcr  provides the growth- 
promoting potential because the other's cntitlcinen~s 

and provision ofrespect and acceptance put pressure on 

die person to adapt and grow. 

The tension within the duality is resolved by the sell' 
becoming inconceivable without an other, and the other 
becoming inconceivable without a link to the self. In 
other words, the relation between self and other 

becomes the new dominant reality. It is immediately 
obvious that there arc many 'others .  each defined by 
relationships. So any identity clepetulent on a net of 
relationships has boundaries which are, once again, 

externally located and diffusely defined. 

L'-V: Relational Being 

At the fifth level. identity is conceived largely in 
interpersonal terms, and the dominant reality is rela- 
tional. A person is fully differentiated and autonon~ous 

but embedded in networks of relations. The identity drive 

in tius system is the realization of a person's full poten- 
tial - self-development o r  self-actualization to use the 

term popularized by Maslow. Is The essential supplies arc 
recognition within the relationship, especially of un- 
realized potentials within the self. 

Interpersonal relations depend here on exchanging and 
sharing inner experiences in such a way that an intcr- 
subjective reality develops. This spontancouslv evolves 

as the relationship deepens. Each person is regarded as 
autonomous and is expected to pursue their own inter- 
ests and inclinations within ever-changing relation- 

ships, which they partly shape. So satisfaction in 
relationships takes the form of gratification of desires. 
Frustration indicates lack of satisfaction and threatens 
the relationship. Because people, hidden potentials, 
relationships, and even what is actually desired in a 

relationship, arc complex and intangible, such matters 

can only be recognized, assessed and handled through 
intuition (1.-V). Intuition is therefore accorded experien- 

tial primacy. 

Self-expression and recognition take place through the 
establishment and evolution of relationships whose 

stability and quality depend on mutuality and dialogue. 
Mutuality implies the capacity to tolerate all varieties of 
experience and to relate experiences (the self's or the 
other's) to the circumstances. Mutuality is non-co- 
ercive, so alterations in the relationship require a 

process of dialogue to protect autonomy and to provide 
an intuitive way to resolve difficulties. Most humanistic 
psychotherapists work with the assumptions of this 
system. l 6  
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Successful mutual gratification of personal wishes 
means that relationships are felt to  enable achievement. 
Itany vocation can be assigned h r e ,  i t  is probably that of 

the entrepreneur who uses intuition, builds relation. 

ships, activates networks, and insists on personal auto- 
nomy to get things done. Natural leaders do much work 
in groups, form strong inter-personal bonds and 
depend on their intuition. 

identity development is equated with growing 
within relationships. So aggressive behaviour of a part- 
ner, for example, should not lead to distancing, retalia- 
tion or  passive tolerance, but rather to an attempt to 
discover its source - possibly in misunderstanding or 

tear. Causing suffering to the other in a relationship 

must be accepted as inevitable at limes. Hut it should be 
dealt with by open acknowledgement, attempts at 
reparation, and a determination to prevent a repetition. 

Scapegoating or non-recognition are typical identity 
threats because they preclude elirective and genuine 

relations. Functioning well within a relation generates a 
sense of liberation. Poor functioning is recognized by 

inhibition which blocks the flow of intuition, leads to 
frustration of wishes, and generates claustrophobic 
feelings in relationships. Psychotherapists regularly tind 
inner conflicts underlying inhibitions. Guilt is the char- 
acteristic experiential signal 01' inhibition, because it is a 
lor111 of internal ~unishment lor non-actualized wishes 
that are reasonable and appropriate in a relation. 
Deterioration with increasing guilt and worsening in- 

hibition ultimately produces a state of psychological 

paralysis. 

Conflict, guilt and inhibition characterized those 
middle class neurotics treated by Freud, and on which 
his theory of the id, ego and superego is based.'' 
Neurotic personality is therefore the characteristic 
identity disorder. People who arc neurotic seem to be 
Hxecl in relational being, cannot properly use idcntifica- 

tion, and lack proper access to higher level identity 

levelopment. '' 
In the communalist approach 10 ethical choice, benevo- 

lence (the cardinal virtue) and altruism (the ethical 
aspiration) require people to operate autonomously and 
yet to  view themselves as existing Ivithin relationships. 
In other words, communalisni is linked to o r  based upon 
a relational approach to identity. Maintaining good rela- 
tions is time-consuming and demanding, so institutions 
which support this effort are needed in society: the 

most important of these being ethical teachings. 

The duality here is that of thr group versus iiiclivi- 
duality. Relationships automatically create groups and 
the group provides the stabilizing core of identity 
within the approach. The growth-promoting potential 
which emerges is the individuality of each person in 

shaping the relationship and group reality. The degree 
to  which o n r s  self-concept should be subnicrged and 
shaped by the group identity is never straightforward. It 

is not even clear, for example, whether a person's 

apparently spontaneous actions and private intuitions 
are a property ofthe individual o r  whether social reality 
interferes so much that they are a product of the group. 
Psychoanalytic- therapists am1 psychologists tend to see 
the individual as determining features of the group. 
Whereas group and family therapists and sociologists 
argue that the group has the primary reality and that 
individual experiences and actions are manifestations of 
the group process. 

At the nrxt lc\cl, groups are constituted and defined 

by individuals, while individuality and autonomy arc 
simiiltaneoii.sly provided by the group. In short, exis- 
tence becomes truly social. 

Autonomy is now expected to operate responsibly. 
This results in an identity with boundaries which are, 

once more, experienced as internal and distinctly 
defined. 

1'-VI: Social Being (Again) 

The social approach to identity development was 

summarized earlier (in: Illustrating the Properties); 
and it has been repeatedly explored, assumed and 
reasserted in previous chapters following its emergence 
in the introduction to Ch. 5. The two main points to 
recall are tliat identity is now embedded in a societal 

and historical existence, and that social being requires a 
person to carry formal and informal responsibilities in 
relation to others who are autonomous. The typical 
vocation which requires this form of inter-personal 
relating is that of an official o r  bureaucrat in an 
organization or government department. Life-long 
campaigners and radicals are also rooted in social being. 

In this way of thinking, there are two stages in re- 

solving any clilfir~~lt situation. The first is to  recognize 

that it means asserting a social identity which is a com- 

plex of enduring values and current purposes; and the 
second is to gain clarity about the precise responsibility 
and purposes of those involved. A variety of existential 
and radical therapies have taken social reality as their 
starting point. l9 

Social isolation, loss of purpose and removal of 
responsibility are identity threats. These social con- 
ditions are simultaneously generated if there is a brcak- 

down of the social environment on which each of us 
absolutely ilc~pcnds. The resulting identity disorder is the 
traumatizwl personality. People who are traumatized 
seem to be lixed in social being, cannot properly use 
imagination to heal themselves, and lack proper access 
to  the transpersonal c l i~i iension.~~ 



The duality found here is that of role and situation. It 
is never entirely clear whether an identification or  
acceptance of responsibility is based on a current social 

role o r  whether it is taken on because it is called for by 
the soci.il situation. Roles are the stabilizing core of any 
social identity, while evolving social situations provide 

the growth-promoting potential. Situations may enable 
roles to he modified. extended or  abandoned. The urge 

to transform self, society and historical reality can only 
be realized by accepting roles and responsibilities. In 
other words, this duality appears to relate to the 'social 

continuity - social change' duality of the conven- 
tionalist approach to choice: but there continuity was 
the aspiration and change the constraint while here 
continuity in role is limiting and change according to 

the new situation otYers hope of improvement. 

To resolve the duality would mean creating an iden- 
tity in which the identity core is relevant to any social 
role or social situation. Such an identity would have to 
transccn<l culture and time. So once again identity 
boundaries become external and diffuse, this time 
potentially enconipassing the entire cosmos. 

1'-VII: Transpersonal Being 

At the seventh level, identity transcends both the 

person and society by its emergence from a dominant 
reality referred to as t ran~pcrsot i~~l  by psychologists, as 
transcendental by philosophers, and as mythic by his- 
torians of religion. Within this identity, a person ex- 

periences an inter-connectedness and coinmonality 
with all things going beyond the present time, place and 
culture. A person is now embedded in what is variously 
termed the cosnios, the All, the universe, the ground of 

k i n g ,  Absolute Reality, or God. 

Transpersonal being is often recognized in the form 
of a soul, spirit, divine spark. higher self, overself, o r  
superconscious. The identify drive within this system is 
spirituality, and the essential supply is faith. Without 
faith, the transpcrsonal realm where God is to be found 
cannot br  recognized. Paradoxically, supplies of faith 

arc replenished by recognizing the realm. Just as we 
become aware of participation once social reality is 
recognized, so we become aware of faith once transper- 

sonal being is recognized. Awareness is the beginning of 
knowledge, so faith cannot possibly be opposed to 
knowledge. Nor is it equivalent t o  superstitious 
credulity as hard-headed people f'e.ir. 

Both faith and the sense of the sacred are part of the 
structure of consciousness, as impartial religious 

scholarship suggests and as every religion asserts. There 
have been many personal and social accounts of the . . 
experience of God as thr ground and ultimate, and 
their uniformity is striking and undeniable. I t  seems 
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that to  live as a human being is to  be divinely inspired 
- to have a soul - whether we understand and accept 
this o r  not. This idea is the perennial philosophy - a 
phrase coined bv Leibniz and popularized by Aldous 

Huxley. It follows that doubt is the experiential signal of' 

a failure to thrive in the transpersonal realm. Being 

utterly overwhelnied, deep despair and wilful cynicism 
are serious threats to spiritual functioning. Note that 

atheists and sceptics must draw on transpersonal 
powers to gain their sense of conviction, even in the 
process of deriding spiritual  notion^.^' 

Experiential primacy is accorded to the creative iniagi- 
nation (L'-VII). So God is always approached iniagina- 
tively with the use of synibols, metaphors and 

analogies. Satisfaction comes from union with others, or 

anything and everything outside oneself. If  God is 
defined as a being or a form of being and described 

using ultimate values, as in most Western religions. 
then union with God (or Gods  love, will etc) is sought. 
The conscious realization of union depends on the 
imagination. It is assumed that the transpersonal realm 

is entered by the imagination, and that it is also created 
and sustained by it. We have already noted (in Ch. 5)  
that union involves establishing and maintaining a state 
of harmony through active attunement. 

Union enables the perception of helpful meaning in 
personal and impersonal events. The absence of union 
leads to a form of blindness expressed as a denial of 
meaning or a felt sense of meaninglessness. The qucs- 
tion of whether life or history has a meaning or purpose 
is a question about whether there is a further point of 

reference distinct from man. The answer, as provided 
by sages and spiritual movements within every culture 

throughout recorded time, is unequivocally in the affir- 

mative. This reference point is the ground of all being: 
God. History, even cosmic evolution in this way ofthink- 
ing. is essentially the slow but progressive unfolding 
of human consciousness towards an ultimate state. 

Well-functioning creative people express themselves 
within the transpcrsonal system in a detached way. At 

the height of inspiration, they typically feel as if they arc 

a vehicle for something beyond themselves. They often 
characterize their creativity in terms of an active 
pursuit of ultimate values; and in their attempt to reach 
the essence o l  something, perceive that essence in all 
things and all things in that essence. The person 

functioning n'ell feels serene. When funcfionin8 poorly, .i 

person is filled with anguish, and suffers a sickness of 
the soul. Further deterioration can provoke a state of 

torment and spiritual crisis: the dark night of the soul. 

The various identity disorders mentioned so far are 
associated with a deficient use of transpcrsonal aware- 
ness. However, I have been unable to  Find any identity 
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disorder specific to this system. 1 suspect that social dis- 
order and loss of integrity is the consequence of severe 

failure. If so, man in the modern world needs to lie in 
search of a soul. 

Some schools of psycliotherapy. like Jung's analytic.11 

psychology and Assagioli's psychosynthesis. have recog- 
nixed the soul and see God as an irreducible experience 

of man. Their ideas arc drawn from ri-ligious philo- 
sophies, esoteric traditions awl niythology. Therapies 
like transcendental meditation, psychic healing, yoga, 
fetith healing, and siniple prayer all assume an inner 
source of healing which can lie xtivatcd by deliberate 
attunenlent. Teachers like Gm-djietT, Ouspensky. 

Aurobindo and Krishnaniurti were really therapists of 

the soul. In their view, the soul is the source of all 

creativity, energy, harmon!. and ultimate value. *2  

Interpersonal relationships within this approach strive 
towards union, maintenance of faith and hope, and 
recognition and reconciling of differences. Attuiiement 
allows each person to understand what cannot lie said 

by another, and to bridge deep personal o r  social gulfs. 

Religion is the social institution which is dedicated to 
defining and affirming the significance of transpersonal 

reality. It allows people to  share an understanding of 
existence, and provides them with a mode of inter- 

action with the intangible. The religious life is the 
charact~~ist ic  vocation supported by transpersonal 
being. Poets too ma! be primarily identilied here. 

Transpersonal being naturally corresponds to the 
transcendentalist approach to ethical choice. To make 

choices within this approach requires activation of the 

self as a channel to absolute guidance - which is 

presumably and probably of divine origin. Opening this 
channel has been discussed already, but it is worth 
noting that spiritual paths exist which build on each of 
the approaches to identity development. For those 

identilied with the sensory bring there are techniques 
of heightened sensory stimulation, for example, using 
chants and incense; for those" identified witli bodily 
activity there are techniques like T'ai Chi Chuan ,  hatha 

yoga and ritual dance; for those identified with emo- 
tional reality, there are devotional methods; lor those 
identifie0 with ideas there arc philosophical techniques; 

tor those identified with intuition and relational being 
there is prayer and dialogue with God; for those iden- 

titled with social being, there is the religious vocation 
and the way of service to  others; for those identified 
with transpersonal being there is the mystical path. 

The perennial theological controversy is whether 

God is utterly other and separated in  essence from man 
(i.e. transcendent), or whether God is ultimately iden- 
tical with man or  within man ifonlv this is realized (1.e. 
immanent). This dialectic 01' imn~anence-transcen- 
dencc is a version of the duality ofsoul-God. The soul is 
the stabilizing core of transpersonal being. and God 
contains the growth-promoting potential seeking to 
draw the soul on upward to an ever-greater awareness 

and deeper experience of spirituality. 

This final duality may be overcome Iy mystical tech- 
niqut-s to generate an identification with the void, pure 

nothingness, which lies unthinkably outside of exis- 
tence. This experience, typically fostered in Eastern 
traditions. has been described with a number of terms 

-enlightenment, liberation, samadhi, nirvana, satori, 
rnoksha, wu . 

Spiritual enlightenment involves a sensation of an 

intense white light and dissolution of the self. It is a sus- 
tained experience 01' oneness, non-dual cognition of 

ultimate reality, and dissolution of the separate person- 
ality into the universal mind. But this is no longer a 
human identity, and it lies beyond our present concern 
with values and social life. 



Master- The framework of experience with its nested hierarchies. 
Figure 10  The framework of experience is in a single box indicating the holistic nature 

of personal experience. The secondary hierarchy of identity reflects the 
primary hierarchy and lies wholly within L-VI. These approaches are discrete 
systems of assumptions and properties and so are in distinct boxes. 
The natural moral institutions are a hierarchy nested within the 1'-VI system 
of the secondary hierarchy. These institutions, though discrete, interact strongly 
to define the identity of a community and its members. 
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Master- Properties of the seven approaches to identity development. 
Table 11 The matrix summarizes characteristic assumptions and properties of the seven approaches to developing an identity. Note that the type of identity 

is also the form of the dominant reality and descriptive of the nature of human existence. The lower term of the duality is the stabilizing core of 
identity and the upper term is the gro&h-promotina potential (or source of hope). See text for further details. 
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met by providing 

stimulation. 

Sensory contact 
(Neglect) 

Integrated - 
Overwhelmed 

Activity 
and 

Receptivity 

Vital 
being 

Body structures 
and functioning 

Controlled 
activity 
(Fatigue) 

Energetic - 
Debilitated 

Symbolic function 
and 

Instinctual function 

Sportsman 
Dancer 

Vitality 
met by providing 

concentration. 

Feelings and 
flows of feeling 

Emotional 
containment 
(Feeling bad) 

constr~ ictive - 
Destructive 

Mental states 
and 

Body states 

Soc-in1 worker 
Psychotherapist 

Emotional 
being 

Attachment 
met by providing 

value. 

Individual 
being 

A world of 
people 

Self-esteem 
met by providing 

respect. 

Acceptance 
from others 
(Rejection] 

Genuine - 
False 

The other 
and 

The self 

Author 
Actor 

Relational 
being 

Relationships 
and networks 

Self-octualization 
me! by providing 

recognition. 

Gratification 
of wishes 
(Frustration) 

Liberated - 
Inhibited 

Individuality 
and 

Group 

Entrepreneur 
Leader 

Official 
Campaigner 

Social 
being 

Society at a 
point in history 

Participation 
met by providing 

responsibility. 

Intentional 
activities 
(Aimlessness) 

Involved - 
Detached 

Situation 
and 

Role 

Transpersonal 
being 

The All 
(Cosmos/Being) 

Spirituality 
met by providing 

faith. 

Union with 
the other/Being 
(Meaninglessness] 

Serene - 
Anguished 

God 
and 

Soul 

Priest 
Poet 

Terms like 'individual', 'self' and 'existence' are frequently applied instead of 'beinge to several or all the identify descriptors @ Warren Kinston 1989,1993 



Master- Psychotherapy and the approaches to identity development. 
Table 12 This matrix provides an analysis in relation to psychological development, disturbances, techniques and theories, 

Notes. 
Everyone uses all opprooches implicitly. Self-expression has static and dynamic elements which ore listed in that order. 
Lock of satisfaction is invariably a threat. Threats at unrecognized levels generate dysfunction in the level habitually used 
Freud's coniribution is more complex ihon the Table suggests. See text ?or further detoils. 

Identity Self-expression Identity Signal of Identity Identity Psychotherapies Psychoanalytic 
(Reality) involves: Threats Dysfunction Breakdown Disorder (Non-psychoanalytic) Theorists 

Sensory 
being 

Vital 
being 

Emotional 
being 

Individual 
being 

Relational 
being 

Social 
being 

Transpersonal 
being 

Awareness 
and 
arousal 

Tension 
and 
movement 

Modification 
and 
relocation 

Entitlement 
and 
adaptation 

Mutuality 
and 
dialogue 

Organization 
and 
management 

Harmony 
and 
altunement 

Boredom; 
overstimulation; 
neglect. 

Stress; 
inattention; 
fatigue. 

Separation; 
confusion; 
hardness. 

Rejection; 
contempt; 
devaluation 

Non-recognition; 
frustration; 
scapegoating. 

Aimlessness; loss 
of responsibility; 
social isolation. 

Despair: being 
over-whelmed; 
cynicism. 

Pain 

Exhaustion 

Anxiety 

Shame 

Guilt 

Alienation 

Doubt 

Disintegration 

Illness 

Paranoia 

Collapse 

Paralysis 

Vagrancy 

Torment 

Psychosomatic 
personality 

Psychopathic 
- hysterical 
personality 

Borderline 
personality 

Narcissistic 
personality 

Neurotic 
personality 

Traumatized 
personality 

(Sickness of 
the soul) 

Aromatherapy; reflex 
zone therapy; shiatsu 

Alexander technique; 
behavioral conditioning; 
dance therapy. 

Transactional analysis 

Client-centred therapy; 
cognitive therapy. 

Humanistic therapies. 

Existential therapies; 
radical therapy. 

Psychosynthesis; 
transcendental meditation; 
analytical psychology. 

Paris school 

(None) 

Klein 

Winnicott 
Kohut 

Freud 

Kinston & Cohen 

(None] 

@ Warren Kinston 1989,1993 



Master- The hierarchical evolution of dualities in identity development. 
Figure 13 The term in bold is the growth-promoting potential of the duality and the term in italics is the stabilizing core of any identity within that reality. 

The stabilizing core and the growth-promoting potential are transcended and apparently synthesized to produce a new stabilizing core at the 
nexl higher level, where a new growth-promoting potential emerges. See text for further explanation. 

Level 

VII' 
Transpersonal 

VI' 
Social 

V 
Relational 

IV' 
Individual 

Ill' 
Emotional 

Ill 
Vital 

I' 
Sensory 

- 
Role S o n  p 

[The self 

kt inctual function 

Receptivity Act 

@ Warren Kinston 1 989,1993 



Chapter 1: Developing Identi9 

INTRODUCING THE NATURAL 
MORAL INSTITUTIONS 

Despite the variety of valid and necrssary approaches 

to  identity developiiient, it still remains true to  say th'lt, 
ultimately, a person can only realize himself' o r  herself 

within a society at a particular moment of history. In 

short. man is a social being. The founding fathers of 
sociology - Coiiite, Spencer. Durkhcin~, Weber -- 
were unyieldingin this assertion. We must stick with their 
perspective, but without surrendering our newly \\on 
clarity about other realms of human existence. Society 
too recognizes all these realms, as it must, and provides 
institutions to support them and therrlbre itself. 

We nerd and want social arrangements which ensure 

that each and all of us arc the 'right' sort of social being. 
Of great importance in this regard are seven n a t u r a l  
mora l  inst i tut ions.  These primal institutions 
emerge spontaneously within any enduring coin- 
munity, giving it both character and coherence. They 
control or constrain much social interaction and ensure 

responsible participation. Newcomers who reject o r  
ignore them arc in efkct refusing to integrate. 

The natural moral institutions arc special because 

their specific function is to define and develop social 
being (L'-VI) itself. They do so by recognizing the 
significance of each of the approaches to identity 
development described in the previous section, and by 
building on natural human concerns within those 
approaches. As a result, they can be arranged in ascend- 

ing order as follows: , formal etiquette (,"-I), popular 
morality (1."-11). commimil ideals (L1'-111). the social struc- 

lure (L"-IV), the ethical tcaching (L"-V), the governance 
system (L"-VI), and organized religion (L"-VII). 

These seven moral institutions demand full identiti- 
cation by all members of society. They arc inherently 
within the ethical domain precisely because they are 
identity-defining and identity-preserving both for the 

person (as a social being) and for the community. 

The present aim is not the cnormon.s and impossible 
task of discussing and describing each of the natural 

moral institutions in detail. Instead I want to throw 
light on certain of their features in order to open up the 
exploration of ethical entities and to begin clarifying tlic 

ethical authorities of any society. Keep in mind that 
these seven moral institutions are prim'il expressions of 
humanity and that they develop spontaneously in all 
societies, traditional and modern. Legislation may 
strengthen or undermine an existing institution, but the 

institution itself is not a product of legislation. These 
institutions, unlike many which are described in later 
chapters, are highly resistant to  straightforward design 
and re-design. 

Although the natural moral institutions embody 
binding rules and have a deeply conservative character. 
some degree of autonomy within them is always pos- 
sible. The degree of autonomy varies according to the 

institution and according to the type of society. I f '  
variation were inipossible o r  unthinkable, cultures 

would never change or  progress. But people experience 

any change here as deeply significant because these 
institutions are identity-defining: dial is to say, dicy we  
part of the foundations oftheir existence. 

Ensuring that any institution. spontaneous or 

designed. actually serves people rather than enslaving 
them is difficult. This task possibly ranks as the greatest 
challenge to humanity. The first step is to gain gre'itcr 

self-awareness: especially in regard to the characteristic 

rules used by these natural institutions. Rules, as we 
shall soon see, are thC versatile buihling bricks of any 
social order and the stumbling blocks to inter-cultural 
harmony. 

Summarizing the Institutions 

Ordering the natural moral institutions into seven 
levels rellects their emergence from each of the seven 
approaches to  identity. Because a person's identification 

with these institutions generates a social identity, the 
hierarchy can be placed within the sixth approach to 
identity development, social being (1.'-VI). The liier- 
archy also reflects a progressively greater significance 
for social coherence. 

The positioning of the natural moral institutions is 
diagrammed in Master-Figure 10. (See Master-Fig. 16 

in Ch. 8 for a fuller picture.) 

Each institution contains rules found in lower-level 
institutions together with an additional characteristic 

type of rule. In other words, the first institution con- 
tains one type/level 01' rule, the second contains two 
types/levcls, the third three typcs/lcvels and so on. 

The arrangement is shown in Master-Figure 14. The 

institutions are far more than just the rules of course - 
they include history and physical objects, for example 

-but the rules are particularly relevant when working 
with values or seeking social change. 

In ascending order, the characteristic types of rule 
are as follows. Prescriptions are intrinsic to eliquettr 

(L"-I); conventions emerge with popular morality 
(1"-11): tenets characterize communal ideals (L"-111); 
rights define the social structure (1."-IV): maxims arc 
found in the ethical tcaching (LIT-V); law arc intrinsic 

to the governance system (L"-VI); and absol~~tes arc 
needed by organized religion (L"-\'I[). 

The relevant properties of the natural n~oral  institu- 
tions arc summarized in Master-Table IS .  By way o f  
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introduction, the function of each of tliese institutions 
is indii:atetJ below, together with its principal loci of 
concern, its characteristic rule, and the impersonal 

need of society which it meets. 

Loo-I: Formal  e t i q u e t t e  coheres society by requir- 
ing a common identification with what constitutes 

correct behaviour in public interactions. Etiquette 
meets society's need for ceremony and impersonal 
respect. Its focus is sensory, and it controls matters like 
gestures, dress, dining, and speaking. The characteristic 
type ol'rule is a p rescr ip t ion  which specifies a correct 
behaviour precisely. 

L"-11: Popula r  mora l i ty  coheres society by 

requiring a common identification with the right atti- 
tudes in regard to  use of the body. It therefore deals 
with matters like sex, drugs and violence which use or 
affect the body. Popular morality mcrts society's need 
for conformity. It uses c o n v e n t i o n s  as well as pre- 
scriptions. Conventions specify the right attitudes and 
change slowly as the social group evolves. 

L1'-111: C o m m u n a l  idea l s  cohere society by 

requiring a common identification with its essential 
values. The ideals include t e n e t s  which specify what 
values are to be unquestioningly affirmed, as well as 
conventions and prescriptions upholding those values. 
The focus here is emotional: ideals engender and sus- 
tain human energies in the service of society. Ideals 

include any aspect of a society which evokes an intense 

attachment and can be idealized: the language, the 
countryside, the great buildings, the method of govern- 
ment and much else. These communal ideals arc trans- 
mitted during socialization, but loyalty to  ideals is 

ultimately a matter for each person's conscience. 

L"-IV: The social s t r u c t u r e  coheres society by 

requiring a common identification with its proper 
boundaries and internal differentiation. The social 

structure deals with die need for order in society and 

expresses the rights of membership, as well as embody- 

ing certain tenets, conventions and prescriptions. 
Righ ts  specify what is due to  and from each person 
according to their classification, and so their focus is 
individual. They include each claims, powers, 
duties (or responsibilities), privileges, immunities, dis-  
abilities and liabilities. The social structure is sustained 
and modified according to cach person's use and 

respect of their rights. 

Lfo-V: T h e  e th ica l  t e a c h i n g  coheres society by 
requiring a common identification with what con- 
stitutes proper social functioning. Its focus is on the 
handling of the inter-personal relationships inherent in 
social life, and it meets society's need for virtuc in its 

members. The ethical teaching includes m a x i m s  
which specify the general requirements for virtuous 
functioning; and also rights. tenets, conventions and 

prescriptions related to these. The teaching is usually to 

be found in religious-philosophical writings which arc 

assigned respect and authority. 

L"-VI: The g o v e r n a n c e  system coheres society 
1>y requiring a common idcntilication with the means 

for deciding what rules are to be enforced and how. Its 
focus is on security, peace, justice freedom and well- 
being tor members of the society. The governance 

system meets the need for stability through the main- 
tenance of order. Laws are the distinguishing rulc- 

type, but maxims, rights, tenets, conventions and 
prescriptions are also important. The system deter- 
mines the governing organs of society - legislative, 
judicial, atln~inistrativc - which must also operate, 
maintain am1 shape the system. 

L"-V1I: O r g a n i z e d  rel igion coheres society by 
requiring a common identification with a solution to 

the meaning of life. The focus of concern is the mystery 
of social existence, its uncertainties, its suffering and its 
evils. Although religious doctrines are transpersonal 
and harness the experience of the sacred to embrace all 
humanity, an organized religion is coloured by imme- 
diate social needs and mundane concerns. For example, 
it authorizes the governance system. In return, the 
religion may be established officially. All religions 

characteristically build on abso lu tes  which enjoin 

utterly abstract duties; and they also contain regula- 
tions, maxims, rights, tenets, conventions and prc- 
scriptions, all imbued with an absolutist streak. 
Religions use scriptural and clerical authority as a sub- 

stitute for (or channel to) the ultimate source of all 
authority, God. 

Proper t i es .  In describing and comparing the 
various moral institutions. certain properties (italicized 

below and in cach account) will be regularly examined. 

Each type of institution has a distinct function. In prr- 
forming its function, each handles certain human con- 
cerns. These can be traced back to a distinct approach to 
identity - which is, therefore, highly reinforcing for 
the institution. 

Each institution is built around a characteristic type 
of rule. Society values the rules greatly. People often call 

them moral values. Each member of society is expected 
to internalize and identify with its moral institutions. 
As a result, people feel a definite obligation not just to  
conform to the rules, but also to  value them and ensure 
others conform. Because the institutions arc accepted 
as natural o r  inevitable, authority and responsibility tor 
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them is diffusely distributed and felt to be both personal 
and con~munal. 

The institutions are quintessentially social and yet 

communities are made up of unique individuals. So the 
way individual differences arc handled by each moral in- 
stitution deserves note. From the communal perspec- 

tive, each ensures survival by meeting an essential need. 
Determined rejection of any of the institutions makes it 
difficult if not inlpossible for a person to remain a full 

member of society. Change, even when spontaneous. is 
difficult and anxiety-provoking, progressively more so 
as the hierarchy is ascended. Yet dissatisfaction and dis- 
sent is not uncommon. To obtain compliance, socializa- 
tion is a viewed as a continuing process with distinctive 
inducements and sanctions. These include pernlission 

for acceptable forms of dissent. Each type of natural 
moral institution has inherent limitations and receives a 

characteristic type of criticism. 

Now, each of the institutions will be taken in turn 
and explored with examples. 

1"-I: 
FORMAL ETIQUETTE 

A N D  ITS PRESCRIPTIONS 

All societies recognize that the everyday brushing up 
of one person against another needs to be definitively 
controlled. To do this, systems of formal etiquette 
spontaneously develop. The function of formal etiquette 
is to cohere society by requiring a common identifica- 
tion with what constitutes correct behaviour in public 
interactions. Formal etiquette is defined by rules which 
have the quality of prescriptions and call for ritual- 
ized or  near-automatic observance. Prescriptions 

specify precisely what behaviour must be performed, 
when and how. 

The prescriptions in formal etiquette deal with the 
minutiae of physical interaction in regard to  matters 
like- dressing, grooming, speaking, dining, gesturing, 
time control, touching, and posture. In other words, 

etiquette protects, supports and derives its rationale 

from the sensory approach to identity (L'-I). 

Etiquette helps control the mutual and unavoidable 
sensory awareness and sensory stinlulation that people 
generate in their social interactions. Any behaviour is 
potentially given significance by people and treated as a 
communication about the relationship. Ceremony can 
control such automatic attributions. Society' needs a 
minimum of ceremony and ritual to  avoid unnecessary 
misinterpretations and to function smoothly. Society 
has an essential need for ceremony because this is the only 
way that people can show genuine respect for each 

other on superficial, formal or transient acquaintance. 

Such provision differs from each persons requirement 
for respect (L'-IV) based on their unique individual 

qualities. Etiquette is about showing and receiving 
respect unambiguously during interaction, whether or 
not that respect is actually felt. 

The prescriptions of formal etiquette are not 
optional o r  amenable to  personal preference. If we fail 
to use eating implements as prescribed, then we are 
behaving rudely and will generate offence. The evolu- 
tion of etiquette is obscure and secondary to  changes in 
the higher institutions. Etiquette nlust also meet the 
practicalities of daily living, so new inventions like the 
telephone, television and air travel call for new 
etiquette rules. Ceremonies are not easily re-fashioned, 

but people who are foci of popular attention, cele- 

brities, can have an influence because they are allowed 
a certain license: and then others emulate them. Note 

that celebrity status depends on superficial things like 
pomp, public profile and splendour rather than 
personal merit or virtue. 

Maintaining Etiquette. Compliance with etiquette 
feels natural. The inducement to  comply is the feeling 

of confidence and certainty that comes from die sure 
knowledge that one is doing precisely the right thing. 

Also, because we are all sensory beings, the stimulation 
that etiquette provides meets a deep need and this re- 
inforces its use. Compliance with etiquette is therefore 
its own reward, and the result is ritualized automatic 
adherence. Failure to  follow etiquette is liable to 
generate shame and confusion and may bring proceed- 
ings to a halt. The usual consequence of not following 
etiquette is that someone will exert direct control. 
either forcing the offending person to comply or pre- 

venting him from proceeding. For example, some 
editors now regard use of the n~asculine form of a 
pronoun to include the feminine as a breach of 
etiquette. and so they rewrite material (like the pre- 

vious sentence) without asking for pernlission, or they 
return the manuscript and instruct the author to 

rewrite. 

Formal etiquette ignores individual differences. 

Perhaps that is why it has been simplified in Western 

societies in association with the social trend to indivi- 
dualism. Even so, many prescriptions remain. They 
become particularly noticeable in cross-cultural inter- 
action. In regal and diplomatic circles, where appear- 
mces are important and where individuals must relate 
in terms of what they represent not what they per- 
sonally feel and think, elaborate ceremonies persist. 

Because etiquette is somewhat mechanical and 

inlpersonal, change. while not always welcomed, is not 



necessarily problematic. The usual criticism of an 
etiquette prescription is in terms of its artificiality. 
When justified, this usually indicates that the pre- 
scription has outlived its usefulness. It no  longer com- 

municates respect meaningfully, possibly because of 
evolutionary change in higher level institutions. For 
example. the etiqiiette requirement that a man should 
open the door for a woman now conflicts with coni- 

munal ideals of equality. 

Etiquette is essential in social life. But society must 
do more than just support sensory being. And the pro- 
tection and preservation of social identity and society 
itself requires more than merely ensuring impersonal 

ceremonial respect. 

1"-11: 
POPULAR MORALITY 

AND ITS CONVENTIONS 

Every community finds it needs to develop agree- 

ment on the cuii~rol of bodily activities and urges to 
handle not just sensor)' but physical encounter: 
between people. In other words, it must regulate and 

support vital being (L'-11). Because such activity and 

interaction often take place in private or in small groups 
and under very varied situations, precise bchavioural 
control through prescriptions is not always appropriate. 
A more general control using attitudes is required so 
that each person can handle and adapt to different 
situations in a similar way. This control over attitudes is 
provided by rules which have the quality of conven-  

t i o n s  o r  are viewed as norms. The result may be called 
p o p u l a r  mora l i ty  or conventional morality (or 
sometimes: the moral code). Its conventions do, of 
course, lead to prescriptions seeking to exert precise 
behavioural control over body use. 

The function of popular morality is to  cohere society 
by requiring a common identification with the right 

attitudes to  hold and follow in regard to bodily matters. 

Matters covered in this approach so identity include: 
sexuality; the consumption of alcohol and drugs to alter 

the bodys functioning; afyectionatc and aggressive con- 

tact between people; participation in sports and other 
physical activities such as (lancing and music; handling 
the sick, the hurt, the dying and the dead; modes of 
suicide or  ritualiwd killing; the physical handling of 
animals; and work (which originated as a bodily acti- 

vity). It also covers the use of money including interest 
rates, lending and gambling. (The link to the bod: 
seems more distant in this last group. Perhaps the link is 
to  be found in payment for work, or the psychoanalytic 
view that money is unconsciouslv equivalent to faeces, 
the child's first precious possession.) 

Working with Values: Software of the Mind 

IS8 

Attitudes to Deoth: The social acceptance of lifeendan- 
gerlng octivities shows greol culturol variation and iem- 
poral evolution. Gladiatorial sport wos prominent in 
Romon times. Until recently, duelling was regorded as 
honourable in central Europe even though it  was illegal. 
Capital punishment, even where legol, is used to a 
greater or lesser extent according to convention. Bull- 
fights in Spain lend to the death of the bull, whereas those 
n Portugol do not. Fights between animals are accepted 
in some countries but not others. In the West, insect fights 
are not viewed as deplorable in the way that dog fights 
are. but the Joins in India toke precautions not to kill 
insects accidentally. Slaughter of animals is carried ou~  
differently by different religious groups, sometimes in 
woys thought by non-believers to be inhumane. Ex. 7. I 

All communities within which one must live and deal 

- the household, the neighbourhood, the locality, the 
region, the whole country - produce their own ver- 

sion of popular morality to accord with the amount and 
quality of physical interaction they generate. As a 
result, the moral conventions in a small isolated village 

will have certain features quite distinct from those in 
the centre of a cosmopolitan capital city within the 

same country. Popular morality reflects the strongly 

felt and essential need for a degree of uniformit! and con- 

formity in society. So the smaller and more tightly knit 
the community, the more restrictive popular morality 
is likely to be. 

Responsibility for maintaining morality appears to 
be disseminated throughout society, with every single 
person aware of the various conventions and prescrip- 
tions and expected to ensure they are upheld. Popular 
morality therefore tends to suppress individual differ- 
ences: newcomers to  any community, for example, are 

expected to recognize and adopt the local morality. It 
seems that most people find popular morality an 
absorbing preoccupation: i t  is the subject matter of 
much humour and gossip and it sells mass circulation 
tabloid newspapers. 

Because popular morality is in the hands of the whole 

community, single individuals, no matter how promi- 

nent, cannot decide it. Although public figures may 

exert some influence during transitional phases, they 
are gnierally expected to adhere to popular morality in 
an exemplary fashion. Becoming eminent may be diffi- 
cult if imnioral behaviour, o r  its advocacy, becomes pub- 
lic knowledge. Publicity over the birth of an illegitimate 
child, sexual peccadilloes, alcoholism or  financial scan- 
dal has ended the career of many ambitious politicians. 

Main ta in ing  Morality. The demand for corn- 
pliunce with this institution is intense. Depending on 
your point of view, popular morality always seems t o  be 
too rigid o r  too lax. The prime inducement t o  morality 
is the social acceptance accorded to those who adhere. 
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Conlormity produces feelings of security and ease. The 

complementary sanction is social rejection expressed 
through the spontaneous exertion of social pressure. 
Direct con~pulsion is not permitted and is gcnerallv 

impractical. Our needs as vital beings are most easily 
met through adhering to popular morality and this 
provides it with further rcinforccn~ent. 

Any person known to have offended against popular 
morality may suffer considerably. He or she may be 
avoided or  ignored. discriminated against, have their 
activities or career unofficially blocked, be forced from 

public office, sent hate mail, o r  be vilified in the press. 

The greater the sense of moral violation, the greater the 
intensity of pressure on the offender (or offencling 
group). At the extreme, people may lie physically 
attacked or killed and the assailant seen as justified or  
even heroic. 

Organizations and social sub-groups are as subject to 
popular morality as persons. Firms mav for a time resist 
moral pressures in society, but if social pressure builds 

up and exerts itsell in ways that are con~n~ercially 

damaging, the firm soon modifies its stance. The same 
is not true for ethnic groups. Tm-itorially dispersed 
minorities, whose conventions and prescriptions in 
popular morality diverge in an extreme way from the 
surrounding populace are a challenge to the pressure 

for social conformity. Because of the intensity of feeling 
and pressure, ghettos are likely to develop and un- 

bridgeable schisms in society may form. 

Change in popular morality usually occurs in 
response to new circumstances, new knowledge and 
the pressure of higher level institutions. Without cxtcr- 
nal forces, change is slow. Boxing is still promoted and 
accepted worldwide and even funded by governments 

as a sport, despite unambiguous evidence for many 
years that the contestants aim to damage each others 

brains - and regularly succeed in doing 

Premarital Sex: Sexual intercourse prior to morrioge was 
regarded as immoral in the West in the first half of the 
20th century. However the development of controcep- 
tion, sexual hygiene and medical treatments for venereal 
disease, undermined any practical rationale; and 
developing notions of personol outonomy weakened the 
hold of convention. As the behaviour of public figures 
chonged, on intense and emotional public debate was 
provoked. The result was a graduol change in moral 
attitudes to the point thot sexuol initiotion and experience 
prior to marriage became regarded os o positive good in 
many circles. In these circles, premoritol sex is viewed os 
on expression of freedom and responsibility, and as an 
oid to the development of personol maturity. Whether pre- 
marital sexuol relotions ore occeptoble in any pariiculor 
communily setting is still determined by local conventions. 

Ex. 7.2 

Rejection of popular morality means acting in 
secrecy or  being branded as immoral. A person then 

becomes an outsider and may be forced to leave the 

community entirely. Reconciliation with the com- 

munity requires acknowledgement of the transgression 
and positive demonstration ofa willingness to conform. 
But lion-conforming individuals of a like mind often 
welcome exclusion and abjure reconciliation. They 
may band together spontaneously in a sub-corn- 
nlunih within the main co~nriiunity, as occurred in the 

hippie communes and love-ins of the 1960s. People in 

such new communities find that they evolve their own 
moral conventions which turn out to be as strict in 
their own way as any in the community that they 
abandoned. 

So criticism of popular morality really reflects a 
preference for different conventions rather than the 

abandonment of morality or conforn~ity altogether. A 
more specific criticism is to be found in the way that 

popular morality turns private decisions into social 
problems and thereby exacerbates personal difficulties. 

For example, the use of an intoxicant like cafl'eine, 
nicotine, marijuana, opium or  alcohol is not necessarily 
a social (or personal) problem until popular morality 
makes it so. 

Moral crises are recognixecl when rational action 

demands attitudes at variance with popular morality. 

Popular morality in many countries has severely 

impeded the handling of the AIDS epidemic: in 
Uganda, for example, promiscuous heterosexualitv is 
normal and has spread the virus widely. Similarly, moral 
conventions which inhibit discussion of sexual activity, 

especially with children, impede the diagnosis of child 
sexual abuse. The use of anatomically correct dolls in 
diagnostic play sessions has proved particularly contro- 

versial in some countries. 

Aspects of popular morality arc invariably embodied 

in the law, even though their private and personal 

nature often makes them poor targets for legislation. 
Monitoring and enforcing the law cannot but be in- 
sensitive and intrusive in regard to bodily matters. In 
such cases, enforcement is unlikely to  work. Fro- 

hibition of alcohol in the USA in the 1920s was a 
spectacular failure. In the same way, whatever the form 

of sexuality desired in a society, it is certainly imprac- 
tical, and probably harmful overall, to criminalize 
certain sexual habits between consenting aOults in 
private. 

Popular morality adapts itself to the history and cir- 
cumstances of local neighbourhoods and communities 
in a way that the governments and religions cannot. 
Exertion of informal pressure can be sensitively 
adjusted according to the individual and the situation, 
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and morality can evolve as a natural social process. In 
the case of AIDS, for example, sexual conventions 
amongst homosexuals have changed markedly fc)llow- 
ing public awareness of how infection is spread. 

The conformity' demanded by popular morality is a 
powerful force for unity. Fortunately, its concerns are 
relatively circumscribed: something which could never 
be said of the next natural moral institution. 

1"-Ill: 
COMMUNAL IDEALS 
AND THEIR TENETS 

All social groups come to endorse values which 
members prize intensely. These values are taken to be 
essential, natural, and deserving of loyalty. They are the 
c o n ~ m u n a l  ideals.  The function of conimunal ideals is 
to  cohere society by requiring a common identification 
with values which must be unquestioningly affirmed. In 
other words, the characteristic rule is a value which is a 
tenet. Ideals include or imply both conventions dis- 
posing people to certain responses. and also prescrip- 
tions demanding specific actions. 

Comnlunal ideals may encompass any aspect of a 
society o r  social life which evokes and enables attach- 
ment and loyalty. People feel strongly about certain 
social institutions, their mode of government, certain 
buildings, parts of the countryside, their language and 
mode of education, some aspects of relationships 
between people, types of food and their preparation. 
and so on. We can be sure we are dealing with a com- 
munal ideal if most people are deeply attached to that 
aspect of their society. vigorously defend it against all 
criticism (especially from outsiders), and proclaini its 
value even in the face of their own complaints and the 
reasonable arguments of others against it. 

Health Care Systems: The American ond British heolth 
care systems have evolved very differently. The USA 
system is viewed as a product of private enterprise - 
even though government expenditure and regulation is 
high and most people ore insured through their jobs. 
Health care costs per person are four times higher than in 
England -and yet life expectancies are lower and infant 
mortaliiy is worse. The system does provide a great deal 
of choice but many have no continuing core at all. There 
is also much ovevtreatment: up to 3050% of some 
surgical procedures are inappropriate or without benefit. 
The NHS in the UK is publicly financed, and provides 
reasonably good quality core at a low cost, but generates 
rationing and long queues for treatment, almost abolishes 
choice, and is insensitive to patients' preferences. The 
most striking thing about the American and British health 
systems is that ihey ore defended so vigorously in their 
own societies despite their serious defects. The British 

regularly make the unsubstantiated claim that the NHS is 
ihe envy of the world. For decades, representatives of 
eoch country have viewed the ideo of adopting aspects 
of the others system with horror. Ex. 7.3 

Comnlunal ideals recognize emotional reality rather 
than cold logic, and so they originate from and support 
the emotional approach to identity (Lt-111). Ideals provide 
for the emotional unification of a society, enabling 
people to feel part of a community, and only truly 
then~selves when they are within it. Ideals liberate the 
powerful energies associated with values (cf. Ch. 4). 
Societies have an inescapable essential need for these 
energies if they arc to  survive in the face of disinteg- 
rative tendencies and challenging stresses within and 
economic forces and eneniies without. 

To ensure that people in society share ideals, their . - 
inculcation occurs universally during childhood. In his 
structural model of the mind, Freud developed the 
notion that values promulgated during childhood by 
the family, school and other influences are inter- 
nalized together with associated inducements and 
threats as the superego, ego-ideal o r  conscience. So 
die conscience is the repository and guardian of 
conlniunal ideals.24 Once socialized, the adult can 
adapt easily to  others siniilarly socialized because all 
share and define themselves in terms of the same 
underlying values. These values govern their attitudes 
and thence their behaviour. Whereas popular morality 
and formal etiquette arc experienced as external 
social requirements, conlmunal ideals call for the 
personalization and internalization of authority. Social 
stability and cohesion depend on comn~unal ideals 
feeling like A c  personal property of each member of 
society'. 

M a i n t a i n i n g  Ideals.  Society entitles and expects 
families to inculcate its values and to control exposure 
of their children to moral influences. Variations in 
family circumstances and modes of upbringing as well 
as individual variability mean that consciences and per- 
sonal values will vary. In addition, different activities 
and concerns within society invariably lead to emphases 
being placed differently on a wide range of societal 
things. However, while it is essential to  tolerate indivi- 
dual differences in ideals within society, it is necessary to  
have a certain unity in regard to  society as a whole. Too 
disparate a mixture of ideals inevitably puts a strain on 
society. 

To allow greater flexibility and more recognition of 
the diversity of individuals and sub-groups, pluralisnl 
(of value systems) may itself become an ideal. In the 
Netherlands, for example, they speak of 'compart- 
mentaliztition', which refers t o  die presence of many 
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organizations with the same aims and objects but 
infused by different philosophical, religious or  ideo- 
logical assumptions. 

The conscience deals out self-approval and pride i t  
die internalized values are followed, and disapproval, 
self-reproach, guilt, and remorse if those tenets are 
breached. Given our identity as emotional beings, we 
willingly project ourselves and our feelings into com- 
munal ideals. So these become reinforced at die same 
time as our identity is strengthened. Compliance is also 
externally ensured in society using both inducements 
and sanctions. Lispousal of ideals meets with a warm 

endorsement whereas their rejection leads to  trouble. 

As with health care (Ex. 7.3), whatever the merits of a 
new idea, it it crosses societys current ideals. it meets 

a wall of misunderstanding and opposition. Because 
knowledge, for example, is idealized, an established 
academic found it difficult to publish a thoughtful 
article arguing that ignorance is preferable in certain 
c i r c u m s t a n ~ e s . ~ ~  Rejection ofa communal ideal is taken 

to mean being disloyal or having a conscience which 

permits o r  even demands socially objectionable 

activities. Others then feel a responsibility to oppose 
and prevent such ideas and practices. 

Because the family is the transmitter of communal 
values and the guardian of the conscience, governments 
attempting large scale social engineering bring intense 
pressure to bear on the family. This has occurred in 

recent decades in Iraq, Cambodia, and East Germany; 
and it was widespread in China under Mao, and Russia 

under Stalin. In these regimes, children were in- 
doctrinatecl at school and encouraged to inform on 
their parents if they detected incorrect thinking - 
sending them to torture, imprisonment or death and so 
destroying the offending family unit. 

Communal ideals are rather slow to change because 
of the en~otional hold they have on people and the con- 
tinuity they provide. Except during times of transition, 

attacks on communal ideals arc muted within society at 
large. However, certain institutions. like the univer- 

sities and radical periodicals, may take it on themselves 
t o  analyse and challenge ideals. From their detached 
perspective, certain criticisms regularly emerge in 
relation to  the inherent conservatism of communal 
ideals, especially the taboos on new thinking and the 
blocks to  innovation that result. 

Communal ideals provide society with energy and 
enable people to feel a part of worthwhile society. 
However, they do not clarify how a person should pro- 
perly tit within society. For this, a higher level moral 
institution built around the significance of the in- 
dividual is required. 

1"-IV: 
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

A N D  ITS RIGHTS 

All societies distinguish all of their members from 
those in neighbouring societies, and differentiate their 
members to a greater or lesser degree. These distinr- 
lions define the social  s t r u c t u r e ,  an institution built 
on rules which are r igh ts .  Tenets, conventions and 
prescriptions are also found within the institution 
bolstering these rights. The junction of the social struc- 
ture is to  cohere socicty by requiring a common iden- 

tification with a defined bounded social entity and its 
internal structure. The corresponding expectations 01' 
society on its members (i.e. of each member on every 
other member) is that they fulfil certain duties. So the 
internal structure of society is based on differential 

rights and duties accorded to diiYerent roles and classes 
of its members. 

The social structure is concerned with distinct, 

separate and self-contained aspects of individuals. Its 

origin and rationale is to  be found in the self-contained 
and self-motivated existence assumed by the indivi- 
dualist approach to identity (1.'-IV). The social structure 
must deal with anything an individual may do - like 
obtaining material necessities, associating with others, 
working, owning property, transacting business, 
marrying and so on. In all societies there is both equality 

and differentiation in respect of such matters, and the 
exact details vary greatly. The resultant pattern of social 
rights and social duties is invariably con~plex. 

The Pollution Concept: The Hindu caste system divides oil 
citizens into four moin groups: priests ond soges, warriors 
and rulers, merchants and farmers, and labourers and 
other unskilled workers. The untouchobles belong to no 
caste and ore therefore excluded from normal sociol life. 
Each coste has its rights and du~ies. The key rules distin- 
guishing the groups ond determining social activities and 
relotionships concern pollution by (association with such 
things as deoth, bodily excretions and alcohol. The main 
costes ore further subdivided leading to over 6000 costes 
in all. Ritual status exists side by side with secular status 
based on such factors as wealth, land ownership, educa- 
tion. ond skill. The relationships between rituol and 
secular status ond the principles of movement between 
castes ore complex in the extreme. Coste government and 
inter-coste relations are justified via religious and mystical 
tenets. The caste system provides for a wide variety of 
social needs, ond escope from it is almost impossible. 

Ex. 7.426 

A less ambiguous name for those rights which arise 
spontaneously within a society might be 'membership' 
or 'customary' rights. As well as having membership 
rights which establish the commonality of all members, 
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the social structure also provides for differentiation. 

For example, each person carries numerous social roles 
- parent, employee, patient, friend, colleague, club 

member &c - and each 01  these has a distinctive set of 
n~cmbership rights. In other words, the social structure 
classifies and institutionalizes individual differences and 
provides for order. 

The essential need for order in society is uncontro- 
versial because order is so central to the whole system 

of society. Without order, people cannot realize those 

social needs for energy and conformity mentioned in 
relation to previous natural moral institutions, nor 
meet subsequent needs for virtue, stability and mean- 
ing associated with the institutions to  come. However, 
any order depends on adherence to rights. 

Rights are the written and unwritten rules within 
social groups indicating what is properly due to  and 
what is properly due from an individual by virtue of 

membership. Sociologists and anthropologists some- 

times refer to a membership right as a status. What is 

due from an individual is commonly termed a duty or 
responsibility rather than a right. Legal scholars differ- 
entiate rights and duties still further into powers, 
claims, privileges, immunities, disabilities and liabili- 
ties. I will usually use the term right to include all 
related terms including duties, unless a special empha- 
sis is required. 

In any social structure, the minimum general duties 
arc: (a) tolerance of others when they exercise their 
established rights, and (b) trying positively not to 
violate the established rights of others. If diis can be 
achieved, social order prevails and the basis for peace- 
fill activity and change exists. 

Because rights are probably the most confusing of all 
ethical entities, now is the time to assert their impor- 

tance and commence their clarification. It is worth 
noting that some philosophers pour scorn on the very 

idea of rights. Two centuries ago, Bentham referred to 
them as "nonsense", and more recently an eminent 
modern moral philosopher, Maclntyre, concludi-'il that 
"belief in them is at one with belief in witches and 
unicorns". However, if a right is defined as 'something 

one can exercise, earn, enjoy, e v e ,  claim, demand, 
assert, insist on, secure, waive, o r  surrender', then it is 
indisputable that such things do exist. Rights are social 
facts (not fictions) because they are the basis for social 
~ t r u c t u r e . ? ~  

Rights exist whether or not a society conceptualires 
and formulates them, or  whether learned academics 
think they are important o r  not. They exist even if the 
concept of a separate individual is weak. In the same 
way, they exist even when the culture emphasises what 

is expected of a person as opposed to what a person may 
expect as due to  them. If  rights did not exist, society 
would lack structure and a person could he treated 

utterly arbitrarily and could behave similarly. Not only 

would this be humanly intolerable, it would remove all 
meaning from the notion of membership of a society. 

In recent debates about the structure of society. 
much concern has focused on those rights which apply 
solely by virtue of being a citizen, irrespective of ethnic 

origin, religion, sex, social status, occupation. wealth, 

property, language or any other differentiating feature. 
Rights which apply across the board to all citizens in a 
society are sometimes termed basic o r  fundamental 
rights. 

Note that socicty has members for whom the basic 
rights and duties arc modified or  abrogated because 
they arc not part of the citizenry (defined as those who 
choose the government). Slaves fell in this category in 

the past. Today, people like prisoners, children and the 
severely mentally ill or intellectually handicapped are 

not full citizens. They are under the control of 
people assigned powers to apply force to control a wide 
range of their living activities. Society's non-citizen 
members cannot associate freely to  discuss their situa- 
tion and pursue their needs, and they have difficulty 
exerting what rights they do possess. 

The minimum rights in any society arc: (a) the right 
to live, and (b) the right to some freedom from arbi- 

trary interference. Without the former a person has no 
guarantee of existence, and without the latter the com- 
munity has no guarantee of existence. The degree to  
which those two fundamental rights are accorded, as 
well as any additional rights. depend on how cn- 
lightened citizens in that society are, and on the type of 
regime in power (cf. Ch. 12: G-6 and G-7). 

Maintaining the Structure. Compliance with the 
social structure is natural, even if it feels o r  seems 

unfair. The inducement lo  assert one's rights and pcr- 
form one's duties is that this is the prime way that each 
obtains the benefits of membership in that society. The 
sanction that flows from neglect o r  passivity is the likely 
abuse of one's rights and the loss of those benefits. 

Rights assume and demand a sense of oneself as a dis- 
tinct individual. So identity requirements reinforce the 
signilicance of social structure, even if the current 
structure is viewed unfavourably. 

Differentiating people evokes notions of classes 
which are permanently inferior or superior (or mid- 
way). As a result. the usual criticism of the social struc- 
ture is that it institutionalizes actual injustices. Such 
injustice onlv matters in social terms when it is cxperi- 

enccd as such by many in the community. Often 
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injustice is tolerated because of inherent beliefs, con- 
ventions and practices plus pressures to  maintain order. 
(In very recent times, however, external bodies and 
societies have felt increasingly entitled to  exert pressure 

to reduce what they perceive as extremes of injustice.) 

Once the perception of extreme injustice starts 

growing, it markedly reduces the incentive of members 
to identify with and uphold related rights and duties. 
This poses a threat to order and the existing structure, 
so change of some sort becomes necessary. Political 
revolutions are often about structural change to remedy 
injustice. Even more limited change generates intense 
anxiety and has the potential to release violence. For 
example, the attempt to replace the caste system in 
India by Western conceptions of equality has not been 
successful after 40 years of trying. Mahatma Gandhi's 

efforts in this direction lcd to  his assassination: and in 
more recent times limited proposals to  improve the 
access of untouchables and lower castes to government 
jobs have led to rioting and deaths. 

The social structure provides necessary order and is 

a natural focus for legislation, especially since many 

existing (non-legal) rights are open to the criticism of 
being unjust. Although legislation may attempt to 
remedy injustice, legal change is only a change in the 
legal system - not in the social structure. Real change 
means change in that structure. So legalizing rights is 
not a panacea lor ending injustices. 

Injustice ma! be unavoidable, but it is never desir- 
able. Fortunately. at least some of the injustices bedded 

into the social structure can be relieved or  even over- 
come by the next moral institution. This one seeks to  
ensure that relationships in society arc operated in way 
that is intrinsically good. 

1"-V. 
THE ETHICAL TEACHING 

AND ITS MAXIMS 

An institutionalized guide to  moral conduct, what- 
ever the circumstances, is to be found in all societies in 
the form of an ethical teaching. (Sometimes this is 
called a moral teaching or an ethical code.) The ethical 
teaching includes examples of all of the rules so far 
identified and in addition contains a new type of rule, 
the maxim. Maxims specify' general requirements of 
virtuous functioning. For example, the rule ' to love 
your enemy is a maxim. It would seem odd to say that 
it was a social duty or that enemies had a right to be 
loved. In any case, the social structure does not have a 
place for enemies. 

Maxims imply the capacity for autonomous choice 

and a voluntary commitment by each person to their 
group. Maxims commonly regarded as part of Western 
ethical teachings include- keeping promises, telling the 
truth, defending the innocent, and showing mercy for a 

wrongdoer who repents 

As these examples indicate, the ethical teaching is 

concerned with the virtuous handling of personal rela- 
tionships. In an ethical teaching. inJividua1 differences arc 
recognized fully and valued. The way a person should 
respect and handle these is not specified in detail, 
because of the wish to  encourage adaptation to the 
particular relationship and situation. In this way, the 
ethical teaching supports the exercise of individuality- 
and gains its rationale from the relational approach to 

idenriy (L'-V). 

Ethical teachings may also deal with a person's rela- 
tionships with him or  herself, with embryos, with 
members of other species, and with the natural 
environment. Animal rights, lor rxamplc, are not 
rights that have any meaning within the social structure 
because animals are not responsiblr for the social order 

and can neither exert nor waive their rights. However, 

the ethical teaching can include rights for animals as a 
way of clarifying what constitutes a proper or virtuous 

relationship with an animal. 

Thefinciion otan ethical teaching is to cohere society 
by requiring a common identification with what con- 
stitutes proper social functioning. Virtue in society is an 
essential need. If ethical precepts are not followed and 
virtue is treated with contempt, the social system is 

weakened and the possibility of social breakdown 
looms. If  no one kept faith, o r  treated others with kind- 

ness, or forgave wrongdoing, then social relations 
would collapse into a state of mutual distrust and 
enmity. Conimunication and exchange would become 
difficult and inefficient. Eventually society itself would 
cease to function. This is something that few desire. 

Honour among Thieves: Once o follower of h e  greot 
Chinese brigond Chih asked him whether thieves hod 
any use for wisdom ond morality. 'To be sure, they do,' 
said Chih, 'just os much as other people. To find oneself 
in a sironge house and guess unerringly where its trea- 
sures lie hid, this surely needs Inspiration. To be the first to 
enter needs Couroge; to be the lost to leove needs Sense 
of Duty. Never to ottempt he impossible needs Wisdom. 
To divide the spoil fairly needs Goodness. Never hos 
there been or could there be onyone who locked these 
five virtues ond yet became o really greot brigand.' 

Ex. 7 . ~ ~ ~  

Acting virtuously means living by societys ethical 
teaching. The ethical teaching is usually elaborated by 
philosophers, although the source is typically found in a 
society's olTicial religion. In the West, the medieval 
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ethics of Abelard, Ansclm, Augustine, Bonavcntura, 
Aquinas, Duns Scotus, and William of Ockham. pri- 
marily concerned itself with the development of a 

Christian ethical code. In the East, most of the great 

Chinese philosophers have developed or elaborated 
ethical teachings which focus on the conduct of social 
life while taking the divine for granted. Ethical teach- 
ings do not necessarily agree with each other. 
Confucius (55 1-479 LZC) emphasized discriminating 
amongst people and situations, practising humanity, 
using arts and ceremony. fulfilling moral obligations, 
respecting inborn nature, and governing by moral 
example. Mo Tzu (479-438 BC) thought most of this to 
be ill-advised, and especially condemned fatalism, 

music and ceremony. He generated an ethical teaching 
which urged minimizing differences amongst people, 
obeying the will of heaven as defined by superiors, 
agreeing with superiors, and producing profit and prac- 
tical benefits.29 

Change in the teaching means a cultural revolution 

and it is rare. By contrast, superficial changes are 

routinely required because the content and application 

of ethical maxims must be constantly kept topical. The 
particular social virtues emphasized at any time and 
place - say: from among honesty, trust, fairness, 
mercy. generosity, compassion, wisdom, or  humility 

-depend on what is most urgently needed by society. 
Ethical teachings are continually re-activated, rc- 
formulated and re-interpreted by whomever desires to 

exert moral leadership in the community. Anyone at all 

may apply the ethical teaching to try to  improve the 
conduct of those they deal with. For example, piracy 
has moved from the high seas to computer terminals, so 
software houses block the copying process to prevent 
unauthorized cluplication of their programs. LInfor- 
tunatcly, this causes practical problems for genuine 
purchasers. Now many firms have removed the copy- 
protection and apply ethical pressure by reminding 
users that distribution of copies, however undetectable 

and easy, is wrong because it is stealing. 

Occasionally, rather than merely emphasizing or 
reinterpreting given maxims, attempts arc made to re- 
articulate a complete ethical teaching by synthesizing 
and systematizing maxims. Spino7a1s attempt is the 
most well-known in the West. There has also been a 
recent attempt in japan (see Ex. 7.6). 

Moralogy: Hiroike founded the Institute of Morolqy in 
Japan to develop and promote the science of supreme 
morality'. This is based on the moral teachings of Jesus 
Christ, Buddha. Confucius, Socrates and Amaterasu 
Omikami [the Heavenly Ancestress of the imperial house 
of Japn] .  Hiroike extracted five maxims from their writ- 
ings. These are: 1 .  Ensure motives are disinterested (i.e. 
be oltruisticl; 2. Maintain a belief in the benevolence of 

God ( ie .  never despair); 3. Give duty precedence over 
rights 1i.e. be responsible): 4. Show respect and loyalty 
for lines of succession - the ortholinons which include the 
nation, ihe family, and the religion 1i.e. maintain social 
continuity); and 5. Seek enlightenment and salvation. A 
sixth has been added by followers: recognize that actions 
have results accordina to their moral worth. The oroctice " 
of these maxims, summarized as benevolence, involves 
justice, self-sacrifice, expiation of others' faults, self- 
perfection, criticism and self-examination. Such a philo- 
sophy is communalist 1L'-5) and derived from the relation01 
approach to existence 1l'-V]. Hiroike distinguished mora- 
logy sharply lrom society's usual moralily which he saw os 
preoccupied with personal rights and duties (1'-4) and 
rooted in the self-centredness of individuol being (1'-IV). 

Ex. 7.630 

Maintaining the Teaching. It is evident that 
society needs its members to internalize the ethical 
teaching and use it reflexly. Certainly each person 
wishes to be treated in accordance with it. However, 
while the receipt of any virtuous action is beneficial, the 
production of a virtuous action on its own may gcner- 

ate little immediate benefit to the producer. Worse 

still, any person may benefit himself greatly in the short 
term at the expense of another by ignoring the teaching. 
People arc therefore repeatedly exhorted t o  adhere to 

the ethical teaching in the face of the temptation t o  
abandon it. Most teachings abjure coercion, so follow- 
ing the path of virtue demands an effort of self-com- 
mand and an inner resistance to Ac  urge to do what is 

expedient. Triumphing by violating the ethical teaching 
is so easy that evil-doers, modern tyrants as much as 

mythical villains, regard virtue as a fatal weakness to  be 
utterly eradicated in themselves and ruthlessly 
exploited in others. This is criminal in spirit. 

Criminal teachings are perverse because they destroy 
themselves. Each time a person benefits by breaching a 
maxim, others arc encouraged to do likewise in order 
not to lose out. When standards spiral downwards like 
this, the social fabric is weakened. If a criminal organi- 

zation like the Mafia infiltrates city government, for 
example, every official or business transaction soon 
involves a rake-oil. Individuals who attempt to  oppose 
this bribery and extortion are ruthlessly beaten or  
killed, and their firms disrupted. As a result, capable 
individuals and respectable businesses move out until 
eventually there is nothing left to  exploit and the town 
collapses in a state of poverty and self-disgust. 

The paradox of ethical teaching is that compliance, 
however essential for society, cannot be con~munally 
enforced and still remain true to itself. Virtue must be 
voluntary to  have its full effect. The main inducement 
to follow the ethical teaching is the social approval and 
admiration which results; while the sanction for 
brcachcs is social condemnation. If a breach is recog- 
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nizcd, then the offender may be asked to justify the 
action. If this reveals that the individual did not pro- 
perly realize the significance of the breach, and that 
conventions permitted the breach, then little is usually 
done beyond exhorting better behaviour. A virtuous 

person will have appreciated the significance of the 
breach, and an apology and provision of due compensa- 
tion will ensure reconciliation. Reinforcement of 
virtue comes from the gratification associated with 
relational being, because unrepentant (or even repen- 
tant) ethical violation generally leads to loss of trust 

and, if persistent, to  the termination of a relationship. 

If there is a widespread failure by people to follow 
the ethical teaching, then the situation is more serious. 
Even the governance system cannot mend the situation 

because it is operated by people who are part of that 
dysfunctional society. Gratuitous or self-serving lying 

to the public, for exaniplc, seems to be widespread 
amongst governments. 

Criticism of the ethical teaching centres on the fact 
that, like virtue, it seems so demanding and cven un- 

realistic in the turmoil of everyday life. The ethical 
teaching, though fundamental to the quality of social 
life, is not by nature strictly enforceable. Worse, it 

potentially encourages weak individuals to choose to 
disregard the maxims and to exploit those who adhere 

to them. In ordcr to prevent exploitation and insta- 
bility, a higher level nloral institution naturally emerges 
to confront hard social realities explicitly. 

1"-VI: 
THE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM 

AND ITS LAWS 

All social institutions depend upon a bedrock of 
social stability, and so all societies develop an institution 
dedicated to maintaining ordcr within the community. 
This is the g o v e r n a n c e  system which is character- 

ized by rules which are formally sanctioned laws or 
regulations. Itsjinction is to  cohere society by requiring 
a common identification with the means for deciding 
what rules are to be formally enforced and how. The 
governance system specifies the form and operation of 

government Government itself is a cluster of special 
social bodies whose members collectively rule society. 
So it is quite possible to idealize and support the system 
while hating and opposing the government. 31 

Laws constituting the system reflect core social 
values and enable a precise definition of rights and 

duties for participation in the ruling of society. The 
governance system also depends on and uses maxims, 
rights, tenets, conventions and prescriptions which 

support all the paraphernalia, arrangements, tcch- 
niques and practices which go into developing, sanc- 
tioning, monitoring, and enforcing laws. The 
institution evidently emerges from and supports the 

social approach to identity (L'-VI). 

Governance arises primarily from the essential need 
for stability' and peace in any community. Even an 
imposed peace is worthwhile. Violence and instability 
generated from within or without make social existence 

almost unbearable and ordinary activity scarcely pos- 
sible. A central authority is also needed to provide 
certain things that the collective as a whole needs or 
wants but which will not, cannot, must not o r  should 
not lie spontaneously taken up by individuals. In the last 
century, most governments have moved with variable 
success far beyond the deepest needs for peace and 

stability. Almost every domain - education, health 
care. energy, transport, cven leisure - has felt the 
hand of government. 

Legal regulation and enforcement must be dis- 
t i n p s h c d  from nonlegal o r  private regulation and 

social pressures. The paramount requirement for 
stability through legal enforcenlent is an awesome thing 
because it implies the moral use of coercion, ultimately 
physical force and death, to control citizens. A free 

citizenry recognizes that its wish lor sovereignty 
requires it t o  assign any form of government a near- 
monopoly on the exercise of threats and force. 
Nevertheless, there is an assumed underlying condition 
(or perhaps hope) that coercion of individuals will only 
occur when it is genuinely needed for the common 
good. 

A governance system evolves spontaneously and 
comes to be taken for granted and idealized. People 

under one system look askance at the workings of 

others and wonder how and why the populace endures 
certain aspects. Japanese faction-dominated politics, 
German elitist technocratic management, American 

pressure group democracy, British tolerance of die 
individual, Asian authoritarian governments - all 
reflect distinct cultural heritages. 

Despite the evidence that the governance system 
evolves to suit the culture, social engineering efforts 

persist.32 But the theoretical merits of democratic, 
theocratic, aristocratic, monarchic and other systems 
and their variants arc not as relevant to  the average 
person as the perceived defects of the particular 
government of the day. I suspect that Samuel failed to 
convince the Israelites to  stick with judges as rulers 
rather than a king because the current judges (his sons 

as it happened) were corrupt. There is at least no report 
in the Bible of any discussion of the relative merits of 
priestly, judicial o r  kingly rule. 
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The powers of any governance system arc legislative, 
judicial and cxeoitivc-. The doctrine of separation of 
powers, most powerfully argued by hiontesquieu, has 
led to  the use c)fa rangr of distinct bodies to provide for 

institutionalizt~cl chrcks and balances delinetl within a 

legal system. " 
A simple division of the legal system is into public 

and private law. Public law is organizational in nature 

and deals with the privileged position ofgovernment in 
its dealings with people. It includes constitutional law 
which formally sets up the governance of society, 
administrative regulation which covers procedural and 
executive matters of government (like raising taxes, 

providing services, waging wars), and other official 
areas (e.g. ecclesiastical and military law). Private law is 

juridical in nature and views government as another 
individual in the social realm. It includes civil and com- 
mercial law which handles claims individuals have on 
each other or the state, and criminal law. Criminal law 
applies when the community regards a particular harm- 
ful act to be so serious lor the ethical order. for the very 
fabric of hociety, that it needs someone, the govern- 
ment, to prosccutr whether or not the particular 

person or people harmed wish to do so. 

The most important sort of laws from an ethical 
perspective are those which govern the conduct of 
ordinary memln~rs of society so that it is just - 1 mean 
'just' as understood and defined in the ethical teaching 
and as evolved in customary practice. These laws are 
not simply replicas of, say, membership rights or moral 

conventions, but arc modified to suit the formal nature 
of any legal system. Laws assume the existence of 

individual differences ancl try to protect them by pro- 
viding a framework lor their formalized handling. 

The notion that laws and government inherently 

restrain man's brutish tendencies appears misguided. 
Laws can and do legitimate every sort of brutishness. 
Hitler and Stalin used parliament and the courts to 

harm and kill millions of people. Despots simply find 
ways to  remove parliamentarians and judges who refuse 

to  endorse the laws that they desire. Justice is impor- 
tant. but governments and their legal systems regularly 

show themselves to he more concerned to maintain 
social order and stability than to deliver justice. 

A system of positive IJW with constitutional control 
of the legislature and executive permits the 'rule of 
law'. In absolutist regimes, rule I)? decree replaces rule 
of law. If the law forbids absolutism and does not 

acknowledge a superior authority within the com- 
munity (e.g. from priestly edicts), one speaks of the 
'supremacy of the law'. This is possible only i fa  com- 
munity has a genuine desire for the law and accords it 
supremacy. The- guardian of the governance system is 

'the law' and the courts. As wr shall see, the law 
enables a definitive answer to be given in courts of 
justice as to whether something is right o r  wrong 
according to that society. 

M a i n t a i n i n g  Governance .  The' governance sys- 

tern is mostly taken for granted by people in a stable 
society. Rejection of the system is not compatible with 

continued membership of the society. Breakdown of 
the assumptions which sustain government action leads 
to disruptive conflict and anarchic chaos. This has 
occurred in recent times during civil wars (such as that 
in Lebanon). the terminal phases of dictatorships (such 
as Ceaucescu's in Romania) and when empires dis- 

integrate (as in Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union). 

Change to  the governance system is controlled from 
within it. Pressure for such change may build up 
through successful social movements. However, the 
power implications and procedural aspects mean that 
actual changes are con~plex, lengthy, and controversial. 
Transformation ofthe system (rather than just a change 
of government) may occur if people arc subject to 
continuing venality, incompetence, class bias o r  discon- 

nection in a succession of regimes. These mark historic - 
junctures in the development of the society. A coup, 
usually n~asterminded by army leaders with physical 
force at their disposal, tends to generate a more repres- 
sive system. A revolutionary movement in which 

people rise en masse and overthrow the regime may 
provide the basis for a beneficial transformation - as in 
the USA in 1776. 

Governance is preoccupied with the issue of corn- 
pliancc. The system, even if autocratic and maintained 

by physical force, only persists as long as the public 
accept it. Yet they do so apparently without thinking 
too much about it. Extra-legal inducements for each 
person to maintain the system are relatively minor. 
Individuals may experience personal satisfaction and 
feel a diffuse public support in recognizing their mode 

of governance. By contrast, penalties for explicitly re- 

jecting the system through contempt of court, treason 
or  subversion are typically harsh. The main reinforce- 
ment probably comes from the identity needs of social 
being itself, because without governance it is hard t o  
see how social existence would be possible at all. 

Criticisms of any govern.incr system abound. The 
commonest complaints arc: that the system is a jugger- 
naut that crushes individuals; that it is inherently elitist 
or discriminatory and panders to special interests; that 

it is intrusive and coercive or absent when needed; and 
that it places too much power in thr hands of a few. The 
complexity and brute power olmodern government is 
awesome. Even in 1 it11 century hngland, administrative 
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and judicial procrsscs tiad become so complex that it 
was impossible for the ordinary citizen to appreciate o r  

penetrate  then^.^' As a result, those in government too 

easily become idcntifird with it and remote froni 

ordinary people. This enhances its corrupting effect. 

The necessary powers assigned to government invite 
its take-over by a dominant class and this also discredits 

the governance system. Modern ideology-dominated 
social engineers view any evolved system as unsatis- 
factory. Individualists and liberals complain of excessive 

restraints on personal frerdoni, while collectivists and 

ecclesiastics complain of insufficient order and 

authority. 

Stability and good government are difficult to  
realize. But all suffering and injustice cannot be re- 
moved however well-designed the system and however 

enlightened the government in power. People need to 

find meaning in the tribulations of their social existence 

and be helped to tolerate imperfection. A supreme 
natural moral institution with greater regulatory power, 
able to  justify governments and laws, and with more 

concern for man's ultimate well-being is required. This 

need is met in society by o r g a n ~ ~ e d  religion. 

1"-VII: 
ORGANIZED RELIGION 
AND ITS ABSOLUTES 

Skeletal remains in Nraiiclerthal burial sites suggest 

that religion existed in the first small conin~unities of 

cave-dwellers more than 50,000 years ago. As social life 

evolved, so did religions. Keligion was developed and 
sustained then as now to bring the totality of existence 
under social control: in short to harness awe, structure 
the sense of the sacred, and master mystery. As citv- 
states and then empires and civilizations emerged from 

5,000-3.000 BC, the importance of organized 
re l ig ion  emerged too. A single widely accepted 
religion tames spirituality, reduces existential anxieties, 
provides for a comniunal identity and enables social 
cohesion. 

The junction of any organized religion is t o  cohere 
society by requiring J common identification with a 
solution to the mystery ol social existence with its 
uncertainties and suffering. Religion provides answers 
to  questions of origins, of life and death, and of the 
nature of man and society: it asserts whether o r  not a 
Supreme Being (God) exists 'ind how God and the soul 
are to  be imagined: it explains how life emerged and 
where it is going; it tells whether life exists after death 
and how sulTering anil evil arc justified; it determines 
the value of human life and specifies certain basic 
qualities of people. In oflbring such explanations, the 

religion is meeting each person's and the comniunity's 
deepest and most essential need to possess and share die 

meaning of existence - not its need for validated 
knowledge or  technical expertise. 

Religion generally fosters nbstr.iint of sellisli and 
anti-social tendencies, Oils people with hope, and 
enables suffering and evil to be borne. Beyond these 

social measures, religions respond to tile sense of awe 
that results froni contemplating the infinite universe 
and wondering about the place of l~i~ni~ini ty within it. It 

recognizes a transcendental reality and is built on a 

recognition of the sacred and a sense ofthe numinous or  

holy. So it supports and gains its rationale from the 
transpersonal approach to identity (L'-VII). 

All organized religions contain a theoretical com- 
ponent including myths and beliefs, and a conduct 

component in the form of rituals and guides to be- 
haviour. as well as experiential and organizational com- 
p o n e n t s .  Even ifscientific knowledge replaces most of  
the theories of religion, it cannot r c p l m  its values and 

injunctions in regard to  conduct. Nor, of course, will 
science penetrate the ultimate niysteries. Science can 

do no more than, as here, document (or, as so often 
elsewhere, attempt to  disqualify) spiritual and mystical 
experiences which suggest the existence of an unseen 
power entitled to obedience and rcvcrcncr. 

Religions are characterised liy rules which are 
absolutes. Absolutes specify the path of duty in the 
most abstract way possible and merge man with God or 

Being. Religions typically see man as made in the image 

of God or  as a niicrocosm of the cosmos. In Hinduism, 

for example. dharma refers both t o  cosmic order and 
right conduct. God may be rcfrrred to wholly 
abstractly as Absolute Reality or as The Absolute. 
Although God is not essential to religion, absolutes are. 
Buddhism, for example. is an atheistic religion based on 

four Truths. The first three Truths arc: sutTering is part 

of existence: desire is the cause of suffering; and sutler- 

ing ends when desire ends. The fourth constitutes the 
Noble Eight-fold Path which is the ivay to know the 
Truths. The Path is: right views - i.e. tenets; right 
intention, right speech, right action and right livelihood 

- absolutes forming the deontological core; and right 
etTort. right mindfulness, and right concrntration - 
. e .  virtues required for personal development. 

The link between religion .ind f ~ h i c s  is evident on 
etymological grounds alone (L .  religionc = obligation 
OED). Organized religion therefore seeks to invest all 
previously discussed institutions with <i moral charac- 
ter, and strives t o  control and specili r~i i rs  within these 
institutions too. As Buddhisn~ illiistr.~e.s, the absolutes 
are so contentless and abstract that thcy clefv direct 
interpretation. The various absolutes in a religion may 
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often be reduced to a single epitome. In the Judeo- 
Christian ethic, it might be stated: Love God and all His 

Creation. In Confucian thought: Become perfect in 
word, thought and deed. In Advaita Veclanta: Realize 
the Absolute. 

Here we must r e c o p - e  that organized religions are 
social institutions which mediate transcendental reali- 
ties within current historical and cultural limits. 
Prehistoric religions, for example, were organized 
around the perspectives and concerns of hunters, fish- 

erman and early farmers; while historical religions 
recognize kingship, politics, economics and law. Indeed 
all developed religions are concerned with the whole 
gamut of the social order including government, war, 
education, family life, domestic activities, food, sexua- 
lity, and personal differences. When operating well, 
their end result is Ae  consecration of life and die 
stimulation of the will to live and create in society as it 
is. In principle at least, religions recognize and value 

individual differences while expecting individuality, in the 
sense of subjectivity or ego, to  be transcended. 

In order to preserve the faith and maintain a hold on 
members, the church organization takes control of the 
religious absolutes and generates a wide variety of 
lower level rules (including laws for members) which 
arc also infused with an absolute quality. Religion is the 

main source of social cohesion in all simpler societies. 
Even in modern Western societies, religion seems to be 

the only available base for a moral community. (This i: 

the wider meaning of church). We see in Islam, 
Christianity and Judaism that the response to intense 
secular pressures is to  form fundamentalist groups 

which encourage voluntary withdrawal into virtually 
closed communities. 

Religions are generated by one or more inspired 
founders and their immediate followers. but they arc 

not organized or official at that stage. If the popular 
imagination is caught, a social movement commences 
and the private religion ofthe few becomes the popular 
church of the many. The spirituality and philosophy of 
the original founder then becomes modified to  accom- 
modate the limited horizons, existing beliefs. super- 
stitions and anxieties of ordinary people. The religion 
can be said to  be official when it dominates society and 
is explicitly used to define the social-political order in 
terms of Gocl's authority and its historical scriptures. Its 

doctrine is then accepted as superior to temporal law 
and as legitimating government and kingship. Govern- 
ment in turn may then legally establish and promote the 
religion. (However, i f  parliament is sovereign as in the 
UK,  then an established religion will be subject to state 
control over its doctrine, government and discipline.) 

The absolutes of religion are socially channelled by 
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scriptural commandments o r  religious laws and church 

regulations. The absolutes are realized in reality by each 

person's virtuous conduct in line with its ethical 
maxims. But lower levels of rule are also important. 

Religions specify rights and duties as the example of 
Hindu castes illustrates (Ex. 7.4). Adherence to  certain 
tenets is emphasized to ensure allegiance and emotional 
commitment. The Roman Catholic church, for exam- 
ple, has a catechism which is a simple memorizable 

exposition of what all Catholics should believe and 
defend. All religions include a variety of conventions 

and strive to  don~inate popular morality: and all use 
ritual and prescriptions to extend control of behaviour 
to  scnsory interaction with the self (c.g. waking, 
bathing, thinking), with the community (e.g. the com - 
mon language) and with the natural world (e.g. 
responding to the seasons). Of all prescriptions, those 
in the liturgy governing worship are particularly signi- 
ficant. Even though Confucius emphasized ethical living 

and rejected the superstition and magic of his time, he 

still regarded the meticulous performance of rites and 
ceremonies of worship as essential to  express reverence 
for a supreme cosmic spiritual power (Tien). 

M a i n t a i n i n g  the Religion.  The tendency of 
organized religion to shape the other moral institutions 

in its society means that it may be difficult for men~bers  

of the community to  distinguish the boundary between 

religious observance and cultural practice. Islam, in 

many places, still strongly resists attempts t o  separate 
out its religious sphere. 

Where an organized religion is official o r  coter- 

minous with society, its maintenance is unproblematic 
because it pervades the culture. Rejection of such an 
institution becomes cxtren~ely difficult because all the 

sanctions primarily associated with lower level moral 

institutions arc used - penalties, condemnation, 
exclusion. opposition, rejection and direct control. 
However, religion has the potential to  generate a 
particular form of non-coercive compliance based on 
trust. A genuine fellow rcligionary can be trusted, 
while the person who actively dis-identifies himsell 
t'roin the true faith, the apostate o r  non-believer, is 
distrusted. 

Religion also provides a straightforward way to 
activate and nourish transpersonal being and is in turn 
reinforced by this identity realm. However, because its 
function is essentially social and practical - the 
security of the community and the prosperity and good 
conduct of its members according to Giordano Bruno 
writing in the late 16th century - organized religions 
are deeply conventional and suspicious of transcen- 
dental support. Bruno, despite his deep belief in God, 
was burned alive for teaching Copernican ideas. 
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Change in an organizcd religion is complex. Religions 
have always evolved through contact with other faiths 

and tlirough unavoidable internal arguments. Yet any 
serious internal challenge to the essentials of a religion 
is inconceivable. Deliberate modifications arc actively 
opposed and labelled heresy. Heretics, believers in 

those modifications, arc condemned and usually 
ejected. Over the centuries, schism and tension within 
churches recur as competing sects generated by 
inspired devotees try to sustain or re-vivify the original 
spirit of the founder of the faith. 

Replacement of the religion within a society is pos- 

sible but rare and associated with massive social 

upheaval. It occurs, for example, as one of the sequelae 
of conquest (e.g. the European impact in black Africa) 

o r  when near-absolute monarchs are converted (e.g. 
Ashoka's conversion to Buddhism). Completely new 

religions emerge spontaneously at times of spiritual 
upheaval when social life evolves t o  a higher level of 
complexity and awareness. The transition from hunt- 

ing-gathering to farming, and the transition from small 

farming villages to cities and civilizations were just such 

extraordinary times. (Some say that the present 

development of inter-connectedness of all people on 

the planet and the growing recognition of our inter- 
dependence and responsibility for the planet is vet 

another of these extraordinary transitions.) 

Although the spirit of religion battles against envy, 
malice and meanness, organized churches are forced to 

accommodate to the level of spirituality and ethical 
development of their members. Because whole 

societies have not been generally marked as yet by self- 

reflective awareness and spiritual depth, so religions as 
practised would rarely have been praised by their 
founders. Thinkers within the churchcs are only too 

aware of the perversions of spirituality that occur 
within their clergy and congregations. Much American 
Judaism, for example, more or  less dispenses with the 

idea of God: and Anglican congregations have been 

found to defend against the purpose of their church in a 
variety of ways.36 

Spirituality, it sometimes st-cms, can only be pre- 
served by sweeping away the authority, ritual. bureau- 
cracy and legalism o t  churches - and yet this fails to 
recognize that organizcd religion is a communal need. 

Although people still believe in Coil, modern secular 
institutions struggle with the notion of a need for 
religion in so~iety.~ '  Secular criticism finds religion of 
any sort too pervasive and controlling- although this 
is precisely the qualities needed to fulfil its function. 
Liberal-scientific values and traditional religions seem 
to be like oil and water. Rationalist opponents of 
religions start by criticizing the way churches have 

preyed on the fear and credulity ot'thc populace, then 
point to the hypocrisy and corruption of priests past 

and present, and finally repudiate metaphysical tenets 
like soul and spirituality as irrelevant o r  nonsensical. 

Faith is an identity need and organized religion seems 
to be the only social institution which meets that need. 
When religion becomes an anachronism or even ana- 
thema, movements like science or Marxism offer their 
own absolutes as vehicles for faith and take on the 
qualities of religion. But they fail in regard to the uiti- 
mate questions and do not deeply satisfy most people. 
The result is that the widely felt necessity for religion is 

met in diverse and competing ways: via traditional 
churchcs, sectarian movements, messianic cults. and 
New Age events. Each provides a social identity but 

none can ensure that this identity is naturally that of the 
wider comiiiunity. As a result, a crucial element of 

social coherence is lacking. 

Embracing the value of a multi-faith society, rather 
than being a solution to this dilemma, seems to pose 

new problems. It is in the nature of religions to be 
driven by absolutes, to  have some hold over govcrn- 

ment and the legal system, and to wish to  reshape both 
its members and wider society. An official religion, if 
sufficiently committed to spiritual values, may tolerate 
con~petitors, but it cannot cooperate with them at a 
fundamental level because each embodies a distinct 

value system. How the forces of chaos and evil are to be 
controlled in society with purely secular tools and 
without a common structure of rules derived from 

absolutes is still not clear. The result must be a loss of 

meaning, an inability to tolerate the suflirings and 

difficulties of life, and a confusion between right and - 
wrong - a state of affairs whose consequences arc 
entirely predictable. 

An organized religion is the most powerful natural 
moral institution and offers the most encompassing 

given' approach to morality in a society. We have 
reached the limit both intuitively and logically, and so 

the tertiary hierarchy of the framework of experience 
is now completed. 

REVIEWING IDENTITY 

Our  aim in the chapter has been to gain clarity about 
what it means to  be human so as to avoid excessive 
simplification or reductionism when designing ethical 
arrangements in society. We have examined distinctly 
different approaches to developing identity, and have 
found that their concerns underpin different natural 
moral institutions in society. These define our social 
identitv and ensure the survival of society. In teasing 
out the details. it emerged that the approaches to  
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identity development and moral institutions form two 
further linked hierarchies. Each hierarchy revealed a 

progressive emergence from sensory-material cmbed- 
dedness t o  contact with being and spirituality - much 
as in the hierarchy of purpose (Ch. 3 & 4) M\d the 
hierarchy of approaches to ethical choice (Ch. 6). 

Ensuring Survival. It survival and proper func- 
tioning as a human being are indcril ethical imperatives, 
we now see that functioning well means that the person 
must be sufficiently: integrated (laT-I), energetic (L'-II), 

constructive (L'-III). genuine (L'-IV), liberated (L'-V), 
involved (L'-VI) and serene (L'-I'll). If any one o f  these 
criteria are not met, then a person is in need and social 
relationships may be harnied. 

We have also discovered a set of essential supplies for 

identity maintenance - stimulation (L'-I), conccntra- 
tion (L'-[I), value (LC-Ill), respect (L'-IV), recognition 

(L'-V), responsibility (Lt-VI), and faith (L'-VII). Lach of 

these niust be an ethical rcquiremrnt, because failure to 
provide them is harmful and, at the extreme, means 
death through illness, accident, chronic sell-abuse, 
suicide or murder. So long as a society o r  moral institu- 
tion, or indeed any person or organization or rclation- 
ship, provides these essential supplies. it will receive 
heartfelt support i~ncl reinforcement. 

This analysis of personal iclcntity can be applied (with 
care) to relationships, organizations and societies as 

well. For example, a marriage, firm or  society can also 
suffer from: an unresponsiveness t o  warning tensions 
(1'-I). attitudes of neglect (L'-II), scapcgoating (L'-Ill), 
contempt for itself (L'-IV), rejection of potential 
(L'-V), irresponsibility (L1-VI). and lack of convictions 

(1'-VII). 

A society's survival depends above all on its natural 

moral institutions: upon maintenance of a minimum of 
formalized etiqwtte to  provide ceremonies which 
signify respect and oil interaction; on popular n~ora l iv  

t o  ensure a degree of conformity in regard to  common 
activities, especially in relation to the body; on ideals to 

ensure people fed attached and cncrgized enough to 
strive and even to die for their society; on die social 

structure to  provide order and give each person a 
position; on an ethical teaching to promote virtue and 
enable decent functioning; on a system of governance 
which can enforce rules and maintain stability; and on a 

religion to give shared meaning to the trials of temporal 
existence, enabling people to tolerate the imperfections 
of their society and the pain of the hunian lot. 

Improving Organizations. Because even small 
organizations are (secondary) communities, they too 
require all the moral institutions in order lo  thrive. By 

am1 large these arc adopted Ii-om wider society, and 
aclapted to suit the nature of the organization. 

People who niiiy be strangers must interact, so 

cticluette and ceremonies adapted to the needs of the 

organization are essential. For example, dress rules 
must vary in a restaurant, fashion boutique and board- 
room. The firm develops its own version of popular 
morality related in part to the work and type of people 
attracted to  it. 13iflkrent domains -say: banking, pub- 
lishing, theatre, welfare, acadenir, politics, ministry - 
foster different attitudes to such things as alcohol, 

sexual activity and money. Any organization niust also 

provide its own distinctive circumscribed ideals which 
I can share. 

The equivalent o f  the social structure is the designed 
internal structure based on posts carrying authority 

(rights) and responsibility (duties). Organizations 
should uphold and affirm the ethical teaching through 

developing and respecting an ethical code suited to  

their activities. Organizations operate within societys 
governance system but, as well as keeping the law. they 

also need their own governance, formal regulations and 
appeal procedures to ensure justice. Finally, although 
this is a rarity nowadays, it follows that organizations 
might well have an official religion or specific provisions 
for spiritual reflection. This could help ensure that 
ultimate values afTected choices, activities, work rela- 
tionships and comniunity interactions. The excesses 

and destructiveness of religion would have to be 
severely curtailed to avoid disrupting work. 

lingendcring Hope. All the natural moral institu- 

tions are essential and powerful. However, in practice 
and to a greater or lesser degree. all arc perceived to be  
faulty. (Discontent with these institutions was one of 
the pressures driving the inquiry and writing of this 

book.) In practice, die institutions seem, so often, to 
embody stagnation, sustain injustice, permit intoler- 

ance and ignore corruption. To deal with any form of 

sut'fering, including that generated by those very 
institutions which define us as social beings, we need 
hope. 

1 lope is the inner sense that we can survive and even 
improve matters, somehow. Kut where docs hope 
reside and how can it lie activated? Hope, I suggest, is 
not just another virtue like courage or  humility which 
we can take or  leave, emphasize or minimize. People 

intuitively know that hope is life-sustaining, and that 
hopelessness and helplessness form a lethal conibina- 
tion. It seems that hope must link with the hierarchy for 
sustaining and developing human identity. 

The essential core in each approach to identity 
development is irremovable: that is to say we need 
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make little effort to  be receptive, act instinctually, have 
bodily experiences, develop a self-concept, relate in a 

group, take on roles and possess a soul. But shaping and 
creating an identity depends on the presence and use of 
the growth-promoting potentials: that is to say. to 

thrive on life we must do things. make links (sym- 
bolize), attribute value, respond to others, insist on 0111- 

individuality, use situations, and seek God. 1 suggest 
that these growth-promoting Jorccs embody hope. Using 
them demands an effort of will and opens the possibi- 
lity to a change in one's personal state. 

Helplessness is life-threatening because it negates the 
will. Hopelessness is lifethreatening because it means 

abandoning oneself. Together they generate a devas- 
tating disconnection from the range of identity- 

strengthening and growth-promoting forces at our 
disposal. 

Hope is a property ofeach person, and not ofagroup 
or  its institutions. A group whose mood is one of 

despair and whose institutions are rotten ma? still be 
capable of great tilings if even just the occasional person 
can sustain hope. This makes protecting each person 

and the possibility of individuality of the greatest con- 

sequence for the improvement of society. In other 
words, ethical design must not only deal with individual 

needs and community needs, it must also respond 
positively to diversity. 

Protecting Diversity. In a complex society it is 
not easy to respond to the wide variety of groups and 
communities, much less deal with each single person's 

uniqueness. For this reason, each natural moral institu- 

tion recognizes the fact of diversity and has a character- 
istic way of handling individual differences. A 
progression has been noticeable in the accounts. and it 
deserves a brief review here. 

Formal etiquette views differences between people 
as utterly irrelevant. All arc expected to  follow the 
ceremonial prescriptions without any excuse, and 

individual differences are largely ignored. Popular 
morality deals with the existence of varying attitudes to 
bodilv matters by suppressing or  overcoming them. 
Communal ideals accept and tolerate differences but 

within relatively narrow limits. The social structure, 
however, responds positively to individual differences 
and brings them under control by classifying and in- 
stitutionalizing them. The ethical teaching fully recog- 
nizes and values differences and guides their informal 
handling. The governance system assumes that there are 

differences between people and that they need pro- 

tection. It seeks to  ensure that these differences arc 
properly handled via formalized and enforceable rules 
and procedures. Organized religion values and sustains 

individual differences while expecting them to be tran- 
scended by recognition o t a  profound conln~onality. 

As a result, for a person in harmony with society, the 
institutions seem to become progressively less co- 

ercive. Coercion is maximum at the lowest two levels: 

etiquette is kept through direct external control, while 
popular morality is maintained by an external pressure. 
At the next two levels, coercion is internalized: the 
person's conscience provides direct inner control over 
comn~unal ideals. while an inner pressure operates to 
maintain one's position within the social structure. At 

the next two levels, documentation is used to help 
people operate freely by knowing precisely what the 
moral framework is: the ethical teaching shapes internal 
control, and die governance system shapes external 

control. At the highest level, religion aims to be liber- 
ating by enabling all to move freely in harmony with the 

divine w i l l .  

Producing Violence. Unfortunately, people arc 
not always in harmony with their society or the divine 
will. So the natural moral institutions do not seem quite 
so benign in practice. They pose a threat to the indivi- 

dual and individuality because Ac  demand for identifi- 
cation tends to be backed with all the force that the 

social group can muster. 

Violence appears to worsen as the levels are 
ascended - the reverse of what should be the case (in 
theory at least). Flouting popular morality generates 
greater violence than breaches of etiquette, and civil 
war and terrorism may be justified by conflicting ideals 

o r  persisting injustices in the social structure. Even 

ethical teachings are not immune: the doctrine of jihad 
makes total war an ethical requirement in Islam. 
Violence perpetrated in the name of stable government 
is common the work! o\er. It is not surprising that those 
societies, which are dominated by notions of revenge 
and retribution should envisage that religious transgrcs- 
sions will provoke the wrath of a God. Given that a 
wrathful Omnipotent Supreme Being will destroy the 

world and condemn sinful people to eternal horrors. 
religious torture and persecution to prevent such out- 

comes seem not merely justified but almost mandatory. 

From the group's perspective, individuals are too 
often recalcitrant. The group then feels there is no way 
to avoid violence. The amount of violence seems to 
depend on the enlightened use of the ethical teaching by 
the group. Although Salman Rushdie may have written 
blasphemous material. the execution order from Iran's 
ayatollah, the fariia, contravenes Islam's ethical teaching 

according to scholars. Unfortunately, custom and social 
pressures have always enabled priests to  incite their 
followers' capacity for hatred and revenge. 
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Transi t ion.  Work with values invariably touches on 
the identity of the person and of the social group. This 

is why it is so sensitive. Because the sensitive handling 
of diversity and uniqueness is so important, the various 
approaches to human development had to be clarified. 

Because developing and strengthening social life is a 
major research aim, it was essential to  elucidate the 
identity-defining moral institutions. All efforts at 
improvement must recognize their nature, influence 
and staying power. 

In the modern world, social design must take 
account of diversity within and between societies, a 
diversity which is expressed via idiosyncratic moral 

institutions. Even ethical teachings which seem so 
benign and general become inextricably inter-linked 
with other features of society and the religion which 
gave risc to  them. So attempts to universalize any 

natural (i.e. local or national) moral institution are 
liable to be experienced as an alien imposition. By 

contrast, particular rules of all tfÂ¥pe m q  be abstracted from 
their moral institutions, adapted as appropriate, and offered 

l o r  universal use. 

Taken alone without cultural trappings and com- 
munal identi? demands. rules can be unexceptionable. 
Devised specifically to  meet the concern at hand, rules 
r o v c  to be invaluable. 

Rules arc the way forward in ethical design. The 
seven types are fundamental and elemental entities, 
akin in their significance to the seven types of purpose. 

We have met them here only in passing. We are now 
ready to explore them more directly, starting "ith an 

account of their nature and some straightforward 
applications within organizations and society. a; 
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Master- Rules in society's natural moral institutions. 
Figure 14 The natural moral institutions get their character from the highest type of rule (in bold) because these shape and influence rules of lower types. 

As a result, the institutions become progressively more complex and powerful. See text for further details and explanation. 
Note that the horizontal hierarchy of the institutions lies within social being (L'-VI) and the framework of experience, whereas the 
vertical hierarchy lies within the legitimist approach to ethical choice 11-6) and the framework of purpose and value. 0. Master-Figure 16. 
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Chapter I :  Developing Identity, 

NOTES 
The seven level hierarchical approach to be offered here 

shows evident links to the findings of other researchers. 
These incluile: Maslow's five level hier.ircliy of needs 
(Maslow, A. Joirard a Psycholoo)' $Being. 2nd F.d. Princeton, 
NJ: Van Nostrand, 1968); d e  Mause's six stages in the 
evolution of child care (de Mausr. I,. The Evolution of 
Childhood. In: foundanons of P~vchohistory. London: The 
Psychohistory Press, 1982): Meltzer's lour dimensions of 
experience (Meltzcr, D.. Breniner, J., Hoxter. S.. Weddell. 

D. & Wittenberg, I .  Explorations in Autism: .A P~vchoana/yricaI 
Study. Perthshire: Clunie Press, 1975): the levels of con- 
sciousness described by a variety olauthors (Wilber, K .  Up 

from Ellen: :I Transpersonsil I'ieiv of Human Evolution. London: 
Routkdge Kegan Paul, 198 3; Csanyi, V. General Theory of 
Eiol~ition. Budapest: Akademiai Kiado, 1983: Curtis, E.S. 
Evolution or Extinction: The Choice Before Us. London: Perga- 
nion Press, 1982; Chaisson, E .  Universe. New York: Prentice 

Hall. 1988): and also levels defined in the esoteric tradi- 

tions. All this work has been drawn on in a general way. At 
the very least it supports the notion of a hierarchical system. 

To niy knowledge, the full model as outlined here has not 
been previously recognized or  described. 1 publicly pre- 
sented an earlier version in Munich in 1989 at the invitation 
of the British Council under the title: Being a Perwn: 
Ps~choanafytic Theories anJ Identity Systems. 

It is worth noting at this stage that the identity systems map 

empirical reality in dial they bring order to a bewildering 
array of therapeutic techniques and psycho-dynamic 

theories. People can and do use them to alter themselves and 
others. The framework has no relation to psychological trait 
theories, .-tereotypes &c. Nor to psychiatric nosology: 

schizophrenia, for exaniple, inanifests differently depending 
on the context provided by the systems. Nor are they 'ideal 
types'. The identity systems have nothing in common with 
the universal personality types of sociologists like Vill'reiio 
Pareto (Mind. Selfand Socicy. Ii)/s. 1 -1K New York: Harcourt 
Brace & World, 1939). The sociological types of David 
Riesman (The Lonely Crowd. New York: Doubleday, 1958) .ire 

about conlormity and express a cultural ethic (cf. G"-3': 
Ch. 9) i.c. they express identity but are not a form of hunian 
identity. 

The structure of experience was noteil earlier in order to 
illuminate the inner niotivations which corresponded to the 
distinctive forms of purpose and v.ilue. See Ch.s 3 and 4, and 

Master-Table 2.  

The confusion engendered by thc same words having 
entirely different iniplications according to the value system 

in which they arc embedded is more obviously counter- 
productive in management than in therapy. See: Kinston, W. 
Strengthening the Management Culture: Phasing the Trans- 

formation of Organimions. London: The SIGMA Ce~itn;. 
1994, 0.8. 

Psychosomatic  Personality: These indivitluals manifest 

priniacy of sensation and action together with an iin- 
poverishrnent of feelings. They use few emotional terms, 
and so feelings are not well-differentiated. Requests for ii 

tiescription of feeling result in drscriptions cif external 
events. Evrn iiraniatic or painful events are re-counted with 
little emotional overtone. AITects e.innot be properly local- 

z e d  in the body. anil the person seems unAware of thC 
common automatic bodily reaction-, that accompany the 

experience of specific feelings. Outbursts of affective be- 
haviour likr crying or ternper may occur, but the pre- 
monitory feeling stages arc not recognized. O n  questioning, 
the individual is unable to explain the outburst other than in 
terms of a vague sense of upsrt. Thinking shows a pre- 
occupation with nlinutc iletails of external events (which 
depend on sensation), but few fantasies (which depend on 

image). Because symbolic elaboration of events does not 
occur. external reality is adapted to in a simple. precise and 
quasi-normal way. 

The above ideas are associated with the Paris shoo1 of 
p~ychoanal~sis: Marty, P.. de Al'Uz.in, M. & David. C. 
L'mvesrigotion fsfchosomatiifw. Paris: Presses Universite dc 
trance. 196.3. Also see: Neiniah, J.C., Freybcrgi.sr, H & 

Sifneos. P. Alcxithymia: A view of the psychosomatic 
process. In: Modern fiends in Psychosomatic Medicine. lot. 3. 
London: Buttcrworths. Ch. 20, 1976; and MeDougall, J. 
The psychosoma and the psycho-analytic proccss. 
International Review of Psycho-Analysis. I: 437-459, 1974. 

Autism may possibly be an identity disorder even though 
biological factors certainly play a part in many or  most cases. 
Psychoanalysts have reported that autistic children have an 
identity that is material ,uv\ rooted in sensation, while being 
severely deficient in images and higher level experiences. 
The autistic child lacks nicinory and thought, and has no 

understanding of time: but sensory modalities, though in 
disarray, are evident. Only things \vhich can be touched and 
manipulated seem real. Sensations. often repetitively self- 
generated, embed the child in the world around; but the 

various senses wander, each to its most attractive object. 
leading to mental incoherence. Things are not valued by the 
child and they may lie replaced as long as the substitute 
generates the identical sensation. Contour and outline arc 
crucial -not nwaning (symbol) or  function (purpose). See: 

Tustin, F. Autistic States in Children. London: Routledge 
Kegan Paul, 1981; and Mcltzcr, L). e t  al op. cit. [I]. 

See: The O\forcf Companion to tlie .Ifind. (Gregory. R.L. (ed.) 

London: Oxford University Prcss, 1987) for summary 
articles on sensation (pp.700-701) and isolation and sensory 
deprivation experiments (pp. 393-4). 

For the Alcxiimler technique, see: Alexander. H.M. The Use 
oftheSelf. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1932. For cl.ince therapy, 
see: Laban, R. The .Ilusre~rofMovement. London: MacUonald 
& Evans, 1958. For behaviour therapy, see: Wilson, C.T. & 

Franks, C.M. (cds.) Contemporay Behaviour Therw,: Concep- 
u a l  foundations of Clinic01 Pracrire. New York: Guiliorcl, 
1982. 

The significance of exercise lor health is well-recognized in 

the medical literature but awareness of the identity dimen- 
sion and the importancr of exercise tor subjective well- 
being is generally neglected: cf. Uloag, D. Exercise, fitness 
and health: people nccil to be more active more oftm. 
British Medical Journal. 205: 377-378, 1 993. 

Psychopi th ic -hys te r ic  personal i ty:  Prolific elabora- 
iciencies in tion of fantasies, bodily preoccupations and c1t.t' 

the sphere of eniotions and valuing are the essential features 
of the disorder. In hysteria, hodv involvenlent shows up 
classically in the form of unconscious simulation of physical 
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illness. Emotions in hysterics are typically superl~cial. ex.ig- 
gcratcii. minimal or  disconnected. Another version of 

hysteria consists of numerous physical complaint;, in several 
organ systems. leading to multiple hospitali/ations and 
operations without a specific medical diagnosis. These 
woriwn refuse to accept psychological ex~>litn.ition.s for their 
condition, and have an increased incidence of relatives 
suffering from psychopathy and alcoholisn~. Psychopathic 

personalities show anti-social conduct and arc unable to use 
values and emotions properly. Fantasy elaboration emerge  

as uncontrollable lying or  impersonation. Psyclio[)aths show 
a lack o t  i-thical judgcrnent m d  seem unaware >itid micon- 
ccrnctl that such jiidgeinents .ire being made 11y others. So 
they are unable to conform with the most ll.'i>ii- rcquire- 
rnents of social and interpersonal life and show repetitive 
criminality. vagrancy, brlligcrencv. drug abuse, alcoholism. 
sexual abnormalities and suicidal behaviour. .is well ,IS 

physical conlplaints. 

Two classic accounts ol' psychopathic per'ionality are: 

Robins, L.N. Denani Children Groiin Up: A Sociological 

and Psychiatric Study of Sociop~ltic Personality. Baltimore: 
Williams & Wilkins. 1966; Cleckley, H. The Musk ofSanit): 
An Attentpt to Clarif) Some Iwes About So-called Psychopathic 
 persona/^^ 5th Ed. St. Louis: C.V. Mosby Conil).iriy, 1976. 

9. Frcuil, S. ( 19 15) Inmnctr and their Vicissitudes. Standard 
Edition, Vol. 14: 1 17-140, London: Hogarth Press and the 
Institute of Psychoanalysis, 1957. 

10. A therapy based on analyzing the exchange of identity state: 
between people has been developed by Eric Berne 

(7runs~tional .4na/pis in Psychotherapy. New York: Grove 
Press, 1961). Melanie Klcin hiis developed .I school of 
p'.ychoanalvsis based on tlie assumptions of this identit) 
system (The Writings of Mclanic Klein. lob 1-IV. London: 
Hogarth Press. 1975). 

1 1 .  Border l ine  Personality: Some peoplr experience 

extreme vulnerability to  abandonment and alonencss, and 
find it dillicult 10 distinguish between tlieinsrlves and 
others. They show intenst. needs to be merged in a personal 
relationship, but fear closeness because of a lack of control 
over their destructiveness. They seem to lack an inner con. 
ception of an enduring containing counterpart, and so have 
dillkulty sustaining or(lin.iry inter-personal rrl.itiotiships 
Destructiveness is usually overt: self-mutilation, suicidal 
attempts, ruinous behaviour, substance abuse. Such episodes 
lire ol'ten triggered by sepiirations or  losses. Idea> havr little 
hold over the personality, so contradictory and extreme 
emotional positions are held at different times. Words tend 

to be experienced as emotional implements or  piirts of the 

self, rather than as abstract conveyors of "waning. So 
speaking or  listening may he k'lt to  be highly dangerous. 
Eniotions, rspcciallv anger, may escalate and altrr rapidly in 
response to changing circumstances. So much time and 
energy is spent coping with the disorientation and inappro- 

priate activities that flow from emotional storms and asso. 
ciatecl misperceptiotis of sell' and others. 

For a general psychiatric account, see: SIOIH', M.H. The 
Borderline Syndromes. New York: McGraw Hill, 1980. For a 
psychoanalytic account, see: Kernberg, 0. Borderlin~ 
Conditions and Pathological fv'arc~mm. New York: Jason 
Aronson, 1 975. 

12. No~~-~~sychoai~alyt ic  therapies are of two main forms. The 
Iirst is epitomized by Carl Rogers who emphasizes empathic 

listening, non-judgcinrntal reflection and unconditional 
lositive regard (Client-centred Therapy. Boston, MA: 
Il~i~ghton-Milllin. 1951). The second form comprises 
nigiiitivc therapies in wliich the focus is on  seeking and 
correcting misconceptions and illogic.il and nialadaptive 
assumptions or  styles of thinking e.g. Beck. A. Cognitive 
Therapy and the Emotional Disorders. New York: International 

llnivrrsitics Press. 1976; Ellis. A. Reason and Emotion in 

Psychotherapy. Secaucub, NJ :  Lyle Stuart, 1962. Psycho- 
an.ilytic theorists focused on this identity sy.itcm include 
Donald Winnicott (771e ~llaiwatwnal Processes and rh? 
Facilitating Environment: Studies in rhe Theory of Emotional 
Development. London: Hogarth and the Institute of 
'sychoanalysis. 1965) and Heinz Kohut (The Analysis of the 
Self. .4 Systematic Approach to the Pychoanalyiic Treatment of' 
Narcissistic Personality Disorders. New York: International 
Universities Press, 1971). The technical emphasis is on 
larcissistic support including accepting and adapting to  the 

patient, respecting the patient, not making emotional 
demands, and being with the patient. 

13. See my account of shame and a bibliography in: Kinston. W 
A theoretical context for shame. International journal of 
Psycho-Anab.si.v, 64: 2 I 3-266, 1983. 

14. Narcissistic Personality: The person n~~inifests a surface 

normality in emotional and social life, hut once this is pene- 
trated. severe disturbance is marked. There is an excessive 

degree of self-reference and self-centredncss, an over- 
valuation of pcrson.il abilities, an intense need for love and 
iidmiration by utlters, a denlandingiu-ss, and a lack of 
consideration for othcrs. There is often sl~iillowness of 
I'~'eling, experiences of boredom, and a tendency to  ruth- 
Icssness. The failure of intuition results in insensitivity and 
lack of empathy. Relationships tend to  be exploitative o r  
parasitic. with a deep depreciation and contempt of others, 

a a denial of d ~ t ~ n d c n c y .  Rage is released when the 

individual's sense of v~~titleincnt is lrustr.~ed, o r  when 
imperfection needs to he accepted. Psychoanalytic ex- 
ploration typically reveals a weak and vulnerable inner self 
kept distant from relationships because of deep distrust and 
intense envv. 

l:or more details, see: Kernberg. 0. 1975 op. cit. [ I  11; 
Kohut, t i .  1971 op.ci1.[121; Winnicott. D.W. op.cit. [ I  2). 

15. Maslow, A. op. cit. 1 1 1  

16. In conlparison to  therapies based on individual being, there 
is more emphasis on active inner searching, improving the 

congruence of feeling and action, and expecting to grow 

through relationships. Iw example, see: Itugcntal, J.F.T. 
fyrhotherapy and Process: The Fundomemals of an E~sitnriiil- 
Humanistic Perspective. Heading. MA: Addison-Wesley, 1978. 

17. Freud never produced a consistent integr.ated model of the 

mind and did not address the issue of identity. His final major 
contribution in 1923 was the id-ego-superego model of the 
iitinil which fits neurotic personalities (I.'-V) excellently 
(The Ego and the 1d.Staiidaril Hrlition.Vol. 19: 12-59.London: 
1-logarth anil the Institute of JJsychoanalysis. 1961). His 
earliest contributions focused on historical events (L'-Vl) 
and bodily tensions anil instincts (L'-1 and L'-11); while his 
other major contribution was the recognition and the 



therapeutic use ofpsvrIiic reality and the repressed and ini. 
repressed unconscious (L'-Ill). 

18. Neuro t ic  Personality: The neurotic is capable of a 

reasonably full range of experiences and '-an perceive exter- 
nal rrality in a relatively undistorted way. However, relations 
are driven by wishes which are over-valued and do not link 
to realistic features of the situation. Because perceptions arc 
distorted by wishes. thr neurotic intuits and acts inappro- 
priatrly at times. Conflicts between wishes are also a prob- 
leni .ind the neurotic is particularly inhibited in relation to 
ordin.iry wishes which ,ire internally iudged as unacceptalile. 
Criticising and controlling attitudes coalesce within the 
neurotic to form a severe conscience which generates a 
burden of irrational guilt. Freuds major discovery was that 

guilt .ind conllict lead to symptonis which are symbolic 
attempts toget bothconflicting wishes and needs for punish- 
ment gratified, without either the neurotic or  othcrs 
affected by the neurotic inhibition o r  symptom being aw.irc 
of what is happening. Neurotic behaviour may be tolerable in 
relationships but it interferes with role performance ,ind 
1. muti . social . achievcnient. 

Neurotics experience a good deal of .inxiety and sluiiie in 

relation to their wishes, as well as guilt. All these affects .ire 
comnionly regarded as a cause of dysfunction, rather than as 
signals that wishes are not being properly handled. If signals 
are tre.itcd is  a problem or threat, a 'shoot the messenger' 
policy is often institutrd. Attempts to  avoiil the signals may 
lead to shifting between identity svstenls. For example. per- 
missiveness and assertiveness have been socially promoted as 
ways o f  overconiing guilt-ridden inhibitions within relation- 
ships: but. unless mutuality and dialogue are promoted, a 
L-IV identity is liable to be activated and the L'-V dvsfunc- 

tion will remain untre.ited. 

19. For examples of existential therapy, see: May, R. Pyholoa) 
and the Human Dilemma. I'rinceton, NJ: Van Nostrand. 1967; 
and Yalom, I .  Existential Psychotherapy. New York; Hasic 
Books, 1980. For ther.ipics linked to  radical social change, 
see: AgeI, J. (ed.) The Radical Therapist. New York: 

Ballantine Books, 1971. 

20. Trautiiatizcd Personality: Trauma is a ilisruption in 

historical continuity by .in event which overwhelms a person 
and docs not permit experiential assimilation or  accommo- 
dation. Traumatization may occur at any stage of life. but 

childhood is the period of greatest vulnerability. The trau- 
matic event feels like a catastrophe. The person canniir 
participate responsibly in it. and thoughts and feelings about 
it d o  iiot get properly registered. So a lailure of iclcntil'ica- 
tion results. The event reniaini within tlir person at a bodily 
level in the form of disconnected images and sensations. A 
sense of a hole (fault, gap, defect) in the mind results. 'Ihe 

person's subsequent life unconsciously expresses the 
tr,itima. Catastrophic repe~ition always threatens to  recur in 
the form of an accident, the unfolding of life circumstano:~, 
or through deliberate choice. A variety of anxiety and 
depressive symptoms may be present. Purposive functions 
like judgement and decision appear defective and tend to 
limit achievement; while the itnagination is constricted for 
fear ol'experiencing anything which might recall the traum.1. 
The aim of therapy is to  recover the traiinia and reconstruct 
the event so that it can he incorporated in the individual's 
personal history. This reconstruction must be developed on 
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the basis of evidence. It inay be aided liy the therapist's intu- 
ition, hut it benefits from proper investig.ition. The person 

has to  become convinced about what happened because a 

new identity must be created based on recognition of past 
(social) realities. Thcsi; still limit wh.it can be. but the prr- 
son c.in at last niakc crrative and realistic decisions. 

Wider society in the W u t  has become far more aware oland 
disturbed by child neglect, physical abuse, and sexual abuse 
in recrnt years. TIlis has enabled psycliiianalysts. as trapped 
in convention as everyone else, to start to recognize the 
origins of their patients' disturbances in actual traumas. See, 
for example. the books of Alice Miller (For Your Own Good: 
H d c n  Cruelty in Child-Rearing and the Roots o j  1'1oIcnce. 
London: Virago, 1987; Thou Shah Nor Be Aware. London: 
Pluto Press, 1991). I'sychoanalvsis can reveal more sulitle 
forms of trauiii.1. A coherent psychoanalytic theory o l  
trauma anil its consctjuences is proviclcd in: Kinston. W. & 

Cohcn, J. Primal repression: clinical and theoretical aspects. 
Intcrnaiional Journal of Psycho-Analysis. 67: 337-355. 1986; 
Primal repression and other states of mind Scondtnaviun 
Pychoonal)licol Review, 1 1: 81 - 105, 1988; and related 
papers. 

21 .  The late doycn of religious historians. Mircca Eliade, con- 

cludrcl that faith and the sense of the sacred arc intrinsic to 
human consciousness. See his: Patterns in Comporarive 
Rcllfiion. London: Shred & Ward, 1958; and A History of 

Religious /&ox Ids. 1-3. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1978, 1982. 1985. A classic text is: Otto. R.  (1923) 
The Idea ofthe Ho!~. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1959. 
Also see: Tart. C. (cd.) Tronspersonal Psychologies. London, 
Routlrdge & Kcgati I'aitl, 1975. A poli~ilar summary of the 
perennial philosophy is provided in: I-luxley, A. The Perennial 

Philosophy. New York: Harper, 1970; and also Wilber. K .  op. 

Cit. 111. 

32. Tr,insliersonal psychotherapy is more a movement attempt- 
ing to (leal with the motlcrn split bctwi.-en psychology .itid 
religion than a systematic theory. However, all transpersonal 
therapists seem to work explicitly or iniplicitly within a con- 
ception of 'the great chain of being'. See: Lovejoy, A.O. The 
Great Chain of Being. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 

Press, 1936: Kahn, I I .  77ie .Soul Whence and Whither. Nrw 
York: Sufi Order, 1977; Schuon, F. The Transcmdem Unity of 
Religions. New York: Harper 1975: Wilber, K. The .liman 

Project. Wheaton. 111: Quest, 1980. For the work of Carl 
Jung. see: The Collected llorks of C.G. Jung. (Transl. R.P.C. 
Hull) I'rini.'cton, NJ: I'rinceton University Press. Bollingcn 
Serict. For the work of Kubert Assagioli, see: Psychosynthesis. 
New York: Viking. 1963. As an example of spiritual teach- 
ings. see: Krishnamurti, 1. Commentaries on Living: Series I - 

Ill. (ed. D. Rajagopal) London: Victor Gollancz, 1965, 

1967; .uul Anon. A Course in ,fliraclcs. London: Arkana, 1985. 

23. See the evidence collected in: The Boxing Debate. Report of 
the British Medical Association, Lonilon, 1993. 

24. Psychoanalytic views of the conscience are provided by 
Frcuil in Mourning and Melancholia ( 19 17) and The Ego and the 
Id. (1923). (See. respectively: Vol. IS: 243-258. 1957 and 
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Chapter 8 

Setting Ethical Rules 

Rulcs are the quintessential ethical entities. Dis- 
connected from the ebb and flow of events and feelings, 

provided and backed by authority and subjected to pro- 

longed critical scrutiny, rules are the dcontologists' 

dream. 

An e th ica l  rule may be simply defined as a statement 
of duty which seeks to govern the social conduct o f  individual 

members of  a community. In other words. rules are a 
theoretical context deliberately superiniposcd on prac- 
tical decisions, just as communal life is a group context 

for individual activities.Fol1owing ethical rules means 
deciding and acting in a way that is, by definition, right. 

So rules have the power to legitimate conduct. They 
possess authority and are a form of authority. Whereas 

purposes gain their force from a range of internal 
motivational states, rules gain their force from a range 
of external authorities intrinsic to a society. 

The rules were revealed during the investigation and 

application of the legitimist approach to choice (L'-6: 
Ch. 6), and then re-discovered and ordered within 
society's natural moral institutions (HI1': Ch.7). For 

many pcople, following the rules in such institutions, 
especially religion, is synonymous with being ethical o r  
leading a moral life. However, for design purposes. the 
various types of rule are far more important than those 
institutions within which they originated during man's 
cultural evolution. 

Abstracted from the institution, severecl from partic- 
ular identity realms. and denuded of the trappings of 

tradition, rules may be defined to govern conduct in a 
wide variety of settings. When we view rules in this 
disconnected and instrumental way, we look for con- 

scious adherence to  them. For rules within natural 
moral institutions, by contrast, we assume automatic 

adherence based on socialization while growing up. 

When nothing changes, tradition and the existing 
moral institutions suffice to guide people. Designing 
rules is then no more than a philosopher's pastime. 

When actual or potential social change threatens, 
people become disoriented and demand rules. And 
philosophers start writing articles in newspapers. 

Changes in society - whether evolutionary like 

over-population. reactive like discontent with socio- 

economic class injustices, o r  deliberate like teclino- 
logical innovation in health care - disturb accepted 

ways of living. Such changes generate a diversity of 

opinions, and put public figures and institutions under 
strain. They lead to a range of new and possibly un- 
welcome activities which stimulate an urge to guide and 

constrain the way pcople respond. 

Ethical rules may be set cither to  assist, resist, o r  
modify social change. Rulcs devised for new situations 

still specify obligations and define what is right, just as 
in the moral institutions. However, when new rules 

emerge, identification with thciii cannot be assumed. 
Adherence depends instead on recognizing the 
authority behind the rule, and perceiving the rule as 
socially o r  rationally necessary. 

Apart from die need to handle change, rules help to 
manage the diverse inclinations of community mem- 
bers. Ethical rules may be put forward in two ways: 
cither seeking to change others - that is to say other 
people, other organizations, o r  public officials; or seek- 

ing to  change oneself or the group's own men~bers. 
Rules in businesses are mainly of the latter sort, seeking 
to guide and control employed staff and to reassure 
custoniers and public supervisory bodies about the 
internal workings of the firm. 

Social movements, trans-national bodies, govcrn- 

ment departments and organizations of all sorts contain 

quasi-co~~imunities, and those within them need rules 
just like territorial communities. Rules can be designed 
and authorized in organizations and associations with an 
case that is unthinkable within wider society. Of course 

organizations participate in society just as people do, so 
they are affected by societal authorities and may 
propose or  seek to influence society's rules. 

To understand rules fully is as challenging a task as to  
understand purposes fully. My aim at this stage is 

limited. I wish t o  examine the nature of rules and 
clarify the numerous practical differences between the 
different sorts of ethical rule. 1 will also identify the 
various ethical codes created by systematizing rules of 
a single type. and provide a variety of examples of 
the deliberate use of rules and codes. Finally. during 



the review of the chapter, 1 will discuss the prin- 

cipal tension in using rules in society: freedoni for 

the individual vs coercion on behalf of the group. 
This account of rules will enable a systematic examina- 
tion in Ch. 9 of society's ethical (i .e.  rule-based) 
authorities. 

INTRODUCING ETHICAL RULES 

Ethical rules specify obligations within a community. 
They may be defined singly; or a number of rules may 

be structured and s y s t c n ~ ~ ~ i z e d  to forni a code or 

framework. Rules are hypothetical o r  theoretical en- 
tities - i .e. rules are value systems (1-6) - until most 
people in a community recognize their necessity -i.e. 
rules then become social values (L-5)  as well. Even for 
a useful and necessary rule, this essential transition 

from an idea to aneed is difficult. It depends on instruc- 

tion and exhortation, which in turn depend above all on 
clarity about what the rule is. Rules must be explicitly 
and precisely formulated so that they can be explained, 
followed and sensibly improved. 

Rules create a self-consciously recognized constraint 
when using any of the approaches t o  ethical choice. 
Recall that legitimist choice was about setting rules in 
response to an ethically problematic situation. Because 
legitimist choicc was at the sixth level, it seemed likely 
there would be seven special types of ethical rule, one 

relating to each approach to choice -just as the sixth 
level of purpose contained the seven approaches, one 

relating to each forni of purpose. This conjecture 
proved correct. Each of the seven types of rule turned 

out to have a logical-intuitive basis of legitimacy in a 
corresponding approach to ethical choice. 

The various rules will be described in terms of 

properties which are common to them all. These pro- 

perties will now be explained with the key terms 
italicized. 

Properties of Rules 

The core obligation of the legitimist approach is that 
any proposed rule should be accepted by all in the com- 
munity. General voluntary acceptance, always difficult 
to  obtain, is only possible it' the rule is perceived as sup- 
porting the aspiration for the comnion good. In partic- 
ular, the rule should ensure group continuity and 

cohesion. It turns out that each type (level) of rule 
serves a distinctive junction in regard to such goals. 
Because each approach to ethical choice can he used for 
rule creation (which is alter all itself a matter of 
choice), it is not surprising that a different basis oflegit- 
imacy for each type of rule can be traced back to these 
systems. 
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"Ihc various rules and codes are each developed in a 
characteristic way within society and within organiza- 

tions. Each gains its force from a distinct source of 
authority. Authorization in practice tends to be complex 
because there is often a distinction between who 
devises the rule or code, who legitimates the rule o r  
code, and who handles breaches in the rule o r  code. 
The actual authorities used vary in different societies 
and also according to the rationale for developing that 
type of rule. It is essential, however, to recognize that 
there .ire sources of authority inescapable in any com- 

munity. We may usefully describe such sources as primal. 

The inherent authority and scope of rules together 
with their binding quality means that change in any rule 
(or introduction of a new code) is likely to be experi- 
enccil as deeply significant by those atTccted. Although 
rules appear t o  be binding, this cannot be so -except 

for absolutes. Indeed absolutes positively prevent 

detailed lower level rules from being completely bind- 
ing. Paradoxically, an essential ethical rule is freedom of 

choice. If choices could not be made freely, a change of 
rule would be a contradiction in terms; and personal 
autonomy, rather than being a constraint in legitimist 
choicc, would be non-existent.' 

Nevertheless, compliance is of the essence when a 
rule is set. A properly set rule carries an expectation of 
wiclrsprcad con~pliance. Achieving conipliance is 
another matter entirely, and each type of rule varies in 

the control which is required and possilile. Because 

con~pliance cannot be taken for granted, inducements 
and sanctions for gaining compliance require special 
attention. What is permitted for rules within the moral 

institutions is not usually possible or suitable for arti- 
ficially designed rulcs. Nevertheless, failure to  comply 
with a current rule, whether inadvertent o r  deliberate, 

must be dealt with. If the rule is part of a code. breach 

of one rule is a violation of the code as a whole. Because 

breaches arc so serious, specific ways to assess and deal 
\villi breaches and to control people are needed. 

To increase the likelihood of compliance, there is 
often an urge to press for introduction of enforceable 

rules, that is to  say regulations or laws (at L"-6) rather 
than depending on lower level rules and codes. But this 
is not always possible and such a course is often posi- 
tively unsatisfactory. Partly to counter this perverse 
craving for enforceability, the particular advantages of 

using rules at each of the other levels will be noted. - 
Advantages notwithstanding, each type of rule has natural 
limitations and conies in for a specific sort of criticism. 

Summarizing the Rules 

The hierarchy of rules contains seven levels which 
derive their legitinlacy from each of the seven types of 
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Table 8.1: Common synonyms for rules. The synonyms below are some of those found in the literature. The 
general terms are commonly used at all levels, and many of "he others (e.g. guide, standard, regulation) are not level- 
specific either. The items in italics have a specific place elsewhere in the framework. 

General terms Rule, value, axiom, policy, principle. 

Lt'-7: Absolute Commandment, imperative. 

Ln-6: Low Regulation, canon, bye-law, edict, ordinance, statute 

Ltt-5: Maxim Precept, guide, odage, motto, proverb, saying. 

Ltt-4: Right Entitlement, duty, claim, power, privilege, liability, immunity. 

L"-3: Tenet Belief, dogma, assumption, article of faith, ideology, conviction. 

L"-2: Convention Norm, expectation, guideline standard, custom. 

L"- 1 : Prescription General instruction, requirement, protocol, direction. 

approach to ethical choice. In ascending order, the names 

given to the rules and the associated codes are: prescrip- 

lions (L"-1) which mav be organkcd into a protocol o r  
code ofpractice; conventions (L"-2) which together form a 

groups ethos; tenets (1"-3) which may be systematized 

into a credo; rights (1."-4) which may be presented in a 
charter; maxims (Lt'-5) which may be formulated as a code 

of ethics; laws or regulations (Let-6) which are generally 

organized into a logical system; and absolutts (1-"-7) 
which comprise the eternal verities. 

The hierarchical positioning of  the seven t p r s  of 

rule has been diagrammed earlier in Master-Figure 9 
(Ch. 6). A fuller picture linking rules with the moral 

institutions is now provided in Master-Figure 16. The 
main practical properties of rules and codes are 

sumn~arizecl in Master-Table 17. The more general 

properties of rules can be found summarized in Master- 
Table 21 (Ch. 9: G"-I).  

By way of a brief introduction, the function of each 
type of rule and code is specified below, together with 
its relation to the community, and an indication o f  its 

use. The source of primal authority is also noted. 

La'-1: Prescr ip t ions  are set to  ensure that all know 

and perform certain social actions strictly as specified. 
Protocols and c o d e s  o f  p rac t ice ,  which are made up 
of related prescriptions, are used to control activities of 
people in particular social roles and situations so as to 
prevent potentially harmful or unfair consequences. 
Con~nlunal leadership is the source of authority. So any 
prescription, even if worked out by experts, must lie 
proclaimed as practical, desirable and obviously right 
by whichever person or public body is widely rccog- 

nized as leading in the domain. Leadership in organiza- 
tions rests with the governing board and it has the 
power to authorize codes of practice for implemen- 
tation by relevant managers. 

L"-2: Conventions arc set to  ensure that all know 
and apply certain attitudes generally in their conduct. 
In any communi?. an e t h o s  of related conventions 
limits discrrtionary action in a wide range of areas. 
Such constraints arc based in existing values which are 

given authority by the mainstream, usually the major- 

ity, of members. This ethos evolves spontaneously but 

it can be shaped or  developed in a constructive way by 
social leaders (opinion-formers in associations, man- 
agerial leaders in firms) who articulate and promote 

particular conventions. 

L"-3: Tenets  arc set to ensure that all know, affirm 
and express certain values in daily life. A c r e d o  con- 

structed out of related tenets powers all enduring and 
effective social sub-groups within the community. 

Tenets and credos devised for specialized activities are 
transmitted in society via educational institutions. New 
credos emerge in social movements. Organizations take 
on tenets from contemporaneous movements, parti- 
cularly if a powerful leader insists. However, tenets are 
highly en~otional, and new tenets cannot be properly 

applied without some re-socialization. So the primal 
authority tor tenets. ultinlately, is each person's con- 

science. 

L"-4: Rights  are set to ensure that all know and 
respect what is due to and from each individual in a 
class. Rights (including duties) may need clarifying and 
stating in a c h a r t e r  when there is an inherent power 
imbalance or recurring conflict between classes in a 
community. These classes may interact freely in society 
(e.g. doctors and patients), may be contained within an 

organization (c.g. managers and work-force), o r  may 
involve whole organizations whose users form a class 
(e.g. newspapers and their readers). Detailed work on 
any charter is a matter for class representatives, but 
each individual involved should own the final result. 
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The authority derives. ultimately, from the power of 
the class within comn~unal life. 

L"-5: Maxims are set to ensure that all know and 
meet general requirements for virtuous functioning. 

Maxims are specified to maintain confidence within 
relationships, either between people in a community 
setting or between a sub-group and individuals in the 
wider communitv with whom members of the sub- 
group deal. Any social group whose members adhere to 
L 

maxims is said to be 'self-regulating'. and forms what 
ma! be called a moral community. Codes of e th ics ,  
which are constructed out of maxims, are common in 
the professions and arc needed in large organizations 
where managers have wide powers and considerable 
discretion. The code is tailored from an accepted 
ethical teaching to suit the nature and social context ol' 

the activity. The teaching is the source of primal 
authority. 

L"-6: Laws are set to  ensure that all know and obey 

those rules which need to be enforced to maintain a 
stable social order. Laws apply to the whole community 
and are organized into a system to  minimize inconsis- 
tencies and incoherences which would undermine their 
effectiveness. Laws in quasi-communities are usually 
referred to as regulations. Firms, schools, churches and 
other associations need to use law-like regulations to 
maintain order. Laws and law-like regulations only 
operate within well-defined borders, so the territorial 

comrnuniq is the nation-state o r  sovereign-society. 

Regulations in organizations are authorized by the 
governing body, hut these must always stay within the 
law and can be judicially challenged. So primal 
authority is located in the law. 

I." -7: Absolutes arc set to  ensure that all know and 
aspire to  the path of duty. Duty is epitomized in univer- 

sal and abstract forms like: 'choose good and reject 
evil'. Such epitomes can be organized as the eternal 
verities obviously applicable anywhere by anyone at 
any time. Absolutes express the essential spirit of ethics 
and derive their authority from ultimate values which 
are underpinned by God (in religious teachings), 
transpersonal existence (in psychological accounts), or 
Reason (in philosophers' tracts). A group may choose a 
particular absolute as its guiding dictum: Hippocrates 
suggested primum non nocere (above all, do no harm) lor 
doctors. 

Ethical Dispositions 

Adherence to society's natural moral institutions is a 
product of socialization and is therefore relatively 
unproblcmatic. Compliance with newly created rules 
and codes, however, requires a degree of self-discipline. 

! i >  comply may sometimes feel unsatisfactory, and 
compliance may even be judged wrong from a tran- 

scendental point of view. 

The difficulties with compliance are many. Rules are 

all oriented to the collective good - that is t o  say to  the 
good of the organization o r  the common interests and 
needs of others - and not to the specific interests and 
needs of any particular individual. Hence it may well be 
to one's own specific benefit to  ignore the rule. 
Further, because rules apply generally, they can feel 
impersonal and may not invite identification. In any 
particular situation. the social benefit that flows to the 
individual from following a rule may be n~ininial. o r  

uncertain. Finally, becauw sanctions often receive 
greater emphasis than inducements. a negative quality 
surrounds compliance with rules. All these features of 

rules make compliance difficult at times. Ultimately, 

adherence to  a rule or code at any moment depends on 
the approach to choice adopted and the motivation 

provided by inner obligation. 

The exercise of inner obligation cannot be taken lor 

granted, and it seems that there are a number ofendur- 

ing motivational capacities which support its operation. 
The term 1 will use for this sort of capacity will be 

'ihicul disposition. A different and characteristic ethical 
disposition is required for each type of rule. Ethical dis- 

positions are linked to the cthical aspirations and 
through them to the motivating experiences: the three 
referring to successive planes of drive within the self 

(see central column in Master-Fig. 16). The progressive 

increase in sell~consciousness and discipline which 
evolves with each of these three planes of motivation 
deserves note here. 

The basic motivations, experiential states found in 
the lowest plane (HI). are a constant part of human 
nature - much like the forms of purpose or  the forms 
of experience with which they link. Given ordinary 
parenting, a child develops awarenesses, intentions, 
desires, interests. needs, inner obligations and inspira- 

tions. Very little etl'ort is required to recognize and 
translate these into action. Nevertheless, the cohcr- 
ence, effectiveness and ethical direction or  such motiva- 
tions are not to be taken for granted. Inspiration and 
inner obligation play a crucial role here. Inspiration is 
essential for the successful instigation and completion 
of complex or important endeavours. Inner obligation 
is the guiding drive which ensures harmony and appro- 

priateness amongst the five lower types of motivation. 
It ensures. for example, that intentions tit with needs, 
or that desires take interests into account. 

Inner obligation, itself, has an internal structure - 
the ethical aspirations ( ~ 1 ~ ) .  Although the aspirations 
arc not as self-evident as motivations, they too seem 
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largely unavoidable. They arc, alter all, a part of the 
essential systen~s for ethical choice. However. like these 

systems, aspirations require some degree of reflection 
and conscious valuation if they arc to  be effectively 
pursued. Continuity (1'-2) and altruism (I. '-S),  lor 

example, arc ILlt to be more diflkult to  appreciate and 

pursue than intentions (L-2) and needs (L.-5). 
Aspirations are also more problematic because of their 
associated constraints (cf. Ch. 6: Master-Table 5 and 
Master-Fig. 7). 

'She ethical dispositions, like the ethical rules and the 

identity-dcthing institutions, exist in a still higher 
plane. and constitute a structure within the conscious 
and deliberate pursuit of the common good. The prin- 

cipal dispositions revealed within the framework are 
meticulousnrss ( L " - l ) ,  conformity ( L V - 2 ) .  dedication 

(L1'-3 j. respect (L"-4). virtue (I " - 5 ) .  obedience (1 " - 6 )  
and autonomy (1."-7). Even more than the aspirations, 
these dispositions are evidently dependent on self- 
conscious creation and cultivation. Thcy are what self- 
conscious development of the sell as a social being is all 
about. Most people find certain forms of cthical dis- 
position more congenial and inherently motivating than 

others. However, a fully rounded social being needs to 
develop them all, and know when and how to exercise 
then]. In what follows, each disposition will be defined 

and described briefly in association with each level of  
rule. 

We can now examine rules and codes in more detail. 
Each level of ethical rule will be taken in turn and 

described in terms of the properties explained in this 

introductory section. The earlier caveat still applies to 

the examples: they arc meant only to illustrate a point 
and do not pretend to be an exhaustive analysis. 

1"-1: 
PRESCRIPTIONS 

A N D  CODES O F  PRACTICE 

Nature. At L"-1. the rules to be followed emerge 
from the need to have a practical guide to  the detailed 

means for achieving something worthwhile. Hence the 

basis of legitimacy is to be fount1 in the rationalist 
approach to ethical choice, an approach in which pure 
means arc valued (L'- 1 j. Kant referred to  these rules as 
'hypothetical imperatives'. In the present context this 
type of rule is better termed a prescription because 
they are like general instructions o r  non-discretionary 
requiretiie~~ts.2 

The, f i~nction of any prescription is to  ensure that all 
know and perform certain social actions strictly as 
specified. Thcy are required if harm or  unlairness 
obviouslv results from an incorrect o r  omitted action. 

This is why the prescription is said to lie right. 
Prescriptions arc like general instructions. They may be 

usefully grouped to form a protocol or code of prac- 
tice. Such codes aim to ensure that a range of intcr- 
related potentially beneficial activities arc performed in 

a particular way and to the letter. The link t o  formal 

etiquette (L"-1) is evident, but the range of concerns is 

no longer constrained to protecting sensory being 
( L t - I ) .  Note that ceremony and ritual are not an issue, 
and that prescriptions must have a practical rationale 
rather th.in being synibolic. 

Prescriptions are typically developed by groups of 
experts in the field, usually leading practitioners o r  
senior academics, for some or  all elements ol the corn- 

nlunity. To be effective in society, a prescription must 

be backed by the authority o l  community leaders or 
those social bodies with a standing in society in regard 

to the topic. The prescription to 'stop smoking from 
the Royal Colleges based on a review of the evidence 
can be authoritative in a way that advice from a family 
doctor o r  the conclusion by CI researcher in an academic 
journal r.111 never be. The prescription to 'read the line 
print before signing anything' might best come from 

the Citizens' Advice Bureaux or  Consumers' Asso- 
ciation. The prescription to 'use scat-belts every trip' 

might appropriately come from a Minister of State for 
Transport or Health. These are examples of prc- 
scriptions primarily airncd at encouraging each person 
to act to protect thenlselves. 

In the case of organizations, the power t o  adopt a 

code of practice lies with its governing board. But 

boards â€˜i generally incliiivd to accede to their man- 
agers' wishes not to  be tcttcred by rules of any sort. So 

when politicians o r  community leaders hope that 
organizations will adopt a code, an official or  formal 

inquiry procedure leading to a public report is 

required. A representative committee needs to be set 
up by whomever wishes to address the issue with inputs 
from allkcted organizations. Such inquiries may be 
government-sponsored (cf. Ex. 8.1 and 8 . 2 ) ,  but not 

necessarily. In the UK, the 'code of banking practice' 

was set up by the British Hankers Association, The 
Building Societies Association and the Association for 
'ayn~ent Clearing Services. Public q~usi-otYicial 
bodies of this sort bring pressure to  bear on governing 
boards. 

Ethical prescriptions within firms, whether or not 
stimulated by external pressures, should likewise seek 
to protect individual people, One bank, concerned to 

reduce its losses clue to stolen credit cards, issued a 
prescription t o  its start which specified that customers 
should not be informed of the bank's liability. That 
particular prescription aimed to protect the bank 
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unfairly at the expense o f  others and so fails the ethical 

test. 

Controlling Embryo Research: A Report on the ethics of 
embryo reseorch in the UK was produced by o small 
group of non-representative experts: o medical socio- 
logist, o physician, a lawyer, and o clergyman who was 
o physicist. The Report recommended odoption of o 
variety of prescriptions including: no doctor or nurse 
should be compelled to participate against their con- 
science, written consent of the mother should be 
obtained, no finonciol inducements should be offered to 
mothers, those receiving tronsplonts must not be told 
whether the material come from a miscarried or aborted 
foetus. The Report did not wish these prescriptions to have 
the status of law, but expected them to be odopted by 
existing ethicol committees who vet research proposals in 
UK hospitals. If the criteria ore not met by any particulor 
study, the ethicol committee should toke steps to stop the 
reseorch by refusing permission to commence, or by 
removing facilities from use. Criticism of the Report 
focused on whether such committees would octuolty act 
os responsible bodies ond toke such steps given their 
poor record of supervision. Ex. 8.13 

Prescriptions seem especially required for activities 

where behaviour i s  regarded as actually or potentially 

ethically problematic (as i n  Ex. 8.1). Often this i s  

where the envisaged change runs contrary to current 

practice and convention. For example in  a store where 

the attitude to coinplaints has been that the fault lies 

with the customer, i t  may be necessary to stipulate in 

detail such matters as: how exactly the customer is to 

be addressed, what immediate action is to be taken with 

the goods, which manager i s  to be informed, what 

compensation should be offered, and so on. 

Because prescriptions must be closely specified to 

suit the situation tliat people are in, the First stage i s  

often the production o f  guidelines to aid development 

o f  a code. Professional or trade associations and 

government inquiries which wish to foster code 

development often provide such guidelines (cf. Ex. 

8.1). For matters to improve, each relevant firm or 

agency must use the guidelines to tailor and implement 

their own precise detailed code of practice (cl. Ex. 8.2). 

Preventing Child Abuse: From officiol inquiries into scon- 
dols, notion01 guidelines hove emerged in the UK for 
handling actual or potential coses of child abuse. These 
include ensuring there are mechanisms of proper com- 
municotion ond cooperotion between agencies, ropid 
involvement of relevoni professionals, and sensitive hand- 
ling of families and documentation, Such guides need to 
be odopted and specified in detail within the hundreds of 
seporote agencies involved throughou~ the country. So, in 
o particular agency with nurses working in the community, 
the code of practice states that: if the nurse has any 
reoson to suspect abuse of a child, then she must verbolly 
notify the appropriate local Authority Social Services 

Office ond follow up with a written account, must immedi- 
ately moke contoct with the family doctor and arronge an 
exomination, must inform o designated specialist nurse, 
must notify other relevont community staff, must maintain 
cleor records including signing and dating oil entries, 
must recoid any explonations offered, and must not moke 
any accusations. Failure to follow these instructions pre- 
cisely is a breach of duty irrespective of such things as the 
nurse's own judgement os to the reliobility of the in- 
formont, the obility of other professionals or ogencies to 
provide help, the wish to protect or help the parents, or 
even the principle of confidentiality. In short, no personal 
judgement or situational feature removes the obligation to 
follow prescriptions in the code. Ex. 8.24 

Gain ing Con~pl iance.  The need for a prescription 

or code of practice implies potential resistance at a 

value level. Authority alone docs not generate com- 

pliance. Users of a code should understand the rationale 

of each prescription. Unless prescriptions are self- 

evidently necessary and meaningful. the rationalist basis 

o l  legitimacy is missing. This rationale is part of the 

inducement to comply, I t  asserts that what one is doing 

- stopping smoking, using a seat-belt. calling the 

police - will be a means to producing a good result 

and so must be the right thing. 

Because any particular business might be disadvan- 

tageil i f i t  alone adopted a particular ethical line, firms 

within .m industry commonly form an association to  

control their own conduct. They arc likely to agree to 

bind themselves voluntarily to a code of practice which 

they have had a hand in  producing and which they know 

others wil l  adopt. Unfortunately, in the present climate 

i t  i s  not unusual tor firms to use a code o f  practice to  

limit the degree of ethical control. English banks, for 

example, were pressed in the 1980's to introduce a 

code ol' practice governing relations with customers, 

but after much delay their initial proposals tailed to sat- 

isfy anyone but the banks themselves. 

A quasi-autonomous body may be required in 

addition if independent monitoring of a code is felt to 

be desirable. When such regulatory authorities are non- 

statutory, they are assigned few overt powers other than 

to foster self-regulation, and to determine and publi- 

cize whether or not a breach has occurred. 

Advertising Codes of Practice: Advertising is on area of 
public sensitivity. Many UK firms operated their own 
codes for mony years. These were further supported when 
the Advertising Association, representing all sides of the 
British odvertising business, developed a generol code. 
To oid self-regulation, on independent but non-statutory 
Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) wos set up in 
1962. Its primary task is to develop and promote the 
British Code of Advertising Practice. This contoins o vast 
number of prescriptions comprehensively covering odver- 
tising subjects ond issues: e.g. investments should specify 
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that their value may go down as well as up, vitamins must 
not be claimed to produce weight loss. To produce this 
code, the ASA undertakes research into the public's re- 
actions to advertising, surveys adherence to the code, 
investigates complaints, and publicizes findings 
Persistent offenders are not formally penalized, but have 
difficulty in placing advertisements. Ex. 8.35 

Because adherence to a prescription (or non-corn- 
pliance) is overt and public, the possibility ofsocial con- 
trol exists. People are not just encouraged and expected 
but often forced to adhere to  applicable prescriptions. 

Smoking, for example, is now banned in many areas 
including planes, hospitals, cinemas and restaurants 
where previously it was accepted as natural. 

Within most organizations, implementing codes of 
practice and sanctioning non-conipliance are matters 

for the responsible managers. Managerial sanction is a 

form of direct control over people in certain roles: it 

may involve disciplinary action, transfer from the task, 
o r  dismissal from the organization. So, an employee 
who decides to reject a code is forced to work in a 
different organization which has not adopted that code, 
o r  even to leave that field of work entirely. The pos- 

sibility of direct overt social control means that change 
in a prescription or codc of practice is relatively 

straightforward - providing those responsible see the 

need for it, and the proposed changes are evidently 

sensible. 

Detailed codes of practice are unlikely t o  bear fruit 
unless those operating them possess the particular 

ethical disposition known as met~culousncss. A meti- 
culous person knows exactly what is required and pays 
careful attention to detail. Such a person is positively 
disposed to follow prescriptions strictly, irrespective of 

personal preferences or any pressures in the situation. 

P r o s  a n d  Cons.  Within an organization, there is 
little dilTerence between a prescription and a rcgula- 
tion, because both lend themselves to enforcement. In 
wider society, however, the difference is marked. The 
advantages of using prescriptions rather than laws arc 

many. Prescriptions may be specified in a more straight- 
forward way than laws; and can be more rapidly intro- 

duced or modified by the recipient, whether a person 
or an organization. Organizations must formally adopt 
a code and may adapt it to maximize its appropriateness 
and effectiveness. In this process, responsibility is 
actively accepted. For an employee, breaching a code is 
far less stigmatizing than law-breaking. Most impor- 
tantly, breaches can be followed by direct and imnic- 
diate control of the situation, and the delay and high 
cost of legal proceedings are avoided. 

The main criticism levelled at the use of codes ofprac- 

ticc is that they ignore the feelings and preferences of' 

those people o r  organizations (like the recalcitrant 
banks) who are compelled to  operate the code. Within 
organizations, it is usual to find that the staff operating 
a code have not drawn it up. Indeed, the prescription 
may be required precisely because there is felt to be an 
urgent and ethical necessity to  alter the behaviour of 
people in certain roles. In such cases, the codc will feel 
unnatural or seem wrong to them, and implementation 
will bc difficult. 

In other words, evrn the simplest and most rational 
of rules and codes embodies values whether o r  not this 
is apparent. Prescriptions like all other types of rules 
are values. So they affect an individual's identity and 
con~munal participation. Prescriptions which persis- 

tenti! override peoples' feelings will not feel fair o r  
right to them. and so they will not be maintained. Rules 

and codes based on a greater force which controls the 
attitudcs governing behaviour in social settings are 
therefore required. This takes us to the next level. 

1"-2: 
CONVENTIONS AND ETHOS'S 

Nature .  At L"-2,  the rules to  be followed emerge 
from the need to have constraints which are an expres- 

sion of the values current in the social group. Here, the 
basis of legitimacy is clearly the conventionalist approach 
t o  ethical choice (1'-2). The rules themselves are 
typically referred to as c o n v e n t i o n s  (or sometinies 
norms, standards or expectations) and taken together 
they constitute a group ethos (sometimes loosely called 

the culture). The ethos determines the prevalent tone 
within a social group, and shapes conduct indirectly. 

The, function of a convention is to ensure all know and 

apply certain attitudes generally in their conduct. It is 
often preferable to introduce conventions, say. to 
reduce litter' o r  'stop the waste of energy' than to 
specify prescriptions. Once people accept the convcn- 
tion, they can find a wide variety of idiosyncratic and 
locally appropriate ways to follow it. Firms are also 

likely to innovate in those areas knowing that the public 
is disposed to respond. Hut introducing new convcn- 
tions in wider society is equivalent to altering its del'in- 

ing values. This is a task primarily for politicians, 
civic-minded people, pressure-group spokesmen, 
clergy and similar opinion-formers. Still, they have no 
authority above and beyond the desire of the public to 
have someone speak up on the issue. The authority 
behind the rule remains diffusely located within the 
community. Unanimity on values is never found, so 
conventions are an expression of the mainstream or 

majority. 
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Conventions will evolve within any community to 
constrain discretionary action. People need conven- 
tions to  know what is acceptable in general as they 
negotiate their interactions. The acceptability of a con- 
vention is what makes it right and gives it a natural fed. 
not its rationality or appropriateness. So even a com- 
pelling need tor change may not lead to the alteration of 
established conventions. 

~rokssional Conventions: The medical ~rofession is per- 
meated by an ethos that is difficult for individual doctors 
to resist. Conventions dictate a pattern of differential fees 
and feesharing between different specialists which has 
evolved and is not based on any intrinsic qualities of the 
work. Surgeons, for example, usually get paid for more 
than physicians. Conventions also control the non- 
medical social handling of patients. In one sociely a 
doctor is expected to toke time to listen and reassure, in 
another to prescribe o pill, in another to inject a drug, in 
another to provide suppositories. Should what is expected 
not be provided, the patient gets upset and feels poorly 
treoted. This, combined with attitudes of relatives and 
profession01 colleagues, puts consideroble pressure on 
the doctor to conform. Ex. 8.4 

In organizations, conventions lend themselves to a 
degree of management. I f  conventions arc left to 
emerge spontaneously, the result may be profoundly 
unsatisfactory in terms ofthe mission (cf. Ex. 8.5). The 
ethos in any department and any operation as a whole 
should be monitored, shaped and supported by the 
leadership. Even so. as in wider society, conventions are 
given reality and authority by the social group as a 
whole. So a board or senior manager cannot simply 
decide a convention and issue an edict. Leaders must 
introduce new conventions sensitively and win support 
for their desired ethos. If they succeed, responsibility 
for the conventions becomes disseminated throughout 
the organization and everyone accepts them and 
ensures they are upheld by themselves and others. 
Concern l i ~ r  maintaining the desired ethos must never 
let up. Because convcntions are dynamic and continue 
evolving, the situation can easily become unsatisfactory 
again. 

Changing an Agency Ethos: The ethos that had evolved 
within a voluntary sociol work ogency impeded work. For 
example, process wos given more ottention than results, 
information was devalued and computer solutions 
ignored, people overworked to the point of falling ill,  and 
overly personal reactions to routine monogerial difficulties 
were common. Such things were not omenoble to control 
by prescriptions or codes of practice. As managerial 
volues were introduced, things changed. I t  became a 
matter of convention that work would be shared around 
without waiting for a state of crisis or an emotional explo- 
sion, discussions of priorities became the norm, com- 
puters were accepted os a sensible aid rother than as a 

depersonalizing intrusion, and o task orientation sensitive 
to people prevailed. Sociol pressure resulted in the resig- 
notion of o few managers who could not conform to the 
new ways. Ex. 8.5 

Aspects of popular morality (L"-11) naturally enter 
into any ethos. The subject matter (sex. aggression, 
money kc)  is relevant in any group and is not amenable 
to control by a code of practice. A bank, for example. 
recently issued a dressing code for its staff. Specific 
prescriptions could have been agreed, hut the bank 
referred generally to thr expectation that staff should 
avoid dressing in a sexually provocative way. This is a 
matter of evolving convention and within the sphere of 
popular morality. So it generated intense resentment in 
staff who objected through their union officials. 

Ga in ing  Compl iance .  Unless conventions are 
based in current values, they will lack the convention- 
alist basis of legitimacy. Conforming to these values 
leads to social acceptance and a feeling of security, both 
powerful inducements. Leaders promote ethos change 
by fostering and channelling the evolution of values and 
conventions. An ethos is much like popular morality in 
the sense that control is exerted ultimately through the 
spontaneous exertion of social pressure. 

Within organizations, the sanction of social rejection 
may lie further backed liy indirect or inlornial action 
like being passed over lor promotion or tailing to  be re- 
elected to a committee. Within wider society, such 
immediate controls on individual people o r  firms are 
largely absent, but pressure can be brought to bear via 
the media and through boycotts. Breaches of conven- 
tion can bring a whole sector into disfavour. At the time 
of writing, banks arc being excoriated for their uncon- 
ventional business practices which include altering 
charges without notice o r  agreement and extracting 
payment by debiting accounts without permission. 
Where firms must be allowed discretion despite their 
tendencies to  operate o n  the borderline of acceptability 
- in their advertising for example - specific formal 
channels are needed to focus attitudes and t o  bring 
sustained and systematic pressures to bear (see. Ex. 
8.6). 

Advertising and Conventions: Ethicol monitoring agen- 
cies which must define and aid enforcement of codes of 
practice necessarily become involved in assessing end 
reflecting locol morol conventions as well. The code of 
advertising practice referred to in Ex. 8.3 must take 
account of public tastes os well as pressures in regard to 
decency. To ochieve this, the ASA sponsors reseorch into 
how adverting is being understood, and assesses how 
public opinion is moving. The findings from such research 
lead to continual modification of the code. In addition, 
adjudications under the code are mode in the light of 
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'standards of decency and propriety that ore generally 
accepted at present in the United Kingdom' [para. 3.11. 
Conventions of decency, popular moroliiy, vary greatly 
between countries: one television advertisement showing 
stockinged legs wos banned in the USA, could only be 
shown aftel 9 pin in the UK, and won a prize in France. 

Ex. 8.6 

Conformity is the necessary ethical disposition, and is, 
perhaps. the most easily developed of all the disposi- 

tions. Parents and teachers demand it, reward it and get 

it (more or less) from children. Possibl\r this is why con- 

formity is so commonly seen by philosophers as not 
ethical at all - or even as the antithesis of what is 
ethical. From the elevated perspective of many n ~ i t e r s  
on ethics, public attitudes and majority views, with the 
mundane values and popular morality which they 
generally embody, often appear so debased and so con- 

trary to higher principles that to put a value on con- 

formity is almost sacrilegious. Like the reaction against 
the conventionalist approach to ethical choice, this 

position is too extreme. To conform is not necessarily 
to be blind, nor is it to deny the validity of higher level 
rules and other ethical dispositions. Conformity com- 
plements humanity and enlightenment: without it, the 
person is not accepted in the social group, and the other 
higher ethical dispositions will not lead to any practical 
social good. 

Pros  and Cons. Conventions are l'umy, but this is 
precisely one of their main advantages. It means that 
conventions can control matters that arc semi-private 

o r  touch on popular morality, can allow for gradations 
in adherence, can permit a variety of ways to follow 

theni, and can evolve gradually without stoking up con- 
troversy. In an organization. for example, distinct 

ethos's can be created which arc adapted to the history, 
circun~stances and needs of particular departments o r  

divisions, whereas any system of regulation must apply 
as stated across the whole company. 

Criticisms of convention focus on its uiiiquc strengths: 
mainly its fuzziness and its basis in conformity. It is 
sometimes forgotten that law itself depends ultimately 
on vague and poorly understood conventions in a com- 
munity to respect the law and to accord it supremacy. 
The real limitations lie in convention's roots in attitude. 

Attitudes cannot always be harnessed. For example, 
conventions which do not accord with the way people 
view reality and social life can never lie stable or  cttcc- 
tivc liecause they do not seem to make sense. So intro- 
duction of the rule of law, for example, is difficult in 
societies habituated to absolutist o r  corrupt rule. A 
new type of rule at a higher level which governs how 
people sustain or refashion their attitudes is required to 
deal with this probleni. 

1"-3: 
TENETS A N D  CREDOS 

Nature. At 1,"- 3 ,  tlie rules to be followed emerge 
from the need t o  specify precisely what values each 
individual should regularly use when choosing. These 

values become rules and arc recognized as tenets 
(beliefs, dogmas, assumptions, articles of faith). To he 
tolerated in a community, any set of tencts must be 

compatible with communal ideals (I_"-111). Tenets must 
also accord with personal beliefs if a person is to use 

theni. The basis of legitimacy for such tenets presumably 

derives from the pragmatist approach (L'-3) in which 
personal-cum-social ideals form the ethical aspiration. 

A set of inter-rell~tcd tenets forms a c r e d o  or belief' 
system, ideology, creed or dogma. Such terms bring to 
mind just how important tenets are for members ol' 
political and religious sub-groups within a community. 

But all associations at some time or another do (or 
should) ask themselves what they stand for and believe 
in. The identity, cohesion and endurance of any asso- 
ciation depcnd on tenets which maintain a loyalty and 
uniformity of approach of members. Clarity about 
tenets is especially valuable to help newcomers decide 
whether they can comfortably fit into the group culture. 

The function of tenets is to ensure that all know, 
affirm and express certain values in daily life. Rules are 

right by definition. So. even when scientifically derived 

or proved, tenets do not depcnd on the facts. The point 
is that our deepest guiding values define who we are and 
cannot be a matter of preference or evidence. They 
must remain a dogmatic statement o t  emotional truth. 

In short, tenets arc lived if they are followed at all. 
Their origins and use in the pragmatist approach (L'- 3) 
and more distantly in setting desired priorities (L-3)  
confirm their emotional nature. 

Businesses which arc pragmatically driven may avokl 
credos, but there is an increasing recognition that thr 
right sort ofmanagement culture is a competitive asset. 
An explicit and genuine credo can be the defining core 
of such a culture. Many firms do have corporate credos: 
a well-known one is Johnson & Johnson's which lists a 
full range of desirable aspects in the relations which (it 
affirms) 'we must' have with consumers, staff, coni- 

munities and stockholders. The full one page text is 

reprinted in a handbook produced by the Ethics 
Resource Center (LISA) which notes that the credo is 
the oldest and simplest approach to developing an 
ethical 

Executive-dominated enterprises may view explicit 
tenets as optional, hut other types of endeavour like 
regulatory' authorities and social movements cannot 
do without them. Members of a probation board, for 
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example, arc guided in their judgements by tenets in 
regard to punishment, danger and incarceration. Those 
joining a popular movement do so precisely because it 
proclaims certain tenets. Religious movements, for 
example, commence from a core of tenets which 
become elaborated and modified over time. At the time 
of writing, new tenets about the place of women in the 
Anglican church are being proposed. These could lead 
to such things as God being addressed as a woman, 

women being able to  become bishops and so on. The 
real point is that tenets, just like any other form of rule, 
may be proposed, debated, adopted or  rejected. 

O f  course, whether people understand and use a 
new tenet is another matter. People accept tenets, 
respect credos and join movements according to the 
dictates of their conscience. As noted in regard to 
communal ideals, the conscience is the key authority 
when it comes to belief. It dispenses self-approval and 
sell-disapproval and exerts control from inside in a 
direct fashion. 

Tenets of movements become tenets of organizations 
which grow out of the nlovement (see Ex. 8.7). 
However, unless tenets are restricted to high level 
abstract assumptions, they have the potential to create 

schisms within the group. Religious organizations 
differentiate from the originating nlovenlent, for exam- 

ple, on the basis of what seem to outsiders to be small 
differences of opinion. The splitting of left-wing 
political parties and psychotherapy organizations is also 
tenet-based. 

Psychoanalytic Tenets: The International Psychoanalytic 
Association (IPA} formed originally by Freud has 
demanded adherence to certain tenets from the very 
beginning. Things like the unconscious, infantile sexuality, 
defences, dream interpretations, and transference are not 
just current theories, but rules of thinking and working 
which cannot be rejected while remaining o psycho- 
analyst. The use of tenets so close to inevitably changing 
clinical theory mode the IPA vulnerable to schism. Jung, 
the first President, led the woy through his doubt of the 
importance of sexuality in all disorders and his emphasis 
on other ideas like the collective unconscious. Adler's 
belief in the irnoortonce of inferior-sucerior relations. 
social relations Lnd the use of modified therapeutic 
techniques led to another split. Horney's and Fromm's 
emphasis on culturol factors led to o further schism. And 
so on. Ex. 8.7 

Many phenomena which used to be held as dogma 
have been reworked by science with great benefit. As a 
result, most scientists treat scientific methods and 
assumptions .is tenets. In areas where science has made 
little headway - organizational life, political choice. 
personal conimitment, spirituality - the field is wide 
open for competing idiosyncratic beliefs and creeds. 

Soft  ware o f  the Mmd 

For example: there are two theories about motivating 
staff which are actually managerial credos. The tenets of 

theory X hold that people dislike work and respon- 
sibility, need to be coerced and controlled to  achieve, 
and want security above all; while the tenets of theory 
Y hold that people I h d  work natural and enjoyable, 
desire self-direction, seek responsibility, and d o  not use 
most of their potential.' 

Gaining Compliance. Unless tenets are based on 

what people actually bclievr or are prepared to believe, 
they will lack a pragmatic basis of legitimacy. Even 
then, gaining compliance to a new credo may be prob- 
lematic. Tenets come to coincide with personal beliefs 
through a socialization process, and the support from 
others for tenets is also a powerful inducement to  
comply. 

Commercial firms must take socialization of their 
employers seriously if they wish to modify tenets. For 
example, the tenet 'a focus on quality reduces costs' 
runs counter to everyday experience in most firms and 
yet one strand of management thinking holds it to  be 
essential. Some top executives regard the introduction 
of new tenets as too difficult. Many seek to recruit 

people who already hold the desired tenets. Others 

imagine that external consultants can do the job for 
them. There is often the wish to introduce new values 

without speaking of credos or considering existing 
beliefs and values. Seemingly worthy attempts at  cul- 
ture change often do little more than generate cynicism 
and denloralization amongst staff, because the e f i r t  to  
get the new values internalized as beliefs and recog- 

nized as communal tenets is missing. Instead, hypocrisy 
persists. If a credo specifies openness, equality and long- 

term success while the reality is secrecy, hierarchy, and 
expedience, staff live the reality not the credo. 

From the personal perspective, genuinely accepting 
entirely new tenets demands something akin to a con- 
version. 1-ven iftht- idea that women are inferior t o  men 
in some general sense is wrong and socially damaging, 
getting such an idea changed, internalized and treated 
,is a tenet may take generations. Social movements are 
usually required: like the suffragette and feminist 

movements in this case. Movements commence 
through the banding together of people articulating 
new ideals and passionately convinced that existing 
societal tt-nets need to change. Most people d o  not go 

,dong with a movement in its early stages, and their 
resistance may generate extreme counter-measures by 
activists (cf. Ex. 8.8). 

Conversion to Normalization: Normalization is a recent 
ideology which has o new approach to caring 
for people with leorntng difficulties, It wos developed to 
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deal with the widespread tendency for such people to be 
maltreated and even dehumanized. Normalization aims 
to increase autonomy and improve the quality of core 
offered to sufferers. Relatively non-contentious ore pre- 
scriptions in regard to labelling e.g. substitute the term 
'learning difficulties' for 'mental handicap' , and conven- 
tions describing attitudes e . g  treot the person os o 'client' 
not os o 'potienf . But some rules are seen as hormful in 
a particular context, and so generate intense controversy. 
For example. the prescription thot 'the client must o h  
participate in oil conferences concerning them' may 
produce discomfort and constroin staff from contributing 
during a discussion. Managers may then judge it  inodvis- 
oble to implement this rule. Promoters of the code regard 
such apparently reasonable opposition os showing thot 
managers do not really believe in normalization. Training 
anticipates such opposition. It uses group pressure ond 
powerful emotional techniques akin to broin-woshing to 
convert people and dispose them to adhere to the tenets 
of noimolizotion. Ex. 8.8' 

Even when people become intellectually convinced 

that tenets upheld by their conscience are out of step 
with tenets in their organization or  comn~unity, they 

may be unable to adhere to the new rules. Many of the 
patients treated by Masters and Johnson for sexual in- 
adequacy, for example, were found t o  have been in- 
culcated with beliefs that sex was harmful, degrading 
and dirty9 Despite their wishes, they found it difficult 
to adopt and use new tenets of sexuality. Altering 

their consciences involved making thcn~sclves emo- - 
tionally Milnerable and accepting an intense exposure 
to the new rules of sexual life. All psycho-clynamic 

therapies seek the formation and internalization of ncu 
tenets. They do so by creating an intense, intimate and 
usually lengthy attachment to the therapist as a pre- 
cursor to re-working and modifying early socializing 
experiences. 

In other words, once tenets are established in a 

society o r  organization, change is difficult to arrange. In 
tribal bodies like churches, political parties and pro- 

l'essional associations, maintaining the orthodoxy is a 
prerequisite to reaching leadership positions. When a 

person's beliefs no longer fit the group's dogmas, they 
willingly depart the group - this is known in the 
church as apostasy; or they attempt to change the 
group's dogma by proposing new tenets - this is 

known as heresy. Orthodoxies have a variety of tcch- 

niqucs to deal with new tenets. They may avoid o r  stifle 
debate; co-opt modify and assimilate the new ideas; iso- 
late and marginalize the proponents; or. at the extreme. 
proscribe the heretical tenets and use force to sub- 
jugate, persecute and expel heretics. 

Complementary Medicine: Analytic biological and epi- 
demiologicol sciences underpinning Western medicine 
ore b o d  on tenets of reductionism. Holistic medico1 

practitioners wish to introduce the tenet hot each person 
must be seen and treated as o unique whole. Such ideas 
hove olwoys existed in medicine, but not in its scientific 
bsis.  Like other successful heretics, the supporters of 
holistic medicine offer a critique of biomedicol science by 
highlighting its failures. A recent BMA review of com- 
plementory medicine was organized without proper parti- 
cipotion of the moin complementary medicine 
organisations, which include o research council. At the 
outset, the Report branded non-conventional practices os 
non-scientific, thereby weakening their occeptobility, if not 
wholly depriving them of legitimacy. Ex. 8.91Â 

Dedication, a form of passionate conscientiousness, 

is the ethical disposition which niust lie cultivated if a 
person is to  recognize and act on tcnets unwaveringly. 
Dedication depends on a well-developed conscience 
which idealizes the relevant tenets and governs actions 
accordingly. Dedication is a personal quality which does 

not emerge at the behest of fashion or an executive 
command. I'ut another way. people must believe in 

wliat they arc doing and be dedicated if they are to 

achieve anything substantial in the Face of inevitable 

obstacles. IIa group member publicly ignores or chal- 
lenges the tenets, others lose conlidencc in him very 
rapidly and doubt his loyalty'. Restoration to a position 
of trust is difficult without a convincing explanation, 
retraction, and explicit re-dedication to the creed. 

Dedication to new tenets requires a period ofreflec- 

tion and a determined effort to face and work through 
internal opposition based on previous convictions and 
habits. The person must make an internal shift in com- 

mitment while receiving a diffuse but genuine social 
support. Any culture change project must allow for 
these processes and recognize that they differ from 
those recluired in most managenlent change initiatives. 

Pros and Cons. Tenets to which people are 

genuinely dedicated have distinct advantages over laws 
or  regulations because no external edict or force can be 

as potent as the conscience. Tenets allow people to  act 
as their own policeman, judge and penal systen~. 
Whereas the legal system must deal with matters after 
the event, the conscience can prevent wrongdoing 
because it can deal with the state of mind before any- 
thing has taken place. 

The emotional quality of tenets gives them the 
potential not only t o  unite people but also to empower 
them and their particular group. Criticism of tenets 
focuses on their capacity to  foster social tensions and 
conflicts between conlmunal groups. Tenets which we 
accept seem so eminently reasonable and necessary, 
whereas the tenets of other groups so often appear 
invalid, incomprehensible, dangerous or  unimportant. 
Our  group's tenets are considered and essential, 
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whereas others seem to be slaves to  their ideology. The 
community must deal with such attitudes towards 

group differences if group power is to  be safely 

released. Power will be used constructively if indivi- 
duals are sure of their authority and responsibility in 
relation to others. and this requires rules at the next 
level. 

1"-4: 
RIGHTS A N D  CHARTERS 

Nature. At L"-4, the rules to be followed emerge 
from the need to constrain the handling ol' power ini- 
balances between classes of individual, given their 
diversity' and mutual inter-dependence. A class is an 
abstract but imnicdiatel\ recognizable classification or  
categorization applicable to community members 

e.g. minors, entrepreneurs, commuters, unskilled 

labourers. The rules delhie and protect the indivi- 
duality of those in the class, and aim to manage feelings 

of unfairness in the distribution of benefits and dis- 
benefits engendered by class differences and social 
arrangements. The basis of legitimacy for such rules 
clearly derives from the individualist approach to 
ethical choice and dialectical decision-making (Lq-4); 
and there is an obvious relationship t o  the social 
structure (L"-IV) within which the position of each 
person is determined in relation to  a variety of social 

classifications which apply. 

Class imbalances emerge contentiously in particular 
situations involving particular individuals, who are 
described as the protagonists o r  parties to the dispute. 

The rules are known as r igh ts .  Situations often call for 

rights to be brought together in a charter (or declara- 

tion or  convention). Note that although each person 
feels the possession (or absence) of rights, they arc 
actually the possession of a recognized class of persons 

in society. 

The Prototypical Charter: In 12 15, the Mogna Corta 
(Great Charter1 defined the relative rights of the Monarch 
and the Borons and others in England. These rights 
include: No.8: No widow shall be forced to marry so 
long as she wishes to live without a husband. No. 10: If 
anyone who has borrowed from the Jews any sum, great 
or small, dies before i t  is repaid, the debt sholl not bear 
interest, while the heii is underage. No. 40: To no one 
will we sell, to no one will we refuse or delay right or 
justice. No.4 1 : All merchants sholl have safe and secure 
exit from and entry into England and be free of oil evil 
tolls. No.54: No one shall be orrested or imprisoned 
upon the appeal of a woman for the death of anyone 
except her husband. All these rights are unambiguous and 
can (in principle) be strictly observed. The Mogna Carta. 
granted by King John in the midst of a rebellion, was not 
subsequently upheld. I t  only reached its finol statute form 

when Henry I l l  issued it in 1225. I t  was then reissued and 
confirmed at leas1 37 times down to the time of Henry VI. 

Ex. 8.10' ' 
Thefunction of rights is to ensure that all know and 

respect what is due to  and from each individual in a 
class. Rights need to allow for differences ancl power 
imbalances while enabling the relationship and integrity 

of each party to  be maintained. Rights, like the other 
rules, also apply to  noti-personal individuals like firms 

and governments. For instance, the leaders of the four 
powers that divided Germany alter World War I I  spoke 

of their rights during the re-unification process. 

It is not easy to impose a right (or a duty) on a cate- 
gory of individual. The very notion with its origin in 
individualisn~ implies that each class and its members 
must, in sonic way, be allowed to have a say in its own 

rights. So, the source of authori~y in relation to rights is 

ultiniatcly the power exercised by the affected class. 
(Apparently might is right!) Class power, in turn, 

depends on the efforts of every person in the class 
affected by the rights. Although most classes - con- 
sider widows, war veterans and newspaper readers - 
do not form a natural social group, organizations can 
emerge as a voice claiming to defend their interests. In 
developing and devising rights or agreeing to a charter, 
represt-nlativc arrangements arc usually needed ancl 
such organizations come to excrt an influence on the 
decisio11.s of bodies. 

Many inter-class relationships within society and in 
organizations show mutual dependence and yet an 
obvious power imbalance e.g. between managers and 

subordinates, between employers and staff, between 
doctors and patients, between lawyers and clients, 

between newspaper editors .inrl readers, between 
researcht~rs and subjects, bc tw~~cn  sellers and con- 

sumers and between universities and their students. In 
all these relationships, unthinking expedience o r  sheer 

self-interest of the dominant party will lead to  unjust o r  
unnecessarily harmful practices developing. These can 
be avoided and the relationship in general strengthened 
a statement of the rights and duties of both parties are 
specilk-cl and agreed. Charters in such situations in- 

variably take their shape and force from existing moral 
institutions as adapted to the conllictual situation. 

If charters are operated voluntarily, they can benefit 
both parties e.g. instituting an employee's charter could 
help boards introduce changes while raising staff self- 
respect d morale; and instituting a student's charter 
could aid maintenance of discipline while fostering 
maturity and releasing creativity. 

Types of Right .  The language of rights is confused 
in the extreme. The trouble is that rights have come to 
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be used to refer to virtually anything an individual 

desires or feels entitled to. Such an emotional basis is 
unsatisfactory because rights are inherently limited to 
what others. or the social group as a whole. can actually 

assign, do or provide. For example, it is meaningless to 

talk of rights to  health o r  intelligence because these arc 

not within the gift of society or other individuals; 
whereas it is meaningful to consider possible rights to 
health care or schooling. Rights are frequently spoken 
of as if they invariably imply advantage, but rights 
include what is due from someone, that is to say rcspon- 
sibilities o r  duties which may be burdensome. 

Rights and duties get muddled. When politicians 
seek the responsibilities of office, their minds generally 

focus on the powers that will be theirs by right, whereas 
their constituents envisage the performance of duties 
which elections confer by right. Common parlance is 

subtle: to have a responsibility for something is a right 
which is a power, whereas to  have a responsibility to 

someone is a right which is a duty or accountability. 

Rights and duties tend to go together because if 

something is due to you it is freq~iently the case that 

something complementary is due from someone else 
e.g. if you havc the right to be paid, then someone must 
have the duty to  pay you. However the same tiling. say 
free passage in the streets, may be clue from others to 

you and also due from you to them. At times the notion 
of duty is virtually synonymous with the notion of' 

. . 

right. For example, if one has a duty to  vote, then the 

right to vote must exist as well. 

Legal scholars like Hohteld have gone further and 

distinguished tour types of rights, each ot which exists 
in a positive and negative form. There are rights in 
respect of being treated (or not being treated) in a 

certain way. This may be termed a claim (or an absence 
of a claim). There are rights in respect of avoiding (or 
not avoiding) being treated in a certain way. This may 
be termed an immunity (or a disability). There are 

rights in respect of being enabled (or being expected) to 
act. This may be termed a privilege or  liberty (or a 
duty). Finally there are rights in respect of being 
enabled to act on others (or being blocked from doing 
so). This may be termed a power (or a liability).I2 

Gain ing  C o n ~ p l i a n c e .  Adherence to  rights and 
dudes should benefit each individual in die class, other- 
wise the inclivi~lualist basis of legitimacv is missing. If 
benefits to each party arc not direct and obvious, com- 
pliance will be problematic. It is precisely because 

rights proper seem more self-advantageous than duties 
that rights have come to be thought of as divorced from 
duty. C/~unges in rights (or new charters) characteristi- 
callv generate intense opposition because as soon as any 

class obtains and asserts rights not previously accorded, 
the balance of power in the relevant arena starts shift- 
ing. King John was typical in signing and then evading 
what he had signed (Ex. 8.10). 

Compliance depends on each person in the parties to 

the charter (e.g. each teacher and each student) recog- 
nizing their class membership and feeling an inner prcs- 
sure based on it to use and respect the charter. To 
support this tendency, charters benefit from mecha- 
nisms which encourage people to exert their rights, 
allow adherence to be monitored, and enable disputes 
to be openly and fairly resolved. In firms, for example, 
a worker may have a representative assist him at a 
special tribunal. In wider society, social workers and 
Citizen's Advice Bureaux provide information and 

counselling; and advocates inay be provided for those 
with dificulty speaking up for themselves. 

Charters are often named after the weaker party - 
hence consumer rights, patient rights, workers' rights 
- and seem to play down associated responsibilities 

and respect for the rights of the stronger party. It is 
easy, perhaps tempting, lor the stronger party to take 

advantage of its position. Even after agreeing to a 

charter, it may nonetheless be disposed to victimize 
anyone who attempts to  use it. If this occurs or is likely, 
social pressure needs to  be orchestrated by a repre- 
sentative body of the class: c.g. the union may take up a 
case in relation to  management practices, a health 
pressure group may protest about the handling of a 
patient at a state hospital, the student society can com- 

plain on behalf of a student to the university authorities. 

Alternatively. a regulatory authority of some sort may 

be used. Onibud'imen, for example, have been 
appointed in many countries to help people assert their 
rights in dealing with large impersonal o r  monopolistic 
bureaucracies like local government. 

If the rights violation is recognized and accepted. the 
offending party needs to provide restitution or com- 
pensation, an appropriate apology and an agreement to 
accord due rights in future. Active steps may havc to be 

laken to ensure that attitudes are reoriented, that dis- 
advantages accrued during the period of violation are 
rectified, and that arrangements arc in place to ensure 
Acre is no repetition 

Respect is the ethical disposition which fosters the 
recognition and assertion of rights, and enhances the 
likelihood that they will be accorded. Humiliation or 
maltreatment suffered at the hands of a stronger party 
is evidence o l a  breakdown in respect. It will be recalled 

that supplies of respect. both self-respect and respect 
from others, are essential to maintain self-esteem and 
support existence as ail individual (L'-IV). Respect 
increases the likelihood that the exertion of rights will 
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enhance social cohesion. Anyone who abuses the rights 
of another implicitly devalues a whole class. and so 

weakens the comn~unit-y. Devalued people often find it 
difficult to maintain their self-respect, and then their 

feelings of inferiority may release aggression which 
causes further loss of respect. So community tensions 
and discord are heightened in a vicious downward 
spiral. 

Pros and Cons.  As noted above. people who feel 

their own position is weakened or  jeopardized tend to 
reject the rights of others. They engage in overt o r  
covert resistance and promote a different balance ol' 

power. Until rights are backed by law. class rcprcsenta- 

tives may detcrn~inedly pursue their own ends to the 
detriment of others and even society as a whole. So 
rights present a potential threat to  peace, order and 
stability. As a result, and unlike rules at previous levels, 
it is wholly appropriate to make them a focus for la\\,- 

making. 

Parents Oppose Children's Rights: The children's rights 
movement has been associated with the uncovering of 
physical harm. sexual abuse, neglect and exploitation of 
children by porents and relatives. This has led to in- 
creased supervision of families and more orders to take 
children into core. As a result, organizations hove formed 
to uphold 'parent's rights' and to oppose, or ot leost limit. 
officiol intrusion into family life, external control of family 
behoviours, and compulsory removal of children from the 
home. The UK government finally responded with o 
Children's Act 11989) which emphosises that children do 
hove rights and that parents hove responsibilities rather 
than, or os well as, rights in relation to them. Ex. 8.1 1 

Nevertheless, the sensitivity that surrounds the need 
for differential rights (or the wish to  eradicate ditl'eren- 
tials) means that there are oftcn achrancdges in intro- 
ducing a new charter initially on a non-legal basis. This 
enables discussions to take place, helps anomalies to be 
clarified, and ensures that something will be I'onnu- 

lated. Violations can then receive publicity without 

necessarily invoking public penalties. Beliefs can be 
gradually modified. Attitudes can adapt. If legal status 
were required ah initio, such documents would never 
see the light of day. Iven if they were produced, those 
most affected would refuse to endorse them. In short, 
legalizing rights does not necessarily lead to real social 
change. 

Rights of Children: When the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child ( 1  989) is ratified by 2 0  countries ofter 
1 0  years of debate, i t  will become international low and 
binding upon them. However, there will be no judiciol 
machinery to enforce the low and no right of individual 
complaint. Mony of h e  Articles run counter to proctice 
ond law even in relatively odvonced countries like the UK 
where seporotion of children from parents occurs as a 

consequence of immigration policies (cl. Arl. 9), hitting 
children is still condoned (cf. Art. 191, and boys as young 
as 15 are being remanded in prison with adults (cf. Art 
371. Ex. 8.12 

Criticism of those rights which are not binding in law 
often concentrates on difficulties with enforcement - 
but, of course, this applies to all the rules thus far. 
Criticism which is more to the point emphasizes the 
potential for conflict generated by the very act of dcfin- 
ing and I-ecognixing rights. Whenever power rclation- 
ships are altered - which is precisely the purpose of 
new rights and duties - those who lose power tend to 

feel that the developments are unfair. This results in 
conflict, as exemplified in the clash between supporters 
of  parents' rights and childrens' rights (Ex.s 8.1 1 and 
8.12). The result is that rights campaigners, when 
lighting discrimination, often discriminate o r  advocate 

discrimination against members of previously powerful 
classes. and even persist in discriminating against other 

vulnerable classes. Criticism is often targetted at 
crusaders seeking the assignation of new rights. The 
most undermining criticism is that they hold extremist 

views which are not truly representative of the class. 

Taking a rights perspective alone is insufficient as a 
guide in many situations. Consider the not uncommon 
situation of a hospital patient harassing a n u r s e .  The 
nurse's rights may indeed he violated, but to  avoid the 

patient or to retaliate does not seem t o  be ethically 
desirable, and appealing to a charter o r  adjudicatory 

body is hardly the answer. Such situations can only be 
dealt w i ~ h  ethically using rules at the next level. 

1"-5: 
M A X I M S  AND CODES OF ETHICS 

Nature. At La'-S.  the rules to be followed emerge 

from the need to regulate the handling of relationships 
so as to maximize the likelihood of an overall beneficial 

result. The basis of legitimacy for such rules can be found 
in the communalist approach to ethical choice (L'-5). 
. . 
I hese rules will he referred to as maxims. Maxims are 
often encapsulated as proverbs, mottos, adages o r  wise 

sayings. Maxims are a form of rule developed to govern 
personal relationships irrespective of issues of indivi- 
dual advantage or  power, and their origin is society's 
ethical teaching (L"-V). An organized collection of 
maxims designed for a particular purpose is termed a 

code of ethics (or sometimes a code of conduct). 

The function of a maxim is to  ensure that all know and 
meet the general requirements for virtuous function- 
ing. So maxims tend to be more widely applicable and 
more self-eviclently good than previous types of rule. 
Maxims apply as much to organizations and govern- 
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mcnts as to  persons. For example, although govern- 
ments may break verbal undertakings by their ministers 

and diplomats (just as people may break promises), it is 
usually accepted that the ethical precept requiring 
adherence to agreements freely entered into still 

applies. 

Maxims appeal to the authority of the current ethical 
teaching. Because the teaching is a natural moral in- 

stitution, the legitimacy of the maxims is immediately 

recognizable and readily granted without detailed 
reference or debate. An ethical teaching can be said to 
define a moral community; and maxims only have 
validity and automatic respect (as opposed to lip 

service) within such a community. Those assuming 

moral leadership in any community address challenges 
by emphasizing particular maxims and virtues that 

seem relevant. Calls for restraint and tolerance at times 
of civil turmoil, exhortations to  be industrious and 
thrifty when economic conditions worsen, pleas for 
honesty and truthfulness to resolve a scandal, exemplify 

the use of maxims. 

Any individual, person or organization, can deter- 

mine maxims and virtues for their own use. For exam- 
ple, the general maxim t o  respect confidences' might 

be expanded in a business to confidentiality in regard to 
tenders, o r  confidentiality in regard to advice. The 
maxim to 'care for others' when applied within a 
chemical firm might become: protect those who pro- 

duce, package, transport, use and dispose of our pro- 
ducts from potential hazards'. Such a maxim could lead 

to responsible managers devising and implementing a 
wide variety of prescriptions, conventions, duties, 

procedures and policies. 

One investigator claimed to have found over 400 
codes of ethics covering a wide variety of occupations 
- everything from museum curators to  private detec- 
tives to  public relations. However, the organized use of 
maxims is most evident and credible in established 

professions, most prominently medicine. (Hence the 

choice of examples in this chapter.) Membership asso- 
ciations of doctors and those of other professionals - 
including social workers, lawyers, accountants, clen- 
tists, statisticians &c - seek to gain and maintain the 

confidence of the public by giving guidance which spells 
out the virtue of its members while not infringing their 
autonomy. The code of ethics re-works maxims from 
within the accepted ethical teaching adapted to suit the 
stresses of professional activities. The maxims in a code 

are typically formulated in a very general and un- 

arguable way which facilitates their intcrnationaliza- 
tion. Because the maxims seek to be applicable in any 
situation, they must be articulated so as to allow con- 
siderable latitude in performance. 

Maxims for Doctors: The Canadian Medical Association 
coptures the flovour of whot o code of ethics is about by 
opening their code with seven maxims. These are - 1 : 
Consider first the well-being of the patient. 2: Honour 
your profession and its ~roditions. 3: Recognise your 
limitations and the speciol skills of others in the prevention 
ond treatment of disease. 4: Protect the patient's secrets. 
5: Teach and be taught. 6: Remember that integrity and 
professional obilily should be your only advertisement. 7: 
Be responsible in setting a value on your services. 

Ex. 8.1 314 

A code is also significant in business, because if a firm 
gets a reputation for operating ethically, it is un- 
doubtedly strengthened. By providing a recognizable 

and respected common social framework, a code of 
ethics helps employees and professionals to do what is 

right and to explain their actions. In a US survey ofcor- 

porations and associations, a well-handled code of 
ethics was claimed to provide legal protection, to 
increase pride and loyalt?, to enhance customer/client 
and public good-will, and to reduce corruption (theft. 
bribery)." Code development within firms should 
engage with pay incentives because staff often feel that 
the design of these incentives encourages them to cut 

corners and indulge in sharp practice. However, one 
business ethics consultant working in telecommunica- 
tions and financial services firms over several years 
reported that not a single firm had ever agreed to 
examine its incentive system as part of its cthics 

programme. l6  

Gaining Compliance. Adherence to a maxim 

should be in everybody's interest. Otherwise the com- 

munalist basis of legitimacy is missing. But the aware- 

ness that everyone benefits is a comparatively weak 

inducement to  comply. As in the ethical teaching, 
people may find that by not complying, they gain bene- 
fits at the expense of others. For example: should a 
surgeon allow hin~self to lie tested for hepatitis B virus 
to protect patients - given that, if he is infected, he 
loses the right t o  operate? One surgeon described the 

unhappy consequences of discovering his infection and 

reported that his street-wise colleagues had advised him 
to ignore potential harm to patients and assert his right 
to refuse to be tested. I' 

In a moral con~n~unity,  action and choice should be 

determined by the exercise of autonomy and virtue. So 
adherence to maxims is a voluntary matter. Like the 
surgeon or an employee of die chemical firm. each 
person is given considerable freedom about how to 
interpret a maxim and, in the public domain, even 

whether to follow it or not. The ethical teaching undcr- 
pinning any maxim invites identification, and identifica- 
tion makes virtue easy. Others may view virtue with 
admiration, bul for the virtuous person, it is no more 
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than being natural. Correspondingly, adherence to a 

maxim with which we are not identified is a constant 

struggle against passions and expedience. 

An Associotion Breaks the Code: Psychiotrists in the USSR 
were involved in the obuse of potients for politico1 pur 
poses for many years. This contravened the code of ethics 
developed by the World Psychiatric Association [WPAI in 
its Declorotion of Hawaii. In order to ovoid expulsion from 
the WPA, the Soviet Associotion resigned in 1983 and 
slondered the British Royal College of Psychiotrists. The 
Soviets attempted to be readmitted ot the WPA Congress 
in 1989 in association with Gorbachev's attempt to re- 
vitalize the USSR via pereslroiko and glasnost. However. 
the Soviet contingent imagined that they could do so with- 
out acknowledging that there had been abuse, and with- 
out bothering to retract their slonders. Eventually they 
odmitted their obuse ond apologized. So o condition01 
reinstatement in the WPA was then agreed subject to 
Soviet reforms and [heir monitoring by the WPA. A report 
in Izvestia referred to readmission, but ignored the con- 
ditions. It olso referred to the full membership occorded to 
on untainted rival Soviet Independent Psychiatric 
Association os 'temporary membership'. Ex. 8.1 4" 

Although ethical teachings have a perennial rele- 
vance, maxims and codes olethics do need to chanqe at 
least superficially to meet new circumstances and chal- 
lenges. Modifications take the form of a re-intcrprc- 
tation or re-articulation of already recognized maxims. 
The rise of big business. for example, has led to a 
demand for the development of business ethics. The 
opportunity for unethical business operations has 

dramatically increased in recent decades due to the 

large amounts of inone! now involved, the sheer size 

and complexity of many businesses, the absence of pub- 
lic awareness and scrutiny, increased opportunities for 
fraud, and over-close connections between many busi- 
nesses and governments. Applying an ethical teaching 

to the complexities and legalities of business requires 
dedicated effort, probably best based in academies. 

The ethical Jisposition requiring cultivation in relation 
t o  maxims is virtue (or propriety). ilirtue is compre- 

hensive. It iniplies adherence to the ethical teaching, 
developnlent of a full range of specific virtues. and 
(according to Plato and Aristotle) the exercise of these 

virtues and other ethical dispositions in a proper order 
and balance. 

Virtue is so difficult for people that social support for 

it  is essential. The government or public bodies and 

professional associations may establish regulatory 
authorities and authorize them to define and monitor 
ethical maxims relevant to a sphere of activity. In the 
case of the professions, ethical violation affects the con- 
fidence of  the public. So most professional associations 
provide codes of ethics which allow for investigation. 

even though disciplinary responses arc usually limited 
to reprimands and expulsion from die association (cf. 

Ex. 8.14 and 8. IS) .  

The greater the significance that society attaches to  
proper conduct in a particular domain, the greater the 

likelihood that statutory regulation of professional o r  
business conduct will be imposed. Statutory regulatory 

authorities exist to monitor and ensure propriety in a 
wide variety of areas e.g. Financial deals, medical treat- 
ment, aesthetic choices in the public sphere, discipline 
within organizations. sexual and racial discrimination. 

Protecting Medical Virtue: A doctor's membership of the 
British Medicol Association and odherence to its code of 
ethics is voluntary. However, registrotion with the General 
Medical Council (GMCI is compulsory if o doctor is to 
practise legally in the UK. The GMC contains lay mem- 
bers and is empowered to investigate 'serious profes- 
sional misconduct' 1i.e. breaches of the profession's 
maxims) which are brought to its notice. Following initial 
scrutiny to see if there is o case to answer, o committee 
documents the ollegotion, and then there is o formal 
inquiry in which lowyers are used. Removing a doctor 
from the register, temporarily or permanently, and so 
preventing further practice is the sole and powerful sonc- 
tion. Civil ond criminal proceedings may occur in porollel 
os on independent motter occording to the low ond within 
the court system. Ex. 8.15 

Pros and Cons. Maxims are flexible and useful 

tools. If adhered to, their advantages over regulations o r  
laws are many. Maxiins provide for trust. sn~oothncss. 

flexibility and simplicity in social dealings, and avoid 
the complexity, bureaucracy and impersonality in- 

herent in legalistic arrangements. For example, a firm's 

ethical policies written as regulations are usually 
unreadable, while maxims can and must be memo- 
r a b l ~ . ' ~  Adherence to ethical teachings can also mitigate 
the effect of unfair or harmful rules at lower levels, and 

of laws which are ineffective or draconian. 

Self-regulation implies responsible action, and this 
means: lh-st, that there is a suitable explicit code which 
is felt to be binding: second, that the spirit of the ethical 

teaching must imbue the individual; and third. that the 
individual is part of a moral community. \%'herever 
ethical teachings are not voluntarily adopted, legal con- 
trols arc commonly followed, if at all, to the letter 
rather than in the spirit. In the U K ,  for example, bring- 
I in die criminal law to control fraud resulted in a 

meagre 28 prosecutions over I 3 years.20 Where ethical 
maxims are undeveloped, laws are unlikely to be 

Propriely in Financial Services: Many practices within 
finoncial services - conveniently delaying orders, hold- 
ing cheques, dumping unwonted stocks on clients, insider 
dealing. front-running, giving biased advice, releasing 
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false informotion, churning, exploiting regulatory loop- 
holes - seem to be o mixture of theft, fraud, abuse of 
trust, and bad faith. Such behoviours ore the convention 
in most countries ot present and so the usual response by 
governments has been to gloss over oil but the grossest 
obuses. Here ore two examples. 

Japanese  onk kin^: It become clear in 1991, thot lead. 
ing bonks in Jopon hod been issuing forged deposit 
notes, doing business with criminal organizations, and 
compensating lorge clients for losses. They did so with the 
tacit ond octive support of officials, and were allowed to 
lie with impunity to officiol inquiries into their octivities by 
using formuloe like 'I forget'. The omount tho! Joponese 
banks hove withheld from [defrauded?] Japanese deposi- 
tors through excessively low interest payments is soid to 
be of the order of Â£30 billion. 

English Self-regulation: leading figures at Uoyds of 
London, the insuronce market, fight for self-regulation but 
seem to believe thot this means deciding what to do to 
protect the business when complaints of impropriety 
cannot be hushed up - not that i t  implies o duty on pro- 
fessionols to odhere to pre-specified moxims in terms of 
which their behoviour would be impartially and publicly 
judged. In recent decodes massive losses due to negli. 
gent underwriting and scandalous practices hove led to 
person01 disoster ond suicides of people who put up 
copitol Lloyds underwriters regularly lose legal coses 
asserting negligence: but waiting for the low to determine 
foult means ignoring sell-regulotion. Ex. 8.162' 

The criticism of niaxirns is that, like virtue itself, they 
are too vague and too discretionary. This makes then1 
unreliable and too (lrpni<lcnt on personal integrity. 
Maxims resemble social values (1-5) in their inherent 
self-evident goodness, and resemble the comn~unalist 

approach to ethical choiiv (1.'-5) in the difficulty of 
applying them given the complexity of social situations. 

Ethical maxims, though fundamental to the quality 
of social life, are not by nature strictly enforceable. 
Worse. they potentially encourage weak individuals to  
choose to disregard them and to exploit those who d o  

adhere to  them. In order to deal with such defects, a 
higher level is required containing strictly enforced and 
impartially adjudicated rules. 

1"-6: 
LAWS AND SYSTEMS 

OF REGULATION 

Nature. At L"-6, the rules to be followed emerge 
from the need to enforce basic values and ethical con- 
cerns dealt with by rules at lower levels. The twin 
characteristics of drlinitivcncss for the whole com- 
munity and formal ciilorcc~~icnt make these rules, 
generally called laws (or regulations) seem the para- 
d i p  for rules, indeed the only real sort of rule. But in 

each of the previous sections we saw that laws arc not at 
all the optimum type of rulc t o  govern all situations. 

The basis of legitimacy tor law- is the legitimist 
approach itself (L'-6) in which v.ilur is iissig~ied to rulc- 
making. Laws, it will lie recallrd, niierge with the 
governance system (L"-Vl) .  L.aws are either defined in 
the courts by abstraction from custom and as ratio 
decidendi of earlier cases, o r  from statutes passed by a 
legislature.22 The laws of ethical significance are those 

rules of just conduct which restrain individuals from 
harming or  interlbring with each other (i.e. civil and 
criminal law). 

Laws seek to ensure that certain rules cannot be 
ignored. Because laws are so definitive and apply im- 
partially to  the whole community, it is essential that 

new laws are formulated unambiguously and devised so 

as t o  fit with what exists without internal contra- 
dictions. In other words, the code should be a system 
of regulation. 

The function of laws is to ensure that all know and 
obey those rules which nerd to be enforcrd to maintain 
a stable social ordcr. So laws can only operate within 
precisely defined boundaries: for communities, this is 
the state or nation. Within my bounded comn~unity. 
there are invariably clillbretices of view among in- 

dividuals about what rules are essential and exactly how 
and when they apply. When these differences cause 
socially intolerable conflict, laws arc rnacte(l by the 
legislature o r  decided in the courts. (.iivrn that the law- 
making process has not been perverted, it must be seen 
as ethical in principle and based in necessity and con- 

sent. Social ordcr protects individuals from harm, and 
organizes and regulates group afliirs lor their benefit. 

That is to  say, having laws (even bad laws) is inherently 

good. 

Any formally constituted social group - business, 
club, association, school, church - could not function 
without its own system of regulation. Regulations are 
often known as canons in churches, or as bye-laws in 
associations and community bodies. Regulations in all 
such circumscribed social groups must lie consistent 
with the laws prevailing in wider society. fo r  example, 

hitting school-children is legal in some countries - 
and may therefore be cither permitted or Forbidden by 
school regulations; but i t  is illegal in other countries - 
in which case corporal punishnient in schools is never 
permissible. 

Any rule at a lower level can become a regulation. 

For example, a governing body may tlecidr that certain 
duties (L"-4) previously assigned at the discretion of 
managers should be given only to people with parti- 
cular qualifications; or that a maxim ( I  "-5) such as ' to 
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be dedicated to  the firm' needs defining in relation to 
what OK-duty work is permitted or prohibited. 

Similarly, the membership committee of a sports club, 
but not the club manager, may convert a convention 
(L"-2) about dress into a regulation. As with societal 
laws, such regulations are binding on everyone in the 
organisation and allow for enforcement. 

The transformation of rules into laws is also evident 

within society. The most nlechanical-seeming laws on 
traffic control o r  tax calculation derive from prescrip- 
tions (L"-1)  in that they specify behaviour precisely; 
legal controls on alcohol consumption or sexual activi- 
ties formalize popular moral conventions (L"-2);  legal 
provision for capital punishment or euthanasia en- 

shrines social tenets (L"-3); laws about property, share- 
holding and free passage assign rights and duties 
explicitly (L"-4): and the law of contract upholds 

ethical maxims of honest dealing and promises (I>"-5). 
Laws exclusive to this level (LIT-6) concern: the making 
of laws, the monitoring and enforcement of laws. how 
a judgement is made about whether a law has been 
violated, sanctions lor breaking the law, and provision 
tor managing the sanctions and rehabilitating offenders. 

Laws also provide for justice to  prevail by incorporating 
terms like 'reasonable' or 'fair' in their wording 

(L"-7). 

Gaining Compliance.  Adherence to  a law should 
generally benefit the community without unfairly 
penalizing any member - otherwise die legitimist 
basis of legitimacy is missing. The support each person 
gives to  the governing authority which guards the law- 

making process is itself an inducement to abide by 

laws. O n  a smaller scale, voluntarily entering a firm or 
joining a club is taken to mean entering a quasi-society 
and agreeing to abide by its official regulations. On 
the larger scale, choice is largely absent and people 
need to be socialized to support the legal system. That 
is to say, each person is automatically expected by 
himself and by die group to adhere to  laws. Still, all 

laws and regulations arc backed by force or  threats of 

force. 

Laws, like all rules, guide and restrain conduct rather 

than determining it. Adequate socialization, a just legal 
system. and suitable laws lead to a minimum o l  co- 
ercion. As a result, breaking laws is often easy. So any 
system needs to  incorporate rules indicating how 
breaches will be prevented, monitored and handled. 

Usually a breach leads to a warning or a penalty. 

Penalties have included confiscation of money or 
property, restriction of liberty by imprisonment or 
supervision, con~pulsory work, temporary or  perrna- 
nent physical injury, execution and exile o r  deprivation 

of citizenship. Even where a penalty is appropriate and 
convention demands that it be severe, it is socially desir- 

able that reconciliation with society remains possible. 
Exercising a vengeance that embitters offenders and 
creates permanent outcasts is self-defeating. Offenders 
should be able to make a fresh start on the basis of 
future compliance with the law. Repeated offences are 
characteristic of those who are unable to  cope with 

social life, those who arc mentally unbalanced, and 
those who have a psychopathic identity: known respec- 
tively as the sad, the mad and the bad. 

Organizations also insist on penalties. The asso- 
ciation governing a sport, for example, may have a 
coninlittee which can examine and judge an offender, 
impose fines and forbid further work in the sport 

temporarily o r  permanently. Businesses too may dis- 
cipline or dismiss staff. It appears that the regulations 

are not so much about the direct exertion of force as 
about providing a known framework of procedures 
which regulate die use of such force. 

The change of a law has wide social significance and 
must be formalized and proccd~~ralized to ensure that it 

is based in social necessity and community consent. 

This mav take a considerable time while more and more 
J 

people come to recognize why a new rule is needed o r  
why an old rule is harmful. If the delay is long, people 
may evade or  refuse to comply with the existing rule in 
the hope that their actions will be ignored. If many d o  
likewise, then that law will fall into disrepute and 
disuse. In society, the individual may join with those of 
a like mind and campaign lor a change in the law. This 

may even mean working to install a new government 

who will pass the desired laws. In the extreme, a person 
may seek to leave the society for another with more 
congenial laws. Widespread dissatisfaction with laws is 
therefore a precursor of revolution, anarchy and social 
collapse. 

Obedience is the ethical disposition ensuring scrupu- 
lous adherence to laws or  regulations. Obedience is not 
to be equated with abdication of responsibility o r  
slavishness. Obedience on its own is insufficient for 

ethical living; hut without obedience, any society dis- 

integrates. It is worth noting the degree to  which the 
freedom ofmembers of organizations may be curtailed 
by necessary obedience to regulations. Staff within a 
firm may be told how they should spend their time, to  

whom they may talk, and what they should wear - a 
degree of control which would be unacceptable in the 
wider social context. So long as nothing illegal is 
proposed, managers have little scope to challenge the 
constitutionality of regulations passed by a governing 
board. The demand for obedience goes to  further 

extremes in total institutions like prisons and secure 
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mental hospitals, which arc closed societies from which 
inmates cannot escape. 

Pros  a n d  Cons. The peculiar advantages of laws are 

their sharp delhiition. authoritative nature, coin- 
prchcnsive applicability, impartiality, and procedural 
clarity. However, as noted when examining each of the 
lower level rules, these qualities can be disadvantageous 
when used improperly. When laws arc created, they 

subtly alter the non-formal rules and d o  not necessarily 

serve the function of the lower level very effectively. It 
follows that no amount of legal regulation to prevent 

unfair discrimination can obviate the nceil lor maxims, 
customary rights and duties, tenets, conventions, and 
prescriptions which support fair treatment of people. 

Criticisms of laws. statutes and systems of regulation 
are many. In their nature, they tend to be negative and 
constraining, partly because the laws and judicial 
processes become so complex. Bulky volumes contain- 

ing long sentences in small type seem not to be 
designed to be read and mastered except as a penance. 

So the system becomes impossible to  appreciate by 
ordinary people. Some firms now have special ethics 
departments with legal specialists, ethical officers and 

ethical philosophers producing and interpreting rulc- 
books. In the case of society, a dedicated legal profes- 
sion evolves and the expense of legal proceedings 

rapidly escalates beyond the reach of most people. To 

outsiders, the procedures and formalities seem to 
become more important than the aim of the rule. The 

more that legal authorities become remote from the 
members of the group, the more d o  laws and regula- 
tions become rigid, pedantic. dogmatic and sterile. 

Laws  tend to be unsatisfictory, or even unjust, 

because they arc static whereas organizations and social 
groups are dynamic. Furthermore the procedures 
involved in producing laws result in them being more 

oriented to  conventional values or public opinion rather 
than to higher principles. lly invoking fear of punish- 
merit, laws invite adherence to the letter rather than the 
spirit. In the end, not breaking laws is essential but not 
enough, because knowing what is permitted docs not 
clarify what is good. 

Laws allow for enforcement, sanction restraints on 

freed on^, and even permit physical coercion (in total 
institutions and society) or instant expulsion (in a 
firm or associations). Unfortunately, those with the 
authority to makc and enforce laws are fallible. 
Furthermore unless laws (and all other types of rules) 
are adhered to in the spirit they are useless. An ultimate 
rulc generated and sanctioned bv an infallible and in- 
disputable authority appears required as a final buttress 
for rule-making. 

1"-7: 
ABSOLUTES 

AND THE ETERNAL VERITIES 

Nature.  At I " -7 ,  the rules to be followed emerge 
from the need for unchallengeable guidance. Rules of 
this sort may be termed abso lu tes .  The only possible 
basis of legitimacy for such rules is the transcendentalist 
approach to ethical choice (L'-7). Taken together, a set 
of absolutes constitute the e t e r n a l  ver i t ies .  By tracli- 

tion, absolutes have been provided by God and offered 
as part of the divine law within religions (L"-VII). 
Philosophers, distancing themselves from religion, 
have produced similar rules using Reason or  the Nature 
of Man as their source. In our present psychological 
era, we might say these rules emerge from transper- 
sonal being (L'-VII). 

The function of absolutes is to ensure all know and 
aspire to the path of duty. Indeed the very notion of' 

ethics loses sense without an absolute rule to live 
ethically (whatever that may mean). It follows that 
absolutes sustain the whole edifice of ethical rules, the 
use of the ethical approaches to  choice, and the pursuit 
of values. Absolutes embody righteousness. They have 
been formulated on the basis of austere meditation 
(Buddha), divine revelation (Moses. Mohammed), and 
reasoned reflection (Confucius, Kant). For those lack- 
ing spiritual conceptions, the ultimate authority is a 

transpersonal ultimate value (like Reason or  Justice or 
Compassion) with which one can be completely identi- 

tied. This is equivalent to locating authority in a deity or 
the transpersonal self. Logically, there can be no higher 

level of rule, and no higher rule-making authority. 

Absolutes underpin ethics within all social groups 

although their spiritual origin is not always recognized. 
Absolutes focus on duty' and goodness: the timeless and 
universal deontological and tdeological imperatives. 
Examples include the principles of beneficence: good 

is preferable to  evil' and choose the greater of two 
goods or the lesser o l t w o  evils'. Another, sometimes 
called the Pauline principle, is 'evil may not be clone for 
the sake of the g o o d .  An absolute suggested by Hippo- 
crates lor use by the medical profession is: primum nun 

nocere - above all d o  no harm. 

Kant's absolutes included ' to treat others as ends not 
means', ' to use maxims that you would wish to be a 
universal law', and ' to harmonize ends amongst the 
individuals in the community'. Although, we may be in 
doubt as to what such absolutes imply. the requirement 
is clear: each of us must use them as best we can when- 
ever we can. Kant's view was that goodness depended 
on the use of goodwill which was brought about by an 
awareness of duty. It follows that cultivating awareness, 
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appreciating responsibility, and using goodwill are part 
of the eternal verities. 

As the above examples illustrate, absolutes are 
typically contentless or so abstract as to  defy direct 
interpretation or localized ownership. Absolutes are 
assumed to lie applicable to  cveryone in all communi- 
ties at all times. Once realized the? are not subject to 

change and (lo not need adaptation to suit particular 
situations, organizations or societies. 

Gaining Compliance. Adherence t o  an absolute 
should be self-evidently and unquestionably right, not 
just tor cadi person now, but for all people in all times, 
otherwise the transcen<lcntalist basis of legitimacy is 
missing. Conlpliance with an absolute is equivalent to 
the indiviilual will moving in harmony with the natural 
order or God's wi l l .  So any notion of control links to 

cosmic forces rather than personal or social influences. 

Adhering to absolutes, though a matter for each per- 
son, is usually supported in the community by religions. 

According to many religions, violation of absolutes 
(God's will) leads to catastrophic destruction of the 
world. This needs to be recognized as symbolic. 
Because ahsolutes emerge from ultimate values, 
breaching them is equivalent to releasing evil. livcnts 

then unfold outside personal identification; and efforts 
to deal with matters become meaningless gestures. 

Tragedy: The power of tragedy lies in the way that o flow 
in the character of the hero results in the release of evil 
and social consequences which cannot be undone. 
Shokespeore's greatness surely lies in part in his deep 
understanding or these forces that move mankind and 
society. The destruction following the evil oci is inexorable 
and owesome. In Hamlet, a fratricidal murder leads to 
madness, deaths by murder accident or suicide of all the 
protagonists, and a foreigner taking over the country. In 
King Leor, the father's inability to recognize flattery leads 
to civil war, loss of the kingdom to foreigners, his madness 
and death, and deaths of oil his family except for his 
exiled doughter. In Macbeth, the failure to control ambi- 
tion leods to madness, murders of adults and children, 
ond foreign invosion. Ex. 8.17 

An individual can reject an absolute, but that is to 

embrace evil. If evil is chosen, relationships and events 
arc likely to become unfavourable, and a person 
becomes increasingly alienated from himself or herself. 
Of course, many tyrants, petty and grand, have con- 
structed social relationships built on Sear and hatred, 

flattery and lies - and yet died quietly in their beds. 
But the damage they have caused lives on after them. 
and their memory is reviled. 

If the path of duty is regularly neglected, social 
abhorrence develops. The ethically llaccid person with- 
out a sense of duty is suspected and avoided. Con- 

vvrsely, the more real the absolute becomes for us, the 

more trust others have in us, and the more trust we 

develop in our own actions. Our misjudgen~ents and 
mistakes, when they occur, are tolerated and forgiven. 
This is a powerfully self-reinforcing pattern. It seems 
that there is no refuge from our responsibility tor our  
self and our universe - which is equivalent t o  saying 
that there is no refuge from God. Whatever our past 

actions, re-finding faith (via transpersonal being) and 

recognizing the power and value of absolutes and 
ultimate values is always an option. 

Autonomy. The ethical disposition that facilitates 
adherence to absolutes is autonomy. Autonomy is 
expressed in an act of reflection and will. Thus Aiken 
writes: 'as a moral being, [each man] must.. . .be tree to 
decide absolutely for himself what the law really i s  .23  

Autonomy allows and encourages people to  contcm- 

plate ethical rules and requirements, and then attempt 
to accept (or change) the kind of person they want to be 

and the life they want to lead. Autonomy is the exercise 
of freedom. Hut such freedom is not license. It means 
being prepared to modify our interaction with our- 
selves and with the world, and implies developing 
awareness of psychological and social forces. 

The etymology of autonomy is Gk. autos = self, and 

Gk. nomos = rule o r  law. The term was first applied to  
the independent Greek city states, not to  persons. As 
\vc saw when the social structure was explored, a 
minimum of freedom is the basis on which any society 
is constructed (Ch. 7); and as we found when the 
rgitimist approach was explained, individual auto- 
nomy constrains all formal attempts to promote the 

common good (Ch. 6). 

Autonomy can be ceded, but this is hardly tin- way 
lor the disposition of autonomy to be developed. 
Wholly uncritical acceptance of authority and tradition 

saps autonomy, and so fostering such an attitude is evil. 
In The Brothers Karamazov, Dostoycvsky portrayed the 
Grand Inquisitor upbraiding and rejecting a reborn 
Christ. The reason was that He gave man freedom to 
deride between good and evil and did not recognize 
mankind's need and desire for miracle, mystery and 

authority. The habitual denland by many churches that 

autonomy should be abdicated is the object of rationa- 
list attacks o n  religion. Evil of this sort seems to be the 
basis whereby a church usurps the divine role and ends 
by persecuting its most brilliant followers.24 

Luther's Stand: Martin Luther was conscious of the weak- 
ness of humon efforts in attaining the absolute good which 
alone could avail in the sight of a perfectly righteous 
God He concluded in the Winter of 15 12-1 3 that God 
did not judge the sinner according to his merits or good 
works, which being temporol were inevitably vitiated by 
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sin. Instead, God accorded grace and mercy given that 
good works were undertaken wi~h due faith. Sub 
sequenlly he went on to criticize and dissent from many of 
the church's oclivities and doctrines. His persistent refusal 
to submit to the authority of the church led to his excom- 
munication. At the fateful Diet of Worms in 152 1 when 
asked to recant, he said : 'Unless I am convinced by the 
testimony of Scripture or by an evident reason - .. .  since 
it is certain that [the pope and council] have often erred 
and contradicted themselves - ... my conscience is token 
captive by God's word and I neither con nor will revoke 
anything.' Ex. 8.1 824 

Pros  a n d  Cons. The advantages of absolutes are 

their immutable, universal and unarguable qualities. 

These qualities are only possible because of their 
abstraction. But this is the focus of most criticism. Yes, 
we should do what is right and we should avoid causing 
harm, but what precisely is right? and what exactly 

counts as harm? Such questions confuse the issue: 

absolutes operate on the basis that no temporal 
authority (not even the state or tradition) and no 

amount of precision or detailing can capture the spirit 
of duty Without that spirit no specific rule will be 

properly respected or adequately followed. 

A further line of criticism focuses on the need to 

recognize autonomy and/or God, neither of which are 
subject to social control or external scrutiny. From the 
perspective of transpersonal being, this is just how it 
should be. God and man's responsibility are one; or, put 

another way. man exercises a divine responsibility. A 
person can choose to turn w a y  from duty, this deepest 
and most fundamental 01' human responsibilities. other- 

wise autonomy would have no meaning. 

Closure.  Absolutcs are the most encompassing and 
niost abstract form of rule that is possible both in- 
tuitively and logically (in terms of the framework). No 
higher levels of rule arc therefore possible and the 

tertiary hierarchy of purpose is now completed. 

REVIEWING ETHICAL RULES 

The seven sharply distinct varieties of rules that 

emerged from the exploration of legitiniism have now 
been described together with the codes in which they 

are often forniulated and systematized. The different 
types of rule arc: prescriptions, conventions, tenets, 
rights, maxims, laws and alisolutcs. They arc identical 
with those found in the seven moral institutions which 
have emerged spontaneously in the course of human 

evolution. We have sern similarities and corrcspon- 
dences between rules in the natural institutions and 
artificially created rulcs and codes tor society and its 
organizations. 

Two matters deserve bringing to the lore. The first is 
the way that rulcs vary in their teiiclcncy to be con- 
trolled by individuals or by their social group. The 

second is the relation between riiles and communities. 

T h e  Ind iv idua l  a n d  The G r o u p .  All individual 
activity in a group context must br  legitimate, and rules 
provide lor that legitimacy. In practice, it is impossible 
for everybody to share in the making of every rule 
except in families and similar small groups. Rules 
therefore raise the issue of freedom of the individual 
and constraint by the group. In particular, we must be 

clear about whether a rule can be tiefined in a purely . . 
personal way (maximizing freedom) or whether in a 

purely social way (demanding constraint and possibly 

coercion), o r  whether some combination is required. 
Our  analysis reveals that the answer is different for the 

different types of rules." 

For prescriptions to be effective, they must be coni- 

munally recognized; and yet to be used at all, they niust 
be recognized and respected personally. Conventions 
are similar. Any convention articulated liy an individual 

alone and not held and used in the group is not part of 

social reality. It is not a convention a1 all. At niost it is 
an idiosyncratic attitude. Conversvly, a convention 
which does not feel intrinsically right or real to an in- 
cliviclual involved cannot he operated. Kiglits, too, are 
inherently private and public simultaneously. Unlcss 
the right (or duty) is personally held it cannot or will 

not be discharged and there will be n o  solidity in any 
assertion of its signiticance. Rut ifthc right is not acom- 
niunal property, then it is not recognized by anyone as 

having any real existence. In such a situation, the right 
cannot be claimed or  discharged. 

Tenets are different. It is perfectly possible for a 
person to recognize a social dognia and to conform out- 
wardly to its tenets and hence maintain it in the com- 
munit!, and vet to  reject it inwardly. In the same way it 

is perfectly possible to  hold personal beliefs and to act in 

those terms without others knowing about these. Of 
course, some link between the two forms of tenet is 
essential in a healthy society. Maxims and laws are 
similar to tenets in this respect. In the case of maxims, 
one can distinguish between popular precepts which are 
comniunally recognized, generally respected and pub- 
licly available and personal virtues which arc inner sclf- 
chosen maxims providing inner private guidance as to 

conduct. In the case of laws, the distinction between 
private regulations imposed by organizations and public 
Ian's generated by the government is straightforward. 

Absolutes, finally, cannot he clevi'ied, respected or  
followed unless they reflect a fusion of both the 
personal-internal and the publir-'iocial 
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Rules  a n d  Communi t ies .  It will be recalled that 

values defined different types of social group (cf. Ch. 

5). Social values were the core of communities which 

are the basis of society. Clarification of the rules has 
revealed that each type ofrule aligns Ãˆit distinctions among 

and within communities. L"-7: Absolutes apply to all 
con~n~unit ies  because they d o  no more than affirm the 
most general rules about being good and just. L"-6: 
Laws apply to particular bounded communities for- 
mally (and if need be forcefully) regulating the mem- 
bers. L"-5: Maxims apply to  a moral con~nlunity whose 

members accept a particular ethical teaching. L"-4:  
Rights apply to social classes whose members arc 

defined by categories within a community. L"-3: Tenets 
apply to  enduring associations, formal and informal. 
within a community. L"-2: Conventions apply to the 
mainstream of the community. Finally, at L"-l : 

Prescriptions apply to the elements of a community, 
particular social roles held by individual members. 

Transi t ion.  We have said little about which rules 

might be considered enlightened, just as we said little 
about which values and purposes might be desirable. 
This is a matter tor individual reflection and articulation 
by social authorities. Enlightenment could be assessed 
academically and quasi-objectively by assessing which 
rules are actually agreed or similar across nations or . - 
religions; o r  subjectively and philosophically, by assess- 
ing how far the criteria of universality would be desir- 
able in respect of a given rule. Finding rules which 

could or should be ethical universals, the ultimate 
moral authorities, has been a dream of almost all ethical 
thinkers and writers. The present analysis makes it clear 

that the only true universals are the nearly contentless 
absolutes at 1"-7, just as the only universally shareable 
values were ultimate values at L-7. 

However, in so far as people in the nations of the 
world are all human beings and the nations form a 

community, then rules at lower levels may be devel- 
oped that in practice (if not in principle) and for now (if 
not eternally) arc universal. A genuine world com- 
munity within which all people of all nations are under 
similar obligations is even conceivable because all share 

the earth, its oceans and atmosphere. Without inter- 
national laws and maxims a genuine world community, 
whether of people or nations, could not operate at all. 

While the notion of certain common rights as a coun- 
terpart to n~en~bership of this world conln~unity 
appears a reasonable aspiration, genuine conlmonality 

of tenets seems less achievable, and common conven- 
tions and prescriptions make little sense except in prac- 
tical matters (like ensuring letters get delivered). 

The danger of emphasising universality is that it may 

lead to the neglect of genuine differences between 
people and groups. Given that a moral institution 

cannot be created by liat, the tendency would be for 

moral authorities of one group to dominate over 
others. But any such imposition promotes the potential 
to authorize coercion and unleash violence. Yet peace 
and prosperity depend on international cooperation 
and the institution of rules of some sort transcending 
particular states. 

But ethical authority is not simply a problem for the 
world community. Every person in the smallest society 
must recognize its existence and somehow accommo- 

date to its pressures. Ethical authority involves more 
than the determination of rules and their arrangement 
in codes. Nevertheless, the moral institutions and the 

fundamental types of rules are the basis for under- 
standing ethical authority. It is now time to use what we 

have learned so far to confront this awesome topic. * 



Master- Linking the frameworks of experience and purpose via motivation. 
Figure 16 Basic motivations link experience and purpose; ethical aspirations link approaches to ethical choice 

with approaches to identity development; and ethical dispositions link ethical rules and the natural moral 
institutions of society. See text for further details and explanation 

TYPES of 
ETHICAL RULE 

Ethical 
Dispositions 

NATURAL MORAL 
INSTITUTIONS 

Level VI" 

Level V 

Level I V  

Level Illf' 

Level 11" 

Autonomy 

Obed' lence I Law I 

Maxim e Virtue 

Respect Social Structure 

Communal Ideals M Dedication 

Conformity Popular Morality 

Formal Etiauette Meticulousness 1 Prescriotion 1 

APPROACHES to 
ETHICAL CHOICE 

Ethical 
Aspirations 

APPROACHES to 
IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT 

S y s t e m  7' 1 Transcendentalist 1 Transpersonal System VII'l Spirituality 

Common Good 

Altruism 

Strength 

Ideals 

System 6' - 

System 5' 

System 4' 

System 3' 

System 2' 

A s t e r n  1 '  

Legitimist Social System VI' 

System V 

System I V  

System Illf 

System II' 

System I' 

Relational 1 Systemicist I 
Individualist Individual 

Pragmatist 1 Emotional 

1 Conventionalist I I Vital I Continuity 

Rationalist Solutions Sensory 

FRAMEWORK 
of PURPOSE 

Ultimate Value 

Value System 

Social Value 

Principal Object 

Internal Priority 

Strategic Objective 

Tactical Objective 

Basic 
Motivations 

FRAMEWORK 
of EXPERIENCE 

Imagination 

Identification 

Intuition 

Idea 

Emotion 

Image 

Sensation 

Level 7 Inspiration 

Obligation 

Need 

Level VII 

Level 6 

Level 5 

Level VI 

Level V 

Level IV 

Level Ill 

Level I1 

Level I 

Level 4 

Level 3 

Level 2 

Level 1 

Interest 

Desire 

Intention 

Awareness 
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Master- Properties of the seven types of ethical rule and associated codes. 
Table 17 The rule types are those found in the natural moral institutions, but no longer linked to particular identity realms (cf. Master-Fig. 16). 

Note that the immediate source of authority for a rule or code varies with the frame of reference (e.9. employee hierarchy, association, nation). 
See text for further details and examples. For a more general account of the rules, see Master-Table 2 1 . 

Type of Rule 
& Code 

Function Application 
Changing 

Rules 
Advantages 
(over Lows) 

Common 
Criticisms 

Prescriptions 
may be organized as a 
Code of practice 

Conventions 
may be organized as an 
Ethos 

Tenets 
may be organized as a 
Credo 

Rights 
may be oigan~zed as a 
Charter 

Maxims 
may be organized as a 
Code of ethics 

Lows 
may be organized as a 
System 

Absolutes 
may be organized as 
The eternal verities 

To ensure all know 
and perform certain 
social actions strictly 
as specified. 

To ensure all know 
and apply certain 
attitudes generally 
in their conduct. 

To ensure all know 
affirm and express 
certain values in 
daily life. 

To ensure all know 
and respect what is 
due to and from each 
individual in a class. 

To ensure all know 
and meet general 
requirements for 
virtuous functioning. 

To ensure all know 
and obey those rules 
enforced to maintain 
a stable social order. 

To ensure all know 
and aspire to the 
path of duty. 

When people need 
precise instructions on 
what to do to ovoid 
harm. 

When discretionary 
action must be 
constrained in a widely 
accepted way. 

When a group needs 
io strengthen its culture 
by activating ideals. 

When conflicts due to 
power imbalances 
between classes need 
lo be reduced. 

When individuals in 
society need confidence 
in the self-control 
of others. 

When differences of 
view on what rules are 
essential become 
socially intolerable. 

Applicable by any one 
anywhere at any time, 

Change is easy 
because 
it flows from rational 
inquiry. 

Change emerges 
because 
the social group and 
its values evolve. 

Change is difficult 
because 
people must be 
re-socialized. 

Change is opposed 
because 
the balance of 
power is altered. 

Change is superficial 
because 
the same maxims apply 
in new situations. 

Change is formalized 
because 
it must be agreed as 
a social necessity. 

Change is absent 
because 
it is unnecessary. 

Straightforward; 
unambiguous; 
easy to monitor. 

Adaptable: 
feels natural; 
enables graded 
adherence. 

Powerful; 
preventative; 
personally owned. 

Less threatening; 
allows refining; 
enables gradual 
acceptance. 

Based in trust; 
activates virtue; 
flexible and simple 
to operate. 

Universal; 
immutable; 
eternal. 

Ignores feelings and 
preferences of the 
people affected. 

Too fuzzy and 
undefined; 
generates excessive 
conformity. 

Too distorting; too 
emotionally invested; 
too controlling: too 
difficult to install. 

Generates conflict, 
worsens prejudices; 
fosters extremism. 

Too vague; 
open to exploitation; 
too dependent on 
the individual. 

Too pedantic; too 
mechanical; too 
complicated; too rigid; 
too procedural. 

Too abstract; 
too contentless; 
too uncontrollable 

Ethical 
Disposition 

Meticulousness 

Conformity 

Dedication 

Respect 

Virtue 

Obedience 

Autonomy 
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NOTES 

Chapter 8: .Yertinj Ethical Rules 

There is however the special case of personal vows or  oaths 
which are transcendental rules willingly set for oneself only, 
and which cannot he broken whatever the circumstances. In 
the Hindu Aiahabharuta epic. the sage-prince Bhishma finds 
himself fighting on the side of evil as a result of his vow to 
serve ihe Kingdom of Hastinapur, 

Kant implied that hypothetical imperatives were not ethical. 
See the discussion in: 1-oot, P. Morality as a system of IITOO- 
thetical imperatives. 1952. In: Virtues and Vices and Other 
Essavs in Moral Philosophy Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 1978. 

Polkinghorne Report. Reiieiv of the Guidance on the Rcsearch 
Ust, of  foetuses and Iveial Material. London: HMSO Ctnnd 
762. 1989. 

The prescriptions were extracted from: York Health 
Authority. ChildMuse Procedures. 1989. Note that the guide- 
lines arc convention;. and l ends  which have emerged from 
maxims and rights. The influence and interrelation 
between rules oldil'ferent sorts is a complex topic not fully 
examined in this book: see Note 125) below and Ch. 9. 

Code of Ailvertising Practice Committee. The BrÃ§ii CoJe ii] 
.itiyi.'rtising Practice. London: CAP Committee. 1989. 

See: Ethics Resource Centre, Inc. Creating a Workable 
Company Code of Ethics. Washington, DC. 1990. 'I'he com- 
ment on credos is in Section IV: Code Structurt'. 

McGregor. 11. The Human Side o f  Enterprise. New York: 
McGraw-1-lill, 1960. 

\Volfensberger, \V. The Principle of  %r in~I i~a i ion  in Human 
Services. Toronto. Canada: National Institute on Mental 
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with genocide. 

Masters. W.H. & Johnson. YE. Human Sexual Inadequacy. 
Boston: Little Brown, 1970. 

The account is taken from correspondence in the British 
Medical Journal following publication of the Report of an 
inquiry: BMA Board of Science and Education. .ikernutne 
Therapy. London: BMA, 1986. 

Walker, D. M The Oxford Companion to Lan. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1980, p.795-797. 

As noted in Ch. 7 in relation to the social structure. right.'. 
seem to be a perennial source of confusion among the 
experts as well as anlong ordinary people. The following 
texts are useful. Cranston. M. ll'hat are Human Rights' 
London: Bodley Head. 1973; Dworkin, R. Taking Rights 
Seriously. London: Duckworth, 1977; White, A.R. Rights. 
Oxford: Cl.irendon Press, 1984. Hohfeld was concerned 
with legal rights, not rights in social life generally. but his 
distinctions are still valid and relevant. See: Hohfeld. WN. 
Fiindamc~ntul Legal Conceptions as Applied in ]uJiciol Reasoning. 
New Haven: Yale University Press, 19 19. In law, the various 
ternis describe legal relations of legal persons, and there are 
a variety of logical relations (jural correlatives and jural 
opposites) beyond those described. Considerable clarity is 
gained in particular situations liy using the various terms 
precisely. For my purposes, right is generally sufficient to 
represent the full range of terms. If what is due to someone 

is to be emphasized rather than what is due from them 
(duty), I use the phrase right proper .  

'COHSE issues sex pest guide. The Health Services]ournal, 
27th June 1991, 101, No 5 2 5 8  p.6 

A s  quoted in: British Medical Association. The Handbook of 
Medical Ethics. London: BMA. 1984. 

Opinion Research Corporation. Implementation and 
Enfircement of  Codes of Ethics in Corporations and Associations. 
ORC Study #6i334. Washington DC: Ethics Resource 
Centre. 1980. 

Ciulla, J Breathing new lift into a corporate code of ethics. 
In: Mahoney, J. (ed.) Business Ethics in a Ncir Europe. 
Dordrccht : Kluwer, 1992. 

Kennedy. S. An elementary n~istakc? Rriiish .Medical journal, 
302: 1614. 1991. 

The code of ethics tor psychiatrists is the \\brlcl Psychiatric 
Association Dcclar.ition of Hawaii as ratified in Vienna. 
Austria, 10th July 1983. The abuse of patients by psychia- 
trists was documented in: Bloch, S. & Reddaway. I? Soviet 
Psychiatric Abme: The Shadoiv O w  World P s y c h i q .  London: 
Collai~-/., 1984. The events referred to in Ex. 8.14 arc 
described in: Bloch, S. Athens and beyond: Soviet psychi- 
atric abuse and the World Psychiatric Association. Psychiatric 
Riilleim. 14: 129-133, 1990. 

The US Ethics Resource Center warns against the 'regula- 
torv ineiit.ility and gives many examples of con~pany 
maxims in: Ethics Resource Centre, Inc  op. cit. 161. 

The Serious Fraud Office prosecution rate in the UK is taken 
from: Hall. M. Regulation in crisis. Banking World. 11(1): 
26-27, 1993. About lull of the prosecutions led to  con- 
victions. so very few people indeed arc sullering from their 
improper activities. Note that these were criminal l~rocc~:cl- 
ings requiring any conviction to be 'beyond reasonable 
doubt .  Civil proceedings, which are based 'on the balance 
ol' probabilities'. would have probably produced more 
convictions. 

Michael Lewis provides an entertaining if slightly horrifying 
insiders account of the attitudes of people dealing in bonds 
and related financial instruments, in: Liar's Poker. London: 
Hoddcr & Stoughton, 1989. The account o l the  situation in 
Japan has heen taken from regular reports in The Economist 
between 1990 awl 1993. The material on Lloyds is based on: 
Mantle, J. for ll'hnm the Bell Tolls: The Lesson of  Lloyds o f  
London. (Rev Ed.) London: Mandarin, 1993. 

Theories of legal positivism, as developed most notably by 
Hans Kclseii. divorce ethics/rnorals and law and take the 
extreme view that all true law is legislator's law (e.g. General 
Theory of Law and State. New York: Russell, 196 1 : IVhat is 

Justice. Berkeley: llniversity of California Press. 1957). Such 
a view leads rvcntually to totalitarianism (cf. Rrunner, E .  

Justice and the Social Order. London: Butterworth. 1945, p.7). 
All moral theories ol' law seek to recognize sources of 
authority outside or  beyond that of the government in 
power. 

The quutation is taken from: Aiken, H.D. Reason and 
Conduct. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962. Similar views of 
autonomy are to be found in: Hare. R M .  Freedom and 
Reuson. Oxford: Clarcndon Press, 1963; and Dworkin, G .  
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24. The Grand Inquisitor's speech is  to be tound in: 
Dostoyevsky, F. The Brother^ Karfiiihizov. ( T r m l .  D. 
Magirshack). Harmondsworth: t'eiiyiiil, 1938, Vol. 1 ,  Part 
2 ,  Book 5, Section 4, pp.288-310. For 'in .iccount of the 

evolution of one church, see: IJrlik.in, J. The Christian 
Tradition: :I History of the Development of Doi~rine.  3 I'ols. 
Chicago: University of Chicago I'ress, 1989. 
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from- Enc,~, IcpiitJ~o Bntrunica (14 th  F.d ) Vol 14, pp 49 1 - 
498, 1961 
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types u l  rules o n  each other. Further pursuit of this topic 
would take us into appreciating participation, interaction 
betwren cstalilished institutions and the governnu'nt of 

society. As such, it lies outside the scope of values as 'iiirntal 
software .mil requires its own definitive text. 



Chapter 9 

Accommodating Ethical Authority 

As we pursue what seems good to us, we are aware. 
sometimes dimly and son~et in~es blindingly, sometimes 
comfortingly and son~etimes disturbingly, that rules 
channel us. We cannot do anything we want. The twin 
requirements tor authority and tor conformity to 
authority permeate our lives and the society within 
which we find ourselves. 

Even those who deliantly reject conventional 

authority - intellectuals like John Maynard Keynes or  

drop-outs like Timothy Cleary or  revolutionaries like 
Trotsky - bind theniselves with strict rules of their 
mvn making and demand conformity from their 
associates and followers.' 

But authority, whether ofexternal o r  internal origin, 
seems to be the antithesis of freedom. The ethical 
challenge is to harness and design ethical constraints in 

a a that minimizcs coercion, defends freedom and 
permits social life to flourish. 

In the self-aware society, all claims to authority and 
demands for conformity to rules must he subject to 
scrutiny, analysis and potential revision. Such reflective 

awareness, absent in traditional societies, is a defining 
quality of modern ones, especially those that claim to 
be 'free'. 

Natural moral institutions evolve spontaneously, but 
change too slowly to handle the continuing protean 
flow of complex social issues. In any case, what we must 

appreciate is how and how far social authority and 
moral institutions can be self-consciously shaped. 
Science has no answers, but social science has recog- 
nized many of the tools that people have intuitively 
developed: notions like ideology, social justice, human 

rights, custom and standards. The substantial elements 
of such ethical creations, as in natural moral institu- 

tions, are ethical rules. 

Rule-based entities are the ultimate authorities in 
any society, forming the basis tor its cultural integrity 
and force. Despite thci r significance, cultural forces are 
given far less prominence in the analysis of international 
affairs than politics, economics or personalities.2 

An authority refers to any e m i y ,  abstract or constituted, 
which has legitimate control over the exercise o f  power in 

society. Our primary concern is with abstract o r  ethical 
authority, that is t o  say rule-based authority. In Ch.s 7 
and 8, we have already noted the way that ethical rules 
can put bounds on action, attitudes, beliefs, entitle- 

ments, functioning. enforcement and the sense of duty. 
Now the use of rules to  define ethical authority can be 
explored in depth. 

Rule-based authority has the virtue of being 

powerful without having a mind of its own. For 

practical purposes, power is a property of individuals. 
So when we take rule-based authority and locate it in 
positions (Pope, President, Judge) or social bodies 
(government, tribunals), then powerful individuals are 
indeed created. 1 will refer to such mtities variously as 
actual, established. official, constituted, governmental 
o r  public authorities. These bodies, the preoccupation 

of many social scientists, arc authorized variously to 

develop, determine, uphold, monitor or enforce 
ethical rules. But all actual authorities are subject in the 
end to pure rule-based authority - ethical entities 
whose appreciation by academic writers is so often 
partial, biased or  unnecessarily ohscurr. 

The present franlework provides a golden oppor- 
tun$ t o  clarify the nature of fundamental ethical 
authorities evident and needed in modern complex 
societies. It will also be possible to understand their link 
to  constituted authorities and other individuals in 

society (see G-5 & G-6: Ch. 12). 

Ultimate Values. To accomnlodate authority con- 
structively, we must seize every opportunity for design. 
Designing authority is about embodying ultimate values 
in social institutions and managing the twin rcquire- 

ments of freedom and compliance. I t  is not about 
bolstering society's governing agencies, still less about 
using force to  determine a particular utopian or 
doctrinal end-result. 

The dominating ethical concern and ultimate value 
from a con~n~unal  perspective is usually held to be 
fairness o r  justice. In Adam Smith's p1iriisr, justice is the 
'main pillar that upholds the whole edifice' of ~ o c i e t y , ~  
So, a social vision based on material prosperity is just 
not enough for people. Social life is unbearable without 
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a minimum of fairness, just as personal life is intolera- 

ble without a minimum of freedom. If a sense of in- 
justice is a component of the pursuit of the good, which 
is usually the case, then people are disturbecl. Lifc was 
never meant to be fair. and perfect justice is out of 
reach. Nevertheless, sooner o r  later any widely per- 
ceived injustice in society presses for correction. 

Justice, in short, is an absolute. the pre-eminent 
social virtue and one of the idealized goals of pro- 
gressive societies. But other socially oriented ultimate 
values - liberty especially, but also peace, harmony, 
fraternity, equality and truth - are not any less 
important for all that. As noted previously. some 
minimum amount of actual freedom is absolutely essen- 
tial if communal life is to be tolerable (cf. I-"-4: Ch. 8; 
G-6: Ch. 12). 

Freedom within a just society is the pre-eminent 
aspiration of the enlightened individual. Freedom 

without enlightenment emerges as unbridled license 
ancl becomes the enemy of justice. Positive freedom for 
individuals is more or less desired by a comn~unity 
according to its dominant ideals and ideology. 

The Aims. The purpose of this chapter is to reveal 
the ideas and axioms, the social processes and relations, 

that underpin the notion of authority in society. I want 
to provide a consistent and coherent account of the 
most important ethical features of social life and define 
the limit of what is humanly and socially possible. The 
various forms of ethical authority will be defined and 
the relation of rules to justice, authority and freedom 
examined. The chapter does not provide n~odel  prin- 

ciples o r  an account of what constitutes a perfectly just 
society. It only seeks to clarify the tools, rncchanisn~s 
and principles which define the authority needed to 

sustain society and foster its ethical development. 

Societies have evolved an extraordinarily wide 
variety of rules, authorities and related ethical arrange- 
ments. I will not be reviewing them to see whether 
history reveals a genuine process o l  cultural evolution 

t o  some ideal higher form - as suggested by thinkers 

like Comte, I-Iegel, Marx, Toynbee, and Chardin. I 
believe there has been progress, hut 1 take diversity for 
granted as a good thing. My approach remains 
resolutely one of assisting design within that diversity. 
not proposing a blue-print. 

It is for each society, mainly via its influential civic- 
minded personalities, to consider its own authorities, 
to  check how its present arrangements operate and to 
debate how and where improvement might be required 
and possible. Whether o r  not societies actually do 
improve, the continuous search tor improvement is 
inherent in everyone's notion of ethics. In a similar 

fashion, it is for each organization, via its members, 
governing bodies and responsible managers, to con- 

sider its internal ethical arrangements. It is for each 
person to look into themselves and reflect on their own 
personal development and ethical outlook. Each of us 
must consider how we might support or modify 

authoritative rules within our organizations and wider 

society. 

I offer the framework for people to use as they think 

best. Whether you are naturally rebellious, traditiona- 
list o r  reflective, I take it for granted that you can only 
develop or  support changes to existing arrangements if 
they have some measure 01' consistency with the deep 
spirit and evolution of your society. 

Although both criticism, redesign and change go on 
all the time in modern society, the very notion of 

tinkering with ethical rules and confronting authority is 

anathema or hubris for many. So we need to he clear 

about what is possible. 

The Possibility of Design. Society has an intrinsic 
order described by systems scientists as self-organizing 
or a ~ i t o ~ o i e t i c . ~  Its rules (best seen as a form of value 
system: L-6) operate for the most part outside aware- 

ness, and are all the more successful for that. Most 
rules, from shaking hands to the abhorrence of incest 
have evolved as man and culture evolved. They have 

emerged spontaneously, persisted through selection, 
and are the product of experience not science. As 
Hayek puts it: "our whole civilization rests, and must 
rest, on our believing much that we cannot know to be 
true."' 

Bringing customary rules and forms of authority into 
awareness permits tlie dangerous possibility of design. 
Once this process starts, there is no going back. The 

limitations of design reflect in large part the state of 
present society and the limitations of its members. 
Respect for enlightened convictions about what is 
right, a mature understanding of social realities and the 
bounds o l  knowledge, ancl the sensitive handling of 
individuals all play a part in the effectiveness of design. 

Grandiose conceptions of social destiny, ambitious self- 

aggran~lizeinent. utopian demands and the glorification 
of reason all contribute to its disaster. 

So, in promoting design, I am not supporting co- 
ercive idealized imposition by arrogant know-it-alls. 

Instead, I am encouraging a reflective mentality applied 
to the spontaneous order evident in existing society. It 
will be already evident from the rules (as discussed in 
Ch. 8) that some seem to lend themselves to  creative 
imposition, others are inherent in the existing order, 
and still others impose a modification on what is 

inherent. 



Chapter 9: Designing a Social Order - Introduction 

1 have tried to specify those assumptions which have 

evolved culturally as humanity has evolved, and nhich are 

reflected in social orders o f  the widest variety. All design ( I  
suggest) uses the framework to be offered, either 

implicitly o r  explicitly. So the framework exists as an 
abstract reality for anyone at all to  recognize and 
harness. I will try to expound it as simply, as accurately 
and as helpfully as 1 can. 

The message here as elsewhere is that there is 
something to be gained by appreciating the beautv of 
the framework and the nature of its component parts. 

O n  the positive side, controversial and difficult situa- 
tions can be resolved satisfactorily by intelligently using 

the framework. On the negative side, severe problems 
are all too likely sooner or later if the framework's 
principles are ignored, misunderstood or deliberately 
violated. Using the types of ride as the basic elements, 

it is possible to  appreciate the emergence of the 
authoritative arrangements essential for social life. 
Most, if not all, of these arrangements will be familiar 

to readers, although their constitution by a pattern of 
ethical rules may come as a surprise. 

Applicat ion.  My focus throughout is on a 
sovereign society and its members, because this 
includes the full panoply of political, organizational and 
cultural complexities. However, as we saw in Ch. 8,  the 
same notions and similar (but not identical) analyses 

apply to more restricted communities like a neighboar- 

hood, o r  secondary communities like those found in 
a firm, professional association, o r  church. Greater 
recognition of the internal community dimension of 

large organizations is certainly an urgent need for those 
within them, and would benefit people and com- 
munities without as well. 

My consultancy studies have involved government. 

communities and inter-organ~zational ellorts. But the 

amount of work in this area has been rather limited in 
comparison to work on values and management within 
organizations. So these conceptions and the practica- 
lities of their use are less well developed. 

INTRODUCING 
ETHICAL AUTHORITIES 

Rules taken on their own are important sources of 
authority - but insufficient for society. Society' 
requires its ethical rules to inter-connect and inter- 
relate. If higher levels were not tightly linked to lower 
levels, authority would be incoherent and the result 
would be personal confusion and community fragmen- 
tation. Connections between the rules are evident 
everywhere. For example, we noted in passing in Ch. 8 

that when a professional association sets a code of ethics 
(L"-5), it must also indicate the rights and duties (La'-4) 

of members if a complaint is brought. Affinities 

between the different sorts of rules have also emerged. 
It was evident, for example, that the higher-level rules 
- rights, maxims, laws, absolutes (I.."-4 to L"-7) - 
positively lend themselves to universalization, whereas 
the lower-level rules do not. 

On  careful examination, other groupings of rules 
became evident. Eventually, it became clear that all 

possible adjacent combinations were relevant to  main- 
taining authority, and indeed essential for appreciating 
conformity while protecting individuality and freedom. 

The value of clarifying such a pattern was further 
supported by the usefulness of an identical analysis of 
the primary levels of purpose hierarchy, which reveals 
how values can be (and are) effectively realized in 

society (see Ch.s 10 and 1 2) .6  

The seven basic types of ethical rule can be grouped 
in con~binations of adjacent levels in seven different 
a :  in one's, in two's, in three's and so on. 1 use a 

Greek-based terminolog) for the groupings: monads, 
dyads, triads, tetrads, pentads, hexads and heptad. 
Each of these contains a corresponding number of 
groups: i.e. there must be one heptadic group (of seven 
levels), two hexadic groups, three pentads, and so on 
(cf. Master-Figure 18). Each grouping defines and 

illuminates a distinct and significant contribution to the 

requisite and ethical handling o f  authority in society. So each 
has a social function and important practical and 
personal implications. 

Language  a n d  System. Because [he seven levels of 
rule form a hierarchy, the seven groupings which 
structure these rules systeniatically to form ethical 
authorities must also constitute a hierarchy. The rules 

create what 1 call an elemental hierarchy - in this case a 
tertiary hierarchy ( H ~ )  - and the authorities form 

what 1 call a grouped or  structural hierarchy ( s ~ 3 ) .  The 
seven social processes which give rise to the seven 
groupings in the structural hierarchy start from the 7 
elemental rules and reveal 21 additional rule-based 
authorities. Together, these 28 authorities maintain a 
society within which individuals can separately and 
jointly thrive.' 

In explaining the functions and structures of the 
various groups and groupings, I have sought to find 
characteristic labels and adjectival qualifiers that can 
(a) help fix and remind us of the fundamental nature of 
the ethical authorities and their social function; and 
(b) clarify the systemic inter-linkage of all 28 groups. 

There is a logical evolution through the groupings 
starting with the monads and working up\\ards. This is 
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shown in Master-Figure 18 whose bold labels are 
designed to be read downwards column by column and 

from left to right. The ethical process, labelled at the 
top, is analysed into authoritative entities (groups) 
which reveal a type of ethical authority derived from 
rules, which is labelled at the bottom. This type of 

authority in turn supports, requires and constrains a 
higher and more complex ethical process at the top of 

the next column. 

1 discovered that the inter-linkage and inter-relations 

of the groupings and groups is expressed through the 
build up of internal levels of the groups within each 
grouping. Each internal level maintains a constant 
quality depending on its position (cf. Master-Table 20). 
For example, in any group within any grouping, it is the 
second (internal) level which has the potential to  ensure 
(and so should be designed to ensure) the social accept- 

ability of the rule-based authority. 

Each authority is a complex ethical entity which 
deserves far longer and more detailed analyses and 
discussions than 1 can provide. My scope is limited. I 
want mainly to offer what seems to be currently 
lacking, a complete overview. This reveals a marvellous 
and rather simple system with an intuitive appeal. 1 also 
want to clarify the basic nature and function of the 
various rule-based authorities and their relationships to 

each other, to  ourselves and to the community. Most of 
what follows is well-established in academic discourse. 

but some is not. Nevertheless, the various perspectives 
and arrangements should be immediately recognizable 
to  the reader. 

A G e n e r d  Account .  The ethical heart of any 
social order lies in its ability to j u d g e  c o n d u c t  
(GI1-5) so as to determine whether it is right and fair, 

and then to have these judgements accepted as authori- 
tative by all. This ethical capacity depends on three great 

and definitive frames of reference found in any society: 
its custom, its law and its morality. These immediately 
recognizable and pervasive authorities. which justify 
and bolster the simpler authorities, d o  not exist on 
their own in some arcane philosophical fashion. Thev 
are the product of the continuing efforts of actual com- 
munities and arc experienced as precious possessions. 

Communitirs cannot exist without a sense of whole- 
ness o r  unity. The practical activities of any community 
can be seen to lie built on an abstract order o r  system of 

rules, the ethical order. which provides members with 
a deeply consistent, coherent and constant authority. 
People must wholeheartedly and freely e n g e n d e r  t h e  
will (GI1-7) t o  sustain an ethical ordcr despite imper- 
fections in the actual social order. I f  there is no general 
will to preserve a community and its ethical ordcr, it 

soon becomes riven by discord and hatred. Its 

institutions are devalued or corrupted. Authority dis- 

integrates at all levels. People become fearful and start 

fleeing. Brutal in-fighting commences, with social life 
and property randomly despoiled. Disintegration of this 
sort has been evident in places as clifferent as Somalia, 
Yugoslavia, Lebanon and Rwanda in the 1990s. The 

ethical order may not be ideal. But to be ethical it must 
aspire to  an ideal, and to be socially viable it must be 
willingly sustained by almost everyone. 

The ethical order can only be sustained and utter 
disaster avoided if everyone in the community recog- 
nizes a u t h o r i t y  (GI1-1) and is prepared to accept the 

rules of certain fundamental and inescapable authorities 
as binding. These primal authoritics have already been 
encountered; they arc: ultimate values o r  God (L"-7), 
the law (Lt'-6), the ethical teaching (L"-S), class power 
(Lo'-4) ,  each person (L"-3), the community as a whole 

(L1'-2), and conlmunity leaders (L"- 1) .  These seven 

authorities are the foundation on which all other abstract 
and actual authorities depend. The enlightenment and 

appropriateness of the rules produced by these primal 
authorities and their influence, especially on those in 
government and other established authorities, ulti- 
mately determine the ethical condition of any society. 

I t  is evident that the ethical order is not in the hands 

of a government, but must instead be built up through 
a complex interaction between individual members of 

society and the community as a whole using inputs of a 
wide variety 01' essential institutions. Nevertheless, 
government is vital to orchestrate and regulate this 

process. Between the recognition of primal authorities 
and the evolution of the great ethical frames of 

reference lie three increasingly complex ethical pro- 
cesses in which official authorities play a part. 

Primal authorities and ethical rules give rise to  
governmental bodies and established authorities which - 
have one essential rationale: t o  main ta in  the c o m -  
m u n i t y  (GIq-2). This duty is fundamental because 
personal existence and even physical survival depends 
on a viable community. In those areas where the poor 
decisions of members could lead to the disruption or  
disintegration of the community, guidance by ethical 
principles is mandatory. Choices needing guidance deal 
with essential aspects of communal life like ensuring 
basic respect, meeting member needs, handling status 
differentials, and so on. Principles handle conflicts 
between primal authoritics by ensuring that broad 

acceptability to  the community is given paramount 
importance. 

Principles maintain the community, and they must 
be articulated by responsible individuals who have a 
deep feeling for them. Once articulated, they become 
available tor general use. But applying principles widely 
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in a consistent way is liable to push society in a parti- 
cular direction and potentially supports a particular 

conception of cultural progress. The second step. 
therefore, is t o  socialize ind iv idua ls  (G1'-3) during 
such a process so that people know exactly how the 
ethical order is or should he developing. This depends 

on positions which people h.ive internalized and see as 
natural and right. Positions possess the authority to 
make or  resist cliallengrs to the existing order because 
there is, of course, no right condition for society apart 
from most people wanting it so. As a result, inter- 
nalized positions must he allirmeil in a dogmatic fashion 

to be true to onesclf and to win over others. 

If positions are taken up by pcople or embedded 

in society, then conformity to them is expected. 
Socializing efforts and conformity requirements touch 
on and potentially violate the identity of people, local 

communities and organixations, as well as of society 
i~self. It becomes necessary therefore, as a third step, to 
p r o t e c t  iden t i t i es  (G"-4). Conformity and identity 
maintenance can be achieved through an entity setting 

and adhering to its own minimum standards. Once - 
standards are used to appraise and sustain conduct or 
arrangements above a minimum, conflicting views 

about what is right arc likely to arise between indivi- 
duals - either in private allairs o r  between individuals 
and governmental luxlirs in public matters. These 
differences of view may lead to disruptive disputes. 
DcBnitivc resolution is needed if the society is to cohere 
and if pcople arc to oprrate freely atul peacefully within 

it. So juclgen~ents which are generally viewed as just are 
required - and this brings us again to the frames of 

reference (GI1-5). 

One final grouping, the hexads, remains to be 
explained. Between the freely embraced abstract ethi- 
cal order (G"-7) and the delinitive and encompassing 
frames of reference ( G " - 5 )  which judge proper conduct 
in the actual social order, lies the need to r e g u l a t e  

o b e d i e n c e  (GI1-6). Without use of the ethical dis- 
position to obedience, authoritative judgements might 
be ignored or challenged. The whole ordered edifice 
would crumble. Full obedience must be legitimately 

imposed using one or other of the two types of 
categorical and inescapable imperative recognized by all 
- the moral imperative and the pragmatic (or legal) 
imperative. These are experienced as the niost 
powerful authorities of all. 

A Systematic  Summary. An ultra-brief systematic 
summary of the seven groupings and their logical 
evolution with definitions and keywords now follows. 
The full picture is re1)rcsentcd diagrammatically in 
Master-Figure 18. The properties of the seven group- 
ings are summarized in Master-Table 19. The linkage 

between the different groupings in tlu: structural hier- 
archy is evidenced by their distinctive internal lbrm, 
and this is shown in Master-Table 2 0 .  Master-Table 27 
provides further details of the itit(-r-relation and opera- 
tion of the structural hier,irchy in association with the 
review of the groupings at the conclusion of the chapter. 

GI1- I :  Recogniz ing  Authori ty .  The 7 monadic 
groups ( I  level per group) ensure that constraints defined 
by recognizable authorities can become binding ohliqations on 
all. This grouping reflects the existence of seven types 
of ethical rule which provide for cohesion and order in 

society. Rules defined by any recognized authority must 
be unequivocally respected whatever the situation. Rules 

constrain what is permissible in a comniunity. Yet 

where decisions must be made which might release - 
communal disorder, rules are usually found to con- 

tradict o r  conflict with each other. This rule conflict 
must be handled ethically: but bring ethically correct 
cannot be separated from being socially acceptable 
This requires an authority' which incorporates an 

additional level of rule. 

G"-2: M a i n t a i n i n g  Communi ty .  The 6 dyadic 

groups (2 levels per group) ensure that choices affecting the 
community and its viability can be authoritatively guided. . . 
I his grouping reflects the existrncc of six types of 
ethical p r i n c i p l e  which provide guidance and help 
resolve or reconcile ilisititegrative conllicts. Principles 
must be acceptably applied if members in the community 
are to tolerate the outcome. The application of prin- 
ciples therefore constrains individuals, as well as having 

potentially far-reaching consequences lor society. So 

principles need to be devised and applied within a 
specific orientation to ethical progress. Such ideas 
about how or  whether the comniunity should change 
depend on authorities which incorporate an additional 
level of rule. 

G"-3: Social iz ing Individuals .  The 5 triadic 

groups (3 levels per group) ensure char members can be 
coherently and authoritatively oriented to ethical challenge 
and change. This grouping reflects the existence of live 

types of ethical pos i t ion  which define the nature ofthe 
ethical status quo and possible progress. Positions must 

be dogmatically affirmed to capture people's attention 
and become internalized. Intcrnalir.ed positions enable 
conformity and so support and constrain social iden- 
tities. Correspondingly, promoting iu'w atid supposedly 
progressive positions potentially modifies and may 

harm identities. Preserving and developing a valued 
identity lies at the core of all ethical endeavours and 
such a threat cannot be ignored. The ethical rcquire- 
ment to protect identity can be met by authorities 
incorporating an additional level 01' rule. 
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GIt-4: Pro tec t ing  Identity. The 4 tetradic groups 
(4 levels per group) ensure that conformity can be sustained 

above an authorircfih-e self-chosen minimum. This grouping 

reflects the existence of four types of ethical s t a n d a r d  
which correspond to identities intrinsic to social life. 
The standard helps 10 define and protect these iden- 
tities. Standards must lie deliberately adopted if they are 
to  be expressions of identity which are owned and acted 
upon. The adoption of standards constrains individual 
conduct. But appraising conduct in terms of self-chosen 
standards leads to diflcrences of view as to what is right. 

Where the dispute is significant, society requires a basis 

for making a definitive judgement which ensures justice 

is clone. This can be provided by authorities which 
incorporate an additional level of rule. 

GIt-5: J u d g i n g  C o n d u c t .  The 3 pentadic groups 

(5 levels per group) ensure that differing rien-s of right 
conduct can be definitively resolved by an authoritative judge- 

mew. This grouping reflects the existence of three types 
of ethical f r a m e  o f  re fe rence  which are taken as 
definitive by all. The frames provide three distinct but 

related approaches to dispensing justice. The frames 
slowly alter and need to be virtuously evolved if they are 
t o  be accorded the necessary deference and respect. 
The evolution is propelled by the effect each has on the 
other and by judgements made using the frames. The 
frames of retbreiw both support and constrain the 
demand for obedience sought by social authorities o r  
powerful indivi(luiils. Regulating the requirement tor 

obedience and so controlling the natural disposition to 
obey (or rebel) can lie met by authorities incorporating 
an additional level of rule. 

GIt-6: Regula t ing  Obedience .  2 hexadic groups 

(6 levels per group) ensure that categorical obedience can 
persist authoritatively in society through time. This grouping 

reflects the existence of two types of ethical impera-  
t ive.  one based on laws and deriving from pragmatic 
social demands and the other emerging from the spirit 

of duty towards others and the community which lies 
within each person. Imperatives must be legitimatel}' 
imposed within society to be viewed as categorical. Once 
they arc imposed. obedience to  a wide range of rules 

can be ensured in an orderly Fashion. As a result, the 
imperative both constrains anil supports the will of an 

individual. What is needed is a common will in all the 
nien~bcrs of the community to sustain a coherent set of 
rules which define a good and just society. This can be 
generated by an authority which incorporates an 
additional and final level of rule. 

G"-7: E n g e n d e r i n g  Will. I hcptadic group (7 
levels per group) ensures that eiich member can be authentic 
ithen authorizing and sustaining what everyone deems right. 

This grouping reflects the existence of an ethical order 
which is wholeheartedly ancljiccly enibraced. This is the 
abstract order providing the underlying authority for 
whatever the actual social order may lie. The ethical 
order must be both personally valued and communally 
upheld. Any order depends on  people willingly adher- 
g to  certain rules, and so it constrains, activates and 

supports authority. People must recognize certain 
essential embodiments of authority in any community, 

the primal authorities. If  they do, they will allow them- 
selves to be hound by rules which such authorities 

generate. We return in this way to the elemental 
monads (GI1- I ) .  

The creation and handling of.iiithurity within society 
and its organizations will now he systematically 
examined by considering e.u-h of the groupings from 
GI1- 1 to ti"-7. In each case, I will identify the function, 

manifestations and properties of the authority defined 
by the grouping. Then the nature of each of the groups 
(i.c. types of that authority) within the grouping and 

their interrelations will he explored in turn. Each 
section will conclude with s hrii4 review together with 
a Master-matrix summary. 

I h e  appropriate starting place for appreciating 
accommodation to authority is with its most elemental 

form: simple ethical rules. And the logical starting 
place is the seven level hierarchy of ethical rules which 

defines all the elemental forms rule and authority. All 

more complex types of ethical authority must, by 
definition, somehow spring from this hierarchy. This 
hierarchy can now be re-labelled as the monadic 
grouping (GIt- I). and we must now re-consider it. 



Master- The framework for accommodating ethical authority. 
Figure 18 A diagram of the structural hierarchy formed by systematically defining all combinations of adjacent levels of ethical rule in the elemental hierarchy. 

The processes above the groupings indicate what must be handled ethically in any society; and the resulting form of authority is described beneath the groupings 
See text and Master-Tables 19, 20 and 27 for further details and explanation of the whole framework. 
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Master- The groupings of levels of ethical rule generating ethical authority. 
Table 19 Abstract authorities, labelled in the content column, emerge from grouping the seven levels of ethical rules to form a structural hierarchy (Gt'-1 to G-7). 

Groups within these groupings define ethical authorities needed in any society. See Master-Table 27 for further properties and relationships of the groupings. 

Nature 
Function Content Characteristic when 
in Society (Group Structure) Ascending the Groups 

Implications for 
Social Design 

Some Typical 
Errors 

Recognizing 
authoriiy 
unequivocally 

Maintaining 
community 
acceptably 

Socializing 
individuals 
dogmatically 

Protecting 
identity 
deliberately 

Judging 
conduct 
virtuously 

Regulating 
obedience 
legitimately 

Engendering 
will 
freely 

To ensure that constraints 
defined by recognizable 
authorities can become 
binding obligations on all 

To ensure that choices 
affecting the community 
and its viability can be 
authoritatively guided. 

To ensure that members 
can be coherently and 
authoritatively oriented to 
ethical challenge and change 

To ensure that conformity 
can be sustained above 
an authoritative and 
self-chosen minimum. 

To ensure that differing 
views of right conduct can 
be definitively resolved by 
an authoritative judgement. 

To ensure that categorical 
obedience can persist 
authoritatively in society 
through time. 

To ensure that each member 
can be authentic when 
authorizing and sustaining 
what everyone deems right. 

Ethical 
Rules 

(7 monads) 

Ethical 
Principles 
(6 dyads) 

Ethical 
Positions 
(5 triads) 

Ethical 
Standards 
(4 tetrads) 

Ethical 
Frames of 
Reference 

(3 pentads) 

Ethical 
Imperatives 
(2 hexads] 

Ethical 
Order 

( 1  heptad) 

Groups reflect progressively 
greater autonomy and weight 
of ethical responsibility in 
making choices. 

Groups reflect progressively 
greater demands for willing 
cooperation amongst members 
of a society. 

Groups reflect progressively 
more powerful societal 
requirements for conformity 
with ethical rules. 

Groups reflect progressively 
profounder conceptions 
of social identity, each of which 
needs protection. 

Groups reflect a progressive 
move from respecting the past, 
through handling the present, 
to creating a better future. 

Groups reflect a shift from 
pragmatic and temporal 
considerations to spiritual 
and eternal considerations. 

The group of all levels reflects 
the sustenance of a social order 
which unifies all inner-personal 
and outer-social obligations. 

Primal authorities of seven 
distinct types must be 
respected by all established 
authorities. 

Government is about using 
principles. Scholarship to 
develop and assess ethical 
principles is needed. 

Orchestrated public debate 
is needed for progress, so 
freedom of expression and 
association are essential. 

Progress depends on 
developing standards, and 
providing for monitoring 
and arbitration. 

There are three types of 
justice and social power. 
The law mediates between 
custom and morality. 

The ultimate personal and 
social sources of obedience 
are absolutes and laws 
respectively. 

The need for all to create 
a society in which what 
each member ought to do 
is what each wants to do. 

Confusion about what different 
types of rule can achieve; an 
excessive use prescriptions and 
laws to enable coercion. 

Treating principles as rules and 
failing to see that principles need 
to be weighed and balanced 
against each other. 

Regarding positions as if they 
were unitary e.g. only one form of 
distributive justice, only one 
valid ethic. 

Confusing standards which define 
an ideal, an actual, o goal, or an 
expectation with standards which 
define a minimum and an identity. 

Over-valuing or under-valuing 
one of the frames; trying to 
fuse distinct frames. 

Attempting to unify temporal and 
spiritual powers in one authority 
to avoid intrinsic tensions; over- 
personalizing societal authority. 

Denying the need for communal 
restraints on individuality; denying 
the need to maximize 
autonomy. 
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Master-  Quali t ies of in terna l  levels in each of the  groupings of ethical rules. 
Table 20 These properties apply to each of the groups within a particular grouping. The Table shows how each grouping builds 

on the previous one. Note that the highest level (in shaded bold] gives the grouping its characteristic quality. In the formulae 
on both sides, 1 Â °  refers to the first level in a group or grouping, 2 O L  to the second level &c. See text for further explanation and examples 

Authority Community Individuals Identity 
requires requires require requires 

7 types of 6 types of 5 types of 4 types of 
RULE PRINCIPLE POSITION STANDARD 
to be to be to be to be 

respected applied affirmed adopted 

5 O L  

4 O L  Deliberately 

3 O L  

2 O L  , 
1 O L  1 1 1  Unequivocally Unequivocally Une uivocally 

GI1-5 

Conduct 
requires 

3 types of 
FRAME OF REFERENCE 

to be 
evolved 

GI1-6 

Obed. lence 
requires 

2 types of 
IMPERATIVE 

to be 
imposed 

Will 
requires 
1 type of 
ORDER 

to be 
embraced 

1 Freely 7-L 

Deliberately 4 O L  

Dogmatically 3 O L  

Acceptably 2 O L  

Unequivocally 1 O L  1 
DEFINITIONS: 
Unequivocally : In terms of what is clearly recognized as an obligation by all concerned. 

Acceptably : In terms of what is expected and allowed by most in the community. 

Dogmatically : In terms of what is to be believed without further proof or doubt. 

Deliberately : In terms of what is self-consciously owned, claimed and conformed to. 

Virtuously : In terms of what is required by ideals of virtue and justice. 

Legitimately : In terms of wha~ is formally specified and enforced. 

Freely : In terms of what is necessary, desired, right and good for oneself and all 
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GI1- 1 : BINDING RULES 

Nature .  In understanding society's ethical authon- 
ties, we must start somewhere. The obvious place is a 
conception of a person as an autonomous social being 

who accepts the need for an authoritative rule-based 
ethical order in his or licr society. This acceptance has 
at least three bases: afirm pragmatic basis - order and 

authority arc essential to ensure personal survival and 
control by rules must be generally fairer, safer and more 
peaceful than control by particular people; an unwoid- 
able altruistic basis - order and authority arc essential 
to pursue the common good and rules can be devised 
with the common good in mind; and an unequivocal 
philosophical basis- freedom requires bounds i f  it is to  

exist at all and these bounds must lie authorized to have 

any validity in society. 

People supporting the ethical order in society arc 
coniniitted to ethical conduct because the order 
involves recognizing obligations. These obligations 
limit freedom to enable freedom. They seek to prevent 
chaos and conflict which would make life intolerable. 
When we exercise our freedom within an order which 
we create and sustain, then we are being ethical - at 
least in the view of our community. But if there is to  be 

such an order, it must he imbued with authority. 
Recognizing social authority is therefore the essential 
starting point lor any design of, that is to say any 
intervention in, the existing order of society. 

To appreciate the nature of authority in society, it is 
necessary to start witli r u l e s  because they are the 

elemental ethical device embodying social authority. 

Rules reflect the existence of certain easily recognized 
and inescapable authorities. I call then1 primal because 

they are inherent in social existence. 

Rules are not new to us. In choosing with the good 
of die group in mind, we found that choices involved 
setting and adhering to rules (Ch. 6). In exploring 
society's natural nioral institutions, we found that rules 

were their essential common characteristic (Ch. 7). To 
work with rules requires clarity about precisely what 
sorts of rules may be defined. Systematic inquiry along 
these lines has revealed seven distinct varieties of rule in 

a seven-level hierarchy (Ch. 8). 

Clear specification of obligations in society depends 
on recognition of these various types of rule and of the 
different authorities dealing with them. Put another 

way, any particular obligation or sense that a limitation 
is for the good of a coinmunity becomes explicit and 
generally usable only when it is Hxed as a rule. 

Although rules at each level arc dependent on those 
at higher and lower levels for their full realization and 
integration in social life, the levels may be considereil 

am1 used separately. This is the approach characteristic 
of this first grouping. Any type of rule is binding on 

people if set and endorsed by an appropriate authority. 
This means that rules are specified so as to  lie unequiro- 
cul!~ respected. This in turn demands precision in 

definition of rules. 

One might say a rule should be strictly followed or  
adhered to, hut this might comniunicate the misleading 

implication that the rule indicates what to  do. O r  it 
encourages the mistaken notion that prescriptions, 
often in the form of laws, are the ideal type of rule. As 
\vc have seen already (in Ch.s 4 .6  & S), rules are values 
or obligations which constrain rather than determine 
action, and certainly never decide outcomes o r  results. 

(Let me remind you why: decision and action flow 
lirii-naril\ from facts and objectives, with a dash of habit 

and convenience. The determinants of results arc even 

more complicated - certainly tar beyond A c  control 
of rules.) So 'respect for constraints' captures the ethical 
re(1uirement better. Even a person who breaks or  does 
not follow a rule can be said to respect it if he is aware 
of a transgression or  accepts judgement in its terms. 

The nature ofthe elemental rules is that they embody 
primal authorities. These permit rule generation and 
application by established authorities. To challenge the 
rule is to challenge the authority; respecting the rule 
means recognizing the authority that created the rule; 
and recognizing the authority means adhering to its 
rules. Effective developn~ent and use of the more 
complex rule-based authorities depend on the use of 
the elemental rules and eventually appeal to  primal 

authorities. 

So rules and authority arc almost syion!nlous in 

practice: it is meaningless to speak of a rule, unless 

there is genuine authority behind it; and tlie substance 
of any authority is found in the rules it supports. Rules 
fit the definition of an authority; and two ofthe primal 
authorities. tlie ethical teaching and the law, are essen- 
lially constituted by rules. Tliefuncrion of a rule is 

to ensure that constraints defined by recognizable 
authorities (abstract o r  actual) can become binding 

obligations on all. 

In summary: starting from the conception of a 
person as an autononious social being who accepts the 
need lor authority to maintain a rule-ordered com- 
munity for the conlnlon good, we are inexorably led to 
recognixe the seven level hierarchy of rules which 
implicitly or explicitly underpins authority in all 

societies. 

Because each level is considered here as a group, 
Acre are sexen monadic groups which correspond to 
the -.even le\ els and have the same labels. As described 
earlier, the rules needed to operate a social order arc- 
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Figure 9.1 : The monadic grouping forming binding rules. 
Seven types of ethical rule which must be unequivocally respected i f  authority is to be recognized. 

prescriptions (G"- 1 '); conventions (G"-  1 ) ;  tenets (G"- 1 ) ;  

rights (G"-I*); maxims (G"-  1'); laws (G"- 16); and 
absolutes (GI-1'). The pattern is diagrammed in Figure 
9.1. The different propertics of the various groups are 

sun~n~arizetl  in Master-Table 2 1 . 
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The present task is to do little more than recapitulate 
the levels of rule. but this time from the perspective of 
the essential authority in society. We must examine the 

capacity of people to recognize an unequivocal obliga- 
tion to follow that authority (i.e. to  be ethical), and the 

eITect on personal freedom. 

G"- 1 

Most of the properties of rules have already been 
considered with examples, and repetition is unneces- 
sary. The reader can (re-)read the second half of Ch. 7 
for details of rules in the spontaneously evolved moral 
institutions, especially n~ethocls for obtaining com- 

pliance with these. All of Ch. 8 is relevant: it contains 
details of the function and application of the rules, 
differences and difficulties in changing rules, particular 

advantages of each tvpe of rule, common criticisms, 
and a note on the related ethical disposition. Here, I 
will restrict myself to bringing together the general 
qualities of rules, because these arc relevant to the 
creation of the more complex forms of authority in 
subsequent sections. 

GI^ 1 

In examining and comparing these rules now, I will 
first clarify the focus of constraint of each type of rule 
i . .  exactly how it binds people; and explain to whom it 

applies in the community. Then 1 can identify the primal 

'+- ~bsolutes 

G"- 1 

authority on which everyone and all established social 
authorities depend when working with rules of that type. 

'+- lows 

5+-~axirns 

It will become evident as the analysis progresses that 
established authorities like the governnwnt, church, 

press o r  courts, characteristically deal with rules at 
several o r  all levels sin~ultaneously. As noted e ar I '  ter, a 

wide variety of established authorities are usually 
associated with rule developnlent. It is common to find 
different authorities working on related aspects of a 
particular issue in the social order including: investiga- 
ting whether rules are required, designing new rules, 
setting the new rules, monitoring established rules, and 
judging rule breaches. In some cases, more than one 

authority may contribute to  a particular aspect. All 
such instituted authorities emerge from, recognize and 
appeal to the primal social authorities. 

I will review and highlight essential differences in the 
way compliance to each type of rule is handled. 
According to the nature of the rule and the authority, 

the quality of adherence varies in practice. This is because 
formulating some types of rule is certain and incon- 
testable, while formulating others is uncertain and con- 
testable. Rules put an obligation on people to operate 

strictly within their bounds. Any ethical problem can be 
addressed using rules and authorities within each or all 
of the seven groups. Ascending the hierarchy, each 
group becomes progressively more con~plex, constrains 
personal jeedom less, and correspondingly imposes a 
greater weight of ethical responsibility. 

G"-1'- 

1 \ \ i l l  illustrate the various rulcs and authorities using 
the single example of bribery. Bribery is defined as the 

Rights 

G"- 1 '+- ~eneb 

G"- 1 Â¥*Â¥-conventio 

GI#- 1 -*- Prescriptions 
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offering, giving or accepting of something to influence 
die performance of a task for which the proper motive 
ought to  be a conscientious sense of duty. Bribery is an 
ideal example because bribes benefit the individuals 

involved at the expense of certain others and the coni- 
munity as a whole. Once bribery becomes established 
in a society, it feeds on itself and drives out integrity. 
The crucial defence lies in rules which are willingly 
observed. 

The Seven Rules (Again) 

Prescr ip t ions  ( G " - 1 )  arc those rules which con- 

strain people to perform or  not to perform specific 
actions. As a result. prescriptions determine behaviour 
but not outcomes or consequences (although it is 
assumed that these will be beneficial in general or in the 

long run). Prescribed actions are performed in the 

context of particular roles: either rather general roles 

like citizen or  consumer, o r  very specific roles like 
midwife or insurance salesman. So prescriptions apply 

to  community elements: members of the community 

acting in particular roles. Adherence can be certain and 
incontestable because prescriptions enable very precise 
specification and assignation. Prescriptions recognize 

the primal authority of informal and formal community 

leadership. If the prescription becomes part of everyday 
social life, then compliance can be ensured through 
direct social control using an impersonal coninland 
(e.g. a 'no smoking' notice). As a consequence, personal 

freedom may be severely restricted. Given the precision, 
concreteness and force of prescriptions, the weight of 
ethical responsibility is at an absolute minimum. 

Prescriptions can be used to counter bribery. Social 

leaders and opinion-foriners should repeatedly speak 
out against bribery with very specific statements about 

exactly what people must and must not d o  ('never offer 
a gift to your examiner'). Rules can be introduced in 
firms and government departments which specify 

precisely what action must be taken when a gift is 
offered or a bribe is demanded. Gifts must be defined 

precisely to prevent contusion with bribes. Prescrip- 
tions may be particularly needed to guide staff seeking 
to win contracts in countries where key officials suggest 
that gifts are part of normal business practice. (Because 
there are no second-class cultures, bribery as defined is 
wrong everywhere.) 

Conventions (Go'-12) are those rules which 
constrain people to  hold and act on certain attitudes. As 
a consequence, behaviour is constrained but not 
determined. Conventions emerge from and apply to the 
diffuse mass of members who form the mainstream of a 
community. So they tend to evolve with the community 
and its widely shared values. The community as a whole 

is the primal authority. Attitudes enable a degree of 
discretion in conduct and this element of discretion 
means that the basis of compliance must be social pres- 
sure as expressed through public opinion. Conventions 
often do not get put down in writing because everyone 
knows what they arc. Adherence is uncertain and often 
contested, partly because of their unwritten, fuzzy, 
evolving and discretionary qualities, and also because of 
challenging minority viewpoints. The discretionary 
quality means that the personal freedom allowed by 

conventions is somewhat greater than that permitted by 
prescriptions. The weight of ethical responsibility is still 
rather low, however, because use of the rules and 
acceptance of their implications are shared diffusely 
with many others. 

Conventions can he used to counter bribery. Tlie 

essential requirement is that the community as a whole 

develops an attitude opposed to bribes. This in turn 

depends on the predominant values in the community. 
People who claim to speak for die majority, like most 
politicians, exemplify adherence to  conventions. So 

their attitude to bribery is a barometer of public opinion. 
Constructive conventions, the sense that 'no-one here 
does i t9 ,  are most effective. Corrupt conventions, the 

sense that 'everyone does i t ' ,  feel like permission or  
justification for bribery. Corruption in Italian public life 
is a current example: many business people are con- 

fused by changes in the direction of propriety; if bribes 
to get government contracts are to  cease, they wonder 
how they are expected to  do business. Exactly what 
counts as bribery may remain fuzzy, but conventions 
can make i t  clear enough that certain payments o r  gifts 

are acceptable while others are improper and excessive. 

Tenets  (G"-1') arc those rules which constrain 

people in their beliefs. Tenets apply to people who are 
willing members of enduring associations within the 
community. The decision to join and remain a member 
of any association is essentially each person's. So the 
person or rather the conscience of the person is now the 
primal authority. Compliance is a social requirement. but 
it is experienced as an internal matter and it is dependent 
on inner convictions. This direct personal control over 

tenets means that adherence (or non-adherence) to  them 

can be certain and incontestable. Tenets express beliefs 
which are developed partly through socialization and 
partly through reflection, so the weight of ethical respon- 

s ibi l iy  felt by a person is now decisively increased. 
Using tenets is not completely straightforward because 
they become complicated by the influence of related 
beliefs, worries, feelings and personal goals, some of 
which will he unconscious. Nevertheless greater per- 

sonal freedom is available: tenets can help a person reject 
conventions and oppose public opinion, for example. 
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Tenets can be used to counter bribery. Tenets about 
bribery are dependent on people being convinced that 

bribery is wrong, that the impartial performance of 
duty will lead to getting the best results in the end, that 

buying an unfair advantage brings the firm, department 

or government into disrepute, and so on. Such tenets 
must be inculcated during upbringing if they are to  tap 
into a person's capacity for self-disapproval and guilt. 
Societies where it is customary for parents to bribe 
their children to behave will find that its adults confuse 
friendly inducements and bribery. Tenets opposing 

bribery must be given importance in groups of various 
sorts, and especially in educational settings. Univer- 

sities, business schools and civil service colleges need 
courses in ethics in which tenets rejecting bribery are 
unan~biguously affirmed rather than used for superficial 
intellectual debate. Firms also need to incorporate a 

ban on bribery in their credo, induct staff into those 
tenets, and select (or dismiss) staff according to 

whether they genuinely respect them. Each society 
needs people con~n~i t ted  to the eradication of bribery 
and corruption in public life to  serve on investigating, 

regulatory and judicial authorities. 

Rights (GIt-14) are those rules which constrain 
people in their entitlements. Rights are a property of 
social classes in the community, and so they apply LO 

each person in so far as they tit a certain category. 
Exactly what is due to and from a particular class of 

person is in the end determined by the power of that 
class, which is recognizable as the primal authority. Each 

member of the class contributes to its power. Dis- 
advantaged classes do not lack rights: it is just that few 

of them are positive (e.g. privileges) and many are 
negative (e.g. liabilities). Classes of people are not 
inherently organized. So compliance with non-legal or 
customary rights depends on each class member feeling 
an internal pressure for adherence based on self-inter- 

est. Organizations may form to assert and protect the 
special interests of the class. People in any class mav 
wish to reject their disabilities or liabilities and seek to 

challenge the privileges and powers applicable to other 
classes as unfair or harmful. This contest about the rule 

affects adherence and creates uncertainty. 

The weight of ethical responsibility on each person is 
now heavier because everyone belongs to a unique set 

of classes and has a distinctive pattern of rights and 
duties. However. the assertion of these is made coni- - 
plex by the context of power relations anti differential 
rights (privileges, immunities. liabilities &c) within 
which such assertion occurs. An essential duty, for 
example, is to respect the rights of others. Never- 
theless, because the exercise of' rights and duties (unlike 
tenets) is under the direct conscious control of each 
person, personal freedom is enhanced. 

Rights can be used to counter bribery. Integrity and 
honesty can lead to privileges being assigned; and, 

conversely, once a person has been found engaging in 
bribery, it could remain a permanent social liability. 
Many countries, by contrast, treat episodes of corrup- 

tion by their politicians and officials in a cavalier way. 
and allow them virtual immunity to investigation 
and/or prosecution. Everyone should have the right 
and duty to reject and expose corruption. Where staff 
are poorly paid, bribes ntay be the only way to supple- 

ment income. So customary rights to a sufficient 

income for officials enhance the fight against bribery. 

Maxims (G"-1') are those rules which constrain 
people in their social functioning. Maxims are the rules 
that, if followed, benefit the individual through bene- 
thing communal relationships and the community as a 

whole. Being discretionary and wholly good, they only 
apply to those who regard themselves as part of a moral 
con~n~unity. Societies have a variety of moral com- 
munities within them, each of which appeals to the 

primal authority of an ethical teaching or  code of ethics 

based on it. Each person has control over compliance, 
but this control is buttressed by moral exhortations 
front others in the relevant con~munity. So there is 
social pressure for personal control. Because maxims 
are so obviously good and right, adherence is certain and 
incontestablc. Personal freedom is again decisively 

increased. As a result, the use of maxims is often 
referred to as self-regulation. The weight of ethical 
responsibility is now heavy because breaching a maxim 

may be personally advantageous, at least in the short 
term. 

Maxims must be used to counter bribery because 
bribery involves deception, dishonesty, theft and 
injustice. Those who wish to be regarded as exercising 
moral leadership, especially church leaders, should 
strive to engender a responsible comntunity spirit and 

crusade against bribery. Despite the temporary 
material benefit for those involved. bribery interferes 
with good relationships, brings authority into dis- 
repute, and so damages social functioning over the long 
term. Hence the need for a moral comntunity. Before 
de-regulation in the 1980's, financiers in London were 
few and operated like a club with strict rules based on 

trust: that is to say, a moral community existed. 
Growth meant that business interactions became 
diffuse and anonymous. As a result, doing what the law 
allowed (or had difficulty enforcing) took over from 
acting with propriety - and scandals proliferated. 
Maxims foster integrity and honesty and condemn 
bribery, but what constitutes bribery is left open to 
interpretation in each situation. For example, inanage- 
rial agreements with the print workers in the UK news- 
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p a r  industry in the 1970's were often in effect bribes 

to  keep the presses rolling. 

Laws (G  " - 1 6 ,  are those rules \\ hich constrain people . ~ 

to  accept the formal enforcement of certain rules (and 
the lack of official compulsion for others). Laws apply to 
officially defined members of a community with 
specified boundaries. Laws resolve conflicts and dis- 
putes between members about which existing informal 

rules count and how. Laws also define new rules which 
arc to be taken as just and right for all future cases. Laws 
here refer to universal restraining rules of conduct for 
individuals, whether these be persons, organizations o r  
government -- not to those statutes which define 
necessary executive work of government. Although 
laws emerge in Ac  courts and via government legis- 
lation, the primal au~horily is the low itself, which 
includes previous laws and other lower level rules (see 

(3"-s2). 

Laws are instruments ofsocial control which exist to 

ensure that informal social control is not inappropriate, 
absent, incoherent, anarchic o r  violent. In other words, 
compliance is based on accepting the social control of 
social control. It manifests at the extreme as physical 
coercion which is officially sanctioned and communally 
accepted. Adherence to laws is usually uncertain and 

contestable, because they are so complicated by nature, 
open to differing interpretations, and capable of 
revision. Although it sccnls as if laws reduce treeclom 

through their dependence on force, laws (like maxims) 
provide lor the maximum personal freedom. This is 
because the law is supposed to apply equally to all, 
entitling and encouraging individuals to pursue their 
own goals while ensuring for themselves that their 
conduct is lawful at all times. Correspondingly, the 

weight of ethical responsibility to  respect the law and not 
to abuse that freedom of action increases. If corn- 
n~unally necessary lion-legal rules arc regularly vio- 

lated. then more dependence is placed on laws even it 
laws cannot properly substitute for them. In the 
extreme version of social engineering, laws prescribe 
objectives and decisions which arc far better left lo the 
judgement of people in the situation. The net etlect 
then is that laws reduce personal freedom and remove 

ethical re~~onsibi l i ty ' .~  

Laws can be used to reduce bribery. Government 
itself, for example. could lie designed to prevent the 
party in power from bribing the electorate or special 
interests in order to gain re-election. Similarly, when 
self-regulation in financial centres fails, it can be 
effectively bolstered or replaced in part by legal 
controls. Laws may specifically proscribe bribery in a 
variety of forms and impose stiff penalties on otYende1-s. 
Many societies have such laws in relation to permanent 

public officials like politicians, civil servants, judges and 
police, and laws which regulate temporary public 

duties like jury service. Governments can also create 

special agencies with legal duties and powers to  ferret 
out bribery and corruption in public life. 

Absolutes (GI1-1') are those rules which constrain 
people both in their sense of freedom by evoking duty 
and in their sense of duty by evoking freedom. 

Absolutes seek to ensure that each person abides by the 

spirit of duty, and they potentially apply ro all people in 
all communities at all times. Absolutes can provide this 
coverage because they are so abstract and contentless. 
The absolute rule of beneficence - choose the lesser 
of two evils' - is a typical example. Ultimate values, 

often referred to  as God, are the prim01 authority for 
these rules. Each person gains access to the authority 
via transpersonal being, that is to say from the deepest 

sense of self. "Ihis deep non-social self is used to control 

the social sell'. So compliance is based on the personal 
control of personal control and manifests paradoxically 
as free will. Adherence can be certain and incontestable 
because the rules are so all-embracing and always 
applicable. Attention to the spirit of duty in the midst 
of the complexity of daily life brings to the fore the 
complexity 01' ethical choice. Attention to al>solutes 
may require a person to put even laws and maxims to 

one side. So, although freedom is constrained, personal 
freedom is now at the absolute maximum and the 

weight of ethical responsibility is correspondingly at its 
heaviest. 

Absolutes can be used to reduce bribery, even 

though they are too abstract to refer to bribery 
specifically. Bribery corrupts the performance of duty 
(by definition), so it is easily recognizable as contrary to 

the spirit of duty and the freedom to use or  accept 
bribes is not one to be fostered. Paradoxically, in accord 
with the free-will inherent in absolutes plus the 
absolute of beneficence, a bribe may occasionally be 
right or at the least A c  lesser of two evils. 

REVIEWING THE RULES 

We started from the assumption that a society 
requires its members to be ethical. We postulated that 
being ethical in any particular society means having 
obligations consistent with its ethical order. We took it 
tor granted that these obligations cannot be developed 
and maintained without some conception of authority. 
We concluded that social obligations entail unequivocal 
respect for rules irrespective of expedient o r  beneficial 
reasons for ignoring them. These now familiar rules 
are: absolutes, laws. maxims, rights, tenets, conven- 
tions and prescriptions. 
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Rules are a form o t  authority, and they demand 
recognition of certain and unavoidable primal authori- 

tics. The prinial authorities underpinning the types of 
rule vary in their power. However, all rules must in the 
end be acceptable and must bc generally respected and 
used by most people within a community. So conven- 

tions, reflected in public attitudes and opinions, appear 
lo provide the pragmatic grounding for ethical conduct, 
and show primacv over other rules in practice. "All 
human affairs," asserted Hume "are entirely governed 

bv opinion." The existence 01' conventions inhibiting 
bribery, lor example, does tar more to encourage 
businesses, schools, associations, and even families to 

reject bribery than any amount of ponderous laws 
unsupported by public opinion. 

The power of conventions is easily understood. It 

arises from the primal authority of the comniunity in 
general ( G " - 1  '): community is the very foundation of 
all social life and its mainstream or majority is the 
dominant force in society. Interestingly, the hierarchy 

of primal authorities is clearly not a simple expression 

of their increasing power in worldly terms. In a more 
enlightened future, it might well reveal decreasing 

social power in line with the observation in Ch. 8 that 
the possibility lor coercion diminishes as the rules are 
ascended. At present, communal leaders (Gt'- I )  who 
gain positions of power in government, can of course 
use laws ( G " - I ~ )  to  dominate and tyrannize - and even 
get the law to appear to support them. 

Note that government, though it appeals to all 

primal authorities, is not itself a prinial authority. So 
the interpretation of parliamentary sovereignty to mean 

that a government has unlimited powers to d o  whatever 
it wishes appears to be deeply misguided. 

Once a government is established. then class (GI1- 1 4, 

is where power emerges most obviously in society. 
1 [ere power is no longer an auxiliary of' authority but 

the very essence of authority itself. A particular class 

mav bend the law in its favour. provide the community 
with its leaders, dominate the majority of the com- 

munity, harness the ethical teaching, select ultin~ate 
~ ~ l u c s .  and penetrate minds. The resulting concrete 
injustice is probably why sociologists exhibit such a pre- 
occupation with class power. Economists too are con- 

cerned with class power, especially the fact that. with 
the connivance of government, non-organiy.ablt3 classes 
(like tax-payers or consumers or the elderly) arc sacri- 
ficed and exploited by organizable classes (like labour 
unions, professional associations or big business). l o  

Because rules embody power and authority, their use 
generates conflict. Conflicts between rules at the same 
level can be problematic and stressful for the prinitil 
authorities. Consider, for example, claims of different 
classes o r  personal struggles to  reconcile maxims of 
loyal? and fairness. However, conflicts between rules 
at different levels activate clashes between different 

primal authorities and may cause far more severe 
difficulties in deciding within a community. Consider, 

for example, current discrepancies between male- 
dominated conventions, personal beliefs, feminist 
claims and impersonal laws in regard to promoting 

women to top jobs. By moving beyond the monadic 
rules and primal authorities, it becomes possible to 
define ethical authorities to handle such inter-level 
conflicts which might otherwise harm everyone. The 

first of these concerns the impact of applying rules to 
conimunitv matters. 

Transition. Clarity about the different types of rule 
and recognition of the associated forms of prinial 
authority provide the basis tor defining and defending 
an ethical order in society. I h e  order governs everyday 
community life and gives people boundaries within 
which they can experience freedom. 

Rules taken separately may make conlmunal life 

ossible, but thev do not maintain the community. Nor 

are rules oriented specifically to dealing with situations 
where the community might be threatened by the frcc- 
dom of its own members. Only by giving prc-eminence 
to communal authority and by emphasizing the general 
acceptability of rules to most members can such threats 
be defused. Ideally, any communal authority should be 

infused with a spirit of fraternity and justice. 

So the next step in formalizing ethical authority is to 

recognize abstract (rule-based) authorities and actual 
(official) authorities which exist to maintain the 
viability of the community. Grouping adjacent rules in 
dyads (pairs) meets this need. 



Master- Properties of the seven types of binding rule in society. 
Table 21 Respect for rules is based on recognizing the primal authorities in community life. All actual or instituted social authorities appeal to these 

Rules must be unequivocally respected but each provides for a different degree of freedom in practice. See text for further details and 
explanation and cf. Master-Tables 16 & 17. Note that Master-Table 17 provides details of the function and application of rules, , , 
differences in changing rules, their particular advantages, common critici;sms, and the related ethical disposition 

Mona< 
(Level] 

Type of Rule To Whom the Primal Basis of Quality of Personal Freedom & 
and Focus Rule Applies Authority Compliance Adherence Weight of Responsibility 

Prescription 
constrains 
actions. 

Convention 
constrains 
attitudes. 

Tenet 
constrains 

beliefs. 

Right 
constrains 
entitlements. 

Maxim 
constrains 
functioning. 

Law 
constrains 
enforcement. 

Absolute 
constrains 
freedom and duty. 

Members as 
elements of a 
community. 

Members diffusely 
in the mainstream 
of a community. 

Members of 
associations within 
a community. 

Members of 
social classes 
in a community, 

Members of a 
moral community. 

Members of an 
officially bounded 
community. 

Members of all 
communities at 
all times. 

Community 
leaders 

Community 
as a whole 

Each person's 
conscience 

Class power 

An ethical 
teaching 

The law 

Ultimate 
values 

Social control 
via 

impersonal command 

Social pressure 
via 

public opinion 

Personal control 
via 

inner conviction 

Personal pressure 
via 

special interest 

Social pressure for 
personal control 
via 

moral exhortation 

Social control of 
social control 
via 

legalized coercion 

Personal control 
of personal control 
via 

free will 

Certain-incontestable 
(because capable of precise 

specification and assignation] 

Absolute minimum 
(because constraints are 

precisely specified]. 

Uncertain-contesta ble 
(because partial, fuzzy and 

evolving]. 

Minimum 
[because responsibility is 

shared with others). 

Certain-incontestable 
( because based directly 

on inner experiences). 

Moderate 
(becouse internally controlled 

but partly unconscious). 

Uncertain-contesta ble 
(because members challenge 

explicit rules). 

Near maximum 
(because under direct 

conscious personal controll. 

Certain-incontestable 
(because so obviously 

good and right). 

Uncertain-contesta ble 
(because open to 

in~erpreia~ion and revision] 

Certain-incontesta ble 
(because so abstract 

and all-embracing). 

Maximum 
(because rule-breaking may 

be personally advantageous) 

Maximum* 
(because of freedom under the law]. 

Absolute maximum 
(because the meaning and use must 

be left up to each person]. 

- 
i 
I' 
-- 

laws  may reduce freedom if ~hey ore used where other lypes of rule are required. if society is Ireoted as on orgonizotion, or if the legal system does no1 operate by consent. 

@ Warren Kinston 1991,1993 
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GI1-2: GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Nature. Society is more than its members taken 
individually, and even more than the community on 

which it is built. As well as being a community sus- 

tained by social values, a society must be taken to 
include various enduring and essential institutions, 

including its government, and must embody ultimate 
values (cf. Ch. 5). Still, the notion of a community (or 
networks of closely related con~n~unities) remains the 
foundation of any society. Once the importance of 
communities and communal life is recognized. then the 
authority of elemental rules alone and the freedom they 
enable appear insufficient. 

Community life is con~plex and ever-changing. It is 

dominated by irrational pressures, conflicting views 

and practical constraints of many sorts. As a result, the 
preservation of social cooperation is a continuing 
challenge. Meeting it requires something more flexible 
and less binding than rules. In particular, some author- 
itative ethical guide is needed for decisions on matters 
which, if misjudged, could lead to members turning 

against their own con~munity. The variety of decision 
situations of this sort is great. 

The following example should illustrate how 

unequivocal rules arc inherently incapable of guiding 
such choices. It is obvious that a community should not 
coerce its members too much or it will lose their 
allegiance. So people need t o  know the logic being used 
in handling any situation which invites the use of co- 
ercion t o  protect the common good - say, a march by 

a widely-detested political group. Conventions may 

push for one choice, maxims might push for another 
choice, and asserting rights will create further conflict. 

In one community the final choice might be to  ban the 
march, while in another it might be to  permit it. 

If decisions in such cases are not to be purely reflex, 
pragmatic, whimsical o r  otherwise non-authoritative. 
then they must be made in a way that builds on ethical 
rules. Above all, they must be as just by most 

in the community. Note that justice refers here to a 
communal sense of fairness o r  fair play rather than to 
personal conduct under the law." Put another way, 
official authorities responsible for the decision, and 
others involved in the debate, need to appeal to  some 
sort of coherent ethical authority to  guide debate and to 
help them reach a defensible decision which is com- 
munally acceptable. Getting it wrong could generate an 
evanescent commotion or even precipitate widespread 

riots. 

What meets this need for authoritative guidance are 
enduring and respected ethical p r i n c i p l e s  which can 
be selected and applied according 10 their relerance, and 

which can be weighed ij~ainst each other in conling to a 
choice. Principles (sometimes called standards or 

policies) clearl: set bounds to choice, arc more dynamic 
and adaptable than rules, and enable the exercise of 

authority rather than the experience of freedom. The 
term 'principle' fits here in accord with the notion that 

they are higher order and less strict than rules.I2 When 
a person uses principles to  g u d e  a choice. ethical dis- 

cretion is being exercised on behalf ol the community. 
It follows that any principle must be acknowledged and 
allowed by the community mainstream. So active 
guiding principles have a dual nature: on the one hand, 
they must be applied in a socially acceptable way itthey 
are to  work; and on the other hand, they are an ethical 

obligation which, like rules, must be unequivocally 
respected by all whenever they are relevant. 

Grouping adjacent levels on the simplest basis 
generates six overlapping hierarchical groups, each of 

which is a dyad. These dyads are represented diagram- 
matically in Figure 9.2. Analysis has revealed that they 
are the basis for the construction of principles. The 
principles can be applied acceptably because they emerge 
from or  imply rules backed by primal authorities at the 

higher level; and they ought to be unequivocally respected 
because they emerge from or imply rules backed by 

primal authorities at the lower level. The function of all 
the ethical principles is to ensure that choices affecting 
the community and its viability can he authoritatively 

guided. 

It follows that principles demand the establishment 

of social authorities which arc assigned responsibility 

for selecting and using them. Principles themselves 
carry intrinsic authority derived from their component 

rules, but the responsibility for applying them requires 
additional con~n~unally-accorded authority. 

Types. There are six dyads and therefore six distinct 
types of guiding principle in society. In ascending order, 
the types of ethical principle are: civility principles 

(G" -2 I); social policy principles ((3"-22); ideological prin- 

ciples (G"-2' ) :  human right principles (G'1-24); legal 
principles (G'I-2); and natural justice principles (G" - 2 ) .  

Each type of principle embodies authority and is 
absolutely essential in a large coinplrx society because 

each makes a particular contribution to ensuring social 
cooperation, which in turn maintains a viable com- 
munity. Civility principles are a mechanism for corl!- 
munal living and provide the basis for peaceful 
coexistence. Without civility, people tend to avoid each 

other as much as and then communal living 
beconies a poor thing indeed. Social policy principles 
are oriented t o  personal needs and so tap into the ratio- 
nale tor people forming communities and participating 
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Figure 9.2: The dyadic grouping forming guiding principles. 
Six types of ethical principle which must be acceptably applied if the community is to be maintained. 
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actively in community lit&. Ideological principles arc 
needed to enable the community to  grapple with its 
inherent injustices, recognize where power lies, and 
modify its social structure accordingly. Hit nun  right 
principles deal with the unavoidable need lor com- 
nwnities to control and constrain their menilx-rs, while 
upholding their members equally unsuppressible need 
t o  assert their autonomy. Legal principles are required 
to  maintain confidence in the legal system which i: 

essential to deal authoritatively with internal dispute;- 

and destructive forces in society. Finally, naturd justice 
principles are needed to promote fairness generally. 
and to foster laws which minimize injustice. IIsuccess- 
ful, this maintains a good comn~unal spirit and ensure? 
lower level principles arc imbued with fairness. 

The six types of principle arc applied to six qualita- 

tively clillcrcnt types o l  coinmunity issue. Ascending 
the hierarchy, the dyads cover progressively more gen- 
eral aspects of community life where facts and concrete 
goals an: insufficient o r  unavailable t o  guide choice, and 
where explicit and impersonal ethical guidance i' 

mandatory. The higher the principle (i.e. dyadic 
group), the greater the need tor willing cooperat ion 
From people. In each type of principle, locus on the 
lower level clarifies the sort of constraint o r  demand 

required by the principle, while focus on the higher 

level clarities the social acceptability of the principle 
when applied. 

The distinctive properties of the various principles 
are laid out in Master-Table 22. Before proceeding, a 
brief sutnniary of the principles is provided here includ- 

ing- the function ol' the principles, the contexts 

requiring guidance, the composition of the principle, 
and where responsibility for selecting and applying 
principles lies. 

GI1-2': Civility p r inc ip les  shape hclicwiour so that 
due respect for other community members is alwavs 
manilcst. They are required to  guide choices when 

handling the informal aspects of interpersonal inter- 
action. Civility' principles must be applied using con- 

ventions (L"-2) which are socially acceptable, and 
expressed in behavioural prescriptions ( L " - 1 )  which 
should be unequivocally respected. Their relevance and 
applicability is determined bv the person at the 
moment of interaction. 

G11-22: Social  policy pr inc ip les  shape attitudes 

and organisations so that members' needs are met by 
society. They are reqiiircd to guide choices about how 

interactions and institutions may respond to personal 
and communal needs. The principles mav apply to  
interc~ctions between people, or between people and 

organisations, or between individuals and government. 
Social policy principles must be applied using tenets 
(L"-3) which are socially acceptable, and expressed in 
conventions (L"-2) which should be unequivocally 

respected. Their relevance and applicability is deter- 

mined by governments faced with social pressures to 
recognize certain neeils. 

(i'1-23: Ideo log ica l  p r inc ip les  shape social 
institutions so that fair entitlements of classes of 
members arc met. They are required to guide choices 



whenever the status or power of a class or category of 
individual is likely to be affected. Ideological principlcs 
must be applied using rights (L"-4) which are socially 
acceptable, and expressed in tenets (L"-3) which 

should be unequivocallv rcspected. Their relevance and 
applicability is influenced by political movements and 
determined by political parties which seek to reshape 
society. 

G"-24: H u m a n  r igh ts  p r inc ip les  shape social 
constraints on members so as to protect their freedom 
as individuals. Thcy arc required to  guide choices 
whenever the pursuit of collective goals constrains 
individuals or whenever individual actions are likely to 
harm the conimunity. Human right principles must be 
applied using maxims (L"-5) which are socially accept- 

able, and expressed in rights (L"-4) which should be 

unequivocally respected. Their relevance and applica- 
bility is determined by legislators, regulatory authori- 
ties and jurists in their various deliberations. 

G"-2': Legal p r inc ip les  shape legal decisions so as 
to protect social institutions on which the community 
depends. They are required to guide choices in handling 
disputes within courts of justice. Legal principles must 

be applied using laws (1,"-6) which are socially acccpt- 

able, and expressed in maxims (L"5) which should be 
unequivocally respected. Their relevance and applica- 
bility is argued bv lavvycrs prior to and during a court 
case, while the presiding judge or  judges make the final 
determination in the court. 

GI1-2*: Natural  justice p r i n c i p l e s  shape the 

expression of fair play in society. They are required to 

guide choices in the creation and use of social arrange- 

ments including other ethical principles. Natural justice 
principlcs arc especially involved when rules are in flux 
and communal cooperation is most needed. To be 
recognized in society, natural justice principles must be 
applied using absolutes (L"-7) which are socially 
acceptable, and expressed in laws (L"-6) which should 
be unequivocally respected. Each of the social authori- 
ties already mentioned feels an involvement in deter- 
mining their relevance and applicability: i.e. each 
person, the government. political parties, legislators 

and jurists. 

P roper t i es .  Before indicating the categories to  be 
used for describing each of the types of principle. it is 
important to reiterate that principles, as defined here, 
clearly differ from rules in many ways. Above all, their 

authority is guiding not binding - discretionary not 
unequivocal. The right to vote, for example, is o r  can 
be a rule because it is unequivocal (or can be easily 
made unequivocal through specifying age and other 

criteria). Any elemental rule applies under all circum- 
stances. The right (more correctly: human right 
principle) of free speech. by contrast, can only be dis- 
cretionary. For example, it usually does not apply to 
shouting "Fire!" in a crowded cinema, or to revealing 
business confidences, or to  inciting racial hatred. In the 
nature of things, it is impossible to  remove discretion 
from principles 1): listing all the possible exclusions or 

indications beforehand. 

So principlcs point in a particular direction but do 
not necessitate a particular decision. Thcy arc some- 
what confusing in their abstract form and only come 
alive in a particular situation demanding choice. That is 
when they can be perceived to involve two adjacent 

types of rule. Principles exist as a multiplicity, and do 
not form a conipletc logical system or code. Principles 
emerge in part from the interaction of primal authori- 

ties. and their implications may shift and change 

relatively easily. They may be controversial as stated, 
and are frequently intensely controversial in their 
application. So they depend on the existence of social 
bodies, often called 'authorities'. with assigned powers 
and duties, again confusingly called 'authority'. to act. 
Although principles must be precisely recognized and 

given due weight in the situation, whether or not a 
principle is relevant and should be applicd is rarely 
unequivocal. The weighing up of relevant principles 

against each other and in the light of the situation 
generates another potential source of dispute. With all 
their difficulties. the use of principlcs of sonic sort, like 
government itself, is essential, not optional. 

We can now turn to each ofthe types olprinciple and 

describe them in more detail with exanlples. The 

description in each case has two parts. In the first part, 

1 will consider the nature of die principle: its specific 

junction, its general contribution to maintaining com- 

nitiniy viability, when it must be applied to guide choice, 

its construction by rules, and where authority and respon- 

sibilicy for selecting and using the principle lies in 

society. In the second part, I will compare how 
occasional misj~~dgernents in the application of principles 

are handled, the results of persistent neglect or failure to 
accept and use given principles. and the implication of' 
deliberate contravention of recognized ethical principles. 

Finally a note on the limitations of each principle in 
maintaining the con~munity will serve as a link lo  the 
next higher type. 

G"-2' : Civility Principles 

Nature.  Principles of civility are about being scn- 
sitive, considerate and courteous during interaction. 
All behaviour during an interpersonal interaction 
should be ethically governed because it says something 
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about the relationship to the other person.13 The 
function of a civility principle is to shape behaviour so 

that due respect to other community members is always 
manifest during social contact. A salesman dealing with 
a client, for example, should 'stand or sit at a proper 
distance', 'express gratitude for cooperation' and 
'adapt to  client idiosyncrasies'. 

Civility demands a certain behaviour irrespective of 
what one's feelings or duties might be towards the other 
in the situation. In other words, it requires each person 
to be thoughtful and to exert self-command. Intcr- 
actions vary according to the amount of prescription 
and formality possible. Compare, for example, an 
annual general meeting, the purchase of goods in a 

store, an arrest by a policeman, a game oftennis, and an 
appraisal by a superior. In all cases, there is an informal 
non-specified component of interaction. In this 

informal area, appearance, gestures, speech, touch and 
timing are all relevant to the expression of respect. 

Self-command in everyday social relations is the 
foundation o t  any social order that considers itself 
civilized or ethical. No community can develop satis- 
factorily unless its members are determined to treat 

each other with a minimum of civility. Principles of 

civility do not create a community, but they are essen- 
lial for community viability because adherence to them 
provides the basis, climate o r  medium through which 
all social transactions occur and on which all communal 
life depends. Civility principles are needed to guide 
choices to handle the informal or non-purposive part of 
interpersonal interactions in a myriad of different 

situations. The application of principles of civility 

results in good manners and permits peaceful co- 

existence despite differences in rank, ability, beliefs, 
interests o r  class. 

Popular morality and formal etiquette are oriented 
t o  certain specific and recurrent situations, and neither 
can guide the handling of the informal and variable 
aspects of every sort of particular interpersonal inter- 

action that may occur. Civility principles draw on these 
moral institutions, but each person has the authority and 

responsibility to select and apply the principles. Like all 
principles, these must be applied in an acceptable way 
and then unequivocally respected. Civility principles 
are constructed to ensure that behavioural prescriptions 
(L"-1) in particular situations accord with accepted 
conventions (L"-2). It follows that what is considered 

good manners varies between communities, and even 

amongst sub-communities within a society. 

Talking: It is civil to speak ot a reasonable speed and 
sufficiently loud. But exactly who! speed and what loud- 
ness indicates respect for the other party cannot be pre- 
specified. Discretion must be exercised in the particular 

situation. Furthermore in respect of speaking, there are 
many other principles of civility which should be borne in 
mind: one should speok simply, one should speak politely, 
one should speak clearly, one should speak to suit the 
audience. Which of these principles are relevant, and 
which of those are most important, will vary according to 
many factors. These include the audience (e.g. is the 
listener hard of hearing, or mentally-hondicapped, or o 
foreigner\: the relationship (e.9. is the listener a senior, on 
intimate, or a colleague); the subject matter (e.9. is i t  
simple, abstruse, or essential); the urgency of the situation 
1e.g. is the molter routine, special, or an emergency]; the 
context (e.g. what are the acoustic features of the room, 
how many are being addressed); and the speaker (e.g. 
his or her natural voice, age, health]. The person in the 
situation automatically has the social authority to decide 
how to speak. but is expected to decide in o responsible 
fashion. Ex. 9.1 

Once civility principles have been applied to  a 
particular situation and a course of behaviour chosen, 
then that should be strictly followed. In other words, an 
application of principles of civility leads to an obligation 
to behave in a particular way in a particular situation. 

Between strangers, acquaintances and friends the 
need for manners despite provocation is easily recog- 

nisecl. Ditlk'ulties arise more commonly between 

family members where familiarity breeds contempt; 
and between con~pulsory but unequal relationships 
(e.g. at work) where power tempts its abuse. At times 
of civil distress or disorder and in phases o f c o r n ~ n u n i t ~  
development when injustices and discontent come to 
the surface, maintenance of civility is of particular sig- 

nificance. 

Dysfunction. A single misjudgement in regard to 
civility is hardly a catastrophe. Being rude, abrupt o r  
late is usually due to  self-preoccupation or failure of 
self-comnland which is based on tiredness, anxiety, 
disappointment, anger or personal stress. Breaches also 
occur when we are abroad or in unfamiliar surround- 
ings. The occasional error is naturally handled via an 

apology and easily forgiven. A persistent neglect of civility 
is more serious. When uncivil behaviour is repetitive, a 
breakdown of the relationship is likely at a personal 

level and sometimes on a social level. For example, a 
person may not only dislike their current manager 
liecause of uncivil behaviour. but may come to distrust 
all managers o r  reject a career as a manager. 

Far more dangerous is the direct conrra~renrion of the 
ethical teaching or deliberate neglect of principles of 
civility on a systematic basis. When unsatisfactory 
principles like 'turning up late', "being uncooperative 
wherever possible', paying no attention', and 'main- 
taining a threatening posture' become established, 
con~n~uni ty  breakdown threatens. Incivility feeds on 
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itself and potentially invites the release of even more 
insulting behaviour. The process leads eventually to 

vituperative abuse am1 flagrant humiliation, and easily 
escalates to physical violence. For example: protesters 
who express grievances ,\gainst the government by 

swearing anil spitting at police, hurling excrement at 
them and routinely insulting them as pigs are going too 
far. Such behaviour is <lc*moralixing and provocative. If 
it spreads and contim~es unchecked, policemen are 
likely to respond negatively. Police hostility to popular 

demonstrations and maltreatment of suspected 
offenders, if not already present,  ill be fostered. A 
vicious cycle is then set up which undermines the 
maintenance of law and order. 

Wherever there is a power imbalance. maintenance 
of civility is of the utmost significance. Escalating 
incivility occurs commonly within households, 

between children, between children and parents. and 

between husband and wife as power disparities are used 

to relieve emotional distress. In organisations. civility 
amongst staff should be a prime requirement of ethical 
policies. Shouting at subordinates or the use of threat- 
ening and abusive language should be prohibited. 

Civility can only be overturned with support of the 

wider community. Ilong Kong police searching for 
weapons supposedly held by Vietnamese refugees (the 

boat people) beat them and forced them to squat tor 
hours in their own urine and faeces. Such humiliating 
treatment was said to haw been sanctioned by attitudes 
to  tlie refugees held by the Hong Kong community. 
Incivility does not need to reach such gross abuse to be 
humiliating. A writer jailed for two months, described 
the way prisoners are treated as parcels, kept waiting 
with no explanation, grunted at, and generally dehu- 

manised. Again public opinion condones this, appar- 
ently unaware that such handling of people cannot 

possibly foster the cooperation from them that society 

needs. Instead it brutalizes them, breeds the potential 
for explosions of violence within prisons, and leads to  
recidivism. " 

As these examples illustrate, people who can legiti- 
mately coerce others (police, military, prison staff &c) 
have a particular need for self-discipline because they 

deal with people who arc not only unwilling or  unable 

to respect authority but who are also devalued by the 

community. 

Limitations. Civility is about being respectful 
toward another in accord with certain principles. 

Civility is designed to apply to strangers and others 
with whom contact is transient. It does not provide for 
that depth of sensitivity which is essential for union. Yet 
without civility there can be no union. Nor are civility 
principles enough to cohere a connn~unity, because they 

do not address personal or social 11rcd.s in any depth. In 
the area of personal need. a different and higher form of 

principle based on tenets must br developed, promoted 
and applied 

G"-22: Social Policy Principles 

Nature .  The notion that their needs will be met is 
the underlying rationale for people to participate 

properly in any conln~unity. So coniniuniy viability 

depends on a continuing common effort to support and 
realize efforts to meet needs. Social policy principles 
are required toguide choices in situations or interactions 
where decisions must be made about how n ~ e n ~ b e r s '  
personal and communal needs are to he met. Social 
policy principles are typically used to deal with matters 
like housing. education, health, welfare, consumer 
protection. and policing. The/unction of the principles 

is to  shape the attitudes of people and the policies of 

organizations so that nlembers' needs arc met. 

In the simplest terms, social policy principles are 
designed to ensure that peoplc are looked after in the 
right way. The relationship between people and organi- 
sations o r  institutions within a society is governed by 
social values. Seeing values atTirn1cd and feeling looked 
after in the right way fosters attachment and preserves 
the community. Conversely, communal denial of needs 

and neglect of member well-being generates alienation. 
Nevertheless, this type of principle does not necessarily 

imply government intervention or provision. A social 
policy principle may specify that people should look 
after then~selves as much as possible to meet needs for 

independence and self-reliance. 

Not surprisingly, dealing with recognized needs is 

problen~atic and controversial. Their handling changes 

as the community develops greater understanding of 
the realities and as it becomes more enlightened. As 
usual, conflicting principles must be recognized and 
each given due weight in particular situations. 

Contraceptive Use by Adolescents: The principles of 
social policy thot govern the provision of contraceptives 
might include: porentol wishes and guidance should be 
recognized os voluoble; occess to o doctor or impartial 
confidante should be available; education about contro- 
ception should be provided in schools but not on televi- 
sion; contraceptives should be freely ovoilable in 
chemists; children should be progressively given their 
independence. Whether or not a porticulor 15 year old 
girl obtains contraceptives would depend on the sensitive 
application of such principles by parents, doctors, phav 
mocists, school teachers and others. Ex. 9.2 

The construction of any social policy principle 
depends on the identification of relevant tenets (L"-3 )  
together with the determination of needed conventions 
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(L"-2). It is self-evident that social policy principles can 
only be used if they are widely acceptable. Once 

accepted, they need to be i~nec~uivocally respected. and 
then thcv imply an obligation to hold certain attitudes. 
Whereas civility principles are experienced in a 

relatively depersonalized way, social policy principles 
with their implied or explicit tenets require a degree of 

personal engagement. This root in tenets makes it 

natural for associations to campaign for particular 
or for new groups to form in order to 

promote and disseminate particular principles. 

Many interested bodies develop or  promote social 

policy principles and stimulate public debate. However 
managing the relation between the community and 
each person is a specific responsibility of government. So 
government has the authority to  develop social policy 

and raise finance in support of its principles. 

Principles of social policy are to be found in public 
pronouncements by ministers or key politicians, in 
parliamentary proceedings, in circulars and guidelines 
produced by civil servants, in recommendations of 
con~missions of inquiry, in other official reports, and in 
consultative documents produced by the government 

for the public and professionals. 

Care for the Disabled: For over 20 years, the UK 
Government hos promoted social policies'for core of the 
mentally handicapped and other disabled individuals. 
The principles include: 'independent living should be 
maximized', more soy and control over their own lives 
should be allowed' and 'variety of choice should be 
provided'. There have been inquiries, circulars, reports, 
legislation, initiatives, and numerous pronouncements. 
Over this period, relevont activities and services hove 
slowly been scrutinized in health and social core in the 
public sector and the voluntary sector in the light of these 
principles. Many changes have been brought about. 
Although much remoins to be done. many of the social 
policies have been successful in that the principles have 
become conventional wisdom. Ex. 9.315 

Governments need to use their authority to establish 

the relevance and weight of the various principles 
within initiatives known as social policies. In recent 

times, this authority has led to  governments becoming 
extensively engaged in service provision, and even 
monopolizing that provision. But the duty to provide 
services is not a logical consequence of the respon- 

sibility to develop principles to shape the meeting of 
needs, or of the authority to raise money to enable 
needs t o  be met. (Government provision is actually a 
choice affecting the community which flows from the 
application of certain ideological principles.) 

Social policy principles should provide an ethical 
rationale and moral force for social policies. f o r  exam- 

ple, the social polic! 'to provide more technical and 
vocational education', might depend on principles like 

'en~ployee education should never cease', 'everybody 
should be acquainted with modern technology', 'a 
successful economy needs an educated work-force' and 
so on. As is characteristic of' principles, controversy is 
likely over their relevance and significance. 

Social policy principles are normally developed on 
the basis of views held by key people in the area, tenets 
current in die public at large, and knowledge acquired 
via scientific research. It may even be that tenets 

accepted by the con~miiiut! are not scientifically clefen- 
sible. Then the government finds itself in a cleft stick: 
either attacked by the con~munity for not listening and 
being taken over by experts, or attacked by the pro- 
fessionals for acting irrationally and causing harm rather 

than benefit. 

Governments may be more or less explicit about the 
principles which underpin their social policies. If a 
government sets priorities and strategic objectives 
without being explicit about its guiding principles, then 
it is acting too much like a chief executive. The duty of 
government should be to elicit values, to foster debate. 
to encourage ethical reflection and to develop popular 
support for principles - not to  find ways t o  spend tax- 

payers money. 

1 h e  community is not a @ant organization to be 
managed by government. Governments in thrall to  the 
managerial delusion tend to reduce freedom and to 
produce inefficient and ineffective bureaucracies. Their 
social policy principles always seem to lead to complex 

legislation and central provision. But social policies do 
not always need legislation, and even if they do, a social 

policy must be seen to be more than law ifit  is to  work. 
The use 0 1  legislation depends upon the nature of the 
issiie, the amount of expenditure, existing statutory 
arrangements affecting progress, and other factors 
which make the establishment of a formal obligation - 
and compulsion essential. The social policy principle 
itself is always (and by definition) distinct from this 

legislation and apart from the government bureaucracy. 

The principle needs to  be held widely and respected 
freely within the con~nliinity. 

The guiding principles implicit in policy choices may 
become apparent through academic study. Such inquiry 
forms part of the subject matter of University dis- 

ciplines like social or public policy, policy analysis, 
social planning, social o r  public administration, and 
government studies. Not surprisingly, academics often 
come into contlict with governments. 

Governmental responsibility means that the courts 

frequently become involved in matters where social 
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policy principles arc relevant. Experts argue about 
whether or not courts or judges should establish or 

promote social policy, rather than sticking to the law, 

precedent and legal principles. I lowever, the fact that 
judges follow explicit or implicit principles of social 
policy and articul~te these in the process of reaching 
judgements is undeniable. The U K  Law Lords, for 
example. had no dill'icult y articulating (and disagreeing 
about) the principles to be followed by doctors when 
providing contraceptive advice to under-age girls (cf. 

Ex. 9.2).16 

Dysfunction. Social policies may be misjudged or  

misconceived. Errors in the key principles frequently 
relate to a failure to recognize societys perception of 
what is socially good. The U K  Labour Government's 
support for secondary picketing and the closed shop 
ultimately led to its defeat in 1979 because thev did not 

J 

meet social needs or foster social cooperation These 
social policies were viewed as manifestly unjust bv 

many people, and they were replaced in the Labour 

manifesto for the 1992 election. 

The unpalatable fact is that societies arc so complex 
that it is far easier to intervene badly than to intervene 
well. As a result, the key principles of a social policy 
may not lie fully accrpti.'d or understood by the govern- 
merit itsell', even ~ l ' t r r  legislation. Blockage occurs 
when proposals arc complex, when public opposition 

or  ignorance is great, when economic pressures huilcl 

up, o r  when powerful groups bring pressure to bear. In 
die case of the disabled (1:s. 9.3),  major parts of the 
Disabled Person (Services, Consultation and Repre- 

sentation) Act (1986) had not been implemented by 

Order of Parliament at ttic time of writing -probably 
because the principles have not been fully accepted and 
because unsympathetic attitudes exist within the 
service- providing agencies. 

Persistent neglect of social policy principles occurs in 

governments which arc excessively reactive and prag- 
matic. Political decisions are then determined by 
pressure groups, inlluencc peddlers, vote-catching. 
expediency, budgetary constraints and so on. Federal 
Government in the US is judged by many to be in- 
effective for just this reason. People expect so much of 
governnients, often encouraged by politicians seeking 

their support. But it is doubtful whether their expec- 
tations are realistic. 1 acking the discipline of (he 
market, governments ilo whatever they d o  inefficiently, 
ineffectively, and all too often, corruptly. I laving a 
weak grip on tlie concept ol' private property, govern- 
ment officials (both elected and appointed) tend to 
view the resources ofcvery person as potentially theirs. 
They cannot resist plundering this commons on behalf 
of themselves or special interests rather than on behalf 

of the community as a whole. Hig bail government 
seems like the biggest single reason lor economic and 

social disarray in both developed .iiiil developing 
nations. 

An even more serious situation exists when social 
policies arc pursued with principles which deliberatel}' 
contravene ethical teachings and arc sc1I'-rviclcntly harm- 
fill to individuals. Such principles threaten communal 
life and the social order. 

The Romanion Vampire: The principles underlying the 
social policies pursued by the Ceaucescu regime in 
Romania appear grotesque and bizarre. As port of the 
drive for industrial grodh, the President sited toxic 
chemical plants in the centre of populated areas. 
Factories also mutilated and polluted the countryside. To 
modernise Romania, he destroyed villages and village 
institutions without replacing them with modern facilities. 
Sociol and welfare policies resulted in amenities that 
were limited and primitive. His procreation programme 
forced women to beoi children, created ill-health in 
women and childfen, and led to such o degree of in- 
fanticide that a count of infant deaths was no longer kept. 
Large orphanages to rear neglected and abandoned 
children were left to operate under brut01 conditions. The 
eventual consequence was communal violence, the over- 
throw of the regime, and modification of the social order. 

Ex. 9.4 

Limitations. The principles o f  any social policy 

deal with soda1 needs and guide a general response to  

meeting these without modifying the status of any 
person or  group. But the very nature oftlie social struc- 
ture with its embedded injustice interli!res with certain 
classes of people getting their needs met ctTcctivcly or 

at all. Thoughtful people are liable to conclude that 

some change in the social structure is an ethical require- 
ment. Well-recognized needs are social values, and the 
idea of meeting them in the community is taken for 

granted - even if the ways and priorities for meeting 

them are debatable. By contrast altering the social 
structure is never taken for granted, and making such 
choices generates the most intense controversy. It 
demands a different sort of principle in which rights 
and class power arc takcn into account. 

G"-23: Ideological Principles 

Nature .  Specialization and dil'l'n-entiation arc 
needed in all conimunitics and this lack of homogeneity 
leads to those status clilferetic~~s duPmed liy the social 
structure. Con~n~uniry viability depends o n  the stability 
and justice of that moral institution. Any necessary 
alterations to the structure must lie widely ,icceptable 
and engender wide coopet-ation well beyond the 
favoured classes. Otherwise civil disordrr and repres- 
sive control will be unleashed. 
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Ideological principles are required lo guide choices 

affecting the positioning of any class o r  category of 

individual in the social structure. The application of 
ideological principles either confirms and bolsters 
existing arrangements or leads to structural changes in 
society. For example, women in the 19th century 
lacked numerous rights and duties now regarded as 
customary. Change only occurred once a sense of 
entitlement built up, tenets about the capabilities and 
roles of women altered, and demonstrations took 

place. Once the right to vote was secured, a crucial 
lever on power was obtained. The status of women 

improved, the structure of society was decisively 
altered, and the potential for further peaceful change 
was secured. 

The social structure never provides a definitive guide 
to  its own modilkation or  reconstruction, so without 

ideological principles deliberate major societal change 
cannot be sensibly pursued. The junction of ideological 

principles is to shape social institutions so that fair 
entitlements of classes of members in the community 
are met. 

An ideological principle is constructed with rights 
(L"-4) and tends (I "-3). This accords with textbook 
definitions of ideology which usually go something like: 
a set of beliefs about the conduct of life and the 

organisation olsocicty '.I7 

Ideological principles are inherently class-oriented 

because they include rights and duties. (Remember that 
the classes relcrrcd to here are not restricted to  socio- 
economic categories based largely on education and 

earnings which are beloved of sociologists and social 
statisticians.) If an ideological principle is to  be used, 
the rights it enshrines must be acceptable in the com- 
munity generally. However, acceptability does not 

mean whole-hearted agreement. Disagreement is the 

norm because of the implications of assigning rights. 

For example, lor some decades socialist principles 
like 'the collective must take responsibility for ensuring 
that individuals get what they need' have been para- 
mount in the UK and elsewhere. By contrast the New 
Right movement is guided by principlcs like 'free 

market forces must be left to determine the shape that 
society takes in the economic sphere'. This generates 
tenets like: 'there is no legitimate role for collective 
decision-making beyond the need to prevent absolute 

poverty'. In the third world, principles of collective 
responsibility have h e n  generally supported, partly to  
buttress undemocratic regimes. But an about face is 
now evident: "1-rccdom to participate in the market 
according to one's t.ilents and preferences is the best 
vehicle for thr productive use of human capabilities" 

claims a recent UN Kcport. 

When any principle is used to aid a decision about, 

say welfare provision or  commercial development, 

particular tenets are harnessed or generated. As a 
result, ideological principles enable the formation of 
associations of committed people iL.g. in think tanks. 
Certain tenets, like 'key industries require stale inter- 
vention', o r  'most government services should be 

privatized', get unequivocal respect within that asso- 
ciation. If the principle becomes widely used, then the 
tenet becomes part of communal ideals. 

The explanation and popularization of ideological 

principles are a matter for political movements. 

Ideological principles are articulated by the move- 
ment's ideologues and intellectuals, and adopted by 
political organizations and campaigning groups. The 
general public may be uninterested in ideological 
debate, but everyone is concerned about their own 

social status. So the affirmation of ideological principles 

is an essential part of electioneering. 

Changing society in accord with ideological prin- 

ciples is sanctioned and partly implemented by a 
government. However, the authority and responsibility 
tor proclaiming and applying the ideological stance to 
particular social problcnls lies with political parties and 
their leaders. 

When an ideological principle tlors not align with an 

existing political party, a new party may form as in the 

case of the Green Parties (Ex. 9.6).  Alternatively, 
independent candidates may campaign at elections to  
pressure the existing parties to accept a new principle 
as was the case in the women's suffrage movement (Ex. 

9.5). So the consequences of ideology are evident in 
election manifestos and other iinofiicial policy docu- 
ments long before they aflect govrrnment. On the basis 
of elections, governments claim a mandate to  take a 

particular ideological slant in their decision-making. 

The Women's Suffrage Movement: Political tracts about 
the fair social entillemenis of women were published by 
Mary Wollstonecraft and by John Stuart Mill. As the suffro- 
gette movement gathered pace in the UK in the second 
half of the 19th  century, numerous organisations formed. 
These came together in 1897 wi~hin a National Union of 
Women's Suffrage Societies. Emmeline Pankhurst founded 
and led the Women's Social and Politicol Union which 
escalated the struggle and became identified with the 
ideological principle that women ond men were sociolly 
equal The first enlronchisement Act in 19 1 8 did not fully 
implement the principle in so far as voting was restricted 
to married women, women householders and women 
University graduates over 30 years. Suffrage equality 
was achieved by a subsequent Act in 1928. However, 
I social equality has still no1 been achieved in the UK 
ond the ideological principle of equality between the 
sexes still guides modern feminist movements and has an 
impact on election manifestos. Ex. 9.519 
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Ideological principles are concerned with the dis- 
tribution of powcr and hence affect. directly o r  inrli- 

rectly. the distribution of resources within society. 
They touch on such matters as: die relation between the 

individual and the collective, economic transactions 
amongst members of socicty, development of ideas and 
their systematic use in social design, the relation of the 
community to its physical environment, the relation of 
lhe comnlunity to other communities, conceptions as 
to the structure of society, and conceptions as to human 
nature. A coherent set of ideological principles cover- 
ing these subjects together with certain values and 
assumptions comprises an ideology. 

Like other types of principle, ideological principles 

arc multiple and only guide rather than bind. Critics 
usually take this to mean inconsistency. Party idco- 
logucs and activists see it as betrayal. For example, 
although the Thatcher Conservative Government 

campaigned through the 1980.b on an ideological plat- 
form of private enterprise, free markets and fair com- 
petition, in practice things looked different. For 
example, some monopolies like electricity and bus 
transport were broken up, but others like telecommu- 

nications and gas were retained; private funding was 
needed for the second Severn bridge but public finance 
was available for the Manchester Metrolink. Justifi- 
cation of these decisions was offered in terms of other 
principles like the maintenance of international com- 
petitiveness and meeting social needs, and by appealing 
t o  practical considerations like feasibility and cost. 

Various ideological principles may be relevant when 
a current social arrangement needs altering. The dis- 

pute between parties holding different ideologies is 
liable to  lie so heated and personally felt that rational 
discussion is unlikely to be possible o r  desired. Even 
within a political party, controversy about the s i p -  
ficance of different principles may be extremely intense, 
and factions then form behind each of the opposing 

positions. 

Environment and Society: Awareness that the environ- 
ment is being damoged by humonity is increasing. 
Societies themselves are now suffering os a consequence, 
ond this meons that their functioning must chonge. The 
Green movement is on expression of this development. It 
has generated o number of ideological principles im 
eluding the notion that 'economic growth should be 
halted'. Because the underlying tenets ore debatable and 
such dramatic alterations in the structure of society would 
result, no existing paliticol porty is willing to adopt it. As 
a result, the movement has produced its own political 
parties and numerous other campaigning organisations. 
Existing political parties are coming to terms with the 
problem by determining how their own ideological 
principles should guide their approach to the environ- 
mental crisis. In the US, the free-market ideology has led 

to a trial of the use of pollution permits [and a market in 
these) to bring pollution under control. Ex. 9.6 

Dysfunction. The persistent neglect of ideological 

principles in socicty means that the community has no 
way of enabling structural change or orienting itself 
ethically to emerging shifts in power relationships. 
Ideological principles convert a personal sense of 
entitlement into a social reality. Without them, systcm- 
atic debate about possible developments is weak and 
governments lack a mandate to act decisively on many 
issues. The end of ideology has an attractive rhetorical 
ring to it, but as one class-based principle loses accept- 

ability or relevance another emerges into the lime- 
l i g h t .  In the UK at present. for example, the relatively 

depressed status of some classes (e.g. Muslinls, women, - 
the unemployed) poses a threat to  the comniunity and 
demands urgent attention 

The righting of felt injustice within any social struc- 
ture is likely to create, at least for a time, new injus- 
tices. An occasional misjudgemenr in the application of an 
ideological principle can worsen injustice. Privatization 
of a public service without effective regulation mav 

convert an inelficient but fair state monopoly into a 
private monopoly demanding higher prices, giving 
poor service for certain classes of consumer, and taking 
large salary increases for its top managers. In time and 
with determination, such things can be put right. 

However, where an ideological principle is un- 

founded or erroneous. great harm can result. For 

example, the ideological principle of 'centralized 
planning and orchestration of activities' assigned rights 

and duties to  bureaucrats and political appointees who, 
however brilliant, could not possibly develop and 
pursue the con~prehcnsivc rational control of society 
that the tenets demanded In communist countries 
where centralisation of powcr and authority became 
firmly entrenched, the effect was to inlpecle and under- 

mine local management, to  demand inappropriate or 

unrealistic production targets and to foster corruption. 
The rights and class inlplications of such principles 
mean that it is difficult to rectify errors without social 
upheaval. In Russia. today, many in the classes which 
benefited from the previous state of affairs are sincerely 

o r  selfishly reluctant to alter their ways and hand over 
their powers. 

Far more serious damage to a society occurs when 
ideological principles are pursued which directly con- 

irut-enc ethical teachings and harm members of society. 
In Hitler's Reich, the ideological principle of Aryan 
superiority led first to  discrimination against Jews and 
other minority groups, then to the horrendous holo- 
caust, and ultimately to the devastation of Germany 
itself. 
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Limitations. Ideological principles are about main- 

taining or changing the way that society is structured. 

This means that they depend upon acceptance of a 
particular distribution of rights and that they focus on 

specific categories of people. Although they help 
individual people, the principles are based in rights and 
tenets which are group-based. So they do not provide 

any guidance on how the individuality and personal 
preferences of people can be protected. Neither all 
women, nor all Jews, nor all unskilled labourers, nor all 

criminals are the same. As a result, efforts to  bring 

about social change and supposed progress in accord 

with ideology have all too often violated individuality'. 

A comparatively recent and profound idea in human 
history is that each person has certain rights which, 
once determined, cannot be tampered with by idco- 
logical initiatives. Such rights would be inalienable: that 

is to  say, intrinsic to  being a person and so neither 
capable of being given or  taken away. To appreciate such 
a rneta-ideological notion, it is necessary to move up to 

the next type of principle. 

G"-24: Human Right Principles 

Nature .  No conln~unity can persist unless it exerts 
a degree of control over its members diverse and 
sometimes destructive inclinations. But. as we have dis- 
covered, communal life is built on a certain minimum 

of autonomy. So con~munity viability depends on exerting 
that control in an acceptable fashion. Principles arc 
required to guide choices whenever autonomy is potcn- 
tially infringed. In practice. this covers two sorts of 
situation: those in which social activities designed to 

benefit the community do so by constraining or  inter- 
fering with individual activities, and those in which 
individual activities seem likely to harm the coin- 

Human right principles arc based on rights which 

must be widely accepted. As a result, they arc often 
referred to simply and somewhat misleadingly as human 
rights. Such labelling contributes to the muddle which 
surrounds the notion of rights. (It may be helpful at this 
point to recall again those distinctions discussed in Ch. 
8, and to list them together with additional terms 
covering ideas yet to be explained: see Table 9.1). 

We need human right principles because any person 
is absolutely dependent upon his or her comn~unity. 

Everyone is in danger of being unnecessarily con- 
strained, unfairly treated, excessively interfered with, 
o r  even directly harmed by decisions which aim to 
advance the objectives o r  well-being of the community. 
The function of hunian right principles is to  shape 
societal constraints on members so as to protect their 
freedom as individuals. The well-being of the corn- 

n~unity remains important, but certain decisions 
affecting people, ostensibly to support the community, 

are recognized here as ethically problematic.2i If people 
are interfered with excessively, they will start openly 
challenging established authorities. Such uprisings and 
civil commotions weaken the community and should be 
avoided itpossible. 

In democracies, human right principles arc typically 
formulated to try to  prcxent or at least minimize the 
tyranny of the majority. They seek to reduce a govern- 
ment's encroachments on personal freedoms. Diffuse 

encroachment is all too likely because much govern- 

ment action reflects a tyranny of a minority (i.e. an elite 
or well-organized lobby) on the majority. 

I luinan right principles promote the obligation to 
maintain certain freedoms like the right to  life; free- 

dom from torture or degrading punishment; the right 

to security of person; freedom of worship, thought and 
belief; freedom of expression; the right of peaceful 

assembly; and the right to be accorded agreed human 
rights irrespective of sex, race, colour, language, reli- 
gion, political opinion, ethnic origin, social status o r  
property. It is unusual, but fully consonant with the 
present approach, to include inalienable duties of each 
person e.g. the duty of care to fellows, the duty to 
support one's family, the duty of social cooperation, the 
duty to participate at least minimally in political life. 

A human right principle is constructed using maxims 
(LV-5) and rights (L"-4).  Maxims enable its application 

to be acceptable and the result is a right which should 
be unequivocally respected. The human right principle 
of freedom of expression, for example, does not 

indicate in itself how photocopying should be handled 
in a society. Photocopying was strictly controlled in the 
former USSR in accord with somewhat perverse 

maxims of secrecy and control. Incorporating the 
maxim of glasnosi (openness) led to citizens being 

accorded the right to  purchase and use photocopiers for 
their own use. 

Human right principles aid a government in framing 

laws. developing policies, and judging entitlements in 
special cases. They also serve as a guide for each person 
when judging whether or not they are free to  d o  some- 
thing, and whether o r  not a collective power is in- 
fringing on a freedom. 

Only by applying human right principles can one 

ensure that rights are assigned in accord with maxims 

which are socially accepted. It follows that the use of 
such principles is affected by the quality of the ethical 
teaching current in society and the degree of personal 
freedom built into the social structure by the rulers of 
society. Human right principles differ sharply from 
membership rights in that the social structure exists 
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Table 9.1: Definitions of different forms of right. Subscripts indicate the level position within the group 
i.e. a rule which is a right is at the 3rd level in 'the law' and at the 4th level in 'the custom' (cf. Master-Fig. 18). This 
phenomenon partly explains the diverse qualities of rights. Note that 'human right' and 'universal right' are often used 
in speech and writing as synonyms for 'human right principle'. 

Right 

Membership right 

Customary right 

Legal right 

Moral right 

Civil right 

Universal right 

Human right 
principle 

Human right 

Ideological right 

A rule which states what is due to or from someone in a social setting. It may 
take the form of a claim or no claim, an immunity or disability, a liberty 
(privilege) or duty, a power or liability 

A right which defines the social structure and indicates what is, as a matter of 
fact, due to and from all members of a particular community. 

A membership right which, it is claimed, is or ought to be held in common by 
all (or all citizens) within a particular society. 

A right which exists by virtue of its acceptance within a community over a 
prolonged period of time. 

A right which is embodied in the law. 

A right judged to be fair according to a particular ethical doctrine - which 
only has weight if it is accepted as part of the morality of the society. 

A moral right which applies to political aspects of citizenship i.e. relating to 
equality, justice, liberty &c. 

A right affirmed to be applicable to all across all societies whether or not it is 
legalized or available in fact; and typically used as part of a standard against 
which a society's membership rights are assessed. 

A principle guiding collective choices which potentially constrain personal 
freedom. 

A right which is in accord with o human right principle or emerges from its 
application. 

A right which is defined to affirm or alter the status of a class within the 
community. 

Collective (or Customary rights usually affirmed in opposition to universal rights or to avoid 
people's) rights recognizing relevant human right principles. 

Natural right A right held to exist by virtue of the nature of man. A philosophical term referring 
to certain moral rights and human right principles. 

Divine right An authority or power derived directly from God and which, accordingly, can 
over-ride all temporal authorities. 
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whether or not membership rights are articulated. By 
contrast, human right principles only exist if they are 

explicitly formulated. When applied, the principle may 
suggest a new right which conflicts with customary 

n~enibcrship rights. 

Much misunderstanding conies from the attempt to  

apply human right principles as if they were strict rules. 
Human right principles, like the freedoms of speech 
and association, are only lor guidance and to foster 
cooperation. They seek to reduce social control, but 

they are not themselves rights and cannot determine 
collective choices to resolve complicated and sensitive 
problems. The French Declaration of the Rights of 
Mail, the forerunner of modern declarations, noted 

that human rights can be overridden for reasons of 
public utility, public necessity or to maintain public 
order. A person may appeal to a particular principle to 

justify an action, but whether on balance it does so is 
always debatable. For example, few would now take it 
for granted that the principle of freedom of worship 
justifies rituals like suttee in which a widow is 

immolated with her husband's corpse. 

It seems ~elf~evident  that freedom of expression 
should not lead to rights to incite hatred systematically, 
to breach confidences, to vilify and libel publicly, to 
preach sedition, o r  to threaten the life of someone. This 

is because in each case a maxim (buttressed often by 
law) makes the application of the principle unaccept- 
able. But it is never clear where to  draw tile line for free 
expression in many circumstances: e.g. producing 

obscene material, proclaiming extreme political views. 
releasing information about secret governmental 

activities. The fact that human right principles are not 
binding rules, as noted in the French Declaration, has 
been documented repeatedly in modern times (cf. Ex. 

9.7). 

Freedom of Expression: The European Convention on 
Human Rights (1  950) stated that 'everyone has the right 
to freedom of expression' (Sect. 1,  Art. 10). This right is 
however immediately qualified by such 'formalities, con- 
ditions, restrictions, or penalties as are prescribed by low 
ond ore necessary in a democratic society, in the interests 
of notional security, territorial integrity or public safety, for 
the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of 
health or morals, for the protection of the reputation of 
rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of informo- 
tion received in confidence, or for maintaining the author- 
ity and impartiality of the judiciary.' Ex. 9.7" 

The distinction between who draws up the principles 
and where responsibility lies for deciding their rele- 
vance and significance was noted in earlier principles. 
Here the difference is even sharper. The principles arc 
generated by enlightened citizens, campaigning groups 
and inter-governn~ental bodies influenced by political 

theories of various sorts. Responsibility and authority (or 
judging relevance and significance in particular situa- 

tions, however, lies in the hands of legislators at the 

time of framing legislation; with jurists when chal- 
lenges are presented or heard in court: and with the 

relevant regulatory authorities or tribunals in non-legal 

challenges. 

Without some conception of human right principles, 
a person would be at the mercy of those holding power 
in the state - which was uniformly the case in the past. 
and still is the case in many countries. Human right 

principles are not themselves laws. Nevertheless, to  
ensure that the governing regime with its awesome 

power to coerce on behalf of the community does 
recognize that each person is unique and autonomous, 
legislation which recognizes human right principles is 
commonly sought. The result may be incorporated in a 

Bill of Rights. 

Constitutions and Rights: Every state has o constitution in 
the sense that there must be o framework of rules which 
indicates how its government is to operate. But these may 
pay greater or lesser attention to issues of humon rights. 
Placing humon rights at the centre of the constitution of the 
slate is relatively recent in human history. In the UK, 
guidance on human rights is to be found in famous enact- 
ments like the Magna Carla I 1  2 15), as well os in mod- 
ern statutes and in judgements of the courts. Human right 
principles appeor in the formal constitution of the USA. 
Such constitutions are most common in countries where 
there is o shorp break with the past and o major alteration 
in the instruments of government. Indeed, when England 
was under Cromwell and without a monarch in the 17th 
century, there was a Bill of Rights ( 1  688). Campaigns for 
a written constitution in the UK are gathering force, and o 
proposed Bill of Rights has been drafted. Ex. 9.823 

Human right principles. when established in a 
society, are claimed to replace the sovereignty of the 
state (i.e. the government) by sovereignty of the people 
(i.e. the citizenry). This depends on the existence of a 

moral coinmunity whose majority (and therefore 
whose government) is unwilling to  exert its inclination 

to coercion and tyranny. This is difficult in the extreme. 
Such a community tends to control itself by giving 
power to judicial and quasi-judicial bodies. A court of 
human rights or judicial comn~ission or regulatory 
tribunal of some sort is needed to decide whether a 
government's a d s  or an organization's practices unjustly 
and unacceptably infringe a human right principle. In 
the US, the supreme court has precisely this respon- 
sibility. 

If  sovereignty of the people is to lead to a better 
society, two things are required: first, people must 
know about human right principles and current rights; 
and second, people must have confidence that the 
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judiciary will defend the individual against established 

authorities. 

Dysfunction. Even governments which arc sys- 
tematically guided liy human right principles may make 
a rnisjudgernent and fail to apply these at times. When this 
occurs by oversight, rectification is easy. However, 
persistent neglect of given principles is always tempting 

for an elected government to avoid political cniharrass- 
ment o r  to  expedite its ideologically-favoured drive. In 
the absence of a tradition of respect for the individual 
and some judicial backing for human right principles, 
people cannot easily get redress for such violations. 

The situation is cliflcrcnt when principles of human 
right are regarded as irrelevant because of cultural 
traditions o r  the power of degraded religions. Then the 

organs of government may persistently oppress people 

in a locally acceptable fashion. If recognized human 

right principles are directly contravened because the 
regime views them as an obstacle to  be overcome, then 
oppression may he intense, intrusive and sadistic. The 
justification usually ollered is that the poverty or 
political problems ol' the country d o  not allow for the 
luxury' of human rights. Whatever the explanation, 
this attitude means that those who are brutal reach 

power, and they retain power by behaving ever more 
brutally. Authoritarian government may be benevolent 
and economically benelicial at times, but if it is not then 
protest and change is rather difficult. In modern tyran- 
nies, government officials loot the treasury, a secret 
police flourishes, torture and imprisonment without 
trial arc routine, and terror is an instrument of policy. 

Reports by Amnesty Ink-rnational reveal that such 
regimes arc still numerous.24 

Limitations. The use of human right principles, as 

with all other principles, potentially generates conflict 
and controversy. But, unlike the previous principles, 
severe disputes lend theniselves to resolution in the 
courts. The courts arc recognized as the ultimate 
arbiter here as in many matters and they must operate 
and be seen to operate in a fair way. However, human 
right principles do not deal with the operation of the 

courts themselves. and provide no guide to  legal 

processes. So principles with a different character are 
needed. 

G11-25: Legal Principles 

Nature. The legal systeni with its capacity lor insti- 
gating rule enforcement is essential to  the maintenance 
of stability and order in society. The guardian of the 
legal system is the courts of justice. Community viability 
depends on people having confidence in the courts and 
the legal system. Apparent niisuse of the courts by 

judges with idiosyncratic views or by governments 
seeking to control the courts for their own purposes 

causes a public outcry. So principles are required to 

guide choices in deciding and handling disputes in die 
courts. These legal principles an- not laws but they arc 
part of the law as long as they are applied in an accept- 
able way. 

Thefunction of a legal principlr is to shape a legal 
decision so as to protect social institutions on which the 

community and its members depend. Legal principles 
are therefore a major feature in the argument and rea- 
soning associated with judicial decisions of any com- 
plexity. In any particular case, relevant existing legal 

principles must be recognized, applied and weighed 
against each other. and nctv principles created if ncces- 

q'. 

Legal principles are concerned with the common 
good, like the laws (L"-6) and maxims (L"-5) with 

which they are constructed. Legal principles must be 
accepted as part of the law within the court sy: item. 
This means that they must be consonant with sound 
reason, judicial authority, the nature ol' relevant in- 
stitutions within society, and any writtcn constitution. 

Although ethical teachings arc not geared to legal con- 
tests and court processes, legal principles must also 
embody maxims which ought to lit- unequivocally 

respected in the case under consitler~tion. In the USA, 
for exanlple, authors are generally held responsible tor 

textual errors or on~issions which cause harm. This 
principle is based on the maxim that 'a free society 
requires a free How of ideas': die flow of ideas is the 
social institution referred to in the functional definition 

above. Assigning legal liability to publishers might 

interfere with this flow. 

The authority and responsibility for establishing and for 
selecting and using legal principles rests with lawyers 

and judges. They d o  so in the context of the need to 
present o r  to  resolve a case that is brought to the courts. 
Even in a court action where there is a law in the form 
of a carefully worked out statute, uncertainty may exist 
in the wording or  in its relation to the circun~stances of 

the particular case. Over the years, a variety of legal 
principles have been found to be potentially relevant to 

interpreting statues (see Ex. 9.9). As with principles 
already examined, different legal principles point in 
different directions and never necessitate a particular 
decision about the statute. 

Interpreting Statutes: I t  is generally agreed that judges 
must follow statutes, neither restricting nor extending them. 
However, often the situation is complex and o variety of 
legol principles for interpretation hove been developed. 
These include: the context rule, the intention rule, the 
mischief rule. the literal rule, and the golden rule. The con- 
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text rule holds that words in the Act get their meaning from 
the context and the application of common sense. The 
intention rule holds thot words must be construed in the 
light of the general purpose of the Act. The mischief rule 
holds thot the Aci should be construed in the light of the 
mischief that the ACI was intended to remedy. The literal 
rule holds that words must be token exactly os they stand, 
even if i t  is evident thot had Porliament foreseen the 
situation the words would have been modified. The 
golden rule holds that statutes should be construed so as 
to ovoid an absurdity. It is a misnomer to call these guides 
'rules', because it is self-evident that none ore fully binding 
and thot several may be applied to a particular cose. 
[Note that the avoidance of outrageous injustice is not a 
legal principle.) Ex. 9.9 

Legal principles, l ike human right principles, help 

make the whole o f  society a moral community, and so 

they arc o f  greater consequence than the results o f  a 

particular judgement. For example, a legal principle 

may provide guidance as t o  whether o r  not a particular 

sort o f  case should be brought in the future, and how it 

might be handled. Once a legal principle has been 

articulated and established, there is an obligation to  pay 

attention t o  it in the adjudication o f  subsequent cases. 

Challenging a Minister: The UK Education Reform Act 
(19881 permitted schools to opt out of local authority 
control following opprovol by the Minister. A school in 
Bath sought and won this approval. The locol authority. 
Avon County Council, opposed i t  on the grounds that 
education in Bath would suffer and sought judicial review. 
The judge quashed the Minister's decision on the basis of 
the principle that the welfare of the whole county needed 
consideration. The Minister reconsidered and came to the 
same decision. The Council again applied for review and 
was heard by the Court of Appeal and lost. The principle 
that emerged was that 'an application for judicial review 
is not the appropriote means by which o locol authority 
should seek to ventilate or pursue its differences of opinion 
with a Minister'. Such a principle does not block Avon or 
other Councils taking similar cases to court in future, but 
would be a factor iideciding whether they do so. 

EX. 9.1025 

Legal principles ensure that coherent rationales are 

available as a guide t o  potential litigants. Although it is 

desirable that legal principles should themselves be 
guided by principles o f  natural justice (to be described 

in the next dyad), their primary concern is w i th  ensur- 

ing that courts operate for the common good. As a 

result, legal principles affecting the outcome o f  any 

dispute vary between particular societies. To return to  

a previous example: i n  the UK textual errors o r  omis- 

sions which cause harm are generally the responsibility 

o f  the publisher, not  the author as i n  the USA. (Because 

we are dealing with principles and not  rules, liability 

might be assigned on occasion t o  the author in  the UK, 
and to  the publisher i n  the USA.) 

Laws typically include general words t o  describe 

actions like: reasonable, fair, unjust, excessive, sigmfi- 

cant, negligent. They are placed there deliberately to 

recognize self-regulation through the use o f  maxims by 
individuals, and t o  allow the exercise o f  discretion b y  

the courts. This discretion demands the creation and 

use o f  legal principles which lie beyond the specified 

law. 

Liability for Inaccuracies in Books: The tort of negligence 
establishes that a person is liable for damage resulting 
from their negligence where they ought reasonably to 
hove assumed that carelessness would be likely to cause 
damage to another. As part of the interpretation of 
'reasonablyg, UK courts apply the principle of proximity. 
This principle states thot a duty of care requires a degree 
of proximity between the giver and receiver. It follows thot 
the more a book encourages readers to rely on it, the 
more likely it is thot liability will arise. A 'howto' book 
would be more likely to do this than a purely informative 
one or a novel. A further principle that has been estab 
lished is that mis-statements potentially causing physical 
harm are more serious than those causing financial loss. 

Ex. 9.1 126 

As well as guiding decisions in particular cases, legal 

principles focus on contextual matters l ike the opera- 

tion o f  the courts e.g. the legal standing o f  individuals in 

respect o f  bringing cases; the activity o f  sentencing e.g. 

how t o  decide severity; the use o f  precedents e.g. how 

to  regard decisions o f  diKerent types o f  courts and 

tribunals, o r  whether o r  not  t o  restrict the validity o f  an 

earlier decision; and handling conflicts o f  laws e.g. 

matters o f  jurisdiction, the effects o f  foreign judge- 

ments and choice o f  laws. Some legal principles are 

based on notions which are evidently false but  which 

must be taken as true for the court system and society 

to operate properly. For example, the legal principle 

that ignorance is no  defence is based on  the fiction that 

everyone knows the law. It ignorance were allowed as a 

defence, it would positively encourage people t o  pay n o  

attention t o  the law and fly i n  the face o f  the maxim that 

one should respect the law. Another fiction-based 

principle states that a person must be considered to  

intend the consequences o f  his actions. 

D y s f u n c t i o n .  When there is an unfortunate mis- 
and a necessary legal principle has been over- 

looked, there needs t o  be the possibility o f  an appeal to  

a higher court which allows rectification. 

If there is persistent neglect o f  legal principles, if they 

are deliberately contravened, o r  if principles which do n o t  

con fo rn~  to  widely accepted maxims are instituted, 

then the courts are not functioning ethically. Abandon- 

ment o f  the balanced application o f  legal principles is 

more likely to  occur i n  authoritarian o r  theocratic 
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regimes: or occasionally where democratic dema- 

goguery holds sway. In these circumstances, courts are 

seen as instruments of public policy, to be run directly 
by the government rather than to operate inclepen- 
dently according to the law. At the extreme, courts arc 
expected to deliver predetermined verdicts. 

To restate an essential ethical design point: govern- 
ment must not scc itself running the community as if it 
is a giant organization. If it does so, the good of the 
whole community will lie regarded as more sigmf~cant 
than the good of any individual within it. The essential 

nature of law is then violated and freedom is eroded. In 
organizations -the Roman Catholic Church would be 
a prime example - freedom cannot be the over-riding 
concern and formal regulations (i.e. laws internal to  the 
organisation) are made to give way to organisational 
goals and values whenever necessary.37 In a con~munity, 

by contrast, the good of the whole is a function of each 

person's voluntary participation. 

Limitations. The notion that principles should be 
just has been taken lor granted until now. Civility 
principles should express fair treatment. Social policy 
principles and ideological principles should be fair and 
create a society which lbcls fair. Human right principles 
are driven and sustained by the idea they are fair, and 

legal principles are developed with justice in mind. 

Hut justice in each of these types of principle has 
been ancillary or coiitrxtual. To be sure, proponents of 
any principle claim it embodies fairness, but accept- 
ability takes precedence when defining and using them. 
Legal principles, for example, cannot be solely tested 

against the abstract notion of justice because they are as 
much or more concerned with maintaining the abstract 
formalism and coherence of law and the customs of 

society as with the substance of the specific case. 

Fairness must become central somewhere. however, 

because it is the ultimate criterion of general accept- 
ability in society. A communal sense of fairness is vital 
for social cooperation. The final and highest dyad con- 
tains principles which seek to embody fairness and 
embed it in the community. 

G1l-2~: Natural Justice Principles 

Nature.  The most lofty and general consideration in 
maintaining any community is developing a spirit of 
fairness within it. People will tolerate a great deal of 
hardship i f  they feel that things arc fair. Hardship may 

even enhance the community spirit by enabling the 
sinking of dif'l'erencrs: but only as long as decisions of all 
sorts arc made in a fair way. Without a sense of fairness, 
good relationships among people are stunted and the 

support of individuals for their community is under- 

mined and put at risk. Community viability depends 

therefore on consistently and persistently seeking to 

play fair and minimize injustice. 

Decisions where fairness is controversial are never 
straightforward, so principles arc needed as a guide. 

Natural justice principles, as these may be called, 
express an intuitive notion of lair play and arc required 
wguide choices about the use olany sorial arrangement. 

Among the most important of tlicsc arrangements are 
the various other ethical principles. 

The function of a natural justice principle is to shape 

the expression of fair play in society. So natural justice 
principles potentially override all others. They are 
commonly articulated at times of communal change, 
especially when a major alteration in existing principles 
feels necessary. 

These principles are constructed by absolutes (L"-7) 
and laws ( ~ " - 6 ) . ~ '  To be active in society, natural justice 
principles must emerge from absolutes which are 
widely accepted. All these absolutes can be traced back 
t o  the over-riding communal absolute: be fair. Fair play 
is more important for communal life than prosperity. 
Wealthy Lebanon, for example, was susceptible to 
devastation because it was built on an unfair sharing of 
power and influence between Maronite Christians and 

Muslims. 

If any natural justice principle is to be unequivocally 
respected, it must be recognizable in society's laws. The 
talion principle, for example, states that criminals 
should receive the harm they inllictcrl as a punishment 

('an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth'). This seems to 
derive from a cross-cultural absolute found in all com- 
munities that 'wrongs should be avenged' or 'wrongs 

must be righted', and it requires respect for laws which 
provide for a tit-for-tat penalty. However crude the 

talion principle seems, the Twelve Tables secnis to  have 

established that it puts a limit to the exercise of 
vengeance. Another principle based on the same 
absolute requires that the 'punishment must fit the 
crime'. This has led to  laws which punish thieves by 

having their hands chopped off; and to laws requiring 
offenders to directly repay their victims or  do repara- 

tive work for the comn~unity. 

Judicial Review: An oft-repeated notural justice principle 
states that 'courts should uphold the weakness of the 
citizen against the power of the state'. The absolute here 
is: 'be fair' and the laws which hove resulted are many. 
There ore now UK laws allowing citizens or organizations 
to question governmental oction through ludiciol review in 
a variety of contexts: immigration, housing, social 
security, prisons, health, education, planning, legal aid, 
ond even commercial matters. In these cases, judges do 
not assess the wisdom or justice of the governmental 



decision, nor its political appropriateness, but rather focus 
on whether authorities hove used their position to exceed 
their lowful powers. Ex. 9.12 

Although natural justice principles must lie evident 
in laws for the connmimity to benefit. they can be 
applied in more self-contained settings. For example, 

they may be used to determine regulations which 
prevent victinlization in organizations: and individuals 
can use them in deciding regulations for their 

households. 

Although principles of natural justice are ideals 
which seem to be widely applicable, they are so general 
that they allow individuals and societies to  use them 
very differently. For example, a key principle of natural 

justice proposed by Aristotle is proportionality i.e. 

'equal and relevant aspects of a situation should be 
treated equally, and inequalities should be recognized in 

a way proportionate to their inequality'. However, 
exactly which aspects are relevant and what constitutes 
due proportion is debatable. Proportionality supports 
legal principles like 'the penalty should fit the crime', 
ideological principles like ' to each according to his 
abilities/deserts/needs', social policy principles like 

'target health care to the sickest. and civility principles 
like 'first come first served'. These lower level prin- 

ciples are not endorsed in all socicties, and even where 
they are there is much variation in their application. 

The authority and responsibility for applying natural 
justice principles clearly lies with each person and all 
government and judicial institutions, and by extension 
with any social body working lor a fairer society. 

Government debates on laws in the realm of natural 
justice often do not split along political party lines. 

The use of principles ofnatural justice enables judges 
in progressive societies which lack a written con- 
stitution to bring positive law into harmony with higher 
ethical notions and to escape from the strait-jacket of 

precedents. Principles of natural justice allow political 
parties a chance to escape from the prison of their own 
ideologies. They also help reform-centred organiza- 

tions rethink how people's needs should be met. They 
can even be used to influence the way people and 

businesses treat each other when they differ. 

As before, the principles o f  natural justice are but a 
guide and d o  not determine a precise outcome. For 

example. if a minor misdeed had horrendous con- 
sequences the principle that wrongs should be punished 
and the principle of proportionality would need to be 
balanced against each other. Efforts to rehabilitate 

offenders and reduce the punitive clement of sentences 
usually get nowhere because they arc based in maxims 
to be benevolent and show mercy. These havc little 
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force if society values a natural justice principle that 
calls for punishment and retribution. 

Principles of all other types are ultimately justified 
by natural justice principles and these become the basis 
for pron~ulgating and buttressing them by laws. For 
example, rape does not accord with principles of civil- 

ity because the victim is not being respected: but it's 
proscription under the law is at least in part because it 
violates principles of natural justice like 'the strong 

should not take undue advantage of the weak'. It is 
similarly possible to appreciate the recourse to  legis- 
lation in relation to social policy principles. Ideological 
principles, invariably pursued in terms of natural 
justice, are virtually impossible to  implement without 
legislation to establish the new rights and duties. 

Human right principles, also argued in terms of natural 

justice, create a positive pressure for lawmaking. For 

example, if it is accepted that representative govern- 
ment cannot work fairly without agreed freedoms for 
individuals, then demands to establish these in a legally 
binding form follow. 

Given that natural justice in a society must be 
realized in laws. the courts and legislature arc of great 
significance. Here is where principles of natural justice 
must be most assiduously applied. Law must be clari- 

tied so that disagreements between individuals and 

between the individual and the government (as repre- 
sentative of the community) as to the rights and wrongs 
of any matter are resolved. 

In a properly working democracy, the legislature and 
judiciary are publicly exposed and are liable to  come 

under severe criticism when injustice appears to  havc 
triumphed. To deal with this, a key element of natural 

justice is the principle of reconsideration. This allows 

any case to be re-examined in a superior context: the 
upper house or  a higher court. Like all applications of 
principles, die outcome is uncertain. The higher court 
may or  may not allow an appeal and, when it does, the 
result may be surprising. In parliament, the upper 
house may reject a bill and this rejection may be 

accepted o r  over-ridden by the lower house. 

Dysfunction. If there is a one-od misjudgement and 
a principle of natural justice is not applied when ncces- 
a voices are raised in discontent so that the (lecision 
can be reversed. 

If there is a persistent neglect of natural justice, then 
bitterness develops in the community. Justice is so 
abstract that this is always a possibility. liven though 
principles of natural justice apply to  the courts and 
bolster their operation, justice cannot be guaranteed 
even there. For example, it is a principle that courts 
will not lend themselves to  enforcing an unjust advan- 
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tape - but courts do at times (rightly o r  wrongly) 

enforce an unjust advantage. Another principle is that 

courts will not be used as an instrument of injustice - 
hut, again, adhercntx to the law via the courts docs at 
times generate blatant injustice. Finally, although 
courts should uphold the weakness of the individual 
against the power of the state, courts frequently appear 
to act as instruments oS the state rather than as defenders 
of citizens. If principles of natural justice seem to be 
repeatedly violated in the courts, the judiciary comes to 
be regarded as a bastion of the status quo, responding to 

establishcd powers and dispensing privilege. 

Where there is a deliberate contravention of natural 

justice and a systematic refusal to apply agreed prin- 
ciples, then injustice on a far more serious scale results. 
Stalin's courts were qualitatively difterent from any- 
thing in a democracy in that they systematically accom- 

modated lying. false charges and forced confessions 
before delivering inhumane sentences. These show 
trials reflected a flouting of natural justice consistent 
with what occurred throughout the USSR at that time 

in many other settings. 

Closure.  Natural justice principles are the highest 
and most abstract form of guiding principle because 
they dcniand the non-specific application of fairness or 
fair-play in all dccisio~is aflecting the community. There 
seems to be nothing more profound for maintaining 

community life, aiul n o  more abstract or more general 
form of ethical to ensure general cooperation 

from conlnlunity n~enibers. The dyadic grouping is 
now intuitively, as well as logically, complete. 

REVIEWING THE PRINCIPLES 

Six types of ethical principle have now been identi- 

Red. Each gives rise to ethical authorities and related 
entities including the creation of official authorities. 

Each is essential to  the maintenance of a community, 
and therefore intrinsic to  each person's social existence. 

Civility principles arc the basis ol'civility. Social pol- 

icy principles arc thC rationale for social policies. 
Ideological principles arc the core of ideologies. 
Human right principles Irad to the defence of inalien- 
able personal freedoms and duties. Legal principlcs 
ensure acceptability of the legal process and court out- 
comes. And natural justice principles promote fair play 
throughout society. 

Each type of principle and its users look to higher 
principles tor guidance. Civility principles are con- 
cerned with the impersonal and equalizing operation of 
respect without which communal life would be brutish. 
The responsibility for civilized behaviour rests with 

each person. But each person has needs which must be 
met if civility is to  be maintained, and each looks to the 

community for guidance on meeting these needs. 
Governments emerge to handle nerds and do so by 

articulating social policy principles o n  behalf of the 
community. When doing so, governments arc likely to 
affirm or  alter the status of particular classes, and so 
they need ideological principles to guide them. 

Political parties arc built on ideological principlcs 
and come to represent certain classes. These principles 
are needed by government so that class power can be 

legitimate. In this way, grievances can be dealt with 
rather than being left to boil over in civil unrest. 

Political parties arc partial and potentially threaten the 
community with their demands, so impartial jurists, 
regulatory authorities and legislators are needed to 
work with human right principles and ensure that 

particular individuals o r  minorities are not dis- 
criminated against. Any dispute, especially over the use 
of principles, may end up in the courts. So lawyers and 
judges must develop and apply legal principles to 

ensure that the courts operate acceptably. 

The wheel comes full circle with natural justice 
principles which once again depencl lor their sustenance 
on each member of the comiiiunity and all social 
bodies, especially established authorities. 

R e i n f o r c e m e n t  b e t w e e n  Principles. We have 

seen over and over again that principles o f  the same type 

regularly come into conflict. However, principles of 
different types may, and sometimes must, reinforce 
each other. Because principlcs overlap at five levels, 

1"-2 through to L"-6, adjacent principles have one type 
of rule in common (cf. Fig. 9.2). This is why principles 
can reinforce each other and tend to be effective in a 
community to  the degree that they do so. (Exactly the 
same applies to the various established authorities who 

select and use the principles.) 

Social policy principles can only lead to changes in 
attitudes if they accord with civility principles which 
govern respect for persons. Similarly, when social 
policies run counter to  convention, civility becomes 
difficult to  maintain. For example, U K  government 
policies for the care of long-stay mentally handicapped 
and mentally ill patients in large hospitals allowed for 
dilapidation of buildings, poor food, poor hygiene and 

low pay for staff. Such treatrnriit contravened current 
conventions. Not surprisingly, a break-clonn in civility 
frequently developed in the hospitals with patients 
being neglected and even physically abused.2y 

Ideological principles and social policy principlcs arc 
similarly linked through tenets. Ideological principles 
can only be translated into principles ofsociiil policy if 
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the community mainstream endorses certain tenets. 
When government policies are ideologically driven by 

the party in power and lack a basis in dominant tenets 
within society, then controversy erupts and implemen- 
tation is weakened. Because politicians rather than 
political parties form governments, ideology is usually 
tempered in practice - but not always: see Ex. 9.1 3 
- and social policies are restricted to  areas where 
common tenets already exist or can be easily developed. 

Education: A recent principle of UK educational policy 
wos thot secondary schools should be 'comprehensive' 
and hove a full cross-section of abilities. This was based 
on the ideological principle thot certain students and 
particular schools should not be allowed to develop 
special {i.e. unfair) advantages. From this perspective, 
private schooling was particularly unfair. The conse- 
quences of the social policy were that students with 
porticulor abilities or difficulties were not effectively 
supported, and many stole schools could not adapt to 
their neighbourhoods. Ordinary people believed thot 
meeting children's needs and adapting to localities were 
important. As o result, state schools come in for much 
criticism, parents began manipulating the system to gel 
their children into the better comprehensive schools, ond 
private schooling was increasingly supported in direct 
opposition to the government's ideological principles. 

Ex. 9.13 

Human right principles and ideological principles 

are linked through existing and potential rights. Human 

rights as expressed in many international conventions 
are violated regularly in many countries because rights 
implied by the specified principles are not congruent 
with either the social structure or the rights which 

determine the ideological principles pursued within the 
particular countries. In a similar way, legal principles 

and human rights are linked du-ough maxims; ancl 
natural justice principles and legal principles are linked 

through laws. 

Impl ica t ions  f o r  Government .  We have already 
noted that a number of principles commonly apply in 
any situation, that acceptability is the dominant 

criterion, and that there must be a sensitive weighing 
and balancing of principles before choice. This means 
that principles introduce a degree of dynamism, debate 

and adaptability in managing communal life, a llexi- 
bility which is absent in the rules which are fixed and 
unequivocal in their implications. 

The discretion available in the use ofprinciples, how- 
ever exquisitely considered, generates the potential and 
likelihood of challenge which in itself could disrupt the 
community. Where responsibility and authority is 
assigned for using principles is therefore a matter of the 
utmost significance. The analysis revealed that, except 
for the extreme groups, civility and natural justice prin- 

ciples, authority lies with those in o r  close to  govern- 
ment: politicians, the civil service, political parties. 

legislators, jurists. 

But civility and natural justice are not the exception 
they seem: civility is about governing one's own 
impulses and wishes - self-governn~ent in the most 
basic sense; and natural justice is the spirit that makes 
government tolerable and which everyone expects 
should infuse government. Without civility and fair- 

play, government is not welcome and barely possible. 

When threats, abuse and other manifestations of dis- 
regard and disrespect for fellows permeate a com- 
munity, its foundations are being eroded. When the 
search for fairness in government policy is forgotten, 

the logic of government is lost. 

This creates an image of a society in which each - 
person must show self-command and yet is dependent 
on bodies and people who do not always seem to 
deserve it. I luinan right principles typify this dilemma: 

to the man in the street neither parliament nor the 
judiciary are very accessible or sympathetic when his 
freedoms arc infringed by an organization or  a social 
policy. Having a vote never feels much of a remedy. In 
any case, most people are far more concerned with the 
concrete outcome for themselves than with the intrica- 
cies of social policy, ideology, human rights and the law. 

It seems that principles affect people and demand a lot 

of them, while being abstract, intangible and out of 
their control. 

So the question must be asked: what controls the 
quality of principles used by governmental authorities? 

The R o l e  of Scholarship.  Any critical analysis of 
the principles regulating community life n~us t  reside 
both within and alongside the con~n~unity. Academic 

disciplines have this quality. So universities and other 
inquiry-based bodies like independent think-tanks 
provide the only effective check on the nature, quality 
and effects of ethical principles. Dedicated scholarship 
can assist in developing principles, ancl can assess their 

use in practice. 

Whenever principles are fundamentally challenged, 
they are found to depend on rules and other principles, 
and eventually on an image of the culture and the place 
of individuals and institutions within society. These 
conceptions are explored, tested and buttressed by facts 

and theories. The need for principles has therefore 
generated speculation and systematic inquiry in a way 
that rules have not. Few people study desirable 
maxims, hut many study legal principles and human 
rights, both of which depend on maxims. 

In the case of civility, the cultural conception of a 
person and psychological theories of feeling and inter- 
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personal experience will underpin (or challenge) 
principles and their use. For example, unless it is 
understood that mentally handicapped individuals tend 
to approach very closely when speaking, people are 
likely to see them as ill-mannered and treat them in a 
disrespectful way, 

Social policies are underpinned by theories which 
specify how individuals and organisations ought to 
relate to  each other, and how organisations can be 
operated. In the health care field, for example, the 
general desire for good health must be translated into 

health care policies whose principles recognize and 

handle problems such as the near-infinite demand for 
health care and weaknesses in the organizational control 
of health professionals. Social policy is usually studied 

from within a discipline entitled social (or public) 
administration, o r  as part of government studies o r  

sociology. 

Ideological principles depend upon theories of the 
operation of society, particularly economic considcra- 
tions which arc currently seen as the source of social 

power and status. The ideological principles generated 
by recent right-wing thinkers, tor example, are based 
on theoretical assun~ptions that society has inherent 
tendencies towards order and justicc, and that the 
entrepreneur is the key figure in ensuring for all the 
gains to be had from economic growth. Economists, 
sociologists and others interested in social theory 
generate and examine evidence for such ideas and try to 
determine the value of  articular forms of social 
structure or institution like public sector agencies and 

commercial regulations. The difficulty is that these 
disciplines are then~selves ideologically comn~itted. 
Research suggests that as students progress through 
economics they become increasingly puzzled by the 
notion of fairness; and sociology students are trained to 
give primacy to social life and all too easily lose sight of 

the meaning and significance of personal freedom.30 

Human right principles develop according to the 
cultural conception ofthe proper relation of individuals 

to society. This is the concern of political theory'. 

Although human rights arc associated with political 
models produced by theorists like Locke, Paine and 
Tocqueville, there are many models of democracy. each 
with its own set of principles. Held. for example, has 
distinguished: classical (Athenian) democracy, protec- 
tive democracy, developmental democracy, direct 
(lemocracy, competitive elitist democracy, pluralist 
democracy and participatory democracy." 

In the case of legal principles, jurisprudence 
examines such matters as what the law and legal process 
is o r  should be, and the place of the judiciary in society. 

The underpinning notions of natural justicc arc to be 
found in theories of natural law -of which there are a 

considerable variety based in philosophy, religion and 
legal studies. Natural law postulates that principles or 
laws exist which arc valid indcpciidently of any positive 

law and which legitimate the binding force of positive 

law. Despite modern reactions against this ancient idea, 
such theoretical work persists and is influential." 

Scholars and investigators in the various disciplines 
develop theories related to principles, conduct cmpiri- 
cal studies of their use, and disseminate their findings to 

influence society. The better ones become advisors to 
governments, and sit on or chair official advisory com- 

mittees. The best seek to re-design government and its 
institutions entirely. 

Transition. The use of ethical principles is 
important if communities are to be maintained through 

social cooperation. Because support from members lies 
at the heart of cooperation and community viability, 
acceptability emerges as the essential criterion -even 
in relation t o  justicc. The idea that what is currently 

acceptable should be a guide to what is ethical or just 

appalls moral reformers and ethical philosophers. 
Recall their attitude to conventionalist choice (L"-2:  
Ch. 6). 

The aspiration for a truly just society is probably 
present in everyone. But the very notion of an enlight- 
ened society often seems utopian anil its pursuit 
appears disruptive. In this regard, principles have a 
major limitation in that they are taken as given. They do 

generate change and the potential for progress if used 

consistently, but they do not primarily act as authori- 
tative vehicles for change. They hardly touch on the way 
people think and act to promote ethical progress (or to 
maintain the status quo). 

If communal life is to  be ethically designed, then the 
focus on community maintenance and the criterion of 
what is expected and allowed by most in the community 

must be superseded. Social acceptability may be neces- 
sary, but it is just not enough. 

To bring aspirations for virtue and justice down to 
earth and to order people's efforts in this regard, some 
conception of progress towards an enlightened and 
sustainable ethical order is needed. Any such ideas of 
progress cannot be purely communal but must find 
roots and resonances within <*act1 person - and this 
means grounding then1 in a more complex ethical 
authority which harnesses personal belief. 

O n  close scrutiny, it is evident that principles are 
always generated and applied from a particular position 
which is taken for grained or dogmatically affirmed by 
whomever is authorized to do so. Movement of society 
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from one position to another reflects evolution of the authorized to affirm or  alter the rules governing their 
culture. Neither culture nor society is an agent and gov- own social life. In this sense, they are free and equal. To 
eminent has no such power. Cultural evolution means begin to understand the role of the individual, we must 
that individual members of society arc somehow now turn to consider the triads. 



Master- 
Table 22 

Properties of the six types of guiding principle in society. 
Ethical principles, which are needed to maintain a community, are dyadic authorities formed by conjoining two adjacent types of rule. 
A variety of ethical principles must be applied when making choices which might affect community security and cohesion (i.e. viability). 
Note that a wide variety of bodies may develop or promote principles of various sorts. See text for details and explanation. 

Type of 
Contribution to Type of Decision Authority and Theory/Discipline 

Principle Function Community Requiring Responsibility for for Development 
Viability 'Ethical Guidance Selection & Use & Analysis 

Dyad No. 
(Levels) 

Civility 
principle 

To shape behaviour so that 
due respect for community 
members is always manifest. 

Provides the basic 
mechanism for 
communal coexistence. 

Handling informal 
aspects of inter-personal 
interactions. 

Each person Social psychology 

Social policy 
principle 

To shape attitudes and 
organisations so that members' 
needs are met in society. 

Bolsters the rationale for 
member participation 
in a community. 

Handling interactions 
mediating personal 
needs. 

Government Public administration 
Policy analysis 

Ideological 
principle 

To shape social institutions 
so that fair entitlements of 
classes of members are met 

Assists re-structuring 
of the community when 
required. 

Whenever the status 
or power of a class of 
individual is affected. 

Political parties. Economics 
Sociology 
Social theory 

To shape social constraints 
on members so as to protect 
their freedom as individuals. 

Human right 
principle 

Minimizes coercive 
control of community 
members. 

Collective action seeking 
to benefit all or prevent 
harm by individuals. 

Legislators, jurists, 
regulatory authorities, 
courts of human rights. 

Political theory 

To shape legal decisions so as 
to protect social institutions on 
which the community depends. 

Maintains confidence 
in the legal system. 

Disputes within courts 
of justice. 

Judges, lawyers Jurisprudence 

To shape the expression 
of fair play in society. 

Creation and use of any 
social arrangement. 

All members of society, 
and especially official 
authorities. 

Natural justice 
principle 

Maintains community 
spirit by minimizing 
feelings of injustice. 

Natural law theories 

@ Warren Kinston 1 99 1 ,1994 
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GI1-3: INTERNALIZED POSITIONS 

Nature. A striking feature ofsociety is the stress that 
is placed both on the need for stability and conformity 

in ethical matters and also on Ac  need for alteration and 

progress to a more enlightened state. It is evident that 
mechanisms are needed to orient people to  accept and 
follow - or  to reject and oppose - the rules and 
principles which society uses to  govern ethical choices 
in particular situations. Such an ethical authority must 
be of a sort which a person internalizes so that 
necessary conformity is defined from within. I call this 
authority an ethical position. A new position may be 
devised o r  taken up by a rebellious spirit to promote a 

conception of ethical progress. Of course, some will 

view such so-called progressive ideas or the emerging 
results as a regress or as harmful - and sometimes they 
are. But our concern is with the underlying ethical 
mechanism, not the content or its effects. 

Ethical positions fulfil an orienting, equalizing and 
potentially liberating role in any society. For example, 

passing a law is a major exercise in social change. But 
the law will be unsuccessful unless people or rather 
each person is socialized to obey laws in general and 
prepared to obey that law in particular. Similarly, 
change in the social order can start from just one person 

who (correctly or incorrectly) feels and believes deeply 
that its rules arc wrong or  unfair and has the power to 
influence others to think likewise. 

To put this observation more generally, ethical rules 

and principles need to be part of some larger person- 

centred and rule-based authority - called here a posi- 

tion - which fosters their recognition, bolsters their 
operation, and channels their influence as society evolves. 

A person cannot hold just any position at all. One's 
conscience, rationality and the cultural context prevent 
tliis. For a position to be usable in a society, it must be 
capable of being internalized by members of that 
society through socialization processes. New positions, 

once fully internalized by reformers, enable them to 

orient their thinking and organize their activities. 
Crusading and campaigning bodies work hard to get 
others to believe the new ideas so that eventually the 
position is institutionalized within society. Active 
promotion, debate and explanation of the position 
induce natural processes of imitation, reflection and 
identification in the wider public. When institutionali- 

sation is complete and formalized by various sorts of 
governn~ental and legal creations, the internalized 
position is taken for granted and seems to be a self- 
evident part of the culture. 

Widely internalized and institutionalized positions 
can be confidently asserted and promulgated by 

individuals. Conformity to an established position is 
continually reinforced by teaching, example and social 

pressure. Conformity is also opposed and undermined 
bv dissenters and their polemics. 

The term position' conveys a sense of stability, 

coherence and system. Such solidity is necessary in a 
dynamic society. People need to be able to  hold a 
position or vantage point with conviction and to know 
that it is an authority recognized by others. Such a 
position steers their functioning in society. It lielps 
them approach decisions and fosters developments in 
the right way. I t  also enables leaders and thinkers to 

organize and institutionalize change. 

Ethical positions are evidently more con~plex and 

personally involving than rules (monads) o r  principles 

(dyads). They too call for iinequivocal respect and social 
~cceptabiliry, but still more is needed. I f  internaliza~ion 

is genuine and if '  others are to be influenced, then the 
position must be capable of being dogmatically affirmed in 
public. The possibility of dogmatic affirmation is 
provided by adding a third level ot'rule. 

Thejincrion of any position is to  ensure that com- 

munity members can be coherently and authoritatively 
oriented t o  ethical challenge and change. This confirms 
that ethical progress depends on individuals: until 
people can re-socialize themselves, society's values and 
institutions will not be modified. 

The significance of dogmatic affirmation becomes 
apparent when rules o r  principles of any sort arc being 
challenged or  need to be changed. This happens when 
circun~stances combine with powerful new ideas. One 

cannot fail to  be struck by the dogmatism of reformers 

and the equally intense dogmatism of those who defend 
the status quo. The clash of apparently irresistible forces 
for change against apparently irren~ovable traditions 
generates controversy and all too often abuse, rage and 
violence 

Academics describe their colleagues' views of rights 
and justice as barbarous, ignorant and superstitious: 

'akin to believing in witches' is the currently favoured 
epithet. Affirming freedom of speech on racial issues 
generates disruptive jeering abuse and brawling. 
Demonstrations for peace lead to rioting, looting and 
vandalism. Angry abortion protesters asserting the 
sacredness ol  life cause deaths. The intensity ol  feeling 
in all these cases does not come from following rules o r  

principles but from the ethical position which has been 
internalized and become part of the person's identity. 

Types. Each type ofposition emerges from grouping 
three adjacent levels of rule to form a triad. The triadic 
structure provides positions with a degree of whole- 
ness, solidity and structure. This is what allows them t o  
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be used to order cultural change, described by those in 

favour as progress and by those against as degeneration. 

In all, there arc t'ivc overlapping hierarchical triads 
corresponding to five different types of internalized 
ethical position. The Five types of position used to 
orient members of society are good practice (G"-3'): 
communal role (G"-3*); cultural ethic (GIt- 3 3 ) ;  societal o r  
legal responsibility (G"- 3 ) ;  and social o r  distributive justice 
(G"-3'). The five triadic positions are represented 

diagrammatically in Figure 9.3. 

Any position can be explicated by specifying rules at 
the three levels which constitute it, and it is then 
defended vigorously in terms of these constituting rules. 
In each type of' position, the bottom level provides the 
practical basis of the position: it is where respect must be 
unequivocal and where conformity is most evident. The 

top level is what must be dogmatically offirmed to create 

the socio-emotional pressure, sense of freedom and 
inner inclination for conformity. The middle level links 
the top and bottom levels by ensuring social acceptability 
of the position when it is applied in the community. 

Each triad defines a distinct focus where socialization 
is required, conformity expected and cultural progress 
desired. As the triads arc ascended, there is a progres- 
sion in concern from orienting people to  meeting each 

other's needs to orienting them to meeting society's 

needs for freedom and justice. The lower triads are 
close to defining practical living whereas the upper 
triads resemble a theory of society. Each triad implies 
those above and below it. For maximum ethical impact 

in any area, the five triads should reinforce each other. 

so that ultimately conceptions of distributive justice are 

expressed in the definition of good practices and come 
alive in activities. 

The five triads reflect progressively more significant 
authorities and compelling ethical conceptions for 
which individual conformity is demanded and on which 
ethical progress depends. As with rules and principles, 

there are a multiplicity of positions. But. unlike prin- 
ciples which are disconnected, positions either appear 
to be single or, when multiple, reveal some linkage and 

inter-connection. The degree of orcler increases as the 
triads are ascended. 

The main properties of the various types of position 
are laid out in matrix form in Master-Table 23. Before 
describing each position in detail with examples, the 

five types are now summarized very briefly. The 

features covered include: a statement of the function, 
the social expression and focus for conformity, the 
effect on f'rcedom, the constituting levels. and the 
relationship between different positions. 

GI1-3': A good practice is required to orient 
individuals to acting in a way which meets the needs of 
others in specific contexts. The focus for conformity is 
the expression of social values, often documented as a 

code ofgood practice which precisely defines what con- 
stitutes proper behaviour. This could he experienced as 

reducing freedom. but, because social values are freely 
held and equated with personal needs and motivations, 
it expresses freedom. Any good practice is affirmed 

Figure 9.3: The triadic grouping forming internalized positions. 
Five types of ethical position which must be dogmatically affirmed i f  individuals are to be 
socialized. 
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dogmatically using tenets (L"-3). It must be based in 
prescriptions (I.."- 1 )  to be unequivocally respected: and 

it should be applied through acceptable conventions 
(L"-2). Good ~ir~ictices tend to be naturally discrete and 
disconnwted because they deal with a wide variety of 
distinct social 111-cds, hut the same needs emerge in 
different contexts and so practices in these various 

contexts show logical similarities. 

G"-3': A c o m m u n a l  r o l e  is required to orient 

individuals to relating to others in a way that expresses 
and afTlrms mutual rights and duties. The focus for 
conformity is social relationships \\hich maintain the 
social structure. So roles enable the exercise of freedom. 
A communal role is allirmed dogmatically using rights 

and duties (L"-4). It must be based in unequivocally 
respected conventions (L"-2); and it should be applied 
through acceptable tenets (1"-3). Con~n~unal  roles are 

multiple and distinct, and yet they must be connected 
for the social structure to be sustained. 

G"-j3: A cu l tu ra l  e t h i c  is required to  orient 
individuals to participating in society in a way that 
demonstrates virtue. The focus for conformity is a 
personal outlook, which (in social terms) is a Zeirgeist 
o r  spirit of the age. This spirit defines the nature of 

freedom in that society. An ethic is affirmed dogmati- 

cally using maxims (1"-5). It must lie based in unequi- 
vocally respected trnrts (I-"-3); and i t  should be applied 
through acceptable rights and duties (1-"-4). A variety 
of cultural ethics arc always in use o r  on oiler. These 
ethics have diffuse boundaries and are loosely inter- 

related, sometimes by being opposites. 

G"-34: A legal responsibi l i ty  is required to  

orient individuals to fulfilling their legal obligations to 

others and to the community as a \\hole. The focus for 
conformity is social institutions emerging from laws or 
other governmental sanction. So this position safe- 
guards the exercise of freedom. Legal responsibility is 
affirmed dogmatically using laws (1"-6). It must be 
based in unequivocally respected rights and duties 
(L"-4): and it should lie applied through acceptable 

maxims (L"-5). Legal responsibilities arc more tightly 
inter-connected and inter-penetrating because they - 
reflect the necessary coherence of laws. 

G"-3': A dis t r ibu t ive  justice, often called social 
justice, is required to orient individuals to supporting 
the ethical order and tolerating inequalities in the actual 
order. The focus lor conformity is a cultural conception 
of a fair way to protect and handle social (or collective) 
goods and bads. Its aim is to enhance the freedom of 
each and all. Distributive justice is affirmed dogmati- 
cally using absolutrs (1."-7). 11 must he based in 
unequivocally respected maxims (1"-5); and it should 

be applied through acceptable laws (1."-6). Distributive 
justice deals with allocation, competition and adjudica- 
tion in relation to social (i.e. collei.'tivr) goods and bads. 
(It has nothing whatsoever to (lo with whether inclivi- 

duals follow or  break rules o l  just conduct.) Although 
there need to he multiple distriliutivc justices appro- 
priate to  dilyerent forms of social good. a dogmatic 
absolute leads to a tendency for their unification. 

Proper t i es .  Each type of position will now be taken 
in turn and compared in terms ol' their characteristic 
properties (italicized here and subsequently put in 
italics o r  bold). The function, expression, triadic con- - 
aitution, and the effect of the multiplicity of positions 
will be clarified first with illustrative examples. 

People come to affirm positions of each of the five 

types simply through being members of a society. They 
become most acutely aware of these positions if they 
witness the emergence of new institutions and per- 
sonally experience a mixture of outer and inner 
pressures for cultural change. 

Cultural change (i.e. new ethical rules and ethical 
authorities) is rarely easy or smooth because it has to  use 
dogmatic assertion to convince people and to overcome 
coininunity inertia and antagonism. This dogmatism 

cannot rest on science but emerges from the cultural 

tradition itself: one aspect of that tradition being used 
to modify another aspect. Something will he said about 
how conformity is experienced, tliv relation ot'the posi- 
tion tobedom,  ancl how progress occurs through the 
internalization and institinion.iIi~ation of new positions. 

Sometimes one position is dominant in society, 

sometimes several competing and possibly conflicting 
positions run in parallel. The wish to close the debate 

or force the pace by using the law is common amongst 

reformers. So the relation oflaws to the various positions 
which do not include laws will be examined. Progress 
depends on agents of change who develop and affirm 

different positions from those accepted and expected in 
society. Such people are either seen positively as actual 
o r  potential culture heroes, or arc viewed negatively as 

damaging agitators to  be rejected or severely con- 
trolled, or both - think of Joan of Arc burnt at the 
stake, o r  Solzhenitsyn reviled and exiled, o r  George 
Bernard Shaw rejected and ignored for years. 

Finally, a note on the limitation of each position in 
regard to ethical progress will serve as a link to the next 
higher position. 

G"-3 l: Good Practice 

Nature.  Meeting needs is the essential rationale lor 
community life and a driving force in every individual. 
Efforts at improvement that do  no^ tap into recognized 
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needs and established values at some point will not be 

respected and can never lie accepted So any progress 
which claims to be ethical must orient people to per- 
form habitual activit1r.s in a way which realizes social 

values. Such practices are naturally described as good. 

In normal circumstances, there is a continuing 
pressure to meet needs in the best and fairest way. This 
is often experienced as a sense that current practices are 
already good and do in lict express what is right. But, 
of course, in all domains there are possibilities and 
opportunities to do better. In regard to the social order, 

this means installing rules which arc more tuned to 

people's needs. Any one who thinks like this cn- 
deavours to  re-orient people by re-defining the rules 
governing common social practices. Much handling of 
people is mediated within or via organizations, and so 
many new guides to practice must be introduced by 

managers. 

Good practice (L"- 1 /2 /3)  overlaps both the 
informal aspects of interpersonal interaction (civility 

1-"-1/2) and need-orientecl aspects (social policy 

L"-2/3). The junction of a good practice is to  orient 
individuals to acting in a way which meets the needs of 
others in specific contrxts. 

A good practice not only prcsscibes specific activities 
which are invariably expected in a particular situation, 

but also provides rules governing the how and why of 
these activities. Obviously there arc a multiplicity of 
good practices related to the wide variety of needs to  be 
met. Most of these have nothing to do with each other. 
There is a natural relation, however, between ditYerent 

practices meeting the same or similar need in different 
contexts. Security practices, for example, will vary in 

banks, hospitals, cinemas, department stores and 
prisons; but the rules underpinning them will have 

much in common. 

The rules of good practices tind their expression in 
the formulation of a code. Codes of good practice (or 
'best practice') inherently seek to control behaviour 
and might therefore seem to be restrictive. However, if 
the tenets are internalized, then tins seems perfectly 
proper in relation to others, and unproblematic in 
regard to oneself. For oncsclf, adhering to the code is 

an expression of freedom, the freedom which conies 
from having personal beliefs align with social needs, 
that is to say from knowing that one's own tcnets are 
shared social values. 

A code ofgood prxticc must lie differentiated from 

a code of practice. A code of practice lists a set of 
prescribed actions (1."- I )  to be followed precisely 
irrespective of personal views. Codes of good practice, 
by contrast, define and promote social values and are 

part of an attempt to convince people about what is 

right. The code of practice is typically produced and 
ratified by organizations who feel hound hy it. The code 
of good practice is typically produced by a campaigning 

group or an umbrella organization trying to raise 
standards. So it must fed  good and right to everyone 
involved. It is usually acknowledged by af'fcctcd organi- 
zations to be an aspiration rather than a compulsion or  
contracted commitment. A code ot'good practice may 
lead to the formulation of a codr of practice. 

Constitution. Good practices, on close examina- 

tion. can be seen to consist of tenets (L"-3) ,  conven- 
tions (L"-2) and prescriptions (L."-I). They are 
controlled and driven by tenets which arc dogmatically 
affirmed. Acceptable conventions which support and 

embody the tenets in particular decision-contexts 
develop and bolster behavioural prescriptions which 

determine exactly what is to  be done. These prescrip- 

tions call for unequivocal respect. Rights (1"-4) and 
still higher level rules may support or oppose a good 
practice, but they arc not needed to define one. 

Keeping Children in Hospital: In the firs1 half of this 
century, i t  was believed that separotion of children from 
parents had no ill-effects. The research and theories, 
principally of John Bowlby, led to the tenet that children 
ore harmed by separotion from their home and families. 
As o consequence, social practices in hospital care hove 
changed radically. In occord with the present tenet, the 
convention is to avoid impatient treatment and to shorten 
odmissions wherever possible. Numerous prescriptions 
ore followed by staff i f  admission is essential: e.g. child- 
ren must be allowed to bring in their own toys, books and 
bedding; arrangements must be devised so that parents 
con stay and sleep on the word; each child's emotional 
state should be formolly ond regularly assessed by nurses; 
professionals who can assist emotional adaptation in 
case of distress - play leaders, child psychologists, child 
psychotherapists, ort or music therapists, occupational 
therapists - should be available. This change in the way 
children are treated is not just o matter for staff. Parents 
are also expected to alter the handling of their child in 
occord with new conventions, including: talking about the 
admission beforehand, visiting regularly 01 staying in with 
the child, and providing special attention afterwords. 

Ex. 9.1 433 

Good practices are Far mure significant than pre- 

scriptive protocols because they depend on personal 
engagement. The good practice rules, unlikta the 
protocol, cannot be properly perfor~rn-11 unless certain 
tenets are held by the individual and certain conven- 
tions are widely appreciated. This is why their intro- 
duction often requires public campaigns, educational 
events, and persuasion verging on brainwashing (cf. the 
introduction of normalization to care of the nientally 
handicapped in Ex. 8.8). 
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tenets supporting a practice must be altered before 
new conventions and prescriptions can develop and be 

followed. Dissent and disagreement are at their most 
intense when new tenets are being directly introduced. 
In relation to children in hospital, Ex 9.14, people's 
views were modified by the films made by the 
Robcrtsons which showed the intense distress and 
emotional decompensation of young children separated 

from their parents. Even alter tenets change, the 
alteration of conventions and prescriptions may still be 

hindered by inertia and practical obstacles. Children arc 

still not treated as they should lie in many hospitals even 
when those responsible verbally support the appro- 

priate tenets. 

It is perhaps worth noting that although tenets within 
a good practice may have a direct link to  the output of 
formal research, those with a scientific bent usually 

claim that tenets within a position are too extreme. 
Bowlby's work. for example, has been criticized on this 
account. The point hcre is that the type of qualified 
heliefgeneratel by academic research is quite different 
from the unambiguous tenet required to get ordinary 
people to alter their behaviour. 

Dogmatic affirmation must lie kept simple, especially 
in community schemes. For example, police wish to 
reduce suburban crime by prescribing a range of acti- 

vities for neighbours, including: keeping an eye on the 
street, speaking to loitering strangers, and calling the 
police if anything suspicious occurs. It is difficult to get 
people to do this unless these practices can be organized 
in a schen~c (called in the UK a Neighbourhood Watch 
Scheme) bolstered by explicit tenets about policing 

(e.g. 'crime prevention is everybodys business'), and 
building on conventions of neighbourliness. 

Once something is established and internalized as 

part of good practice, it has the advantage of being 
uncontroversial and straightforward. Without the 
order and control provided by good practices, people 
would be endlessly disagreeing or  unable to pursue a 
particular ethical course for reasons of cost o r  con- 
venience (cl'. Ex. 9.1 5). 

Designing Road Crossings: Councils hove been con- 
cerned with the safety of rood-crossings, but existing rules 
previously led them to toke account of able-bodied adults 
only. Current good practice demands that they take 
account of children, ihe deaf, the blind, the elderly, and 
the physically disabled. So crossings are now beginning 
to be designed with sounds, ramps, bright markings, 
visual aids, safety islands and other featuies. All these 
proctices meon additional expense. Once accepted as 
routine, such safety practices can be budgeted for without 
justification being demanded on each occasion by the 
public or by opposition councillors. Ex. 9.15 

Conformity and Progress. Good practices 
ground progress in the unavoiilable reality of everyday 

community life and the needs of ordinary people. So 
they demand the most overt degree of conforn~ity. If 
the tenets arc held, then aSl'irmation of the practice is 
easy. In many cases, of course, people are not fully 
aware of the tenets on which thcy base their attitudes 
and activities. Because good practices define concrete 
activities to meet real and recognized needs based on a 

theory (the tenet), thcy lend themselves to rational 
inquiry. For example, children used to be seen as little 

adults and were treated accordingly. As an under- 
standing about their special needs developed, changes 
in social practicc emerged in many areas including their 
education, employment and discipline, as well as in 
healthcare (cf. Ex. 9.14). 

Within any particular guide to practicc, prescrip- 

tions may be modified to adapt the conventions to  
changing circumstances and minor changes in under- 

standing. Slow and minor changes in beliefs maj  be 
accommodated by alterations in social practices without 
too much difficulty. But social reform is periodically 
necessary, and this means the wholesale alteration of 
certain practices o r  the introduction of rules governing 
quite new practices. This can only be accomplished with 
difficulty. Most of the individuals affected show active 

or passive resistance to new good practice because they 
do not understand, accept or believe the new tenets. 

Codes of good practice are often developed by 
external pressure groups. When such a code is adopted 
by an organization, pressure on staff to  alter their 
beliefs and attitudes increases. Codes of this sort arc 

seen more often in the public sector, (e.g. taxation 
authorities, welfare bureaucracies) than in businesses 

where customers can usually reject firms that fail to  
meet their needs. 

The attempt to make people change rapidly is com- 
mon, but rarely successful. In research on equal oppor- 
tunities carried out in local government, we found that 
codes of practicc and good practicc could be rapidly 
introduced to support equal opportunities, but that 
these were blatantly ignored, subtly misinterpreted or  
skilfully worked around for years. 

Good practices take time to develop and a long time 
to beconm fully internalized. It is usually possible to 
avoid going along with new conceptions of good prac- 
tice even if they arc held to be obligatory by recognized 
authorities. Using the law is not a shortcut hcre. 
Although laws may be passed to hasten the adoption of 
certain prescriptions (e.g. regulating the building of 
road crossings), it is not possible to  determine, monitor 
and enforce new good practices in every context where 
they might be beneficial. AH activity is need-based 
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activity and there is a real danger of over-regulation. In 
any case, whether the new rules are indeed good and 

right is often viewed as matter for debate (cf. Ex.s 9. I4 
and 9.16). 

A Long-standing Practice: The relation between men and 
women in society is undergoing change. The dominance 
of men has been embedded in sociol practices of all sorts 
and is evident within language. in both its grammatical 
prescriptions 1e.g. ihe rnole pronoun should be used to 
refer to both sexes) ond its vocabulary (e.9. many sociol 
roles, like spokesmon, are given names which seem to 
suggest that they are to be held by rnen]. Feminists argue 
thot the structure of our language embodies the structure 
of patriarchal oppression and beliefs about the relation 
between men and women. Spooking and writing 
pervade the social fabric and rules governing their prac- 
tice are difficult to alter. Better practices to replace the cur- 
rent pronoun prescription include using the nondescript 
plural (as in 'A reader who finds their sensitivities 
affected...'), and using neologisms like 's/he'. However, 
as this book illustrates, the new prescriptions hove not yet 
ochieved general social acceptability. Consolidation of 
change in longuage practices will depend on accept- 
ance of the tenets thot women hove indeed been and are 
still being unjustly oppressed and that grammar either con- 
tributes to this or might alleviate it. Only then can new and 
occeptoble conventions and prescriptions be created. 

Ex. 9.1 634 

Agents  of Change.  People who not only take up 
and promote new tenets, but also articulate the con- 
ventions and prescriptions that follow from them are 

innovators. Frequently criticized, they must defend and 

argue their beliefs vigorously and work out the rules of 
new practices in achievable detail. Some years ago any- 

one who did not allow people to smoke in his home 
would be regarded as a non-conformist who flouted the 
rules of good hospitality. As the harm from smoking 
and passive smoking became progressively recognized. 
early prohibitors of smoking were recognized as people 

ahead of their time. 

Anyone who does not participate in practices where 
conformity would be contributory to their own and 
others  well-being (e.g. in the Neighbourhood Watch 

Scheme mentioned earlier) may be within their rights 
but they are considered obstructive and difficult. An 
individual who seeks to benefit personally from non- 
conformity is viewed with distaste and dislike. For 
example, a businessman who regularly alters the terms 
of a deal just a few minutes before signing. having 
created an expectation that the deal was acceptable, 
breaks with conventional business practice. Such sharp 
practices, even if  legal, are built around anti-social 
tenets and generate hostility. 

Limitation. Good practice;) are focused on social 
values and meeting needs of othcrs in particular con- 

lexts. But they give no indication of what claims any 
individual can make to get their own needs met. Nor d o  

they provide an orientation to duties or to the operation 
of the social structure. All social life takes place within 

social relationships defined by that structure, so 
orientation here is essential for everyone. It can be 
provided by moving up to the second triad. 

G"-32: Communal Role 

Nature. Whatever place a person may occupy in 

society some orientation as to what that means is 

needed. Otherwise a person cannot function effectively 
and cannot support the community in a coherent and 
consistent way. This type of position is called by socio- 
logists, the 'social role'." I am referring to it here as a 
comnlunal role to  clarify that the position reflects an 

active interplay between the individual in the role (who 
* .  

must be socialized) and other people in the community 
tv ho must permit and informally enforce the rolc) No 
matter whether the role is described in terms of age, 
sex, family, history, occupation, sorio-economic statu-i, 

or ethnic origin, society requires certain personal 

qualities and modes of behaviour. To become truly a 
part of society, a person must observe, imitate, learn, 
engage in trial and error, and accept indoctrination in 
numerous roles. 

There is of course a multiplicity of communal roles in 

any con~munity. Although these are distinct, they reveal 
connections and must appropriately support each other 
and demonstrate their common origin in the one 

society. Roles are, par excellence, the connecting 
device in a coniniunity~, because they define and main- 
lain the social structure and determine how any one 

person may approach another person in an acceptable 
way. 

The function of a role is to orient individuals to 
relating to  othcrs in a way that expresses their mutual 

rights and duties. Knowledge of a selection of roles that 

someone inhabits - a mother, who is 35 years old, 
lives and works in Oxford as a dentist, helps local 
charities, is a tennis player and classical music lover, and 
regularly votes Labour - tells a great deal about them 
to another member of society. Similarly. performing 

any social task, say organising the school fair, would be 
nearly impossible to do properly if a whole variety of 
conventions, tenets and rights associated with the role 
of organizer were not readily available and easily 
adopted. 

Any communal role finds its expression in social 
relationships and activity within those relationships. 
Description of a particular role never prescribes exact 
behaviours. Roles set a general direction and rule out 
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certain actions, but within that boundary behaviour is 

discretionary. In other words, roles demand con- 
formity to  certain patterns of behaviour, but do not 
specify the behaviour itself, habitual o r  otherwise. 

Fathers and Politicians: To know someone is o fother is to 
know thot he ought to discipline his children. But no 
specification of precisely how. how often or when the 
child is to be disciplined is defined by the role. Similarly 
to be a politician meons to contest elections, but exactly 
how campaigns ore to be mounted is not specified. In 
these and other cases, needed specifications ore best 
provided by good practices. Whereos ihe role of fother 
or politician will be similar across o society, practices may 
differ greotly in vorious communities within it. There moy 
be certain specific things expected of a father by morol 
teachings [e.g. kindness), but these do not define the role. 
The low moy constrain what o politician may do leg. in 
roising funds for a compoign}, but agoin this does not 
define the role. Ex. 9.17 

Comn~unal roles are the vehicles for the exercise of 
freedom in society. The degree of freedom which can be 
exercised will, of course, vary with the culture. 

Cons t i tu t ion .  When the expectations which make 
up viable communal roles are examined in detail, it is 
clear that they consist of rights/duties (L"-4) which are 
dogmatically affirmed, tenets ( L " - 3 )  which arc 
regarded in society as acceptable, and conventions 
(L"-2) which must be unequivocally respected. As 
illustrated in Ex. 9.17, prescriptions (L"-1) are loo 
restrictive and specific to determine a communal rolc; 
while maxims (L"-5) and higher level rules orient 
performance within a role but arc too general to be 
involved in defining a role. 

Communal roles may well flow from one's work. In 
addition, communal roles are to  be found in organiza- 
tions alongside formal work roles based on perfor- 
mance of activities (cf. G-2j: Ch. 10). The communal 
roles define what is sometimes referred to  as the 
informal system in the organization. Unless there is an 
awareness of these informal roles, relationships go 
wrong and work may not get done. Certain non- 
specifiable roles are particularly significant: especially 
the champion. Champions assume rights or duties to 
lead and achieve. They can energize new ideas at work 
because they genuinely hold the relevant tenets. But 
they can only achieve through cooperation in accord 
with organizational conventions. If the organization has 
rigid bureaucratic structures which neglect the 
community dimension, essential informal roles are 
inhibited, conventions prevent cooperation and change 
is difficult. 

C o n f o r m i t y  and Progress .  Whether we know it  

o r  not, we must present ourselves in particular ways! 

not wholly of our own choosing, in order to  relate t o  
other people. We generally fall in with these roles 
naturally. Once operative, they feel appropriate and 
congenial, almost as i l  we had not only chosen them but 
created them.j6 But a rolc (like a practice) may seem 
ethically unsatisfactory when judged from a higher 
perspective. When this is the case, say a priest engaged 
in a commercial transaction, the role feels unnatural and 
uncon~fortable. We avoid such roles if at all possible. 

As a person's life develops, new roles must be 
regularly adopted. Their internalization demands active 
socialization. So, when a new con~munal role is being 
adopted, a period of adaptation and habituation is 
required. We get used to it and allow ourselves to  be re- 
oriented by it. The transitional period during role entry 
is marked by confusion and uncertainty. Eventually the 
person learns how to operate the new role in an accept- 
able way, and then unquestioningly affirms the new 
rights and fulfils the new duties. Changes in conlmunal 
roles give an impetus to changes in practices which arc 
not necessarily desirable. The progressive emancipation 
of women in the US. for example, has been associated 
with serious female crime, previously almost non-exis- 
tent, developing a pattern resembling that of the men. 

Social progress involves the introduction of new 
roles or the alteration of existing roles. This occurs 
through the development of new rights o r  duties: but 
these arc part of the social structure, one of the csscn- 
tial stabilizing moral institutions of society. So progress 
depends on communal change as well as personal re- 
socialization. 

A communal role may be more easily introduced or  
altered in principle than in reality. It may be a considcr- 
able time before tenets and conventions come into line 
with the proposed rights and duties to  create a coherent 
position. Because a change in rights means a change in 
the structure of society, and because roles are rooted in 
conventions and cannot be pinned down to prescribed 
behaviours, cominunal roles are probably even more 
stable and stabilizing than good practices. This conser- 
vative quality of roles impedes social policy initiatives, 
especially those driven by ideological principles. Pro- 
nouncements wash over most people who continue to  
relate to each other in the same way as before and doing 
more or less what they have always clone. Although 
adopting new attitudes and beliefs docs not feel alto- 
gether natural, the social structure does slowly evolve. 
New roles emerge or are created and old ones disap- 
pear, especially as positions at the higher levels change. 

Changing a Role: 

1 The role of a teocher chonges if teachers are given o 
new duty to assess children for sexual abuse. The 
teacher's duty is supported if there are acceptable tenets 
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e.g. children express themselves truthfully at school during 
lessons; no-one else outside the family has as good an 
opportunity to understand the child. If applying tenets of 
this sort to the problem of child sexual abuse is not 
accepted, then it is unlikely that the right will be granted. 
In order to handle sexual abuse of children effectively, 
conventions need to develop governing the relationship of 
teachers with parents, with social workers and with 
doctors. Without unequivocal change here, the new role 
will not be sustainable. Certain rules of good praclice will 
also emerge of course, bui these are port of dealing with 
the problem and not port of the communal role itself. 

2. The role of a policeman changes if a new right to carry 
guns at all times is assigned. The policeman's right could 
be supported by the tenet that guns prevent crime and 
protect the police. Again, if o contrary tenet is generally 
accepted - that guns encourage more violence and 
lead to more deod police - then the right will be wiih- 
held. Conventions governing ihe relationship of a police- 
man to members of the general public, criminals and the 
court system would oiler i f  guns were issued routinely. 

3. The role of a wife changes if she is given the same right 
to a divorce as o husband. The wife's right to divorce 
needs to be supported by tenets like: 'women's right to 
equolity with men applies to marriage arrangements'. If, 
as is the case in many non-European countries, such tenets 
are not held or other tenets dominate, then the right will 
be withheld. The right of divorce for women, when 
followed through to a redefinition of role, leads to 
changed conventions in respect of such matters as 
parenting, sexual activity, domesiic violence, abortion, 
crime, and sport. Ex. 9.18 

/-airs may affect roles or define duties in a new role 
e.g. that of an ombudsman or  an accounting officer in 
local government. But laws pay little o r  no attention to 
socialization. In practice, the person who fills the 
legalized role can only do so because of tenets and con- 
ventions that make it congenial for him and tolerable to 
others. In short, the law may provide the potential for a 
communal role, but no more. Even the rights and duties 
in the role will extend somewhat beyond the legal 
dclhiition because the incumbent will l ed  compelled 
during the exercise of the role to take popular cxpccta- 
tions into account. 

Agents of Change. An individual who unilaterally 
takes up a new or  idiosyncratic role, o r  who alters an 
existing role dramatically, is unwelcome in society. 
Such a person is an iconoclast: at best regarded as 

eccentric o r  idiosyncratic. An idiosyncratic operator 
may lie an agent of change, breaking existing rules and 
serving as the harbinger of a new role. In his early 
ca rm- ,  Rupert Murdoch was regarded as a strange 
businessman. 'Picking up companies while hopping 
around the world like a demented kangaroo was how 
one colleague described him in a television interview. 
However, as his financial and organixational success 

grew and as the cultural ethic changed to favour cnter- 
prise, he came to lie viewed not as an iconoclast but as 
an entrepreneur acting effectively in role. 

If the preferred role of a person is viewed negatively, 
say that of a drug addict or vagrant, then the person is 
labelled as a deviant. Parsons defined deviance as 'a 
motivated tendency for an actor to behave in con- 
travention of one or more institutionaliscd normative 
patterns', refusing (much like society itself) to  distin- 
guish beneficial and harmful  deviant^.^' Deviance leads 
to  a person being disliked and even ostracised. So 
deviants often keep together and form their own sub- 
culture. The law is remarkably unsuccessful in sup- 
pressing deviance. Again, deviant roles can over time 
become viewed as accepted positions as in the case of 
working wives and homosexual soldiers. 

Limitation. Neither good practices nor conin~unal 
roles give individuals a broad perspective on themselves 
or on the preservation or development of their cultural 
authorities. A wider orienting position is needed to  

help each person appreciate the limits of freedom and 
authority. Any sustained influence on others o r  large- 
scale attempt to  reshape society must take such things 
into account. Such a position helps determine what 
sorts ofroles and practices are required; and it indicates 
what is generally expected of people. This orientation 
can be provided l ~ y  the next higher triad. 

G"-33: Cultural Ethic 

Nature. Culture is the value-based unifying force in 
society emerging in its artefacts, institutions and his- 
torical events. At its core, lies a specification of how 
authority and freedom are to be handled. Cohesion in 
society depends on people sharing, implicitly in the 
main, an understanding of the nature of freedom and 
authority. This understanding or outlook governs the 
way they think olthemsclves, what virtues they expect 
to find in others, and how they participate properly in 
general. 

Such a personal outlook is the expression of an orient- 
ing position known as an ethic. The reader will iinnic- 
diately think of the work ethic o r  the welfare ethic or 
Weber's Protestant ethic.18 An ethic is sometimes 
expressed as an 'ism': e.g. paternalism. Puritanism, 
voluntarism. A cultural ethic expresses a moral order 
within society, and is akin to  a spirit of the age (or 
Zeitgeist). 

It takes years, even decades, to develop an ethic, bin 
then the ethic stamps its nature on the period. The 
chivalric ethic, lor example, is synonymous with tlw 
age of chivalry and virtues like courage, fidelity, 
spirituality and love. The ethic may be personified or 
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epitomized by a modal personality type: e.g. organisa- 
tion man, homo psychologicus. Sometimes an ethic is 
referred to  as a mentality: e.g. the 'concentration camp 
mentality' (see Ex. 6.26). Thefunction of any ethic is to 
orient individuals to participating in society in a way 
which demonstrates virtue. 

Psychological Man and the Therapeutic Ethic: The 
psychologizers of ihe human condition, epitomized by 
Freud, aimed to liberate man from the chains of social 
control, but unwittingly failed to recognize cullural control. 
Freud, almost inodvertently, evangelized a new ethic - 
one which Rieff called the 'therapeutic ethic' and person- 
ified 0s psychological man'. Psychological man explores 
his innermost self. All authority other than his own 
experiences and feelings is suspect. Culture becomes 
therapy. Release of feelings rather than their suppression 
is called for. Self-fulfilment is healing, and work is about 
personal creativity. Above oil, psychological man does 
not moralize, and does not search for the right moral 
doctrine. Ex. 9.1 939 

Every culture requires that the moral demands upon 
people are organisecl into ethics that are intelligible, 
dependable and socially desirable. Society provides for 
a multiplicity of ethics to exist in an evolving and loose 
inter-relation with each other e.g. the philanthropic 
ethic and the voluntarist ethic have aspects in common. 
Some ethics grow out of others e.g. entrepreneurialism 
is an offshoot of individualism. Ethics invite the defini- 
tion of an opposite which then define each othcr dialec- 
tically e.g. authoritarianism and libertarianism present 
opposed sets of rules for a good society. 

Constitution. An ethic permeates the relevant 
society. It may be coterminous with it o r  may spread 
more widely. When an ethic like the therapeutic (Ex. 
9.19) is examined, its constituent elements are found 
to be maxims (L"-5) to be affirmed dogmatically ('do 
not moralize'; 'help others by developing your inner 
potential'), rights (L"-4) to be applied in an acceptable 
way ('each person has a right/duty to  follow his or her 
own intuitions') and tenets (1"-3) which must be 
unequivocally respected ('sell-fulfilment is healing'; 
w o r k  is about personal growth'). Although the ethic is 
eventually expressed in terms of new or changed 
communal roles and codes of good practice, lower level 
rules are irrelevant to  its definition. Higher level rules 
and positions are purely contextual. 

The ethic of individualism, as captured so elegantly 
by Locke, is built on a tenet that 'men arc by nature 
free. equal and independent', the right that 'one should 
not be subjected to the political power of another with- 
out his own consent', and the maxim that 'no one ought 
to  harm another in his life, health, liberty o r  posscs- 
sions . This ethic has become progressi\ely endorsed 

and internalized within many societies in the centuries 
since it was propounded. It is relatively easy for 
Western readers to  affirm and respect the ethic. The 
main factor affecting the speed of its influence has been 
the communal acceptance of the rights within it. 

Entrepreneurialism or Inlrapreneurialism: A recent text 
for businessmen endorses the entrepreneurial ethic and 
inspirotionally revises it in the context of recent social and 
technological changes. The outhors claim that: success 
depends more on people than on money; that work 
should be fun and should be related to other ports of one's 
life; tho1 self-management should be the norm because 
people wont to commit themselves and shoulder resoon- 
sibility; that managers should be coaches and mentors not 
authoritorion bosses; that success depends on the vision 
of individuals. The entrepreneurial mentality involves: self- 
direction and self-discipline, self-nurturing and self-belief. 
an action orientation, emotional mental and physical 
stamina, and risk-taking. (Remember that this is not a 
description of o person! I t  is a mixture of maxims [virtues], 
rights ond tenets which govern the required outlook.] 
Because most people work in companies and the ethic 
should apply to them too, the outhors invented the notion 
of intrapreneurship by which they mean applicotion of the 
ethic within organisotions. Ex. 9.20'~ 

Conformity and Progress. Conformity reaches 
its deepest expression here because the dogmatic 
affirmation of maxims, that most virtuous of rules, 
taken together with strict respect for tenets, that most 
passionate of rules, demands and creates an intense 
identification. An ethic sinks so deeply into the self as to  
become identified with it. Without conscious recog- 
nition, there is no meaning in saying that an ethic is 
held. This expression of the ethic within personal 
identity means that, on the one hand, it is deeply resis- 
tant to change and that. on the other hand. it drives all 
progress. 

The nature of an ethic reveals that personal change 
must precede communal or societal change. In the cases 
of psychological man (Ex. 9.19) and cntrcpre- 
neurialism (Ex. 9.20). the emergence of the new ethic 
demanded personal change as the vehicle of social 
progress. The identity dimension of an ethic spreads to 
society and becomes expressed in the notion that it is 
the spirit o t t h e  age. As a consequence, the ethic lends 
itself to use by individuals to alter the culture of their 
society through altering other individuals - an esca- 
lating process, once it gets going. 

I lolders of a particular ethic find no difficulty in 
rejecting a new competing ethic Ho\\e\er, they may 
not be able to  stop the emergence of new ideas in 
society and cannot prevent uncommitted indi\ iduals 
from embracing the ne\\ ethic once it gets a foothold. 
1 he picture that emerges is that of a battle between the 
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'old guard' and the 'young Turks. Progress here is 
measured in generations, as the saying goes: while 
there's death theres hope. 

A new ethic emerges in an unplanned way as the 
result of a variety of economic, political and other 
social forces. The ethic of individualism developed with 
the Renaissance in the 15th and 16th centuries, and 
slowly supplanted medieval ethical legalism in which 
life and society were governed by obligations placed on 
people by God. The new ethic led to profound changes 
in every aspect of society, changes which are still being 
worked out at different rates in different societies. 
Table 9.2 illustrates how in the area of doctor-patient 
relationships, individualism has evolved into an ethic of 
self-sullicienc~ in the USA, whereas paternalism per- 
sists in the UK. 

The change in an ethic may be slow and subtle. The 
ethic of Puritanism in England began in the early years 
of the reign of Elizabeth 1 and was central to  the civil 
war in which Cromwells puritan forces were the 
victors. The puritan age ended with the restoration of 
the Stuarts in 1660, but not before English puritans 
settled the New World. The ethic of Puritanism 
developed its own distinctive qualities in America 
before being replaced as the cidture evolved. 

Changing The Work Ethic: With the emergence of 
psychological man in the 20th century, there hove been 
alterotions in many notions of work taken for granted by 
the 1 9 t h  century work ethic. The older ethic, sometimes 
coiled Victorian or Protestant, was characterised by 
maxims fostering thrift, industry, order and honesty. These 
ore still valid, but they ore not given the some weight now 
os maxims of leadership, courage, and effectiveness. 

(The entrepreneurial ethic reflects a modernizing of the 
work ethic in line with these new moxims.) Rights included 
the right to work and the right to organise people into 
orgonisations. These still exist but the right not to work and 
the right to work porttime are now prevalen!. The core 
duty in the work ethic of service to God ond society is 
reploced by the core duty to develop oneself and so sup- 
port the firm and society. Tenets in the work ethic which 
focused on God ond the importonce of virtue hove been 
affected by modern tenets that money determines social 
status and personal worth. Ex. 9.21 

Laws mav bolster an existing ethic or promote a new 
ethic, but an ethic is not defined by them. A new ethic 
can develop in direct contradiction to  existing laws, 
because it is focusccl on the dogmatic assertion of a new, 
and supposedly more enlightened, maxim. For cxani- 
pie, the introduction of capitalism via laws covering 
banking, property, contract, and employment followed 
die unilication of East and West Gcrniany. But laws 
alone do not and cannot inculcate an individualist- 
entrepreneurial ethic characterized by initiati\e, self- 
assertion, and self-responsibility. 

Agents of Change. An ethic naturally lends itself 
to personification. Those who develop and transmit the 
ethic become the cultural elite. The therapeutic ethic is 
personified in Freud, Adler and others, and transmitted 
by professional psychoanalysts and psychotherapists. 
The entrepreneurial ethic is personified in people like 
Henry Ford and John Rockefeller, and transmitted by 
recognizably successful businessmen like John Harvcy- 
Jones, Lee Iacocca and Rupert Murdoch. The scientific 
ethic is personified by Galilco, Copernicus and Newton 
and transmitted by scientists the world over. 

Table 9.2: Differences between societies. The law may establish what a patient's rights are and what a 
doctor's legal obligations should be, but the ethic remains important in orienting doctors in their professional work with 
patients so that the law feels right to them. Note that holders of each ethic recognize values defined in the other, but 
monoge to subsume them without altering their position. 

People should be responsible indep- 
endent agents. Professionals should foster 
these virtues in their clients. 
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Patients have rights to all the information 
on themselves and their condition. Doctors 
have a duty to inform them. 

Patients are responsible adults and d o  not 
need doctors to protect them from the 
truth. 
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Patients should respect professional judge- 
ment. Professionals should consider the 
best interests of their clients. 
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Patients have rights to inquire into their con- 
dition. Doctors have a duty to modify or 
withhold information to protect them. 

People are vulnerable and need to be pro- 
tected. Many cannot understand or accept 
their illness and its treatment. 
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The culture hero often commences as an outsider. To 
be an outsider is t o  refuse to live by the rules of the 

prevailing ethic, but still to insist on participating in 
society. Society is both fascinated by the outsider and 

suspicious ofthe new outlook. Because an ethic is based 
in maxims and tenets it has a virtuous, dynamic and 

even inspirational quality which is attractive and yet 
dangerous. The outsider operates in society in parallel 
to  the existing ethic. Others may gather around the 
hero or embrace the ethic after the hero's death, and 
slowly the new ethic may gain ground. 

A person whose outlook is based on alien maxims 

and incorporates unacceptable rights is unlikely to find 
soul-mates or followers who will adopt the tenets. The 
role is no longer that of an outsider but an outcast. An  
outcast tends to go into exile o r  withdraws from social 

life. 

Limitat ion.  An ethic is slowly assimilated by people 
until it becomes taken for granted in society and defines 

its culture. To this point, no type of position has 

involved legal enforcement. Although each type of 

position seeks to orient people, none can ensure that 
each person contributes in a fair way. To meet such a 
need, a higher type of position which involves laws 
must be considered. 

G"-34: Legal Responsibility 

Nature .  Laws have the particular function of 

defining what rules are to be officially enforced within 
society for the common good. But neither laws nor law 

enforcement can be taken for granted, because adher- 
ence to  laws depends on an ethical position in which 
respecting and keeping the law is an accepted maxim. 

Each individual wants other individuals to keep the 
law. and must recognize that this depends on (cus- 

tomary) duties to keep the law and ensure the law is 
kept by others. Temporarily ignoring a law or  its breach 
for personal gain or convenience is usually less harmful 

in regard t o  that particular act than in regard to the 
message about law-keeping it sends to  oneself and 

others. 

The function of legal responsibility is to  orient indi- 
viduals to fulfilling their legal obligations to others and 
t o  the community as a whole. These legal obligations, 
unlike earlier types of position, are fully societal in 

nature in the sense that each applies forcefully to all. 
Keeping the law, irrespective of immediate personal 
a o r  loss may be described as the individual's mini- 
mal or most basic responsibility to society. Paradox- 
ically, each person's exercise offreedom depends on the 
communal trust and peaceful coexistence that is con- 
sequent on everyone internalizing legal responsibility. 

Legal responsibility finds its expression as institutions 
formally sanctioned by government: including laws. 

official regulations and regulatory authorities. The 
multiplicity of legal responsibilities tend to be strongly 
inter-connectecl because they stem from the necessary 

formalism and coherence of laws and legislation. 

Cons t i tu t ion .  Legal responsibilities are related to  
the duties which were discussed in association with 
rights (Ch. 8). The minimum duties in any society were 
then noted to be tolerance of others in exercising their - 
established rights, and positively avoiding violation of 

established rights of others. Other basic rights included 
the duty to  obey the law, and the right to  assume others 

will do so likewise. So the constitution of legal respon- 
sibilities involves laws (L"-6) which are dogmatically 

affirmed, and rights and duties (Lt'-4) that are uncqui- 

vocally respected. In addition, the acceptable applica- 
tion of legal responsibility depends on maxims (L"-5). 
Tenets and lower level rules are not directly implicated 
in the specification of legal responsibility; and absolutes 

are too abstract to be useful. 

Legal responsibility converts laws and legislation into 
living social  institution^.^' For example, laws which 
prohibit discrimination against women at work depend 
on the wide acceptance of a maxim ' to  treat women 
fairly'. So, in business, people have an unequivocal duty 
to accord women rights to being appointed and pro- 
moted on thcir merits - whatever people may believe 

or customarily do. The maxim puts social pressure and 

virtue into the law. When the maxim is not applicable 
- in this case, say, in relation to heavy manual labour, 

or not acceptable, say in ancient British universities - 
then people d o  not affirm the legal responsibility. 

Dis t inguish ing  Social Responsibility. Social 

responsibility is a far wider notion than legal rcspon- 
sibility. Social responsibility is probably best used to 

refer to a crucial property of human social existence 
(cf. L'-VI: Ch. 7). Social existence is defined by respon- 

sible participation in society In other words, any mcm- 

ber of society does and should feel responsible for much 
more than is enforced by law. People have many deep 
responsibilities - to  God and nature, to  one's fellow 
man, to relatives, to one's associations and country, and 
so on. 

Social responsibility has relatively recently come to 

be used in another way, as the name for an ethic which 
can act as a countervailing orientation to individualism 
or libertarianism. A better term for this ethic might be 
humanitarian. philanthropic, voluntarist o r  communi- 
tarian. By contrast, some promoters of the ethic of 
social responsibility seem to dislike laws and have an 
unrequitable romantic longing for a society based on 
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altruism in which income tax could be voluntary and 
rule enforcement unnecessary. 

When a conlmercial firm breaks the law (e.g. by 
illegally polluting the rivers because the fines are trivial 
and the benefits great), those in charge know it is not 
respecting its legal responsibility. The same firm may 
give to charity and support communities where it 
operates, and say it does so on the basis of its social 
responsibility'. This has nothing to do with the legal 
responsibility ofthe firm as an individual in society. The 
criminal drug barons in Columbia also won much 
popular support through providing financial aid t o  local 
con~munities. It would be less confusing to say that 
community support and similar public relations activi- 
ties are in accord with a philanthropic ethic. What needs 
emphasis is that no amount of philanthropy (a choice by 
the firm which lacks formal communal accountability) 
can substitute for fulfilling legal responsibilities. 

C o n f o r m i t y  and Progress. I.egal responsibilities 
define those rights and duties which arc currently 
mandatory in society. Any social reform eventually 
involves the use of laws because only through laws can a 
position be formally institutionalized. In this position. 
interna~ization within society complements internaliza- 
tion within the person. Conformity here is at its most 
sell-conscious: active steps are necessary to become 
aware of what one's legal responsibilities arc. Any 
complex society which aspires to be just operates by the 
rule of law, and the state pursues infractions using force 
if necessary. However, this is not equivalent to  en- 
forcing progress. Laws should only be passed if they are 
likely to  be adhered to. It is more accurate to say that 
legal responsibilities consolidate the progress generated 
via the evolution and assimilation of an ethic into the 
culture. 

Any significant progress alters the rights and duties 
of individuals, changes which inherently generate clis- 
putes and disagreements. Where laws and (customary) 
rights do not hang together well because the maxims 
are broadly unacceptable, then laws do little. Not only 
d o  the hoped-for improvements not materialize, but 
the importance of legal responsibility is weakened and 
the legal system itself is brought into disrepute. The 
laws may not be bad. they may just be ahead of their 
time. To look at laws apart from the legal respon- 
sibilities which they create is equivalent to  ignoring 
what the community expects and is prepared to tolerate. 

Competitive Tendering: Lows were introduced in the 
1980s to promote the contracting out of public sector 
services to the privote sector in the UK. These lows altered 
the rights of firms and the duties of public sector employ 
ees. The widely occe~ted maxims behind the lows 
emphasized the seorch for efficiency and economy. 

However, in the early stages, privote enterprise was un- 
developed in some ports of the country. New firms there 
were inexperienced ond counted on re-employing ex-pub 
lic sector workers ot lower levels of poy and benefits. TO 
oword contracts in these circumstances would have 
breoched maxims. So both local government politicians 
and apolitical public sector managers become ombivo- 
lent about their legol responsibility. They either delayed 
competitive tendering or (arranged for few contracts to be 
won by the privote sector. Ex. 9.22 

Use o f  the Law. Over-hasty use of the law is not 
wise. The law is the official expression of the common 
good, so legal responsibility, in effect, orients each 
person and organization to put the common good 
before self-interest. Long ago Aquinas stated that the 
common good is better than the good of one person. 
Montesquieu, too, concluded that democracy 
demanded that people be virtuous and place public 
interest above private interest. Herbert Spencer con- 
cluded that democratic law-making was the highest 
form of government, but added somewhat pessimis- 
tically that "because of tins it requires the highest type 
of human nature - a type nowhere at present exist- 
ing". Putting the common good before our own unique 
good is what we do whenever we self-consciously 
follow the law. It is not quite so difficult as these 
philosophers make it sound.42 

Hostage-taking: Kidnapping and holding hostages is 
illegal. Whenever a government has to deal with terrorists 
who use hostages to gain concessions, they must weigh 
up what is in the interest of the kidnapped individual 
ogainst the common interest. Lows demond that a govern 
ment should uphold the low ond pursue those who breok 
laws. Acceding to the terrorists' demands would encour- 
oge further hostagetaking and contravene the generally 
occepted maxim that rewording crime is harmful. Above 
all, terrorists do not hove assigned rights to act as they do. 
In dogmoticolly refusing to give in to demonds, the govem- 
ment is octing in accord with its legol responsibility. 
Relatives of the hostages noturolly find such an analysis 
p i n f u l  and depressing. Governments may ignore their 
responsibility on progmotic or ethicol grounds, but they 
usuolly try to keep such illegal deals secret. Ex. 9.23 

Where authoritarian or totalitarian governments are 
in power, legal responsibility is likely to be poorly intcr- 
naked .  Laws then do not aim at justice but at pursuing 
the goals of the leadership. Such laws are not passed 
with consent, so their hold over the populace is 

weakened. In brutal regimes, many laws do not accord 
with accepted maxims, so the rights and duties which 
arc demanded arc not willingly accorded. In the 
absence of legal responsibility, the only recourse of such 
governments is to  emphasize the duty of obedience and 
back this with ruthless monitoring, enforcenlent, pun- 
ishment and terror. 
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Organizations have powers to  restrict certain free- 

doms possible and necessary in a community, as long as 

the law is not breached. The equivalent of legal respon- 
sibility inside an organization is the responsibility to 

observe its (private) regulations. In principle, a govcrn- 

ing body can make obedience mandatory no matter 

how disagreeable the regulation, but in practice it is 

unwise to attempt to over-ride maxims accepted by 
staff and in the wider conln~unity. 

Agents of Change. In modern democratic society, 
the government knows that its laws must have die broad 
consent of the people. So legal responsibility can 
operate relatively unhindered. Resistance to  an existing 

o r  new law may be based on a conviction that the law is 
unjust, which is to say that the maxims on which it 

depends arc not acceptable in the community. Any 

single person can responsibly reach diis conclusion, 
because all arc equal when it comes to assessing social 
values. In this case, the individual is called a conscien- 
tious objector. Conscientious objection is not a matter 
of personal gain but of asserting a social point of view, 

and the conscientious objector is seen as campaigning 

for a change in the law (and sometimes a change in 
policy too). American conscientious objectors to the 

draft, for example. played a role in ending the Vietnam 
war. Similarly, a recent Hat rate UK tax known as the 
conlnlunity charge was withdrawn following the pro- 
liferation of conscientious objectors. 

If the law is not obeyed for purely personal reasons 

- to avoid loss or to ensure gain - the person is an 

outlaw. Not to act in accord with one's legal respon- 

sibilities is to allow others to look after the common 
good. Most people who evade taxes, for example, still 
avail themselves of all that is provided by those moneys: 
from the defence of the realm to cleaner streets. "Faking 
without giving is to  be a free-rider. Society's response 
to  free-riding is to increase penalties and to spend more 
on enforcement. This represents a waste of public 

resource and does not undo the harm to the communal 
spirit caused by free-riding. 

Limitat ion.  Legal responsibility orients people to 
follow laws. On its own, it fails to  orient individuals to 
devise laws which deservedly command obedience and 
respect. Without this orientation, people become con- 
fused about what laws are trying to do. All types ol' 

position so far considered take for granted that society 

is oriented to justice. Children are taught to accept the 
main positions in their society and to obey rather than 
question the law. But if legal responsibility and other 
positions are to be unquestioningly accepted, then it 
must be because of a climerent and higher perspective 
-a perspective which enhances freedom and promises 

people a lair share of social goods. This takes us to  the 

final and potentially most contentions position which 

explicitly embodies and affirms a conception of fair- 
ness: distributive justice. 

G"-3% Distributive Justice 

Nature.  Each individual is concerned to act freely 
and to suffer as little restraint or coercion as possible. 
Each is also deeply concerned about whether the actual 
condition in which they find thcn~selves is intrinsically 
fair. So socialization into what is right in these regards is 
essential, 

Freedom in society rests on the possibility of 110s- 
sessing or accessing goods, especially land, which can 

be used largely as the person wishes.43 Without the 

opportunity to acquire and keep assets, there is unlikely 

to be that minimum protection from arbitrary intcr- 
ference by others which is required for con~n~unal  life 
to be tolerable (cf. L"-IV: Ch. 7). But certain goods arc 
of particular significance to society because they are 
social or collective in nature. These include the 

resources vvhicli define society (e.g. its territory, 

opportunities to act), or which arc part of communal 
living (e.g. amenities like sewers, protection against 

epidemics), or which cannot easily be owned or  used by 
one individual without affecting others (e.g. parking on 
public roads, disposing waste into the atmosphere). 

What counts as a social or collective good and how 

collective goods like (say) clean air or free schooling o r  
health care or rivers (or collective bads like pollution or  

conscription or taxation) are shared out is naturally a 

pre-occupation of everyone. Arrangements are required 
which arc widely believed to be fair. Individuals only 
accept their situation and support their society willingly 

if they accept that the rules used for dealing with social 
goods and bads are just. 

Whenever these collective goods are allocated, o r  
competed for, o r  wherever adjudications affect the dis- 
tribution of goods, fairness is felt to  be essential. The 

position which orients people to the proper handling of 
social goods and bads is distributive justice - often 
called social justice. Distributive justice has its sub- 
divisions: allocative justice deals with direct provision 
of a resource; cornpelitive justice deals with regulating 
markets which produce and deal in resource; and 
adjudicative justice deals with the workings of courts 

and tribunals e.g. for compensation claims. 

Distributive justice reflects the must enlightened 
conception of resource-linked fairness that is available 
in a particular society. Its expression is as a cultural con- 
ccption of a lair way to protect and handle collective 
guods. Fair shares in the use of common resources o r  
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socially-created goods aim to enhance the freedom of 
each and all. Whatever rules are chosen, however, indi- 
vidual differences will emerge in the actual distribution 
of intangible goods am1 tangible assets. So the. function of 
distributive justicr is to orient individuals towards 
supporting the ethical ordcr and tolerating inevitable 
ineqiialities it1 the actual ordcr. 

Like rules, principles and other positions, rlistribu- 
tive justice is not about producing a particular end 

result. Nor does it imply active re-distribution of 
wealth. People may view the principles for handling any 
particular social good as fair o r  unfair - or  they may 
wait till they see the end result before expressing their 
view. Philosophers preach the former stance, ordinary 
people tend to adopt the latter. Because of the con- 

tention that invariably emerges - even if only the 

disadvantaged protest - arrangements demanded bv 

distributive justice require government legislation and 

enforcement. 

Considerations of distributive justice arc unavoidable 
when common resources become scarce. Whenever a 
valuable hut limited resource is freely available, it will 
be destroyed if social processes arc left to  run un- 

hindered. 'the incentive lor each to use the communal 
resource. slowly but surely destroying it, is irresistible 

- this is the tragedy of the commons.* Overgrazing 
land and desertilication, over-fishing the seas, polluting 
the rivers, fouling the air, overcrowded streets, 
destruction of rain-lbrests, over-population, tourist 
devastation of beauty spots - in all cases the indivi- 
dual's benefit from using the resource is great. Should 

anyone voluntarily refrain out of concern for the com- 
mon good, then someone else will take advantage of the 
resource. In the end, all race to plunder the resource 

before it is utterly consunled or destroyed - and 

hasten that day. Because this would be a social tragedy, 
people take recourse in legal regulation - despite the 
suffering caused to particular individuals and even 
though no form of regulation is perfectly just o r  un- 
animously agreed. 

The tragedy of the commons not only compels 

people t o  choose between regulatory approaches like 

rationing, queuing, pricing, and olEcial control, but 
also evokes the need for a conception of distributive 

justice to orient the application of these methods. 

Although equality is a preoccupation and p d i n g  
beacon in regard to the determination of distributive 
justice, it should he obvious that no criterion or 
approach could ever produce an absolutely equal result 
o r  indeed any other predeterniinccl outcome. If that 
were really desired, continuous Stalinist-type control of 
society would be necessary and freedom would largely 
disappear. So distributive justice is not equivalent to  a 

concrete plan for distribution. Nlucli of what is claimed 
in the name of social justice is actually unjust and anti- 

social because it is not based in maxims and aimed at the 
common good, but derives from the power  hat a class 
(or special interest) has to press its claiins successlullv. 

It should be immediately evident that clumsy el'forts 

in handling distributive justice iii.iy limit freedom, and 
may disturb the proper workings ofa  market or judicial 
syste~ii.~'  Markets are a social goocl, 1,ecause they are 

usable by all. So legal protection of markets (e.g. prc- 
vention of private and public monopolies, laws en- 

forcing contracts) is actually part of distributive justice. 
Intervention in markets, by contrast, is rarely beneficial 
to all. The pressure group which lienelits (the farmers, 
a business sector. a trade union &c) is rarcly concerned 
with justice. even if it claims, sornetinies with cultural 

support, that serving its interest is equivalent to  serving 
the common good. 

Note that a spontaneously emerging market which 
deals so well with individual goods is the inverse of the 

spontaneous use of the comnions which is the reservoir 
of collective goods. The spontaneous market ordcr pro- 
duces obvious temporary harm to cvrtain individuals, 
but leads to indiscriminate and dilluse benefits to all in 

the long run. Spontaneous use of resource in the com- 
mons produces obvious temporary lieiiclits to certain 

individuals, but leads to indiscriminate diffuse harm to 
all in the long run. Regulation is tlillkult and spon- 
taneity easy, so a pragmatic approach to justice and 
freedom requires markets to be cre.ited and commons 
to be prevented wherever possible. Where markets are 

natural, they need preserving; and where commons arc 
unavoidable. they need protection. 

Cons t i tu t ion .  The definition ofdistributiv j 'e ustice 
depends on the top three levels of rule. Distributive 
justice springs from an absolute (1-"-7) which is 
affirmed dogmatically. The currently prevalent use of 
'equality oftreatment' as an absolute is natural because 
all members of a community arc inherently equal as 
members. Of course, any community is characterized 

in its actuality - possessions, status, opportunity, 

knowledge, health, skills &c - by incqualitics between 
individuals. These inequalities vary over time according 

to circumstances, personal effort, luck and (in niorlern 
times) governmental intervention. This is the nature ol' 
communal life (cf. Master-Table 3: Cli. 5 ) .  

If any absolute, even ' to treat all equally', is to be 
usable, it has to  be grounded in maxims (1-"-5) which 
support the functioning of society and which can and 
will be unequivocally respected. The position must 
then become embedded and used in society via laws 
(I-"-6) which are widely accepted. Such laws are usually 
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designed by legisl.nors. rather than developed by judges, 

because they arc about managing resources and 

developing agencies to oversee their handling (cf Ex. 

9.24) 

Distributive justice gets converted into legal respon- 

sibilities and inllucnccs lower level rules, but rights, 

tenets, conventions and prescriptions are not required 

t o  define it. 

Establishment of the Welfare State: The establishment of 
the welfore stole in the UK ofter World Wor II represented 
o culturol development of great magnitude. It was driven 
by o desire for distributive justice in relation to the welfore 
of the moss of the populotion. Fairness was rooted in the 
absolute of equality. On the basis of maxims like 'care for 
those in need', 'support the unemployed', 'treot the sick', 
'relieve poverty', an enormous variety of lows were 
passed. These lows were clearly generoily occeptoble to 
society becouse they were supported over decodes by 
both political porties. These lows provided sociol security. 
redistributed income, and created welfore orgonisations 
of oil sorts. The welfare state also forwarded o socialist 
ideology of government provision, state ownership of key 
industries and efforts at concrete equality - things which 
contributed to the country's economic decline. Ex. 9.24 

The crucial issue is how the absolutc o f  equality can 

be converted into practical maxims. Should criteria o f  

need, meri t ,  or desert be used? Should justice be based 

on the conception advocated by Rawls: choose the 

maximin (or miniinax) option wi th  the 'most 

favourable/worst possible' outcome o r  ( to express i t  

more simply) improve the position of the least well off? 

Should i t  be a purely procedural matter as suggested by 
Nozick: entitling people to  what they have acquired 

fairly i.e. by inheritance and earning mainly? Should it 

aim to  minimize envy - in which case. a person is 

unfairly disadvantaged if he prefers t o  have what 

another person has? O r  docs this pander t o  an anti- 

social passion? Should justice do  no  more than protect 

against severe deprivation via an assured minimum or  

safety net as argued by 

There are always a number o f  imperfect possibilities 

for realizing distributive justice (cf. Ex. 9.25). Never- 

theless, considerable effort seems t o  have gone into 

determining a single correct conception o f  distributive 

justice. Such searching for the form o f  distributive 

justice suggests the existence o f  only one rather than a 

multiplicity o f  positions. The use o f  distributive justice 

t o  generate a fair apportionment o f  social goods (and 

bads) i n  one domain is naturally used as an argument for 

the same i n  another domain. But even i f  one version is 

dominant i n  society. and even if the trend towards 

unification is strong, (stemming as it does from the 

absolute), distributive justice for free schooling, say, i s  

unlikely to  be precisely the same as distributive justice 

for ensuring military service, for minimizing pollution, 

o r  for improving the health ol'thc population. Different 

positions in  each o f  these areas may compete for 

dominance according to  which maxims arc favoured. 

Distributive Justice in Health Care: Several bases for 
distributive justice hove been suggested to govern dip 
tribution of resources to promote health in society. (1  I 
Nozick's entitlement. Strictly applied, this would mean 
tho1 inherited illness is o disadvantage ~equiring no sociol 
compensotion, and i t  would prohibit government spend. 
ing to aid the uneducated to use heolth services This posi- 
tion leads to o distribution that is highly unfavouroble to 
the poor, the sick ond the unfortunate. (2) Equality. This 
might be construed in several ways: as equality of welfore 
- ensuring people ore equolly well treated or equally 
healthy; or os equality of resource use -ensuring people 
receive equol amounts of resources to support their health; 
or os equolity of basic capabilities - ensuring that health 

core leads to people being equolly able to use and 
benefit from health core services. All types produce dif- 
ferent results and oil ore problematic because heolh itself 
i s  non-distributable and the relotion between resources 
devoted to health core and heolth outcomes is complex 
and uncertain. (3) Hoyek's deceni minimum, also known 
as the sofetynet approach. By making only the minimum 
occeptoble standard of core generally ovoiloble, private 
heolth core is fostered for those who can afford more than 
minimum. In practice, whot constitutes o minimum is likely 
to be decided by the ovoilobility of finance. (4) Rowision 
moximin i.e. improve the position of the leost well off. This 
conception ignores the consequences of the individual's 
own decisions in worsening their heolth. Those who 
spend on their health ore likely to hove to support those 
who do not. Ex. 9.25 

Economists struggle w i th  the notion o f  justice. 

Those who seek the greatest good for the greatest 

number o r  want t o  maximize the benefit to the com- 

munity as a whole on a case by case basis are i n  effect 

denying that distributive justice is an issue. By empha- 

sizing community needs o r  empirical outcomes, they 

deny the importance o f  general rules to  orient indivi- 

duals in deciding what to  do for themselves. and they 

assign zero value to  what any one person is due in a just 

s o c i e t y .  Some argue that the controversy about 

whether any intervention accords w i th  distributive 

justice is a reason for allowing unfettered market 

operation. But markets arc a collective good and they 

can be regulated more o r  less fairly. So decisions about 

distributive justice cannot he simply circumvented by 

the use o f  markets. 

Conformity and Progress. Conformity w i th  

regard t o  any distributive justice position is either a 

deeply buried cultural assumption widely taken for 

granted o r  the most problematic position o f  all. Once 

the issue o f  distributive justice is opened up, dispute and 

debate rage. The sensitive nature ot'distributive justice 
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lies in its embodiment of expectation and hope in the 

face of communal forces and resources. The most 

difficult periods for a society are those transitions when 
no clear position on distributive justice has been cstab- 
lished. Maxims, it will be recalled, serve to  maintain 
consensus on the proper functioning of a society, so 
alterations in distributive justice lead to a sense of social 
breakdown or collapse. 

Czechoslovakia: The upheavals in Eastern Europe reflect 
the collapse of an ethical order. The whole political 
system, a basic common good, needed rethinking. The 
presence of Vaclov Hovel as the President in Czechw 
slovakia has meant that there has been a clear orticula- 
tion of what distributive justice in the realm of government 
is obout. According to Hovel, the obsolutes are the need 
to defend the truth, and the freedom for its expression. In 
support of these, he calls for o new constitution for the 
state which is acceptable to the people. The biggest task 
in the reolizotion of this conception is to find new maxims 
which will serve as strict rules for social life in the future. 
He suggests: eoch man should be responsible for the cori- 
duct of society, government should rule by consent, and 
honourable conduct should be the norm. Ex. 9.2648 

The linkage of distributive justice with lower level 

positions in a particular domain generates an internally 
enforced system which holds sway in society. Altering 

distributive justice is therefore the target of many social 
reformers. Although the anticipated long-run improve- 

ment in freedom and fairness may be great, reforming 
proposals face the problem that the immediate result 

for some in society may be undesirable. As in health 
care (Ex. 9.25), different incompatible accounts of dis- 
tributivc justice can usually be developed - and none 

results in a perfect outcome. As emphasized earlier, seek- 
ing a perfect or utopian outcome curtails freedom greatly 
and may produce severe experiences of unfairness. 

Serious complaints about distributive justice (exclud- 
ing misunderstandings of its limitations) generally 
reflect a lack of respect for one or more of the three 
relevant primal authorities. The loss of any spiritual o r  
religious drive in society and neglect of its ethical teach- 
ing allows excessive materialism and a self-interested 
focus on rights which interferes with the sense of duty 
and tolerance of suffering on which distributive justice 

depends. If government is corrupt o r  dictatorial, then 
the law and the ethical teaching tend to be ignored and 
distributive justice remains undeveloped. 

If a distributive justice position cannot be dog- 
matically affirmed in society, there is likely to  be con- 
siderable disruption. Pressure to ignore or avoid legal 
responsibilities will grow. An anti-social ethic is likely 
to  develop. Roles like that of the black marketeer 
develop, and corrupt practices flourish. The govern- 
ment deceives its people, other states, and itself. Soviet 

society and the communist states in Eastern Europe 
were characterised by distributive injustices in a variety 

of areas, and showed all thcsc characteristics in pro- 
nounced form. 

If tile relevant maxims arc disputed, then there may 

be irreconcilable conflicts about what constitutes 
distributive justice. For example, if essential maxims 
like ' to foster independence and initiative' and 'to 
protect the weak' are articulated polemically, then it 

could be difficult to reach a consensus on what con- 

stitutes fair income security arrangements. 

Agents  of Change. The radical is the person who 
challenges the status quo as fundamentally as possible. 
The way to do this in society is to introduce a new 
absolute and challenge the distributive justice positions 
in many or all parts of society Most people view 

radicals and their ideas as a source of danger. As George 
Bernard Shaw found, reformers have difficulty getting 

their ideas published. Of course. what is radical in one 

society may well be orthodoxy in another. So the 
danger has little to do with the content ofthe ideas, and 
much to do with the existing positions in society and 
the upheaval that introducing any new form of dis- 
tributive justice entails. 

Radical ideas in a new distributive justice position 

must stand the test of time so that people may become 

progressively won over. This may take a long time. 
Mahatma Gandhi's view half-a-century ago that the 
caste system in India was profoundly unjust has not led 
to  the social reforms he envisaged. Recent attempts to 

move in that direction by giving more lower caste 

Indians places in the civil service have led to  riots. 

In progressive societies, radicals tend to be contained 
within academic institutions and arc allowed to express 

their views (to each other mainly). In repressive societies, 
radicals are censored and persecuted wherever they 
are. 

Dissidents and revolutionaries usually include 
radicals and others who call for immediate change in 

society. They regard the promotion of new conceptions 
as insufficient and feel only a limited obligation to the 

existing pattern of society. Because of societys per- 
ccivcd gross injustice, they feel tree to attack it 
indirectly o r  directly. Unlike outlaws, dissidents 

typically refuse to recognize the validity of the courts 
which try them. 

Limitat ion.  Any position on distributive justice 
must come to terms with the inherent injustice in any 
social structure, in any spontaneously evolving order, 
and indeed in life itself. As Ecclesiastes observed: "the 
race is not to  the swift. nor the battle to the strong, 
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neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of 

understanding, nor yet favour to men of skill - but 
time and chance happeneth lo them all".49 Failure to 
bear reality means that the normal run of disappoint- 

ments, accidents and chance events are treated as unfair 
and deserving of collective handouts and government 
intervention. 

The consequences of such an attitude are serious but 

take time to emerge. People slowly become discour- 

aged from tolerating suffering and cease striving to 
improve their own lot. They fail to  recognize their own 
contribution to problems confronting them. They are 
rewarded for dependency and encouraged to feel 
entitled to being bailed out of difficulties. The resultant 
subsidies and intervention will itself become a collec- 
tive good subject to the tragedy of the commons and to 
the distorting power of special interest groups. The end 

result must be a diminution offreedom, a disruption of 

mutual adaptation and adjustment, inefficient n~arkets, 
progressive economic impoverishment, corrupt elites 
and an increasingly coercive government. 

Closure .  Distributive justice positions encapsulate 
the most powerful means of orienting or re-orienting 
individuals and through them the con~n~unity inain- 

stream and societal institutions. There is no more 

influential way to engage a person in society than 
through a focus on enhancing freedom, affirming 
equality, and ensuring access to resources. So there are 

no further triads to  consider. The positions are now 
intuitively and logically complete. 

REVIEWING THE POSITIONS 

We have now considered the various types of inter- 
nalizable ethical positions: distributive justices, legal 
responsibilities, cultural ethics, communal roles and 
good practices. 

Unlike ethical principles which were oriented to 
community maintenance and are largely in the hands of 
those in or close to government, the positions are a 
matter for each individual and may be used by any of 
them on their community. 

Positions provide the pressure and backing for the 
operation of rules and principles. In a well-ordered 
society, we may assume that the functioning of a 

government is an expression of the ethical positions of 
its citizens. When governments are authoritarian or  
oppressive, there is a tendency lor more liberal out- 
siclers to  view this as against the wishes ofthe people - 
but, in the long run at least. people probably do get the 
government they desire and expect. Freedom. with its 
uncertainty and openness, is frightening. 

When society 1-i stable, ethical positions may be taken 
for granted and their scrutiny left to thinkers and 

acaden~ics But when an established order is challenged, 
positions are proclaimed and examined, challenged and 
defended 

Pract ical  Implicat ions.  From the numerous 
examples, it is clear that no one person ever sets or 

establishes a position. Nor are positions simp]! created 
and available to be adopted as a matter of rational 

decision or  by government fiat. The positions emerge 
and evolve in the interplay of argument and action 
generated by a multitude of forces and agencies con- 
stantly at work in society: unattached free thinkers, 
politicians and journalists, as well as members of 
campaigning groups, universities, trade unions, 
churches and other bodies generate a multitude of 
conflicting possibilities. 

It is in the nature of positions that their satisfactory 
definition could never be determined by a government 

or judiciary acting independently no matter how just 
and benevolent its members might be. Nor could a 
needed position ever be determined from religious or  
philosophical writings, however wise and inspired. In 

other words, it is no longer possible to design or  estab- 
lish a particular official authority to handle a position. 

Responsibility for positions must be assigned to every - 
one. This is the basis of both individual freedom and 
social conformity. Socialization by positions is directed 

to oneself as much as to other individuals; and by using 
the positions each person can affect wider society and 
its institutions. For this ethical authority, equality is the 
safeguard and open debate is the method. 

Ethical positions are where freedom, justice, con- 

formity and official authority have to meet and find a 
compromise that recognizes them all. The lowest two 
positions, good practices and communal roles, are most 
evident to individuals because they must be deliberately 
and personally used and lived. The highest two 
positions, legal responsibilities and distributive justice, 
seem more distant and communal in nature and most 
individuals experience them as a poorly understood 

context within which they function. The cultural ethic 
seems to be a pivotal and dynamic type of position 

which lends itself to use by individuals to  thrive in 
society and to alter other individuals and other 
positions. 

Because accon~modation to authority seems to 
demand so much conformity from people, it is worth 
reviewing here the implications of the various types of 
position for individual freedom. Good practices 
express freedom because they are not operatke unless 
people are won over. Communal roles are the vehicle 
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for people to exercise what freedom the culture, laws 
and other social institutions allow. The cultural ethic 

defines the nature and importance of freedom in social 
life. Legal responsibility seeks to protect the exercise of 

freedom and to enforce the culturally accepted view of 
freedom. Distributive justice seeks to enhance the free- 
dom of each and all by ensuring that social goods are not 
destroyed or unfairly n~onopolized. 

People hold positions dogmatically and. being 

socialized into them. they cannot readily give them up 

even if they want to. If progress is desired, public debate 
and widespread instruction, persuasion and cxhorta- 
tion is essential. So the main practical implication of 
positions is that they require people to explore their 
OV\TI ethical orientations and the operation of thcir 
society. It follows that the evolution and replacement of 
positions depends heavily on freedom of association and 

freedom of expression and communication. Publication 
and distribution of pamphlets, books, periodicals and 

newspapers must be open to all. Meetings, lectures and 
discussion groups must be allowed to proceed un- 

impeded. Without such things, awareness of existing 
positions and debate about alternatives is difficult if not 
impossible. This developing awareness is not to be 
reduced to politics. It defines the process of cultural 
evolution and modulation of ethical authority - within 
which politics is but one dimension. 

Precisely here lies die intensity of feeling about 

freedom of the press. The press is not merely about 

keeping a democratic society free, a task it shares with 
the judiciary, the legislature, the government executive 

and the citizenry in general. It is about enabling society 
to discover and define itself, something which govern- 
ment is less concerned about. In a society aiming to 
maximize individual freedom and to progress to greater 
enlightenment - which is surely the fullest meaning of 

the phrase 'a free society' - press freedom is particu- 
larly important. The media inform, aid and shape 

public debate and must track new positions so as to 
foster o r  to resist them. Newspapers and television 
news generally contain far more opinion than facts, and 
all newsworthy facts arc naturally reported from the 
perspective of particular ethical positions. A healthy 
and responsilile media helps people know what their 

positions arc, and ensures they arc aware of existing and 
emerging positions. 

A press that engages in libel, that suppresses impor- 
tant inforniation, or that prints lies bolsters the case for 
press controls. Paradoxically, irresponsibility of this 
sort appears to  be more of a problem in those countries 
with heavy press censorship. It is a truism that present- 
day governments find themselves at loggerheads with 
the press and critical of investigative television. Those 

in government come to believe (mistakenly) that thcir 
role is to decide and implement what is good for 

society: an executive or  organizational conception with 
only very limited validity or likelihood of success. 

Whereas their deeper role is to be guided by the 
citizenry and to protect and foster the freedoms which 
enable a society to  be as good as the individuals within 
it can be: a viable custodial conception.50 

Ethical Progress. Each position at one level in- 
fluences the positions at the other levels. Together 

positions in the five groups interlock as a conservative 
force keeping society unchanged in the face of pressures 

to alter. Should ethical progress be desired in some 
particular dimension, then positions need to alter at all 
levels. This can take decades. 

Fundamental change in the institutions of society is 

justified by conceptions of distributive justice and 
driven by cultural forces. Such change is consolidated 
by legal responsibility which ensures enforccnient. 

Both of these positions depend on the emergence of a 
new cultural ethic which can serve as the personal 

source of power for the cultural forces behind change. 
Roles stabilize any change and reflect changes in com- 
n~unity life. Finally, good practices, which depend on 
rational inquiry, can ground ethical change in specific 
activities. Campaigners for improvement who neglect 
any of the various positions find themselves blocked 
(cf. Ex. 9.27). 

Citizen Advocacy: Advocacy has emerged recently os o 
way to aid people who are stigmatized and mor- 
ginolized unfairly and who lock the ability to stand up for 
themselves. Distributive justice often ollows for discrimino- 
tion ogoinst mony people who hove leorning difficulties, 
are mentally ill, or are old and infirm. This is evident from 
lows which do not toke occount of the way hot such prob 
lems prevent people from living os full and equal citizens. 
Those with leorning difficulties, for exomple, cannot argue 
their cose in everyday situations ond so do not receive 
their rights. As a new distributive justice position has 
developed, lows have been passed to ensure that dis 
obled people will be represented in some way. In the UK, 
the Disobled Persons (Services, Consultation and 
Representation) Act (1986) hos created legal respow 
sibilities for public agencies providing services, and also 
for people who toke on the role of odvocote. Few 
odvocotes will come forward, however, until on odvu 
cacy ethic is established. Advococy is o complex 
process, but its essence is a one-to-one portnership 
between o moture lay person and o disodvontoged per- 
son. It involves befriending ond providing practical 
ossistonce. The cultural ethic which supports advocacy is 
voluntorist, communalist and rights~riented. For odvo- 
cocy to be realized, communal role chonges ore required 
including a new civic role of the loy advocate, new 
professional roles to orgonize odvococy schemes, ond 
changes to the roles of others with whom the disodvan- 
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taged person must interact. Disabled persons and their 
parents must also be socialized into new roles. Finally, 
new good proctices for handling those with disobility must 
be instituted in a wide variety of contexts if their needs are 
to be met. Ex. 9.275r 

The introduction of citizen or  lay advocacy illustrates 

the interlocking of the different positions (Ex. 9.27). 
From the complete system of five triads, as shown in 
Figure 9 .3 ,  it is clear that tenets, rights and maxims are 

central to any ethical reform because these three rule 
types simultaneously affect three positions each. This 
pattern also re-emphasizes the core authority of the 
cultural ethic. Establishing a new ethic is pivotal for 

social reformers because it stimulates alterations in 

higher level positions to consolidate and justify reform, 
and it generates new roles and practices necessary for 
its fulfilment. 

Tenets have the most force for ordinary people. They 

can be dogmatically affirmed to support new good 
practices. be applied acceptably within new communal 
roles, and be unequivocally respected in support of the 
new cultural ethic. In the advocacy example, those 
leading the introduction of advocacy passionately affirm 
a variety of tenets about which people arc unfairly 
stigmatized and how they should be helped; those in the 
new roles must accept and use these tenets if they are to 

function appropriately; and those engaged in new social 

practices must explain them in terms of the tenets 
which are taken to be unarguable. Rights and maxims in 
the ethic have greater force for those who are o r  feel 
responsible for society, because these inter-link with 
the definition of legal responsibilities and distributive 

justice. 

When the various sorts of positions are not suppor- 

tive of each other, then conflict results. For example. if 
the prevalent cultural ethic runs counter to legal 
responsibility, then illegal activity is widespread. Equal 

opportunities legislation, for instance, has not been 
complied with for many years, even in law firms. 

People in Glass Houses: The distributive justice of equal 
opportunities aligns with legal responsibility in the UK. 
However, lower level positions often conflict. A large firm 
of monagement consultants and accountants (who hove 

probably advised many firms about compliance with 
equal opportunities legislation and human resource 
development) recently lost o court cose brought by a 
female employee who had been passed over for partner- 
ship. Out of several hundred partners in the him, only o 
handful were women. In this case, the business ethic ran 
counter to the legal responsibility. For example, tenets like 
'women cannot take the pressures', or 'women become 
too tied to their home and family', or 'women lack the 
toughness to clinch business deals' are probably pre- 
valent amongst the partners. Similarly, roles and practices 
in the business world ore bosed in conventions and pre- 
scriptions about how and where work is done and deals 
are struck which often implicitly or explicitly exclude 
women. Ex. 9.28 

Transition. Positions tend to be developed within 
associations of people inclined towards them. They are 
debated and discussed in public fora in order to  orient 

people in a way that is believed t o  be ethical. But 

whether or not that position (or any other position) 
truly constitutes progress towards enlightenment is not 

yet determinable. The best that can be sought is con- 
sistency between die positions. The next two groupings 
(i.e. types of authority) provide a basis lor ethically 
appraising positions and their effects: the first on an 
individual and assertive basis and the second on a 
communal and definitive basis. 

Genuine conformity with a position, as opposed t o  

playing speculatively with ideas or expediently and 

temporarily adapting to external expectations, must be 
deeply consolidated within a person, organization 01- 

institution. In other words, positions seek to become 
part of social identities. But identity is not so readily 

adapted or altered. As we established earlier, the pro- 
tection of an existing identity is an ethical imperative. 

So conformity is first of all appraised in terms of 
individual identity rather than the other way around. 

Existing social entities with an identity - like actual 

communities, individual people. organizations, official 
authorities, and sovereign societies - must make an 
identity-based self-conscious appraisal of existing o r  
new positions and ethical aspects of their conduct. This 
can be ensured by a more complex authority consisting 

of four adjacent levels of rule. 



Master- Properties of the five types of  internalized position in society. 
Table 23 Ethical positions, which are needed to socialize individuals, are triadic authorities formed by conjoining three adjacent types of rule. 

Positions express and reflect culture and enable ethical change. Note that both freedom and conformity are essential and valued in all societies. 
Ethical change is viewed as progress towards enlightenmentby those advocating it. See text for details and explanation. 

rriad No. 
(Levels) 

Type of 
position Expression 

Nature of Ethical Relation to Conformity Change Agents 
Multiplicity Change Freedom For (or Against) (Devalued) 

Good 
practice 

Communal 
role 

Cultural 
ethic 

Legal 
responsibility 

Distributive 
justice 

To orient individuals to 
acting in a way which 
meets the needs of others 
in specific contexts. 

To orient individuals to 
relating to others in a 
way that affirms mutual 
rights and duties. 

To orient individuals to 
participating in society in 
a way that demonstrates 
virtue. 

To orient individuals to 
fulfilling their legal 
obligations to others and 
to the community. 

To orient individuals to 
supporting the ethical 
order and tolerating 
actual inequalities. 

Codes of good practice 
which define, promote 
and concretize social 
values. 

Social relationships 
which maintain the 
social structure. 

Personal outlooks or 
spirit of the age. 

Social institutions 
emerging from laws 
and government 
sanction. 

A cultural conception 
of a fair way to deal 
with collective goods 
and bads. 

Disconnected, 
with areas of 
connection. 

Distinct and 
connected . 

Overlapping 
or dialectically 
inter-connected. 

Strongly 
inter-connected. 

Tends to 
unification 

Depends on 
rational inquiry, 
and grounds 
all ethical change. 

Depends on 
communal change, 
and stabilizes 
ethical change. 

Depends on 
personal change, 
and drives 
all ethical change. 

Depends on 
legal enforcement, 
and consolidates 
ethical change. 

Depends on 
cultural forces, 
and justifies 
ethical change 

Expresses 
freedom. 

Enables the 
exercise of 
freedom. 

Defines the 
nature of 
freedom. 

Protects the 
exercise of 
freedom. 

Enhances 
freedom of 
each and all. 

Overt and easy Innovator 
(or resisted] (Non-conformist) 

Feels natural Iconoclast 
(or unnatural) (Deviant) 

Leads to personal Outsider 
identification (Outcast) 
(or deep rejection) 

Self-conscious Conscientious 
(or imposed from objector 
without) (Outlaw) 

Assumed Radical 
automatically (Dissident) 
(or profoundly 
problematic) 

@ Warren Kinston 1991,1994 
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GI1-4: MINIMUM STANDARDS 

Nature. Social conduct and social arrangements are 

everywhere appraised in ethical terms in order to pro- 
mote conformity to what is viewed as right and fair. The 
first and freest form of appraisal is that performed by 
oneself upon oneself using one's own rules as criteria. 
Ethical criteria which we recognize as our own ethical 

authorities are called our ethical s t a n d a r d s .  

Such standards form an authoritative backdrop for all 
that we do. They are values and obligations which 
express our identity. We automatically use standards to 
appraise Ac  rightness of any conduct or arrangement 

because they ensure we conform to our own expecta- 
tions. Ethical standards may be used reflexively to assess 
the rules, principles and positions previously described: 
especially positions, because the pressure for identitica- 

tion and conformity so characteristic of positions can 

challenge, even threaten, identity. 

Rules need to be unequivocally respected in order to 

demonstrate recognition of authority. Principles need 
to be acceptably applied as well if the community is to 
be maintained. Positions need to be unequivocally 
respected, acceptably applied, and dogrnutical~ aJirrned 
to  socialize individuals. Standards clearly need these 
three qualities together with the fourth quality of being 
deliberately adopted and owned. Without this fourth 
quality, standards would not be a self-conscious expres- 

sion of (social) identity and could not be an authority 

protecting that identity. 

This additional requirement of deliberate adoption 
and ownership is made possible by including a fourth 

hierarchical level to create a tetradic grouping. So a 
standard, like identity itself, encompasses and incor- 
porates internalized positions. Grouping the seven lev- 
els in tours generates four over-lapping tetrads, as 
represented diagrammatically in Figure 9.4. 

People mean different things by thc term 'stan- 
dards'. The word may be used to indicate: a conven- 
tional norm (1."-2). a set of social controls or 
bureaucratic rules (cf. the regulatory codes in G" - 1 ) , a 

principle (G"-2), an unattainable ideal ( G - 3 ' ) ,  and a 
desirable and achievable level of quality (L-2). The 
essential qualifier in regard to self-defined ethical 
appraisal is die definition of a minimum. So we may say 
that the function of any standard is to ensure that 

conformity can be sustained above an authoritative self- 

chosen minimum 

The in~portance of focusing on a minimum cannot be 
over-emphasized. The reason is as follows. The applica- 
tion of ethical standards in socicty always highlights 
differences: for example between clilTerent areas of 
functioning (like health or education), between differ- 

ent bodies o r  groups within society (like businesses o r  
social classes), and between different communities 

within or  across societies. Once differences emerge, 
pressures for consistency, constancy and congruence 

tend to develop; and then an urge develops t o  abolish 
differences because they seem unfair. The result is a 
potential for the unthinking pursuit of uniformity -- 
which is nothing less than the destruction of distinct 
identities. However worthy, we must restrain the urge 
to improve society wherever the quality of functioning 
seems less than perfect. The nature of averages and 
statistical variation means that all cannot be brought up 
to the standard of the best whatever is done. More 

seriously. this mentality places no value on diversity and 
raises the specire of domineering and intrusive over- 
control. Given thai society is built on the responsible 
exercise of freedom, such a state of affairs is harclly 

desirable. The way out of this difficulty is to recognize 

that ethical standards always need to refer to a minimum 
expectation. Even so, variation in this minimum 

remains an issue. 

In our l'ield research within organizations ancl 
government and in reviews of the literature, we 

routinely find that the significance of identity is poorly 
appreciated. The idea that attention should be paid 
to the minimum or that standards should define a 
minimum is often contentious. As a result, raising 

standards, which everybody wants, becomes a confusing 
business. Raising standards sometimes means bringing 

actual performance up to a minimum and so in~plies 
that present performance is scandalous and corrective 
action is urgent. Sometimes raising standards means 

raising the minimum itself -- which is always desirable 

but may be rather difticult given that it is equivalent to 
an identity change. The point is that conformity to a 
sell-chosen minimum is a restriction on freedom which 

feels natural and essential. By contrast, conformity to 
an imposed minimum feels alien, unreal, impossible 

and even undesirable. 

If raising standards in an area means no more than 
raising the quality of something which is already well 
above the minimum, then this is a matter of setting 
strategic objectives (L-2) .  Once standards arc above the 
minimum, the judgement is no longer one of ethical 
appraisal in the present sense, but a proposal for assign- 
ing greater priority (L-3 value). In such cases, valid 
arguments tor improving quality in other areas instead 

can be readily produced. 

Hospital Waiting Lists: In the UK recently, NHS managers 
were told by politicians that the state of hospital woiting 
lists was intolerable. Millions of pounds were allocated to 
remove the problem. However, managers had difficulty in 
appreciating what was required because waiting lists 
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Figure 9.4: The tetradic grouping forming minimum standards. 
Four types of ethical standard which must be deliberately adopted if social identity is to be 
protected. 

were the method of rotioning. Reducing a waiting list 
encourages more referrals in the some woy thot a drop in 
price encourages more sales. Close scrutiny revealed that 
there were two separate monogemeni requirements: 11 
Stopping politicallyemborrossing breaches of minimum 
communal standards like people waiting years for treat- 
ment, or having their admission for surgery cancelled very 
mony times. Such injustices ore recognized by all and 
immedioie rapid improvement is desirable and possible, 
especially with extra money. 2) Improving the quality of 
waiting list management by introducing list validation, 
appointment systems, better scheduling, effective bed 
management, etc. These changes are new and cholleng 
ing strategic objectives which compete with others for 
priority and do not respond so easily to injections of 
finance. Ex. 9.29 

licing sclf-chosen, minimum and identity-defining, 
the violation of standards is expericnceil as shattering 

and inexcusable. Others view breaches as intolerable, 
disgraceful or scandalous. The resulting moral outrage 
and indignation activate the inner urge to conform. It 
follows that attempts to  prevent exposure and scandal 
arc common. Where scandalous conduct is known to 

exist, or where it is long-standing and does not generate 
shame, it is necessary t o  assume that the minimum 
standard is I m e r  than that being claimd. 

An identity is a whole. So only a single breach of the 

minimum tarnishes the reputation of a social body. This 
is why it is often said that a society should lie judged by 
how it treats its most disadvantaged and vulnerable 
members. Similarly, no matter how great a person's 
achievements, a single abuse of trust is devastating. The 

conviction and inlprisonnlent of a successful entrepre- 

neur, say, for engaging in illegal share-support opera- 
tions brands him forever, despite a lifetinie of hard 
work, support for good causes and generous charitablr 
donations, 

Types. Minimum standards are developed and 

defined through a logically organised arrangement of 

rules at each of four adjacent levels. The dill'erent 

groupings refer to different types of standard as follows: 

G"-4' - social o r  group or  communal standards; G"-4' 
- personal o r  organizational o r  individual standards; 
G"-43 - system, institutional, legal or societal 
standards; G"-44 common or  universal standards. 
The organized (jualily and self-consciousness inherent 

in a standard Ie,id some authors to refer to it as a 

morality. 52 

All standards provide authoritative baselines below 
which a social idcutity is being violated, and so all 

generate strong urges for conformity. This conformity 
protects social life in its various manifestations. The 
four tetrads reveal four ethical authorities which are 
expressions of social being: the identity of a community 
(defined by its interacting members), of an individual 
(developed intuitively by each person and explicitly by 
constituted organizations), ot'a society (defined by its 

formal institutions and laws), and of humanity (as 
aspired to by existing sovereign societies). It is evident 
that. ascending the tetrads, there is a progressively 
more profound conception of what is involved in social 

identity. 
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Analysis of the internal structure of the tetrads 
reveals that in each case rules at the fourth and highest 

level ensure that the standard is deliberately adopied and 

owned. This makes conformity natural. Rules at the 
third level enable the standard to be dogmatically 
affirmed. This makes conformity credible. Rules at the 

second level ensure that application of the standard is 

acceptable. This makes conformity socially possible. 
Rules at the lowest level, the most concrete expression 
of the standard, ensure it is unequivocally respected. This 
makes conformity an observable reality. 

Before providing a detailed account of each standard 

with examples, the four types will he listed and 

described in terms of their function, the focus of con- 
formity and appraisal, their inner structure, the 
standard-setting authority, and their link to the law. The 
main properties of the ethical standards are sum- 

marized in Master-Table 24. 

G"-4': C o m m u n a l  s t a n d a r d s  are required to  
protect a community's evolving and undefined identity. 

The focus for conformity is on activity in public. 
Con~munal standards are deliberately adopted to 

accord with rights and duties (L"-4) custon~ary within 
the community. They are dogmatically affirmed in 
accord with tenets (L"-3), acceptably applied through 

conventions (L"-2), and unequivocally respected in Ac  
form of behavioural prescriptions (L"- 1 ). The stan- 
dard-setting authority is any particular community 

within society. So comnlunal standards are variable and 
independent of the law. If communal standards permit 

violation ofthe law, law enforcement may be difficult or 

Gqq-42: Ind iv idua l  s t a n d a r d s  are required to 
protect the individual's self-defined identity. The focus 
for conformity is on functioning internal to the indivi- 

dual. The standard-setting authority is the individual: a 
person or an organization. Individual standards are 

deliberately adopted to accord with maxims (L"- 5 ) .  
They are dogmatically alTirined through the exercise of 

customary rights and duties (L"-4), acceptably applied 
via tenets (Ltq-3), and unequivocally respected in the 
form of conventions (L"-2). Individual standards are 

also independent of the law. A notable feature of 
individual standards is that they niay easily be more 
enlightened than the law. If they are not,  enforcement 
of the law on individuals is relatively straightforward. 

Gq'-43: Societal s t a n d a r d s  are required to protect 
an officially enacted identity. The locus tor conformity 
is on formally enacted institutions within a sovereign 
societv. The standard-setting authority is the govcrn- 
ment of society via its main organs: legislature. juili- 
ciary, executive. Societal standards are deliberately 
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adopted t o  accord with laws (L"-6). They arc dog- 

matically affirmed in accord with maxims (L"-s), 
acceptably applied through customary rights and duties 

(L"-4), and unequivocally respected via tenets (L"-3). 
Societal standards are typically embodied in laws and, 
even where they are not. the judicial system may be 
used to appraise conformity with them. 

GIq-4': Universal  s t a n d a r d s  are required to  
protect an internationally agreed conception of human 
identity in society. All societies must be able to identity 
with this conception if it is to be objectively universal. 

So the standard-setting authority is a multi-national 

governmental body, like the United Nations and its 
comn~issions. The focus for conformity is on individual 
rights and duties towards the con~n~unity. Universal 
standards will only be deliberately adopted if they 

accord with ahsolutes (L"-7). To be dogmatically 
affirmed, they are expressed as laws (L"-6). Maxims 
(L"-5) should ensure that they are applied acceptably. 
Finally, they require unequivocal respect to be accorded 
to certain rights and duties (Lq'-4) so that thcv become 

custon~ary. It is expected that agreed universal 
standards should produce changes in existing laws of 
sovereign societies. 

Proper t i es .  Standards assume the capability to  be 
ethical in the sense of self-consciously owning rules 
rather than simply respecting or  following them. 

Internalized positions generated conformity based on 

quasi-automatic expectations of oneself and others. 
They were taken up via socialization and not necessarily 

fully and deliberately owned. Standards, by contrast, 

are used to strive positively to ensure that rules arc part 
of the self - the public self, the private self, the law- 
abiding self, or the universal self. So the focus shifts 
again: from enabling freedom back to enabling restraint. 

In examining the four types of minimum standard in 
detail, 1 will explore theirfunction in relation to a social 

identity, and clarify in each case the focus for conjbrnq 
and appraisal. I will explain their composition by rules 
and consider the iinplications of rariations in standards. 

Each has a standard-serting authority which develops and 
modifies the standard. Once standards arc set. there 
must lie mechanisms or bodies engaged in monitoring 
conformity to  the standard. The monitor must be 
appropriately empowered and freely able to use the 

standards. Should the monitor find a breach of stan- 

dards, then immediate remedial action is expected. 
Because there may be a dispute about whether the 
standard tias actually been breached or not, some form 
of judging or  arbitration is potentially required. Finally 
the limitation inherent in each type of standard is noted 
as a way ofmoving to the next higher type. 
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G"-4': Communal standards 

Nature.  Communal standards arc to be found. 
naturally enough, within groups and communities of all 
sizes helping to control the public activities of their 
members. Conformity with communal expectations is 
essential if member interactions arc to  be comfortable 
and smooth. The standard-setting authority is the coin- 
munity itself: which may comprise all in society, or be 
only a limited part like a ncighbourhood or  town, o r  a 
group of people forced together, say in an organization 
or on a holiday tour. 

Being a member of an informal o r  temporary group 
is the simplest and most basic expression of social 
existence. The standards requiring conformity develop 
inforn~ally within any group in order to protect the self- 
respect and self-image of people as equal members of 
that group. However the group is not organized enough 
to define its own nature formally. The function of a 
con~munal standard, we may say, is to  protect an 
evolving and undefined conlnlunity identity. 

The community's members may find themselves in a 
variety of settings: at work, at a parents-and-teachers 
association meeting, in a football crowd, at a political 
rally, shopping in a centre or dining in a restaurant. 
Within all these settings the person is engaging in public 
activity and the individual's identity must be submerged 
within the group to some degree. Being a part of the 
group is more fundamental than expressing indivi- 
duality within it (cf. duality in social being, L'-VI: Ch. 
7). When a person feels defined by the group. corn- 
munal standards beconlc apparent. The focus for con- 

j o r m i y  is the activity released or permitted in the 
presence of other group members. 

Writers like LeBon, Tarde and Foiirnial wrote at the 
turn of the century about the populace as 'the masses' 
which were to be feared and needed to be tamed. They 
used animal nletaphors, like the herd instinct, which 
emphasized the reduction of individual responsibility 
and the upsurge of impulsiveness and irrationality in 
crowds." In so far as there is a group mind (as they 
thought), then it operates in terms of the communal 
standard. For example, when a political rally or a foot- 
ball crowd breaks up into looting and brawling many 
people find themselves constrained to act in ways which 
are foreign to their usual selves. Police in such settings, 
acting on behalf of the community, often accept bc- 
haviour which would be regarded as intolerable and 
illegal if i t  occurred elsewhere. 

Irrational and violent crowds lead us to think of the 
communal standard as set below the individual's 
standard. However, a con~munal standard may operate 
above the standard of certain individuals and can pre- 

vent odd or  disruptive behaviour For example, 
depending largely on teacher and parental attitudes, 
bullying in school playgrounds may either be accepted 
o r  rejected by children. The efficacy of group therapy 
also depends heavily on the pressures of communal 
standards fostered by the therapist and aimed at ovcr- 
coming idiosyncratically destructive or bizarre 
behaviours of each patient.* 

C o m p o s i t i o n  a n d  Variation. Althoughn~inimun~ 
standards on many matters may be independent of the 
law and pay scant regard for n~axin~s ,  they do depend 
on customary rights. Rights (L"-4) enable people to 
choose their con~n~unal  standards deliberately and to 
stand by these standards. For example, people operate 
with and apply hygiene and safety standards indepen- 
dently of any laws. People running a school fete would 
be unaware of most legal rec~uirements for hygiene and 
safety. Hygiene standards in such cases are based on an 
informal sense of a duty to  do things in a way that most 
people think of as clean and healthy. Safety standards 
are similarly based on the informal duty to be careful. 
Such standards (unlike legal requirements) are typically 
not written down. and what is and what is not above the 
minimum varies over time because communal tenets 
(L"-3) vary with moods and fashions. A scare about 
beef o r  eggs (despite lack of any evidence or official 
health warnings or  laws about the food) may mean that 
nothing containing these ingredients can be served 
while the scare is at its height. 

Because con~n~unal  standards are not written clown 
and evolve or alter with beliefs, it usually becomes 
evident that they have been breached only after the 
event, possibly after a scandal has broken. Recently, in 
response to  criticism of kitchen hygiene, a hospital 
catering officer told the press that cockroaches boiled in 
soup were not a health hazard. I Ie was surprised at the 
furore that broke out. But community tenets, not 
scientific facts, are what counts, and these lead to the 
dogmatic response that cockroach soup is beyond the 
pale - however germ-free. Conventions (L"-2) held 
by the community render the standards acceptable. 
Meeting the standards depends ultinlately on strictly 
following certain prescriptions (I-"-I): in the hygiene 
example, washing hands, eating off clean plates and so 
on. 

Hospital Vampires: In a large hospital, a visiting dignitary 
wos disturbed by pictures of vampires. These were sited 
at the entrance to the pathology laboratory where blood 
was regularly token from patients for tests. He felt thot the 
patients' right to sensitive handling was being infringed, 
ond asserted thot such block humour was not acceptoble. 
Note hot no law or hospital regulation hod been broken, 
no patient hod complained, and no manager had pre- 
viously remarked on the pictures. No governor or board, 
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prior to this event, could hove been expected to foresee 
the need to prohibit such pictures. The hospital manager 
had the offending pictures removed immediately. 

Ex. 9.30 

"Ienets and conventions can van greatly \\ithi11 a 

society according to the particular community, so there 

may be a wide variation in communal standards within 

any con~plex society. Territorially-based communities 
find that their standards emerge in local government 
politics which, in democracies at least, cannot help but 
express a sense ol the community identity. 

Cooperating with the Police: In some parts of London 
(UK], non-cooperation with police is a communal 
standard. This is possible because citizens con accord 
themselves the right not to cooperate positively with 
police. Members of these communities strongly believe 
that the police offer them persecution rather than pro- 
tection. It is often the norm to steal and take prohibited 
drugs; ond such conventions mean that non-cooperation 
is socially acceptable. Activities like running a neigh- 
bourhood watch scheme would be anothema, while 
other activities like lying to the police to protect o friend or 
relative would be unequivocally demanded. In such com- 
munities, the local council supports monitoring of the 
police. In other local communities, by contrast, positive 
cooperation is the standard. Existing conventions support 
policing, ond beliefs exist which inspire confidence in the 
police. Not joining in a neighbourhood watch scheme or 
misinforming the police would be regarded os failing in 
one's social duty, In both coses, the standards enable 
conformity within the loco1 community and are congruent 
with a variety of standards in other oreas of the social life 
of that community. Ex. 9.31 

I 1  communal divisions within a territory exist along 
ethnic, class, linguistic or religious lines, then there is a 
comn~unal identity problem and clarity about com- 
munal standards may be unachievable. The political 
process which depends on this root identity cannot 
easily be harnessed in such situations. Rights or duties 
which are not enjoined by law may be disputed. Dis- 

crepant tenets may generate blasts and counter-blasts of 

dogmatism. Conflicting conventions make application 
of any single standard unacccptablc. Inevitably, prc- 

scriptions lor activity in public will differ, and the 
perception of a breakdown in morality is all too likely. 
The conflict will be reflected within representative 
bodies like local government. and whatever prevails 
will tend to be determined, somewhat ty-annically, by 

the stronger faction. 

Keeping Above the Minimum. It seems that 
con~munal standards are the most difficult to ascertain 
and manage. As described above, they evolve infor- 
mally and are recognized and monitored by those with a 
feel for communal expectations. Reporters are closely 

in touch with comn~unal standards and use the press, 
radio and television to announce and denounce activi- 

ties uf individuals and associations within the com- 
munity which d o  not conform. Any member of the 
comnninity may attempt to exert control over another 

member by appeal to standards. People may complain 

informally or admonish another directly. They may 
criticize in public via a letter to a newspaper. a phone 
call to a radio station, or a comment at an open mcct- 
ing. There is usually a reluctance to single out indivi- 
duals by name, anrl a preference to refer to  'undesirable 
elements' or 'certain people' who are not behaving 
properly. But, in some situations, falling below the 

communal standard can lead to expulsion or  ostracisn~. 

To change the communal standard is more difficult. 
Concerned citizens need to organise themselves into a - 
pressure group. If the issue is genuinely a communal 

concern, then willing workers and donated funds are 
easily obtained and many can participate. Through such 
voluntary effort, a community can apply pressure and 
alter itself. Where the deviant individual is a firm, then 

the community, individual people or other firms, can 
go further and exert considerable pressure, as long as 

they operate within the law (cf. Ex. 9.32). 

Boycotts: Many companies in the USA are feeling the 
effects of consumer boycotts which are based on the 
opplication of communal standards of morolity. Even if 
companies are operating perfectly legolly, it is within the 
rights of individuals and pressure gioups to expose cer- 
tain facts and encourage people to boycott companies. 
PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) odver- 
tises details of companies that experiment on animals, 
and has been picking off componies one by one: first 
Avon, then Revlon, then L'Oreol gove woy. The scandal 
of dolphins dying in nets set to cotch tuna led to pressure 
being brought to bear on Star-Kist, Chicken of the Seo, 
and Bumble Bee [brands which accounted for 70% of 
sales) and subsequently only 'dolphin-safe' tuna was sold. 
Friends of Animals used a shaming approach lo shoppers 
by plastering New York with posters soying 'Get a feel for 
fur. Slam your fingers in a car door.' The fur industry 
reeled. The Council on Economic Priorities not only gives 
Corporate Conscience Awards, but also 'dishonourable 
mentions' - doing so at a dinner organised for 400 
business teoders in a top hotel. Ex. 9.32 

Limitation. Communal standards suffice to  detcr- 
mine a minimum for public activity, and can foster con- 
formity in regard to externally observable behaviour. 

Rut what looks good on the surface may not actually be 

good. So checks and controls on activities are not 
equivalent to checks and controls on the spirit imbuing 
that activity. Also, we observe in everyday life and 
business practice, that the con~munal standard ('what 
everybody does)  is too often not just unenlightened 
but downright damaging. Lofty aspirations are regarded 
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as an internal, private or domestic matter for each per- 
son or  organization. To deal with such inner function- 

ing, it is necessary to invoke a higher type of minimum. 

G"-42: Individual Standards 

Nature.  Anything which is private to  a person or  to  
an organisation must be appraised by reference to a 

minimum standard which is more sophisticated than 

that used by a community. Individual standards must 
lock into a chosen social identity of a particular individ- 
ual. A person's self-respect and the respect received 
from others is determined largely by the minimum 
standards to which he is deterniined to operate in the 
various aspects of his life whether o r  not others notice. 
The focus for conforrr~ity, therefore, is the individual's 
internal functioning. The junction of individual stan- 

dards is to protect the self-defined identity of the indi- 

vidual. The standard expresses the individual's core 
self-images and ensures maintenance of self-respect and 
pride. 

l lo~ve \e r  much we may be admired for our parti- 
cular strengths and achievements, we always assess 
ourselves in terms of the whole of our life and self. 
Weaknesses and faults that we ourselves tolerate (and 
may try to hide or refuse to  recognize) determine who 
we arc and we conform to them as much as to  our 

strengths. Note that the conscience alone, the primal 

authority for tenets, is essential but insufficient. In 
choosing and using a standard, a person takes into 
account other primal authorities -especially the con]- 
munity mainstream. So the scandard-setting authority is 

each individual as a whole - individual again referring 
to a person or an organization. 

L.ittle is said about the self-respect of organisations. 
but consider being the managing director o r  Chairman 
of the Board in the following examples taken from 
actual situations. Yours is a tobacco firm: should it 
follow its competitors and sell cheap high tar cancer- 
producing cigarettes to  third world countries where 
people smoke to kill their hunger? Yours is a pharn~a- 
ceutical firm: should it follow its competitors and 
export drugs banned after testing in some countries to 

other countries where there are no tests and no ban? 
Yours is a holding company: should it carry losses of 

one of its machine tool firms so as to  bankrupt its main 
competitors? Yours is a publishing firm: should it 
follow its competitors and actively exploit its authors? 
Your is a public service agency: should it act like other 
similar public service agencies and manage its over- 
spend by delaying payments to creditors? In all these 
cases. your organization may well choose to act in a 
harmful way (like similar organizations) and you may he 
socially and legally entitled to do so - in other words. 

minimum communal and minimal societal standards 

are not being violated. The issue here is determining 

the minimum standard which should be upheld b! the 
organization itself, independent of laws or what every- 
one else does. 

This individual standard helps to control inner func- 
tioning which is beyond the reach of informal or formal 
social controls. It is concerned with elements of the self 
about which the individual is the unique and sole 

monitor and arbiter. In a person, standards may, for 
cxan~ple, be used to control thoughts and feelings 
judged ethically undesirable. Within an organisation, 
they may control a myriad of activities which are in- 
visible to outsiders. For instance, few if any consumers 
can ever know that the manufacture of' a new product 
involves polluting the environment or exploiting 
certain groups of staff. 

C o m p o s i t i o n  and Variation. The standard 

springs from a maxim (L"-5) which is deliberately 
chosen. The standard is dogmatically affirmed in terms 
of the individual's rights and duties (L"-41, and is 

acceptably applied in accord with tends (L"-3) held by 
the individual. The standard is realized by unequivocal 
respect tor certain conventions (L"-2). The different 
use of the various rules is illustrated in Ex. 9.33. 

The Thrift Collapse: Bonking was deregulated in the US 
in the early 1980s, while at the some time the Federal 
Government provided guorontees for depositors. In other 
words, if bonks thrived they kept the gains, and if they 
foiled the government (i.e. the toxpoyer] suffered, not 
their depositors or themselves. Given the business moxim 
'to pursue profit and ovoid risk' and the rights conferred 
by dereguloiion, monogers in hundreds of thrifts (savings 
ond loons orgonisotions) storting moking unsound invest 
ments, which eventually led to o debt of over $150 
billion. The stondords thot led to these losses depended 
on widely accepted business tenets thot moking lots of 
money is whot i t  is all about, and thot the consequences 
for society of individual octions ore somebody else's prob- 
lem. Business conventions demonded thot advantage 
should be token of the governmenl. Relatively few thrifts 
were run fraudulently: it is estirnoted thot only 10-2056 of 
the irrecoverable debt wos dishonestly or illegally 
produced. Ex. 9.33 

Individual standards may lead to action either in 
support of communal standards or in opposition to 
them. Children in playgrounds may be torn between 
whether to join in with mayliein which they are aware 
is unacceptable to their parents and teachers and even 
to themselves. or to remonstrate and refuse to  partici- 
pate, and so risk taunting or even ostracism from their 
playmates. Variation is natural in the case of individual 
standards and this may produce distress and conflict. 
Tenets make the standard generally acceptable and 
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simultaneously allow the individual to  assert that 

society is wrong. 

West Indian Discipline: In the late 1960's, West Indian 
families in London come into conflici with teachers and 
social workers because of the adoption of different 
standards of discipline for children. Parents brought up in 
the Caribbean believed that physical punishment was the 
right way to discipline children and help them grow up to 
be good citizens. Like all parents, hey expected teachers 
to support their socializing efforts. By conirast. English 
professionals affirmed opposing tenets like 'hitting 
children is wrong and punishment causes 
adolescent rebellion'. The conventional wov to discioline 
was through deprivation of social contact.'~rofessionals 
do~maticallv atlirmed duties which were alien to the - 
troubled families, like: be consistent, explain rules, adapt 
to the child. Ex. 9.34 

Individual standards are developed both informally 

and formally. An organisation, for example, may 
explicitly make ethical policy statements which set out 
minimum standards to govern relations with clients or 
suppliers, while its chief executive may simultaneously 
hold and foster certain related values and attitudes 
without formally enacting them. 

There is an unavoidable and necessary variation in 

individual standards. People differ in h e  tenets they 
hold (cf. Ex. 9.34), and so do organizations. Such 
differences express and enable individuality within the 
community and an- a basis for associations and alliances. 
The reverse process also occurs: the closer that people 
o r  organizations are linked, the more do they exert 
ethical pressure on each other and. over time, gravitate 

to  functioning with similar minimum standards. 

Keeping Above the Minimum. Conl'ormity here 

barely feels like control, more like being ourselves. 
With organizations, it may be more diflicult to create 
that feeling as distinct from the communal standard. 
The persistent maintenance of high individual standards 
is recognized as integrity. We may repudiate any other 
type of standard, but repudiation of our own self- 
chosen minimum is an act of self-betrayal. Individual 

standards protect against either excessively high or 

excessively low st-indarrls set by the community or in 
law. Even if a person bows to communal pressures, 
their own standards may be preserved because indivi- 
dual standards arc expressed by an attitude (conven- 
tions) rather than by bchaviours (prescriptions). 

Although many personal standards cmcrge from a 
quasi-automatic disposition, self-conscious explication 
and ownership is needed. For standards to  be used in 
daily living, activities must be monitored \i\ a process 
of self-reflection, self-review and self-criticism. Com- 

ments and criticism from others ma? stiniulate and 

assist that process, but each person must. in the end, be 

their own judge. 

In tlrnis, the board of directors is the judging body 
which is obliged to consider the organisation as a whole 
and to review its values and activities within the wider 
social context. The governing body supported by the 

top executive needs to  monitor minimum standards in 

all areas of operation. In determining and enforcing 
their own standards, firms are invariably preoccupied 
by conlmunal standards both in the sense of what the 
public will tolerate and as ~leliric~l by the visible activi- 
ties ot' other similar organixations. How attentive any 
firm (or person) is to legal responsibilities and societal 
standards will itself be a rnanitbstation of its individual 
standard. 

Communities of firms within a particular industry 

(tourism, construction &c.) and occupational groups 
(surveying, plumbing &c.) are preoccupied with their 
n~enibers' individual standards. Members of such com- 
n1unitir.s Freely comment on c ~ c h  other's practices o r  
policies i t  they fall below a minimum. The industry 
involved may set up its own independent (non- 
statutory) regulatory authority which can propose and 

apply standards to particular cases (e.g. die UK'S 
Advertising Standards Authority). However, the 

otl'eniling individual or firm or association may disagree 
with tlw standard or with die judgement being made, 
and there is no possibility of more formal arbitration as 
long as the law is not breached. Such self-regulatory 
authorities mostly deliver a reprimand. When mein- 
bership applies, penalties or expulsion of the member 

may occur. The member may choose to  resign to avoid 

such action and then little can be done. 

Limitation. Individual standards provide the 
potential tor a higher minimum than communal 
standards due to their basis in maxims rather than in 
customary rights and duties. But individuals are not 
compelled in any way to adjust their own standards. 
Nor need these standards be oriented to  society's well- 
being or  to its cultural traditions. However new formal 

institutions - laws, policies, commissions and so on 
- must lie so designed. Whenever a new enactment is 

proposed, it is necessary to s r r  whether it conforms 
with rrlatcd existing societal institutions. To ensure 
that this is the case, i t  is necessary to  recognize a higher 

type of standard. 

GI8-4=: Societal Standards 

Nature. Beyond whatever a particular individual 
believes or a local community linds acceptable is the 
issue o t  what society as a whole has a right t o  expect of 

all within it. This general approach to mininiun~ 
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standards - the defined standards of a society -- is 
expressed in enacted institutions and is forcibly upheld 

by special bodies. Established formal institutions, in 
etYect, express standards, conformity to  which feels 
essential. Anyone who is identified with a society must 
accept the application of such standards by those in 
positions of authority. The function of the societal 
standard, therefore. is to protect an officially enacted 
identity. 

In a particular society, should we expect to find: the 
mentally il l  locked away or  wandering unattended in 

the streets? women ending unwanted pregnancies? safe 

house-building? attempts to  rehabilitate offenders? easy 
access to government officials? care tor elderly infirm 
people? thriving arts in local communities? fair financial 
markets? recognition of individual diflerences. ? ci tixens 
informed about government activities? incentives for 

philanthropy? The answers to these and similar ques- 

tions are to be found by examining laws, statutory 
bodies, regulatory instruments, and government 
policies. All such institutions have been formally 
enacted and must be emphatically pron~ulgated. The 
standard-setting authority here is the government of 
society - its legislature, judiciary and executive. So 
societal standards are often termed legal or institutional 
standards. 

The focusfor conformity for government is the existing 

formal institutions of society. New rules seek to be in 
line with or better than what previously existed within 
and through these institutions. 

Saudi Arabian Standards: In the Kinadom of Saudi " 
Arobio ot the lime of writing, Islomic (shoriol low prevails 
ond other legislotion is by royal decree. All political 
ponies ond trade unions are banned. The death penalty 
by sword or stoning applies to o wide variety of crimes 
including oposiosy, robbery with violence, corruption, 
ond sexuol crimes. Flogging and omputotion ore regularly 
used as punishments. Imprisonment may occur without h e  
person being charged, relatives being notified or appeal 
being allowed. Royal pardons may be granted. All 
these arrangements are extremely difficult to change. 
Westerners may find Soudi punishments objectionable. 
but it  should be noted thot similor punishments were 
stondord in England in the 18th century and eorlier. Whot 
would now be reaorded os minor offences were then - 
punished by cutting off the tongue or hand, or by depor 
lotion to penol colonies, or even by hanging. Societal 
standards hove chonged over time so that such punish- 
ments seem incredible and barbaric to the Westernized 
reader. Ex. 9.35 

Whether or not the people agree with institutions 
enacted by their government, and whether o r  not the 
institutions operate as they should in theory, their 

formal establishment sets a baseline. Societal standards 

with their backing by laws are the natural focus tor 
reformers who wish to  alter the essence oftheir society 

Public debate based upon ethical considerations is more 
evident here than in either of the previous two types of 
standard. 

The societal baseline can be legitimately used by 
people to determine their relations with others, by 

managers in firms and public agencies to gui(1e their 
decision-making and review their operation, by politi- 
cians who wish to propose changes. by the press and 

general public as a basis for criticism of particular 
activities. Existing minimum standards are also used t o  

guide judgements in die courts. 

Constitution and Variation. Societal standards 
are based in laws (L"-6), which arc deliberately chosen. 
The standard is dogmatically affirmed by appeal to  

society's maxims (L"-5). The standard is acceptably 

applied in accord with rights and duties (L"-4) 
conferred on individuals. Finally the standard is realized 

by unequivocal respect for certain tenets (LM-3). In 
Ex. 9.35, the tenets of Islam arc the underpinning 
forces. 

Statutory regulatory authorities are the standard- 
using bodies which take over when self-regulatory 
authorities fail to keep the individual standards of firms 
or  professionals in a particular sector above society's 
minimum. Authorities and public tribunals are parti- 

cularly required when the laws are commonly ignored. 
Anti-discrimination legislation, for example, is fre- 
quently ignored. So regulatory authorities are set up to 
proclaim relevant maxims dogmatically and take 

offending Firms to court. 

The drive for coherence and congruence, almost 
uniformity. among institutions within each society is 

strong. For example, primary education is usually a 

governmental concern and it is typically felt unaccept- 

able for attainment to vary too much from one part of 
the country to another. Similarly. it is felt that handling 
of complaints about the activities of difrerent public 
authorities - whether police, health, social security, 
education etc. - should use a similar minimum 
standard. For example, instituting an ombudsman or 

independent complaints comn~ission in one public 
service establishes an expectation that it might well be 

required for other public services. 

Variations in societal standards across societies arc 
marked and to be expected given their foundation in 
tenets. Political. democratic and judicial standards in 
Japan, for example, are markedly dissimilar to  ana- 
logous institutions in the US, even though the US 
imposed new arrangements during its post-war 
occupation. 
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Keeping Above the Minimum. Without con- 
l'ormity to  its own cultural standards, a society would 

be eroded by unthinking communal pressures and dis- 
integrated by individual dilTcrences. Societal standards 
require a formal and public monitoring process. In pub- 
lic agencies, the governing body may carry this respon- 
sibility. Otherwise independent regulatory authorities 
created by statute* are used. In the U K ,  there is the 

Monopolies and Merger Con~mission for standards of 
competition, the liuilding Society Commission for 

standards to be met in savings and home loan organiza- 

tions, and the Charity Commission for standards to be 
met by charitable bodies. There are also various 
Inspectorates and Commissions for schools. prisons, 
hospitals and social services. As you would expect. the 
effectiveness of such bodies varies.j5 

The point is that all recognize that con~munal 

standards are insufficient and that organizations cannot 
be left wholly uncontrolled to define what is right in all 
areas. Conformity to some official policies, regulations 
and laws arc required. Genuine confornlity means 
respecting thr tenets underpinning such institutions. 
Given the nature oltenets. this may be difficult. Official 
authorities, like tin- ,inti-discrimination bodies men- 
tioned above, may then he expected to  be the public 

vehicle tor installing values as well as for assessing 
conformity to minimum standards in particular 
situations. 

New Standards of Community Care: For many years, the 
impoverished old and infirm in the UK have often been left 
to fend for themselves. Those who need help oil too eosily 
get lost between welfare agencies, each of which sees 
them as a financial burden. In recent years, the govern 
ment has decided that this situation is intoleroble, and a 
new arrangement is currently being instituted. In other 
words, a new minimum societal standard is in the process 
of being set through legislation and social policies. In the 
future, a care manager will be provided for each person 
who needs one. This manager will be responsible for 
purchasing and coordinating a full range of services to 
meet the client's needs. Monitoring will be provided by 
other staff in the relevant agencies. In due course, it is 
likely that the communal standard, will be opened to 
official scrutiny by judges, senior professionals ond others 
of the great and the good os independent representatives 
of society's identily. If the present inadequacy of services 
and the failure of coordination continues, they will be 
authorized to label that communal standard as officially 
intolerable. Ex. 9.36 

Judging whether or not there has been an infringe- 
ment of societal standards is a judicial or quasi-judicial 
matter. Judicial review mentioned earlier is a way of 

checking that ministerial and administrative decisions 
do not infringe on the minimum standards guaranteed 
by enactments. Judges are frequently called upon to 

determine societal standards - even if these are not 
embodied in the law. In hard cases there is no alter- 

native. Dworkin notes that the juilgcs "personal con- 
victions.. .become the most reliable guide [available] to 
institutional n ~ o r a l i t y " . ~  Formal public inquiries are 
used when an actual scandal exists, or is suspected, as in 
the case of maltreatment within mental handicap 
hospitals o r  a public transport disaster, or corruption in 

the civil service. Such inquiries are typically chaired by 
a lawyer or judge. Regulatory authorities in the form of 

tribunals are used when there is a How of issues o r  

complaints in regard to the application of societal 
standards e.g. mental health review boards dealing with 
appeals against compulsory ik-tenlion, taxation review 
tribunals dealing with challenges to  tax assessments, a 
tribunal council dealing with the functioning of all 
statute-backed public tribunals. 

Limitation. Societal standards operate within 
societies and are backed by laws. but it is necessary to  

go further and consider how societies should appraise 
their own and each other's standards. This takes us to  
the highest type of self-chosen n~inimum standard and 
the most general conception of social identity - that 
which can be common to all societiw. 

G"-44: Universal Standards 

Nature. One of the driving I'orccs of ethical inquiry 
has been the hope to develop universally applicable 
ethical rules and conceptions of a just society. In the 

realm of minimum standards at least, there has been 

considerable achievement in the past fifty years; and an 
extensive range of standards has now been set and 

ratified. Because minimum standards define a baseline 

identity, an agreed sameness, for the world conln'iunity 

of nations, they must be the foundation for a stable 
international order. Rights/duties are the lowest level 
in this fourth tetrad and therefore, as in the other types 
of standard. the focus of any self-assessment. This has 

been recognized by the U N  which has sponsored 
numerous standard-defining conventions and institu- 
tions which attempt to ensure that certain rights are 
similar within all societies. 

Universal standards declare a conception of man as a 
social being, which, it is hoped, all societies can freely 
own and t o  which all governments and citizenries can 

work. The./iinction of the universal standard is to  pro- 

tect an internationally agreed conception of human 
identity in a society. Ideally, i t  should lie the most 
profound notion of social existence conceivable. But 
the standard can do no more than reflect mankind's 
current image of itself. The conception is the best that 
societies are capable of agreeing on at any moment in 
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time. Present day universal standards now take for 
granted that each person has a ut~icpe value and distinct 

rights and duties based o n  an identity shared with all 
other human brings. (There seems to be less public 
awarenes.-- about intrinsic Iniman duties.) 

The standard-serrir~g authority can only be some form 
of international and cluasi-governmental body. 
Universal standards are dcvelopcd in a formal and 
diplomatic fashion by bodies which have multi-national 
governn~ental representation. Ideally all nations would 
participate. A new standard is promulgated in a pro- 
nouricenient which is called a convention, declaration 

or  charter and to which countries become signatories. 
Unanimity rather than majority voting is ofthe essence. 
Universal standards must lie infused by a visionary spirit 
because they recognize or reveal that no society' or its 
government is as free and just as it might be. 

Recent decades have seen a proliferation of con- 
ventions and declarations in the area of human rights. 

Some rights have been held to be universal, when simple 

observation would suggest that they arc skewed to 
beliefs and ideals within the cultures of those devising 

them. For example the UN'S Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights ( 1948) proposed such things as the right 
to  holidays with pay, the right to social security. and the 
right to equal access t o  public ~ ~ r v i c e s . ~ ~  Such notions 
may Fit one society admirably without necessarily being 
seen as a useful or lienclicial guide in another. 

In the case dreligious tolerance, it is easy to  see why 
ratification of a convention has been withheld (see Ex. 
9.37). In many societies, human identity has a religious 

component and mention of atheism in the proposed 
Draft is dehumanizing. For secular states, equally con- 
cerned about humanity, insistence on religious belief 
reflects the enslavenient of man by delusion and the 
abdication of personal autonomy and responsibility. 

Compos i t ion  a n d  Variation. A universal standard 
can be deliberately chosen by many and potentially all 
nations because it is rooted in absolutes (L"-7) which 

are sufficiently abstract and general to allow wide- 
spread assent. The dogmatic affirmation of the standard 

only becomes possible when it is incorporated in laws 
(1."-6) - either ititcr~i~itional law accepted as binding 
within a society and used in its courts of justice. or 
societal laws passed to accord with the standard. The 
acceptable application of the standard depends on 
maxims which dclinr proper functioning in any com- 

munity (1"-5). Meeting the standard depends on 
unequivocal respect for certain rights and duties 
(L"-4) .  By exrlinling tenc-ts, universal standards enable 
diversity and reduce the spectre of over-control of the 
individual. 

Religious Tolerance: The UN'S 1967 Draft Convention on 
the Eliminotion of All Forms of Religious Intolerance has 
never been adopted, although the Human Rights 
Commission hos been working slowly on il. The preamble 
to the Droft suggests that the absolute is to respect the 
dignity and equality of all people, It is noted that religious 
intolerance has caused great suffering. A rnoxim is pro- 
posed: 'governments, organizations and privote persons 
should strive to promote through educotion and by other 
means, understanding, toleionce and respect in molters 
relating to freedom of religion and belief ' Theistic, non- 
theistic, and atheistic beliefs are covered The body of the 
document consists of rights and duties. Rights include free- 
doms to adhere or not to adhere to a religion, to manifest 
religion alone or with others in public or in piwate, ond to 
express opinions on questions of religion or belief; and 
there is also the freedom from any compulsion to toke a 
religious oath. Rights to do things - like worship, assem- 
ble, teach, learn, disseminate ideas. train, observe 
rituols, do good work, moke pilgiimoges, and to orgo- 
nize - ore specified. Parents and guardians are 
ossigned duties to inculcate tolerance and avoid dip 
crimination. The Droft also insists on the duties of govern 
merits to institute 'immediate and effective measures. 
particularly in the fields of teaching, educotion, culture 
and information to combat prejudice. Governments are 
cornmonded to see to 'the enactment or abrogation of 
lows or regulations' so as to prevent hormful dis- 
crimination, and to use 'national tribunals and other Stote 
institutions' to this end. Ex. 9.3758 

Variation is impossible, because therib is only one set 

of governments and there can In- only one universal 
standard in any social domain. Marked similarities 

between universal standards across the various domains 
should also be noticeable. Where there is dispute (as in 

the case of religious tolerance), it must simply be 
accepted that no universal standard exists. llisputes 
over such fundamentals do not increase the likelihood 
of war and other human horrors, they simply reveal the 
way that moral justification for such things is 

attempted. 

Keeping  Above  t h e  M i n i m u m .  Any universal 
standard is a lever for ethical improvement. That lever 
will be far stronger if representatives of all governments 
have worked on and ratified the declaration. But even 

non-signatory governments may find themselves 
effectively criticized on the basis of a widely endorsed 

standard. 

The worst offenders ignore criticism, deny the 
validity of international law, or lie about violations. 
Attempts to  apply or monitor declarations arc viewed 
as unwarranted interference in domestic matters. 
Sovereignty is held to  be par.iinount. An offending 
society can be invaded, (as occiirrcd in Uganda in 
response to  the atrocities under Aii i i~~)  or occupied to 
help (as in Bosnia and Somalia in response to civil war) 
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but the grounds are usually humanitarian (the relief of 
starvation, medical care &c.) or security (controlling 

refugees, prevention of anarchy k c . )  not the enforce- 
rnent of minimum standards. The needed laws. maxims 

and rights are intrinsic to society and cannot be 
imposed by outsiders however desirable o r  necessary. 

Some argue that there are over-riding needs for 
economic development as well as people's rights' or 
'cultural rights' which entitle leaders to ignore pro- 

posed standards for the protection of individuals. 

Universal standards, it is claimed would result in the 
destruction of their traditions and social structure, or 
give an advantage to already developed countries which 
can afford them. For example the subjugation of certain 
classes, like women or ethnic minorities, characterizes 
certain societies and the effect of giving each person 
due recognition would indeed be extremely disruptive. 

Subjugation must be rejected, but in such societies 

the scale of change should be soberly appreciated. The 
avoidance of bloodshed and discord requires a sensible 
time-scale of change. The issue is not whether con- 
formity t o  universal standards can be immediately 
achieved, but whether society's elites recognize the 

existence of such breaches and whether the society as a 
whole is striving to modify itself. If not, accepting the 

universal standard is a diplomatic token rattier than a 
meaningful act. Shortly before its break-up, the USSR 

acknowledged the numerous long-standing rights 
violations within its borders. This contributed to the 

disintegration of the empire. It will be many years 
before all citizens of the former Soviet Republics reap 

the full results of this initial commitnlent to a baseline 
of universal standards. 

The need for universal standards is promoted by 

campaigning bodies, and then used by them in monitor- 
ing. Amnesty International, for example, monitors 
infringements of political rights. It investigates prac- 

tices arid the laws used to sanction these. Judging of 

adherence to universal standards requires special inter- 
national courts or judicial conlmissions of inquiry. For 
example, the European Court of Human Rights was set 
up by the European Convention of Human Rights for 
just this purpose. Multi-national tribunals have been 
proposed for war crimes or crimes against humanity. 

Closure.  The limitation of truly universal standard" 

is the requirctnent for unanimity amongst govern- 
ments This depends on the will of those governments, 
the culture of human societies, and the evolution of 

human reflective awareness It is surely possible in . . 
theory', for example, to  reach unanimity on a religion? 
tolerance convention (Ex. 9.37). But this would 
require a better general appreciation of things like: die 
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role of organized religion in society, the existence of 
spirituality beyond the bounds of existing faiths, the 

desirability of peaceful coexistence, and an understand- 
ing of human autonomy and creativity as the basis for 

both atheism and theism. 

With universal standards chosen by all countries, the 
limits of sell-determination and self-induced con- 
formity have been reached. There is no further o r  
higher social identity to protect. There can be no 

stronger actual authority to  invoke than an amalgam of 
disparate governments. So the tetrads are intuitively 

and logically complete. 

REVIEWING THE STANDARDS 

We have now considered the four types of minimum 
standard: the informal communal standard, the private 

individual standard, the formal societal standard, and 
the multi-nationally ratified universal standard. These 

minimum standards arc the bases that are used in many 

public debates for promoting conformity and for 
appraising whether a particular choice or act is or is not 
tolerable. 

The standards in difl'erent realms of social identity 
dealing with the same or similar issues may be rather 

ditYerent; and they certainly have different con- 
sequences. In the one society, for example, the com- 
munal standard may hold that hitting children is good 

for them ('spare the rod and spoil the chi ld)  and expect 
corporal punishment in schools; the personal standard 
of a teacher may abjure violence of any sort and prohibit 
hitting children; yet a societal standard may permit 
physical punishment in schools: and a universal 
standard dealing with offenders might prohibit de- 

grading physical punishments for children or adults. 

Pract ical  Implicat ions.  A better world depends 
on enlightened standards which are self-chosen. In a 
modern democracy, the pivotal type of standard is that 

of a person. Individual people are the members of 

informal communities, the agents in all organizations. 
Individual people constitute the citizenries which have 
the potential to regulate governing regimes. And indi- 
vidual people hold political, official and judicial posi- 
tions in government. Unfortunately, a person involved 
in proposing universal standards on behalf of a goverrt- 
merit is subject to  severe depersonaliz.ing forces. Still, 

the notion that everything depends on each person rer- 
ognizing their unique contribution to creating a better 
world remains of great significance. 

It would follow that if each person's capacity o r  
responsibility to set their own ethical standards (i.e. 
create an ethical authority of their own) is downgraded, 
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then the ethical life of society and mankind suffers. 
Churches have often in practice hampered social 

development by arrogating supreme infallible authority 
and expecting people to abdicate their responsibility for 
standards. Where individual standards are minimized 
and the church installs elevated institutional standards 

(like a male priesthood bound to celibacy), communal 

standards are likely to suffer a compensatory degrada- 
tion (like priestly misconduct with female parishioners, 
nlolestation of choir boys &c). 

Self-awareness, self-reflection and fearless self 
criticism are needed if minimum standards are to be a 
genuine self-conscious choice. At present, a better 

understanding of the monitoring and judging of 
minimum standards is required, especially within firms 

and public agencies. The various confusions about 
standards referred to earlier need to be disentangled. In 

particular, urgent rectification of breaches in minimum 
standards must not be confused with ever-desirable 
impro\,ements in quality. Nor should breaches be 
reflexly dealt with by imposing bureaucratic regula- 
tions: no amount of prescriptions can compensate for 

inappropriate conventions or erroneous tenets. 

The various types of standards can and should rc- 

inforce each other in many matters. Ilowever dis- 
crepancies between standards set at the lour levels are 
common. Judges regularly find that the minimum 
standards enshrined in society's institutions conflict 
with popular sentiments; and public sector welfare 
agencies regularly suffer from discrepancies (cf. Ex. 

9.38). The attempt to align minimum standards in 
order to avoid disputes is difficult. But people do prefer 

their public activity to be congruent with their indivi- 
dual standards, and do seek a local community or 
employer which allows this if they can. 

Hospitals Again: UK hospitols ore under the control of o 
Secretory of State ond are expected to enshrine societal 
stondords. For instance, oolicy statements indicate that . , 
gross woste is intolerable and waiting time in a clinic 
should not be excessive. The individual (personal] stow 
dard of o particular staff member dealing with clinics may 
differ from the individual loraonizotionoll stondord of the . " 
hospital which includes o variety of clinics under different 
pressures When managers and doctors set up multiple 
simultaneous clinic appointments to avoid overt woste of 
staff time, patients may be kept waiting for o very long 
time. Whatever the result, because public hospitals are 
taken for granted by many, communal standards lead 
people to miss appointments without notifying the clinic 
and they also become toleront of lengthy wailing times. 

Ex. 9.38 

A standard mainly affects other standards of the same 
type. Organizations, like people certainly influence 
eacli other with their standards. and so do societies. 

Some influence of a standard on adjacent types is also 
apparent. Thus a person's individual standards may lead 

him to attempt to influence comnlunal and societal 
standards, and vice versa. Societal standards and 
universal standards are expected to have a reciprocal 

influence. 

When one person, firm or society appears to act 
according to two different standards, the accusation of 
double standards is made. In ethical or religious enter- 
prises, double standards are especially scandalous and 
bring the particular person or  organization into long- 

lasting discredit. Most of us, only too aware of our own 
defects, get secret pleasure at the exposure of the tele- 
vision evangelist who preaches the sanctity o l  marriage 

but lives in adultery: and express shock at revelations 
that an organization which campaigns for the physically 
handicapped has been neglecting and exploiting those 

handicapped people in its own employ. 

Nevertheless, seeming hypocrisy may be perfectly 
understandable and even positively required. When a 
finance minister of the highest personal integrity 

deceives the legislature about an impending devaluation 
of the currency, he is protecting his country as required 
by his social role. He is certainly operating well above 
the current minimum (comn~unal) standard expected 
of politicians. Anyone who finds this repugnant should 
not pursue a political career. 

Social Diversi ty  and Rights .  In comparing the 
different types of nlinimunl standard, the particular 

significance of rights emerges. Rights arc the only tvpc 

of ethical rule which is included within all tetrads (see 

Figure 9.4). Rights therefore provide for the possibility 

of integration across the four types of minimum 
standard. 

On the one hand, rights are the lowest level of ethical 
rule which can be reasonably defined and developed 
across societies. On  the other hand rights are rules that 
are inherent in the structure and definition of any com- 
rnunity. Rights also need to be developed and owned by 
individuals and governments. Ideally, coherence and 

the desire to see any local community as part of the 
human race demand that certain local rights and duties 
should be in accord with universal rights and duties. As 
long as universal rights are a minimum standard, a 
maximum of diversity amongst local communities is 
possible. 

Tenets play a part in three standards - communal, 
individual. societal - but not universal standards 
because a variety of cultural and religious dogmas is 
central to the preservation of diversity. Laws only play 
a part in universal and societal standards and need to be 
designed to protect the diversity of individuals within 
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society and of societies within humanity. Conventions 
and maxims appear crucial to individual diversity. They 
ensure that when a person is f'orceci to  act in accord 
with communal o r  societal standards, awareness of any 
violation of personal standards may be maintained. 

Burning the Flag: Burning the flag outrages popular 
sentiment in the USA. I t  violates communal standards, and 
often individual stondards too. However, it  is not o crime 
and does not breach societal and universal standards. 
Public indignation at flag-burning has led to calls for it  to 
be made illegal, but the Supreme Court rejected o 
Federal law to his effect as unconstituiional. A proposal 
to amend the constitution was olso rejected. Burning the 
flog is a paradoxical act akin to appealing to the right of 
free speech to campaign for a low to ban free speech. To 
ban flag burning would be to undermine what the flag 
represents and would be self-defeating for society as a 
whole. When Republicans accuse Democrats of 'refusing 
to protect the flag', they play on the ease with which the 
symbolic and physical references of the word 'flag' are 
muddled by people. Ex. 9.39 

Transition. Minimum standards are about self- 
definition of an ethical identity and require recognition 
of the ethical authority inherent in human identity, 
Reaching a balance between the denlands of diversity 
and uniformity, between the aspirations of liberty and 
the requirements of restraint may be problematic, but 
it is a matter for each con~mimity, each person, each 

society. In other words, self-induced conformity to the 
authoritative identity clctinecl by standards reflects a 
notion of an authority which is internal and subjective. 
Standards do not enable a definitive and widely 
accepted decision about whether conduct in accord 
with an existing standard is good and right. 

We regularly finel ourselves appalled by anti-social 
communal standards, perverse individual standards, 
hypocritical societal standards, and diplomatically- 
fudged universal standards. To judge standards in this 
way is to imply the existence of higher authorities 
which serve as an all-embracing frame of reference. 
Society clearly needs such frames. They must be rela- 
tively independent of government if they are to  judge 
government. Yet government must secure their cxis- 
tencc and guard their operation. 

Any enduring overall frame of reference needs to be 
both more sclf-evidently virtuous and more complete 
and general than a minimum standard. The frame itself 
would have to be an authority which is freely available 
to everyone in the community. It should lead to an 
unambiguous determination of what is right and wrong 
when people disagree and yet be capable of develop- 
ment ds society evolves. These rcquircn~ents can be met 
by incorporating a further level of rule and forming 
pentadic groups. 



Master- Properties of the four types of minimum standard in society. 
Table 24 Ethical standards, which are needed to protect identity are tetradic authorities formed by conjoining four adjacent types of rule. 

Standards must be owned if thev are to enable self-oooraisal and self-control. 
0 I 

See text for details and explanation. 

btrad Nc 
(Levels) 

Type of 
Standard 

Function Focus of Standard-setting How Standards How Standards Who Judges 
Conformity Authority Are Set are Monitored Breaches 

Communal 
standard 

Individual 
standard 

Societal 
standard 

Universal 
standard 

To protect an evolving 
undefined community 
identity. 

To protect an 
individual's self-defined 
identity. 

To protect a society's 
officially enacted 
identity. 

To protect an 
internationally agreed 
conception of human 
identily in society. 

Individual activity 
in public. 

The individual's 
internal functioning 
(expressed explicitly 
or implicitly in actions). 

Formal institutions 
e.g. laws, regulations, 
government policies, 
public agencies &c. 

Individual rights and 
duties in a sovereign 
society. 

The community. 

Each person 
or organization 

Governing organs 
of a society. 

Multi-national 
governmental 
bodies 
( e g  UNO). 

Informally. 

Privately by deliberate 
choice. 

Formal enactments 
like laws and 
statutory instruments. 

Unanimously adopted 
formal declaiations to 
be ratified in law by 
national governments. 

Media investigation, 
public complaints, 
informal criticism. 

Internal criticism 
and review, often in 
response to 
external comment. 

Statutory agencies 
and regulatory 
authorities. 

Campaigning 
bodies, world press, 
parliamentary 
fact-finding visits. 

Any member of 
the community. 

The individual: 
. e .  governing 
body in an 
organisation. 

Courts and 
tribunals within 
a society. 

International 
judicial tribunals 
commissions 
and courts. 

@ Warren Kinston 1 991 ,1994 



G"-5: DEFINITIVE 
FRAMES O F  REFERENCE 

We may be tree to choose. We ilia\ be free to define 
ourselves We nla) even be free to break rules. Hut w e  

arc not free to make what we do light in the eves ol 
others. 

To know or define or adopt a standard, for example, 
is one thing: to judge that conduct in accord with the 
standard is right is something else again. Such judge- 
ments are of far greater significance in social life. Recall 
that the essential feature of minimum standards is that 
they are an authoritative appraisal by a social entity for 
its own purposes and in its own terms. So minimum 
standards cannot deal with differences of view gener- 
ated by different standards (whether of the one type or 
of different types). 

Freedom of Information: The societal standard in the UK 
in resoect of freedom of informotion is one of aeneral 
secrecy At the time of writing, the public is prohibited 
from knowing the length of queues in post offices, or 
whether there is on interconnecting doorway between 
No. 10 and No. 1 1 Downing Street. In all there are over 
90 statutes in which disclosure of information is an 
offence. So the stondard is clear and any new Act 01 
Parliament, whether regulating fisheries or the nuclear 
power industry, would be expected to keep much in- 
formotion secret in conformiiy with the stondard. A 
iudgement can be mode as to whether or not using this 
standord is right and fair, and pople may well disagree 
about this. E x  9.403 

Society can only operate sensibly on the basis that 
pcople are free to conduct themselves as the: wish as 
long as what they do is right and fair. Determining 
whether conduct is right and fair can now, at last. be 
considered. 

People in a society may and will disagree about what 
is just either because each holds dirfcrcnt standards or 
because it is to the advantage of each to do so. So 
judgements about just conduct are required which will 
be taken as an authoritative expression by all. ISa judge- 
ment is to be delivered so that the difference of opinion 
is resolved one way or the other, everyone must agree 
to be ruled by and within ethical f rames  ol" refer-  
e n c e .  So: the function of a frame of reference is to 
ensure that differing views about right conduct can be 
definitively resolved by an authoritative judgement. 

Whenever someone claims with confidence that 
some action or rule is right they are making an ethical 
judgement which assumes a particular frame ol' 
reference. If society lacked such frames and could not 
deliver authoritative judgements, it would become 
riven bv factions and be ungovernable. It follows that 
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frames of reference must have existed long before 
being identified as such. and must have always exerted 
a strong hold on the moral imagination. 

For the frame to be agreed, it must be obviously o r  
inherently virtuous, and must enable the dispensing of 
justice. Note that justice can be applied to the pursuit of 
any activity whatsoever. So the frames of reference are 
essentially purposeless and permit people to function as 
they choose - so long as their conduct is just. 

It is the frame of reference with its notions of virtue 
and justice which gives judgement in its terms ethical 
weight. The judgement will only be authoritative if it is 
made by someone empowered to do so within the 
frame. Note that the person is acting as a vehicle for the 
frame and judgement here differs from that in the case 
of standards in being more impersonal, impartial and 
generally applicable. If there is no frame of reference, 
or if the frame is viewed as lacking in virtue, o r  if an 
unauthorized person uses the frame, then the judge- 
ment will be considered flawed or invalid, and differ- 
ences of view will not be definitively resolved. 

The additional element of virtue - tangentially 
relevant in previous groupings but absolutely required 
for delivering definitive judgements - is provided by 
adding a fifth consecutive level of rule to form pentadic 
groupings. 

Types. There are three pentads which constitute the 
three great definitive frames of reference in an! society. 
In ascending order, these frames arc: the custom (GIf-S I), 
the law (G"-s?), and the morality (G"- s3 ) .  These pentads 
are represented diagrammatically in Figure 9.5. 

The social experience, it must be re-emphasized, is 
of the judgement being delivered by the frame i.e. the 
frame possesses the necessary authority and wisdom. 
Of course, people must make judgements, but they do 
so as servants of the frame. They are seen as wise in so 
far as they comprehend the frame and seek earnestly to 
reline and clarify its nature. 

So judgements are not external to  the frames but 
actively constitute them. What judgement the custom, 
the law or  the morality requires in a particular type of 
situation often cannot be precisely determined other 
than by going through a social process of judgement in 
a particular and typical case - known in the law as a 
test case. As thoughtful judgements using a frame are 
made. the frame evolves and becomes better under- 
stood. 

Judgements within a frame are subject to  manv in- 
tlucnccs: the five prime influences being rules at each of 
the five constituting levels. In line with the analyses at 
lower levels, we may say that frames of reference must 
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Figure 9.5: The pentadic grouping forming definitive frames of reference. 
Three types of ethical frame of reference which must be virtuously evolved i f  conduct is to be 
judged in society 
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Conventions 
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Prescriptions 

be unequivocal]} respected, acceptab]} applied, dogmatical]} 

affirmed, and deliberately adopted. as \\ell as being urtu- 

ously evolved 

The custom, the l.iw and (he morality of a society all 
govern and authorize judgements about what is 

virtuous and just within i t .  They are abstract orders of 

authority which are products of tradition, expressions 
of culture and affirmations of hope. They arc not sub- 
ject to wholesale redesign or individual control, and 

their inner coherence prevents rules being thought- 
lessly added because they are momentarily convenient 

o r  apparently more enlightened. The authority and 

certainty' of the frames makes them an umbrella of 
freedom for individuals in the culture. 

These three great systems of rules apply to  everyone. 
and nothing exists in society which is untouched by 
them. In moving up the pentads there is a natural 
progression in temporal orientation. The custom is 
oriented to the way things have been from time 
imn>emorial, so to speak. The law must define the 

world as it should lie immediately. The morality is 

future-oriented and seeks to create the world as it 
ought to be. This ordering reflects the intuitive feeling 
that morality has a natm'iil lire-t*rninence over law, as 
law has over custom. 
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Discrimination Again: For many years, sex and skin. 
colour discrimination wos both customary and legal in the 
West. Then application of the morality of Western 
humanism (emerging from individualism and the Judeo- 
Christion faith] led to a pdgement thot people should not 
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be treoted in such o way in o just society. In response to 
this pressure, the low is slowly changing. Courts now rule 
that discrimination on grounds of sex and colour is unlaw 
ful - yet discriminotion persisls. Although ihe low is 
upheld when cases ore brought, people, including 
lawyers and police, ignore the low. For example, it is 
reported that legal firms have unwritten policies not to 
appoint women partners, and refuse to lake occouni of 
needs associated with pregnancy and childcore. They 
see the judgement as lo the rights and wrongs of a 
particular act of discrimination in terms of the custom, and 
custom ollows things thot the law forbids. In other indus- 
tries, publishing, for example, the custom is not so dis- 
criminatory and women have rather easily risen to the top 
Only when custom everywhere prohibits sex and colour 
discrimination, will i t  finally cease Ex. 9 . 4 1 ~ ~  

~11-5' 
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New rules are called for within each frame as 

circumstances change. These rules become incor- 
porated in the frame and reinforce it. Nevertheless all 
frames of reference arc conservative. They are deeply 
embedded aspects o l  the wisdom o f  the culture and 

contribute to  the cohesion, stability and continuity of 
the ethical order. Without continuity, custom has no 

meaning, the law would be inoperable, and a morality 
could not take hold in people's imagination and idcn- 
tits. We find ourselves surreruleri~~g to these charis- 
matic institutions with their awesome capacity to  create 
and impose order. Ilach becomes .1 rvvrrcd tradition 
heavily invested with value, emotion, and even fear. 

The properties of the frames arc sumn~arizcd in 

Master-Table 25. As an introductory overview, a brief 
definition of each of the frames of  reference is provided 
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now. together with the significance of the particular 
rules 111 each pentad As in previous groupings, each 
pentad has a common inner structure, sumniari7ed 
here and elaborated in \I hat follows 

GIo-5': The c u s t o m  enables judgements of conduct 
which define what has always been taken as right and 
should therefore continue to be. Custom, which is a 
matter of evolving practice in the community, gains its 
virtue from maxims (L"-3). Custom must be deliber- 
ately adopted by assuming the validity of existing rights 
and duties (L"-4). and dogmatically affirmed through 
tenets (L"-3). The values of tradition and stability are 
especially significant. Custom should be acceptably 
applied in accord with conventions (L"-2), and 
grounded in prescriptions which are unequivocally 
respected (L"- 1 ). 

G"-52: The l aw enables judgements of conduct 
which define what must be taken as right now. The law 
is an evolving institution organized by the government. 
The law is virtuous because it llows from laws (L"-6) 
which are universally and impartially applicable in a 
socicty. The law needs to be deliberately adopted on the 
basis of existing maxims (L"-5); and dogmatically 
affirmed in terms of rights and duties (1 "-4). The duty 
t o  obey the law and freedom under the law are 
especially significant. The law should be acceptably 
applied in accord with tenets (L"-3), and grounded in 
conventions which are unequivocally respected (L"-2). 

G " - 5 :  The mora l i ty  enables judgements of 

conduct which define what ought to be taken as right 
now and always. Morality is an evolving conception 
guarded by organized religion or religion-substitutes. 
The morality is virtuous because it flows from absolutes 
(L"-7). It needs to be deliberately adopted by society 
through laws (L"-6), and is dogmatically affirmed via 
maxims (L"-5). Maxims which foster altruism and 
communal responsibility arc especially significant. The 
morality should be acceptably applied in accord with 
rights and duties (I."-4). and grounded in tenets which 
are unequivocally respected (L"- 3). 

The three frames seek to reflect a greater unity: the 
ethical order of society. It seems as if there should be 
only one of each type of frame of reference in a socicty. 
But this is rarely the case in practice: the law strives 
hard to be a unity", but the custom and morality are 
rarely full? unified. The custom differs aniongst terri- 
torial con~n~tinities, while the morality is deeply 
affected by religious differences. Ethnic sub-groups. 
even those following the mainstream religion, may yet 
have distinct customs and morality. Historical and 
territorial factors may even lead to the law being 
distinct. In a small country like the UK. the replace- 

ment of the Scottish and English Parliament by the 
British Parliament still left Scots law as quite distinct 
from iinglish law. lioth co-exist satisfactorily although 
national law-making is centralized. In the USA, the law 
differs from state to state within an umbrella of federal 
constitutional law and the tendency to adopt uniform 
laws in certain areas. 

Certainly, over time, interactions between similar 
frames in the one society and between the three types 
of frame arc strong (cf. Ex. 9.41 , 9.42). 

Slavery: For 2000 years onti-slovery ideas had no effect 
on Western low. Most reoders, if they hod lived in clossi. 
col Athens or ihe Romon empire or medievol Europe, 
would hove kept sloves or hod contact with sloves or 
been a slave. They would have judged this to be fair 
occording to custom: i.e. maxims mode it  virtuous; rights 
allowed it: beliefs supported it; conventions assumed it: 
and prescriptions dealt with it. The uninfluentiol sect of 
Quakers in England were the first to recognize ond insist 
on the immorality of treating a fellow human being os o 
chattel. On the basis of on absolute rule to love others, the 
maxim that one should not do to others what one would 
not do to oneself, the right of eoch to compassion and 
care from others, ond tenets which emphasized the 
equoliiy of oil in the sight of God. the low stood out os 
deeply unsatisfactory. In 176 1 , Quakers repudiated 
socieiy's laws and deliberately mode it  o low amongst 
themselves to hove no connection with the slave trade. 
Slowly ihe ethicol validity of their judgement become 
more widely opprecioted. And then over o few years in 
the Iote 18th century, three judicial decisions overturned 
the low in England. Although legal rights and duties 
chonged almost overnight, cuslom took longer to alter. In 
the USA, o civil war hod to be fought. Custom still allows 
slavery to persisi in many ports of the world, but the low 
rorely supports i t  and now moralities everywhere un- 
equivocally judge the practice to be wrong. Ex. 9.42 

Proper t ies .  The three frames of reference will now 
be taken in turn. The/unction.. significance and advan- 
cages of each will be clarified. The differences in origin 
and development of the frames and their insiitucionaliza- 
[ion in social life will be briefly examined. The charac- 
teristic appearance and processes of justice when 
judging with the various frames will be noted. Finally 
the limitations of each will provide a logic for moving to 
a higher type. 

G"-5': The Custom 

Nature.  Custom builds on rules inherent in the 
usual past handling of situations. Its function is to  enable 
judgements of conduct which define what has always 
been taken as right and should therefore continue to be. 
The custom is based in long-standing social habits and is 
always spoken of as ancient o r  existing 'from time 
immemorial' - although even in olden times this 
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meant only 30-40 years, approximately one genera- 
t i ~ n . ~ '  Custom serves as a frame of reference which is 

immediately accessible to all and can be unreflectively 

viewed as correct or as part of the nature of things. 
Judgements are continually made in its terms by every- 
one about every aspect of conduct. The value of custom 
as a common kame lies in its rapid and routine facilita- 
tion of cooperation and effective interaction within a 
coinmunity. 

The custom operates with rules from 1 "-1 to L" 5 ,  
and ignores or rejects laws (L"-6) and absolutes (L"-7) 
The custom' should not be confused with 'a custom' 

A custom is a general term which may refer to  etiquette 
(L"-I) or to common prescriptions ( 1 " - 1 ) ,  or to  con- 
ventions (L"-2), or to civility principles (GIq-2'). o r  t o  
good practices (G"-3) ,  or to  communal standards 
(G"4 ' ) .  These examples of custom reflect its root in 

practice and performance. Conduct in accord with 
these particular sorts of custom is usually judged to be 

right because they are part of the custom. Restricting 
custom to rules at the lowest levels would fail to  rccog- 
nize the importance of rights in making custon~ avail- 
able to  all and the role of maxims in making custom 
virtuous. 

Tipping: Extra payments for services may be conven- 
tional, but this alone does not make the practice of tipping 
right or the particular tip fair. The ludgement that a tip is 
foir depends on an accepted right for the service-giver to 
the receipt of a tip, and a duty on the receiver either to 
offer a tip or to consider lipping. For tipping to be 
virtuous, there also needs to be a moxim aiding social 
functioning e.g. good service deserves o special 
reward'. Where o prohibition on tipping is the custom, 
this is based on duties for the cost of service to be 
included in the price and use of o different maxim e.g. 
'virtue is its own reword'. The complete routinization of 
tipping - 10% on the bill and money not going to the 
staff involved - removes the element of ethicol judge- 
ment while retaining its form. Ex. 9.43 

Origin. There is nothing in everyday life to  which 

the judgement of custom cannot be applied. The 
operation of the family, of buying and selling, of private 
property, of democracy would all be impossible in the 
absence of custom. Custom regulates society and its 

institutions. In doing so, custom promotes uniformity, 

ignores the individual, and is ultra-conservative. 

Why is custom accepted? Tlie reason is that custom, 
like it or not, is an unavoidable part of social life. All 
social groups develop habitual ways of going about 
things. Custom is simply this social habit made 
conscious in the form of rules  It follows that its 
temporal orientation is to the past. Once social habit 
becomes conscious, its value tor the community can be 
recognized. 

The advantage of custom is that it is uncontroversial, 
practical and straightforward. Without custom, habit 

and past experience would be irrelevant. People would 
regularly disagree about trivial or basic matters. Every 
new situation would have to be evaluated and dctcr- 
mined using the law. This would be arduous and 
impractical. It is only a short step from recognizing the 
value of custom in social life, to making it obligatory. 
and even to sanctifying it. 

Justice. Despite its down-to-earth and apparently 

unrcflcctivc quality, custom is intangible and elusive. 
Custom is not usuallv captured in writing. except by 
anthropologists and novelists, and its quality is situa- 
tional and fuzzy. At one moment custom seems 
objective, certain and concrete; and at the next 
moment it appears subjective, uncertain and no more 

than a matter of opinion. Justice based on it also has this 
quality (cf. Ex. 9.44). 

Custom is created by the social group as a whole, so 
anyone in the group can use it to make a valid judge- 
ment about something. Disagreement between people 
about such judgements is likely, but disputes can be 
definitively resolved by appeal to custom. Procedure is 

important in judgements under custom. For example, 
customary justice might insist that women shall not be 
permitted to give evidence. In modern societies, custom 

demands that claims should be presented clearly, that all 
involved should have access, that proceedings should be 

unambiguous, and that coercion or threat should be 
proscribed. Tribunals, adjudicating bodies of experts 
and laymen, may be used to provide some assurance of 

whatever procedure custom deems just. 

Judgement on the basis of custom tends to generate 
a result, often a compromise, that satisfies all involved. 

It is also expedient in that it allows for such things as 

saving face and saving time. The aim is to reach a 
judgement which works in the immediate circum- 
stances with the people involved. This may require a 
conciliatory attitude to feelings and personalities. 

Popular sympathies, personality factors, political 
considerations and doctrinal beliefs are all allowed in 
making judgements according to custom. The urge is to 
get to an immediately satisfying result. In modern 

times, this often means getting to the truth. In other 
words, the substance of the judgement is more signifi- 
cant &an the process. (So technical texts describe 
justice as substantive rather than fornlal.) Negotiation, 
arbitration and mediation arc typical ways of resolving 

a dispute using custom. 

Road Repair: A farmer owns a lone which is used by 
several householders. At law the farmer is responsible for 
keeping the lane in good repair, but when and how lane 
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upkeep should be performed is not specified. Slowly the 
lane falls into disrepair. The householders could toke the 
former to court bul this would be expensive and uncertain. 
It might (antagonize the former and generole long-lasting 
friction, whatever the outcome. Even if the case is won by 
the householders, the farmer might delay repair or moke 
unsatisfactory or inconvenient repairs. Custom allows the 
farmer and the house owners to gel together, to ogree on 
a schedule for upkeep of the lane, to decide a share out 
of the costs thot everyone is prepared to go along with 
according to criteria that are sensible locally and mutually 
understood. The end result is that the lone gets repaired 
far more ropidly, ond justice of some sort is done. 

Ex. 9.44 

The need for people to deal with governments and 
organizations by way of custom has led to  the establish- 
ment of official tribunals (e.g. in the UK: for disputes 
about rent, social security benefits, taxation, o r  dis- 
missal from work). Tribunals can operate locally, 
speedily and cheaply and use simple informal pro- 
cedures. Appeal to the law is excluded or  restricted. 
but some supervision is needed to ensure that official 
tribunals do not act monstrously, beyond their remit, or 
illegally. A lawyer may sit in the chair, but judgements 
are based on applying experience, expertise and 
discretion. Proceedings tend to be inquisitorial or 
investigative in accord with the drive for substantive 
justice. 

The cost and complexity of legal settlements have led 
to  extra-legal hut  perfectly satisfactory arbitration. 
mediation and conciliation services (currently called 
'alternative dispute r(:solution'). These are useful for 
organizations as well as persons. Pendulum arbitration: 
for example, is an ciTective way to settle disputes 
between union and employer over the justice of a pay 
deal. The in this case involves both parties 
agreeing that there will be no conciliation or  mediation 
between the two claims: the arbitrator simply picks one 
or  the other as the fairest deal all things considered and 
then both parties accept that judgement without 
further ado. 

At its best, custom allows judgements that feel fair: 
look fair, cost very little, and are readily available. It 
requires, of course, that both parties must be prepared 
in advance to agree to the decision and settlement 
determined by the adjudicator. If the complainant is 

unreasonably demanding or  the defendant excessively 
unyielding then procedure breaks down and justice will 
not be done. A t  the least, legal proceedings must be 
commenccrl. Allernat ivcly, the complainant is liable to 
attack the defen~lant in Frustration. Because the defen- 
dant has not accepted the complaint, he will not be dis- 
posed to accept the attack. At the worst, therefore, 
custom leads to vindictive retaliation and lynch or mob 

law. For example, A c  talion law - 'an eye for an eye 
and a tooth for a tooth' - is usually recognized by 
custom. This may he harmless in the playground and 
even useful in minor clisputrs, but in wider society it 
brings with it the danger of lengthy vendettas and blood 
feuds. Cultures do try to develop ritual devices for 
ending feuds, but ultinlately only law can terminate 
them. 

Forty-Seven Ronin: A breach of etiquette in Japan in April 
1701 led to Amno. lord of Ako, to be taunted by Kira, 
a palace official. Finally Asano attacked Kira with a 
dagger and the Shogun ordered Asano to commit suicide 
the some doy. Asano did so. When his retainers in Ako, 
the ronin, heard of this. they nurtured their revenge until 
Kira became unsuspecting. On the night of January 30. 
1703. 4 7  ronin anocked Kira's monsion, forced their 
woy in. killed Kiro ond offered his hecd at Asono's grove. 
The shogun wos sympathetic to ihe samurai virtues of 
pride and loyaliy manifested in this act, but decided that 
they could not be allowed to take the law into their own 
hands. They were accordingly ordered to disembowel 
themselves on March 30, 1703. Innumerable poems, 
essays and ploys hove been written in Japan about this 
event. Ex. 9.45 

Deve lopment .  Custom develops spontaneously in 
any continuing community o f  people, and becomes 
permanent as it forms. It cannot In- replaced in whole 
or part by Hat. Revolutions may lead to a wholesale 
change in the law: as occurreil in I-rance in 1789. A new 
leader may introduce a radically new religion: as 
Akhenaten did in ancient Egypt. Hut custom, as both 
those cases demonstrated, remains solid and reasserts 
itself. Custom seeks and finds continuity, no matter 
how dramatic the surface alteration. Japan, econo- 
mically and politically devastated by its military defeat 
in 1945 and subject to a foreign restructuring of the 
essential elements of its society - government, land- 
ownership, commerce, management - nevertheless 
reasserted many of its old customs in ways adapted to 
the new conditions and challenges. 

The aim of the leaders and thinkers in any society 
must be for custom to express the highest aspirations 
(as articulated in the morality and the law). However, 
the transformation of custon~ in that direction is always 
slow. Custom does not alter itself by a stroke of legis- 
lation or  scintillating moral exhortation. Because the 
inner structure of existing custoin is complex and 
coherent, the past has a tenacious hold. Once a new 
virtuous maxim is established, rights must change, 
tenets need altering, conventions have to modify and 
prescriptions need to be redefined. If this process 
solidities, the custom is altered. 

Romanian Elections: Democratic customs did not exist in 
Romania prior to communism. So, oher the revolution in 
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1989, although there was much dogmatic talk about 
democracy and liberalism, there were no old habits and 
ideos which people could easily return to and re-adopt. 
Few people respected the necessary tenets. Civic rights 
were not accorded on the basis of equality and did not 
preclude violence. Politics in ihe past had been a matter 
of clustering around different persuasive personalities, not 
about o conflict between ideos and values. Prescriptions 
to govern campaigning and voting were not developed. 
People were therefore confused and at a loss to know 
what to d o  Customs, like in~imidation and government by 
personality, returned. In the first election. Iliescu, a former 
member of the disgraced Ceoucescu regime, received 
85% of he  popular vole, far more than any leader in a 
democracy would ever receive. Ex. 9.46 

Inst i tut ional izat ion.  Custom is embodied in the 
people. The judgement of custom is described as the 
voice of the people: 'the people have spoken.  The 

epitome of the people's voice is the chief. The chief 
usually has a council of elders representing the wisdom 

(i.e. opinions) of the people and listens to  their views. 

The modern chief is usually called the prime minister 
o r  premier and is elected liy the people directly o r  via 
elected representatives. Advice is provided by a coun- 

cil, cabinet or parliament. 

Limitation. The social life of many primitive 

societies is regulated liy custoni alone. But custom is 
insufficient in a complex society for a variety of reasons 
already mentioned. The most important general criti- 

cism of custom is that i t  ignores the individual and fails 

to  control determined individuals. The administration 
of justice, for example, is insufficiently developed to 

prevent blood feuds. 

Individual freedom is heavily constrained by custom, 

because, according to custom, when an individual must 
make a judgement as to what is right, he is expected to 
do so in accord with what the community thinks is 
right. However, people are different, physically socially 

and mentally, and custoni does not fully take this into 

account. Deviation from custom may also be generated 
by new circunistances to  which custom does not 
coniplctely apply, and which each person will interpret 
differently. As communities become larger and more 

complex, custoni cannot develop and diffuse suffi- 
ciently rapidly and certainly. Above all, people engage 

in purposive enileavours which clash with custom. For 
these reasons - individual differences, social change, 

community complexity, and purposive endeavour - 
people are liable, eventually, to break with custoni. 

Certain custonis might be observed for ages without 
anv question of thcir being challeiiged. But most 
customs do eventually brcomc nioditicd or  regularly 
broken. It then becomes nece-is,iry to determine which 

customary rules should not he changed and which are, 
in fact, dispensable. This requires development o l  the 

law. 

GI1-S2: The Law 

Nature .  The law is a frame of rel'erc~iice whosefinc- 
tion is to enable judgements of conduct which define 
what must be taken as right now. The law's judgements 
are carefully preserved and themselves become part of 

die law. A judgement under the law is only valid if it is 
reached in a recognized court oljustice. 

Leading jurists recognize that the law is far more than 
laws (L"-6)  or  legislation. Goitein defines the law as 

'the sum of all the influences that determine decisions 
in courts of justice'. Ideally, s a y  Pound, 'the trained 
intuition of the judge continuously leads him to right 

results for which he is puzzled to give unimpeachable 
legal reasons'. 'The life of the law has not been logic but 
experience' emphasizes Holmes. Such comments make 
it evident that many elements of custom enter imo the 

Not only laws, but also the social background of 

judges and the prejudices of a jury al'lbct decisions. For 
example: judges will dcterniine whether a government 
has acted reasonably, doing so either in a Ilexible o r  
strict way depending on the policy and the practical 
implications of the judgement. Siniilarly, judges frccly 
apply their own views of family lilr in judging marital 

disputes. They may refer openly to societal conventions 
o r  the moral code e.g. sadistic sexual acts between 
consenting men involving soniewhat hizarrc but not 
excessively harmful o r  life-endangering behaviours led 
to  a court conviction in 1990 in the U K  on the basis of 

public unacceptability. 

Because the law allows judges to reflect contem- 
porary attitudes and common sense in response to the 
presenting problem and because juries could not 

possibly be expected to  do anything else. nobody can 

confidently predict what will be thr outcome of any 
particular civil action or  criminal prosecution. 

The lowest level of custoni, prescription, is excluded 
from the law. Following a customary prescription is 
never a legal defence because the law takes precedence 

over custom in respect of whether a behaviour is right 
or not. Customary prescriptions may lie assigned the 
force of law if they are not contrary to the law - but 
then such legal customs are really laws. Courts may 
instruct a particular individual to act or to refrain from 
acting in a particular way like reporting daily to the 
police o r  not visiting a spouse: bill such prestriptioiis 
are person-specific instructions and not leiws or part of 
the law to be obeyed by all. The l.iw also excludes 
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absolutes because of their all-embracing nature and 
abstraction. In all, therefore, the law encompasses rules 
from L"-2 to L"-6. 

The importance and essential adlamage of the law lies - 
in its role in preventing undue devaluation, deprivation 
or inhibition of individuals by society (or powers within 
it) while still protecting and promoting the common 
good. It exists in part to protect individuals from 
particular conceptions that some may hold about what 
is good. (The most dangerous social body in this regard 
is the government in power.) Because of the intrinsic 
rightness and universality of the law, s o n ~ e  laws (G"- 1 ') 
legal principles ( G " - 2 ) ,  legal responsibilities (G"-3"),  
and legal standards (G"-4) have stood essentially 
unchanged for hundreds even thousands of years. 

Laws suggest but never determine how a particular 
case will be judged - if they did there would be no 
need for the courts. Like custom, the law values 
stability and predictability. However, the law differs 
from custom in many ways. Above all, it opposes 
arbitrariness and expediency. The law must form an 
internally consistent whole so far as is possible, and it 
must evolve coherently with each judgement. This 
means it must be written and recorded. The law strives 
to  be as clear, precise and objective as possible. The law 
is a mechanism: and this means that it must be devised 
so as to be workable. 

Capital Punishment: It is very likely that a referendum in 
the UK ot the time of writing would endorse capital 
punishment. However, regular votes in parliament reject 
it. This is not simply becouse of a moial doctrine demand- 
ing respect for life: some members of porlioment who 
oppose capital punishment regularly vote in favour of 
obortion. The opposition occurs on grounds that are 
purely in the domain of the law. For instance, slight doubts 
may lead to inappropriate acquittal in order to ovoid the 
punishment. Mistaken judgements could never be 
undone. Another concern is thot virtually all cases would 
go on oppeal to the highest court in the land. Individuals 
in the USA hove been in jail pending a final decision for 
up to 20  years. This leads to the legal process becoming 
o penalty in itself rother than providing a resolution. 

Ex. 9.47 

The law is tangible and objective. It is regularly 
described from two perspectives. On the one hand it is 
the cement of society (in which case custom would be 
the building materials to hand). O n  the other hand it is 
the medium of change (in which case morality is the 
blue-print). Although the law focuses on the present 
rather than the past, it is almost as intensely conser- 
vative as custom. However, the law (unlike custom) 
may change with bewildering rapidity if circumstances 
demand this. Then something that is right suddenly 
becomes wrong - or  vice versa. 

More on Slavery: Based on many centuries of established 
practice, the Attorney General and the Solicitor General 
concluded in 1729 that 'a slave coming from the West 
Indies to Great Britain doth not become free'. The 
churches at that time were not supporting the anti-slovery 
movement either, and lord Dartmouth stated on behalf of 
the British government that he would do nothing to check 
a trade so beneficial to his country as the slave trade. By 
1772, although legal opinion still held that slave-holding 
was o well-recognized custom, it  had become uncertain 
as to whether i t  was one which should be endorsed by 
law. A test case was brought. Lord Mansfield delayed 
judgement hoping it might be settled out of court (i.e. by 
custom), but the law needed clarifying. As a result, the first 
anti-slavery judgement was passed, and others soon 
followed. By 1788, church leaders were opposing 
slovery, and the City too petitioned against it. The 
Universities also took up the issue. In 1807, o Bill for the 
Abolition of the Slave Trade was passed. Other bills 
followed and in 1832 porlioment bought out all slave 
owners within the empire. Ex. 9.48 

A striking feature of the history of the law is the 
outbursts of great legal activity that shake society to the 
core followed by periods of orderly development of 
which the community at large remains unaware. The 
Twelve Tables of Roman Law which protected the 
Roman plebeians from patrician domination were 
developed in such a phase. 

Origin. Why do people accept tile law? Not because 
of custom: custom does not require laws. Nor because 
of force: international law, for example, cannot be 
easily enforced. Nor because it is a practical and logical 
necessity: many aspects of the law are irrational and 
emotional. And it is not enough to say that obedience to  
the law is part of the law itself. Accepting the law goes 
along with positively wanting to belong to a community 
which seeks to  enhance freedom by self-consciously 
clarifying what is right for each and all. 

The law has a deep and mysterious appeal. To under- 
stand it. we must recognize that the earliest form of the 
law was an ordeal. And the ordeal. whatever its external 
details, is a symbolic death and rebirth for the person. 

Varieties of Ordeal: The commonest ordeal was the 
ordeal by water. Sometimes innocence was proved by 
floating, sometimes by sinking. In ordeal by fire, or its 
variants using boiling liquids or hot iron, guilt or inner 
cence is determined by the amount of injury caused or the 
way that injury is manifested. For example, in West 
Africo, someone occused of theft or adultery used to 
plunge his arm in cold water and then into boiling oil, 
with scolding being o proof of guilt. In ordeol by poison. 
the accused is tested by drinking or eoting a potion often 
containing ingredients like blood, milk, or sea water as 
well as a toxin. The Greeks used ordeal by lot. A similar 
sort of Hindu ordeal asked the accused to remove a ring 
from a pot in which there was a live cobra. Ordeal by 
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balance is also a Hindu notion. Ordeal by combat was 
introduced into England by the Mormons. The 00th wos 
an ordeal by incontation which risked divine intervention. 
and this eventually replaced other forms of ordeal. 

Ex 9.49 

The ordeal was not simply an activity that had to be 
endured by an individual, it was a complex religious 

rite of importance for the whole society. The ordeal 
required complicated prclinlinar! arrangements to  
ensure purification and acceptability to the God(s), and 
was carried out in a precisely prescribed ritual fashion. 
A court trial still has many of the features of the early 

ordeal including: the use of the oath, the formality of 

the procedure, the ritual dress and language, the lack of 
concern with substantive justice. the black-and-white 
nature of the judgement. the support of the whole 
community, the apparently disproportionate time and 
exceptional expense. Ps\*chologically. an action at court 
is an ordeal: once the action is over the parties and the 
community generally fcel a sense of relief o r  release 
whatever the result. 

Acceptance of the ordeal was necessary if one was to 
participate in society. The ordeal, being part of the 

religious basis of society, was a matter of social identity 
which could not be questioned. As the law diHeren- 
tiatcd and became established, it retained its sacrosanct 
quality. Judgement unilrr the law remains a profound 
symbolic event. In modcrn times, the law continues to 

ritualize and resolve the primal tension between 
individual autonomy and the common good on behalf of 

all. As media coverage and crowds outside courts 
attest, people with no direct personal involvement in a 

case may still experience the court process and judge- 

ment as an intense cathartic experience. The signiti- 
cancc of the law as a frame of reference for everyday 
life, distant as most of us may feel from it, cannot be 
over-estimated. 

Justice. Because legal justice is driven by laws, its 

administration is in the hands of the government. 

Although legal justice may be achieved legislatively (e.g. 
the Greek trials before popular assemblies, the linglish 
I'arliament in impeachments), this tends to lie cxpcn- 
sive, unequal, uncertain and prejudiced. Legal justice 
may be achieved executively (e.g. by inspectors, com- 
missions or  Ministers), but this tends t o  be expedient, 
arbitrary and politically biased. Finally and characteris- 
tically, legal justice may be achieved judicially using a 
separate forum with people chosen for their training, 
knowledge, impartiality, dedication and permanence 

- the judiciary. In 13th century England, legal pro- 
fessionals handled actions involving the common law 
even though it was based almost entirely on general and 
local custom.63 

justice generated by a judiciary is, above all. pro- 
cedural and lbrnial. The judiciary embodies the law and 

so values predictability, consistency and uniformitv in 

handling individual people and situations. Justice inthis 
sense is repugnant to authoritarian powers, whether 

religious or despotic, because it diminishes the depen- 
dcncy of people on the grace and favour of those in 
power. Pope Innocent Ill, a legal authority and one of 
the greatest niedieval popes, is said to have described 
the M a p a  Carta as 'impious, abominable and illicit. 
The law is also intensely disliked by populist democrats 
because it places too nluch control in the hands of the 
judiciary, and because it supports individualism at the 

expense of community goals. 

In other words, all law is judge-made (or court- 
made) law. even though its sources vary and include 
legislation, precedent. social policy, expert knowledge, 

ratified international conventions, custom and natural 
justice. The time has come to recognize more openly 
that judges do not merely follow or apply the law - 
they elicit, discover o r  create it. They do not (or at least 

should not) do so at whim or  for their personal benefit. 
but must use their perception of social realities to 

benefit everyone. Social realities and the judicial 
perception of these realities can, with some difficulty, 
be shaped by ordinary people anil influenced by 
governnients. 

Legal justice is characteristically pursued by ad\er- 
sarial o r  accusatorial proceedings which depend upon 

the initiative of an individual - a private person. firm 
or government -- to  bring an action which must be 

defended before an impartial judge or The 
process is characterized by representation and advocacy. 

The essence of a legal judgement , now as in earlier 
times, is diat it deliberately simplilies a complicated 
ethical situation and brings a painful social conflict to a 
definitive conclusion. The primacy of reason and fact in 

coming to a judgement under the law must be recog- 
nized as a relatively recent innovation. Evidence in 

earlier times was evaluated according to the prestige 
and number of persons testifying, and the most reliable 
and valid evidence was taken to he a confession 
extracted by torture. Today the rules of evidence are 
complex and legal logic is still not the natural logic of 
everyday life. If ordinar? logic and facts were all that 
counted, then open-and-shut cases where guilt is 
admitted would not have to come before the courts at 
all - and vast amounts of time and money could be 
saved. 

Deve lopment .  Laws probably originated initially 
by reflecting on existing custom and morality, and 
emerged to compensate for their limitations. Around 
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450 BC in Rome, the Twelve Tables (so called because 
they were inscribed on bronze tablets) were the codifi- 

cation of ancient customary law and arc the origin of 
Roman law. Now, as then, it makes more sense to view 
the law as emerging from what is deeply felt to lie right, 
rather than the reverse. However, Roman law was 
imposed by many European rulers on their subject? 
with scant concern for custon~ or  regard for the intense 
distress and confusion caused. 

The possibility of law is based on the human capacity 

to  formalise and generalise and on the existence of 
writing. These fundan1entals allow laws to be pro- 

mulgated and systematically modified. Printing enables 
wide dissemination of law reports: so it is a further 
necessity for full consistency and coherent develop- 
mcnt of the law in a large country. The forlnal rcquire- 
ments of consistency and coherence, so essential for 
law-making and legal judgenient, are difficult to meet. 
This means that, although the law as a whole must take 
custom and ~ o p u l a r  feelings into account, the law can- 
not be left to the populace. Athenian democracy never 
devcloped a legal system as such tor just this reason. 

Two high points in the evolution of law are com- 
monly identified. The first was around 2000HC when 
Hammurabi gathered together principles and pro- 
cedures of the law developed still earlier by Sumerian 
and Semitic judges. His code consisted of 282 sections. 

It took the legal function away from priests and set up a 

system of judges under the King. It proscribed blood 

feuds or  private retribution. and covered family, pro- 

perty, commerce, agriculture, and professional respon- 
sibilities. The code recognized the mental element in  

wrongdoing and was severe on carelessness or 
negligence. It was proniulgated for use by courts 
throughout the empire and enabled Hammurabi to 
install an efficient government in Babylon with a far- 

reaching political and intellectual sway.63 

The second high point was the achievement of 
Roman law which includcil the discovery, systen~atiza- 
don and analysis of the rules of positive law. Roman law, 
which originated with the Twelve Tables spread to Asia 
and Africa and was paramount in Europe for 1000 
years. It was progressively applied and developed 
through interpretations which extended limited and 
altered it until the system collapsed in the Dark Ages. 
As already noted, most of the legal systems in Western 
Europe arc still indebted to Roman Law in their struc- 

ture, form and content."" 

There is agreat deal of implicit wisdom in the law. As 
with the custom, it is not at all clear \vhy it works and 
why it fails at times. No one whose concern is justice 
seeks to alter the law in any fundamental way, because 
that would be to reject the wisdom of hundreds of 

generations and would create destabilizing doubt and 
uncertainty. Judicial exposition can deal with most 

cases by arguing from pecedent. But circumstances d o  

arise which demand new laws. Legislation is required, 
for cxan~ple, when it becomes clear that precedent 
at'tirins injustices in the social structure so that judge- 
ments embed these in the law. 

The massive and perhaps inipossible task of intro- 
ducing a new legal frame of reference occurs occasion- 
ally: e.g. when the administration of India was taken 
over by the English in the 18th century; and when new 
states are created. The law must now be overhauled in 

Eastern European countries after decades of totalitarian 
communist rule. What is required is not simply a new 
comprehensive set of laws of contract and property 
(which is difficult enough), but new maxims, new 
rights, new beliefs and new conventions. For exan~ple, 
the maxim that privacy and secrets are anti-social must 
go, a workable set of property rights needs to be 
devcloped, tenets like 'the collective invariably over- 

rides the individual' must be replaced, and conventions 
of incorruptibility have to be developed. Such things 

take many years to solidity in a culture. 

Inst i tut ional izat ion.  The law may be organized 
by government - the parliament, the judiciary and the 
executive - but it is epitomized in the judge. Because 
politicians are self-interested and subject to populist 

pressures, tyrannical o r  inappropriate use of the law is 
all too likely. Some law will always be made by the 
legislature, but, once made, the law is best given over 

to a judiciary dedicated to its preservation and sanctity. 
Iiicrcasecl control of the legislature is possible by con- 

structing laws that cannot easily be altered by a simple 
parliamentary majority; o r  by using two chambers with 
the upper chamber dedicated to the law and justice, and 
the lower dedicated to the organization and adminis- 
tration of government.*7 In any case, judges do need to 

be protected from the wrath of elected politicians, and 
lifetime appointments are commonly used to provide 

personal security. 

Limitation. The law depends, above all, on the 
respect accorded to it. So cavalier alterations must be 
kept to a minimum. 'Ib emphasisc their importance, 
laws used to be passed repeatedly. The Magna Carta, 
for ~*xanlple, was reconfirmed 37 times between the 
reigns of Henry 111 and Henry VI. To overcome such 

repetition and to provide for certainty, consistency and 

rationality, the doctrine of precedence became central 
in the law, especially so over the last 300 years. The 
highust courts in the land, whose decisions must be 
followed by lower courts, ought to  be particularly con- 
cerned to be bound by their own previous derisions. 
Each new issue for judgement must be rc-concep- 
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tualixed in the light of existing legal thinking. The 
principle of precedent. although a bulwark of the law, is 
a valuing of the past in the present. The law is not 
expected to foresee future needs or U) deal with new 
circumstances in which existing precedents are in- 
applicable. 

The critical legal studies nloven1ent seenis to go too 
tar in holding that the law is not distinctly identifiable. 

But their assertion that the law depends on current 
conventions is accurate and poses a serious problem.68 
It must be recognized that the law cannot in itself deal 
with oppression or genuine injustice if these are socially 
entrenched. The unalterable fact is that the law can 
neither judge whether the law as it presently stands is 

just, nor ensure that it is just. Such tasks depend on the 
use of the morality as a distinct and higher frame of 

reference. 

G " - s ~ :  The Morality 

Nature.  The morality is a frame of reference whose 
Junction is to enable judgements of conduct which 
define what ought to be taken as right now and always. 

Judgement here is based on an ideal of virtuous conduct 
in a just society. The morality is an ideal with explicit 

transcendental qualities. It is grounded in beliefs which 
arc usually described as sacrosanct o r  sacred, and are 
explicitly or implicitly part of the religious framework 

of a society. 

Iron1 a societal perspective, the importance of the 
morality in use is that it energizes and directs efForts to 
recast and improve the law and to reform custom. 

Conventions and prescriptions which are focused on 

popular activities and communal pressures should have 
no part to play in this. Absolutes (L"-7) are the driving 
force, and unequivocally respected tenets (L"- 3) are the 
foundation. The morality typically underpins and 

suggests principles of natural justice (C;"-26) ,  concep- 

tions of distributive justice (G"-3) ,  and universal 
standards (G"-44). 

Although any morality belongs to a society, it only 
functions if it is a frame of reference within each 

person. It reflects all the influences that determine 
judgements in one's heart of hearts, so it can be used 
personally or in small moral communities. 

Whereas the custom is unavoidably fuzzy and com- 
nmnal and whereas the law must be objective and 
institutional, a morality must be subjective, symbolic 
and personal. This morality lies at the core of social 

icing and meets the deep craving of each person for 
something to believe in and live for within their society. 

A society functions most smoothly, when it is per- 
meated by a single moral doctrine. This doctrine is not 

just another value system but the value system which all 
value systems in the society should recognize as 

supreme. The rules within it are the chief moral values 
defining the morality. Where multiple moral doctrines 
coexist in a society (as with multiple customs), then any 
issue may generate a number of different valid yet 
painfully conflicting judgements about its rights and 

wrongs. 

The orientation of morality is to  the future, often the 
long-term future. This provides the perspective from 
which it is possible to view the evolution of individual 
identity and societal identity. The morality is symbolic 
and aspirational. It does not let itself be conipromis(~d 
by practicalities of the moment. For any person ailher- 

ing to the morality, it is immediately appropriate and 

applicable in their own life. 

Pornography and Censorship: The morality of the West 
would lead to the judgement that producing pornography 
is wrong becouse i t  degrades people and devalues 
relotionships, and that censorship is wrong because it  
deprives people of autonomy and responsibility for their 
own choices. The world envisaged by hot morality is one 
in which there is no censorship by the community, and yet 
no one produces pornography, goins profit from porno- 
graphy, or is gratified by pornogrophy At the present 
time, it  seems that we need to decide whether particular 
forms of pornogrophy should be tolerated or censored. 
But this is evidently o procticol matter, not o doctrinal 
matter and best suited to the custom or the low. The 
moralily floats above practicalities, drawing people's 
attention to the fact that the choice involves two wrongs. 
The morality permits and encourages each person to 
avoid pornography and to refrain from censorshiplike 
activities, whatever the customary or legal position might 
be and whoiever others might do. Ex. 9.50 

The advantage of the morality is that it providcs a 
clarity of vision about right and wrong that is so often 
absent o r  obscured in the other frames. Such potential 
wisdom concerning what is best for everyone and 

society invites the clangcr of wanting arrogantly to 
impose ~udgenients on others. However, it is typically 

the custonl, not the morality, which endorses abusive 
or  terrorizing conduct in pursuit of what is right. 

In the past, and still in traditional societies, the 
morality' is that of the local religion and it is incor- 

porated automatically through socialization. If  the 
religion asserts, lor example, that suicide or consulting 
astrologers or masturbation or  lending money is 
wrong, then people judge such conduct to be morally 
wrong in every case. Judgements using such moral 

doctrines do not feel like an imposition, but rather the 
expression o f t  ruth. 

n societies lacking a unifying religion, there is a 
profusion of personal doctrines linked to predominant 
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ethical teachings. These moralities may incorporate 

similar tenets ('the sanctity of life', 'the dignity of the 

person'), but they rest on distinctive rights which may 
not be widely respected or  generally accepted. In areas 
like abortion and euthanasia, rlittering moral rules have 
led to bitter condemnation of others. Each camp 

demands laws to overcome opponents and their beliefs. 

This is perfectly natural but inappropriate in a society 
espousing pluralism. The push for deliberate adoption 
of laws is correct because I " - 6  is the fourth internal 
level of any morality. Hut .I morality dcn~.iricls that 
people should make these lawsfor themselves to apply 

within their own moral communities - like the Jews 

d o  in regard to the Halakhah. Living fully according to 
the morality demands more than acceptance ol' the law 

and few can manage it. It is often said that great men 
have higher obligations than others. The conduct of 

sages in Buddhism and Judaism, for example, is judged 
bv more morally demanding rules than that of ordinary 

people. 

Or ig in .  If we ask why a morality is accepted, the 

reply is that it concretizes the moral imagination which 
is intrinsic to our existence as human beings. The 
morality is oriented to an undefined enlightened future 
in which good people thrive in a just society. The hope 
for such a future originates and flourishes in the moral 
imagination. Anyone can reflect on the ethical (luality 
of custom and of existing political and institutional 
structures, although few seem to do so in any 

systematic way. 

Slavery was originally permitted under the American 

Constitution. 1low could those great men who franiecl 
A e  Constitution tail to see that a person should never 
be treated as a chattel? The subjection of women in 
Europe is now being questioned in the West. Hut how 

did it go unchallenged for so long? The answer must be 
that people are blind to injustices that are part of' 

custom. To become aware means to  abstract oneself 
fully from the community as it is at present and to enter 

an imaginary ideal world. In this process, the intract- 
able and insuperable difficulties of realizing such a 

world, given the present state of things, must lie put to 
one aside. 

In a practical and materialist society in which the 
imagination is not properly valued. ethical judgements 
about, say, the coexistence of great wealth am1 great 

poverty, o r  the consumption of meat. or the availability 

of sexual partners for hire do not appear very sensible. 
Such things appear as uncontrollable phenomena. They 
are the way things are: custom allows them; the law 
regulates them. What more need be said? To say more 
by using the moral imagination requires faith and hope. 
Whether one should go further and act to  alter society 

in terms of the morality is a matter of ethical choice. 
Recall that the cardinal virtues need activation during 
choice: so prudence may limit action considerably and 
wisdom may suggest that the harms consequent on 
imposing moral judgements at a particular historical 

moim'nt will outweigh moral gains. Prohibition of 

alcohol in the USA in tlir 1920's. for example, was a 
spectacular failure. 

Nevertheless. the morality evolves as a coherent 

entity within which fundamental questions about 
society can be asked and answered. To repeat: the 
answer does not itselfdeterniine what is to  lie done, but 

simply indicates whether what is done is right o r  

wrong, and why (in terms of that framework). 

Just ice.  Using this highest frame of reference, 
judgement may be passed on any matter and on judgc- 

merits already made under the law or in accord with 
custon~. Because of its transcendental origin, moral 
judgement draws primarily on the intuition rather than 
the intellect or the emotion. lustice under this frame of 

reference is solomonic and ideal; and the procedure is 

revelatory and moving rather than inquisitorial o r  
accusatorial. The term, solomonic, comes from the 
legendary wisdom of King Solomon (cf. Ex.  9.5 1 ). 

Solomonic Justice: Two women who were prostitutes 
came to King Solomon in dispute over a baby. Both 
shored o house and had given birth to babies three days 
oport. One baby died and an argument arose over 
whose baby the live one wos. The king soid: "Fetch me 
a sword." They brought in a sword and the king gave the 
order: "Cut the living child in two and give holf to one 
and half to the other." At this the woman who was the 
mother of the living child, moved with love for her child, 
protested and said the other could hove the child. The 
other mother said "Let neither of us have it: cut it  in two.'' 
On this basis, King Solomon gave the first woman the 
child and announced that she was the true mother. 'When 
Israel heard the judgement which the king hod given, they 
oil stood in awe of him; for they saw that he had the 
wisdom of God within him to administer juslice.' 

Ex. 9.51 69 

Solomonic justice is educative and inspiring. It 

refuses to be bound simply by what is customary or  
lawful. Custom-based justice is mundane and pruden- 
tial, am1 legal justice is narrow and technical, but 
solomonic justice expresses wisdom and illumination. 
Plato's philosopher-kings were expected to  function in 

this way. Many parables in Eastern and Western 

religions folklore reveal a sage or holy man using 
morality as the frame of reference for judgements, 
ignoring legality or traditions and penetrating to the 
essence of the otYence and the character of the 
defendants. Such judgements are seen t o  be touched by 
divine grace, o r  to emerge perfectly as by supernatural 
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intervention. In other words, solomonic justice empha- 
sizes the fallibility of human institutions and knowledge. 

Judgement under morality is dogmatic in nature. So 
only certain people can make such judgements publicly 
and be obeyed. A moral system is charismatic and its 
rules and judgements require articulating hy a master, 
either a sage. saint, prophet or holy person. Charis- 

matic authority is associated with exceptional powers 

not available to ordinary people. These powers are 
thought to originate in the divine. (Charisma means 
favoured by God, or touched by God's grace.) A master 
is a potential spiritual leader, set slightly apart from 
ordinary people, tolerant of custon~ and not enslaved by 
the law. 

The loss of spirituality in society leads to a loss of the 

importance of masters, a weakening of the sense of 

identity in society, and an increasing struggle to main- 
tain unity in the presence of diversity. 

Deve lopment .  The development of morality as a 

frame of reference is inseparable from the evolution of 
consciousness and the pursuit of the good. Until very 
recently, this was inconceivable without an awareness of 

the divine. As repeatedly noted (especially in L'-VII: 
Ch. 7). the sense of the sacred and divine is part of the 
structure of human consciousness and society. 

Although modern society appears to be charactcrised 
by de-sacralisation (called secularisation), this can be 
interpreted as a new and more self-aware phase of 
spiritual and ethical growth. 

For any morality to be widely adopted. it must 

generate hope, faith and trust. Because the morality 

must embody hope for a better future. a new version 
often emerges when society is in despair. The morality 
then offers a new way to be and t o  live. The creation 
and introduction of a genuinely new morality reflects 
the beginning of a new era in any society. Because it is 
not tied to  practicalities it provides scope for develop- 
ment and diversity in its expression. The morality 
becomes attenuated or  modified in practice by the 
constraints of the law and the custom (cf. Ex. 9.52). 

The Evolution of Buddhism: When Buddha visited his 
disciples ofter enlightenment he said to them: 'I  om the 
Soint, the Perfect One, the Fully Enlightened. Give e a r ,  0 
monks: the Way is found. Hear me.' His gospel of 
Dhomma was a morality for ordinary men and women. 
The Four Noble Truths stated the basic tenes that hod to 
be strictly held: that all life is suffering, that suffering 
derives from desire, (hot suffering ceases if desire is 
extirpoted, and that desire can be extirpated by following 
ihe eight-fold path. The eightfold path stated a number of 
self-evidently virtuous absolutes {see L'-VII: Ch. 7). The 
dogmatically offirmed maxims were prohibitions ogoinst 
killing, stealing, sexual impropriety, lying, and alcohol 

use. The moralily became widely ovoilable when it was 
deliberately chosen by converted kings who introduced 
laws making Buddhism the official religion. Buddhism has 
undergone many schisms, but fwo main forms emerged 
after o few centuries: the Theravada form of Hinayona 
Buddhism, which is the strictly orthodox Doctrine of the 
Elders, and Mohayona Buddhism which advocated 
accommodation to local proctices and beliefs. However, 
wen Theravada Buddhism contains ideas and beliefs that 
did not originate with Buddho. Furthermore, it  is evident 
that Burmese, Thoi ond Sinhalese versions of Therovada 
are distinct doctrinal entities. Ex. 9.52 

Inst i tut ional izat ion.  The roots of any morality 
are invariably found to lie in organized religions or  
quasi-religious philosophies like humanisn~. Although 
any new morality contains long-standing rules, the 
message has a revolutionary force because of the dis- 

crepancy between moral values and the way people 

actually live. The tenets grounding the morality com- 
monly foster belief in the leaders of the originating 
religion. Whether o r  not such persons have charismatic 
authority is determined by followers and disciples who 
respond to the message. The main problem for any 
society is to keep alive the spirit of the morality and the 
sense of charisma generated by the spiritual founder. 

To deal with this problem, societies have often used 

the monarch to represent their morality. In the ancient 
Egyptian civilization, the Pharaoh was the God-King, 

and the notion of the divinity of the monarch has 
persisted in many places through the centuries. 
Emperor Ilirohito of japan only acknowledged publicly 
that he was not a god under pressure after his country's 
defeat in World War I I .  In many countries, like England 

and japan, the monarch remains head of the established 
Church. In some cases, as in Tibet's Dalai Lama, the 

same person is both spiritual and political leader. 

The monarch or  spiritual leader rules by the grace o t  
God and is invested with charisma. The unique position 
of the monarch above the law is encapsulated by the 
notion of divine right or, in modern times, the royal 
prerogative which says in essence that 'the King can do 
no wrong'. 

A spiritual head of state is needed to epitomke the 

morality for all in society. This means remaining above 
practicalities, politics and legal formalities. Such a role 
makes for a powerful force for unity within a society, 
one not provided bv many modern elected heads of 
state who become embroiled. 

Closure.  The limitation of morality is to  be found in 

its impracticality in an all too imperfect world. 
Correspondingly, the danger of a morality is its capacity 
to  activate extremist utopianism. However, what seems 
radical and impractical for the whole community may 



be self-evident and possible for enlightened small 
groups. Their commitment to living their morality 

encourages o r  foreshadows change in the wider com- 
munity: witness the role of the Quakers in slavery 
(Ex. 9.42). 

It is evident that the morality must be the ultimate 

frame of reference for judging conduct in society. 
Logically there is no higher pentad. So this grouping is 
coniplete. 

REVIEWING THE FRAMES OF 
REFERENCE 

The three great frames of reference invoked as 
authorities during ethical debate have now been defined 

and elaborated: the custoni, the law, the morality. They 
can be seen to parallel Weber's three bases for legiti- 

mate authority': traditional, rational, and charismatic.'* 
Weber saw the charismatic as the source of human 
freedom and creativity, and the other authorities as 

attempts to establish and routinize die charismatic 
contribution. He emphasized the anti-economic nature 

of the charismatic leader, and we have noted that 
morality naturally fails to  deal with the economic and 

other practical consequences of judgenients made in its 

terms. 

The frames of reference reflect three great systems 
or orders of authority in society. The custoni concerns 
the activity order and focuses on performance and prac- 
tice. This is the realm of the people who are the source 

of economic and physical power. The law concerns the 
institutional order and focuses on the structuring or  

channelling of activities. This is the realm of govern- 
ment which is the source of political or coercive power. 
The morality concerns the symbolic order and focuses 
on the meaning of activities, especially their rightness 

and goodness. This is the realm of the monarch or  other 
spiritual leader and is the source of what might lie called 
integrative or humanistic power. 

Pract ical  Implications. There seems to be con- 

fusion about the different spheres of influence of each of 
the three frames of reference, and their distinctive 

nature and importance. Although any matter may be 
judged using any of the three frames of references. the 
maxim to render  unto Caesar that which is Caesar's 
and render unto God that which is God's' holds. So we 
may speak of a customary right, a legal right, and a 
moral right; or of a customary wage, a legal wage, and 
a fair wage. Correspondingly a customary duty may be 
judged illegal o r  immoral; a legal duty may be judged 
immoral or alien; and a moral duty may be judged 
illegal o r  alien. Where something is not established in 
custom or law but is deemed to be right o r  fair, then i t  
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is commonly qualified as moral, just o r  natural e.g. a 
moral obligation, a just cause, a natural right. 

Matters of social fact. like prices, are tirst of all based 
on custom. IIdoubt exists as to the proprie? of a social 
tact. courts of justice may decide or legislation may be 

introduced and a legal fact is then created. 

A Fair Price: Modern complaints about 'the immorality of 
exorbitant profits' derive from the moral reprehensibility of 
greed and the notion of a fair price. However, there are 
three distinct ways in which the price of goods or services 
may be set and judged as fair. The market price is o 
judgement which is reached under custom. It is deter- 
mined spontaneously through a process of competition. 
The fixed price is a judgement which derives from the law, 
and aims to regulate production and costs to balance the 
benefit for the producers with the needs of the wider com- 
munity. Such price control is developed by calculation 
and enforced by officials. The just price is a judgement of 
fairness which derives from application of morality. This 
price, defunci since medieval times, determines what is 
sinful. Its nature is disputed. One view is that i t  was deter- 
mined by whether or not i t  would maintain the craftsmen 
in their current social status. Another view is that it  dealt 
with imperfect competition and other dark age inefficien- 
cies and aimed to compensate sellers for extra unavoid- 
able costs. Note that a price developed by preventing 
competition or by deception is judged unfair within all 
three frameworks. Ex. 9.53 

The embedding of justice in society within the 
frames of reference has been described in detail. 
Because the term. justice, is used in so many ways, a 
summary overview is provided in Table 9.3. 

The power of die three frames of reference and the 

passions they engender have sometimes been forgotten 
when distinct cultural groups must be assimilated 
within a single society. Respect for the law has to  be 

insisted upon, but this is difficult when A c  cndorse- 
merit of custom and morality cannot be obtained. The 
result is that there will be profound disagreements 
between groups about what is right. The law will lie 
defied and attempts will be made by minority cultures 
to modify the law. The Salman Rushdic case in the UK 
showed all these phenomena: incitement and threats to 

murder, which are against the law, were allowed by 
custom because of their religious origins: and attempts 
followed to make the law of blasphemy apply to  all 
religions (not just Christianity) as a matter of fairness. 

Linking the Frames. Custom maintains that 'what 
is' is what is good. Morality promotes what is good in 
theory, which may differ greatly from what is custo- 
mary. The law protects the individual from particular 
conceptions of what is good. Some integration of these 
three frames of reference is possible, based on the 
extensive overlapping of levels. The law has a mediating 
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Table 9.3: Uses of the term 'Justice'. Justice means broadly 'to each his due' 

Term. , a .Classifiiqtion'and   or mu la: 

Justice = ultimate value [L-7) linked to the = a goal of all humani~y 
ethical frames of reference (G"-5) intrinsic to social life 

Justice = the virtue at 1-6 = fairness in a person 

Natural justice = the principle at G"-26 = fair play in decisions 

Distributive justice = the position at G"-35 = fair shares of social goods 

Substantive justice = requirement of custom: G-5' = fair acceptable resolution 

Formal justice = nature of the low: G'-52 = fair judging procedure 

Solomonic justice = use of the morality. G-53 = the right judgement 

Divine justice = an occurrence beyond rules = the right end result 

role in so far as it is expected to adapt to custonl, and 
also a custodial role in so far as it aims to shackle custom 
to morality. 

The custom and the law share tour levels of rule, so 
they are likely to affect each other greatly. At times, 

accepted conventions (within the custom and the law) 

may over-ride existing laws (only in the law) e.g. when 
French jurors acquit a husband charged with murder of 
his wife's lover caught in the act; or when an English 
judge insists smacking a child is 'traditional wisdom' 

despite the law. The law may need to deal definitively 

with conflicts within custom, or to consolidate ethical 
gains emerging in custom. 

The morality' and the law are also linked. Morality 
presses for changes in laws so that its judgements can be 

widely applied, as was evident in the case of slavery 

(Ex.s 9.42, 9.48). The custom and the morality show 
the greatest potential for conflicting and competing 
tenets, rights and maxims. If  the morality is to  gain 
hold, its tenets may need modification in the light of 
tenets dogmatically affirmed by custom. This charac- 
terizes the spread of all religions (cf. the development 
and adaptation of Buddhisni in Asia: Ex. 9.52). 

The morality and the custom overlap in three levels 
(maxinls, rights, tends) and may directly influence 
each othrr through popular movements. These social 
endeavours are based o n  ideals and ideologies built 
around these sorts olrules. In this way the morality may 
permeate the custom, leaving the law to catch up. 

Sometimes it becomes difficult to disentangle what 
belongs to morality and what to law or  custon~.  The 
controversy over the ordination of women in the 

Christian church is an expression of this problem. If 
laws in society open up roles for women. then it is 
natural that any institution resisting this is challenged. If 
Christian morality indicates that i t  is wrong for women 
to be ordained, then the Church is unwise to deviate 

from this in the absence of a new prophet - whatever 

the law. If custom rather than morality determines the 
ordination of women, then the Cliiirrh should consider 
altering customary tenets and rights to accord with its 
nienibers feelings of justice 

Academics have sometimes tried to reduce the law to 

custonl. The Volksgeist (folk spirit) was once held as 
the only legitimate source of law. But this theory seems 

flawed. The law regularly rules on  new social and com- 
mercial matters where there is no habitual practice o r  

popular expectation; and jurists rrgularly look to 

foreign law and legal necessity when reaching decisions. 
Whereas all understand the custom, even intelligent lay 
people cannot understand the law. The opposite trend, 
with both academic and popular support, has been to 
view the law as an expression of inoralitv. The notion 

that the law is based on innate notions of justice or 
divine will appeals to a religious community. In earliest 

times, the administration of justicr was indeed a 

priestly function carried out on behalt oi thc city-state's 
God; and modern Muslim extremists. who shout that 
thcy want the rule of God over people not the rule of 
people over people, manifest thc sami: view. The pre- 
sent analysis proposes that thr l.iw is something SIII 

generis, even though it draws lu-wily on both custom 
and morality. 

The present analysis inclicairs that all three frames 
are essential and must be viewed independently if 
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society is to work satisfactorily. The neglect of tradi- 

tions and the past is no less a defect than a failure to 
proclaim moral values and to maintain the possibility of 
a better future. 1 h e  law, in its own ~ a y ,  is as noble as 
the morality: but it is no substitute for morality. Nor is 

morality' capable of becoming law or custom. The 
attempt to  fuse these distinct frames is dangerous. It has 

led, for example, to the present perversions and mis- 
understandings of Islam. The core doctrine of peace. 
tolerance and conipassion is being presented as a 

justification for customs and laws ol'the most intolerant 
and violent sort. 

Transition. Definitive frames of reference arc now 
established and authoritative judgement about what 
conduct is right is at last possible. Although such judge- 
nients do tend to activate obedience, they exist prin- 

cipally to enable and enhance freedom. So the 
disposition to obey is constrained and limited. However, 

the social requirement for obedience still remains 

The ultimate subordination and elevation of both 
obligation and freedom have not yet been considered. 
The six- and seven-level groupings provide the poten- 
tial lor all that has been described so far to lie energized 
and integrated within society-. This depends on the 

interaction of will (freedom) and obedience (restraint). 

The first requirement is that judgements using the 
frames of reference should be obeyed in practice. So 

self-restraint once again comes to the fore. If obedience 
is not forthcoming, then the ethical authority of 
custom, law or  morality is absent or meaningless. The 
frame will then fail to protect society from violence and 
disintegration generated by unlicensed freedom. 

Obedience to obligations can be released safely and 

ensured authoritatively by a yet more comprehensive 

rule-based authority with an additional level dedicated 
specifically to this task: the categorical imperative. 



Master- Properties of the three types o f  definitive f rame of  reference in  society. 
Table 25 Ethical frames of reference, which are needed to judge whether conduct is just, are pentadic authorities formed by conjoining 

five adjacent types of rule. See texi for details and explanation. 

Pentad No. 
(Levels) 

Types of Frame 
of Reference 

Function 

Time Perspective 
Social Reality 

Generator 
Primal Authority 

Justice 
Judging Body 
Judicial Style 
Proceedings 
Methods 

Focus 
Control 
Authority 
Freedom 
Type of Power 

Social Form 
Societal Epitome 

Main Advantage 
Main Limitation 
Main Danger 

The Custom 

To enable judgements of conduct which 
define what has always been taken as right. 

Past 
Practical & communal 

Popular sympathies & emotions 
Community as a whole 

Substantive 
Adjudicator(s) forming a Tribunal 

Pragmatic & prudential 
Inquisitorial - investigative 
Negotiation & mediation 

Situational & fuzzy 
Outer & informal 

Traditional 
Restricts 

Economic & physical 

The People 
Chief/Prime Minister 

Practicality 
Ignores the individual 

Mob law or blood feuds 

The Law 

To enable judgements of conduct which 
define what must now be taken as right. 

Present 
Institutional & societal 

Legal reasoning & the intellect 
The law itself 

Formal 
Judge(s) in a Court of Justice 

Procedural & technical 
Accusatorial - adversarial 
Representation & advocacy 

Objective & comprehensive 
Outer & formal 

Rational 
Protects 

Political & coercive 

The Governmeni 

Judge 

Values individuals 
Bound by precedent 

Expensive, lengthy, incomprehensible cases 

The Morality 

To enable judgements of conduct which 
define what ought to be taken as right. 

Future 
Aspi rational & theoretical 

Moral imagination & intuitions 
Ethical teaching/ultimate values 

Solomonic 
Sage in a sacralized setting 

Dogmatic & educational 
Revelatory - experiential 
Inspiration & illumination 

Subjective & symbolic 
Inner/outer & informal/formal 

Religious 
Defines 

Integrative & humanistic 

The Official Religion 
Spiritual Head of State/Monarch 

Provides hope for a better world 
Impracticably 

Extremist utopianism 

0 Warren Kinston 1 991 ,1994 



GI1-6: CATEGORICAL IMPERATIVES 

Nature .  So lar we have repeatedly used words like 
should'  and 'mus t  to describe the handling of rules - 
and ethical authorities without worrying too n~iich 

about ho\\ people let themselves be persuaded to 
introduce and accept obligations The source of this 
pressure tor obedience can be readily identified in an 
ethical predisposition associated particularly with laws 

and the governance ofsociety (ct. Master-f-igure 16). It' 
society is to function ethically, then this disposition 
must be harnessed. and those who seek to use it must 
be regulated. 

Obedience is a powerful force. The famous experi- 

ments of Milgram revealed that authority, even 
informal authority, releases obedience irrespective of 

the moral or legal significance ol the i n ~ t r u c t i o n s . ~ ~  The 

person obeying authority docs not see h i m s ~ l i  as 

responsible but rather as an agent executing the wishes 

of another. This is a dangerous state of affairs. Society 
needs the release of obedience to be carefully con- 
trolled and legitimately regulated. So obedience must 
be primarily owed to vital rules and authorities based in 
rules and nejer to individuals who assume or  are 
assigned the mantle of authority. 

The definitive frames of reference, for example, 

which are the systems sustaining ethical conduct must 
be energized and legitimated by something beyond 
them, something which is itself not a matter of judge- 
ment but which can be self-imposed and imposed on 
others in a way that brooks no objection. 

A rule with such force may be called an ethical 
impera t ive .  We know it biblically in the form of 
commandments like: 'Thou shalt honour thy father and 

thy mother'; and 'Thou shalt not connnit adultery'; or 
cvervdav exhortations like 'Be kind' and 'Don't be , , 

envious'. The imperative is categorical and tolerates no 
opposition. It assumes and seeks to con~pel obedience 
without more ado. The authority here is supreme, 

possibly divine. Rejection of such imperatives (or 
forgetting them or thinking they do not apply) puts us 
bevond the pale: this is why Milgram's findings, 

replicated many times, are so horrifying. 

Obedience to ideas, which is what rules are after all, 
does not seem to be as natural to most as obedience to  
another person. Tlie way we are socialized in our 

lengthy childhood probably determines this tendency. 
But people c o n ~ c  and go and people may change their 
minds under pressure. Categorical imperatives are a far 
more satisfactory' controller. The Junction of an iinpera- 
tive. it seems, is to ensure that categorical obedience 
can persist authoritatively in society' through time. 

Utterly impersonal, they not only regulate our obedi- 
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ence but also ensure that ethical concerns are coher- 
ently handled. 

Imperatives are generated by adding a sixth adjacent 
level to  form a hexaclic grouping. The result is two 
heavily overlapping hexads which correspond to two 
types of ethical imperative.72 The sixth level enables the 
imperative to be legitimately imposed. All previous 
qualities are still needed: so imperatives must undergo 

virtuous evolution, gain deliberate adoption, receive dog- 

matic affirmation, be applied in a socially acceptable way, 

and be accorded unequivocal respect - in each case via 
rules at the respective level. 

Types. The two forms of imperative required by 
society are: the pragmatic imperative (G"-6') and the 
moral imperatire (G"-62) .  The function in each case is to  
harness obedience and regulate the activation ot' 

obedience. Each imperative links into a distinct type of 

obedience and draws on a different source of legiti- 

macy. Ascending, the groups reflect a shift from tem- 
poral obedience with legitimation by governments and 
their citizens on legal, communal and pragmatic 
grounds to spiritual obedience with legitimation by an 
indefinable transcendental source recognized as deeply 
personal and religious in nature. The hexads are repre- 

sented diagrammatically in Figure 9.6. 

Imperatives are expressed in deceptively simple lan- 
guage. What exactly does 'be honest' o r  'be gentle' 

entail? The present analysis suggests that the way for- 
ward is to consider who or what the imperative seeks to 
regulate. Is the concern with regulating the rulers of 
society and the operation of governing institutions? O r  
is it with regulating people, equals who see themselves 
as part of a moral coinniunity? 

The two types of imperative as found in all societies 
can now be defined and described with an easy example. 

" - 6 ' :  Pragmatic Imperatives 

Nature. Pragmatic imperatives are required to  

ensure control of society in mundane terms. Thcir 
function is to  regulate demands for obedience generated 
by the rulers of society. There are two types of ruler in 
any society: the government and the citizenry (cf. G-6:  
Ch. 1 2 ) ,  and both experience the pressure of pragmatic 
imperatives. 

This imperative seeks to  ensure that rulers o r  their 
cprcscntativcs do introduce those rules necessary for 
the running of society - but only in accord with the 
imperative. If  introduced legitimately, the imperative is 
a justification for enforcing obedience in practice. The 
pragmatic imperative encompasses both the custoni and 
the law. the frames of most concern to  rulers. 
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Figure 9.6: The hexadic grouping forming categorical imperatives. 
Two types of ethical imperative which must be legitimately imposed if obedience is to be 
regulated. 

Maxims 

1"-2 1 '  1 I 

Conventions . .: 1. :., ' .-1 - 
4 

1 Prescriptions 1 ' .I 

Most societies, while recognizing the precious 
nature of human life, have regarded things like ritual 
suicide, infanticide, euthanasia, abortion, capital 
punishment, and killing enemies during warfare as nec- 
essary for their well-being. So the killing of people is a 
good example: the pragmatic imperative being 'kill 

when necessary'. It is easy to see that an imperative like 

this imposes itself on any citizen? and government 
whatever society's underlying religion or  morality and 

however opposed any particular member of society may 
be to killing humans. The rulers of society arc able to 
apply and enforce the imperative through its 
constituent rules. 

Composition. The 'kill when necessary' impcra- 

tive requires that laws regulating killing should be 
legitimated e.g. by passage through parliament. Laws 
are the source of imposition, but they must be passed in 
the spirit of the imperative. This spirit is made clear hy 
other types of rule. Maxims must evolve indicating 
what killing is necessary (i.e. good) and what killing is 
unnecessary (i.e. bad). This enables war or legally 
controlled euthanasia, say, to  be viewed as virtuous. 

Rights and duties in regard to  necessary killing need to 
be deliberately chosen e.g. who can kill and how must 
lie determined by custon~ as well as in law. Tenets 
endorsing the necessity of killing must be dogmatically 

afirmed. Conrentions  bout killing, e.g. whi-11 police 
deal with armed criminals, should be applied acccpt- 
ably; andprescriptions, say about the mechanics of capital 
punishment, should be unequivocally respected. 

In other words, the pragmatic imperative ' to kill 
when necessary' is only effectively integrated and 
obeyed in society if it is dealt with at all six levels. These 
rules, ultimately sanctioned by laws, must become part 
of everyone's life whether they like them o r  not. 
Precisely what rules meet that imperative is a matter for 

the government and for all citizens. 

Legislators might seem to have the supreme 

authority. However, in a free society, legislators should 
respond to the views of the citizenry in regard to the 
over-riding pragmatic imperatives; and citizens must 
accept the responsibilities which accompany this 

svstem. The alternative is a tyrannical and absolutist 
regime which can make laws at whim i.e. regardless of 
pragmatic imperatives. procedure, lower level rules 

and primal authorities. 

Limitation. But what ensures that people take 
government 'ind pragmatic imperatives seriously? The 
personal and comn~unal responsibility lor government 
and much else needs to  be imposed and regulated by a 
higher moral imperative. 

G"-62: Moral Imperatives 

Nature. Moral imperatives are rccluire(1 to ensure 

control of society in spiritual terms. Theirfunction is to 

regulate demands for obedience generated by each 
person on  behalf o f  their community, or by a group on 
behalf of each member. The moral imperative is per- 
sonal and religious in nature. and the community is 
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experienced as a moral community rather than as a 
political society. Implicit within any moral imperative 

is obedience to .1 higher spiritual or transpersonal 

authority, whether labelled Keason, God, or the True 

Self. 

This imperative seeks to regulate people as private 
individuals rather than as citizens. It constrains them to 
press tor the introduction of rules which are inherently 
good and right. In accord with their constituent levels, 

moral imperatives arc more attuned to morality and law 

than to custon~. 

Compos i t ion .  Killing is again a good example: 

here the moral imperative might be 'do not murder'. 
Its legitimacy within society typically derives from a 

quasi-religious absolute not to  harm others o r  not to 
murder as found in holy scriptures. Laws defining and 

controlling killing must be evolved virtuously. The law 

given by God to Moses o n  Mt Sinai included numerous 
rules about what killing was t o  be considered as 

murder, what was to  lie excluded. These arc obviously 
well-meaning and based on the way of life at the 
Progressive religionarics slowly modified these over the 
centuries since. ;l/axini.t which relate to murder should 

be chosen deliberately. The maxim to forgive others, 
for example, can Ix- viewed as part of the imperative 
because it prevents the escalation of hostility and 
violence which often murder, Rights and duties 

of all in relation to niiir(ler, like the right to  self-defence 
with a duty to use minimal force, should be affirmed 

dogmatically. Tenets in the imperative need to he applied 
in an acceptable way, which respects society and its 
culture e.g. life is sacred. Finally, conventions are need to 

ensure that any killing is not murder because it is 
carried out with the right attitude e.g. a depersonaliza- 
tion of those involved in killing. Such conventions 

should be unequivocally respected. Only if rules of all 
the above sorts prevail, will murder be distinguishable 
from lawful killing in both theory and practice. 

Behind the moral imperative stands the compelling 

power of the imagination and cosmic forces, and the 
ineradicable idea of divine retribution. In the bible. 

there are numerous accounts of God punishing wrong 
doers, even destroying entire cities for their wicked- 

ness. Jesus, too, was not averse to threats like the with- 
drawal of the Kingdom o f ~ o d . "  In the Hindu view, the 
iron law of karma is the enforcer. The modern New 
Age version is that the nature of reality is such that those 

who are wicked and unjust sow the seeds of their own 
destruction. 

Closure.  If the nature of things (God) stands 
implicitly o r  explicitly behind the moral imperative, 
there can be no higher, fairer or more impersonal 

-c it-nee. determinant of olx I '  

P r o p e r  In te rac t ion .  Itethical living is to thrive in 
society, there needs to  be a pre-eminence of the moral 

imperative and an adaptation to it by the pragmatic 
imperative. Although the seven levels of rule have very 
different natures, the underlying hierarchy has re- 
peatedly revealed that rules (and their derivatives) at a 
highcr level take precedence over and legitimate those 
at a lower level; and that rules at a lower level must 
adapt to and follow those at a higher level. It is evident 

that absolutes have no higher type of rule to adapt to o r  

follow, and prescriptions have no lower type of rule t o  
legitimate, while all other types of rule both legitimate 
and follow. 

Applying Imperatives 

For maximum impact. the two imperatives should 
interlock and reinforce each other. In our example. the 

moral imperative not to  murder must be harmonized 
with the pragmatic imperative to  kill when necessary. 
Without the operation of the moral imperative, the 

pragmatic imperative to kill when necessary could lead 

to indiscriminate expedient killing, which would 
endanger everyone in the community. Without the 
operation of the pragmatic imperative, the moral 
imperative to prohibit murder would tend to expand to 
include all killing and a society would be at the mercy 
of extremist and anti-social forces within and aggres- 
sors from without. This would certainly be harmful. 

With the two imperatives in harness, society can 

operate ethically in the world as it is. 

People feel they have little choice but to face social 
reality ancl to adhere in the main to pragmatic impcra- 

tives. However, they generally experience themselves 
as having the choice about whether or not they follow 
the moral iniperative. This choice is evident when we 
consider the two different approaches to  the same type 

of rule where the two types of imperative overlap i.e. 
from L"-2 to  L"-6. Rules at these levels are part of both 
imperatives but our relation to them in everyday living 
is handled differently according to the perspective pro- 
vided by each imperative. It is worth examining each 
level in turn using the standard qualifying phrases (as 
summarized and laid out in Mastcr-Table 20). 

Certain Ian's must be virtuously evolved by society 
(as part of the moral imperative) and legitimately intro- 
duced into society (as part of the pragmatic inipera- 
tive). The necessity for virtue was recognized by early 

legal thinkers who captured i t  in thC notion that: an 

unjust law is not a law. Nevertheless there is no simple 
social mechanism to specify that a la\\' is unjust. Each 
con~nlunity must decide lor tlirmselves using the 
frames of rctkrcncc. So long as the law is passed 
legitimately, tlie pragmatic imperative demands that 
even unjust laws need to be obeyed. The necessity tor 
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imposition is captured by legal positivists with their 
notion that all law is. can be. and ought to be the inven- 
tion or construction of legislators.75 In the general 
public too, there is an endless battle between those who 
opt for strict obedience to laws ('conservatives') and 

others who see the need to resist unjust laws ('progres- 
sives'). ["his conllict represents a failure by each side to 

recognize the dual quality of laws and the distinction 
between what is introduced by government and what 
well-meaning people want the government to  intro- 

duce. 

Certain maxims must be deliberately adopted (as part 
of the moral imperative) and virtuously evolved (as part 
of the pragmatic imperative). In other words, the nioral 

imperative proposes that once a rule of proper social 

functioning is perceived as right it should be taken up 
directly and used to govern conduct. This is why 

reformers often seek immediate change. For example. 
one might argue that the moral imperative requires that 
the torture of prisoners should be stopped immc- 
diately. But, in certain countries, this would go against 
cultural beliefs and traditional habits. The pragmatic 
imperative, by contrast, suggests that piccenieal cvolu- 
tionary change with a slow lifting of repression and 

maltreatment is all that is sensible and indeed possible. 

Certain rights and duties must be dogmatically 
affirmed (as part of the moral imperative), and be 
deliberately adopted (as part of the pragmatic impera- 
tive). In other words, proclaiming and asserting deeply 
held views of proper rights and duties is a moral oblig- 

ation on each person, whereas the actual assignation of 
rights and duties is what counts socially. This means that 

even i f  unfair arrangements are pragmatically main- 
tained, protest is appropriate. Many whites in South 
Africa viewed apartheid as serving both moral and 

pragmatic imperatives and have been resisting its dis- 
mantling. Others, however, pragmatically adopted 
apartheid-based rights and duties without affirming 
their justice or opposing their removal. 

Certain tenets niust be applied in an acceptable way 

(as part of the moral imperative), and be dogmatically 
affirmed (as part of the pragmatic imperative). In other 
words, the pragmatic imperative simply calls for certain 
beliefs to be proclaimed and asserted without proof and 
says little about their use. By contrast, the moral imper- 
ative demands that the way tenets are applied must be 
acceptable to the person and the social group. For 
example. tenets about minimizing suffering have been 
used by animal rights activists to  justify terrorizing 

scientists and indiscriminate bombing in the UK and 
elsewhere. Such activity does not apply the tenets 
acceptably: terror and violence violate categorical 
nioral and pragmatic imperativcs. By contrast, sonic 

academics have obeyed both imperatives in the right 
way. They have been equally dogmatic about the need 
for an end to 'species-ism', but the! have applied this 
tenet acceptably by developing guidelines lor using 
ininials in medical research. 

Certain conventions niust be unequivocally respected 
(as part of the moral imperative), and applied in an 
acceptable way (as part of the pragn~atic imperative). 
When Arjuna asks Krishna how he could possibly justify 
the slaughter of his family and friends in the great war 

that is the culmination of the Mahabharata, Krishna 
answers by saying that Arjuna must dissociate himself 
from the fruits of his action. Krishna insists that Arjuna 

is morally required to  light in the present circumstances 

because the conventions of his caste and culture 
unequivocally call for it.76 Pragmatically, however, con- 

ventions must be applied in an acceptable way. The 
convention to retrain from using weapons of mass 

destruction in war. for example. may be put to one side 
if the opponent does not do likewise. Otherwise, 
soldiers would be demoralized and might rebel or 

refuse to  tight. 

The very highest and very lowest levels of rule have 
always been distinctive. As top of the moral imperative, 

absolutes (L"-7) stand sublime, self-sufficient, applica- 
ble universally, and legitimating all from outside the 
realm of temporal authority or consequences - as 
deontologists have always claimed. Let justice prevail 
even if the world perish (fiat jusiitia pereat mundus). At 
the base of the pragmatic imperative, the prescriptions 

(L"-I)  specifying actions are unambiguous and 
practical 

Practical Implications. Iniperativcs define the 
ultimate sources of authority, legitimate imposition and 
obedience. Purposes can be personalized, that is to say 
personally created and owned and realized. But imper- 
atives are essentially inlpersonal. The wide dispersion 
of power and responsibility in the requisite design and 
control of social life has been a feature of the analysis so 

far. But all these authorities, even government itself, 
must be regulated by imperatives. 

Imperatives, which depend on rules of six tvpcs 
operating in concert, emerge as the prime regulators of 
social life. The sad fact is that societies are not ruled 
well. The reasons must in part stem from a widespread 
tendency for people to ignore the moral imperative and 
fail to  discipline themselves; and in part from the 
tendency for citizenries to neglect the pragmatic 

imperative and fail or be unable to discipline their 

Recognition of the need lor moral imperatnes often 
sits uneasilj alongside the modern scientific and secular 
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ethic with its belief in scepticism and with its deep 
distrust of certainties. Recognition of the need for 
pragmatic imperatives often sits uneasily alongside the 
certainties of religious dogmatists. 

The moral imperative being about imposing 
absolutes tempts people to articulate rules at lower 
levels as if they were alisolutes and to imagine that they 
should be imposed (rather than evolved or self-chosen). 
The tenet that life is sacred, for example, is perfectly 
compatible with both the moral imperative proscribing 
murder and the pragmatic imperative requiring 
necessary killing. Elevating it to  an absolute would 
make the pragmatic imperative untenable. In other 
words, many perfectly acceptable dogmatic tenets or 
useful and virtuous maxims make for intolerable and 
socially unworkable absolutes. 

A tension exists between the two imperatives, with 
each having a claim to primacy. Each imperative has had 
its own heavyweight intellectual defenders. Hegel, for 
example. believed in freedon] and the spirit but 
defended the pragmatic imperative. He argued the case 
for obedience to those kinship, economic, political and 
other social relations in which the individual finds him- 
self. Except when society is collapsing, the man who 

sets up the judgement of his own consciousness against 
the demands made by law and the traditions of society 
is to be condemned. Legal positivists argue more 
simply and pragmatically that agreement about what is 
legal is easier to reach than agreement about what is 
right. 

By contrast, the supremacy of the moral imperative 
was defended by Confucius, a teacher usually associated 
with respect for social authority. He argued that society 
often contains inferior men and weak rulers, and 
counselled that the superior man, the sage, must be 
primarily concerned with what is virtuous and just. 
While mores must not be opposed, judgements about 
them must be made: and withdrawal from society 
rather than participation is sometimes required. 
Confucius went so far as to think that society might be 
ruled principally by virtue and example rather than 
with laws. 

Most modern politicians. while concerned to seem 
pure and on the side of justice, are wary of entering 
moral minefields. They usually find it easier to  leave 
moral disputation and guidance to  others, especially the 
churches. Churches do defend moral imperatives and 
argue that what is right and just must not be com- 
promised. The result can be a drift towards what might 
be called ecclesiastical absolutism. 

The Roman Catholic Church: Societies need an order 
based on absolutes, and the signiticonce of the Roman 

Cotholic Church is profound in regord to this need. The 
Catholic Church tries to exist os o seporote moral com- 
munity. Its proclamations are presented as absolute and 
infallible. The Church is nowhere established in the sense 
of being identified with the state, or being part of the 
state. Identification with the state politicizes the church - 
witness Islam in certain Muslim countries. Being port of 
the state compromises the church - witness the Church 
of England in the United Kingdom. Instead, the Catholic 
Church sets itself up as an independent countervailing 
force. It has always negotiated on equal terms with 
governments, the results being embodied in concordats 
between a State and the Pope os heod of the church. 
These concordats reflect the perennial conhict between 
spiritual and temporal powers. Ex. 9.5477 

To strengthen control over social behaviour, 
attempts are regularly made to claim that the pragmatic 
and moral imperatives are one. The attempt to  make 
secular law equivalent to theological law seems to 
exemplify this. The consequence is to centralize cul- 
tural and societal authority and responsibility and to 
suppress political activity and individual responsibility. 

Moral and pragmatic imperatives can be obeyed with 
minimal coercion when they support each other. 
Stresses develop when they do not. Attempted enforce- 
merit of laws against peoples will then follows, ulti- 
inately using the instrument of terror. Organized 
religions have regularly used terror (eternal damnation, 
the fires of hell &c) and violcnce (wars, persecution, 
genocide &c) to  instil doctrines which run counter to  
communal requirements. Although churches have 
declined in secular influence, the use of terror and 
violence on behalf ofabsolutes has not. The battles over 
abortion and euthanasia in the USA have been com- 
pared, probably correctly, with the religious wars 
between Catholics and Prote-itants in the 17th ~en tury . '~  

Transi t ion.  Inlperatives provide the necessary 
legitimate authority to enforce obedience in a corn- 
munit? and to ensure that demands for obedience are 
coherent and not abused. In this way, they permit the 
rules of ethical living to become integrated and esxab- 
lished within society. But problems still remain. Above 
all there is the tension between spiritual-personal and 
temporal-political requirements. This potential dis- 
harmony between the imperatives can only be over- 
come by linking absolutes and prescriptions, the levels 
at which there is a failure of identity between the two 
hexads. 

There is also the difficulty with the notion of 
obedience. Obedience has a passive quality and seems 
to imply that ethical life can be arranged irrespective of 
the person's will. In fact, obedience both activates the 
will (to obey) and constrains the will (to d o  whatever 
one wants). Because imperatives are imposed by one- 
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sell' or others or God, thcv arc experienced a.s a distur- and autonomous concern. These various dil'tkultit.'s arc 
liance of autonomy, whereas we  intuitively feel that finally resolvcil by the authority dctinccl in tlir last 

ethical conduct ouglit to lx a Sully active, wholchcartcd grouping, tin- lientad. l iu \vhich we now turn. 
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GI1-7: A SUSTAINABLE ORDER 

We have considered what rules and authorities must 
lie obeyed. We have not yet considered what rules and 
authority arc positively willed by members individually 
and collectively. This tot.ility corresponds to the ethical 
order o t a  society. t h e  order of society is the final and 
over-arching authority to which everyone must accom- 
modate. All the various ethical authorities so far con- 

sidered are found within any society .in11 help to 

constitute and sustain its order. But the order itself 
must be recognized a-s an authority which is a distinct 
totality and unity with its o\ \n  quality and properties. 
The order can be dellnecl by the single heptad, as 
diagra~iiiiiatically rcpresrnted in Fig. 9.7. 

GI1-7': The Ethical Order 

Nature. An order which is sustainable is the ulti- 

mate challenge of ctliical design. Societies have 
manifested a variety of orders whose distinguishing 
features invite use in labelling. An order, such as that 
found in Tibet prior to the Chinese invasion might be 
described as apolitical and compassion~~e;  an authori- 
tarian-ecclesiastical onlrr  exists in Iran at the time of 

writing; a liberal-democratic-capitalist order exists in 
most Western nations. Hut all Western nations arc not 
identical and so these epithets conceal more than they 

reveal. The particular rules within the order are what 

give it substance. 

For an order to be sustainable, its rules must possess 
a degree otjustice which encourages people to organi~c 

their conduct and support their institutions in its light. 

It is a tautology to say that only sustainable orders 
persist, but necessary given the arrogance of social 
engineers. Utopian communities self-consciousl~ 
designed to embody justice, tor cxamplc. have rarcly 
been sustained longer than the generation which 
created them.19 

In reality, a successful order emerges in a process of 

trial and error, and reflects an interaction between 

human Irailty. lived experience and thoughtful rcflrc- 
tion in a complex socio-physical c n v i r ~ n r n e n t . ~ ~  

The /Lnciion of an ethical order is to ensure that each 
member can be authentic when authorizing and sus- 
taining what evervone deems to be right. The order 
depends on the conimunity, its government and each 
person. People arc expected to embrace the order ir- 
respective of their concrete situation and make its rules 

their moral values. The order defines constraints which 
make ethical living possible while attrmpting to bring 
these constraints within the sphere of personal auto- 
nomy. The absolutes providc for maximum freedom - 
but allow no escape From an awarencsi of right <ind 
wrong. The prescriptions providc for maximum coil- 
straint - - although, paradoxically, there is a sense of 

freedom in strictly adhering t o  socially endorsed 

rituals. 

The social order is a term which can niislcadiiigly 

refer to both the concrete and abstract states of affairs 
in a society. These must lie distinguished. The concrete 
social order is an order of actions and actualities, a factual 
state o l  alTairs no less. The abstract social order, the 

Figure 9.7: The heptadic grouping forming a sustainable order. 
One lype of ethical order which must be freely embraced if will is to be engendered 
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ethical order, is a unified and unifying set of rules. a 
theoretical state of affairs, a web of expectations, pre- 
dispositions and obligations, which underpin and 
sustain the concrete ordcr. The concrete order is made 
up of actual people. families, coininunitics, firms, asso- 
ciations, public institutions, political parties and so on 
with different degrees of wealth and influence, all inter- 
acting using a net of common values and distinctive 
purposes. The abstract order is made up of rules. prin- 
ciples, positions, standards, frames of reference and 
imperatives, many of which operate without being 
articulated. 

The abstract order is not designed to deal with 
particular people or situations and it cannot determine 
the specifics of the concrete ordcr. It is rather the 
essential stabilizing and governing context for an 
ethically controlled society. In such a society, the 
pursuit of purposes by particular individuals in parti- 
cular situations leads to unpredictable results. 

The ethical order makes freedom. in the sense ot'the 
pursuit o l  purposes, possible. It is precisely because 
rules do not specify results in actual situations that 
people can agree on them and can be determined to 
sustain them. If expedience and personal gain is put in 
the balance with rules of the order, then the former, 
being immediately and concretely beneficial, always 
win. If this persists and is widespread, the order is even- 
tually destroyed - and so is the society. Rules are 
always beneficial only in the long run and on the whole. 

Legitiinism. In this final perspective, all seven 
levels are indivisible and form one single group. Such a 
group is intuitively and logically evident. The seven 
levels were, alter all, derived from a single approach to 
ethical choice - legitimism (Lq-6); and rules at each 
level arc implied by and imply rules at the other levels. 

The tension identified in the legitimist approach lay 
between die need and obligation to foster personil 
autonomy and the need and obligation to serve the 
common good (cf. L'-6: Ch. 6 ) .  The ethical order must 
resolve this duality. The inherent tensions in legitimism 
and between the two types of imperative are only 
resolved if ethical rules and arrangements of all types 
are embraced freely and wholeheartedly by each member 
of society. This is the additional notion that defines a 
sustainable ethical order and it can only be provided by 
alisulutes, the seventh level. Only absolutes can feel 
entirely natural to all at all times. 

The more that coercion or brain-washing is required 
to maintain the order, the less satisfactory the society. 
This is because good conduct generated by coercion or 
automatic obedience is ethically inferior to that gener- 
ated and willed freely. Although the heptad dcfines an 

ethical order, its adoption means that it simultaneou-il! 
defines a personal code In other words, the order 
unifies a coinniunity through the i n d i ~  idual 111s of its 
members, and provides a definition o f \ \  hat it is to  be a 
good member 

Cons t i tu t ion .  The order is based on peoplefreely3 
embracing society's absolntes (I-"-7), typically as ex- 
pounded in the principal religions. The order requircs 
that people should value laws and legirimacely impose 
them on the community (1"-6). The order must also 
m i r e  virtuously in accord with certain inaxims 
(L"-5) ,  and should identify key rights and duties (L"-4) 
to be sell~consciously and deliberately adopted. The order 
depends on communal tenets (L"-3)  being dogmatically 
affiirmed, and certain conventions (1"-2) being applied in 

an acceptable way. 1:inally people must accord unequivocal 
respect to a range of prescriptions (L"- 1 ) .  

The oriler is a unifying force in society, because the 
order, being a unity, ensures that social life and self- 
expression in the social sphere has a deep coherence. As 
a result there arc natural links across the levels (see Ex. 
9.55 and Ch.14). 

Dignity: ll the order upholds dignity, then eoch person 
willingly recognizes their duly in this regard. Absolutes 
(L"-7) call for eoch ond all to respect others and make it 
natural to pass and obey lows 11-61 such as those on 
privacy and lo block laws which cause humiliation. The 
order olso contains maxims 11-5"). which prevent exploito 
tion of people and needless horm to their sensitivities; and 
charters which establish rights 11-4) related to dignity e.g. 
to warnings abou~ dismissal from work, or informed con- 
sent for obrations. For all the above to be possible, the 
order muit  be expressed by people affirming tenets It"-3) 
about the importance of digniiy, and ensuring that things 
like deliberate emborrassment of others is prevented by 
conventions (1'-2). All will adhere strictly to ritual prescrip- 
tions ( 1 - I ] ,  like bowing or hondshoking, which signify 
respect. Should the social order fail at anv one of the 
seven levels, then it is not coherent and digni& will not be 
fully realized. 

Properly: The fair handling of property is essential in any 
order. This needs to start from on obsolu~e (I.'-7) which 
underpins the significance of properly e.g. 'respect for 
autonomy'. Lows (r-61 must support the absolute e.g. by 
ndicoting whether the order allows adults or children to 
be trealed as property. Similarly, lending and selling must 
be legally regulated. Maxims (l'-5) which guide virtuous 
conduct ore necessary: e.g. it should be clear that one 
should not steal even in situations where the law does not 
apply or where detection is unlikely. The order must gen- 
erate rights and duties 11-41 which harmonize with the 
above rules: e.g. ensuring tha~ people repair or replace 
anything unfairly damaged. Tenets (1-31, like the idea that 
stealing is wrong or that sharing is necessary, must be 
inculcated. Conventions (V-2) about property, e.g. when 
lending or donating goods, musl be widely acceptable. 
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Finolly, the order requires unequivocal respect based on 
unambiguous prescriptions 1L'-11 which buttress the above 
e.9. indelibly labelling goods to minimize the likelihood 
of loss or theft Ex. 9.55 

People must abide by the entire order and not simply 
adhere to rules at one level while neglecting or  reject- 
ing those at another. Societies haw evolved to the point 
at which they aspire to manage die ethical order self- 
consciously. But thcy have not yet properly mastered 

die tools tor doing so systematically and sensibly. 
Children are taught the chemical elements but not the 
ethical elements. 

Social life sutlers because the ethical order lias been 
viewed as preordained or inevitable rather than as a 
product of human beings. To live ethically is to accept 
the responsibility to  live and work within an actual 

ordcr: acting in harmony with the ethical order while 

simultaneously striving to elucidate and enlighten that 

order - with all the compromises and in~perfections 
that these endeavours entail. 

Improving an Ethical Order: A British journalist used the 
metaphor of o virus affecting UK society to describe 
weaknesses in the UK order. She affirms, for example, 
that it  assigns too mony family duties to government, i t  
includes maxims which minimize self-reliance it  has laws 
which centralize power and weaken the citizenry, it 

affirms tenets which weaken ooen debate i t  includes 
conventions which breed interg;oup hostility; ond it uses 
prescriptions for molters best left to personal judgement. A 
sense of despair permeated the orticle. Becouse the 
various dysfunctional rules hang together. they mutually 
reinforce ond sustain society. To live in the UK involves 
both respecting such rules and rebelling against them. 
They cannot be dismantled singly, nor can they be 
reoloced os o whole. The iournolist can onlv assert that 
something is wrong, link with like-minded people, and 
demonstrote her convictions in her evervdov sohere of , , .  
oction. Change in the order depends on the creation and 
adoption of on alternative ethic. Ex. 9.5681 

The Will. A sustainable ordcr is based on absolutes. 
Their generality and abstraction provide the possibility 
for the order to lie right for each person and therefore 
for the community. To live ethically by one's own lights 
and simultaneously to one's social duty 
emerges as a person's highest hope. Indeed. the ethical 

order must embody hope to be sustainable. 

Social existence demands that one positivel\, wills 
oneself to  embrace the ethical order, despite iniper- 
fections in the concrete order. The psychopath is 
\iewed as a clanger because he is incapable of undcr- 
standing the way others arc swayed by ethical considcr- 
ations and is insensitive to their values and to social 
needs. Less dramatic willed deviations from the ethical 

ordcr occur it  people arc ignorant of what is socially 

required, o r  if thcy suffer mental illness of physical o r  
psychological origins. Ethical participation in society is 

fostered by taking counsel. engaging in regular self- 
examination, and developing sell'-command. 

Many theologians, philosophers and thinkers have 
concluded that comn~unal restraints on individuality 
are needed They have observed that society requires 
that the good that is particular and private be sub- 
ordinated to  the good that is common and shareable. 

Kant noted that subordination should be autonomous 
and voluntary'. However, such autonomous sub- 

ordination is only fully achieved by th? existence of an 
ethical order which is perceived to be essentially just. 
This willing subordination is not to a person but to 
rules. It is a matter of consciousl~ recognizing the 
ethical challenge of social existence. To embrace the 
social order with full awareness means recognizing the 

natural moral institutions and developing ones  social 
identity. The creation of an order which people regard 

as sufficiently just to  make it their own is the crowning 
ethical achievement of any society. 

Its opposite is the society created in George Orwells 
imagination in which conditioning replaces autonomy 
and conformity substitutes lor freedom. Such a society 
runs on lies and war rather than truth and peace. 

The essence of utopian con~munities, as Kanter con- 

cludes from her survey, is that they are places \vhere 

what  people want to do is the same as what thcy have 

to Right conduct therefore demands either that 
one finds such a community, o r  that one modifies one's 
wants to suit the community within which one finds 

oneself. In practice, the illFlorence between these 
options is not great. Both seem difficult in the extreme. 
An order requires each individual to support it. and vet 

no individual can change it li~ndanientally. 

Manv people feel that to adapt to present-da\ social 

realities is difficult, and that the self-conimancl required 

for virtuous functioning in an imperfect and unjust 
society is impractical - if not foolish or intolerable. 
A slide into sharp practices, begar-iiiy-neigliliour 
attitutles, and small-scale corruption is then all too 
easy. 

Alternativelv, utopian communities are imagined to 

provide a more congenial context with greater freedom 
of action. The reverse is the case. Those utopian coni- 
niunities which Kantcr judged successful, at least in 
terms of their capacity to  survive and the enthusiasm of 
the members to belong, turn out to require what to an 
outsider seems to be enormous sell-discipline and 
severe restraints on individuality. Her survey of 19th 
century utopian enterprises found that success 
depended upon personal sacrifice and investment, 
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renunciation of intimate relationships, self-exposure. 

ideological conversion, sharing of property and work. 

and exclusion from wider society. 

To recognize ones own will and harness it to  ethical 
purposes demands self-discipline. So it is not surprising 
that modern anarchic communes which value freedom 
without self-discipline collapse rapidly. Put simply, 

freedom like justice depends on eternal vigilance and 

effort. Some rules arc freely obeyed out of habit or 
because they are so obviously called lor in the situation. 
The crucial rules, however, arc those which it is in the 
interest of each to disregard, while being in the interest 
of all others to adhere to. Will is not a matter of recog- 

nizing desire o r  purpose, but rather sticking to princi- 
ples when expedience and self-interest tcnipt one to 

depart from them. Will, we may say, is the capacity to 

resist temptationa3 

Conclus ion .  The order activates and engenders 

lower level ethical authorities so as to  ensure the sus- 
tenance of society. At the same time it constrains estab- 
lished authorities to devising or evoking specific rules 

which are inherent o r  obviously con~patible with the 
existing order. In this way continuity and coherence at 

a deep level is preserved despite major changes in the 
concrete ordcr. This preservation and careful evolution 
of identity lies at the heart of all ethical endeavours. The 
recognition of authority operating within the con- 
straints of an existing ethical order takes us back to the 
monads (GI1- I ) .  
. . I he more people willingly embrace the order, the 

more they can support each other, work for its 

improvement, and strengthen and integrate their 
society. The sharing of moral values allows tor enor- 
mous variability in the conception of the ends to  which 
such conduct is oriented. Right conduct is compatible 
with a wide diversity of political, economic, personal 
and organizational values and objectives in society. The 
whole issue of how to realize values, moral and othcr- 

wise, is its own separate subject and one which will be 

examined in the remaining chapters. Before doing this 
we need to look back over our odyssey through the 
seven groupings to  overview the entire pattern and 
understand their relationships a little better. 
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REVIEWING ETHICAL AUTHORITIES 

The present analysis proposes that society's deep 
design, its abstract order, is made up of ethical rules. 

These rules are the building blocks of a necessary 
panoply o f  ethical authorities. By combining the seven 

types of rules logically, a con~prehcnsive and elegant 
pattern of these authorities has been revealed. 

Social life at its roots is inherently ethical, that is to say 
built up out of obligations designed to proti-ct 
individuals and human identity. Authority comes into 

play t o  protect the order of communities within which 
people must live. Individuals need to accommodate to 

this order and its authority. What we have found is tliiit 
there is common sense and simple logic behind rule- 
based authorities and that, at a deep level, they arc all 
related. 

The account reveals that responsibility for ethical 
authority, far from being a preserve of government o r  
clerics, is (or should be) widely diffused throughout any 

society. Sometimes the authority may be implicit, only 
existing as a regular and expected pattern of thought 

and bchaviour. In such cases, design is not so much 
about introducing something new but about adapting or 
making known unrecognized rules. 

The ethical authorities ensure that rules taken singly 
(or the primal authorities) d o  not generate excessive 

conflicts o r  acrimony which might disintegrate the 

community (G"-2), which might disorient people 
(G"-3) ,  which might disrupt voluntary conformity 

(Gt'-4), which might foster unjust conduct (G"-S), 

which might interfere with obedience (GIt-6), or which 
might weaken the will to participate (G" -7). 

The practical implications of each of the various 
types of ethical authority have already been examined. 
Using the framework can help to minimize sin~plistic o r  

biased analyses which limit, oppress and distort human 

and social potential. Authority is difficult enough to 
handle without confusion about what is e n t a i l ~ d . ~  

In reviewing ethical authority, 1 will (a) recall its 
hierarchical nature and examine this further in terms of 

freedom and conformity; (b) highlight the difficult 
issue of sub-cultural authority in nation-states; and (c) 
return to the significance of ultimate values for society. 

A summary of the main ideas in this review is provided 

in Master-Table 27. 

Authority as a Hierarchy 

The seven types of rule form an elemental hierarchy 
and the seven types of authority, the groupings of rules, 
also form a hierarchy. Each type of authority in the 
structural hierarchy emerges systematically and pro- 

Ethical Authority - Renew 

grcssively from the preceding one. This is evident from 
the consistency in internal structure of the ethical 

authorities (see Master-Table 20). 

As noted in the introductory src~tion, there is a 

natural progression from one grouping of rules to the 

next: the notion of authority requires rules which 
support and constrain communities which require prin- 

ciples which support and constrain individuals who 
require positions which support and constrain iden- 
tities which require . .  and so on until we reach the 
order which supports and constrains the notion of 

authority so returning us to  the starting point. 

The conceptual evolution of ethical authorities can 
also be presented in a reverse order. It is worth re- 
peating the essence of each level and their contents here 
is a reminder. Then we can look at the hierarchical 

relations more deeply. We start with ....... 

*the e th ica l  o r d e r  (G"-7) which ensures that each 
member can he authentic when authorizing and sus- 

taining what everyone deems right. It is the basis of a 
deep harmony in society. However, the order is 

mysterious while people require clarity; and the order 
should he liberating but authority requires obedieru,e. 

Such requirements arc met by.. . . . . . 
*ethical  impera t ives  (GIt-6) which ensure that 

categorical obedience can persist authoritatively in 

society through time. Imperatives, whether moral or 

pragmatic, are statements of moral truth. Because they 
emerge respectively from God and from the practical 

requirements of sovereignty, they exert powerful con- 
trol. But they are universal and sometimes contratlic- 

tory, so they cannot enable ~udgenients of the rights and 
wrongs of conduct in actual situations. This is met by.. . . . . 

*ethical  f r a m e s  o f  r e f e r e n c e  (GN-5) which 
ensure that differing views of right conduct can be 

definitively resolved by an authoritative judgement. 
Custom, law and morality each provide an awesome 

and complex authority within which disputes can be 

publicly resolved. But these frames cannot be used con- 
tinually to monitor on-going functioning or be adapted 
to particular individuals. For this we need.. . . . . . . 

*e th ica l  s t a n d a r d s  (G"-4) which ensure that con- 
formity can be sustained above an authoritative and sclf- 

chosen minimum. Standards are deliberately designed 
to protect identity: the public, the private, the societal 
md the universal self. They are conditioned by the 
status quo, so thev cannot provide authority for changes 
to authority. Like the frames of reference, they respond 
to ethical pressures in society. These pressures are 
organized by.. . . . . . 

*ethical  pos i t ions  (Get-3) which ensure that 
members can be coherently and authoritatively 
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oriented to ethical challenge and change. Positions 

stabilize authorities at other levels o r  re-design them. 

Positions - good practices, communal roles, cultural 
ethics, legal responsibilities, distributive justices tell 

people how society should function and how they 
should function within it. But they cannot help decide 

how immediate con~muriity issues of need. power or 

fair play should be handled. An authority which can 
direct the response to social turrnoil is needed. This is 
provided by. .. , . .. 

*ethical  p r inc ip les  (GI1-2) which ensure that 

choices affecting a community and its continuing 
viability can be authoritatively guided. The different 
types arc: civility principles. social policy principles, 
ideological principles, human right principles, legal 
principles, natural justice principles. These principles 
are evoked and used by community leaders and com- 

munal bodies like legislatures, A c  courts, regulatory 

agencies and political parties. Principles protect the 

community but they arc not unequivocal. Govern- 
ments, in particular. are liable to  over-reach their 
assigned authority. So there is a need for.. .. . . . 

*e th ica l  r u l e s  (G"- 1 )  which ensure that constraints 

defined by recognizable authorities can become binding 
obligations on all. These are the sources of ethical 

power in society and there is no further transition to a 
more fundamental authority. Rules depend on respect 

for the primal authorities in social life. The lower four 
primal authorities, like the corresponding rules, are 

tangible and personally inescapable: community leaders 
(prescriptions), the general community (conventions), 

one's conscience (tenets) and powerful social classes 
(rights). The upper three are abstract and so need 
greater appreciation and commitment: ethical tcach- 

ings (maxims), the law (laws) and ultimate values 

(absolutes). The proper and thoughtful handling of 

rules and response to primal authorities gives substance 
to the notion of ethical responsibility. 

F r e e d o m  and Conformity.  Society needs its 

members both to have freedom and also to  respect 
authority. People must conform and yet they must do 
so willingly. The various rule derivatives relate differ- 
ently to the notion of authority, and have dilTerent 
effects on conformity and freedom. 

The upper two groupings contain the sense of 

authority and the lower two groupings contain its 
manifestation. The order embodies the spirit of 
authority which must be freely en~bracecl if authority is 
to  function effectively in the real world. This spirit 
reveals itself in its most concrete form via the primal 
authorities and their characterizing rules. The impera- 
tives carry the force of authority needed to maintain 

obedience in the community. The principles are applied 

by official o r  established bodies, like government, 
which most people icIentif\ with the pouer  ol 
authority. 

The frames of reference arc impersonal systems of 
authority which protect a community and all its 

members, while mininlum standards embody the 
realization of authority within communities, indivi- 
duals and nations of the world. Positions, finally, arc 
pivotal in permitting the solidification or  modification 

of authority by individual belief. 

B j  considering the effect of the various groupings on 
conformity, we become a\\ are of an oscillation between 
restraint and freedom The odd levels assume and foster 
freedom, and the even levels assume and require 
restraint. 

In the order (G"-7), conformity is positively desired 

by each and all and so freedom is enabled. In~peratives 
(GI1-6) assunle, demand and exalt conformity and so 

call lor restraint. The frames of reference (G"-5)  judge - 
conduct and can decide that conformity is wrong: so 
they enable freedom. Standards (G"-4) are used to 
appraise sell~definecl conformi? and so call for re- 
straint. Positions (GI1-3) require conformity to be (le- 

bated and defended and so enable,freedon~. Principles 

(G"-2) determine conformity and call for restraint. 

Rules (G1'- 1 ) set inescapable bounds to conformity and 
so provide again for freedom within and through them. 

It is in tyrannical societies that we witness the dis- 
akling o l  freedom and the replacement of justice by 
conformity. Tyrants centralize and personalize societal 

power, demand absolute compliance with their wishes, 
and mock the notion of a just social order. Tyrannical 
regimes prevent open debate, nluzzle the press, pro- 

scribe political parties, close universities, control the 

judiciary, destroy families, indoctrinate and terrorize 

the populace, abolish or control the churches, and kill 
off popular leaders and the intelligentsia. 

Enl igh tened  Authori ty .  Our  concern is to cn- 
visage a more beneficent process. The Framework has 
revealed how and why (in theory) the sexen groupings 
must emerge in all societies. 

It is intuitively obvious that any notion of society 
must start from a conception of a coherent and sus- 
tainable ethical order (G"-7). The social order 

embodies and implies ethical institutions of all sorts. 
However, at its base is the recluirement for people to 
embrace ethical obligations and social responsibility 
willingly and to recognize the existence of binding rules 
as defined by distinct recognizable authorities (G"- 1 ). 
Between the unifying ethical order and the seven 
discrete levels of binding rules lie a variety of complex 
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ethical authoritics. Rules arc insufficiently flexible to 
maintain a conimunity. so principles must be developed 

and applied in a way that is socially acceptable (GIt-2). 
To ensure that rules and principles can be affirmed or 
changed, positions which orient people as individuals 
must be devised and dogmaticallv affirmed (GIr-3). To 

assess rules, principles and positions and to protect the 

social identities defined by thcse authorities, minimum 
standards must be deliberately chosen (G"-4). Dis- 
agreements about what is right are inevitable. So the 
frames of reference must be virtuously evolved to 
enable recognizably just and definitive judgements to be 

made about any conduct causing a dispute (G"-5). 
Finally, everything. even the originating conception of a 

sustainable order, must be controlled by imperatives 

which are legitimately imposed and obediently 
followed (G"-6). 

We may describe this hierarchy in another way: by 
emphasizing the key social entities and the possibility of 
progress. 

Again we start with the order which determines the 

kind of society which people willingly fashion and sus- 
tain. The current ethical order is real, and it is on this 

that the moral imagination must operate and from 
which hope must be drawn. Here is where cthical 
design starts, not in the philosopher's study. The order 

interacts with ethical forces defined by imperatives 
\vhich lie within each person and are tended by political 
institutions. These two highest levels generate the 

potential lor an enlightened society. 1-luwever enlight- 

enment can only be realized through minimum stan- 

dards deliberately and self-consciously chosen by 
individuals, whether as a conin~unity member. a private 
person, an organization, a government official o r  a 
sovereign society. Here is where diversity and variation 
must be tolerated and protected. Individual conduct is 
itself dependent on the frames of reference which 

provide an evolving all-embracing ethical context. 1 lere 

is where such freedoms as society permits can be 
defended and determined. In other words. a just 

society emerges through an evolution of custom, law 

and morality in the light of conin~unity and niember 
standards. These systen~s of authority enable the 
improper exercise of power, even bv a govcrnnicnt, to 
be judged and (if possible) reversed. 

Changes in the frames of reference depend on cul- 
tural development. This focuses attention on the differ- 
ent positions as thcse emerge in spontaneous and 
orchestrated public debates and acts of personal rebel- 
lion. Whether change is occurring or  not, the (.-ommu- 
nity must be maintained and regulated through the use 
of principles. The authorities here are all aspects of 
pvernment  (including self-government in the lowest 

and highest groups). The support for government is to  
be found in various primal authorities which define 

ethical rules. It is striking how varied arc the primal 
authorities. They include social leaders, the coiiiniunity 
mainstream, each persons conscience, class power, the 
ethical teaching, the law, and ultimate values (or God). 

These primal authorities, the inescapable givens of 

ethical life. determine the limits of what anvone can 
achieve. 

In other words, the social order provides for a will- 
driven and legitimate imposition of rules. It grows 
through virtuous evolution but depends on personal 

ownership. Although it calls for deep personal con- 
viction, it is built on social acceptability. At base. it is 

constituted by certain rules which are strictly binding. 

The ethical order persists because it protects the com- 
munity while defending individuality. It recognizes and 

manages freedom and diversity, enabling complicated 
interactions amongst numerous social forces. 

The upper three levels of authority seem marc 
massive and stable -the 'real' authorities - while the 

lower four levels seem more flexible and contingent. 

After all, we can make a rule but we cannot make the 

custoni. (A similar pattern was noted in the primary 
hierarchy of purpose and in the approaches to  ethical 
choice.) Although all authorities are modifiable, all are 
highly resistant to modification not least because the 
higher authorities reinforce ancl depend upon lower 
authoritics (and vice versa). But there is, at least in 
recent times, a continuing pressure to modify autliori- 

ties which is often stimulated by sub-cultural diversity. 

Integrating Subcultures 

Respecting and supporting authority tics at the heart 
of the maintenance of order in society. It is therefore 
highly desirable that authorities reinforce each other. 
Sub-cultures in a nation-state pose a major problem 

because (by definition) their members wish and arc 
pressed to adhere to their own ethical authorities as 

well as those in wider society. The concern of any 

person not to  have their interests and identity swal- 

lowed up by society's needs and values, is here 
expressed as the concern of a sub-culture nut to be 
dominated by national authorities. Some form of non- 
repressive integration is clearly requisite. 

Sub-cultures may be based in ethnic, racial, reli- 

gious, linguistic, historical, geographical or even 
ideological dillkrences. Whatever their origins, thcv 

bring or create their own natural nioral institutions 
with which sub-cultural members strongly identify. 
Their members may speak. marry. work. play, cele- 
brate, worship and provide charit! almost wholly 
amongst themselves. Sometimes it seems as ifthcy seek 
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t o  be a nation within a nation. But sub-culture members 
are still individuals and citizens who, like any other. 

must pay taxes and submit to the law of the land. 

The consequences of failure to resolve sub-cultural 

differences seem more commonly to generate horrific 
strife rather than calm assin~ilation or peaceful seces- 
sion. When things go wrong, sub-cultural members 
come to believe that they arc victims of injustice and 
that their identity is not being taken seriously despite all 
the reassurances to  the contrary. At the same lime, the 

majority in society and their representatives come to 
think that the sub-culture members are exploitative, 

excessively self-centred, neglectful of wider rcspon- 

sibilitics, or cven actively subversive. 

Problems of discord and turmoil associated with 

schisnlatic sub-cultural authority are becoming increas- 

ingly common. Although we cannot examine the 
principles of sub-cultural integration here, it is worth- 
while distinguishing sub-cultural and national inllu- 

ences in authority definition and operation. As in the 

case of rules, at some levels the ethical authority inher- 
ently demands a fusion of the sub-cultural and the 
national, and at other levels discrete and countervailing 
authorities are essential. In all cases, mutual reinforce- 
ment between national and sub-cultural authorities is 

ethically desirable. 

A viable order (GIf-7) must recognize the multi- 
cultural nature of society. I presume it is self-evident 

that distinct orders cannot coexist in society. Utopian 

communities that view society as contaminating and 

seek to create their own order are under continual 

stress. Either they merge back into society and lose 
their distinctiveness over time; or wider society turns 
against them and destroys them. On a larger scale. 

fundamental conflicts about the very nature of authority 

in society lead to bloody civil war or genocide. 

By contrast, distinctive categorical imperatives (G"-6) 
and recognizably separate frames of reference ( G I 1 - 3 )  arc 
perfectly possible and indeed unavoidable. O n  the one 

hand, society needs its own imperatives. typically 

emerging from a religious tradition, which the govcrn- 
ment can legalize: and on the other hand, sub-cultures 
arc virtually defined by their sectional imperatives even 
though they have no legal powers to enforce these. Sub- 
cultures cannot easily lie made to be different than tlicv 
are, though their leaders can strive for greater o r  lesser 

assimilation. So mutual reinforcement between national 
and sub-cultural imperatives is highly desirable. In the 
same way, for society to  cohere at all, there must be 
some common frame of reference in the law and in 
certain basics of morality and custom. Yet sub-cultural 
differences in all frames of reference are to be expected 
and, as tar as possible, to be welcomed. Again reinforc- 

ing links between the rarious sub-cultural frames and 
between these and the national frames are beneficial. 

Standards (ti"-+) demand a fusion of sub-cultural and 

wider societal perspectives. In the case of communal 
and individual standards, those generated within sub- 

cultural enclaves are simply some among the myriad 
within society. As defined. there can be no overarching 
distinctive national individual standard' o r  national 
communal standard'. By contrast, everyone whatever 

their sub-cultural origin must expect to be judged by 

universal and societal standards. To ensure voluntary 

adoption, the multi-national multi-cultural bodies 
which define universal standards strive for unanimity. 

In a similar way, sub-cultures should help create societal 
standards through representatives and in other ways. 

Positions (GN-3) are internalized, and so they may be 

widely held in society across sub-cultural o r  sectional 
boundaries. Even well-established popular positions are 

interpreted. articulated and defended in slightly 
different ways by each person, and sub-cultural identity 

will play an important part in this process. So privately- 
held positions are really distinct entities. Public debate 
involves the articulation of such personal positions: 
because only passionate proponents have any influence. 
Such argument and debate affects the evolution of 
popular positions: that is to  say, the positions generally 
held in society. 

The nature of principles (GIq-2) arc that they apply t o  
the nation as a whole if they exist at all. Ethical prin- 

ciples can only function if they are popularly accepted 
as valid, even when they are sectional and exclusive. An 

ideological principle only held by one political party, 
for example, is still an ideological principle given 
validity in society. The same phenomenon is evident in 

authoritative bodies established to use principles like 

the judiciary or  legislature. These must art for the 
whole and on behalf of the whole and yet their 

members generally emerge from a particular back- 

ground and represent a particular way of thinking. 
Often sub-cultural representation is low and much 
effort is needed to remedy such a situation. 

Rules (GIt-1) arc inherently a collective or  public 
phenomenon. If they were not general and concerned 
for the common good, then they would not meet the 
legitimist criterion for being ethical and tlie group 
could not expect compliance with them. However, 

binding rules arc also personal and experiential, and 

therefore sectional. If they are not oriented to  enabling 
and respecting individual autonomy, including the 
autonomy of sub-cultural members without necessarily 
singling them out, then, again, they [lo not meet the 
legitimist criterion for being ethical. People, as 
individuals, will not feel obliged by them. 
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In the review of rules (in Ch. 8), there was a detailed 
analysis ofthe way that the individual and social dimen- 

sions aftect rule developnlent and use. This made it 
clear that the various types of rule vary greatly in the 
balance tliev .strike (also cf. Master-Table 21 j. That 

account revealed that there is room for members of 
sub-cultures to adhere to  their o\ \n  regulations (within 

the la\\), to manifest specific virtues (springing from 

their morality) and to retain their personal beliefs (as a 
matter of conscience). 

Ultimate Values and Authority 

Societies arc built on values. The political processes 
which shape the operation of an! society are value- 

based and the ethical processes which shape its endur- 

ing culture and deep structure are rulc-based. 

Values culminate in ultimate values, and the funda- 
mental requirement olsocietal design, identified at the 
commencement of the chapter, is the embodiment of 

ultimate values in institutions and their use and activa- 
tion hy ethical authorities. It is possible to see necessary 
correspondences between certain ultiniate values and 

the ethical authorities. Ultimate values do not lend 

thcrnselves to being tied clown, so the links here arc 
suggestive rather than definitive. 

Rules (Gt'-  I )  reflect the eternal search for peace. 
Only if all in a society accept the primal authorities and 
the notion of obligations binding on all can there be any 
relief from strife and a tolerable social existence. 
Primal authorities need, above all, to keep the vision of 
peace alive. 

Principles (ti"-2). which aid the operation of cstab- 
lishcd authorities in maintaining the community, 
assume the eternal search for fraternity. Things like 
civility and fair-play have no meaning without a sense of 
fraternitv; and social cooperation is its practical exprcs- 
sion. 

'ositions (G"-3) .  which enable public debate and 
structure modifications to authority, depend on an 
eternal search Ibr equality. It is never dear  who will 

arise from amongst the con~niunitv with new and 
inspiring conceptions of what is right and good for each 

and all. Change has nut occurred until virtually cvcry- 
one embraces and af'lirms the new position. 

Standards (Gt '-4),  being self-chosen and enabling 
variation and diversity, assume the eternal value of 

liberty. Standards assume and demand, among other 
things, a delinition and di-'fence of individuality, 
Individuality is a freely determined expression of 
identity which develops both the social group and the 

members (cf. L'-V: Ch. 7). 

Frames of reference (GI3-5), which provide a context 

for judging conduct. reflect the eternal search tor 
just ice.  These frames are used whenever individual is 

pitted against individual, or individual against the 
government. Without frames imbued with justice, 

society would collapse. 

Imperatives ( G " - 6 )  which drive people to obey an 
abstract and inlpersonal requirement reflect the eternal 

search for truth. Recognition of the deep social and 

psychological truth of imperatives is A c  force which 
supports the ethical order and all rules and hence 
human existence. Confusion between ethical truth. the 
truth we live by, and empirical truth, the hard realities, 
has bedevilled church, science and modern society. 

Finally, the ethical order ( t i t ' -7)  with its requirement 

for consistency, coherence. cooperation, consensus, 
and willingness reflects the eternal search for har- 
mony. It will be recalled that harmony was identified 
as essential for the application and release of all ultimate 

values in social groups (I--7: Ch. 5) .  

Transition. Ultimate values are the basis of society. 
the supreme primal authority and the conduit fur 
spiritual forces to reconcile and inspire individuals. 

Ultimate values enable the tolerance of suffering, 

reduce the intensity of conflict, bolster morality, and 
enhance societal cohesion. 

An ultimate value within people drives action to 
realize itself in the actual social order  Given the will to 
exercise freedom, anyone can do something of value, at 

least in principle. In practice it mav seem difficult. 

We now understand the way personal and organiza- 
tional action is constrained by rules and authority. It is 

time, therefore, to return to the realization of values. 

We must tackle the practical issues in doing something 
worthwhile. We arc ready to examine how people can 
convert values of any sort into tangible reality. * 



Master- Properties revealing the coherence of  the hierarchy o f  ethical authority. 
Table 27 See Mas~er-Tables 18 & 19 and text for further details and explanation. 

Ethical Authority Ultimate The Process of Key Social Evolution of Conformity Unity and 
and Function Value Link ~ t h i c a l ~ e s i ~ n  Entities Authority & its Effect Multiplicity 

The Order 
ensures thot each member can be 
authentic when authorizing and 
sustaining what everyone deems right. 

Imperatives 
ensures thot categorical obedience 
can persist authoritatively in 
society through time. 

Frames of Reference 
ensures that differing views of right 
conduct can be definitively resolved 
by an authoritative judgement. 

Standards 
ensures that conformity can be 
sustained above an authoritative 
and self-chosen minimum. 

Positions 
ensures that members can be coher- 
ently and authoritatively oriented 
to ethical challenge and change, 

Principles 
ensures tho1 choices affecting 
the community and its viability 
can be authoritatively guided. 

Rules 
ensures tho1 constraints defined 
by recognizable authorities can 
become binding obligations on all 

Harmony 

Truth 

Justice 

Liberty 

Equality 

Fraternity 

Peace 

Moral imagination. 
the starting point and 
hope for o better world. 

Ethical force: 
what makes social life 
possible and worthwhile. 

Ethical context: 
the evolving all-embracing 
context for personal 
conduct. 

Ethical being: 
self-consciously seeking 
ethical individuality and 
tolerating diversity. 

Open debate: 
the mechanism of ethical 
stability and progress. 

Community governance: 
what can and should 
be ethically designed. 

Primal authorities: 
the means and limits of 
ethical design. 

The person 
and 
the actual social order. 

Ultimate values (God) 
and 
the sovereign society. 

Communities; 
The government; 
Natural moral institutions 

Communities; 
each person and organization: 
the government: multi- 
national governmental bodies. 

The media, campaigning and 
reforming bodies of many types; 
innovators, iconoclasts, outsiders, 
conscientious objectors, radicals. 

Each person, the government, 
political parties, legislators, 
jurists, regulatory authorities 
- plus academic inquirers. 

Communal leaders, community 
mainstream, consciences, 
class power, ethical teachings, 
the law, ultimate values. 

Spirit of Desired 
authority soenobles 

freedom 

Force of Demanded 
authority so requires 

restrai nt 

Systems of Judged 
authority so enables 

freedom 

Realizing Self-appraised 
authority so requires 

restraint 

Modifying Debated 
authority so enobles 

freedom 

Establishing Determined 
authority so requires 

restraint 

Recognizing Bounded 
authority so enobles 

freedom 

Unity 

Unity 
expressed 
as a duality. 

Three unities 
seeking a 
greater unity. 

Multiple 
discrete 
connected 
unities. 

Connected 
multiplicity. 

Disconnected 
multiplicity. 

Multiplicity 
organizable in 
discrete areas. 

@ Warren Kinston 1991,1994 
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NOTES 

John M.i~nard Kryius clainiril that I w  rcpii(1iatccl custoniary 

morals, o~mviitions .ind tr.idition.il wisdom, and yrt w o t i  
that 'tin- right t i 1  iudgi rvrry iii~lividual case on its 
merits.. . .was an iml'i'rtiint pan of our Jiith. violently and 
~ g r e i w +  hi-ld. ' (From: 711.0 Jlenioirs. London: Rupert tlart- 
Davis, 1949. p.97, 111y italics.) Timothy Cleary was the 
1960's Harvard University lecturer who advised America's 
youth to t u n e  in. turn on, and drop out' preferably with the 
help of LSD. (Cleary, T. The Politics of icstay. New York: 

Collcgr Notes & Texts Inc.. 1968). Trotsky helped Lenin 
org.inizc the Rolshevik rrvolntion of 1917 but was later 

expelled from the C'o~iiniiinist Party (Trotsky. 1.. (1937) 
My I.!+: An Attempt at an Autobiography. Harniondsworth: 
Penguin. 1979). 

The appreciation of cultural forces emanating from rule- 
based authority i> a new challenge, one which has been given 
an impetus in the l.rt quarter of this ccn tuy  by improved 

global communications, concern for sub-cultural diversity 

in many Western countries, the emerging power of Asian 
nations, and a wickspread upsurge of religious fundamen- 
talism. See, for example: Mazrui. A.  A. Cultural Forces in 
IlorIJ Politics. London: J .  Currey, 1 990. 

Smith. A. The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759 1st edition; 
1853 New Edition), Iniliaiiapolis: Liberty Classics. 1969. 

p.125. 

See explanations olai~topoicsis and self-organization in the 
systems literature e.g. Cli. 3.13 in: Roclrigues-Delgado, R. & 

Banathy. 13.14. (ecls.) In~~rnat~onul  .Sy.stein.q Science Handbook. 

Miidrid: Systeniic I'ublic.uiotis, 1993. 

Social orders and niiiti's cqiacity to operate within a social 
order evolved in .I l.irgely unronscious fashion. See, for 
example: Farb, P. ,1/iiti s Rist- to Civili/ation. New York: Seeker 
& Warburg. 196s. I..A. Hayek surveys this field as part of his 
condemnation of the rlrv.ltion ol' reason to the sole arbiter 

in social design. I l ie  tcxt quotation comes from: Rules and 
Ordm. London: Itoutlcilgr & Kegan Paul, 1973, Ch. 1: 
Reason and Evolution, p. 12. Karl Popper emphasizes that 
society is an 'abstract orclcr i.e. a set of linked rules (The 

Open Social and Its Enemies. London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1945). The framework provided here defines the 
inherent assumptions which any particular 'abstract order' 
uses. Note that I refer to the abstract (rule-based) order of 
society as its ethical order. The concrete risible order of 
society is about actual activities and the actual distribution of 
prestige and wealth. Thr  rthical order puts limits on what 
may result, hut it is not possible to predict o r  p r d u c e  a 
particular actual order using the abstract ethical order. 

1 felt encouraged to undcrt.ike the daunting task of identify- 
ing the various conibi~i.~tions. together with their relations 
and functions, by the success of a similar analysis of the 
management of exrciit ivr work within organizations. See: 
Kiniton. \V. & R ~ I ~ V ~ I I I ~ I ~ I I I ,  I<. A n r ~ v  model ol' nianaging 
ha.scil on levrls o l  wink. journal oj.4ppl1edS~ems.4nalysis. 17: 
89-  1 13, 1990. Thr l~niiulations in that paper have been 
revised md uli~la~:cl by suhsrqut-nt research and consultancy 
testing. "Shey .in: i:.'-senlial to appreciating participation 
within organi'/.itions. 

I must introduce hcrr the notation to hi; used throughout: 
Eachgrouping is idrntilirtl using the prefix G"- (G stands for 

the grouping. " itulicatrs the trrti.iry hirrarchy). The 
numerals indicate the number o l  .xlj,icrnt level, hiing 

grouped. So ti"-} refers to all groupw~f 3 .itljacent levels in 
the tertiary hierarchy. Superscript', will lir used to indicate a 
[ ~ r t i c n l a r  group witliin tlte groiiping, such groups licing 
numbered in ascending order. Inr rx.inipIr ti"-+' r~ ' f i rs  to 
the third group of lour levels: i.r. tin- ti:tr.i(lic ur6up which 
includes L"-3 through L"-6. The iiiurr structiiri."- of each of 
the groups within a particular groiipiiig have a ch,ir,icteristic 

pattern such tli.it any l~ r t i cn la r  inner level (the tliird, say) 
within each group in a grouping (the priit.iils, say) has a basic 

similarity (see Master-Table 20). I t  lollnwi that the notation 

lends i t d  to further elaboration: t ; " - 5 *  can be used to 
refer to the third (inner) level of the sreond pentad of the 
tertiary hierarchy. In this c o ~ i t ~ ~ x t ,  (is'- 5 '  j, G"-s'] and 
~ " - 5 ~  show an impvrtant Mmilarity. ivcn though they refer 
to  L" -4, L"- 5. I."-6 rules respectively; a? does the third level 
in any group in different grouping< e.g. ~ " - 3 ' ~ ,  G"-4'*3, 
G"-6'J. This interesting and important phenomenon. 

important lmth practically and theoretically. will be 

explained as we go; but the more coiiililrx notation will be 
generally avoided. 

8. Law and freedom arc inseparable in thr classic and liberal 
tradition starting with die ancient tirrcks and up to pliilo- 
sophers like Locke, Hume and Kant. Laws unavoidably and 
Icsirablv infringe freed0111 in the l~i i i r i  modern utilitarian, 
contractualist, soci.ilist  HI^ Iig.il positivist triiditions. The 
former consider laws to  be priinarily or ahnoht solely to ilo 
with just conduct and unconccrnril with wh.it .ictiial situa- 
tions eventuate, whereas the latti:r ccinsiilrr l.w. also to lie 

used tor shaping society in order 111 l ) ro ( l~~o:  a particular pre- 
ord.iinccl just or  beneficial O U I ~ ~ I I H ~ .  I awh which arc little 
more than organizational objectives ,inÃ§ instructions reduce 
freedom  id relate 111 government in its executive ruler 
mode (cf. G-6': Ch. 12). Also scr: Notr 22 in Ch. 8. 

9 .  Hume, L). h y s .  In llorfa Ill, p.125. 

10. For an extrenie sociological view, s i r :  I'oulant/~s. N. 
Political Power and Social Classes 1-ondon: New Lclt Hooks. 
1973. A less extreme view is provitletl in: Dahren(lorf', R. 

Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Sode~r London: 
Routledge, 1959. For a typical econon~ics view, see: Olson 

Jr., M. The Logic of Collective Action. Sew York: Harvard 
University Press. 19 33. 

I 1 .  See. for example, L. von Mises: "The ultimate- yardstick of 
justice is conduciveness to the prcsrrvation of xocial co- 
operation.' (Theory and History. Tale: Yale University Press, 
1937, p.54) 

12. This distinction between rules and l ~ r i n c i l ~ l e ~  ha$ been noted 

by others. See, lor example: Milne. A.J.M. Human Rightsand 
Human Hircrsii). London: Macn~illan, 1986; and Walker. D. 
M .  The Oxford Companion 10 Law. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1980. The notion of a rule or  l~rincipli i* useil oinsirle the 
sphere of ethics and value - soinething which is true of 
positions. standards, frames of rrlereiiw, inipCratives and 
or<lcrs. For example: law.likc rrpil~iritics in science and 
nonethical rules lor action arc ultrii c.illr(l l~rinciplcs. 

13. Sec: W.i~xl,wick, P., Ikavin, 1.1-I . ,  & ].wkson, L>.D. 
Pragmatics Human Communication: A S I I I J ~  of Interactional 
Patterns. pa tho log^ nnd Paradoxes. Nev York: \V. W. Norton, 
1967. 
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14. The two examples in this paragraph arc based on newspaper 
reports. Ilelm. 5 .  & H.imlin, K. UN reports police brutality 

against U K  lioat peo1)le. The InJepcndi-nt. 15th May 1990; 
and Tiylor, M. I-Iuniili~tion from tile sweat box to 
Wormwood Scrubs. f lu  Weprndrnt 18th May 1990. 

15. Dl ISS & Wclsli Olllcc. Great Hritain. Better Sert-icesfor the 

Mentally Ihn~Iicap~wJ. London: HMSO Cinnil 4683, 1971. 

16. The role of the juiliciary in reg.ird to social policy is dis- 
cussed in: Pvvorkin, It. Taking Rights Serious))'. l.onclon: 
Duckworth, 1977. The Law Lords views were expressed in 
the Gillick casr, which is discussed in: Lee, S. Lim unil 

Slorafa: Hiirnoct, dllick and Kyond. 1.ondoti: Oxford 
University Prrss, 1986. 

17. The definition is froni: Corbctt, P. Ideologies. London: 
Hutchinson, 1965. Useful reviews and discussions o l  iilco- 
logy are providml in: Maclntyre, A. Against the Self-images of 

the Age. London: Duckworth. 1971; and McLellan. D. 
Ideology. Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986. 

18. A clear and useful account of the recent battles between 
apologists for left-wing and right-wing ideologies is to be 
found in: Bosiinquct, N. .\ficr the Sew Right. Aldershot: 
Dartmouth, 1981. The l1N Report is: United Nations 
Developnient I 'rogram~n~. Human Developrncnt Report. 1990. 
New York: Oxlord University Press. 1990. 

19. Wollstonccralt, M.  (1792) I'mdication ofthe Rigl~ts of Women. 
Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982. Mill, J.S. (1869) The 

Subjection of llbnirn. (ed. S. M.inslidd) Arlington Heights, 

IL: A1 IM Publishing, I'WO. 

20. The icIe.1 tl1.11 rlass-hasrd ideas might not play a significant 
part in politics recurs. Scc: Bell, 1 ) .  The End of Ideology: On 
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Uniwrsity Press, 1990. 
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and Moraliy. London: Oxford University Press. 1963; and 
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75. Hobbes saw laws in this way Benthani too regarded judge- SO. At the time of writing, Barbara Anliel provides a regular 
made, common or  univritten law as 'imaginary. Iktitious, column in the Sunday Times in which she expresses these 
spurious'. Marx and Engels viewed Ian's as a means o f ~ l o m -  sentiments. 

inance rather than a \va\ to justice. Under the inlluence ol 
socialism an11 utilitarianism. laws have become widely used 
tor social engineering in thiscentury. Positive law focuses on 
conimand, sanction. obedience, duty and sovereignty and is 
viewed as apart from ethics. Austin, for example, defined 
law as the conimand of a superior who had power to impose 

Hayck (c.g. 1x4 Bk. I I  01). cit. 1271) emphasiws th.n tlteor(ler 
is largely unconscious m d  iinplicit, preserved in dispositions 
and predispositions. My emphasis througliout is on what is 

involvccl i t1  making rules explicit, together with the poten- 
tial hnictlts and li,i~.lril.s in S L I C I ~  an endeavour. 

A sanction on one who (lid not compl: (Lecn~rt's on Jir15- 82. Kanter. K.M. op. cit, 1791 p. 1 . . 
pru<lence. Liinilon, 1879). Positivism is a widely accepted 
approach to law, especially in the UK and USA. The leading 
theorist is Kclscn who seeks to free the idea of law froni all 
taint of external or  social influences. (See: General Theory q/' 
/.air and State. New York: Russrll. 196 1 ; The Pure Theory of 
/.an Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967; U'hat is 
justice? Berkeley: Univrrsity o t  Calitornia Press. 1957.) The 
present approach recognizes many of the elements of legal 
positivism, but puts them together in an utterly different 
way. Pure legal positivism invites exaltation o t the  pragmatic 
imperative (G"-6' )  over the moral imperative, and ex.ilta- 
lion of the government as ruler ( G - 6  ) over the citizenry. 
Whatever erudition supports it, this extreme view seems 
wrongheaded and socially undesirable. The present 
approach also emphasizes that governments are at a deep 
c v d  controlled by pragmatic imper.~tivis even if super- 

licially they .ipp.ir to be in control ofthctn. 

Bhagaiml Cim. (Trans1 J. Maicaro) Harinondswordi: 
Penguin, 1962. 

The uni(1uc position of the Catholic Church and the con- 
fusion of modern societies have led some philosophers to 
advocate assigning it supremacy over us all. See. for 
example: Mclntye, A. ll'/ioie jusiicc.: tVhii-h Rationa/~y.' 
London: Duck\vorth, 1988. 

D\vorkin, R. Lije's Donunion: .In Argument about Abortion and 
Ewhanasia. Lun(1on: I liirpt'r Collins, 1993. 

See the discussion of utopian comniunities in Ch. i: and the 
'indings of K.M. Kantrr; Commiimerti and Communing 
Communes and Utopias in Sociological Perspective. Canibridgi-. 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1972. 

By contrast. much legal and political thinking starting with 
Aristotle tends to equate willing with lorcelul wishing or 
wanting The general will of JeanJaques Rousseau, for 
exaniple, derives essentially froni the wishes of the majority. 
(Thesocial Comma. (Transl. D. Cress) Indianapolis: Hackett, 
1987). My proposal that the citizenry must consider itself as 
ruling the government, to  be explained in more detail in Ch. 
12 (ti-6). align-, with Kousseaus ideas. My notion of a 
pcr.simal and communal will is doser to Llurkheini's appre- 
ciation that the individual inrritalily Scrls freely compelled 
(apart from any wishes) to express the collectivity while the 
collectivity reveals its moral obligations through die indivi- 
dual's exercise or  I'reedoni. 

84. Our  research projects rccentlv engciged with confusion 

around citizenship. John Major, as Prime Minister produced 
a Citizen's Charter in which being a citizen was portrayed as 
equivalent lo hv'mg ,I consumer of public services. (UK 
Prime Minister. The Ciri7i.n'~ Charter: r is ing the SiiinMird. 
Cnlnd. 1 599. L.ondon: HMSO, 1991 .) The Spe.ikcr 01' the 
Houses of Parliament set up a commission lo i.-xaniiiic 
citizenship, but his report turned out to be devoted to pro- 
moting an ethic of voluntarisni. (Encourqing Citizenship: 
Report of the Commission on Citizenship. London: HMSO, 
1990.) The recently established Citizenship Foundation is 
unconcerned with voluntarism or public services hut r.ithrr 
with legal rights. (Thr Founcl.nion> idcaq wv .n'.iilable in: 

Citizenship. journal 4' the Citizenship Foundation. London.) 
Charter 88. a crusading body seeking constitutional reform 
in the UK, see citi'/enship as A civic ideal. Other perspectives 
could easily be louncl. None is wren% l)ul all are one-sideil. 



Chapter 10 

Realizing Values: The Building Blocks 

Designing a desirable ethical rule, dreaming up a 
useful idea, or recognizing an emerging social need is 
one thing, getting it valued within a community, 
installed in an organization, and used willingly by 

people, is quite another. We now turn to  consider what 
precisely is involved in ensuring that values are realized 

and tangible achievements generated. As you might 

expect, \ve neecl to examine a wide variety of concep- 
tual tools derived from the seven basic types of purpose 
detailed in Chapters 3 , 4  and 5. 

Trying to realize new values, so alien to traditional 
societies, charactcrises modern ones. The idea that 
social life in the modern world could remain more 

or  less the same from generation to generation is no 
longer within the bounds of possibility. The values of' 
creativity, discovery, invention, and an endless search 
for improvement seem to be part of modern society.' 

Organizational life, too, has moved out of the indus- 
trial era of simplicity and stability to a condition of 
increasing social pressures, intense global competition, 

constant innovation, rapid technological change and 

unpredictable cultural turbulence. Managers in firms of 

all sizes are starting to recognize what politicians have 
always known: that the ability to  work with values is 
essential for success. After all, work itself is, at its 
heart, about the generation of value. 

The Aim. The present chapter explores the pur- 
pose-based tools needed and used by people, groups, 
organizations and governments. Ch. 12 completes the 
picture by examining organized endeavours. and the 

way they are created and regulated. Vast numbers of 
popular and academic books in many disciplines and 
domains have been \\-ritten on various aspects of 
realizing values. 1 have drawn freely on that literature. 
The present intention, however, is to  offer something 
new. 

First, 1 want to define the various purpose deriva- 
tives far more precisely than is usual. This is necessary 
to  clarify their practical use and limitations. 1 also want 
to  show how these conceptual tools relate to each other. 
In this way, \vc can p i n  a con~prehensive overview of 
crucial structures and processes inherent in all complex 

endeavours. My hope is to stimulate what you, the 
reader, already intuitively know, independently of any 
specialist or disciplinary teaching. You must draw on 
your existing knowledge and experience if you are to 

use the ideas to operate in a more deliberate and 
effective way. 

Second, 1 want to  show how all purpose or value 

derivatives find their origins in the seven elemental 
forms of purpose. This is aesthetically pleasing and 
greatly helps in understanding and remembering it all. 
These origins also provide the theoretical framework 
with an unequivocal root in responsibility and social 
identity, so giving an ethical quality to its use. 

People endlessly, if often unconsciously, impose their 
values; and con~munities openly seek to see their values 
translated into action. There are many different views 
about how values should determine achievement by 
society or within organizations. Great debates regularly 
take place over whether an individualist laissez faire or  a 
communal interventionist approach is desirable; or 
whether grand planning or  incrcmcntalism is prcfcr- 

able: o r  whether science or religion should lead the 

way. Such controversies can usually be understood as 
expressions of either conflicting ideologies (Ch. 9), or 
differing approaches to ethical choice (Ch. 6), o r  con- 
trasting identity types (Ch. 7). o r  perennial dualities 
(Ch.s 12 and 1 3). 

Fortunately, the present task is not to determine in 
what direction society should go, nor even how it 
should be taken there. The task is simply to clarify what 
is involved in realizing values. In pursuing this task, my 

aim is to provide essential ideas as tools which can be 
used by people to  further whatever they think is 
important by whatever methods they prefer. 

Again I remind the reader that the systematic and 
hierarchical order of presentation is for ease of exposi- 
tion only. Everyone must use the ideas in a way that 
suits them and their situation. 

language. Choosing terms is never easy. However. 
as previously, common words like policv' have been 
precisely defined in ways that clients have found to be 
intuitively appealing and useful for their documents and 
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discussions. Of course these terms are used in practice 
in many varied ways: policy, for example, has been used 

as a synonym for each ofthe levels ofpurpose and much 
else; and over 30 different definitions have been pro- 
posed for planning.qt is not possible (and it would be 

tedious) to  attempt to  reference and reconcile all the 
various definitions and disciplinary perspectives on all 
the terms. Suffice it to say that the underlying notions 
oflerecl here draw heavilv on disciplinary and domain- 
based studies, even if the terms used differ somewhat 

on occasion. 

Despite familiarity with most of the ideas to be pre- 

sented, people have difficulty seeing the big picture. No 
existing text, to my knowledge, encompasses, labels, 
defines and intcr-relates the full range of purpose 
derivatives. So, to repeat, the aim now is to provide 
brief accounts which define and identify the various 

purpose derivatives beyond doubt, and to clarify their 
relative positions in a single framework whose logic is 
based in the universal urge to realize values. 

Us ing  the Bui ld ing  Blocks. The building blocks 
needed and used bv individuals singly or  jointly to 

realize values are distinctive forms of purpose, direc- 
tion, drive and functioning. These conceptual tools are 
needed in every community and are used by every 
organization. Whenever and wherever the building 
blocks are required, their essential nature and con- 
stitution is the same. Once understood, they can be 
applied in whatever setting or  with whatever frame of 

reference the reader wishes. My primary aim is to 

reveal their natiu-e, so I will illustrate the ideas using 
easily recognizable examples, mostly from business and 

government. 

Realizing values has two dimens~ons: realization for - 
the individual (person or organization) and realization 
for the community. Organizations have a community 
dimension and are used by people to develop and pro- 
mote their values to benefit society as well as to pursue 

valued activities to benefit then~selves. The interaction 
between values upheld and pursued by particular indi- 

viduals and the significance of those values in wider - 
society lies at the heart of participation. These issues 
will be partially explored here and further examined in 
Ch-s 12 and 13. 

INTRODUCING THE REALIZATION 
OF VALUES 

The purpose or value derivatives emerge from the 
elemental hierarchy of purpose (HI) to form another 
hierarchy made up ol groupings of adjacent levels (cf. 
Mastcr-Fig. 0). I call this derived entity a siruciuriil 

hierarchy (sl-l ). 

In the structural hierarchy, the seven basic levels of 
purpose ran lie grouped in seven ditferent ways: in 
seven groups of one level. in six groups of two adjacent 
levels. in live groups of three adjacent levels, and so on 

up to a single group of seven levels. Each grouping 

carries important practical implications. Each contains 
groups which arc purposive entities, i.e. tools essential 
lor realizing values in organizations and society. 

Before carefully exploring and explaining the 
structural hierarchy grouping by grouping, and internal 
group by internal group, the total picture is over- 
viewed here. 

Achievement is the most tangible expression that 
values h.ive been realized. Significant achievement 01. 
any sort requires the o rgan iza t ion  of e n d e a v o u r s  
( G - 5 ) .  Endeavours demand work, and organixation 
rellects the complications to be addressed in handling 

that work, especially when many people arc involved. 
Neither work nor organization can be successfully 
forcecl: they require a minimum degree of a u t o n o m y .  
Values are communal in nature and autonomous 

endeavours are only possible if there is a general con- 
sensus on values amongst those involved and in \\icier 
society. Consensus enables the pursuit of values by 
executive-run enterprises, the preservation olvalues by 
mandated regulatory authorities, and the transformation 
of values in society by emergent popular movements. 

Behind Ac  autonomous organization of eroleavours 
lies the essence of realizing values. which is the experi- 

ence and exerc i se  o f  f r e e d o m  (G-7) by each person. 
Freedom implies m e m b e r s h i p  of a society and toler- 

ance of the existing social order. Although social 
identity and values arc con~munal in nature, freedom 
implies that each person has the potential to determine 
their own actions. A person can support o r  oppose 
aspects of the social order; and join or leave organiza- 
tions. So freedom is about being actively intentional and 

participating by imagining a different future. 

I n  be human is to possess intentionality. The capacity 

to recognize the ethical order, to  hold values and to set - 
purposes is revealed in recognizable achievements: paid 
or unpaid, at home. on the job or in communal settings. 

If fieedorn and intentionality arc to operate properly, 
they must lie exercised responsibly. The discharge of 
responsibility is the same whether the value to be 
realized is an ethical rule or principle, like respect for 

ciders o r  freedom of expression, or something mun- 

dane like getting to work on time or attractive packa- 
ging. In all cases. the crucial responsibility falls t o  those 
who select and claim to hole1 the purpose or  value. The 
development and careful definition of the hierarchy ol 
purpose was carried out precisely to clarify this rcspon- 

sibility. In other words, the seven levels taken as 
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monads (groupings of just one level) are about defin-  
i n g  responsibi l i ty  ( G -  I ) .  Responsibility for pur- 
poses  and associated fundamental social roles form the 
foundation on which the realization of values is built 
and on which all social existence depends. 

Between the definition of responsibility ( G - I )  and 
the organization of endeavours (G-5) lie three in- 
creasingly complex essential purposive processes. Once 
purposes are set and the associated responsibility 
accepted, people are stimulated to  start doing things. 
I'he first step must be to c o n s t r a i n  act ivi ty  (G-2) to 
ensure that accepted values are incorporated and have 
maximum impact. Giving people d i r e c t i o n s  can 

achieve this. Directions locus attention and can be 
very effective in shaping act11 ities. But their pursuit 

generates change and their constraining quality is liable 
to generate opposition. If this resistance is so great that 

it impedes progress, the second step must be to over- 
come opposition and actively p r o m o t e  c h a n g e  
(G-3). This involves developing d r i v e s  that lead 
people to favour the desired values. Drives energize 

people and, if at all successful, generate achievement. 
But such achievements are transient and sporadic unless 
deliberately consolidated and managed. So the third 
step is to  recognize the need for adequate f u n c t i o n i n g  

to sustain ach ievement  (G-4). Functioning demands 

a continuous and dependable use of purposes, direc- 
tions and drives. This is work. Work needs to be 
organized in a way which serves the individuals 
involved and also wider society - which leads to the 
notion of autonomous endeavours (G- 5). 

One final grouping. the hexads, remains unmen- 

tioned. Between independent endeavours (ti-3) and 
the exercise of freedom (G-7) lies the need to sustain an 
ethical order and regula te  t h e  p o w e r  (G-6) released 
by cooperative efforts. This grouping identifies the 
need for sovereignty and its two guardians - the 
citizenry and the government. The interaction of these 
entities reflects the ethical order and determines the 
potential tor realizing values in practice. In other 
words, the hierarchy reveals the truism that the realiza- 
tion of values in society ( G -  l to G-5) depends on the 
exercise of freedom (G-7) interacting with the struc- 
tures of power (0-6). 

The lull set of groupings and their groups is 
represented diagrammaticallv in Master-Figure 28. The 
properties of the groupings arc summarized in Mastcr- 
1able 29. The groups in each grouping have a distinctive 
internal form which is diagrammed in Master-Table 30. 
(Further properties are sumn~arized in Master-Table 40 
in Ch. 12.)  Taking each grouping in turn now, here is a 
summary with definitions. again emphasizing the 
logical evolution of the hierarchy. 

G-1: Def in ing  Responsibi l i ty .  7 n~onadicgroups 

( 1  level per group) ensure thm ralues can be ajIrmed. 

chosen and pursued in a social context. This grouping 
reflects the existence of seven levels or types of 
p n r p o s e  whose determination demands distinctive 
responsibilities and defines distinctive roles for each 
person. Responsibility must be defined appropriately. 
that is to say in accord with the need for am' person or 

social body to adapt to the actual social situation. 
Purposes tvpically generate activity in their service - 
activity which must be constrained to ensure that values 
are reflected in practice. 

G-2: C o n s t r a i n i n g  Activi ty .  6 dyadic groups (2  
levels per group) ensure that chosen iiilues joctis minds and 
shape outcomes. This grouping reflects the existence of 
six types of d i r e c t i o n  which help individuals act in 

support of their group. Activity must be constrained 

strategically. that is to say in accord with the require- 

nlent to maximize the impact of accepted values in the 
situation. Directions containing neglected, controver- 
sial o r  new values generate change which is naturally 

resisted. Change must be positively promoted if such 
values are to make headway. 

( 3 - 3 :  P r o m o t i n g  Change. 5 triadic groups ( 3  
levels per group) ensure that desired values are installed 
despite resistances. This grouping reflects the existence of 
five components of any d r i v e  which seeks to reinforce 
existing values o r  to embed new values. There are 
always equally valid alternative values which might be 
preferred, each with its adherents. So any change of 
values must be promoted politicul!~~, that is to say, the 

support of those affected must be won and opposition 
must be handled. Drives, if successful, generate 
achievement which must be sustained if the values are 
to persist. 

G-4: Sus ta in ing  Achievement .  4 tetradic groups 
(4 levels per group) ensure that wines tire expressed co- 
hercnciv and enduringly in activities. This grouping reflects 
the existence of four domains of f u n c t i o n i n g  which 
permanently demonstrate values in action. functioning 

must be sustained rationally, that is to say, by appeal to 
values (i.e. reasons) which are sensible, necessary and 
unarguablc. Functioning, which is essential for com- 
munity living, requires and generates work. Work must 
be organized to maintain functioning and to ensure that 
its values serve wider society as well as those involved. 

The four groupings to this point define building 
blocks for the realization of values, and they are the 
subject of this chapter. 

An important distinction deserves a mention here. 
A drive can exist in two modes: entirely for an 
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individual or entirely for the community. In the former 
case, the drive is ilefined within and for an individual, 
i.e. organization or person, to generate internal 

change. In the lattrr case, i t  is iIefirie(l by individuals to 
operate ilit't'uscly in wider society to bring pressure on 

other individuals 10 change. 1 9  contrast, the other 
three forms of building block - purpose, direction and 
functioning- only exist in one mode with the individ- 
ual and the communal dimensions fused. These entities 
exist for society through their existence for individuals, 
and the two dimensions cannot be disentangled. In the 
case of functioning, tin" conimunal dimension deter- 
mines the role olan endeavour in society. Organizations 
can be set up with markedly dil'ferent roles and this is 

the basis for a classification elaborated in Ch. 1 1 . 

The next three groupings define conceptions - 

autonomy, sovereignt\?, membership - which are used 

to control the- realintion of values. The associated 
purposive entities arc endeavours, rulers o r  guardians. 
and society with its social order. These develop, use 
and influence the building blocks. The controlling 
conceptions will be explored in Ch. 12, but they are 
summarized here for convenience and completeness. 

G-5: Organiz ing  an Endeavour .  3 pentadic 

groups ( 5  levels per group) ensure that work serves the 

u lues  o f  both society and individuals. This grouping 
reflects the exislrncr of three embodiments of a u t o -  
n o m y  which enable joint endeavours to he created and 
thrive in society. Movements introduce new values: 
authorities claril'y and preserve values: and enterprises 
pursue recognixctl values. All such autonomous 

endeavours must lie organized consensiially, that is to say 
by appeal to freely-givcn agreement on certain values 
by individuals within them and by those generally 

without. Successful endeavours generate power which 
must be controlled if society is to  remain stable and 

ordered. 

G-6: Regula t ing  Power.  2 licxailic groups (6  

levels per group) ensure that society. its people and their 

activities, are regulated by values. Ih i s  grouping reflects 
the existence of two guardians of sovere ign ty :  the 
citizenry and the government. Sovereignty is essential i l '  
a society is to  sustain its own etliical order. For sover- 

eign power to be legitimate. it must be controlled 

ethically, that is to say, by appc*al 1 0  a deep under- 
standing of what is right and good. Sovereignty enables 
and generates freedom which musi be exercised to 
make social life meaningful and tolerable. 

(2-7: Exercis ing l 'reedom . 1 hcptadic group 
(containing all 7 levels) ensures that each person uses and 

evaluates values. The grouping rcllccts the existence of a 

form of m e m b e r s h i p  defined by a particular social 

order. Freedom and membership, if they are to  mean 
anything. must be exercised imaginative). that is to  say by 

appeal to values which both characterize and transcend 
present society. Otherwise freedom is indistinguishable 
from conformitv. Put another way: only reflective 
personal evaluation of existing values can lead to a 
social order with all its imperfections being supported 

with full commitment. In turn, only a committed 
member c m  genuinely assist in the emergence of 

worthy new values. Membership, with its associated 
freedom, generates personal responsibility. This 
responsibility must br precisely and appropriately 
defined if values arc to he all~rmcd and pursued in a 
realistic way. Ancl so we return to  G- 1 .  

The ethical starting place to analyse the realixation of 
values in society is with the roles and responsibilities of 
each person in society. The practical starting place is 

the performance of appropriate activities. The logical 
starting place is the seven level elemental hierarchy of 
purposes and values. These three perspectives come 
together in the monadic grouping (C- I ) ,  to which we 

now turn. 





Master- The groupings of levels of purpose used to realize values in society. 
Table 29 Grouping the levels of purpose forms seven levels in a structural hierarchy. The G numeral indicates the number of adjacent levels grouped together. 

In all groupings (G), descending the groups reveals progression to more realizable, precise, tangible, or action-based entities. 

Nature Function Content 
(Structure) 

Implications 
for Society 

Implications 
for Organizations 

Common 
Errors 

Defining 
responsibility 
appropriately 

Constraining 
activity 
strategically 

Promoting 
change 
politically 

Sustaining 
achievement 
rationally 

Organizing 
endeavours 
consensually 

Regulating 
power 
ethically 

Exercising 
freedom 
imaginatively 

To ensure that values can 
be affirmed, chosen and 
pursued in a social context. 

To ensure that chosen 
values focus minds and 
shape outcomes. 

To ensure that desired 
values are installed 
despite resistances. 

To ensure that values are 
expressed coherently and 
enduringly in activities. 

To ensure that work 
serves the values of both 
society and individuals. 

To ensure that a society, its 
people and their activities, 
are regulated by values. 

To ensure that each 
member of society uses 
and evaluates values. 

7 levels of 
Purpose 

(monadic) 

6 types of 
Direction 
(dyadic] 

5 components of 
Drive 

[triadic) 

4 domains of 
Functioning 

(tetradic) 

3 embodiments of 
Autonomy 
(pentadic) 

2 guardians of 
Sovereignty 

(hexadic) 

1 state of 
  ember ship 

(heptadicl 

Recognition that everyone has 
the need and ability to fill seven 
distinct primal roles in social life. 

Communication between primal 
roles at adjacent levels is 
needed to deal with uncertainty 
about using values in practice. 

Values must be constantly 
revised, reasserted and 
(re-]installed, even in the most 
conservative society. 

Society requires a wide variety 
of organizations dedicated to its 
transformation, differentiation, 
strengthening ond sustenance. 

Organizing involves compart- 
mentalization and the duties of 
each compartment should be 
designed to be synergistic. 

The people require guardian 
institutions and political debate 
to control the government that 
regulates their activities. 

Society requires its members to 
show civic virtue by participating 
willingly, being responsible and 
acting on what is important. 

All seven levels need to be 
recognized as motivating 
and influencing staff. 

Clear, realistic and 
acceptable directions are 
needed for cooperation, 
efficiency, effectiveness. 

Organizations are quasi- 
communities and all staff 
should be engaged when 
introducing values. 

Strong management 
involves the performance 
of four types of leadership 
work. 

Movements, authorities 
and enterprises must be 
developed and handled in 
distinctive ways. 

An organization should 
consider itself a society in 
microcosm and work on its 
framework of ethical rules. 

Values are constantly 
affirmed by all staff in their 
relationships, actions and 
communications. 

*Poor bolance between 
personal and group pressures. 
*Excessive neglect of one or 
more roles and levels. 

*Woolly specifications. 
*Mishandling the social 
process. 
-Ignoring value pressures. 

*Failing to recognize the 
political dimension in change. 
*Not attempting to introduce 
any changes. 

*Omitting work on mind-sets. 
-Excess focus on operations. 
*Absence of strategic thinking. 
*Poor linkage of the domains. 

-Expecting efficient services 
from government, or self- 
regulation by individual firms. 
-Misunderstanding regulation 

*The government places itself 
above the citizenry. 
=Poor working of the political 
arena. 

*Taking society for granted. 
*Denying the omnipresence of 
values in all social phenomena. 
*Devaluing certain members. 

@Warren Kinston 1992,1994 



Master- Qualities o f  internal levels in each of the groupings of purposes. 
Table 30 These properties apply to each of the groups (purposederivatives] within a particular grouping. The Table shows how each grouping 

builds on the previous one. Note that the highest level [in shaded bold) gives the grouping its characteristic quality. 
In formulae on both sides, l o t  refers to the first level in a group or grouping, 2'1 to the second level &c. See text for further explanation. 

Each of the Each of the Each of the 
7 levels of 6 types of 5 components of 
PURPOSE DIRECTION DRIVE 

enables enables enables 
Responsibility Activity Change 

to be to be to be 
defined constrained promoted 

I Politically 

G-4 

Each of the 
4 domains of 

FUNCTIONING 
enables 

Achievement 
to be 

sustained 

G-5 

Each of the 
3 embodiments of 

AUTONOMY 
enobles 

Endeavours 
to be 

organized 

G-6 

Each of the 
2 guardians of 
SOVEREIGNTY 

enobles 

Power 
to be 

regulated 

Each of the 
state of 

MEMBERSHIP 
enables 

Freedom 
to be 

exercised 

DEFINITIONS: 

Appropriately : To meet the need to adapt to the immediate situation. 

Strategically : To meet the need to maximize the impact of values given in the situation. 

Politically : To meet the need to win support when choosing from valid alternative values 

Rationally : By appeal to a value-based rationale for on-going activities. 

Consensually : By appeal to a general and freely given agreement on values. 

Ethically : By appeal to values which are understood to be right and good. 

Imaginatively : By appeal to values which transcend present society. 

Politically 

Strategically 

Appropriately I, 

@Warren Kinston 1991,1994 
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G- 1 : PURPOSE 

Nature. If values are to be realizecl in an ethical way, 

then all relevant activities must be performed responsi- 

bly and purpose full^. So ensuring and determining 
responsibility ought to be our starting point. In prac- 
tice, too. responsibility for articulating and sticking to a 
purpose is fundamental. 

To appreciate where responsibility for purpose lies, 
it becomes essential to clarify precisely what is meant 

by the term. Inquiry along these lines has already 

revealed that there arc seven distinct forms of purpose: 

five types of value and two types ofobjective (C1i.s 3 & 

4). Clear specification of purpose am1 sensible assign- 
rnent of responsibility (and hence realization of values) 

depend on recognizing these seven distinctions and 

their properties. 

So, starting from the conception of a person as a 
social being who by nature accepts or assumes respon- 
sibility in a social setting, \\-c arc forced to unfold the 

seven-level hierarchy of purpose (see Fig. 10.1 ). Any 
particular inner intention or sense that something is 
important becomes operative only when it is fixed in 
the form of one ofthe levels or monadic groups: i.e. as 

an ultimate wine (G- I ) .  a value ysiem (G- I ) .  a social 

value (G- 1 ) ,  a principal object (G-  1'). an internal priority 

(G-1  j). a strategic objective (G-  1 ) .  or  a tactical objective 

(G- 1 I). 

The jimction o f  purpose in realizing values is to 

ensure that values can be chosen. affirmed and pursued 
in a social context. Each form of purpose makes its own 

essential and distinctive contribution. Holding a pur- 
pose at any particular level sin~ultancously entails a 

specilic responsibility to pursue it. Otherwise there 
would be no meaning in saying that the person held that 

purpose or value. It also entails a specific social role in 
relation to its function. Otherwise the person would 
not be permitted by others to pursue the purpose. 

Of course, people often claim to hold values and to 
be pursuing objectives when this is not the case. When 

others do this to us, we feel let down. We sense that 

they are not behaving responsibly. If, as in many organi- 

zations, such behaviour is the norm, then cooperation 
and achicvemcnt are severel\? limited. 

Effective use of all of the more complex purposive or 

value-based tools depend on people selecting and 
affirming purposes and values in the various forms and 
accepting their accompanying roles and responsibilities. 

Properties 

The present task is to recapitulate the levels of pur- 
pose from the perspective of the responsibility of a 
social being i.e. a person sensitive to the historical con- 
text and aware of their continuing participation in social 
groups and wider society. "['he relevant new properties 
are summarized in Master-Table 31 and briefly 
explained here. 

We have already J t s to~c icd  (in Ch 3) that respon 
sibilit! at each le\cl of purpose has a clillerent form and 

is exerc~scd in a different \\a\ Here we focus on the 
personal re^pon'.ihility generated by holding a purpose and 

Figure 10.1 : The monadic grouping which differentiates purpose. 
Seven levels of purpose enabling responsibilily to be appropriately defined 
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clarify to whom the responsibility is owed. Corres- 
ponding to the cxt*rcisr of this responsibility. it is now 

possible to i~lmtify a tlistinctive social role. This role is 
so basic that 1 will relkr to it as a primal role. These 

primal roles must be taken on and handled in a way that 

is appropriately odapteil to the situation. I am referring 
here to  each person's role .is: a human being (G- I ) ,  an 
adherent (G- 16), a participant ( G -  I$), an individual 
(G- l a ) ,  a governor ( G -  1 *), a leader ( G -  1 2 )  and an agent 

(ti-1'). Any particular communal role (G"-3') is a 
specific developnlent of one or other of these universal 
and primal social roll's. Although people may present 

thembelves as embodying just one type of primal role, 
it seen~s unlikely that this is possible. Some people 
probably do have inclinations and abilities which make 

one o r  other role more prominent, but every person 
probably needs to  f i l l  them all, at least t o  some degree 

in some portion of their lilr. 

Identity in its widest sense goes beyond social being 
(cf. Ch. 7 an11 Master-Matrices 10- 1 3 ) .  but social iden- 
titv is the main topic here, as well as being an inescap- 

able concern tor each of us. Holding various personal 
roles and exercising ri'sponsiliility obviously uses and 

aflkcts [lie self. As each person freely accepts and lives 

the primal roles and responsibilities, so different poten- 
tialities of the sclf.ire enabled. As each level of value is 
considered, it will lie cvidriit that each role iftaken too 
tar poses a particular danger Sor the selland others. 

Overview.  The pn-sent analysis of the monads 

offers a more person-oriented viewpoint of purposes 

than that emerging From an analysis of organizations and 
social groups presented in Chapters 3 to  5 (cf. Master- 

Tables 1-4). The argnnu-lit here starts from the assump- 
tion that a person is only recognizable as a social being 
through their memberships and obligations. It then 
notes that these arc associ.ited with seven distinct roles 
and responsibilities linked to the levels of purpose. Put 
another way, the effective operation of complex 

purposive entities, and thcrclore of particular organiza- 
tions and whole societies, depends on effective perform- 

ance of individual people in these seven primal roles. 

Situated in the centre of the hierarchy are principal 
objects. This fourth level is where value must be turned 

into action: ultimately by a person, even if through or 
within an organi~.ation. Ciroups may control values, but 
action depends on the ri'sponsible individual. So here is 
where each social l)i'ing potentially con~cs  into his or 
her own. Personal identity is realized in deeds not ideas 

o r  words, so setting and pursuing principal objects is at 
its core. At this level, an individual's identity must be 
expressed. So identity pressures determine the objects 
chosen and role perlormancc. People often speak ofthe 
need ' to own' decisions, activities o r  values: which 

means seeing these in terms of prinrilial objects and as 

expressions of their own identity. 

Turning first to the three levels above principal 

objects, our previous analyses suggest that it is appro- 

priate to speak of these values as societal. 'lo be viable, 

one's primal roles at these levels (i.e. .is a human being, 
a tribal adherent, or a group participant) must depend 
on using values which arc ci~rrently rccognizeil within a 

particular society. Here group pressures arc paramount 
in role performance. By contrast, purpose in the three 

levels below principal objects arc- rxperiencetl quite 
dillerently. These primal roles (as a governor, a leader, 

o r  an agent) tic one to endeavours o r  organizations 
defined by principal objects. The discharge of respon- 

sibiliv is primarily determined by immediate reality o r  
situational pressures. 

With this introduction (and recalling the accounts of 
purposes and values given earlier), we can very briefly 
re-examine each of the levels of purpose in terms ofthe 
role and responsibility emerging from it. 

The Seven Purposes (Again) 

Ult imate  values (G-1') are universally accepteil 
and eternally pursued states olbcing. These generate a 

personal responsibility for distinguishing good and evil, 
right anil wrong. This means refusing to lie blinkercd or 
overly constrained by values ;in<l circumstances in 
present society. The primal role is tli.it o f a  human being 

who feels responsible to  God or an inner spirit. In 

today's secular age, one might s.iy responsible to 
humanity o r  to posterity or to  a particular ultimate 

value (like Compassion or Reason). Societies vary in 
their preference for particular ultimate values, but all 

are recognized to some degree. Everyliody has the 
capacity to  function in this role. People who operate in 
society at this level persistently are thought of as 
visionaries, prophets o r  spiritual leaders. Like all social 

roles, this one embodies beliefs. IS society rejects those 
beliefs, the prophet goes unrecogni~eil in his or her 

own land. 

Ultimate values enable the self to transcend time 
person and place, and so are the basis of selllessness. 
Unless a person is selfless, they are unable to make 
contact with a realm of being which is beyond present 
reality with its inescapable sullering and injustices. 
Taken to the extreme, however, selllcssness heroines 
self-denial. Self-denial may become tlir basis for pcr- 
verse ideologies in which [lie self, oltrii identified with 

material needs or  bodily functions like sexuality, is 
denigrated or rejected. 

Value sys tems  ((3-1") arc tin- interlinked valued 
ideas which order understanding in a particular social 
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domain. Value systen~s define the identity of tribes and 
control individual identity. The primal role here is that of 

the socialized adherent. Adherents are also known as 

experts, disciples, ideologues, devotees, believers o r  

followers. Any value system generates in its adherents a 

personal responsibility to preserve and perpetuate it, and 
this involves repeatedly allirrning the ideas to them- 
selves and others. AH adherents believe that the value 
system is right, true and real. Each Feels a loyalty anil 
responsibility for upholding and reaffirming for tliern- 

selves and others what the value system is. Adherents 

feel a responsibility primarily to the value system itself, 

rather than to the tribe. It often seems to many that 
others in the tribe, sometimes those in leadership 
positions, arc insufficiently dedicated to the value 
system, arc back-sliding, and altogether too ready to 
coniprornisc with alien values. These adherents 

regularly call for tribal renewal and a return to funda- 

mentals. Societies contain a multiplicity of value 

systems. and their adherents have a role whenever their 
J 

ideas are relevant: for example, as experts sitting on 

scientific advisory coinmittecs, as the faithful sustaining 

a political party. as ideological elites explaining a social 
movement, as believers developing communal worship, 

as professionals determining practice guidelines. 

Value systems are the social basis of the self m d  are 

crucial to self-definition and self-expression. They 

permit understanding: alien values seem empty, con- 

fusing and wrong. Because we arc socialized by value 

systems, nothing is more natural than to allow these to 
control our thoughts. The present analysis contirriis 
that we are responsible for what we think, but goes on 

to suggest that we must not use socialization as an 

excuse for oiir views. 

Attempts to destroy living value systems arc equiva- 

lent to attempts to destroy people's identity. This is why 
adherents die for their beliefs and tribal conin~unities 
hold them under oppression for generations. Unfor- 

tunately, adherents are always in danger of exalting 

their value system beyond reason, of denying the 
validity of alternative or  rival schools of thought, and of 
becoming fanatical. Such activities suggest that self- 

glorification has developed. 

Social  values (G-1 5, are freely shared needs-based 
values serving specific communities. These values are 

experienced as personal needs as much as social needs, 

and are immediately recognizable as potential or actual- 
izable goods. Acceptance of a need as a value or  a value 
as a need is not always wholly straightforward, and the 
personal responsihilit}' \vhich emerges here is to recognize 
and, if necessary, clarify what each and all in the 
community do in fact need. The recognition of this 
responsibility leads to  the primal role of the participant. 

Software o f  the Mind 

Those who participate actively do so on their own 
behalf and on behalf of others to  whom and for whom 

they feel responsible. A community is made up of its 

members and so any need recognized even by just one 

member is, by cletinition, a need of the con~nlunity. 
There are people who find that they have a strong feel 
for the community and its needs. Thoughtful journal- 
ists, tor example, do more than just report news, they 
relied and even shape social values. Some people pre- 
tier to participate by helping voluntary campaigns or  
working in reform-oriented organizations. Participants 

who arc angry at injustices and feel impatient lor 

change become activists in pressure groups or organix- 
ers in social movements. Highly capable or prestigious 
participants become community leaders, and some are 
the pulilic figures who make up 'the great and the good' 
in society. Such people sit on public inquiries and com- 

missions, serve as patrons of charities, explain what is 
import.int on the radio or television, and can be found 

guiding public institutions, holding elected otxces, o r  
linking membership associations to  wider society. 

Social values arc essential for personal and corn- 

inun.il survival because they tap into basic needs. While 
excessive conformity with established social values may 

reflect a blindness to social ills, denial o r  rejection of 
social values cuts a person off from others in the 

community and endangers survival. The progressive 
discovery and development of social values is an in- 

tuitive and reflective process which fosters social 
progress in the group and enables development of the 

sell; Taken to the extreme, a person becomes over-con- 
cerncd with their own ideas about what is needed and 

attempts to foist these values on the community regard- 
less of the views of others. The danger here is self- 
preoccupation and a conseqiient lack of balance in 
judgements. 

Pr inc ipa l  ob jec t s  (GI") are the identity-defining 
activities of recognizable endeavours. The objects 

demarcate a range of' permitted ongoing activities and 
lend themselves to institutionalizatio~i. They also 
generate a direct personal responsibility tor owning what 
is to  lie achieved overall, and an indirect personal 
responsibility for whatever is done to fulfil the objec~s. 
If  the emphasis is on owning in a direct and concrete 
sense, then the role of proprietor applies. If the empha- 
sis is on conin~itment to a new risky endeavour, then 

the role of entrepreneur fits best. However, using the 
notion of owning and commitment in its most general 
sense, the primal role here is that of the individual, o r  
rather, because our concern is social being, 'the respon- 
sible individual'. Of course all roles should be rcspon- 
sible, but the term is most needed here because ihc 
term 'individual' is often used to refer to  a person 



rather than a role. The idea that being an individual 
implies holding a role flows from the notion that society 

can and must expect us to be primarily responsible to 
ourselves for our own ~ctivities. By being responsible to 

himself or herself in tliis way, each person can exert 

autonomy and nianili*st individuality. Lach person 
needs to  function like this. for example, when cinbrac- 

ing the various primal roles otherwise tliey will be 

poorly discharged. 

Principal objects are \vay of meeting 111-cds, of 
expressing one's value system in action, and of being 
human. Because objects and associations based on them 
enable interests to be pursued, they lock into the selfvia 

individual self-interest. Self-interest derives from the 

urge tor physical and emotional survival, and extends 

beyond the accun~ulation of wealth and prestige. Sell'- 
interest is essential to enable a person to decide to join 

one association rather than another, and to In- a distinct 
individual within a ~ ~ m n ~ u n i t v .  Self-inten-st is also 

essential for a comiii~inity if it wishes to liberate its 
members' enthusiasm .-incI commitment. I lowever, 
because anxieties about personal survival are at the root 

of self-interest, there is always the danger that it will 
degenerate into selfishness. 

I n t e r n a l  p r io r i t i es  ( G I 3 )  are the degrees of 
emphasis amongst valid values or actions tor immediate 
use. Priorities generate ,I personal rc.sponsibility to allo- 
cate value or to assert preference in concrete terms 
now. This means considering and ordering important 

aspects in the situation, or affirming what is most 

important all things considered. The choice distributes 

money, approval, time. attention, prestige or other 

scarce resources. It helps steer and orient decisions 
made about a person or group, activity or output. The 

primal role is that o la  governor - but sometimes called 
more specifically a commissioner. director, assessor, 
adjudicator etc. Because the allocation of value is a 
matter of brute assertion, governing is best clone in a 
group, generically c,illecl a board (of governors). The 

hoard as a whole makes the decisions. Each governor 

has a responsibility to the board to  consider the issue, to 
assert a view or taki a side, to  debate options and 

implications, and to .igree the conclusion informally or 
by vote. The board itself is responsible to  the body 

which constituted it: most commonly sonic sort of 
membership-based association. parliamentary cntit\ o r  
higher hoard 

Hoards weigh up values in reaching a decision. The 

board is needed because a single person's vir\v is too 
liable to introduce an unacceptable bias e.g. for reviews, 
examinations, special complaints, adjudications, appeals, 
public inquiries, and regulation. Organizations use a 
variety of inforn~al hoards (like steering committees. 
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management boards, disciplinary tribunals. policy- 
control groups) as well as their formal governing body. 
Regulatory authorities are sometimes called boards 
(e.g. the parole board) because tlicir governing bodies, 

rather than their executives or secretariat, do the essen- 

tial work. 

The nerd lor governors is mornlous because no - 
organization - public, voluntary or private - should 

be set up without a governing body with at least 3 and 
usually no more than 20 governors. In the LIK, over 
300,000 governors arc needed to steer state primary 
and secondary schools alone. Some people Iiriel them- 
selves attracted to  the governing role. It is not un- 

common I D  find a person serving as governor of a 
polytechnic, a hospital, and a local charity - often for 

minimal pay. In businesses. pay is more commensurate 

with responsibility. There are people who make a 

livelihood from non-executive chairmanships and 
memberships of boards in perhaps a dozen firms and 
government agencies, as well as serving on boards of 
charitable bodies. Of all the roles, that of the governor 
appears to he the most poorly understood. Non- 

executive directors in businesses too often do no more 

than go through the motions of governance work: thcv 
draw a salary and are puzzlcd when the company 

collapses virtually overnight. Governors in public 
agencies arc usually more dcclic,iteil, but frecluently 
behave inappropriately: like adlii~reiits (deciding in 
accord with their value system rather than the realities 
in the situation). like participants (putting society 

before the organization), o r  like leaders (managing the 
organization without the expertise, experience or time 

to do so). 

Internal priorities are brute assertions by [he self o f  
what is most desirable at the nioment. They are a 
legitimate opportunity for emotive self-assertion. Self- 
assertion is required to protect one's interests and bring 

a particular perspective to bear in difficult or uncertain 
situations. However, self-assertion taken too far ignores 

realities and so acts against one's own interests. 

Extreme self-assertion may, for example, deny the 
legitimate viewpoints and valid aspirations of other 

people who are partv to the situation. This will not be 
tolerated lor long and the result is likely to be either 
some form of retaliation or  a factional breakdown of the 
valued association. So the danger here is self-destruc- 
tiveness, 

S t ra teg ic  ob jec t ives  ( G - 1 2 )  are the desired and 

feasible outco~iics which niaximize impact in the 
situation. The personal responsibility which is generated 
here involves developing a sense of what things are 
really like. a notion of what course of action is best, and 
a decision about what outcome can realistically be 
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sought: in a phrase - what is to be achieved now. This 

primal role is that of the leader. It is both pro-active and 

reactive, as much responsive as determined. Leaders 

need to have confidence in their own judgenicnt and 

capability. liverybody is a potential leader in the 

sense of needing to decide for themselves what is to 

be aimed for at any point in their own lives. Parents 
must decide how to shape the evolution of their 
family. In wider society, recognized leaders are (or 

should) be found from among the heads of large 
corporations, within academic institutions and public 

bodies, and in the ranks of top jurists and senior 

politicians. 

Leaders in all situations are responsible to those they 

lead. This is obvious when we consider that any task- 
based group will spontaneously throw up a leader if one 
is not provided. Leaders need to recognize that they 

must win trust and must decide in a way that is broadly 
acceptable to their followers. The etl'ective value- 
driven leader abjures bribes and threats (carrot-and- 

stick), preferring to give willing followers an under- 

standing of the situation and conveying a sense of 

optimism, determination and hope. 

Within an organization, managers can be leaders if 
they really decide what is to be done and fecl respon- 

sible to their subordinates. All too often, managers feel 
primarily responsible Jor their subordinates to their 
bosses. Instead of leading, they may merely activate 

subordinates by pressing them to respond to higher 
level demands and to do what has to be done. In other 

words, the accountability relationship which is essential 

for control seems to run counter to the leadership 
relationship which is essential for achievenient. For best 
results, organizations require both relationships to  be 

operated simultaneously. 

Strategic objectives require a realistic perception of 

the situation and what can be done within it. Their 

formulation requires both a dispassionate appreciation 

of the situation and its sensitive handling. Because 
strategic objectives enable achievement, they depend 
on competence and a sense of self-eflicacy. In short, 
they are the basis for the self to be fulfilled. Self-fulfil- 

ment is necessary to feel useful and alive. Employees 
with little variety or influence over their work fecl 
controlled and sc arc not fulfilled. They experience 
daily frustration, helplessness and hopelessness, all 

potent causes of physical illness. The reverse situation 

applies if the self intrudes too far into the leader role. 
Then fbllowers are ignored, principal objects are 
neglected, and unreal visions or the status quo become 
grandiose vehicles lor self-admiration. The result is 
self-indulgcncc: .I common sight amongst top cxe- 
cutives and politicians prior to their downfall. 

Tactical objectives ( (3-1' )  are precise tangible 
time-targeted results which are stops toward a desired 

outcome. The enlphasis on time deadlines ensures that 
the objective is not merely wish-fulJHment but is about 

taking action in the situation and overcoming any and all 

practical obstacles. Tactical objectives arc about process 
and they define a personal responsibility to d o  whatever 
has to be done. This primal role is that of an agent. To 

emphasize the fact that an agent docs not make the key 
decisions (which arc strategic), agents arc often called 
functionaries, executants, operatives, or administrators. 

The managers referred to above who d o  not act as - 
leaders are behaving as agents. Agents are responsible 

to  whomever has employed them on the particular task. 
This employer may be referred to  as the boss, the con- 
tractor, the owner, the instructor, the taskmaster. 
Workers on the shop-floor often have little option but 

to function as agents; and housewives often feel the 
same. Agents either obey orders, follow prescriptions 
and routines laid down in training, or react to demands 
and necessity. While they do make judgements about 

performance and should operate in a sensitive and 

sensible way, they are not expected to make judgements 
about the need for their activity. 

Tactical objectives are pure means and only con- 
tribute indirectly to the selfaiv} its identity. Here, full 
attention must be given to activities and impersonal 

obstacles while personal wishes or needs are pushed to 
one side. Task completion requires sdf-control and so 

distractions from within or without must be ignored. 
Self-control, which is essentially impulse control, 

enables persistence. But self-control may lead to auto- 

maton-type functioning. A person may become so 
engrossed in tasks that their own needs, preferences 
and principles become forgotten. In other words, 
because tactical objectives do not directly serve the self, 
there is the danger that successful performance will 

contribute to  self-alienation. 

REVIEWING PURPOSE 

Disentangling purpose into levels enables personal 

responsibilities to bc appropriately defined, appro- 
priately assigned and accepted. The ever-present 
dangers are either to hold people including oneself 
responsible when this is not appropriate, o r  to  deny 

responsibility for that which is indreil ours. Fxcept in 

our role as a human being, our responsibility has sharp 
limits. Sometimes its extent requires careful intcr- 
pretation. A governor, lor example, both is and is not 
fully responsible for the corporate decisions of a board. 
A governor docs have a responsibility to assert a view to 
the board, even to confront the board, but the governor 
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is still bound to uphold the board'h final decision. If  any 
decision feels intolerable, the governor needs to dl;.- - 
charge his or her responsibility by resigning and 
explaining \vh!. 

We are all captiles of our social contrxt and must 
adapt to group values which we cannot easily o r  

immediately alter. Doctors, for example, can only be 
held responsible by society for doing what the medical 

profession deems best - even if sutise~~ucntIy such 

activities are discovered to be harmful. A doctor, who 
knows (shall we say 1)) intuition) that a routine valued 
treatment is harmful and refuses to  provide it, is likely 
to lie prosecuted or struck off if the patic-nt complains. 
Thr doctor is responsible as a human being to God, as 
an individual to himself, and as a leader and agent to the 

patient. But the proper discharge of all these respon- 
sibilities pales into insignificance in the face of the 

doctor's neglect of tribal and social responsibilities. 
Social pressures so easily dominate over truth and 

everything else. 

Although we are all prisoners of our tribal ideas and - 
community values, ultimate values challenge us to 

dispute those values we hold to be harmful and to 

engage in a process of realizing alternative values. We 
d o  have a human responsibility to avoid being a niind- 

less adherent or participant, and instead to lie an ethical 

and humane one. To be able to  do this effectively, all 
m e n  types o l  purpose must be available for reflection 

and use. alone and in combination. 

Transi t ion.  Clarity about the seven levels of pur- 
pose and the associated social roles and personal 

responsibilities enables purposes to be realistically and 
genuinely articulated. Hut responsibilitv alone is not 

enough to rea l i~c  values o r  produce achievement. 

People must d o  things. As defined, the various levels 
have little to say ahout how activity realizes values. The 
levels are utterly discrete. Purposes chosen or emer- 
gent in each level. often by different people or bodies, 
cannot be expected to accord with each other spon- 
taneously. Structures and processes which combine and 

link the dillkrent types of purpose arc essential to 
channel and focus activity. 

The first and simplest requirement is for something 
to ensure that values guide those activities which are 
invariably generated when purposes are responsibly 
chosen. This implies a degree of constraint. However, if 
activities do accord with people's existing values, they 

judge constraints to be appropriate, positively desir- 

able, and as enhancing effectiveness. Grouping adjacent 
levels in pairs (forming dyads) meets this need for 

direction. 



Master- Properties of the seven levels of purpose. 
Table 31 Purposes ensure that responsibility is appropriately defined. Each level is a monad: i.e. elemental and irreducible. 

The seven levels of ouroose are associated with soecific roles, resoonsibilities and relationshi~s. 
' 8 

See text and review Master-~ables 1-4 for further details and explanation, 

Level of Definition 
Relation Personal Primal Role Pressures 

Specialized 
Purpose to Self Responsibility & Relationship Communal Roles 

Ultimate 
value 

Value 
system 

Social 
value 

Principal 
object 

Internal 
priority 

Strategic 
objective 

Tactical 
objective 

A universally accepted and 
eternally pursued state 
of being. 

Selflessness 
with the danger of 

self-denial 

For: distinguishing 
good and evil. 

- 
Visionaries, prophets, 
spiritual leaders. 

- 
Human being 

Theory- or 
society- 
based. 

Group 
pressures 

a re 
pararnoun t 

responsible t i  
God 

Interlinked valued ideas 
ordering understanding 
within a social domain. 

Self-definition 
wiih the danger of 
self-glorification 

For: affirming 
ideas instilled during 
socia~ization. 

Adherent 
responsible to 

the value system 

Disciplinary experts, 
political party supporters, 
social movement elites. 

A freely shared need-based 
value serving a specific 
community. 

Self-development 
with ihe danger of 

self-preoccupation 

For: recognizing what 
each and all in the 
community need. 

Participant 
responsible to 

the community - 

Public figures, journalists, 
voluntary campaigners, 
social movement activists 

- 

Individual 1 / d e n t i d  Entrepreneurs An activity defining the 
identity of an endeavou~ 

Self-interest 
with the danger of 

selfishness 

For: owning what is 
to be achieved 
overall. J responsible to pressures are 

' L (and everyone when 
oneself paramount. acting autonomously) 

- 
Members of commissions, 
governing bodies, councils, 
authorities, tribunals, 
committees. 

- 
Governor 

responsible to 
the board 

A degree of emphasis 
among valid values or 
actions for immediate use. 

Self-assertion 
with the danger of 

selfdestructiveness 

For: allocating value in 
concrete terms now. Organization- 

or endeavour- 
based. 

A desired and feasible 
outcome which maximizes 
impact. 

Self-fulfilment 
with the danger of 

self-indulgence 

For: deciding what is 
to be achieved now. 

Leader 
responsible to 

followers 

Managers, 
decision-makers, 
ministers of state Reality 

pressures 
ore 

paramount 
A precise tangible time- 
targetted result which is a 
step to a desired outcome. 

Self-control 
with the danger of 

self-alienation 

For: doing what has 
to be done now. 

Agent 
responsible to 

Administrators, 
unskilled labourers, 

the employer - - functionaries. 

@ Warren Kinston 1992,1993 
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G-2: DIRECTION 

Nature .  It is .i ro~ii~iionpl.u'e that people when 
locked into an activity forget what is really important; 
and that people in positions of power, whether politi- 
dans or  priests or psychotherapists. 
managers or academics anx tempted to act in \vavs con- 
trarv to the values which Irgitimatc that power. Clearly. 

activities need to lie constrained so that they accord 

with chosen values, and arc not distorted or  distracted 

by other irrelevant values o r  the vagaries of the 
situation. To take on a role and have its performance left 
utterly open, for example, would not make sense. A 
degree o l  purposive and deliberate value-control is 
required. This is acceptable and perfectly possible ifthe 
values are already held. Such value-control can be 
achieved most simply by specifying unambiguous 

directions. 

In everyday life, people probably find directions 

more helpful dian the root purposes alone - probably 
because of the way they reduce uncertainty and bolster 
the sense of responsibility. For example, principal 

objects may give a team a mandate to act -but those 
involved, directly aiul iiidircctly. cannot be sure how 
the project will really al ' l i~t  them and do not feel coni- 

fortable with the weight o l  their responsibility unless 
the main immediate priorities arc also specified. The 

reverse sit~i~ition is also truc: it is (Iilticult and contusing 
to work in, or witli, .i team knowing their main 
prioritit-s while ignorant or unrertaiii of die underlying 

terms of reference. "li~getlier, the two levels of purpose 
specify the teams role. 1 h e  role specification reduces 

uncertainty about what will be clone, clarifies rcspon- 
sibility, and constrains the team's activities. 

Directions provide necessary guidance. There are 
always many pcrfrctly acceptable values potentially 
relevant to  any situation, so there is often considerable 
diversity of opinion as to which value will be most 

significant in enhancing impact. The direction reduces 
this inherent diversity as vvell as the accompanying 
uncertainty. A direction may be compared to a trans- 
ducer: on the input side. it receives and identifies value 

pressures of different sorts; and on the output side, it 
transmits purposes with the potential to constrain and 

focus. As a result. eiTectivcness is increased. 

A direction can opi-rate in this way because it is 
formed by di~liberately linking purposes set at one level 
to  those set at the level above. The mutual influence 
between two adjacent levels means that the higher more 
value-ladcn purpose can serve as a value anchor 
indicating what is ycni-rally important, while the lower 
more practical purpose can enable appropriate adap- 
tation. Rcsrilutely adopted and sensitively handled, a 

Values - Direction 

direction can ensure th,it value;. are actually use~l in the 

situation with maximuni e f lk t .  So wc niight say that 

any lorn1 of direction is about m i m i / i n g  impact and 
therefore defines a straiqic constraint. 1 )ircctions bring 
certain accepted values to  the forelkoiit o l  people's 
minds. This removes doubt about bo\v to act; and 
markedly enhances the implications and significance of 
anv particular specification of purpose o r  value. In 

short, thejuncrion ofa direction is to isii.sure that values. 
chosen from amongst those that ,irr already accepted, 

locus minds and shape outcomes. 

Types. There are six dyads which together con- 
stitute the fullest possible statement of direction. Each 
dyad can be thought of as a distinct type o f  direction. In 
descending order. these six types can he labelled: con- 
victions (G-26) ;  approaches ( G - 2 ) ;  missions (G-2+);  roles 

(G-13 ) ;  policies (G-22): and plans (G-2'). Unlike pur- 

poses where all levels are inherent in or strongly 

implied bv any purpose, the dyads prcscnt themselves 
as a number of possibilities for direction. Sometimes 
two o r  more types are retjiiirrd in succession. 
Directions may operate iiiiplicidy, but certain situations 
demand that one o r  other type should be specifically 
used as a guicle. Descending tlie dyads. there is pro- 
gressively more detailed control over wliat people do. 

Each type oldirection lias ,i similar internal structure 
but responds to markedly cliffcreiit Forms of pressure. 

Furthermore. each handles a ilistinct form of inherent 

uncertainty in choosing values, am1 each exerts a 
distinct type of constraint. 

explicit specification OF direction is regii1,irly called 

for in organizations, and it is  obvious that direction is 

ubiquitous in governnient and in coinmunity life 
generally. The forms of direction arc represented clia- 

granimatically in Figure 10.2, and their properties are 
suininarizecl in Master-Table 32. 

Before considering the general properties of dircc- 
tion and then exploring each tvpe in detail. the six are 
summarized below in ternis of tlu-ir function, unccr- 
tainh. constituent le\els and indications lor use 

G-2? Convictions stabilize .i prrson's ethical 

stance in changing circumstances. They are useful when 
it is uncertain how activities can .iccord with one's 

deepest values. A conviction cniergrs I'rom tlu- joint 
consideration of ultimate values (1.-7) ii~id value systems 
(I--6). The ultimate value gives a conviction its sense of 
goodness and rightness sm\ so n~~~simims impact, while 
the value system ensures tli.it it is a/ipropriately adapted 
to the person's socialized identity. Convictions .ire ino-it 
evident when explicitly and publicly working with 
values - so they are needed in domains like politics 
and the church. Of course, all of us and especially 
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Figure 10.2: The dyadic grouping which defines directions. 
Six types of direction enabling activity to be strategically constrained. 

leaders in organizations need the guidance that comes 
from clarity about our convictions. 

G-2': A p p r o a c h e s  ensure a(lhcrcnts' correct 

p,ir~:iei~ation within their community sriling. They are 
useful when it is uncertain how activities din promote 
orthodox beliefs and views. An approach emerges from 
the joint consideration of a value system (L-6) and 
social values (I--5). Those who brlieve in the value 

system are concerned to enhance its relevance and 

maximize irs impact in the community generally. while 
social values within the approach ensure that this con- 

trihution is appropriately adapted to personal needs and 
tin- group's integrity. Approaches arc developed when 
adherents cannot ignore emerging or  complex social 
issues. For example, as pollution worsens or top exe- 

cutivi: pay skyrockets, companies ,iiicl other social 
bodies like a churchor political party as well as opinion- 
formers may feel obliged to define their own distinctive 

approaches to these matters. 

G-z4: Missions unify participants' wholehearted 
efforts in an endeavour. They are useful when it is 
uncertain how general social support can be obtained 
for an endeavour. Missions t r y  to make the endeavour 

significant tor everyone by being based on a joint 
consideration of social values ( L - 5 )  and principal 
objects (L-4). The social values arc ilcthcd to ensure a 
sense of shared involvement with ,ind concern from and 
for the wider community beciiusr this maximizes the 

impact of the mission; while lirineil>al objects are 
clclineil to ensure that the mission is appropriately 

adapted to the situation and the specific people pursuing 
it. A mission is particularly needed when an enterprise 

is new or largr or diversified. Without a clear mission, 

the people involved are in danger of losing a sense of 

conimon effort . They will then stagnate o r  concentratv 
solely on developing themselves, their discipline or 

their tlepiirtm(:nt. 

L-7 
Ultimate Value 

1-6 
Value System 

L-5 
Social Value 

G-2': Rolcs identify the current contribution of a 

part to the performance of a whole. They are useful 

when it is uncertain how to get svnergv amongst acti- 
vities generated I)? different endeavours which arc the 

responsibility of different individuals. They emerge 
from the joint consideration of principal objects (I -4) 
which are dellned to maximize the impact ofan endeavour 

(project, area olwork,  function) pursued by a particu- 
lar individual (post, team, organization); and intcr11.11 
priorities (L-3) which arc defined to be appropriaicly 

adapted to the ciirrcnt situation and to be relevant to the 

concerns of all. Roles need to be designed whenever 

there is a network or system of activities. Definition of 
role is most needed when the expectations on indivi- 
duals in such a system seem contradictory. excessive or 
not clear. 

G-26 

G-2': Policies coordinate leaders' independent 
decisions in problematic situations. They arc usefbl 
when it is unri:rtiiin liow activities can acklress an issue 
with the rcsoiin'es available. A policy emerges Iroin tlir 
joint eonsidrration of internal priorities (L-3) .mil 
strategic objibetivcs (L-2) .  Internal priorities maximixc 

impact liv iclentil'ying what is most important, and liy 

- Convictions 

1-4 
Principal Object 

1-3 
Internal Priority 

1-2 
Strategic Obi 

L- 1 
Tactical Obi. 

~ - 2 ~  
'Ã Approaches 

G-25 
+ 

~ - 2 ~  
4- Missions 

- 

--Roles 

G-22 , 

G-2 ' 
+- Policies 

4- Plans 
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dealing with value alternatives and conflicts which have 

the potential to misdirect or impede implementation. 

Strategic objectives specify feasible results which are 

appropriately adapted in terms of both the situation and 
identified values. Policies are needed whenever contro- 
versv exists about what to aim for. Without policies, 
relatively autonomous decision-makers will work to 
their own preferences and choose strategic objectives 
to  suit their own local situations. The eventual out- 
comes are then likely to be patchy, disconnected and 

incoherent. 

G-2': Plans organize essential t as .k s and use of 
resources in a time schedule. Plans are useful when it is 
uncertain how activities can produce the desired result 
efficiently. A plan emerges from the joint consideration 
of strategic objectives (L-2) and tactical objectives 

(I-- 1 ), the former providing the beacon for what counts 

as real achievement, and the latter providing scheduled 
action steps for reaching this. The strategic objective is 
about doing the right thing, and the tactical objectives 

are about doing the thing right. The same pattern 
emerges again: purposes in the higher level masimize the 
impact o f the  plan, and those in the lower level ensure 
that the plan is appropriately adapted to die situation. 
Plans are most needed when implementation is lengthy. 
complicated, expensive and involves many people in 
many places. 

Proper t i es .  The various types of direction have 
much in common. Ifthey are lo be usable, they must be 
specified in a clear, realistic, manageable and acceptable 

way. All require the formulation to be as precise as 
possible. Any direction has to be developed and intro- 
duced in a social setting. If it is to be effective, it must 

be upheld in a determined and resolute fashion. 
Responsibilitv for a direction lies with whomever is 

responsible for setting the higher level purpose. But 
cooperative work with whomever is responsible lor the 

lower level of purpose is also required, because respon- 
sihility for implementation lies there. So a degree of 
joint responsibility must be recognized. 

The directions ditTcr markedly according to the types 
of purpose that constitute them. We have already seen 

in the brief summaries that the uncertainty which 
evokes each is different. The same is true ofthe various 
pressures which must be handled if a direction is to 
function strategically. The sources of specification, in 
practice the sources of pressure, arc partly inherent - 
this is the pressure f o r  something which originates in 
the lower level; and partly of seemingly extraneous 
origin - this is the 'pressure from' something which 
originates in the upper level. Neither pressure can be 
ignored for long without serious consequences for 

achievement. As pressures change, so directions change. 
Change which involves only the lower level appears as 

an evolutionary process. If it is only the upper level 

which alters. then change is an upheaval, radical alter- 
ation or U-turn. (Change of both levels implies that a 
completely new situation is being consiilerecl.) 

Because direction is such a powerful vehicle shaping 
activities in line with values, a sensitive and sensible 
handling of the social process is essential. Precisely which 

values are most needed is always uncertain. and how die 
balance ofattention should be applied to  the two forms 

of pressure is always debatable. Alternatives must be 

examined and discussed. On the one hand, people must 
be emotionally engaged so that their acquiescence is 
genuine. On the other hand, disagreements or objec- 

lions must be systematically and logically handled so that 
a usable and authoritative specification is finally reached. 

Difficulties with direction arc legion. Confusions 
abound over how exactly to keep people on course, and 

how to prevent their energies being dissipated. Each 
form of direction is regularly marked by niisunder- 
standing. confusion. neglect and failure. Much con- 
sultancy work suggests h a t  people pursue and use 
values unreflectively. In discussion. they are often hazy 
about the relevant values, son~ctimes nervous about 
commitment, usually unwilling to  be constrained, and 

invariably unaware of the functions and limitations of 

the various types of direction. As a partial remedy tor 
this, 1 will concentrate here on the way things go wrong 
and use examples with this bias. 

(It course it is conventional management wisdom 

that roles should be well-defined, that policies should 
be set and so on. But, in practice. there is often a dis- 
trust of all types of direction. This is compounded bv 

disagreement about what directional terms (like 

policy') really n ~ e a n  in practice, and bv diverse 
opinions about how they should be determined and 

implemented. (Making directional terms clear and 
helping people use them properly was the starting point 
for the research that culminated in this book.) 

Finally, starting at the top with convictions, each 
direction has an evident limitation when it comes to con- 
straining activity. This limitation logically drives a need 

for a more specific constraint in the service ofvalues. In 
this way, the analysis n~oves progressively down the 
groups until plans are reached. Constraints on activity 
can then be maximally precise and enforceable. 

G-2% Convictions 

Nature.  Convictions are the most powerful guide 
we have. Their function is to stabilize a person's ethical 
stance whatever the circumstances. More particularly, 
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they l~roviilc a drgrcc ot'control over activity at times of 

major change. These (lircctions, based on socialization 

and including ethical rules, principles, positions and 
standards, tend to In- part of one's inmost self. Certain 
convictions are operative or available at all times: but 

others exist for use in a particular social role. 

Convictions arc rsscntial when activities need to be 

personally and deliberately impregnated with values, or 
when one must tussle with values. Only value systems 

(1.-6) and ultimate values (L-7) have the necessary hold 

on personal identity to provide for this. When activities 
are guided by convictions, personal values permeate all 
aspects of the process - in deciding what to do, in the 
doing, and in reviewing the results. Each person will 
make their own judgenicnt about when convictions 
need to be developed or activated. Personal choices like 

marriage and career certainly require them, and so do 

community choices like wars and social reforms. 

Successful achievement in any sphere at all depends on 
the powerful energies released by convictions. 

Convictions .ire intuitively recognized as shaping a 
person's identity as a social being. They integrate 
disparate parts of the self and minimize hypocritical 

I 1 convictions is an action. So acting in conformity n ' d  
expression of integrity. In a conviction, the values given 

by a value system and embedded in a person's social 

identity arc cliannclled and reinforced by ultimate 
values which transcc-nd the immediate society and 
situation. This nir.ins that a person docs not feel a 

creature of the tribe or a puppet of the socialization 
which has brcn inllinecl or sought - although to 
others it might appear that way. 

To assert a point which will be made repeatedly in 

this chapter, there is no rest in the process of realizing 
values. As the most traditional group in the most con- 

servative modi-rn society might say: to stay the same. 

many things have to change. Long established values 
must be again and again re-afirmed and re-argued and 
instilled in children, trainees and novices. Such indoc- 

trination can only be carried out on the basis of deep 
convictions. The development and expression of con- 

viction is one of the most significant aspects of personal 

maturation. The ability to clarify and hold a conviction 
and act on it, despite pressures From others o r  adverse 
consecluences, gives a person solidity and makes for 
trustworthiness in the cycs of others. 

For those who work directly and explicitly with 
values - like politicians, primary school teachers, top 
managers, priests, intellectuals, campaigners - con- 
victions arc cle.irly ,111 essential tool. Anyone in a 

leadership position comes to recognize that convictions 
arc necessary to get superior results. Without them, 
achievement is limitcd because it becomes immediately 
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apparent to followers that the leader is not really behind 
what he or she says. The leader's exhortations are no 

more than manipulations. Thev l.ick depth, permanence 
and solidity. Although convictions ;ire not enough on 
their own, a person can (lo littlr olsignillcance. and can 

never be really successfbl, witlunit their direction. 

Pressures. Convictions arc drvelopeil from two 
distinct sources: ultimate values and value systems (i.e. 

ideas or theories). On the one side, there is the pressure 

for socialization. However, if ideas and their inculcation 
arc divorced from ultimate values, as in Czechoslovakia 
under communism, then society becon~es devitalized 
because people find that their eflbrts lack meaning. If,  
as in the case of early Zionism, the value system is 

directly attuned to ultimate values, then people are 
energized and social development thrives.' 

Socialization is complemented (and sometimes 

countered) by a pressure from particular intensely 
personal experiences. This pressure, derived from the 
responsibility to distinguish good from evil and right 
from wrong, is what ilrivfi major change in con- 
victions. For example. a person's convictions about 
alcohol consumption .ire unlikely to he atTcctcd by 
hearing about its dangers, o r  even by personally suffer- 

ing a minor alcohol-related illness. Ikit a severe anrl 
avoidable death of a family nu-mln'r d i ~ e  to drunken 

tiriving might well create the s o n  olintcrnal alteration 
that accompanies conviction lbrmation. 

Religious and political convictions, too, arc heavily 
dependent on actual experiences. 11 a person is on the 

receiving end of corrupt practices by religious and 
political authorities, then convictions based on social- 

ization by those authorities are undermined. For this 

reason, oflicial guardians of creeds and ideologies arc 

regularly embarrassed by their debasement in practice 
and are inclined to suppress revelations of corruption. 
Moliere's Tartuffe was banned by the church although it 
was an accurate portrayal of hypocritical sanctimony. 

commonplace and common knowledge in Paris in the 
late 18th century4 

If the lessons of experience lead to convictions which 

cannot be openly expressed because of opposition or  
hostility based on the orthodox view, then people 
become demoralized. For example, experiences of 
accidents in inanulacturing plants might lead a person 

to the comiction that improved safety regulations are 
essential to protect people. I t '  this is not welcomed by 
business or government, then the person may become 
demoralized unless some mi\ins is founcl to do some- 
thing based on that conviction. A progressive society 
will provide an opportunity lor such convictions to be 

expressed, while a repressive society will not. 
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Convictions evolve as the ideas within them evolve. 
For example, convictions about child care slowly evolve 

as psychological understanding develops (for better or 
worse) in a society. Similarly, convictions about healthy 
eating evolve as medical findings emerge. Convictions 

arc radically altered when ultimate values change. For 
exan~ple, social workers with convictions about caring 
for people may move from being driven primarily by 
con~passion to being driven primarily by justice. In such 
a case. their personalities and activities may show a 
major change: from providing services they move to 
insisting on rights, from supporting individual clients 

they move to activating whole communities. 

Social  Process. In the absence of convictions, 
values can only be weakly realized. However, producing 
convictions or making contact with them is not always 
straightforward. The process of developing convictions 

may be left unconscious and quasi-automatic much of 
the time. But when we work with values, as parents for 

example, our convictions do emerge. We are often 
challenged by our children or their friends when they 

seem either to lack convictions or to hold ones different 
to our own. In order to bring convictions to  bear and to 
handle disagreement, \ve must clarify our present con- 
victions. We find we do that in the process of talking 

about them or arguing. Convictions may also take shape 
when writing a diary, memoir, o r  personal letter. 
Convictions portrayed in a modern novel, biography, 

autobiography or  newspaper interview help us reflect 
by revealing how others run their lives. 

If working with values is an occupational require- 

ment. then delineating and refining existing convictions 
must be deliberate. Convictions are to  be found in 
political and religious pamphlets and polemics, usually 
provoked by the need for change. For example, 
churchmen in recent decades have had to deal with a 

range of issues and problems unimagined and unima- 
ginable a few centuries ago: urbanization, gene therapy, 

AIDS, television, global comnlunication, nuclear 
weapons. drug abuse, and the juxtaposition of des- 
peratc poverty alongside immense private wealth. Such 
situations cannot begin to be addressed without new 
convictions. New opinions can be developed while 
musing in an armchair, but not new genuine con- 

victions. Convictions about the present state of the 
prison system, say, require reading, exposure to new 
ideas, contact with relevant people, and visits to jails. 

Convictions feel personal but they are social in origin 
and social in effect. People who work together in the 
realm ofvalues must find ways of jointly developing and 
meshing their convictions. In the creation and honing of 
convictions, an active process ofexploration is required. 
This involves self-exploration through inner dialogue. 

Values - Direction 

Value-workers need to meet o r  go into retreat to bring 
deep feelings and troubling perceptions to the surface. 

Through meditation a person can discuss with himself 
or herself (or with God), and then the results can be 
shared. In the process of sharing, personal convictions 

are deepened further. The same principle is applied in 
setting up support groups for single mothers, for 
victims of crime, o r  for sufferers of particular illnesses. 

Meditation is an inner-directed experiential process 
in which something that feels right emerges in the 
mind. But n~editation can produce false or even quasi- 

delusional convictions to avoid facing realities or per- 

sonal change. It may also happen that newly emerging 
convictions show serious inconsistencies with old con- 
victions or diverge from currently popular views. Such 
matters require serious consideration. So intellectual 
objections to  whatever emerges may be and should be 

raised by oneself - because they will certainly be 
raised by others. Through reflection, it is possible to 
answer common-sense objections, deal with u r y s  to 
avoid, reconcile conflicts with other convictions, pre- 

pare oneself' to  answer any hostile criticism from 
others, and ensure the convictions fit both the value 
system and the matter in hand. 

Difficulties. Genuine convictions are difficult to 

generate: but. once formed, they are possibly even 
more difficult to  alter. On the one hand. convictions 

which are held so lightly that they can be put to one side 
when expedience requires it do not deserve the name. 
On the other hand, genuine convictions can lie intru- 

sive and disruptive when a pragmatic approach seems 
evidently required. But refusing to hold convictions is 

not the solution to either dilemma. If convictions arc 
absent when they are needed, a fertile bed tor discord, 
chaos or  corruption is created. 

In the case o l  some politicians and managers, it is 

hard to tell from the outside whether the problem is an 
absence of conviction or faulty cowictions. 

Convictions, being subject to the magnifying effect of 
ultimate values, may emerge as dogmatism or unshake- 
ableirrational prejudice. Subjectively, convictions are 
always right: but, naturally, convictions can be labelled 

as objectively wrong - that is to say judged authorita- 
tively as inconsistent, unrealistic, or inaccurate. 

Convictions are by nature relatively impervious to 
facts or reasoning. They are a value pressure attempting 
to overturn brute facts. Convictions offer theniselves as 
the starting assumptions for action, not the end result. 

They may be deliberately divorced from reality because 
they exist to channel activities and alter reality in line 
with values as powerfully as can be imagined. 11 used in 
the wrong context, the individual appears peculiar, 
intransigent or overbearing. 
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Limitation. Convictions emerge as the end result o i  

an interaction between imaginative experience and 

embedded group-based ideas. So they are a deeply 
personal development of the adherent role. Although 
convictions can providea pcrson with an inner orienta- 
tion to life in general, they cannot ensure that all 
adherents will deal with emerging social needs in a 
similar fashion. Something less personal, more social 
and more accessible is required. This can be generated 
by moving down a group and constructing an approach. 

G - P :  Approaches 

Nature:  Whenever it is felt that activities really 
ought to be determined by certain ideas. then an 
approach is developer! ly the guardians of that valuc 

system. Approaches make abstract doctrines and 
theories immediately relevant, becausc the/uncrion of 

an approach is to  ensure the correct participation c ~ i  
adherents within their wider community setting. In 
other words, tlicy link value systems (L-6) and social 

values (L-5). Approaches respond to the requirement 
on any theory or  doctrine (or tribe) to demonstrate a 
d i ~ t i n c t i v ~  and constructive connection with relevant 
areas of social life. They deal with die uncertainty about 

how activities can promote the orthodox view. 

Acceptance of an approach creates what may be termed 
a 'mentality' in a person, because the approach 
becomes a quasi-automatic way to think practically. In 

this way. activities in important areas of social life 

demonstrate. disseminate and perpetuate adherents' 
beliefs and enable explicit maintenance of a tribal or 
ideological loyalty. 

Approaches are defined whenever a new problem or  
issue emerges in society and guardians of the value 

system wish to be sure that adherents engaging with it 

arc generally upholding and using the correct ideas. 
Christians. tor example, need an approach to creating 
and handling wealth becausc on the one hand they live 
in a society where great value is placed on this, and on 
the other hand their doctrine seems to suggest that 
wealth is harmful and poverty is spiritually superior. 
Without their own approach, Christians are liable to 
adopt an approach defined within another domain (e.g. 
becoming Christian-socialists or Christian-capitalists). 
Alternatively, they may split themselves psychologically 
in a way that opens them to the accusation (and possibly 

ihe reality) of being hypocritical. The worst outcome 
for the orthodox is that ordinary adherents drift away 
From Christianity, complaining that it is out of touch 
with everyday life. 

Political, professional. religious and other tribes are 
not usually coterminous with communities. But tribal 
adherents are full-fledged participants in their com- 

munity. and as such they naturally seek some guide on 
problematic matters which lie outside the total influ- 

ence of their value system. Approaches, like value 
systems, are multiple and diverse. So dift>rent groups 

of adherents, either collectively or individually. must 
develop different approaches to the same problem (e.g. 
vealth inequalities), each doing so from its own 
perspective. 

The approaches described in this book - to  ethical 

chone, to inquiring, to decision-making, to identit! 
development - can be vicwcd as theoretical frame 
works (i.c. valuc systems). However, it is also accurate 
to call them approaches because they are based in 
general philosophies and personal beliefs (pragmatism, 
individualism, transcendentalism k c )  which are self- 
evidently true to  some people, and are obviously 
extreniist, wrong or incomprehensible to others. The 

approach is generated by applying these theoretical 
beliefs to everyday needs (like choosing, knowing, 

deciding, personal growth) which arc personally and 

socially unavoidable. 

Ill-cletinecl value systems within social movements, 
like consumerisn~ or holism, may never emerge (out- 

side acaclemia) other than as approaches. Patient- 
centreclness in hospitals, for example. is an approach 

emerging from a mixture of consumerist and holistic 
philosophies. It seeks to  maximize the impact of ideas 

like the whole person, responsiveness and autononiy; 
and does so by defining appropriately actual needs of 

patients c.g. tor relief of distress, comfort, convenience, 
privacy, company, and explanation. 

When businesses refer to the need tor culturc- 
change, they are often referring to a wish that staff 
would adopt a new approach to their work. The 

privatization of government agencies, for example, 

require both the adoption of a new controlling value 
system and the recognition of radical but necessary 
social values: c.g. the principle of competition with 
other firms to meet customer needs must be accepted, 
and the jobs-for-life and politician-focused attitudes 

should vanish. For the people involved, accepting the 
new approach means developing a new mind-set - not 
an easy task. 

Pressures. Approaches can prevent the ever pro 
sent tendency for people in a complex society to  
compartmentalize themselves and put important 
\slues, often ethical rules and principles, to one ~ d e  

The inherent pressure producing an approach is 
either the need for social integration of adherents, or 
the threat of social modification of ideas in a \slue 
system Homosexual Je\\s. for example, are in a 

dilemma where\er society fosters openness and acccp- 
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tance of their sexual orientation, because orthodox 
Judaism condemns it. Without an appropriate 

approach, such people are either lost to  Judaisni o r  
unable to function socially. This example illustrates the 
way th.it social needs, problents. challenges or tcmp- 

tations raise uncertainties in the minds of adherents. 
Unless these uncertainties are resolved, group alle- 

giance is weakened, the group as a whole is perceived as 
extreme or retrogressive, and the social effectiveness of 
group members is impaired. 

Religions may generate approaches defensively to 

prevent or modify \vliat seems like an expedient en- 
croaclimeiit by alien values: cf. the Catholic approach 

to modern birth control methods. However, approaches 

may be created positively to aid community life and 
increase the relevance of a value system. (This was 

certainly the spirit in which the approaches to ethical 
choice were developed: Ch. 6.)  Political parties, pro- 
lkssional associations, scientific theories and other non- 
traditional and non-religious ideologies experience 
pressures to develop approaches to  a constant flow of 

significant issues. The existing orthodoxy, the pre- 

determined set of beliefs and theories, is felt to be 
sacrosanct - and yet the reality of embeddedness in a 
coinmuiiity cannot be ignored. So, if the orthodoxy has 
some direct or indirect bearing on a social issue, an urge 
to shape the social response exists o r  emerges in time. 
If community-based challenges are avoided altogether, 
then progressive marginalization of the orthodoxy is 
likely. Some members may loosen their adherence, but 

the more likely result is a split in the tribe along a 

progressive-fundan~cntalist dimension. 

Approaches evolve with time as social needs alter 
with the development (or deterioration) of a society. 
This is most clearly seen in religions and political 
parties. Ovcr hundreds of years, Christianity came 
round to recognizing the social values of democracy and 

scientific inquiry and, correspondingly. their approachcs 
to many issues altered. Ovcr decades, die left-wing 

political parties have slowly modified their approach to 

ccononiic management. A revolution in approach takes 
place when a new value system with its distinctive ideas 
is adopted. A politician who switches parties starts 
espousing new ways of handling ntanv issues in society. 
I i i  the same way, if a businessntan becomes deeply 
religious, his approach to management may well change 
greatly. 

Approaches generallv gv to the fundanientals: in 
society - the economy, crime, war: in businesses 

efficiency, quality, customers. The absence of an 
approach where it is needed leads to a weakening of 
socialization, a confusion about what is important, 
malfunction in the domain, and conllict within society. 

The approach may lie missing because a suitable value 
system (i.e. theory) is lacking. Radically new approaches 
require detailed investigation and better ideas, a course 
whose pursuit usually awaits the unambiguous failure of 
existing approaches. 

Quality in l i r~ns  is a case in point. Any approach to 
ensure quality, for example, must be based on a set of 

ideas that credibly define what quality is and how 
quality can be achieved, and then relate this to a firm's 

needs and existing values. Until recently, it seemed that 
quality depcndccl on endless exhortations from 
managers to shop-floor workers to do better. Total 

quality management ('I'QM) is a recent better theory 

stemming From the work of Demiiig and others whose 
valued ideas include: customer sensitivity, clarity of 

role and purpose, improved management systems, 
interdepartmental cooperation, problem identification, 

stafl' empowerment to prevent and solve problems, 
statistical control of processes, and the notion that 
improving quality s.ives money. When TQM is adapted 
to the needs of a particular industry ancl firm. it 

becontes an approach. Of course, stall are rarelv 
adherents to the ideas, so adoption of TQhl is easier 
said than done." 

When old approaches fail, the usual response is to 
redouble the pressure, become more controlling, per- 
haps introduce incentives o r  punishments, and slowly 
create an artilk'ial world sometimes permeated by 

covert and smouldering fear and hate. Devising new 
approaches is more constructive. Denting, for 

pie, saw that the slogans ancl targets approach to quality 

denied management's responsibility and exhausted 

vulnerable shop-Hour workers who were already cloing 
the best they coulil. Siniilarly, Freud over-turned the 
then popular approach to neuroses, when he rccog- 
nized how counter-productive exhorting and lecturing 
was and valued instead the understanding of inner 

dilemmas. By analysing inner experiences and stead- 
fastly refusing to pressurize people, he created a new 

psycho-dynamic approach to therapy which has given 

rise to an enornlous variety of methods and stimulated 
the creation of other useful approaches. 

Social Process. Attempts to direct people to act in 
accord with beliefs and theories are the stuti of social 

life. Priests sermonize in church, lecturers teach in 
seminar groups, speakers address rallieh, parents bring 
children into line. politicians appeal to the nation, 
campaigners write leaflets. Manv group activities in 
management training, church work, professional 

meetings and psychotherapy arc about exploring ancl 
insisting upon a particular approach. 

In all such situations, the aim is twofold. O n  the one 
hand, there is a wish by guardians of the theory, or tribal 



leaders. to  instruct. People must learn about the 
approach. They niust understand what the relevant 

social issues and needs are, and how the value system is 

pertinent to  these. They must be encouraged to 
criticize and raise objections, to which, however, a 

ready coherent response should ahvays be available. On 
the other hand, people must also, usually simul- 
taneously, be emotionally to agree to the 

approach. 

Applying moral pressure works best i f  the receiver 

shares the value premises of the exhorter. The less the 

congruence between the approach and the recipient's 
ideas and values, the more alien and objectionable the 

exhortation seems. The greater the congruence, the 

more reasonable. I f  value alignment is near complete, 
the receiver enjoys and adopts the approach. and 

conimends it to others. 

Firms need approaches to introduce new ideas or 

ideologies, e.g. perl'orinance-relatcd pay in a public 

sector agency or TQM in a business. The idea or  ideo- 
logy threatens the staff (as an internal coiiununity) and 
they show resistance and reactions more intense than 
those generated by new posts, new systems or new 
plans. The approach must be designed to explain the 
ideas in a way that accommodates to the existing social 
values and heads oft the resistance by indicating the 
need tor the ideas. Getting staff to adopt and adapt new 
ideas and use them automatically in their everyday 

activities is ditficult. Success does not come from 

training staff in new skills o r  imposing a policy. Value 

change of this sort requires more dedication, deter- 
mination and education. The ideas must lie carefully 
validated and skilfully adapted. Improvements should 
lie convincingly instigated and demonstrated. Once 

there is widespread recognition that the approach \vill 
not be a fad and that it really does have value, then 

people become determined t o  preserve it and seek to 
educate newcomers in it. 

Difficulties. Approaches, like theories and ideo- 

logies, are often produced by people of conviction. 
They can be emphasized and supported with such zeal 
that they disrupt rather than assist. New approaches, 

while not as difficult to  develop as new convictions, also 
touch on the bedrock of a persons socialization. and 
potentially challenge existing beliefs and conventions. 
However great the need for an approach, it must be 

developed and introduced with sensitivity and caution 

if uncontrollable opposition is nut to be evoked. 

Approaches, like value systems, are diverse. 
Difficulties in reconciling the variety may emerge. A 
range of approaches based on radically different doc- 
trines - biomedical, psychoanalytical. behavioural- 
offer themselves in the therapy of mental illnesses and 
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bchavioural disorders. Sometimes pursuing just one is 
preferable, son~etinies a judicious mixture is best for 

the patient or client. Imposing a single approach to 
management in large organizations - quality-based, 

technocratic, computerization, pragmatist and so on 
- is rarely productive. Instead different aspects o l  the 
organizatiun and clill'erent domains and disciplines 
require cliflkrent approaches.' 

Limitat ion.  An approach enables an idea, doctrine, 
Irainework or theory to be socially applied and used. It 

directs adherents in their accommodation to the 
community and so, like convictions, primarily focuses 

on the identity of people and groups. However, many 

activities which require to be influenced by values take 
place within bounded endeavours - projects o r  
organizations - with a litk and identity of their own. 
Such endeavours impinge on us as outsiders or we serve 

them as insiders. So some direction is needed to ensure 

that an endeavour recognizes and is constrained bv 

values held by people who are directly affected or  
potentially committed. For this we must move down a 
group to define a mission. 

G-24: Missions 

Nature.  A principal object provides for an internal 
value consensus on uhich acthities lie within the 
boundaries of a worthwhile endeavour. On their own, 

principal objects (L-4) suffer from being inward- 
looking and quasi-legalistic. Social values provide for a 

value consensus crossing organizational, institutional 

and theoretical boundaries, and tap into the identity of 
the wider con~n~unity and its needs. On their own, 
social values (L-5) suffer Srom being too encompassing 

and non-specific. Taken together, however, the 
deficiencies of widely shared values and tightly defined 
objects cancel out. The result is a powerful conscnsus- 

promoting, resource-producing, enthusiasm-generating 

and identity-developing direction which may be called 
a mission. Thefunction of a mission is to unify parti- 

cipants' wholehearted etl'orts in an endeavour. 

A mission conceives any endeavour to  be a unified 
entity within a social context from which it draws 
resources. It is used to ensure that anv purpose o r  
activity within the endeavour is in accord with o r  finds 
a point of reference in values which are both internal 
and essential to the endeavour, and also externally 

widely endorsed. 'Ihe mission engages the support of 
those involved in the endeavour, and recognizes that 
they also experience themselves as part of a wider 
community. It also serves to reassure. in a general way, 
those who are not immeilia~ely part o r  the endeavour 
but are atlcctcd directly or tangentially. So missions deal 
with the uncertainty about how to get social support. 
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l i )  harness efforts effectively, a mission should be 
specified to provide long-term stability. Objects likely 

to be temporary or which are aspirational arc 
out ofplace. Although missions sometimes seem to be 
replete with what evi~rylxxly already knows, unless and 
until these values arr stated, nobo(lv does seem to know 

what an endeavour or project is about. So the absence 
of a niission weakens organizations internally and 

externally. 

The function ofa niission is met if any and every type 
of activity pursued falls within it and recognizably 
serves values in the community. Missions need to be 
altered periodically to take account of shifts in social 
values and alterations in the activities being pursued. 

Such modifications need to be handled with care. 

Disturbing the twin pillars of stability and consensus 

created by a mission should not be undertaken lightly. 

Missions may lie fornialized as constitutions. The 

main activities and structure of associations and com- 
panies are often enshrined in a legal constitution, some- 
times called a charter. This document frequently 
includes a statement of those values that explain the 

significance of the body in wider society. Within the 
executive or employee body, the needed direction is 

often produced infor~iiiilly as a 'mission statement'. For 

example, die management of mental illness can only be 
developed successfully by a public hospital if it is clear 
what the relevant community values arc and what 
specific services are to lie provided.8 Departments, 
functions and ot l~er  nnluring services within an 
organization generally kcnelit from clarity about their 
mission, especially i t  they .ire new. 

The mission is appealed to when uncertainty 
emerges about whether or not a particular activity is 
properly part of the enterprise. Without an explicit 
mission, voluntary organizations may drift from activity 
to activity, or become so trapped in a regular grind that 
innovations are rejected out of hand. In one voluntary 
social work agency, for example, case work had become 

the norm and a new Assistant Director encountered 
intense resistance t o  the introduction of communiv- 

centred support. Putting effort into community work 
only became possililr when the agency's governing 
council ruled decisively that their mission was relief of 
social distress and provision of aid to disadvantaged 

families -not a particular method of work. 

Pressures. I h e  inhc~ent pressure when defining a 
mission lies in the need lor an identity which embraces 

certain distinctive activities. Returning to Ac  example 
o l  mental illness services, it is evident that the precise 

types ol" .service appropriate in a publicly Funded hos- 
pital may well difler from those appropriate to  a private 
hospital. To reduce constraints, objects may be defined 

with a wide scope. 1lowever, if the scope is too wide, a 
mission lacks specificity and gives no ~lirrrtion at all. At 

the extreme, firms have been known to produce mis- 
sion statements which arc totally devoid of any refer- 
ence to specific work. They ivt>r vagiiely to 'making 
profits' or 'producing excellence via leadership and 
strategy'. Such imprecision has the potential to confuse 

staf f  and diffuse their e lhr ts .  At the top of a business, 
vagueness fosters mi~itlless tliversil'ication. 

The other pressure contributing to the specification 
of any mission comes from popular demands and social 
concerns in the surrounding coininunity. These values 
must be recognized and incorporated to  ensure the 

enterprise can recruit employees. Find clients, be 
acceptable to suppliers and generally thrive without 

harassment. The values in a mission should be reassuring, 

not radical. In the UK, for example, values like respect 

for people. high quality products, efficiency, and safety 
are generally felt to be relevant to businesses even if 
they are not always observed. People in a firm may 
differ greatly in what they do, but they are liniited by 
these values in their doing of it. llsuch values are exces- 
sively neglected o r  ignored, discontent and even anta- 

gotiism are liable to be provoked from within the firm. 

Missions evolve as the key activities bcconle niodi- 

ficd, perhaps by market demands or hy technological 
developments. A niission may need to be change11 
radically if key social values alter. Indeavours then 
undergo a revolution. For example, when the social 
value of infornicd debate replaces the value of support- 
ing the regime, newspapers become (luile dillerent in 

content as well as approach; in a similar way, the emer- 

ging social value of care within the community has led 
to the transformation of mental illness services - 
including hospital closures, staff rc-training, and direct 
handling of community prejudices. 

Social Process .  Quite apart from any legal ncccs- 
sity. an organization requires a niission which people 
can understand and with which they can identify. 

Ensuring that a mission is developed is the task of the 
leadership. But a mission really needs to be freely 

adopted and willingly used by those who are expected 
to accept its direction. The only way to produce this 
state is to ensure full involvement. So, although top 

management may be responsible lor producing a 
mission. means niust be lbuinl to get suggestions and 
criticism from staff at all levels. lncorlioratiiig these 
ideas, together with widespread consultation on drafts, 

can then eventually produce something which has 

substance and validity. 

Participants in any eiitcrprisr unconsciously see 
themselves in two roles corresponding to the two types 
of purpose: as association meinlx*rs, partners or 
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employees (hoping to benefit from the principal 
objects) and as community members o r  representative 

citizens, often themselves users o r  customers (hoping 
to benefit from the social values). Each of these roles is 

emotionally signilicaiit and potentially supports the 
othcr. Their combined activation is the basis for a 

person giving wholcheartccl assent to any n~ission. In 
the case of large organizations, there is also the need to 
view staff as a quasi-com~iiunity with its ow11 social 
values - which arc naturally a sub-sct of those within 

the wider community. 

Participants who have objections to  the mission, or 
arc alienated for sonic other reason, may focus on their 

own work to the disadvantage of the wider endeavour. - 
But the very nature of a mission requires that all work- 
ing to it must be included if at all possible. So objectors 
must be dealt with in a sensible fashion. In a large enter- 

prise, the public relations division has a task to help 
general managers reach statY who have distanced them- 
selves o r  become disconnected. If these involving 
tactics fail, then some form of deliberate exclusion is 

required c.g. hy replacing or  transferring statY, by 
selling the division to an outsider o r  to  the disaffected 

managers, by setting up a separate subsidiary. There can 

be no place in an  organimtion lor anyone who does not 
subscribe to a well-chosen and realistic mission. The 
alternative would lie to allow incoherence and frag- 
mentation or the creation of organizations within an 

organization. 

Difficulties. Problems in developing and using a 
mission are legion. One problem is the tendency to 

treat the whole exercise as a way of manipulating 
people rather th,in as '1 serious attempt to integrate and 
engage people. Too commonly, a mission exists as a 
formality with the social values neglected and the 
principal objects weakly understood and haphazardly 
pursued. In many firms, social values function as 
vacuous and vaporous attempts by public relations 

experts to create a glossy image which has little or no 

substance in practice. Difficulties arise when an enter- 
prise lets itself become alienated from the wider com- 

munity. Top management may contribute by viewing 
emerging social values as something to be resisted, 
failing to  recognize that their own staff take community 
opinions and the new needs seriously. 

Even missions specified with the best of intentions 

are son~ctimes no more than a list of worthy virtues and 
aspirations (social values) and so create no more than a 
nod of routine recognition. At another extreme, the 
mission is suitable but so legalistic that no one can 
understand or usu it. 

It is precisely because missions are so significant and 
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encompassing that disruptive elements within an 
organization may be tempted to use them for their own 

purposes. Membersliip-ccntrcbd organizations and poli- 
tical and religious groups, for rxa~iiple, are particularly 
vulnerable. Once established over some years, any 

organization represents a signilicani resource of people, 
money, good-will and facilities. Activists perceive that 
altering a Iew sentences in the formal mission can 
completely change the body's operatic~n and style of 
working, Engineering such a hijack by infiltrating key 
committees is far easier than setting up a new separate 
organization. 

Limitat ion.  The mission indicates what people 

generally seek when joining and forwarding an endea- 
vour. However, it docs not give any direction as to how 
any particular individual should operate to support the 

endeavour, o r  how necessary interactions between 

endeavours pursued by individuals should be co- 
ordinatcd. To promote cooperation and manage con- 
diet during joint effort, people need the direction 
provided by an agreed role. 

G-2=: Roles 

Nature .  It is necessary to distinguish between what 
the endeavour of an individual (organization, person. 
government &c) is about and how generally it should lit 
in with othcr work in tht* relevant network. The 

endeavour (project, Function, type of work &c) is 
defined by the principal object while the mode of Tit is 
its r o k 9  Roles are therefore based on  principal objects 

(L-4) but contain something more: a statement of 
priorities (L-3) which make the objects relevant to the 
greater whole at a particular point in time. 

Here are some examples where clarity of role might 
be essential to  guide stall: the role of exporting in a 
small expanding business, the role of research in a 

hospital, the role of commercial sales in a voluntary 
organization, the role of public relations in a govern- 

ment agency. Guidance is needed because 'iuch endea- 
vours. inin~cdiately and in the future, inevitably involve 
or impinge upon other efforts in the overall enterprise. 

Everybody involved needs to know what the specific 
endeavours - exporting, research, commercial sales, 
public relations - arc about i.e. the principal objects; 
and also where attention, emphasis, time and money 

will be placed in pursuing these i.e. the priorities. 

Clarifying the role in this way ciiiiblcs specific con- 
tributions to be inter-connected and related to  a total 
and joint effort. in short: till; function of a role is to 
identity the current contribution o l  a part to the 
performance of a whole. By (lelhiing all roles well, 
performance can be maximizetl. 



An agreed role both constrains and guides people in 
dealing with each other. Roles facilitate interaction, 

increase synergy and reduce niisundcrstandings. 
Explicit definition and assertion of a role arc essential 

when different endeavours or individuals necd co- 
ordination because they impinge on each other. Ifrolcs 
in a network defined by an organization or  inter- 

organizational endeavour are not clear, then inter- 

actions between individuals are unlikely to  maximize 

overall performance. Roles within an organization or  
strategic business alliance may be tightly structured, 
but the network in community developments - 
including, perhaps, voluntary bodies, local govern- 
ment, public agencies, businesses. and citizen action 
groups - is necessarily far looser. 

Pressures. The definition of any role is influenced 

by pressures, again from two distinct sources. First, the 
role must be based in the functions which have to be 
performed. Functional responsibilities are inherent in 
the position of any endeavour o r  individual in a net- 
work: e.g. a personnel department cannot avoid 
addressing issues of pay, an environmental pressure 
group cannot abandon its concern about pollution, a 

head of department cannot ignore leadership work. 

The functions of component parts flow from an analysis 
of what is required for effective performance of the 
niission of the entire system. Managers have been 
known to forget their function and define their role in 

terms of activities like attending certain meetings, 
liaising with other organizations, participating in teams 
and so on. Rut then the questions begged are: why are 

these activities needed? and what is the manager being 

paid t o  do in those n~eetings, liaisons and teams? and 
how should others respond? So role is primarily a 

matter of function not action. (Lack of clarity on this 
point is often at the root of serious management 
problems.) 

The second pressure when defining a role is to 
ensure that it meets relational requirenients. Handling 
relationships is essential when individuals pursue their 

own endeavours as part o l a  larger endeavour involving 
a network of others. Development of a proposed new 

role means deciding priorities for action and this 
involves recognizing existing directions and values 

which are held and pursued by others and die endea: 
vour as a whole. Relationships must be handled 
sensitively and diplomatically in these terms. Ilroles arc 
defined or  thoughtlessly installed without appreciating 

existing endeavours and work relationships, then 

conflicts and territorial disputes arc liable to develop 
and become institutionalized. This scenis to be a 
particular problem in the higher reaches of government 
bureaucracies and in the headquarters organizations of 
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giant corporations. In these stratospheric realnis, roles 
and teams proliferate with abstract titles, while those 

involved cannot clearly say what they arc about o r  how 
the! produce synergy 

A danger in firms that are run pragmatically is an 
overload of tasks, each disconnected from the others. 
This incoherence overwheln~s and exhausts staff. I f ,  
however, all work is seen as part of a system pursuing 
certain priorities, then an extra project or service can 

be included more naturally by spelling out its role. This 
entails showing how its nature (principal object) should 
he tailored to help managers achieve the priorities with 
which they are currently struggling. Clinical audit of 

care in one hospital, for example. was more easily 
introduced when it was explained that its role involved 
responding to patient complaints, becoming a 'pre- 
ferred provider', reducing litigation expenses and 

enhancing cooperative working. Previously, audit had 

to be introduced simply because it was a 'good thing'. 

Any role develops over time because priorities need 
to change as the situation evolves. In the lluid and 
poorly defined social setting ofa  family, for example, it 
is recognized that parental roles necd to alter as 

children grow up. When people speak of a changing 

role, this sort of evolution is what is usually meant. The 
object of local government, for example, is to ensure 

that its community gets necessary services. The trend in 
many countries is to view direct provision of services as 

inappropriate and to pursue this object by enabling 

service provision. Here again, the role is evolving while 
the principal object is unchanged. If, instead, principal 
objects are re-specified while priorities remain 

unchanged, the role is radically altered and its impact 

may be markedly enhanced or reduced. For example, if 

the principal object of research in a firm changes from 

keeping up with external developn~ents to generating 
basic innovations, then fulfilling the role demands far 
greater investment. different staffing and skills, new 

external relationships and so on - even if the overall 
priorities for research remain completely unchanged. 

Social Process .  Roles invariably exist in a network. 
To s o n ~ c  degree a role may be allowed to evolve and 

adapt with tile wider network. Many adjustments to 

performance can be handled implicitly as people make 
allowances for each other. Such informal networking is 
emotionally comfortable and leads to easy agreement. 
However, active negotiation is essential when a new 
type of activity' is being established or when a sub- 
stantial change in work is required. Clashes with other 

activities in the network will provoke objections and 
disagreements. These conflicts must be sensibly argued 
until a satisfactory resolution is found. If roles are not 
actively developed in this way, certain types of activity 



tend to lose out unne~essarilj, key people responsible 
for that a c t i ~ t y  become edg\ and unhappy, perl'or 

nlancc deteriorates, and the wider network nia! 
become dysfunctional 

In organizations, pressure for relationships and thc 

comfort of networking may take precedence over the 

pressure from functions or responsibilities and the 

effort of argument and negotiation. As a result roles are 
distorted by empire building, activity beconies chaotic, 

and the overall endeavour is not lbrvvardecl. Instead 01' 
being based on cooperation, roles then evolve implicitly 

as part of a political process in which people battle for 
personal status and influence. Incentives targeted on 
inclivklual performance are always in danger of cxacer- 

bating this tendency. 

In organizations, tlie need lor strong management 

and clear accountability means that roles should lie pro- 
actively, participatively, and carefully clarified so that 
they serve the mission. Once defined, maximum 
autonon~y for individuals is then both desirable and 
possible. Any role definition ramifies through the 

relevant network. For example. the new work of 

contracting required in the National Health Service 

(prompted by the requirement lor health care services 
to  be purchased from providers) raised issues of how 
contracting work fits with other management activities 
(i.e. its role). Naturally it was associated with dedicated 

contracting posts, but their roles depended on subtle 
and not so subtle changes in the roles of planners, 
accountants. doctors, general managers. information 
specialists and others. To handle such situations, ncgo- 

tiation with superior and collateral managers, and 

discussion and consultation with relevant people 

throughout the organization are essential. 

Difficulties. Roles should be defined in an unam- 

biguous \va\. If the! are not, and especially if they arc 
disconnected from the mission, o r  i f  the priorities arc 
vague or no more than tactics in disguise, then people 
are liable to become confused. This is particularly likely 

in community developments and organizational 

alliances. The absence of adequate role specifications 
leads to  a loss of focus on what must be done. a 
weakened drive to  achieve, .I lessened sense of respon- 
sibility, and absent or ineffective interactions. The end 
result is that cooperation fails and necessary work docs 
not get clone. 

One problem here is that clarity about immediate 
priorities may lie easier to define than clarity about the 
principal objects which must be designed to maximize 
impact. Such failure produces role conflict. role 
blurring, role ambiguity and avoidance o l  respon- 
sibility. InsufTicient discussion and consideration of the 

impact of new roles o r  role changes on the network of 
relationships is also common. Pragmatic leaders, using 

the 'let a thousand flowcrs bloom' principle, deliber- 
ately avoid defining roles in terms of function. Roles 
then define activities rather than directing them and 

people find their scope tor discretion varies unpre- 

dictably. Unthinking pragmatists arc also prone to alter 

roles abruptly, disrupting relationships and weakening 

the communal and cooperative spirit. People react by 
becoming Fearful. selfish, inhibited and over-depcn- 
(lent. 

Roles, like convictions and approaches. must suit the 
individuals most involved. but here one can expect 
people to make a far more determined effort to adapt. 
Nevertheless, going to die extreme and throwing the 

most convenient or most senior person into a job is 
not very effective and can harm the person. It nlakes 

more sense to  find someone or a group which can 
naturally fi l l  the role. Not everyone who can fulfil a role 
in ternis o l  its principal objects, will handle the 
immediate priorities well, and vice versa. Not everyone 

who can meet the functional responsibilities can meet 

the relational requirements and vice versa. Exactly the 
same applies in governments use of public agencies 

and non-governmental organizations to pursue their 
policies. 

Commonsense says that neither people nor 
organizations can achieve just because it is asked of 
them Yet expecting too much is common, and 
assuming that people will ' g r o ~  into the role' o r  that an 
organization will get used to a nevs type of activity is a 

much used ploy in the political and managerial armoury 
of self-deception Contentions often make it difficult 

for a person to refuse an unsuitable role extension or  
change, especially if it confers more status o r  money. 
But persisting with a poor tit soon leads to  an unhelpful 
distortion of the role or covert failure with emotional 

distress and the likelihood olphysical illness. 

Even when roles are properly specified, acting in 
accord with them is not necessarily easy. A common . - 
response is to distort the work so that there is room to 

do what is easy, personally liked or  advantageous and to 

ignore what is personally disliked or difficult. Other 
dimensions of the work may be forgotten or  down- 
gradi:tl in the process. It is a commonplacc, for 
example, that many chief executives find their govern- 

ing body bothersonic and undermine its role. A 
similarly cavalier and contused attitude to roles i s  

evident in organizations which have proliferated tiers of 
managers: each manager characteristically claims t o  be 
doing the 'real policy or  strategy work and insists that 
Ac  manager;! in tlic tier below are doing the 'day-to- 
day' management. 



Limitation. Roles direct the way that individuals 
o r  organiz.ations) perform overall in a network, 

hut not the way that they handle particular situations. 
So roles become a vehicle tor the exercise of personal 
preicrciicc, factional pressure and tribal loyalt y. It is 
easy to make dccisions on such bases, but to  do so 
breeds disarray and chaos when what is needed is a 
coordinated effort to produce a worthwhile result. So a 

more concrete form ofdirection is required, one which 

explicitly recognizes and deals with emotional pres- 
siircs, especially the competition for resources. This 

direction is a policy. 

G-22: Policies 

Nature.  Where independent actors are recIuired to  
produce a desired outcome jointly, each has a partial 
view and a distinctive situation to handle. So they will 

diller on priorities (L-3) and no particular strategic 

objective (L-2) will seem quite right to all oltheni.  As 
well as Iieing a source of dispute, internal priorities are 
too non-specitic to  guide a sustained course of action. 
Overall strategic objectives will indicate what can and 
should be achieved given the present reality. but on 

their own they arc too neutral and technical to  accom- 
modate dilTcrent viewpoints o r  to  satisfy the deeper 

quest for value. By considering the two forms o t  
purpose jointly, a direction can be generated which 
indicates to all in a satisfactory way exactly what must 
lie achieved now, and why. This direction is known as 

policy'. '0 

Most significant achievements and failures in organi- 

zations and governments can be traced back to the 
presence or  absence and quality of policies and their 

implementation. So policy is important: and yet 

'policy' is one of the most abused words in manage- 
ment and government. The label of 'policy' desperately 

needs lixing. The nature of policy ought t o  be generally 
understood by everyone in responsible positions, even 
if it remains difficult to develop and install good 

policics. Alternative notions should be given satisfac- 
tory alternative labels, say: procedure', 'strategy', o r  
maxim'. This demands, however, some clarity about 
what you are trying to do and a determination to use the 

right conceptual tool for the job. 

Whenever the way forward is felt to be uncertain, 
there will he controversy about what to <lo. When 
things are uncertain, protagonists lake up varying 
stances largely based on past experience, self-interest 

and group loyalties. The marketing, production and 
development wings of a manufacturing organization, 
for exan~ple. each need to be led by dynamic profes- 
sional and committed leaders if the firm is to thrive. 
However, the consequence is that they are likely to  see 

the handling of a new or service in quite 
different ways. If these divisional leaders and their statY 

are going to cooperate in something new, 
then their conflicting perspectives must be respected 
and cliflcrences between them resolved. Policies should 
lie developed to d o  just this. In short, the junction of a 
policy is to  coordinate the independent dccisions o t  
leaders in either new or  problematic situations. 

Policies recognize that strategies and tactics need to 

be different in different places and that the people in 
charge must be left to  choose these for themselves. 
Government policies, tor example, address a variety of 
leaclers: of other cou~itrics, of' businesses. of iluangos, 

of lower tiers of government, of voluntary bodies 

and/or people in general. The uncertainty being 
addressed by a policy is typically characterized as an 

issue - a focus of intense concern which demands a 

coherent response. The issue sometimes appears 

irrational o r  objectively trivial, but this does not mean 
it can be ignored. The issue, as they say, must be 
gripped. Otherwise people acting on their anxieties 
may scupper the effort o r  precipitate a chaotic or disas- 
trous outcome. So policy is a matter for governors and 

leaders i.e. governing bodies and top management in 
organizations. 

Policy-making cannot be used effectively to direct 
people without an adequate appreciation of the need to 
address issues by using the two constituting levels o t  

purpose. The basic natures of internal priorities and 
strategic obiectives must be explicitly recognizeil both 
(luring policy development and implementation. 
Academics o r  bureaucrats who believe that policy 
should flow directly from systematic research or 

analysis fail to  appreciate that policy is about managing 

value diversity. emotive issues, disagreement and 
uncertainty. Similarly, politicians who believe that 

policy is simply a matter of insisting on certain favoured 
values, fail to  recognize that the policy must spring 
from an immersion in the hard realities, an under- 

standing of the problems being faced and feasibility con- 
straints. 

For example: worthy priorities of the Thatcher con- 

servative government to  make people more aware of 

what local govcrnment did with their money, and to 

help people bring pressure on their councils to contain 
spending came to naught. The community charge, a 
flat-rate pol l '  tax on everyone, was the strategic 
objective chosen to implenient these values. But it 
failed miserably because the govcrnment ignored how 
complex tax collection was, the way small increases in 
council spending produced large tax increases, and the 
feelings of unfairness engendered in so many people. 
Eventually the tax was abolished in the face of the need 
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t o  resort to courts to make collections, escalating 
hostility focused at central government, and continuing 

poor control over local government spending. 

Successful policy-making in organizations is easier 
than in government because stall- are socialized into 
following a superior and working with others. Hven so. 

policy is not always used. It is possible, at least for J 

time, for operations to succeed in the hands of a 

dynamic chief executive who leads opportunistically 
and with little delegation or  concern for coordination. 
However, explicit policy-making is absolutely essential 

within headquarters organisations of group or holding 
companies like n~ultinationals if they seek any coopcra- 
tion or  coordination amongst and within their largely 
autonomous profit-producing subsidiaries. Work in 

these supra-operational H Q  bodies is very distant from 

the activities being directed. Policy-making involves 

developing and promoting new feasible values and idcas 
to  strengthen subsidiary operation, and to express the 
desired identit! of the enterprise. A manager moving 
up to 1.IQ from a subsidiary enters a world of paper, 

because the work there is about articulating, debating, 
analysing and con~n~unicating ideas and their practical 
and financial in~plications. Of course, policy-making 
may be noticeable chiefly by its absence, as in one HQ 

agency (budget: tl .S billion) whose management ~ v c  

audited. Here under the label of 'policy' were 
numerous operating targets, service analyses, financial 
projections, action plans, codes of practice, rules and 
procedures: none of which dealt with the immediate 
problenlatic issues facing the conglomerate. 

Policy-making is best carried out when the topic is 

well understood, clearly defined and well-structured. 

Poorly understood or ill-structured issues may require 
preliminary work before the policy process can be 
entered, and the resulting policy may still carry con- 

siderable uncertainty and risk. 

Pressures. Policy formulation depends firstly on 
appreciating the issue and the way it relates to desired 
outcon~cs. So the pressure for satisfactory results is the 
inherent sharer of policy. As emphasized above, this 

calls for deep immersion in the topic and the realities. 

supplemented by targeted analysis and investigation. It 
invariably implies a sensible statement about resources 
which is acceptable to all involved. llnfortunatcly. 
managers and politicians alike share an urge to choose 

what is acceptable to those on whom they depend - 
whatever the consequences. As a result, when con- 
troversy develops, decisive action tends to  be avoided 
because it is liable to  offend. Often a financial solution 
is sought when the real resources to be allocated are 
pcople~s time and attention. Policy-making is about 
gripping political issues, not throwing money at pi-oh- 

lems. It is about tackling problen~s not avoiding them. 
It is about recognizing and responding to dillerences of 
opinion, not suppressing theni. An issue is gripped 
when a policy is devised which fits the situation and 
which is generally recognized as resolving uncertainty 
and controversy by those people expected to imple- 
merit it willingly. 

So the second source of pressure, rationally extra- 
neous but crucial in practice, comes from the values of 

those most involved. Often conflicting positions arc 
evident and factions may form. Factional views may 
seen1 irrational and self-serving, but they must still be 

takcn into account when Forn~ulating policy. From a 
pragmatic viewpoint, the people involved can block 
action or retaliate i f  they are ignored; and, from a 
rational viewpoint, it is rare that their perspective does 

not have some validity. 

The policy conclusions and the idcas and judgements 
on which they are based must be articulated and com- 
municatecl in a fashion which is logical, clear and 

compelling. To achieve this, policies should generally be 
presented separately to the background data o r  results 
of investigations (which may be voluminous). The exact 

wording of policy documents needs to  take account 01. 
factional sensitivities so as to  maximize the likelihood of 
their joint acceptance ofthe final result, and it needs to 

specify precisely what is to be done without fudging. So 
the phrasing, though necessarily tactful, must be pre- 
cise and unambiguous, avoiding the tendency to be 
either over-pedantic o r  wishy-washy. Policies also need 
to make provision for monitoring and progressive 
evaluation. The final policy statement should be 

pertinent, understandable and menlorable. Those who 
must follow the policy should experience it as helpful. 

It is useful to  distinguish the priority element from 

the strategic element, because the latter must be appro- 
priately adapted to circumstances. Policy evolution is a 
process in which strategic objectives are altered. I I  the 
priorities alter, then this is effectively an about turn: a 
policy reversal. For example, a government may see 

reduction of inflation as the top priority in managing 

the economy. It should be expected to adopt different 
ways of reducing inflation according to circumstances 

without calling these modifications a reversal of policy. 
By contrast, if it accedes to social pressures to  allow 
inflation (say, to  reduce unemployment), then eco- 
nomic policy has indeed been overturned. 

Social Process. Because all priorities related t o  a 
policy arc inherently valid, they need to be taken 
account of in some fashion in the formulation of thr 
strategic objcctivc(s). A strategic objective is itself 
exclusive - you get the choice you want o r  you do not. 
Nevertheless, by supporting die main objective with 



subsidiary or  complementary strategic objectives, it is 
usually possible to be satisfied that all legitimate 

pressures have been met. The point is that policy- 

making, like all direction-setting work, should be 

designed as an integrative exercise and must specifically 
foster the inclination to cooperate. 

When it seems to those involved that priorities are 
absolutely contradictory - say safety vs cost, or pro- 
ductivity vs training, or low inflation vs low unemploy- 
ment -then the organization (or government) has got 
itself into a self-damaging state of mind. Each faction in 
over-asserting its own view attacks or rejects the other 

view in an escalating and self-defeating ritual. The 

attacks are self-defeating because the reality is that both 
values are absolutely essential to the well-being of the 
whole. Because policies and the policy process should 
explicitly recognize all valid priorities, they are 
essential tor breaking such vicious circles. h'lany so- 
called culture-change projects in firms are not about 

introducing new values at all, but about helping top 
management grip unresolved issues. break vicious 
circles, and develop the necessary policies which rccog- 
nize the well-established values of all concerned." 

Even the best policies (in rational terms) succeed or 
tail in accord with the ctl'ectiveness of the social process 
which produces and introduces them. Those with an 
authoritarian bent who try to concentrate minds solely 
on results find it difficult to accept that suppressing 

debate actually impedes short-term and long-term 

success. There are two kc! requirements of the social 
process. First, whoever leads the process must be 
legitimated to do so or be acting in role. Second, the 

policy must be evolved so as to feel essential and 
meaningful to those who must implement it. Policies 
respond to issues which absolutely need to be gripped. 
They are not mechanical products developed because 
everyone has t h c n ~ ' ,  or according to some pre-defined 
theory or  procedure. What constitutes proper liand- 

ling, timing and involvement will depend greatly on the 
setting and the particular issue being gripped. 

Some generalizations can still lie offered. The sen- 
sible development and genuine acceptance of any policy 
depends on generating dialogue amongst the people to 
he directed and coordinated. The situation is uncertain, 
emotional and difficult, by definition. So realistic 
acceptable policy can only be generated and imple- 
mented if there is debate and consultation. This takes 
time. Instant policy-making may, however, be required 
as a temporary or interim measure. 

Debate should take place in small groups, preferably 
of around three to five people, but sometin~es a few 
more. For major policv in an organization, the dialogue 
needs to involve governors and relevant top executives. 

U~lties - Direction 

Internal policies for divisions and departments demand 
dialogue between superior and subordinate managers, 

key external Figures, and even the section as a whole (it 

small). In such small groups, details can be clarified. 

different value assumptions or  biases can be openly 
aired, and tears can be identified and reduced. This is an 
emotional process, and the discussion has the quality of 

an intense conversation in which all have right on their 
side. As beliefs and feelings are aired, inquiry is needed 
to supplement and balance advocacy. The group can 
then move to a consensus on what the issucs really are 
and on the main criteria for rrsolving these. It usually 

becomes evident that Acre are a variety of options lor 

moving forward (i.e. strategic objectives). If the prob- 
lem is very well understood, then a dominant or best 
option, usuallv a set ofrelated objectives, often emerges. 

Any significant policy typically ramifies far \vider 

than the small group which determines its shape and 
likely outcome. So the debate on the issues and options 

must be opened out. Once a degree of clarification has 
been achieved in the small group. potential disagree- 
ments, objections and misunderstandings by others 

need to be handled carefully through extensive advance 
consultation. Everyone or every group potentially 
affected or with a legitimate interest should be- sent 
draft policy proposals arul invited to conlnlent. In the 
process of debate and consultation, the initial formula- 
tions usually need some changes. If none at all occur, it 

is likelv that the consultation was a sham. Extensive 

changes may entail further general consultation. 

I ligher level directions must be introduced or 
installed in a complex process, but policics (and plans) 
can be implemented in a relatively straightforward way. 

In the process of implementation, the policy may be 
distorted or  ignored, o r  new issues may emerge. It is 
therefore not uncommon to retain a small steering 
group with a specific policy-control remit. 

Difficulties. The social process can go wrong so 
easily and in so many ways. Governments. for example, 
have been known to publish policy-related inquiries, 
consultative documents or responses to consultations at 
times when the media interest is clscwhere so as to  avoid 
debate and scrutiny. Top managers have been known to 
insist on tabling never-before-seen bulky documents at 

a meeting where agreement must be linalized. 

But in such cases the policy was at least approached. 
l t h e  issue is to0 hot, then there is a tendency to avoid 
it altogether. An orginization may be progressively 
losing market-share. But tackling this problem may 
involve choices which cause staff unrest, or which mean' 
writing off a large investment, or which make many 
senior managers redundant - while still being risky. It 
is certainly easier. and often feels safer, to make only 
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minor adjustm~nts. Firms will collapse or  be taken over 

i l  they do not face issues, but governments with the 

support of their clrctoratc can avoid issues for years 
with no other rUbct than inllic-ting long-term claniagc 
on their country. (lixamples are too numerous to need 
citing.) 

Companies [~oiiiiiionly have policies in some areas 
but not in others, with the presence olpolicy depend- 

ing more on tradition and management ideology than 
need. The absence of policy where it is required 

impedes achievenient, lets conflict fester, and dissipates 
energies. Because businesses often evolve pragmatically 
and managers avoid working on policy, the notion of 
'implicit policy' has heen introduced.'* But an implicit 
policy, worked out by looking retrospectively at 
achievement, is a contradiction in terms because it 

cannot direct or coordinate. 

In the public sector, it seems so easy to withdraw 
l'roni controversy or to use bureaucratic excuses and 
official powers as a defence in the face of challenge. Hut 
avoiding issues tends to increase suspicion and the 
organization risks being torn apart as controversy inten- 

sities. In onr hospital, discharge of well but frail and 
poor elderly 11atient.s became an issue. Relatives con>- 
plainol .ind stallf~:lt unsure what to do for the best. The 

situation worsened as the media criticism intensified. 

The political issue that required handling was whether 

or not a hospital should keep patients in beds solely on 
economic grounds (and ithot what should be done for 
such patients). As soon as the issue was directly and 
openly addressed and an acceptable policy instituted, 
the public criticism and coniplaints n~cl ted away.I3 

Limitat ion.  hven where policies are satisfactorily 

constructed and introduced, they ma? not get imple- 
nicnted. One chairman of a public sector authority 

confided to me that in 14 years of policy-making not a 
single policy had been followed up to see whether any- 
thing had happened. Those who perceive themselves as 

suffering through a policy, o r  having their habitual 
inertia o r  free-wheeling autonomy disturbed, may be 
reluctant to support any policy at all. and certainly not 

in a wholehearto1 way. So policies alone are not 
enough. If policies arc to be followed through, a more 
concrete and controlling action-related direction is 
essential. As every manager knows, policies suddenly 
become very real when detailed plans with schedules 

and targets arct recli~irccl. 

G-2': Plans 

Nature.  Plans are devised to direct the details of 
activity very ~)ivcisely. ISolcl strategic objectives (1-2) 
arc insufficirtit on their own because they give no 
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indication of exactly how they arc to be delivered. So- 

called action-plans, which are n o  more than lists ol' 

tactical objectives (1- I),  leave open the question of 

where this action should be leading. Combining the two 
types of objective overcomes tlie limitation of each. 

A plan must be ancliorrd by .in unambiguous and 
unchanging strategic objective .ind sliui~lil contain time- 

targeted tactical objectives vvliicli can be modified 
sensibly in accord with evolving circunistances and 
unexpected events. A challenging strategic objective 
often requires specification of a strategy, a set of 

strategic sub-objectives which together are expected t o  
produced the desired end result. liach of these sub- 
objectives would, of course, require their own tactical 
objectives; so multiple plans arc usually produced. The 

function of a plan is to organi7-c essential tasks and 
resource use in a time schcclulc. 

If the plans arc dcvclopcil in the context of an agreed 
mission and an up-to-date policy hy people operating 
within an agreed role, then the results of following 

them can be expected to be of value. (Of course, if 
plans take many months or years to be developed - - 
something not unknown in government-related work 
- then the strategic objective iii.iy become outdated 
>elore the planning process is completed.) 

Plans are the Unal gener~tors  of things of tangible 

value i.e. goods or  services. Plans  simultaneously direct 
die use of people, space, ccluipnicnt, time and money, 

so they arc consumers of tangible value i.e. resources. 
f'lans seek to coordinate spccil'n' work processes and to 
constrain people so that oulput value is greater than 
input value: in other words, so there is 'value for 

money'. 

Much can be achieveil without specifying a plan. 
However, when the strategic ohiective calls for a multi- 

plicity of diverse interacting tasks affecting a variety of 
people at  different places and timrs. it is always uncer- 
tain ho~v  results can lie most eIlicientIy produced. In 
such cases, some form of detailed planning is usually 
held to  be essential. Any complex project, like the 
introduction of information systems into a business, for 
example, invariably requires a planning method of 

some sort. In the absence ofplans, conipletion of such 
projects is endlessly delayed, the end result fails to  
satisfy because circumstances have changed, and gross 
inefficiencies arc generated, 

Although plans are valued, plans arc not themselves 
value-packed clucuments. I l ie  tasks and schedules that 
I plans arc the final pathway 01' value. Plans seek to 
constrain people so thal viilurs determinecl ant1 
resolved at  higher levels will In: co~~crctcly realized. In 
other words, they arc built on t i l l+ importance ofcnsur- 
ing that values arc ctlcctivrly translated into action. 
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Plans also seek to prevent tangible o r  concrete value - 

resource - from being wasted. Failure am1 waste are 
so  easy during implementation if there is a loss of 

lbcus on precise details in reality. The progress and 
outcomes of plans arc typically evaluated in terms of the 
l~olic~ii~s which gave risc to them, or (in thr absence of 
policies) in terms of known priorities. If planning takes 

in the absence of policies o r  clear priorities, it is 
likely or at least possible that tactical objectives, being 
chosen expediently, will actually violate some desired 

values. 

Another problem emerging when strategic objec- 

tives have been decided without policy-work is dis- 
ruptive disagreement during the planning process. For 

example, an exercise to plan certain buililing services in 
a firm collapsed because different departments were 
unalilc to agree about the handling ofsubcontractors. In 

the social arena, where planning requires that a 

rnultiplicity of public and voluntary agencies should 
cool)t*r.ite, political differences make joint achievement 
extraordinarily difficult. A common fall-back is for 

planning to focus on numerous small and relatively 
unconnected projects, each of which seems a good 

thing to all involved. 

I'rcssures. A $an specifics such things as 

what is to  be (lone, who is to do it, when things are to 
be started or completed, which resources are to be 
used, and what methods are to lie employed. So plans 
arc often compendious documents. blow chdrts, 

critical path analyses, time-tables and similar schcmas 
may help bring elements of the plan sharply into focus. 
The pressure constraining any plan derives from the 

basic logic ofactivities: e.g. some things must lie com- 
pletc<l before others can be started. The pressure for 
logic is complemented by a pressure produced by 
circumstances. Plans have to be shaped to lit things like 
(lelivrry times, staff availability, and t l 1 ~  release of 

fina11ce. 

" h e  quality o fa  plan depends un the validity of both 

the ideas and the information used to develop it (the 
logic), and on an appreciation of Ae  circumstances and 
potentially interfering factors. This means that, ideally. 
the project must be clearly defined, well-understood, 
well-structured and developed within a stable environ- 
nient. Giant projects with political and technological 
uncertainties require a more fluid ~ lanning  process than 
simpler projects. Some things, like thcorctical research 
or  creative musical con~position, rlefj explicit planning 

because personal factors and imaginative processes 

inherent in the work process are difficult (if not iinpos- 
siblc) to dct'ine or predict. 

Plans frequently require alterations in the specifica- 
tion, ordering or  scheduling of tactical objectives as 
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unforeseen obstacles emerge. Such plan changes are to 
be expected as the project evolves. If, however, the 

strategic objcclivc changes, then this is more discon- 
certing to those involved and represents a radical shill 
even if many of tin- plan's tactical objectives remain a.s 

previously agreed . 

Social Process. Planning requires clarity about the' 
facts of the mattw in hand. An adequate understanding 
of the situation and work processes is also essential. So, 
whereas policy may sometimes be a matter for boards 
or top managers away from the scene of the action, 
plans must be developed by those wholly familiar with 
the realities. If the issuc is complex enough to require a 

planning document, it is usually necessary for the key 
people to discuss the plan in meetings and to sanction it 
jointly. The use of teamwork creates a suitable positive 
atmosphere which allows agreement on the necessary 

compromises and .vlaptations essential to the cleter- 
mination of detailed spccitications. Everyone in the 

team must have access to the details, understand their 
tasks, and appreciate how the parts of the plan I'll 
together. For those more peripherally involved, or sub- 

ordinates in organizations. planning implies that they 

will accept instrurtion. 

Plans must be procluceil in a fashion which is logical, 
specific, explicit and unambiguous. Project manage- 
ment software may be used to ensure that complex 
plans are properly organized, represented and re- 
viewed. Plans, unlike policies, do not need to be known 

in detail by everyone involved. 

Disagreenients and objections to the details of any 

plan must be handled if the plan is to win assent. Such 
problems are typically rational o r  empirical in nature: 

one person arguing that there is insufficient space, 
mother concerned th.it staE need more training to play 
their part, and so on. Analysis and investigation of such 
problems arc needed to clarity how genuine and serious 

they arc. Once a problem is appreciated, team 

members feel committed to solving it sensibly. 11 the 

problem is insoluble, or ilemands more resource than 
has been allocated. then a review of the strategic 
objective. even perhaps the policy, is called lor. 

Plans require more regular and more detailed 
monitoring than policies, and should be fine-tuned and 
adapted as implementation proceeds. When projects 
arc very coniplicatcil, plan control may require an 
implementation group as well as a steering group. The 
steering group, as noted earlier, is a policy body which 

$auctions the plan, ensures it conforms with policy, 
reviews priorities regularly, checks achievement, .inil 
deals with plan-specific sensitive issues as they arise. 
The implementation group works out the action 
details. oversees or carries out implementation, 
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monitors attainment of milestones, investigates serious 
obstacles and reports to the steering group. 

Difficulties. Plans in organizations are primarily 

developed to control projects which must come in on 
time and to budget. The detailed work of producing 
plans is often allocated to staff officers - assistants who 
are not responsible for operations but organize specific 
projects within them and coordinate their implemen- 
tation. Not surprisingly, there is a natural conflict 
between the rationalist spirit of any plan and the cvcry- 

day urgency, crises and obstacles of implementation in 
the midst of an ongoing operation. One consequence is 

that optimism pervades plans and impossible time 
schedules are agreed. The social element of plans is 
often minimized: the time to explain and train people. 

for example, is often underestimated. 

When strategic objectives cross departmental 
boundaries (as they often do), plans arc most needed 
and yet most difficult to develop and implement, 

Pragmatic managers feel that there is not enough time 

for careful detailed planning. They are also prone to 
agree to objectives in planning meetings (to keep the 
peace) but then get on with their own agenda and forget 
o r  ignore agreements. The neglect of participative 
team-work increases the likelihood of such an outcome. 

Every manager uses plans to a greater o r  lesser 
degree. The idea that plans are a matter lor heacl- 

quarters o r  specialist planners only is a mistake. HQ 
plans in large corporations are usually forecasts or about 
growth (G-4)  rather than simple plans as defined here. 

Basic planning (as opposed to forecasting or the 
strategic development of the whole organization) is 
fundamental to the control of activity But production 
of plans may become an end in itself to  satisfy higher 

management. 

Executives may submit plans to governing boards. 

higher agencies o r  government departments as a con- 
dition of obtaining funds, o r  to prove they are on line to 
hitting productivity targets. Here the disconnection of 

planning from management reality reaches its zenith. 
Vast documents are producecl primarily aiming to get 

money, o r  to soothe headquarters bureaucrats. Once 
money is obtained, its use may have little connection 
with the plans which supposedly justified it. 

Closure.  With the production of plans, we have 
reached the most detailed and concrete constraint on 
activities in the service of values. Tasks and resources 
are controlled precisely to  produce worthwhile 
achievement effectively. No further value-based con- 
straint on activity is intuitively necessary or  logically 
possible. 

REVIEWING DIRECTION 

The six ways to provide direction have now been 

elaborated. Convictions provide an inner core of 
unshakeable values that enable us to maintain our ideas, 

obligations and loyalties whatever the external situa- 
tion. Approaches remind us of our beliefs and loyalties 
while orienting us in communal domains outside their 
sphere of dominance. Missions ensure that each of us 
and our co-workers thrive on our activities. Roles 

clarity our responsibilities at work and direct us in 

dealing with others with whom we must cooperate and 

jointly achieve. Policies determine an outcome to 
which we can all work while maintaining our autonomy 
in a reasonable fashion. Plans tighten coordination still 
further, now in real time, and ensure that everyone 
knows precisely what they should be doing, that 

obstacles arc overcome, and that waste is minimized. 
All these directions will work effectively only if the 
social processes whereby our agreement is gained and 
our objections dealt with arc well-handled. Of course 

the content of any direction must be satisfactory as 

well, resolving the relevant uncertainties and recog- 
nizing the distinctive inherent pressures. 

Pract ical  Implicat ions.  The directions are 
ubiquitous. So is their mishandling. Their practical 
significance has been repeatedly emphasized through- 

out, and many mistakes in their development and use 

have been described. The emerging implication seems 
to be that there is an urgent need for people to have a 
far more solid understanding of the nature and use of 
directions. This understanding and its proper use 

depends above all on absolute clarity about the nature 
of the underlying purposes which constitute the 
directions. Of all the directions, the least attention 
seems to be given to convictions and approaches. This 

accords with the confusion about values and about what 
working with values entails that is rife in both societies 
and organizations. 

In devising a direction, it is essential to penetrate to 
the key issue(s) that cause concern and require a 
sensitive response. Recognizing the issue(s) is a matter 
of will and intuition which build on knowledge and - 
analysis. The account of the directions probably sounded 
more rational and organized than they need be in 
practice. Yet it is almost always desirable for the direc- 

tion to be systematically developed and properly struc- 
tured. Directions do need to be defined as a reaction to 
circumstances and there may not be the time to be 
systematic or to adhere to  the full social process. Even 
convictions may need to shift with bewildering rapidity. 
But responsiveness may be no more than an excuse; 
sudden changes in direction can far too often be traced 
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t o  a lack of discipline, insensitivity, mental laziness or 
inexcusable ignorance. 

Where different people or bodies have a distinct 
responsibility for adjacrnt purposes, then the dyadic 
nature ol the directions implies the need for joint work 
to agree on a direction. For example, in developing 

effective approaches to any social problem, like cco- 
logical damage, community leaders need to debate and 
discuss with church leaders, social scientists, elites of 
the green movement, and others who can bring 
different value systems to hear. Similarly, in govern- 
mental organizations which sharply distinguish political 
and management spheres, policy development requires 

joint work between governors or politicians and top 
officials. This type of joint work is of particular signifi- 
cance when it comes to introducing new values. 

An important assuniption in using directions is the 
pre-existence and pro-acceptance of the relevant 
values. Governments and top managers in firms often - 
seem to fail to rccognixc that the values they wish to  
apply are not, in fact, widely understood and accepted. 

They then attempt to use directions to produce change 

without recognizing that these tools are not designed to 

introduce values, but only to channel the use of 
currently held values. This is the reason why most 
computerization projects foundei-ed in the early days, 
and the reason why many quality (TQM) programmes 
grind to a halt today. 

Decision Approaches .  Stating a direction is 

decisive. It both releases and constrains action. Else- 

where, 1 have sumn~arizecl seven distinct approaches to 

decision and action, (cl. Master-Table 8 and Notes 
163,641 in Ch. 6). Any decision method niay be used, 
but specific links scrm apparent when uncertainty 
escalates. 

Convictions ought to he developed in accord with 
one's role and responsibilities. This is why people - 
the classic example is Thomas ii Beckett - often 

change unexpectedly when taking on a new social role 
So the decision approach of last resort is s t r u c t u r a l -  
ist .  based in legitimate authority and the importance of 
autonomy 

Approaches must deal with the marked discrepancy. 
even antagonism, between the ideas of the few and the 
shared values of the many. Intense anxieties and emo- 
tion.'i niay he stirred up, and an intuitive and sensitive 
way of reconciling the pressures is then needed. So the 
decision approach of last resort is iniaginis t ,  based on 

using imagination and developing commitment. 

A satisfactory mission must lie generated by idcntify- 
ing overarching values ~ n d  objectives which everyone 
finds they share or wishes to  share in whatever they do. 

So the decision approach of last resort is ra t ional is t ,  
based on shared values and achievable olijecti\es. 

Roles must be defined which allow people with 
different perspectives and responsibilities to work 
together irrespective of any particular outcome or what 

precisely needs to be clone. So the decision approach of 
last resort is dialect ical ,  based on resolving disputes 
through compromises. 

Policies can be set in many \vays; but thr presure for 
results and the nced for cooperation mean that its 
generation must be guided by expedience and acccpt- 
ability So the decision approach of last resort is oppor- 
tun is t ,  based on ensuring certain easy achievement. 

Issues that arise during the production of plans are 

essentially practical and they must lie resolved through 
determination and clarification of the facts. More 

information will indicate a solution if uncertainty 
develops. So the decision approach of last resort is 
empi r ic i s t ,  based on reliable valid facts. 

The systemicis t  approach is the seventh decision 

mode and is perhaps reserved for the overview - 
deciding which type of direction will provide maximum 
leverage. Alternatively, it seems powerfully applicable 
to all the directions. 

Linkages. Except for plans and convictions, all 
directions overlap with directions below and above and 
share both of their levels of purpose (see 1:ig. 10.2). All 
directions focus minds and shape outcomes, but plans 
and convictions represent opposite poles of focusing 
and shaping. A plan focuses the mind externally and 

demands that people serve the situation. A conviction 
focuses the mind internally and demands that situations 
serve people. The remaining four forms of direction lie 
between these planes of utter interior abstraction and 
external tangible reality. between controlling and being 
controlled. 

Because each tvpc of direction responds to higher 

types and channels lower types, it follows that different 
directions can support each other. Although any type of 
direction can be used alone, directions tend to be more 

effective in practice if they arc implemented with 
linkage in mind. Roles and policies, lor exaniple, arc 
linked through priorities. On the one hand. the priorities 
can only he fulfilled if policies are developed; and, on 
the other hand, the role must be designed with a recog- 
nition that those priorities nced ,iddressing. Roles 

provide the frame and legitimation lor generating 
policies, so role clarity and fulI>lnicnt m- almost pre- 
requisites for effective policy-making. In tlie same way, 
roles themselves are dependent on the mission for their 
energetic support, and policies arc (Iependetit on  plans 
for their conversion into action. So liilure of dircction- 
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setting at one level can completely stop progress. 
Planning blight, tor example, is a recognized problem 

in government agencies where policy-making is poor 
and time-consuming. Managers put a lialt on their own 
improvements until the new policies which might 

potentially cut across their plans arc made available. 

Transition. Controlling every action so as to be 
absolutely sure that all desired values arc being applied 
at all times is impractical and, if attempted, counter- 
productive. The very idea offends against our con- 
ception of a person as autonomous. A considerable 
degree of inner control is provided by the inner sense of 
responsibility- associated with elemental purposes (if 

these are taken seriously). But that control is not suifi- 

aently tightly connected with specific activities. We 
have now seen that further control can be provided by 

using direction. This only works if the values in the 
direction are self-consciously held by the recipient(s). If 
they are, the direction can sometimes lie left implicit or 

agreed verbally without documentation. lltliey are not, 

however well thought out and positively promulgated, 

the direction will probably have little eflcct. 

All too often, directions which are used to introduce 
or  assert values have a negative ctl'ect. Whatever the 
type, they generate opposition because a mixture o l  
inertia and pre-existing personal conviction influences 
the disposition to be guided and constrained. When a 
proposed value is weak or  lacking in a person or 
organization, any direction is liable to be ignored or to 

receive a hostile response. Of all the directions, only 
plans really lend themselves to coercive measures, and 

even then deliberate or unconscious subversion or 
sabotage is possible. 

Resistance is especially intense if the direction seeks 
to modify ethical rules. Guns have paradoxically conic 

to symbolize freedom and safety in the USA, so 
directions aiming to control guns founder on con- 
victions. Meeting the needs o f  patients requires the 

reworking of professional maxims, so directions aimed 
to give greater ~veight to patient preferences and 
experiences are viewed sceptically by doctors. 

Sonietimes the new value is not specifically rejected, 
but nor is it currently recognized and held. In such 
cases, recipients may be willing to  be directed but they 

invariably become confused about why the direction is 
needed and what the direction is really about. The point 
is that CI person's mind cannot be focused and outcomes cannot 

be shaped by values which are internally rejected, minimized 

or unrecognized. 

Because of the ethical aspiration and emotional need 
lor continuity' (L'-2: Ch. 6). it feds right to  people to 
oppose ancl resist directions incorporating new values. 

Still, even though continuity is a good in itself, no 
society or organization is pcrlkct and the values pre- 

served by continuity invariably include organizational 

o r  social ills. Of course, there may be dispute about 
what those ills are, because what is viewed as bad o r  
harmful b y  one may be regarded as necessary and good 

by another. 

Changing back to the way things were or  moving 
forward: cither path is fraught with difficulties. In the 
face of confusion and intense controversy, there is the 

need lor a forceful and yet politically sensitive way of 
promoting change. The tools for asserting and installing 

particular values are provided by combining the levels 

of purpose in threes - and developing a drive. 
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G-3: DRIVE 

Nature. Making a value feature in any situation is 
difficult. Everyday experience reveals that telling 
people to use certain values is futile unless they already 

hold them -and even then acting on a value does not 

automatically follow from holding it. Directions take 
for granted that the values explicit o r  implicit within 
them will be accepted: but sometinies the values are 
not recognized or are unequivocally rejected. When 
values in a direction are not well-established, the 

direction - be it a conviction, approach, mission, role, 
policy or plan -is bitterly challenged and'. if enforced, 
may be neglected, pursued half-hcartedly, or even 

sabotaged. If contested or neglected or  new values arc 
t o  find their way into directions and purposeful activi- 

ties, then something more powerful than a direction is 
required. This something is a drive. 

Drives aim explicitly at promoting change by 
installing values. They carry more emotional and social 
weight than directions, which means that they can be 

affirmed and justified more forcibly. 

When a particular value is being empliasizecl in J 
drive to introduce something new, there are always 

perfectly valid alternative values which could have been 

emphasized instead. Top of the list, usuallv. is an 
emphasis on values inherent in the status quo. Whatever 
these values are. our analysis of conventionalist choice 
(in L'-2: Ch. 6 )  has revealed that ensuring their con- 
tinuity is itself an enduring obligation. There is also the 

need to handle those with a more tangible stake in the 

status quo - usually labelled as 'vested interests'. The 

existence of natural conservatism, vested interests and 

genuine alternatives means that the social process 
associated with any value-based drive is overtly political. 

I t  also means that complete support for a drive, even a 
seemingly urgent and necessary one, is never found. 

'Sixty years of progress without change': the slogan 
attributed to King Falid of Saudi Arabia reveals that 
even the most conservative of societies evolve. Such an 

achievement requires values to be constantly reasserted, 
though possibly in a somewhat revised form as cir- 

cumstances change. So drives may be used to maintain 
continuity against the threat of change; or to overcome 
the obstacle of continuity in order to engender some- 
thing new. Either way, drives must counter and over- 
come opposition. Drives promote deliberate change 

and are seen as forward-looking if countering 
stagnation and bachaid-looking if righting social 
evolution. 

To engage with change, a d r n e  must energue 
people. I t  needs to stimulate thinking about values In 

general and provoke action in the S C ~ M C C  of par t~i i lar  

values. Drives emerge from the triads, combinations of 
three adjacent levels of purpose. Values in die third 

level become the focus of controversy and their choice 
expresses and resolves the political implications of the 

drive. The function of A drive is to ensure that certain 
desired values arc installed despite resistances. 

Those in leadership positions within society and in 

large organizations arc preoccupied with finding ways 
to introduce new values or revitalize existing values. 
Leaders recognize that certain valucs will not only 
change the way things are, but control people in the 
service of what the leadership judges to  be good. 
Controlling values is far more effective than controlling 

activities o r  controlling people. If a new value is 

successfully installed. then the value system and the 
identity of the group as a whole has been n~odified. 
People are then controlled from within. Such an 

ambitious aim depends on understanding and skilfully 
applying the various con~ponents of a drive. 

. . 
lypes. There are five triads which define the five - - 

components of a drive. In descending order, these drive 

components are labelled: ideals ( G - 3 ) ;  crusades (G-3+); 
campaigns (G-  3 ) ;  initiotivei (G-3) ;  and directives (G- 3'). 
Each of these may be defined separately and viewed as a 

type of drive. Descending, the groups reflect a pro- 
gressivelv more tangible. direct and timedefined 
impetus to the introduction of values. Ideals and 
crusades, the upper triads, produce or  sustain desired 
values; campaigns, the middle triad, generate an 
immediate locus on recognized and desired values; and 

initiatives and directives, the lower triads, ensure that 

blocked but otherwise accepted and desired values 

produce tangible results. 

Each drive component has a similar internal struc- 

ture. The lowest level contains those purposes which 
define what is to be sustained or  produced. Purposes 
specified here must be appropriately adapted to  the situa- 
tion. Purposes at the middle level direct the change and 

should be defined so as to ensure the effectiveness and 
success of the drive component. Purposes specified 
here are strategic and so must seek to maximize impact in 
the situation. The topmost level is invariably a level of 

value and any value chosen becomes a focus of con- 
troversy. So the values which are specified here need to 
reflect and harness political support for the drive. 

The triads are represented diagrammatic all^ in 
Figure 10.3, and the main properties of the five types of 
drive are summarized in Master-Table 3 3  Before 
describing the drive components in more detail, each is 
summarized below in ternis of their effect on people, 
their constituent levels, their function, and their social 
operation. 
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Figure 10.3: The triadic grouping which defines drives. 
Five components of drive enabling change to be promoted politically. 

Value L-6 System I, 
S a c i d ~ l u e  1 , , 

^rincipal Object 

- Ideals- 

1-7 
Ultimate Value 

Internal Priority 

G-3' 
Strategic Obi. 

(2-3': Ideals encourage people to persevere with 
the drive and the lower level components despite all 
obstacles and set-backs. Ideals are formed by com- 

bining one or two ultimate values (L-7), with value 
systenis (L-6) iincl social values (L-5). "['heir function is 

to commit people, either within a group or across many 
groups, to desired values despite any differences they 

might have. They are tin.' conceptual basis of personally 
held aspirations, and the source of optimism for the 
future. Ideals must be built on a potential for change 

(cf. the pragmatist duality, I-'-3, in Ch. 6). Realists who 
foresee change recognizr the need for ideals; and efTec- 
tive idealists (not the starry-eyed varietv) see them- 

selves as realists. Ideals emerge as the driving power of 

social movements. They arc explained to those in the 
movement and to \\ider society by its elites. 

G-33 4- 'Cys odes 

. I I ,  

G-3 

L- 1 
Tactical Obi. 

G-3': Crusades harness the energies and loyalties 

of people enduringly. They are determined by the 
combination of a value system (1.-61, social values (L-5)  
and principal objects (I--4). Their function is to  convert 

people to ideas of potential social benefit. These ideas 
are initially perceived as values which are sectional, 

theoretical or tribal in nature. An area of social concern 

G-35 

G-34 + 
- 

or  'cause sparks off and sustains the crusade. Crusacles 
are pursued through i i~ i  agencla for reform (or mani- 
festo) which sets out desired practical achievements 
which, if realized, would signify the- reorientation of the 
relevant group or wider society. Crusades need cham- 

pions to emerge from amongst those people who are 
identified with the cause. 

I 

G-3': Campaigns activate people temporarily to 

# ,  

+- Directives' 

express a preference and make a particular choice in 
one way rather than in another. Campaigns are depcn- 
dent on the linking ol' social values (L-S), principal 
objects (L-4) and internal priorities (1 -3 ) .  Their func- 

tion is to persuade people to act o n  their dormant 
values, values which they know thry hold in common 
with others. This group of people, w h o  may form 
either part o r  the whole of a community, are die con- 
stituency of the campaign. Campaigners depend on 
spontaneous support from their constituency, and the 

constituency needs campaigners to bring to  their atten- 
tion an opportunity to assert its values. To capture 
attention, campaigns arc typically based around pithy 

and memorable slogans which epitomixc the value or 

needed choice. 

G-35 Initiatives engage people over a defined time 
to achieve worthwhile results. They do so 1)y specifying 
principal objects (L-4), internal priorities (I--?) and 

strategic objectives (L-2). Initiatives generate activities 
which forward given and non-controversial but 

neglected values. Initiatives should contain costed 
proposals which meet gaps in current activities. So they 

are the property of organizations. and are best devised 
with the help of experts. 

G-3': Directives control people iminecliatdy in a 
crisis situation. They do so hy containing internal 
priorities (L-3), strategic objectives (I>-2) and tactical 
objectives (L-1). Directives produce specific action 
when there is an intractable value conflict. Directives 
are embodied as a compulsory dccrcr (authoritative 
instruction or prescriptive ruling) and arc pushed 
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through by the leadership against all opposition. They 
are used in objectively dangerous situations in which an 

impasse exists or is imminent. This crisis sanctions the 
leaders use of a directive. 

Resis tance t o  Change .  Value is generally assigned 
t o  existing activities. ideas and perceptions bec.iuse of 

their present usefulness, or just because vt' their 
familiariv. So all change involves value change. People 

usually need to debate whether change is worthwhile. 
The first task in overcoming resistance is to coin- 
n~~mica te  and establish unequivocally the urgent need 
for change and not just the intellectual case. In other 
worcis, change must itself' become a social value. 

Even if the case and need for change is accepted, 

there are different possibilities - each of uncertain 
worth, and each benefiting or disrupting different 

individuals to a different degree. So people can be 
expected to disagree about which possibility they 
prefer. In other words. all change lias a political 
dimension. 

Getting regular exercise, using computers, recruit- 

ing women to senior posts, conserving energy, 
developing customer responsiveness, allocating money 

for research, lowering trade barriers, healthy eating- 

all such apparently desirable things turn out to be 
extremely dilTicult to implement in organizations and 
society. Getting change is difficult because of the value 
component - the politics - not because of the skill 
requirements, the costs, or the technical complcxitiei. 
To succeed in producing change, the support and under- 
standing of the people involved must be actively won. 

Directions control implementation and constrain 

people in a rather rational way. But we cannot operate 
efficiently or effectively as automata, mechanically 
doing whatever we are instructed just because someone 

else (or even a logical part of ourselves) regards it as 
obviously good or necessary. Values must resonate 
within us before instructions about what is good or 

needed make any sense at all. In the case of new values, 
we have to engage with them, usually against our in- 

clination. Drives exist to encourage and even force that 

engagement, As a result, drives surround us. Politicians. 
public agencies, pressure groups and leaders of every 
conceivable type arc constantly seeking to defend and 
alter values. 

And we, both as individual people and as organiza- 
tions, are often eager to improve ourselves. So we 

mount our own internal drives to change the way we 
think and act. Often the values in these drives 
harmonize with social fads and comnlunal pressures, 
but at other times they run counter to them. 

In the management literature, the prevalence of 

dysfunctional values is a source of increasing concern. 
I'hc need to alter values comprehensively currently 
goes under the banner of culture-change. Managers 
arc told by their consultants and the business schools 
that true leaders generate such change. 1 lowever, 
although a high degree of control over activities is 
possible within organizations, a similar degree of con- 
trol over values is not. So culture-change is never a 

matter of a few seminars, a survey, and a ream of per- 

sonnel documents. Without drives which are properly 
developed and systematically implemented, the inertia 
and scepticism of even loyal and dedicated staff cannot 
be overcome, and little alters. 

Most firms wish to  stay out of the political arena, but 

their location within communities means they are sub- 

ject to political pressures and popular movements, like 

it or not. This is because staff within organizations are 

the vehicle for comniunal values and have a social 
identity which encompasses their employee role. Even 
so. hierarchical control, vested interests and the 

tendency to compartmentalize private life from work 
lile mean that new values in society d o  not cross 
organizational boundaries easily. Organizations in 
monopolistic positions, whether public o r  private, are 

especially resistant to altering their attitudes and 

practices. 

Proper t i es .  The five drive components have many 
similarities. They arc all assertive in nature, have an 

emotional core, and cannot be accepted on a purely 
rational basis. So all are likely to be opposed. resisted, 
flouted, by -passed, distorted, subverted, ignored or 

rejected. Being based in values and change, drives 
generally stimulate their opponents to brand them as 

meaningless, wrong, bad, futile, wasteful, harmful, 

hurtful, dangerous, negative or evil. Despite similari- 
ties, there are many differences between the various 
components. The nature, function and use of each are 
characteristic. In the summary, we saw that each has a 
different effect on people and a characteristic time- 
relation. The conrenr of the drive component is deter- 

mined by the distinctive types (i.e. levels) of purpose 

which constitute it. There is a different locus of respon- 
sibility for articulating and pursuing each component, 

which takes the form of a collectivity of some sort 
together with a typical role. Drives can fail if the triadic 
components are poorly constructed and handled, and 

thisjuilure has characteristic consequences. Each com- 
ponent inherently lends itself to  a distinctive form of 

criticism. 

Starting from the highest, the live drive components 
will now be taken in turn and examined, with exam- 
ples, in terms of the italicized properties. The lin~ita- 
rions of each will clarify the necessity for the more 
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focused and tangible li>rni or component of drive 
defined by the group below. 

G-35: Ideals 

Nature.  Itlrals are the starting point for all value 
change and (perhaps less obviously) for all efforts to 

maintain the status quo under threat. Indeed, without 
i(lval;i there is no rcason to be involved in any beneficial 
activity or social <levclopiiient except in a survival- 
driven, fortuitous or nieclianistic way. 

Ail ideal moves beyond a conviction to specify some- 

thing which is morr communal, seeks deliberately to 
unify. and has wider implications. It appears as a value 
to  which everyone might be expected to aspire o r  at 
least to  accept as worthwhile. Ideals are real and recog- 
nizable, but they only exist in the imagination. Ideals 

can never be fully achieved, only asyniptotically 
approached. This is because any concrete results, how- 
ever good, can be further improved. 

So an ideal is articulated as a desirable conception for 
diverse people to identify with, aspire to. believe in, 
and hope for. Ideals have the quality of metaphors which 
resonate deeply within people. They can be \videly 
shared because they allow lor many shades of intcrprc- 
tation, opinion and emphasis. The function of an idcal is 
to  commit propic to tin- establishment of certain 

desired values. despite their dillbrences. For example, 
ideals like peaceful coexistence, the welfare state, a just 

society, efficient r~ian~ige~iicnt, custonier-rcsponsive- 
ness, an information culture a liberal education. or 
licalthy eating can persist rven though they mean clitTer- 

ent things to tlifYerent prople at different times. 

deals have practical uses which is why they must be 
devised in a hard-headed way and not be viewed as a 

utopian longing. Ideals should be the recurrent and 

long-lasting reference point for all attempts to  maintain 
a value-drive within enterprises and popular move- 
n~cnts .  Any crusade, campaign. initiative o r  directive 
which cannot be justified easily in terms of a recog- 
nizable ideal soon finds it lacks supporters, and even its 
beneficiaries may view the drive as irrelevant o r  un- 
desirable. Above all, the ideal must encourage people to 
persist and persevere, to tolerate delays and difficulties, 
and to overcome obstacles. 

Conten t .  To activ,itr am1 yet unify people, an ideal 
must incorporate needs rrcognixcd by individuals and 
the comiiiunily, ideas which oiler an appealing basis for 
change, and values universally sought. In other words, 
ideals are rooted in p.irticular ultimate values (1,-7) 
which can corni~iaiul sullicic~it political support, use 
beliefs or prindplrs (I--6) which can maximize impact. 
and promote social values (L-5) which ensure an appro- 

prime adaptation. The ideal seenis able to unity groups 

because it taps into the goodness of ultimate values 

without demanding union or transcciiclence, bolsters 
its constituent value systenis without requiring deep 

intellectual understanding or tribal dedication, and 
focuses the welter of social values which express 
popular needs. 

An ideal depends on the sensitive choice and use of 
each of its three constituent 1y1)e.s of \slue for its 
effectiveness as a drive source. Witliout social \slues 
appropriate to  the time and place, the ideal will seem 

irrelevant. Without a value system suit.ibly chosen from 
a variety of possibilities, the ideal will lack shape, direc- 
tion and impact. Without the transpcrsonal and trans- 
social sanction ofan ultimate value, thC ideal will lack a 

sense of goodness o r  rightness, and be deficient in 
inspiration. The integrative qualities of ultimate and 

socid values seem to mitigate the intense divisiveness of 
the value systenis within the ideal, and permit it to be 
an umbrella for diverse people and groups. 

Ideals remain controversial nevertheless. Note that 
controversy in an idcal lies at the ultimate value level. 
At different times in the history of .i society, different 
ultimate values are paramount, aixl t luw leail to diffcr- 
ent ideals. The ideal ofan enterprise ciilture starts from 
freedom, the ideal of thc \vell~irr state starts from 
justice. the ideal o f a  learning society starts from truth, 

the ideal ofa  caring community starts from compassion. 

I t  can be confusing when the terin ideal is used to 

refer to  a particular ultimate value only: e.g. the ideal of 
peace. Bellicose comniunitics that glorify war may still 

hold peacc as an ultimate value, but it is hardly appro- 
priate to describe peacc as their ideal. An ideal built on 
peace as the ultimate value might In- better called 
'peaceful coexistence. This ideal will imply different 

things in different countries according to their value 

systems: and it will embody social values - absence of 
war. technology transfers. trading relations, cultural 
exchanges - which are chosen to be appropriate for all 
parties. A valued idea is ollen called an ideal by philo- 
sophers; and value systems alone, likc socialism, are 
conin~only referred to as ide-ils - but such usage, 
again, can be misleading. It is an idealistic product of 
socialisn~, likc the welfare state or the just society, 

which is the true ideal (as clc~l'i~ic~d lit-re). Socialists 
disagree violently anions themselves about what con- 
stitutes true socialisin. but the i(le.il unilk-s the warring 
sects and factions. The ideal can ibvi:n spread beyond the 
in-group: in the case ol' the wellirc stair in thC U K .  it 
drove conservative governnicnts who abhor socialism. 
Finally, referring to a social value like nli~catioii as an 
ideal is also unsatisfactory. Any idi*.il needs greater 
cleptli and complexity if  it is to deal with value disputes 
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and install new values: so we have the ideal of liberal 

education (with the ultimate value of wisdom and the 

value system of liberalism) or  academic scholarship 
(with the ultimate value of freedom and the value 
system of academia) o r  spiritual growth (with the ulti- 
mate value of truth and the value system of a religion). 

An ideal cannot specify its mode of realization, 
because its constituting levels are conceptions which 

float above any specification of activity. Naturally, the 
criticism which is characteristically levelled at ideals is 

that they are unrealistic. Such criticism is only valid 
when ideals are misused. Ideals must be realistic if they 
are to  function as defined. 

Social  Process. Ideals have the power lo awaken 
people permanently to possibilities of social life at its 
best. So ideals find their natural home, their locus of' 
responsibiliy, within social movements. A movement is 

an endeavour pursued by a loosely bounded and mini- 

mally organized collection of people. It develops and 
spreads new values spontaneously and has the potential 
to transform groups to which its members belong (see 
G - s 3 :  Ch. 12). Its elites - self-proclaimed spokesmen, 
ideologues, academics - conceive, document, defend 

and disseminate the ideals for the wider public. The 
ideal, initially, is incon~prehensible but vaguely appeal- 
ing to  many. Only through much discussion, explana- 

tion and exhortation does its nature emerge. Managers, 
for example, were at 1'irst contused by the phrase 'total 

quality'; elderly women wonder what 'women's 
liberation' means; and 1 still puzzle about the ideal of 
the 'social market .  

The responsibility for learning about and subscribing 
to ideals conceived by others rests with each person. In 

the community this depends on a sensitivity to  that area 

of value and to the need for change. When a person 
comes to recognize and accept an ideal previously 
unrecognized or  disn~issed, the result is an awakening 
and a sense of needing lower-level components to fulfil 
the drive and spread the values. Ideals, once under- 
stood, are felt as natural and necessary by those who 
hold them. They not only release energies for social 
endeavour. but are the best personal defence against 

passivity and doubt. 

Ideals, like the movements which disseminate them, 
appeal across tribal groups and ideological divides. As 
appreciation of an ideal grows and spreads, groups of all 

sorts take it up. By internalizing the ideal, each specific 
group maintains the loyalty of its members and aids its 
integration in society. Of course, the way the ideal is 

explained and used differs greatly according to the 

group. 

Organizations usually need to change their culture in 

a variety of dimensions and so require a variety of 
ideals. Any culture-change process requires a mini- 

social movement and should start with recognition of a 
worthwhile and relevant ideal - and this must be 
something more substantial and less achievable than ' to  
be the best' o r  ' to  beat our main competitor'. Once the 
ideal is found, the commonest mistake made by 
managers (aided and abetted by their management con- 

sultants) is to set up a programme of implementation, 
as if the ideal was something tangible like a product o r  
a skill. Behavioural change may then occur, but without 
the awareness and implanting of new values. An ideal 
can only be brought into an organization by deliberately 
adopting it, activating lower level drives, and then using 
the ideal as the principle criterion t o  judge all dircc- 
lions, programmes and systems. In this way, new values 
may be slowly and progressively installed. 

Failure. Ideals may fail to unify people to practical 

ends, but not because they are unrealistic o r  disproved. 
Ideals will fail if their ultimate values lack sufficient 
social support. So ideals which work in Japan may not 
work in the USA. The welfare state remains an ideal. 
but the collapse of socialisn~ and the increased focus on 
freedom rather than justice has weakened its impetus. 
An ideal will eventually collapse if its ideas lack a sound 

basis in reason or  fact. Racial purity was the nazi ideal, 
* .  

but when the nazi's perverse value system collapsed, 
this ideal went with it If it is not possible for ideals to  
be defined and applied using existing social values, then 
the ideal is truly utopian. and not a useful tool for 
practical people in the present. I s  So ideals need to adapt 
as society evolves and social values change. For exam- 

ple, the ideal of financial independence used to imply 
avoiding indebtedness, but freedom from debt is no 

longer a social value or  personal need, and financial 

independence has come to signify the ability to  borrow 
and maintain high levels of indebtedness without fear of 
foreclosure. 

If an ideal fails, a new ideal must be found t o  take its 
place. Failure to develop ideals or denying the need for 
ideals results in cynicism, apathy and loss of energy for 
making improvements. This is a poisonous and con- 
tagious state which can infect a wide variety of activities 

and eventually weakens the social fabric. 

Limitation. Ideals bring people and social groups 
together, stimulating their individual and collective 
determination to see that certain values are introduced. 

But ideals fail to  specify how particular issues should be 
dealt with. and do not indicate what endeavours should 
be pursued. Ideals also fail to recognize and facilitate 
the debate between different tribal groups or  sectional 
interests. So a more focused component is needed, one 

which can orient people to  alternative constellations 
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of values in specific areas and can define practical 
possibilities. This is provided by moving down a level 

and devising a crusade. 

G-34: Crusades 

Nature.  The introduction of values (or the defence 
of values threatened by social changes) can be given a 

coherent and practical focus by defining a crusade. The 
function of a crusade is to convert people to ideas of 

potential social benefit. The crusade emerges in 
response to a particular issue or problem, which is 

typically referred t o  as a cause. The crusade generates 

an agenda of reforming endeavours linked to the cause 
but does not indicate the methods and details of their 

implementation. A social group exists or forms around 
the cause and sponsors die crusade. So any crusade is as 
persistent and enduring as the issue and that group. 

The main use of a crusade is to  educate people about 

the practical implications of social change and value 

challenges embodied in particular issues o r  problems. If 
half-way successful, the crusade conditions people to  
accept what can and should be done about them. Those 
responsible can then instigate action without fear of a 
rebellion. If fully successful, the crusade reorients 
people so that their energies and loyalties serve new 
ideas. 

Whenever the values reflect a social problem 
needing to be tackled on the broadest possible front, a 

'good' cause tends to be established. Recent good 

causes include care for the homeless, better handling of 
families in courts of justice, equal opportunities for 

women, and protection of endangered species. Public 
crusades for these causes seek a high profile and are 
pursued pro-actively and persistently. The other type of 
crusade is mainly reactive to events. For example, we 

tend to hear about the cause offarmers, whenever there 
are attempts to limit the subsidization of unnecessary 

produce; or the cause of banks, whenever public dis- 

content at their inefficiency, ineptitude and unrcspon- 
sivencss erupts. These causes may be called 'defensive' 
because their crusades exist to defend vested interests. 

Crusades invariably generate political controversy 
because of their sectional o r  ideological nature. So 

there is often a lack of agreement on the worthiness o r  
need for crusades on behalf of even good causes, let 
alone defensive causes. 

Crusades span the conceptual and the practical by 
their rfTorts to produce a realistic agenda lor reform. In 
organizations, crusades arc essential to install new 
values. Without a crusade, new ideas only disorient 
people, whatever their logic o r  confirmed validity. 
Many, probably most, staff in organizations at present 

are wary of new ideas. But, explain the ideas in terms 
of new activities o r  demonstration projects, and then 

the new values spring to life and genuine enthusiasm 
becomes possible. In society, the reform agenda for a 

good cause is typically presented in the form of a man- 
ifesto which specifics a seemingly radical and compre- 
hensive range of projects or proposals. For example. a 
recent U K  manifesto tor the disabled proposed changes 

in legislation, benefits, community care. health ser- 
'ices, education, employment and training, housing, 

public transport, leisure and Such an agenda 
can only be realized if the crusade can generate a wide 
variety of community-based campaigns and organiza- 

tion- based initiatives. 

Content. O n  the one hand, the crusade can only get 
political support and create insiders if it is built around 

certain ideas and principles, i.e. valid value systems 
(L-6), which serve the cause. On the other hand, the 
crusade can only maximi/.e impact on outsiders if it is 

aligned with what the community perceives as its 

needs, i.e. current social values (1--S), and is pursued 
vigorously in their terms. Finally, neither insiders nor 
outsiders can understand the crusade until they see it 
developed as a set of possible and worthwhile endea- 

vours, i.e. principal objects (L-4), which are appro- 
priately adapted to the current situation. 

Crusaders should recognize that social values are the 
chief determinant of social support and effectiveness. A - .  
society that tolerates poverty generally is unlikely to be 

responsive to  a crusade for the hon~eless. An organiza- 
tion cannot sensibly launch a crusade to put women into 

senior jobs if society sees little need for women t o  work 
at all. Opposing or alternative social values in organiza- 

tions are also relevant: e.g. the values of immediacy and 
expediency may impede H Q  crusades to get efficiency 
savings through systematic review and re-design of 

procedures. A crusaile is most likely to be successful i f  
its social values arc specified in accord with current 

ideals. The cause of the homeless, for example, needs 

to be forwarded very differently in an enterprise 
culture than in a welfare state. 

The value system is the source of controversy in any 
crusade. The ideas behind defensive causes, like farm- 

ing and banking, are usually left implicit, but no-one is 
in doubt as to the tribal origin of their proposals. Their 
spokesn~en present arguments in terms of social values 
in order to gain a hearing and impact: farmers claim to 
protect the countryside and to secure the national need 
for food; banks speak of the need for efficiency, risk- 
management and shareholder return. Defensive causes 
seek to see off public challenges and work to strengthen 
their own social position and status. 

In the case of crusades for good causes, the social 
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value is self-evident, but the beliefs o r  principles behind 
them may need more deliberate definition in order to 

get sufficient popular backing. For example, the 
crusade for family courts in the U K  is drfined by 
principles of conciliation and family support r,ithcr than 
the usual adversarial principles. 

Often the value system Hows from the identity of 
those behind the crusade. A crusade for thr homeless 

may he furthered on the basis of a Christian value 
system (e.g. by the board of social responsibility of a 
church) or on the basis o l a  socialist value system (e.g 

by a left-wing pressure group). 

Crusades formulate worthwhile endeavours accord- 
ing to  the possibilities. So these are nioditkd over the 
years as times change or  as objects are realized. For 
example the crusade for family-frienclly litigation has 

been forwarded in the past decades through altered 

procedures, new types of family courts, acceptance of 

videotaped evidence by children and so on. 

Social Process. Crus.vles are lengthy rllorts and 
their pursuit can be tiring because of the polarization 
and intensity of feelings rousecl by their attempts to re- 
socialize people. To be ctTective, thcy need to be 
championed. For defensive causes like those of hanks or 
farmers, the locus of responsibility for championing is 
found within umbrella organizations and public rela- 
tions departments which take on the role. For good 

causes, like the homeless or giant pandas, voluntary 
action is required. 

Activists must rally to the cause and individual 

champions must be found who are prepared to dedicate 
themselves to the crusa(1e. The most vociferous 

champions may become public figures. Ralph Naclcr, 
the US consumers crusader, achieved renown for his 

fight against corporate negligence and dishonesty. The 

cause of consumerisn~ is now well-developed and many 
consumerist values have In-en embodied in legislation 
and accepted by businesses. Total quality management, 

for example, is the managerial ideology forming the 
internal counterpart to consumerism. Political parties 
in most developed countries now see consumers as 

voters and treat voters as if they are consumers. People 
have heen converted to consumerism. 

The survival of a causr and the sustenance of 3 
crusade depend on a definable group. sometimes called 

a reform group. which takes on itself to overcome 
resistance and see that change eventually occurs. News- 
papers, for example, merely report the progress of 
crusades. Only when society is reoriented, do they 
actively run or  support campaigns within that crusade. 
So crusiiders cannot depend on general support. but 
must obtain resources directly from some group and its 

circle of supporters. Within an organization, that group 
should be the governing body (with top managers) 

which is responsible for the organization and controls 
its resources. In the c'ise of good causes, the crusading 
group may gain additional resources tor their crusade 

I)y grant from government or philanthropic founda- 
tions, o r  by gift from sympathetic members of the 
comn~unity. 

The criticism inherent in crusades is that there is an 
over-valuing of the diuse. Greenpeace, for example, 
which has mounted such a successful crusade in relation 

to care of the physical environment has been regularly 

attacked for being too biased o r  one-sided, and for 
making proposals for new types of activity which are 
excessive or extreme. For many years, businessmen and 
politicians viewed Ralph Nadcr as a destructive ex- 

tremist. It is possible to have sympathy lbr a good cause 

without being fully converted to  it and accepting all the 

related claims and demands. So people may wish to  
defend homosexuality as a sexual option and strongly 
oppose discrimination against hon~osexuals, while still 
disagreeing with some objects of homosexual crusades 
like teaching hon~osrxuality in schools or allowing 

homosexual couples to adopt children. 

Organizations which need to incorporate new ideas 
or wish to adopt a new culture must mount crusades. 
People at the top must themselves be- converted - 
which means that thcy cannot imagine the organi7ation 

succeeding without die ideas. The crusade, in other 
words, must be felt to be essential to  the work and 
soci.il situation of the organization if it is to  have any 
hope of being successful. For example: the idea of 

marketing in Europe has been alien to  most UK firms. 
However, removal of customs barriers in 1993 exposed 
U K  t'irnls t o  European competition and the threat of 

collapse. Staff lower down the organization cannot 

properly appreciate the threat (or the opportunity) and 
are not disposed to ch,inge their ways. The crusade 

must convince them by locking in to recognizably 
urgent needs and existing social values of the start. 
Finally, a package of actions, the reform agenda, must 
be developed. In the case of Europe sans Jromi2res, this 
would mean changes to business activities like foreign 

language training, altered distribution arrangements, 
new marketing initiatives and so on. In the same way, a 
reci:nt project in a public hospital suggested that a 
crusade for patient-centredness should focus on better 

handling of patient contacts with the hospital, dcvclop- 

ing ward systen~s oriented to  patient needs, and 
launching initiatives to accommodate patient con- 
venience - all rather radical proposals. 

Failure. In the absence of a crusade, people are 
punled by the cause. They do not undcr~tand what the 
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issue is, why it needs addressing, what the possible 
change is about, and what sorts ofthings might be clone. 

Crusades may fail because they are pursued halt'- 
heartedly: a common occurrence within organizations. 

If this occurs, people arc not converted, energy' for 
change is not generated, and the hoped for social 

benefit does not n~aterialize. 

Outsiders look at a fi~xled crusade with a mixture of 
contempt and satisfaction. Like ideals, crusades do not 

fail because they are wrong or disproved. 'I'hey fail 
because the value system lacks adherents. hnoch 
Povvell's crusade to repatriate Asian and West Indians in 

the 1960s thundered because the idea of apartheid was 

disturbing and could not gather sufficient political 
support. A crusade may fall into disfavour and achieve 

little if the social values within it are unacceptable. The 
paedophile cause has a continuing flow of recruits who 

support the idea of sex with children, but their crusade 

has failed because people reject the need lor children to 

have sexual freedom or for adult sexual freedom to 
include activity with children. Paedophile champions 
tend to end up in prison. 

Limitat ion.  Crusades are socializing. They rc- 

orient people and redefine their responsibilities. They 
enable the development and implementation of dis- 
tinctive ideas about what a society or organization 
should value. Although crusades indicate broadly what 
will happen, like ideals they are distant from the 

moment of choice. Crusades seek to operate on our 
minds and are still too general and unconnected to the 

immediate situation. We become aware ofthem. some- 

times fearfully and sometimes contemptuously, but 
screen them o u ~  as we turn to lace present demands. 
Now, however, we move lo the First of the three drive 
components which impinge directly on our choices in 
their attempt to ensure that installed values are put into 
practice. The first stage in this process is the production 

of a campaign. 

G-3=: Campaigns 

Nature .  A campaign is that pan of a drive where the 
activation of values and the possibility of change are 
sharpest. The campaign must, as the saying goes, win 
the hearts and minds of people. The most dramatic 
campaigns arc witnessed at election time. Few voters 
trouble to read the manifesto or quiz canvassers about 
the detailed in~plications of future initiatives. Campaign 

managers. fully aware of this, orient their eil'orts to  
what counts: getting the vote on the day. Ensuring that 
single simple expression of preference is what the 
entire election campaign is about. Precisely the same 
principle applies to other campaigns. 

The function ol a campaign, then, is to persuade 
people to act on certain dormant values v\hich the\ 

already hold in common 

Campaigns are all around us. Their use lor a o n e o i l  

expression of preference - when voting or when 
donating money is easiest to  understand. Campaigns 
seeking to ensure repetitive choices - doing regular 
exercise, turning of? unnecessary lights. or refusing to 
drive after drinking alcohol - are far more problcm- 
atic. The reason is that campaigns activate people 
temporarily and have a limited life. The sheer repetition 
of a campaign slogan may lead to a conditioning that 
induces people to  use the value semi-automaticallv. But 

people also become saturated and may refuse to pay 
attention. Keeping a value like 'safe driving' pcrma- 
nently active is difficult even with regular campaigns 
tinled to national holidays and festivals. So crusaders 

also pressure for more organized and permanent con- 
trols like stiffcr legal or disciplinary penalties and 

special monitoring programmes. 

Campaigns launched by reform groups tend to be 
fund-raising in order to provide services: e.g for 

potential delinquents, lor cancer research; or to  pursue 

their crusade: e.g. for better conditions for incarcerated 
delinquents, for a ban on smoking where people con- 
gregate. Somc voluntary sector campaigns target per- 
sonal actions: e.g. persuading families to  adopt or foster 
an elderly person or disturbed adolescent. When a 
preference is controversial. governments prefer cam- 

paigns because they depend on voluntary choice. Laws 

which compel compliance may then follow: e.g. cam- 

paigns in the UK to wear seat-belts in cars preceded by 
s o n ~ e  years the legislation which made their provision 
and use compulsory. Campaigns arc also useful when 
enforcement is problen~atic or impossible: e.g. in 
making energy savings around the hon~c.  In a similar 
fashion, government campaigns may be developed with 
the hope o l  reducing the pressure on public services: 

e.g. in the area of health promotion. 

Firms regularly run internal campaigns. either 

focusing on business needs (e.g. to improve efficiency, 
to reduce waste, to  foster initiative, to increase quality) 
or on personal matters impinging on work (e.g. to 
reduce alcoholism, to lessen accidents, to foster self- 
development). These campaigns are regularly repeated 
because their effect is inherently transient. Campaigns 
may be used to activate policy development. Somc- 
times, however. they we  used instead of policies 

because they leave staff to  decide for themselves how, or 
indeed whether, to act on the suggested priorities. This 
friendly flexible quality retlccts a person-centred 
sensitive approach to management at the expense or 

a task-centred tough-minded approach. Although 
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achievement is limited, management by campaign is 
often favoured by leaders in public agencies and volun- 

tary bodies where it would be out of character to adopt 

a no-nonsense management style which solves prob- 
lems, grips issues, and confronts staff' with failings. 

For campaigns to work, they need to be single- 
minded and well-focused. The cause of protecting 
endangered species will only be furthered by campaign- 
ing for a particular species - 'save the whale'. protect 
the panda', 'stop the ivory t rade .  A series ol'campaigns 

nay be launched in order to drive a crusade forward: in 

the above case, one endangered species being chosen 

after another. People may he swayed by one campaign 
but not by another within the same crusade. Campaigns 
to reduce salt o r  refined sugar in the diet as part of a 
crusade for healthy eating seem to be more problematic 

than those to reduce artil'icial additives o r  alcohol. So 

responsiveness to a particular campaign is not deter- 
mined by support for the crusade. 

The essence of a campaign is captured in slogans: 

simple pithy sayings that stick in the memory. Creative 
advertising is in its clenicnt here  'Clunk-click every 

trip' (promoting the use o l  car seat-belts), 'Drinka 
pinta milka day', 'Labour isn't working' (Saatchi and 
Saatchi's slogan lor the U K  Conservative party election 
campaign in 1979), and 'Beanz meanz Hcinz' - these 
are typical of slogans in the public domain designed to 

keep popular attention on a particular value so as to 
stimulate a particular choice. 

Content. The campaign seeks to mobilize support 

lor a value which is presented as a priority, preference 
or  focus for action (L-3) appropriately adapted to the 

situation. This preference is presented as emerging 
from a social value ( L - 5 )  which has wide political 

support. To maximize impact, the canipaign requires its 

o w  defining aims and objects (L-4).  

The political choice in supporting or responding to a 
campaign is essentially about agreement with the social 

value. The success of a campaign docs not demand rc- 
orientation or conversion in die recipient. Instead it 

depends on the degree to which its social values arc 
recognized and upheld by people within the relevant 
community. For example, to counter attempts by 
animal vvelfare activists to get lox-hunting banned, a 

campaign in favour of fox-hunting urged that the sport 

preserved the environment and provided employment 
- two currently popular social values. Because 
campaigns are rooted in social values. campaigners can 
use petitions which include signatures from people who 
have unly the flimsiest connection or involvement in the 
issues but who i n  the act of signing the petition 
recognize that social value. 

The campaign's principal objects are the primary 
determinant of its impact and effectiveness. Producing 

a petition may be the principal object of a campaign, but 
petitions are rarely effective in swaying governments o r  

organk~ations. Amnesty International runs campaigns 
whose principal object is to raise public awareness that 
many regimes wrongfully imprison and torture their 
people. There is evidence that even brutal regimes are 
sensitive to world opinion, and that internal resistance 
ant1 reform groups arc supported by knowing that out- 
siclers are concerned. 

Campaigns are just one of a variety of activities 

mounted by organizations crusading for social reform. 

Often campaign objects link closely to the reform 
agenda defined by the related crusade. However, a 
campaign may well be effective without the desired end 

result of the crusade being achieved. The principal 

object o l  the Opportunity 2000 campaign in the UK is 
t o  encourage companies to take up the challenge of 

equal opportunities and set programmes and goals 

necessary for improvement: while the crusading object 

of Opportunity 2000's parent organization is ' to 

increase the quantity and quality of wornens participa- 
tion in the work-force. In other words, the campaign 
is successful if certain programmes and goals are in 
place within con~panies. But the success of these pro- 
grammes and goals, and ultimately the achievement of 
the cqual opportunity crusade, is a matter for each 

company, not the campaign. 

Campaigns must go on to define internal priorities 
which are appropriate for individuals to use in activities 
or in enterprises under their control. In one of the 

Amnesty International campaigns mentioned above. 
the priority was to get people to  write letters to 
government authorities to plead the case of specific 
named victims of the regime. In the Opportunity 2000 
campaign, the priorities included getting companies to 

commit themselves publicly to publish progress reports 

at intervals, to attend conferences, to  share experiences 
and to learn from each other. 

The most tangible form of internal priority is the 

giving of money. Giving money to the campaign is a 
matter of individual priorities because attractive alter- 
natives include spending it on oneself or donating it to 
a different canipaign. Public appeals leave the cam- 
paigners largely free to  use the money in whichever way 
they wish to  achieve the object of the crusade: i.e. the 

precise use of the funds is not a defined part of the 
campaign. 

Social  Process. Campaigns are a community - - 
matter, and they only work with people who already 
hold the values. "IIC people who holil a value in 
common foi 111 an undefined constituency within the 
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relevant community. This constituency is therefore the 
locus of responsibility for campaigns. Campaigners 

emerge from that constituency and serve it by getting 
all within it to exert their influence on a particular 
matter. If there is no significant constituency, then the 

campaign falls on deaf ears and campaigners appear as 

eccentrics. Many campaigns not only seek to activate 
their constituency, but arc part of a crusade to enlarge 

it. In campaigns for good causes, campaigners tend to 
assume that the constituency is o r  ought to  be coter- 
minous with the community. 

Large businesses call their key external constituency 
a market, and seek to define and target it as clearly as 

possible. They launch advertising campaigns into the 
community, knowing that their product o r  service is 
broadly acceptable to all and positively desired by some. 

Marketing managers know that people have to be 

induced to take die decisive step to  buy the product o r  
servicc. Because campaigns are based in social values, 

th.e so-called global market does not exist: there is 
instead a set of markets, each o l  which requires its own 
distinctive marketing campaign geared precisely to that 
territory's social values. Depending on the product o r  

service, the largest natural market territory would 

usually seem to be the nation-state o r  occasionally a 
defined group of similar nations like the Benelux 
countries o r  European Community. 

The criticism inherently generated by campaigns is 
their intrusiveness and their lack of sustained effect. 
Unless campaigns intrude - not just on hoardings, in 
newspapers, at public meetings, and in the streets, but 
into the home and office by canvassers, mail shots, 

radio, television, telephone and computer comn~unica- 

tions - then they are unlikely to deliver their message. 
Campaigns arc about conlmunication and persuasion, 
not about deception and control. They are oriented to 
a trusting constituency, not to an enemy. So choosing 
rhetoric for use in a campaign is a sensitive ethical 
issue." When campaigns exaggerate and distort the 
truth o r  seek to manipulate pcople for hidden ends, then 

communication has been perverted into propaganda. 

Failure. Unlike ideals and crusades, campaigns can 
easily fail and be seen by their supporters to have failed. 
Campaign failure is common and tolerable. Its con- 
sequence is that people are not reached and won over. 
Campaign management is obviously critical to success, 
but it may be easier for insiders and believers to blame 
the campaign mechanics than the message being 
promoted. Campaign failure needs a post-mortem: 

perhaps the timing was wrong, perhaps the principal 
object was unrealistic, perhaps the constituency was 
not developed, perhaps campaign organization was 
poor, perhaps communication was confused. After due 

scrutiny and reflection, decisions must be taken about 
whether and when to reactivate the campaign and about 

whether and how to modify it. 

The failure of a campaign in an organization suggests 
that an ideal or a crusade may be needed to establish 

certain ideas and values more firmly. A common error 
is to imagine that campaigns will give pcople new 

values. Campaigns arc friendlier than crusades, but if 

they are appealing for action on non-existing values, 
then staff mock the campaign and the stupidity of those 
running it. Alternatively, where values are known to be 
already established, campaign failure suggests that 
initiatives and directives are needed to get results. 

Limitation. Campaigns bring values to the fore- 
front of people's minds and invite immediate action. 
They may release money, determine a momentary 

choice, or precipitate a long-lasting commitment. 
Although canipaigns may have these practical con- 
sequences, thcy do not themselves engage with prac- 
ticalities and do not link desired values with the 
particular results of activities. Campaigns do prepare 
the ground for tangible changes, but they cannot define 
the efforts needed. For this, we need to move down to 
initiatives. 

G-32: Initiatives 

Nature. Once people arc encouraged (by the ideal), 
reoriented (by the crusade), and activated (by the 
campaign), thcy arc ready to pursue values by inter- 
vening in ongoing endeavours. An initiative seeks to 

produce a specific and costed set of strategies for 

immediate implementation. and so brings installation 
of values down to earth. An initiative is a coniplex 

project which is based on values and which reflects a 
concerted attempt to  ensure substantial achievement 
on their behalf. 

Values which have been successfully created and 
installed as a consequence of higher drive components 

may need initiatives to  bed them into the operation. 
Long-standing and well-accepted values which are 
neglected in practice also need initiatives. So the 

function of initiatives is to generate activities which 
forward given values which are currently being ignored 
or paid too little attention. 

The use of initiatives is fostered by pressures for 
achievement. often associated with a turbulent social 
context and escalating competition. The effect of the 
initiative is to  engage people over a defined time to 

achieve specific results. Organizations launch initiatives 
all the time: marketing initiatives, quality initiatives, 
recruitment drives, membership drives. Small com- 
munities, or rather their local government or their 



community association, can launch a 'town l>eautilic~- 
tion' initiative, or a 'traffic control' initiative. National 

governments launch streams of initiatives: e.g. the 

strategic defence initiative (SDI) in Ac  USA, the 'care 

for the under-fives initiative in the U K .  

Initiatives comprise a range of related but diverse 

proposals which are i>nancially viable and feasible. So 
thcv need to lie designed and delivered b \  organiza- 
tions. An initiative needs to be time-limited in order to 
generate an impact. 11 successful, its values and corn- 
punt~ i t  activities become incorporated into regular 
operations. I'he Alvev Project, for example, was set up 

in 1983 an11 aimed to improve the U K s  competitive 

position in information technolugy. This was a 5 year 
Â£35 million initiative, jointly funded liy the govern- 

ment (Department of Trade and Inchistry-1 I 10 
million; the Scientific and Engineering Research 

Council~Â£.5 million: Ministry of Defence-!--I0 
million) and industry and academe (11.50 million). 
Firms anil research groups viewrcl the initiative in 
tcrrns of their current interests and needs and, if  it 

suited them, put forward proposals for government 
grants on that basis. Successli~l applicants built up 
expertise and commitment to the work valued bv  the 
initiative, and became more likelv to  continue pursuing 
it Alter the initiative ceased in 1988. 

Content. Initiatives need to have uiiamliiguous 
principal objccts (L-4) whkh determine ttieir political 
support. They must be communicated and pursued in 
ternis of key priorities ( L - 3 )  to maximize impact, and 

then implemented by pursuit of strategic objectives 

(L--2) which arc ~ppropridcr!~ adapted to the situation. 

I'he choice ofthc principal objects, together with the 
resource allocated, is the principal focus ofcontroversv. 
I h e  total amount of finance allocated to .inv ioiti.itive is 
commonly described either as lar too little by those 
supportive of it, or as \vasteiul and unnei..essary by 

opponents - SD1 was typical in this regard. Extensive 
and ot'ten acrimonious debates about the total allo- 

cation tend to dwarf debates about priorities and allo- 
cations within the initiative. Top nian.igtBrs neCd to 
recognize that preci-iely ttie same dynamics affrct 
initiatives within their organizatio~is. 

All ttratcgic obiectives svithin an initiative arc 

leveloped and sanctioned bv reference to its specific 

principal objects. However, d i e  detailed development 

of these objectives and therefore the impact and 

effectiveness of the initiative clepends on thC selection 
i f  internal 1irioritii.s. For example, the 'care for the 
under-fives initiative enipha.si'/t*d such things as 
involvt'ment of the voluntary sector (rather than local 
government services). social carc (rather than educa- 

tional care), low-cost initiatives (rather than capital- 

intensive projects), and meeting inner-citv deprivation 

(rather than rural needs). 

Within organizations, there may be a tendency to 
clpfine initiatives in terms of a list of projects o r  out- 

comes with little analysis olthe objects or exlilicit work 

on priorities. The initiative may even come to be 
regarded as identical to  the strategic objectives. This is 
a mistake because strategic objectives arc the most 
variable aspect of the initiative. Initially they should be 
(lelined to suit the situation. The s tratqic  objectives 

[nay nceil to be altered during the course of the 
initiative as obstacles emerge and experience clevclops. 
In any governmental initiative, lor example. specilic 
iroposals <ire defined bv the various applicants for funds 

depending o n  wtiat those applicants (firms. academic 
institutions, non-prolit agencies) see as possible and 

best tor themselves - which naturallv alters as the 
initiative progresses. 

Social Process. Initiatives comrnonlv arise from an 

awareness of persistent gaps or inadequacies in pcr- 
formanre. The locus of re.sponsibilit,r rests with the 

ori;tiiiizatiun or urgani~~itions who deliver that per- 
hrrnarice. People in charge like top managers, board 
cliri:ctors or p e r n m e n t  ministers liecome aware that 
some important a-ipect ol their enterprise has been 

neglected, or thai some new kind of activity must now 
lie recogni/.erl as important. So a principal object is 
teased out am1 asserteil or a new principal object is 

defined, and then this object is publicized to give the 
necessary changps due importance. Initiatives need to 

be launched with a l h l i r e  because they must be ilis- 
tinguished in people's eyes t'roni the ongoing flow of 
policies and strategies. The initiative, like anv drive 
component, tiepeiids tar nwre on actively winning 
voluntary suppurl than does a ~lirection. 

Although recognition olgaps is usually easy, tlie need 

lor an initiative should be thoroughly investigated and 
established by internal or external experts to enhance 
its legitimacy. For governments and societv, the experts 
mav be university academics, civil ser\ice specialists, an 
ofticial commission, or business consultants. For 
organizations, a governing body cornmittce, an internal 
task force or  external review body or management con- 
sultants may do the work. The result of the review 
process is a set of reconimendations or proposals which 

may be criticized in its details but which is difficult to 

oppose in toto. Ihose affectecl are expected to do more 
than merely accept the initiativc. Ihey  must positively 
engage \vith i t ,  assign resources, am1 work to imple- 
mcnt it. Ihis  is \vhv a cons~l ta t iv~  process is so essential. 

Initiatives need to be installed within organizations, 
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not merely implemented, because they imply a radical 
alteration to the type of activity performed. So a single 

initiativc may stimulate a variety of policies and plans. 
Installation typically involves top managers penetrating 
at least two tiers of management. sometimes more. 
Initiatives fail if they are merely passed to a subordinate 
with explanations left to staff in the planning or  public 
relations department. 

Failure. Failure of an initiative means that worth- 
while results do not emerge despite considerable 
investment of time and money. In recent times in the 
UK,  a series of government initiatives to increase the 

skills and education of the work-force generally seem to 
have conle to little. In many firms, quality initiatives 
have pushed thousands of staff through re-training 

programmes with negligible results. The consequence 

of such failures is a loss of confidence in management. 

So failures require to  be understood and explained. In 
public life, they may lead to official inquiries o r  
academic investigations. 

From the present perspective, initiatives will pre- 
dictably collapse if the principal object does not 

command support. Attempts to rectify the m a l e  female 
imbalance at the top of the UK civil service over a 
period of ten years in the 1980s. for exaniplc. led to  no 
changes at all - probably because the Whitehall 

mandarins responsible for implementation must have 
viewed the whole idea with horror and dismay. 

The lack of impact of many initiatives can be traced 
t o  the way they distort existing priorities. This either 

leads them to be ignored, or causes other worthwhile 

policies to be neglected. At the extreme, niultiple 

initiatives generate incoherence and cause the organiza- 
tion to flounder. Multiple policies in an organization are 
to  be expected, but too many initiatives exhaust and 
confuse managers. In a firm. the quality initiative, the 
con~puterization initiativc, the training initiative, the 

productivity initiative and the equal opportunities 
initiative may all be highly desirable. But, if they are 
genuine initiatives, then their rapid-fire introduction 

will lead to pragmatic and chaotic responses. Solid 

achievement of worthwhile strategic objectives 

becomes most unlikely. 

Public sector organizations arc particularly vulncr- 
able to this form of overload as politicians set ofl one 
initiative after another, interested only in escaping 
immediate political hot water and unconcerned about 
previous initiatives now out of the public eye. The point 

is that managers can do many things at once. but they 
cannot possibly absorb the importance ot'many diverse 
new values. The response to each is liable to  be perfunc- 
tory and superticial rather than genuine and substantial. 

Limitation. Initiatives require that people engage 
themselves in the active pursuit and implementation of 

certain values. However, it may he that an organi/.ation 
is deeply divided over its priorities. Then the initiative 
is just one of many activities competing for support. At 
the extreme, nothing happens, paralysis descends and 
decisive action bccon~cs impossible. Such crises arc 

comnlonly associated with major change. Neither 

ideals, crusades, campaigns nor initiatives are geared to 
overcoming internal crises; and none of these drive - 
components can use a crisis positively to  install values. 
What is required is a directive: the lowest triadic group 
and the most forceful impetus to action on values. 

G-3 : Directives 

Nature .  In a crisis, action must be taken. When new 

values are at stake. just any action will not do. The 
desired action must embody and forward the desired 
values. Often the crisis emerges from inaction. It may 
well be that there is a refusal to take the step and do 
what is needed to introduce or sustain a niuch needed 
value. The parliament of a country, say, may find itself 
unable to make the painful transition from a planned to 

a market economy; o r  a firm's governing body may Find 
that the company is being regularly taken to court 
because none of its attempts to deal with discrimination 
come to anything: o r  a chief executive may find that an 
endless series of excuses prevents improvement in 
customer service. 

In other words, it becomes clear at a certain point 
that the ordinary processes of policy-making and 

implementation have failed. People either refuse to 

decide on the main priority. or refuse to act in line with 

that decision. In such situations of political stalemate, 
one must either wait and pray for something to turn up 
and save the day, or take Firm action which brooks no 
opposition. A directive is required tor the latter more 

practical course. In other words. the Junction of a 
directive is to  produce specific action when there is 
intractable value conflict. 

Directives take the form of compulsory decrees, 

authoritative instructions o r  prescriptive rulings, issued 

by the leadership and lying within its mandate. 
Directives are aimed at a particular crisis situation an(] 
exert immediate control over insiders while remaining 
unknown or irrelevant to outsiders. The assumption, 
evident in the above examples, is that the group is in 
crisis because of a failure to decide on and pursue a 
recognized and accepted value. The use of directives is 
based on rescuing a group in die midst of crisis or in a 
state of paralysis. Urgent or desperate situations 
absolutely denland an expedient tactical response. The 
use of directives indicates that rational means of 
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proceeding via policies and plans have been abandoned. 
at least temporarily, and replaced bv brute assertion. It 

is assumed that obedience will be rapidly forthconiing. 

Often directives are accepted because responsibility 

for rescue is now I'irmly placed in the hands of one 

person, the leader. 0fcourse,  should the situation not 
be resolved, the leader must go. Directives are often 
disliked by those who arc the recipient of thcni. But. if 
directives arc not issued whcn dicy should be. an impasse 
persists with potentially damaging consequences. 

C o n t e n t .  Thp  directivc is built on an internal 
priority ( L - 3 )  which requires sufficient polinciil support 

t h e  directive is to he acceptable. Naximi~ing  the impact 

of the directive depends un the htrategic objectives 
(1.-2) embodied within it: that is to sav, on precisely 

what outcome is sought by issuing the directive. I h e  

detailed tactical objectives (L-1 ) within the directive 
need to be appropriately adapred to the circutnstames. 

In the case ofthe chief executive unable to get stalfto 
act on the value of customer service, the directive 
might state that each senior manager must personally 

contact each customer with a co~~iplaint and provide a 
weekly report to the governing board on the finclings 

and action taken This directive makes it explicit that 
customer-service is a priority because it allocates to this 

work the scarce resource of top management time. The 
directive clearly indicates a strategy fur custonier 
service bv its concei~tration o n  the personal handling of 
complaints at top level. Finally, the directivc contains a 

tactical objective in the form of die itnmedi.ite 

conimcncenient of wceklv reporting. 

Social  Process. The 1ocu.s of responsibility (or 

directives is the leader or leadership body. It is essential 
to  recognize that not only the content of the directive 

but also the need for a directive is always debatable. In 
a social o r  political setting, the leadership says or 

implies that the alternative to issuing a directive is 
abdication or resignation. So acceptance of a directive 

implies endorsement of the leadership, if not of the 

particular step taken. The directive is sanctioned 
impersonally by the crisis it is nieant to  resolve. 

Directives are an expression of naked power. So 
where leadership is split, for example between a Chief 
Executive and Board Chairman or between a President 
and Parliament, the use of directives can le.id to severe 

conflict. 

Because directives by-pass the usual political-nian- 
agerial channels and procedures, those who receive the 
directive niay choose to flout it rather than follow i t .  So 
situations which demand directives also require the 
mobilization of authority and force. When governing a 

society, martial law or a ,tare ol emergenq ma! be 
proclaimed and then an extraordinary degree of dis- 

ciction and power is tested in the leader Gorbachev 
arranged this during the break-up of the Soviet Union 
and so did Yeltsin subsequently in his struggle with the 
Russian Parliament. Sometimes political crises can only 

be resolved through governtrierit by decree. Brief self- 

limiting stcites emergency arc declared in demo- 

cracies at times of war and to speed response to sevcrc 
natural or civil catastrophes. Political leaders in states 
with authoritarian traditions may make a habit of using 
this instrument of last resort, 

Directives are easier to issue in organizations than in 
comninnities bccause of the extensive powers in- 

variably assigned to managers. Under normal con- 
ditions, managers in adjacent tiers discuss priorities and 

plans as part of the implementation process, and then 

action follows. Hno action occurs, it may be necessary 
and highly cffcctivc for die senior manager to issue a 
directive which brooks no opposition. Those pragmatic 
managers who have ditliculty with people and arc 

incapable of leading by defining and pursuing strategic 
objectives pin their hopes of success on directives. 

Failure. Directives fail if the political judgement as 
to their necessity is incorrect: ifthey are used too often; 
if the strategic objective being pursued is flawed; or it .  
tactical objectives arc not appropriate. 

'aralysis during analysis, and postponement of the 
unpleasant while yet more information is collected are 

common enough phenomena in governments and 
organizations. Nevertheless the regular use of clircc- 

lives to cut through this stagnation or to avoid the hard 
work of leadership is not wise. Directives then create 

the role of 'boss (rathcr than leader) because they 
coercively centralize power, reduce autonomous 

judgement and action, and evoke tear and confusion. 
Such directives become increasingly disruptive, con- 
tradictory and irrational over time because any boss 
lacks proper appreciation of the real constraints on sub- 

ordinate action and is prone to alter priorities sharply 
and rapidly. Subordinate managers then swim in chaos, 

the issues they face arc not explored, and a sense 01' 
values is soon lost. Soon staff spend most of' their time 
trying to work out what the boss rcally wants rathcr 
than concentrating on their work. 

Because directives enable avoidance o l  challenge's 
and queries. their regular use engenders crises which 
justify further use of authoritarian methods in a vicious 
self-t'ulfilling cycle. 

'the criticism inherent in directives, even whcn 
appropriately applied, is that thcy are dictatorial an11 
foster authoritarian styles of working. 
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Closure.  Just as an ideal was the most open-ended 
and potentially liberating way to introduce values, so 

directives are the most specific and coercive way to 

install them. Logically we have now covered all possible 
drive components, and die notion of an organized drive 
now seems intuitively complete. 

REVIEWING DRIVE 

Moving away from the status quo to develop new 
attitudes and beliefs and generate new achicvcn~ents is 
the most significant and yet disturbing challenge any 
person, organization or society can face. Handling this 
challenge requires drive ancl all articulations of drive 
arc purposive. Using the framework of purpose, it is 
apparent that d m c s  will have most impact if they con- 
tain five components - ideals, crusades, campaigns, 

initiatives and directives. 

Pract ical  In~pl ica t ions .  The important stimulus 
for creating drives is the discrepancy or dissonance 
which is set up  between what is implied by desired 
values and the current realities. In other words, drives 

are needed whenever there is a wish to d o  quite 
dillerent things or  to do things very differently. This 
wish for change can be oriented either internally 

towards oneself or one's own organization, or external!)' 
towards others or other organizations. 

People are generally opposed to new values for 
themselves when these are presented or  demanded by 
others- even values that are seemingly attractive. The 
higher forms of d m e  are rejected because they imply 

identity change, and the lower forms are disliked 
because they disrupt established habits and ongoing 
activities. Campaigns arc the most acceptable form of 
drive: stimulating. but not too new or  demanding. 

Drives for new ideas in society are labelled as 
revolutionary and grand crusades on their behalf are 
suspect. So new values need to be introduced by small 
groups of dedicated reformers with the recognition that 
popular support can only be won over a long period. 

Reforming oneself would seem to be more accept- 

able than being reformed, and it is less demanding than 

reforming everyone else. In a person, this is personal 
growth. In organizations, this is a culture-change or 
holistic organization development. Just as personal 
growth often fix~les out, so does organizational trans- 
formation. Too often no one knows what the new 
values mean. including those in charge of the installa- 
tion. The political dimension in value change tends to 
be minimized or viewed as an insuperable obstacle. 
Often senior managers are over-cautious o r  half- 
hearted. They refuse to invest the necessary time. 

energy and money, comnlunicate poorly, and fail to  
build the political backing which alone can deliver 

necessary change. 

Governments may wish that their citizens held 
different values, but they are not responsible for 
society's ideas o r  values. Governments, and those who 
expect much of government, should recognize that the 
primary responsibility for any value change in society 

lies with the people: within each person and within 

organizations. Governments are primarily responsive: 
they only introduce and pursue 'new' values with the 
support, willing or  sullen, of the people. 

Linkage between drive components based on the 
overlapping of levels enables them to be chained 
together. In a firm, for example, ideals should develop 
a sense of what is needed generally, while the crusade 
works out a realistic agenda for change which can gain 

board ancl staff backing. Internal campaigns can use the 

ideal and crusade to mobilize support for new priorities 
or foci for action. Initiatives can then be launched 
building on the agenda of the crusade, using the 
emphases in the campaigns, and justified by the ideal. 
Finally. if change is insufficient o r  blocked, o r  the 
situation deteriorates, directives can be judiciously 
applied. (Note that the same level in adjacent com- 
ponents may contain different purposes. In the Oppor- 

tunity 2000 example, we saw how the objects of the 

crusade differed born those of the particular campaign.) 

C o e r c i o n  or Consensus.  The existence of five 
distinct drive components illuminates one of the long- 
standing issues in social change theory, namely: is 

change primarily coercive o r  consensual? History and 

every-day life seem replete with coercion, but othcrs 
argue that nothing can really happen in society without 
a consensus. Examination of the drive components in 
varying social contexts is revealing. 

Any drive is potentially controversial and inherently 
political. However, within this contex~., ideals lie at one 
extreme. Being purely imaginative, they can only 
function properly on a consensual basis. At the other 
extreme arc directivcs which arc action-focused and 

essentially coercive. The three intermediate com- 

ponents show a progressive move from consensuality 

to coercion. Crusades unite those dedicated to the 
cause: supporters flock to it while others look on more 
or less sympathetically, or launch a counter-crusade. 
Campaigns assume the existence of communal values 
and therefore campaigners feel entitled to intrude and 
provoke support. Initiatives go further and tend to 
force an engagement, while not quite being tools of 
naked control like directives. 

Within the drive component, a similar pattern seems 



to  hold. Values in the topmost level reflect a political producing change via drives within organizations. They 

choice and foster the wish lo rind a consenbus; while must prevent or minimiye disruption and internal 

u r p o s e s  in the lo\<est level, because they arc chosen to schisms clue to excessive tribalisni. Coercive (lirectives 

serve higher levels and designed I D  be appropriate, lend may lie unavoidable in dealing with severe internal con- 

themselves to being imposed. tlict or impasse, but their use should be minimized. - .  
I li)\vcver. the board imist endorse viable ideals, develop 

I 'he  Source of Change. Communities depend on 
essential crusades, mourn useful campaigns and 

a core of mutuality and consensus, and require 
resource diverse initiatives. 

mechanisms both to enable change and to preseru- 
continuitv. Drives to diange others (and so society) are Transition. If people and activities have been 
intrinsic to cominunitv life. These drives stein I'roni stimulated by a drive, changes occur which arc readily 
individuals and must be mediated and moderated by )crceivcd as real achievement. Much remains un- 
social institutions. Drives to change oneself are intrin- touched and unchanged however. Furthermore, new 
sic to personal life and must also be supported .ind issues and problems invariably emerge and these are 
moderated by social iustitulir>ns. liable to push the desired values into the background 

I'ribal forces and tribal adherents lie behind all drives 

in society, and are the source of a powerful and potcn- 
tially coercive cncrgv. Prcssui-es lor change are spread 

via popular movements and focused through crusading 
associations staffed by adherents. Promotion o l  ideals. 
formation of causes and support fur crusades require 
sophisticated organization. Adherents are then in a 
position to  mount campaigns and launch initiatives into 
their communitv. Adlierents penetrate organizations 
and tend to generate inter-tribal conflict within them. 

At the extreme, they may take over the organization, 
cause it to split, or produce continuing disruption. 

Non-tribal organizations, just like individual people. 
are resistant to alien tribal coercion from without. but 
arc quite prepared to use drives and coercion internally 
as long as thcy arc kept firmly under control. Boards 
and top management arc primarily responsible lor 

once again. So success of a drive raises the question of 
how to extend achievement and sustain the ne\v values 

as part of'i new state of affairs, a new identity in lact. 

rather than as a transient event or fluctuation in the old 
way r.)l'liinc~ioning. Sustaining a new \vaj of functioning 
means re-ilelining work and ttie per-ion or organization 

must f.ice up to whether such an idenlily-change is 

really wanted. 

I h e  three levels of value within clrivc components 

provide a greater degree of' systematization of values 

than (lo directions, but thcy do not provide a basis for 
continuing achievement. nor tor self-sustaining iclentitv 

renewal anil re-altir~nation. So consolidating gains from 
drives and siistaining achievement requires a more 
complex form of purposive entity. Wliat is required are 
b u r -  level structures (tetrads) which deline and enable 
siicei~ssful lunctioning. 



Master- Properties of the five components of drive. 
Table 33 Drives promote change and overcome opposition to desired values. Each is a triad formed by combining three adjacent types of purpose. 

Thev are operated bv individuals and oruanizations within communities and directed either inwardly to modify the self, 
or outward81y to modify others. See text f o r  further details and explanation. 

nod No. 
(Levels) 

5 
(Ls 7-5) 

4 
(Ls 6-4) 

3 
(Ls 5-3) 

2 
(Ls 4-2) 

1 
(Ls 3-1) 

Component 
of Drive 

Function 
Desired Locus of Inherent Consequence of 
Effect 

Expression 
Responsibility Criticism Failure 

Ideal 

Crusade 

Campaign 

Initiative 

Directive 

To commit people to 
desired values despite 
their differences. 

To convert people to 
ideas of potential social 
benefit. 

To persuade people to act 
on dormant values which 
they hold in common. 

To generate activities 
which forward given but 
neglected values. 

To produce specific action 
when there is intractable 
value conflict. 

People feel encouraged 
to persevere despite 
all obstacles. 

People's energies 
and loyalty are 
enduringly harnessed. 

People are temporarily 
activated to choose 
according to preferences 

People are engaged 
over a defined time 
to achieve results. 

People in the situation 
are immediately 
controlled. 

Aspirational 
conception 

Reform 
agenda 

Memorable 
slogan 

Costed 
proposals 

Compulsory 
decree 

Social movements Unrealistic 
explained by 
their elites. 

Causes Extremist 
represented by 
their champions. 

Constituencies Intrusive 
activated by 
their campaigners. 

Organizations Distorting 
advised by 
their experts, 

Leaders Dictatorial 
sanctioned by the 
organization's crises. 

Cynicism and 
apathy weakens the 
social fabric. 

People do not 
understand what 
the change is about 

People do not 
act on their values 

Disillusionment with 
management's ability 
to make progress. 

Deterioration in the 
situation due to 
an impasse. 

@ Warren Kinston 1992,1993 



G-4: FUNCTIONING 

Nature. Ifopposition to a new valur is overcome bv 
' -.tate a vigorous drive, change can lie initiated and a nc\\ : 

of affairs can be established, at least in principle But 
each of us is w a r e  of examples otapparently successful 

drives for change - in our society, in our organization, 
even in our own life - which srcni to catch on and 
then peter out. Change does occur and achievement is 

evident, but it is transient o r  insubstantial o r  restricted. 

What we desire and need is a sustaind state in which 

values are continually bring realized in activities. not 
simply an ephemeral efflc~re~cence. 

Sustained achievement 1s about desirable value;) 
being enduringly en~bedded in activities and outputs. 
This is what functioning successfully in society is about. 
Drives to install valucs can cause changes in functioning 

with the hope. if their impetus is absorbed construc- 
tively, that achievement will be enhanced. However, 

functioning itsell is not possible without continuing 

work, usually hard work. 

We arc only prepared to sustain achievement 
through work, even changing our social identity if iiceil 
be, if we can see, rationally, that this is recluirecl. In 
other words, a type of value must be in place which not 
only validates directions and drives. hut which has the 

power to coax and entice us to work. 

The addition of a fourth level of purpose to form a 

tetrad provides this essential rationale. To reiterate the 
point: without values experienced as a rationale, people 
cannot fully engage with on-going purposes. new 

values cannot possibly gel inside these people, work is 
done poorly or not at all. anil achievement cannot be 
sustained. So the tetrad is crucial to achievement. The 
formation of sets of four levels defines functioning. 

All functioning occurs within entities \vhich possess 

an identity. Put another way. all functioning is o\vncd by 
defined individuals. Usually one thinks of an 
organization - as 1 will throughout this section - but 
functioning is equally a matter for self-contained parts 
of organizations, lor individual pcrsons and for 

governments. 

The nature and structure of endeavour-based entities 
with a definable social identity will be considered in Ch. 
12. Here we need to recognize that the functioning of 
anv such entity ilepencis on a set of self-contained, 

identity-defining, quasi-autonomous, coherently orga- 
nized purposes and values which determine and sustain 
its activities over time. Any entity which has tlie capa- 
city to l'unction linds that its (social) identitv is based on 
those values. That is why functioning lies at the heart of 
identity in practice. The work associated with function- 

ing demands that identity-defining values be explicitly 

devised, communicated and institutionalized in a 

coherent anil consistent way 

Types. Four tetrads arc logically possible and these 
correspond to the four domains affecting the function- 
ing of an entity. Each domain itself constitutes a type of 
functioning. The four domains with their purposive 
core are labelled, in descending order, as follows: the 
existential domain which demands continuing work on 
the entity's ii.rion (G-44); the attitudinal domain which 

den~aiuls continuing work on the entity's culture (G-43); 
the developmental domain which demands continuing 
work on die entitys growth ((X2); and the activity 
domain which demands continuing work on the entity's 
opemion ( G - 4 ) .  

All four domains of functioning must be worked at if 
achievement is to be sustained in a turbulent social con- 

text. The quality of work in the four domains and their 

effective interaction affect the survival of the entity. 
I'he trend when descending is for an ever more direct 

influence on performance and the tangible expression 
o l  identity. 

I'he four domains have a common internal structure. 
In cach case. the top (fourth) level includes the values 
which must provide the essential rationale, that is to say a 

reason or justification for work in the domain, \\hich is 
recogiwecl and desired by all concerned. The third 

level, as before, is critical to winning poliliciil support 

Iron1 the various stakeholders for the emphases in 
functioning in that domain. So value choice here is a 
sensitive and potentially controversial matter. Purposes 
selected within the second level constrain functioning 

in the domain ~ t r a t e g i a l l ~  and so need to be defined to 
maximize impact. Finally, values or purposes in the 

bottom level must be devised to ensure the domain is 

appropriatel}' adapted to the existing circumstanceb. 

In an organization, maintaining adequate functioning 
and, of course, sustaining achievement arc quintesscn- 
tially leadership responsibilities and vet cverybodys 

concer 11. 

Achievement is niost visibly the product of opcra- 
tions. Nevertheless. the other domains of functioning 
play an important part in ensuring that the operation 

docs indeed achieve, with cach domain contributing in 
its own way. Certainly. the closure of an otherwise 
rttlcient oi-~.'ration can he the result of a lack of vision. 
a dysfunctional culture, or stagnation in a dvnamic 

market. 

Tin- lour domains of functioning, taken together, 
mirror the structure of levels internal to each. Because 
visions can be exciting, benignly inclusive and deeply 
fulllling, they provide the essential rationale for the very 
exist.ence ultlie organization. Modifications to the cul- 
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Figure 10.4: The tetradic grouping which defines functioning. 
Four domoins of functioning enabling achievement to be rationally sustained 
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ture, although generated by the urge to survive seem 
artificial and strange to many. They must win political 

support to be introduced. Growth, while serving 
interests and needs in a practical way, directs and con- 
strains achievement and must be designed to maximize 

impact. In other words, growth must be viewed strate- 
gically. Finally the operation needs to ensure that 
functioning is appropriately adapted to available re- 

sources and circumstances as well as adhering to the 

vision, the required culture and growth intentions. 

We can capture the distinctive contributions of each 
domain to sustaining achievement and success by noting 
that the vision must be inspirational, the culture must 
be viable, proposals tor growth must be feasible, and 

the operation must be programmable. 

The tetrads are represented diagranlmatically in Fig. 
10.4. Note that all include principal objects because 
functioning expresses identity and objects define the 

identity of endeavours. Properties are summarized and 
compared in Master-Table 34. 

Before going into further explanations and details, 
die four domains are defined below, their relation to 

identity noted, the nature of leadership and special work 
processes identified, their communal function explained, 
and the natural response of recipients identified. 

G-44: Visions establish a framework of enduring 
values so that functioning inspires people and guides all 
work. An identity needs to lie defined which has the 
potential for people to want. spontaneously, to turn it 
into a reality. The task here i s t o  introduce or  activate 

ultimate values ivithin a group of people involved in the 
endeavour. The vision allows for the possibility of an 
imaginative and personalized approach to work. So 
developing it and living it is everybody's business. But 

ensuring that engagement with the visionary domain is 
maintained is leadership work, and such visionary 
leadership is transforn~ative. The vision penetrates to  

the essence of an organization, giving members a deep 
sense of 'who we are' and 'why we are h e r e .  The vision 

has the potential to  create intense excitement and 

attraction because it makes ultimate values real and 
achievable. The inspirational quality enables trans- 
formation, both within the internal community and in 
wider society. 

G-4 :  Cultures keep certain values prominent so 
that functioning fits the social environment and main- 
tains individuality. The work here is about recognizing 

precisely what needs to be treated as important in order 
to survive. Enduring cultures maintain and express a 
viable identity, which means one that fits its context and 
which permits the distinctiveness necessary for survival 
in the face of competition. The leadership task is to 

introduce, explain and, if need be, assert certain carc- 
fully selected values. Changing a culture is difficult and 
depends heavily on communication within and without 
the organization. Support for the leader in this work 
comes from public relations experts. Effective com- 
munication is essential for work in all the domains, but 
here communication is about dissemination. Work on 
the culture must recognize staff within an organization 
as a c o n l n i u n i ~  or  public of equals. Such work difter- 
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entiatcs the internal coinn~unity and widcr society too. 
because it affirms standards and uniqueness as well as 

belonging. If the work is well done. people are aware of 

their culture and maintain it with pride. 

G-4?: G r o w t h  re-defines endeavours so that t'i~nc. 

tioning meets social needs and also brings benefit inter. 
nally. The work here is about creating developments 
which sustain achievement and support identity. not 
just about increasing size or profits. Growth may mean 

becoming larger, smaller or just different. Growth 

must be selective. Deciding foci for growth, strategic 
thinking, is a synthetic and imaginative task. Cotninuni- 
cation about possible growth occurs in an exploratory 
process which depends on the cooperation of a variety 

of people with interest and expertise in the area. Special 

investigations and teams .-ire often required which may 

draw further on those working in different divisions of 
the organization or in different bodies within a net- 

work. Note that growth typically crosses organizational 

structures. Work on a proposal for growth stimulates a 

determination to define something which can and \vill 
succeed. In this way, the internal community is 
strengthened. Growth also strengthens wider society, 
because it is based on deliberately forwarding existing 
communal values and responding to social forces and 
emerging needs. Absence of growth is experienced as 
stagnation. It weakens an organization and leads to 

deni~ral i~at ion.  

G-4': O p e r a t i o n s  maintain performance so tha: 
functioning produces valued outputs cfticicntly. All 
achievement is in the ?nd manifested through concrete 

operations or projects. Work here solidifies, confirms. 
substantiates and demonstrates identity as expressed in  

the vision. culture and growth. Operations are cal~alili; 

of being programmed and their success depends on 

accountable leadership. I h e  specialized work here ic 

that of management control, liven moderately-sized 

organizations require a special function, usually railed 
'general L nianagement', which is not tied to any pro- 
fession or occupation and which is dedicated to the 
viability am1 continuity of the operation as a whole. 
Comprehensive coverage of all operational activities is 

needed, especially in terms of time scales and finances. 
c)perations have a sustaining function in wider society, 
x ' ing based on the efficient ol tangible and 

intangible goods and services. They also sustain the 

internal communitv not only b,v kceping tlic organiza- 
tion going, but also l)v crtdating a smse of deep 
satisfaction which is basd on being effective an11 feeling 
in control. Inefficiency or  breakdown o l  opt:rations 
threatens rapid collapse. 

The Two Communit ies .  The quality of their 

functioning is naturally of great concern lor the group 
of people involved: e.g. the internal conin~unity formed 

by the staff of an organization. As a rcsuh, successful 
functioning and re-orientation of that functioning arc 

rather sensitive and complex socio-psychological 
matters. Organi~ations are at risk if functioning is 

trratecl as a purely private, pragmatic or procedural 
matter. I h e  result is likely to be insensitivity to pcoplc 
and, in reaction to this, dysfunctional staff attitudes. 

But functioning and all its domains look both inwards 
and out\\ards. So functioning also affects A e  well-being 
o i  tlu: wider com~nunitv to a greater o r  lesser degree. 
Keeause iunctioning beds clown in opt~at ions,  it might 

he tliought of as orientecl primarily to  insiders. Ilow- 
ever, if the output of operations is too costly o r  un- 
reliable, tlicn outsiders will be driven off. To reiterate: 

interaction with the wider comniunity is highly signiti- 
cant because functioning inescapably has beneficial 

and/or harmful etTccts on that community. 

I h e  key insight here is that an organization (and indeed 

each person) ensures functioning of the irider communMj b i  
ju r~c~ion i r~~for  thcrnselres. On the one hand, functioning 
maintains the coherence and effectiveness of ,uiv 

individual organization. On the other hand, this same 
functioning within organizations sin~ultancousl\~ per- 
forms an essential role in the widcr con~munity. Put 
another way, the quality of social life and community 
identity depend on the functioning of a myriad of 

organiyations. Note that organizations are but instru- 
merits o l  people in the community and therefore dis- 
pensable or replaceable; whereas the con~niunitv is the 
people themselves and embodies traditions and iclentit~. 

hach ofthc four domains of functioning serves one of 
four distinctive functions required to support a con]- 
n~unul identiiv. The identity functions which need to be 
met within any co~nn~unitv, natural or artificial, arc: to 
triitisform its ell'(^-4'), to differentiate its elf(^-4'). to 

strengthen itsell (G-4"). dnd to sustain itsell' (G-4 ' ) .  

The communal identity aspect of the domains of 
functioning applies within the organization to its 
internal corrimiinitv as well as in wider society. 

Note that government may fund or  sponsor various 
Â¥indies but it cannot run society as if it were a rational 
operation or  super-organization. Modern society can- 
n o t  be said to  be run by any organization, but i t  iuni..- 
tions as a result o i  the outputs and interactions of 

organi~ations o l  every conceivable tvpe. In modern 
times. \vc use organizatir)ns for almost evervthing: from 
upholding the ethical order to providing essential ser- 
vices to making life fun. In short: all coniniunal needs 
must I)? developed. supported and implemented liv 
m r k  performed ly  ~~rK/,/or autonomous individuals, 
usually in tin.' form of urgiinixations. 
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Organizations may be classified according to the type 
of functioning with which they primarily identity, and 

the comn~unal identity function(s) and societal role(s) 
which they therefore fulfil: Chapter I 1 explains and 
elaborates this notion. 

Properties. The properties of thp domains of 

functioning will be examined in detail with a variety of 

examples from government, business and other organi- 
zations. Attention will be paid to making con~parisons 
and clarifying the distinguishing features of each 

doniain. The emphasis is on the universal responses to 
donlain functioning, rather than on details of the 
mechanics of working which will vary greatly according 
to the particular industry or situation. 

With the above italicized properties as points of' 
reference, we can now examine and compare cach of 

Ac domains olfunctioning in turn.  

G-44: Vision 

Nature. A genuine vision is yet more substantial 
than an ultimate value. conviction or ideal. Ideals can 

only be practically pursued when they are expanded to 
cnco~npass defined activities, and this is precisely what 
the vision docs. Visionary work is essential to  social 
movements, which are idealistic collective enterprises. 
Democratic movements, for example, recluirc~ the ideal 
of a democratic society to  be converted into ii \ f i. sion of 
democracy which can lie actually introduced in .l 

particular society. "Ihis expansion is made possible 11v 
1 will examine each domain'sjunciion within organi- including a set of principal objects: values which arc no 

zations and its coverage. The distinctive contribution to longer open-ended and which are cnlincntly achicv- 
co~~soliclating idenrig ivill be explai~lal,  and the dlett oil ^, in thm coLlntrics 
the internal and external community noted. The content from authoritarian communism are serious about con- 
of Ac  domain in terms of values and objectives emerging rerting revolutionary change to a stable (lernocrary. 

ditFcrellt levcls of purpose \vill teased Out. hell \,isil,n of <Ien  ,ocr acy lleec{s lo (1 o\v,l i n  

The developn~ent and introduction of each type of 
work demands a sophisticated social process. All work 
must engage with what exists, and so requires assess- 

ment of the situation. Work in all domains demands a 

participative approach and the solicitation of different 
viewpoints. All work should enable scope for discretion 
and individual initiative. Nevelheless each domain 
requires these things to be handled in a different way. 
Each domain olfunctioning requires a distinctive method 

to  be used lor creating a useful purposive output, and 

cach is associated with a characteristic form of personal 

engagement with that output. Differential qualities show 
up particularly in characteristic communication 111ode.s 
and the natural responses ofparticipants. 

Work performed within pragmatic or bureaucratic 
cultures con~nlonly pushes together values and objec- 
tives in a relatively haphazard fashion. Given a mono- 
poly position or secure government contracts, such 
organizations may be blatantly dysfunctional and yet 
persist for years. Something will therefore be said about 

the form of leadership required tu handle each domain 
eftectively, and the specialized work and associated 
management discipline needed to aid the leader. 

Each domain has limitations in securing achievement 
and maintaining on-going functioning. and this is used 
to move clown to the next domain. However, in many 
instances, apparent limitations turn out to be an 

expression offailure. Although any effort may tail i t  it is 
untimely, uncler-resourced, insufficiently focused, 
transiently attended to or poorly com~nunicated, each 
domain can also produce a Failure of functioning in i t s  

own unique fashion. 

institutions like unce~isor~cl newspapers, an accountable 

police Force, and competing political parties. All such 
developnlents are organi~ation-based and those organi- 
zations must themselves aspire to democratic ideals. 

Visionary work is the way that responsible leaders of 
iny enterprise can set about determining or altering 
what it is about and wly it deserves t o  exist. This top 
tetrad includes all the identity-developing and identity- 
controlling levels of purpose (ct'. Master-lible ?) and 
so it serves as the strongest possible basis lor creating an 

identity. Without a vision, conceptualizing and trans- 

forming an enterprise is exceedingly difficult. 

The fincrion o t a  vision is to establish a framework of 
rncluring values to inspire people and guide all work. 
The vision has an encompassing scope and embodies 
high aspirations. So visionary work is needed to create 
a stable and stabilizing context for introducing a viable 
culture, determining growth possibilities and running 
operations - as well as casing the use of drives and 

directions. The vision must motivate and unite people 
in the service of practical achievement. At its best. it 
generates a deep excitement wliich is a mixture of 
conviction, belonging, enthusiasm and inspiration. 
Genuinclv created, these feelings spill outside the 
organization into associated bodies and wider corn- 
munities. Prople start to  feel that something is happen- 
ing which is special, interesting. worthwhile and 

deserving of support. 

The point is that a vision is not an ethereal extra. This 
is well recognized in enterprises serving good causes 
like Amnesty International, and in wealthy f'ountlations 
funding social developnients like the Carncgie 
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Foundation. Visions are natural too in churches - one 
bishop described his vision as follows: 'The Church has 

been called into being by God. It exists to offer wor- 
ship; to make known, by deed as well as word, the love 

of God in His Son Jesus Christ and, through the Holy 

Spirit, to draw people into a loving and ever deepening 
relationship with God and one another. It thereby acts 
as a sign of that kingdom when all things will find their 
proper fulfilment in the divine purpose.' The ultimate 
value here is love, the value system is Christianity, the 
social values are the need for relatedness to  God, coni- 
munal relations and religion in general, the principal 
objects are worship and good deeds. As this example 

illustrates, the coverage of a vision feels total - an 
implicit inclusiveness - while reaching the essence of 
what the organization is about. 

John Major's Citizen's Charter is a vision of the LIK 
government (see E x .  10 .1 ) .  Of course visions, 
especially grand ones, may not be realistic. President 
Johnson's 'war on poverty' in the US was widely 
viewed as a failure. Nor are they necessarily good. The 

visions of some dictators - Hitler in Germany, 

Mengistu in Ethiopia, Mui in Kenya - appear night- 
marish as well as grotesquely unrealislic. Being based in 
negative ultimate values, such visions produce devas- 
tation, corruption, poverty and terror. 

The Citizen's Charter: The Citizen's Charter (really a con- 
sumers charter1 is the UK Prime Minister's vision for public 
services. The Charter seeks to generote significant 
change in the functioning at government departments and 
agencies, notionolized industries, !ocol government 
welfare and education services, the National Health 
Service, the courts, police and emergency services, and 
key utilities under government regulation. So it  is not 
simply a drive or a particular development. Its eventual 
realization is dependent on numerous pieces of legis- 
lotion and policy-development, various promotions and 
campaigns. as well as growth and operational changes 
in a wide variety of government-run or regulated enter- 
prises. The ultimate values are freedom and justice: the 
value system is capitalist/conservative including contro- 
versial ideas like competition and privatization; the social 
values include needs like openness, choice, value-fop 
money, nondiscrimination, accessibility, better quality of 
service, information obout standards, redress. Within 
each ~ublic service, a variety of principal objects hove 
been set as appropriate to their situations. The Charter 
ramifies widely and has the potential to produce many 
improvements. Ex. 10.1 I 8  

Visions remain elusive in most well-established busi- 
nesses and public agencies which are oriented mainly to 
their markets, their finances and their operations. Many 
firms thrive because of their founder's vision but, as 
time passes and with the retirement o r  buy-out of the 
founder, that vision loses its validity and holding power. 

Unless a new vision is developed, such firms are living 
on borrowed time. 

Top executives justify the neglect of higher values by 

arguing that they need to focus on strategies o r  cost- 

cutting to  maintain competitiveness and sustain profits, 

But getting the product and service right does depend 

on higher levels of value which alone give meaning to 
the word ' r ight .  A giant corporation can only be 
energized and unified through a vision. Such inspira- 

tional direction can c r o s  national boundaries and help 
avoid both over-centralization and fragmentation. 
Visions are inherently humanizing and so they are 
essential to counter cynical and instrumental attitudes 
to work which can never release the best in people. 

Empowerment of staff, a current preoccupation which 
means allowing people on the spot to use their dis- 
cretion and judgement, depends for its success on a 
framework of pure value that is meaningful and relevant 
to each member of staff. 

Even if not articulated, some vague linkage of an 
organization's mission (social value and principal 
objects) to the stall's convictions (value systen~s and 
ultimate values) probably exists like it o r  not. It some- 
times seems as if companies in an industry or agencies 
in a welfare sector pursue a blinkered implicit vision, 

inadequate to the challenges, poorly communicatetl and 
never properly institutionalized. The computer indus- 
try, tor example, excluded the user for many years and 
catered to large corporations: non-intuitive interfaces, 

over-conlplicated machines and incomprehensible 
manuals were the norm. Then Steve Jobs and Steve 
Wozniak decided that their company, Apple, would 

'make a contribution to the world by making tools tor 
the mind that advance humankind'. Computers, they 

proclaimed, should be no more unusual in the home or 
more difficult to use than a washing machine. In a 
relatively short time. ordinary people had available a 
genuine alternative computer and Apple thrived. 

Content. The essential rationale of any vision is 
provided by ultimate values (L-7). Visions are the way 

that ultimate values can be introduced into organiza- 
tions deliberately, unashamedly and unambiguously. 
These abstract and universal values enable enlightened 
self-interest. They inspire and attract good people and 
foster their capacity to contribute - to the enterprise, 
to the wider conimunity and to themselves. 

The vision requires good ideas, i.e. value svstenis 
(L-6), which must be chosen so as to gain political 
support from those affected. This choice is a sensitive . . 
and controversial one. For example, the visions 01' 
Gorbachev and Yeltsin for government of the Soviet 
Union were initially different, the former assuming a 
key role tor communism, and the latter rejecting it 
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entirely. However, after an attempted communist- 
inspired coup failed, it became clear that communism 

had lost support in the populace and Gorbachev rapidly 
dropped it. Despite the logical dependence of any firm 
on its customers, the idea of 'customers first' may not 
win automatic support from staff if their work is 
generally distant or opaque to customers. By contrast, 
it may be easy to win support for the idea of 'mono- 

polizing market niches'. 

Any visionary statement maximizes its impact through 

the choice of social values (L-5). These govern the 
integration of the vision into the internal and external 
community and so determine whether insiders and 
outsiders recognize it as valuable and necessary. For 
exan~ple. the vision of the Citizen's Charter (Ex. 10.1) 
is supported by the government because of its value 

system, but the impact on the public and those working 

within public services llows from its identification of 

pressing needs (i . e. social values). Similarly, staff may 
not care too much for a chief executive's beliefs about 
business and theories of management but they can 
engage fully with the need for innovative products, 
reliability, and satisfied customers -and these are the 
sort of values which determine the success of the firm. 

Finally, the vision must be appropriately adapted 

through its choice of endeavours or types of activity i.e. 
principal objects (L-4). These must fit the possibilities 

of the times, recognize social forces, and engage with 
technological capabilities. Principal objects, the most 
easily modified part of the vision, must ensure that the 
vision's higher values are met. It follows, of course, that 
visions have nothing at all to say about outcomes, dead- 

lines, procedures, budgets &c. In this way, they permit 
the greatest flexibility in interpretation by all who use 

them. 

Social  Process. The vision contains values which 
define 'what we want to be'. But a vision is a living 
thing and not simply a formally agreed statement like 
the mission or a policy. It requires a continuing work 

process and should feel as much of a preoccupation as 
the operation. The leader or leadership group has a key 

role in articulating essential values because unless they 
are behind the vision, everyone knows that it is not 

going to mean very much or  go very far. However, once 

the elen~ents of the vision are articulated they can be 
handed over to  others to refine and develop in a con- 
tinuous process. Once encouraged to think in this way, 
people spontaneously suggest a range of relevant values 
which have a utopian flavour and yet are achievable if 
everyone takes them seriously. 

The method used to generate and evolve a vision is 
primarily experiential o r  imaginist. This is the only way 
to ensure that personal contact is made with ultimate 

values. The leadership group must engage in a soul- 
searching and reflective process. The mechanics of 

work and daily pressures and irritations must be 
tenlporarily banished and questions like 'what is it all 
for?' and '\why should we care? must be asked and 
asked again until a satisfactory answer emerges. The 

leader must activate ultimate values to produce a viable 
vision which has a sense of rightness and a humanizing 

and ethical quality. 

The vision should be a pithy statement: explainable 
in no more than a half-page or  page at most. It derives 
its force from its natural and inherent appeal and the 
genuine commitment of the leader. So once certain 
core ideas have crystallized, the leaders must proclaim 
and espouse the proposed vision to everyone. This 

communication is a form of preaching and evangelizing. 

The automatic response if the message is right is a sense 

of excitement. This is because the vision generates 
loyalty, evokes a desire to  belong, enhances com- 
mitment and increases cohesion. 

Visionary statements tend naturally to include 
superlatives and words like 'excellence' and 'best' 
(because goodness is a diffuse ultimate value). But the 
content of the message must be more substantial. It is 
always possible to discover specific ultimate values 

which people feel are rationally required, that is to say, 
which make deep sense to them. Engagement with 
visionary work is not problematic, because, if ade- 
quately devised and communicated, the vision spon- 
taneously sparks a sense of ownership in participants. If 
participants truly own the vision, they will want to 

work on it and improve it. If they are not encouraged to 

challenge it, enlarge it, shape it and evolve it. they will 
never live it and benefit from it. 

If the content is new to people or significantly differ- 
cnt to what everyone expects, overt appeals to  an ideal 

and the establishment of a crusade may be necessary. 
However, the process must always have the quality of 
informality, spontaneity and genuineness because 

personal ownership is essential. The sudden appearance 
of posters telling people what they believe in can be 

profoundly depressing; and an official launch of a vision 

as part of a marketing-cum-media circus is likely to  be 
wholly counter-productive. 

Special ized Work.  Articulating a vision is the 
prime task and vehicle of leadership. Because organiza- 
tions can be altered beyond recognition by taking a 
visionary perspective, the popular label is 'trans- 
fornlative l e a d e r s h i p .  Such leadership can only be 
delivered by the authorized or  official leader: e.g. either 
Chairman of the board or Chief Executive. 
Transformative leadership is conceptual and en~otional, 
inspiring and challenging, far-seeing and immensely 
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practical. If leadership is inspired, enlightened and 
intense. people can be moved to great ~icliievements. 

The work ilepmcls on the leader cultivating st-lf- 

awareness, facing rt,alitv. meditating on what is really 
important. and acting authentically. 

Coinmcntators recognize that transforniative Ieailer. 
ship is about modifying dominant beliefs (i.e. value 

systems) and operative values (i.e. social values) in the 
service ot' some end ( i c .  principal objects). But tlu-v 
are not always clear that visionary leadership must unite 
people and overcome natural rivalries and differences. 
Only . bv . activating ultimate values is this really possible. 

It seems likely that firms whose leaders pursue work in 

the visionary domain havc the potential (but by no 

means the certainty) to  si~cceed in a remarkable \say At 

the time 01' writing. Anita Roddicks Kody Shop and 
Akio Morita's Son\ come to mind. T11es~ surcrssful 

enterprises arc permeated by the visionary input of 

their leaders. 

Limitation. Naturally, the success or failure o i  <in 

organization in practical or monetary terms is not 

wholly a matter of visionary functioning. External 
events, unwise politics, ineffective strategies and chaotic 

people can scupper anything - but such problems arc 

better dealt with in the presence of a vision than 
without one. 

Ahsence o r  failure of visionary work need not lead to 
failure o l  the t'irni. If Ac  proposed vision is unconvin. 
cing. unintelligible or non-fiilfilling, st.iflwill ignore it. 
Visionary work cannot be performed in a bureaucratir 
or dehurnanizeil WAY, as an optional extra or .I burden- 

some task. Visional-v-souiicling slogans blindly copied 
Irom a competitor or slickly produced to keep in fashion 

generate at best a supcrtkial hysteria and art- liable to 
provoke disbelief, cynicism and contempt lor the lead- 

ership (cl. l ;x .  3.14 in Ch. 3 ).  Visionarv work cannot be 
used as a cluick fix to coerce productiMty out of staff; 
and a vision as a public relations stunt achieves nothing. 

Visionary functioning is necessary but not sufficient 

to  develop the identity of an oriyinization or a c o ~ n n i ~ i -  

nitv. No vision can alone ensure its realization. For .I 

start. although it recognize!) external realities, it cannot 
directly with pressures in tlie social and eco- 

non~ic  environment; and it is utterly divorced fro111 
(laily activities. The next step is to ensure that necessary 
core values arc properly appreciated and available for 

general and quasi-automatic application to strategic and 

routine clecisions. 

G-4=: Culture 

Nature.  1hcre is always an external social context 
for functioning, and survival depends on  responding to 

the values in this environment. So social bodies implic- 
itlv evolve or ileliberately develi~p a suitable culture. 

The work here calls lor clarit'ving, sharl>cning. explain- 
ing ~ r u l  maintaining values which define that culture. 
The culture ensures thit pcoplc take up certain attitudes 

and use certain ideas, standards and priorities whenivt-r 

appiopriate and without being ~pecific~illv instructed to  
d o  so. Culture perineates functioning because its 
function is to keep certain values prominent to  I'll the 
social invironmcnt and to maintain individuality. 

W o ~ k  on tlie culture i*> needed to ensure that the 
organization can thrive in its niche within suciety and 
that it is sufidentlv ilistinguisheil from its competitors 

not to  be ignored or crushed. The culture maintains 

identit,,. .incl differentiates the organization in the eyes of 

loth insiders and outsiders. Its tetrad encompasses the 
crusaclc and campaign triads: and work on the culture 

docs involve crusades in the cause of the firm's 
necessary identity; and it docs use campaigns to  activate 
insiders. Cultural values, like it or not, influence the 
wav stall' feel about their organization and the priorities 
they use to design their systems and shape their cvcrv- 

<l,iy ~ct ions.  

A culture starts from the exclusivitv of a value 

system. So it ha5 <i quality of partiality and exclusive- 
ness. It ends in the assertion 01' preference characteris- 
tit. of interiial priorities. So it has the potential to 
iillegr,ite and resolve conflicts. 

Just as organizations have implicit visions, they have 
implicit c ~ ~ l t u r c s  which can be deduced from observing 
actual bchaviours, attitudes, beliefs and rituals. The real 
culture mav be a long way away from the espoused cul- 

ture. Staff specially recruited to fit the theoretical ideal 

soon adapt tu the communal reality. 

The coicrqe ol the cultural clomam must be partial 

1)ecaii'ie it is impos'iible (and undesirable) to  modify all 
giii<ling v~lues. Culture work should focus down on a 

particular area of organizational functioning and define 

a coherent and correct set o l  essential ideas to be 
installed. As a result, there is a need for a flow ofculture 
modil'ication projects. ixamples include: to gCt the full 

benefits of coniputerization; to increase responsivene-i-. 

to customers views; to incorporate new approaches to 

organizing work. Management is the context for all 
work. so change in the management culture is the most 
global lbrm o l  orgamxatinnal mr~dification. Such 
projects arc often referred to as 'culture-change'. 

Here are t\\o of the vast number of possible wa\s to 
improve the management culture. ( A )  Introduce 
'Quality Management'. This might be defmed in terms 
of: custon~er-responsiveness. statistical process con- 
trul, cross-boundary working, empowerment, reduc- 
ing costs by improving quality, and stronger middle 
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management. The origin of such a list in TQM writings 

is evident. (13) Introduce 'Values-based Operation'. 

This might be captured with ideas like: sharable values, 

organization-wide objectives, cooperation, innovation, 
genuine communication, fuller participation, inclivi- 
dual liberation. A consultant might point out that unless 
'self-discipline is added to this list, the whole set is 
weak. Many organizations, perhaps most, might givc 
lip-service to either or both of the above lists of values. 

However, to become part ofthe culture, everyone must 

work on them specifically and self-consciously.'*' 

Organizations should be continually re-appraising 
the internal culture and considering whether or not 
new ideas are needed. Culture projects arc ofparticular 
significance in medium to large organizations where 
stafTare not onlv employees but also form a large public 
-an internal quasi-community -and where informal 

debates and discussions are insufficient. Consider for 
example the internal conimunity in an average general 

hospital which numbers up to about 4,000 people: o r  in 

a large bank which might easily contain 30-40,000 
people. In such cases, new ways of thinking arc required 
of thousands of people before any new ways of doing 
can come about. 

No one wants to  follow a new set of ideas or to alter 

their habitual attitudes. So culture modifications, much 

less wholesale culture-changes, are never positively 
desired. There arc four forces leading to change: the 

demand for a degree of achievement which cannot be 
generated within existing values; the convictions of a 
chief executive who views the existing culturc as un- 

satislactory; the obsolete o r  degenerate state of existing 
values; and the aspirations and morale of staff within the 
organization. Unless all four forces align, culture- 
change is difficult. If they are all present, refusal to  

change is potentially disastrous. 

Work on the culture is urgently needed if the social 
environment - the market, the competition. govern- 
ment regulation - changes dramatically, because what 
is then important for survival is unfamiliar and seems 

almost unbelievable to  insiders habituated by the 
previous set of values. If new values arc not devised and 

instituted, senior and middle managers are at sea about - 
how to handle ordinary situations and 1% hat. in former 

times, would be seen as straightforward problems 

Work on the culture may lie needed if there arc a 
confusing multiplicity of sub-cultures within an 
organization; or if there is a serious mismcitrli between 
external perceptions of the organization and internal 
views and activities (cf. Ex. 10.5). 

Re-launching Dr. Bornado's: Dr. Barnado's is one of the 
best supported charities in the UK because of its reputa- 

tion for coring for orphans. But the reality is that it has long 
moved its efforts away from orphons to helping disabled 
and disadvantaged young people. Its logo suggested 
that i t  provided protective isolation, but its belief was that 
solutions should be found within the family and com- 
munity. People sow staff os spontaneous 'caregivers', but 
the staff believed they were 'professionals'. S~off also felt 
thot the orphan image was stigmatizing and cut the 
charity off from the community. Dr. Bornado, the founder, 
was imagined as o do-goodel, whereas the Charity's 
governing council wished him lo be seen as a corn 
poigning ond radical figure. Projects operated with o 
voriety of values and cullures. and conveyed different 
images through different slogans and publicity material. 
The determination of a set of core values was therefore 
needed to create coherence. 11 was essential to get in- 
siders to agree to the new identity implied by these before 
publicizing i t  externally. Ex. 10 .4~ '  

Wherever they may stand in the managerial hicr- 

archy. each member of staff is equally valuable in the 
organizational community and has a part to play in 

successful achievement. The comniunit~ quality is 
evident in the reaction of outsiders who perceive the 
receptionist. the salesman and the managing director 
i-qually as representative of the organiration. Each staK 
member has urges to be loyal and needs to belong at 
work. By harnessing such motivations, firms can mould 

and shape views, perceptions, and preferences. Beliefs 

and feelings can be managed in a way that is 
not possible in wider society. Firms can, for example, 

use rigorous recruitment and induction processes and 
re-socialization strategies. 

Despite all the talk of culture-change, there seems to 
he little understanding of what is involved in intro- 

ducing new Most businesses do not appreciate 
the need to manage their individuality positively. It is 

not uncommon for most staff not to know what the 

firm stands for o r  even what it does. When the 

Prudential Corporation's identity was being re- 
developed, stall were found to have a low opinion of 
their own company and to lack confidence in it.73 

C o n t e n t .  The essential rationale for a culture is found 
in value systems (1.4).  \4,'ithout certain beliefs about 
the organization. ideas ahou~ its distinctive place in 
society, and theories about its modus opcrancli, there is 

no logic o r  sense to individuality. For example: when 

John Scullcy joined and then ousted Steve Jobs as chief 
at Apple Computers. it rellected the need to replace 
certain ideas, appropriate and even essential tor a small 
innovative company, by those befitting a global cor- 
poration. Beliefs about how the business is conducted 
arc also relevant to acceptability in the community. It is 
impossible to over-emphasize the importance of certain 
minimum standards within the firm. Minimum stan- 
darcls protect and affirm identity. Such standards of 
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civili? o r  training or  helphlness or fairness may be 

vital to success. When something has t o  be achieved 'at 

all costs' and minimum standards arc not clear, then 
moral and even criminal violations arc likely and 
functioning deteriorates. 

Any organization must take the wider con~n~unity 
into account; and all within it should see themselves as 

a specialized part of that con~munity. So political support 
for the culture depends on an astute choice of social 
values (L-5). A new agency set up solely to purchase 
and plan health care, for example, was naturally con- 
cerned with the quality and efficiency of srrvices, but 
sought to win support and distinguish itself from hos- 

pitals by emphasizing instead its sensitivity to com- 
munity views and its close contact with sn~all localities. 
Such choices always feel risky because different indivi- 
duals (or sub-groups) tune into different social values, 

and all are acutely aware ofthe power of public opinion. 

In the case of Dr. Barnado's (Ex. 10.4)- lor example, 
there was considerable uncertainty about whether the 
change of emphasis away from the needs of orphans 
might he publicly unacceptable and so hamper tund- 
raising. 

Principal objects (L-4) need to be chosen which 

maximize the impact of culture. This may refer to  specific 

projects or initiatives, or the re-shaping, even re- 
defining, of the nature olvarious services or activities in 
the light of key ideas. There may be implications for the 
(re-)structuring or resourcing of operations, or the 

strengthening of particular disciplines. 

Finally, culture must bed down in the assertion of 

certain values as priorities (L-3) appropriately adapted to 

the circumstances. In the case of Dr. Barnacles (Ex. 
10.4), the handling of fund-raising appeals and corn- 

munity projects should alter in ways that reflect the 
influence of the new values. If a business wants more 
cooperative working and greater attention to overseas 
clients, then decision-making should take place with 
this in mind - but not every decision should be joint, 
nor should oirersc.is clients always be favoured. 

A culture is not about the prc-six-citication of 

priorities (much less expected outcomes) by the 

leadership. It  is about every decision anvwhere in the 
organization being directly affected by generally agreed 
values. The functioning of this domain and its con. 
tribution to achievement stands o r  falls on whether 

needed cultural values are being realized everywhere by 
everyone at all times in a quasi-autoin.nic, unforced. 
constructive and appropriate way. If activities are not 
widely and routinely influenced by needed values in 
this way, then the old culture and identity will persist 
in practice and all that has happened is the creation of 

a false image. 

Social Process. A culture contains values which 

define 'what we have to be'. People do not hold and use 
values just because a higher authority wishes it; and 
they cannot readily be made to alter their beliefs and 

attitudes just because the organization's environment is 
apparently altering. Nevertheless, i f  it is brought home 
to them that the survival of their organization and their 

job is at stake unless they understand and apply certain 
new ideas and share certain values, then they will be 

disposed to alter what they think is important. 

Thr method used when modifying the culture is one 
of deliberately defining new values as a pragmatic 
necessity. The introduction of these ideas is necessarily 
difficult. Whereas visionary work excites and liberates, 
cultural work channels and binds. The challenge is to 

ensure that what is at root an indoctrination process is 
sufficiently acceptable. Ideals, crusades, campaigns, 

initiatives and even directives all have a part to play in 
driving through the change. 

Par.~cloxically, many people do not object to  having 
values lorceil on them so long as the ideas have an 
unambiguous rationale and arc not an irrational o r  
tribal iniposition. The engagement process is one of 

arduous and even painful self-indoctrination. So work 
on the culture must feel essential. When this effort is 

successful, the natural response is pride. Pride will never 

develop if the culture work feels like an exercise 
stimulated by the latest fad. Of course, if the new ideas 
are objectionable or truly alien, then people will not be 
able to  pay attention. Either they will covertly sabotage 
changes, openly rebel and ridicule the ideas, o r  leave 
the organization. 

Conininnic~tion, vital in all domains of functioning, is 

primarily a matter of dissemination here. The new ideas 

which are the rationale (or the change must be re- 
stated, re-affirn~ed and re-explained. Attention on 

them must be maintained by initiatives and demonstra- 
tions ivhose results are publicized and openly talked 

about. Culture is a communal property, so the content 
of communications must be suitable for everyone and 
the process handled in a way which respects and affirms 
the ccluality of all. 

The initial work on culture involves teasing out the 
key ideas which provide the logic and rationale for the 
required altitudes. This may take, place in various ways, 
most usually in a small top level working party perhaps 
assisted by external consultants. The values must be 
memorable, so it is advisable to have no more than 5-7 
which together can be given a label. , 

Once these ( I  6) values are identified, the next task 
IÂ¥ to p i 1 1  top level commitment to them Unless and 
until thi chief exccutne sets an example and is backed 
bv the board. all subsequent efforts are futile Leaders 
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must deeply believe that a modified culture is absolutely 
essential - if it is only desired or  hoped for, then the 

work involved will seem too difficult and distracting. 
Once conviction is present, then the organization can 
be mobilized and an evolutionary process of change via 

self-indoctrination can commence. 

Failure is certain if culture-modification is turned 
over to  a specialist department, like training or plan- 
ning, o r  if it is assumed or hoped that external con- 
sultants will drive the change. Other warning signs are 

a refusal to allocate enough time or  money, denial ofthe 

difficulty of change, and expecting results overnight. 

People in groups have to appreciate why the new 
ideas arc required, explore what the cultural values 
mean to them, examine what the obstacles to  realizing 
them are, and suggest the sorts of things they must do 

to change the culture. Negative and cynical views need 
to be permitted and worked on forthrightly. Sub- 
sequently, breach of a cultural value should be deemed 

a crisis and managed as such. 

In the nature of things, resistance to  value change is 
great and so culture is generally poorly handled. Iffull- 
scale culture-change is required then top management 
should orchestrate an internal movement (see Box 
12.1: Ch.12). 

Specialized Work. The cultural domain floats 

above the realities of action and provides a context for 
strategic moves. Attitudes and values channel the 
spontaneous loyalty and automatic responses of staff. So 
leaders should be deeply and continuingly preoccupied 

with culture. However, because a dysfunctional culture 
docs not present an immediate threat, the specialized 
work and skills to introduce, explain and support 
cultural values tend to be neglected. 

Internal communications are central to  maintaining 
awareness of the process and progress of value change. 

Staff are continually changing in large organizations, so 
values defining the desired culture must be explained in 
induction programmes and persistently communicated 
and discussed. Otherwise the values may be forgotten 
or  fall into disuse and the culture degenerates. 

Communication here differs sharply from inspira- 
tional explanations of the vision; and it is nothing like 

conventional management briefings oriented to  getting 
people 'signed up' and 'on board' to  do things. Here, 
con~munication must be carefully designed and crafted 
to  give identical and easily understood messages to  
every member of staff. Top managers must decide what 
is to be said, but the skills of saying it are those of a 
journalist, not a manager. Such con~munications are 
best handled by the ~ u b l i c  relations function. The con- 

tents of all their internal communications should be 
permeated by the needed cultural values. 

Common sense says that staff should not be kept in 
the dark but should be receiving a flow of information 

and comment about anything and everything with 
organization-wide significance. But many boards and 
chief executives never imagine communicating iden- 
tically with all their staff. The result is that the com- 
munity spirit cannot be mobilized when the firm is 
under threat. At the time of the Australian Elders 1XL 

bid for the UK giant Allied Lyons in the 19803s, the 

Allied Lyons board found it had no way to communicate 
its position to  each member of staff. 

Most activities within public relations -community 
relations, staff relations, government relations, media 

relations, investor relations, charity appeals, catas- 

trophe management - cannot be handled sensibly 
without a sense of corporate identity which is genuine. 
Public relations specialists have emerged with increas- 

ing recognition of the importance of developing and 
communicating corporate identity and corporate 
values. It is a misfortune for everyone that PR is still 
expected to be peddling hype, gloss and positive 
stories. 

Other departments like marketing and personnel 
also need to be involved in clarifying individuality and 
are concerned about culture. However, it is all too easy 
to  confuse true individuality with false self-promotion, 
and staff loyalty with industrial relations management. 

Marketing is particularly restricted because its logic 
derives from attracting customers for the outputs of the 

operation. Personnel work is primarily about the 
efficient use of staff as employees, that is to  say, its focus 
is on staff as the human resource, rather than on staff as 
a sub-community of the wider comunity. Neither 

marketing nor personnel has a natural responsibility for 
things like the philosophy of the organization, the 
beliefs staff hold about it, the handling of local com- 

munity politics, o r  crises of confidence in the integrity 

of the firm - all of which are central to  cultural 
management. 

The cultural domain and public relations work are 
poorly recognized in most public agencies: perhaps 
because of bureaucratic insensitivity to users or con- 

sumers, and the inertia and arrogance of publicly- 
funded authorities. However, both central and local 
governments are increasingly using public relations 
consultants to  help them relate to  their own citizens and 
others. 

Limitation. Work in the cultural domain may jai l  
for a variety of reasons. The commonest mistake is 
treating it as an optional extra to be addressed in the 
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indefinite tuture and kept .ipcirt From iii~inrdiate 

pressures. Culture must be understootl as <lel'ining tin.' 

way immediate pressures arc o r  should be handled. 
Focussing on what the culture should be like often 
seems to pose great problenis. A diffuse and incoherent 
list of values is counterproductive; and siniplitjing bv 
lbcusing o n  iusl one value is eclually confusing m(l 
unsatisfacturv. 

Culture niust be continually (leveloped to be strong. 
to  be realistic, to  remain abreast of competitors and to 
c a g e  cffcctivcly with wider society. It new ideas are 
simplv copied rather than discovered from within, then 
the identity asserted is likelv to he unsuitable, it' not 
plain lalsc. 

Often the whole process is not taken seriously 
enough: key ideas in the identity may be launched with 
a fanfare. but the values arc subsequentlv poorly sus- 

tained and inadequately buttressed. The notion that 

 loss^ marketing can substitute lor genuine indivi- 

duation parallels the quip that 'sincerity is the most 
important thing, fake that and you'vc got it m a d e .  
'ricle in the existing culture can rvllect arrogance and 
insensitive or inappropriate s'll-satisfaction. It the 
firin's leaders reCplarl\ violate their own values, a 
mood of cynicism develops; and this occurs even if the 
better people can create islands of integrity. 

Cultures distinguish enterprises and give a sense of 
pride and meaning to those involved as tliey go about 

[heir daily activities. Cultural incompatibility is the 
main reason that mergers tail and takeovers are tlie 
norm. Although a suitable culture is needed lor s i r -  

vival. it is not sufficient. Alone, the culture does not 
parantee that tlip organization will thrive in the face ot. 

competitors or resource shortage. Functioning recluires 

an investment in the future, greater attention to social 
nerds and the market, and the determination of worth- 

while o r  profitable outcomes. 

G-42: Growth 

Nature .  Growth aims to ensure continued success- 
ful functioning. It engages directly with the reality that 
the future is likely to  be different from the present. For 

businesses, ensuring profitable growth is lar harder than 
rutting costs. Costs arc- tangilile and relate to current 
operations, while growth is about investing in an 
inevitably uncertain tomorrow. 

Misconceptions about growth arc many. Growth is 
often referred to as 'development, but develop- 
ments are about improvini; or a l k ~ i n g  the vision, 
moililving the culturr and rejigging the operation. 
Growth is often assumed to be about liccon~ini; bigger. 

when it rnav involve shrinking, (liversilving or nunlili~- 

ing the enterprise. Growth is olien equated to incrcas- 

ing profits whereas it is really about sustaining profit 

(unless neglect of growth has led to falling profits). 
Cirowth is alien referred to as 'strategy', but it is less 
confusing to regard strategy as the means to achieve 
challenging growth objectives. Growth is often defined 
as a nwaningle.ss numerical 'target' (c.g. increase sales 
bv 10Q,o), rather than given $1 workable substance (e.g. 
ip-neratc an extra 10%-20% in sales bv introducing a 

service component to all products). 

Grcwtli, as understood here, demands clarity about 
what social values need to be pursued and beds down in 
strategic objectives which cletine .specific worthwhile 

achievements. So growth requires attention to social 
forces and rmerging needs - the direction of techno- 
logy, trends in consumer pref&reiuvs, movements of 
competitors and the industry as a whole, government 

pressures and regulations, and market evolution. If such 
things can be anticipated and responded to, the o r p n i -  

zation c<in .substantially strengthen itself. At the same 
time. growth-based responses to  societv's needs and 
pressures po~rnliallv strengthen wider society too. 

Because growth gains its logic I k n ~  social values 

(rather than principal objects), it tends to cut across 
internal sit-uctui-es (e.g. divisions of the operation, 
heailt~uarter departments, disciplines) even if these 

structures were originally designed to align with needs. 
Growth also ramifies across organizations within a 

society. Primary health care, for example. is about thr 
w e d  tor people to have direct care for their health vvith- 
out dCpc:nding on  referral to hospital or other specialist 
services. A proper response to that need in the UK 
involves the cooperation of numerous bodies including 

family physicians, family health service authorities, dis- 

trict health authorities, hospital trusts. pharmaceutical 
and appliance firms, social srrvices, voluntary bodies in 
health care and related fields - and even patients 

thcrnsclves. Similarly, community developments like 
urban renewal seek to create organizational networks 
including local governinent, private firms, churches, 
voluntary bodies and conimunity action groups. 
dotting such network-, to engage in joint planning and 
generate the needed development is never casv. 

The same need tor cross-structural cooperation to 
licnelit sot,irty applies at the governmental level liut 
here the difficulty increases: intersectoral develop- 
ments which (.TOSS ministries arc n~uch  talked about, 

rarely attcinptcd, am1 almost impossible to implement. 

In the business sphere, growth must start from an 
intense focus on the precise nature of customer needs. 
The importance of alliances anil joint ventures with 
other firms in meeting these ITIJV then become evident. 
For example, the single market in hurupe means that 
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bank customers in one European country are increas- 
ingly going to need sophisticated and related banking 

services in other countries where their home bank is 
weak. Without well-developed alliances between banks 

in clitTerent countries, the el'liciency and quality of 
service will be low. 

To summarize: the.fiincrion of growth is to re-define 
endeavours to meet social needs and to bring benefit 
internally. 

Growth should be generated in accord with the spirit 
desired by the vision, and in accord with the culturc. So 
its relation to identity is supportive. Growth, however, 
must take full account of tangible realities if it is to 

strengthen the organization and sustain achievement. 
Whereas work on the culture and vision can occur 
more or  less in its own time, the timing of growth is 
often crucial to success. Windows of opportunity must 
be seized. Moving too quickly or  too slowly can negate 
months or years of effort. 

It is impossible for everything to alter at once, so the 
coverage of growth proposals must be highly selective. 
The knack is to have a sense of precisely which area is 

crucial. Should licensing be arranged? should new 
markets be found? should the range of products be 
altered? should vertical integration be pursued? should 
a gap be tilled by acquisition? To answer such questions 
requires carehl thought. Such strategic thinking is 
holistic and intuitive, and must be based on a first-hand 

knowledge and feel for the realities. 

Growth is about strengthening the whole organiza- 

tion while benefiting the wider communit~.  Dcvclop- 
ment programmes in third world countries, for 
example, are viewed as a good thing for the inter- 

national community. Global benefits like political 
stability and trading opportunities are envisaged, as 
well as assistance for the local populace. The same is 
true in businesses where the wider community will find 

that their development lea& to benefits like more 

reliable products. employment opportunities, a better 
trained work-force, or better use of derelict land. 
Exploitative growth can occur and may succeed for a 
time, but eventually there is a political back-lash or  the 
environment is so despoiled that the firm must choose 
to  move on. Sensible long-term giwrth puts certain 
core needs in the context of a range o t  relevant inter- 
connected conlmunal values and ensures harnlful side- 
effects are kept to a minimum 

Growth initiatives being inherently cross-structural 
cannot be used as a basis for structuring the organiza- 
tion. A common mistake in large organizations is to 
attempt to  do so. The hope is that this will expedite 
progress by focusing line-managers and avoiding the 

Values - Functioning 

need for project management and multi-disciplinary 
working. I lowever, line-management ought to be 
designed to align with operating requirements. It takes 

its logic from the need to control activities and exper- 

tise by dividing them up, not from growth of the whole 
organization. Only occasionally will activity control 
fully coincide with the growth focus. Anyone simul- 
taneously in charge of coordinating cross-operational 
development and managing implementation within one 
of those operations is liable to favour the contribution 
and demands of Ilis own operation, and misjudge or 
downplay the. contribution and problems of divisions 01- 

agencies led by others. This stance rellects unavoidable 

unevenness in knowledge, self-interest and pragmatism. 

(It is. of course, possible to talk of growth within 
divisions o r  departments - just as these may have their 
cnvn local cultures and local visions. Indeed, if respon- 
sibility for values and objectives is not devolved in large 
organizations, there is sure to be over-centralization 
with paralysis and stagnation.) 

Content. The essential rationale lor growth is souglit 

in social values (L-5)  - often in one single emotion- 
ally-held goal. For example, a business development 
may be rooted in 'industry's need for capital': a health 
service developn~ent may be rooted in 'the need to 

be more responsive to patients': and a cominunity 
developn~ent may be based in 'the need tor sporting 
opportunities'. Values like these arc placed in the con- 
text of generally recognized social trends and com- 

munal values. As a result. growth starts from a 
consensual and unarguable basis that is positively 

desired by insiders and outsiders. 

Political support for growth depends primarily on  
winning over insiders from the various agencies or 
departments involved in delivering the development. It 
is obtained through defining types of activity, i.e. prin- 
cipal objects (1.-4). which arc politically acceptable to  
the stakeholders. Using the above examples again, the 

principal objects might be 'to create a venture capital 
division', 'to introduce a hospital-at-home service', 

and ' to provide sportstraining for the disabled', 
Alternatives are possible in all cases and the objects 
chosen, including decisions on structures, stalling and 
funding, typically become loci of controversy. 

Maximizing the impact of a growth proposal depends 
o n  its internal priorities (L-3). Choices about the type 
of new ventures supported, the amount of capital to be 
provided, the degree of risk tolerated and similar 
matters will determine the outcome of any venture 
capital endeavour. In the sports-training development, 
priorities like the choice of disabilities, the choice o l  
sports, the choice of venues and so on will determine 
its impact. 



Finally, growth must produce suniethinq which is 
appropriately ailiipicd to the situation through its selection 

ofstrategic objectives (1.-2). Specification here beds the 
development down in the actual rcalitics, indicating 

what achievements are aimed lor over a period of time, 
at what approximate cost. with what financial return or 
benefit. and hv which agencies or sections of the 
organization. Some adaptation to circumstances and 
different perspectives of the various divisions o r  agen- 
cies is invariably required. These objectives innst be 
seen to be feasible in order to gain the cooperation of 
thvse involved in i ~ ~ ~ p l e ~ ~ ~ e n t a t i o n .  In the case o l  the 

hospital-at-home programme, the objectives might 
state numbers of cases to  be treated, training lor statl to 
be instituted and specific cost savings. 

Social  Process. Growth stems lrorn values and 
objectives which define 'what we could b e .  It is about 

investing in the future. Explaining the process sur- 

rounding its handling is a mainstay of much manage- 
ment education. Rut too often its essence is omitted or 

downplayed amidst a mass o l  detailed techniques and 

principles. 

As in all the domains, the leader's role is crucial. 
Here it concerns the strategic thinking that should 
precede and infuse the planning process. This thinking 
must guide and monitor explorations and investigations 
which put flesh onto the specification of purposes. 

Finally it ensures adoption of a particular course ot 

action. Whereas a detailed grasp of the realities is 
unnecessary in the higher domains, and is inescapable 
and straightforward in programming operations, 
appreciation of reality is essential and vet ilifficult here. 

Interpretation of information is paramount. Need- 
driven inquiry is the core method. I h e  leaders strategic 
thinking must be stimulated, assisted and checked using 

information and analysis in an iterative process. It is 
worth re-emphasizing that. although good information 

and research-based principles arc invaluable. there can 
never be a simple procedure or theory which \\-ill 
automatically generate the correct information or  
logically ensure successful growth. In exploring 
growth, disciplinary analyses come to the fore: the 
financial in~plications, the personnel implications, the 
marketing implications, the legal implications etc. must 
all be considered. Suitable erypifiemeni of key players and 
their analyses of organizational realities should be based 

on their own sell-interest and on their willing and full 

cooperation. Otherwise the process is mechanical and 
dead. Growth clearly depends on a sense of shared 
values and a capability for considering and delivering on 
organization-wide objectives. 

brnmunicacion here is essentially a process of explo- 
ration: of views. of hunches, of situations, of alter- 
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natives, ol'implications. It occurs in one-to-one meet- 

ings, Â¥-mal teams, project groups and participative 

time-oiits. The response to this process, if the proposed 
development seems worthwhile, is a growing sense of 
determination to flesh it out and see it through. l'eople 
become disappointed and disatlectcd if growth appears 
to ignore their interests. concerns and perceptions o l  
reality. 

I h e  present popular recommendation o l  manage- 
ment experts that companies should start from cus- 
toinCr needs or be market-driven (rather than being 
technology- or product-driven) is equivalent to a 

reassertion of the importance of social values as a 
rationale for development. The present analysis sup- 
ports and explains this emphasis and reaffirms the 
importance of cooperation to deliver on social values. It 
also clarities that the nature of products or services 

(principal objects) is inherently controversial quite apart 
horn the specific outcomes decided upon. Managing 
that controversy requires the use of planning skills. 

Special ized Work. A desirable and feasible direc- 
tion for growth can always be devised for a business if it 
looks carefully and purposefully at the company itself 
(its vision, culture and strengths), its customers, its 
costs and its competitors. Nevcrthcless,companies 
often use management consultants to  d o  such quin- 
tessentially internal work for them. Work on growth is 
often called planning, and the output called a strategy: 

growth is indeed the realm of strategic planning as 
listirict from project or operations planning. A s  already 
noted, expert knowledge and competence come into 
their own here. 

Leaders require disciplinary specialists to comple- 
ment their own understanding and to assist in the 
various analyses. The logic of work in relation to 
growth affirms that any person with relevant expertise 

within the organization may be involved in o r  may take 
a lead in a particular development. Housing improve- 

ment requires experts from construction, architecture. 
town planning, loan finance and other disciplines. 
lburist developments demand inputs from people 
experienced and knowledgeable in the leisure, con- 

ference, hotel, entertainment and travel trades. 

Because growth crosses structures and involves a 
wide range of people in a somewhat m e w  way, it is a 
risky and complex matter. As a result, an organizational 

discipline has emerged based on the need to stimulate 

strategic thinking, to organi7.e the ipquiry process, to  
ensure proposals are realistic and acceptable. and to 
assist with and monitor their implementation. This is 
the planning function. Planners, sited at headquarters, 
typically emphasize the inter-dependence of parts of 
the organization or  network. They seek consensus an11 
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resolve conflicts by using the four levels of purpose 
which define growth (but, of course, not necessarily 

using my labels). Where the locus is on facilitating 

cooperation among co~ii~iiunity agencies, the specialist 
role is sometimes referred to as a policy-maker o r  social 

planner. 

Planners need to have personalities which are parti- 
cipative and rational, with just a hint of idealism. They 

must have an eyc firmly fixed on the future without 
ignoring the present. Good planners seek to balance 
individual and organizational aspirations. It is essential 
that they reconcile the enthusiasm of experts in the 
development with the problems of  management and 
the realities presented by those responsible for opera- 

tions. Ifpossible, they should find some way of gaining 
direct contact with the customer or consumer. 

Planners in centralized departments all too easily 
generate forecasts and strategies which are utterly 
unrelated to the main operations and disconnected 
froni a holistic view of the enterprise and its social 
environment. l'roducing planning documents then 
becomes an end in itself. The leader remains aloof 
while planners and line-managers denigrate each other 
and compete lor power.24 

Limitat ion.  Success here determines the medium 
to long-term health o l  the organization. So failure can 
coexist with high levels of current profitability. Risk is 
inherent in growth and proposals may fail even though 
sensibly developed and pursued. Failure which flows 
from misunderstanding or blatant mishandling of the 
nature ofgrowth is less excusable. 

Developmental failures arc commonlv based on a 

misperccption of the realities which leads to  an in- 
adequate definition ofthe problem, insuflicicnt funding, 
weak analyses or oniission of key groups in the planning 
process. The need for fairness amongst those involved 
in planning a development is a paramount consideration: 
both government-sponsored joint developments and 

joint business ventures still tend to fail on this account. 

The boldness which needs to accompany the sclec- 
tivity required for growth may be frightening. Multiple 
small changes which are little more than disruptions o r  
'add-ons' arc safe but do not strengthen. 

Growth must be an organic and evolutionarv process 
not an intrusion. It seems reasonable to suggest, for 
example, that proposals for dams which make hundreds 
of thousands of people homeless, without considering 

their views and needs, might reflect a failure 01 
development whatever their technological anil eco- 
nomic merits. 

Growth is about determining what should be done 

Values - Functionir~g 

and by whom, but such proposals do not actually get 
things done or change anything. Existing operations 
must be systematically altered to produce new tangible 
outputs while maintaining ongoing activities. Society 
needs these outputs and depends on the operations ofa 

n~ultiplicity of organizations. Operations make func- 
tioning tangible because they are about the per- 
formance of activities. We must now move down to 

this final familiar domain. 

G-4': Operation 

Nature.  The operation is the common pathway for 
all functioning and reveals the true nature of the 

organization. Operations must not only embody the 
vision, express the culture and deliver developments, 
they must also sustain the enterprise. "Ihe income froni 

operations (or  allocated for operations in the public 
sector) must support work in the higher domains. 

. . 
I he function of an operation is to maintain pcr- 

formanee which efi~ciently produces valued outputs. 

Operations coniprisc die activities of front-line 
workers as organized by managers. Building on clarity 
and consensus about types 01' activity (principal objects) 

and important considerations (internal priorities). the 
operation readies down to define numerous outcomes 
(strategic objectives) and tasks (tactical objectives). It  
surely goes without saying that all orgaiiizations need 
opcrations which are task-oriented. tightly specified, 
cost-focused and targeted at time deadlines: in short, 
prograninied. This also applies to  projects within the 

operation in which challenging objectives need to be 

taken seriouslv. ('Project management' is a technique 

or  tool which emphasizes goal-dircctcdness and pro- 
gramming.) 

Operations need to be sharply time-based and care- 
fully constrained financially because they bed down in 
tactical objectives and consume resources. They arc 
usually programmed on an annual basis, with activity 

plans linked to budgets. In larger organizations, short- 

term operational programmes may be produced 
looking 1-2 years ahead; medium-term programmes 
incorporate developments taking 2-5 years to imple- 
ment; and long-term progranlnles iniplv 5- 10 years of 
continuing implementation. Sometimes the longer- 

term programmes are confusingly referred lo JS 

strategic, a term better left for growth proposals. 

The operation conl'irnis (or disconfirms), substan- 
tiates (or makes a mockery of), solidifies (or under- 

mines) identi<v as expressed anil by work in 
the higher domains. The energy injected into any 
operation depends greatly on the quality of the vision- 
ary, cultural and growth domains. I-iowwer, work in an 
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operation has its own potential to  produce a deep sense 
of satisfaction for those involved. Doing things ~vcll can 

be profoundly gratiiving and this is true whether o r  not 

anyone wants tvhat we do. Outsiders who depend on 
the operation also led satisfied if it is well run. Corres- 
pondingly, operational failures can generate the most 

intense frustration. 

The coverage of an opcration is cotnpreln'nsive and its 
details are easily specified and quantified. Documents 
spelling out an operational programme tend to be 
rather full and rcqiiire careful study to be absorbed. But 
programmes cannot lie complete in every detail: a full 

account wiiuld hc unrcadable It would assume an im- 

possible degree o l  management control. Simplification 
is needed to ensure accounts, schedules and activity 
expectations are useful and con~prehensiblc. However, 
too much summarizing prevents the progrcimnlc being 
used tor guiding thc staft involved or  for suhscquent 

monitoring. 

Content. Thr principal objects (1.-4) ÃˆI an opera- 

tion serve as its essential rationole. For many organiza- 
tions, the operation defines its basic nature. Producing 

goods and services is both the object of businesses and 
the essence of their operation. By contrast, operations 
within other types oforganization arc supportive rather 
than prinlarv. For example, production ol an annual 
atlas of environnu'ntal changes and pollt~tion effects 
may be an operation which is just one supporting aspect 

of an international body's primary goal to design and 

disseminate a vision for planetary protection. 

Political support for the operation depends on the 

specification of internal priorities (1-3). Prioritization 
leads to  differential allocation of resources and changes 
I functioning. 'I'his must be managed I D  minimize 
arguments and rliscontent amongst stall. A tirm intro- 
ducing new computer technology, for exiiniple, must 
determine which departments will be computerized 
first. Refurbishment in a retail store will lead to dis- 

agreement about priorities in both srclttence and 
amount allocated for the different sections. In market- 
ing within a lood processing firm, there is liable to be 
disagreement about how much should hr spent on 

advertising each product line. 

The suitable choice of strategic objectives (1.-2) is 
vital to maximize the impact of an operation. These 
objectives are primarily driven by ongoing activities and 

local developments. Kut thev must also be tailored to 

accord with growth objectives. When operational 
managers in tirms define objectives, they do so with an 
eye to  smooth trouble-lrcc iniplemcntatioii. By con- 
trast, membership-centred bodies often &tine imprac- 
tical strategic objectives because they tend to distort 
realities under pressure from their members' concerns 

about status and their feelings of sell-importance. The 
Royal College of Nursing, for example, needed to 

respond to the introduction of general management 
into the N1 IS in 1983. The chosen option, to block 

irnplcnirntation by devoting L l  million to advertising, 
was unrralistic and antagoni~.nl the vcrv groups 011 

which nurses depended - politicians and general 

managers. A far greater impact might have been 
achieved through promoting new powerful roles tor 
nurses to complement general management. 

Finally, operations need to br iippropriat+ adapted to  
circumstances by specifying tactical objectives (L- I )  
which (led with contingencies .ind practical demands in 
precise detail. It is impossible to specify every tactical 
objective, but the essential steps or milestones towards 
realization of the strategic objectives must be clear, 
together with the time-scale and costs generated by 
these steps. 

Social Process. '1he operation contains values ancl 
objectives which define 'what we will do' .  It reveals 
how ihr organi7ation becomes what it claims it intends 

to be. Most statH are primarily cmpltncd to manage or  

work in the operation. Work on operational objectives 
depends on the experience, competence and imrrie- 
diatc knowledge of managers. supervisors and front- 
line workers. Managerial work involves getting things 
clone, ,it~(l the essential method is pragmatic. The opcra- 
tion can only continue to function itinnuinerable prob- 
lems and crises are swiftly handled, and if political 

issues arc' skilfully worked around. Objects, priorities. 
strategies and tasks must be defined and re-defined to 

meet practical requirements. 

Involvrment of a person in setting purposes within 
the operation is determined largely by the level of 
rfiponsihilitv assigned to a post. If the operation is 
viewed .is a whole, then it is clear that most stall are 
expected to deliver against tactical objectives. The chief 
executive must determine all higher level values and 

determine strategic objectives together with a strategy 
to realixi.+ these. If the organization has a head-quarters 
above operational subsidiaries, then this headquarters 
should only orient, direct and resource the opcration, 
setting strategic objective!) but not getting involved 
with programming operations to meet these. However. 
it intentionality is to  pervade the organization as indeed 
it should, then those at lower levels must be assumed t o  

be capable of working with the higher levels of purpose 

in their own spheres o t  responsibility. This means that 

staft within operations must clc'tcrniine the vision, cul- 
ture and cievclc~~n~ents for their section - within the 
wider n i e t u r d 5  

Work \vithin the operation can be a mechanical affair 
in coniparison to work in the higher domains because 
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the operation is essentially instrumental, a means to an 
end. So engagcmeiit with its values and objectives is at 
root a matter of conscientious performance. Managers 

usually feel relieved by an agreed programme because 
they then know what is expected of them and why. For 
many, the impersonalization (or depersonalization) 
seems to be natural, even a relief.26 But it is probable 
that neglecting higher values and over-valuing instru- 

mentality has long-term ill-effects for the person and 

society as well as for the organization. 

The type of communication that characterizes opera- 
tional work is a briefing. Briefing is a two-way process. 
Managers must be briefed about immediate realities 
and possible problenls by subordinates, while sub- 

ordinates must be briefed about key objectives, priori- 
ties and other values by managers. The briefing process 

informs and involves people in decisions, as well as 

getting then1 to do things. The response to an adequate 

briefing is a feeling of being in control. Unsat isfacto~ 
briefings, whether in content or quality or timing. 
generate a feeling of helplessness, frustration and 
irritation. 

Special ized Work.  It is one thing to programme 

operations for a coming year, and quite another to  
deliver the results. The specialized work here is 

management control. It may be unprobtematic in small 
outfits with 30 or so statY, but it becomes far more 
dificult when hundreds or thousands are employed in 

the operation. Such large complex organizations have 
many disciplines and departments (or 'functions') plus 
several levels of management even if the hierarchy is 

kept flat. 

Proper integration of the work of departments and 
disciplines requires a higher unifying function called 
general In lower organizational tiers, 
however, dircction-setting, teamwork and coordinative 
roles must be used to ensure that people in different 

disciplines work separately and together in an efficient 

and effective way. 

The management control systcn~ must be wholly 

oriented to operational requirements. In relation to  

vision, culture and even growth, the limitations of 

information have been emphasized. But here at last 
information really comes into its own. Activities and 
events can be counted and analysed. Efficiency. pro- 
ductivity duel quality can be calculated. St~tistical 
process control means something. Computerization can 
streamline operations and alter their nature radically. 

Rapid access to information can increase adaptation to 
client requirements and can enable accurate evaluation 
and feedback. Information technology specialists 
typically view the operation as a vast information 

system. Like general managers. they are preoccupied 
with the whole. Nevertheless, inlormation alone docs 

not resolve priorities. 

In a large organization, programme preparation is 
a responsibility of senior and middle managers. 
Operations require an annual buclget-anrl-planning 
cycle in which planning and finance directors collate 

information, provide guidelines for use by general 
managers, and coordinate the production and presen- 

tation of a programme to the governing board. The 
cycle is: progran~ming-buclgetting-operating-rcport- 
ing leading to re-programming if necessary. However, 
much of the process is informal using memos, conver- 
sations. special meetings and ad hoc instructions. 

Closure.  Failure of an operation can have many 
causes. But it is always a bad sign because it is a prelude 

to collapse. The origins of failure may be external to the 

firm or  found in higher domains. However, the opcra- 
tion itself can show a wide variety of problems. Failure 
to  structure effectively, the absence of proper pro- 
grammes or project management, confusion about 
objectives, and hurried ineffective briefings are all 

common. They cause delays and over-spends, or even 

total blockage. 

Work on the operation is inherently challenging. So 
anv absence of managerial dynamism and drive pro- 
duces general chaos and loss of focus on what the opera- 
tion must achieve to  keep the organization functioning. 

With the provision and implementation of a suitable 
operational ~ l a n ,  values are embedded and embodied in 
functioning. So identity is established within the organi- 

zation and (simultaneously) within society. Tangible 

and intangible goods and services of every possible type 

are produced for society. If the other domains have been 
effectively handled, functioning is secure. Logically and 
intuitively there is no further domain to consider. 

REVIEWING FUNCTIONING 

We have now considered the four domains of 

functioning - with their core purpose derivatives: the 

vision, the culture, growth, and the operation. The four 
domains arc linked through their relationship to iden- - 
tity - defining, maintaining, supporting and solidify- 

ing it respectively. The four domains are also linked 
through their function in the community within and 
without organizations - transforming, differentiating. 
strengthening and sustaining i t  respectively. Each 
donlain has three levels in common with its adjacent 
domain, and all share principal objects. The objects of 
any endeavour or organization (which define its unique 
types of activity) emerge as the lynch-pin for function- 
ing and for the maintenance of values and identity. 
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Pract ical  Implicat ions.  All organi/ations must 
function. To do so ~uccessf~lly. leaders clearly need to 

havc sonic concmi with all domains. Ihis  means 
tackling the existential and personal dimension via a 
vision. grappling with the communal anil .ittituilin.il 
dimension via the culture, acldrcssing tlic tlrvelopn~eni 
and iilulti-disciplinary diniension via growth, and 

managerially gripping and progranin~ing the activity- 
ba>ed dimension defined by the opcration. 

Functioning is thr motor of society, cndli-.s~y turning 
to  deliver value for the individual and for the greater 
gooil. The enligtitc~~nient of society is rcveiiled by work 
on visions with their potential to transform. Society's 

standards arc revealed by the internal cultures oforga- 
nizations. Society is strengthened hy tlir vigorous 

growth of organizations and alliances between theni. 
Finally. who we arc- and how we live is Hnally revealed 

and sustained by oprrations. 

In a typical business, the vision can unite and 
energize the linn, creating a link between high ideals 
and the activities lca(ling to its pr(.xlucts or services. 

t h e  tirni then nerds to create a viable culture, to chart 
a growth course, and to manage its operations. Culture 
ensures that the f'irni has a distinctive inclividiiality that 

suits its cnvironnu~nt. 'Ihis involve its stalT sharing 
certain beliefs am1 using certain values in devising .ind 
working systems .md procedures aUdting mutine 
activity. Growth lbri r s  a locus on custonic*~~s and thcir 
needs. To meet these, cooperation within the firm is 

required, and possibly alliances with other firms. 
Operations must he programmed in such a way that 
customers arc found and the service or product i-> 

produced at the riylit cost and at the right time to match 

their needs. 

Organizations 111,ill sorts, not just l~usiiu-sses, niust 

deal with all tour domains to function and to thrive. 
Staff who progress u p  the career ladder tu lit-adquartcr 
organisations 0th-11 take their operational habits with 

theni. The new w a y  of thinking and relating, required 
to  institutionalize a vision or culture am1 to enable 

growth, are clilTicult to develop unless tln'y .ire widelv 

supported and undrrstood. Many stall simply but niis- 
takenly view the lic~aclquarters organization .is another 

opcration while revelling in their elevated status. 

Considerable ct'fort and resource may lie required 
tor an organization to work effectively in the higher 

domains, but increased energy and profits are released 
hv success there. Lea(lers must ensure that visions, 
culturr. growth .ind operations are in~egr.il to their 
own work and the work of the main line, .nu1 arc not 

hived off or duniped elsewhere. Disro~ineetiori means 
energy and resources arc dissipated, morale weakens 

L, 

and the quality of the output deteriorates. 

There seems to be a particular aflinity between the 
two odd domains and the two even domains. Visions 

must i-onl.iin the seeds of growth possibilities and 
growth ~iiust forward the vision. In practice, the term 
vision' is often used cotiliisingly to cover both 

domains. Operations are the prime locus tor cultural 

values. The close linkage here is what makes culturc 
change (lilficult: people feel that the new values stop 
theni gctting on with the job. 

Leaders in business and politics who are insulated in 
their Ii~:.i<lcluarters have a disturbing h a h  ul' becoming 

clisconnvrteil Iron1 the real work. They then expect all 
the supporting disciplines to deliver on their own. But 
a discon~~cctcd public relations or organization develop- 

ment tk'piirtnicnt (or  even external consultants) cannot 
deal with culture change without the leadership. 

Concerns lor growth may lead to a large planning 

deptirtn~t.rit but if ignored by the leadership its output 
is coiintcr-proclurtivc. Concern 10 monitor operation,-. 
am1 mlure  risk may spin off a v.ist IT empire, but i f t h ~  
leader ignores the output, thru tliere is waste and 
discontent. Such leaders then sc.lpegoat thcir own 
lepir t i i~ents ,  thereby reducing nmralc further. 

Complacency and a denial of the need for iniprovc- 
merit is thc cncniv of effective functioning. Yet iiianv 
urg.ini/.itions - businesses, v o l u n ~ r y  bodies, public 
srctor .igrncies - only see the need for the operation 
and its rmlinicntarv clevclopu~-iit. Part of the reason 
for this is a lack of awareness of the iniportancc of sclf- 
conscious work on their own identity. Peoplc- must 
learn to view the whole as well as focus on parts. 

rleveliy .i concern for the essence as well as take advan- 

tage o l  tiit- obvious, and see all actions as inhereiitlv 

manilfsti~ig values. 

It is evident that the highest levels of value. value 
systems ancl ultimate values, pl.iy n o  direct pan  in 

determining either growth or  operations which are the 
main preoccupation-, of businesses. It is primarily up tu 
organizations of oilier types to create a society in which 

higher values arc properly n-cognized. We havc said 

i t t lc  about thCsrt but they play a vital role in sensitizing 
businesses to values. 

At present we are seeing an increased focus on such 
ihings .is leadership, identity rrr.ition. customcr-sen- 
sitivitv, communitv relations, cross-functional work- 
ing, AM\ the management ofplur.ili>m. Correspondinglv 

academic pundits and managcmrnt consultants arc 

speaking increasingly freely and dogmatically about 
work on  tie vision and the need lor culture change. 

Transi t ion.  I t  lurictiunini; is .issurccl. then potential 
can lir rralizccl and identity ~onso l ida t~d .  All o r p ~ i z a -  

tions recognize that thcir identity implies and expresses 
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a social role. However. i t  is evident that the social role 

of most organizations is l'w more constrained than the 

donlains might seem to suggest. This is because 
individualism and sell '-in~'rrst,  olu'n of the unenlight- 

ened variety, arc tin' liecl-rock of organizational 
survival. 

A free societ\r gets .imuiul this obst.wle by allowing 

and expecting people to Form organizations of many 

different kinds, cadi with its own limited and definable 
contribution to society. So, as well as firms which exist 
to create wealth for their owners, there are inany other 

sorts of bodies. For ex.nnpIe, some srrk to influence 
the policies of businesses. Others work t o  benefit their 

members who arc distributed within many organiza- 
tions. Still others are concerned to develop vvorthwhile 
ideals, to  set minimum standards l~i~tl~oritativcIy, to 
benefit minorities, or to improve society in some other 
way. 

Before considering the remaining groupings of levels 

of purpose in Ch. 12 ,  it is appropriatr to turn to a 
classification of such orpnizations h.isrcl on  the social 
role implicit in their functioning. :I: 



Master- Properties o f  the four domains of functioning. 
Table 34 Functioning ensures that values are enduringly expressed in activities. Each domain of functioning is formed by conjoining purposes from four adjacent levels 

Adequate functioning sustains achievement and consolidates identity in organizations, while at the same time, affecting the communal identity. 
See text for further details and explanation. See Master-Tables 35 and 36 for a related classification of organizations. 

Tetrad 
No. 

(Levels) 

4 
(b 7-4) 

3 
(IS 6-3) 

2 
(IS 5-2) 

1 
(Is 4-1) 

Domain Identity Relation Social Process: Special Work Communication Failure 
of Function and Method and and is likely 

Functioning Communal Function Engagement Leadership Desired Response if: 

Vision 

Culture 

Growth 

Operation 

To establish a framework 
of enduring values which 
inspire people and guide 
all work. 

To keep those values 
prominent which fit the 
social environment and 
maintain individuality. 

To re-define endeavours 
so as to meet social needs 
and to bring benefits 
intei nally. 

To maintain performance 
which efficiently produces 
valued outputs. 

Defines identity and Personal: Reflective 
transforms the group soul-searching 
because driven by which depends on. 

ullimate values. Spontaneous 
ownership. 

Maintains idenlity and Communal: Deliberate 
differentiates the group self-definition 
because driven by which depends on. 

value systems. Arduous 
self-indoctrination. 

Supports identity and Disciplinary: 
strengthens the group Needdriven inquiry 
because driven by which depends on 
social values. Self-interested 

cooperation 

Solidifies identity and Managerial: 
sustains the group Pragmatic handling 
because di iven by which depends on. 

principal objects. Conscientious 
performance. 

Develop commitment, 
loyalty and enthusiasm in 
an open participative way, 
which requires 

Transformalive leadership. 

Use public relations to 
foster equal understanding 
and widespread adoplion, 
which requires. 

Communicative leadership. 

Use planners to stimulate 
ideas, to coordinate inquiry, 
and to evaluate possibilities, 
which requires. 

Strategic leadership. 

Exert management control 
to cos~, program and 
monitor activities, 
which requires: 

Accountable leadership. 

Preaching the 
essence : 
what we want to be! 
leading 10. 

Excitement. 

Coherent correct 
current dissemination: 
what we have to be! 
leading to: 
Pride. 

Selective exploration 
in a holistic way: 
what we could be! 
leading lo. 

Determination. 

Briefing - terse but 
comprehensive: 
what we will do! 
leading to: 
Feeling in conlrol. 

Uninspiring 
Unintelligible 
Unfulfilling 
Dehumanized 
Woolly 

Incoherent 
Unenforced 
Superficial 
False 
Diffuse 

lmpossi ble 
Simplistic 
Intrusive 
Comprehensive 
Data-driven 

Inefficient 
Uncoordinated 
Under-resourced 
Chaotic 
Inflexible 

@ Worren Kinston 1992,1994 
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NOTES 

An extensive literaturv now exists attempting ID describe 

ideas behind current society, using labels like modernity. 

niodernism and poit-modrrnism. See, for exan>plr: t lagan, 

E.E. On the Theory o f S u r t a /  Change. Homewood. Ill: Dorscy, 

1962; Giddens, A. .l/oJrrniy anJ Self-Identity: Selfiind Sociey 

in  the Lure Modern .lur. London: Polity Press, 1991. Crook, 

S.. Pakulski, J. & W.~ter'i. M. Post-moderni/at~on: Changc in  

.\drunced .Socie~,i. Lonilon: Sage. 1992. There are also a 

stream o f  popular books emphasizing the signilicance and 

rapidity o f  change. lor  cx.in~ple: Totller. A. Future Shock, 

London: Bodley Head, 1970; IKindy, C. The Age of'Unrcuson. 

l .ondon: Business 1jook.s. 1989; and Harvey, D. 771~ Condition 

ofPost-modermty Oxford: lilackwcll, 1992. 

The variety of' planning definitions were noted in: Hlum, 

H.L. Planningfor Health. New York: Human Sciences I'rcss, 

1974. Definitional contusions are inevitable given that the 

ideas i n  thic chapter have been used i n  many disconnected 

literatures including .social planning ~ n t l  public policv. 

economics, international and tlevclopnirnt stiulies. the 

technological change litcr.iturc. sociological and political 

tlicorv, organization .nul inariage~iien~ scit-ncrs, labour and 

industry studies, and the systems sciences An academic aim 

o f  niv work has been to aid comparisons oldisciplin.iry con- 

cepts and help claril) conceptual conflicts and similarities. 

Such work supports disciplinary studies without devaluing 

o r  displacing them. Even within organizations. ilifferent 

departments come to use different terms lor the same 

notion o r  the same term for different notions. The practical 

aim ofthis book is re~ l i r c i l  when organixations intelligently 

adapt my terms to create a common language which suits 

their particular culturr and needs. 

For an account olvaltns i n  Czechoslovakia, ser the writings 

ofVadav H.ivel c.g. /.wing in  Truth. (ed. J. Vladislav) London: 

Falier a d  Fiber, 1987: Summer Mcd~ui~nns (TranJ. P. 
Wilson) London: Fabrr. 1992. For Zionism, we: Huber. hl. 
On Zion: The History :/an IJca (Transl. S. Godnian) T. & T. 
d a r k ,  1985; Rubinstrin, A. Zionist Dream Renviid: l ien1 to 

duth Emunim unJ Back. New York: Srhockcn, 198'). 

Moliere. L r r u ~ .  In: liirr~!fi m d  Sisterhood (Transl. R.R. 

Bolt) London: Absolutr l'rcss, 1991. 

['or example, see case illustrations in: Na'~h, 1,. CooJ 

Intenttons .bdr Boiton: Hanard Business School Press. 

1990. 

Most T Q M  projects srrn i  to grind to a halt within a year o r  

so leaving a more or lrs'i In-nclicial residue. For .in account 

o f  TQM. see: Deii~ing. W E  Out of the Crisis: Quoliy, 

P rodun i r i~  and Compctiilrc Position. Cambridge, MA: M I T  

Press, 1986: Jur.in, J.M. & t i r ~ n a .  P.M. Juan's Qyalicy 

Control Handbook, 4th cd. New York: Mct i raw-I l i l l .  1988; 

Oakland. J. Torn1 Quali!r Ilanagemem. 2nd Ed. London: 

Buttenvorth-Heiiirniann, 1991. For a brief explanation o f  

the limitations oiT(>hl, WI*: Kinston. W. iibrking 1%-irh lblua 

for Results; Uerond t}iialiy to h a 1  Ethical Miina~ement. 

London: The SIGMA Centre. 1992. 

For three u i ~ c r l y  <liIrii,ent but complen~ent~iry .ipl)roachcs 

t o  organizational sui~i".;., see: Kinston. W op .O.  161. For 

seven dilTerent appm.iches to decision-making, all ol' which 

arc needed i n  a large tirganimtion. src Master-TaliIe 8 and: 

Kinston, IV. & Algie, J. Seven distinctive path- of decision 

and action. Systems Research. 6: 1 17- 1 32, 1989. Strategies lo r  

culture-change depend on  the nature of the new talues being 

installctl, a.s illustrated in: Kinston, W. Strengthening the 

Mana~imcnr Culture: Phasing the Trans/orniatitv~ of Organifa- 

(ions. Lumlun: Tin- SIGMA Centre, 1994. 

8. Docu~nrnts o l  this sort are sonieti~nes rcl'crretl to as policy 

o r  policy yuidar~ce. I h e y  are indeed guidance but they are 

not policy (as delitied here) because tlu-y give no (lirection as 

10 how inimediate issues like resource shortage, community 
prejudices o r  inter-professional di'tagrcenicn~s are to be 

handled. 

9. The role that a person or organiration has i n  societv is not 

this sort orrole. hut a conlmunal role ( G " - 3 )  becausesociety 

is not an endeavour. Such roles arc l'till'illcd on the basis ol' 

accepting certain conventioni, holding certain beliefs, and 

recognk~ing certain duties (see Ch. 9). They arc also part o f  

a whole: the social structure. Here our concern is the 

definition of roles by endeavours and the need to adapt ~ o r k  

aciibity to ensure joint achieven~ent. \Vc might speak of  

w o r k  roles' o r  'organizational role$'. In  rncl<,a- 

vours, roles may be temporary and pe<il)lr may hc viewed as 

inst r~un~~nts,  preferabl\- willing i n s t n ~ ~ i ~ e ~ i t s .  in the service 

lit thr  i v r~ rk  to be done. Communal roles are internalizc~l 

bec.uisr thrv must enduringly oricnt people, but work role$ 

need not be. 

10. Policies referred t o  here are servicr o r  busineu policies 

which dr t r rmine results. not social policies. Social policies 

arc not primarily about outcomes but about installing social 

policy principles. These are c i in i t in~te i l  bv tenets and con- 

vention'< which shape attitudes and activities so tint person.il 

needs ,1rr met (see Ch. 9: G"-2"). For example racial 

equality politics we about dealing with the need lor  people 

-staff, customers, suppliers - to be dealt wi th fairly irre- 

spective of rave. Ordinary p o l i r i n  .ire relatively straight- 

forward l x ~ a u - e  their strategic ol~]ectivcs are not values at 

all but only a means for realizing the existing o r  given values 

emphasi/ecl hv priori t i7~tion. Such policies can he left to 

ni.inagrrs to develop and governing liodic$ to instigate, 

check -2nd sanction. But ethical principk~s are value svsten~s 

wliii:h cannot be introduced directly il lto .in organimtion in 

this \tray. Itattempted, the values are yiiictly ignored as soon 

ii-s the pressure is off. Introducing a 5ucial policy is a coniplex 

matter which requires using drives and creating new con- 

viction;. and approaches. 

1 1 .  For culture change which is primarily is.sue resolution. see: 

Hanipdrn-Turner, C. Corporiitc Culture: h m  Vicious 10 

I'irruot~ Circles. I~oriilon: 1-lutchiiw~~is. 1990. For culture 

change which is about the installation of nc\v values. see: 

Kinston, W. 1994. op.cit. 171. For more on culture-change. 

.we Box 12.1 i n  Ch. 12. 

12. Mint~ l ierg,  14. Patterns i n  strategy formation. Manqcmcm 

Science. 24: 934.948. 1978. 

13. Kennccly, I! llccisivc action. Health Scrl-tccs journal, 1 1 June 

1992, pp.24-25. 

14. See. for example: Schdn. L . l l .  O~ in~ /u r iona l  Culture onJ 

Leadership. San l:rancisco: )ossr\ Ihss, 1985: Kilnian, K. H., 

Saxton, M.J. & Scrpa, R. (cds.) Giiinmg Control of Corporate 

Culture. San ITandscu: Jossey Bas. 1986; Kotter. J.P. & 

Iicskrtt. J.L. Corporate Culture and Performance. New York: 

Free Prri>, 1992. 
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Utopias may still be useful philosophical tools. Most of the 
values in Thomas More's Utopia, except for the abolition o i  

war, are now realized: 11. Goitein (ed.) Utopia. (Transl. R .  
Robinson) London: Routledge (undated). 

Disability Maniksto Groiip. An .,Igenda fur the 1990s: 
Disability Man~fisto. London, 1990. 

Suspicion of the power of rhetoric to iiillin~iicc peoples 
actions has a long history. dating back at li-ast to P l ~ o ' s  
dislike of the Sophists. Aristotle studied their inetliod.-; in: 
The Art of Rhetoric; (Transl. J.H. Freese) Harmonds\vorth: 
Penguin, 1991. Also see: Burke, K .  T h e  Philowph) $Liceran 

Form. Berkeley: University of California I'ress, 1973. 
Managers, like most people, are inore inllin'nced by tricks 
of oratory than the siiIist.ince of the n~essag~ .  

U K  Prime Minister. The Citizen's Charter: Ruiiing rhc. Standard. 
Cmncl. 1599, Liitidon: HMSO, 1991. 

See. for example: Bass, B.M. Leadership tinJ Perfirmonce 
k o n d  Expectations. New York: Free Press, 1985; Tichy, 
S.M. & DeVanna, M.A. The Transformational Leader. New 
York: Wiley, 1986. 

See TQM references in Note 161; f o r  an explanation of 
management cultures, see: Kitiston, W. op. cit. (71. 

This exaniple am1 many others describing the development 
and communicatinn of iclrntity by public relations experts 
can be found in casebooks like Moss, 1). (eel.) Publie 
Relations in Practice .4 Casebook London: Routlrdgr, 1990. 

The collusion between managers, academics and manage- 
ment consultants in re-packaging old ideas and avoiding the 
real work of dealing with ickas in group settings is docu. 
mented in: IHuc/yriski, A . A .  Manapnwnt Guriis: 117nit Makes 
Them and How to Rccon~e One. London: Routlrtlge, 1993. 

Traverso, M .  & White. J. The launch of thr Prudential's 

ciirpiirate identity: A case study. In- Moss. D op. cit. 121 1 

The disconnection of planning function in relation to growth 
strategies is documented i~nd  tli.scussed in: Mint-zberg, H. 
Thf Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning. New York: f ree  Press 
and I'rmtice Hall International. 1994. 

This .issui~~ption is inherent in the moclitication and elabora- 
tion ol'levels of work theory as I have developed it (Kinston, 
W. & llowbottoni R. I :  Levels o l  work: Nrw applications to 
maiiagement in large organizations. 11: A new model 
managing based on levels of work. ]ournal of Applied Systems 

Anah w,  16: 19- 34, 1989 & 17: 89- 1 13, 1990; and Discussion 
Papt'ri, 1992). Because it derived from work on fair pay and 
a total preoccupation with structures and line-manageinci~, 
the original theory developed liy W. Brown and E. Jaqucs 
heavily rmpliasizei the limitation-, ol each individual's capa- 
city to work beyond a certain Irvcl (Jaqucs. E. .\ Genml 
Theory of Bureaucracy. London: Heinemmn, 1976). Their 
account does not formally link to values and objectives. 

Creati\ity is linked to using v.ilurs and the sell. For most 
ni.ni.igcrs, their response to ncols i i  instrumental and value- 
nrittral revealing an unditTcrcntiated self; or  they extra- 
l>ol.~te and  analyse using a self that can be driven, nianifests 
loyalty anil social sense. Use of .I theoretical framework (e.g. 
of purpose) requires a more integrated self o r  higher level of 
consciuusncss (cf. Ainsworth-Laid, V. liniiging and crea- 
tivity: An integrating perspective. Journal of Crearne 
Behariour lb(1): 5-28). 

For .i classification of types o l  function which explains 
gencral management, see: Kinston, W. & Rowbottom, R. 
1990 op.crr. 1251. in the 7 levels of responsibility defined by 
this moilel, general management is required at levels four to 
seven inclusive. 



Chapter 11 

Classifying Organizations 

Most academics and management consultants have 
put their energies into understanding and improving 

firms and public services (usually welfare agencies). 
Other social bodies, if they are even mentioned, are 

generally regarded as atypical or special and lumped 
together in miscellaneous categories like 'not-for- 
profit or quangos'. Efforts to understand their 

structures, management and leadership have been rnin- 
imal beyond a scandal-driven newspaper expose, the 
occasional case-study for a doctorate, o r  a one-off 

investigation instigated by those responsible at a time 

of change or crisis. 

In these unusual bodies, being business-like - that is 

to  say running an efficient, responsive and effective 
operation - is important, but pursuing such values by 
imitating business structures and methods is usually 

grotesquely inappropriate. Performance appraisal, for 
exan~ple, needs rather sensitive adaptation t o  be effcc- 
tively used by a church, a complaints authority, a polit- 
ical party, a self-help group or a think-tank - and the 
notion is almost without meaning in a social movement 

organization 

A useful typology should not merely pigeonhole 
unusual social bodies, it should penetrate to  their 
nature and assist in their design and operation. It should 
also give some indication of how the different types 
relate to  each other. The typology offered here seeks to 

do just that. 

INTRODUCING THE TYPOLOGY 

This typology is based on recognizing the core role of 
an organization in society (i.e. its communal function). 

It operates on the self-evident notion that die part that 
any organized body plays in society must be an expres- 
sion of itsfunctioning (as explained in G-4: Ch. 10). In 
the nature of things, intrinsic functioning expresses 
identity and is determined by stable values which are 
evident in activities and achieven~ents. 

Because the domains of functioning establish social 
identity and each has a communal aspect, they offer a 
society-oriented way to classify organizations. Here the 
label 'organization is not to  be restricted to  buiiness 

enterprises but used to refer to  deliberately constituted 
and publicly recognizable social bodies of every con- 

ceivable sort. ' 
Core Role: Communal Function 

Organizations of all sorts should explicitly and con- 

tinually work on their functioning via all four domains 
(G-4: Ch. 10): i.e. installing a vision, developing a 
viable culture, determining growth possibilities, and 
running the operation. We have seen that these four 

domains are (respectively) needed to define, maintain, 

support and solidify the identity of the organization. 

We noted that functioning simultaneously serves both 

the organization and the wider community, and dis- 
covered that each domain simultaneously looks inward 
and outward (cf. Master-lable 34). Because our con- 

cern now is with the societal role of any organization, 
our focus is on the effect of functioning on wider 
society rather than on the internal community - but 
remember that one is part of the other, so these are 

essentially identical. 

To recap in this context: the vision defines organiza- 

tional identity by keying into ethical and personal issues 
- and it has the potential simultaneously to contribute 
to  the transformation of society: the culture maintains and 
expresses organizational identity by highlighting and 
affirming certain essential values - and it simultan- 

eously contributes to the AJerentiation of society; growth 
supports and evolves organizational identity by meeting 

social needs - and it simultaneously contributes to the 
strengthening of society; and the operation solidifies and 
confirms organizational identity by ensuring the 
efficient production of valued outputs - and it simul- 

taneously contributes to the sustenance of society. 

In practice, it is evident that all organizations do not 
focus equally on all domains of functioning. Because the 
achievements they seek differ in fundamental ways, 
they function differently and require different forms of 

management and leadership. Al l  domains of functioning 
require some attention. Although an organization may 
take them all very seriously, they do not treat each 
equally. The Body Shop (UK),  for example, may 
include global transformation in its vision, but society 



view;. it l~~-i~i~. i r i lv  as .1 inanufai~turcr and purveyor of 
soaps and cosmrtioi. It must do likowisr 1 i r c . i ~ ~  i t  

stands or falls .is a Inisinrss .ux.oriling to its s i ~ c e s s  in 
selling those products wlirther or not tlw world is 

t r a r i s f ~ r ~ ~ i c d .  I ' h r  vision in this case supports the 
opcr.il ion, not t In- otlicr way ~roiin(l.  

:In1 .sociii/ h~i / r  inml iiccorcl prin~tlci to (he domain(s) 
vhich t~roi~Jc ( t i t  ruliuniilc Jir its existence anJ on tihich its 
$ 0 ~  of resources iinJ continuing ~I~rl'ii'ii/ JcueriJs. A 
politiciil party, I i~r  example, does not persist and 

receive financial support ii(vording to the etliciency or 
quality of its operations (important though these may 
be tor success). It s t~inls  or falls on ideological criteria 

and the vision of society it espouses. 

An organi/ation'-. core rule in society. the coniniunal 

function which it willingly accepts and urgently pro- 

tects, is determined 1): what counts as achievement and 
hence by the domain of functioning with which it 
identifies or accords primacy. Organizations do. of 

course, serve niany c o i i ~ m i i ~ ~ i l  functions - providing 

c ~ n ~ l o y n ~ m t ,  training staff. fostering patriotism &c - 
and so they sceni to lime lurtlwr social roles. But these 

other lunction.s .ire best thought 01' as side-elled;-. I 1  it 
is in~agiiicd. say, th,it a busincss prin~arilv exists to 

provide cmployjnrnt then inclticient businesses should 
be supported. This makes no sense perhaps as a 

short-term nn:.isurr). 11 would lie far more useful to 
support the l.iii~i(~liing of new more ellicient businesses. 

However sigiiilk~ant an org~niz~ition's side-cftects arc 
from the coniniunity's point olview, they must remain 
subsidiary lor t l i<-  orginixation itself. For example. the 
LIK's Automobile Association lobbies on behalf ot 

motorists. but few ~in'iiibcrs would remain if roadside 
services ivere \vitli(lr.i\vn and few woultl \vithdi-asv i t  
this lobbying crasrd. In other words, the core social 

role o l  this body is rssciitially one of servicing break- 

downs not proiiiotiiig motoring. 

The corc role of an organization in society can 

usually he recognized from the way its principal objects 
are derined. As people are intuitively aware. these 

objects are explicitly designed to identify the precise 
nature of an emleavour. You will find that the objects 
arc usually careh~lly formulated to support one or niorc 
of thc upper four types (levels) ofvalucs. The core role 
then emerges from thr iloni.iin .nid communal l'unctioii 
which that value <loinin.ites. 

Principal obit:cts ran lit' defined: (a) in an cnlight- 
cned way as activitirs which prin~arilv support the 
pursuit ot'(vrtaiii ultini.ih8 values; ( 1 1 )  in a clannish way 
as activities which primarily support tlic pursuit 01' 
certain value systems; (c)  in a benevolent way as 
activities which l ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i . ~ r i l y  support thu pursuit ofcertain 
social values; (d j in .in economic way as activitics which 

are priniarily pursued lot tlirii- t.ingiliic o r  monetary 
value. Some combin~tion of tlu*sr i s  .ilsu possible. 

The four types of principal olijc~'t lcail t o  lour main 
core roles (or  communal l'u~irtio~is) in society aliyii-ii 
with the domains i.e. the corr roll, niay h i  to trans- 
rorm, to d i ~ c r c ~ i t i ~ i t c ,  to s t ~ ~ ~ ~ i g t h e n  or  to sustain 
society. Because purposes ,irr hirrarchicallv related, 
pr~ssil)le combinations arc rrstricted to adjacent 
iloniiiins. There are three roiiiliiiiatioiis o l  ttvo core 
roll's, two coinbin~tions of thru- corr roles, an<l one set 

olall lour corc roles Taken together, this results in the 
ten-fold typology ot'organization b.iscd on social role 
(function or identity) which will l)c presented and 

briellv explored in this chapter. The classilic.ition is laic1 
out and the types numbered with examples in Master- 
Table 36. 

Recognizing the Types 

Thr names used lor social 1)otlir.s and organizations 

are cxtriiordinaril~ ~iumcrous. Usage is conventional o r  

hapha~ard with a vague logic'. Terms indicating an 
organi/ation or sod,il lioilv i~ududr; institution, asso- 
ciation, c-onipany, guil<l, fratrrnitv, , svndicatc, . society, 
group, centre, agencv, trust, t'lul), pwtncrship, move- 
ment, institutr. c~nniiission, authority, 

feclcration, tribunal, exchange, (ollcctivc, l~uiulation, 
league, partJr, union. Typically, any soci.il body can 
choose Iroin amongst a variftv of sviioiivins: e.g. a . . 
business may also refer to itsell as a Firm, a co~~ipanv,  a 

corporation, an cnlqir isc ,  or simply as an organixa- 
tion. So the typologv will not ilepcnd on such nouns. 
but will instead be labelled usiiig adjectives which catch 
the flavour of that type ol entlravot~r followed bv a 
suitable noun. (I try to avoid ovrr-using the nouns 
organization and 'body.)  

The lull classification contains 10 distinct tvpes. 
There arc four niono-functional types - visionary 
bodies. membership associations. promotional groups, 

and service organizations; thrrr (li-fu~ictional types - 
ethical bodies, evangelical organirations, and reforming 

agencies; two tri-functional tvpes - ideological and 
sectional associations: and onr tctra-functional tvpc - 
universal institutions. 

Most ofthe chapter is dcvoleil to cxaniining llit. lour 
mono-functional types. Tlie rssrn~i.il properties of 
these four mono-functional l y p ( 3  anb su~iiinarized in 

Mastcr-Table 35 with an indii,,itioii olwhat more com- 
plcx types must eiicomp.iss. Tlux.  other types must 
synthtasize the imperatives o l  two, 1111-ee or all of the 
lour tiiono-liiti(tiunal types in ,111 .ippropri.ite Fashion. 
So it is reasonable to sl)e.ik ol'.ill types o r  bodies with a 
1r.ins1-orming function as 'visioii-griiri-dti~ig, .ill types 
or bodies with a ~l i fk ' r~i t i~i t ing liiiictioii as 'iin'mbrr- 
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ship-centred'. all typcs or bodies with a strengthening 
function as 'reform-generating', and all typcs or bodies 

with a sustaining function as 'customer-centred' . 

The four mono-functional types arc each sumnia- 
rixcd briefly below noting their role in society, their 

source value and programme, their defining function 

and main output, and an illustrative example. Other 

more complex types with that function arc listed: they 
arc more fully explained with examples at the end of 
the chapter. (The numbering is based on that provided 

in Master-Tables 35 and 36.) 

Visionary bodies  (#7) foster the transformation 
of society and need to be built around the importance 

of the vision. Their principal objects refer to the direct 

application of ultimate values to social life. They apply 

given or developed ideals to particular domains in 

order to identify values for widespread use within and 
acro.ss existing societies. The prime outputs are mis- 
sions to  be adopted and implemented by others, usually 
governments and organizations. Example: The Center 
for Human Understanding was set up. initially within 

the University of Chicago, to allow 'a few persons from 

many parts of the world and from realms of both 

thought and action [to] learn from one another in an 
atmosphere where the search for truth is the paramount 

concern'. 

More complex types o l  \ision-generating body 

include unh ersal institutions (# 1 ), ideological associa- 
tions (#2) and ethical bodies (#4) 

M e m b e r s h i p  associat ions (#8) provide for the 

difl'erentiation of society and need to be built around 

the importance of specific cultures (or, from the 

societal perspective, specific sub-cultures). Their prin- 
cipal objects refer to the protection and promotion o l  
specific value systems in society. They promote the 

value to society of the distinctive roles and interests of 
their members, and seek to produce benefits for 
members with the view that this will indirectly or 

directlv benefit society. Example: The British Medical 
Association (BMA) is set up to pursue and promote the 

interests and values of registered medical doctors. It is 

the prime body defending the income and social status 
of doctors. Although the BMA seeks to improve the 
community's health, these concerns are naturally 
pursued from a medical perspective. 

More complex types of membership-centred body 
include: universal institutions ( # I ) ,  ideological (#2) 

and sectional (#3) associations, ethical (#4) and evan- 
gelical (#S) organizations. 

Pron io t iona l  g r o u p s  (#9) enable the strengthen- 
ing of society and need to be built around the impor- 

tance of growth and development. Their principal 
objects refer to  the pursuit of social values, and their 

function is to focus and shape some aspect of social life 

in terms of these needs. They work through the general 
public and government as well as by directly addressing 

relevant organi~ations. So their prime outputs are pri- 

orities o r  policies o r  proposals, often for o r  against 

change, for adoption by others in a particular society. 

Example: The UK'S Royal Society lor the 
Encouragement of Arts Manulaetures and Commerce 
(RSA) was founded ' to embolden enterprise, enlarge 

science, reHne art,  improve our manufactures and 
extend our commerce.  What the RSA actually docs is 
to mount lectures, inquiries and publications which 

provide a foruni for people of all walks of life to come 

together and think about the future. The hope is that 

such activity will shape new ideas and stin~ulate action 

on a wide front. This lias been recently attempted in the 
areas of education, the environment, and the conipanv. 

More con~plex typcs of reform-generating liody 
include: universal institutions ( # I ) ,  ideological (#2) 
and sectional (#3)  associations, evangelical (#5) 
organizations and reforming agencies (#6). 

Serv ice  o r g a n i z a t i o n s  (#lo) pro! ide for the sits- 

tenance of society and need to be built around the 
importance of their operations. Their principal objects 

specify tangible worthwhile endeavours only: i.e. they 

define types of activity which arc distinctive and good 
in themselves. The function of these enterprises is to do 
or produce something of immediate value to  society. as 

cheaply as possible. So the outputs are desirable goods 

or services. Customers must he found and kept, and the 

principal objects must be pursued cfTicientIy and 

economically if the enterprise is to survive. Such con- 
siderations have little o r  no significance tor the survival 
of organizations within the other nine types. Examples: a 

bakery may be set up to produce bread and cakes - 
baking is good in itself; o r  a school may be set up to 

provide teaching for handicapped children - teaching 
is good in itself. 

More complex types of custonier-centred bodies 
include: universal institutions ( # I ) .  sectional associa- 
lions ( # 3 ) ,  reforming agencies (#6) .  

Proper t ies .  Because the logic and (eel of the types 
of organization stem from a (IilTereni communal func- 
tion and concern with a distinct type of value in society, 
a variety of distinctive features are noticeable. The dif- 
ferent roles and outputs of the organizations as noted 
above are the most evident features. Also influenced are 
certain common needs in all organizations like: what 
motivates participants o r  insiders, how resources arc 
provided, where leadership comes from. and how rela- 
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tionships with the wider community are handled. The 
identity of the organization is dependent principally on 

the upper two levels of the associated core donlain of 

work: the top (fourth) level offering an essential rationale 

and an internal identity, and the third level ensuring 

political support and an external identity. Leadership and 

effectiveness in the organization depend on the lower 
two levels of the associated core domains of work: the 
second level ensuring maximun~ impact and the lowest 

level ensuring that interaction with society is appro- 

priutek adapted. 

We will now consider each of the mono-functional 

types of organization in these terms. 

VISIONARY BODIES (#7)  
& VISION-GENERATION 

Nature .  Visions steer all progress by creating a 
conception of the most beneficial identity imaginable 
and possible. So it is not surprising that organizations 

have emerged which are dedicated to articulating and 

preaching visions. It may he that Plato and Aristotle ran 
their acadenlics primarily to produce and dissenlinate a 

vision of' a good society. Today's specialized visionary 

bodies also tend to be relatively small and oriented to 

inquiry. 

The Junction of a visionary body (and any more 
complex type of vision-generating organization) is to 

apply ideals to particular domains and identify values 

for widespread use within and across societies. Their 

core role is to  transform society. In other words, the 

visionary work serves the wider community rather than 
the organization itself. To d o  this work, the visionary 

organization must be an inquiring body dedicating itself 
to mankind rather than to a particular nation. Its 

outputs are reports identifying and explaining the need 
for certain endeavours (principal objects) in particular 

realms of concern. The hope is that societies, essen- 

tially their governments, public bodies and significant 

organizations, will identify with the report and foster 

o r  pursue the suggested endeavours. The more corn- 
plex types of vision-generating organization have to 

combine such requirements with assistance to 
members, pressure for social reform, and provision of 

services. 

A variety of influences appear to lie fuelling the 

desire for visionary work: the growth of self-reflective 
awareness and dialogue amongst people; the pre- 
dominating modern value of social improvement; the 
movement of advanced countries frorn a goods-based to 
a knowledge-based economy; transport linkages inter- 
connecting all parts of the world; global electronic 
communication making instant reporting and influence 

possible; the potential to destroy the world quickly 

via nuclear bombs or slowly through pollution and 

environmental destruction; the inter-linkages of econo- 

mies via trading and financial flows; and the increasing 

potential for technological solutions to  deal with 

problems of extraordinary difficulty and complexity. 

The United Nations Organization (UNO) is a quasi- 
governmental body generated by a vision of inter- 

national relations based on peace, security and justice as 

stated in the preamble to its founding charter. As well 
as fostering cultural developn~ents and performing 
various practical functions, the UNO is expected to  be 

vision-generating in specific areas. It does so by setting 

up visionary bodies to deal with topics like the environ- 
ment where the need for international cooperation on 

a global scale is now widely recognized (see Ex. 1 1 . 1 ) .  

The Earth Summit: A World Commission on the 
Environment and Development was set up in 1983 by 
UNO with Mrs Brundtland (subsequently Prime Minister of 
Norway) as Chairman. The first outcome, a Report in 
1987, Our Common Future, called for 'sustoinoble 
development' to ensure progress over the entire plonet 
into the distant future. The Commission led to many 
working groups and national reports and a meeting in 

1992 in Brazil dubbed The Earth Summit'. The aim of the 
meeting was to produce an 'Earth Charter' to embody 
basic principles which should govern the economic and 
environment01 behoviour of people and notions. Its 
'Agendo 2 1 ' wos to be o blueprint for oction in all major 
oreas to the end of this century and into the next. The 
means to carry out the agenda and agreement on the 
necessary strengthening of certain institutions was also 
specified, and various conventions on climate change, 
forestry &c were signed. Ex. 11.1 

The aim of a visionary body is to produce ideals and 
visions that others will spontaneously recognize, pur- 
sue, adopt, resource and iniplement. It is inappropriate 
to criticize them for being toothless, o r  to belittle their 

output as airy theories and good intentions. The 
visionary body may engage in a certain degree of 

promotion of its visions or even devise developments to  

demonstrate the practicability of the vision. Hut it 

cannot and should not seek to impose or  coerce. 

Par t i c ipa t ion .  These bodies require sponsorship 
or a source of income that enables independent 
functioning. I luwever, the production of ideas is not a 
costly labour-intensive or materials-intensive activity, 

so visionary organizations may be small and exclusive. 
Entry or involvement tends to be based on conlmit- 
inent to the ideals of the organization as evidenced by 
the person's past record. Members are conln~only 
expected to give voluntarily of their money, time and 

energy, often assisted by the generosity of their 
employers in government, universities o r  large firms. A 
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small core of full time staff may be funded, but full-time 
commitment from others may be unnecessary. Small 
visionary-bodies may exist under the umbrella of more 
complex types of vision-generating organization e.g. 
within a large university ( # I )  o r  major political party 

(#2). 

Identity. Visionary bodies are distinctive because 
they seek to benefit everyone everywhere. This is 
possible because their essential rationale is to  be found in 
ultimate values. In other words, the principal object, 
the formal raison d'etre of the organization, actually 
specifies or implies ultimate values. This is what draws 
people to participate and contribute. 

Pursuing Truth: The World Academy of Art and Science 
[WAAS) wos established in 1960 'for distinguished scien- 
tists and scholars to discuss the vital problems of mankind, 
independent of political boundar,ies or limits, whether 
spiritual or physical; a forum where these problems will be 
discussed objectively, scientifically, globolly and free from 
vested interests or regional ottachments. It will function os 
an informal 'world university' at the highest scientific and 
ehical level, in which deep human understanding and the 
fullest sense of responsibility will meet'. WMS has worked 
on issues like conflict resolution ond world education. 

EX. 11 .23  

The visible identity of a visionary body is based in the 
value system which must be selected to ensure political 
support for the organization. These ideas should be 
recognizable in the output. For example, the group 
charged with the production of the UNO charter of 
human rights embodied the value-system of western 
liberalism because of the influence of the founding 
members. Without such an identity for UNO, it is 
unlikely that they would have agreed to its formation. 
In relation to UNO'S environmental concern, Robert- 
son notes that there are two opposing visions on offer. 
In the best tradition of someone whose loyalties arc 
already committed, he describes one as hyper-expan- 
sionist ('HE') and calling for further economic growth 
much as in the Brundtland Report, and the other as 
sane, humane and ecological ('SHE').* 

Leadership. Visionary bodies specify social values 
to  maximize their impact on people. So their leadership 
must be viewed as a form of communal leadership. The 
leader ought to feel like a natural servant of mankind 
and be recognized as such. Community leadership may 
be based on holding political or governmental offices as 
in the case of UNO; or it may be drawn from those with 
recognized achievements who arc eminent in their 
fields, as in the case of the WAAS. 

Alternatively, leadership may be self-proclaimed, 
flowing from a disinterested inner drive on behalf of 

humanity. The founders of the great religions emerged 
from amongst the people, gathered a small band of 
disciples o r  followers, and launched a spiritual pro- 
gramme for their society and beyond. Indeed, anyone 
in the community may take up the challenge, be 
anointed as leader by a few like-minded people, and 
form a visionary body. All that is required is an ex- 
quisite sensitivity to ultimate values, and a down-to- 
earth appreciation of realities. 

The organization's social values govern how wider 
society evaluates the output and so need to be chosen to 
ensure that the vision is regarded as realistic and worth- 
while by those who arc expected to take action. Most 
would regard the output as beneficial if it addressed 
such things as the need for monetary stability, the need 
for peaceful resolution of ethnic differences, the need 
for full employment, and the need for ethical manage- 
ment of large corporations. 

Once the social value is chosen, the output must 
specify principal objects in the form of projects, enter- 
prises and activities for people, other organizations, and 
governments to pursue: like Agenda 21 at the Earth 
Summit (Ex. 1 1 . 1 ) .  These must be appropriately adapted 
to the situation without betraying the cause. This is why 
all religious founders, like Jesus or Buddha, who 
address omnipresent and universal spiritual needs arc 
so historically embedded, and why they must take so 
much from existing tradition in the process of over- 
throwing it. 

Limitation. Visionary bodies alone are insufficient 
in society. Vision-generation can devise an identity 
capable of maintaining new values, but adherents 
dedicated to those values are essential. So now we turn 
to  consider membership associations which differenti- 
ate society by devoting then~selves to sustaining and 
promoting their members  identity. 

MEMBERSHIP ASSOCIATIONS (#8) 
& MEMBERSHIP-CENTREDNESS 

Nature. In Ch. 5 ,  we emphasized that an association 
was the product of people with a common interest who 
joined together to promote certain objects. Now it is 
necessary to recognize that there is one special type of 
association in which the interest being shared and pro- 
moted is the social status and role of those in the 
association. In other words, the common interest is 
self-interest. 

An organization based primarily around promoting 
its members' self-interest is called here a membership 
association. Any organization, whatever its social 
function, which at root believes in or is dedicated to the 



importance o l  a particular group in society must be 
viewed as niembership-centred. h~lc~~ilicrship-centreil 

boilies may push fur legislation or other developments, 
and may even oiler societv a vision: associations of 

medical doctors regularly do such things in the area of 

health and health care. Nevertheless their concern 
remains u~i~rr ingly directed .it their members' interests 

and values. The National Union of Teachers works 

primarily for the interests of teachers which it assumes 
will benefit education and so society. likewise. the 
British Nuclear I~oruni works primarily for t l ~ e  interests 

of the nuclear power industi-v, and the Tobacco 

Advisory Council works primarily lor the interests of 
tobacco companies - although the degree to which thC 
good of society is c~onsidercd by such bodies seems to be 

o l a  lower order. 

I h e  point is that thefunction o f a  membership ,i.vso- 

ciation (an11 any more complex type o l  n~eiiibership- 
centreil organization) is to promote the value in society 
of the distinctive roles, activities, needs, beliefs. inter- 

ests and preferences of its members Note that these arc 
all individuating values. So their rolc is to differentiate 
socictv. 

The distinctiveness, character and richness of any 
society arises in large part from the range of interests 01 
its citizens as evidenced in numerous membership 
associations. These bodies provide self-alfirniation 
internally and self-promotion externally. Members 
look to them partly for mutual support, Imi mainly to 
enhance their social standing. to increase their securi t~.  
and to persu.icle governments and oilier bodies to pin 

resources at their disposal Should these efforts suc- 

ceecl, ever more people and ever more capable people 
will wish to lie members ~ n d  the tuture of their v,ilue 

system will tie assured. 

Those membership as'ioc~~itions with I\ h ~ c h  people 
arc iiniiicdiatelv laniiliar 111i.li111e profession.il dm! 

occupational associations and trades unions. Other 

examples are unibrella organizations like trade asso- 
ciations (e.g. British Menswcar Guild), emplover 

bodies (e.g. the Confederation of' British Industry) and 
coordinating groups in the voluntary sector (c.g. 

Federation of Astronomical Societies, National Council 
for Voluntary Organizations). Cominunitv associ~tioiis 
probablv l i t  into ihis category as well. 

It is possible for umbrella membership associations 

to have meniber organizations which arc also nwmber- 
ship associations. In the UK, the Tracles Union CIon- 
gress (TUC) and thc Associ.itiun ulLe.irneJ Societies in 
the Social Scienci.:~ (ALSISS) are esample;i. AILSISS 

describes its aim as promoting soci.il science research i l l  

society - but this is rcjuivalent to  promoting social 
science researchers. In so far as it is successt~il, prestige 

and finance will How to members of its members 
liecaiise they control and define what counts as social 

science research. As in all such organizations, it is 
assumeil that societv will benefit, but this is usually 
clillicult to quantify and die opportunitv costs arc never 
consiilercd. 

Consortia vvhirli for111 to campaign and l o b b ~  lor 
vested interests in a particular sector seem to be a 
variant of inenibership association e.g. I h e  Campaign 

to \:i~cl Ilousing Shortages in the U K ,  is a bodv sup- 
ported bv the House Builders' Federation, the Ne\v 

Homes Marketing Board, the Building Emplovers 
Confederation, the National House Building Council, 
the Fcck-ration ol' Master Builders, the N'ational Council 

of Kuililing Material Producers and certain Building 

Societies. 

Most people feel the need to belong to at Iecist one 

nit mbership association Membership bolsters both 
our sense of belonging and our sense of being special 

within the dilluse anonynious complexitv of modern 
society. New nicnibcrship-centred organi~~tions emerge 
when a new rolc develops in societv. When planning, 
lor esan~ple. is recognizecl as something olsocial value: 

various groups supporting planning and planners spon- 
tani:ousl~ nnergc. First, perhaps a societv of strategic 

o r  loiig-term planners is formed and then associations 

or different applications of planning: city planning, 
liealtli service planning. transport planning, social plan- 
ning awl so on. Not surprisingly, this tvpe ol'cirg.uiiza- 
ti~~in is niushi-oon~ing as soc ie t~  l ~ c c i ) ~ i i ~ s  iiiore cot~iples: 
in the US there were under 5000 trade associations in 

1956. almost 13000 in 1975. and over 23000 in 1989. 

Participation. If a person has the required quai il'i- 
cation, entry to a membership association is usually 

easy, even automatic. Entry is nearly impossible with- 
out that cjualilkation. In the early stages, cntrv criteria 
may not be sharply dciincd, sometimes to cncouragl> 
membership to reach a critical size, and sometime-. 
because the new value system is not evident. Sooner or 

later, however, strict membership criteria need to 

(levelop. The l~niilv therapv movement, for ex.implc. 

spawned numerous associations oi' Idiriilv ther a 1 lists. . 

These were little more than cells, essential to promote 
the new ideals of faiiiily therapy and eager to help 
lx~opli: act on its ther.ipeutic ideology. Hown.cr, as the  
movement thrived, the organizations lieciime more 

siynilicani and the visionary urge to transform society 
diminished to be replaced by a n o r c  scltish urge to 
protect hard-won prestige. As a result, a pressure p\\, 
to regulate membership by accrediting family therapy 
traiiiin~. 

Typically, the membership association's work in 
wiikr societv benefits potential-but-not-paiil-up 
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members as well as the actual niembership. The organi- 

zation wishes to be recognized as large and powerful, 

but it is assessed by the number of its paid-up members 

and depends on them for financial support. It needs to 
trade off the cost of membership against the numbers of 
members. Compulsory or automatic membership may 
be introduced to strengthen the association. For 

example, 'closed shop' arrangements block workers 
from holding certain jobs unless they arc members of 
certain unions. Less forceful encouragement to  join 
may be provided by a variety of fringe benefits from 

vintage wine offers to cheaper insurance. But this 

obscures the fact that resources in a membership- 
centred organization stem primarily from the niember- 
ship itself. Members are expected to  contribute through 
voluntary purchases (ties, mementoes, journals kc)  
and gifts (donations, endowments. bequests k c )  as well 

as compulsory annual dues. 

Ident i ty .  The essential rationale of a membership 

association is its value system, which consists mainly of 

tenets and conventions defining the tribal identity of 
members. The principal objects are dethied to enable 
the organization to do whatever is required to  
strengthen and defend this value system. Members 
share a consensus on the importance of their value 
system. They see that an organization is needed to 

differentiate themselves and to debate with those who 
think differently and therefore 'wrongly'. Beliefs of 

great moment to  doctors. for example, arc regularly 

challenged by nurses, psychologists, managers, policy 
analysts, politicians and others. Similarly, trade unions 

and employer organizations rarely see completely eye 
to eye. 

Coexistence of membership associations with ncar- 
identical value systems does not make niuch sense. It 

leads, for exaniple, to various trade unions claiming to 
represent the same sort of worker. This may generate 

an unseemly competition lor members, and splits the 
power base in negotiations. Amalgamation is the trcat- 
merit of choice for needless multiplicity. 

The reverse arrangement, which is apparent in the 
UK's National Health Service and its universities, is also 

. not wholly satisfactory. Here a single union includes a 
range of workers with a variety of distinct value 

systems. Unless a single dominant approach can be 
found. fragmentation is preferable. 

However, the identity of the association that is visible 
t o  the public, and so ensures its political support. is to be 
found in the espoused or highlighted social values. 
Doctors emphasize their concern to  prevent and cure 
illness, rather than the particular beliefs which maintain 
what is sometimes an unjustifiably over-dominant 
position in health care. Trade unions are similarly c a y r  

to  present tl~emselves as concerned about the state of 

the economy and unemployment whatever the effects 

of picketing, strikes and restrictive practices. 

Leadership.  Leadership in a membership asso- 
ciation llovvs from members and their identification 
with the principal objects. These objects deterniine the 

support of the membership and hence must lie chosen 
to maximize the impact of the organization. Because no 
identified leader, wlicthcr of the governing body or  ol'a 
paid or unpaid executive, can instruct or override the 

wider membership, he o r  she needs to function more 

like a delegate. Outside bodies are always aware that the 
members hold the power and that agreements or 
decisions taken by formal leaders can be rejected or 
reversed by the membership. So those in formal leader- 
ship positions speak of the 'honour' of their position 

and walk the tightrope between being a mouthpiece and 
exerting real influence. 

The work here demands sensitivity, self-restraint and 

loyalty. Leaders must be found trom amongst those 
active members who are prepared to devote mud1 

spare time to their tribe. Elaborate governing bodies 
with many comniittees and working parties are com- 
mon in all large membership associations. Often a 
commitment to serving on these over several vears is 
expected of members as a matter of routine because the 

paid executive body is so small. Many quite large 
organizations, like the International Psychoanalytical 

.*\ssociation with over 5000 members, have no more 
than a few paid administrative and secretarial staff. 

Large and more socially significant membership 

associations (e.g. of doctors) and more complex types 
of membership-centreil organizations (e.g. the Roman 
Catholic- church) need an executive hierarchy of full- 

time employees headed up by an appointed top official 
or chief executive, as well as their governing council 

and various governing committees which are filled by 

election. Commonly there is an attempt to ensure that 
employees, o r  at least senior executives, are also meni- . . 
bers because outsiders cannot possibly identify suffi- 
ciently with the value system. So top management in 
the British Medical Association (BMA) is made up of 

non-practising doctors; and senior managers in trade 
unions are also menibers of that union. 

Membership associations have a stake in many 
societal issues and exert their influence through asscrt- 
ing their preferences (i.e. internal priorities: L-3) with 
the hope that these values will be accon~modated by 
governments and organizations. The effectiveness of 
such assertions depends upon their being appropriately 

ailapted to die situation. The Confederation of British 
Industry, for example, is expected to take up a stance 
on diverse current issues, including (at the time of 
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writing) huro[~eall integration. job-training schemes 

and interest rates. Kx.ictly what value the executive 

promotes at any instant depends on many things in- 
cluding the nimxl o l  tlie country. an analysis of the 
issues, and the views olthe members. The BMA sharplv 
moved its position on U K  lu'allli service rrfbrnis after 
die Conservative victory in the 1992 election. This 

tactical approach to priorities usually disturbs some 

members to whom i t  appears to reflect a betrayal of 
principles. In fact it reflects the reality that times 

change, that society is bigger than any single sub-group 
and that the onlv enduring principle is to benefit 
members. Adaptation is self-evidently essential. 

A successful membership-centred organization is 
one that can keep wider society focused positively on its 
own values. Ideally, whatever the decision being faced. 

the membership-centred organization hopes that the 

choice will he swayed in its favour. Groups like the 
farmer3 and doctors arc viewed as powerful because it 
seenis that their membership associations so often get 

governments to make decisions in their favour. 

Limitation. To highlight a unique identity, mem- 
hership associations bring together people who are 
often otherwise dispersed and distributed in a wide 

variety of settings. These organizations are vehicles for 
pride and self-i~ssertio~i. I lowever, if society is to 

develop, then t~irmbt~sliip-centretlness is not enough. 

Bodies specilie.illy gearrcl to strengthening society arc 
needetl. 

PROMOTIONAL GROUPS (#9) 
& REFORM-GENERATION 

Nature. The next distinctive type of social body 

finds its origin in the importance to  society of its 
growth and development. Such organizations exist to 
promote particular social values and foster specific 
changes held to be generally beneficial. They are dedi- 

cated to influencing public opinion, pressuring govern- 
merits to modify policy, am1 shaping organi7ational 
decisions directly o r  indirectly. I lence the general label 
of reform-generation. These bodies focus on a specific 

issue or  domain olimportance (other than that defined 
bv a sub-groiili's self'-interest) and they seek to 

stimulate or shape iinprovc~iicnts. Naturally, this may 
son~etimcs mean opposition to current proposals or to 

recent changes. 

A variety of labels have emerged for promotional 
groups according to which l'orm o l  activity is most 
prominent: Among tlie groups .ire: 'political lobbies' 
oriented primarily to parliamentarians (e.g. tlie US 
National Rifle Association); independent think-tanks' 
dedicated to produring useful knowledge ( e g .  the 

Policy Studies Institute); 'c.impaigning r~rginizations' 

seeking to influence die whole of society (e.g. 

Opporttinity 2000 promoting work equality for 
women); 'regulatory authorities' protecting social 

values in a spc-cia~ixccl area ( r . g  a statutorv gaming 
board); 'voluntarv \\,ati-liclogs' trving to intluence a 

monopoly (e.g. a bocl! torincil I>\ users o l  a state- 
controlled railway): 'citizen .iction groups' which 

emerge in response t o  .in issue (e.g. a group seeking to 

overturn a court conviction); and 'l'i~nding agencies' 
(e.g. the Mental Health lzoundiition). 

Such organimtions arc all about exerting social 
pressure through promotional activities. (An alter- 
native label might have been 'pressure group', except 
that membership associations arc so evidently masters 

of pressure while manv promotional groups are not.) 

The amount and diversity of promotional activities, 

which arc the operations of the lioilv, depend on its size 
and strength (i.e. its resources). Typical operational 

activities include: convening meetings, seminars and 
conlerences; commissioning aml producing reports; 

publishing newsletters, pamphlets and periodicals; 
supplying speakers: lobbying and hrieling politicians; 
coordinating letter-writing ciinip;iigns and petitions: 
advcrtizing and exhibiting; i~iaintaining A library; 

providing information and giving advice; helping local 

cells get organized; liin(ling r>-lvvant +research and 

projects. What makes each promotional groul> uiiiqiue 
is not the ~ ' i y  i t  operates which is r.ither uniform, hut 
the social value which is being promoted. 

Low Pressure Tactics New Consumer is a public interest 
research organization which (disingenuously) describes 
itself as an informotion provider and not as a campaign 
ing body or pressure group It describes its goo1 os 
enabling the individual to bring social and ethical values 
to bear on everyday purchasing or management 
decisions' these principal objects are social values It 
carries OUI and publishes surveys of businesses t h e  
principal oblects are its essential activities The organizo 
tion has on explicit aim of encouraging or rather subtly 
pressuring, businesses to alter iheir policies in the d.rec 
hon OF greater social responsibility The dimensions of 
corporate policy surveyed seem to reflect public concern 
and foci of crusades about armomenis tobacco, pollw 
tion, equal opportunities &c The desire to foster reform 1s 
unmistakable Ex 1 1  35 

T h e  function of pron~otional groups (and more con>- 

plex types cif I-eforiii-gc~ierating organization) is to 
fi>c~is and shape some aspect 01' social life. Ihe i r  role is 
to strengthen society At ,i minimum they affirm an 
uncontroversial social need and aid its use ,is a priority 
bv decision-makers. When they go liirtlier am1 seek to 
develop a l ie t~er  dire~.tion for ~~~~~~~~inncnt ur relevant 
enterprises, their output consists of specific proposals 
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or policies for adoption and adaptation. Acceptance of 

a group's values or proposals within government o r  an 

organization is tvpicallv influenced by public opinion. 
So any output is supported by infortnation, analyses, 

publicity and campaigns to mobilize public opinion. 

In any particular domain there is likely to be a 
number of promotional groups each with its own 
slightly different orientation. For example, many 
groups in the UK seek to promote the social value of 
peace but the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament does 

. - 
so by campaigning and focuses on weapons of mass 

destruction, the Conflict Research Society does so by 
promoting an understanding ol the causes and solutions 

to conflict, while the Council for Arms Control docs so 
liv promoting research and focusing on the need for 
arms control and disarmament. There arc also othcr 
reform-generating groups in the same area: some evan- 

qelical (e.g. the Peace Pledge Union which is pacifist 
and emphasizes non-violent methods), some ideo- 
logical (a Peace Party), some universal (e.g. the peace 

studies discipline within Universities). 

Participation. Promotional groups vary greatly. In 
many, anv interested person can become a member and 
offer support either through subscriptions (like Friends 
of the liarth), or through voluntary work (like citizen 
action groups). In the larger bodies, it may be possible 

to  obtain paid employment. Employed staff tend to be 
identifieil with the ciiuse and not just a particular issue 
or campaign. So, just as supporters may be workers, 

workers arc often supporters. Some conimunity 
leaders are rather generally involved and identified with 

reform and good causes. They seem to move round the 
campaigning circuit, or take their turn on direrent 
government-instigated inquiries and commissions. 

For some organizations, like users groups o r  en- 

vironmental campaigners, a large public membership is 

positively desirable. However, even when membership 
is large, its control may be minimal: ordinary members 

of the World Wildlife Fund (which funds and promotes 
conservation), lor example, have no voting powers. 
Other bodies, like independent think-tanks or rescarch 
Foundations may have a limited and exclusive n~cmbcr-  
ship and so can support an idiosvncratic view of what is 
desirable. Public bodies, like the UK National Con- 

sumers' Council. which exists solely to promote the . . 
consumer viewpoint, are cliflerent again in that they are 
constituted by statute to work on behalf of the public 
and thcv lack members altogether 

Identity. The essential rationale behind any l>ro- 
motional group is to be found in a social value which 
usually appears in its title. The Prison Reform Trust in 
the UK presses for improvements in the prison system. 

Greenpeace seeks to ensure we live in peace with our 
environment. Such organizations, even when their 

particular crusades o r  campaigns are irritating. tend to 
be regarded as relevant and worthwhile by the coni- 
munity generally. livervone who is part of the 

organization sees its espoused social values as the main 
motivation lor joining. 

Financing comes from grants, donations and gifts 
from government. corporations and members of the 

public. Ensuring such political support lor the organiza- 

tion depends on the principal objects because these 

determine the visible identity and membership of the 
body. Public support may be far more forthcoming, for 
example, lor undoing injustice in one criminal con- 
viction ratlier than in another. Similarly. in th,c health 

lield, it may be easier to raise money for research than 
to gain support for a lobby to change legislation -even 

though the latter might be of more certain benefit to 
the community. 

Objects may generate conflict between organizations 
in the same sector if the underlying social value differs. 

fo r  example, citizen groups which campaign for the 
rights of people with 'learning difficulties' may clash 
with parent-led pressure groups seeking Ac  overall 
well-being of the same people, but now described as 
suffering 'mental handicap'. The former term is based 
on the values of assimilation and normalization, while 

the latter term is based on the values of differentiation 

and specialized extra care. 

Leadership.  Leadership of a promotional group is 
based in the choice of priorities for change within the 

domain. These emphases and issues become the inter- 
nal priorities for efforts by the organization and should 
be chosen to maximize impact. No promotional group is 
ever neutral. not even rescarch funding bodies: the type 

of work funded and the assumptions built into funding 

criteria mean that values permeate choices implicitly if 
not explicitly. The leadership here lies primarily with 

the governing body (and its various subconiniittees) 
which must set priorities and decide assuniptions, and 
secondarily with the top officers. Top executive posi- 
tions naturally go to those who are sympathetic to the 
governing board's approach to the domain, and who arc 
identified with its values in regard to necessary 

improvement. 

For example: a charitable trust which funds policy- 
relevant housing rescarch must decide whether to 
direct its edhrts to quality of housing, quantity of 
housing, location of housing need, financing of housing, 
interaction of housing needs with other social needs or  
some othcr theme. Top officers need to provi<ie l w k -  
ground to the trustees o n  feasibility and relevance, but 
the choice should be made bv the trustees. Once the 
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theme is set, officers arrange for applications. assess 
them iinJ indicate to the trustees which seem most 

worthy. Trustees will (properly) want to make the final 

decisions on funding. 

Ret'orm-generating organizations - which seek to have 

a more direct impart recognize that social change is not 
a simple rational matter. They know that the prestige 
and enthusiasm of those holding governiincc positions 

have a great deal of i n f l ~ ~ n c e .  Energetic respected 

governors, usually unpaid, are therefore sought. Top 

executives, usually poorly paid, may have an indepen- 
dent profile in some reforming bodies but never to the 
degree found in businesses and other custonicr-centred 

organizations. 

The vast majority of promotio~i~il groups arc small. 
They can do little more than highlight a particular social 

need by fostering con~mi.iriication at'tiotigst their 

members and interested or  relevant outsiders. 'Ihese 
bodies lack paid executives and do little strategic work. 

Slightly larger bodies may use press releases, confcr- 
ences and other means to affirm values and develop 
proposals. However, if an organization is to  monitor the 
society and suggest possible ~ l i ~ v c l o p ~ ~ ~ c ~ i t s .  it needs 
senior full-time executives with considerable under- 
standing of the problems and issues. For example, n~ost  

people wish to see better care for schizophrenia 
suli&rers, but it is not clear what can be done given the 

con~plex nature ot'the illness. the importance olt'amily 

life in relapse, the diversity of views of the various 
professional groups, tlie range of possible therapies, 
and the changing socio-political climate. Charting a 

way through a rnue  of contrmersy to  produce ideas and 

proposals that are both broadly workable and could 
command general support is no mean feat. 

Impact does not depend solely on the quality of the 

proposals, but also on whether or not people listen So 

strategic objectives must be appropriately adapted and 
timed to current exigencies. Success can lie measurccl 
by the inIluence that priorities and proposals have on 
strategic objectives set by relevant organizations or by 
government. For example, an anti-war campaigning 

body (but not necessarilv an evangelical or ideological 

body) might tactically move from proposing unilateral 
clisarmanient as a desirable strategy to multilateral dis- 
armament depending on the actual global situation, the 
social mood, and the ideology of llie government in 

power. 

Limitation. Promotional groups look to produce a 
general benefit or result in society. hut are disconnected 
from and not responsible for the detailed mekitis 
whereby results arc achieved. Actually runiiii~g things 

and producing goods and services which others judge to 

be worthwhile demands a ilillerent type oloutlook and 
01-ganimtion altogether. Without such bodies coni- 

rnunal lilk could not be sustained, and visionary. 
membership and pron~otional bodies would have no 
substrate or support. 

SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS (# 1 0) 
& CUSTOMER-CENTREDNESS 

Nature.  Tin-' enterprises that we are most familiar 

with are the organizations that society requires to 
ensure that \vc receive our essential and desirable goods 
and services. Their orientation is or should be un- 
anibiguo~tsly focused on getting tilings done. (The 
introductory account of' purposes in Ch. 3 was based 
primarily on such organizations.) We can call these 
enterprises customer-centred because getting custo- 

mers is the basis ot'their success. 

None of the previous types of body had proper 

customers or clients, people (activists or action groups) 
simply took it on then~selves to launch the enterprise 
on the cunimunilv. In some ease>, governments or 
organizations founded and funded the bod,ies for their 
own ends. Service organi~ations, by contrast, typically 
lepetul on  customers or clients seeking what they have 

to offer and, generally, paying lor it. The activist here is 

the entrepreneur. Where a need is evident but the 
customer cannot pay, a third party may pay. However, 

such indirect payment weakens accountability to  the 
customer and so potentially reduces efficiency anti 
imp~i rs  el~fcctiveness. 

The function of a service orgati~mtton (and more 
coniplex types ut customer-centred organization) is to  

l c )  or produce specific things of tangible value to sodety 
as cheaply as possible. (Even ifproclucts o r  services arc 

very expensive or selling at prices unrelated to costs as 

in fashion-wear, the organization should still aim to 
keep its costs down. Note that lowering quality to 
reduce costs means providing a different procluct/scr- 
vice.) The role of such organizations is to  sustain 
societv. The existence and well-being ofthe other three 
main types of organization, like society itself, is dcpcn- 

[lent on the useful outputs of vast numbers of this t y e  
of body. 

Whereas activities ot' the other types of organization 
were almost stereotyped, activities here are distinctive, 

nlultitudinous and highly specialized corresponding tu 
the diverse requirements of people and society. 
Distinctive activities defined by the principal objects are 
now the basis for survival. organizational competence 
and success. Continuing innovation and specialization 
of activity and protluct lead to ever-increasing numbers 
of ways to meet needs and produce wealth. 



These organizations are at the sharp end of value: 
their activities must be immediately and directly seen as 

beneficial without Further mediation. So the other 

types of social body often seek to influence them. 

Visionary bodies try to alter the value context and Icgis- 
lation within which service organizations operate. 
Membership associations try to influence how they treat 
members. Promotional groups try to influence their 
policies or their regulation by social authorities. Service 
organizations arc topically categorized as private. public 
or voluntary (non-profit) - see Ex. 1 1.4. 

Some Service Organizations: 

I In the private sector ore ogriculturol, monufocturing 
ond service businesses of every conceivable type. 
Companies or corporations ore the porodigrn for service 
orgonizotions, but sole proprietorships, professional 
proctices and ore also included. 

2. In the public sector ore governmental ogencies whose 
nature vories from country to country. Becouse political 
considerations deflect the focus from customers and costs, 
governments ore poor 01 running service organizations. 
So the number of these should be kept to o minimum. 
Nevertheless sovereign nations seem to need some 
hundreds of small and large service ogencies. These ore 
generally best setup as independently governed bodies 
(quangos) rather than left within ministerially-controlled 
government departments. The police ond taxation author 
ities ore invariably public ogencies, and so ore some 
welfare services like income support and primary educe 
tion. Some governmenis still keep basic utilities like elec- 
tricity generotion and water supplies in the public sector. 

3. In the voluntary sector are many diverse orgonizotions 
providing social, educational. religious and community 
services which ore either troditionolty voluntary (e.9. 
Royol Notionol lifeboat Institution. Notionol Adoption 
Society, ony local tennis club) or commercially unattrac 
live (e.9. The Salvotion Army; Homes for Homeless 
People). Funds come from public donations, government 
grants and cornmerciol activities. Such bodies do corn- 
paign, but only to roise funds for their services or to lobby 
self.interestedly - not for reforming purposes. Ex. 1 1.4 

Part ic ipat ion.  Customer-centred organizations 

generate the employment on which the social and 
economic well-being of modern society depends. The 
decision to participate in a servicc organization is 
about being directly involved in producing desirable 

goods/scrviccsand profiting through being paid. Most 
employees and the self-employed earn their living from 
being productive and sustaining society as it is. 

Private sector firms are supported by their investors, 

shareholders, who expect a financial return and in 
return participate minimally. In the public and volun- 
tarv sector, the payoff lor those who constitute the 
organization is rooted in higher values arul they may 
maintain their support despite inefficiency. 

Each service organization should be a monument to  
the rapacity of ordinary people to value things and 

demonstrate that value by paying personally. Ideally. 
service organizations operate within a market. Markets 

contribute to the creation of value when entry and exit 
is easy. A large number of customers and a large 

number of organizations maximize choice and increase 
diversity. An effective market enables customers and 
employees to  feel independent and become valued hy 
an organization. Where organizations have a monopoly 
or a captive clientele, which is common in the public 

monopolies and voluntary boclies, it is easier for those 
working in them to become inward looking and to seek 

to reward and perpetuate themselves much as if they 
were membership-centred. 

Identity. The csser~tial rationale of any service orga- 
nization is primarily provided bv the endeavour spcci- 

tied in its principal objccts. These objccts arc the source 
of consensus for all those inside the organization. They 
arc the basis of distinctive competence and financial 

viability. A f i rms top management needs to be con- 
cerned with a wide variety of things including invest- 

ments, teclinology, currency tluctuations, and even 
social problems - but if this concern replaces a focus 
on what the business is really about then direction is 
lost, costs are likelv to grow and customers will sut'l'er. 

The social acceptability of a service organization and 
its image in the minds of staff derives from its internal 

priorities - the social values actually applied to  its 
decisions in particular situations. By carefullv selecting 

and balancing the various emphases, political support 

from relevant stakeholders can lie assured. To make 
these delicate and tar-reaching decisions, management 
must he guided and monitored hy a governing body 
whose overview can cover all stakeholders. In busi- 
nesses. boards largely consist of top managers together 
with a number oliion-executive directors. By contrast, 

governing bodies of voluntary agencies and public 

services may have no executive members at all. In all 
cases, governing bodies need to take a more considered 

view of the balance of legitimate value pressures than 
executives do. When this does not happen, things go 
wrong. A leading charity tor the cleat set up a com- 

mercial operation which tried to sell hearing aids which 

were available cheaper or tree From other sources. Not 
surprisingly there was a public protest and some staff 

left in disgust. 

Leadership. The long-term survival of any service 

organization in a market or managed environment 
depends on the quality of its strategic objectives and 
strategies. These need t o  be designed to maximin- 
impact. What should the geographical dispersion of 
service centres be? How should new technology he 
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cmplovet1? Wlien should a new product be coni- 
missioned? Where is tlic pap in the market? How can 

client-satisfaction lir improved? Asking and answering 

such questions, not to mention implementing the 

answers sucrcssl'i~llv, requires lull immersion in the 
realities o t  the situation. 'Ihis is only possible tor full- 
time employees. So, the balance of influence in service 
organizations is (IniMvely tilted towards top cxccu- 
tives. Voluntary scrvin's ot'tcn operate poorly because 

the management rorii~iiittee (i.e. governing body) of 
the enterprise is over-controlling or refuses to  appoint 

(or  pay lor) high 'aliliw top managers. 

In developing and providing services o r  producing 

goods to order, those in the organization must meet 
deadlines and (Iral with a multiplicity of practical 
problems. This means setting tactical objectives and 
progressing tasks. Tactics and tasks must be appro- 

pridte/r adapted to the situation. If not appropriate. the 

strategic objective or higher values are not being rccog- 

nized. if not adapted then failure is likely and time and 

money is being wasted. Poor task completion leads to a 
drop in duality. waste of money, dissatisfied customers. 
and low morale. In a n ia rk t~ .  competitors are liable to 
take advantage o l th r  situation am1 will eventually drive 
the ineflkient l'inn out of business. Voluntary bodies 
may not k'el tlicsc clkr ts  .mil so tolerate inclTiciency 
and poor qtiality nnicli longer. In mucli of the public 

sector, too, mark(*t li~rccs are virtually absent and 

management may In' devalued or  subordinated to 

political imperativi-s. 

Closure. With the iiistitutiun of service organiza- 

tions, goods an11 srrvic-es are produced lor society. 

Society is sustained and prosperity is possible. We have 
covered the last of the iiiono-functional types, but said 
little about the more complex types. It is now time to 
examine these, but only very briefly. 

THE REMAINING SIX TYPES OF 
ORGANIZATION 

The aim in this section is to give a variety of un- 
an1biguous cxariiplrs of each of the remai~iing types. 
Not a great deal of research or coiiwltancy has been 

carried out in relation to such organizations, so nothing 
further will lie said about tlicir strudure and nianage- 
ment. We will coin~iience with the rli-l'unctional types. 

and within these start from the highest level. 

Di-functional Types 

As indicated in M.ister-Tables 35 and 36, the di-tunc- 
tional types are .is ILllnws: Type 4: Ethical bodies which 

primarily seek to tr.inslbriii society in its entirety hut  

do so o n  the basis o l a  tril>,il ~ ~ ~ e t i i l ~ r r s h i p  of some sort,  

and therefore are iliflkrentiatirii;; /i'pi' i: f~nge l ica l  

organizations which primarily dillrrrntiate people in 
society but also seek to strv~igtlicn society; 'type 6 :  

Reforming agencies whicli prim.irily si-ck to strcngtlien 
society but also carry out activitits which sustain society. 

Ethical Bodies (#4): These org.iiiizations 

primarily appeal to a tribal menilx~sliip while seeking 
to transform society in an ailightc~inxl fashion. Such 
bodies arc mainly internation.il voluntary associations, 
often the product ul' a soci.il movement, whose 

activities are confined to developing and disseminating 

ideas through organizing iiicetings. seminars, \vork- 
shops and publications. The liiter~i~itional Alliance of 
Women (lA\L1), tor example, was srt up in 1904 to 
secure all such reforms as are necessary to establish real 
equality of liberties, status awl opportunities tor 

women (the differentiating or membership clement) 

but also to ensure that the status of every individual 
shall be based on respect for the human personality 

without distinction of sex, race or m:ed (the visionary 

or transforming clement). Anotlier variety are the 
visionary professional or clisriplinary organizations, like 
the International Society lor the Systems Sciences 
(ISSS), many of whose menil)(:rs join tor just this 
reason. Its I9'N m r e t i ~ ~ g  is etititlcd 'New Svstcms 
Thinking anrl Actioii lor a Nr\v C\-nttiry and its con- 

cern is with ethical action to tr,iiisli)rin the world (see 

Ex. 11.5). 

International Society for the Systems Sciences: Systems 
scientists ore often mocked for the grandiosity inherent in 

being visionary. The visionary element is evident from the 
seven interrelated imperatives identified for study in the 
1994 Annual Meeting: " I )  balancing our thinking better 
between the near ... and for in both space and lime. 21 
achieving a better balonce between individual ond col- 
lective rights and responsibilities .; '31 ridding ourselves 
of obsolete assumptions. that perpetuate the widespread 
bureaucratic arteriosclerosis in the corporate, govern- 
mental, educational. and scientific establishments; 41 rec- 
ognizing thot in the global village. we will often find that 
'less is more' and 'more is less', 51 learning to design 
coordination-intensive structures tho1 will be the key to 
public and private sector operations ...[ to] foster simul- 
taneous centralization and decentralization. globalize- 
lion ond locolizaiion; 61 reinvigorating technological 
innovation and focusing it  on societal needs. 71 manag- 
ing the increasingly powerful technologies in a manner 
both ethical and enriching in human lerms." 

Ex. 1 1  .56 

Keeping such bodies going is ~lilficnlt, partly because 
there is an inhcrent contradiction hi-twccn bcing vision- 
ary and being ~~ienibcrsli i~-crntrrcl .  1~11icls tor world 
translormation are hard to conic by aiitl tlie inember- 

slip. however committed, invariably tincl that their 
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specific interests and neeils arc not being effectively 
forwarded. This problem lessens for those international 

ethical bodies which arc umbrella groups whose 
members are full-lledged .ind successful membership 

associations in the various countries. The World 

Medical Associ,ition (WMA), lor example, consists of 
autonomous national medical associations and works 

n~ostl\v in mcclico-etliico-legal and medico-socio- 
economic allairs. Iiulivitlual doctors gain no direct 

benefits from the WMA and have little o r  no contact 

with it. 

Kvangclical Orgcinizations (#5): These 

organizations primarily (IilTcrentiate society by their 

adherence to a particular set of ideas o r  the values of a 

sub-group of society, while simultaneously being 

dedicated to generating reforms which strengthen 
society. The conflict noted in sustaining ethical bodies is 
absent in evangelical organizations. Membership- 

centredness is easily compatible with reform. even 
spurring i t  on, because members are gratified if they 
can strengthen society in the context of benefiting their 
value system and personal identity. 

This is particularly truc of church-based groups. 

Quaker Social Responsibility and Kducation is for 
Quakers only and liiulps them develop insights to 
improve society anti makc representations to public 
lioclies. The Inter-faith Network in the U K  works to 
facilitate the fuller participation of the different reli- 

gions comniunities in public life. Its members share a 
religious vision of society and include representative 

bodies of various religions, inter-faith organizations. 

and a variety of educational and academic bodies in the 

religious sphere. 

Most think-tanks are independent and non-political 
in their search for a way forward. However some think- 

tanks are membership-centred because thcy expect 
their output to adhere to  a single ideology e.g. the 
Institute for Public Policy Research is socialist, the 

Adam Smith Institute is free-market oriented. Despite 

their bias. such Institutes arc comniitted to producing 
feasible useful proposals that any government might 
adopt. 

National professional or discipline bodies which set 

exams and standards an.' evangelical. The Royal College 
o l  General Practitioners. for example, was set up to 
improve standards 01' practice, education and research. 
As well as promoting the distinctive value of its 

members, such bodies do contribute to improving 
society through producing balanced reports on issues of 
social significance within their domain of expertise. 

Evangelical (~ripini~ations may be set up by tribes of 
all sorts in response to a social threat. The fear of 

nuclear war has generated many spcci.ili/.eil cam- 
paigning organizations e . ~ .  Scientists Against Nuclear 

Arms. Clergy Against Nuclear Anns, I'sychoanalys~s 
for the Prevention of Nuclear War, I'agans against 

Nukes. The significance ofthese bodivs is related to the 

influence of the tribe in society. Scientists are clearly 
able to achieve more than psychoanalysts or pagans. 

A final example are the issue-bascil or group-based 
political parties like a peace party or a lirnlcrs' party. 

Only those involved with the issue or group will join 

such a party, and if there arc enough non-mcmber 
supporters then candidates may lie elected to the legis- 
lature. However. if they arc to achieve anything in the 

legislature, the party must develop and promote useful 

ideas and feasible proposals to strengthen and benefit 

society generally. 

R e f o r m i n g  Agenc ies  (#6): Kefor~iiing agencies 
are primarily reform-generating, but also provide 
essential services. They include large campaigning 
welfare providers, research-based prf-sure groups, 
some self-help groups, sonic scimtilic intcrcst bodies, 

some regulatory authorities, and somr international 
public service bodies. 

A charity needs to lx '  reasonal)l\~ large, well- 
resourced and structured in a sophisticated fashion to 

be able to handle more than one communal function 

with any degree 01' elrectiveness. Typic~al reforming 
charities with niulti-million pounil budgets include: 
Age Concern, the Royal National Institute for the 

Blind. Save thc Children hmd.  Royal Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Anirn,ils and Oxtam. Thew 
have the social backing to prrnide A range o l  services 

and also to gain the public's attention as thcy press tor 
social changes in areas of interest to them. 

Bv contrast, manv smaller voluntary service bodies 
over-ambitiously attempt to define themselves as 

campaignmg bodies until. under llnancial pressures. 

they revert to  type. The Cats Protection League (CPL), 
founded in 1927, is a typical example. It runs over 1 SO 
local groups with 17,000 members and in 1986 
provided a service to  over 75,000 cats. Included in its 
constitution arc proniotional objects: t o  encourage the 
neutering of cats not required for breeding and to 
inform the public on the care of kittens and cats. 
However, they acknowledge being un.ible to do as 
much as they would wish o n  the promotional side. 

Some regulatory authorities arc reli~rining agencies 

e.g. the Equal Opportunities Commission and the 

Commission for Racial Ec~iality have promoting and 
campaigning work to do as well as providing a service 
by investigating and pursuing c.isrs 01' alleged dis- 
crimination. International public servicv agencies like 



Wl-K-) and UNESCO not only scrvkvs but s i ~ k  

lo produce and publicize ideas and policies to improve 

societv in specilic areas. Some scientific bodies do the 

same e.g. the Royal Geographical Society arr.inges its 

own expeditions and provides training as well as pro- 
moting geographical science through the usual range of 

activities. Self-help groups, like tlu: Rambler's Asso- 
ciation provide services for their members, people who 

like walking, including maps. itineraries, publications 
and organized 1valk.s: and also actively lobby govern- 
ment on related matters like protecting piililic p.ith--, 

maintaining access to open country and preventing 

damage to areas of natural beauty. 

Tri-functional Types 

The 11-i-l'i~nctional tvpes arc as follows: Type 2: 
Ideo/ogicul associations which primarilv seek to trans- 

form society. but can only do so by both dillerentiating 
their members and supporters, and by streiigthening 
society: v p e  3: Sectional associations which primarily 

seek to differentiate their members in societv, but can 
only do so by strengthening society anti by providing 

services. 

Ideo log ica l  Associations (#2): Ideology-based 
political parties - in the U K :  thr Labour Party, the 

Liberal Democrat Party, the Conservative Party - 
exist to develop a vision to transIbrm society in accord 

with a pvticular ideology Membership of the party is 

usually relatively small. 'Ihe party seeks to see society 
transformed or at least move in the right direction by 

forming a government. To win an election, it must 

appeal to the general population tor support and votes, 
and this will only be forthcoming if the party is 
e\identIv working to strengthen society. Ifa party lacks 
anv higher vision. then it is liable to  have cliffuulty 
attracting capable members. Ibis  seems to be the case 

in recent times in regard to ideological parties in the US 
where disillusionment with politicians is high. 

However. if a political party is excessively visionary. 
then it is liable to lose its ruots in the current pre- 
occupations of society. In the LIK, this seems to have 
happened to the Maharishis Natural Law Party and the 

Green Party in the 1992 election. 

Social n~ovement bodies may also be of this type. 
Non-political social niovement-i have their own set of 
valued ideas, beliefs and principles (i.e. ideology) 

which give them for111 and strength. The nlovenient 
spawns cells and networks as pan of its attempt to 
transform society through spontaneous collective action 
rather than through formal channels. Joining a social 
movement is an act of ilifferentiation. I h e  networks 
typically promote values and offer suggtastions in an 
effort to  reform societv. The Coriiniunitarian Network 

I the USA, lor example, has rmergvd as part of a 
movement a\v,iv Irom excessive inilividualist ten~lencies 

which niany people see as damaging society generallv. 

Ideological associations tend to be far more enduring 
and cifective than ethical associations. I h e  direct con- 
cern to generati, rclbrms and strengthen societv in 
specific recognizable and realistic \vavs apparentlv 

provides for greater focus, cohesion and solidity. In the 
caw of some social movement organizations the vision- 
ary elrmcnts mav be abandoned resulting in a shill ol' 
tvpc to an evangelical organization. This seems to have 

been the case with the early family therapy groups and 
networks whose members initially imagined that they 
might changr not just tliCrapv and psychiatry, hut 
science .mil sorietv. Subseauentlv. the associations of 
family therapists became vehicles for professional sell'- 
promotion. 

Sect ional  Associations ( # 3 ) :  These bodies are 
built on membership, seek improvements in sociely 
which are olgeneral benefit, and provide meniber-i and 

sonietimes others with essential and relevant services. 
l-.ssentially, they y be thought of as reforming 

agencies tk'clicated to a particular sub-group in society. 

This sub-group may be an ethnic minority. 1-or 
example, thC Creek Cypriot Brotherhood was founclpd 
I 1934 to look after the needs of the Cvpriot corn- 

rnunity in Britain. It could not do soby having a narrow 

membership focus alone. It furthered its aims by 
organizing political and material support for Cyprus 

amongst the U K  Cypriot community, and bv pro- 

moting Cyprus and its culture in the host community. I t  
offered services in Ae form o f  social, cultural and 
educational events. 

Distinctivi. self-help groups tend to form around 
illnesses, often encour,~ged or even founded by de~li-  
rated professionals. Sufferers of rather common con- 
ditions (like epilepsy, asthma, migraine) and also of rare 

conditions (like traclieo-oesophageal Fistulas, Prader- 

Willi syndrome, haemophilia) can and do benefit from 
such groups. The illness is the differentiating focus, and 
men~bers are sufferers, relatives, professionals and 

researchers. The organization is based on a recognition 
that both promotional and reforming activities as well 
as direct services are needed by members. The HritisIl 
Diabetic Association is a good example. It was set up in 
1934 am1 has over 300 branches tliroi~ghout the U K .  Its 
objects arc to benefit diabetics and others interested in 
diabetes. I t  wishes to  increase public awareness and 
understanding of the disorder and promote research 
into the condition, as well as providing services, 
Srrviccs include advice, information and support for 
siifferers and their families. It currently finances over 
60 research groups and projects and publishes several 
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newsletters and pamphlets. The 1991 Annual Report 
reveals that of a total budget of approximately L6.5 
million, about 35% was spent on services directly for 
members, and about 50% on promoting social change 
including research. 

Not all groups connected with illness o r  disability arc 

sectional as described above. The British Diabetes 

Association is categorized as sectional ( # 3 ) .  whereas 
the National Diabetes Foundation is promotional (#9) 
because it is primarily a funding body to deal with 
diabetic sufferers receiving human insulin. The British 
Deaf Association is categorized as sectional (#3)  
because its members are those who are profoundly deaf 
and use sign language. It provides services for its 

members anrl campaigns nationally. The Royal National 
Institute for the Deaf, however. is categorized as 

reforming (#6)  because it provides services and cam- 

paigns on behalf of all types of deaf people, and its 
membership is completely open to any concerned 

person. 

Iraining-cum-regulatory professional associations 
also fall into this category. Whereas the medical pro- 

fession has a separate regulatory authority (the General 

Medical Council), standard-setting bodies (the Royal 
Colleges). and membership associations (the British 
Medical Association); less developed professions do 
not. The Institute of Chartered Accountants, for 
cxaniple. is above all a membership-centred body 
which must promote the interests of its members. 
However. it also has a statutory function as a regulatory 
authority. In this guise, it is service-centred because it 

regulates accountants in relation lo auditing and other 

matters; and it is reform-generating because it puts 
forward proposals for improving accounting conven- 

tions and practices. 

The Tetra-functional Type 

le t ra  functional organizations are universal institu- 
tions which seek to serve all communal functions. 

Organizations ofthe tetra-functional type seek to affect 
everyone in society and exert an influence beyond 
national boundaries. The two obvious examples are 

churches and universities. (Note that many of the 
sn~aller churches and smaller universities arc better 
categorized as sectional (#3) becausc they lack the 
resources to develop a transforming vision which can 
encompass and transcend present society.) 

Universal Institutions (# I ) :  The United Nations 

Organization, the universal churches and great univer- 
sities are organizations which can genuinely claim to lie 
able to pursue the full range of social functions while 
sin~ultaneous realizing their own identity. Directly or 

indirectly. they spawn numerous tri-, di- and mono- 
functional organizations. 

The United Nations Organization is expected to d o  
visionary work (cf. Ex. 1 1 . I  ),  is based on membership 
governments who financially support it, presses for 

reforms in a wide variety of areas (e.g. trade, com- 
munications. refugees, rights), and provides services of 

many sorts (e.g. heal th-care, agriculture, peace-keeping). 

Universal churches need to offer a transformative 
vision for societies. provide a social identity for their 
members. press for social reforms. and provide ser- 
vices internally for worshippers and both internally and 
externally lor the needy. Universal creeds, like the 

Roman Catholic and Buddhist churches, affirm a univcr- 
sal faith and oiler redemption and salvation for all. 

A great university, like Oxford or Cambridge in the 

U K  or  Harvard in the LISA, has an inescapable respon- 
sibility to bc vision-generating. It must also serve the 
international community of scholars as a home for the 
various academic disciplines and therefore must be 
membership-centred. It expects to strengthen society 

by generating new ideas, discoveries, inventions and 

proposals of all sorts to be used hy govern~nent and 
business. Finally, it exists to provide undergraduate and 
post-graduate teaching services which sustain society 

either through their vocational or cultural content. 

Organizing such large and complex institutions is 
never a straightforward matter. Unlike other bodies, 
they cannot simplify themselves without internal and 

external accusations of sell-betrayal. Although they 
contain people of the highest intellectual and moral 

calibre, this is not always evident in their operation. 

rh i s  is partly because the requirements of the dind-ent 
domains ol functioning conflict wildly. Too much 
structure would interfere with the visionary work. Too 
little structure impedes the service work. Too much 

focus on social needs disintegrates the disciplines 
(whose logic has nothing to do with sodctv). Too little 

focus on social needs makes for social irrelevance and 
ivory-towcrdon~. Leadership is fragmented and AS much 

persuasive as authorized. These organizations, however 

hard they try. cannot really speak with a single voice. 

REVIEWING THE TYPOLOGY 

We have now considered the ten types of enterprise 
and their relation to society: transforming, tliiferen- 
dating, improving, and sustaining-or some conibina- 
tion of these functions. The main focus has been on the 

mono-functional types, whose structure and operation 
has been considered in some detail. However, the 
richness and vitality of a modern society depends on a 
full panoply of organizations of all types. 



Customer-centred organizations whether univers.il, 
sectional. rcforining or service are the engine, of' 

society. Their operations endlesslv buzz to delker 
tangible value. The standard of living in socicty depencls 
on the efficiency and effectiveness of customer-centred 

organizations and the markets within which tliey 

operate. At the other extreme. the vitality, flexibility 
and potential of society is revealed hv its tolerance of 

new visions. These often stem from movements which 
seek to transform societv. A strong socicty can respond 
constructively to the output of vision-generating bodies 
- whether universal, ideological or ethical. 

Improvements in society are based on vigorous 

growth within manv . tvpcs . of organization - universal, 
ideological. sectional, evangelical, and reforming. 'Ihe 

involvement of people can be ensured in society by 
encouraging every sort of membership-centred organi- 

zation: universal, ideological, sectional, ethical and 
evangelical. This means expecting and supporting the 
self-affirmation of distinctive sub-cultures. 

The R o l e  o f  Business. The tyology throws light 

on perennial debates about the role of business in 
society. 

Businesses, like other customer-centred organi~a- 
tions, sustain society. That, in short, is the role of 
business. A business primarily sustains societv . bv . doing 
its business well, not by philanthropic acts, nor I ) \  the 
side-effects of its activities. Businesses must identity 
principally with their operations. Work on the vision. 

culture and growth must all be oriented to their opera- 

tion. Such work does have a social function for the 

internal con~munity, and inevitably has wider social 
effects. But a business docs not exist to transform. 
differentiate or strengthen wider society except as a 
by-product. 

A business must remain true to its own nature am1 
pursue its own interests within the constraints of the 

ethical order and social forces. Swimming against the 
tide is exhausting and foolish. So successful businesses 

respond to social forces positively and. in this way, 

endorse them and contribute to  the evolution of 
socicty. Here there arc no special sectors - steel 
factories, publishing houses, banks, health care 
agencies, hotel chains, law firnis - all must adapt to 
societv's values or fail. 

A particular business sector may or  may not be some- 
diing to be proud of. Communal standards, what  
everybody docs', mav be low, even sclualid. However, 
any particular business can only adopt higher individual 
standards comniensuriite with its conirnercial and 
tinancia1 strength. Businesses must be pragmatic, and 
whatever tlieir ideals, must always do what is appro- 

priate at the time and respond to socicty as it is, not as 
thev might wish it to lie. Businesses arc built on actual 

social values, not on fancy value systems or elevated 
moral theories. No business should respond auto- 

niaticallv to moral exhortations of management guru;- 
seeking rcspcctabilitv or politicians seeking 'in easy 

target. 

Despite this, something must be done ifpeople want 
a more enlightened socicty. It is up to  people as indhi- 
duals, primarily within vision-generating, membership- 

centred and reform-generating organizations, to respond to 
lapses in particular businesses o r  business sectors, and 

to take appropriate action. A person ma\ also seek to 

use his or her leverage, either as a member of staff or 
director within a Firm or as a supplier or as a customer. 

Firms, singly and together. will automatically respond 
to difCuse but consistent pressure from the public, the 

niedi<i, other organizations. the government and the 
law. The point to be cmphasizeil is that no single 
business can or should be expected to lead social 
change. though many will properly seek to influence it. 

Businesses in particular domains can and should 
group together in n~enibership-centred umbrella 

organizations to support each other and to develop 
standards and publicize rudimentary self-regulation. 
Although such bodies cannot produce social change, 
they cm reduce scandals. It a sector operates dis- 
reputably, governments eventually tee1 forceil to intro- 
duce complex legal controls or to set up statutory 
authorities to  regulate firnis - which creates more 
costs tbr businesses and for society generally. 

Transition. 11 all types of organization are fbnction- 
rig successfully, and if all are actively pursuing the 
values that establish their identity, then things will 

change in society. Bu't if bodies function effectively, i f  
they realize their potential. then the result could turn 
out to be disruptive. More seriously for the organiza- 

tion, i t  the values that support its rationale arc not 
widely supported, then it will be impossible to  obtain 
rcsourccs or gain what has been called the (informal) 

l icence to function in society. 

Functioning (G-4)  generates work and work requires 

people to participate willingly in an endeavour. To 
pursue effectively any cnc~eavuur (excepting the 
simplest onc-man efforts). people must be organized 
within autonomous social bodies of the sorts described 

in this chttpter. In addition, autonomy must be regu- 

Idted to ensure that society is not deliberately or 
inaclvertently subverted. This takes us to the subjcct- 
matter of CIh. 12. the controlling conceptions of social 
life mcntioncd in the intrt)(lunion to Ch. 10. \Vc nour 
need to continue grouping levels of purpose where we 

left off at the end of that chapter. :I+ 



Master- A ten-fold typology of  organizations based o n  social role. 
Table 35 The more complicated organizations (shaded on the right) show combinations of the properties of the four mono-functional organizations. 

Each type of body finds its essence in one or more of the four domains of functioning and fulfils those communal identity functions (cf. Master-Table 34) 
Typing is performed by examining principal objects, and then confirmed by checking these against actual activities of the organization. 
The type numbers follow the loy-out in Master-Table 36. See texl for further details and examples. 

- 
YP' 
No. 
- 

7 

8 

9 

10 

- 

Type of Role (Function) 
Output Leadership Insiders Source of 

Organization in Society Focus Resources 

Visionary 
{and other 
vision-generating 

'Ypesl 

Membership 
(and other 
membershipcentred 

t~ pesl 

Promotional 
[and other 
reform-generating 

lypesl 

Service 
{and other 

customer-centred 

types) 

To transform - 
to apply ideals to 
domains and identify 
values for use within 
and across societies. 

To differentiate - 
to promote the value 
in society of distinctive 
roles and interests of 
members . 

To strengthen - 
to focus and shape 
some aspect of social 
life within a society. 

To sustain - 
to do or produce 
specific things of 
tangible value to society 
as cheaply as possible. 

Universally 
needed 
missions. 

Benefits for 
members and, 
through them, 
society. 

Priorities and 
policies for 
adoption and 
adoptation. 

Essential and 
desirable 
goods and 
services. 

Appointed or 
anointed 
leader. 

Active members 
and the wider 
membership. 

Governing body 
(including its 
sub-committees). 

Competent 
top executives 

Idealists Time, money and 
whose ideals are energy from wider 
promoted. society. 

Members Membership via 
whose status dues, sales, gifts, 
and security is bequests &c. 
bostered. 

Workers/supporters Grants, gifts, 
(paid and unpaid) donations from 
whose interests public and/or 
are furthered. private sources 

Employees and People who get 
the self-employed the goods or 
who are paid to services (or others 
produce. on their beholf). 

Other Types 
[combined types/rolesl 

r 
No. 4 

i" 
No. 5 

Evongelicol 

Reforming 

No. 2 
Ideological 

iNl Sectional 

No. 1 
Iniversol 

I 
@ Warren Kinston 1992,1994 



Master- Examples of organizations in each of the ten types. 
Table 36 Each lype is labelled adjectivally only. The rolels) beneath the label link to the core domain(s) of 

functioning. Although other domains in the organizations are useful for society, they are not the 
essence of the organization. Note that the categorical examples are illustrative, not comprehensive. 
Specific examples come from the UK except where noted o r  self-evident 
See lext for further details and explanation. 

- 
No. 

- 

1 

- 

2 

3 

- 

4 

5 

6 

- 

7 

8 

9 

10 

- 

Type of Organization Core Domain(s) & Categorical Specific 
& Role(s) in Society Communal Function(s) Examples Examples 

Tetra function01 Type 

Universal (3-4*.1 Universal churches Roman Co'holic Buddhis. 
Vi ion eneratin , 

mem~rs8pcentre8, (iiiG%'%\ Greet universities Oxford. Horvord 
re armgenerotin , stren thening Worldgoverning organizolion; United Nations Organisntion 

and customer-centr&/ sus%ining 

Ideological (3-44.2 Ideolsgy-based political potties labour Party 
Vi ion enera in J~nsforming Some social movement bodies Cornmunitorion network USA 

me beriKipcen;re8: i erentiating 
and r%rrqenerating strengthening 

Sectional (3-43-1 Iden: iybosed self+.elp g'oups British Epilepsy Association 
Membershipcentred, Diffe:entia'ing 

reformgeneroiincj s:ren thening Miner churches Methodist church 

and cus:omer-cen:,eci sus?ainmq Ethr~,- sipp:ri groucs GreekCyp:io: Brotherhood - 
From no & regulo:ing membership bodies Institute of Chartered Accountants 

01-funii.onal Types 

Ethical 
Vi ion enerotin . 

and membersxp-centre8 

Evangelicol 
Members' I p-centred, 

and relorm-gener~tin~ 

Reforming 
Reformgenerotin 

and customer-centre!' 

G-44.3 Some social movement bodies International Alliance of Women 

fn&1zii% Some international umbrella organizations World Mdicol Asscxiation 
Visionary disciplinebased bodies Internat'l Society for Systems Sciences 

(3-43.2 Ideology-based think-tanks 

Differe dating issue-bosed political parties strengthening 
Some religious bodies 

Institute for Public Policy Research 
Farmers' Party 
Intei-101th Network 

standard-setting prolessionol bodies Royal College of Psychiatrists 
Specialized campaigning groups Scientists Against Nuclear Arms 

G-4' ' Compa'gning welfare charities Age Concern 
Siren thening, Self+elp groups sus8ining Ramblers Association 

International public services World Health Organization 
Some scienrific bodies Royal Geographical Society 
Some regulatory authorities Commission for Racial Equality 

Mowhinc~~onai Types 

Visionary 
Vision-generating 

Membership 
i'vkmbershipcen-:ea 

Promotional 
Reformgenerating 

Service 
Customer-centred. 

~4~ Transdisciplinary academic bodies 
Transformi.-ig Some United Na.ions bodies 

(3-43 Umb'elia o:gon~o.~o~s 
D~%erentiating Trade unions 

Professional associations 
Trade assxiorions 
community osscciotions 

G-42 Campigning ogani-xitions 
Strengthening OKiciol pressure group 

Most regulatory authorities 
Citizen action groups 
Political lobbies 
Independent think-tank; 
Grortgiving bodies 

G-4 Businesses 
Sustaining Professional practices 

Volurtary welfare services 
Activitybosed interesi groups 
Public agencies 
Some regulatory authorities 
Governmental executive bodies 

Woild Academy of Art and Science 
World Commission on the Environment 
and Development 

Federation of Astronomical Societies 
Notional Union 0: Minev.oikers 
British Medical Association 
British Menswear Guild 
Netherhall Neighbourhood Assccio~io'-~ 

Friends of the Earth 
National Consumers' Council 
Gaming Board 
Free the Birmingham Six' group 
National Rifle Association USA 
Policy Studies Institute 
Mental Health Foundation 

British Petioleurn 
An architectural practice 
National Adoption Society 
Cumberland Tennis Club 
National Health Service 
Industrial relotions tribunal 
Inland Revenue 

@ Warren Kinston 1993 



Chapter 11: Classifying Organizations 

NOTES 

1 .  Most of the org.inii'ation'i refcrrcd to  are UKbased. Readers 

from mosi mltcr Ã§)cinir. sl~ould find con~parable local 
rx.ltiiplcs without (liUkuliy. Basic details of U K  ex.iniplcs in 
the voluntary sector r.in lie lound in: N.itinna1 Council for 
Voluntary Orgatii/.ition'i. Voluntary Agencies: The 1988 
Directory. London, ltvilftir<l Square I'rrss, 1987. Examples in 
the public sector arc f)ul~lislie~l in: Caliinet Office: Office of 
the Minister for ~ l i c  Civil Service. Public Bodies. 1991. 
London: IHMSO, 199 1 ; and Improving Management in 
Government: The Sett Steps Agencies Review 199 I .  Ctnnd 1760. 

London: HMSO. 199 1 .  Where possible, ihc organisations 

described in this ch.ipler haw hrcn contacted about their 
objects and activities to check that the accounts extracted 

from Repor1.s and Dirc*ctorics wrrr itiilcr~l correct at the 
time of writing. 

Nel'. J. (cd.) Towards Il'orIJ Conm~iint~y Tlir Hague: Dr. \\'. 
Junk. 1968. 

Mudd, S. (cd.) Co~flict R~wli1ti011 ii11iI IVorlil LJuniiion. The 
Hague: Dr. \V. Junk, 1966. 

Robertson, J. The Sane / l l r c rn i i t~  I Choice of Fmurcs. (Rer. 
Ed.) London: M. Boyars, 1983, 

Adams. R.. Carruthers, J. & Il.imil, S. Changing Corporme 
Vblues: A Guide to Social and Environmental Policy and Practice in 
Britain > Top Companies. London: Kopan I',igr, 1 9  1 . 

Extracted from: General $ystmn Bullertn. Autumn, I W!, Vol. 
XXll, N o  1 ,  pp. 39-40. 



Chapter 12: Realizing Values - Autonomy 

Chapter 12 

Realizing Values: The Controlling Conceptions 

Values permeate all activity. But values cannot be 
developed or pursued by the activities of animals or 
computers. Values can only be realized by entities 
which have a distinct social existence. Because social 
existence is itself, at root, defined by values. realizing 

values expresses identity (cf. Ch.s 4. 5 & 7). 

The simplest entity which realizes values is a person 

as a social being. 

However a person acting alone cannot achieve very 

much. So any significant endeavour is joint, involving 

many people and re(1iiiring the formation of an artificial 
social being. Such entities, the drivers of value 
realization in modern societies, are referred to 
variously as bodies, organizations, legal individuals o r  
collective actors. 1,ikr a person, they need a degree of 

autonomy. 

Autonomous functioning of a joint endeavour is not 
straightforward. The people and the work to be done 

need to be organized. So artificial social beings must be 
created and maintained in a way which enables such 
organization. 

The organization of  work and the definition of auto- 
nomous artificial entities and their endeavours demand 
both freedom and control. Without freedom, nothing 
of value will develop. Without control. the results 

could well be chaotic and harmful. So the four lower 
level groupings - purposes, directions, drives and 
functioning described as 'building blocks' in Ch. 10 - 
must be operated by more complex purpose derivatives 
that can both control them and be controlled. 

In this chapter, we shall first consider the three types 
of endeavour-based entity which require and manifest 
autononiy: these are defined by the pentads. Then we 

shall briefly note the nature of the two distinct types of 
societal guardian which regulate the exercise of auto- 
nomous power atid express sovereignty: these are 
determined by the hcxails. Finally, we shall consider the 
social ordcr within which mcnibcrship occurs: this is 
the heptad. The social order enables sovereignty and 
autonomy because it .ilonc enables a person to exist as a 
social being, exercising universal human capacities for 
freedom, participation and responsibility. 

G-5: AUTONOMY 

Nature. Work ensures fu~i~t ioning ( G - 4 )  and sus- 
tains an endeavour (G-5). Put another way: functioning 
exists because of endeavours. Given the social implica- 
tions of endeavours. an identifiable entity must be 
established which can be held responsible for this 

functioning. The social entity which embodies the 

endeavour must be capable of developing and owning 
its own functioning, including its drives, directions and 

purposes. 

To organize all the work and people involved in an 
effective way, an endeavour recluires autonomy. it can 
be imagined as a complex artificial person created to 
involve and organize people to <lo something of value. 

Such an entity can endure beyond changes in the people 

initially involved. 

In other words, endeavours c.in take on a life of their 
own by being set up to exist as independent agents with 

their own distinct identity. Autonomous endeavours, 
like the people who constitute tlnni, are expected to 
operate responsibly. 

We took for granted earlier that the building blocks 
did not exist in isolation, but wen: found within 
organizations o r  other social bodies like regulator\ 
authorities o r  popular movements. The issue is how 

such things can be allowed autonomy given the diversity 
and conflict which is generated by values, and the need 
for some form of social control over their impact. 

The effort to organize an endeavour demands recog- 
nition that people are both unicluc individuals who want 
to  d o  things which accord with their own particular 
values (loyalties, aspirations, neetls, interests &c), and 

also participants in a society which must evolve and 

maintain common values. The inherent potential for 
conflict can only be removed by finding a general con- 
sensus. In a general consensus, each person finds that 
they individually endorse what others individually 
endorse, and therefore what society as a whole values. 
So a consensus allows the individual arid the group to be 
reconciled without obliterating the identity o f  either. 

In precisely the same way, tin.' justification for 
organizations pursuing their own cncls in their own 



forking mth I'li/uet. Software o j  the Mind 

way niust be that thev serve society in some wav and 

are, at the highest level at least. in ,jcc:ord with its 

values. 

The requirement tor enduring endeavour5 to lie built 
on consensus is met I)? integrating an additional (Filth) 
level of purpose to create pentads. Three pentads are 
possible, and thcv correspond to the three ways that 

autonomy is manifested and embodied in distinctive 
types of endeavour. l)oiiiinating each pentad are ihe 

three forms of value \vhit.l~ tan lie described as quin- 
tessentially social: social values, value systems, ultimate 
values (cf. Master-Table 3 1 : Cli. 10). The three cm- 
bodinicnts ofautonomv support the three fundamental 

dimensions of realizing values: tlieir clivelopmcnt, their 
preservation, and their pursuit. In this way, the incrad- 

icable social tension between cuntinuity and cliang~: can 

be managed. 

Autonomy is needed for successful endeavours. 

Endeavours must be self-sufficient, self-developing and 
purpose-li,iseil. Abow all, it must be possible lor the 
endeavour to tail or collapse - otherwise it is dcpen- 
dent rather than autonomous. Thcfunc~~on of autonomy 

is, paradoxicallv, to ensure that work serves the 
valufi of both society and individual people. 

Because of a consensus, defined endeavours can har- 
ness both personal and social energies cttectivel~, can 

organize work and the people doing it. and can bi: 
ui-idci- their own control. To do this, they necess.irily 

develop, order and implement ttw building blocks in a 
way that is appropriate to their n~iture. In turn. as we 
shall see, autonomy must operate within the bounds of 

sovereignty and must be in accord with n~embership of 
the social order in that society. 

Types. I herr arc three pentad, and thrretore thrcr 

distinct types olautonomy and autonomous encleavour. 
In descending order. these .ii-e: movements ( G - 5 ) ;  
authorities (G-5'): and enterprises (G-5'). Executive-led 
enterprises manifest autonomy in relation to activities 

and tlieir t.ingible results. "I'hese have been discussed 

great deal throughout this book and are what is 
~encrally thought of when the term 'organization' is 

used. Authorities have been referred to  inainlv in 
relation to the design ofethical arrangements (C1i.s 8 & 

9 ) .  They arc rclativclv small bodies set up to preserve 
values by establishing the significance of certain values 
or rules in particular situations independent of vested 
interests or governmental pressures. Popular move- 

nients, mentioned previously in passing (mainly in Ch. 

10) are large, minimally organized collections of people 

who seek to introduce new value5 into societv. 

In examining these manifestations of autonomy, die 
aim once again is not to be comprehensive, but rather 
to show how (heir nature is allied to the process of 

realizing values, and illuminated by the prcscnt frame- 
work of purpose. This is not just a theoretical conceit: 

an understanding oltliese endeavours in ternis of levels 

o l  purpose seems to be essential for their responsible 
and effective structuring, operation and integration in 
society. 

l i e  autonomy pentads are represented diagram- 
ni~ticallv in 17ig. 12.1 and their properties are sum- 
tiiarized in Master'l'ablr 37. To provide a quick 

Figure 12.1 : The pentadic grouping which defines endeavours. 
Three embodiments of autonomy enabling endeavours to be consensually organized. 

Ultimate Value 

Value System 

Social Value I 
Principal Object 

Internal L-3 Priority I 
L-2 1 

Strategic Obi. 

Movement 

L- 1 
Tactical Obi. 

- An Authority 

-4 - An Enterprise 
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overview lietore a more detailed examination, the three 
embodiments are now defined and introduced. 

G-5  ': Movements  are autonon~ous endeavours 

which seek to transform all or part of society through 

voluntary collective action. Their function is t o  develop 
and establish new values of fundamental importance to 
society. Examples include: the workers' movement, 
the women's movement, anti-war movements, the 

psychoanalytic movement, revolutionarv and niillen- 
arian movements. Such entities operate in the cultural 

arena, engaging with political, religious, econon~ic and 
other issues of the day They tend to spread across 
societies. Movements command die emotional power 

of ideas whose time has come, and promise fulfilment 

of personal ideals and identity. People constitiiting the 
movement's grass roots are consciously committed to 

the new values and freely put time am1 effort into 
supporting these. Participation requires a minimum of 
formality, but to spread the word and generate spon- 

taneous collective action, the movement does require 

some structure. The basic organizational clement is an 
informal but highly purposeful group of people who 
could be said to constitute a cell. Cells operate largely 
autonon~ously within loose networks, and have an 
egalitarian ethos. Son~etimes a movement organization 
will form in an attempt to (lethe a cell structure and 
p r o ~ i d e  rudimentarv coordination. but there is great 

difficulty keeping track of cells. The movement's 

membership and the proliferation of its cells tends to 

increase and diminish in an unpredictable and relatively 

uncontrollable fashion. Cell activities are oriented to 
embedding and spreading the movement and its values. 

Movements achieve their ends by influencing authori- 
ties and government, and by spawning and shaping a 
wide variety of organizations. If the movement is suc- 

cessful, culture itself is altered and the movement's 
ideas and values come to be taken for granted b) most 
people in society. 

G - 5 :  Authorities arc autonomous endeavours 
which seek to stabilize society by clarifying, modulating 
and asserting its valucs. Their function is to preserve 
social values and authorize their application to parti- 
cular situations. To do this, they must recognize value 
pressures from many sources including new values 
emerging from popular movements. Authorities are 
coinmonly set up by statute: e.g. the Monopolies and 
Mergers Commission, The Radio Authority. and the 
Parole Board in the U K .  Nonstatutory authorities like 

the Advertising Standards Authority o r  Press Com- 
plaints Commission in the UK may lie set up by a 
profession or an industry. (These are sometimes called 
'self-regulatory organizations o r  SRO's). As the 
exan~ples illustrate. authorities operate with specific 

functions in specific areas, employing the procedural 
and regulatory power that goes with officially rcpre- 

scnting, protecting and asserting societ v's values. Many 

do nothing until a matter or complaint within their 
remit is brought before them; while others may be 

authorized to supervise or review in order to prc-empt 
deviations from acceptable standards. In all cases. the 
authority decides, adjudicates. reviews. and /or  advises 
in terms ofa particular situation. The authority is struc- 
tured as a council (sonictimcs operating via sn~aller sub- 

con~n~it tees)  which is supported by a relatively sn~all o r  
even minimal secretariat. Work within the authority 

tends to  be specialized or technical, and so it requires 
capable and socially concerned people with sound 

judgement, whose own gain is primarily further pres- 
tige and respect. If  an authority is effective, it keeps 
government from becoming inappropriately involved in 
decisions taken in specific situations. This prevents 
cluttering ofthe political arena and diffusion of political 
debate. Independent authorities also benefit individuals 

by lessening the likelihood of petty tyranny by self- 
important bureaucrats, and by keeping disputes out of 
the courts. Authorities must seek to balance the power 
of individuals and organizations: on the one hand pro- 
tecting people against unbridled arrogance or officious- 
ness of private and public bodies; and on the other hand 
protecting organizations against malicious, misguided 
or  pedantic personal complaints. 

G-5': Enterprises are autonomous endeavours, 

typical organizations, which efficiently meet evolving 
needs in society. 'Ihe function of an enterprise is to 

pursue social values through activities which generate 

tangible benefits for itself. The over-riding concern is 
to ensure its activities are appropriate, effective and 
efficient. Such organizations can be established by any 
person or  association. They may seek to generate a 
vision for society, to benefit members of the asso- 

ciation, to. develop ideas for reform, or to produce 
goods or provide services, or some combination of 

these (cf. Master-Tables 35 & 36: Ch. 1 1 ) .  The right to 
associate and launch an enterprise is a most tangible 
expression of freedom in society. Enterprises. if con- 
stituted formally. are legal individuals fully entitled to 
pursue their own interests. They are capable of mount- 
ing large scale operations and need to use their own 
judgements and valucs in making decisions. Their 

management requires the joint efforts of a governing 
body. top officers, and many staff. The number of stall 
in an enterprise may extend from a handful to  over a 
hundred thousand. Despite being predicated on auto- 
nomy, the basic feature o t  their internal structure 
(when numbers are large) is the hierarchical control 
provided by accountability relationships between 
sharply defined roles. This must be designed t o  meet 



the apparently contradictory demand;' for both per- 

sonal expertise and initiative and corporate com- . . 
petence and performance. I he tvpc of work and 

domain of endeavour is (or ought to be) the personal 
choice of a participant. but money and perquisites 
provide an inescapable inccntivc to  accept a roll within 
a particular organization in that domain. Although 
other factors also alyect joining (e.g. fiiture prospects, 
trusted colleagues &c. ), participation can be pr.iyiiatic. 
If the surrounding culture permits, a person can rather 

easily switch commitment to another enterprise, often 
a competitor. An enterprise must generate sutTicicnt 

achievement in its own terms to thrive. It5 success 
depends on harnessing people to its vision and nbtain- 
ing social resources for its mission. 

Properties 

The three autonomous types of endeavour seem 

rather different because of the way that their common 
properties are handled. Even from the brief overview. 
it is evident that each operates in its own social arena, is 
organized differently. aflec:th p.irticipants diffcix'ntly, 
views people in a characteristic way, handles authority 

and leadership ~IiKerentIy, and generates a distinct type 
of output. Each tends to be subject to a charxteristk 
form olcriticism. Above all, each organization needs to 
handle its autunomv and dependmcc on societv 

clifferently. 

Autonomy implies a degree of privacy: so thew 
endeavours exclii<le unauthorized outsiders from their 
deliberations and decision-processes. However, thev 

must also link into society to harness peoplc, to obtain 
resources and to lie permitted to  exist. In order to 
reconcile these opposing demands, cac11Jorm enden- 

rour manifests <I ci~n~partn~entalizi.nion of special duties and 
roles - with fire comportments in each case. It turns out 
that these five compartments arc appropriately tielined 

in terms o l  the inherent live levels of purpose. In each 
casc, wider societv occupies the topmost or contextual 
compartment. However. e.wh is then constituted (Jis- 
tinctively by its lower four compartments, each ol 
which is assigned characteristic forms of authority. 

Compar tmenta l iza t ion .  The notion of designing 
organization, even business enterprises. is. relatively 
new. Such design essentially revolves around clarity 
about work (roles and duties) within n-rtain distinct 

parts or compartments o t the  entity (e.g. shareholders 
o r  the board in a firm). Research has revealed that this 
compartmentalization is based on  the (internal) levels 
of purpose which constitute Ac  endeavour. As usual, 
the qualities or corresponding internal levels are 
similar, so the compartments show ccrtCtin siniilaritic-s 

across the three types of endeavour. Without the 

Sufi~citre of the Mind 

present framework, the notion o l  design is hardly 

credible because neither the necessity lor cumpart- 

incuts nor their unique work is imnicdiately apparent. 

Each type of autonomous endeavour must include a 
contextual Icvel of purpose in which its own highest 
aims anil society's values coincide - because this is the 
basis of the 'license to function' within wider society. 
So the . fijili . (top) level o l  purpose in anv organization 

must be designed to achieve a general consensus. 
ivervone inside and out must explicitlv recognize that 

die n ~ d e ~ i v u u r ~ s  autonomy is provided in return for 
scrvinga real social need. Only the universally valid and 

revered ultimate values (L-7) can provide a license for 
movements which aim to transform society. Authorities 

arc mandated by distinctive principles o r  theories 
(value systems) widely tidil in society (1-4); and enter- 
prises can only vigorously pursue their ends if they 

recognizably embody and further social value;. (LS) .  To 
reiterate: in each casc, these highest values must be 
alive and held both bv those specificallv associated with 

the endeavour and by wider society generally. Because 
insiders i~l'all endeavours are also part olwider society. 

the compartment here is wider society in all three cases. 

Moving down now to the next two internal levels: 
The fourth level in each case is concerned with pro- 
viding the relatively unchanging essential rationale for the 

endeavour This rationale is used to define and to 
structure the work, and also to sustain and maintain 

consensus amongst participants. By contrast. the tl~ird 

level in each case requires a choice to be made from 
among a range of equally valid alternative values. 
Selection here is sensitive and controversial because it is 
driven by the need to reconcile different views and 
ensure necessary poliricalsupport for the work. Ideas and 
isms' (L-6) define niovenients, and social values (L-5) 
steer them politicallv. Authorities are defined and 
structured in accord with rerognized social needs 

(L-  5 j, and politically steered by their terms ul refer- 
ence i.e. principal objects (L-4). Principal objects (L-4) 
provide the rationale for enterprises, while their inter- 
nal priorities (1"- 3 )  recognize .stakeholder interests am1 
so provide poli~ical steering. 

Finally, moving to the lowest two internal levels anti 
compartments: The second level in each case is con- 
ct'rnecl with providing a ilireetioii and maximizing the 

impact of the endeavour, while the first (lowest) level in 

each case is concerned to ensure that it appropri<Ire(r 
adiipts to the immediate situation and handles obstacles 
and opportunities. Movements depenil for their impact 
on activities defined bv principal objects (1-4); while 
internal priorities (1.-3) need to lie chosen to ensure the 
movement is ~ppropri~itciv responding to current issues 
in socicty. Authorities arc effective through their 
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internal priorities (1 -3 )  which broadly endorse (or 
oppose) values and value pressures of different groups 

or  bodies in society. I l{)wever they niitst deterniinc 
their decision, judgement o r  proposal, i.e. strategic 

objectives (1.-2). in a way that is appropriate to the 
immediate situation. r~merpr i~es  choose strategic 

objectives ( L - 2 )  with the aim of maximizing their 
impact: arnl they (Icfho tactical objectives (L-I) to 
handle all exigencies and produce the desired result 
with the availahlc resources. 

With or without conscious design, decisions about 

purposes at each level are of great significance. In prac- 
tice, such decisions demand specialized and complex 

work. This is why distinct work compartments are 

needed. Very specific attitudes and capabilities are 

required if the work of each compartment is to be done 
well. This is why different people are attracted to the 

different types of endeavour and the dilTerent compart- 

ments within them. It is also the source of tensions 
between compartments. 

The five compartments in any autonomous endea- 
vour can be divided into the two upper ones ('the brain 

of the entity') which provide its rationale, enable 
internal and external consensus, and establish it as an 

enduring endeavour; and the three lower levels ('the 
heart of the entity') wtiirh produce results by dealing 
with evolving realities politically, strategically and 

adaptivcly. 

Specifying Duties. In each type o l  autonomous 

endeavour, a degree of separateness exists between the 

compartments - because the type of purpose and 

work in dealing with that purpose is so distinctive. 
Many instances of dysfunction arc due to a failure to 
recognize or to manage this separation. The con- 
sequence is then an undesirable disconnection or  an 
intrusive over-involvement between compartments. A 
means for integrating or inter-connecting the contribu- 
tions of the compartments is evidently necessary. 

Business enterprises arc most accessible to  external 

consultant advisors and investigators, and sympathetic 
to  a redefinition of duties aiid new arrangements which 
seem to be more appropri.itc, effective and efficient. 
Participants in movements, by contrast, are inherently 
resistant to any outsider exerting such influence. 

Authorities are so politically sensitive and bound by 
custom and pr~x'edure that it is difrn-'ult to test out new 
ideas and assess their etlbct . 

Inter-connection of tlw five discrete compartments 
and integration of their outpui can be fostered by 
clarifying the unique work of each compartment and 
ensuring that the principal duties in the different com- 
partments (i.e. the social roles) interlock synergis- 

tically. In defining the duties or work role o l  rompart- 
nicnts, it is natural to start from tlic origin of each in a 

particular lcvcl of purpose. Each conipart~~ient ncccs- 
sarilv has a unique core responsibility o r  duty in regard 

to purposes at that level; but ifthc compartments wv to 
function as a synergistic system, rai~li must also have 
rights (i.e. influence or  authority) .is well as (Iuties in 
regard to purposes handled priinarily by compartments 
defined by the other four levels. All these duties must 
mesh together coherently. So the levels framework can 
be used as a scaffold to specify duties in a systematic way 
and t o  clarify the kind and degree of authority or influ- 

ence each compartment exerts on the various types of 
purposes which constitute the endeavour. 

The main focus of the present account is a clarifica- 
tion of the work to be done in terms of duties, influ- 
ences and an indication of the sort of tasks that flow 

from these. 

A logical matrix pattern of influence emerged for 
each form of endeavour In each case, the rows arc the 
levels of purpose themselves which togelher character- 

ize the autonomous endeavour; and the columns are the 
compartments corresponding to those levels, each of 

which defines a key body and its req~iired role. Each cell 
of the matrix contains a term whirl) ,ittempts to capture 
the essence of the influence to be exerted by that corn- 
partment over purposes at that level. A diagonal pat- 
tern results which is the basis lor developing synergy, 
resolving value conflicts, and ensuring choices are 

ethical. The three matrices are laid out in Master-Table 
38 to enable the types of endeavour to he compared, 

Insiders and Outsiders. Wr have already distin- 
guished the external compartment, wider society, from 
the four internal compartments. A division is also 
needed within the internal compartments. In principle, 
immediate issues and situations can only lie handled by 
decisions on internal priorities and below (i.e. 1.-3 to 
L- 1). So the compartments associated with these levels 

contain the insiders of the organization. (Hairlines are 

used to mark off the insider compartments in Master- 
Table 38.) The insider compartments may be termed 
the endeavour proper because people generally view these 
compartments as being the endeavour. 1 lowever this is 
inaccurate: these compartments only run the endeavour. 

A movement, for example, is <lcpen~lent on a single 

compartment, the grass roots. ['or .in authority, in- 
siders cover two compartments, corresponding to the 

council and its secretariat. An enterprise requires three 

insider compartments which are occupied hy the 
governing, top officer and executant bodies. 

Wider society is inevitably involvt*tl with autono- 
mous endeavours without being committed to any of 
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idealism, continue with a low profile for many years: 
for example. the modern systems movenient. 

The Statistics Movement: Nowadays, we take censuses, 
social research, epidemiological and demographic 
studies, and opinion polls for granted. They seem essen- 
tial to inform us about ourselves. However, prior to the 
17th  century, the systematic collection and analysis of 
facts obout social life was not valued. The transition took 
ploce through the endeavours of a statistics movement. 
This movement drew on cuirent values and trends within 
individualism, utilitarianism, Puritanism, empirical science, 
and the importance of mathematics, and was stimulated 
by political, military, economic and social needs. Public 
health, education and crime came to be of porticulor 

significance as statistics linked itself to an ideology of 
improvement. Statistics became a buzzword in the 
18205, with an etymology related to stotist I= politician, 
statesman] and a vague meaning. Zealots, like Babboge, 
described and counted the most meaningless things and 
set up statistical societies whose principal objects were: 
'to collect, arrange, and publish, facts ... with a view to the 
improvement of mankind'. Slowly values like brevity, 
objectivity, relevance and quantification became domi- 
nant; ond these and others have permeated society far 
more widely than we might think. For example, our notion 
of 'normal' has changed. Originally normol meant the 
opposite of pathological, but aher the 1820s it come to 
mean typical or average. Human nature was less studied 
to clarify virtue and excellence, ond more viewed as an 
exercise in empirical inquiry. Current factual accounts 
were given precedence, even seemed more reel, than 
ideas and ideals which alone have the power to shape 
the way reality evolves. Ex. 12.12 

The Brain of the Movement. The general con- 

sensus tor any movement is to  be found in characteristic 

ultimate values which arc recognized in society generally. 
However, its essential rationale is provided by certain 
specific beliefs or ideologies. Together, these two levels 
form the convictions which provide a stable foundation 
for the movement. The ultimate values engender union 

and foster attempts to spread the word across societies. 
For example, some in the women's movement have 
made attempts, not always welcome, to  breach tribal 
barriers and engage women in societies where appar- 
ently inferior and brutal treatment is part of the custom. 

The independence movement generated by Gandhi 
in India was based on a philosophy of peaceful persua- 
sion and non-violence; whereas independence move- 
ments elsewhere have been built around a philosophy 01 
Marxism and militancy. Movements easily generate dis- 
tinctive ideological splits or internal condensations: 
worker or labour movements, for example, have 
developed communist, socialist, o r  social democrat 
tendencies in different countries. When such splits 
occur within one country the base of the movement is 
weakened, and it becomes less effective. 

Values - Autonomy 

Existing convictions in society naturally affect movc- 
ments. Anti-war movements, for example. tend to be 

rejected or  proscribed where war is glorified. Similarly, 
the feminist movement which ilepnuls on convictions 

about justice ,ind equality does not c,iicli fire in societies 
where egalitarianis111 is alien. 

Movements tap into a latent utopianism in people. 

The core convictions are associated with the feeling that 
no change is beyond the bounds of possibility. As a 
result, people become active within the movement 
with no appreciation of what the realities of success are 
or how their desired values might br  worked through in 
practice. A recent account ofthe handling of money and 
monetary transactions in a text of New Age economics 

seemed to assume that greed, fraud and fear will be 
things of the past. 

The Heart of  the Movement. All movements tap 
into current social values - the need for personal 
security, the need for food, the need tor work &c - 
because these play a large part in inducing people to 
notice it and join. For political support to be spon- 
taneously forthcoming, the movement must target 

everyday ordinary personal and comniunal needs. Con- 

victions within the movement can only become real 
when understood in terms of such social needs. 
Exploration and discussion of the ideas can then occur 

unselfconsciously in arguments and gossip about every- 

day life. Social values ensure that movements arc part of 
the society that is to be transformsl, and not alien or 
external to it. 

Movements ma.iimize impact by generating activities 

and organizations whose principal objects are dedicated 

to  forwarding or  embodying the new ideals. As a 
general rule, as long as the ideology is adhered to, 
movement .ictivists tend to feel free to  ignore social 
rules and are liable to d o  anything that furthers the 
movement. The wish to  retain general support restrains 
excesses. Usually the most urgent object is to increase 

the popular base, but this may be difficult to achieve if 
social values have not been effectively evoked or ifjudi- 
rial and other authorities are opposed to the new ideas. 

Movement activities, whether based on increasing 

membership or promoting the values, demand a degree 
of organization. Management is too strong a term to 
apply to  a movement. because any organizing of activi- 
ties must take account of the fact that all participation is 
voluntary and spontaneous. The activities serving a 

movement vary somewhat according to its nature. 

Millcnarian movements which reject the present 
society as evil may take an active or revolutionary 

approach liy organizing demonstrations, rallies. 
marches. sit-ins, petitions, civil disobedience or  violent 
confrontations. By contrast, millcnarian movements 
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which are n~essianic may organize pcoplc to gather 
psivelv,  note signs of impending cIoo111, perform 

ntkials, withdraw fro111 daily life, engage in fasts, and 

await social transformation through divine intervention. 

The success of anv movement in terms of wirier 
society can be assessed by the incorporation of its values 
in the climate o F  thought: which means things like new 
attitudes, new beliefs, new interests. new preference-., 
and new activitiCs In this process, the values must 
become incorporated within society's guardian institu- 
tions: which means things like new laws, new social 
policies. new political parties, new mapzines. nvw 
religious sects, and new academic disciplines. 

In addition, successful movements generate interests 
and attitu~Je.'> that support a n~uhiplidty of organiza- 
tions. These are not necessarily p.ir~ o l the  movement, 

but they are evidence of its hold on people. Modern 
political movements tend to generate organizations of 
all types, especially ideological, sectional, evangelical 
and reforming bodies. Many movements spawn cus- 

tomer-centred organizations as well. The new- 

agC movement, for example, lias generated tens of 

thousands of businesses: health groups, training 
oi-ganizations. therapy institutes. martial arts te.iching. 
fitness centr1.s. dance events, arts organizations. 
publishing houses, book-shops, festivals, clothes firms, 
health food shops, whole-lboil restaurants, alternative 
technology projects, ethical investment societies, and 

so on. 

The pressures and opportunities o l  the moment 

must be tactically handled by the movement. In other 

words, its priorities are not chosen primarily to rccon- 
d i e  different interest groups or to accord with the 
rationale of the movement. Instead. they must be appro- 

priat* adapted to the immediate prc-ssures arul oppor- 
tunities. In determining foci for action, expedience is 

essential. ]-or example, if a government is about tu 
decide on a major arms purchase, those in a peace 

movement may feel it the right time to mount rallies to 
provoke media coverage and to stiinulate people to re- 
consider their values and bring pressure on the govern- 
ment. Sometimes it may be prefi.-rable to do nothing. 

For example, the peace movement was prominent in its 
opposition to intervention in the gullwar with Iraq, but 
\vas conspicuouslv silent in relation to  interventions in 
the civil war in Bosnia and Somalia. 

Priorities, bcini; values, tired 10 conform to the 
movement's higher values as well. So ihose in a non- 
violent movement prefer to lie overcome bv forcc 
rattier than use violent tactics. In this \vay. they para- 
doxically affirm the value of the ~ n o v r m ~ n t  in their 
moment of defeat. S i m i l ~ r l ~ .  the women's n~oven~t-ni 
may employ women tor an activity even ifavailable men 

arc better suited to the task. Such choices would he 
inappropriate in conventional enterprises. 'I'he urge to 

principle over practicality is \vhy movement 
activists on g o ~ ~ * r n i n g  boilies o r  in executive posts can 
b . . .  c 30 irritating. 

The Politics of Being Green: The green movement ideo- 
logy abhors ihe factionolism. procedural regulation. 

leadership and compromise essential to success 
in modern doy party politics. So Greens in the UK, 
Germany and elsewhere hove had difficulty in ollowing 
a p r t y  mochine to develop ond function pioperly. The 
German Greens were split between the 'Reolos' who 
recognized the need for porty politics, and the 'Fundis' 
who sow ony compromise as fatally corrupting. The point 
is thot o politicol party may emerge from ihe ideology of 
o movement and oitrac! many of its members, but the two 
ore no1 ihe same. The movement if i t  is to succeed. must 
stay true to the nature of movements - ideolfy leaderless. 
spontaneous and egolitonan. By the same logic, o  pol^^^- 
col porty, if it is to succeed, must be true to the noture 01 
political parties - ideally charism~ticoll~ led and well- 
disciplined. The Green movemeni has successfully 
chonged the way the world thinks, and has certainly in- 
fluenced the policies of mainstream political ponies 
although no1 to the degree desired by its paiticiponts 

Ex. 12.2 

The practicalities of social life during or  following 
the successful remodelling of socicty by the movement 
arc not the proper responsibility of the movement. 
Strategic and tactical objectives lie outside the realm of 
value choices which define its work. So the success o r  

tailure of any particular social policv or  political party 
or any other enterprise spa\\ned by the movement is 

not in itsella reflection on the movement. 

People arc irreversibly changed by participation in a 
movement, even if it collapses and society itself docs 
not change significantly. So movements foster tribalism 
and the formation of sub-cultures which control 
language, dress, manners, friendships, and activities. 
Icnp1c deeply committed to a movement may wish to  
live togethir within a neighbourhood. often form 

associ.itions, .ind mav segregate into factions within 
existing urgatiizdtions. 

Organizing t he  Movement. Values are intangible 
possessions which only c o n ~ e  into existence when 
people Freely and unself-consciouslv own them. 
Ultimate values which arc the source of consensus are 

purely experiential and imaginative, and value systems 

(iileology, beliefs, princ:iples) which provide distine- 
tivem~ss are in this situation a personal matter. So move- 
ments lack sharp, socially controlled boundaries and 
they reaililv absorb all who instinctively fbel part ol' 
them. Such people are known as the grass r o o t s .  As 
more and more people are inspired by  the movement, 
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it slowly gathers force and becomes a (IilTuse but  

recognizable social body capable o f  generating change. 

Anv movement is first and last a grass roots pheno- 

menon. So it must be built on the equality o f  all 

members. Nt~vertheless, unless there is a certain degree 

o f  differentiation and a minimum amount o f  organiza- 

tion, the movement cannot get started. cannot spread, 

and cannot produce change. Movements which attempt 

to  avoid all organization usually have an anarchist o r  

mystical ideology and invariably fail. The Spanish 

peasant revolts i n  the early 20111 Century showed a 

wildfire contagion o f  ideas, even among the illiterate. 

an effortless and apparently spontaneous unanimity o f  

action and the deep conviction that an apocalyptic 

utopian change was inevitable - yet they collapsed 

under routine police c ~ n t r o l . ~  

Resistance movements in occupied countries clearly 

reveal the use o f  informal organization, because parti- 

cipation is proscribed and members are hunted down 

and punished, often by death. Too nwch  organization 

makes such rllovements vulnerable. Separate cells, 

informal networks o f  communication, spontaneous 

support, and deep convictions arc essential for the 

spread o f  resistance activities and the survival o f  its 

members. 

It is essential to recognize that the conventional dis- 

ciplined orgaiiization suited to a political party, pres- 

sure group or business is quite inappropriate to  a 

movement. A movement develops a characteristic form 

o f  organization which requires its own distinctive style 

o f  nianagemcnt. Its basic entity is die cell. preferably of 

between S -  3 0  people. 

Cells operate in  an intensely personal, idiosyncratic 

and participatory way. As a result, they may Iorm.  fuse 

and dissolve in  a bewildering fashion. Coordination 

between and within cells is rudimentary because peer 

pressure and force o f  personality provide most o f  the 

control. The main aim o f  the cell is to  affirm the niove- 

merit's values. Only consciousness-raising and rather 

simple activities arc necessary to  do this. The setting o f  

strategic and tactical objectives is alien t o  movements, 

so ideas o f  efficiency and expertise are unnecessary. 

Attempts to introduce systems and procedural control 

are rejected because they gem-rate undesirable in- 

equalit! and feel oppressive and wrong. Cells may 

develop within existing institutions - i n  the church, in 
the professions, in the civil service - but when cells 

become formalized as associations, they are i n  danger o f  

becoming inward-looking and losing their focus on 
wider society. Each cell links, at least loosely, wi th  

other cells i n  the hope o f  achieving territorial coverage. 

Such groups may have labels like: chapter, division. 

sector. However, cells can and do emerge inclepen- 

dently o f  these, overlapping territorially and operating 

without links t o  others. 

So movement activists who try to use executive-led 

enterprises as their model are likely to cause aggrava- 

tion and waste their own and others time and energy. 

I t  is probably natural that the more reflective partici- 

pants become distressed at the seemingly inevitable dis- 

array and factionalism. and the time and effort that goes 

into managing intense emotions and group processes. 

Elite activists tend to  f e d  that they can and should con- 

trol  the movement. Thcy art, liable to act as if the 

central organization they create and sustain is synony- 

mous w i th  the movement as a whole. Despite their talk 

o f  equality and autonomy. they coerce and denigrate 

others. These and other misunderstandings are illus- 

trated i n  Ex. 12.3 which describes an active phase o f  the 

women's movement i n  thr USA as reportecl by a 

woman academic and sympathizer. 

NOW: The Notional Orgonizotion for Women (NOW) 
wos the largest ond most prominent orgonizotion within 
the women's liberation movement in the USA. When 
creoted in 1966, it was conceived as o notional action 
body. Although the activists wonted to organize o inove- 
ment, they found themselves initially creating a pressure 
group to change federal policy. They neglected the need 
for widespreud local membership groups. Slowly their 
focus changed and with i t  came disagreements. In 1968, 
the rodicol New York Chopter split off to become The 
Feminists, becouse i t  felt that elitists had token over. At the 
some time, the consewotives formed the Women's Equity 
Action league: ond key lawyers split off to form Humon 
Rights for Women. N O W  moved offices and its first 
employee wos recruited. (By 1973 there were still only 
about 15 paid staff.) In 1969 several conferences were 
held. These were fraught with dissension, back-biting and 
nomecalling, and were adjudged failures. Only ot this 
stage, did the inherent diversity of the movement become 
opporent to h e  leuding figures. Agreement to disagree 
opened the way for anyone to feel part of the organizo- 
tion. However, the reolity still remained thot NOW 
doubted the existence of gross roots support. Its leaders 
feared thot the only outcome of a proposed strike of 
women on 26th August 1970 would be ridicule. In fact. 
the strike succeeded - not becouse of NOW, but 
because ordinory people were reody. As a result, NOW 
was flooded with new members. Many were non-political 
and sought to use membership to explore what being o 
womon in society meant. The old-timers, still seemingly 
unowore of the nolure of movements, viewed the desire 
for personal awareness os o diversion from political 
efforts, and dismissed it as 'a crutch for less developed 
minds'. In fact. the rop groups which were introduced 
proved to be a great success for the movement. 

Ex. 1 2 . 3 ~  

The spontaneous character and informality o f  

organization mean that the evolution o f  movements 

cannot be determined o r  even predicted by its leading 



figures. There is n o  real leader. Only outsidrrs speak of 
leaders, thereby showing their misunderstanding of the 

nature of movrmi,nt bodies. (Sometimes threatened 
political authorities relkr to  ring-leadrrs with its 

pejorative connoutions and the implication that 

followers are ilorilc.) Insiders are typically insistently 

egalitarian. Any attempt to dominate a inoveinent 
demands capture of the official authoritirs, and the 
introduction of elitist and repressive nleasures to  con- 
trol ordinary people. Ienin, for example, made no 
secret ot'his intention to ensure that the revolutionary 
organization (the I'any) was distinct from ; > i d  superior 
to  the revolutioiurv m o v e r n ~ n t . ~  His Party members 
were to  be rxclusivc. disciplined, professional, 

absolutely loyal am1 totally obedient to their eentrali~ed 

leadership. In this way. Marxist-Leninist ideology and 
Partv officials, not ultimate values, bec.ime the final 

arbiter; and tlu- masses that supported the revolu- 
tionary movement were hetraved and oppressed. 

Because each Irvd of value withi11 a movement is so 

different in nature, each tends to lie handled by people 
in different social roles. Ideally, all should .ippcar to be 
exerting leadership because leadership o l  a movement 

is diffuse and can never be properly assigned or  defined. 
Even when a movement identifies one person as its 
originator or crntral and inspiring figure - Lenin for 
the Russian rrvclutiun, Freud for the psyehoaniilytic 
movement. Martin I uthcr King in thr civil rights 
movement - it is not true to say that this person leads 
the movemcnt. No one person or group can claim lull 

responsibility for the movement's direction and suc- 

cess. Nor can any one person or  small group control the 

movement to any substanti.11 degree. This is one of the 

kev was s that a movement Ixxly differs from an enter- . . 
prise organi~ation 

Orgiiiizing a nlovemtbiii rc(1iiires a great deal of 
vi)lunt.iry eITo1-t. The two prime tasks are building 

popular support and intlucnciiig the authorities. '1i1 
pursue thcsr. work needs to lie clone articulating, 

pxplainiiig, promoting, popularizing and documenting 

the signiticancc of the movement. Activities that epitu- 
mixe and spread the movement must be generated, and 

movrmcnt values must lie Iirought into everyday , . life 
where\ t:r possible. 

;ive distinct compartinc~nts, c~orresponding to t h ~  
soci.il roles or types of participation, can be identitied 
in regard to this work: one (4s usual) is outside the 

n~ovemrnt and four are within. Each is based in one of 
the tivr constituent levels of' value. The external role is 
that ol wider .socicr,j which piicrallv recognizes and 

,iffirms those ultimate values on  which the movement is 
~ s r d  iind where consensus is possible. The internal 
rolrs .ire the elites - tlie intellectuals and the 
advocatfi; and the activists - the organizers and the 

grass-roots. The intellectuals are ideologues who sys- 
ten~atizr and affirm the ideas and ideology ofthe inove- 
ment. The adiocaics manage the interface between the 
nlovenient and wider society liv linking movement 
values to present social needs. The organizers stinlulate 
and ni,iii,ige movement activities to swell, strengtlu'n 
and fiirtlier tli? movement. Fin.illv, the grass roots con- 
stitutc and resource the n~ovrincnt and so shape its 
priorities. Above all, thcv give i t  a priority in their own 

life. Although no-orie in a movement is superior to 
those at the grass roots, those in roles in the higher con,- 

partinrnts have the potential to make a greater impact. 

Table 12.1: The necessary inter-relation of  compartmental duties in  a movement. The role of 
each comportment is defined by its column with the core duty in bold type. This matrix is the basis for synergy and 
effectiveness. Note that wider society, though a contextual compartment, plays o significant role in any movement. 
Only the gross roots are true insiders. 

Compartment 
Level 

7: Ultimate 
Values 

6: Value 
Systems 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects 

3: Internal 
Priorities 

Intellectuals Advocates Organizers ; Grass Roots 
Society ; 

Affirm Supporr Promote Reflect on 1 Assume 
I 

, 
Endorse Affirm Support Promote Reflect o n  , I 

1 1 

Debate ', Endorse Affirm Support Promote 
4 , 
I , 
1 , 

Debate Affirm Challenge Endorse Support 
8 I 
I I 

- Challenge Debale Endorse , Affirm 
I I 
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Each of the compartmental roles develops and sus- 

tains values at all levels. Each role's core responsibility 

- core in the sense that without it the movement is 
fatally weakened - lies in its defining level. This duty 
is to affirm the value in each case. But certain respon- 
sihilities at higher or lower levels are also important. To 
maximize synergy, lower level compartments must in 

turn support, promote, reflect on and assume these affirmed 
values; and higher level compartments must in turn 
endorse, debate and challenge the value. A matrix in which 
the rows are the levels of value and the colun~ns arc the 
compartments or social roles clarifies and orders these 

duties: see Table 12.1 (and cf. Master-Table 38). The 
core duties form the main diagonal. and the subsidiary 
duties form parallel diagonals. 

The matrix suggests greater discipline and order than 
a movement often seems to show. Because the duties of 

members of movcmcnts feel essential and natural to 

those involved, there seems to be little distinction 
between describing what people actually do and what 
they should do. In pr.irticc, these duties are largely 

operated (or distorted or  neglected) spontaneously. 
Nevertheless, it is likely that greater self-awareness 
could prevent or limit gross mistakes such as those 
made by NOW in the women's movement (Ex. 12.3). 

Awareness would surely help prevent the intrusion of 

approaches designed to enable the lobbying of politi- 
cians or the running ol"i profitable business. 

'1he matrix does not imply that movement rolcs arc 
hierarchicallyordered in terms of power and control. If 
anything, the compartments form a reverse hierarchy. 
A movement arises in the grass roots and succeeds or 
fails in terms of its captivation of the imagination of 
ordinary people and tlu- dTorts of its organizers. People 

to 1111 all higher level roles can be found I'roiii amongst 
thcse. So we will start the account of movement duties 
at the base level and work upwards. 

Grass roots participants must have a conscious 
commitment to  certain values and beliefs within the 
movement and be prrpared to participate actively 
within it. This is not to say they must be committed 
lull-time, but they must join a cell or group iclentified 

with the movement and they must willingly participate 

in movement activitirs. A movement is not a vague 
spirit but a definitive endeavour: its success depends on 
active members who offer more than simply benign 
approval of the movement's ideals. 

The grass roots are not a mass to  be referred to 
contemptuously as rank-and-tllc, mob, lumpcn-pro- 
Ictariat o r  fodder liach is a distinctive individual: con- 
cerned, excited, involved, proud, interested, and 
con~n~i t ted  to the movement. Each participant is an 
independent force in society pressing hard for social 

change. Each looks for appropriate opportunities to 

affirm and apply the movement's valucs in their deci- 

sions. Such decisions determine the emphasis and focus 
of the movement at any moment in time. There is a 
recognition that change requires individual wills to 
coalesce as a collective will. This demands unity. So 
each participant is expected to support the efforts of 
organizers to set up cooperative efforts and to bring the 

movement and its values to wider public attention. This 
is unproble~~iatic because everyone involvecl in a movc- 
inent is convinced of its exceptional importance and 
feels the eyes of others upon them. So each gives freely 
oftheir time and energy to activities which forward the 
movement. 

Each participant naturally promotes the need for new 
social values because. once these arc widely and freely 

adopted, they powerfully influence priorities used in 

organizations and institutions which are not part of the 

movement. kadi participant spontaneously reflects on 
the ideas of tlie movement, reading relevant literature, 
keeping up with developments, .ind discussing and 
debating progress in ideological terms. As a result, each 

participant talks about the movement in the same 
language of principles, ideas and needs as organizers or 
elites. However small the contribution that each person 

makes to  thC movement, it is recognized as exemplarv. 

a model for others and a message to society. 

~ b v e r n e n t s  may not succeed, but when, like Solicla- 
rity. they do, it becomes evident that ordinary men and 
women are not subject to material necessity, driven by 

selfishness only, o r  constrained by historical laws. 
Ordinary people, it seems, assume the existence of a 

realm of ultimate values - of truth, justice, peace and 
other fornis of absolute goodness - and each person 
possesses tlie capability to tap into these valucs to shape 
their own history and to recletirie their own society. By 
keeping in mind inspiring and exhilarating ultimate 
values, people c.111 avoid being overwhelmed by frustra- 
tion and being demoralized bv repeated setbacks. 

Organizers are the main activists or militants of the 
movement. They emerge from the grass roots and are 

driven partly by a deep dedication to the ideals of the 

movement, and partly by a rage at the way that social 
reality reveals that espoused ultimate values are flouted. 

In most chapters ot'NOW (Ex. 12.3), lor example, the 
number engaged in recruiting people to join the movc- 
ment or in organizing relevant activities was about 
4-0-50 out of400.  

The work to lie done here is to orgiinize a cell or 
network ofcells and manage their activities. Organizers 
emerge on the basis of background. prrsonality and the 
availability of time, rather than as a result of any exper- 
tise. Their most important qualities arc social skills and 
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enthusiasm. Organizers use their voluntary groups to 
do a wide variety of things without any of the usual 

management tools and with nunimum financial support. 

A great deal of organizing work is needed, but it is 

unremuneratcci anil unrecognized. So maintaining cell 

cohesion, momentum, and activity is exhausting. Organ- 
izers in NOW tended to burn out after a few years. 

The organizer's over-riding task is mobilization: the 

principal objects arc to spread the niovement and to 
bring its values t o  the forefront of popular conscious- 
ness. The orgaiiizcr must ~ f f i r n ~  these objects, and the 
grass roots must r,illy around. On this joint cITort, the 
impact ofthe whole niovement depends. Spreading and 
furthering the movenient involves subsidiary objects 

like: forming ever more cells of grass roots niembers. 

linking cells with each other, arranging rallies. convcn- 

ing meetings and conferences, organizing relevant 
services, and writing and publishing news-sheets. Any- 
tiling may be clone which is consistent witti the move- 

ments  ideology. Ideally, organizers recogiiim that they 
have no power to start anything that grass roots 
members are not prepared to accept as natural and 

appropriate. Within movement organizations, the 

greater the spontaneity, the more successful the activity. 

This means that organizers should endorse spontaneous 
preferences and situational priorities of the grass roots 
coniprising the cell 

Bringing the movement to wider society means that 
organizers must support the new social values and 
oppose existing unjust values through devising and 
arranging things like protests, press releases, street 

marches, public debates, campaigns. or syn~bolic 
activities (like draft card burning or local strikes). II 
social values arc not sensitively handled, such political 
activities may not lie acceptable to  the grass roots and 
may be condemned or blocked by the .iuthorities. 
Organizers must reconcile the aspirations o f  the move- 
ment with the actual possibilities for action in society as 
it exists. If certain bounds are over-stepped, members 
will drift avvay, social support will be lost, and the 

authorities will turn against the movement rather than 
tracking it more o r  less sympathetically. 

Organizers unfailingly promote the movement's ideas 
and, if these h a ~ e  I)ecn \veldcd into an i(lcology, tila! 
allow theniselves to be svstematically inrloctrinatetl. In 
turn, they help the grass roots learn about the move. 

rnent and reflect on its underpinning ideas. I lowever, to 
use the ideology effectively and ensure that society's 
sanction is not lost, organizers need to m.ike an elTorc 
to  reflect on the underl~itig ultimate values. Only in this 
vvav, can they keep working within the spirit o l  their 
movement and harness energies released bv related 
movements. 

Advocates for the movement seek to manage the 
political interface between grass roots activities and 
wider society. To those not involved, a movement, 
being .I Form of rebellion, seems initially puzzling and 

unnatural, even threatening. So i t  is essential that some 
people take on the task ofexplaining, in an easily under- 

stanclablr way, why the movement has enierged, what it 
means lor people and society, and why the old order 
must be replaced. Advocates arc primarily concerned 
to explain the historical roots of the movenient, to 
publicize its achievements and to !ffirrn that it addresses 
real social needs. They seek to persuade people to 
reject tin- old order by arguing that the proposed social 
cliangcs will bring benefits to all. Some movement 
activities may be particularly distressing or confusing to 

outsiders. Advocates must explain these and endorse the 

need for activism in general. Advocates must also 

support the movenients ideology positively, explaining 
these beliefs persuasively to the general public in 

addresses, magazine articles and televised debates. 
Advocates also speak to the grass roots, interpreting 
wider social reactions and communicating the achieve- 
ments and problems of the niovement. 

Advocates promore the ~iltimate values of the move- 

ment, perceiving that the public is always open to 

hearing about the way these arc failing to operate in 
society. '['hose people who i,an communicate the ideals 
and visii~iiciry aspects of the movrmcnt most clearly and 

inspiringly are charismatic and arc liable to be treated as 
celebrities or gurus. Aclvocates, in their writings and 
public lectures, debate the shifting priorities of the 

movenient as set by the grass roots. Heavily committed 
and involved as they are, charismatic advocates tend to 

want to push the niovement in a particular direction. As 

a result, advocates tend to liylit amongst themselves and 
lnrrn lktions. 

The better advocates encourage many to flock to tlic 
movement and come to gain the respect of the authori- 
ties. In political movements, such advocates gravitate to 

political leadership positions or find then~selves in 

negotiating roles. Lcch Walcsa and Vaclav Havel even- 
tuallv In'carne I'residents of their countries. Pctra Kelly 

was the big international star of the German greens, 
winning sympathy even from Germans who found her 
ideas sillv or dangerous. However, such prominence is 
not egalitarian and tends to be viewed with suspicion by 

the grass roots. In their eye;., the advocate's task 
remains to popularize and support the movement 

laitl~fully as it evolves, and not to seek to direct, control 
or negotiate. Petra Kelly, for example, was voted oSt'tl1e 
'arty executive for 1983-84 despite what she had 
achieved in getting Greens elected to  the Bundestag in 
1983. 
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Intel lectuals  in the movement have a duty to 

develop and systcmatixc the ideas, beliefs and themes of 

the movement so as to form a coherent ideology. Such 
a doctrine can be elaborated, improved, studied and 
taught. Alternatively intcllectuals niay introduce and 
adapt a pre-existing ideology for the movement. 

Intellectuals emerge from the general public as well as 
from more likely sources which include academics, 
churchmen, lawyers and politicians. 

The prime du? of intellectuals is to affirm a value 

system lor the movement. Without this contribution 

from intellectuals. the convictions on which the niove- 
ment depends tend to lack solidity and shape. A dearth 
of clear ideas and understandable principles gives the 

grass roots great difficulty in becoming self-aware and 
leads to the movement becoming amorphous and ill- 
defined in the public view. If such a situation develops, 

organizers lack a clear justification for their activities; 
and advocates sound less compelling. In other words, 
the more coherently, consistently and clearly a set of 

beliefs or theoretical framework is expressed, the 
greater the potential force of the movement. 

Naturally, intellectuals support the ultimate values. 
Mannheim emphasized the significance of the 'socially 
unattached intelligentsia' like novelists, dramatists and 
actors, who are not tied into secure positions and 

incomes which induce conformity to the status 
Such people can often contribute artistic creations 

which capture and evoke the spirit of the movement. 
Intellectuals are also the only group that can effectively 

endorse the new social values. They are not only capable 

of developing new approaches to  social issues using the 
movement's ideology as the basis, but they also have the 
knowledge and skills to penetrate the authorities and 

governn~ent, exposing their weaknesses and influen- 

cing their output in favour of the movement. They may 

also contribute in a practical way by debating movement 
activities in their lectures, pamphlets and books, and 
reflecting on the likelihood of successful social change. 
Because they take a cerebral perspective and tend to be 

disconnected from mass action, intellectuals alone have 
the capacity to challenge the shifting priorities of the 
movement as determined by the grass roots. 

Intellectuals frequently trace the origin and evolu- 
tion of movement ideas and put theni in historical 

perspective. In this process, intellectuals sometimes 
seem to over-value their own role. Governments and 
authorities arc eventually compelled to deal with a 
thriving movement, and they do so in part by putting its 
intellectuals in positions of power. In other words, the 
establishment treats theni as able to speak for the niove- 

ment and they collude out of hope,  ride, ignorance or 
self-interest. Sharp-eyed academic observers have 

recogni~.ed how intellectuals (much like then~sclves) 

betray their principles and integrity. Slowly they 

become a professional oligarchy, lose contact with the 
grass roots, use power for their own ends, and abandon 
their Minor reforms may occur, but 
institutionalization and bureaucratization dissipate 
popular pressures for transformation. 

Wklcr soc ie ty  forms the context for the niove- 

nlent and is its explicit target. Support and tolerance 

from people outside the movement are essential for any 
success. Existing authorities and organizations judge 

the strength and significance of the movement and 
decide how to respond in the light of their own vision. 
The essential dutv of society is to  recognize and a//Irrn 
(or repudiate and reject) the ultimate values which are 
the essential justification of the movement. Above all, 

evil must be prevented. The appalling Catholic 
Inquisition, for example, developed in part to deal with 
a religious movement which was at its root anti-life." 

The next requirement is that the beliefs and ideo- 
logies used to structure and sustain the movement arc 
not just tolerated but positively endorsed. Rejection of 
key ideas or the ideology as a whole means that the 
movement is unlikely to thrive For example, neo- 
fascist movements and communist movements are 
often intensely detested or even banned in countries 

just liberated from repressive regimes underpinned by 
these ideologies, just as democratic movements vvere 

previously suppressed by those regimes. 

Elites may work t o  get bills introduced in the legis- 

lature not because they expect them to pass into law, 

but because this forces discussion and conditions people 
to the values of the movement. Court cases niav be 

instituted or reports conlmissioned for similar reasons. 
Such activities only work if they arc reported in the 

media. So it seems that wider society has a duty to 

debate the social needs or problems which sparked the 
movement. After all, perhaps the movement docs have 
a contribution to make to the community. Debate 
should occur within the political arena where the pros 
and cons and implications and consequences can be 
freely argued. If movements are to flourish. society 
requires arrangements allowing free association, free 

con~n~unication and free publication. 

As for the activities of a movement, wider society 

usually challenges them. The activities are not so much 
viewed as unacceptable as unnecessary or  extreme. 
Demonstrations and rallies do, inevitably, cause disrup- 
lion. The challenge is expressed both publicly in the 
media and in parliament, and privately in everyday 
conversations at home and at work. In this way, all 
members of the public can engage with the movement 
and can assess its strength and significance. However, 
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CULTURE-CHANGE 
Organizing a Movement in an Organization 

*Culture-change is best handled via o movement with a welldefined ideology which is installed by willing 
self.indoctrination. The aim is for the alien to become natural and the necessary to become beneficial. The 
movement usuolly needs to be instigated and facilitated by the official leadership. 

*Stoff must become the gross roots. this means that they must have o sense that the present situation is 
intolerable or dangerous and personally selfdamoging. They are helped to change if they con see that a new 
beginning is needed based on more enlightened i/olues. It should be evident to all that eveiyone has to 
change, including the people at the top. 

*Stoff cannot be trained in volues. Self-indoctrination depends on genuine participation. Staff must be 
engaged by allowing them to examine the new ideas and leaving them free to make sense of them from their 
perspective and in their situation. Each person must consider what issues new values raise, what changes 
they imply, what obstacles exist and what sorts of things need to be done to pursue them. Argument and 
debate should be encouraged and constructive opposition openly welcomed. Unless the ideas are struggled 
with personally, the needed internalization will never occur. 

*In the very act of exploring participatively, the movement develops and new ideas start to become 
internalized. The rather full documents that often emerge from participative reflection must be summarized. 
disseminated and discussed widely, rather than being classified, filed and forgotten. A multiplicity of new 
initiatives must be launched and tracked. Demonstrations of success must be enabled and trumpeted. 

*Everyone must be viewed as able to amplify the new ideas by affirming necessary social values, defining 
principal objects and setting priorities in their own area of responsibility. What should not be generated by 
discussions is o simple 'to do' list. If staff just define outcomes or tasks, they will be completed and forgotten. 
The aim of group events is to activate personal aspirations and duties as a way of engaging with the new 
ideas. People can then consider and reshape whatever it is they are intending to do in on indefinite future. 

*Chompions emerge at all levels during such transitions. These organizers should be fostered ond 
reworded. A small organization development team should learn about the new ideology and become 
comfortable with its language and principles so they con act as odvocotes. An intellectual is also required: 
possibly an outside consultant. 

*When obstacles emerge, they must be directly confronted in o positive non-critical way. The aim is not 
so much to trouble-shoot or bong heads together as to use the situation to learn, to develop staff and to 
symbolize the necessity of the new ideos. There is nothing like ignoring overt failure or expediently rejecting 
values to bring culture-change into disrepute. 

*Consistency is particularly important because it is an indicator of whether the change is genuine. During 
the early intense phase of value installation, any oher new ideas, policies or projects should be developed 
to fit with the new culture. As always, expediency and opportunism remain essential - but only within and 
through the new volues. 

*Senior monogers with their control over pay and promotion have an influence which cannot be ignored. 
Ideally, each should be engaged in a personal development process. 

*Even if there is personal benefit from adopting the new values, people find it a struggle. They view the 
new ideas through the prism of existing values and subtly misunderstand what is being attempted. They feel 
disconcerted and awkward in applying the volues and cannot envisage success. Without assistance, they 
act in ways which confirm the uselessness of the entire effort. Inevitably some will be unable to adapt. These 
few need to be replaced by new managers whose record and attitude show that they ore positively disposed 
to the new ideos. Existing induction ond training programmes must be reviewed and re-standardized in the 
light of the new ideas. 

*Continuity is also important, so a regular open and honest review of progress is necessary. At least 2 
years is required for the benefits of a movement to show. People can only sustain interest and involvement 
disconnected from immediate tasks over such a lorg period if they ore kept in touch with developments. So 
internal communications about changes which give the same message to all must be developed and kept 
quite distinct from management briefings. 

Box 12.1'~ 
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the priorities of the movement, the choices of parti- 
cular cells and the choices niacle by grass roots meni- 

bers in their personal lives, remain wholly internal to  

the movement and arc not a matter for wider society. 

In successful movements, tlie emergence of new 
social values generates widespread sympathy which 
encourages people to join and leads the authorities to 
take the movement's concerns srriously. Success of the 
movement hinges on this process because if new ideas 
become then we may say that society itself is 

changed. It is then only a matter of time before institu- 

tions, policies and organizations change to take account 

of that popularity. 

Movements in Organizations. Because organi- 
zations and associations contain (secondary) com- 
niunities, it is quite possible t o  have a movement within 

an organization. In the Anglican church, for example. 
there are distinct movements for and against the 

ordination of women. evangelical niovenients, and 

fundamentalist movements. These have all the qualities 

of the popular movements just dcscribrd and arc 

stimulated by related movements in wider society. 

Large businesses which want to transform their 
cultures nerd to recognize that this can only be fully 
achieved through an internal movement. This propo- 
sition has several important iniplications. Above all, it 
means that all culture change must be based in un- 

ambiguous and convincing visions and ideals. People 
will only change values and own new values on behalf of 

the organir.ition if these transcend all divisions and are 
unarguably rooted in what is good - i.e. in ultimate 
values. The use of a movement also puts a sharp limit on 
the amount of top-down instruction and education t h ~ t  
is possible o r  necessary. The movement in an organiza- 

tion must spread spontaneously among the grass roots 
o lan  organization, just as it does within wider society. 

Otherwise there is no niovernent. And if Acre is no 

movement, then there can be no fundamental changc. 
Unlike rnovrmcnts in society, where the government is 

almost wholly reactive, a movement within an 
organization needs to be supported and facilitated by 

top management. 

Top management can facilitate movements as long .is 
two apparently contrasting principles are accepted. The 

first involves recognizing that movements assume 
people have a dignity, a sense of responsibility, and an 
enthusiasm for what is good irrespective of their formal 
position. The second point is that systematic work on 

the culture is essential: otherwise the movement will 
not be properly linked to an organization's vision and 
inimcdiatc circumstances. Any management event o r  
process must simultaneously be based in what the 
organization is about anil must value and respect stall'. 

In much training and management consultancy, one or 
both of these recluirements are absent. 

To progress the internal movenicnt, the importance 

of personal initiative must be kept paraniount. This 
depends largely on rapid communication and easy dis- 
cussion throughout the organization. In our project 
work, we help orchestrate small anil large events with a 
niaximum degree of reflective p,irticipation. Senior 
managers are encouraged to permit free expression of 
anxieties, disagreements and confusions which are 

intrinsic to genuine value change. We encourage 

developnient of large numbers of internal champions 
who spread the word and act as facilitators. As cham- 

pions emerge, crusades and campaigns develop, and 
awareness grows. Slowly the spirit and atmosphere of 

the organization change. Worthwhile business activity 
can then be suggested, supported and evaluated by 
shop-floor stall and niiddle managers, not simply 

driven coercively by the board and its top management. 

(See Box 12.1 for more details.) 

Limitation. A movement is potmtially the most 

powerful independent force in society, but it is also the 
least manageable. So it tends to frighten people. 
Nevertheless, despite their rebellious quality, move- 

ments are not necessarily quirky or sensational. Despite 
their utopianism, they arc not necessarily unrealistic. 
An effective movcnicnt needs to be handled in a 

serious, creative and responsible way with its grass 

roots being patient, dedicated and diligent. However, 
even .i successful and thoughtful movement cannot 
itscll carry out the detailed modifications to society 

which its values demand. 

While society changes, social stability must l)e niain- 

taincd. So the extent an11 pace of the movement's in- 
fluence on social institutions needs to be sensitively 

tempered. The claims of people in the thrall oI'a move- 
ment need to be responded to, interpreted. even 

curtailed as its significance is digested. These claims, 

essentially, affirmations o f  the priority of the rnovc- 
ment's values or coniplaints about decisions which con- 
flirt with those values, need to be authoritatively 
handled. Recourse to  courts or parliament is too 
expensive, complicated .mil time-consuming. It is 

necessary to set up independent authorities to prc- 

servc, clarify and modulate society's current values; 
and it is to tliese that we now turn. 

G-52: An Authority 

Nature. In modern complex societies, special 
bodies need to be established and assigned autonomy 
spedl'ically to protect current and rvoKing values. The 
community and its individual members find their values 
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under threat from two directions: Ironi moven~ents 

which propose new untried values, and from indivi- 

duals or organizations (including government depart- 
merits) which seek to ignore customs, ethics or 
sensitivities. Without breaking the lain,. some people. 
perhaps ahead or behind the times, may do things which 
most others feel undesirable or out o l  keeping. More 
seriously, businesses may engage in potentially exploits- 
tivc, victimizing, offensive or otherwise harmful prac- 
tices while still apparently within the law. 

In any case, it is neither desirable nor possible to have 

recourse to the law to determine all rights and wrongs 
(cf. Ch. 9). Many value-based disputes need to be 
settled by use of custom and current practice and kept 
firmly outside the judicial sphere. Similarly, when the 
way forward for a government is not clear, independent 
guidance from a specially consiitutcd public body is 

often helpful. Independent authorities are social bodies 

lesigned to meet these necds. Sometimes they are 

called regulators, supervisors or tribunals. ' I  

The function of an authority is to preserve existing 
values and to apply them authoritatively to particular 
situations. Their essential output is a decision or 
recommendation, The workings of authorities stabilize 
society because these bodies not only articulate and 
e b r i t j  current values in the course o l  their work, but 

~ l s o  modulate them in response to soci,il pressure. 

Authorities can never be set up through a personal 
initiative. They arc all dependent lor their existence 
on instituting bodies which arc representative in some 
way. This body is usually either tin- government, a 

membership association or  the main organizations in 

an industry. All are legitimated to act by their concern 
for the public interest. The instituting body should 

ensure that the authority is adequately funded, sensibly 

staffed, and properly functioning. To serve the public 

interest, authorities must be seen to be independent 
in relation both to government and to private enter- 

[irises. Independence refers here to freedom from 
interference in their daily work - - their policies and 
activities - not to who sets them up or how their out- 
put is handled. Not surprisingly, non-representative 

totalitarian and authoritarian regimes ensure all 
authority is de facto an extension of government. In 
democratic societies, conflicts of interest or any 
appearance of such conflicts in the membership of 
authorities should be studiously avoided to maximize 

confidence in their performance. 

All authorities arc themselves s1x-i'ializcd rcpresen. 
tcitivC bodies: 'specialized herause tin-y are focused on 
specific domains or activities; 'rcprrsimtativc because 
thcy arc expected to be devoted to the public intere-it. 
So they require a combination of technical expertise or 

practical experience together with an acknowledged 
feel for the relevant social values. Expertise expected in 

the Charity Commission differs sharply from that 

required of the Royal Fine Arts Coininission which 
differs again from tliat of the Securities and Invcstnu'nts 
Board. (These and subsequent examples arc- from tlie 
U K ,  but counterparts exist in other developed coun- 
tries in many cases, although the labels arc highly 
variable.) 

Deve lopment .  In the absence of spccilically 

designed authorities, many disputes enter the political 

arena dragging government ministers and civil servants 
inappropriately and inefficiently into things which arc 

better left to experienced people to  handle. The elli-ct 
is to clutter political debate and slow down organiza- 
tional decision-making. So where there are rogul.ir <ind 

repeated instances uf value-based disputes over routine 

decisions o r  strategies, a distinctive authority needs to 

be set up. Almost any area of social life may demand 
regulation in this way. The only criterion is whether an 

individual's o r  an organization's judgements o r  action;. 
touches deeply on the public interest. The public inter- 
est mav be activated bv the effect of a decision for a 
single person (r g about parole or a tax appeal) or on a 
community matter (e.g the removal of a public 
monumeni or tlic- monopolistic po\\er of a company). 

Of coursr, i t  is not necessary or desirable to create 

authorities at every possible opportunity. Authorities 

should only lie set up in response to  (or in expectation 
of) a flow otsocially problematic and politically clisrup- 
tive situations. They often mark the emergence of a 

new value or new social den~ands or severe communal 
stresses. Authorities do not evolve easily because thcy 

are either a product of statute or a con~plex conlpro- 

mise of interests. Some authorities have a natural lit& 
span. The New Towns Stiff Con~mission, lor example, 

was set up in 1976 to safeguard the interests of staff 

affected by tlie transfer of housing and related assets 
from development corporations to District Councils. 
I'hesc transl>rs, which began in 1978, were completed 
by 1986 and tlu- authority was subsequently wound up. 
Other authorities have a far more turbulent history (cf. 

Ex. 12.4). I f  their functioning fails to keep pace with 
social changes, thcy become unable to  prevent issues 
entering the political arena and seem outdated or 0111 of 
step. This is manifested by the government o r  private 

organirations lx~rsistently refusing to accept their advice. 
Evinti~iilly tlwy arc wound up and new authorities we 
constituu~il, 

Regulating Racial Discrimination: To advise on racial dis- 
criminalion, ihe Notional Committee for Commonwealth 
Immigronts [NCCI) was set up in 1966 as o non-statutory 
body chaiied by the Archbishop of Canterbury and using 



a variety of Advisory Panels staffed by experts. In 1968, 
the Government hurriedly passed an Act designed to deol 
with Asians fleeing to the UK from Idi Arnin's Kenya. The 
NCCI clashed strongly with the government over the 
contents of that Act. This led to the Race Relations Act 
( 1968) replacing the NCCI by two statutory bodies: the 
Race Relations Board (RRB) and the Community Relations 
Commission 1CRC1. The RRB represented the low enforce- . . 
men1 and compliance aspects of the legislation; and the 
CRC was expected to promote good community relations 
by a voriely of means and odvise the government on 
request and at will. Racial problems continued and i t  was 
evident that new powers of formal investigation of 
individual complaints and indirect discrimination were 
required. As a result, a new Race Relations Act ( 1  976) 
was passed which, among other things, replaced these 
two bodies with a single Commission for Racial Equality 
ICREI Ex. 1 2 . 4 ' ~  

Coverage. The typical issue to be addressed by any 
authority is whether a particular decision ofa  person or 
firm, o r  a particular social outcome (flowing from 

independent decisions of many people) accords with 
current social values. If it does so, it is right. If it does 

not, then at the very least this must be noted and pub- 
licized. It is, of course, utterly inipossible, and it would 

be grossly intrusive for an independent body to monitor 
any or every decision or outcome in social life. This 
would make a mockery of autonomy in enterprises. 
Instead, authorities examine particular matters which 

self-evidently need to he handled publicly. Then rele- 
vant bodies in the area note the result and (ideally) 

niodify their behaviour and attitudes accordingly. 

Some authorities may initiate their own investiga- 

tions in response to general public concern as expressed 
in the nieclia or parliament (e.g. The Royal Fine Arts 
Commission, Commission for Racial Equality). Others 
must wait for a referral from a private individual, a 
government minister, another agency, o r  some com- 
bination of these (e.g. tribunals and most complaints 

authorities). 

Comnlonly, the judgement of the authority does not 

lead to automatic compliance by either government 
o r  private firms. For example, the Monopolies and 
Mergers Commission recently recomniended dismant- 
ling the anti-competitive practices in the brewery 
business which disadvantaged publicans and customers. 
However the minister bowed to the industry lobby and 
refused to implement it fully. l 3  Newspapers commonly 
comply in a half-hearted way to rulings by press com- 
plaints authorities. A gross violation on the front page 

of a newspaper may lead to a perfunctory small para- 
graph of apology- published on an inner page several 
months after the event. Naturally, the persistence of 
such evasive responses leads to  a general dissatisfaction 
with the authority (or at least its powers). 
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Authorities are often involved in balancing the views 
of an individual and an organization, They may authori- 

tatively uphold an organization's perspective on prac- 

tical grounds. For example, almost two-thirds of the 
I ,  1 18 complaints in the Press Complaints Coniniission 

Annual Report of May 199 1 related to the accuracy of 
reporting, and many of these were (in the Commission's 
view) 'an inescapable consequence of die speed at which 
newspapers have to be produced'. O n  the other hand, 
where authorities are expected to  raise communal stan- 
dards (e.g. anti-discrimination bodies currently), they 
may lie able to act vigorously on behalf of individuals 
e.g. carrying the costs of taking organizations to court. 

. . I he work of an authority may lie performed pri- 

marily by investigating and reporting (e.g. anti-cartel 
authorities), by judging customary handling of cases 
(eg.  appeals tribunals), by proposing coinniuiiity 

changes (e.g. commissions for aesthetic development), 
by granting individual applications (e.g. licensing 
authorities), by advising governmental authorities (e.g. 

parole boards), by inspecting socially sensitive busi- 
nesses (e.g. bank supervisors), by assessing complaints 

(e.g. press councils), by proposing policy or legislation 
(e.g. equality boards), by evaluating public com- 
munications (e.g. censorship authorities). by control- 
ling a legal status (e.g. registration commissions), by 
determining remuneration in the absence of a workable 
market (e.g. pay review boards for special groups like 

judges), by deciding payments for personal disruption 

(e.g. compensation boards). In most cases, authorities 
are required t o  perform a mix of  these activities: 
variously adjudicating, inspecting, reviewing, pro- 

tecting, advising and proposing according to their remit 
and the particular situation they need to handle. 

The Brain of t h e  Authori ty .  Each authority gets 
its mandate and legitimacy from certain beliefs, usually 

ethical rules and principles, that are widely held in 
society. Here lies the source of the general consensus 

which permits its independent operation. Neither 

ordinary people nor governments can sensibly turn to 
or  respect an authority if they do not take these under- 
lying ideas for granted. For example, regulation of 
financial practices requires more than a sense that 
honesty and truthfulness are good things. It demands 
consensus on an ethically-based theory of market oper- 
ation, contractual obligation and so on. In many indus- 
tries, the needed philosophy is summed up in an 
explicit code -a statement of good practice, minimum 
standards, or code of ethics. Such documents then pro- 
vide the regulatory authority with a definitive frame of 
reference. For example. the Press Complaints Com- 
mission is charged with enforcing a code of practice 
framed by the newspaper anil periodical industry. 



Governments c.wnot establish an authority unless its 
philosophical base or ethical code is publicly welcomed. 

These ideas appear in consultative paper5 and com- 
mission reports, anil are eventually codified in the 
legislation which srts up the statutorv authority. So the 
ideas as written into law beconu' the prime source o t  

legitimacy. In its work, the authorit? contributes to the 
propagation of the beliefs o r  code while upholding the 
law. 

The Possibility of Parole: Porole foi prisoners was unthink- 
oble in the early 19th century when the oim wos to 
reduce crime through terror. Nor was i t  possible in the late 
19th century when the main idea was to ensuie thot the 
punishmeni fitled tlie crime. Porole only become proc 
ticoble in the 20th century when o theory of tioining and 
rehobilitotion become acceptable According to this 
philosophy, mony offenders ore unstobte ond immature 
(rather than inherently bad] and ore harmed by long 
imprisonment which makes them even less capable of 
contributing to society ot releose Such o theory calls for 
o means to respond to the individual needs and circum- 
stances of each offender. This in turn demands o sensitive 
judgement based on maintaining public safely, recogniz 
ing degrees of crime severity, assessing evidence of 
remission, and so on. Hence the requirement for on 
authority. Ex. 12.5 

The essential rationale for each authority and In-ncc its 
structuring flows from current social valurs. If the 

media in a democratic society is to act in the public 
interest. then authorities need to be instituted which 
recognize social needs like censorship, accuracy of 

reporting, respect for public decency, responsible 
advertising, control of privacy invasion, and so on. 

Unlike the underlying philosophy, the relevant values 

change over time. The decision to create an authority is 
a serious matter tor society. They impose direct and 
indirect costs, are only weakly accountable to the 

public. and potentially reduce autunomy. 

Consider, for example, the value of locally published 
newspapers and their contribution to the character of 

small communitic.'i. In the USA, many of tlwse ha\e 
been taken over liy national conglo~neratcs which seek 
to increase protits by simplifying and economizing 
through use of uniform newspaper formats. centralized 
reporting and standardized procedures. In principle. an 
authority cuulcl be set up to investigate such ilevelop- 
mei~ts  and pronounce upon lln;m, with ~l i r  view lo 

ensuring a degree of local rcsponsive~i~ss and com- 

munity character. Alternatively, if communities reall! 
value newspapers with local involvement and content 
(as opposed to sell'-appointed spokesman claiming they 
do) ,  then there will be a market for such newspapers. 
There is no reason whv private business cntrrprises 
cannot be set up to exploit it. Their success might even 

drive out the conglomerates or force them to rethink. 
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S L K ~  a solution enhances autimomv. In short: the 

narket can be an riTicient regulator of social values, and 

authorities set up to tell people what is good for them 

reiluces their freeilom. 

' h e  social necxl to ensure l<~irncss and equality of 
treatment witho~it recourse to the courts leads to the 
formation of tribunals to resolve disputes. Hecause 
tlistinct social v.ilncs and technicalities are inherent in 

any domain, separate tribunal authorities are required 
for things like emplover decisions, rents, compulsory 

mental health care, taxation decisions, use of data, 
immigration permits, pensions and social security' 

allowances. There is also an umbrella authority in the 
U K ,  the Council of Tribunals, which checks that all 
tribunal are fair and appropriate. 

Finally, it should be noted that authorities, both 

st'itutory and self-regulatory, can be usefully bolstered 
liy carefully franiecl supportivr legislation so that re- 

course to the courts or the political arena is lessened. 

Such laws encourage people to respect authorities and 
to abide by their decisions despite their limited powers. 

I'or example: The 1968 Medicine Act and suhsequcnt 
legislation buttress The Association of the Kritish 
Pliarinaccutical Industrys Prescription Medicine Code 
of Practice Authoritv which deals with complaints 
about promotional campaigns by member firms. 

I'he Heart of  t he  Authority. Authorities need 
precisely defined principal objects to  meet social needs 

according to the agreed theory or ethical code. 
However, the idea of an authority is already .I political 
statement, because it is about regulating people. The 

establishment of a gaming hoard, for instance, makes 
it clear that gambling is a sensitive public matter and 
that the community cannot allow a casino to br  set up 
on the initiative of any individual. It is relatively easy to 
agree the need lor an authority, but it is highly con- 

troversial to determine precisely its functions, duties 
and powers. For some the control is never enough, 

while for others regulations seem to entangle personal 
initiative in red-tape. 

because authorities attempt to  move decisions out of 
the political arena, their objects must be defined so as 

to ensure sufficient political support for the body from 
thr various stakeholders. Two interested parties usually 
sl.ind out: powerll~l well-financed organizations in the 
rclrvant domain and the diffuse general public. PI-in- 

cipal objects must be carefully defined following open 
debate and consultative advice. Poor design can lead t o  
sustained fartionalization or an imbalance of emphasis 
within an authority. For example the Independent 
Broadcasting Authority (1BA) was responsible for 
licensing and regulating television and radio but, in 
practice, gave radio little attention. The solution was to 
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set up a separate body for radio in 1991: The Radio 
Authority. 

Ifthe objects are not sensitively and wisely defined in 
terms of duties and powers, then the authority will be 

viewed with hostility. Continuing denigration and 
opposition to its judgements and recomniendations 

eventually renders it ineffective because every issue 
ends up back in the political o r  judicial arena. In the 

case of self-rc*gulatory authoritics, the commitmrnt of 
the industry or profession to its own code of practice is 
the key requirement. 

The authority maximizes its impact on society hy its 
choice of internal priorities i.e. the values it emphasizes 

in coming to its conclusions. Everyone in the area needs 
to  know what the relevant values are and whether new 

values arc gaining ground. So pronouncenients arc 

given legitimacy and are sti~ilird by organizations that 
arc o r  may potentially be alTected. 

Finally, authorities must produce strategic objectives 
which arc appropriately adapted to the circumstances. 
Strategic objectives arc the means whereby the author- 

ities handle the reality ofa particular situation. Thry .ire 
the essence ol the proposals o r  recommendations. 

Pollution Control: The rationale in 1970 for setting up the 
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution was to pro- 
vide odvice, to overview the research position, and to 
anticipote dangers. The Commission interpreted this remit 
in terms of reducing domoge by 'attending to problems of 
long-term importance which may not be receiving ode- 
quote considerotion by other official bodies including 
Government departments'. By its own account, 'in reach- 
ing its conclusions [ie.  strategic recommendations] the 
committee seeks to make o balanced assessment taking 
occount of the wider implications for society of any con 
trol or preventative measures proposed.' The various 
Reports relote to preoccuptions ond problems os they 
have emerged in society. The eorly Reports dealt with 
gross oir ond water pollu~ion while Ioter ones deal with 
nudeor woste and the leleose of genetically modified 
orgonisms. To be accepted, proposals must be timely: the 
5th Report ( 1  976) suggested setting up a unified pollution 
inspectorate but i t  wos not until 1987 offer o repeat rec- 
ommendation in the 1 1 th Report ( 1  9851 thot the govern- 
ment acted upon this proposal. Ex. 12.614 

Note that the exact details or mechanisms involved 
in producing the strategic objectives within the autlior- 
ity are irrelevant to its nature. Tactical objectives arc to 
be found of course o r  nothing would get done, but they 
are not identified with the authority and do not deter- 
mine its output as in enterprises. In other words, cnter- 
prises have .ill their work yet to do after strategic 

objectives arc set, whereas once an authority says what 
should be done, that piece of uork is complete. 

Menibcrs of authorities do not fail in the same way as 

Values - Autonomy 

employees in enterprises. An authority' may havc clitfi- 
cult! if the requirenients on it exceed the resources 

allocated, but this is not the responsibility of insiders. 
Authority members may make an occasional misjudge- 
inent, but incompetence o f  particular individuals does 
not lead to sacking. As in i i i~ny prestige-basrd bodies. 

there is a denial of personal failure. Acknowledgement 
would bring disrepute all round. So unsatisfactory per- 

formers continue in post. but may be replai'cd when 
appointments come round lor renewal. 

O r g a n i z i n g  the Authori ty .  Public authorities are 
set up by statute, and depend on government for their 
existence. The legislature decides their remit, structure 

and procedures. Non-statutory authorities, sonietimes 
known as self-regulatorv organizations (SROs), arc set 

up by umbrella bodies or membership orgiriizations 

within an industry o r  profession to protect the general 
public and to uphold minimum standards. Most pro- 
fessional membership bodies engage in a degree of self- 
regulatory activity. Specific self-rcgulatorv authorities, 
like the Advertising Standards Authority and the 
Personal Investment Authority aim to dispcnsr with the 

need for a statutory authority. 

Authorities are ethical in nature: created to protect 
society and people in accord with social values and 
ethical codes. Sin~ilar ethical issues generate similar - 
bodies in different domains e.g. the need tor liirncss 

generates a disparate range of tribunals as noted above. 
In the same vvay, independent pay review boards havc 
been set up separately for (lectors, for nurses, for the - - 
armed services, and for top civil servants: one singh 

all-encompassing board would not do. Domains which 

are inheri~itly ethically significant, like the media, may 

require a number of regulatory bodies to meet a variety 
of social needs e.g. a censorship board, a decency com- 
mission, an advertising standards council, and a - 
complaints authority. Sometimes related values or 
social domains may be grouped together. \-or example 
the Registry of Friendly Societies supervises building 

(savings) societies, credit unions, cooperative societies. 

benevolent societies, recreational bodies, working 
men's clubs, housing societies, sickness benefit 
societies and many others under 14 separate Acts of' 
Parliament. 

When organizing authorities, the assignation of 
powers is AS sensitive as the definition of duties or 
functions. For example, authorities can either be per- 
mitted or restricted from prosecuting or  from investi- 

gating on their own initiative. 'Lack of teeth' is one of 
the conimonest criticisms ol'authorities, hut, whatever 
crusaders may argue. effectiveness depends on possess- 
ing politically acceptable powers, not on wielding 
draconian power. Authorities can easily be given what- 
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ever powers are thought politically desirable - it just 
happens that these powers are often minimal. Licensing 

authorities. however. almost invariably have extensive 
powers. The Radio Authorit!, lor example, can impose 

conditions on licensees. give a warning, impose a fine, 
shorten the license or refuse to renew the license. 

Self-regulatory authorities, in contrast. rarely have 
o r  use such extensive powers because they would be in 
danger of losing the support of their own members, the 
people who directly or indirectly finance and supervise 
them. Conflicts of interest arc denied by those in the 
industry or profession, but until each and all arc more 

enlightened than at present, it is difficult to see how 

such conflicts can be avoided (cf. Ex. 12.7). 

Press Self-Regulation: In recent years, complaints about 
press behaviour have grown. A formol inquiry in 1990 
suggested self-regulation was the preferred option. 
However, in order to be acceptable to the newspaper 
ndustry, the Press Complaints Commission (PCCI deliber- 
atelv rejected some of the recommendot~ons of that , . 
inquiry e . g  with regard lo appointments to its Board and 
on employment of its staff. The industry specifically denied 
the PCC powers to initiate inquiries into press behaviour. 
Presumably ot the behest of the industry, the PCC explicitly 
stated that i t  should 'promote .. press freedom' and 
provide a 'defence . . . against improper pressure' As o 
result, there was o further government~sponsored inquiry 
in 1993 which concluded that the PCC was 'not. on 
effective regulator because i t  is 'in essence ... dominated 
by the industry. . and ... over-fovouroble to the industry.' 

Ex. 1 2 . 7 ' ~  

Any authority needs to see itself and be seen by 
others as serving and representing the comniiinity. Its 

own structure and operations arc ordered hy social 
values am1 become defined as part of a political process. 
'Ib illustrate and sustain this iilentity. its strm-turc must 
be relatively inflexible, and its operations must be 
handled with explicit and fair procedures. The corn- 

position of the authority needs to take account of the 
need for a range of experts from within or without t o  

ensure technicalities and legalities are well handled. So 

internal authority is multi-focal or polyarcliic. For 
example, reports from the Royal Conln~ission on 
Environment Pollution (Ira\\, on the inilrpendent 
judgements of engineers, biologists, donors  and 
others. Leadership is form.ilized and expressed through 
a chairman who is a recognized public ligure or social 
leader in the area and primus inter pares within the 

council. Hecause, the output is no more than a report, 

an authority can be structured in a simple way: essen- 
tially AS a council with a supporting secretariat. 
Calculation o l  inflation, lor example, is based on a 
formula decided In* a special independent statutory 
body, the Retail Price In<lcx Advisory Conimittcc 
which reports as needed, usually once every 3-4 vears. 

This body has 2 1 members on its council and draws on 
20-30 civil service stafl tor the secretariat. 

To deal with a large volume of work. the council may 
split itself into committees each authorized to produce 

the necessary recommndation. For example, to  deal 
with around 10,000 cases per year, the Parole Board (in 

199 1 ) had 86 part-time members working in panels of' 
3 or 4,  while the secretariat consisted of a dozen admin- 
istrators headed by a Secretary. The full board met only 
twice yearly. Because authorities are not primarily 
service-providers, they usually require only a few 

administrative or executive staff to do things like 

arranging consultation, handling paperwork, dcvclop- 

ing technical standards, dealing with public o r  trade o r  
press inquiries, and organizing publicity lor reports and 
Iccisions. Leadership here is provided IT someone with 

a title like secretary, controller, director, o r  clircctor- 

general. However, some authorities may have to pcr- 
form complex work in clarifying values o r  their 
application in a situation. and this may lead to a staff of 

a hundred or  more. 1'or example, the Monopolies and 
Mergers Commission needs to en~ploy aliout 1 SO staff 

for its detailed investigations of particular industries. 

Conflicts of Interest. The organi~ation of any 
regulatory body must take conflicts of interest seriously. 
These can arise in a variety of ways ancl active prevcn- 
tivc measures are essential. The in~lepenclencc of an 
authority must no t  lie viewed as merely i> formal matter 

or it will fail. The constitution of a statutory authority, 
for example, should ensure that no members of the 
government are on its council; and the secretariat must 

not In: directly answerable to a minister. Such arrange- 
incnts would self-evidrntly compromise its autonomy. 
It should be evident to the public that council members 
are worthy and not exposed to undue influences. 
Conflicts of interest o r  function and personal bias must 
be avoided. Although some authorities naturally call for 

leadership froin among the best within thC industry, it 

is usually unnecessary and unwise, lor example, to 
appoint a chief executive of a television company as 
chairman of a statutory authority for broadcasting. 

Service provision takes the focus oi l  regulation anil 

on to activities which then~sclvcs need to he regulated. 
So when service organizations act as regulators, the 
incoiiipatihilit~ in outlooks is severe. For example the 
administration of mom8tarv policy (handling interest 

rates, currency management, fund-raising for the 

go\rcrnnlcnt, money supply monitoring kc)  is a service 
roviiled by a central o r  reserve bank. In the U K .  this 
function is combincil with the supervision of the 
banking system which has led, perhaps coincidentally, 
to a range of mishaps. including the largest fraud in 
banking history."' 
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Authorities arc occasionally used to promote certain 
values, but this may compromise objectivity in a body 

expected to  be unbiased. The danger is that the 

authority confuses 'a statute' (L"-6) with 'the law' 
(G"-5*)  and in pursuit of the statute lorgets to  take 
account of custom-based conventions, tenets. rights 
and maxims. Promotion of values is then liable to  
evolve into a moral crusade, and the authority takes on 

the profile of a campaigning organization. When this 

occurs, the authority becomes distanced from values 
actually held in society (i.e. L-5 social values) and 
works according to its own hypothetical standard (i.c. 
L-6 value system) for which general consensus is 
lacking. The Conlmission for Racial Equality, lor 
example, has a promotional remit and yet i t s  activities 
in this direction were severely criticized by a parlia- 

mentary select committee. The committee took the 

view (which makes sense in terms of the present analy- 
sis) that promotional work should stem from the CRE's 
legal and investigative remit and should not proceed 
quasi-i~idependcntly. By being partisan, the authority 

was in danger of losing public ~onfidencc.~ '  The Equal 
Opportunities Commission was similarly rebuked by a 
judge when it took the government to court for reject- 

ing its advice. Leave to appeal was refused and the 
Commission was told to put more effort into pursuing 

individual cases of discrimination. 

Governments may empower existing bodies to 

regulate by statute, e.g. the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants oflicially licenses its members in relation 
to  handling investment. insolvency and company audit. 
However, membership associations depend on their 

members, so there is an inherent conflict of interest. 

The appearance of independence, even i t  not its reality, 
is poisoned. On balance, it is generally preferable that 
regulation of doctors should be in the hands of a 
medical council with lay members rather than left to a 
niedical association, that a banking regulator not a 
fellow banker or association of bankers supervises 
banks, and that an auditing authority not their meni- 
bership bodv regulates company auditors. The con- 
sequences of leaving Lloyds of London to regulate itself 

has been disastrous for Lloyds, for its investors (the 
names) and the British insurance industry (cf Ex. 8 16: 
Ch.8). 

Coinpartmental izat ioi i .  As with the other types 
of autonomous endeavour, an authority has distinctive 
compartments which accord with its component levels 

of purpose. These five compartments generate social 
rolcs and duties. The highest compartment again 
contains wider society- which forms the enabling con- 

text, while four compartments arc dedicated to  the 
authority. 

A movement proper was defined by the lowest level 
alone, and consisted of the grass roots applying their 

values and arguing for their immediate use by others. 
An authority proper is defined by the lowest two com- 
partments, and consists of the council (the board or 
governing body) and its secretariat (the officials or 

administrative staff). The other two compartments are 
filled by a formal inquiry which authoritatively estab- 
lishes that society needs (or does not need) to create (or 

reform) the authority, and an instituting body which 
can legitimately set up, politically win support for, 
appropriately fund and willingly accept responsibility 
for performance of the authority. 

The role of the body in each compartment must 
again be to work with values at all five levels. However 

each has a core responsibility based on its defining level 
which is about making a recommendation, If this work is 

not done, the authority malfunctions. Wider society must 
recommend the beliefs and ethical codes about which 
there can be a consensus. Without the general promo- 
tion of certain key ideas, there will be no urge to iden- 
tify the need for an authority, to create it, o r  to  take 
notice of it. The formal inquiry must recommend that 

certain social values have emerged as needing attention. 

These values or needs become the rationale for the 
inquiry's proposal that an authority should be instituted 
or  re-constituted. The instituting body must reconlnlend 

certain principal objects (including duties. powers. 
structures. resourcing and staffing) which determine 

the interface between the authority and wider society. 
This liody is also responsible lor appointments to the 
council. The council must recommend certain values in 

making its decisions. These internal priorities maxi- 

mize the impact of the authority. Finally, the secretariat 
must recommend a detailed appropriate and feasible 
decision or  way forward, i.e. strategic objectives. The 
secretariat also ensures that everything is done which 
must be done at the mechanical level. 

The values recommended within one compartment 
need to mesh with the values used in other compart- 

ments. To ensure socially-sensitive and politically 

responsible functioning, bodies within progressively 
lower level compartments must act within, then respond 
to ,  then uphold, and finally interpret values recom- 

mended by bodies in higher compartments. Bodies 
within progrcssivrly higher Irvcl compartments must 
also in turn debate, then examine and finally nore the 
values recommended by bodies in lower compart- 
nlcnts. Once again a simplified matrix with the values 

as rows and the compartments (bodies or rolcs) as 
columns clarifies and orders the necehsary arrange- 
ment: see Table 12.2 (and cf. Master-Table 38). The 
core duties form the main diagonal. and the subsidiary 
duties form parallel diagonals. 
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W i d e r  society has the pri111.11.y . clutv . to  recommend 
the ethical ideas and socially acceptable theories which 

enable the formation and proper operation of an 
authority. This recommendation emerges from a public 
arena. where politicians, academic's, the judiciary, jour- 

nalists and others discuss a topic until a consensus 
cnic'rges about what is right. No l'ormal recommenda- 
tion is provided, of course, but without this general 
consensus on ideas nothing can lie done. For rxiiniple, 
a crnsorship authority, like the British Board of Film 
Censors, may be .seen as essential to protect adults and 
children from immoral o r  seditious material. The hod? 
can only be toler,itcd and its decisions trcatrd with 
rcsprct i f  the i d ~ i s  and ethical rules used arc widely 

commended. 

Change in a dominant political or economic icleologv 
naturally demands a complete overhaul of societys 

independent authorities. However, people fully iden- 
tifiril with the new ideas may simply not be available in 
society. Russia, lor example, wishes to  introtluce a 
market economy, but this requires a range ofregulatory 

authorities with considerable expertise and financial 
understanding to prevent the li-.iud and exploitation 
which could bring the whole idea of private enterprise 

into disrepute. 

Wider society is also the source of the social values 
which are used to construct o r  reconstruct an authority. 
Its duty here is to debate whether certain soci.11 values 
need official recognition and protection. It is never 
clear whether there really is a need for the authority 
identified by the formal inquiry For example, the 

Icvelopment of tin- ombudsman office in various com- 

mercial areas like hanking ancl insurance reflected the 

awareness of a need for users to be able to protest 

against mal-administration. Previouslv, people were 

simply expected to tolerate bureaucratic inefficiency 
and manipulation. However, new bodies like the 
ombudsmen a n  expensive, potentially bureaucratic, 

i~nd  often disliked and opposed liy the vested interests 
who were responsible for the abuse which called them 

into existence. As a result, their creation and con- 
tinuing existence pilerates active public debate. 

1'rincil)al objects which define a new authority are 
inherently controversial - far more so than agreeing 
the need for the authority. Any authority seeks to 
minimize turmoil in the political arena by working 
privately and indcl)en(Jently on value disputes. So only 

those active within the domain fully understand the 

possibilities and limitations. Although the public is in 
no position to query or assess what the experts and 

existing authorities decide, they can expect some action 
by the media and hy their pressure groups or  mem- 
bership bodies. So concerned citizens and those 

within the guardian institutions of society (e.g. jour- 
nalists, politicians, academics, clergy) should assume a 

duty to examine its duties, powers, structures and 
procedures carefully. Ihis  is particularly needed prior 

to their creation or when they srcm to be functioning 

poorly. 

Kcgulatoi-y authorities report to wider socit-ty, often 
annually. Interestrcl people and relevant organizations 
ought to  note the values in use, but the specific decisions 
or recommendations are not usually of general interest. 
In any case, outsiders are not given the detailed 
evidence bv which they can judge the particular choices 

or proposals, 

Table 12.2: The necessary inter-relation of compartmental duties in a n  authority. The role of 
each compartment is defined by its column with the core duty in bold type. This matrix is the basis for synergy and 
effectiveness. Note that wider society is the contextual compartment of the authority again, but that the insider section 
(on the right] now includes two compartments. 

Compartment 
Level 

6: Value 
Systems 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects- 

3: Internal ' 
priorities 

2: strategic 
objectives 

I I 

'Wider Formal Instituting 

Body 
Council 

Society I . Inquiry Secretariat 
I 

Recommend ' Act within Respond to Uphold Interpre~ 
I I 
I 1 

Debate Recommend Act within [ Respond to Uphold 
I 8 
I 1 
8 t 

Examine Debate Recommend 1 Act within Respond to 
1 

Debate Note i Examine Recommend Act within 
I t 
I I 
I - ; Note Examine Debate Recommend 
t I 
I I 
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A formal  inquiry is a transient body created by 
representative groups in a particular domain to  deal 

with an emerging social problem or  to  handle an 
existing authority which seems to be tailing. Failure 
may be evidenced by a scandal in which social values 
have been flagrantly violated or by a ground swell of 
popular discontent. 

The Securities and Investments Board was set up in 

1988 following an inquiry by Prof. Gowcr. This was 
initiated by the government in 198 1 ,  and his Reports 

were published in 1984 and 1985. The inquiry was 

provoked by widespread public alarm at the rise of 
large-scale fraud, insider trading. routine malpractice 
and lack of proper financial controls leading to business 
collapses. The Council of the Stock Exchange and 
existing self-regulatory authorities were widely per- 

ceived to have failed. '' 
Establishment of a specific authority', which means 

vesting controlling powers in a body outside the politi- 
cal arena and independent of government, is a major 
social commitment. So an authority proper cannot 
evaluate itsell and is not assigned the power to  reform 
itself. The inquiry has the duty to  explore and to assess 
whether o r  not certain social needs are currently being 
adequately protected. 

The core duty here is to recommend social values 

which form the rationale for instituting and sustaining 

any authority. These inquiries may be set up as a 
committee or commission (e.g. the Royal Commission 
on the National Health Service), or as a quasi-judicial 
body if criminality is an issue (e.g. the Scarman Inquiry 

into the Brixton Disorders 10- 12 April 1981; the 
Inquiry into Child Abuse in Cleveland, 1987). It may be 

constituted with a board and secretariat o r  as a sole 

investigator getting help as required. The inquiry may 
be generated hy a profession or industry where there 

are widespread public allegations of wrong-doing e.g. 
the internal inquiry into the Lloyds of London multi- 
billion pound insurance debacle (The Walker Report: 
An Inquiry into Lloyd's Syndicate Participations and the 
LMX Spiral. 1992). 

People selected for an inquiry must be capable of an 
overview of society as a whole, should appreciate the 

particular domain, be respected publicly within the 

domain, understand how social control can work. and 
be sensitive to the political and value dimension of 
social life. Inquiries restate and act on the beliefs and 
principles which legitimate social control. In sensing 
and recommending emerging social needs, the incluiry 
places them in the context of other established social 
values. In Fix. 12.7, the 1993 Inquiry which reconi- 
mended statutory regulation of the press 'to ensure that 
privacy which all agree should be respected, is pro- 

tected froni un~ustifiable intrusion', also wished to 
contribute to  the highest standards of journalism, to 

enable the press to operate freely, to protect children 
and victims of sexual crimr ancl so on. 

Movements spark off and sustain pressure- groups, 
crusading organizations, political parties and other 
reform-generating organizations which attempt to  

influence these inquiries. The inquiry is therefore a key 

agent for recognizing emerging personal and social 

needs and giving them legitimacy. For example, the 
Equal Opportunities Commission (set up in 1974) was 
a product of the women's movement which had in- 

fluenced all political parties. Although it was finally set 
up by a Labour government drawing on their policy 
study group Report 'Discrimination against Women' 
(1 972). it also gained legitimacy from the Conservative 
government's consultative document Equal Oppor- 

tunities for Men and Women (1973) and the Finer 

Committee Report on One Parent Families (1974). 

The detailed deterniination of the duties and powers 
of an authority is quite distinct from thr process 
whereby the need for one is recognized. Nevertheless 
inquiries require the duty to debate these details. Thev 
need to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of 
the present situation, and analyse the existing regula- 
tory duties and powers. They commonly put forward 

different options and possibilities. and suggest new 

mechanisms, laws or structures without necessarily 
recomniending any particular one. 

Formal inquiries are usually set up because of a view 
that it is necessary to alter o r  reinforce values (priori- 

ties) currently used in practice (if there is no existing 

authority) o r  priorities currrntly recommended by the 

council (if there is an authority in existence). If Acre is 
no authority, formal inquiries seek to compare what 

society needs and values with what its relevant organi- 

zations arc doing (cf. Ex. 12.8). If there is an authority, 
then the inquiry considers whether what the authority's 
council is affirming as important is socially fitting. So 
inquiries have a duty to examine the priorities being 
applied and comparing these with emerging social 

needs and views. In doing so they must note specific 
decisions, but they do not re-work or re-assess these. 

Health Care Complaints: The Secretary of State for 
Health set up o review to exomine complaints procedures 
within the Notional Health Service [NHS) following wide- 
spread public dissatisfaction. The committee wos choired 
by Prof. Alon Wilson, o university vice choncellor, and it  
included NHS ond loy members. Its report, Being heard 
[May 1994) identified 9 key principles (social volues) 
such as responsiveness, cost-effectiveness, accessibility 
and impartiality. Through examining evidence from many 
sources, it wos evident thot these were not given priority 
in practice. It proposed o voriety of improvemenis to be 
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taken up spontaneously by NHS organizotions, using 
central guidance and management oversight, greater 
involvement of other auditing bodies like the Health 
Services Ombudsman and legislative changes to con- 
tracts for family health services There was no mention of 
a possible 'NHS complaints authori~y' Ex. 12.8 

Instituting bodies must provide the political 

interface with society and be prepared to respond to 

value controversi~*s and scandals. Tliey must engage 
when social events seen1 to demand an alteration in the 
basic working of the authority. 

For statutory authorities or when there is statutory 
assignation of powers to membership associations like 
the Chartered Institute of Accountants, the instituting 
body is the government. For non-statutory authorities, 

the most satisfactory instituting body is an umbrella 

organization consisting of relevant membership asso- 
ciat ions. 

Regulating Advertising: In 1993, the Advertising 
Association consisted of 27 member bodies covering 
firms in advertising, marketing, television, moil-order, the 
press, cinema &c. In 1962, this Association, then much 
smaller, set up the Advertising Standards Authority to 
handle public complaints in terms of o code devised by 
the Code of Advertising Practice Committee. The danger 
in any such arrangement is that the instituting body 
becomes too captured by its members' interests and 
unduly limits the sell-regulatory powers or the finances of 
the outhority To handle an increose in the scope ond 
activity of selfiegulotion and to minimize conflicts of inter- 
est, a formal inquiry was commissioned by the Office of 
Fair Trading. As a result, in 1975. the Advertising 
Association and the Committee lor Advertising Practice 
(for commercial complaints] handed over instituting 
responsibilities to the newly created and properly in- 
dependent Advertising Standards Boord of Finance 
IASBOFI. Ex. 1 2.919 

The formation of an authority to supervise the press 
has been problematic in the UK due to the lack of a 
proper instituting body: see I-x. 12.7. The Press 
Complaints Commission was set up  by a loose working 

together of the live main press trade associations, 

referred to  in most documents as 'the industrv'. 

Following the critical report of the government-spon- 
sorcd inquiry in 1993, the industry accepted the need 
for an instituting liocly and handrd over fitlaming and 
tlie control of Commission appointments to I'rcssboi 

(modelled on ASKOF in Ex. 12.8). 

The fact that an authority is a product of an institu- 
t ing body is the primary sourer o f  its power .ind Icgiti- 
macy. The core duty of the instituting body is to 
recommend principal objects for the authority. This 
nleans indicating its terms o t ' r e f e r e n ~ ~ ,  its powers, its 
activities. the boui~~l~iries ofits conrerns, the way it is to 

be structured am1 staffed, key procedures, and its 

resourcing. The authority's creation is highly political 

and these recomniendations get a detailed examination 
by all interested parties. After any modifications in 
response to pressures, the final recommendation is put 

o r  cndorsen~ent to parliament or to the governing 
body of the umbrclla organization. 

In working out exactly what the authority is to  do, 

the instituting body responds to the relevant value system 
in society by drawing up a an ethical code and pro- 
moting its significance. For example, a conimittee of 
editors drew up a Code of Practice in which important 
idc:,is like accuracy, privacy, misrepresentation, harass- 
ment, payment lor articles anil the handling ol vulner- 
able groups were addressed. 

. . I he instituting body, being representative of the 

coiiiinunity, must act within its social values. This means 

responding to established changes in the relevant social 
environment, not pressing for innovation. The UK 
government had to move to form a Securities and 

Investment Board (SIB) to regulate other self-regula- 
tory bodies because its own deregulation sparked off 
upheavals and developments within the financial ser- 

vices community which led to a corresponding need for 

enhanced investor protection. The government was 

responding co ideas assumed and explained in the formal 

inquiry (Gowcr Report, 1984). These stated that 
investor protection depended upon a high degree of 
efficiency in financial markets and that this, in turn, 

depended on common standards of honesty, coni- 
pctc:nce and solvrncv amongst financial firms. 

Instituting bodies remain somewhat distant from 
specific problems and possible solutions or choices, 

leaving it to the council and officials of the authority to  
propose and explain them. However, they do have a 

duty to debate the values being used in particular 
choices. If these priorities get too far out of line with 
the social values and needs as expressed in public 
opinion ant1 perceived by the instituting body, then it is 
liable to view lhe authority as Failing. Self-regulatory 
bodies will be concerned that this may mean govern- 

rnent intervention. Governments will be concerned 

about political cinbarrassmetit and public criticism. 

:inally, the instituting body needs to  e.\mrrine the 
detaileil strategic objectives which are the essence of 
the authority's output. Tribunal decisions, for example, 

arc typically gathered together in an annual report and 
submitted to the originating government department 
for scrutiny. 

' h e  c o u n c i l ,  the board of the authority, is the 
leading compartment. Its member;. come to be seen a s  

part of 'the gre,it .uicl the good  in society Thcy tend to 
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be distinguished individuals, notable achievers, leaders 

and opinion-formers from within particular domains 

rather than generalists like politicians or clergy. To the 

wider public they may be obscure, but their honours, 
careers and achievements mark them out as trust- 
worthv and deserving of respect. Some council 
members are chosen as representatives of relevant 
organizations. For example, the membership of the 
Monopolies and Mergers Con~mission consists of a 

Chairman and 3 1 members who are leading business- - 
men, members of professions, academics, and trade 

union officials. It has special panels (e.g. on telecom- 

munications) with extra individuals who have appro- . - 
priate expertise. The Equal Opportunities Commission 
draws from people who are noted in the field and have 
become distinguished, for example, by their work on 
industrial tribunals, in trade unions. and in the law. The 

Securities and Investments Board consists of Chairmen, 
Chief Executives and Directors of major firms in the 

world of finance (banking, insurance, broking, big 
business). 

The council carries prime responsibility because it 

makes and defends decisions or proposals which are 
applicable to particular situations. These proposals 
consist of applicable values (i.e. internal priorities) and 
a desirable outcome (i.e. strategic objectives). The 

primary duty of the council is to recommend internal 
priorities and to be sure that the strategic objectives as 

recommended by the secretariat arc appropriate. The 
actual decision will vary according t o  the circum- 
stances. But in each case, the council has a responsibility 
to debate possible decisions in value terms and to bring 

their priorities to bear. 

The Advertising Standards Authority, for example, 
has had to deal with con~plaints of sexism in advertise- 
ments. In adjudicating, they arc aware they must 

balance the value of promoting equality between 

women and men against the public interest in safe- 
guarding frectlon~ of expression.. . [while recognizing 
that). . . Freedom of expression is the higher value'. (Case 
Report 1 SO, 1987). Prioritizing values like this is more 
significant than the result in any particular ca-se. 

The council is the guardian of the ethics and ideals 
behind their authority, so it must uphold these in the 

handling of people and situations. For example, the 
council of the Press Complaints Commission specifi- 
cally ratified the Code of Practice as its primary source 
of guidance in dealing with complaints. Any council 
must nevertheless respond to social values relevant to the 
issue under consideration. For example, parole of a 
rapist might be handled differently it a spate of recent 
similar parolees had re-offended and generated a public 
view that longer internments were desirable. 

The council has the self-evident and strict duty to act 

within the authority's terms of reference irrespective of 

members' personal views of what should be done. In 
statutory authorities, this means detailed knowledge of 
the Act oll'arliament which defines the objects, duties, 
powers and procedures. 

The secretariat are administrative and technical 
staff who understand the value system justifying the 
authority and so are able to interpret its meaning and 
relevance in particular situations. Such understanding is 

based on education and previous socialization. At the 

time of writing, the two top staff in the Royal Fine Arts 
Comnlission, for example, have a background in 
architecture; and the London Regional Passengers 
Committee senior secretariat consists of two former 
officers of a similar predecessor body, a voluntary 

member of its council who became so interested that he 

applied to work for it, a former senior operations 
manager with London Buses, a trade unionist, an ex- 

customer relations manager from the Post Office, and 

an ex-education officer. 

The core duty of the secretariat is to recommend 

appropriate responses to any immediate social chal- 
lenge within the remit of the authority. To do this, they 
ensure that there is an investigation, analysis of cvi- 

dence, draft recommendations and so on for the coun- 
cil to consider. The council in~poses its priorities and 

sense of social values, and debates their papers in terms 
of whether these are adequately and appropriately 
expressed. All officials must act within the priorities or 
criteria set by council in its general proceedings. They 

simply respond to the principal objects, ensuring that the 
council is addressing itself to those tasks for which it 
was instituted and is acting within the law. Authority 
staff must be sensitive to  social values, especially those 

identified by any formal inquiry, and they have a duty to 

uphold these in their proceedings. 

Limitation. Regulatory authorities act as a butter 
between the people and their government. They ensure 
values arc sustained within society. but they are not 
designed to produce specific achievements. Neither 

movements nor authorities are vehicles liy which 
people may express themselves in productive activities. 

They are insufficiently organized, insufficiently con- 
cerned with practical details. and overly dependent on 
general agreement to  produce a sustained and tangible 
impact. Whether in the design of ideas for changing 
society or in the production o l  goods and services, a 
focused commitment is required which is driven by the 
notion of meeting felt needs. If  individual people are to  
thrive. they must be able to  pursue their own relatively 
private path within society. If society is to thrive, it 
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needs to release such expressions o l  autonomy. 

Enterprises exist for just this purpose. 

G-5': An Enterprise 

Nature.  The term 'orginization most immediately 
conjures u p  the image of a formally-constitutcil exe- 
cutive-led enterprise. Organizations which embody 

movements or authorities scrm arcane, evanescent and 
other-worldly l)esi(le cntrrl>rises whose rationale 

depends on die expert inanagcrnent and perlLrmance 
of activities. Such organizations have beconic the en- 
vironment in which we work and live. Our daily desires 
to  eat, sleep. play, and strive in health and happiness are 
nnt so much atTccted now by the weather or wild 
animals as liv innumerable enterprises. We look less to 
ourselves o r  to our fellows lor products J I N I  services 

and more to private or pulilic organizations: the con- 
struction company that built our house, the rrtail firms 

that sell us food and clothing, the business that employs 
us, the school that educates our children, tlu- govcrn- 
incnt agnicy that warns ol' t l i r  impending \veatlicr, the 
charity tlut provide.'i our comniimity tlie.itrc, the 
campaigning organization that voices our concerns, 
upon all these and manv more we depend. 

Although we depend on enterprises and they depend 
on us, et~terprises arc essrntially self-interested. The 
function of ,in enterprise is to pursue values through 
activities which generate tangible benefits for itself In 
other words. this type of autonomous endeavour 
regards values as a means to an end, its own end. 
Society, however, views enterprises as the means for 

incorporatiiig and realizing wider values. r l i is  is \vhy 
both movements and aiitlioritics seek to influence 
enterprises. I'hey can do so rather easily 1)ecause the 

presence of social values within the enterprise pentad 

forces then1 to be responsive. 

An enterprise must be set up formallv, i.e. con- 
stituted as an organizatiim, whcn a neetk-tl task is 

b c y x d  the resources of a single person or a smiill band 
of partners. A task of anv significant roinplexitv 

requires explicit and public statements of its purpose 
and value, and demands explicit differentiation of the 

work into (liflbrent kinds ,iiicl levels of rcslionsibility. 
The resulting body can enilurc beyond clianges in the 
people initially involved. So society views i t  .is a legal 
individual: an autonomous social being with its owr. 

distinct identity and l i f e  

Unlike movements, cnti'rprises nerd cIc.irly defined 
boundaries and must resprct existing sod.il values, 
However, likc movements, the insiders nerd to be 
viewed as independent responsible individual;. and not 

simply as agents - even though they entrr into i 

contract oleniployment. A side-effect of this paradox is 

that a person or sub-group within an organization can 

use i t  to pursue or cloak their own intentions which 
m.iy (IitTcr o r  run counter to stated objects. 

So, w h e t h r  the or~iiii~.ation proper consists of just 
a few people (likc sonic voluntary agencies) o r  over a 
million (like some armies or the UKs National Health 
Service), there is a ncnl to weld then1 together into a - 
distiiii:tive purposeful unity while allowing e'ich person 

.in appropriate (legree of autonomy to pursue and own . 

activities. It is evident tli.it large enterprises will only 
furntiun successfully if everyone cooperates and accepts 
a great deal of responsibility. 

Enterprises are activity-based organizations in which 
personal benefit is a central value. The person mav be 
an insider or an outsider. Societies depend on auto- 

nomous enterprises, and these enterprises dcpend on 

autonomous people. you and I ,  working within them o r  
dealing with them as customers, suppliers etc. So we 

must all learn to create, operate and modify enterprises 

to tncet social needs which includes iising them for 
persotial gain and to advantage those groups we 
support. 

Although many organizations are reasonably man- 

aged internally, their linkage with the values and needs 
of people, with other organizations am1 with wider 

socirty generally is alien problematic. 1-irms beconie 
unnyxmsive to  their shareholders. Shareholders regard 
ownrrsliip as financial speculation. Boards provide no 
check on chief executives. Headquarters expand 
burv.uicratit.~ally. Managers lose the conhlcnce of their 

colle.~giies and sul~nrdiiiates. Suppliers arc exploited. 
Governing comini t t~~rs  l~ro l i l~ra te  uncontrollably. 
Customer views arc ignored in decisions. Communities 

are ni~glec'ted. 

Such organizational problems, often said to  be 
caused by character f.iilings or climates of ilistrust or 

pressiircs of work, [nay lie hotter explained by 
ignorance and confusion. Society promotes the use of 
formal organization for business, for example. but the 
precise role of firnis in realizing social values is not 

properly appreciated. Indeed, many see businesses as 
iritu'rmtlv nionstrouv financially-driven beasts which 

depersonalize people and engage in squalid dealings. 

I h e  analytic approach and basic principles of 

coniparttnentali7~tion to be offered here apply equally 
to all types of organi~ation. However, in modelling how 
enterprises can and should be operated, the principal 
hcus will lie on service organizations dilTcrentiatcd 
into three broad groups: voluntarv or non-profit asso- 
ciations, commercial firnis or companies, and govcrn- 
mental or public agencies. 



Development .  New enterprises are formed when- 
ever a social need becomes evident. They are con- 

stituted as an organization if the activities and resources 

rcquirrd to meet that need arc inherently beyond what 
a sole trader or small partnership can handle. The 
enterprise then harnesses people in its service and, 
almost as a bv-product, in the service of communal 

values related to that need. 

Social values and personal needs can never be com- 
plctcly fulfilled. and so opportunities to  set up entcr- 
prises are limitless. The social constraints to  enterprises 
are defined by authorities and the Ian-. Ethical restraints 

beyond these are an expression of the standards of the 
individuals involved. Within these limits, there are 
practical constraints determined by the interests of 
people in the activity and the availability of essential 
resources (such as trained people, credit, space, cus- 
tomers kc) .  

h t r rp r i ses  are born and die with few surviving 
longer than 30-40 years. During their lifetime, they 

thrive or  stagnate. Success or failure is partly a factor of 

the efforts and abilities of those responsible for them. 
and partly a matter of external largely uncontrollable 
realities. Schumpeter referred to the 'crciitive clestruc- 
tion' of capitalism to explain the way that competition 
and innovation operated in the business sector. In non- 
coiiipt~titive or non-profit arenas, orgtinixat.ions follow 

dinwent life trajectories and may survive for many 
decades or even centuries. 

T h e  Brain of the Ente rpr i se .  The consensual 
mandate for any enterprise is provided once again by 

iridcr society. To gain support from wider society for the 
pursuit of activities, social values must be identified. 
Social values are inclusive and integrativc in nature, less 
controlling than ultimate values and value systems, and 
directly oriented to what people in the community feel 

they need. These values arise spontaneously or within 

movements and are legitimated or  confirmed by 
authorities it necessary. An organization's survival 
depends crucially upon seeking accommodation with 
existing social values and on being free to seek 

resources from the societal environment by appeal to  
these values. As emphasized many times before, every- 
one inside an organization is simultaneously part of the 

wider c o i i ~ m u n i ~ .  The relevant personal capability 
here is awareness and acceptance of the communal net 
of values, and particularly its emerging nerds. 

-. I he rationale for creating an enterprise is provided by 
the principal objects. The work of defining these and 
setting up and maintaining any organization is pcr- 
formed by a constituting body. This body consists of 
people o r  organizations who associate and commit 
themselves jointly to seeing that certain activities are 
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carried out. Because this body can also close down or 
sell the enterprise, it might be said to be the owner or 

proprietor. Constitutive duties refer to the requirement 
to secure a continuing existence and identity for the 
organization, including a specific responsibility to 

resource any executive work or structures created by it. 
To be successful, the constituting body must contain 
people who arc imbued with the drive to promote 
certain values actively and systeniatically, and who 
benefit directly from the existence of the enterprise. 

Constituting bodies are of various types: for example, 
the membership of voluntary associations, the shareholders 
of comn~ercial firms, and the government and legislature 
in regard to  statutory public agencies. 

The Heart of the  Enterprise .  Decisions on inter- 
nal priorities control the focus of activities and deter- 

mine political support, so here is where the organization 
has its political interface with society. The work to be 
done is known as governance, and the social form is the 

governing body. Often referred to  as a board (or council 
or authority o r  committee), it is the small group of 

dorernors (or trustees or councillors or directors) which 
must act corporately. Governors are often drawn from 
the constituting body. and may include top officers or 
outsiders with relevant credentials. Governance 
mediates, interprets, and promotes the wishes of the 
constituting liody. In order to enable realization of the 

principal objects within the resources available. it n~us t  
recognize practical constraints and pressures from the 
social environment. Setting priorities means gripping 

controversial political issues and so the skills involved 

are primarily political. Here, missionary or  ideological 
zeal requires to  be tempered pragmatically in the light 
of irremovable environmental factors and conflicting 
demands from the various stakeholders. 

The choice of strategic objectives by an enterprise is 
about maximixing its impact. Choices must take into 
account both the coniplcxity and uncertainty of the 

outer world and the value preferences of the governing 
body. This is the work of top officers. Top officer bodies 
include two roles. The first, often termed the secretary 
(e.g. company secretary, permanent secretary) is 
designed to assist the governing body in performing 
governance. In business, this role is commonly taken by 

the top finance officer. The other role, that of chief 
executive (also c ~ l l e d  general manager, managing 
director o r  director-general), is designed to control 
executive work and head up the executants within tlir 
enterprise. Sometimes a lew key senior staff are speci- 
fically designated top otiicers by the governing body 
and formed into a top management team. Top ofTicers 
need a degree ofpolitical sensitivity, an ability to weigh 
up and synthesize multiple factors intuitively. and the 



capacity' to mobilize and direct the full range of human Rational design of duties and authority is preferable - .  - - , . 
financial and physical resources within the organization 10 chance or a free-for-all, hut this requires that a 

Tactical objectives defining particular projects and 
tasks must enable the organization to adapt appro- 
priately. This work of deciding and succi~ssf'ully pur- 
suing tasks and projects may be described as enecutani 

work. It results in the use of resources to produce con- 
crete changes in the external world by a given deadline. 
The executant body includes all staff working within the 
organization, exrcutivcs o r  managers, and work-force. 

Top officers are also exccutants, and so those people 
invariably have two roles (or three if they are also on the 
governing body, or four it they arc also shareholders or 
members of the constituting body). Exec-utants, like 
top officers, need to be individually, not corporately. 
accountable even though corporate working is needed 
to manage large organizations. Executants typically 

have specialized skills, expert knowledge and practical 

experience which form the basis of their employment 
contract. According to their capability, tl~cy can cope 
with tasks of lesser or greater conlplexity. 

Recapitulation. The above arrangements are 

similar in principle to those for movements and author- 
ities But they arc designed to provide control over 
activities and to ensure that something tangible and 
socially worthwhile is produced. As before, there is ar. 
external level of purpose ensuring the org.ini'/ation car. 
thrive within its social environment. However, there is 

just one level of purposc controlling the enterprise 
proper. The enterprise proper itself now covers three 
levels of purpose. The highest of these orients opera- 
tions and shapes principal objects by using internal 
priorities. The remaining two levels ol' objectives 
enable detailed and directed implementation. 

In terms of <.omlmrtnients: the governing body can 

be viewed as the specialized leading part of the con- 
stituting body, while the top officer body can lie viewed 
as the specialized leading part of the executant body. 
Proper interaction o t  the two leading compartments, 
each driving and lbcusing in its own way, is inevitably of 
the greatest importance for organization.il integrity and 
effectiveness. In businesses, it means that leadership can 

be sharply focused and the enterprisc can speak with a 
single voice. 

Irrespective of how or  even whether the enterprise 

compartments are designed, it is evident that the work 
of each compartment is essential. If not explicitly pro- 
viciecl lor, such work will be carried out somewhere - 
otherwise the enterprise collapses. Despite a consider. 
able amount of research, not just the responsibilities 
but even the number and rationale of cump.irti~icnts are 
not generally 

framework lor thinking about these is sufficiently 

detailed arid meaningful to he applied and used by the 
people involved. A satislactory Framework must pro- 
mote synergistic interaction between compartments, 
aid the translation of values into action, and handle 
conflicts inherent in any social activity. 

Organizing the  Enterprise. The source of power 
in any enterprise is to be Found in how well it is 
organized and managed. Unlike the higher endeavours, 

failure ol organization here sprlls failure of the enter- 
prise. Spontaneity, the essence of successful move- 
merits, now threatens chaos. Enterprise success depends 

instead on everyone knowing what is t o  be achieved and 
how. In that context, everyone involved must show 

initiative and cooperation. Cooperation means that 

choices cincl actions by all compartments must some- 
how mrsh. Hut this is inipossible without adequate 

accountability relations between and within conipart- 
merits. So control is now hierarchical. 

The modern fashion for denying the need for h c r -  
archy amongst managers and minimizing the impor- 
tance ot clear responsibility and authority is just that: a 

fashion and a denial. Hierarchy can degenerate into 
rigid rules, status preoccupations and the rninclles.-i 
proliferation o l  levels. However hierarchy itsell is 

unavoidable and, if used properly, helps ensure the 
etlicient and effective running of the enterprise. 

Accountability is a form of control which enables 
people to be maximally independent and responsible. 

In a large organization, hierarchy and accountability d o  
not oppose freedom of action, hut rather complen~ent 
it. Thry are not optional.2' 

Our main concern here is with relations between 

conipartments. Certain aspects of compartment 
accountability may be laid down in legislation, but 
much is at the discretion of those in the enterprise and 
can be relatively easily altered in the service of its 
mission. Most observers agrw that society urgently 
I-ecliiires a better understanding of the duties of the 
compartnicnts, and of the requisite relations between 
them. The present account has been tested to ensure it 
can be understood and acted upon by responsible 
people. 

In cliirifying the authority of the conipartments, it is 
natural to start from the origin of each in a particular 
level. As originally suggested, cach compartment has 
(he uiiiquc responsibility in relation to purposes at tlut 
level. In this case the requirement is more definitive 
than to affirm (as in movements) o r  to  recommend (as 
in authorities). Instead, it is lo set the purpose. This 
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Table 12.3: The necessary inter-relation of compartmental duties in an enterprise. The role of 
each compartment is defined by its column with the core duty in bold type. This matrix is the basis for synergy and 
effectiveness. Note that this is the only form of endeavour which can 'set' purposes, but that this power does not include 
the highest level of social value. Top officers and executonts are held individually accountable, whereas constituting 
and governing bodies are corporately accountable. 

~ompartment. 
Level - 

5: *jp.l - 
Values .-.. - , 

' 4  P$ncjpal 
'Obiects- - , - - . .  

3: !n$mgl, . 
Priorities . 

2: strategic 
Objectives. , 

$1,: T~~C~~C~J a - 
Â¥Objectives 

set Pursue Observe Identify with Act on 
I I 
I I 

Sanction 1 Set Pursue Observe Identify with 
I I 
I I 

Own a Sanction Set Pursue Observe 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Own React to \ Sanction Set Pursue 

- React to Own Sanction Set 
I I 

'Constituting bodies in commerciol firms, voluntary ossociotions ord public agencies show greot variotion in their influence and 
duties in regord to lower level purposes. See text for further details. 

means resolutely sticking to that purpose, checking on 
its pursuit o r  effects, and, if need be. changing it. 
Enterprise compartments need this positive power 
because their output and survival flow from forthright 
and timely action. 

There is pressure on the three compartments in the 

enterprise proper to be well organized and managed. 

The public exposure of failure also fosters the natural 

urge for people in the various compartments to  work 
together in an integrated way. This means that purposes 
set at every level of tin- hierarchy need to mesh. This 

will only occur if each compartment has some duties 
and corresponding inlluence or authority over higher 

and lower forms of purpose set by other compart- 
ments. But this influence is invariably less definitive 

than lo set the purpose. 

A progressive pattern emerged clearly in our 
research, and a summary 01' these findings is presented 
in matrix form in Table 12.3 (cf. Master-Table 38). 

Moving down the con~partments: the purpose which 

has been set by the key compartment should be pursued 
by the compartment below, then observed bv the com- 
partment below that, then identified with by the 
compartment below that, and finally acted on by the 
most distant conipartment. Moving up the compart- 

ments, the purpose which has been set by the key 
compartment, should be scrutinized and sonctioncJ (i.e. 
approved or rejected) by the compartment above, then 
owned and supported (or disowned and vetoed) by the 

compartment above that, and then reacted 10 by the most 
distant compartment. This rather simple terminology 
seems to catch the flavour of the requisite influence and 
rights due to each compartment in respect of anv 
particular type of purpose. When each responsibility, 
stated in this way, is elaborated further in a few key 

tasks of immediate relevance, the formulations have 

proved readily understandable and useablc by the 

people involved. 

The principal characteristics and general duties of 
each compartment can now be t-xainincd. Although it 

is conjectured that compartments in all enterprises are 
fundamentally similar, variation in the details have been 

found according to the type of organization. particu- 
larly in the constituting body." 

Wider society needs to develop and set the social 
values which people may freely pursue via their enter- 
prises. In business, these social values include consumer 
needs and deline the market. Setting is perhaps too 
definite a term, because what the social values are, is 
not always clear from the variety of shifting and con- 
flirting opinions, assertions, complaints, activities and 
pronounc~in~n1.s. Nevertheless. it is usually very clear 
whether o r  not the enterprise tits with the current 

range of social values. When something very new is 

being attempted, firms usually engage in market 
research, approach relevant authorities or government 
departments lor advice or  conduct pilot trials to clarify 
the value position. If  a basic value of the wider society 
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is violated by an enterprise, people spontanrouslv 
object and either the enterprise Iails or the government 

o r  an authority may intcrvenc. 

The second duty of wider society is to sanction the 

principal objects of any c i~ te rpr i s~ .  The requiremrnt of 

all cor~ipanirs in the U K  to register their aims and 
objects and to submit names of directors and audited 
accounts annually is a form of oversight and legitima- 
tion of the principal objects. Indirect and implicit 
sanction is expressed in acts o I  recognition (such .is 

acceptance of advertisements hv the news 111edi.i) or 

disapproval (such as bovcotts), and by people who 

transact with iur join the organization. 

Different elements of wider society vary in their 
relevance tor any particular eiitt~prisc. Fur example, as 
well as being most responsive to the vakirs nt potential 
members or those who deal with their members, a 
trade union will also be roncerned with the values of 
other trade unions and any political plirties or cam- 

paigning organizations which are broadly supportive. 

Wider society knows relatin'ly little of what goes or. 
inside most organizations. and has little direct access to 
the setting of internal prioriti1.s. strategic o r  uctical 
objectives because these are l.irgely private 111.Htcrs, 
Nevertheless, in the last analysis, society must own the 
values (priorities) being used lor decisions within the 
rganizations because those organizations and all within 

them are members of society So societv has certain 

rights and duties which are exercised via its regulatory 

authorities and law-mforccmn~t ayncies. 

Strategic decisions of large organizations impact on 

socivtv, and tlic choi<rs of even small org.iiiizatioiis nlav 

affect local communities. Naturally. people re'ict t o  

these. Elected repre.sentatives regularly support o: 
criticize decisions of private sector bodies on  their 

behalf. but anvone can comin~~nicatc tlieir views to a 
business. Sonietimes, as in the case of the COCA Cola 

Corporations decision to alter the recipe of its ianious 

fiziy drink, tlie extent of public protest leads to 3 

reconsideration and rrvcrsal of the decision. In a sinall 
conimunity, where .in organization is l'incli~i~ its 
activities unprofitable, local people may mobilize active 
support tor tlw firrn to help it stav in business. '1;u'ticiil 
olijt~ctives are not a coiicern of wider swiCtv, except in 
so Far as they reveal a neglect of'certain social values or 
point to a socially undesirable strategic objective. 

Const i tut ive d u t i e s  show marked dillkrcnces 
between the main groups of service organi~atioiis, but 
still within the p a t t t ~ n  in Table- 12.3. 1lic membership 
01' voluntary associations is characterized by maximum 
personal involvenicii~ ot each member who ni.iy be 

expected to contribute to purposes at all levels. 

Comn~ercial firms lie at the other extreme with the vast 
majority of shareholders having a minimum involve- 
ment and ronccri~ed with just one tliing - prolit. 'I'his 

lack of concern with the organi~ation itself seems 

wrong in principle. For public service agencies, tin: 

citi'xnry uses eirctcd reprt~sentatives in the Irgislaturv 
to serve as the constituting body. Kccausc the consti- 
tuting bixly is tlien accountable to the community, 

citizens ought to make a contribution to constitutive 
work. However, citizen dun'cs, like shareholder duties, 

lire often ncgli-ctul. 

The focus of constitutive work in all cases is. as the 
title implies, to set princip.11 objects which both bring 

the org.inization into existence and ensure its con- 
tinuance. There is a particular requirement to provide 
or obtain .I ri-sourcc base. Implicit, however, is a furthrr 

duty to daril? and pursue the social values which gave' 
rise to those principal objects. In relation to  lower-levt-l 

purposes, the constituting Ixxly is expected to sanction 
internal priorities, to oun the strategic objecti~cs and to 
react to tactical objectives. 

To explain tliesr duties, the three varieties of enter- 
prise require separate consideration: 

a) In g o v e r n m e n t  agencies, tlie situation is most 
complex because of the involvement o i t h e  public. The 
legislature clarities the dominant values held by the 
public in order to pursue them by constituting tlie 

agency. 1 h e  principal objects are set within legislation 

which dclines the central activities, main structures and 
mode of resourcing. In this regard, tile public con- 
tributes crucially, if rather indirectly, by voting in the 

legislators and paying the taxes and charges whirl1 
resource the service. Appointment tu governing bodies 
is determined according to statute and may be liy 
appointment, nuinination or election. Whcrt non1in.i- 
tion is controlled In. government, there may be place5 

reserved for people assigned on a representative basis 
(e.g. from unions, professions, o r  universities). The 

government minister, o r  sometimes a committee ofthe 
legislature, must sanction internal priorities, and thr 
main str.itegic ohjrctives must be primarily oirned bv tin- 

government. In the U K  National Health Srrvice. for 
example, new priorities and strategic plans are ~ c r ~ l t i -  
nizcd by CI select eomniitter of Members oi' Pai-lianwn~ , 

whose report is debated and may be voted on in 
~ar l i a i i~rn t .  However, citizens shoulil also I n '  involveil 

1 1  overs<-eing and Irgitiii~i~ing such derisions and should 

participate constructively in consultative procedures, 
The ~ul i l ic  needs to keep itself a\v.ire, and tlierct'ore 
requires right oF access to governing body meetings or 
to records of the debates. To help the public. the news 
media nrrd to take on an inforniing and campaigning 
role. People should discuss developments within loc,il 
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interest or pressure groups so thcy may efrectively 
lobby to support o r  criticize strategies. Tactical objec- 

tives frequentl~ generate intense reactions; for example 
the local community may protest and so lead its 
Member of Parliament to q u e n  closure of a sm.ill 
obsolete hospital, although this is within an agreed 

strategy to improve quality and reduce costs. 

1)) In vo lun ta ry  associat ions,  members arc 

strongly invested in certain icleals and set objects in the 
constitution to pursue these values in a particular way. 
Members are also actively encouraged to accept govcr- 
nance duties. Under the guidance of the governing 
body, all members are expected to become involved in 
exploring controversial issues, and in scrutiniang and 

sanctioning internal priorities. Typically. members have 
A strong sense of ownership of' strategic objectives, and 

mav exert a veto on governing body decisions or insist 

on a referendum. In addition, members often dcli- 
berately involve themselves in executant work, inquir- 

ing about and reacting to tactical objectives with great 
intensity. 

c) In commerc ia l  f i rms,  control is more firmly in 

the hands of the governing board of directors, partly 

because the shareholders' concern lies with the pro- 

duction of profit. Proprietors and partnerships feel 
very responsible for their businesses, but many share- 
holders in large firms do not experience then~selves as 
owning anything except the financial worth of their 
investment. Not surprisingly, they feel virtually no 

responsibility tor the enterprise. The growth of stock 
exchanges and the emergence of large institutional 

investors (pension funds. unit trusts) has accelerated 
this neglect of ownership responsibilities. A speculative 
o r  purely financial mentality is in danger of producing 
an inappropriate short-term perspective. This may lead 
to excessive fluctuations in share price which can 

weaken a firms financial position. 

The annual general meeting is the focus tor exerting 
constitutive rights and duties. However, shareholders 

have a weak grip in practice even on such matters as 

who the directors should be and what remuneration is 

appropriate lor tlicni. In the US, federal and state laws 
have tended to disenfranchise shareholders. It would 
seem positively helpful if shareholders sanctioned 

major political decisions in relation to things like 
environmental pollution given that firms so often claim 
that they decide things in the shareholders' interests. 
Owner failure is a prime cause of board failure which 

has led to the emergence of the corporate raider as a 
mechanism for shaking out incompetent and self- 
aggrandizing boards. Inevitably, 'shareholder associa- 
tions' have emerged to remedy shareholder weakness. 
The present approach suggests that boards of directors 

should not seek to block or weaken shareholders' 
proper control (i .e. to limit their conipartment-basci.1 

rights and duties). The present framework could be used 
to devise a way to help define constructive involvement 
from shareholders, especially institutional i~~ves tors .~ '  

G o v e r n a n c e  d u t i e s  are poorly discharged in 
business, non-profit and governmental organizations 
alike.*" On the one hand, parliaments and judicial 
authorities seem to be acutely aware of the need lor 
governance. On the other hand, in no other compart- 
ment are ordinary people either so confused about what 
is expected of them, or so unable to adhere lo  their 
role. Squabbling and rubber-stamping, absence of 
executive supervision and neglect of duties. unin- 

formed members and avoided policy issues, these and 

many other problems appear almost identically in the 

smallest voluntary agency and in the most lofty inter- 
national body, like the World Hank. 

Careful study reveals thilt governance duties arc 
basically similar across all varieties of enterprise. 
Governing bodies arc primarily there to set internal 

prior it ies. They must handle crucial controversies 
consequent on their central role in the authoritative 

allocation of resources. The pressures from the multi- 

plicity of stakeholders - the constituting body. custo- 
mers or clients, staff, creditors, government, the - 
con~munity, suppliers and others - must be balanced 
and a way forward found in the face of uncertainty. This 

demands judgement and sensitivity, not simply facts 
and analysis. In such work. group discussion and group 
resolution within the convention of collective respon- 

sibility appear desirable. Governing bodies depend ulti- 
mate& on voting for decision. although they frequently 

operate most satisl'actorily by consensus or (less satis- 
factorily) by deferring to the chair. Occasionally thcy 
refer decisions to a larger representative group of' 
members, but referenda should only be sought on con- 
stitutional issues. The duty to set priorities includes 
decisions to introduce codes of practice, ethical poli- 

cies, organizational standards and other controversial 

rules ancl values. 

As well as gripping its prime task, that of setting 
internal priorities, the governing body must consider 
p o s e s  at other levels. It must observe the social values 

of the various stakeholders by proclaiming these in 
public and by ensuring that any excessive, that is to say 

potentially scandalous or  unwise, breach of such values 
(the communal standards) is promptly remedied. The 

governing body must also pursue the principal objects by 
clarifying and interpreting their nature, appointing the 
most senior officers, agreeing the main executive struc- 
tures. reviewing top officer performance and resources 
overall, ancl proposing changes in the mission for deci- 
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sion liy the constituting body. I h e  governing body 
should sanction strategic objectives and scrutinize 

detailed strategies developed in the light of its main 

priorities or substantive internal priorities. This is often 
problematic in j~utilic agencies and voluntary asso- 
ciations because i t  requires joint work with one or more 

top officers who are frequently excluded from 
membership of the governing hody. Detailed involve- 
ment of governors in executant matters, though 
frequent in practice, is neither logical (according to this 
model), nor in practice particularly effective in terms 
o t  time expended and results achieved. Nevertheless, 

the governing body must oiin all tactical objectives set 

by the statY and accept responsibility for their con- 
sequences. On occasion this may lead to the governing 

body vetoing a tactical objective on the grounds that it 
is socially unacceptable. 

'Ihc amount ol' work involved in goveri1.ini.c is 

considerable. Unless it is appropriately and efTertivelv 
structured, prioritized. programmed and monitored, 
governors rapidly become overwhelmed and inctTec- 

rive. A potential drain on time am1 energy stems from 

conflict with the constituting body. Shareholiler revolts 

arc not unknown. Where the governing body is a lower 
tier of government, conflict based on ideological politi- 
cization of issues may occur. In the U K  in the 19SO's, 
for example, many left-wing local councils acted as if 
they were the opposition to the right-wing national 
government rather than bodies whose activities and 

structure are defined by parliamentary statute. 

Although governance duties are similar in all organi- 

zations, governance structures and procedures - such as 
hierarchical tiers. member composition. (luration of 
office. powers of delegation, committee structures and 
standing orders -- are not. Legislation, which varies 
somewhat from country to country, corninonly spcci- 
ties baseline structural and proceclural r e q ~ i r ~ i n e n t s  for 

governing bodies on the basis of local experience and 

conventional wis<lorn. These laws are usually different 

for charities, public limited companies, private busi- 
nesses, and so on. However, in all cases, the con- 
stituting body ty~ically needs t i )  cletcrminr certain 

crucial matters for itself. and then the governing body 
nt-cds to elaborate further, detailing arrangements as tar 
as is required l'or its own effective operation Such non- 
legal arrangements lor governance need to lie designed 

to support the particular mission of the organization 

and the preferences and views ofthose involved. 

C'arefuI orginizational analysis is needed: to clarity 
suitable stru(.tural forms: to assign various govi:rnance 
duties within the structure appropriatelv: to drterininc 
a suitable composition of members and (often) non- 
iiicniliers with relevant interrsts or expertise o r  intlu- 

eiu'e; and to devise essential procedures and conven- 
tions. Because organizations vary greatly, much variation 

in the detail of governance is to be found. In general, 
thr more extensive the social role of the organization, 

the more complex its governance. Universal institu- 
tions like the major universities or churches obviouslv 

need sophisticated arrangements. However, rather 
small membership-centred or charity-based associa- 
tions may also develop rather conlplicated governing 
structures in order to involve as many members as 
deeply as possible. 

Top officer d u t i e s  show no essential (lillcrcnce 

bt- twen any of tlw three varieties of organization. In 
each variety, the location of such work is comnionly dis- 
puted or not clear. In many firms, it may be difficult to  
determine whether top officer work is expected of the 

chiiirinan of the board or of the so-called c h i d  execu- 
tivr officer (or both). Attempts to avoid the problem by 

having the one person fill both roles is still common. In 
some voluntary associations, the chairman of the 
governing body i i l~~iost  con~pletely takes over the top 

ol'licer role. In other cases, the most senior executives, 
having become more identified with the founding ideals 

than the governors and members who constitute the 
association, seek to usurp constitutional and govcrning 
rights. In public agencies, where top officers arc typi- 
cally excluded I'rom membership of the governing 

liocly, boards and top officers frecluently come into con- 
flict over their respective roles. In the Nt IS, ministers 
of state have takm on the top officer role from time to 
time. Whatever the difficulties and inherent conflicts in 

the governing-executing interlace, and they are many 
and various, their resolution must start froni a clear, 
feasible and distinctive specification for top officer 
work that meshes with that for governance. 

'Inn officers, aided and sanctioned by their governing 
lioCird. should, ahove all, be expected to sei strategic 

objectives and work out detailed feasible strategics 

which they and other exccutants can implement. The 
aim here is for the enterprise to move in an unam- 

biguous direction and in a way which makes the 
maximum of impact. On behalf of the governing body, 

top officers (directly and via delegation to subordinate 
managers) should scrutinize and sanction the tactical 
oliicctivr.-i which flow froni strategies and kmi the 
governors in touch with progress and costs. Looking 

upwards. top officers must put time and ellbrt into 

pursuing the internal priorities set by the governing 
boily. They should help governors both by ensuring that 
strategies align with the governing bodys wishes, and 
also by raising and clarifying possible controversial 
issues and new potential priorities or foci lor strategy 
development. 
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Top officers have a duty to observe the principal 
objects as set by the constituting body and interpreted 

by the governing body. Proclamation of the mission is 
generally recognized as an important aspect of exe- 
cutive leadership. In addition, top officers enable the 

governing body to pursue the principal objects by 
checking that resources arc being fully mobilized to this 

end, and ensuring that all required activities arc being 
pursued and no u/tro vires activities allowed. Inipor- 

tantly. top officers should accept the constituting body's 

ideals without question. They need to identif) with the 
social values as upheld by the governing body in order 
to develop a suitable culture among the executant body, 
and to ensure that wider society is handled naturally and 
appropriately. If such identification is not possible tor 
personal reasons, resignation or  dismissal is necessary. 

Top officer duties, as noted earlier, are always asso- 

ciated with the duties of a senior executant. Failure to  

distinguish and accept both these sets of responsibilities 
in full is common. For example, our project work in local 
government revealed many top officers who largely 
ignored their senior executant role, and consultancy in 
the National Health Service revealed many chief exe- 
cutives who positively denied their top officer role. 

Executan t  duties centre on task creation and 

completion. This is only one step, albeit the final step. 
in die conversion of social values into action. Yet people 
employed to carry out or execute specific tasks to 
specific deadlines, here called the executants, have 
become mistakenly synonymous with enterprises. In 

fact, task activities cannot logically exist on their own. 

They must derive their immediate rationale from the 
priorities (L-3) and strategies (L-2) which specify what 
the organization actually hopes to achieve in the world. 

Hut it is the executants, and only they, who can set scn- 
sible tactical objectives with realistic time-targets. 

The proper duties of executants have been exten- 
sively investigated by many, so comment here can be 

kept to the However, it is useful to rccog- 
nize that the present model highlights their responsibil- 
ities in a distinctive way. As well as handling assigned 

tasks, exccutants should set tactical objectives as 
generally required by their post and the situation with- 

out requiring specific instruction. Because any post o r  

functional role is a direct expression of the principal 
objects of the organization, an executant must idenr!fi 
iiith these to be effective. If identification is not pos- 
sible, h e  executant should resign or  be disniissed. The 
performance of tasks should be oriented by the need to 
pursuc strategic objectives and strategies as developed 
by top management groups. Uxecutants should also be 
expected to observe the priorities of their governing 

body, applying them as opportunity allows. Most 

importantly, the concrete results produced by exe- 
cutants should ultimately embody or concretize the 

social values which generated the enterprise. Although 
a spontaneous conscious focus by executants on values 

is characteristically weak, executants may be expected, 
wherever possible, to act on social values as genuinely 
a1Tirined by top officers. For example, when com- 
munity- o r  client-participation in planning a service is 

genuinely valued, staff should arrange the planning 

process to  involve them. Even if such outsiders partici- 
pate in planning, they are not held formally responsible 
lor the results: i.e. executants remain accountable for 
decisions. 

The emphasis in executant work is about producing 
results efficiently while adapting as well as possible to 
the exigencies of time and circumstance. This means a 

mixture o r  synthesis of systematic and responsive 

approaches to work are required. Organi~ational efforts 
need to be put into progressively reducing ambiguity, 
conflict and uncertainty by systematic analysis, intor- 
mation-gathering, definition of roles and accountability 
relationships, specification of niethods and directions 
&c. These systematic frameworks then provide the 
context for spontaneous, fluid and dynamic responsive- 
ness whose success is a function of personal aptitude 

and attitude. 

Closure.  The criticism that is usually hurled at 
formally organized enterprises, whether voluntary, 
comn~ercial or public, is that they arc' too self-centred 

and fail to  recognize the needs of other bodies and the 
community. But their values are not far off those of the 

society within which they operate. Thrir prime respon- 
sibility is to the mission as defined by the constituting 

body. Their standards are largely communal standards: 

they do what everybody else does. If these standards are 

undesirable, then authorities and laws can be intro- 
duced. But demanding perfection in an imperfect world 
is not advisable. Enterprises are needed to keep society 
going, and they perforce use the valurs, good and bad. 
that are prevalent in society. 

With enterprises we have come to the final and most 
tangible way that autonomy can lie embodied. We now 

briefly put joint endeavour in a historical perspective 
and indicate some in~plications of thr analysis. 

REVIEWING AUTONOMY 

Autonomy is about the capacity to realize what you 

think is important i . e  your values. We have noted the 
three fundamental embodiments of autonomy. Because 
these embodiments of endeavour exist within society, 
their autonomous existence requires a consensus on 
certain values. 



All autonomy depends on an openness in social 
relationshins. a belief in the importance of values in 
society, the possibility olsocial change, and the exercise 

otfreedoni. So traditional and repressive societies show 
A diminution of all associations and joint endeavours, 
while democratic and progressive societies show a 

multiplicity. One reason why present ellorts do not 
always work vcrv well is that large scale autonomous 

endeavours are so recent - as the following ultr.t-briel 
historical rrview clarili~*~. 

The Histor ical  Perspective. Endeavours based 
m a group of peoplr I'orming an independent entity 
with a life of its own arc not new. Ikit their extent and 

the implications for the individual in society have 
increased dramatically over mankind's social evolution. 
especially recently. Thr cmcrgcncr and clominance of 

autonomy in general, and large cxccutive-run i~rganiza- 

tions in particular, is the feature that overwhelrninglv 
marks Western cultur.il evolution i n  the List 100 

In this rapid review. I will emphasise the 
emergence of con~~r t inen ta l iza t io~ i  because this is the 
practical notion emphasized by the present franirwork. 

For over 2,000,000 years until about 10,000 BC, 
people operated as nomads in small lamily bands and 
could depend on informal arrangements. liven today 
distinct and enduring social bodies, aside from kinship 
and political arrangcii~cnts, are not to lie Ihund in sub- 
sistence scxieties preserved bv their religion and tradi- 

tions. Around 10,000 BC, the development of f.irming 
and villages led to surpluses and trading, and rncour- 
I the svi'tematic division of labour. When tuwns and 

cities emerged arouiul 5.000 BC together with the 
development of writing and money, niovements were 

hcilitatecl, authorities gained importance and labour- 
intensive organizations became essential. Ellective 
organization of civil ailniinistration, the military and 
religious lunctions, together with iniprovenu~nts in 
materials technolop, rnabk'tl the creation of empires 
around 3,000 HC. 

Rulers in these ancient civilizations operated on the 
basis of divine authority ,inil were hound by traditions. 

so the acceptability of their endeavours within socictv 
was never An issue. Thev could therefore merge dec-  
sions about values with those of action in a way that 
would now seem tvriinnical. Kcvrrsion to popular 
wishes would have to await their death. I'liaraoh 

Akhcnaten's monotheism. for example, was imposed 
during his reign and rejected immediately afterwards. 

Nevertheless precursors of movements - popular 
moods, ck~~nonstrat io~~s,  fashions - - had an iiil luer~e 
on society however absolutist the ruler. Until a lkw 
hundred years ago, popular movements seem to have 
been larg'ly religions or revolutionarv in cliiiractcr. 
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Killers viewed movements with suspicion and authori- 
ties were limited in scope and given little true indepcn- 

dence. Until the invention of printing and the 

improvement of transport and con~niunications ( 16th 
ernturv), il was cxtreniel\~ difficult for a movement to 

spread very Far or for a large-scale enterprise to  operate 
verv ctYcctivclv. 

The earliest joint enterprises were partnerships 
where all were expcctcd to orient the endeavour and to 
sliare in both the work and profits. In England from 
early times, corporate bodies could be set up by Royal 
C'harter and later bv Parliamentary Act, and givrn the 
power to do anything an individual might do. Thr  Fast 
Indian Company. for example. was chartered. I low- 

rvcr. once formed, the scope of a chartered company's 
1c:tivitics was unlimited, and this put creditors and 
members at risk. The large trading companies which 

developed in the 17th ,ind 18th centuries \verc not 

incorporated, and were run by large fluctuating 
numbers of loosely associated people owning tr.insfcr- 
h l e  shares. Such boilies were also un~atisfactor~ 
because any person dealing with them could not know 
with whom lie was contr.wting or  whom to sue. 

The disparate needs lor effective legal control, for 

concentration of capital, and lor managing a large 
complex work-force became fully apparent with the 
industrial era in the mi(l- 19th century. As a result, 
incorporation of an entrrprisc became generally avail- 
able in the lbrm of a limited liability company. Incor- 
poration resulted in a de ficto in~mort~i l  entity with the 
Irgal rapacity to act as a person quite distinct Irom the 

,ictual peoplr who providrd the capital. In other words, 

the disparate needs led to the emergence of full coni- 
)artmentaIization and loriiialization of organiz.itions 

with an inti~rnal ditTcrcnti.~ion of duties as appropriate 
to each compartment. Various legal reforms followed, 
and formally constituted organizations proliferated in 
tlie 20th ccnkn-y as govrrnnients in the West fbstcred 
tlic establish~nent of' myriads of small and largr lirms, 
public agencies and voluntary bodies. All these were 
recluired by law to be con~partmcntalizeti: e.g. although 

letails varied amongst n.itions, the process am1 struc- 
tures for governing the oi-ganization were invariahlv 

sharply distinguished from its daily operation. 

The increasing pawn- olexecutive organizatii~iis over 
tile past 150 years, with their nerd lor an educated 

rnterprising staff, led to the emancipation of men and 
women in a wide variety of areas. The age of enligliten- 
nitsnt, Ilowcring in the 18th century, had led people t o  
liecame morr confi(lent in their own judgements; and 
the idea slowly took hold that mon.irchs and govern- 
ments had limitations, and that agrcat deal ofsocial life, 
.IS n~uch  as possible really, could and should oprrate 
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autonomously. (This process has not yet run its course, 

and is still .it work today.) The worker's movement. 
became a major force for political change: the depth 

psychology generated psychological change; and 
science altered the nature of work and the role of' 

religion. These three great movements have now 
achieved their objectives. But a plethora of other 
cultural movements arc emerging or  re-emerging 
including the ecology movcnient, the women's move- 
ment, the communitarian movement, the rights 

movement, the New Age movement. 

Increasing democratisation, globali7ation of coni- 

munications. technological innovation. and societal 
complexity has fostered the spread of both movements 
and businesses - often across national and cultural 
boundaries. As a result, sophisticated independent 

regulatory authorities have become ever more neces- 

sary. Movements are inherently amateurish .ind can. to 

a degree, look after themselves. However, authorities 

need to engage with business technicalities. It seems 

that their development is lagging behind the prolifera- 
tion of highly active global organizations naturally 
dedicated to  their own self-interest. For example, at the 
time of writing there still seems to be only the most 

patchy and rudimentary appreciation of tlw need for 
effective international regulation of banking, currency 
operations anil financial flows. World-widc clestabiliza- 
tion is a real danger. Yet no authority acting alone can 
Jetermine or police the system, and no government has 

the required legitimacy. Possibly the U N  might create a 
commission, or a self-regulatory organization spon- 
sored by the industry could link with governments. 

Looking Forward. The historical review ended 
with the recognition that present endeavours are global 
and their power threatens social stability. Multi- 

national organizations dominate business and arc richer 
than many nations. Movements flow across continents 
with potentially frightening ease. Authorities are 

increasingly required to operate beyond the bounds of 
the nation-state but struggle to do so. 

In this dillicult situation. the present analysis re- 

affirms the significance of agreed duties, the need for 
general consensus, and llic centr.il requirement to  work 

with values. In order to  bring clarity into the design and 

operation of endeavours, it is essential to  understand 
where responsibility and authority lie for choices 01' 
value and purpose. This means appreciating that there 
arc three distinct types of joint endeavour, each defined 
and s t r u c t ~ r ~ d  by a set of five adjacent levels of 

purpose. 

The main message of the analysis is that logical and 
precise specifications of work (i.c. duties) arc possible 
in the discrete compartments generatecl by the levels of 

Values - Autonomy 

purpose. However, these duties involve working with 
values: something which most people still find (IilUciilt 

to imagine lei alone do rellectively. Even movements, 
which seem virtually unamenable to design because 
they arc solely about values, could be strengthened and 
more intelligently handled if all understood the work 

involved. 

In seeking improvements by clarifying the work to be 
done, it is worth singling out die governing bodies of 
enterprises whose notorious malfunction seem5 to be 
primarily based on a mixture of ignorance and con- 

fusion. 

Most research clYort has gone into the design of 

enterprises, and within this effort most of the focus has 
been on executant structures and systems. Organi- 
zation, for many writers, refers only to the organizing 
of executants and executive work. However, there is an 

equal necessity to attend t o  the work and organi/ation 

needed by movements and authorities, and within 

enterprises much more thought could go into improv- 
ing the functioning of constituting bodies, governing 
bodies, and chief executives (or top officer bodies). 
Without such attention. ethical and value considera- 
tions will not receive due attention and social progress 
will be disorderly or hindered. 

It is proposed that the framework of duties presented 

and epitoniized in Master-Table 38 is broadly valid as an 
approach or  set of principles. This means that the 
suggested duties, structures and processes suggested 

need to be adapted to be appropriate to cadi social 
body, according to the ethical order of the society and 
within universal standards of the world order. Within 
any particular liody or endeavour, tlic ~onlp~ir tments  

require to be designed and re-designed in accord with 
circumstances. Globalization. the information rcvolu- 

tion, environmental change, altered activities, growth 

in scope, new legislation, different people, and cultural 
shifts may all influence precisely what tasks arc 
performed. A governing liorly at the top of a multi- 
national, for example, ought to operate somewhat 
differently from the governing body of one of its 
national subsidiaries, even though the principles remain 

the same. 

The analysis also indicates a way forward in assessing 

that elusive variable, effectiveness. If cttcctiveness is the 
successful achievement of goals, then no less than five 
levels of effectiveness must lie considered. Enterprises. 
for example. need t o  be judged in the light of their 
social values, objects, internal prioritirs, and 
strategic objectives, as well as tactical objectives. 
Furthermore, the analysis suggests that each conlparc- 
ment requires its on-n evaluation in the light of its own 
distinctive duties. Conipartnicnts diller sharply, so 
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effectiveness of one may contribute to ineffectiveness of 
another, I-or example, participation in executant work 

bv a member of a voluntary association ma!, be judged 
unequivocally worthwhile by the constituting body, 
even it achievement is inefficient bv executant criteri'i. 

Educa t ion  f o r  Life. No society. much less the 
global order, will operate properly unless the indivi- 
duals involved understand vvhat is required am! per. 

witted. It i.s amazing that secondary school students and 
even university students are given no proper under. 
standing of endeavours which thrv can join, within 
which they will spend so much time and with which 

they must interact. Cells in movements operate ama- 
teurishly and emotionallv, almost bv definition. Yet 
awareness ofthe nature of movements could ameliorate 

some of tin.' strains by making the expectations that 

people have of themselves an11 each other more 

realistic. 

Authorities have been little stuiliecl and little undcr- 
stood. even by academics. Yet they have a significant 
contribution to make. People need to appreciate the 
extent and limits of the powers of such authorities in 
order to use diem properly. This may foster a greater 
sense of responsibility in industries iind professions and 

lead t o  more enlightened self-regulatory authoritics. so 

lessening the need for expensive and complicated 

statutory bodies. But professions and industries arc 
often reluc~ant to expose themselves. 1-ar too often, the 
association representing the nienibcrs imagines it can 
serve as an independent authority irrespective of the 
conflict of interest. 

Finally, in regard to enterprises, education is highly 

focused on cxecutant work. Education for the other 
compartments is rudimentary or non-existent, if not 

positively misleading. Not one person in a thousand 
seems to understand the rationale for governing bodies. 
Yet in the LIK alone, over a million people sit on 
governing hoards in organizations o f  every conceivable 

type. 

Transition. A person who is an insider of .I move- 

ment is a unique and i .~~i ial  nicnil~rr o l  a community 

with a responsibility for it in common with all. A 
person who is an insider of an enterprise is an indepen- 
(lent actor with a precise anddistinctive accountability. 
A person who is an insidcr of an authority is expected 

to represent others in the conin~unity. This last 
mediating role seems to be the least individualized. 

. . 
I he authority is a bridge to cross the gulf between tin.' 
necessary separateness o t  pcople as actors and the 

necessary unity of people as members o f a  conimunit\:. 
Such mediation is required as the shifting realities of 
inner and oftrn irratiun.il feelings which powcr move- 
merits conti '~nt the hard realities of custom and sell.- 
interested intention in tin- outer world. 

Autonomy is die prime channel for focusing and 

,iinplifving pel-sonal and social powcr. Movements 
unleash the most potent and diffuse combination of 
personal energies and social forces. Iinterprises 
multiply the powcr of a single person to achieve sonic- 

thing practical to an extraordinary degree. Authorities 
have defined and assigned rights and duties, sonietimes 
of the most powerful kind, to intervene in sharply 
lelimitcd arl'as. Between them, nioverncnts, aiithori- 

ties and enterprises can alter our personal, social and 

physical world beyond recognition. 

Consensus-based autonomy serves society in so far as 
i t  permits each person to participate fullv in the com- 
munity while protecting their own values. But auto- 
iiornv and a supportive consensus do not in themselves 
guarantee that results will he benclicial for society 
overall. Renicmbcr: it is not appropriate o r  practical 
L r  any single person or  bodv to be Hilly responsible for 
the whole of society or for the social order in general. 

l i c h  endeavour must cncrgetically and wholeheartedly 

pursue its own inevitably limited niission or  failure will 
result and no  one will benefit. This paradox of sclf- 
interest failing to serve society fullv cannot be avoided . . 
liy central planning. Its rrsolution must be based on the 
itlea that society has to function as an rvolving self-con- 

sciouslv self-regulating system. But the dimension of 

societal (sell'-)control has not yet been addressed. It 
urces  itself on our attrntion once \ \ c  recogni/e the 

ixtraordinary pouer that can be released through 
committed endeavours 

The release of such awesome power demands a 

degree of regulation. All in society wish to ensure that 
order and stability are maintained, and that there is a 
degree of fairness in the rules being applied. This means 
that aiitonomv needs to operate within a coni~iion 

framework of' ethical rules. Provision of that frame- 

work. the maintenance of order. and responsibility for 
the exercise of supreme powcr in society, implies 
sovereignty. It is to sovereignty with its potcniial to 

permit and rrgtilate the realization of values that we 
niust now turn. 



Master- Properties of the three embodiments of autonomy. 
Table 37 These are needed to ensure that endeavours can be organized so that work within them serves wider society as well as the individual people involved. 

Autonomy is based on pentads formed by conjoining five adjacent types of purpose. See text for details and explanation. 

Pentad No. 
(Levels) 

Types of 
Endeavour 

Function 

Effect of Success 

Main Criticism 

Responsible for: 

Power Source 

Key Element 

Authority 

Leadership 

Structures 

Insiders 

Role of Insiders 
in Society 

Incentive to Join 

Performance 

3 
(Ls 7-3) 

1 
(Ls 5-1) 

A Movement 

To develop and establish new values 
of fundamental importance to society. 

Society transforms itself by voluntary 
collective action. 

Too utopian. 

Determining a way of thinking for major 
social issues: cultural, political, economic &c 

An Authority 

To preserve values and apply them 
authoritatively to particular situations. 

Society stabilizes itself by clarifying, 
modulating and asserting its values. 

Too remote. 

Handling complaints, adjudications, advice, 
supervision, review, protection &c. 

An Enterprise 

TO pursue values through activities which 
generate tangible benefits for itself. 

Society functions by meeting its evolving 
social needs effectively. 

Too self-centred. 

Producing goods, services, ideas for 
reform, benefits for members &c. 

- - - - -  

An idea whose time has come. Society and its current values. Systematic and responsive management. 

Autonomous cell. Authorized committee. Accountable role. 

Egalitarian. Polyarchic. Hierarchic. 

Diffused. Formalized. Meritocratic. 

Multiple, diverse, transient. Simple, procedural, inflexible. Complex, functional, flexible. 

Grass roots. The council and its secretariat. Governing, top officer & executant bodies. 

Heralds of the future who are 
united in the service of values. 

Distinguished representatives who are Independent agents who are 
legitimated to serve society as it is. harnessed in the service of a task. 

Fulfilment of personal values Prestige and respect Money and goods 
. e .  insiders can do what they want to. . e .  insiders should do what they ought to. . e .  insiders must do what they have to. 

Spontaneous and ideological. Professional and sound. Efficient and dynamic. 

@ Warren Kinston 1992,1994 



Master- Designing duties to provide synergy in endeavours. 
Table 38 Ecch h p  of GJ~.-'VTI~OU~ e- c:c:.:-.OJI li:~s diff++,ent charac~i-'-isiic compartmenti./~oles vhich must 

~ i s c h o r ~ e  respon.iitlitie.; in relotion .o eo~ i i  relevon' 'ere1 ,d putp'ise Synergy depends on ochie. ing 
a necessary inter'rclorion of duties and autnority or influence The primnry responsibility is in bold in the 
motrices Note the diagonal airangemen! The two dotted lines differentiate wider society on the left, 
and the entity Groper on :he riqli: Thecentre sections 3nedia:e between wide: society and the entity 
prcpe- See tebt fo i ~ i h c ,  details 

Row 5/Col.1 1 Row 4/Col.2 Row 3/Col.3 Row 2/Col.4 Row l/Col.5 

G-s3: A Popular Movement 

Compartmenl 
Level 

7: Ultimate 
Values 

6: Value 
Systems 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects 

3: Internal 
Priorities 

Wider i 
1 Intellectuals Society ; Advocates Organizers i Grass Roots 

I 

Affirm Suppor: 
I 

Promote Reflect on ; Assume 
I , 
I I , , 

Endorse 1 Affirm Support Promote Reflect on 
I , I 

Debate '< Endorse Affirm Support \ Promote 
I 

I I 

Challenge Debate Endorse Affirm Support 
6 I 
I I 
t - ; Challenge Debate Endorse Affirm 
, I 

G-52: A Regulatory Authority 

Comportment 
Level 

6: Value 
Systems 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects 

3: Internal 
Priorities 

2: Strategic 
Objectives 

Wider \ Formal Instituting ! 
Society i Inquiry Body 1 ; Council Secretariat 

Recommend Act wilhir. Respond to ; Uphold Interpret 
, I 

, I 

Debate 1 Recommend Act within ', Respond to Uphold , I 
I 1 , 1 

Examine Debate Recommend Act within Respond to 
4 I 
I I 

Note i Examine Debate , Recommend Act within 
I I , 1 , ! 

- t 
1 Note Examine 1 Debate Recommend 
I I 

G-5': An Achieving Enterprise 

Top Officer Executant 
Body Body 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects 

4 

Set 1 Pursue ; Observe Identity with Act on 
I 4 
I I 

Sanction \ Set Pursue , , 
t , 

Observe Identify with 

3: Internal 
Priorities 

2: Strategic 
Objectives 

1: Tactical 
Objectives 

Own ! Sanction Set Pursue Observe 

I , , I 
Reoct to [ Own Sanction Set Pursue 

I , a 
I I 

- React to Own Sanction Set 
I , I 

;o'.ver levels show vonotion in different tyoes of organizotw 
@ Warren Kinston 1 992,1994 
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G-6: SOVEREIGNTY 

Nature.  The power that flows from the autonomy of 

a single person is indeed limited. However the power 

that flows from that same autonomv embedded and , 
embodied in a group is a function of the number of 

people, the type of endeavour they launch, and the 

resources they can mobilize. Such power has the potcn- 
tial to achieve great things and to benefit individuals - 
but there are always ethical costs and potential dangers. 

The chief concern of any society is that it may become 
vulnerable to subversion from within or invasion from 

without. If society is over-turned then individual auto- 

nomy may be lost. It therefore becomes essential to 

subordinate autonomy to societal integrity 

The ethical cost of autonomy is our main concern. It 
derives from the deep reality that nothing that is done is 

wholly good, and nothing happens without some harm- 
ful consequences o r  unexpected side-effects. Ethical 
threat is also rooted in the individualist and partial con- 
corns of autonomous endeavours, even movements. In 
the push for achievement, the well-being of the whole 

of society has perforce to be a secondary consideration. 

This too poses ethical problenis. 

Ethical damage can feed on itself until the fabric of 
society on which all depend is damaged and even des- 
troyed. So, the autonomy of powerful 'legal individuals' 
must be capped by a supreme collective power: the 

sovereignty of society. Sovereignty, if accepted, 

implies that all rnovcnlcnts, authorities and enterprises 
should properly exist and function within laws and 

other ethical rules of a particular territorial society or 

slate. At the same time, sovereignty also protects auto- 
noiny by using power to define its litnits, to  assign 
personal rights, to keep internal or external disruptive 
forces at bay and to ensure a sufTiciently stable value 
context. In other words, the exercise and control 01' 
autonomous power demands the exercise of a supreme 

or sovereign power. 

Without autonomy and individual power, it is ini- 
possible to  realize values. Without sovereignty and 
social power it is impossible to  protect and maintain 

that process. All exercise of power, individual and 
social, private and public, niust recognize the pre- 
eminent need for sustenance of the ethical order 
(G"-7 ' ) .  

As we saw in the analysis of cthical authorities (C'h. 

9), laws alone are by no means sufficient to  sustain a 
social order. Other types of ethical rule are essential as 
well as rule derivatives culminating in the ethical order 
which is the source and summation of authority. 
Sovereignty deals with the entire social order, both its 
concrete, purposive aspects and its abstract, ethical 

aspects. Then we said that the ethical order should be 
embraced willingly. Now we must consider how such a 

willing embrace can come about. We must also move 

beyond (or descend lrom).the ethical order, to consider 

the pursuit of the common good which niust deal with 
tangible and messy realities. 

The ethical order was formed by rules of all seven 
types. Rules (within L-6) ,ire the ethical tool for under- 
standing and justifying social values and all activities in 
their service. Harnessing rules to support the realiza- 
tion of values is not a straightforward mailer nor 

something that can be solely and individualistically 

determined by each endeavour or organization. The 
result would be endless disputes, discord and ultimately 

violence. The notion of rule by rules requires concep- 
tualization of a society which possesses sovercignty in 
the sense of a unified and supreme will lor all to live 

together in a particular way. Such a mysterious entity in 

turn needs to be concretized and given guardians. 
These guardians (within ti-6) c m  then legitimately 

exercise and control supreme power. Note that the 
notion of guardian here has nothing to do with a vir- 

tuous and wise elite ruling class as conceived, for 
e x a n ~ ~ l c ,  by Plato in The Republic. I use the term solely 
to emphasize that sovercignty needs to be viewed 
primarily as a custodial matter, and only secondarily as 
executive. It exists to protect and enable autonomy, 
human development, and the advancement of shared 

interests - not to  mobilize and direct people to  some 
pre-specified ideological end .I7 

Rules are of two distinct types, constitutive and 

regulative. Constitutive rules define a field, while 
regulative rules determine what is permitted within the 

field. In a similar fashion there arc two guardians (or 
rulers). People who ofTicially make up the society, 
citizens, are the constituting guardian -without them 
there can be no social order: and the government is the 

regulative o r  executive guardian - without some form 

of government laws could not be defined and thr social 

order could not he maintained. 

The existence of sovere ign ty  is made possible by 
integrating an additional sixth level of purpose ID create 
hexaclic groupings which enable ethical imposition of 
values. The sixth level properly legitimates sovereignty 
and enables the coercive power that sovereignty un- 
avoidably entails. In a sovereign society, it is essential 

that everyone and all endeavours are integrated into 
society according to certain ideals and conceptions of 
what society is and should be. In other words, sovcr- 
eignty assumes ethical rules and value systems to which 
all adhere. At the heart of ethics lie rights and tenets, 
which together determine ideologies. So the additional 
level, like the ethical orclt-r, provides a quality which to 
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its adherents is unambiguously ethical and to i t s  

detractors is unequivocally ideological. 

Types. Each hcxa(l clefines a distinct reqnirement of 

sovereignty' corresponding to the two guardians in 
society. In descending order, these arc: (he citizenry 
(G-62) and the gorrrnnient (G-6'). A s  the 1-rcnch Dec- 
laration of the Rights of Man declared: 'Sovereignty 
resides with the people3. The hexaclic arrangement 
accords, therefore, with what is generally callecl popu- 
lar sovereignty' .'' 

The nature of sovereignty, government and clemo- 

cracy is too vast a topic to be examined here. My 
limited aim is to let the levels of purpose perspective 
throw some light on this controversial subject. My 
focus will be mainly on representative den~ocracy with 

its free and fair elections of politicians, and a citizenry 
supported by freedoms of association, information and 
expression (as argued for in GIt-3: Ch. 9). 

A guardian may be defined as that societal entity 

which takes responsibility for the social order, both 
concrete/practical and abstract/ethical. Note that the 
guardian cannot be responsible for society: the reverse 
would seem to br closer to the truth. Any society 
evolves on the basis of individual actions and external 
influences. These are largely beyond tlie guardians' 

control. Society, via its deep ethical order and existing 
social order, lies beyond and above its manifest 
guardians however impressive and powt-rl'i~l they may 

seem. Each society, via its membership, needs to evolve 

appropriate guardian arrangements and suitable ex- 

pression.i of sovereignty. (The ultimate supremacy of 
member\hip is the essence of the heptad as described in 

the next section.) 

Thejiinccion of sovereignty is to ensure that a society, 
its people and their activities arc regulated by values. 
The guardians of sovereignty use valued rules to  control 
the exercise of power. They are concerned that values 

in the social order should permeate society by influen- 
cing the values and objectives chosen by individuals. 
Each guardian, however, operates this responsibility in 

a distinctive fashion. 

The usual political formul~tion of 'the ruler' and 'the 
ruled' does not fit the levels of purpose framework very 

well. It i~iisleadingly places the government above the 
people.29 There is always a possibility, however slim, 
that the citizenry will remove or redesign the govern- 

ment, and never a possibility that the government will 
remove or redesign the people. If we ask: who is ruled? 

The answer is that both guardians are themselves ruled. 
Any government must operate in accord with the 

constitution, accepted procedures and laws of the land 
as laid down by the citizenry, previous governments and 
itself. The people. both the citizenry and others, art- 
similarly ruled: by the law and by the ethical order 
generally. 

Placing the citizenry above the government means 
that all power rules are open to revision by public 

debate in which all can share equally. It provides the 

potential for the general interest to prevail over special 

interests which have captured the government. Finally, 
in the case of a failure of performance, the government 

Figure 12.2: The hexadic grouping which defines power. 
Two guardions of sovereignty enabling power to be ieguloted ethically 
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can be peacefully removed ancl a new one installed 
without a crisis in the system. 

We will now consider each guardian in turn from the 
present perspective without going deeply into political 
theory or exaniples. The hexads are represented dia- 

granlmatically in Figure 1 2 .2 .  Differences between the 
guardians are summarized in Master-Table 39. The 

differences between the two guardians will be clarified 
by examining the difli'rent way that each handles 
purposes in the five common levels. These five levels of 
overlap can be viewed as defining the political arena. 
Apart from its ruling guardians, society has other 
guardian institutions which need to operate freely in this 
arena; and these will be briefly considered. 

G-62: The Citizenry 

The citizenry, o r  citi~en-body, constitutes society. 
This is why society's constitution which defines its form 
of government is usually decided and altered by refer- 
endum (or revolution). The citizenry, a term which has 
become synonymous with democracy, is defined here 

to include all those who can vote and hold public office. 

The function of the citizcnry is to assert the common 
good. So the actual situation in society, the concrete 
social order, must be scrutinized from a value pers- 
pective. If the enfranchised citizenry is to be a 
meaningful guardian, each citizen must be able to hold, 
check, reflect on, <liscuss, affirm and debate values and 
objectives of all sorts. This is what the political process 
is about. People who arc judged to be unable to  parti- 

cipate responsibly in this way (e.g. young children) may 

be deprived of all or part of their citizenship rights and 
duties. But being able to be a responsible citizen does 
not mean auton~atically having citizen status. 

Citizenship is a political qualification. The citizenry, 
sometimes known as 'the people', is not synonymous 
with all people, o r  all who feel they are members of the 

society. In classical Athens, the proportion of citizens 
was tiny. Reasons arc invariably found to exclude 

children and certain special classes from citizenship. 
Such special classes usually seem obvious to  those in the 
society, if possibly unjust to outsiders. History reveals, 

for example, that slaves, women, prisoners, the 
mentally i l l ,  resident foreigners and adherents to 
particular religions have liven so classified. Even adults 
outside these classes usually need to have additional 
qualifications, typiciilly liir~h or permanent residence in 

modern times, am1 usually wealth o r  property in the 
recent past. Any alteration of these arrangements 
reflects a fundamental change in the nature of society, 
and modifies the constitution of government. In the 
UK, for instance, a series of reform acts over 100 years 

in die 19th and early 20lh centuries dramatically 
widened citizenship by removing the nred to own land, 

altering the age of majority, emancipating women, and 
abolishing religious restrictions on voting and office- 
holding. 

The citizenry see themselves as the essence of the 
society. They are the sovereign power. It is their good 
and their interests which are at stake and liable to be 
disrupted by remote regulatory authorities, movements 
instigated by non-enfranchised classes, or exploitative 
firms. The citizenry is too numerous and amorphous to  
handle all the practical work of ruling. The best that 
they can do is express their values and indicate a 
desirable outcome. Governments are allowed to guard 

sovereignty and rule on the basis that they will respect 
these values and pursue such outcomes on behalf of the 

citizenry. The citizenry expects the government to 

handle all the details and mechanisnis essential for 
societal regulation. Because the citizenry is the higher 
ruler, it must accept responsibility for its government 
-even if it is ruthless and tyrannical. 

Power within the citizenry usually appears un- 

balanced. But the citizenry needs to br thought of as a 
whole, whose inner states and outer manifestations 
shift according to the times. Whatever the extent of the 
inequalities in practice, the citizenry is deeply pre- 
occupied with issues of equality. The matter of how far 

citizenship should extend has already been noted. But a 
stream of other equality issues demand attention: how 
far should justice mean identical portions, treatments, 
rights o r  duties? and how far should inequalities based 

on merit, birth, need, position, or wealth be tolerated? 

h practice, the citizenry seems to view its own con- 
ventions and will as superior to law and logic. It reacts 
with intensity when its perspectives arc challenged. If 
need be. the law is changed and logic is ignored. 

The citizenry recognizes the importance of absolutes 
and ultimate values. It expects these to be proclaimed 
and affirmed, despite the inevitable pragmatism of any 
government. To lead the citizenry in this way, a sym- 

bolic head is required. This can be a non-factional head- 

of-state, a figure-head monarch or church leader. The 
task here is to represent a deep sense of unity of society, 
to  reaffirm the ethical teaching or  unifying religion of 
society', and to uphold each and every citizen's desire for 
good rule. 

When unity is a fiction, as in African countries like 

Zaire and Nigeria where warring tribes were l'orcecl 
together alter colonisation, then a citizenry does not 
truly exist. As a result, unifying non-govcrnnlental 
leadership is weak, power is not cll'ce~ively or ethically 
controlled, and civil disorder erupts. 
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The commonest criticism of the citizenry is that they 
do not take civic virtue and their guardianship duties 

seriously cnoiigh: people arc uninformed, uninterested 
and uninvolved. They only leap into action when some- 

thing affects their own entcrpl-ises aiicl personal 
interests. The opposite view is that the i~fcglect of poli- 
tics is entirely appropriate, even be~icficial. (or most 
people, because this enaI)Ies prosperity. Notable 
support lor both views can be easily found: Thomas 
Carlyle regarded choice of government as the 'soul of 
all social business anlong men'; while William Blake 
held that 'if men were wise, die most arbitrary Princes 
could not hurt them. It they arc not wise, the freest 

government is compelled to be a tyranny.' 

When governinents cease acting lawfully and 

responsibly and the citizenry takes no action, then 
society is in danger of breaking down and mob rule is 

likely. Dcn~agogues emerge. By whipping up base 
emotions, inflaming people with half-truths, populist 
leaders may coerce government in an unbridled, un- 

ethical exercise of power which is rarely benelicial lor 

society. At the rimc of writing, rule in Yugoslavia 
moved along this catastrophic path. Subsequently the 
nation disintegrated and civil war erupted. 

G-6': The Government 

The government regulates society. Any government 
rules primarily by legally releasing and constraining the 
exercisc of power by individual people and their asso- 

ciations. Any form of government is a set of political 

institutions whoseJunction is solely to serve the com- 

mon good as asserted explicitly by the citizenry. As an 
absolute niinimun~, a government must concentrate on 
two things: the security of the community (external 
and internal) and the well-being or prosperity of its 
members. 

The work of government rule involves the per- 

formance of complex legislative, executive and judicial 
functions. The government must take all detailed 

actions, debate and pass laws, set up independent 
statutory authorities, create and manage needed public 

agencies: all with the over-riding aim of guarding 
sovereignty and protecting and promoting the common 
good. Governments who tail to maintain order and 
foster prosperity are liable to be rejected by the 

citizenry at the earliest opportunity. 

Much political theory concerns the precise details of 
governance systems and methods for exercising con- 
trol. For example, it considers the various forms that 
government may take c g .  autocracy and monarchy, 
aristocracy and oligarchy, various forms of democracy. 
Democratic government is expected to reconcile the 

common goo11 \\it11 the needs and \aliies of each 
person Another ~liinen-iion concerns the difterent 

approaches - such as communism, liberalism or  con- 
servatism - to handling the balance between the 

requirements of the individual and the group. 

Examination of these various political systems and 
ideologies lies beyond the scope of this book.' 

The political institutions which define government 
require people to operate them. The pcople are 
selected from the citizenry and so are in some sense 
representative. Selection needs to  take place in an 
acceptable way. For example, by election, by lot (a 

favourite in Aristotlc's day), by coup (a long-time 
favourite in South America), by nomination, by 
appointment Because government is a representative 
entity, evcrvonc holding government positions (in- 
cluding officials and the judiciary) needs to see them- 

selves as servants of society. 

A dangerous but common confusion in much writing 
lies in using the term 'the state' as synonymous with 

'the government'. This usage blurs the distinction 

between the government (the part) and society (the 
whole). This is wrong logically. It also tends to empha- 
size the need tor the citizenry to  give their government 
not just a monopoly of physical force but a superiority 
ntjuclgement and thc primary responsibility for society. 

This is wrong ethically. Nevertheless, an equivalence 
between state and the peoplc can be (and is) upheld in 
the case of 'mobilization regimes'. These regimes are 

single party states unified by a religious or ideological 

doctrine, legitimateil by mass action and supported by 
the repression of dissent. 

The go\ernment, whether elected or not, must 
maintain a monopol\? on lorce because it has to organize 
the protection of society from internal and external 
Â¥iiibversio loo often. this force is used to protect 

itself. A representative govcrnment needs to be pre- 

occupied with determining what the citizenry want and 
how to assist in its provision or production. So govern- 
merits should seek to deal with unofficial leaders in the 

community: opinion-formers, religious leaders, in- 

fluerltial academics, popular advocates in movements. 
Such contacts must be distinguished from pressure 
groups and vested interests. Without input from people 
genuinely concerned with society as a whole, govern- 
ments are in danger of losing touch with what the 

citizenry needs and wants. 

Finding a way Forward, however, remains problem- 
atic. The liberal-democratic system tends to pander to  
well-organized minority lobbies. In any case, it is often 
very difficult to  know what can lie clone. So govern- 
ments oft'-n find that they arc driven more by events 
and circumstances than by their values and visions. 
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Governments inevitably become pre-occupied with 
prosperity. Once poverty and hardship engulf niembers 

o l  society, then demoralization and social disorder 
threaten. Governments use wealth, together with 

honours, as the prime tools both to remove and to 
create inequalities. 

The government views law-making as the highest 

expression of its powers. To decide on the need for a 

law, to develop a viable law, and to institute it pro- 
ccdurally requires a great deal of detailed and practical 

work. So governments need a pragmatic leader, a prime 
minister or premier, who can seek consent, handle 

necessary compromises and adapt to  situations. 

Governments are typically criticised for being un- 
responsive and self-serving. This is commonly because 
members of a sub-group of citizens habitually fills the 

top positions within the government. This sub-group is 

de facto the ruling class - also known as the establish- 

ment, power elites, or the political class. Any ruling 
class will tend, either deliberately o r  unconsciously, to 
perpetuate the social order which created it." 

Governments which are absolutist tend to rule by 
decree rathcr than law. Fascism which sees action as 
superior to thought - and values are essentially 
thought - produces rule by instinct. Such governing 
ideologies arc evil in so far as they devalue values and 

produce governments which are weakly legitimated by 

the citizenry. This issue of legitimation is so funcia- 
mental to the ethical exercise of power that we must 
now consider what light the present levels of purpose 

analysis can throw on it. 

Legitimation 

It is obvious that the two guardians need to interact 
effectively if a sovereign society is to  thrive. The rela- 
tion between the citizenry and their government is the 
issue of political theory and not one which can be 
addressed and resolved in a few pages. However, we can 
gain a useful conceptual perspective on how the two 
guardians interlock and some indication of how they 
might reinforce each other in practice. 

When linkage between the government and the 
citizenry is poor, social discontent and tension rises and 

the regime is described as non-accountable, non-repre- 
sentative or remote. Effective interaction is most likely 
to  occur if the citizenry is virtuallv co-extensive with 
the resident population and the government operates 
democratically. 32 Democracy seems to be the concep- 
tion that best expresses the assertion that the citizenry 
should regulate the government and not vice versa. 

When the link between government and citizens is 
tight and positive. the t ~ o  guardians can depend on 

each other. When the link is loose or negative, govern- 
ment tends to be autocratic or corrupt and the citizenry 

is weakened. People find security in their own etYorts, 
their families and in small communities rathcr than 
attending to society. But i t  people disenfranchise or 
alienate themselves in a democracy, then the social 
order can break down. Collapse is particularly likely if 
poverty becomes wide-spread or  if sub-populations 

with sharply different customs are forced to co-exist. 
The re-establishment of order invites the imposition 

of less-representative government: usually military or 
oligarchic. 

The issue here is one of legitimation. How can 
government be genuinely said to enjoy the support and 
confidence of the people? Ilow can its powers of 
detailed regulation and social (i.e. public sector) cnter- 
prise be deemed acceptable? A practical answer cnier- 

ging from the approaches to ethical choice It reveals 
that the legitimacy of any exercise of government (or 
citizen) power is based primarily on the need for mn-  
sensus via legal validity, moral justifiability and 

ctYectivcness." Such a line of analysis is concerned with 
the quality of rules, values and objectives being pro- 
posed. The answer to be given here is concerned with 
the relation of the government and citizenry to the var- 
ious types of value and objective. Focus on the extensive 
overlap of levels of purpose betvveen the two guardians 

reveals important and inescapable clifferences for 
governing to be satisfactory. In short. legitimacy 
derives from the two guardians sharing and accepting 
certain value systen~s, social values, principal objects, 

internal priorities, and strategic objectives. 

Ihese common purposes function in different ways 

for each guardian. I will explain this further with simple 
examples below. But at first sight, it is surely obvious 

that the government must accept that only the citizenry 
can provide ultimate values to regulate sovereignty, and 
that the citizenry must accept that only the government 
can provide tactical objectives to  regulate sovercigntv. 
It is also evident that some commonality of purposes 
and values at the other levels is essential if the govcrn- 
ment is to act on behalf of the citizenry and if the 

citizenry is to support its government. 

Using Values. When the two guardians define 

theniselves with the same type ofpurposc or value. they 
do so in overtly different ways. These differences arc 
captured by the qualities of the internal levels that vw 
have been regularly considering in previous groupings. 
We will take each type of purpose in turn indicating the 
distinctive perspective generated by each of the 
guardians. 

Ultimate values are the source of supreme and irrc- 
sistible power and they are imposed ethically by A e  
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citizenry on themselves and on any government. To 
describe an ultimate value as ethical is almost tauto- 

logical. To see particular ultimate va111es as central to 
society is more problematic. It implies that the citizenry 
deeply believe that these are fundamental to the 
humane or divine regulation of their society. I h e  

government has no significant involvement in dctcr- 

mining which ultimate values are chosen. So when US 
President John F. Kennedy said that his country would 
'pay any price, bear anv burden, meet any hardship. 
support any friend, oppose any foe, in order to secure 
the survival and success of liberty', he was merely 
echoing and affirming the preference of the American 
people for liberty as the primary regulating ultimate 
value. Other societies arc different: the ideological 

ultimate value in Japan seems to be harmony; in pre- 

Chinese Tibet it was compassion. 

Value systems arc a matter of general consensus within 
the citizenry and permit it to exert power. By contrast, 
ideas arc ethically imposed by the government. Ethical 
rules and theories of social life (eg.  principles of cdu- 
cation) are only followed and supported on the basis of 
a substantial consensus. The reader will recall that the 
ethical order must be embraced willingly by people. 
Once it is, then the citizenry expects the government to 

operate and regulate in accord with its component 
rules: that is to say. to  impose then1 Ideas arc far more 
serious for governments than for its citizens, because a 
government can only Function if it is adheres explicitly 
to the ethical order and is prepared to enforce it. 
Elections to form a government need to be fought on 

the basis of ideological con~n~itments  which can be 

translated into fair laws and implementable social 

policies. Different parties stand for different ideas and 
the citizenry uses majority voting in order to determine 
which of these sustains a sufficient consensus. Even if 
the election is fought on a pragmatic or personality 
basis, any government in power Finds itself forced to 
impose an ethical orientation via its legislative pro- 
gramme or drift helplessly on a sea of events, vested 

interests and changeable public moods. 

Social values are the essential rationale tor the exertion 
of power by the citizenry and the source of their drive 

lor sovereignty. These values enable the government to 
rule by pneral consensus. Ordinary people view social 
values, their needs and sense of belonging, as the logical 
bases for all con~nlunal activities including ruling. So 
these communal need-based values are the rationale tor 
tolerating governments at all - especially paying taxes 
to cover its enormous cost. The government, for its 
part, uses shared values as a way of gaining the ncccs- 
sary consensus for its choices. social policies and Icgis- 
lation. It must ensure that people appreciate that these 
activities aim to meet their real needs. 

Principal objects underlie the political support of the 
citizenry, and define the essential rationale of the govcrn- 

mcnt. The government exists to institute a wide range 
o f  on-going activities which should be carefully and 
sensibly designed to meet identified social needs. The 
government must organize the workings of the legis- 

latiire. administration and judiciary; create indepen- 

dent authorities to enforce minimum standards and 
handle value disputes; and set up and run a variety of 
organizations like the civil service, the armed forces, 
public agencies and taxation authorities. The ever- 
present danger is the self-perpetuating growth of a 
regulatory bureaucracy and public sector which 
unavoidably stifle autonomy and in~poverish the citi- 
zens. A wise citizenry sees this clearly, and views every 

governmental endeavour as a political issue in terms of 

its cost, its constraint on freedom, its impact on 

inequalities and its effect on private enterprise. 

Internal priorities enable the citizenry to maximize its 

inipcict, but are used by the government to gain political 

support. For example. the public presses for better 
education or wider access to health care, because i t  

wants to see the social order actually alter in that direc- 
tion. The government, by contrast, pushes priorities 
for education or health care as a way of garnering 

support for itself' and for its whole programme of 

spending, taxation, and social change. In other words, 
the citizenry is preoccupied with the effect of its values, 
whereas the government is preoccupied with dcvelop- 
ing and balancing the interests of the various stakc- 
holders. Governn~cnts arc well aware that many will 
oppose a priority because of their beliefs o r  vested 

interests. It'the government fails to use priorities to find 
a compromise, it becon~es wholly ineffective and may 
even be brought down. Even the iucliciary must con- 
sider carefullv the likelv social response to  values 
implicit in particular judgements. 

Strategic objective:: are viewed by the citizenry in terms 
of whether they arc appropriately adopted, while they are 
used by the govcrnment to maximize impact. The citi- 
zenry wants social needs translated into results which 

Fit the existing situation - emergency assistance tor a 
tloocled comniuni~y, more choice of cheaper air flights, 

more flexible housing, employment opportunities in 
recession-hit areas. The details of how these outcomes 
arc achieved (i.e. tactical objectives) are not their con- 
<:ern. Ry contrast, the government selects strategic 
obicctivcs in order to  hive the greatest effect and do the 
best possible with the funds available for the community 
as a whole. This requires considerable systemic analysis 
and skilled intervention. It housing is a concern, for 
example, the government must consider whether this 
should be addressed by one or more of: re-zoning land, 
providing home loans, altering building regulations, 
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changing taxation on rented properties, and other 
diverse possibilities. Poor choice of strategic objectives 

can very easily make matters worse. 

Tactical objectives set by the government must be 
appropriately adapted to circumstances. Precise deadlines 
and specific tasks are handled by governmental bodies. 
Much is pragmatically decided by officials. rather than 

by legislators or judges. The citizenry has no significant 
involvement and little awareness of the processes and 
details of official business. When something goes very 

\ \ ~ o n g ,  an inquiry may indicate exactly what happened. 

More often, the precise details are obscured because 
they cannot be appreciated in context - or  for less 
worthy reasons when docun~ents arc shredded to 
prevent embarrassment o r  to hide corrupt practices. 

T h e  Political Arena. The legitimation of govern- 

merit and the interaction between government and 

citizens takes place in a conceptual space, the political 
arena. The political arena may lie precisely recognized 
as the overlap of levels defining the two guardians: L-6 
through L-2.  It is surely no coincidence that this corres- 
ponds precisely to the levels defining independent 
regulatory authorities ( G - 5 ) .  Recall that these author- 
ities were viewed as a way to prevent cluttering of the 
political arena. 

The government, guided by its citizenry, must serve 

as the guardian of social freedoms in general. especially 
freedom from fear, while recognizing that freedom 
must be restricted 

Indeed. individual freedom and its deliberate re- 

striction for the common good is the deepest issue in 
politics. The final compromise in each case needs to  be 
determined by debate within the political arena. 

It is possible to discern spccific domains of freedom- 

related decision-making. Consider, for example. radio 

and television broadcasting. The influence on society is 
great and the potential lor misuse by either individuals 
o r  the government is high. So protection is requjrcd. In 
such a domain there are a variety of bodies which see 
themselves as protecting society's values. These bodies 
include private firms, public agencies, regulatory 

authorities, professional associations and listener o r  
viewer groups. Together these can be thought of as 

comprising a 'guardian institution'. Should there be a 
need to delimit o r  extend free comn~unication or 
expression via broadcasting, any or all of such bodies 
may well enter the debate. A loose network usually 
exists which, in the face of threat from the government 
o r  external forces, may lead to the setting up of a 
formalized or ad hoc association. Nevertheless, the 
guardian institution is not a spccific. autonomous or  
bounded organization or endeavour which speaks with 

one voice. Indeed, dissension within it is the norm and, 

because it reflects the plurality of interests and attitudes 

in society, this can be politically beneficial. 

We may similarly suggest that freedom of worship is 
guarded not just by churches but by numerous public 
institutions, religious bodies and voluntary groups; free- 
dom under the law is the concern of a wide variety of 
bodies a-ssociated with the legal system; freedom of 

thought is guarded bv academia, learned bodies and 
otherwise competing membership organizations; and 

so on. 

The guardian institution seeks to lead the citizenry in 
debate in its domain and to evolve the necessary values 
and objectives. I lowever, distinctions between free- 
doms and between guardian institutions are somewhat 
artificial. The freedoms are highly inter-related and the 

political arena shows a high degree of inter-penetration 

of social bodies and processes. Churchmen not only 

speak in churches but on television. pronouncing on the 
behaviour of the government in any domain. Some 
churchmen are in government; and others are in 
universities. Academics may contribute regularly to 
popular newspapers and work for particular political 
parties. The press may oppose or support decisions of 
the churches, universities, or monetary authorities: 

even openly challenge court judgements. A high court 
judge may declare certain religious rituals illegal o r  

advise governments to legislate. 

People and organizations active within the political 
arena arc acutely sensitive to the ebb and flow of values. 
They debate and argue the preferences and needs of 
society from the distinctive perspective of their institu- 
tion. In doing so, they engage in a political process and 
become enmeshed in political conflict. When the 

media examines the ordination of women or  the pay of 
top executives o r  the demands of striking workers, it 

ends up taking an attitude that is favourable o r  

unfavourable to  one or other side of the case. The 
rejected side can be presented as unreasonable o r  illog- 
ical by a skilful juxtaposition of images and selection of 
facts. The truly balanced assessment does not exist 
from the viewpoint of those involved. Each stakeholder 

tends to feel that the other's case has been too 
favourably handled. As we saw earlier in relation to  

authorities (G-s2) ,  official inquiries may be used by 
government when the debate becomes heated; but their 
recommendations are also subject to the vicissitudes of' 
political debate. 

The political arena is a battletield for competing 
value systems. The stability of any community depends 
ultimately on the preservation and sensitive modifica- 
tion of values. So debate needs to be respected and 
developed if the arena is to  serve society well. It is 



possible to identify a variety of roles specific to levels ol 

purpose in the political arena. These operate across 
lomains. challengiiigguardian institutions on their own 
territory. 

L-6: There are thinkers in universities, think-~anks 
and politics who seek to defend, challenge and elabo- 
rate theories, beliefs, o r  principles in use. L - 5 :  
journalists, policy-analysts and jurists often act as 
evaluators seeking to determine what the social values 

arc and whether they are being pursued in action. L-4: 
Promoters or sponsors seeking to gain consrnsus on the 
value of an endeavour or organization arc to lie found in 
the press and aniong civic-minded foundations. L-3: 
The media often acts as a factionalizer tlirough pro- 
viding fora and coalescing groups both for and against 

particular values. Such debates raise public awareness. 
Opinion pollsters contribute at this level also. L-2: 
Finally, would-be policy-makers and strategists, often 
in membership associations or relorin-generating 
organizations, publicize and promote their own pro- 
posals for action. 

Clearly, both the citizenry and the government 
benefit from work in the political arena. So both need 

to protect its existence and operation. 

REVIEWING SOVEREIGNTY 

Any guardian's proper concern is to provide a frame- 
work of rules within which individual people .incl their 
enterprises can function freely without harming the 

society on which everyone depends. Establishing this 
order docs not inhibit progress but positively facilitates 

it by providing a bedrock 01' stability and a degree of 
justice. We haw identified the two guardians as the 

citizenry, a sub-set ol the people. and the government, 
a set of political institutions accepted by the citizenry 
and filled from among their men~bers. The empirical 
conlplexities of sovereignty in practice have hardly been 
touched upon. 

An idealized fantasy has often wished to fuse these 
two guardians. In versions of direct democracy, the 

citizenry's responsibilities arc extended to incorporate 
that of the government using the n~echanism of the 
sovereign assembly. If this ever worked in simple tiny 
citv-states, which is doubtful, it is certainly impractical 

in modern con~plex societies. Citizens may well parti- 
cipate more fully in governinental decisions in the 
future using interxtive television and coniputer-based 
methods for handling referenda and debates. Hut this is 
likely to enhance thC responsibility and difli-rentiation 
of the two guardians rather than lead to any confusion 
between them. 
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For progress. ethical rules arc not enough. The 
citizenry requires that actual conditions should be 

altered. The internal structure of the guardians o l  
sovcrcigntv clarifies the fact that the citizenry can foster 
popular movements and actively support regulatory 

authoritit's, but cannot handle executiverun enter- 
prises (ct'. Master-Fig. 28). E:xecutive work is too 

detailed, practical and reality-based for such a diffuse 
entity. The government. by contrast, can set up in- 

depenclent authorities and executive agencies, but it 
cannot generate popular movcnicnts. Movements 
require too much inspiration and imply too much trans- 
formation to be led or  even lostt~rcd by a government. 

The cluality of the particular persons in positions of 

power naturally limits the quality of governments and 

their policies. Governments print money and engage in 
wars. Vast sums are raised in taxes and spent. Decisions 

affecting whole populations are made. Yet equality 

means that ~ n y o n c  may enter politics. Virtually no 
training in political processes, no knowledge of legal 
requirements, no understanding of finance and man- 
agernmt, no qualification is required - nothing but 
citixenship. Social selection for political office operates 
in poorly understood ways, but clearlv some people 

succeed because they have a vocation for oublic life. In 
1 

some democratic societies, great wealth has bcconlc the 

road to high political oilier. In non-dei~iocratic 
societies, a few tanks and much deterniinatioii may 
sutXcc. In all governments, those who achieve power 
tend to take advantage of it unconsciously or corruptly. 
The ethical authorities that keep such power in check 
are the citizenry's hope and responsibility. 

Transi t ion.  Sovereignty protects the order and 
stability on  which society depends by regulating power 
and by exercising supreme power. The mindless or 

harn~ful handling of power is a continuing problem. 
Control by the citizenry of the government should be 
enlightene<l o r  control by the government of the 
citizenry will be abysmal. This means that the control of" 
power and the upholding of the social order must he 

under thr influence of ultiri~~ite values. Not ultimate 
v.ilues as words on pieces of paper, but as living forces 

in the hearts of everyone to guide awareness. reflection 
and action. 

Ultimate values imply an equality which recognizes 
distinctions. Hence the continuing preoccupation of 

political theory with the meaning and extent of 
equality. Power needs to  be wielded ethically by the 
guardians, bin neither the government nor the citizenry 
is cthic.il at heart - only individual persons and the 
ethical order and authorities which they embrace. 

Sovereignty permits and generates freedoms. If it did 
not. the political arena could not work and social life 
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would be intolerable. lint sovereignty involves control 

and. to varying clegrrrs, coercion. If the ~ o v r r n m e n t  is 

oppressive, there nuy l)e redress. Hut if the citizenry is 
oppressive through narrow-mindedness, redress is 

more difficult. 

Society, s,iy some, is ,i conspiracy against the indivi- 
dual. It loves not re.ilities and creators, but names and 
customs. It distrusts .ind harms free spirits. Schopen- 
hailer and Nietzsche teach that between the individual 
and the multitude, br twrm individual integrity and 

social requirements, between what is inner and what is 

outer, between the realm ol inner experience and the 

world of social commitment, tln-re is .III opposition as 

deep as can he imagined. The only hope is that each 

individual person may recognizr this i~ppa~-t-nt opposi- 
tion and synthesize the clialectic liy recognizing the 
inevitability of social existence and the need for mcm- 
bership of society. In this way. a person can perhaps 
influence a sovereign society, including its current con- 
stitution and custodians, for its o w n  goocl, 

With this conclusion, we can m o w  to the final 

heptaclic group which defines membership. 



Master- Properties of the two guardians of sovereignty. 
Table 39 These are required to ensure that society, its members and its activities, are regulated by values 

Each guardian is a hexad formed by combining six adjacent levels of purpose. 
See text for details and explanation. 

Hexad No. 
(Levels) 

Type of 
Guardian 

Nature 

Function 

Members 

Authority 

Ideal 

Type of Head 

Preoccupation 

Dysfunction 

Criticisms 

The Citizenry 

To constitute a society. 
. e .  the constitutive guardian/ruler.] 

To assert the common good: hence 
responsible for its government. 

People meeting agreed qualifications 
e . g  birth, property, re 51 'd ence; 
but excluding certain classes 

e g .  minors, prisoners, slaves. 

Derives from convention and 
the common will. 

Civic virtue 

Symbolic e.g. monarch, head of 
state, religious leader. 

Ends 
i e .  ultimately emotional issues 

especially equality. 

Demagoguery 
(mob rule). 

Uninformed, uninterested, uninvolved. 

The Government 

To regulate society. 
. e .  the executive guardian/ruler.] 

To serve the common good: hence 
responsible for collective decisions. 

Representative(s) obtained from 
the citizenry in on accepted way 

e.g. by election, lot, coup. 
nomination 

Derives from a constitution and 
legislation as supported by the citizenry. 

Practical e.g. prime minister, 
supreme court judges. 

Means 
. e .  ultimately practical issues 

especially security and prosperity 

Despotism 
(rule by decree rather than law) 

Out-of-touch, self-serving, incompetent. 

@ Warren Kinston 1992,1994 
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G-7: MEMBERSHIP 

Nature. Power must be controlled and a sovereign 
society must lie established for one reason above all: 

that people, individually, may be free within its limits. 
The realization of values, the driving force of this 

structural hierarchy, is at root an expression of free- 
dom. But frecdom without rules o r  responsibilities is 
chaotic in practice and unethical in principle. 

By integrating the final, seventh level, and creating a 
heptad, it is possible to construct a purposive entity 

whose survival depends on the notion of exercising 
freedom within rules. This is an enduring natural social 

group: typically a society with a particular social order. 

Society needs the social order to be governed by 
ultimate values if freedom is to  be responsible. The pur- 

posive entity defined by unifying all the levels of pur- 
pose including ultimate values is active membership 
of that society and willing acceptance of its order. 
Membership, like ultimate values on which it is based, 

is at root a state ofbeing. In other words, the n~eiiiber- 
ship state i s  basic to social existence and societal 
integrity. Membership is the pre-condition for develop- 

ing both personal and comn~unal identity'. It is just not 
possible for an individual to participate in social life and 
assume social roles and responsibilities without an 

experience of membership. The reverse is also true: 
society and the social order cannot persist, let alone 

thrive, without genuine members. The unifying heptad 
is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 1 2.3. 

Social being is not identical with personhood To be 

human involves other niorlalities of identit? (cf. Master- 

Tables 1 I and 12: Ch. 7). However, membership of a 
society and working or functioning within its order is 

the basis for developing and handling purposes and 
values - which is what fultiln1cnt for soci.il being is 

about. There is only one: licptad and only one state of 
membership which enables the exercise of frecdom. 
On the basis of genuine membership, society can 
develop sovereignty and authorize its guardians. They, 
in turn, enable autonomy with its association-based 
endeavours. 

When we speak of mcmbcrship of the social order 
(G-7'), the emphasis is on ownership of values and 

objectives in a conimunity. The usual focus, as in the 
previous section, is on the nation-state: the terri- 

torially-defined sovereign society. However, the sinall- 
est natural conimunity, a household, and the% largest, 

the world community, also have their order. 

Membership of a well-to-do modern sovereign 
society is far more problematic than nien~brrship of a 

small subsistence community with its ties of kinship, 
neighbourliness and joint efforts to survive. The anony- 

mity and impersonalization of modernity generates two 
requirements. The first (emerging from L-6) is the 
existence of a sphere of personal rights that cannot be 
abrogated or  removed by sovereign power and political 
compromise - hence their label 'inalienable'. Certain 
inalienable rights must be freely available for all 
members of society, not just citizens e.g. the right to a 

measure of privacy applies even to children. Without 

such rights, it is rather difficult to  work with values in 

Figure 12.3: The heptadic grouping which defines freedom. 
One state of membership enabling freedom to be exercised imaginatively. 
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societv. So these rights, are not simply about sovcr- 

eignty and, not surprisingly, many rulers feel threat- 

ened by them. 

The second Ik,iturc, paradoxically more iliffKult to 
comprehend in t l u '  secularism of modernity, is thC 
ready activation o l  ultimate values (I--7). Ultimate 
values. alone, enable each person to rccognizc thcm- 
selves in strangers. So they are the hasi.'i for bridging 
differences and ovcrconiing envy, hostility and other 
inner destructive forces whose release is so easy. 

Ultimate values permit the extension 01' inalienable 
rights beyond tin- membership of society e.g. the right 

to  a fair trial should apply to aliens. Kecausc they 
embody m d  relcitsc spirituality, utimate values limit the 
potential tor destructiveness, the obsessiori with 
power. and the intrinsic immorality that goes hand in 
hand with sovereignty. 

Ultimate values being personal, experiential, utterly 

open and unconditioned are the source ulfrredom and 

a reservoir of holn-. As well as enabling incliviiluality 
and binding rlivi~ise groups in society. tlwy offer the 
resources of thC imagination and will to c.otnbat exist- 
ing ills and injustices. Freedom in this context is the 
imaginative ability within each person t o  create and 
realize new values, an ability on which <-very culture 
and society depends. Onlv an imaginative and free 
social being can rrcognixe that ultimate values have 
created illusory and oppressive structui-es O F  belief and 

custom. Only an imaginative and free social being can 

willingly participate while refusing to In- a slave to 
ideologv or community pressures. Such a reflective 
attitude to society depends on inner integrity because it 

potentially questions the foundations of personal and 
social identity. We inav . sav . that the./iincrion o l n i ~ m h c r -  
ship is to ensure tliat each person uses .ind evaluates 
their values. 

Qual i t ies .  From the analysis so far. we can predict 
the contribution of each level to the social order and 
membership of it. As in the hcxadic grouping, mcm- 
bership of the social order must be: exercised via 

tactical objectives so as to be appropricitc!\r adapted to 
actual circumstances; exercised via strategic objectives 
in a way which musimizes impact; exercised via internal 
priorities in order to win political support from kcv 

people or sub-groups: exercised via principal objects to 
provide an essential rationale for being in society; cxer- 

cised via social i'tjlnet in order to function within the 
general consensus of the community; and exercised via 
value svstems in order to enable intelligible ethical im- 
position on others. The adclitional inclusion of ultimate 
values enables ni(>inbership to be cxercisrd imagina- 
lively. Including all levels, especiallv this liighrst level, 

enables enlightened functioning. It encourages the 

generation and pursuit of truly inspired ideas which 
have thr potential to renicdv imperfections in society 

without violating it. 

Put .mother way, purposes at each level provide each 
member \\it11 le\ers of potter and influence over him- 
sellor ln~se l fand  over others who are also members 01' 
tliat sueirty. This is why their choice in practice entails 

respon-iiliility. Tactical objectives ( L - I )  enable the 
control of work processes. Strategic objectives (L-2) 
enable the control of outconies. Internal priorities 

(1- 3 )  i*nable control of resource allocation and foci for 

effort. I'rincipal objects (I--+) eniiI~le control over the 

identity I I I  endeavours. Social values (L-5) enable 
inf1ucrm.- on community needs. Value svstems enable 

influcnce o n  ideas in society ( L - d ) ,  and ultimate values 
(L-7) eriablc influcnce on the ethical order. All these 
purposes and niodes of influence, including their 

limitations and potentials tor dysfunction, should by 
now In- l~iiniliar. 

The idea of exercising frwilom by choosing and 
focusing on ultimate values is not commonly apprc- 

ciated. Hut the inspirational anit spiritual forces asso- 
ciated with ultimate values are essential to overcomr 

the thought control and dysfunctional habits produced 
by socialization. In all religions it is believed that man 
has a degree of power over God. In the Judeo-Christian 
tradition, God is unable to resist true repentance. In 
Hindu tr.ulitions, a person can force Gods  hand by 

fasting, sacrifice, prayers and oilier meditative rituals. 

In evcrv~lay life, it seems true to sav that a deep focus on 
one or  other ultimate value will produce results attuned 
to it. I-or this reason, great scientists are likely to 

dedicate themselves to truth rather than liberty, great 
artists to beauty rather than compassion, groat states- 
men to justice or freedom rather than truth o r  beauty. 
Through such dedication, each in their own way is 

helping crciitc the future social order. 

Civic Vir tue.  Society, whether people are aware of' 
it or not, is held together by spiritual forces whose 
~~ianifestation is most likely to emerge when each 
person deeply reflects on the mt:aning of their mem- 
bership. Membership provides tlie root of sovereignty, 
the soiirc'c of the common will, and the possiliilitv ol' 
freedom. But to  be effective, it depends on the exis- 

tence am1 cultivation of civic virtue. 

Civic virtue means taking the notion 01' a common 

good seriously. It means supporting with good grace 
the nrn'ssary compromises amongst sub-groups, It 
means being a responsible part ( 1 1  the citixenrv and 
owning tlie government. It means supporting authority 
while ri.-ji:cting its abuse, It means being prepared to 
take u p  suitable roles in society. It means seeing the 
need for achievements by others. It means tolerating 
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individual clillkrencc~s and acting with civility to  others. 
It means opposing violence and terror as a solution. It 

means contemplating and expressing the essential uiti- 
mate values of any ethical order: peace, fraternity, 
equality, liberty, justice, truth, and harmony. It means 

having a private life and becoming a rounded person. 

Within the maxims olcivic virtue lies the secret of a 
desirable social order. In h e  civic ideal, we see the 
penetration of spirituality into the mundane realms of 
social life. 

Whether a person is a citizen or  not is a matter of 
meeting certain formal qualifications. Whether a person 
is a member or not is a matter of inner attitude. Citizens 

who do not manifest civic virtue probably contribute 

less to  society than non-citizens who do. Statesmanship 

is the additional men~bership quality desirable in 
citizens who hold the highest public offices and to 
whom the citizenry and others turn for leadership. 

These qualities of civic virtue and statesmanship do 
not necessarily preclude their presence within authori- 
tarian, nationalist or elitist societies. They do suggest, 

however, that civic virtue cannot flourish in absolutist 
o r  tyrannical societies in which hatred and contempt 

permeate the relation between the governing regime 
and the populace. In such societies, freedom cannot be 

easily exercised and inalienable rights cannot be 
claimed. As a result membership is poorly established 
and cohesion is weak. Many people willingly flee such 
countries to seek mcnibership in other more congenial 

social orders. 

Closure.  With the l>rincipk-s lor specifying a social 

order and its n~en~bership we have comc to the end of 
our exploration of the realization 01' values - an end 
which is also a beginning, because membership entails 

the assumption of certain responsibilities. 

Freedom can only be cxcrcisril within a society if 
each person recognizes and accepts responsibility llow- 
ing from their own purposes and values. In order to 
assign and assume these responsibilities in an appro- 
priate way, membership (and the experience of inten- 
tionality itself) must be divided up. This takes us back 
to the seven types of purpose (G-  1) and the cliflerentia- 
tion of the membership state into the seven primal roles. 

Because all levels are now combined within the one 
single grouping, there arc no internal groups to link. 

Instead. we need to understand how the internal levels 

are inter-connected. This is because freedom and 
power require intentionality to flow from one level to 
another in particular ways. In other words, our explo- 
ration now needs to  move on in the following chapters 
to explore how we can and d o  use purpose and value to 

be free and powerful, and how we can and do partici- 
pate in organizations and society. 

Before doing so, we need to make a brief over-view 

of the whole process of realizing values drawing on the 
findings presented in Ch. 10 as well as the account in 
this chapter. In particular, I wish to clarify some of the 
emergent properties and patterns of the purpose de- 
rivatives. especially the perennial dualities which arc 

associated with each group. 
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REVIEWING THE 
REALIZATION OF VALUES' 

We have now concluded an account of the essential 

purpose-based structures and processes. Starting from 
the root building block of value realization - specific 
responsibility for a particular purpose - we have 
progressed to the most abstract conception - a social 
being defined by membership of a particular social 
order within which values can be realized. Between 

these we have discovered and examined three more 

building blocks and two more controlling conceptions. 

The four building blocks are: purpose-the elements 

of intentionality; direction--the practical guidance of 

our activity; drive-the impetus to promote change and 
overcome opposition to it; and functioning-the sus- 
tenance of achievement through continual work. 

People use and control these building blocks on the 
basis of three essential conceptions: autonomy, sover- 

eignty, and membership. Only by accepting meinher- 
ship of a social order, can a person influence it. To do so 
safely and ethically, they need sovereignty. This means 

constituting themselves as a citizenry and installing a 
government as the day-to-day custodian. Qy giving 
autonomy to enduring identifiable endeavours (i.e. 
movements, authorities, enterprises), the citizenry and 
its government can let people achieve tilings tor them- 

selves and for others. 

The distinction between building blocks and control- 
ling conceptions reflects the difference between the 
p a n  and the whole. The building blocks are properties 

ofparts. In other words, a part (of an organization, say) 
can Function, can push a drive, can take a direction, and 
can hold a purpose. However, only a whole can have 
autonomy, sovereignty and membership. The whole 
associated with autonomy is a joint endeavour, the 
whole associated with sovereignty is a society. and the 

whole associated with membership is a person. 

The seven purpose derivatives have been created by 

grouping adjacent levels of purpose. In this process, a 
new structural hierarchy has emerged and has heen 
labelled G-1 through to G-7 .  Levels (groupings) in this 
derived hierarchy are very different from each other. 
reflecting the variety of structures and processes 
required to realizr values. The way each grouping con- 
tributes to the whole process has been progressively 

clarified. Now it can be reviewed briefly. A summary is 
rovided in Master-Table 40. 

I'he Hierarchy. Membership o f  the social order is 
the starting point for realizing values (G-7).  People 
must function responsibly and this requires the 
definition of. .. . 

'Purposes which must be held consciously (G-1). 
People must mean what they say and this means that 

they have to respond to their own inclinations and 
capabilities. Those who neglect o r  ignore values 
become agents. The responsibility implicit in holding a 
purpose generates activity which needs constraint. This 

is provi~lecl I)?. . . . 

*Directions which must be staled explicitly (G-2). 
People must propose them. agree to  them, and know 
what they entail. Each person must tolerate restrictions 
on activities forwarding their own values in order to 

cooperate with others and so maximize achievement. 

Directions generate change which is frequently 
opposed. Making headway rcquires.. . . . 

'Drives which must he pushed intensively (G-3).  
People must recognize that achievement often requires 

change in habits and customary values. Each person 

n~ust  expect to modify their own values and is in turn 
permitted to press others to modify theirs. Drives 
generate achievement whose sustenance requires.. . . 

*Functioning to be worked at continuously (G-4). 
People must not become complacent or mechanical in 
their work. Each person must work meaningfully and 
productively in the present and invest for the future. 
Functioning is based on work which requires people t o  
conlmit themselves. Organizing a worthwhile cndea- 
vour so it will endure is essential, but this requires.. . . . 

*/liitonomj to  he properly established (G 5) People 

must see themsel~es as participating in three distinct 

I olcs as independent (and unequal) actors in relation to 
enterprises, as repicsentatives of others in relation to 

iegiilatoi-y authorit~es, and as equal members of society 
in relation to ino\einents Man\ people must associate 
to form and manage an! substantial endeavour So 
autononiy generates power and the need lor its ethical 
control This in turn requires 

*.Sotercign~~ to be conslituled legally (G-6).  People 

must ensure that supreme power is wielded ethically at 

all times. Each person must be active as a citizen while 
accepting the existence of government and its lirnita- 
tions. Sovereignty demands and generates freedom, but 

its operation depends on. .  . . 

*.lIernbership which must be claimed self-consciously 
(G-7) .  People exercise membership by activating 
ultimate values and iniaginatively reflecting on die 

social ordrr. Each person must voluntarily make the 

society their own, participating within it despite its 
many impierl'ections. 

l'royress and The Dualities. Progress offers a 
captivating, or tantalising. hope for the rradi- 
cation or reduction o f  the present sufterings in 
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societies. So realizing values is often about getting 
progress and each of the groupings is oriented towards 

this in a distinctive way. 

O n  the basis of the accounts of the groupings, it 
seems that membership represents the spirit of pro- 
gress and sovereignty reveals the forces behind 

progress. Moving to the base of the hierarchy, purposes 

provide the means for progress and directions its 
specifications. Between potentiality and actuality, we 

find autonomy which enables the organization of 
progress and functioning which is the embodiment or 

realization of progress. Finally, drives are a pivot which 
enable the modification of progress. 

But these are very general statements. Whether any 

of the purpose derivatives will actually deliver viable 
progress is another matter entirely. Perhaps it would be 

more accurate to  affirm the converse: that each group- 
ing offers a unique capability to impede progress and 

cause positive disruption. 

Progress is easier wished for or expected from others 
o r  advised about, than produced. Progress is risky. So 
anyone in the hot seat very sensibly aims for progress 
which is compatible with personal survival and survival 

of the endeavour. 

When realizing values, there is an unavoidable 

tension between the urge for survival and the desire for 
progress. Each structural level embodies a vvell-recog- 
nized and distinctive version of that progress-survival 

duality as experienced by those involved in the endeav- 
our. Survival is an ethical imperative, both a stabilizing 
core and constraint in value realization. So its represen- 

tations in the duality feel essential and unavoidable. 

Progress is merely desirable, a potential for growth and 
an aspiration. So its representations in the duality 

demand positive generation and their value must be 
repetitively re-affirmed and re-explained. The various 
progress-survival dualities reflect perennial dilemmas 
and arguments, and not just amongst social scientists 
and philosophers, but also amongst managers and 
politicians. 

Below is a brief account of the evolution of the 

progress-survival duality (with the key terms itali- 
cized). I will build upwards on this occasion to show the 

progressive resolution of the dialectics much as was 
done for ethical systems In Ch. 6 (cf. Master-Fig 7) and 
identity systems in Ch. 7 (cf. Master-Fig. 13). 

*Holding purposes (G- I )  reveals the tension 
between the survival need to adapt to urgent pressures 

in the situation by bring pragmatic. and the demand of 
progress which requires that people generate values and 
objectives as necessary guiding principles. Failure to  
resolve the tension leads t o  unreliable and patchy 

development o r  collapse of the endeavour through 
disconnection, rigidity o r  utopianism. This duality, 
resolved satisfactorily by each person in their own way, 
expresses their individuality. 

*Stating directions ( (3-2)  reveals the tension between 
individuality on which creative efforts and personal 
initiative absolutely depend, and cooperation which must 

be evoked to sustain the group and generate the desired 
progress. Failure to resolve the tension leads to  in- 

coherence which threatens breakdown of the endea- 
vour, or acrimonious conflict which threatens 
disruption of the group. Alternatively, failure results 
from herd-like behaviour, endless talk, hesitancy and 
weak decisions. Resolution of the duality leads to a 

habitual modus operand! and stability for the endeavour 

and group. 

*Pushing drives (G-3) reveals the tension between 
the need for stability to  handle external turbulence and 
shifting values (which is the very meaning and essence 
of survival), and the need to generate a vibrant 
+amism based in a positive commitment to the new or  
modified values inherent in progress. Failure to  resolve 
the tension leads to  stagnation or  disruption, both of 

which threaten the endeavour and the group. The reso- 

lution of this duality leads to evolution of the group and 

the endeavour. 

*Working at functioning (G-4) reveals the tension 

between handling the evolution of any endeavour which 
is unavoidable as people, work and situations alter, and 
generating the transformation required for more substan- 
tial progress which involves a degree of discontinuity 

with the past. Failure to resolve the tension leads to 

over-ambitious changes or becoming trapped in a blind 
alley. The resolution of the duality leads to consensus on 

the endeavour within the group. 

*Establishing autonomy (G-5)  reveals the tension 
between consensus, the survival factor for all associating 
and organizing, and conflicts which result from striving 
for progress and generating argument about which 

values and actions are required. Failure to  resolve the 
tension leails to the endeavour tearing itself apart with 

internal disagreements, o r  to the suppression of dis- 
cussion and avoidance of risks with stagnation and even- 
tual ossification. Resolution of the duality leads to 
endeavours and groups becoming the means for the 
maintenance of society. 

*Constituting sovereignty (G-6) reveals the tension 

between surviving by tolerating the necessary means for 
ruling and implementing collective decisions (even 
though these rest ultimately on coercion), and genera- 
ting those en& which all desire and which are the ratio- 
nale for progress. Failure to  resolve the tension leads to  
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citizens and governmrnts failing to  ~ r o v i d e  or  tolerate 
the means to achieve the ends they claim to want. O r  

they pursue ends irrrspcctivc of the ethical qu'ility o r  
practical implications of tlic means. Resolution of the 
duality enables gvniiine pir~iciptirion in the political 

arena. 

*Claiming membership ( G - 7 )  reveals the tension 

between participuiion in the social order despite its 
imperfcctions, without which there would be no 
society or survival; and generating a dissociation from 
the order, or at least its worst aspects, in order to con- 
ceive of genuine improvements. To support while 

criticizing and to criticize while supporting is the essen- 
tial rcquiren~cnt. Failure to resolve the tension leads to 
fanaticism or uncritical support of the status quo. 
Societal dcvclopn~ent cannot be systematically planned 

o r  formally organized, so the resolution of this duality 
is resolved by prqnmism - which takes us back to 

purpose (G - 1 ) .  

The PersoiinI vs The C o m m u n a l .  Whether the 
goal is progress or maintenance of the status quo, rcal- 

izing values is about doing things. This means taking 
action onesell' and organizing the activities of others. 

Realizing values is thr basis ofa person's participation in 
their con~nuiiiity or society. Whatever a person's place 
or  perspectivr in soi-iutv, it is impossible to escape some 
niinimum involvimrnt in eai-li of the groupings in the 

hierarch\,. 

h i s  immediately raises the issue of balance between 
individual wislu~s, interests or concerns and comniunaj 

needs, interests or concerns. In handling any particular 

value, the question that invariably arises is whether the 
matter can iu* left to entrepreneurs, organizations or 

professional groups or whether some collective or 
governmental action is required. We want to allow and 
foster uniqueness, privacy, initiative and personal iden- 
tity. Yet we recogni~c the need for order, protection of 
the public interest, and common aims. 

It is worth reminding ourselves that the various 
purposive entities formed by combining the levels oi 

the purpose interact with this individual-communal 
duality in distinctive ways. Purpose, direction, func. 
tioning anti membership all demand a sirnultaneou~ 
consideration of the individual and the collective 
din~ensions. That is to say, purpose, direction, func- 
tioning and n i ~ ~ n h ~ r s l i i ~ ~  cannot exist in society 

indepenclrnt 1 1 1  tlnir existem-e within a person or 

organization 

Drives. autonomy and sovrrrignty arc different. Two 

distinct (hut linked and mutually inlliienced) forms are 
found: one essentially inclivi~lu.il and the other essen- 

tially communal. Drives can rithrr take die form of 

external eomnii~~iity-orientctl pressures which aim to 
change others and the social (ontext or internal drives 

for self-clevclopinorit (which may leave others un- 
touched). Some links between these two forms of drive 
are natural, but the distinction is unavoidable. 
Autonomy too can lead cithrr to associations and nct- 
works whose formation is j~crsonally driven. o r  to  
public and official bodies whose formation is driven by 
the public interest. Finally, sovereignty is expressed by 

socially responsible citizens lor whom genuineness is 
intrinsic, and political leaders who get paid to operate 
the levers of power on liehalf o f  the community. 

Transi t ion.  Social beings, natural and artificial. 
define purposes and generate the energy for the rcaliza- 
tion of values using all d~riv~itivrs. But the reverse is 
also true. Purposes and their derivatives also define and 
energize social beings. Purpose enables the realization 

of values; and the existence of values generates efforts 

at realization by 11ePining purposrs. Soci'il beings cannot 
exist without value and purposr; and value a d  purpose 
cannot exist without social beings. 

But does the realization o l  value really produce 
progress? We can say that tin; realization of valucs leads 
to the evolution of society and its valucs. Whether or 
not this evolution reflects progrrss ~bjectiv~ly-speaking 

may be disputed. Ideally, socit-tv Â¥<lioulc become pro- 

gressivelv more humane and enlightened, but the values 

chosen lor realization an- absolutely dependent on the 

community and reflect its inaturity. Evaluation of 
society over the long term is itself a matter of values 
used to conduct that evaluation. No neutral reply can 
therefore be given. 

A great deal has now bcen said about purpose and 

value in organizations and social life. Now something 
more must be said about how people develop and use 
purpose in everyday life and at work. The account of 
the structures of intentionality (teleostatics) that has 
just bcen completed needs to In- complemented hy an 
account of the forces gener.ited liy the use of purposes 
and values (teleodynaniics~. In tlir next chapter, the 
nature and interplay of these fort'es will be explored 

and a striking pattern rrvealrd. % 



Master- properties revealing the coherence of the seven groupings of purposes. 
Table 40 The evolution of dualities is similar to that shown in Master-Figures 7 and 13. See Master-Figure 28 for a diagrammatic overview of the groups in the groupings. 

See Master-Table 29 for a summary of implications for society and for organizations. See text for further details and explanation. 

L 
[Nos of 
2roupsl 

Grouping 
Function 

The Process of Personal 
Progress 

Inherent Duality 
Focus Realizing Values Commitments Progress vs Survival 

Membership 
needed for 
Freedom 

Sovereignty 
needed for 

Power 

Autonomy 
needed for 

Endeavours 

Functioning 
needed for 
Achievement 

Drive 
needed for 
Change 

Direction 
needed for 
Activity 

Purpose 
needed for 
Responsibility 

To ensure that each 
person uses and 
evaluates their values 

To ensure that society, its 
members and their activities, 
are regulated by values, 

To ensure that endeavours 
serve the values of both 
society and individuals. 

To ensure that values are 
expressed coherently and 
enduringly in activities. 

To ensure that desired 
values are installed 
despite resistances. 

To ensure that chosen 
values focus minds and 
shape outcomes. 

To ensure that values con 
be affirmed, chosen and 
pursued in a social context. 

The Society: 
The starting point for realizing 
values - an existing social order 

The Guardians: 
Sustaining an ethical order as 
a framework for realizing values 

Organizations: 
Organizing independent people 
for large-scale efforts. 

Social Productivity: 
Using purpose, direction and 
drive coherently and effectively. 

Political Manoeuvres: 
Overcoming the inevitable 
opposition to change. 

Group Requirements: 
Ensuring group values guide 
individual decisions. 

Primal Roles: 
Developing the personal tools 
for participating in society. 

Each person must participate 
in a society despite its many 
imperfections. 

Each person must be active 
as a citizen while accepting a 
government with its limitations. 

Each person musl see them- 
self as an independent actor, 
representative and member. 

Each person must work 
meaningfully and productively, 
never mechanically. 

Each person must expect to 
modify their own values and 
press others to modify theirs. 

Each person must accept 
restrictions on their activities 
to enable cooperation. 

Each person must respond 
to their own inclinations and 
capabilities in social life. 

Spirit 
of 
progress 

Forces 
of 
progress 

Organization 
of 
progress 

Embodiment 
of 
progress 

Modification 
of 
progress 

Specification 
of 
progress 

Means 
of 
progress 

Participation -4 

Consensus Y L l q  
vs r Evolution 

Stability -4 
Cooperation] 1 

vs r Individuality 

Principles I 1  vs 
Pragmatism 

@ Warren Kinston 1994 
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NOTES 

Sociologists have l~ecn ilerply interested in soci.11 ntovc- 

nients. partly because- thry so often participate in them. Vet 
the liter.itiirc iloes not always ~listin~tiidi movements clearly. 
fiitlier it veers toward' Â¥>tuilyin movements as totally 
unstructured and nierged with social trends, social p.itirrn-. 
or large scale activitici likr mobs. fads and panics (Tur11i.r. 
R .  H. & Lewis, M.K. Collcaiw Behuriour. Hnglewixnl (.'lillk 
S 1: Prenticr Hall. 19 57; Snirlsrr. N.J. Thmrt L'+llt~-wc 

Bi-huiiour. Glc-ncoe, 111: Free Prrss, 1963), or as strurture:! in 
the Iiirrn ol pnssure groups, politic.~l lmrtirs, new churches. 
regulatory prtigrmInes or  social policies (Heherlc, K. S.1:iaI 
l/oiemimti: An Iniroducrion to Polilh-a1 Socioloo). P4g.w York: 

Appli~ton-Centurv-Crofts, 195 I ; Cameron. W.B. IfoJi-rn 
.Si'cial .lfo~~~mmt:, Se\v York: Random House. 1966; H.irkrr. 
Q.. Yen Religious .1lorrmmi>. London: HMSO, I ' M ) .  or is 

an opportunity t'> uixli~rstand political change (Oherschall, 

A. .Sociul Moveiz~enrs: Ideologies, Interesti. IJi'ntiric^ Nev York: 
Transaction Puhl.. 1992), poli~ical ideologies (Mackcnrie, 

W.J.M. Polinci ant! SocialSciences, llarnionclsworth: Penguin, 
1967; Scott. A. ldeolog~ and Yew Social Movements. London: 
Llnwin Hyiim,  1990) and ct~ltural processes in gentr.il 
(Colin, 5. The Pursuit oj thi" :l/illcnniurn. London: Seckrr & 

Warburg, 1957; Killian, L.M. Social Movunents. In: 
HunJbook of Modern Sociologi. (Ed. R.L. I. .  Paris), Chicago: 
Rand Mt:N.illy, 1964). The two relateil movements most 

popular \villi sociologists have been the l.ihoiir or  workers' 
movement and tin- socialist movement - within which and 
tor which ni.iny have worked as intrllectuals. More dis- 
interesteil sliidirs of movements arc rcl.ltivrly rare. but they 

seem to l ~ c  aligned to the contxpt as presented here 
(Wilkinson, P. Social .I/oit-nirnr. bunion: Pall Mall P res ,  
1971 : TourtUne, A. .  Dubet. 1 . .  Wicviorka. M.. Stre/clecki, 

J. et dl. Solit!urit\~. The .lnu/rsi~ of a Sociul ,l/oit'mt~nt: PoluncL 
1980- 1981. (Transl. D. Dcnby). London: Eilitions de la 
Maison drs  Sciences de I'tlomnie and Cambridge Univer-'.ity 

Press. 1983). Whereas sociulugist -. have been preotxupietl 

with rev~luiion.wy political rnuvcmcnts. this book s e e k  to 
help anyone contriln~te to any sort of movement So the 
niphasis here is on onlin.irv modern rnoveinriits likr the 
women's, green or Scw Age movements in which the 
reader niii;lit well participate or  might h a w  to handle in a 
work contcxt , 

[Â¥o aii account ofdevclopriitiits ol the movement in the 11K. 
see: Cullen, M.J. The S s a t i s t ~ ~ l  .Ifovemmt in Ear$ Victoriar, 
Britain: The /ount!anons oJ' Empirical Soml Rcs~-~irch. Nr\\' 
York: Harvester Press, 1975. For a more general i i cco t~~~t  of 

the cmergenc~ of tlie use o t  Lwts. probability and the con- 
cepi o l  '~iitmial', see: Hacking, 1. The Tummg of CThincc.. 

Cambridge: Cinilwitlgc Llniversity I'rcs. 1990. 

Robertson, J. h u r c  Il'eulili: Yeti ti.ononiii-t /or th; 21Ã 
Crnru<r. l .oiiiloii: Cassell. 1989. 

With reparti to ihe nei:d for an organi~iticm, s i ~ :  Zald, h1.N. 
& Ash. K. Serial movement orgi~i i~~it ions:  Growth. decay 
and iliangr. .Soi~ial fori-n. 44: 3?7- 340, 1966. For an acconn~ 
ofthr  Spanish peasant re\olt>. ~ e :  Hohsbawni. E.J. Primirivt 
Rebels: Studies in Archaic h n i <  if Soi'id Movement in the /9t/3 
anJ 20th Ccmur~c~. Mmchester: M.iiirIii-itt-r Llniversity 
Pri-.st \W. 

Details ofthe wonnn's niovcnient in the US .in- takc-n from: 

JTi:~'ntiin, J. 7'hc Politics o f  llbmeni libm~rion: A Case Sru* of- 
an Emcr'qy .Siii~ia/Movernenr and ifs Rclaiion TO the Policy Process. 

New York: Longman. 1975. 

Lenin, V.I. What is tobe done? In: ScleacJ llbrts. Val. 1 .  Part 
1 .  Moscuw, 1950. (Transl. from Kussian. London: Law~encc 
& \V.. 1 964.) 

Mannheini. K. / i / iv / i \~  iind lhopia. London: Routledge 

Kegan Paul. 1936. 

Scc: Miclit~ls, R. Political Pariies, Glencoe Ill . :  Fret: Press, 
1949; t;erth, 1H.H. & Mills, C.W. From .l/u.i Ili-bcr: Essys in 
X w i o l , ~ , ~  Ni;w 'lark: Oxford Llniversity Press. 1946. 

I'his rx.inipIr is takcn from Section 294 of Eliade. M. .4 

Hiwr,r of Rcligio~is Idea[. \oI 2. Chicago: Llniversitv of 
Chicago I'rc'ss, 1982. Bogomil missionaries fostered the 
brni.ition of the Cathar Church whose 'ideal was the (lib- 

appc,irance of humanity, by suicide and by the reftisal in  liavi, 
chililrcn" (1). 185). In relation to tlie Inquisition. Eliade notcs 
t1i.11 "ihr nianncr in which [these heretics) were annihi1at-J 

constittites inic of tlic blackest pages in the history of the 

Roman Church. Hut thi  Catholic reaction was justified." 
(p.188). 

See the tliicuxiui~ ofrulttirc (R-43: Cli. 10); and c f  Kinston. 
\V. Xtri'ngthening the Manajement Culture: Phasing the Tran'- 
formation oJOrgani~uiioni. London: Tile SIGMA Centrt:, 1994. 

Nutr that an authority may he referred to  hy a wide variety 
of names: as a coniniission. a committee, a board, a council, 
in  ollicc &c. The title does not clarify whether or  not the 
.iutliority is statutory or  selfregulatory No  title in itseil' 
niakrs it clear that the authority is regulatory rather than an 
ep.irtment of government 1e.g. the status of regulators ~i 
pri\atizcd monopolies like Oftel or  Olgas is not obvious) or  
A public agency (Q. is ttic grarn.maintained National 
Consunicr Council an authority or a campaigning body?.i: 
H i t  I.~tter.). Srruiiny of the principal objects and the asso- 
datrd structures and powers, especially appuintnicnts to the 

board, is essential to clarify hi; n~iuire of the body. 

This account is extrackd from a series of three papers in Xeir 

Con~ri iun~~~~,  Vol. 14, P . i r ~  1/2 1987: Peppard. N. The 
Coii~tiiunity Relations Commission 1968- 1976: A note on 
its tormation and roll;. pp.9- 1 I ; l.aiii~. D. Thc Comn~ission 
for Racial l;clu,~lity: the first five years. pp. 12- 16 Newsam, P. 
h e  Comiiii~sicm for Racial Equality: 19S2-1987. pp. 17-20. 

. A key reconimcii~lation o l  the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission's Report involved reducing the number of 
brcwrv-owiieil public houses (The Supp11. of Beer. London: 
HMSO, CmniJ. 65 1 .  1989). Titcl ownership restricts con- 
suiiier choice of beers a id  inhibits competitor entry into the 

market. The Brewers Society. representing the industry, 
lol)l)ir(l vigorously against the MMC' recomn~endations 
(Rycrt ofihc Monopoli~~ d i d  Mergers Commission on "The Supp/~ 
o/Bt-cr": :I t'riiiyuc. London, l 9X1?). In its Bcer Orders laid 
lieliirr l'arlianiriil in subsequent years. the governnicnt 

inposcd some restrictions on owni:rslii~~ lit11 significantly 
less dun  the MMC rcrornmenilation. To reassure public 
opinion, it required a suliseqt~iin review of competition by 
i s  own Ollin o l  F.iir Trading. This review was expected to 
occur in 1994, but it was cancelled in 1993. The relevant 
documents are: House of Ci~~imiims Paper #402. Effects î f 
the Bccr OrJers on the Braving Inhs iy  and Consumer. 4th 
Report u l  the I'romdings of the Agricultural Comniitu'e. 
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Session 1992- 1993; House of Commons Paper #870. Thud 

Special Report: Responu by the Government to the 4th Report ofthe 
Agricultural Committee. Session 1992- 1993. 

14 The Royal Commis~ion on Enviroiinicnt.11 Pollution. ;I Guide 

to the Commission and It< Act~r~t~es November. 1992. 

15. The initial inquiry advocated disbanding the existing Press 
Council and replacing i t  by a more satisfactory and respon- 
sive body 'to give (the industry] one tinal ch,incc to prove 
that voluntary self-regulation can be made to  \\ark': Home 
Office. Report of the Commtrtee on Prim9 and Related Matters 
(Chairman: David Calcutt QC) London: HMSO Cnind. 
1 102, 1990. The I'ress Complaints Commission Fmt Annual 
Report, 1991 sumniariy.etl its own origins and performance 
in a self-coniplimcntiiig way. A further review then took 
place in 1993 as planned and in the wake of further scandals: 
Department of National Heritage. Review of Press Self- 
Regulation. (Sir David Calcutt QC). London: HMSO Cinnd. 
2135, 1993. 

16. A special Report on the role and lapses of the Bank of 

England is provided in: House of Commons Paprr #198. 

Inqiiiry into the Siipcrnsiiin of RCCI: The Binghan~ Report. 
October. 1992. 

17. First Report from the Home Ajfairs Select Committee on the 
Operation und Effectiveness ofthe Commission for Racial Etfualty, 
1980-1 981. London: HMSO, 198 1 .  

18. Cower, L.C.B. Renew of Investor Protection. Part I. The Go~ver 
Report. London: HMSO Cnind 9125, 1984; and Non- 

Parliamentary Report of the Department n l  Tr-vle and 
Industry Renew of Invalor Protection. Part 2. 1985. These 
reports drew on tile recommendations of two other working 

parties set up by the Hi>nk of England and the Government 
respectively to exanline similar issues. 

19. The relevant d o c u t n ~ ~ ~ ~ t s  are: Comn~it tee of Advertising 
Practice. The Brinsh Code of Advertising Practice. 8th Ed. 
London, 1988; the account by the Chairman in the .innual 

Report of ASSOF. 1973- 1976; and The Advertising .4ssoc1ation'~ 
+lnnital Rcvtew. 1992- 1993. Details were also obtaiiied by 
personal communication with the Advertising St.~n~lards 
Authority and the Ailvertising Association. 

20. Although legal, economic, political and. especiallv, socio- 
logical study of organi'/ations his been sustained since the 
1950s. practical research has been comparatively meagre. 
Policy studies in business and government, for exaniple. did 
not become a serious object of smdy until the 1960s. 
Practical organiration within the voluntary sector has h e n  

relatively rarely examined (cf. Harris. M. & Hillis, D. 
Organising Vbluntary Ap-ncies: A Guide Through the 1.itrruture. 
London: Bedford Square I'rcss, 1986). Many organizational 
.tiidies geared to the practicalities of managing operate bv 
raising awareness among those involved (r.g. Morgan, G ,  
Images of Oraani/ation. London: Sage. 1986). Relatively few 
are deliberately design-ark-nted and these focii-s almost 
exclusively on just one compartment, the executive struc- 
ture (e.g. Jaques. E. ,I G'rncral Theory ofBiirwwrucy. London: 
Heinetnann, 1976: U.illiraitli. J.R. Orjanization Dcsqn. New 

York: Addison-Wrsley, 1977; Mintzberg, H .  The Srrticruring 
of Orflannwons. Englcwood Clifls, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1979). 

Relevant reflections on orga~iirational tiesign are to be found 
in some governmental commissions of inquiry. Such coni- 
missions are stimulatr<l hy periohc needs to review legis- 

lation by rt:examining the purpose of organizations of tlif- 
ferent types and the comparative righti and obligations of 

relevant groups and the community. I h e  resulting reports 
facilitate comparisons of design principles for organizations 
h c t w ~ n  ililferent countries (cf. Hoghton, C. i k  (ed.) The 
Company: I W .  Structure 'ini/ Reform in Eleven Countries. 
London: Allen & Unwin, 1970). Such accounts generallv 
confirm the overall picture as one oftheoretical confusion. 

Current organizational theory tends to treat organizations as 
essentially unitary executive things - like 'hierarchies', 
cooperatives' or  'matrix organizations' - and it is true that 
it is executive work that most needs orgaiiizing because this 
is where tlw operation is located. OIK- or  more of the other 
compartn~ciits are sonietinies nott-cl, hut (to my knowledge) 
little d io r t  outside the present research has gone into 
developing an unambiguous and clTmive model of the 
integrated working of the whole. 

As a result, thew i t  no widely agreed framework which 
shapes or  indicates what, in principle, to expect of enter- 
prises, nothing which aids clarification of the duties people 

(insider-, or outsiders) should perform, nor how the main 
socially-recognized compartments should interact. In prac- 
tice, designing compartments other th.in the exccutant body 
and developing inter-relations among conipirtnients are 
based almost wholly on a mixture of expediency, intuition, 
custom and fashion. Self-control by those involved depends 
largely on obeying the law. current conventions and personal 
preference rather than any real sense of what is required. 

21. The liniitctl but important role of hirrarchy and account- 
ability in the total picture is provided in: Kinston, W. op. cit. 
[lo]. A framework tor participation in organizations has 
been developed which recognizes tlic claims of the indivi- 

dual and the institution. It derives from an ethically designed 

hierarchical framework for specifying work and structuring 
organizations: Kinston. W. Management Processes and Partici- 
potion in the Ethical Orguni7azion. Unpublished Discussion 

Documents, The SIGMA Centre. 1992. 

22. For more specific details of duties and tasks, see the 
Appendix in: Kinston, \ V  Designing thr (our coinpartinenis 
of organisations: Constitiiting. governing, top officer am1 
executant htidit~s.JournalofAppl~cdSystemsAnalysis. 18: 3-24, 
1991. Note that the labelling, analysis and understanding 
here has moved on slightly from that publication. 

23. For a short general essay on the issue of shareholder duties, 
hec: Pt'nnant-Rea. R. Capitalism: Piintcrs or Proprietors. The 
Economist, May 5th 1990. The situa~ion in the USA is 
analysed in: j.~cohs. M.T. Short-[cnn America- The Causes of 
Business Myopia. C.in~britlge, MA: Harvard Business School 
Press. 1992. 

24. Numerous texts testify to the malfunctioning of boards. 
Board failure is the commonest cause of business failure 
according to G .  Mills in his On thc BonrJ. (London: Cower. 
1981). This clear account by an c\licric~nced consultant 
accords well with the basic principles provided here. 
Businessmen regularly coniplain about lioards, saying things 
like: "I'hc lict is that we haven't got iii tl~is country enough 
people to  i~ian our boards with the type ol'people whom \ve 
would love to have. ideally' (Brown. C.C. & Smith. E.E. The 
Director Looks at His Job New York: Colunihia Univrrsity 
Press, 1957, p. 123). For a brief trenchant view on boards in 
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a~~iclrniic boilic,\, sw:  Anthony, K.N. & Herzlingcr. R.F..  
,M,inagcmeni Onrrol m ,\on-pro/if Organr~ation<. (Ret d Ed.).  
tlornt-wood. Ill: Rirh.ird D. Irwin. 1980. pp.47-48. For tht 
posi~ion in public agencies. see: Nachnii:is, I>. & Greer, A .  
(eds.) Sellgovernance in the inter1~enctratcd society. fo1ii;i 
Scicnca Special lnuc. Vol. 14, I'wt 2. Amsterdam: l*i,virr. 
1982. 

See. lor rxamplr: Minuberg, 11.. The .Nature ~ j . I l ~ i n ~ ~ r i J  
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Chapter 13 

Being Intentional 

To be intentional is f o  be powerful. The ability to hold 

, d u e s  and pursue purposes we can call our own is the very 
essence offreedom. We now move to a systematic account ofhow 

to manage that innate power. 

Few of us manage values and use purposes in o w  
personal and public lives as well as we would wish. 
When endeavours go awry, things often seem to spiral 

utterly out of control. Our higher values become dis- 
connected from what w r  do. The urgent drives out the 
important. Direction is lost or not properly com- 
inunicated. Sensitivity in handling others seems to 
disappear. It is as if we forget that social life and 

organizations are constructed out of our purposes and 
values, that they are our creation and our responsibility. 

Social order and complex enterprises are fragile. 
Their constituent values and purposes are not created 
once and for all. Kather, they need to be repeatedly 
allirmed, clarified and sensitively modified if they arc to  

mean anything. 

Being intentional is so obviously a daily experience 

and a management need. Yet creating and managing 
ourselves and social reality in a positive way seems such 

.i clifficult and even awrsome task. Intentionality, the 
disposition and capability to have purposes .ind act 
purposefully, and intcntional processes, like cxhor- 
tation and decision, arc so natural that we take then1 lor 
granted. Yet few (excepting, of course, the reader!) 

recognize just how weakly most people appreciate 

purposes and values. 

We continue here with the premise with which we 
started: anyone whose decisions affect others not only 
needs to be intentional but also needs to be aware of 
being intentional. We can and must take this expecta- 
tion of awareness further by examining how intention 

operates in our minds. organizations and social life. The 
result is a beautiful and immensely significant image. 

INTRODUCING 
INTENTIONALITY 

We know intuitively that at one moment or in one 
situation 'a contract' or 'diagnosis' o r  'building houses' 

is used as an idea (L-6) .  at another as a need (L-S), at 

another as an endeavour (L-41, at another as a priority 

(L-3) and so on -often with only the slightest n~odifi- 

cation in formulation or context to signifv the change. 
Because the I'unction of a particular purpose changes so 
easily and so spontaneously to suit our needs in a 
situation, people sometimes find it difficult to  get a grip 

on the unchanging functions - the universal types or 
levels of purpose - that underlie any actual case. 

The fluidity of intentional processes in the mind and 

I society nerds temporarily to be Froden to undcr- 
stand how to master them. Having identified a variety 

of useful purposive structures (in Ch.s 10 and 12).  we 
can focus now on how intentional processes create and 
manipulate those structures. An additional aim of this 
chapter is to reveal how, in principle, an enlightened 
society can or might o r  must emerge. 

In pursuing these tasks, I shall first clarify the con- 
trasting and potentially conflicting roles of emotion and 

logic in being intentional. Only then can I identify and 
label channels of influence betuecn the levels. These 

channels lie the heart of intentional social processes. 

Familiarity with the various levels of purpose is 
assumed (see: C1i.s 3-5, 10 & 12), and so only the 
briefest olaccounts and a minimum ol'examples \\ ill be 
offered. My aim here is to create an image and reveal a 

pattern, not to elaborate on every social process, each 

of which could be the subject of an entire book. 

Certain channels of influence which can exist 
between levels invariably impede, confuse or disrupt 
social endeavours. Such pseudo-channrls are positively 
counter-productive and need to be noted only so as to 
be avoided. 

Properties of the Image 

To dcscribr the channels between levels, it is neces- 
sary to  identify distinct centres lor purpose formation 
within each level. This is required in order to clarify the 
eJect that specifications of purpose at one level have on 
the specifications of purpose within .mother level. The 
influences between centres are invariably reciprocal - 
that is to say the channels operate in both directions. 
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All values arc bipolar and contain their negative. So 

the positive form in which all effects exerted by a centre 

are primarily described should be taken to contain and 

imply a negative or devaluing form. In practice, as might 
be expected, there are many unsatisfactory influences 
in the channels. The positive effect may be i~l>sent, or 
too weak, or too strong, or distorted, or inappro- 
priately replaced. So precision in regard to negative 
effects is not really possible. The text and Master-Table 
44 provide examples of negative effects, mainly to assist 

in an appreciation of the channels. 01 course, whether . . 
a negative influence is utulcsirable o r  beneficial is often 
controversial. It all depends on the particular values at 
stake and the perspective taken by the assessor in the 
situation. 

The handling of the reciprocal positive intlucnccs is 
carried out  by a characteristic social process which the 

channel primarily represents. All these intentional pro- 
cesses will be immediately familiar to  the reader. They lie 
at the heart of all social organization and, of course, 
involve far more than just specifying purposes. The 
limited aim here is to reveal the pattern of which these 
processes are a part, not to explore the processes in 
detail. 

Crea t ing  a n  Iniage. Part of the task otthis chapter 
is to develop a dynamic image which clarifies how to be 

intentional. This image is proving an extremely useful 
tool for reflectively working with values in organiza- 
tions and society. Subsequent research (not included in 
this hook) has revealed that the same image is applicable 
to all of the other seven level hierarchies in this framc- 

work. elemental and structural. The pattern seems to 
be fundamental because it has also been discovered in 
other domains e.g. in organizations WIN-re it clarifies 

management processes, and in academic disciplines 

where it clarifies scientific processes. 

Purposes at each of the seven levels, as found within 
each of us, within organizations, and within a society o r  
state, are diagran~mcd in MasterFig. 42a without any 
connections o r  channels of influence - much as in 
previous Master-Matrices. The absence of channels 

means that this image oilers little guide as to  what effect 

a purpose or value at one level has o r  should seek to 
have on a purpose or value at a higher or lower level. 
The disconnected image docs not yet represent a viable 
social existence: which, as we have discovered, implies 
the unification of all srven levels (G-7: Ch. 12). 

In this inquiry, the seven levels, represented in 
. . 

In selecting terms to capture the various elfects and Master-Figure 42a. will be re-drawn progressively as 

intentional processes in social life, 1 have sought to be as 42b. 42c, and 42d until a final image emerges as 42e. 
This Unal image is a theoretical structure which repre- precise and distinctive .is possible and 11.w tried to 
scnts intentionality. Master-Figures 43 and 45 show and avoid labels that arc common to all o r  many channels. 

For example, all higher level values and purposes broadly label all the channels along which intcntionali? can 

infuse, imply, contextualizc, influence, justify, require, flow in an appropriate and constructive wav. This image 

guide and orient lower level values and purposes: and captures the extent and limits of our freedom and 
power. 

all lower level purposes broadly underpin, support. 
conform to, fulfil, complete, imply and require higher 
level purposes. More precise tlescriptions ofthe effects 

than these are possible. Such precision is essential to 
master intentionality and con~municate with clarity. 

Nevertheless, a variety of synonyms often seem per- 

fectly suitable in practice, and the best t r im often 
depends on the situation being addressed. 

The material in this chapter is sumn~arized in three 
figures and three tables. Master-Table 41 is a simple 
listing of all the processes in order of their explanation. 
Master-Figure 42 shows how an image of inter-level 

channels is built up as tlie argument unfolds. Master- 
Figure 43 is a complete picture of the influences that 
the diiferent purposes have on each other. Mastcr- 

Figure 45 is the same image labelled with the inter.- 
tional processes. In Master-Table 44, the channels arc 
ordered in terms of power, and positive and negative 
etfects are listed. Master-Table 46 is a complete 
summary ofthe various channels, also in order of their 
power, and with an indication of their proper use and 
examples of the consequences of disuse and misuse. 

IkSore proceeding, an outline of the ideas based on 
Master-Matrices 41 and 42 is provided to give an over- 
view. 

Explaining the Structure 

Being Social  (cf. Master-Fig. 421)): Being social 
is based in participation ,arid responsibility. As we saw in 
Ch. 10 (G- 1). this require a separate focus on each of 
the levels of purpose. lleveloping any specific purpose 
or value immediately activates a duality. On the one 
hand, there is an approach which is emotional, prag- 
matic, responsive and evolutionary; and on the other 
tiand there is a countervailing approach which is 
rational, structurecl, comprehensive and designed. On 

tin- basis of this duality, three modes of purpose forma- 
tion can be identified, each of which can be represented 
as .I 'centre' within a level. Modes fully identified with 
one or other side of the duality result in two com- 
plcnientarv centres within certain levels - value 
systems, social valuesand internal priorities. Only one 
centre is found in the remaining levels - ultimate 
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values, principal objects, strategic and tactical objec- 
tives. In these levels, a third mode applies which 

resolves, integrates, synthesizes, combines o r  balances 
the duality. 

The four single-centre levels are straightforward in 

their functioning. However, the three levels with two 
centres require a specific intentional process to ensure 
their effective and balanced operation. The L - 6  respon- 
sibility for affirming ideas clepends on idealization. The 
L-5 responsibility for recognizing community needs 
depends on assimilation. The L-3 responsibility for 
applying a preference depends on assertion. These 
processes are essential for acceptance and participation 

in a social group. 

Encounte r ing  Real i ty  (cf. Master-Fig. 42c): 

Social groups require a common recognizable reality 

within which members can participate. Such a social 
reality must be formed and handled using values and 
purposes. Starting from a purely experiential state of 
good intention (ultimate values), it is necessary to link 
adjacent levels in order to enable and channel action. 

The first step is the revelation of reality (L-7+L-6)  as a 
mix of illusion and illumination. Once reality is known 
(correctly or incorrectly). socia/izorion of people into 
that reality ( L - 6 j L - 5 )  is needed using instruction and 
exhortation. Action then becomes possible through the 
embodiment of value within reality via social entities and 
endeavours ( L - S j L - 4 ) .  This step depends on enthusi- 
astic instigation and proper institution. Once created, 
social bodies and endeavours need orientation to reality 
(L-4+L-3) ,  which means clarification of what is cur- 

rently important and accommodation to immediate 
urgent pressures. Decisions about reality ( L - 3 4 1 . - 2 )  are 
then possible based on forecasting the desired end 
result and resolution of unavoidable pressures. Finally, 
implementation in reality (L-2-+L- I ) is required to com- 

plete the process. 

C h a n g i n g  Reality (cf. Master-Fig. 42~1): 

Existing social reality is never entirely satisfactory and 

so change is desired. Changing reality depends on over- 
coming resistance from current values o r  purposes 
within the various centres. To do this, channels ofintlu- 
ence which bypass a level are required. Ultimate values 

are the source of all intentionality and the desire for 
change, but they are too abstract, timeless and expcri- 
ential to influence social values directly without the 
mediation of current value systems. So the process of 

change starts with the disseminaiion of new ide.1~ 
(L-6+L-4) .  This requires p-actical demonstration of 
their worth .mcl vigorous propagation. Communities 
permit the erolution of values applied in practice 
(L-5-L-3) by fostering a mix of innovation and con- 

servation. But as evolution proceeds, the desired 

course can be lost. So active maintenance of new values 
is required (L-4+L-2). Finally, to make certain that 
things arc actually happening in a way that accords with 
the overall endeavour and society generally, re-assertion 

of values (L-3-+I.-1) is required. This is performed by 
the evaluation of activities and the imposition of certain 

tasks. 

M a i n t a i n i n g  H u m a n i t y  (cf. Master-Fig. 42e): 
The main danger in the system of channels so far is the 
power of tribal and communal forces. Fortunately, 
ultimate values can by-pass these two levels and directly 

influence principal objects and, hence, each person and 
all endeavours. This is enlightenment (L-7+L-4). 

There are seventeen other hypothetically possible 

channels and influences, but on close examination it is 

evident that their use disrupts the integrity of the com- 
munity, organizations o r  activities. 

After this skim through the ideas, we will now 
systematically examine thr centres, influences and 

social processes in more detail. 

DEVELOPING PURPOSES 
AND VALUES 

As repeatedly emphasized, being social starts from 

participation and depends on accepting responsibility. 
Each of the levels of purpose plays its part in this 

process. To have o r  to set a purpose (or value) is to  be 
part of a social group and to assume a specific rcspon- 

sibility in relation to that purpose. Now we need to 

consider how purposes in each level can be developed 
and used. 

The descriptions of purposes and values up to now 
has revealed one of two patterns as levels arc passed 
through: either progression (c.g. in scope and social 

significance) or alternation (e.g. of the inclusivc-integ- 
rative/exclusive-divisive equality). A third pattern was 

also present but not then focused upon. It emerges 
when we consider the way reality is perceived and 

worked with, and hence the way specifications of each 
type of purpose arc developed and used. This pcrspec- 
tive generates a cognitive or psycho-social duality 
which explains many of the characteristics of purposive 
structures described in earlier chapters. The duality 
consists of two modes of functioning which arc typically 
recognizrd as contrasting or opposing. They are des- 

cribed variously as: 

Rational vs Irrational 

Intellectud vs Pragmatic 

Theoretical vs Practical 
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Innrr-oriented 

Regulatory 

Pro-active 

Shaping 

Comprehensive 

Systematic 

Structured 

Static 

I designed 

Outer-orirnted 

Responsive 

Reactive 

Sensitive 

Partial 

Ad hoc 

Fluid 

Dvnarnic 

Evolutioiiary 

The broad coherence o l  each column is unmistak- 
able, but labelling the colun~ns poses dilTiculties. 

Different descriptors seemed more fitting in different 
situations o r  at different lrwls. I have chosen to iiJentil> 
the list on the left-hand side with a subscript L. for 
logical or logic-based, arid that on the right-hand side 

with a subscript E for emotional o r  emotion-based. 
(Clearly all values might lie called 'logico-emotive' ir. 

that they need to be conceptualized and have a root in 

feeling. Hut that is beside the point. Here we are con. 

sidering contrasting ways otworking with tlu;se logico. 
emotive entities in a social arena.) 

If we apply the above logical-emotional duality sys- 
tematically to each level of purpose, it readily becon~es 
apparent that some operate in a bi-modal form -- 

either one mode or the oilier is used but m-vcr both 
sirnultaneouslv; while other levels are uni-modal and 
require both modes to shape the choice and use of a 

purpose or  value. 1 refer to the latter approach with a 
subscript B. tor balanced - balanced in the sense of 
tempering extremes, not in the meaning ofe~luilibriuni 

o r  equal .unounts of each mode. Each mode can be 
thought of as a 'centre lor developing purposes. This 
means we must now recognize two coinpkvnentar~ 
centres in some levels - and give them distinctive and 
immediately recognizable labels Each of these ccntres 

will require separate consideration when we explore 
influences across levels. 

Each mode generates opposing mental processes. 
different social orientations, and distinctive results. 

Even the form of specification varies: emotion-based 

centres typically generate .I single sharply tlistinguished 
value; logic-based ccntres typically produce ,I coherent 
structure of inter-connccti-d values; balanccd centres 
typically produce one or perhaps two purposes in the 

foreground with a number of associated purposes in the 
background. 

Intuitively, there is a need lor balance to ensure that 
inner emotional energies, wider social Forces an11 
external realities are properly taken into anount .  In 
practice, habitual overuse of one mode is liable to 
disrupt others, reduce power and limit effectiveness. 

One consequence 01' the need for balance is the 
finding that there are horizontal channels connecting 

the two centres o l  each bimodal level. Intentions 
developed by each o f  these two ccntres n.iturally vie for 

dominance in this channel. As a matter olconvention, i 
have placed the inhcrcntly dominating centre on the 
right-hand side in the diagrams, and the other on the 
left. Balanced ccntres are correspondingly placed in a 
rriklway position between emotion-based and logic- 
b.isrd ccntres. 

We will now consider centres for the development of 

purpose at each level in turn, commencing with the 
lowest. The discussion Ã § i l  concentrate on the bi-modal 

Ievrls and their horizontal channels. The two centres in 
these levels will be handled separately in subsequent 
secti~ms. so the diflrrences between them must be 

absolutely clear. 

Centres at Each Level 

Tactical object ives  (1.-1) are steps towards .I 

desired outcome. Tlwy stin~ulate action to meet dcad- 
lines. So these purposes must be set with one eve on the 
immediate situation and its demands, and with the 
other eye on the required outcome or agreed s trateg 
am1 broad time-scale. So dynamic or  emotional inputs 
(i.e. pressures and emerging obstacles in the situation) 
and logical inputs (i.e. given systems, plans and 
rnethocls) both need to be considered when setting an 
objective. Tactical objectives arc often part of a plan. 
But even if they arc not. any tactical objective is devised 

in the context of others: those leading up to it. those 
folln\ving it and tliosr pursued in parallel; and each 
tends to generate subsidiary tactical objectives. In other 
words, tactical objectives are devised within a single 

balanced centre (L- 1 or  TOu). 

S t ra teg ic  object ives (I,-2) envisage a desired 

concrete outcome and resemble tactical objectives in 
their formation. These objectives must have a respon- 

sive and evolutionary component because they are 

based on recognizing and responding to a variety of 
social forces and situational complexities. They deal 
with matters where hard facts are scarce .incl where an 
intuitive appreciation is essential: like the risk o f a  new 
challt~npc, or the attitudes of statY. or the reliability of 
allies. Failure in business is regularly caused through the 

neglect of intangibles and misjudgement o f  feelings. To 

reiterate the message lor the cloistered civil servant or 
rational business planner: pragmatic considerations, 
cvolntion~ry adaptation and an intelligent sensitivity to 
social realities arc essential to strategic thinking. 

Although a strategic objective based on nothing but 
data and logic is fatal, choosing a goal by pragmatic 
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reflex t o  a window of opportunity is equally unsatisfac- 
tory. Many managers and most politicians are prone to 

accept quick-fix solutions focused on painful symp- 

toms, even though this neglects underlying problems 

and the side-effects worsen matters. A strategic objec- 
tive cannot be purely responsive, and strategies cannot 

just be left to evolve and adapt in response to  pressures. 

-ro maximize impact, it is essential to  gain a degree of 

control over the situation. Strategic choices need to be 
based on an over-view which takes account of relevant 
facts and considers alternatives. A sufficiently complete 
and realistic scenario that will result from their ailop- 

tion should be envisaged. 

So strategic objectives must be developed using both 

modes within a balanced centre (I--2]. o r  SOn). As with 
other balanced centres, there is commonly a central 
objective with supporting objectives or sub-objectives 

- in this case to deal effectively with controversial 

issues and the situations and perspectives o l  different 
protagonists. 

I n t e r n a l  p r io r i t i es  (1-3) arc about applying pre- 
ferences in a situation demanding choice, and so allo- 

cating available resources. They readily reveal two 
distinctively different modes of specification, both of 

which produce a goal which lays down emphases in 

handling a situation within the overall endeavour. But 
the social process - the production of the goal, the 
experience of deciding, the handling of the situation, 

the orientation to consequences - is dramatically 
different in the two cases. 

O n  the one hand, a priority may be specified as a 

comprehcnsivc structure (c.g. the allocation of a total 

budget to a variety ofactivities), o r  a pre-assigned set of 

the most important objectives (e.g. criteria used to 
select amongst applicants for a post), o r  as a weighting 
of importance assigned to each option in a list. These 
are examples of an output driven by a need or  wish for 
systematization and comprehensiveness. They also 
reflect attempts to use the internal values of the cndca- 
vour to control a situation. So. the logic-based internal 

priority centre (L-3[  or lPL: labelled 'structured set of 
priorities' in the Master diagrams) is used to ensure that 
the distinctiveness and inner logic of an endeavour will 

prevail in handling situations. 

O n  the other hand, and often apparently in conflict 
with such an approach, the internal priority may be an 
ad hoc assertion of value as a reaction or response to 
powerful external or intcrnal demands in a situation. A 
priority of this type might determine an emergency 
allocation of funds for a particular item irrespective of 
the total picture or even an overspend; o r  cause 
acquiescence to staff demands for alteration of a work- 

ing practice; or lead to appointing the sole internal 
male candidate rather than a female outsider despite her 

superior expertise and capability. The internal priority 

centre which is emotion-based (L-3r o r  IPp: labelled 
'over-riding priority' in the Master diagrams) enables a 
sensitive response to social pressures and personal 

feelings. Such priorities feel urgent, essential, doniina- 

ting. and inescapable. Once such a value is acceded to. 

the endeavour and its milieu are both somewhat 
modified and the political pressurcs change. Almost 
immediately new pressures come into play and a 
different focus of conflicting values emerges calling for 

another sociallv sensitive choice to  be made one wav or 

the other. As a result of this o d e ,  the endeavour (or 
organization) and the psycho-social milieu evolve 

together 

It is possible (and usual) to  operate the two internal 

priority centres consecutively to get the best of both 
worlds. For example, a proposed prioritization of funds 
based on con~prehensive coverage and logical criteria is 
often preceded or  followed by fixing one or two key 
allocations in response to external pressures (e.g. from 
suppliers) or to  meet internal political pressures (e.g. 

the feelings o fa  new department). Similarly, a short-list 

of candidates for a post may be created using rational 
criteria, but the final selection in the rather artificial 

setting of an interview tends to be clinched by personal 
hopes, fears, wishes, preconceptions and impressions. 

Urgent priorities naturally seek to over-ride the 

demands of logic and comprehensiveness. Although 
over-riding cannot be complete, turning the spotlight 

on certain values which cannot be ignored has the effect 

of uscfu\\\jocusing the structured set ofpriorities. If this 

goes too far, then the effect is to skew decisions. The 

logic-based centre is solid, static and con~prehensive in 
nature. From its perspective, pragmatic responses to  
shifting social influences seem irrational and potentially 
destabilizing. So the reciprocal effect is to re.ctroin the 

development ot' urgent priorities. 'Taken too lar, ratio- 
nal requirements may rigidly block the necessary fluid 

and adaptive handling of pressures. 

The intentional process within this channel, IPp ++ 

IPL. is asse r t ion .  The ever-present danger in organiza- 
tions is that decisions are taken simply because they can 
he in~plemented and not with any concern for values. 
Values are perceived by many managers as messy, 
difficult, emotional, complicated. time-consuming, 
and better put to  one side while the real work gets 
done. Assertion of values demands that both types of 
situational value are recognized. The preferences of 
stakeholders or urgent dcmands must be reconciled - 
with pro-actively ordered or pre-dcf>ned aspirations 
and logical requiren~ents of the endeavour Assertion 
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which does not resolve this important and creative ten- 
sion is indeed destructiie 

In an out-and-out conflict between the two centres, 
the overwhelming evidence suggests that the emotional 

mode dominates. It is relatively safe for passion, even 

apparent irrationality, to dominate here because inter- 

nal priorities do not alter the enduring values of a 
person, organization or society. Neither higher ideals, 
nor the mission and identity ot'any endeavour, nor tlie 

general values of a person or wider society are at risk. 

The reverse is the case: failure to respond to social- 
emotional pressures can put an endeavour at risk. 

As we shall soon see, the emotion-based centres do 

not, cannot, and probably ought not dominate the 
logic-based centres at higher lc~els .  Dominance of 

emotion here seems to serve as a safety valve. lust as 

tactical objectives need to adapt to brute physical reality 

if the strategic objectives are to be fullilled, so internal 
priorities need to adapt to crude emotional forces if the 
principal objects are to be sustained. So 'overrifling 
priority: L-3g' is placed on the right-hand side in 

Master-Figs. 42b, 43 & 45. 

Pr inc ipa l  ob jec t s  (1.-4) enable people to own 

their activities. Thcv arc the essential 9 p c  of activity 

defining endeavours which have a recognizable social 

identity - like an association, organization. division, 
department, post, team, project, collaboration, meet- 
ing, piece of work &c. These purposes must be speci- 
fied so as to fit into the wider social context and to be 

realistically achievable. This calls for a hard-headed 

systcniatic analysis of the situation. Failure is common 

when endeavours are commenced on purcl) emotional 

grounds, for example f o l l o \ ~ n g  social fashion or 
personal whim or as part of a speculatne bubble So a 
rational approach to the design of principal objects is 
needed 

At the same time activities defined by principal 
objects need to respond to a general feeling that some- 

thing important is missing. Otherwise, the objects will 
not be infused with the necessary consensus, enthusi- 

asm and commitment. Failure occurs when rational 

arguments alone arc hecdcd and a market focus is 
neglected. There mav be a logical need, for example, 
for a children's newspaper, or lor a new centrist politi- 
cal party, or for socio-linguistic studies in acadeniia. or 

for harnessing tidal energy, or for a small energy- 
efficient car: but without passionate proponents, sen- 
sitive timing and a degree of external social support 
such endeavours cannot thrive. 

In other words, principal objects must, simul- 
taneously, be rationally designed and be sensitive to 
social and emotional needs and pressures. This means 

that objects arc generated within a single balanced ccn- 
trc (L-4g or POy). Again, it is usual for specification to 

reveal just one object together with other loosely 
related subsidiary objects. 

Social  va lues  (L-5) are essential to recognize 

personal and social needs. They define the most open- 

ended type ofwidely accepted purpose, and are tlie way 
that communities justify endeavours and influence die 
values used in choices. Social values, like internal 

priorities, reveal two distinctive and potentially con- 
dieting modes of definition. 

On the one hand there arc social values accepted and 
recognized by all as part of the established collection or 

system of values (L.-5^ or S\\: labelled 'comniunal net 

of values' in the Master diagrams). The communal net 
of valucs shapes, stabilizes and coheres any community 

and its nlembers. It enables individuals to cooperate 
easily and naturally on an everyday basis by serving as an 
uncontroversial point of reference. So it characterizes a 
community. provides for its cohesion and is a compre- 

hensive guide tor people and organisations of all sorts. 

Within any particular organization or  endeavour, the 
valucs in its logic-based centre are a relexant sub-set of 

the established net of values of Ac  conin~unity (coni- 

munitics) within which it is located. The relevant sub- 
set within a person, project or organization silently 

controls and shapes its activities and the priorities used 
to pursue these People and organizations naturally 
tend to develop \allies within themseh es which broadly 

accord I\ ith values in Ac  relevant communities without 

People do not always recognize that they (i.e. their 

values) are in a community, and that the community 
(i.e. its set of values) is in them. Organizations forget 
that their stability and sense of control over their des- 

tiny rests largely on the congruence between internal 
and external social valucs. As a result, when values in 
the social environment changc, managers erroneously 
imagine that superficial adaptation or conipliance will 

do. Adequate social functioning absolutely depends on 

a genuinely held inner net of social values that mirrors 
the environn~ent. So. when values in the banking 
environnient changed in the 1980's. the result was a 
wave of scandals and convulsions in the early 1990's. 
Across the world - in the USA, in Scandinavia, in 
Japan, in Australia - banks failed to make the ncccs- 

sary internal alterations and generated huge losses or 
collapsed completely and needed rescue, often at the 
tax-payers expense. 

Although people and organizations autonlatically 
direct their efforts and energies towards preserving and 
upholding rxisting values, whatever the disadvantages, 
change is still possible. However, change cannot lie total 



(even following revolutions) because this would violate 
the deep need for continuity. Change emerges piece- 

meal from the passionate promotion of a particular 
social value. Such social values are experienced and 
developed as an emergent, urgent, radical, distinctive, 
neglected or special need (L-Sg or SVg: labelled 'high- 

lighted social ncccl' in the Master diagrams). 

Values in the cmotion-based centre arc like urgent 

priorities but they operate at the community level 
rather than within an endeavour. Such values play a 
crucial part in ideals, crusades and campaigns. Their 

use promotes awareness and engenders community 
pressure. In this way, they facilitate incremental 

changes in the inner workings and output of people o r  
organizations, as well as change in the community 
generally. The highlighted social need may be a social 

development (like the opening of a foreign market, o r  

alteration in a law), or a new personal need (like coun- 

selling for AIDS sufferers, o r  a teapot that does not stew 

tea), o r  an idea which is accepted in principle but 
diffidently upheld in practice (like equal opportunities 

for women, or pollution control). 

Although the highlighted social need may appear self- 
evident or banal to detactied observers, if it nieans 
inner change it is viewed as radical by the people 
affected. Seemingly good things like ethics in banking, 

truthfuhess in politics, management in universities, 

customer-care in businesses or transparency in 
accounting often seem like contradictions in terms to 
cynical insiders and long-suKeririg outsiders. We see 
the same thing at a personal level: humility may be alien 

for one person, humour tor another, diligence for 
another. courtesy for yet another - and yet circum- 

stances may demand the regular use of these personally 
uncongenial values. In other words, social values which 

are con~munally accepted as necessary and beneficial 

can seem extreme and challenging tor particular people 
o r  organizations. As a result, promotion and pursuit of 
such mundane valucs become a source of communal 
tension, personal stress and inter-group strife. 

Communal strains may emerge from this emotion- 

based centre in a different way. Some social necds must 

be selected from the conirnunal value net to  distinguish 

endeavours and to express diversity. Hospitals appeal to 
the need for health carr, the construction industry to 
the need lor houses, the coal industry to the need for 
energy self-sufficiency, the teaching profession to the 
need for education, fanners to the need for assured 

food supplies, and so on.  These single needs are then 
selectively promoted to gain social support and acquire 
comn~unal resources. They serve as the basis for the 
vigorous pursuit of sectional interests in society and 
claims for special provision: again generating tensions. 
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The communal net of values must enable or support 
particular values within it. Any highlighted value 

becomes reinforced and its necessity given credence 
when it is implied by all or part o f  die existing net of 

' 5  reinforce and values. In return, these highlighted valui: 
give life t o  the communal net. In other words, the two 
centres interact to enable both stability ami dynamism, 
continuity and change. The effect of the established net 

of values is to recognize the highlighted value as a 

common need. However, once the nceil is given that 
special recognition, the communal net is altered some- 

what. So the reciprocal effect of the highlighted need is to  

modify the communal net of values. In an out-and-out 
conflict between a highlighted social need and the com- 
munal net of values. the latter invariably wins. (So 
communal net of values: L-SL' is placed on the right- 
hand side in Mastcr-Figs. 42b, 43 & 45.) Th' IS con- 

clusion is a restatement of the finding that continuity 

and stability are extremely important to people (cf. 

conventionalism in Ch. 6; and custom in Ch. 9). 

The intentional process that occurs in the channel 
linking these two centres, SVL +-+ SVg, is one of assim- 
i la t ion.  Assimilation is needed to ensure both differ- 
entiation within the community and belonging to it. 
Without assimilation, Acre would be social disinteg- 
ration. Those who represent the existing net of values 

seek to ensure that any highlighted value is part of it. 

Those upholding the specific value seek to ensure that it 
is more firmly or prominently est.iblishcd within the 
existing comnlunal net. Specific necds must be assimi- 
lated by those people (or that part of oneself) repre- 
senting the communal net of values and the comn~unal 

net must be assimilated by those people (or that part of 
oneself) promoting specific needs. I'ut another way: 

each member or organization with its distinctive needs 
must be assimilated by the community and the com- 

munity values must be assimilated by each member o r  

organization. 

Assimilation goes wrong in society in various ways: 
e.g. when the distinctive values of a sub-group, say a 
ruling class o r  the business sector, are regarded as 
synonymous with the full range of social values; or 

when concern tor certain social needs, like current 

injustices, leads people to  reject many values in the 

communal net to the point of embracing the violent 
overthrow of the social system. 

Value sys tems  (L-6) are about preserving ideas, 
and they too reveal a bi-modal form. Value systems can 

be defined in a precise logical and structured way - 
and then they might be said to spccil'y a systematic doc- 
trine, ideology, validated theory, logical framework or 
school of thought (L-6[ o r  VS, : labelled 'theoretical 
framework' in the Master diagrams). Although well- 
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established theori-tical frameworks are strongly cle- 
fended against cxtern.il attacks, their logical construc- 

tion does allow lor rational criticism and logical 
development from within; ,in11 their stability and overt 
structure permit .I dc-grce of testing in practice and 
enable rclinenient over time. Logic, is essential when 
the aim is to cover an entire domain; and structure and 
stability arc ~ ~ e ~ d c d  Ibr ideas to be cftcctivcly and 

enduringly inculcated in people so that thev arc 

regularly used. 

Scientific progress ~uel all formal schooling and pro- 
fessional trainings depend on the use of rational theories 
and frameworks. We simply cannot do without them. 
Many people, pointing to the destructive effects of 

political and religious dogmas, are nervous of the power 

and influence of any coniprehcnsivc theory in the social 

sphere. That theories are powerful is incontrovertible: 

but theorizing cannot lie switched offjust because some 
doctrines are false, perverse or handled foolishly. 

Where coherent systematic theories or doctrines arc 
lacking, value systems emerge spontaneously. (If not, 
the domain seeins ineaninglcss or irrelevant.) New 
ideas tend to form as beliefs or principles in an evol- 

ving, haphazard anil pragmatic process. Eventually, the 
ideas become deeply-held, passionatclv atPirmed, 

intensely clefeiiilrd and blindly-followed. This cmotion- 

based centre, I -6, or VSl-, is labelled 'dominant belief 
in the Master tli.iprai~s. 

These belicfs serve as explanatory frameworks of a 
sort despite having no rational hase: recall the un- 
providablc 'right to health' or the irrational idea of 

'Aryan superiority' or the self-contraclicting assertion 

that 'property is theft'. Dominant bcliefs are not only 

strongly defended against external attack, they arc also 

resistant to alteration from within. Even though beliefs 
may be inconsistent, incoherent and ill-defined. there 
seems to be an instinct to defend them at all costs rather 

than put them to a critical test and modify them. To the 
distress of those carrying the banner for science, beliefs 
seem to be impervious to logical criticism or empirical 

testing. However, scientists are no different: Priestley, 
the discoverer of' oxygen. died believing in phlogiston; 

and Einstein never acccl~tecl quantum theory, the most 
succe.-isful physical theory ever.' 

Personal bclielk .iiul impersonal theories arc easily 
linked. Thcorrtical liameworks becon~e embedded in 

any person who uses them regularly and then slowly 
give rise to passii~iiatcly held beliefs. Dominant beliefs, 
for their part, invite rationalization and theoretical 

refinement. Without some logical base, it is difficult to 
Jelend a bclirl and impossible to explain or teach it. 
Systematic theology, I'or example, is devised in part to 
buttress religious hrlicfs against common-sense criti- 

cism of inconsistency and incoherence. The intentional 

process in this channel, VS, <-* VSl., is idealization. 

Comn~unal ideals arc one of the natural moral insti- 
tutions in society (L'-Ill: Ch. 7); am1 all enduring social 
groups demand that their dtt'ini~ig ideas arc idealized. 
Organized doctrines expect and allow adherents to 
construct their lives and worlds around them and to 

light unceasingly lor them. A dispassionate acceptance 

of ideas is not sillfiicnt. Thr loyally of a person whose 

endorsement is solely logical anil who maintains the 
virtue o t a  dispassionate staruv, let alone a sceptical o r  

tentative one, cannot be trustrd liy the group. Deep 
emotional belief is unequivocally deinanded. So group 
members with the intellectual capability aiitl strength of 
character to question and analyse the ideals of their 

group may find themselves marginalized and forced to 

join a more cosmopolitan band whose beliefs include 

reflective inquiry. 

So the two value system centres interact strongly and 
show a mutual interdependence and interest in each 
other. The ditYcrcnce between them can be captured by 
distinguishing between believing something (\'SL) - 
without which nobody could sr~~silily understand, prc- 
diet or control anything; am1 lirlieving in something 

( W E )  - without which we would feel utterly isolated, 

helpless and confused. 

The effect of established throrcticill fran~cworks is to  
legitimate certain beliefs, even to tiemanil them. The 
extraordinary power and c~fli-ctivcness of scientific 

theories, for instance, has encouraged the public to put 
its faith in science. In most Western countries, it seems 

perfectly proper for children to lie taught and dis- 
ciplined from a very voung age to  believe in scientific . . 
methods and findings. The untcstccl and untestable 

assunlptions underlying such beliefs, especially in 
regard to knowledge and human nature. arc not 
explained to children, while the opportunity o r  moti- 

vation to delve further is minimal lor most adults. 

The channel positively cni..ouragcs people to hold 

certain beliefs and theories, while denouncing others as 

false, bad or  questionable. People comrnonl~ simplify 
and adapt dominant beliefs in one area to fit  beliefs used 

in other contexts. So the fusion of magical beliefs with 
scientific indoctrination leads people to expect miracles 
of science. Fusion of beliefs is particularly noticeablv in 
the dynamic evolution ofreligions. In Asian and African 

cultures, theologically-ordered Christian beliefs intcr- 
acted with existing primal or tribal religious bcliefs and 
were inevitably n~oilifieil. Sue-11 syncretism may be 
positively desired when it is controlled by the guardians 

of the teachings. Otherwise i t  is viewed with apprehen- 
sion. Scientists, for example, are generally unhappy 
about the way that theories o f l I ~ ~ a n t u i ~ i  physics arc used 
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to  legitimate psychic phenomena like telepathy and 

clairvoyance which are widely believed in by the public. 

Guardians of the theoretical frameworks attempt to 
tolerate popular beliefs, but any which are too variant 
with the teaching arc branded as deviations to be ex- 
punged. Reshaping deviant beliefs tends to be difficult, 

so suppression of their expression is generally preferred. 

The assertion and defence of any logical framework 
ofideas, whether a mathematical theorem or  a religious 
doctrine, occurs precisely because it conies to be 

believed in. The systeni seems to be true, and seems to 

penetrate beneath mundane reality. This process needs 
to be recognized for what it is: idol worship. So the 

reciprocal effect of the dominant belief is to idolize the 
theoretical framework. The danger is that the theoreti- 
cal framework with its relative, partial, and temporal 
quality becomes the tangible idol replacing the intan- 

gible ultimate value which is whole, reconciling. 
intcgrativc, eternal, and an expression of the spirit. 

Competing frameworks characterize most domains 
and, as we get taken over by one, others become less 

and less attractive. Theories o r  doctrines that fall foul of 

our beliefs are despised and treated with contempt and 

~ i e g l e c t . ~  

As noted above, i t  iherc is an out-and-out conflict 
between the two centres, the theoretical framework 

dominates. Beliefs niust look to die teaching for their 

justification, not the other way around; and any worth- 

while teaching needs to influence the human capacity to 
believe so as to generati. beliefs which are in principle 

defensible. So 'theoretical framework: L-6,-' is placed 
on the right-hand side in Master-Pigs. 42b, 43 & 45. 

Ul t imate  values (L-7) define pure experiential 
states of being which enable the distinction between 

good and evil. The choice of an ultimate value must 
always feel enlotionally right, and its proclamation 

should reflect a sensitivity to cultural influences and 
social pressures. In addition, there is a logical require- 
ment for the value to penetrate and regulate the social 
being and its social environment appropriately. coni- 
prehensively and en(luringly. No single ultimate value 
can be chosen to the neglect of all others, nor can 
ultimate values be developed as a complete logical 

structure. Instead one or two are affirmed with the 

others remaining more or less evident and relevant in 
the background. So ultimate values are clearly 

developed in a balanced mode. 

Which ultimate value is chown has already been 
recognized as signilic.int lor shaping and guiding con- 
victions, ideals, visions, movements, the citizenry, and 
the social order. Now it is important to recognize that 
ultimate valuvs - the well-spring of intentionality, the 
key to transcendence, the potential for radical transfor- 

illation, the source of inspiration - require both emo- 

tional and intellectual etTort. This means we hare conl- 

pleted our examination of specification in each of the 

seven levels with the finding ot'a single balanced centre 
at the top (L-7e: LIV,,). 

Completing the Image: Stage 1 

We have now converted Master-Fig. 42a to 42b. ThC 
seven types of purpose have become ten centres of 

purpose formation, still within seven levels. Each 
centre is capable of mobilizing intentionality through 

using and releasing emotional and/or intellectual 
power. In the three levels containing two centres, the 
more dominant has been placed on the right hand side 
and distinguishing labels have been proposed (sec 
Master-Figs. 43 & 45). Three horizontal channels, i.e. 

intentional processes, arc required to reflect the fact 
that it is inevitable and appropriate that complementary 

centres in the same level, o r  rather purposes in such 
centres, need to influence each oilier. 

The intentional processes here have been identified 

as idealization (in L-6), assiniilation (in L-5 ) ,  and asser- 
tion (in L-3). These arc crucial processes which perme- 
ate social life. Without idealization, a group cannot 
develop loyalty and trust in its m n i i l x ~ s  (and vice 
versa). Without assimilation, personal and social needs 

will not coalesce and a person will not belong comfort- 

ablv in a com~nunity. Without assertion, a person or  

group could not use preferences in handling situations, 
and distinctions between people and groups would 
make no difference. 

The L-centres dominate in the two higher channels, 
whereas the E-centre dominates in the lowest channel. 
The dominance of logic and systcin (or emotion and 
responsiveness for that matter) is not to lie taken as a 
suggestion that the result of its use is invariably good. 

We know from history (and each of us from innumer- 

able experiences) that the reverse is often the case. 
Unsatisfactory specifications and harmful purposes can 
be easily generated in either mode. The point is that 
both sides of the duality are manifestations of power, 
and both forms of power should lie used wisely at every 
level. 

In any case, the main flow of power is downward, not 
horizontally, and this takes our analysis to the next 
stage, the influences which cross iidjacent levels. 

ENCOUNTERING REALITY 

Although we may not think about it in these terms, 
the central task in social life is to (lcternline and (leal 
with reality for our benefit. The links between adjacent 
levels appear to  be about this encounter with reality. 
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We start from appreciating what rcality is (revelation), 

coming to accept rcalit) (socia/ization). existing en- 

duringly in reality (cmboJinicnt), engaging with reality 

(orientation), tk't t~inining how to intervene in reality 
(decision), and operating on rcalitv (implementation). 

The hierarchy w.is originally defined on the basis of 
influences between adjacent levels (cf. Master-Table 2: 
Ch. 4). Purposes at one level were insul'ficient for 
action without purposes set at the level below -and 

conversely these purposes needed the higher level to be 

justiliecl. A cross-level influence was also noted in 
analysing the various directions needed to constrain 
activity (G-2: Ch. 10). 

Now we must examine the precise nature of the 

influence between adjacent levels in terms of develop- 
ing and defining purposes and values. To describe in- 

fluences and effects of one purpose on another more 
precisely, we must be clear about the mode of operation 
of the centre within which the purpose is developed, be 

it in the higher or the lower level. 

We will commence the analysis from the top. giving 
particular attention to revelation because this is the 
process that is most taken for grantee] and most mis- 
understood. 

1-7 * 1-6: Revelation 

It is apparent that ultimate values can, should and do 
influence both modes in which value systenis are 
funned. If n o  channels existed, far-reaching theories 
and dominating Iwli(-Is would develop without any con- 

cern either for n:latctl domains or for the greater good. 
The ideas would In- cut of1 From any universal o r  
spiritual root. 1 : ~  their part, ultimate values need both 

of these channels to be made socially meaningful and 
manageable. Taken together. the two channels con- 

stitute revelation. Revelation creates social reality via 
logical and emotional components labelled here illumi- 
nation and illusion, respectively. 

Illuniination leads to a designed theoretical structure 
which produces useful understanding, while illusion 
leads to a useful, even if  irrational, belief which makes 

life meaningful and bearable. The channels can co- 
operate to generate, sustain and promulgate ideas and 
ideals which serm true. 

We tend to think olrevelation as religious rather than 

as philosophical, scici~tilic or political Perhaps because 
ultiniate valurs ,nv spiritual in nature. O r  possibly 
because religions Founders openly appeal to revelation 
whereas others are disinclined or embarrassed to do so. 
In informal srttings, modern scientists like Penrose. 
Hoyle, GGdel and others unashamedly refer to the 
experience of revelation and an associated euphoria, 

although their papers scrupulously avoid any hint of 

such transpersonal influence. ' Between the insight and 

the detailed publication of any great scientist, there is a 
long and careful effort to tease out and remove illusion 

leaving a relatively pure expression of illumination. 

We arc also inclined to assume that revelations must 
serve the good rather than the bad. Hut revelations have 
created barbaric political codes like Nazism which 

eventually led to its own destruction; and have pro- 

duced perverse religious cults like The Peoples Temple 

whose members died by suicid' or murder on the 
orders of their leader, the Reverend Jim Jones. 

I l lumina t ion .  The mystery of creativity in relation 
to  ideas is as profound as the mystery of the creation of 
the physical universe. New theoretical frameworks - 
new religions, new scientific paradigms, new political 

ideologies - seem to be born through dissatisfaction 

with an existing conception of reality and intense con- 

templation within the domain while under the in- 
fluence of particular ultimate values. The channel of 

influence, UVn <->  VSL, represents an intentional process 
which is both social and transpersonal, and which may 
be labelled i l lumina t ion .  

The eflecs of the ultimate value on the theoretical 
framework is simply to reveal it. So a concern with 

justice in society will produce a quite different theory 
of society or religious doctrine than a concern for truth 
or beauty or  freedom or compassion. As a result, if a 
social scientist (say) is preoccupied with justice rather 
than truth, then his perspective o n  a practical matter 

may he obscured. The reciprocal effect of the theoretical 

framework should be to testify 10 the ultimate value. If a 
doctrine or  theory is developed under the influence of 

a malign passion like hatred or envv, then it travesties 
ultimate values. 

The interaction between ultimate values and the 
logical development of ideas illuminates a domain, 
highlights the importance of both the ultiniate value 
and the value system, demonstrates the possibility of 
using the ultimate value, and olTers a potential con- 
tribution for the benefit of ni.iiikind. 

Both the theoretician who is developing a ne\v 
paradigm and the theologian who is systematizing 
doctrine ought to be actively concerned to ensure that 
the result is produced under the inllucncc of ultimate 

values. Creating a coherent and valid theory which 
systematically embodies i~ltim.ite values is an ability 
given to only a very lew. Hut openness to ultiiriatc 
values is in any person's power. The infusion of ultimate 
values allows the scales to tall lioni the eyes of a recep- 
tive person, and then the cIuiilities of the teaching can 
be perceived. In the abscncr of ihis experience, a 



theoretical fran~ework remains meaningless, abstruse 
and socially disconnected. 

Illumination encourages intellectual work on the 
value system to make it as consistent, coherent and 
relevant as possible. This is the 90% perspiration com- 

plementing the 10% inspiration. The end result is a set 

of unshakcable yet modifiable convictions. Where the 
theoretical framework is useful, progressively im- 
proving, and lacking in serious competition - as in 

mathematics. physical sciences, evolutionary biology 
- people inexorably come to believe that they have a 

description of reality. 

Theoretical frameworks are complex: their system- 
atic coverage conveys an impersonal even arid flavour, 

while their precise logical construction veers on the 
artificial, even the inhuman. They seem impenetrable 
to  the untutored and make few concessions to the 

layman's or novice's preconceptions o r  previous 
experiences. As the noted physicist Richard Feynman 
pointed out, 'you don't understand a new theory, you 
get used to it.' After experts become used to it, their 
scepticism diminishes and clissemination of the new 

ideas and principles is encouraged. Most people 
eventually come to accept the framework. But even 
scientists, once out of their field of expertise, cannot 
grasp the logic o r  fully appreciate the evidence for it. 

Illusion. Ultimate values exert an influence on the 
development and sustenance of ideas independently of 
any logical justification or  empirical validation. 

Ultimate values alone are inspiring, but these inspira- 
tional meta-values are not shareable or practical until 

they convert ideas to beliefs. In this process, a person 
experiences a welcome relief from feelings of con- 
fusion, futility, helplessness and isolation. Justice, for 
example, is meaningless until it is epitomized in a 
dominant belief. For one person, justice comes alive in 

the uniqueness of each individual, for another in an 
independent judiciary, for another in equal oppor- 

tunities, for another in income security. In each case the 
inellable impersonality and awesome generality of the 

ultimate value is distinctively keyed in to a person's 
particular social and emotional world. 

Everyone develops and comes to hold dominant 
beliefs based on their personal experiences. Childhood 
and significant life events o r  social contacts leave their 

residues partly in this form. Social maturation involves 
purging oneself of socially dysfunctional beliefs gener- 

ated by an idiosyncratic upbringing. However the main 
check on beliefs is in terms of inner emotional com- 
patibility. Dominant beliefs (e.g. the inferiority of 
women), however irrational, may be modified under 
intense reality pressure: hut then usually into other 
irrational beliefs (e.g. the equality of the sexes). 
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The effect of the ultimate value is to magnify or 
amplify the belief so that it is indeed dominant. This is . . 

the force that strengthens and rigidifies convictions, 
and permits sacrifices for an idea. Too often, the ulti- 
mate value is used to shield the belief from further 
scrutiny. The reciprocal effect of a dominant belief on the 

ultiniatc value is to epitomize it and, above all, toglorify 
it. Of course, when we consider how often in history 

horrific beliefs have emerged from ultimate values (e.g. 
torture from compassion). the effect is often the 
reverse: to discredit ultimate values and their per- 

fectionist tendencies. 

The use of this channel is evident in religious services 
in which believers exalt, praise, and honour ultimate 

values via their deity who is described as tlie eni- 
bodiment of mercy, strength, conipassion, wisdon~, 
patience, love, hope, trust, faithfulness etc. Such wor- 

ship, which is at the heart of prayer, enables the 
devotees' core beliefs to  be enhanced and strengthened, 
and their ultimate values to be glorified, revered and 

celebrated. 

The intentional process in the channel, LIVg Â¥Â¥ VSr, is 
one of i l lusion.  Despite the intensity of their belicfs, 
ordinary people are unable to explain beliefs based on 
upbringing other than to say that these are what feel 
right and true to  them. People hardly notice that they 
adopt and use illusory beliefs as and when it feels right 
and without bothering to analyse, structure, order o r  
test them. Consider everyday things like democracy or 

self-esteem or arithmetic or evolution or  econon~ic 
growth: most people cannot sensibly explain what these 

ideas mean, and cannot defend them and their implica- 
tions in a sophisticated debate other than by using ad 
hoc emotive arguments and appeals to authority. So the 
result of the influence of ultimate values in this channel 
is that each person feels safe and cocooncd. Such a state 
is best exemplified by the committed scientist who dog- 

matically attacks dogmas - and is then puzzled when 

this behaviour is labelled self-deception. All of us hold 
a mixture of belicfs, some scientific, some psycho- 

logical, some religious, some political, some practical 
and so on - each infused with a sense of truth (and 
other ultimate values). These unshakeable, disparate 
convictions can be shown to be false or too in~precise by 

rigorous impersonal rational analysis - but we usually 
have neither the time nor inclination to subject our 
thoughts to such meticulous scrutiny. 

Illusion seems much more suspect than illuniination. 
But man cannot live without illusory convictions. If 
illusions were not the norm, we might label them 
delusions. The delusion of personal invulnerability, for 
exanlple, seems to be essential for human life. Once the 
delusion is destroyed, say in a soldier by the death of 
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many comrades in war, then the result is a mental break 
down and an inability to fight. Similarly, without the 

illusory belief that 'it will all come right at the end' we 
could not persist in (lie struggle with adversity: and 

given sufficient srt-backs am1 failures we do not. The 
Jews entering tlir gas chambers in A~~schwitx, for 
example, did not resist because they were already 

psvchically d e a ~ l . ~  

1-6 -> 1-5: Socialization 

An account of rcqality is not enough, it must be 

accepted and used by all in the social p u p .  This takes 
us to socialization, a process which depends on abstract 
ideas (value systems) influencing the definition and 

recognition of social values and particular needs. The 
analysis here is more complex because there are two 
centres in each level, and so four possible channels: 
from VS, to SV,, from VS, to SVr. from VSE to SVc, 
and from VSg to SVL. In the event, analysis reveals that 

only two channels are viable, rellecting the processes of 

instruction and cxhortaiion. Instruction works best when 
it is rational, comprehensive and structured, whereas 
exhortation works liest when it is passionate, focused 
and opportunistic. The two processes arc potentially 
synergistic and con~p~cmentary. 

Ins t ruc t ion .  Any theory or doctrine is created to 
meet a range of social needs and exists to regulate the 
definition of thosr needs. Conversely. each theoretkal 

framework, almost by definition, seeks to be embodied 

or  reflected in the communal net of values. So an  in- 
fluence between these two logic-based centres is appro- 

priate and necrssary. The final goal is for people to 
regard the theory as necessary rather than as contents of 
dusty books in the basement of a library. The channel, 
VSL 4-> SVL, represents an intentional process of 

i n s t r u c t i o n ;  or, if we disapprove or  disagree with the 

ideas, o r  if they are forced on unwilling people, indoc- 

trination. Indoctrination conjures up images of totali- 
tarianism and thought police, but both terms describe 
the process of inculcating and perpetuating a system of 
ideas regarded. rightly or wrongly, as necessary for the 
group and better than existing alternatives. 

Instruction seeks to ensure that a common under- 
standing develops about what values need to be 
obst:rved and pursued in a community. It allows people 
to  contribute in the right way in a wide variety ofconi- 

niunal settings. So the e//cct of the theory is to reinforce 
parallel or relittcil surial values; and the reciprocal effect 
of the communal net of values is to perpetuate the 
theoretical frameworks. For example: an Islamic 
society and a Catholic community differ because the 
doctrine of each leads to a distinctive net of values to 
meet similar coinmunal needs. Such religions seek and 

may achieve tight control ovrr the educational process 
so that all are instructed in their central doctrines. 

In the alisence of systematic and on-going instruc- 

tion, people neglect theories and slowly the ideas lose 
meaning and eventually become of historical interest 
only. Where a theoretical framework runs counter to 
the community net of values -- market economics in a 
communist state, atheism in an  Islamic republic, astro- 
logy in a scientific coniniunity, compiiterixation in a 

traditional business - then the ideas question, subvert, 

or fragment the existing values and potentially foment 
unrest. This is the basis for censorship and the pheno- 
menon of closed minds. 

Instruction is necessary in organizations when new 
ideas must be introduced. However, most in-service 
training is about providing additional skills and new 

information, not about inculcating important new ideas 
or altering existing values. It is disconcerting to  recog- 

nize that introducing new ideas potentially means cul- 

ture change and demands personal growth. In moving 
forward, A e  current beliefs and net of social values of 

the employee communitv must be the starting point in 
determining what instruction is required. Instruction 
must be provided in .I way that makes the new ideas 
seem necessary and that reinforces niost of what is 
currently valued. 

Impossibi l i ty  # 1 .  The rationality and order 
required by any theoretical framework oilers no place 
for a newly emerging or distinctive si~cial need whose 

definition is en~otio~i.ill~-driven. Conversely, the 
immediacy of a social need - iiu~reased safety at  work 

following an accident, or better protection lor investors 
following vet another financial scandal - cannot be 
appropriately referred back to some tin~eless doctrine. 

Attempting to do so feels dogmatic, dictatorial, and 

disconnected. So the diagonal channel from VSL to SVE, 
is neither needed nor desirable. The natural reference 

point for a highlighted social need is the communal net 
of values - -  to  gain due recognition of the need and to 
support action. Alternatively. the neecl may appeal to a 
dominant belief for support. 

Exhor ta t ion .  Dotiiinant bclicls naturally influence 
highlighted social needs, even though both are defined 
in an cniotive, fluid and even pragmatic way. Indeed, 
the reason or justification for allir~iiing a particular 

social goal - like safety at work or truth in lending - 
is generally sought in a link to an idcaa, often a maxim, 
which is passionately believed in - like care for others, 
helpfulness, o r  honesty. Both tin: belief and need in 
these exaniples are spontaneously identified and pro- 
claimed in response to an accident or sc.inclal. The 
intentional process, VSg <-> SVF, is onr of e x h o r t a t i o n .  
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In the absence of exhortation, sustaining beliefs are 
liable to be neglected and awkward social needs fail to 

be addressed. 

The aim of exhortation is to ensure that equal oppor- 

tunities for women (say) moves from being a good idea 

to being accepted as socially essential. Indeed the belief 
in equal opportunities often seems to be equivalent to  

the need for equal opportunities. Those who hold the 
belief point to the waste and harm stemming from not 
employing and involving women in work as equals. 
Without necessarily analysing all the implications and 
consequences, they proclaim the existence of a need. 
To the adherent, the social need seems to confirm the 

deeply held belief. In other words, the effect of a 
dominant belief is to evoke a specific social need, while 

the reciprocal effect of the highlighted social need is to  

substantiate the dominant belief. 

The distinction between these two centres defining 
belief (VSg) and need (WE)  is most evident when a 
belief is expressed within a society where it is alien. The 
belief is still recognizable as an idea, but the equivalent 

need cannot be easily evoked. Existing social needs for 

discriminative treatment of women in that society (to 

continue with the same example) are now used to 

negate the idea of equal opportunities. Needs used in 
the home society to support the belief are rejected as 
socially disruptive, unsuitable and unnecessary. Facts o r  
quantitative data in support of the alien need are 
ridiculed, judged irrelevant or shamelessly suppressed. 

Impossibi l i ty  #2. The net of comn~unal values is 
too solid and established to be modified by a specific 

passionate belief until one of two conditions are met. 
Either the belief evokes a specific and recognizable need 
or  it is incorporated within a coherent teachable 
doctrine. Of course, if the beliefis idiosyncratic, it will 
not be allowed to distort the message of those accepted 
theoretical frameworks which are the prime controllers 
of conimunal values. So new beliefs. however worthy, 

take time to gain acceptance. The reverse is also true: 

no passionate belief lets itself be affected by what 
socicty as a whole values. So reference between these 

two centres carries no weight. Looked at in another 
way, the communal net of values is something that 
members of a society idealize and believe in without 

intellectual scrutiny, so these two centres are virtually 
identical and there is no need for any channel between 
them. In short: the second diagonal channel of influ- 
ence, from VS,: to SV,,, is undesirable and unnecessary. 

1-5 -Ã 1-4: Embodiment 

Reality has been revealed and people have been 
socialized into it The time has come to work within 

reality. The first step is embodiment: the incorporation of 
values through creating bounded and relatively sclf- 

contained social entities which endure through time. 
Embodiment means defining and organizing endca- 
vours which partition an otherwise undelined expanse 

of possibilities. This process depends on instigation by 

certain specific values, together with institution of rele- 
vant con~n~unal  values. Embodying specific values is a 
dynamic and responsive requirement, so it emerges 
from the emotion-based centre. Embodying relevant 
communal values is a static, rational and comprehensive 

requirement, so it emerges from die logic-based centre. 

Both processes often need to operate conjointly as 
the following example illustrates. A television docu- 
mentary highlighted the plight of sexually abused 

children. Recognition of the need for socicty to offer 

more help directly to die children instigated the forma- 

tion of a new charity, called Childline. Its main object 
was to enable children to phone anonyniously to talk 
and get advice. However, successfully setting up such a 
charity depended on ensuring its detailed objects were 
socially acceptable e.g. by defining and ensuring staff 

competencies and limiting care activities. The objects 

needed to incorporate established values as manifest in 
existing welfare services, relevant laws and codes of 

practice, welfare professions, and public attitudes. 

Inst igat ion.  Highlighted social needs positively 

demand the creation of social entities which arc worth- 
while in part because they seek to realize those values. 
When a sense of need - for an electrical car, for strong 

coffee, for worker safety, for educational holidays, tor 

truth in lending, for equal opportunities - emerges in 
a community, people who hold that value strongly are 
predisposed to see something clone about it. So the 
intentional process in the channel, SVg <-*' POl,, may be 
labelled: instig a t '  ion. 

The effect of a highlighted social need is to stimulate 

the setting of a related principal object. Once the body 
or endeavour is created, the need continues to inject 

energy and enthusiasm in it. For example, a growing 

need for housing stiniulates a building firm to be set up 
or  a new type of mortgage to be offered; and die sense 
of a need for fair dealing by insurance brokers stimu- 
lates the creation of a new regulatory body or another 

course on business ethics. The channel may be misused: 
e.g. a faction focused on a particular social need uses it 
to hijack an initiative by re-defining its objects. 

The reciprocal effect of the principal objects and rcsult- 

ing activities is to promote that particular social value. So 
building firms and mortgagors by their existence and 
everyday activities promote the need for housing; and 
regulatory bodies and business ethics courses bring the 
need for fair dealing to people's attention. 
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In the absence of instigation, nothing is developed 
at all, o r  existing endeavours are pursued without 

enthusiasm and lose their focus. Campaigning or other 

pron~otional organizations may br set up to ensure that 
this does not happen. Sometimes campaigning bodies 

arc set up to counter the growing support for a specific 
social value. The implicit object oftlie tobacco lolibv, for 
example, is to counter the value olreducing smoking. 

Ins t i tu t ion .  However, morr than instigition is 
required to  set something up successfully and keep it 
running. Principal objects must also be determined in a 

way that accords with and helps realize community 
values generally. If due adaptation to current values is 

missing, the new objects will fail to gain much social 

support, and their pursuit may even be prevented or 
blocked. The communal net of values uses principal 
objrcts to get en~lwlcled in an cniluring and practical 

way. The intentional process in the channel, S V ,  ̂Â¥Â PO B ,  

is the relatively formal one of ins t i tu t ion .  

The effect of the communal net of values is to stipulate 

certain features of the principal objects and to prohibit 

others. 'Ihe reciprocal effect of the principal object.-, is to 
incorporate relevant values in the (,omriiunal nct within 
the endeavour. Institution reinforces existing values in 
society by ensuring they become central to  a myriad of 
orginizations and endeavours that interact and impinge 
on t'ach other. Lntcrpriscs serve the general good in 
this way, although that is not their main purpose. When 
enterprises are seen as primarily serving society rather 

than themselves, the urge to institutionalize has gone 

too far and ovm-control sulloe.ites initiative. At the 

other extreme, revolutionary organiyations defined in 
ternis of their own ideology oppose comn~unal values 
and positively refuse to incorporate them. 

L-4 -Ã L-3: Orientation 

Revelation and socialization are taken for granted by 
now, and it is necessary for the social embodiment of 

those values - organizations or endeavours - to 
orient then~sclves to approach and engage with .ictual 
situations sensibly and effectively. Orientation is based 

on the influence of principal objects on the working of 
the two internal priority centres. It depends on an 
accornn~odation to reality which is responsive, evolu- 
tionary and pragmatic; and a clar'f'cation of reality 
which is designed, comprehensive and structured. The 

two processes naturally complen~ent each other. 
Without clarification, it is not clear what degree of 

accommodation is tolerable; and without aecomnlo- 
dation, clarification is an other-worldly exercise. 

A c c o m m o d a t i o n .  Whatever the desire to deny or  
resist irrational Feelings and pressures in a situation, any 

endeavour is put at risk if inescapable o r  urgent priori- 
ties are not recognized. The intentional procesc in this 

channel, POg ++ IPg, is therefore one of a c c o m m o -  
d a t i o n  to political pressures. All  values rouse emo- 

tions and are potentially controversial, but a priority 
which is set purely to handle pressures is liable to  be 
particularly contested. Principal objects need to be able 
to contain such conflicts. 

'Ihe effect of tin' principal object on an over-riding 
)riority is to ~oleriitc it. Tolerating irrational but power- 
lul priorities protects the endeavour o r  entity and all 
the resources and effort invested in it. However, the 

consequence olaccommodation is that the outlook of 

the endeavour is altered. In othrr words, the reciprocal 

effect ofan over-riding priority is to adjust o r  reorient the 
principal objects. Subsidies and tax incentives, for 
example, may put certain firms under intense pressure 

to change their main outputs. Pragmatic opportunists 
weltome and may even provoke crises (which are auto- 
ii~aticall~ top priority) even if this means that the overall 

aims arc distorted or neglected. 

Two further cxan~ples of accommodation: The legal 

system frequently does not deliver what it seems to 
promise because of the values and powerful position of 

lawyers. To confront lawyers am1 ignore their prefer- 
ences would threaten a breakdown in services without 
any possible rcpLicement. Bcttrr a distortecl. inel'l'i- 
cient, expensive and insensitive system than none  at all. 
But continuing to surrender to powerfi~l Factions is 

self-destructive. In organizations, it may eventually 
undermine their rationale am1 ctYectivc working. 

Accommodation to the increasingly irrational demands 

of print unions failed to prevent (and even seemed to 
encourage) repeated disruption of production of The 

limes of London in the 1970's. Eventually the managc- 
mew decided to stand firm and it shut down publica- 
tion. When the paper reappeared a year later, it was 

stallkd by an entirely new work-force with diflerent 

viilues more in accord with that o f  the business. 

Clar if icat ion.  The influence between principal 
objrcts and structured or  comprehensive sets ol' 
priorities is quite different. The concern here is to 

ensure that priorities (whether specified as rational 
critrria, important activities, or resource allocations) 
covcbr the entire rnileavour atid arc dc tc rmi~~ed  by its 
nature. From a rational perspective, it is essential that 

everything of relevance and importance should be 
addressed. Even ri'latively minor matters must not be 
overlooked. This demands a degree of analysis and 
systi~inatization olthc endeavours internal and rxternal 
reality, and a determination of preferences. The- inten- 
cionul process in IIIC channel. POll <  ̂ If'^. is one of 
c lar i f icat ion.  
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Because objects are defined in such a global and sim- 
ple way - often reduced to a single phrase or  sentence 
('to sort out recruitment'. 'to sell clothes, ' to study 
values'), it is not really clear what the principal objects 
are about until this channel is activated. So the effect of 

the principal objects on logic-based priorities is to 

demand and generate them; and the reciprocal effect of a 
structured set of priorities is to elucidate, elaborate. 
explain o r  refine die objects. 

A systematic and analytical approach to priorities 
helps in the development and progression of the 

endeavour by providing a degree of discipline and 
design that single urgent priorities wilfully neglect. The 
simplest example is resource allocation where there is a 
limited total (100%) and where this total must be 

accounted for. Covert or haphazard budget allocations 
not only create irritation and feelings of unfairness, 

they also make financial control difficult. By contrast, 
discriminating and classifying spending in a comprehen- 
sive and structured way enables debate, reduces con- 
flict, and provides control. 

Of course the quality of analysed priorities depends 
on the quantity and quality of intellectual and intuitive 
effort expended. This effort may be considerable and it 

leads to a common danger. Once a structured set of 

priorities has been developed (e.g. for budgetary allo- 

cation or  for syllabus development), it is liable to  
become rigidified, resistant to revision and applied even 
though times have changed. Rather than rctining the 
objects, such priorities suborn or  substitute for them. 

1-3 -> 1-2: Decision 

With perplexing issues of the nature of reality now 

fully dealt with. a social and institutional context pro- 
vided for, and an orientation set, the moment of com- 

mitment is reached. Decision is the application of value 
to  action. and this is precisely what occurs in linking 
internal priorities with strategic objectives. The latter 
lays down what is to be done, and the former explains 
why it is to be done. Internal priorities in both centres 

need to influence the strategic objective centre to 

ensure that an optimal decision is made. So decision 
involves two processes: resolution, which is dynamically 
pursued and socially introduced; andforecasting, which 

must be systematically pursued and logically developed. 

If an over-riding priority leads to the selection of a 
course of action, the logicbased priority centre should 
seek to ensure that this course takes into account other 
valid values or that it is chosen to assist a more compre- 

hensive strategy'. When a structured set of priorities 
generates a future scenario, the emotion-based priority 
centre should ensure that action is rapidly and sen- 
sitivelv taken on urgent or anxiety-generating matters. 

Resolution. In all decision situations, it is necessary 

to  force a choice of a particular outcome in the face of 
conflicting views about what could and should be done. 
(If there is no real choice, then action follows mcchan- 
ically without any decision being made. ) The intentional 

process in this channel, IPg ++ SOn. is one of resolu-  
tion. It involves gaining acceptance that something 

must be done, recognizing the pressures. surveying the 
possibilities and grasping the nettle. The psychological 

process is one of commitment and dynamism. As 

people say: 'choices must be made'. In this channel, 
irrational or factional pressures evoke images of one or 
more ways to  reduce or remove these pressures. In con- 
sidering strategic objectives, a degree of rationality can 
be brought to  bear. However, the decider is aware of an 

intense urge to  ensure that one of the various possible 

options is rapidly selected whatever the arguments 

against it. In other words, the effect of an over-riding 
priority is to  select a particular strategic objective. The 
reciprocal effect of that strategic objective is to suit the 
urgent priority and so remove the pressure and anxiety. 

Anxieties and pressures are liable to lower the quality 
of decisions, to foster a short-term perspective, and to 
unbalance the specification of strategic objectives. I f '  
management by crisis is unchecked, sustained progress 

becomes difficult and substantial change cannot be 
introduced. The strategic objective may worsen the 
priority which it is solving: e.g. increasing borrowing to 
pay urgent interest on debts increases the pressure to 
service debts. To the stressed manager o r  politician, 
however, reasonable objections to a pragmatic response 

fed like obstruction rather than assistance. Solutions 

are wanted now, not criticisms or lengthy analyses. And 

being pragmatic - doing something, anything - is 
essential sometimes. Because over-riding priorities are 

so emotion-filled, ignoring them tempts a political 

explosion or serious damage to the endeavour. 

Forecasting. There are, however, rational or 
planned approaches to making decisions. These are 
based on using values in the endeavour and information - 
about the situation to direct and coordinate people in a 

systematic and coherent way. Only a structured set of 
priorities can provide a comprehensive context of what 

strategic objectives are needed. The intentional process in 
the channel, IPL -  ̂SOg. is forecasting. The forecast 
for an endeavour o r  organization is an achievable pic- 
ture of die short-, medium- or  long-term futurc based 
on its nature and the present situation. (Son~etimes 

such a forecast is called a vision: but cf. G-4': Ch. 10.) 

The use of forecasting enables greater self-control 
and greater control over the social environment. The 
forecast is sometimes called a plan but do not contuse 
a forecast with areal plan which s a ~ 5  exactly what has to 
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be done (cf. G-2' :  Ch. 10). Also distinguish a mathe- 

matics-generated, theory-driven forecast of external 

conditions from a reality-based forecast of what an 
endeavour might achieve. Forecasting is as much an 

imaginative as a mechanical process. Different hypo- 
thetical scenarios ('what its') should be developed, 

complete in all significant details and not omitting ill- 

understood or unpredictable factors. The aim is to  
anticipate challenges, reveal opportunities, and guide 
pragmatic responses. 

The effect ofthe rationally-developed priority set is to 
order or  organize strategic objectives. If rationality and 

completeness arc taken too far, the result is to com- 
plicate the specification of the desired outconie. The 

reciprocal effect of strategic objectives is to depict the 

likely actual effect of pursuing rationally developed 
priorities in the present situation. Strategic objectives 

which have been solely devised to suit urgent priorities 
o r  to  grasp an opportunity simply ignore the relevant 
rational set of priorities. 

1-2 -Ã  ̂ 1- 1 : Implementation 

Once a decision is made, the stage of intervention in 
physical reality is reached. Intervention assumes a 

mutual influence between stratcgic objectives and 
tactical objectives. Because both centres are balanced, 
there is only one possible channel through which value 
transformations finally produce tangible results. This 
channel, SOn <-̂  TOn, enables the inicniionol process of 
implementa t ion .  Tactical objectives arc pure means 

and have no significance other than their contribution 

to the realization of the strategic objective and all higher 
values. Nevertheless this channel is not trivial: there 
will be no desired outcomes without detailed objcctives 

and deadlines. 

The effect of any strategic objective is to initiate the 

specification of tactical objectives. These objectives 
prompt and propel people into action and trigger the 
use of resources for performance of tasks. The recipro- 

cal effect of tactical objectives is to  ground the strategic 
objective in the immediate realities, indicating precisely 
what is involved in producing the desired outcome. 

Implementation is always difficult and the strategic 
objective should be experienced as a challenging but 
worthwhile beacon. If values and objectives carry little 
weight, o r  pressure of circumstances and self-interest is 
intense, tactical objectives may be set which by-pass o r  

even pervert strategic objectives. Everyone is kept 
busy, but results arc not delivered. In such cases the 
strategic objective is an excuse lor action (or corrup- 
tion) rather than a beneficial driving and shaping force. 

The activities which the tactical objectives define 
produce the desired outcomes in a progressive fashion 

Implementation of plans and production of outcomes in 
the social sphere arc broadly equivalent to the notion of 

causality in physical science. Social events are not so 

much caused as produced or implemented: an election 
campaign is not caused, it is implemented; tactical 

objectives do not cause the building of a car, their ful- 
tilnient produces a car. 

Unless intentionality in its downward flow reaches 
this channel, all will have been in vain. The potential 
and promise generated by the higher centres will not be 
fulfilled. The trouble is that we may know precisely 
what we want to achieve, but things may still go wrong. 
A inyriad of extraneous factors, including other 

people's intentions and physical or social forces. lead to  

detours and adaptations. The strategic objective may 
still be produced, but at the cost of ignoring or  violating 
higher values. 

Completing the Image: Stage 2 

The result of defining the primary cross-level flows, 
of influence is to convert Master-Fig. 42b to 42c. - 
Eleven more channels have been found necessary and 
defined, and two theoretically possible channels have 

been ruled out as inappropriate and undesirable. The 

upper two channels - illumination, illusion - lie in a 
purely abstract realm where thinking and feeling hold 
complete sway. The lower seven channels - insti- 
tution, instigation, accon~modation, clarification. reso- 
lution, forecasting, implen~entation - arc directly 
concerned with doing things in the everyday world. 

Joining these groups are two channels - instruction 

and exhortation - which seek to bridge the abyss 

between the ideal and the real, between potentiality 

and actuality, between theory and practice, between 
mind and society. In an attempt to make this leap, these 
channels link centres in the same mode - whereas all 
others have some degree of balance. These two utterly 
unbalanced channels. bound together above by idealiza- 
tion and below by assimilation, together provide 
balance of a sort to  liberate A c  tremendous force 

needed to make the cIitEcult transition from abstract 
thought to concrete need. 

Because all die centres are now connected, social 
reality and the basis of a society with social beings now 
exist. But endeavours lack any independent links to  the 
realm of abstraction and imagination. Without such 

channels, a society and its members would be some- 
what unsophisticated and probably stagnant. Principal 

objects which define activities would be wholly under 
the influence of tribal guardians, like priests o r  scien- 
tists. Alternative accounts of reality could not develop 
and spread easily, so the result would be a uniformity of 
thinking with the potential to deteriorate into fanaticism. 
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There is a further limitation of the image. Since 
actions based in tactical objectives may produce side- 

effects which violate higher values, some means for 
preventing this is needed. In other words, channels of 
influence which by-pass levels must be defined. 

CHANGING REALITY 

The concern now movrs to changing reality, and for 

a social bcing this means changing social reality. Change 

is difficult because of the natural inertia of all centres, 
from the eternal ultimate values downwards. But even 
ultimate values may need to change and the others 
certainly do. The channels drawn so far d o  enable a 
different or changed value in one centre to  exert in- 

fluence on what happens in another, but this influence 
never goes so far as exerting complete control over the 

receiving centre. So the receiving centre is liable to  

ignore or distort that influence in the normal course of 

its operation. To ensure the triumph of higher values, it 
is therefore essential to have channels which allow a 
flow of influence between centres two levcls apart. In 
tins way, any distorting or obstructing effect of the 
centre at the by-passed level can be mitigated or ovcr- 
come. (This is consistent with our earlier finding that 
overconiing opposition in people required drives 

defined by three adjacent levels of purpose: G-3 in 

Cll. 10). 

Changing reality starts from the dissemination of' new 
ideas, invariably radical and unexpected at first but 
thought to be worthwhile. These ideas foster a gradual 
but inexorable evolution of the community, whose old 
and new values are expressed in endeavours. 
\laintenonce of current endeavours and their incorpo- 

rated values is then required in the face of derailing 

forces. Finally, re-assertion of values is necessary in the 

context of implementation. 

We will examine these processes in more detail and 
see where and how by-passing of levels is possible and 
necessary. However, before doing so. I must explain 

why change starts from ideas (value systems: L-6) and 
not from ultimate values (states of being: L-7). 

L-7 -Ã  ̂ L-5: It might lie imagined that ultimate values 
could or should directly influence social values in either 

o r  both centres. In reality, however, ultimate values arc 
always channelled through the existing value systenis of 
a social group. 

The highest ideals, it will be recalled, arc an amalgam 
of ultimate values, value systems and social values 
( G - 3 ' ) .  In other \vorcls, social needs must either be 
justified by a recognized school of thought o r  by popu- 
lar belicfs. No appeal Ix:yonil these makes sense to 
people. Any proposed social value lying outside 

accepted ideas is utterly rejected as irrelevant, inconi- 
prehensible, alien or  abhorrent - even if its origins are 

claimed to be in ultimate values. For example, justice 
and freedom alone do not determine a woniui's need 
for education and for equality in employment and social 
dealings. If die societal (log~nii (Irni<,s that women have 
such needs and affirms the virtue of wifely compliance 
and a domestic role. then its upholders will wholly 

reject the so-called claims 01' justice and freedom, and 
go on vociferously to deny that women have an unjust 

o r  oppressed position in society. In short: any proposed 
need must be introduced and valued as an idea before 
people will consider whether it might be communally 
necessary. 

Another way to look at this phenomenon is to recog- 
nize that resistance has no meaning within the abstract 
experiential and potential realm in which ultimate 

values and value systems reside. Value systenis are the 
means whereby self-sufficient, eternal and immutable 

ultimate values arc revealed. So value systems arc never 

viewed as a resistance to ultimate values by adherents, 
even if an outsider judges the lived revelation to be 
barbaric o r  deluded. The reverse is the case: resistance 
to change actually means resistance to new and sup- 
posedly worthwhile ideas by lower levels in their ctYorts 

to handle social pressures, keep necessary activities 

going, and overcome practical obstacles. So channels 
from UVn to SVr and from UVl, to SV, are neither 
necessary nor desirable. 

1-6 -Ã 1-4: Dissemination 

The first step in changing reality is to spread ideas, 
often new ideas, in a process known as Jisscmination. 
Dissemination requires that ideas, beliefs and theories 

directly influence the definition of principal objects, 

without bcing unduly modified or rejected by existing 
social values. The aim here is to develop endeavours 

which exert an influence on surrounding values. 

As social values evolve to  meet the practical needs of 
community life, already accepted identity-defining 
ideas can be submerged or  lost. So a mechanism for 
reaffirming and renewing established value systems is 

necessary. In other cases. value systenis are recent 

creations seeking to reorient the community, even if 
this means opposing some current social values. This is 
the basis for all crusades for social reform (G-34).  So 
disscniination is needed both to reform and to renew 
social values in line with emerging beliefs and theories. 
Effective disseniination takes place through propagation 
ofthe valued ideas, which needs to hr as systematic and 
comprehensive as possible; and Jcntonsiration of their 
use and worth, which needs to h e  as practical and 
convincing as possible. 
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The two channels clearly complement each other. 
Firms, for example, need both channels to  handle cul- 
ture change. Culture change is about introducing a new 
set of beliefs in the teeth of existing social values. Many 
varied initiatives are called for in order to  explain and 
explore what the change is all about, to prevent the 
neutralizing and adaptive effects of current social 
values, and to demonstrate the virtues and widespread 
benefits of the new order. In this way, a new value 
consensus gradually forms and the new ideas slowly 
become a reality. 

Propagation. Any school of thought absolutely 
requires that those who accept and idealize it should 
endeavour to alter the current communal net of values 
to  accord more with its teachings. If adherents did not 
do so, they would be betraying what had been revealed 
to  them. In other words, the established net of social 
values is viewed as a potential or actual resistance to be 
overcome by ideology-based activities of all sorts. 
especially educative and communicative efforts. So this 
channel, VSL * POB, represents the intentional process 

of propagation. 

In the everyday case of a professional. propagation is 
automatic and unstoppable. Each professional uses the 
identification enforced during socialization by their 
group to generate on-going endeavours wluch system- 
atically support and further the doctrines of the group. 
The professional's personal efforts are validated by the 
doctrines, and those efforts also establish the doctrines 
in wider society. We find it natural that professionals set 
up associations, training establishments, journals and so 
on even though these things spread a particular pro- 
fessional ideology. In the same way, we accept and 
expect sympathizers of a political ideology to form 
dedicated political parties, produce newspapers, create 
pressure groups, launch campaigns, commission 
research and so on - always with an orientation con- 
sonant with their ideology. 

Any new theory or ideology cannot be effectively 
transmitted and pursued via mainstream education. 
Education must endorse whatever is conventionally 
accepted. At best, students are given an impartial 
account while adherents want total acceptance of 
certain premises. Within the rarefied atmosphere olthe 
scientific community, scientists are no diflerent. New 
disciplines and theories have a hard time getting noticed 
and accepted. So their loyal adherents establish 
dedicated conferences, research projects, teaching 
programmes, new journals, specialized centres, com- 
munication networks, sub-departments of faculties and 
so on, all to forward their ideas systematically. 

As the above examples illustrate, the effect of a 

theoretical framework is to validate certain principal 

objects, making endeavours worthwhile and ensuring 
organizations further the ideas. The reciprocal effect of 
the principal objects is to establish the theoretical frame- 
work as a real social force. The endeavour affirms the 
existence of the ideas in the social group and ensures its 
continuing development and communal application. 
The reverse effects are also possible and commonplace: 
an established theoretical framework may invalidate 
certain objects. For example parapsychological research 
programmes and systems science departments are 
sparse on the ground because (correctly or incorrectly) 
both are widely viewed as contravening scientific con- 
ventions or tenets. If endeavours which contravene a 
doctrine could not be invalidated, the hold of those 
ideas on society would be threatened - adherents start 
fearing that anything might be permitted. 

Demonstration. Propagation alone is insufficient 
for clissemination. People must be touched and their 
beliefs altered if they are to  change their views. 
Dominant beliefs seek to create and shape the objects of 
endeavours and enterprises in an intentional process 

which is represented by the channel VSg <-> POB, and 
called demonstration. 

Demonstration is partial and opportunistic, but it 
gets people's attention. Adherents who wish to  show 
others the value of their ideas use it all the time. When 
top management or government ministers, for exam- 
ple, wish to assert strongly held beliefs which buck the 
existing social consensus, they launch special initiatives 
and pump in effort and money well beyond what would 
be realistic for a routine developn~ent. By this means 
they not only demonstrate their commitment, they 
maximize the likelihood of a resounding success which 
convinces others. In the case of a new religion, doctrine 
is not enough and the standard demonstration used to 
convert people is a miracle. All religious founders 
perform miracles, even though the doctrine may play 
clown their significance. 

When ordinary people want to  do something to 
show their commitment to an idea, they demonstrate: 
by marching, attending rallies, joining pickets, dis- 
tributing pamphlets, signing petitions. These endea- 
vours sustain the belief among die den~onstrators and 
inform wider society. Endeavours are regularly defined 
to express. reflect and support personal beliefs, 
especially those weakly held in the community o r  at 
variance with a defining ideology. For example: a 
medical epidemiologist may allow his studies to  be 
shaped by his radical concern for social inequality as 
well as by his disciplinary methods and theories. If a 
person's principal objects do not openly confirm and 
demonstrate a respect for their beliefs in this way, it 
means that the person is compartn~ental~zing social life 
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o r  acting hypoc~itica~~y. Thc conimon tendency for 

people to divorce values in their work and their per- 

sonal life can be said to retlect a breakdown in the use 
of this channel, 

Delhing activities in terms of passionate bclicfs 
shows yourself and others wherc you stand. So tlic ~$ZCI 

of dominant bclicfs on principal objects is to  sus~uin 
them. The rec~procul e@ct of principal objects is to con- 

j r m  the beliefs. Many devout Christians choose to  carn 

a living doing public sector o r  voluntary agency work 
because of their beliefs about the corrupting influence 
of wealth. Whilc a JOI> in manufacturing tilight be 

acceptable, work in financial scr\lces would be almost 

a betrayal of their beliefs. 111 any case, success is unlikely 
becausc their beliefs unc~crmine the necessary commit- 
ment to making money out of money. 

1-5 + 1-3: Evolution 

Disse~nination seeks to change social reality, but 

actual changc rcquircs and implies thc m~oliuion of 

values in use. New social values become eflcctive 
within endeavours and organizations in the form of prc- 

ferences o r  criteria used in deciding. But moving values 
from outside an organization or person to the inside 
takcs time. It is a form ol'grv\vth and occurs in a gradual 

and piecemeal and organic ~vay. Social valucs and inter- 

nal priorities are both bi-modal, so there arc four 
channels possible in theory (cf, L-6+L-5) .  As it turns 

out, once again only two of the channels arc viable. 

The need to bypass a level here is about ensuring that 
\vhat is important \vithin an endeavour mirrors what is 

vic\ved as iniportant by the wider co~nmu~lity. Without 
so111c direct intluencc of social values on intern.11 prior- 
ities, endca\~ours and organizations (once set up) could 
lct themselves follmv their own technological and sclf- 

centred imperatives to everyonc elsc's dctrinient. 
Campaigning groups often emcrge spontanec~us~y as 

part of an effort to stop this tcndency (cf. G-  33). 

The evolution of values clepends on a mix of the new 
and the old as circunistanccs unfold. The introcluction 
of the new, innot,ution, must be designed and systcmati- 
cally driven; lvhile niaintcnance of t l ~ c  status c l i ~ o ~  con- 
sert~otion, needs to be a quasi-automatic and responsive 
reaction. 

Conservat ion.  The communal nct of social values 
rcflects ~ l d e l y  sharcd persorial and svcial neecis and is, 
accorclingly, the source of a diverse range of social 
cle~iiancls and presstircs \vliich i~ilpingc on any e~idea- 
vour. '].he importance of social continuity and stal)ility 
makes these values a matter of deep concern to  all. So 
the inrenrionul process in thc channel. SVL * II', , is one 
of conserva t ion .  It is appropriate for a centre, which 

is both within and external to  an enterprise. to  have a 

direct influence on the setting of urgent priorities. The 

e ~ c r  of the net of established coniri~unal values is to 
condl~ion thc cl~oicc of an over-riding priority ~vithiri an 

cndeavour. The reciprocal eBct of such a priority is to 
prcscrtr.c the conln>u~ial net of valucs and the conimunity 
itself. 

Conservation enables the co~ilmunity to  be main- 
tained, social life to  be ordcrly. ancl the enterprise to  be 

safeguarded and supported. The channel needs to bc 
used to a greater o r  lesser degree in any decision. The 
alternative w,oulcl be clisruptivc social upheaval. 

Social valtles niay of course l>e co~~nter-productive 
for the e~i~lcavour. For example? some societies have 
evolvcd social valucs like refusing to co~n~iiunicate bad 
news, using bribes to supplement pay, respecting 
seniority more than merit, fierce inclependence, and 

rejection of authority. All thcsc valucs inipose burden- 
some priorities which are liable to impcdc eficiency 

and productivity. Efforts may be made to eradicate stlch 
a culture \vithin an organization, espccially if thc pro- 
ject is l~rianced from another country or by a11 inter- 
national institution with conventional managerial 
values. lkiow~ever, succcss is extraordinarily difficult 

because more uscful emotion-based prioritics ~vould 
challenge con~niunal cohesiori or) ~\pliich everything and 

everyone de1)cnds. 

Imposs i l~ i l i ty  # l .  Conser\~ativn of social values 

complements their institution, so principal objects can 
be by-passtd without undue anxiety. By contrast, thc 
commtmal net of values (or a relevant sub-set) cannot 

by-pass principal objccts to  influence the rational analy- 
sis and coni~)reIiensivc structuring of ~~riorities, Stich 
by-passing would imply that an orginization or  project 

should consiclcr and pursue a full range of social values 
in a systcniatic way This is neither feasiblc nor sensible, 

The only comprehensive influence on the structuring of 
priorities must be the naturc of the endeavour, as 
encapsulateci in its principal objccts. So a direct channel 
of inlluencc from SVL to IPL is ncither necessary nor 
desirable. 

Innova t ion .  Not all cornr~~unal values can be 
pursued by a single endeavour. Bt~t if  particular social 

needs are relevant. then these can and should inform a 
rationally-developed set of priorities. The incen~ionul 

process in the channel, SVE ++ lPL, is one of innova t ion  
or practical changc. Note that innovatic>n does not flow 
directly from a ncwr radical iclca (VS,;) tvliich has not yet 

been converted into a social neecl. 

Competitive advantage for I I ~ I I I S  clepends on their 
recognizing emerging needs (1.e. n~arkcts) - for 
different products o r  services, for specific fcaturcs like 



convenience or reliability, for more en\~i~-onme~itaI 

protection, for more individualized services, indeed for 

\vl~atever is in the forefront 01' public attention - and 
then innovating. F i r ~ i ~   nus st accept that what \ \ r i l l  be 
i~nportant in the future  nay not be the same as what 
was valued in the past. They should gear theniselves to  
accept periodic changes to their forecasts and l>la~ned 
developments. 

The ['ear of instabilitv and thc \vish to  avoid an over- 

reaction to social fashion is conlnlon ancl natural in 
tirms, probably because it is i111a~ined that the new 
need shoulcl 1)e endorsed as an ovel--ricling priority. 
However, by taking a structured and con~prel~cnsive 
approach to the organization's current aitns, new neecls 
can be se~isibly cc)~~si~lerecI and incorporated without 
excessive danger. The L@CI of a highliglitecl social need 
on a structured set of privrities is to  re-order those 

priorities. The result is often a significant transfor~na- 

tion of activity ~vhich cle~nands new arrangements and 
careft11 planning to be i~nple~nented successfully. The 
reciprocal eJecr of the re-structured set of priorities is to 
introditce the particular value into the encleavour or 

enterprise. 

Poorly handled innovations disrupt existing rational 
priorities and end up harn~ing thc endeavour and Sailing 

to  bring aI>out the desired change. If the innovation 
channel did not exist, organizations coulcl only respond 

t o  a specific need by altering their n~ission or waiting 

for the social environment to change. The result ~voi~lcl 
be stagnation. This is eviclent in s o ~ n e  organizations. 
where a set of rigidifiecl priorities actively exclucle~ 
noticing or responding to new needs. 

Inipossibility #2. Highlighted social needs are too 

partial, too tinged \vith irrationalitj and too ridclled 
with cornn~unal tensions to by-l>ass principal objects 

and influence over-riding priorities directly. Any such 
need potentially cl~al le~~gcs the status quo and rnust bc 
tamed and incorporated by analysing it in the context of 
existing values of the endeavoitr. Insisting that a partic. 
d a r  need should be made an urgent' priority ~ ~ 1 s t  
because it is good or fashio~iable is naive and impracti- 
cal. Businessn~en can usually resist politicians and acad- 

emics telling them \vhat the country needs. By contrast: 
\veil-nieaning lay-governors of pul>lic agencies may 
clan~age their orgiinization and de~noralize their man- 
agers ly si~ccessfully insisting on h e  priority of a par- 

ticular conlnlunity value witl~out co~~sidering how it 
locks into nlanagenlenl needs. So a cha11ne1 of influence 
fro111 SVE to lPF is neitlier appropriate nor beneficial. 

1-4 4 L-2: Maintenance 

D~sse~ninatic)n and evo1ut10n have now lx-ought 
about changes In the vali~es c~rculating in the corn- 

mimity. So they enable new and existing bodies to 

pursue nelv valucs. However, \dues can be so easily lost 

if  endca~ours start drifting or managers become dis- 

tracted, Internal priorities with their tendency t o  be 
dominated by factions and cxternal pressures are 
particularly liable to  distort newly agreed \ d ~ e s  and 
pus\> endeavours o r  course. The only safeguard is a 

direct channel of in~luence between principal ob~ects  
and strategic ol~jcctives. The inteniiond process in the 

channel, P(Jl, t+ SOB. is one of m a i n t e n a n c e .  The 
link to initiatives ( G - 3 > )  which cover the s a n ~ c  three 
levels is apparent. 

The gfict of t l ~ c  principal object is to re-direct o r  
realign sl>eciiication of strategic ol>jectives. Ho\vever, 
where principal objects generate st~ategic objectives 
directly (as is con1nlon rvhen nlanagers take an 

opportunist o r  pragmatic approach), there is a 

tendency to niis-dirrct specification because the 

clarification, en~phases and checks provided by internal 

priorities are ahsent. 

Each strategic oI>jective that is hlfilled slioi~ld con- 

tribute to achieving the objects oftlie endeavour, So the 
reciprocal eJec1 of any strategic ob~ective is t o j ~ r t h e r  thc 
principa1 object and the values it represents. Put 
another \vay, all futuristic forecasts, strategies and niain 

oi~tcomes should be checked against \\.hat is to  be 

achieved overall - the principal ol>jects. 111 this way. a 
person or organization never loses sight of the rationale 

for daily activities. This channel is the basis for any 
genel-a1 over-sight or sul>ervision of activities. .4t a 
personal leve1, it e~nl>oclies thc virtue of pcrsevcrance. 

A person's life i~sually drifts and their energies dis- 
sipate if this channel is not usecl: e.g. the person nlay 

111ove from one problematic situation to anotller with 
each defining a new short-term way of living. A single 
l>erson can choose such a life, but in a family the 
children ~voulcl prol>ably sutYer. The equivalent dys- 
fitnction in 1>~1siness ~voulcl be strategic objectives which 
side-track the l~rincipal object: c.g. mindless divel-sifi- 
cation simply to beco~ne larger or intel-national; or 
concentration on foreign exchange speculation rather 
than on the corc business. In pu1)lic agencies, such 

dys1'i1nction niay erilerge ZL? clircctionless pragmatism: 

e.g. gover~nilent bureaucracies in developing coi~ntries 
frequently seem to exist to provicle salaried posts* a 
feeling of participation and a core gl-oiq~ con~niitted to  

supporting the governn~ent - while the social necds 

for which they were created are ignorecl. 

Efforts to c11angc real~ty in line ~ v i t l ~  vali~es regularly 
founcler at the last hurdle. So often \vhat is actually done 

fails to express higher values or produces side-effects 
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\vhich violate agreed valucs. Strategic o r  opcratio~~al 
plans niay c1aim to realize priorities. but a11 too often 

these orienting values and criteria are distorted or 
neglectccl in the liurly-l~urly of action and pragmatic 

efforts to overcome ot>stacles quickly. To deal with this 

tendency it is csse~itial that internal priorities. the 
lowcst le\rel of purpose which is alsc) a value% enablc 

re-assertion of those \,alucs which are relevant to 
particular ~cti\~ities. 

There arc two possil>le channels of direct influence 
to the lo\vest level of iniplementation. Rcasscrtion can 

occur through the st~aightfonvard itnpo.cition of values in 
a proccss driven by cnloti011 and urgency; \vhile ev011ia- 

[ion pcr~iiits a check or tactical objcctivcs, tasks and 

their consequences in tcrrns of a co~npreliensive range 
of relevant vducs. Evaluation and imposition can 
operate indcpcndcntly of each other. This engenders a 

charactcsristic tension, cs~>ecia~~y in p ~ ~ b l i c  agencies, 
bet~vccr~ providing scrvices (1.e. using resources to 

product value) and evaluating services (1.e. using 
resources to check that value has been produccd). 

11nposition. Val~~es that scem urgcnt o r  inescapab~e 

in thc board rooni or the senior mariagcr's otlice are not 
necessarily judged to be over-riding in the heat of' the 
action. Although tactical ol>iectives need to recognize 
such values, thc sctting of tactical ob]ectives is pi- 
marily [lrivcn by thc agrccd strategic: oh]ect i~e.  111 any 
case, disagreement with given priorities or failure to 

understand their relevance is common during imple- 

n~entation. If this happe~~s ,  passions rise in rvhoever set 
thc prioritics. and an urgc clevelops l'or clirect control 

ovcr the precise details of i~~iplementatiorl. So the inren- 
tional process in this channel, IPk +) TOB, is one of 

Checking all tactical objectives is unwisc and iniprac- 
tical, Problems 1~1th the overuse [)I' directives have 

already hccn disa~sscd (G-3': Ch. 10). Ncvcrtheless, 
imposition renlains an cssential tool in any endeavour. 

For exan~ple, a manager should not (Ictcrminc cxactly 
hoxv a sulmrdinatc achievcs an agrcccl outcome - say a 
nurse attending a patient, or a managcr closing a 

factor!. However, if ccrtain s p e d i c  value controls and 
constraints are not insisted upon - say providing infor- 
mation for self-help in thc casc of the nursing treat- 

ment. or consulting wit11 thc c o n ~ ~ i ~ u n i t y  in thc caw of 
the factory closure - then the results may \vcll bc pro- 
duced in unsatisfactory or unacceptable kvays. 

The efect of an over-riding priority on the tactical 
objective is to it. Altcrnativc*ly. the effect may 

bc to proscribe or veto a proposed ot>jective. I f '  tactical 
objectivcs violate emotion-based priorities, a veto may 
bc ncecled cvcn though the tactic \\~oulcl expeditiously 

for\vard a desired strategic ob~ective. For cxan~~>le ,  
enlarging airports near L-ondon, though important for 

economic development, is virtually impossible to 
in~ple~iicnt bccausc ol' public objcctions. The reciprocal 

efict ol'thi: tactical ob](~ctivc is to  sutkfi h e  priority. 

Eva l i~a t ion .  The logic-based internal priority 
centre with it.. structured analysis nf relevant valucs 
enal>les innovation and fosters the unique rangc of 
concerns of an enterprise. Thcsc i~aluc~s are essential for 
the endeavour and need rc-assertion. Flo~vever, it is not 
rational to apply or  iniposc a full range of' values when 

tactical ol>jectives arc being set. It would hopclcssly 

com~~licatc and intcrlkre with han~lling the alri-acly 

complex realities of i~~~plemcnta t io~i .  l :urther~~iore, 
alnlost any value may l~ccome a survival issue during 
in~plenicntation and turn into an urgcnt priority \vliich 
takes niomentary preccdcncc. So the structured sct of 

prioritics must remain abovc thc i ~ ~ i ~ > ~ e ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ t a t i o ~ ~  frL1y. 
111 this position, ho\vevcr, it is idcally suitecl to assess (hc 
appropriateness of proposed plans ancl resource use. 

and to monitor subsequent perforn~ance. So thc 
inrenrional process in tlic channel, IPL TO8. is onc CIS 
e v a l i ~ a t i o n .  

The eJicr of' the structured set of priorities is to 
@arm the specitication of tactical obj~ctivcs. Thc recip- 
roc01 @ect of u~e~~-sl~ecifiecl tactical objectives is to  note 
o r  take i~ccc~unt of tlic various reIt:v.i~it valiies. ~ ~ I I O V J -  

tions can then bc ancl the en(1eavour as a 

whole is sdc-guarded even while urgent priorities are 

being iniplementecl. 

If cvah~ation reve,ils that things arc going wrong, for 
example overspending or missing cl(~~cl l i~~es or victim- 
ization, then the signiticancc of thesc problems can l>e 
assessecl. If need be, correctives may be instituted 
throi~gli dcxising new strategic objectives or asserting 
new prioritics. Thcrc  nay be a tcrnptation cli~ririg 
evaluation or nlonitoring to propose better tactical 

o b j c c t i ~ ~ s .  Senior managers. management consu~tants 

and social scientists, for cxa~i~plc,  are habitually in 
dangcr of nIaking this mistake in association with their 

evaluati~~ns. But the choice of tactical objectivcs is aI>oi~t 
overcoming obstacles JIICI properly requires immersion 
in the situation \vith responsibility for completing thc 

tasks. It is just too easy for outsiders to fire off instrilc- 
tions ~vithout having to consider the work i~~volvcci. 

All too oftcn evaluation is absent or minimal, partly 
becausc the structurecl set of priorities is neglccte~l or 
rigidified, Then tactical ol>jectives (responding dircctly 

to over-riding prioritics) start to  drivc l>olicies and out- 
comes rather than thc other way aroi~ncl. 111 the al>sence 
of evali~ation, resources tend to bc poorly used and 
there is uncertainty about whether o r  not real progress 
is being niade. 
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The result of defining these tlo\vs of influencc is to 

add seven further cliannels and convert Master-Fig. 42c 

to 42d. Two additional links from the abstract realm to 
the everyday world have heen rccognkzed - propaga- 
tion and demonstration; and society and its ~nembers  
have developed consideral~le additional po\vers for 
sustaining and pursuing their values - conservation, 
innovation, ~naintcnance. imposition and evalwatio~i. 

But a11 values arc still based on the communal revela- 

tion. So the striicture is still not fully satisfactory. The 
ordinary member of society is still dominated hy thc 

values of others, ho\vcver unconvincing or  repugnant. 
Even if social values arc congenial, 'when 1 live on what 
they say, and fill my life wit11 it, I have replaced the I 
which i myself am in solitude with the mass 

'1'. ,..Instead of living my lifes I am de-living it." 

Further~nore, the potential for exte~*nally-directed 
fanaticism noted in Master-Fig 42c is now realized 
internally, because a plurality of true believers has 

become possible, Each sect is dedicated to altering 
comn~unity perspectives and needs; and each seeks die 
exclusive allegiance of members of the community. 

Harmony and progress dcpend on each person 
participating in connnunal life while rejecting botbj 
s e ~ ~ i o n a l  fanaticisnl and excessive confor~nity. This 
depends on a conviction of personal autononly, a deep 

humanity, and the possibility of individual integrity - 
all of which can havc only one source: ulti~nate values. 

MAINTAINING HUMANITY 

An ethical society should bc an cnlightened society. 
An enlightened society requircs humane members: this 

mcans people \\rho recognize social obligations and yet 

refuse to  be slavcs to cotnmimal pressures, conventions 

a i d  doctrines - however \\,ell-established ancl \videly 
upheld. The openness, inner frecdon~ and essential 
rightness that characterize enligl~tenment can only be 
developed in one centre: ulti~natc values. And, if 
individuals are to be held responsible, their influence 

can havc only one receptor: principal ob~ects. 

1-7 6 1-4: Enlightenment 

If we are to he trilly creati\~e, to  be able to dis- 

criminate ~vcll amongst ideals, needs. and c~nphases - 
in a xvord: to be enlightcned - it is necessary that we 

consciously open ourselves to the intlucncc of ultimate 
values. Tius means using ultimate values to reflect on 
those purposes, principal objects, which define the 
identity of thosc endeavours which \ve  nus st O\WI as 

ours. The effcc~ of ultimate values is to  human~zc prin- 

cipal objects. The efiec~ here is to  t?ll endea\~ours with 
goodness. The negative effect, to  diabolk~e objects, 

nleans filling endeavours with badness (hence 'the work 

of the clevil'). The reciprocal e&c of good principal 

objects is to manfur the ultimate value. The social and 
also transpersonal ;ncencional process in the channel, 
LIVB +-+ PO,,, is e n l i g h t e n m e ~ i t ,  This channel detcr- 
 nines good deeds and enables enlightened self-interest. 

Ultin~ate value is pure value. It is the sipificance of - 
any value. It defines the ti~ealing of existence. In 

spirttua1 terms, ulti~nate values represent the closest we 
can come to directly ~maging, and socially using, God. 

The channel is cvident in the Old Testament priestly 

benediction: 'May the countenance of Eternal Being 
shine upon you' \vhich is sonlctimes translated as 'May 
the Lord enlighten you'. 

A clirect influcncc of ultin~ate values upon principal 

obiect.5 provides thc will and inspiration to  achieve 

something ~vhich is personally felt to be unambiguously 
~\~orth\t~hile, It is the way that a person keeps faith with 

lun~sclf and with society. It unaml~iguously asserts the 

possil>ility of hu~nanc activities - of just \vorks3 of 
peaceful ~legotiations, of faithful service, of honest 

counsel, of caring treattncnt. 

In determining principal objects, people not only 
definc their activities, but also reveal most clearly who 
thcy arc and \vhat moves them: by their deeds d o  ye 

know them. Delil>erately evil deeds are those that are 

developed by repi~diating positive ultimate vali~es. This 
chan~iel permits and requires self-determination, and 
establishes the frcedo~n of hu~nan beings to create and 
maintain a ~ v o r t l ~ ~ ~ ~ h i l e  social cxistence. According to 

Confucius, hu~nanity (jen), is the supreme virtue. 

intuitively, we kno\v that the self-aware person is the 
only veliicle through ~vhich ultinlate valucs can be 

channelled. And Isre discovered earlier (Cli. S), that 

people take full control of h e i r  own identity only at the 
principal ob]ect level. This nleans that an enlightcned 

, 

society must be one which enables freedom of asso- 
c ~ a t ~ o n  and enterprise while frxter~ng autononlous 
reflection on ulti~nate values. Organizations and 

governments, even churches, can bc intluenced dircctly 

by ultimate \lalues only through die attitudcq and 
activities of their particil~ants. 

Organized churches, despite their vested interest in 
controlling the access of people to God, d o  rccognizc 

this channel. The moral community and the lust social 
order that they seek do promote an autonornou\ 
relation to God, but one ~nvarlaldy hedged around \nth 
doctrinal con~plcxity and o r g a ~ ~ a t i o n a l  conclit~ons. In 
the past, and perhaps even toclay in some places, 
cllurches have preferred the majority of people to bc 
iporan t  and indoctr~nated, and havc dealt with the 
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intelligent by co-optil~g them into their o\vn ranks to 
control thc niasses, As Campbcll notcs, church per- 

secution has ncvcr hecn allout lack of faith in God, but 
about lack of faith in the (Ioctrinc of thc church: by the 
12th century it1 Europe Christian beliefs no longer 

universally held were univrrsally r ~ ~ f o r c e d . ~  The New 
Age movement- ~viclcly conclernnecl by the churches as 

pagan, lies at the other extreme and encourages people 
to  haw faith in ulti~r~ate values and to seek and be 
guided directly in cvcryclay life by spirituality, \visdom 
and conipassion rattier than via religious institutions. 

Comple t ion  of t h e  Image:  S tage  4. Thc result of 
defining this last channel of influence is to  convert 

Master-Fig. 42d to 42c. The single extra channel in fact 

completes thc structure. Other channels linking 
ccnwcs which are thrce or morc levcls apart may look 

like tempting short-cuts to implement higher values, 
but they are impractical and liablc to be harmful. So 
they must be positivcly avoided, a5 explained below. 

17 Dysfunctional Channels 

U l t i n ~ a t e  values intluence value systems directly 
and by-pass social \,slues to infuse principal objects 

clirectly. They d o  not penetrate any further bccause 

purposes set in thc lower levels are too evanescent and 
practical for ctcr~ial considerations to have any 
meaning. Evoking ulti~iiate tralucs \vhcn deciding what 

outcome to seek or \vliat i~n~i~ccliate steps to  take is 
distinctly dul~ious. It ,ippc:ars ~i~ystcrious and nlystical 
when attemptecl. 

Value s y s t e ~ n s  (lo havc a direct influence on social 
values and principal objects. But they must not be 
allowed direct intlucnc(- 011 priorities o r  still lower 
levels of implemcntation. The problem is that valued 
ideas are too alxtract to he directly applied in particular 
decisions. When evoked, they are liable to blind people 
t o  the messiness and practicalities of action in social 
situations. When disciplinary rescarchcrs imagine that 

their painstakingly (le\-cloperl knowledge and theories 
should dctcrmi~ic organizational o r  governmental 

policys thcy arc usi~ally worhng on the mistaken 
assumption that a direct irfflucnce is beneficial. 

Managers and politicians typically ignore or  down- 
play acadcmic ideas, and even doctors are resistant to 
incorporating the latcst findings 01. medical research. 
The present model sitggests that this tilakes sense. Only 
when the relevant \vicIcr comrnunity has come to view 

thc new finclings or icleas as sociiil needs (L-SE) is it safe 
to act on them, (Whcthcr thc com~nunity is right or 
wrong in its assessnicnt is ntaither here nor there.) If 
new ideas are to he rccvgnized as nceds and applied to  
decisions, then a variety of channels must be properly 

used. Ideas must be spreacl about (propagation), shown 
to be beneficial (dcmo~istration), prop(*rly understood 

(instruction), and rccognizcd \viclcly as ncccssary 
(assimilation). Only thcn c a i  they bc systeniatically 
introduced (innovation). It takes time, unless scanclals 

or dramatic results hasten the proccass. 

Itre have previously seen ho\v ttic u~i~iioclifiecl un- 

mediated application of doctrinc to spccific situations 
produces unmanageable and destructive cliscord \vithin, 
irrationality and extremism in extcrnal relations, and 
ultimately catastrophic co11apsc. W l i e ~ ~  governing 
bodies become over-politicizecl, for cxa~iiple, tlic well- 
being of the organization and thc vic~vs of the general 

community take second place to propagation of an 

idcology. In the early 1980's. 11K local government 
councils with socialist ideals s,ymbolically declared their 
tiny borough.. to  be 'nuclear-free zones' and spent 

money on prominent pul~licity and futile sign-posting at 
a time of financial stringency. The councils were \videly 

ridiculed as loony, and the episode contributed to the 
o\~er\\~heIming defeat of the Lahour ['arty in the I984 

general election. 

Social  va lues  ought not c~xtcnd thcir direct in- 

fluence further than principal ohjccts and internal 
prioritics. They must not scck (1irc:ct iiifluence on the 
implenlentation centres bccaitsc thcir open-en(lCd and 
comm~tnal nature gives no indication of \vliat, ~~recisely, 
should be aimed for. Tlie residt of creating direct 
channels to lower levels, as do-gooclers replarly 

attempt, is to support options because they are 
generally good, rather than becausc they are possible, 

appropriate and necessary to deal with the immediate 

realities. 

Pr inc ipa l  o b j e c t s  alrect priorities and strategic 
objectives. but a direct inllue~ice 011 tactical objectivcs 
is not sensiblc. Principal objects (lefi~ie the identity of 
any cndcavour \vhilc tactical objectives are pure means 
and epitomize adaptation to external realities as far as 

is necessary. So the higher ccntrc cannot possibly 

serve as the immediate reference or criterion for the 
lower ccntre. Of course, people do attempt to use 
this channcl at times. For example hurcaucracies in 
developing countries - providing for, say, public 

health care o r  agricultural clevelop~iicnt - oftcn lack 
strategic objectives. Instcad, tticrc arc c!xpcctations on 
staff to perfornl tasks aricl kevp l~usy, 111 such organi- 
zations, posts and salaries arc oltcn linked to purely 
tactical activities. like: co~iiplction ot' rcpvrts or atten- 

dance at meetings. Perforii~ancc of ttic*se tasks is then 
accepted as the \vay that staff I'ulfiI the ~iiissi(~ri. 

We have no\v conipletecl our ex.itiiinatio~i of all 
possible direct intlucnccs. 
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REVIEWING INTENTIONALITY 

A full range of intentional processes have been 
identified and defined in terms of inter-connections 
between different types (centres) of purpose and value. 
As a result, an image has been created as promised in 
the introduction. Explaining this image lias been kept 
brief deliberately to help the reader get a full view 
uncluttered by too much detail o r  too many examples. 
An even briefer summary is provided in Master-Table 
46. The reader is encouraged to review Ch.s 3-5 and 
Ch.s 10-1 2 with intentional processes explicitly in 
mind. 

The structure represents social life as operated by 
social beings driven by emotion and logic and capable of 
achievement via enlightened functioning. Reality is 
created, values are infused, organization is allowed for, 
humanity is provided, and situational pressures arc 
recognized. The structure lias 10 centres of purpose 
and energy development, and 22 channels along which 
intentional forces flow. A further 2 3 theoretically 
possible channels of direct influence have been iden- 
tified as unusable, inappropriate or positively dis- 
ruptive. 

Intentional proccsses, like values and purposes. 
make most sense to rationalists Accordingly, the expo- 
sition and labels have been provided in accord with their 
preferences. Dedicated adherents to other approaches 
t o  choice, action and inquiry may not view the pattern 
with the same sense of satisfaction (cf. Master-Table 8: 
Ch. 6: see Box 1 3.1). Different world outlooks affect 
the use of purpose am1 may alter the labelling. 

Some Reactions: Systernicists are likely to b e  sym- 
pathetic but possibly disturbed by the image's 
incompleteness i.e. its omission of associated fac- 
tors. Individualist and dialecticists, by contrast, are 
likely to be suspicious of a completeness which 
seems to restrict their freedom, and they suspect s u b  
iection to logical or transcendental forces outside 
their control. Empiricists find such an edifice of com- 
plex ideas with an absence of data and facts 
extremely disturbing, if  not incredible. like conven- 
tionalists. they tend to see the pattern a s  just too 
new, different and mysterious. Most modem philo- 
sophers (dialogic inquirers) are also likely to be sus- 
picious of grand simplifying theories. Imaginists and 
transcendentalists, despite their affinity for the 
experiential aspects of values, hate the inherent 
categorization and also distrust the dominance of 
logic. Pragmatic-opportunists would say: 'real life's 
not like that', and complain that the pattern is far too 
complicated for ordinary people to assimilate. 

Box 13.1 

Elegant conceptual simplicity underpinning real 
world complexity, an ideal of science, is epitomized by 
the structure. 

The framework of purpose had not previously been 
identified by investigators, in part because the different 
modes of purpose formation blur the picture, in part 
because of the fluid transforniation of purposes, and in 
part because it is far easier to be aware of the flow of 
intentionality through the channels, than from their 
static origins. This flow, as we now see, is potentially 
complex, permits of tremendous variation, and pro- 
duces strikingly different end results in the social ~ o r l d  

Empirical complexity is increased by the fact that the 
whole structure exists endlessly within itself. As the 
context, perspective or franie ol reference changes, a 
purpose or value is subtly altered and takes on a new 
function tor a dillkrent body using a different centre 
(see Box 1 3 .2 ) .  

Fluid Transformations Again: The structure of pur- 
pose captures and conceptualizes experiences. 
And it shows the characteristic fluidity of the inner 
experiential world. What is a principal object for a 
working party, may be a strategic objective for an 
organization. What is a strategic objective of a n  
organization may be an overriding priority for a 
pressure group. What is a priority for one pressure 
group may be  a need in wider society. What is a 
need in society rnoy be a structured priority in a 
firm. What is a structured priority of a firm may be 
viewed a s  a theoretical framework bv an acade- 
mic. What is a theory for an academic may be a 
belief held by a government. What is a belief in 
government may be an ultimate value for a person. 
And so on. Box 13.2 

In reviewing intentionality, we will examine the 
image or pattern that has emerged: and then briefly 
demonstrate its application by showing how it reveals 
differences in personal work-style and various ways o l  

achieving the same tiling. 

The Image of Freedom and Power 

So Master Figure 45 15 the necessar? image referred 
to in the introduction The pattern which has been 
revealed is almost, but not quite, symmetrical 
Although the 7 levels arc highly interconnected, more 
than halt of all possible channels are not viable 

The Navel. The navel of the structure is die prin- 
cipal objects centre in the fourth level. This has all the 
higher centres directly influencing it, and it directly 
influences all lower centres, except tactical objectives. 
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It links to 5 of the other 6 levels. whereas the other 
centres are linked only to 4 other levels. In all, 8 
channels out of die 22  connect to principal objects. 

Other centres have only 3 ,  4 or 5 connecting channels. 
'rincipal objects not onlv control the passions of 

transient priorities and the efforts of in~plen~entation 
but also receive and contain higher cohesive forces 

and social energies. They can tap the spirituality and 
inspiration of ultimate values, the loyalty and solidarity 

generated by value systems, and the belonging and 
mutuality enabled by social values. as well as the 
enthusiasm and commitment inherent in their own 
nature. 

Principal objects are I\ here personal identity pres- 
sures are paramount (cl. Master-Table 3 1 )  By focused 

commitment to these, people can master Ac  structure 
and become heroes - electrifying those with whom 

they come in contact, achieving the seemingly impos- 
sible, and (for better or worse) driving the evolution of' 
history itself. 

Power and Balance. Each centre can be ranked in 
terms of its inherent power. Above ultimate values lies 

a creative source which is beyonil being and is incon- 
ceivable except as a dhine influx. From ultimate values. 
the line of power zig-zags dowmvards, always moving 

horizontally from right to left in hi-modal levels (which 
means jumping the gap between dominant beliefs and 
the communal net of values) until it reaches tactical 

objectives. Below tactical objectives, we can imagine 
the non-human work! with its physical energies 
harnessed and transforniecl by human power and inten- 

tion. The channels can also be ranked in terms of 
power, and this is the basis for their numeration in 
Master-Tables 44 and 46. 

The descending clecatonic scale of power does not 
mean that a more powerful centre o r  channel is more 
fitted for any particular matter. The whole effort of the 
book, and particularly this chapter, has been to show 
that a variety of different forms of purpose and channels 
are required in combination according to the particular 
concern being addressed. However, to  some degree all 
arc operative all the time because the structure defines 

our social existence. 

I'lie image reveals the dynamics of power and makes 
it obvious that such power is not on~nipotent.  The 
vagaries of' physical reality and the state o t  the com- 
munity, as well a.s the limitation of existing knowledge, 
constrain what can be achieved. Using the appropriate 

ccntre(s) and the appropriate channel(s) in accord with 
the nature of the situation is the secret of success - not 

The channels exhibit all possible relationships 

Balance Details: There are five symmetrical chan- 
nels (all of which run vertically]: one L 4 L  link: instruc- 
tion; one E-Ãˆ link: exhortation: and three B 4 B  1 1 
links: enlightenment, maintenance and implemen- 
tation. There are bur channels with balanced 
centres dominating: IWO B-L links: illumination and 
clarification: and two B+E links: illusion and 

1 accomrnodotion. There are three L +E links: ideal- 1 1  
ization, assimilation and conservation: but only two 
E - 4  links: assertion and innovation. There are four 
1-*B links: propagation, institution, forecasting, and 
evaluation; and four E+B links: demonstration, in- 

between the three modes of Sunctioning. O f  the 22 
channels, 1 4  involve balanced (B) centres, 12 involve 
logic-based ( I - )  centres, and 12 involve emotion-based 

(E)  centres (see Box 13.3). At the higher levels where 

identity is determined, it is evident that logic-based 
modes o t  cognitive and psvcho-social functioning (lorn- 
inate. However, in particular situations emotional 
forces are irresistible. Overall, there is a one-channel 
majority' in favour of the logic-based mode. 

The Endless Journey 

We endlessly travel the identified channels. A sen- 

sible person uses all channels and avoids counter-pro- 
ductive channels (absent from die image lor good 
reasons). The power of any social being is determined 
by the clarity, quality and strength oftheir purposes and 
values, and the skill with which the channels are 

navigated. Awareness of the total pattern offers an 

opportunity to  be more enlightened in our values and 

more effective in their implementation. 

Al te rna t ive  I t inerar ies .  The variety of channels 
means that there are alternative ways of moving 
between centres, o r  producing a purpose in a centre. 
Figure 1 3.1 illustrates this variety in two cases: defining 
a new endeavour, and handling a decision issue. More 
complex patterns than those shown become evident 
when the influence of other centres is taken into 

account. The potential to  use different channels and 
centres is onc of the sources o t  the varieties of plausible 

'theories' about organization and management. It 
probably also explains tlillerent work styles. 

Personal  Profiles. Most people find that they are 
inclined to some channels and averse to others. In dis- 
cussing the image with people, they often identified 
itineraries which they regularly used. It became evident 
h a t  these had contributed to their work style and social 
identity. Figure 13.2 depicts and explains the profiles of 
people in different social roles as found in our projects. 
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Figure 1 3.1 : Alternative Itineraries. 

(1) Defining a new endeavour. Only the key centres are shown. The labels are self-explanatory. 

(2) Reaching a decision. It is possible to start from a particular overall aim or decision issue (the 
~ r i n c i ~ a l  object] and define strategic objectives in a variely of ways. 

A: Pragmatic achievement. The overall aim frequently suggests a set of options which are worth 
pursuing. N o  link to internal priorities is activated because the decider assumes that the chosen 
outcomes are self-evidently worthwhile and uncontroversial. The outcomes can only be achieved, of 
course, if they are not too ambitious, if the views of the people affected by the decision can be over- 
ridden, and if organizational constraints like budgetary or ethical policies can be ignored. 

B: Criteria development and application. After selecting a set of options pragmatically, it is 
possible to prioritize these and then ask why one option was preferred to another. This exercise will 
clarify the criteria that were used in deciding priorities. Criteria developed in this way can then be 
applied to guide future decisions in the same area. The principal objects have not been clarified but 
some systematic application of values has been introduced and a general outcome can be forecast. 

C: Political choice. Decisions in organizations are frequently made in order to respond to pressure 
or to resolve conflicts. Such political or dialectical choice is based on considering the views of 
different pressure groups. Such groups give overriding importance to their own values in any project 
or endeavour. By finding a compromise and ensuring that each stakeholder gets a payoff, a decision 
that is sure to be implemented can be reached. However, its outcome may not be fully in line with 
what the principal objects require. 

D: Crisis management. In a crisis, it is necessary to choose an expedient course of action. In 
such situations, control by the overall aim may be neglected, but some attempt must be made to 
ensure that key values in the endeavour are not neglected. This is provided by input from the structured 
set of priorities e.g. by budgetary analysis of the choice, or by checking that the choice is generally , within policy. 

E: Blue-sky planning. Sometimes practical pressures and political realities are too intrusive. It may 
be desirable to put these to one side and analyse the principal objects carefully to create a new 
vision. The imaginative elaboration of this vision may lose touch with the overall aim and ignore the 
social needs supporting the work. Alternatively, the analyses may deal with the possibility that the 
overall aim was inappropriate in the first place. 

F: Zero-based planning. Putting aside pressures while maintaining contact with the principal 
object is characteristic of zero-based planning, a form of deciding recently re-discovered as 'business 
process re-engineering'. This provides the most radical overhaul of any endeavour. However, avoid- 
ing channels dealing with political and practical realities means that zerobasing runs into stiff 
opposition. Plans and costings may look good on paper, but implementation may not be possible. 

G: Rational planning. Systematic analysis cf the decision issue is more likely to be productive if 
there is a continuing input from interested parties in a rational process. As an elaborate strategic vision 
is developed to meet the endeavour comprehensively, its elements are continuously modified by 
recognizing urgent priorities and pressures. Most planning departments in organizations work in this 
fashion. 

H: Systemic policy-making. Decisions can be made in a systemic participative way. Such policy- 
making requires clarification of the endeavour, involvement of everyone with an interest, bringing to 
the forefront issues and potential controversies, and seeking suggestions about what might be done. 
These are then analysed and debated, agreement gained and objections handled. Eventually a way 
forward is found that is not only on course with the overall object, but also meets pressures, produces 
an acceptable desirable and feasible vision, and gains people's commitment. 
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Figure 13.1 : Alternative itineraries. 

( 1  ) Different ways in which new endeavours may come about. 

A. A new need 
stimulates creation of 
a new depar~ment. 

B. Innovation in 
a firm leads to a 

new division. 

C. Public finance for a 
need leads to new 

initiatives. 

D. An organization set 
up to demonstrate a 

new need. 

(2) Reaching a decision: see opposite for explanations. 

A. Pragmatic 
achievement 

B. Crite~ia development 
and application. 

C. Political 
choice. 

D. Crisis 
management. 

(so) "(so) '(so) 
E. Blue-sky F. Zero-based G. Rational 
planning, planning. planning. 

H. Systemic 
policymaking 
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1 DETAILS O F  PROFILES in Figure 13.2: 

A: The social work director. This charismatic leader had strong beliefs which were used to 
manage and innovate. She took an interest in theories of all sorts but did not use or pursue them 
systematically. She particularly enjoyed setting up demonstration projects which could show what her 
ideas could do for the community. She enjoyed the systematic work required to develop detailed 
proposals and make successful applications for funds. She was concerned with the details of the 
implementation of her projects, but regarded formal evaluation as unnecessary and a waste of 
resources. 

B: The pragmatic general manager. This manager of a large hospital was concerned to 
accommodate the values of the various professional groups which he saw as the driving forces and 
sources of ideas in health services. He was concerned to be seen as a supporter of these groups, 
and would organize meetings of professionals to gain consensus before making significant decisions. 
He was deeply involved in setting tasks, often issuing directives to others if he felt that the tasks were 
not moving forward rapidly enough. He had no vision for the development of the hospital as a whole, 
and had difficulty implementing new ideas proposed by his superiors which were not supported by 
the professions. 

C: The eclectic psychotherapist. This therapist prided himself on not being taken over by any 
particular psychological theory. He viewed therapy as essentially about empathy and attunement to 
the client. He worked with feelings but sought to say or, at times, do things that he intuited would be 
helpful. He was particularly concerned with the wording of his comments, with his tone of voice, with 
the layout and furnishing of the room, and with timing of sessions. 

D: The member of parliament. This politician was a committed socialist and used his seat in 
parliament to promote a variety of beliefs linked to socialism. He had worked for the party 
organization for many years prior to winning his seat and regularly joined in demonstrations. Once 
in parliament he selected various issues to speak on, proposing outcomes based on a very limited 
understanding of the topic. He always emphasized that politics was a matter of asserting values 
through gut-feel and that politicians had to depend on experts. 

E: The theological college lecturer. This priest was conflicted about ultimate values which seemed 
too abstract to be credible. Nevertheless, he held strong beliefs and taught systematic doctrine. He 
was opposed to proselytizing, and believed that he [and others) should demonstrate their faith in their 
everyday activities. He had an analytic mind and often volunteered to help in the development of 
new projects. However, he preferred to supervise or steer, disliked getting into details, and tended 
to leave things uncompleted. 

' F: The social scientist consultant. This social scientist taught social policy in a university setting 
and worked as a consultant to public sector organizations. She offered rigorous evaluations of 
organizational developments and used these to develop recommendations for improvement which 
were always complex and comprehensive. A rcnge of social theories would be regularly brought to 
bear in a dispassionate way. She had a strong feel for history and emphasized the need for 
evolutionary change. 
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Figure 13.2: Profiles of intentionality. These diagrams show in bold the channels habitually and 
self-consciously used by particular people The other c-iannels were used with greater or lesser awareness 
and enthusiasm 

n 

A: The social 
work director 

n 

D: The member 
of parliament 

B: The pragmatic 
general manager 

E: The theological 
college lecturer 

C: The eclectic 
psychotherapist 

F: The social scientist 
consultont 
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Facing Reality. In our everyday life, all of us, even 

philosophers, assume that external reality exists in 
some independent way. We take it for granted that if 
we are sufficiently interested, educated and competent 
we could penetrate and perceive reality without too 
much trouble. Many great philosophers, modern and 
classical, many religious teachers, Eastern and Western, 
and a variety of modern scientific disciplines - 
including mathematics, theoretical physics, sociology 
and psychoanalysis - have shown that this common- 

sense way of thinking is a misunderstanding, even 
though it seems to work. 

The present study confirms this finding. It seems that 
we must be content with only a limited perception of 
the truth. Either we achieve illumination via theories 

that seem true, or rest on illusion via ideas that feel 

true. It seems that we need both to live: even though we 

cannot understand the theories, and our beliefs are 
little more than self-delusion. The endless journey is 
the human condition. 

However, the present analysis offers hope. It reveals 
that between illumination and illusion lies enlighten- 
ment, and with it the possibility for good deeds to 
replace good intentions. Enlightened action can by- 

pass abstruse debates about truth and reality. Modern 

surgery, travel by air, disaster relief, exploration of 
other planets - nothing would have happened if we 
had waited until we had certainty about it all. Even 
while we believe in the possibility of knowledge of an 
external reality, we know that we must move ahead in 

the absence of certainty. The issue, therefore, rests not 
on objective truth but on the value of what we do. And 

what we do can be, must be, influenced by ultimate 

values as well as by observable realities and scientific 

findings. 

Whether we are open to ultimate values and whether 
we use them to create son~ething good or  evil is 
~ r i m a r i l ~  a matter for each and every person. 
Individual people, being the repository of ultimate 
values, will always lie capable of higher ethical 
standards than their organizations, social groups and 
governments. 

It is necessary to end with a caution. Although 
enlightened activities do influence the life of the 
community, such influence does not equate with an 
ability or right to  impose new ideals upon others. 

The essential mutuality of social life, respect for 
existing ethical authorities, and the recluirement for 
continuity combine to force the conclusion that 
progress to a truly enlightened society, even if aided by 

the occasional painful convulsion, must perforce be 
slow. 

Closure and Transition 

We have reached the end of our adventure in ideas. 

The account here has clarified further what it is, in 
principle, to exist as a social being and what being 
intentional and responsible entails. 

The code of the mental software that our ancestors 
(or divine providence) implicitly developed and silently 

handed on as an inner guide has, I suspect, been 
cracked. At any rate, by engaging with the ideas in this 

book, we can become far more aware of our purposes, 
ideas and obligations. Academic interests aside, there is 
only one reason tor awareness. That is to  enable us to  
pursue what we each need and want as individuals and 
as members of groups ever more effectively and more 
fairly. 1 have emphasized over and over again the 

importance of the self and personal freedom in social 

life, counter-balancing this at every turn with the 
importance of responsibility and the requirements of 
authority. But this is only the first stage. 

The next stage in this account entails an appreciation 
of what is required to design social life so as to  
maximize good (cohesion and well-being) and mini- 
mize harm (fragmentation and suffering). This pcr- 
spectivc. although it starts from an unequivocal view of 

ourselves as social beings, requires that we foster 
individual endeavour and diminish communal intcr- 

ference, that we enhance personal autonomy and 
reduce social coercion, and that we support communal 
diversity and oppose oppressive homogenization. All of 
which is easier said than arranged. 

Although we now have a clearer idea of what being 

intentional entails, we have not clarified the practical 
principles underpinning the running of society from the 

perspectives just described. In regard to  handling good 

and harm in society, we do know that ethical obligations 
(H) are the key. In regard to individual endeavours, we 
know that the framework for realizing values is a guide 
( s ~ ' ) .  In exercising personal power so as to  reduce 
coercive measures which protect others, we know that 
we need a framework of ethical rules (H3). Finally, in 
handling sub-cultural diversity, we now know that the 
hierarchy of ethical authority provides an essential 

perspective (sl"~3). 

The further exploration of these hierarchies takes us 
into the realms of participation and order within society, 
the effects of history, the processes of politics, the activi- 

ties of governments, and the bchaviour of organizations. 
We now know that all these matters are constructed out 
of values and that they must be appreciated and handled 
using values. However, this takes us, to  continue my 
computer analog)', to the hardware side of working 
with values. As such, it must await another volume. $% 



-- 

Master- Intentional processes in social life. 
Table 41 All balanced processes are in italics. Note that balance 1s usually achieved by using 

two complementary channels. Direct influence across more than one level is not always 
possible; and direct influence across more than three levels is never appropriate. 

9 ,  . 
See text and the following Master Matrices for further details. 

Being social: intra-level responsibility for participation 

UV By distinguishing good and evil. 

VS By preserving ideas - which depends on: Idealization L -Ã E 

SV By recognizing needs - which depends on: Assimilation L -Ã E 

PO By owning endeavours. 

I P By allocating resources - which depends on: Assertion E -Ã L 
I SO By determining an outcome. 

TO By setting tasks with deadlines. 

Encountering reality: cross-level influences 

Revelation 
of reality via: 

vs -Ã sv Socialization 
into reality via: 

Embodiment 
within reality via: 

Illusion 
B - Ã ˆ  

Exhortation 
E - Ã ˆ  

Instigation 
E - Ã ˆ  

PO -Ã IP 
Orientation Accommodation 
to realiiy via: B - Ã ˆ  

IP * SO Decision Resolution 
about reolily via: E - Ã ˆ  

SO -Ã TO Implementation 
in reality: B - Ã ˆ  

Illumination 
B - Ã ˆ  

Instruction 
1 -Ã L 

Institution 
L d B  

Clarification 
B -Ã ˆ  

Forecasting 
L - Ã ˆ  

Changing reality: using values to by-pass resistances 

UV + SV N/A because influence must be mediated via value systems. 

Dissemination 
of values via: 

SV -Ã IP 
Evolution 
of values via: 

PO -Ã SO 
Maintenance 
of values: B - Ã ˆ  

IP -Ã TO Re-assertion 
of values via: 

Demonstration Propagation 
E - Ã ˆ  L + B  

Innovation Conservation 
E - Ã ˆ  L -Ã ˆ  

Imposition Evaluation 
E - Ã ˆ  L -Ã ˆ  

Maintaining humanity: by-passing group pressures 

UV -Ã PO Enlightenment B  -Ã B  
VS -Ã IP N/A because value systems cannot be situa\iona/ and priorities must be. 

SV -Ã SO N/A because social values are too open-ended to guide useful results. 

PO -Ã TO N / A  because objects ore too general to guide time-targeted means. 

@ Warren Kinston 1993,1994 





Master- Effects of the various types of purpose and value on each other. 
Figure 43 Positive form only: for negative terms see Master-Table 44. 

For further details see text. 

@ Warren Kinston 1993 



Master- Positive and negative effects in being intentional. Channels are ordered 

Table 44 in terms of power (cf. Master-Table 46). The effect refers to what a specification in one 
centre does to specifications and their use in another. Negative effects are not 
necessarily harmful or undesirable; and they are less precise. See text for further details 

Channel 

UVB VS, 

UVB VSE 

UVB ' ' (OR 

VS, ' * VSE 

vs, * sv, 

vs, ' POB 

vsc '' SVE 

VSE * POB 

SV, < b SVE 

SVL < - *  PO B 

sv, 9 * IPE 

SVE PO0 

SVE < IP, 

POB * IPE 

PoB - IPL 

POB * SOB 

IPE IP, 

IPE * * sog 

IPp * TOB 

IP, < - *  SOB 

IPl * TOn 

SOB TOL 

Positive Effects Negative Effects 

UVB reveals VSL 
VSL testifies to UVB 

UVB magnifies VSE 
VSE glorifies UVB 

UVB humanizes POB 
P q  manifests 

VSL legitimates vsE 
VSE idolizes VSL 

VSL reinforces SV1 
SVL perpetuates VSL 

VSL validates FOB 
POB establishes VSL 

VSE evokes SVE 
SVE substantiates VSE 

VSE sustains POB 
POB confirms VSE 

SVL recognizes SVE 
SVc modifies SVL 

SVL stipulates POB 
POB incorporates SVL 

SVL conditions IPE 
IPE preserves SVL 

SVE stimulates POB 
POB promotes SVE 

SVE reorders IPL 
IPL introduces SVE 

POB tolerates IPE 
IPE reorients POB 

POn demands IPL 
IPi refines POB 

POB redirects SOB 
SOB furthers POB 

IPE focuses IPL 
IPL restrains IPE 

IPE selects SOB 
SOB suits IPE 

IPp prescribes TOB 
TOB satisfies IPE 

IPL orders SOa 
SOB depicts IPL 

IPi informs TOB 
TOB notes IPL 

SOB initiates TOB 
TOB grounds SOc 

UVB obscures VSi 
VSL traveslies UVB 

UVB shields VSE 
VSE discfedits UVB 

UVB diabolizes POB 
POB repudiotes UVB 

VSL denounces VSE 
VSE despises VSL 

VSL fragments SVL 
SVL neglects VSL 

VSL invalidates POB 
POB contravenes VSL 

VSE suppresses SVE 
SVE negates VSE 

VSp undermines POB 
POB betrays VSE 

SVL denies SVp 
SVE rejects SVL 

SVL prohibits POB 
POB opposes SVL 

SVi imposes IPE 
IPE challenges SVL 

SVE re-defines POB 
POB counters SVE 

SVE disrupts IPL 
IPL excludes SVE 

POB welcomes IPE 
IPp distorts POB 

POB rigidifies IPL 
IPl suborns POB 

POB misdirects SOB 
SOB side-tracks POB 

IPE skews IPL 
IPL blocks IPE 

IPc unbalances SOB 
SOB worsens IPE 

IPE proscribes TOB 
TOB violates IPE 

IPL complicates SOB 
SOB ignores IPL 

IPL proposes TOB 
TOB drives IPL 

SOB excuses TOB 
TOB perverts SOB 

Social Process 

Illumination 

Illusion 

Enlightenment 

Idealization 

Instruction 

Propagation 

Exhortation 

Demonstration 

Assimilation 

Institution 

Conservation 

Instigation 

Innovation 

Accommodation 

Clarification 

Maintenance 

Assertion 

Resolution 

Imposition 

Vision 

Evaluation 

Implementation 

@ Warren Kinston 1992,1994 



Master- The image of intentionality: 
Figure 45 purposes and intentional processes in social life. 

Ultimate 
Values 

ILLUSION IUUMINATION 

EVALUATION Strategic IMPOSITION \^/ 
IMPLEMENTATION 

Tactical 
Objectives 

@ Warren Kinston 1992,1994 



Master- Using the twenty-two channels of intentionality. 
Table 46 A summary with examples of their beneficial use, the consequence of their insufficient use and an example of their misuse. A chart like this cannot be complete, 

especially in regard to doing things wrongly, but it can give a feel for the channels. The channels are ordered in terms of power: higher levels first and, for those 
levels with two centres, the dominating centre first. Where an endeavour is referred to, related terms - like organization, social body, project, initiative or 
ongoing activities - also apply. 

- 
No. 
- 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Social Process Use Disuse Misuse 

Illumination 
UVB <-> VSL 

Illusion 
UVB - VSE 

To produce a theory or doctrine which is 
inspired and beneficial. 

Leads to meaningless and abstruse 
theories and doctrines. 

Developing a theory or doctrine under the 
influence of hatred, envy or other malign passion. 

To create beliefs which counter feelings 
of helplessness, confusion, futility and 
isolation. 

Leads to physical, mental and social 
deterioration and eventually death. 

Knowingly fostering beliefs that are harmful to a 
person or society. 

To do the humane thing despite 
doctrinal beliefs and social pressures 

Leads to fanatical or mechanical 
functioning. 

Using ends (ultimate values) to justify the means 
(principal objects) without reference to 
communal values. 

Using theories or doctrines to suppress 
incompatible beliefs and vice versa. 

Idealization 
VSL <-) VSE 

To enable critically refined ideas and 
personal energies to reinforce each 
other and increase group cohesion. 

Leads to inconstancy or disloyalty 

Instruction 
VS, <̂  sv, 
Propagation 
VS, - POa 

To ensure people know the right way to 
contribute to communal life and activities. 

Leads to society eventually losing 
knowledge. 

Forcing the theory or doctrine on people 
irrespective of their willingness to receive i t  

To develo and strengthen a theoretical 
framewor systematically within wider 
society. 

c Leads to an inability to produce any 
significant change in attitudes. 

Infiltrating ideas into endeavours without 
agreement. 

Exhortation 
VSp <++ SVE 

To affirm and communicate deeply-held 
beliefs for everyday use. 

Leads to the neglect of urgent social 
needs. 

Pestering and hectoring people who deny or 
reject the ideas or the supposed social problems. 

To enerate endeavours that express 
an 3 prove beliefs, so encouraging their 
acceptance in the wider community. 

Leads to cynical or hypocritical 
compartmentalization of activities 

Pursuing beliefs regardless of the cost or 
consequences. 

Demonstration 
VSE - POB 

Assimilation 
SV, 4 - b  SVE 

Institution 
SVL 0 POB 

To enable both differentiation and 
belonging within a community. 

Leads to social disintegration Substituting values of a su roup (e.g. ruling b? elite, business) for the net o community values. 

To establish social values publicly within 
a myriad of communally necessary 
endeavours. 

Leads to activities being disconnected 
from the communal net of values 

Forcing orgonizations to serve the general 
good. 

Conservation 
SVi + +  IPE 

To give due weight to values which 
sup ort the community on which the 
en c/' eavour depends. 

Lads to radical or self-centred 
decisions causing social disruption 

Doing more of the some in response to a 
challenge. 

Continued on next page 



Master-Table 46 (continued from previous page] 

No. - 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1 7 

18 

19 

20 

2 1 

22 

'Social Process Use Disuse Misuse 

Instigation 
SVc *++ POB 

To generate and support an endeavour 
or social body which responds to a social 
need. 

Leads to a lack of new endeavours: 
or loss of enthusiasm and focus in a 
current endeavour. 

Taking over an endeavour and using it foi 
factional purposes. 

To enable a particular social need to be 
incorporated sensibly and effectively 
within an on-going endeavour. 

Leads to an inability to meet new needs 
and stagnation. 

Destabilizin an endeavour by introducing an f irrelevant va ue. 
Innovation 
svg - IP, 

Accommodation 
PoB - IPp 

To respond positively to uncontrollable 
pressures in a situation and so protect an 
endeavour. 

Leads to collapse of the endeavour 
through direct attack or loss of 
essential support. 

Leads to neglect of minor but 
essential parts of the endeavour. 

Surrendering to powerful factions who have 
little concern for the rationale of the 
endeavour. 

Developin a set of criteria and preferences 
to be use ,? in all situations. 

Clarification 
PoB ' ' IPL 

To explicate and differentially value all 
relevant as cts of an endeavour so it  
can move 0e orward on a broad front. 

Maintenance 
POB <+> SOB 

To keep an endeavour on course by 
checking all proposed outcomes against 
its rationale. 

Leads to loss of direction and drift Ignoring values and political considerations 
and acting in an unfocused opportunistic 
way. 

To enable both ur ent priorities in a ? situation and the ull range of valid 
concerns to receive due attention. 

Leads to a poor focus on what ~eally 
matters in any decision. 

Giving excessive weight either to rationality or 
to social pressures. 

Assertion 
IPp - lPL 

Resolution 
IPc - SOB 

To force a choice of a particular outcome 
in the face of conflicting views about 
what should be done. 

Leads to the neglect of inescapable 
pressures with explosive or devastating 
consequences. 

Leads to neglect of crucial values 
amidst the hurly-burly of action. 

Managing b crisis with cynical or expedient 
choices that r~ arm the endeavour. 

Imposition 
IPc ++ TOB 

To ensure that crucial values are acted 
upon and undesirable side-effects of 
achieving an outcome ore avoided. 

Handling problematic situations by habitually 
using directives. 

Forecasting 
IPL - SOB 

To determine a rounded desirable and 
achievable outcome in the medium or 
long term in regard to a specific matter. 

Leads to expedient short-termism Producing excessive1 elaborate rational 
anal ses based on ubious assumptions and f / 
unre ated to practical realities. 

Evaluating as a substitute for decision and 
action. 

To assess the appro riateness, 
effectiveness and ef f) iciency of plan 
details and monitor their implementation 

Leads to poor use of resources and 
uncertainty about progress. 

Evaluation 
IP, '++ TOB 

To ensure that necessary tasks are set 
and resourced in a way that delivers the 
desired outcome within a time deadline. 

Leads to failure to produce desired 
results. 

Producing results at any cost and neglecting 
priorities, social needs, and higher values. 

@ Warren Kinston 1994 



Working with Values Softtt(1re of the .Mind 

NOTES 

1. Horror at the fact that irrationality is die norm is a rrciirretit 

feature of the scientific imagination. M.iny f.itnous exanlples 
of irrational thinking and action arc captured in Stuart 
Sutherlands Irrationality The Eneny ll'iihin. (London: 
Constable, 1991). Although intuition is dismissed by him as 

tha t  strange instinct that tells a person that he is right, 

whether he is or not', Sutherlancl speculates that ination- 
ality may provide an evolutionary advantage. The present 
inquiry, which comnienced with a weaker bias lor ration- 
ality, revealed that rationality is i~iileed essential, but that it 
is simply insiifi'icicnt to sustain human existence (see 
especially Ch. 6). 

2 .  Ethical design rcsearcli rcquircs that beliefs which are 
successfully used in the social \\orld and held with con- 

viction should force a suspension of the imestig.itor's 
subjective valuation. Without this impartiality, tlir sec- 
indary hierarchy of systems or approaches could never have 

been clcvclopi;cl (cf. C1i.s 6 and 7). In this research. tieliels 

are identified and organized in a logical way. and then treated 
as infortnation to be logically analysed, reformulateil, ela- 
borated, modelled, tested, re-constructed, compared ,itid 
validated. The aim is to produce somettiing sulTicii~titIy 
stable and rational to In: capahle o l  being improved, used and 
taught. Such a product allows people to  understand the 
limitations of their own beliefs. to apply them more 

effectively, and to handle those colleagues who think differ- 
ently with more understanding and respect. 

3 .  See the accounts in: Davies, P. The Mind ofGod .  New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 1991. Many pol>ul.irins;- ofscirncc high- 

light the moments of inspired insight and minimize the 
boring dogged details and blind alleys of research work (cf. 

Glcick, j. Chaos: The Making of a Science. New York: 
M.icDoiwlcl. 1992). 

4 We have norrd that  h o p  is csscntial to survival (Ch. 7). Key 
delusions are geared to providing hope. Studies of disasters, 
especially inan-matle. suggest that certain delusions are 
cssetitiiil for survival. See: Kinston, I+! & Rosser. R. 
Disaster: Elikcts on mental and physical state. journd of 

Pyvhosonialic Research, 18: 437-456. 1974. 

5.  Ortega y Gassett. J .  Man and Crisis. (Transl. M. Adams), 
New York: W VV. Norton, pp.92-93. Similar quotations 
coulil lie taken from many authors - Nietzsche, Shaw, 
Emerson. Goelhe - - that represent the modern spirit of 
man in which the sacred dispenses with all things social and 
depends on inner integrity. 

6 .  SLY: Caniphcll, j. The :i/asks of' God: Creative . I !~rholqp  
I~larmoncl'iwortl~: Penguin, 1976, Ch. 1 : Experience and 
Authority. It i k  not an accident that a collection of Catholic 
social tc.ichings is entitled Proclaiming Justice and Peace 
(Walsh, M. & Davics B. (cds.) London: Harper Collins, 
1991). Personal ultimate values like wisdom and compas- 
sion do not appear in the index. The text does of course 
acknowledge personal uniqueness and human freedom and 
so implicitly recognizes the channel from ultimate values to  
principal objects e.g. 'utilizing only his talent and will- 
power, each man can grow in humanity, enhance his per- 
sonal worth, and perfect himself' (Populorum Prgrasio 26 
March 1967 para. 15; op. cit.). 



Chapter 14 

Reflecting on the Framework 

We have come to the end of our exploration of 
purpose, value and obligation. 

The world today is not only more con~plex than in 
the past, it is more unified. We might fondly imagine a 

golden age long ago when a wise king or  inspired prop- 
het could cut the gordian knot for us. No matter how 
contentious or con~plex the matter, the decision would 

be right and good. and at once executive, legislative, 
judicial and doctrinal. But all this is wishful thinking. 

It is just as wishful to imagine that social science dis- 
ciplines can be unified. Inter-clisciplinary work may be 
valuable, but it creates ever more refined and ever more 
specialized disciplines. The very notion of a discipline, 
with its professionalisation and specialist journals, 
implies partiality and clivisiveness. I have sought in this 

book to move beyond disciplinary study to a transdis- 
ciplinar! dimension with which everybody can engage. 

My purpose has been to help people directly and to 
foster humane social design. 

If we must divide and dissect what we wish was 
whole and simple, it  we must construct social arrangc- 
ments of ever greater import, if we must dedicate 
ourselves to mighty organized achievements, then we 
are in the business olsocial design whether we like it or 

not. Design means awareness. and social design means 
self-awareness. Awareness requires frameworks of ideas 
with which to operate, and self-awareness requires 
these to be rooted in human experience and identity. 
Such design-orientecl and identity-protecting frarne- 
works are currently lacking in science as we know it. 
This book has sought to start tilling that gap -even if 
it means working within a new paradigm of inquiry. 

The framework provides ground rules for how society 
and people can, do and should operate in principle. It 

reflects a deep design that is not of my making but is. I 
assume, based in the biological and cultural evolution of 
human nature. The ideas are followed intuitively and 
unself-consciously by wise and successful people. 

MAKING SENSE OF IT ALL 

'While the faculty of large generalisation is perhaps 
the noblest of human capacities. the power of sound 

generalisation is perhaps the rarest."' Whether the 

generalisations provided by the framework are sound is 
for each reader to decide alter deep reflection. 

Academic readers will have their own critical tools 
and require no advice or help from me. If you are an 
academic, please remember that any useful framework 
must be simultaneously lucid, practical, predictive and 

ethical. I know this poses a dilemma. Any academic 

worth his salt worships at the temple of Reason. 

Incorrect conclusions, practical obstacles and ethical 
onlissions are not nearly so worrying as failures of 
method or lapses of logic. In real life. the reverse holds 
true. 

The present transdisciplinary approach is rooted in 
real life and bows before Truth. Not objective or 

certain truth, but truth as the ultimate value and 
experience that each of us seeks and invokes in order lo 
live our lives from day to clay despite our blindness and 

ignorance. 

Many intellectuals follow Aristotle who thought that 
popular opinion could be ignored when considering 

questions like 'what is the good for man?" Classical 
Chinese philosophy also seemed to believe that only a 
sage could or would consider such questions. Opposed 
to this elitist trend, there lias always been a view of 

truth as something available to all of us, at least in 
regard to our own particular situation. 

This book has been written on the assun~ption that 
each of us must achieve understanding for ourselves. 
Such understanding can only occur, ultimately, through 
imagining the world and realizing one's self. Scientific 
rationality and disciplinary boundaries do not deter- 

mine this process. The reason is obvious: conventional 

science and its disciplines arc the products of this 
deepest form of human understanding, and are them- 
selves tools lo aid it. 

I encourage my clients to make up their own minds 
about the ideas 1 offer. In this spirit. the reader who is 
wondering what to make of these frameworks may 
benefit froin the following advice attributed to  Buddha: 
"Do not be led by reports or tradition or hearsay. Be not 
led by the authority of texts, nor by logic o r  inference, 



nor by considering appearances, nor by the delight in 

speculative opinions, nor by seeming possibilities. nor 

bv the idea: 'this is our teacher'. But when you know 
for yourselves that certain things are unwholesome and 
wrong, avoid them. And when you know for yourselves 
that certain things are wholesome and good, accept 
them and follow them ." 

THE GOOD LIFE 

Ethics. I am struck by the fact that the book has said 
little new about being ethical. Acting ethically is the 
same paradox now as it was when it was first considered 
by early man. As Krishna pointed out in the Rhagavad 
Gita, controlling the results of our actions does not lie 
within our power.  When it comes to action, it is 
evident that we can never do nothing; and we can never 

do just one thing; nor can we ever know all the con- 

sequences that How from our actions. 

What is within our control arc tin' values and 
objectives we hold or repudiate. These and tliese alone 

determine whether what we do is ethical. 

But ethics has taken a radical turn in modern times. 
It has moved from viewing human identity and inten- 
tionality as rooted in society and its institutions. 

especially its organized religions, to recognizing the 
power and frcctloiii of the imagination. The forces 
ranged against the imagination are still strong, but for 
centuries now they have been in retreat. 

If that imagination has created the notion ofinalien- 
able rights, then it has also generated the sense of 

absolute responsibilities. So society has not clis- 
appeared. Responsibilities define our identity as social 
beings and are at the core of ethics in practice. 

I dn<l myself following many others in saving that 
living a good life is based on being intentional. using 
self-command, rcllccting on experience, recognizing 
potential, and accepting responsibility. To this must be 
added a general concern for others and a duty to  the 
comn~unity and its present ethical order, active oppo- 

sition to  wilful injustice and oppression, together with 

a myriad olvirturs. What is perhaps new is niy empha- 

sis throughout on the significance of identity. 

Identity. The significance of identity, personal 
identity and social identity, is central to the present 

framework. Identity is a self-evident but generally 
neglected phenomenon. It is not a mysterious concept 
but the way we live. Try to  alter a language, tinker with 
human genes, or introduce a new form of government 
and uproar results - because these things touch on 
identity. The current attempt to  preserve, protect and 
respect plants and animals reflects a wider and deeper 

conception of human concerns beyond the person. in 

other words, it is an enhancement and not a diminution 

of the tocus on human identity. 

Although emphasizing personal or individual identity 
is controversial in some quarters, the importance of the 
unique individual human being remains a beacon in 
work with values. Economics takes the view of man as 

a 'rational interest-maximizer'. It does so because this 
notion is an expedient vehicle for certain theories - 
not because it accords with a conception that can be 
used salbly and effectively by parents, politicians o r  
managrrs. As part of my exploration, I have clarified a 
range ol  more sophisticated approaches to  idcntity 
levclopment. I hope that this particular contribution 
may go some way to alleviating the sometimes inhuman 
quality of social science. 

f'or a maximally creative and effective life, a person 
must self-consciously and autonomously commit 

himself to participating in society in an organised 
fashion (i .e.  must develop social being), and must do so 
in a harmonious and attuned way (i.e. must develop 
transpersonal being). 

Failure in these domains generates disorganised mis- 
management and compulsive-disruptive control. These 

seem to lie the prime dysfunctional forces in social life. 
Disorganisation and mis-management lead to needs not 

icing met and in certain cases ihrcaten death - think 
of food distribution in a famine or running an ambu- 
lance service. Chaotic inefficiency is an easily recog- 
nized problenl. In contrast, coercion is not. Coercion 
replaces firmness far too often. It is as if coercion is prc- 

ferrecl as a way to manage things, feelings, individuals, 

relationships, organizations, social situations, and the 
demands of faith - whatever the deeper long-term 
costs to  self, others o r  society. 

The Framework is itself an expression of the good 
life. It tries to organize and manage understanding 
while being attuned to people and their social context. 
It can orient people, open the imagination and focus 
attention on key responsibilities, while still leaving 

people largely free to  decide for themselves what values 
or purposes to hold and pursue. These are the decisions 

which drtcrinine the sort of person we arc, the sort of 
organizations we build, and the sort of society we shape. 

Change. But the good life and the just society 

cannot be easily o r  suddenly achieved. Identity change 
is trau~ii~itizing and life threatening. In the esoteric 
traclition, death symbolizes change because change is 
equivalent to death of the old self. The most shocking 
and disturbing personal discovery for me during the 
exploration 0 1  these ideas was facing the value of'con- 

tinuiv. It was painful because this meant recognizing 
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the need to to lc r~ tc  iii.itlt*~jiiac~cs, injustices and 
imperfections of all .sorts in social life. It meant the 

acceptance of history at the cost of the future. 

Plato, in PhaeJrus, when considering the nature ol' 

freedom, spoke of 'initiatory action' which could break 
the chains of necessity - essentially the forces of 

history and past choices and identifications - which 

bind a person. Although in theory this could produce a 
totallv new condition o f  lil'r, personal o r  group tragedy 

was the inevitable result.4 The message is that the over- 
intense insight which leails to the urge for transforma- 

tion proves, in the end, to be a form of madness. 

Nevertheless transformation is possible if history and 

continuity are recognized and valued, if understanding 
is adequate, and if the transpersonal dimension is acti- 
vated. Change, when it comes, docs so through both 

individual and collective rctlection which engages with 
the imagination and perceives potentials for genuine 
growth. This is the basis, as I see it. from which we 
must face the crisis which constitutes modern societies. 

THEORY OR MYTH 

Most readers of this book surely believe, like me. 
that knowledge is generally preferable to ignorance, 
that science offers the inost eiTective way ofclrveloping 
knowledge, that stit11 knowledge is tentative and never 
certain, and that thc well-being of society depends on 

gaining more knowledge. This is, of course, a dogma. 

Scientists are prirst-e(~iiivalc~its proclaiming and 
guarding the dogma. anil with sole rights to challenge 

or  modifv scientilic tlocirines. The scientific process is 
sacred to them and not subject to ordinary social con- 
trol. Many openly see science and its methods as a 
universal creed and wish children to be socialized with 

its beliefs. Some argue that its approaches and values 
provide a basis for an ethical teaching. There has been 

little move amongst the scientific community to 

encourage children to become aware of science as a 
product of society, to understand its value system and 
limitations. to  explore its orthodoxies and heresies, or 
to  recognize the way that dissension is managed.' 

Science, argues Popper, is akin to myth in that both 

attempt to explain the world and its rnys te r ie~ .~  Science 

is judged superior because i t  eradicates errors dclibcr- 
atcly. Whereas myth i.s conservative and ritualistic, 

scientific knowledge encourages its own falsification. 
So science 'is a dogma is iinic~iie. The progress of science 
triumphantly reveals the overthrow of doctrinal pre- 
judices and the shackles olmyth. 

It is true that science has given mankind what myth 
could never have given. Hut to heap hyperbole on 

science and denigration on mvth is misconceived, 
Science is surely secure enough liy now not to need to 

denigrate non-scientilic tilodes oI' k~~o\ving and 
explaining. 

Myths do indeed attempt to explain, hut their expla- 
nations are of a clifterent order because myths have 
other social functions. Myths must si.rve as models and 
exemplars tor personal development. must provide a 
basis for social identity and cohesion, and must point to 
die tremendous mystery of existence and totality i.e. 
God. 

Science demystifies and dissects, disintegrates and 

reduces, compartmentalizes and controls, homo- 
genizes and de-identifies. As a result of this approach, 
scientists have come to regard themselves as if above or 
outside society. God is viewed at best as a quaint and 

now superfluous medieval idea, and at worst as a super- 
stitious fatalistic trap. Some rare scientists, have 

deplored and even opposed these trends. Einstein is 

reputed to have said that science without religion is 
lanie, while religion without science is blind. But most 
scientists stand by helplessly as the gre.it programme of 
profanation and pre-eminence evolves. 

Science has bccn weakest in the social sphere, partly 
because the Poppcrian programme ol' lalsification 
breaks clown in the face of value disputes and ideo- 
logical pressures. Any supposed law of social lilk is 

handled by evaluating its practical el'lbd and accept- 
ability, not by proving it wrong or right. 

Where in this context stioultl tin- prrsmt account be 
placed? Is it a scientific object to be verilied or falsified? 

Although it belongs to  no discipline, I do indeed put 
forward the framework as a scientific object. In other 
words, the progranlnIe of prof,ination continues 
because the viewpoint here has bcen that neither our 
deepest values nor the process of valuation itself is too 

sacred t o  be exposed and dissected. 

The framework is the product of careful observation 
and patient painstaking analysis and testing. Definitions, 
properties and relationships have bcen repeatedly pro- 
posed, altered, discarded, re-examined and critically 
refined until something solid and n.itural emerged. 
Much of the framework has bccn validated in practice. 

Attempts to falsify part of the framework through 
conventional empirical tests have already c o m m c n c ~ d . ~  
In a scientific spirit, I have gcncr.illv ~irelkrrctl t o  put 
forward unambiguous propositions (epitoinizcd by the 
nunierous matrices and extensive glossary) rather than 
woolly fudges. This should make the identif'ication ,ind 
correction of errors easier. 

And Je t  the framework seems to \w akin to niytli too. 
It has been designed to have a practual elfect and to be 
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acceptable to its users without dictating what they 
should actually do or choose. The framework is a model 

which people may use when they are struggling with 
value or  ethical issues. Like myth, the framework 
enables and encourages the systematic construction of 

identity, and the pursuit of what is worthwhile. It offers 
principles tor the inner cohesion of society and other 
groups. It seeks to  foster diversity, multiplicity and 
universal coexistence. Above all, it points to God. 

The framework exists in a void out of which good 

and evil precipitate. God is the void or beyond the void. 
However, to make the notion of God more manageable, 

God is frequently identified with goodness (i.e. ulti- 
mate valucs: L-7) and being. From ultimate values, as 
from God, all types of lower level values and purposes 
emanate and find their Final justification. 

"In the cosmologies of archaic man as in infancy, the 
main concern of the creator" says Campbell, "was in the 
weal and woe of man".' Human concerns have been my 
concern throughout. To develop formulations which 
would not only assist people with the project or prob- 
lem in hand, but would be permanently useful and 
applicable to other situations was my constant aim. 
"Light was made so that we should see; night so that we 
might sleep", Campbell continues. In the same in- 
fantile, anti-scientific and quasi-mythical way, we can 

continue: principal objects were created so that we 
might identify endeavours, strategic objectives were 

created that we might define desirable outcomes. This 
is the basis for my use of functional definitions 

throughout. 

Myth engages and releases cosmic energies: but not 
during thcir pedantic analysis, only in thcir deliberate 
and socially sanctioned use. The framework too releases 

energies when used properly. 

0Scourse mythology is not invariant as apologists for 

science would have us believe. The most remarkable 
feature of mythology is its evolution. Myths evolve in 
order to adapt to social realities, with vestiges and relics 
from the past as evident as gills in the human embryo. 
The nuclear image of the son-god who dies and is 
resurrected as known in Chr i~ t ian i t~  is a major advance 

on the same image in Greco-Roman mythology, which 
is morc advanced again than that in the earlier Egyptian 
mythology. 

As myths evolved they provided ever more sophis- 

ticated accounts of the divine, and opened up ever morc 
beneficial possibilities for human nature. But the 

progress of knowledge incorporated in mythical form 
does not follow the same rules as the progress of 
scientific knowledge. 

The spiritual development of Judaism and 

Christianity marked the invasion of the sacred into 

history. Previously, time was cyclical and there was no 

history. So learning from history was impossible. But 

once history became possible, rellection became 110s- 
sible and religious belief was itself' threatened. 

With the decline of Christian control over belief. 

science could replace theological and metaphysical 
speculation. Science con~menccd with studies of the 

external physical and biological world; and then, after 
the emergence of the novel, was led by Comte and 
others in Ac  early 19th century to study society; and 

finally by Freud and others in the late 19th century to  
study the inner world of experience. 

Spirituality has come increasingly under scrutiny. 
Despite being a subject of study by anthropologists and 
historians of religion, as well as some schools of 

modern psychology, the spiritual has yet remained a 
mysterious thing apart for most people. The present 

theoretical framework has a place for spirituality 
together with a formalized account of its contact with 
mundane activities. It prises away the notion of spirit 
from the exclusive clutch of churches and their dog- 
matic doctrines. Until modern times, few doubted that 
God provided the background for personal, social and 
political life. Perhaps a time will come when a more 
sophisticated recognition of spiritual needs and 
functions is acceptable again. 

An Arclietypal  S t ruc ture .  Mythology is charac- 
terized by archetypal images. A frequent query- 
criticism of the present framework asks why the 
number seven is so prominent. Of course, other 

numbers occur as well: there are the 6 dyads, the 5 
triads, and so on. Nevertheless the prominence of 7, 
the number of levels in each of the various hierarchies, 
is undeniable. 

One answer to  the query simply argues that there are 

7 levels for the same reason that we have 5 fingers o r  
protons consist of 3 types of quark. 7 levels is what was 
empirically found and 7 levels is the number theoreti- 
cally and intuitively needed to represent and explain an 
astonishing variety of phenomena. 

Another answer. which invites deeper reflection, is 
that the seven levels represent an archetypal image. 
Mythological structures with seven levels abound. - .  
there are the seven chakras or centres of energy in 

Hinduism, the seven notes of the octave, the seven 
planetary spheres of antiquity, the seven heavens of 
Judaism and Islam, the seven deadly sins, the seven day 
week. and so on. Perhaps unknowingly the present 
analysis has fitted reality into that simple pre-existing 
unconscious image. However, if so, my research and 
clients have done far more than that: they have 
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elaborated manv details of the shape and nature of the 
archetypal image itself. 

Archetypal images are not strange to science. The 
primary and most popular image is undoubtedly the 
duality. It is evident in those numerous laws in which 
one variable is described as a function of another 
variable. The primary advantage of dualistic classifica- 
tions seems to be a sense of simplicity and an oppor- 
tunity to contain and control value polarities. But we 
saw in Ch.s 3 and 4 how con~monly dualism is used to 
define purpose and value, and how utterly inadequate it 
is. In the social realm, it secms that the archetypal 

image of seven levels is superior. It allows a great deal 

of useful elaboration while always retaining a sense of 
simplicity. 

Description by the use of opposites o r  quasi- 
opposites is a particular characteristic of science. 

especially the social sciences, and an absolute favourite 
of popular management texts. Subjective vs objective. 
stability' vs change, complexity vs simplicity, social vs 

personal, person-centred vs task-centred, centralized 
vs decentralized, integrated vs differentiated, formal vs 

informal: the list is endless. Dualities are important of 

course. I invoked them repeatedly: to explain the 
evolution of the approaches to  ethical choice (Ch. 6 ) ,  to 
explain identity development (Ch. 7), to  capture the 
intrinsic tension in social participation (CI1.s 8, 9 and 
12), to define distinct forms of intention (Ch. 1 3), and 

elsewhere. But invariably, and unlike in most social 
science and management literatures, the notion of 
balancing or transcending the duality was added. 

By taking two pairs of opposites and ignoring the 
need to overcome duality, a 2 x 2 table can be created 
from the Cartesian coordinate system (cf. Fig. 2 .2  in 
Ch. 2). This four-celled box is a favourite image of 
classifiers at least since c. 450 BC when Empedocles 
used hot vs cold and dry vs moist to categorize the 

construction of the universe into four elements: fire. 
water, air, earth.9 

Any image, whether die 2 x 2 table o r  the seven level 
hierarchy, cannot be disproved or  falsified. It simply 
exists. At worst, its application generates an inadequate 

map of reality, and then analyses based on it have little 

o r  no practical use. A real danger is using the image to 
give the illusion of understanding. 

The seven level hierarchy provides some protection 
against illusion, because not any seven-told catcgori- 
zation or intuitive progression will do. The image 
requires that each level should have a distinctive quality 
An essential quality of the sixth level, for example, is 
that it contains seven systems derived from a focus on 
each of the levels in turn. More dramatically, the 
qualities of the various levels must enable them to be 

combined progressively to  create recogni~able derived 
social entities which form a second orthogonal seven- 

level structural hierarchy. 

The dynamics of the image are also striking. They 
involve harnessing fundamental dualities which present 
as cognitive modes or social perspectives. Either both 
sides of the duality are separately represented within a 
level, o r  the duality is balanced in the level. The result 
is the creation of centres allowing flows of influence 
between them. A characteristic pattern is generated 
which is found in all seven level hierarchies, both 

elemental and structural - although the text only 
analyses die primary hierarchy in this way. 

The fact that such an extraordinarily complex image 
not only fits purpose, value, rules and authority', but 
also usefully represents other areas of human 

functioning like experience, decision, change, work, 
inquiry, knowing, creativity. and communication, is 

surely evidence of its archetypal nature.'' 

Of great significance is the tact that the seven level 
image is reflexive: that is to say, it contains itself and 

subjects itself to  its own principles. In regard to  

purpose, the framework of purpose is a logic-based 
value system. It is the product of an intense desire for 
truth that helps and heals. 

Order. Logic-based value systems epitomize the 
provision of order. Some readers may feel over- 

constrained, sensing that I have taken categorization 
and definition to  extremes. 

Of course both myths and science are, indeed must 

be, extremist in their ctYorts to provide for order in 
their different ways. All myths and all sciences spring 
from a conception of universal order. The creator's 
effort is to  bring the human-social-physical world into 
accord with higher philosophical o r  spiritual ncccs- 

sities. In whatever way this is done, the order comes to 
feel natural to  people educated in it. and to feel alien to 

those new t o  it. Remember Feynman's quip about 

physics: "you don't understand new theories, you just 
get used to them." 

Primitive tribes knew that harmony and well-being 

required people to  be aligned with the nature of the 
cosn~os of which they were a part. Modern man only 
seems to know that efforts in construction, transport, 

communications, pharmaceuticals and the like must 

align with physico-chemical laws. Somehow we have 

forgotten those laws of (and for) social life and human 
action which in past times were embodied in myths. 

Science needs to provide for alignment in the human 
realm with the effortlessness of myth but without the 
coercion so natural in priest-dominated cultures. The 
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present account of purposes and values and all that 
llows from it seeks to do just that. However, it needs to 

be compared to a map of the world in the 17th century, 
very broadly correct perhaps but demanding much 

further careful exploration. 

Two aspects of anv myth or scientific law spring to 
mind. First the abstract. permanent, universal quality 
in its form (y = f(x), the dead and resurrected son- 
god); and then the local specific applied and socially 

conditioned form (stress is proportional to strain 
within the elastic limit: Jesus as a crucified and resur- 

rected incarnation of divinity). The myth expresses the 
ineffable in a local concrete meaningful form. But in 
doing so it divides and separates people. Science and 

scientific applications, by contrast, have become uni- 
versal truths in a way that specific myths could never be. 

Like myths, the present framework consists of 

universal ideas that spring from the nature of the human 
mind and social condition. Where else could it have 

come from? However the application of the framework 

- the determination of a principle, the selection of 
priorities. the adoption of a value system - seems 
liable to evoke just that intensity of diflerence and 
disagreement that so characterises mythical knowledge 
and generally distinguishes it from science. 

Is the framework no more than myth then? Myths, 
while demanding personal absorption, do enable 

reflective distance. This framework also invites dis- 
tinction and reflection. It enables people to have a 
distance from their O ~ T I  values and experiences, and 
encourages improvement of oneself and the social 

order. Myths, however, do not usually encourage 
change. They arc rather part of a context which seeks 
to do the reverse. Myths socialize people in com- 

munities, developing intense and distinctive con- 

victions and stabilizing the social order. Church leaders 
arc in no more hurry today than in the past to say what 

ever)! student of religious ideas and mytliology knows 
- that all religions arc ultimately one. 

The control of pleasure, achievement and the ethical 

order are the primary social aims of myths. The fraii~e- 
work accepts the validity of those aims, but does not 
itself control. Like other scientific products, it is empty 
without the operation of human judgement. 

Scientists tend, by nature, to be sceptical and tough- 

minded. To produce this framework, tolerance and 
sympathy lor different ways of thinking, feeling and 
doing were needed. Yet throughout I felt a conviction 
that man, seientilic man as much as primitive man. 
needs order. Progress is nothing more than the replace- 
ment of chaos, the primal state of the universe 

according to so many n~ythologies, by order. Order. 

nut control. Human judgement and human respon- 
sibility renlain. 

SALVATION OR REVELATION 

M o n e y  and Politics. The notion that prosperity 
suffices for human existence would be laughable in any 
age but ours. What economic benefit could possibly 
come from civil war or ethnic slaughter? Why do 
people return to  live in sites regularly devastated by 

earthquakes, volcanoes and hurricanes? How does the 

frequency of divorce and re-marriage fit the economic 
thesis? 

Money intervenes between values and action in 
society. Money, like survival, reflects necessity. Earning 
money is good. But life built around money, like life 

dominated bv survival needs, is wretched. To fbcus 

solely on money is to lose sight ofboth ends and means. 

To make money the measure of esteem and status is to 
live in a world of the tangible and concrete rather than 

a world of ideas and feelings. It is to  be seduced by the 
possibility of conscious control. It is a denial of ultimate 
values and weakens virtue. Yet money and the impera- 
tives for survival in so many poor countries. harnessed 

to technology and self-interest, may yet be a force for 
international accord. We shall see. 

Until recently, secular society not only invested its 
emotional capital in money but also in politicians 
permitted to exert control on the people's behalf. 
'cople believed in the power of governments t o  intcr- 
vcnc and to use tax-payers money to relieve suffering 

and provide salvation. For some it was conln~unist- 
authoritarian government which would show the way. 
lor others i t  was democratic liberal-capitalist govern- 

ment. The downfall of communist regimes has, in an 
aesthetically pleasing way, coincided with a profound 

disillusionment with the redeeming power of liberal 

democracy. Despite an extraordinary increase in 
material prosperity, a mixture of moral disorientation 
and extremist fundamentalism has become rife. 

Most people have contempt for their governments as 
they view the emergence of fragmented families, the 
drug abuse epidemic, escalating numbers ot'abortions, 
racial hatred, massive unemployment, and increased 
criminality. The USA, self-proclaimed epitome of 
liberal democracy, seems to show municipal govern- 

ment in decline. This is shown by over 30 million 
people in over 100,000 community associations where 
it is dues and restrictive byelaws that manage their 
communal relationships. 

People, paradoxically, seem to demand more and 
more of government as their confidence in its cffective- 
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ness sinks. They fcel sick of the corruption, inconl- 
petence and arrogance of appointed officials and 

elected politicians. Kut even if a democratic govcrn- 
mcnt consisted of cornpetcnt and humble public 
servants of the highest integrity, it would be unable to 

provide what people w.mt and need deep down. 

The rape ancl frustration at the unfairness and sutl'er- 

ing in human existence cannot be assuaged or  removed 
by money or  political initiatives. No-one feels loved 

enough, secure enough, or appreciated enough. Prob- 
lems are not removed liut moved about - to  be 
dumped on children, the disenfranchised or  some other 
country. State solutions arc activist, interventionist and 
populist: which so often means releasing hatred and 

making war. But global comniunications make political 
manipulation of hatred problematic and technologies of 

killing make war horrific. 

Crisis. So modern society seems to be suffering an 
old-fashioned spiritual crisis. Fear and impotence com- 
bine in a desperate. raging, alienated lower class, a con- 
fused, struggling, insecure middle class, and well-to-do 

elites who feel uncomfortable and are disconnected. 

This crisis is upon us because of a crisis in belief: a crisis 
I what to believe, and a gap between what people 

actually believe and what they say or  feel they ought to 
believe. 

The churches seem unable to help. By 1200 AD, 
their opposition to freedom of thought, individual 
experience and scicntil'ic methods had probably scaled 
their fate. Their still hall-lieartecl attempts to accom- 

modate mean that while many people, most in some 

societies, recognize a iliviiie realm ancl label themselves 

as adherents of a faith, relatively few leaders and 
thinkers see current churches as the basis for a new 

world order. 

In my discussions with people, salvation rarely 
emerged as a preoccupation - the word seems to be 
unfashionable - but ways of handling destructiveness, 
dealing with suffering, and avoiding harm were ever- 

present concerns. Simple solutions, whether o r  not 

they are religious, tend to be counterproductive. 1 hope 
that emancipation by a liberal education will move 
people aivay froin a single idea t h . ~  sufTering is always a 
matter of' personal l i u l t ,  or due to  the malevolence of 
others, or a product of society, or an expression of the 
wrath of a Suprcnic living, or an outcome ofmcaning- 
less chance events. A preferable approach to clestruc- 
tiveness aml sutlkring is one which promotes the 

attribution of meaning in order to pursue the good and 
d o  what is right." hut this n~ovcs the focus from 
salvation to revelation. 

The' Future'. Scici~cc olTrrs revelation not salvation. 

My own speculation is that Â¥icience unknown to i t s  

practitioners. is a product o l  spirituality. Science is 

transpersonal, it transcends time and space, it allows 
for self-reflective awareness, it ilc~iiaiuls integrity in its 

performance, it is a basis for hope, i t  is fed by the 

imagination. But in its present form it seems to 1 i i l  on  
one key quality: it is not preoccupied with the social 

order and the nature of human existence - and I 
include the social sciences here. 

Paradoxically, when at last nothing is sacred. when 
science has stripped away the entitlenlent to mystery 
utterly, then perhaps everything can become sacred 
again. It may be that we are witnessing or rather living 

through the ultimate ordeal and temptation. If  we arc to 
emerge successfully, science must endorse a social and 
transcendental vision in order to embrace this last 

domain. This would be a new scientific paradigm. com- 

plementing, not replacing, the old. Can the present 
scientific community grasp the nettle of what is 
involved in work with values or must we await the 
inquirers oftlie future? With imagination, something is 
surely possible. 

Perhaps the present analysis, with its base in the 

universal requirement for responsibility in social life, its 
assun~ptions of freedom and justice so rliaracteristic of 
Western philosophies, its recognition ol the spiritual so 
dominant in Eastern philosophies. and its origins in the 
urge to heal, may provide sonic pointers. :;: 
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value. But it seems less satisfactory in dealing with evil; and 
it minimizrs the personal capacity to attribute meaning. 
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1 1 AFTERWORD 

A l l  this talk of goodness and duty, these perpetual pin-pricks, unnerve and irritate the hearer; 
nothing, indeed could be more destructive of his inner tranquillity." says Lao Tzu to Confucius in an 
imaginary dialogue created by Chuang Tzu. "All your lectures are concerned with things that are no 
better than footprints in the dust." ... "The last thing you should do is tamper with men's hearts. The 
first to tamper with men's hearts was the Yellow Ancestor when he taught goodness and duty. [Later] 
there arose the schools of Confucius and Tzu. Henceforward the pleased and the angry began to 
suspect one another, the foolish and the wise despise one another, the good and the bad to 
disappoint one another, charlatans and honest men to abuse one another. Decay set in on every 
hand. Men's natural powers no longer came into ploy; their inborn faculties were wholly corrupted." 

I I From: Waley, A Three Ways of Thought in Ancient China. Doubleday: New York, 1939 p.7 1-74. 
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GLOSSARY 

Conten ts .  This Glossary is a quick reference to the 
main terms used in the book. It lists these with brief 
definitions and minimal elaboration or  explanation. A 
term's conceptual place in the theoretical framework is 
indicated by a fornlula, and Master-Matrix numbers 
show where the term can be viewed in context Use a 
formula with the Table of Contents to identify the 
rele\ant major section in the text Further more 
detailed guidance \vith page references are available 
through the main Index 

Many terms, even key ones, have more than one role 
or meaning in the theoretical framework. Additional 
everyday meanings or extended meanings of terms 
which are tangential to the book's purpose are kept to 
the minimum necessary to avoid confusion. Words that 
are most often used synonymously with the terms 
chosen in the book are included with a reference to the 
preferred term. Very general terms with the potential 
to mystify are also included. The Glossary does not aim 
to he comprehensive. Many technical terms in manage- 
ment. politics and philosophy that are peripheral to the 
Iianlework are excluded. This Glossary therefore 
complements specialized academic dictionaries and 
companions. 

Columns .  The first column lists the terms. The 
second colun~n provides definitions o r  explanations of 
the terms or refers the reader to  another term else- 
where in the Glossary The third colunln indicates the 
place in the framework of purpose (Arabic numerals) or 

experience (Roman numerals) where the term as 
defined is to  be found. Finally, the fourth column iden- 
tifies the Master-Matrix where the concept can be 
viewed concisely in its theoretical context. The last two 

columns are necessarily left blank in the case of general 
ternis or general meanings of specific terms. 

Formulae printed in bold indicate a precise corres- 
pondence to the Glossary term. These terms are key 
concepts used in the Table of Contents and found in the 
left-hand columns of Master-Matrices. Formulae in 
plain text refer to items, often present in the relcvant 
Master-Matrices, which are properties, synonyms or 
entities closely related to  the key concepts. 

In the explanatory colun~n,  terms that are found 
elsewhere in the Glossary are italicized in case there is 
a need for further clarification. To avoid repetition, the 
adjectives 'ethical' and 'social' which qualify terms in 
the left-hand column are frequently left understood in 
the text when the meaning is clear. 

Order. Alphabetization in the first column is based 
on the first word, and then the second, and so on 
e.g. 'civil liberty' comes before 'civility principle'. 
Hyphenated words like 'bi-modal' are treated as single 
words. Two and tlirec word terms are listed according 
to the first word e.g. 'cardinal virtue' appears under C 
(not V); but there is a fair amount of cross-referencing 
e.g. under 'virtue', there is a suggestion to 'see: 
cardinal virtue'. 

A movement A purposebased autonomous endeavour created through voluntary 
collective action to develop and establish new values of fundamental 
importance to society. G-53~ 37r38 

Absolute 1)  An utterly obstroct rule introduced to ensure tho1 all in o social group r - 7  
know and aspire to the path of duty. 

2) A rule, determined by ultimate values, which constrains people both in G -  1 
their sense of freedom by evoking duty ond in their sense of duly by 
evoking freedom, and whose effectiveness depends on the personal 
control of personal control via free will. 

31 The chorocteristic rule of an organized religion 

4) See: God. 

Absolute good 1 )  Unachievable by a person, so viewed as on attribute or equivalent of 
God. 
2) See: ultimate value. 

3) See: good. 

Absolute Reality The unified totality of the universe including oil that is ond all thot is not, 
Used synonymously with God. 
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Absolutism A theory and form of government, monarchical or tyrannical in practice, 
in which the ruler rather than the citizenry or the low is supreme. 

Acceptability Likely to be well-received: the prime requirement in dealing with a 
community or any social group token as a whole, hence required quality 
of rules in the second internal level of ethical authorities. sH3 I 19f20 

Acceptance Form that satisfaction takes in individual being. L'-IV 

Accommodation An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of L.4B-->L-3E 
principal objects and an over-riding priority. 

Accountability A state 01 being answerable to or liable to be called to account i.e. 
responsibility to an authorized person or social body. 

21 If referring to a type of activity, see: principal object. 1-4 1 

1 1  

41-46 

p~ - 

Accountable leadership leadership capability required to manage an operation in on organization. ~ 4 '  

Achievement I I Successful production of results in accord with a specified requirement. 

3) If referring to a desired result, see: strategic objective. 1-2 1 

34 

41 If referring to task completion, see: tocfical objective. 1-1 1 
5) If referring to continuing success, see: functioning. G - ~  I 

Action 1 I A specific purposeful process with mental, physical and social 
components and consequences which cannot all be anticipated. 

21 Any directed alteration of the social or physical world which involves 
the exercise of power and judgement as to feasibility (cf. work). 

3) A civil case brought before a court of justice. 

Action plan A linked set of tactical objective,: and sub-objectives including their time 
targets. 

Adaptation 

Activist I Participant in society who seeks to bring about some change in &15 
society's values. 

2) The organizers and gross roo's who actively affirm and spread the &s3 
values of a movement. 

Activity 1 1  Related or organized actions generated by purposes which require G2  
constraining and channelling to be effective. 

2) In relation to identity, see: principal object. 1-4 

3) The growth-promoting potential and source of hope which develops L'i 
receptivity within sensory being. 

41 Movement requiring concentration and involving the whole body i e .  L'-ll 
physical activity or sport. 

1 I Changing to fit others: the dynamic form of self-expression in individual L'-IV 
being. 

2) Chonging to fit the situation: The prime requirement of ~aclical L- 1 
objectives and a required quality of any purpose in the base level of SH' 
purpose derivatives. 

3 1 

3 8 

3 2 

1-3 
11,13 

12 

Adherent Primal role of any person based on a responsibility to their value system to ~1~ 
preserve it. (Synonyms include: expert, disciple, devotee, ideologue, 
follower, believer.] 

Advocate I I One who speaks on behalf ot a person or group aiming to forward 
their interests. 

2) The role in a movement with the duty to provide a political interface ~5~ 
between the movement and wider society. 

3) A legal term with various specialized meanings in different /ego/ 
systems; broadly spooking, a legal professional. 

3 1 

38 
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Agent 1)  Loosely refers to a person or social body os on odor or doer in society. 

2) Primal role of any person based on a responsibility to on employer for ~1~ 
doing whot hos to be done now (Synonyms include: (unctionory, 
operative.] 

Aims and objects See. principal object 

Alienation Signal of dysfunction in sociol being. r-Vl 

Alliance The relotionship which links otherwise competing or distinctive associations 1-4 
or endeavours. 

Altruism 

- - -~ ~ 

I ] Devotion to the welfare of others: the ospirotion in the communalist r-5 
approach which is counter-bolonced by the constraint of egoism. 

2) An essential aspect of cohesion in small communities. 

1)  A purpose-based autonomous endeavour, either statutory or self- ~ - 5 ~  
regulotory, set up to preserve existing sociol values ond apply them 
authoritotivety to particular situations. (Synonyms include: board, 
commission, supervisor, regubtor, cmmittee, council). 

2) See: ethical authority. ;H3 
3) See. outhority. 

4) See: established authority. 

An enterprise I) A purpo&sed outonomous endeavour created to pursue values G-5' 
through activities which generate tangible benefits for itself. 

2) Loosely iefers to ony organization set up by individuals to produce 
goods or services which meet sociol needs. 

An organization 1 )  A temporary or enduring social institution which has a defined 
membership, explicit aims and some explicit internal structure of posts 
and/or committees based on assigning work of different kinds to different 
people. 

2) Often refers to on enterprise, but a movement and an authority have G-5 
chorocteristic organizations too. 

31 Loosely used to refer to any sociol body There ore many synonyms in 
common use including: ossociotion, company, guild, fraternity, syndicate. 
society, group, centre, agency, trust, club, partnership, movement, institute. 
commission, order, authority, consorti~m. federation, tribunal, exchange, 
collective, foundation, leogue, party, union. 

4) See: organization. 

Approach I The direction which ensures adherents' correct participation within their G-z5 
wider community setting. 

2) A value system devised to deal with certain social need's. 1-6 
3) See: system. 

4) See: structure. 

Approach to deciding See: decision system. 

Approach to ethical A value system for ethical choice which is  built upon a core obligation and H2 
choice deals with conflicts between values. 

Approach to identity An identification system based around the primacy of a particular form of H " 
development experience used for the building and repair of self. The seven approaches 

enable systematic psychotheropeutic techniques and theories of the mind, 
as well os generating dualities which are perennial subjects of 
philosophical debote. 

Approach to inquiry See: inquiring system. 
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Appropriate I) Meeting the need to odapt to values and realities in the immediate SH' 
situation, hence the required quolity of purposes in the first internal level of 
purpose derivatives. 

2) Ethical injunction in pragmatist choice. L'-3 

Arbitration 1)  A method of deciding associated with dialectical decisionmoking. 

2) Form of judgement to resolve disputes using the custom. G*-5 ' 
Arousal The dynamic form of sellexpression in sensory being. r-1 

Arrogance Aggressive conceit reveoling o poor oppreciotion of one's strengths and r-4 
weaknesses: the cordinol vice resulting from failing to resolve the strength- 
vulnerabilities duality when using the individualist approach to ethicol choice. 

Aspiration 1) The expression of on ideal. ~3~ 

2) See: ethical aspiration. H~ 
3) See: vision ~4~ 

- - 

Assertion An intentional process in sociol life involving the mutuol influence of on l-3c * 1-3, 
over-tiding priority and o structuled set of priorities. 

Assimilation An intentional process in social life involving the mutuol influence of an 1 ~ 5 ~  4 bl.5c 
established communal net of values and on emergent highlighted social 
need. 

Association 1) A social group which promotes on interest formally on the basis of 1-4 
principal objects. 

2) The constituting body of a fonnol organization. 

Attachment The identity drive in emotional being. l'-Ill 

Attention I ) Directing the mind. 

2) See: awareness. 

3) See: concentration 

Attitude An inner disposition which governs but does not determine action, and 1"-2 
which is bounded by conventio~s. 

Attunement The dynamic form of ^-expression in transpersonal being. r-Vll 

Authority A generol term essential to order ond ethics in social life, but used with a 
variety of different connototions. 

1 ) The bosis of any ethicol orde: and fundamental to the regulation of 
power ond obedience. 

2) In relation to conformity with the ethical frames of reference, qualified 
0s: traditional, ration01 or religious. 

3) Any entity, obstract or constihted, which has legitimate control over the 
exercise of power in society i.e. which con commond or decide or choose 
or provide purposes or rules, in a way (hat ought to influence the views 
and conduct of others. 

4) For obstroct or rule-based auhorily, see: ethical authority. 

5) For constituted or official authority, see: established authority. 

6) A form of right which provides the social legitimation to support the 
carrying out of duties and the exertion of power, either wi~hin an 
organization or in wider society. 

7) For inner authority, see: obliggtion. 

8) An agency, regulatory or service-providing, controlled and funded by 
government with defined powers (e.9. Educotion Authority, Planning 
Authority, Goming Board) including both its governing body and its 
executants or employees. 

9) See: on authority. 

10) See: primal authority. 

I 1 )  See: governing body. 
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Autonomous endeavour Purpose-based social body with a definable identity which is responsible G-5 
for its own lunctioning to thrive or collapse: either an enterprise, an 
authority, or a movement. 

Autonomy I Personal freedom or freedom of the will. 
2) See: individual autonomy. 1-6 
3) The ethical disposition which supports adherence to absolutes. 1"-7 
4) An example of an ultimate value. 1-7 
5) The right of self-government, especially in regard to a sovereign sociev 

or organization. 

6) The pentadic purpose derivative whose embodiments organize G-5 
endeavours so as to ensure that work serves the values of both society and 
individuals. joint endeavour is embodied in popular movements, regulatory 
authorities and executive-led enterprises. 

- 

Awareness 1) The sensory motivation which links tactical objectives in the framework 1. I 
o l  purpose with sensation in the framework of experience. L-l 

2) Inner realization of experience. 

3) The static form of self-expression ir sensory being. L'-l 

Axiology The phenomenological study of vofues within the academic discipline of 
philosophy. 

Bad(ness) 1)  Negative value: the opposite volue pole to goodfness) and with the 1-3 to 1-7 
some qualifiers in relation to the levels of value. 

2) See: evil. 1-7 

Balanced mode 1)  A way of functioning which incorporates or spthesises two opposing 
modes. It is indicated by a subscript 0. 
2) A way of setting purposes in which both logic-based and emotional- H' 
based factors and processes are involved. 

-- - 

Banner goal See. social value. 1-5 

Basic right See: fundamental right. L"-6 

Behoviour 1 )  Activity or body movement which is involuntary, mindless, ritualistic or 
compelled i.e. distinct fiom action. 

21 See: action. 

Being 1 I Existing in reality. 

2 )  linked in the case of a person to development of a human identity, H' 
which includes seven distinct aspects. 

31 Ground of value and inner expen'ence from which human identity I-? 
emerges and which makes participton in humanity or union possible. 

4) God or an aspect of God or an fr-nonation of God. 

Belief 1 ) Mental acceptance of a foci or proposition as true; and hence the 
fact or proposition itself. 

2) See: tenet. 1.-1 
3) See: dominant belief. 1-61 
4) See: faith. 1VI 

Belief system 1) See: ideology. ~ " - 2 :  

2) See: value system. 1-C 

Believer See: adherent. GI' 

Belonging The personal energy and social force released by the evocation of social 1.'. 
values within a community. 

Benevolence The cardinal virtue which emerges from sotisfactory handling of the 
altruism-egoism duality in the communofct approach to ethical choice. I'-! 
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Bi-modal level level in a hierarchy whose contents are expressed and used in two sharply 
distinct modes linked by a chancel of reciprocal influence. 

Board The special body within an enterprise or an authority whose membership GI 
is made up of governors who corporately make authoritative priorily^iased ~ 5 '  
decisions. (Synonyms in common use include: governing body, council, ~5~ 
committee, outhority, commission, steering group.) 

Bodily existence See: vital being. L'-ll 

Body I) In relation to society, a bounced structured entity which endures and G5 
can act. 

2) See: social body. 

3) In relation to a person: the premise of reality for vital being. L'-ll 

4) See: body slates. r-lll 

Body states A physiological condition of arousal: the stabilizing core of identity in 
emotion01 being which is developed through the use of mental states. t'-lll 

Boss Role which depends on frequent use of directives, or the threat of ~ 3 '  
directives, and can be contrasted with the role of leader. 

Brief See: principal object. 1-4 

Briefing Technique of managerial communication required for on operation. 

Building blocks Phrose used in the text to refer to the lower four purpose derivatives - G-1 to G4 
purpose, direction, drive, functioning - which are ovailoble for 
realizing wlues within a whole social body or a port of it. 

Business 

-- - -~ -- 

I )  Profit-making sector of society. 

2) An enterprise providing services or products of some kind to clients or 
customers for profit; typically taking the form of a company, partnership or 
sole trader and generally referred to os a firm. 

Business philosophy A collection of social values used by a firm to motivate staff and integrate 1-5 
the firm within its wider society. 

Business plan 1 ] See: development programme. 

2) See: operational programme. 

Campaign The drive or component of a drive created to persuade people in a G-33 
constituency to act on dormant volues which they hold in common. 

Campaigner Social role of those who emerge from a constituency to run a campaign to ~3~ 
activate members of that constituency. 

Campaigning A reform-generating organization whose principl object is  to mount 
organization campaigns on behalf of o particular reform. 

The personal or internal aspect of achievement. Together with socially 
ossigned authority, it mokes successful pursuit of goals or discharge of 
responsibility possible. 

Cardinal vices The seven vices which result Iron and are expressed by failure to handle H~ 
the aspirationcons~raini tension in the various appmches to ethicol choice. 

Cardinal virtues The seven virtues which result from and are expressed by proper handling H~ 
of the ospirotiorrconstraini tension in the various approaches to ethical 
choice. 

- - - -- 

Categorical imperative See: ethical imperalive. G"-6 

Cause A topic oi area of legitimate social concern, either good or defensive in G-34 
nature, leading to the creation of a crusade. 
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Cell The organizational element of a movement, typically consisting of 5-30 ~5~ 
equal members. 

Centre 1 )  A locus (e.g. for purposes] lying within a level in a hierarchy and 
determined by the mode of formation and functioning. 

21 See: social body. 

Ceremonial respect Survival need in society met by people identifying with the rules of tormol r-i 
etiquette. 

Ceremony 1 I A coherent set of formalized and ohen solemn rituals, symbolic in nature 
ond serving some social function. 

2) See: formal etiquette. L  ̂

Champion 1 I Social role that is required for a successful crusade on behalf of a cause. ~3~ 
2) Participnt in an organization who enhusiastically supports and leads a 
particular change. 

Change 1 ) Alterations in the present state, especially those which touch on values. 

2) The consiraint in the conventionalist approach to choice which bolances t'-2 
the aspiration to maintoin continuity. 

3) See: drive. G3 

Channel Any connection indicating a form of mutual influence between modes or 
centres in a hierarchy. 

Charisma 1 ) Grace and power associated with ultimate values and hence seen as 1.7 
bestowed by God on leaders. 

2) Form of legitimation and authority associated with the ethical frames o l  G'-53 
reference. 

3) Capacity to inspire enthusiasm and devotion associated with the G5 
leadership of enterprises and popular movements. 

Charter 1 ) An organized set of rights (and duties) which regulate the exercise of \"-A 
power within relationships. 

2) A public document containing human rights principles. G"-24 
31 Statement of a universal standard. ~ " . 4 ~  
4) Document which defines and sets up an endeavour. 

Chief executive officer The role in an enterprise which is accountable for all executive work and ~ 5 '  
heods up the executant body or top monagement team. 

Church I ]  Chief legal individual in theology with responsibility for preserving ond 
celebrating o religion. 
2) All believers in a porticulor religion who shore a morality and should 
therefore form a moral community. 
3) See: organized religion. L*-vii 

- - - - -- 

Citizen Possessor of citizenship and member of the citizenry. G6' 

Citizen body See: the citizenry G6' 

Citizenship 1 ) Qualihcation of a person living in a society, classically associated with G6' 
the idea of political rights (e.9. to vote) and the legal tight to hold public 
office (i.e. to rule or govern) and hence contrasted with being o subject or 
slave. In modem times, extended to include social and economic rights 
(e.9. to welfare and public services). . 

2) See: membership. G7' 

Civic virtue The form of virtue associated with active membership of society and G7' 
equired of a good citizen. G6; 

Civil liberty An essential moral right which applies specifically to political aspects of ~ 5 '  
citizenship and membership. 
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Civility I ) Ceremonially respectful handling of non-specific aspects of social G"-2' 
interaction which demands sensitivity and self-control. 

Class 

2) The basis for peaceful coexistence of people in a community. 

Civility principle A principle which shapes behaviour so that due respect for other r3.21 
communify members can be manifest during interpersonal interactions. 

Clarification An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of L-4n-+ L-3i 
principal objects and o structured set of priorities. 

I ]  A category. 

2) See: sociol class 

22 

4 1-46 

- - - 

Class organization An organization set up to represent o social class without requiring the 
assent of all or even most members of the class. 

Class power Prim01 authority for rights in society. G - I ~  

Coalition I )  The relotionship which links factions which usuolly hove opposing views 1-3 
of internal priorities. 

2) Form of government in which representatives from different political 
parties share office and cooperate. 

Code An organized system of rules. H3 

Code of conduct A phrase used with o variety of meanings. 

1 ) See: code of ethics. 1.-5 
2) See: code of practice. l"- l 
3 1 See: code of good practice. G"-3 ' 
4) See: minimum standard. G"-4 
5) See: the ethical order. G--7 ' 
6) See: the morality. ~ ~ ' - 5 3  
7) See: individual standard. G"-4'- 

Code of ethics A more or less organised set of maxims devised to suit the requirements of L"-5 
a particular orgonizotion or profession01 group. 

Code of good practice An ospirationol set of related tenets, conventions and presctiptions which G'-3' 
promote certain social values in 3 particular setting, and which are 
produced to reorient people and foster their conformity. 

~ - 

Code of practice A more or less organized set of prescriptions which specify precisely what 1"- 1 
is to be done by whom in given circumstances. 

Coherence 

Coercion Power based ultimately on physical force which may be used to ensure H3 
complionce with rules. 

Coexistence The relationship linking distinct Kbes or adherents in the some domain 1-6 
despite their differing value systems. 

The necessary internal order of o structure: on essentiol requirement to 
stabilize identity. 

17.21 

3 

Cohesion The holding together of members of a social group, hence the intangible 
force which maintains the group's existence. 

Collective I I See: community. 

2) Referring to efforts to change society's values, see: a movement. ~ 5 '  1 37 

2) See: sociol group. 

Collective enterprise 1 )  Referring to an enterprise providing public services, see: public a9ency.G-5 '  

Collective good See: common good. I 

37 
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Commandment See: ethical imperative. G"-6 

Commission 1 ) See: on authority. ~5~ 
21 See: board. Gl31 

Common good 1) Those values which all in a socialgroup shore, the most significant and 
enduring of which is the continuing existence of the social group. 

21 The aspiration of the legitimist approach which is counter-balanced by 1-6 
the constraint of individual autonomy. 

Commitment 1 )  The basis of entry and participa~ion wi~hin on association or other group 1.4 
generated by shored principal objects. 

2) Inner experiential state at the moment of decision. 

31 Essential requirement for pursuing drives. 

Committee 1 )  Social body whose members are authorized to make decisions as o 
group. 

2) See: on authority. ~5~ 
31 See: board. GI 3 

Common morality See: universal standard. G-4* 1 

3 

Commonality Properiy of a value which underpins the formation of natural social groups. 

Commons A reservoir of concrete goods or bads affecting or accessible to ail in a ~ " . 3 5  

community ond with an inherent tendency to be exploited by each 
member hence related to distributive justice. 1 

Communal ideals The natural moral institution which maintains a consensus in society on its L'-Ill 
principal values. 

Communal identity The essential requirements on any community or society to transform itself, G4 
(unctions to differentiate itself. to strengthen itself, and to sustain itself. 

10 
14-16 

Communal identity The core enduring values of a commwity manifested in its structures ond 
functioninq and maintained by its natural moral institutions. 

Communal net of 11 Social values defined in the logical mode. 
values 2) Values defining o culture within an organization. 

10 

Communal role A position which orients individuals to relating to others in a way that G"-32 
affirms mulual rights and duties. 

Communal standard Minimum standard which seeks to protect an evolving undefined community G - 4 '  
ond which i s  expressed in public activities. 

Communalist approach A teleological system for ethical choice based on the core obligation to L'-5 
balance all anticipated consequences in relation to the needs and interests 
of all concerned including the chooser. The injunction is to choose what is 
beneficial overall. 

Commune 11 A territoriol community, usually small enough for all members to recognize 1-6 
each other, and deliberately established with a specific ideology. 

21 See: utopia (21. 

Communion The basis of cohesion within a union of amongst humanity. 1-7 1 3 

Communitarianism A sophisticoted version of the communalist approach emphasizing the 
obligation of each to uphold their own ond others' rights and social 
responsibilities. r-5 I 
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- - 

Community I J A social group within which people actually interact regularly in order 1-5 
to meet their personal needs, and which depends on the use of shored 
social values. Such groups are primarily defined territorially. 

2)  Primal authority for conventions in society. G"- I 
3) See: secondary community. 

4) See: wider society. G5 

Community association A territorial community which ensures order by organizing its members into 
a membership association - as distinct from depending on politicol 
organization i .e. government. 

Community identity See: communol identity. 

Community leaders Primal authority for prescriptions in society. G"-1' 

Company A social body which is incorporated so that it becomes a leg01 ind~vidual 
or artificial personality in which shareholders are distinct from executives. 
(Synonym: corporation.) 

Compartment The five sodally recognised structures required for any autonomous G5 
endeavour to function ethically and effectively. Each comportment demands 
characteristic wolk and skills to discharge distinct duties. These duties must 
be designed to interact so as to produce synergy and coherence. 

Compartmentalization The structuring of all autonomous endeavours into comportments. G5 

Competition I  I  The relation between separate associations or endeavours with the same 1-4 
(or very similar) principal objects. 

21 An aspect of individualism because of similarity of interests and 
endeavours. 

3) Factor in biological evolution (cf. competitive exclusion principle) and 
also in social life. 

Component 1 1  See: comportment. 

2) See: ekment. 

Conflict 

Concentration The essential supplies to support vital being. L'4l 

Conduct Action in a social context which is open to judgement in ethical terms by 
oneself and others. 

- - -  

I )  Forceful disagreement between individuals and groups which is intrinsic 
to value debate and politico1 life. 

I  I 

2) Basis for ensuring progress when developing and establishing autonomy 40 
- to which the counterpart for survival is consensus. 

Conformity 1 ) Automatic or forced compliance with rules which is a basic requirement 
in any social order. 

sH3 

2)  Survival need of society met by individuals identifying with popular 1.41 
morality. 

3) The ethical disposition which ensures that conventions are followed. 1"-2 

Conscience 1 1  The inner moral authority formed by socialization, chiefly during 1"-3 
childhood upbringing but also in subsequent education, which i s  both the 
source and enforcer of Ideals and obligations. 

2) Primal authority for tenets in sxiety. G--1 

Conscientious objector One who rejects certain legal responsibilities on ethical grounds. G-3*  

Conscientiousness The ethic01 disposition which ensures that tenets are followed. r - 3  

23 

17 
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Consequentialist A variety of communalist approach to ethical choice which emphasizes the 
obligotion to take account of the effects of our choices on others, usually 
within o rather limited circle. 

Consensus 1 )  Freely given agreement on a particular value by each individual in a 
social group. 

2) The chorocteristic quolity of social values, and hence a required qualily SH' 
of purposes in the fifth internal level of purpose derivatives. 

3) Bosis for ensuring survival when developing and establishing autonomy G5 
- to which the counterpart for progress is conflict. 

30 

40 

Constituency 

-- 

Conservation An intentional process in sociol life involving the mutual influence between 1 ~ 5 ~  ~ + l - 3 ~  
on established communol net of values and overriding priorities. 

I ]  A subgroup of people in a community who share certain values and so 

G.33 I 3 3 
can be the focus of a campaign. 

4 1-46 

Constitution 

2)  Citizens in o territorial community whose elected representative is in &6' 
porlioment. 

Constituting body The comportment of an enterprise responsible for determining its ro~ionole ~ 5 '  
and creating and sustaining it e.g association members for a voluntary 
body, shareholders in a company, and the legislature for pubfcc agencies. 

11 A statement of the governance system of a society: the fundomental l'-Vl 
political ond legal structures of government ond the legal rights of citizens, 
whether written or unwritten. 

4,38 

2) Document specifying rights, usually as on expression of humon rights ~ - 2 ~  
principles. 

3) Document specifying the mission of an organization. ~2~ 

4) See: principal object. 1-4 1 
Constitutive duties The duties of a constituting body. 

Constraint See: ethical constraint. H ~ I  
Containment The Form of satisfaction in emotions! being. Mil 

Contemplative inquiry An inquiring system using unconscious awareness and intensity of focus to 
create imaginative possibilities. 

Continuity 1) The persistence of values in a social being or social group: on essential 
requirement for identity. 

2) The aspiration in the conventionolist approach to choice which is counter- 1-2 
balanced by the constraint of change. 

Control 

-- - -  

I ] To exercise reshoint or to limit free action; hence to exercise power or 
authority in order to limit the power of oneself or another. 

2 )  Source of dysfunction within transpermno1 being which moy affect all t'-Vli 
other identity systems. 

3) Essential requirement for social stobifay and order, even if il involves &6 
coercion. 

Controlling conceptions Phrase used in the text to refer to the upper three purpose derivatives G5 to G7 
- autonomy, sovereignly, membership - which only apply to whole 
social bodies. 

Controls See: ethical authority. 
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Convention 1 )  A rule introduced to ensure that oil in o social group know and opply L"-2 
certoin attitudes generally in their conduct. 

3) The chorocteristic rule of popular morality. ~ ' 4 1 1  14,15 

16.17 

2) A rule, determined by the community mainstream, which constroins G"-1' 
people to hold and act on certoin attitudes through the opplicotion of sociol 
pressure and public opinion i.e. emerging from general consent and implicit 
in repetitive oclion. 

41 See: charier. 

Convention01 morality 11 See: popular morality. L'il 

2 1 

2) See: indiv/dualist approach. L'-4 

Conventionalist 
approach 

A deontological system For ethical choice based on the core obligation on 1-2 
the chooser to conform to widely held views of who1 is valued and proper 
within the chooser's relevont social group. The injunction is to choose what 
is acceptable. 

Conviction I )  The direction tho1 stabilizes o person's ethical stance in changing G-2* 
circumstances. 

2) Basis for ensuring progress whsn developing and slating directions - to 

G2 I 40 
which the counterport for s u ~ v o l  is individuality. 

5-9 

3 2 

2) Experiential state generating compliance with tenets. G-I 

Cooperation 1 ) The relotionship which links communities or individuals thot shore social 1-5 
volues. 

Core 

2 1 

3 

1 ) Of identity, see: stabilizing core. 

2) Of an ethical approach, see: core obligation. 

3) In reference to compartments, see: core duly. 

Corporate credo 1) See: business philaophy. 

2) See: credo. 

Core duty The requiremeni to offirm, to recommend or to set the purpose which defines G5 
a comparfment. 

Core obligation The maxims and social values around which each approach to ethical H2 
choice is designed. 

- - 

Corporate responsibility Social responsibility of o company. 

3 8 

5 

Corporation See: company. I 
Corruption Perversion or spoiling of purity or integrity: the cardinal vice arising from 

foiling to resolve the spiritual-temporal duality when using the 
transcendentolist approach to ethical choice. 

Council 1 I The board of a statutory or non-statutory authority which is responsible ~5~ 
for decisions ond for recommending certoin values os priorities. 

21 See: on authority. ~5~ 
3) See: l ~ a l  government. 

Credo 

3 8 

Courage Focing and enduring danger, difficulty or hardship: the cardinal virtue L'-4 
resulting from successfully resolving the strengthwlnembilities duality when 
using the individualist approach to ethicol choice. 

Court of justice Place where judges determine the law. G".52 

5 

25 

Creed 

I) A more or less organized set o tenets which specify values to be held I."-3 
and offirmed without question. 

2) See: ideology. 

1 I See: credo. 

2) See: religion. 

17 
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Criterion I ] An internal priority specifying a particular value to be applied when 1-3 
deciding a course of oction. 

2) See: cause. I 

2) Value used in on assessment. 

Crusade 11 The drive or component of o drive creo~ed to convert people to ideas G-34 
of potential social benefit. 

Cultural ethic A position which orients individuals to participating in society in a woy tho1 GN-33 
demonstrates virtue. 

3 3 

Cultural force 11 The power provided by ethical outhorities and based on moss obedience. s ~ 3  

2) See: iocia/ force. 
-- -- 

Cultural institutions 1 ) See: guardian institutions. G-6 

21 See: culture. 

Culture 11 The character of o social group determined by the pottern of relations of 
people, subgroups, governance and organizations, ond their products. 
Culture is embodied in the groups artefacts, actions, values, institutions, and 
knowledge. 

2) The dornoin of functioning requiring continuing work to keep those values G-43 
prominent which fit the social environment and maintain individuality. 

3) See: value system. 1-6 

Culture change 11 Non-specific term in the management literature used in relation to 
organizations to refer to: [a] alleratictn of internal social values, or 
[bl resolution of avoided political issues. 

2) Work to alter the values used routinely within an organization, typically ~4~ 
requiring on internal movement. 

Custom I 1 See: the custom. G--5 1 

2) See: formal etiquette. 1"-l 

3) See: prescription. l"- 1 
4) See: convention. 1'-2 

51 See: good practice. G'-3 ' 
61 See: communol standard. G'-4 ' 

Customary right A right which exists by virtue of its acceptance in a community over o G'-5 ' 
prolonged period 01 time. 

Decision system A structured approach to taking action There are seven varieties formally 
ond practically related to the approaches to ethical choice and to inquiring 
systems. 

Customer-centred A category of ~ o l  body within which the simplest is o service 
organization organization, ond whose more complex versions are universal institutions, 

sectional associations ond reforming agencies. 

Decision 11 The application of value to action. 

2) The social process involving forecasting and resolution by which 1-3 + 1-2 
internal priorities generate strategic objectives or influence their definition. 

35.36 

4 1,42 

defensive cause Cause bosed on reactively protecting the vested interests of an established ~ 3 *  
class or business sector in society. 

Declaration See: charter 

Decree 1)  The expression of a directive, and hence compulsory. ~ 3 '  
2) A rule or decision of on absolutist regime which has he force of law. r-6 
3) An order of a court of justice made after consideration of o cose. 

Dedication The ethical disposition which supports adherence to tenets. L--3 

33 

16.17 
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Deliberately Chosen or performed with purpose and awareness: hence required quolity s ~ 3  
of rules in the fourth internal level of ethical authorities. 

Demagogue Popular leader who appeals to passions and prejudices and is inclined to &6' 
ignore the law. 

Demonstration An inteniionol process in social life involving the mutual influence of L-6E - L-4B 
dominant beliefs and principal objects. 

Deontological An approach to ethical choice which appeals to authority and to what is I i 2  
approoch right. 

Deontology A philosophical approach which sees duty and rules, rather than purpose H~ 
or the search for the good, as the necessary and sufficient base on which H3 
to understand ethics. 

Derivative I )  Conceptual entities derived from or constructed out of adjacent levels in 
o hierarchy. 
2 )  For levels of purpose, see: purpose derivative. SH' 
3 )  For levels of ethical rule, see: ethical authority. ,H3 

Desire The emotional motivation which links internal priorities in the framework of 1-3 
purpose with emotion in the homework of experience. 1-111 

Development 1 I An intended improvement in functioning: potentially applicable to the G4 
vision, the culture, and the operation os well as its usual connotation of 
growth. 

2)  See: development programme. ~4~ 

Development A set of purposes defining growth together with approximole costs, time ~ 4 ^  
programme frame and other relevant information. 

Dialectic 

Deviant One whose conduct is in accord with a devalued communal role. ~ - . 3 2  

Devotee See: adherent. G I ~  

1 ] Tension-generating conceptual entities made famous by Hege! os thesis 
and antithesis leading to synthesis. It assumes thot opposing ideas, which 
may seem irreconcilable, actually define of require each other and can 
be synthesized within a higher order unity. 

2)  See: dualism. 

3)  See: duality. 

2  3 

Dialectical A decision system bosed on resolving disputes by enabling powerful inlerest 
decision-making groups to negotiate an acceptob'e compromise: it corresponds to the 

individualist approach to ethical choice. 

Dialectical inquiry An opproach in which knowledge emerges from defining and synthesizing 
opposites. 

Dialogic inquiry An inquiring system using ratiocination and conceptual discussion to get a 
structured and authoritative theoretical base for inquiry of any sort. 

Dialogue 1 1  Form of communication essential for participation in o community. 1.5 
2 )  The dynamic form of self-expression within relational being. l'-V 

3)  Social process required to demise and use directions. G 2  

Direction 1 ) The influence of purposes or values ot higher levels on those at lower H' 
levels. 

2 )  The dyadic purpose derivative which constrains activity by ensuring that G-2 
values, chosen from those that ore accepted, focus mi'nds ond shape 
outcomes 

3)  See: instruction. I 
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- -- 

Disability A form of right specifying on inability to oct with impunity. r - 4  

Disciple See: adherent. G16 

- 

Directive The drive or component of a drive creoted to produce specific oction G-3' 
when there is intractable value conflict. 

Director See: governor. G I ~  

Discipline 

33 

1) A branch of inquiry and learning defined by a wlue system. It must be 1-6 
distinguished from a domain end from domain-bosed inquiry. 

2) The source of expert knowledge in organizations, especially relevont ~4~ 
when considering proposals for growth. 

3) See: function. 1.4 

4) See: self-control. 
- ~ -- - - 

Dissemination The social process involving demonsblion and propagation by which 1-6 -Ã 1-4 
value systems generate endeavours and influence the definition of their 
principal objects. 

Dissident 

-- - -- - - -- 

One who views existing society as unfair and refuses to be bound by its G"-3-' 
laws ond legal procedures while attempting to creole a better society. 

Dissociation Basis for ensuring progress when developing and claiming membership - G7 
to which the counterpart for survival is participfion. 

Distinctive competence The expertise, skills, experience and other capabilities uniquely possessed 1-4 
by on organization which enable i t  to pursue its principal object effectively. 

Distributive justice A position defined to orient individuals to supporting he ethical older and Go-35 
toleroting octuol inequalities: essentially about fair shares of social goods 
ond bods. 

Divine authority 1 )  The authority oscribed to God. 

2) As ascribed to o person, see: divine right. 

Divine justice An occurrence beyond rules or human understanding which produces the 
right end result. 

Divine right An authority or power believed or assumed to be derived directly from 
God ond which, accordingly, can override oil temporal authorities. 

Doctrine 1 )  Systematized teaching or theoreticol homework. 1-61 
2) See: the mololity. G'-53 

3) See: ethical teaching. r.V 

4) See: moral doctrine. 

Dogma 1) See: dominant belief. L b E  
2) See: doctrine. 1-6, 

31 See: credo. r - 3  
4) See: idmlogy. ~ ' 2 ~  
5) See: religion. 

Dogmatic affirmation 1 ) Essential for individuals and society because 11 enables such things as: 
a sense of freedom, an experience of truth, the possibility of conformity, 
and full membership of a tribe. 

2) Hence required quality of rules ir the third internal level in the ethical 
authorities. 

sH3 

Domain Sphere of sociol activity - ohen controsted with o discipline which is o 
sphere of heoiybosed study located within ocademia Academia is itself 
a domain. 

Domain of work 1) See: domoin. 

2) See: functioning. G4  
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Dominant belief Value system defined in the emofonal mode: sornethin~ to believe in. 1-6, 

Dominant reality Reality as recognized by an identity system. HI 

Drive A triodic purpose derivative which promotes change by ensuring that G-2 
desired values are installed despite resistances. 

Dualism A philosophical term referring to the need to develop explanations using 
one or other of two ideas which ore usually viewed as opposites. If they can 
be fused within o higher synthesis, then they constitute a dialectic. 

Duality 1 )  A dialectic which enables or forces progression through different levels 
or systems to overcome its limitations. The central dialectic characterizing 
any particular level in a hierarchyshould be managed at that level, but may 
need to be resolved by moving to a higher level or avoided by moving to 
a lower level. 

a) The aspimtion-canstraint duality in each approach to ethical choice H^ 
which when transcended leads to a new constraint in a higher level 
approoch where o new aspiraton emerges. 

b) The stabilizing core-growth-promoting potential duality in each Hi 
approach to identity development which when transcended leads to a 
new stabilizing core of a higher level identity system where a new 
potential for growth emerges. 

c] The survival-progress duality in each level wilhin the realizing values 
hierarchy which when transcended leads to a new survival need and a 
new requirement for progress. 

21 A dialectic applicable to all levels in a hierarchy but handled at the first, H' 
second, fourth and seventh levels by fusion or synthesis and at the third, fifth 
ond sixth levels by polarization with simultaneous attraction and opposition: 
e.g the emotional4ogical dialectic in the primary hierarchy of purpose, and 
the individual-collective dialectic in the hierarchies of rules, ethical authorities 
and realizing values. 

Duties 1 ) The work and responsibili/y required of or assigned to or expected of 1-4 or L"-4 
some socially recognised job or post. 

2)  See: duty. 

I The essence of absolutes which is equivalent to the obligation to do what L'-7 
is right and therefore good. 

2) Action or conduct which is due to another or to the social group i.e. a 1"-4 
form of right; hence the characteristic rule of a social strucfure. 

3) See: obligation. 

41 See: duties. 

A group of two adjacent levels in a hierarchy. A seven level hierarchy SH' 
contains six dyods. st+ 

Dynamism Basis for ensuring progress when developing and pushing drives - to G 3  
which the counterpart for survival is stability. 

Edict See: law. 1'6 

Education I] Selfde~elo~men~ through the acquisition and internolizotion of relevant 
and necessary ideas and facts. 

21 Activity needed in an organization to handle objections to a new ~ - 2 ~  
approach. 

Effectiveness The essential and most elusive of ihe three requirements of organized action 
[effectiveness, efficiency, economy) because i t  is based in purpose i.e. 
achieving objectives and realizing values. 

Egoism Concern for one's sell: the constraint in the communalist approach which r-5 
balances the aspiration of altruists. 



Glossary 

Element Fundamental entity of any system. In systems thinking, an element is itself a 
system, and systems are the elements of larger systems. 

- -- 

Elemental hierarchy The hierarchy of basic entities from which a structural hierarchy may be 0 
created by combining adjacent lev& in all possible ways. 

Elites 

Embodiment 

1 )  People of high status who dominate the working of government. G-6' 

2 )  Intellectuals and advocates who theorise, document, promote and G5-' 
interpret popular movements. 

38 

2) See: autonomy. 
, 

I )  The social process, involving instigation and institution, by which social 1-5 -Â 1-4 
values generate the principal objects (i.e. specific endeavours) of bodies 
or influence their definition. 

Emotion 

4 I ,42 

The form of experience which underpins the motivation of desire and 
enables pursuit of internal priorities. 

Emotional role The experiential [or identity) state resulting from containing certain feelings L'-Ill 1 I , 1 2 
and fantasies which complement feelings and fantasies held by another. 

Emotional being The approach to identity developmat which assigns primacy to emotion, is L'-Ill 
driven by attachment and requires provision of volue. 

Emotional mode A woy of setting purposes in which mental processes are irrational and H' 
pragmatic, the social orientation is reactive and evolutionary, and the output 
is fluid and partial. It is indicated by a subscript E. 

10- 13 
16 
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End 

Emotion-based value A value developed in the emotional mode. 

Empirical inquiry An inquiring system b o d  on using general agreement as to the facts to 
discern regularities (called 'laws' in natural science). 

Empiricist A decision system bosed on using detailed valid and reliable information 
decision-making to solve problems. It corresponds to the conventionalist approach to ethical 

choice. 

Employer 1) A social entity capable of holding an agent to account. GI' 
21 See: company. 

1) A purpose which is the 'why' for another purpose which is its means. 

2) See: purpose. I 

8 

8 

3 1 

Endeavour 

2)  See: autonomous endeavour. ~5 1 

- -  - - 

1 )  An enduring activity or specific project whose identity is defined by 1-4 
principal objects. 

Ends 

1-3 

Basis for ensuring progress when developing and constituting sovereignty - 40 
to which the counterpart for survival is means. 

Energy 1 I Survival need of society met by people identifying with communal ideals L'-lll 1 
2) The physical requirement for action or work. I 
3) The mental or psychic 1i.e. non-physical) requirement for action or work. 
See: personal energy. 

Enlightened 1) The pursuit of activities which directly or self-evidently benefit others while 
self-interest also benefiting oneself. 1 

2) See: enlightenment. 
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Enlightenment 1 )  The humanisotion of everyday activity: an intentional process in social L-7n++L-4B 
life involving the mutual influence of ultimate values and principal objects . 

2) Attainment of a sustained ultimate experience of oneness of all things, 
nonduol cognition, clear light, utter awareness, and dissolution of the 
individuated personality into the universal mind, God or Absolute Reality. 
(Synonyms include: moksha, wu, satori, zazen, nirvana.1 

31 A philosophicol approach emerging in the 18th century which is 
associated with an elevation of the individual, reason and science above 
community, tradition and religious edicts. Noted thinkers in this tradition 
included: locke, Hume, Voltoire, Montesquieu, and Mill. 

Enterprise 1 )  See: an enterprise. ~ 5 '  
2) See: an organization. 

3) See: endeavour. 

Enthusiasm The personal energy and social brce released by the presence of principal 1-4 
objects within an association. 

Entitlement I )  Experiential correlate of a right. 

21 See: right. 

3) The static form of self-expression in individuol being. t'-IV 

Equality 11 Status of people in a union where it is associated with uniqueness rather 1-7 
than uniformity. 

2) Ultimate value implicitly sought in all social groups where values are G^>~ 
shard hence o preoccupation of the citizenry. 

3) Ultimate value linked to the design, maintenance and use of ethical GS-3 
positions. 

41 An actual state in which all group members have ihe same amount of 
some tangible or intangible good. 

Equilibrium The identity drive in sensory being. L' i  
- - 

Equivalence Status of people in a fadon because strength of numbers (e.g. for voting) 1-3 
is so important. 

Essential core See: stabilizing core. H" 

Essential supplies What must be provided to meet the identity drive if emotional and physical HIt 
harm (and eventually illness and death) are to be avoided. 

Established authority A body created and supported by one or more primal authorities and given H~ 
powers and duties, typically in relation to preserving social values, 
maintaining minimum societal standards, offering definitive judgements of 
right and wrong, and ensuring community viability generally. 

Established religion See: official religion. G"-53 

Eternal verities A set of absolutes which indicate the path of duty which all should follow. r - 7  

Ethic See: cultural ethic. G"-33 

Ethical 1 1  Relating to the distinctions righr/wrong and good/bad in regard to 
character. choices, actions, or institutions. 

2) Being or acting in accordance with a defined valued obligation. The 
supreme obligation is to develop and protect human identity, especially in 
its communal aspect. 

3) Appeal to values which are understood to be right and good: hence a SH' 
required quality of purposes in the six~h internal level of purpose deriwt~ves. 

Ethical aspiration The obliga~ory motivation in each approach to ethical choice which is  H~ 
port of a duality whose other par! is a practical constraint. 
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Ethical authorily An abstract institution constituted by one or more types of ethical rule which s ~ 3  
puts socially valid and acceptable limits on the exercise of power in society. 

Ethical body 1 ) Term used in the text for a social body which primarily seeks to transform Type #4 
society, but does so from a membershipcentred base. 

2) See: on authority. ~5~ 

Ethical challenge A call for the justAcation of a choice, act or social institution either in terms 
of what is important 1i.e. values] or in terms of obligations 1i.e rules]. 

Ethical choice To choose in accord with a defined obligation: universally valid obligations H~ 
define distinct approaches to choice. 

Ethical design approach Assisting beneficial change by designing practical arrangements using 
assumptions within a theoretical homework, like levels of purpose, which 
has itself been constructed using ethical design. 

Ethical disposition The inner motivational capacity which inclines a person to adhere to ethical H3 
rules, with each type of rule requiring its own characteristic capacity. 

Ethical constraint What limi~s realization of the aspiraton in each approach to ethical choice H' 
and thereby creates a tension which must be resolved. 

Ethical design The creation of a social entity based on considering what is right and good. 

Ethical doctrine 1) A system of tenets within the morality of a community. 

2) A theoretical framework usually associated with a religion 

3) See: ethical teaching. 

41 See: moral doctrine. 

5,7 

Ethical frame of A pentodic ethical authority which ensures that differing views of right 
reference conduct can be definitively resolved by on authoritative judgement. 

G w F  

25,27 
- -  

Ethical identify Social identity defined in terms of ethical standards. G"-4 

Ethical imperative A hexadic ethical authority which ersures that categorical obedience con G"-6 
persist authoritative?/ in society through time. 

Ethical inquiry 1)  Investigation demanded when an ethical choice must be made. l i 2  
2) Inquiry conducted in such a way that i t  generates benefit for the 
individuals involved and wider society {cf. ethical design]. 

Ethical order See: the ethical order. (2-7' 

Ethical position A triadic ethical authority which ensures that members can be coherently G - 3  
and authoritatively oriented to ethical challenge and change. 

Ethical principle A dyadic ethical authority which ensures that choices affecting the G"-2 
community and its viability can be cuth~ritativel~ guided. 

Ethical rule 1) A formal statement of duty that seeks to govern the social conduct of H2 
individual members of a community. To be used widely, it must be 
determined by a primal authority. 

2) The monadic ethical authority which ensures that constraints defined by G"- 1 
recognizable authorities can become binding obligations on all. 

31 The characteristic feature of natural moral institutions. ~ ' ~ ~ 1  14,151 

4) Ethical authorities, being wle dwva~ves, ore ohen referred to loosely as c ~ 3  
rules: cf. ethical principles, ethical positions, ethical standards and ethical 
imperatives. 

51 See: legitimist approach. 1-6 1 
- - 

Ethical standard A tetmdic ethical authority which ersures that conformity can be sustained 
above an authoritative and selkhosen minimum. 24.27 
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Ethical system 1) A philosophical term applied to any heory built on ethical rules and 
principles. 

2) See: the morality. G-53 

3) See: ethical teaching. L'V 

4) See: code of ethics. 1"-5 

5) See: approach to ethical choice. H~ 
6) See: the ethical order. G"-7' 

Ethical teaching 1) The natural moral institution which maintains consensus in society on L" -V 
what constitutes proper or virtuous communal functioning. 

2) Primal authority for moxims in a society. ~ " . l ~  

Ethics I) The orientalion of human activity - mental, physical and social - in 
accord with what is tight and good. 

2) The universally felt obligation to sustain and protect human identity in a 
community. 

3) See: ethical system. 

4) See: moral philosophy. 

Ethos A set of conventions, typically evolving and poorly organized, which L"-2 
determine the attitudes and so govern the general conduct of members of 
a sociol group. 

Etiquette 1 ) See: formal etiquette. 

2) See: civility. 

Evaluation 1) Assessment of the worth or benefit of something. I 
2) An intentional process in socicl life involving the mutual influence of o 1-3, *L-18 
structured set of priorities ond tactical objectives. 

Evangelical A sociol body which is primarily membershipcentred but also seek to be Type #5 
organization reform-generating. 

Evil 11 The ultimate bod, hence the negotive pole of ultimate value. 1-7 
2) The urge to abolish or deny or invert value and value distinctions 
altogether. 

- - 

Evolution 1 )  Form of continuous change wi~hout major discontinuity. 

2) Hence, the social process involving innovation and conservation by 
which social values generate internal priorities or influence their definition. 

31 Basis for ensuring survival when developing and working ot functioning 
- to which the counterpart for progress is transhmation. 

Exclusive choice Choice of purpose which omits o: devolues alternatives and is therefore I 2 
socially divisive: applies to even ievels in the hierarchy of purpose. 

Executant 1) One who puts a purpose into effect. 

2) See: oger~t. 

3) See: executant body. 
--  

Executant body The compartment of an enterprise responsible for setting and pursuing 
tactical objectives which are adapted appropriately to the sibtion. 

Executive 1) One who manages implementation in an organization i.e. includes 
members of both the top officer tody and the executant body. 

2) Tho1 one of the three branches of government which is responsible for 
implementing laws and for initiating and pursuing policies for society. 

3) See: manager 

4) See: agent. ~1~ 
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3) Required to gain agreement to on approach. ~ 2 '  1 32 
I 

Exhortation 1 )  An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of o \.-Of ~1-5^ 
dominont belief and a highlighted social need. 

2) Basis of complionce with rnoxims. G'-P 

Existence See: being. H" 1 

4 1-46 

2 1 

Expectation A way of bringing social pressure to bear on people and so guiding their 
activity. 

either 1 )  in relation to rules, see: eihicol authorities 
or 2) in relation to purpose, see: purpose derivatives. 

Experience 1 1 See: inner experience. 

2) An external happening which generates inner experience 

Extremism 

3) Selldevelopment which results from varied practical applications of 
capability and expertise over lime. 

Experiential primacy The element of inner experience which is central to the deliberate use of on H" 
oppfoach to identity development. 

Expert Possessor of specialized knowledge and hence an adherent to certain G16 
associated conventions and theories. 

Extreme circumstance Situations where the sense that choice i s  erfiical is unavoidable and painful: H2 
used in the text to illustrote resolution of the aspiration-constraint duality. 

The cardinal vice that emerges from failing to resolve the continuitychonge L'-2 
duoliv when using the conventionalist approach to ethical choice. 

1 1  

3 I 

6 

Faction 1 ) A sociol group formed to ensure a particular view prevails when 
internal priorities are being set. 

2) The essential supplies to support ~'onspefsonal being. L'-VII 1 

2) Hence, cruciol source of pressure when making policy. ~2~ 

Fairness See: justice. 

Faith 1) Trust in God or in a realm of divine providence. 

3) See: dominont belief. L-* 1 

3 2 

4) See: conviction. ~2~ 

5) See: organized religion. r-MI 

Fellowship The basis of cohesion within a community. 1-5 3 
p~ 

Firm A profitmaking enterprise. 

Followers Those who hold leaders to occount. GI 

21 See: planning. I 

3 1 

Folly The cardinal vice that emerges from failing to resolve the solutionsrealities L'- l 
duality when using the rotionolist opproach to ethical choice. 

Forecasting I 1 An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of a l-3[ 4- ' l -PE 

structured set of priorities and strategic objectives. 

Formal etiquette The natutal moral institution which maintains consensus in society on what L"-l 
constitutes correct behaviour in public interactions. 

Formal inquiry Compartment of on authority dealing with its rationale: a transient body ~5~ 
created by the government or other representative group to consider the 
need for on authority as a way to deol with repeated violotions of sociol 
values or to handle the apparent failure of an existing authority to act within 
current social values. 

5 
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Formal organization An organization which is explicitly or legally constituted. 

Fortitude See: courage. t'-4 

Frame of reference I 1 The sociol context within which and for which o specific purpose (or 
derivative) or rule (or derivative) is being used. 

2) See: ethical frame of reference. Gm-5 

3) See: framework. 

Framework 1) An organized system of concepts which constrain and channel a variety 
of understandings (or models) possible in any problematic situation or mess. 

21 See: theoretical homework. 13 

Fraternity An ultimate value essential for designing, maintaining and adhering to Ge-2 
ethical principles in society. 

Free rider One who benefits horn collective goods and generally available benefits 
without making the proper contribution. 

Free will 1 I Essential assumption about the human condition if ethics is to hove any 
meaning. 

2) Bosis of compliance with absolutes. r.7 
3) Associated wild adherence to the ethiml order: hence required qualiiy 
of rules in the seventh internal level of that ethical authority. 

sH3 

Freedom 1 )  A state of being and ultimate value which is essential for communal life 1-7 
to be tolerable. 

2) Essential for any member of aiy social order because i t  enables wlues G7 
which are not yet incorporated in sociefy to be considered. 

3) See: liberty. 
41 See: autonomy. 

Function I) The useful contribution to personal or social life provided by a particular 
institution, and hence the reason for its existence and persistence. (Most of 
he concepts in the fromework ars defined in terms of their function.) 

2) Source of pressure stemming from principl objects which influences GP 
definition of a role in organizations or in any networkbased endeavour. 

3) An area of systematized expertise, in time becoming a discipline and 1-4 
serving as a base for o career. 

4) See: principal object. 

Functioning A tetradic purpose derivative which sustains achievement by ensuring that G-4 
wlues are expressed coherently and enduringly in activities. 

Fundamental right A membership right which is or ought to be held in common by all (or all 1"-4 
citizens) within a society. 

General management A specific integrating and coordinating function which can effectively ~ 4 '  
control a wide range of diverse specialised functions required for any 
complex operation, 

Goal See: purpose. H' 

God 1) The attempt to name Absolute Reality. 

2) The void: an inconceivable permeating environment which gives rise in 
o completely mysterious way to any person, thing, idea or imaginable entity 
(including more concrete conceptions of God). 

3) The source and end of spirituality, accessible to some degree via ultimate 1-7 
values. 

41 The growth-promoting potential and source of hope required to develop L'-VII 
the soul in transpersonal being. 

5) Postulated entity holding every human being to account. G17 



Godhead See God (2) 
- -- 

Good[ness) 1) Positive volue which moy be absolute, theoretical, poientiol, achievable 13 - V 
or tangible and quantifiable according to level. 

2) The teleological imperative defining the obstroct focus of ethics. 

Good cause Cause bosed on the interests of all in society, typically aiming to help G3' 
worthy individuols or classes or activities. 

Good practice 1) A position which orients individuals to ociing in a woy which meets the G"-3' 
needs of others in specific contexts. 

2) See: code of good practice. ~ " - 3  

Goods Tangible good, usually referring to products rather than services. 

Governance I In an organization: the work perfo;med by a board or governing body ~ 5 '  
on behalf of the constituting body. 

2 )  In o society: the work performed by the government on behalf of the G-6 
citizenry. 

Governance structures 1 J The various paste, committees, working parties and other bodies which G 5 '  
ore necessary to carry out the work 01 o governing body. 

2) See: government. G6' 

Governance system The natural moral institution which mointains consensus in mciefy about the L"-VI 
way thot ethical rules ore formally determined and enforced as lows. 

Governing body 1 )  The comportmenfol body formed as a board which is responsible for G 5 '  
performing the work of governonce in organizations, especially selling 
internal phrties. 

2) The leadership body in on association. 1-4 

Government I] The ruler or leadership body of the state os defined by the governance a' 
system. In modern limes, government consists of three distinct branches: a 
legislature, a judiciary and on executive [or administration). See: the 
government. 

2) The body responsible hi selectis and using social policy principles G-.22 
within society. 

3) When opplied to on orgonizotion, see: governance 111. G 5 '  

4) When applied to oneself, see: setf-control. 

Governor 1 ) Member of a governing body or board. [Synonyms include: director. G 5 '  
trustee, commissioner, councillor.) 

2) Prim01 role available to any person based on taking responsibility for GI 
allocating value in concrete terms now. 

Grass roots The lorge numbers of voluntary prficipon(5 in a movement that determine ~5~ 
its success by upholding its values spontaneously in any appropriate 
situation. 

Gratification The form which satisfaction tokes in relational being. l'-V 

Group 1)  The stabilizing core of identity in relotionol being which is developed t'-V 
through the expression of individualiry. 

2) See: sociol group. 

3) See: sociol c/ass. 

4) A set of adjocent levels in o hierarchy which, when token together. 
define o new conceptual entity. 

5) See: grouping. 
-- 

Group ethos See: ethos. 1"-2 

Group standard See: communol stondord. G--4 ' 
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Grouping I) Combination of a certain number of adjocent levels in a particular 
hierarchy which defines ond illuminates a distinctive human and social 
phenomenon. 

2) The elements of o structural hierarchy. 

Growth 1 IThe evolution of identity. 

2) The domain of functioning of a social body requiring continuing work to G-42 
re-define endeavours so as to meet social needs and to bring benefits 
internally. 

GrowA-promoting Source of hope which can be specifically activated and used in each of Ha 
potential the approaches to identity development. 

- - 

Guardian 1 ) The embodiment of sovereignty which tokes responsibility lor protecting G6 
and forwording the social order both concrete/piactical and 
abstract/ethical. The two guardians are the citizenry and the government. 

2) An elite group with the function to rule society, as proposed classically 
by Plato in The Republic. 

Guardian institution A way of grouping on undefined range of social bodies within a particular G-6 
domoin who seek to defend freedoms of the citizenry in the political arena. 

Guidance 1 ) A stotement of values, usually from a higher authority, that is expected to 
influence locally defined rules, purposes or decisions. 

2) See: approach. ~2~ 1 
Guideline I ) See: guidance. 

2) See: policy. ~2~ 
3) See: convention. LW.2 

Hard case See: extreme circumstance. H~ 

Harmony I I The relationship between separate 5ocioI groups following reconciliation 1-7 
of differences and creation of a state of union based on activating ultimate 
values. 

2) The stotic form of self-expressiw in transpersonal being. t'-Vll 

3) The ultimate volue intrinsic to developing and maintaining the ethical order. G-7  

Heptad The entity formed by grouping together all seven levels in a seven-level SH 
hierarchy. sH3 

Hexad A group of six adjacent levels in a hierarchy. A seven level hierarchy SH' 
contains two hexads. sH3 

Hierarchy 1) A system whose elements ore levels. The principal elemental and 
structural hierarchies in the frameworks in the text all contain seven levels. 
Each level implies and requires the existence of the other higher and lower 
levels. Higher levels are usually nore complex in nature and wider in 
scope and implications. 

2) Form of social organization used by tribes in a fluid and symbolic way 3 
to enable order and continuity. 

3) Form of social organization used by social bodies in a formal and 
ptactical way to differentiate duties and auhority in posts. 

Hierarchy of approaches The secondary hierarchy which is nested within the volue system 
to ethical choice level of the primary hierarchy and which contains the seven distinct ways 

of choosing ethically. 

Hierarchy of The seven encompassing natural territorial communities, each of which 
community requires a distinctive form of political organization and governance. 

Hierarchy of ethical The tertiary hierarchy which is nested within the legitimis~ approach in the H~ 
rules secondary hierarchy and which contains the seven distinct types of ethic01 

rule. 

9,16 
17,21 



seven distinct types of inner experience. 

Hierarchy of The primary hierarchy from which hierarchies of approaches to identity H' 
experience development and natural moral institut'ons ore derived. It contains the 

10,16 

Holistic inquiry An inquiring system based on using modelling to represent the situation as 
completely as possible. 

Hierarchy of purpose The primary hierarchy from which hierarchies of ethical choice approaches H' 
and ethical rules are derived. It contains the seven distinct types of purpose 
-the upper five are values and the lower ~ w o  are objectives. 

Highlighted social need Social value defined in the emotional mode. L-SE 

Holistic See: systemic. 

I ]  A mixture of desire and expectotiai in the face of uncertainly which is H" 
essential lor survival and which can be activated by use of the growth 
promoting potentials inherent in human identity. 

2,9 
16 
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2) An example of an ultimate value. 1-7 

Human being Primal role of any person based on a responsibility to humanity or to God G17 
to distinguish good and evil. 

Human energy 1 ) See: personal energy. 

2) See: social force. 

Human existence Having and operating a human identity. 

Human identity An organized set of persistent interacting identifications which define a H" 
person. There are seven different approaches to identity development each 
of which must be adopted to some degree. 

Human right A right which is in accord with a human right principle or emerges from ils G? 
application. 

Human right principle A principle which shapes social constraints on members so as to protect G"-24 
their freedom as individuals. It is essential to guide collective action seeking 
to benefit the community 01 to prevent harm to it by individuals. 

Humanity 11 The social group which includes oil people in all cultures at any one 1-7 
time (and even all times) and which can only be uni~ed through ultimate 
values. 

2) An exomple of on ultimate value. 1.7 
3) A virtue expressing compassion aid benevolence. I"5 1 

Hypothetical imperative 11 A term associated with Immanuel Kant which refers to a non-ethical rule 
based on instrumental or rational achievement, i.e. pure means, and which 
is contrasted with a categorical imperative based on duly which is truly 
ethical. 

2)  See: prescription. I-- I 

One who is prepared to break with customary and cherished rights, tenets ~ ~ - 3 ~  
and conventions or institutions based on these; hence o generator of new 
communal roles. 

Idea 1 ) The content of any value system. 

2) The form of experience which underpins the motivation of interest and L-IV 
enables pursuit of principal objects. 

Ideal 1) A valued idea or belief. 1-6 

2) A standord or state of perfection or unattainable excellence: the r-3 
aspiration in the pragmatist approach to choice which is counter-balanced 
by the constroint of potential. 

3) The drive or component of drive created to commit people to desired G-3-' 
values despite their differences. 

3 3 
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Identity drive The inner inescapable urge in each approach to identity development 
which must be met by certain essential supplies. 

Idealization An intentional process in social life involving he mutual influence of a 1% Ã§- L d E  
theoretical hamework and a dominant belief, 

Identification 1 )  The internal process essential for developing a human identity. H" 
2) The form of experience which underpins ihe motivation of obligation 1-VI 
and enables adherence to a value system. 

3) The experience assigned prinacy in social being. r-Vi 

Identity 1) The unvarying quality of on entity which gives il uniqueness and 
someness in the eyes of on observer. Any identity is based in coherence, 
continuity and value. 

2) The properly of a system which is determined by its structure and/or 
functioning, 

3) Properly of a value which underpins the notion of social being. 1-6 & L'-VI 

4) In relation to endeavours, see: principal object. 1-4 

5) See: human identity. H" 

6) See: ethical identity. G'-4 

7) See: organizational identity. G 4  

8) See: communal identity. 

9) See: identification. r-Vl 

Identity boundary Experience of the extent and location of the self or ports of the self, which HI' 

moy be either external and diffuse (odd levels in the approaches to identity 
development) or internal and distinct [even levels). 

Identity development The growth and repair of human identity which may be handled via H' 
distinct approaches. 

Identity disorder Psycho-social disturbance linked specifically to one of the approaches to H" 
identity development. 

Identity realm See: appfoach to identity devehent.  HI' 

Identity supplies See: essential.supplies. H" 
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Identity system See: approach to identity development. H" 1 
Ideological association A sociol body which primarily sesks to transform society according to a 

vision, and Iries to do so by also being membershipcentred and 

Ideological principle A principle which shapes societa institutions so that personal entitlements 22 
may be met. 

reformgenerating. 

Ideological belief A tenet defined within an ideolqical or ideology. ~ " - 2 ~  

Ideological right A right defined to affirm or alter the status of a class within a community 

G--23 I 22 
and port of on ideological principle or ideology. 

22 

Ideologue Adherent and exponent of an ideology, typically port of the intellectual G531 3 8 
elite of a popular movement. 

Ideology 

-- - - 

Illumination An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of L-7B-+L6, 4 1-46 
ultimate values and a theoretical framework. 1 

1) A system of ideas and ideological principles which imply relations of ~ ' - 2 ~  
power in society and are used to justify social institutions and structures or 
modifica~ions of these. 

21 The essentiol ro~ionale of a movement. ~5~ 

3) See: value system. 1-6 

22 



Glossary 

Imaginist 

Illusion An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of L-7B^l-6F 

ultimote dues and a dominant belief. 

Image The form of experience which underpins the motivation of intention and 1-11 

enables pursuit of strategic objectives. 

Imagination 1 )  The form of experience which underpins the motivation of inspiration L-VII 
and enables pursuit o( ultimate values. 

2) The enabler of freedom and the design of a better future for a social SH ' 
order: hence the required quality of sxiety's membership and of purposes 
in the tow internal level of the heorodic purpose derivative. 

An opproach to decision-making whizh emphasizes intuition, inspiration 
and deep personal commitment. It corresponds to the transcendentolist 
annroach to ethical choice. 

4 1-46 
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Immunity A right to act with impuniv. r - 4  

Imperative See: ethical imperative. Gq-6 

Implementation A social process which results from the mutuol influence of strategic 1-2B4 4.In 41-46 
objectives and tactical objectives. 

Imposition An intentional process in social life involving the mutuol influence of an L-3c 4- I n  
over-riding priority and tactical objectives. 

Inclusive choice Choice of purpose which includes old volues alternatives and is therefore H' 
socially integrative; applies to odd levels in the hierorchy of purpose. 

Indifference Lack of interest, concern or feeling: the cardinol vice resulting from failing 1-5 
to resolve the altwismegoism duality when using the comrnunolist opprmch 
to ethicol choice. 

Individual 1 1  An indivisible element or member of a sociol group. 

2) Any social entiiy thot has a 'legal personality' assigned: particularly a 
person, organisation, church or government. 

31 Prim01 role of any person bosed on o responsibility to themselves for GI4 
owning what is to be achieved overoll. 

Individual autonomy The constraint of the legitimist approach to ethicol choice which balances 
the aspiration to realize the common good. 

Individual being The opproach to identity development which assigns primacy to ideas, is L'-IV 
driven by self-esteem, and requires provision of respect from others. 

Individual standard Minimum standard which seeks to protect the selfdefined identity of an G'-d2 
individual {person or organizotionf, 

Individualism 1 1  A philosophical doctrine whose ideas broadly underpin the individualist 1-4 
approach to ethicol choice. 

2) An exomple of o cultural ethic. G-.33 1 
Individualist approach A deontologicol system for ethical choice based on the core obligation of L'-4 

the chooser to ensure his security and interests in the light of existing power 
relations. The injunction is to choose what is self-advantageous. 

Individuality 1 ) The growth-promoting potential and source of hope in relational being l - V  
which enables development of the group. 

Individuation 1 )  Personal or orgonizational growth in relation to identity development 
within individual being. 

5-9 

11.13 

21 Basis for ensunng surviwl when developing and stating directions - to G 2  
which the counterpart for progress is cooperation. 

2) See: cultur&nge. G 4 3  

40 
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Indoctrination 11 See: education. I 

Injustice 1 I Unfairness. For varieties of injustice, cf. justice. 1 

2 1 See: instruction. 

Inequality Inevitable status arrangement in the social order of actual communities: 1-5 
probably essential to meet both individuol and collective needs despite the 
ultimate value of equality. 

Initiative The drive or component of o drive created to generate activities which G-32 
forward given but neglected volues. 

Injunction The authorita~ive direction given within the approaches to ethical choice tI2 
which capluies what is good and/or right. 

3 

3 3 

5 

21 See: conscience. G".l31 

2) The cardinal vice arising from foiling to resolve the common good - 1-6 
individual autonomy duality when using the legitimist approach to ethical 
choice. 

Inner authority 1 ] See: obligation 12f. 1-6 

Inner experience A continuous largely unconscious internal mental (psychic] process of HI 

human beings which, when conscious, may be referred to 0s feeling or 
sense. It con be usefully differentiated into a hierarchy of seven levels. 

5 

- - - - - -- 

Inner obligation Form of motivation, see: obhgotion. ~-62,16 
Innovation An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of a l-5E -1-3, 

highlighted sociol need and a stiuctured set of priorities. 

Innovator One who introduces new good practice rules. G--3 ' 
Inquiring system A structured approach to gaining knowledge which embodies a guarantee 

of truth. The inquiring systems parallel the approaches to ethical choice 
and decision systems. 

Insiders People working in those comport,nents which define the endeavour proper. G 5  

Inspiration The transpersonal motivation which links ultimate values in he homework 1-7 
of purpose with imogtnation in the homework of experience. 1-Vl1 

Instigation An intentional process in social life involving (he mutual influence of a L-5̂  ++L-4g 
highlighted sociol need and principal objects. 

Instinct See: instinctual activity. 1-11 

Instinctual function Innately-driven bodily activities: the stabilizing core of identity in vital being 1-11 
which is developed through symbolic \unction. 

Instituting bodies Permanent bodies which provide the political interface for on authority by ~5~ 
determining its principal objects including terms of reference, duties, 
powers, strucme, resourcing and staffing. 

Institution 1 )  A set of interactions within sod+ which endure beyond chonges in 
individual porficiption e.g. language, ritual greetings, patterns of family 
living, rules in use, established arrangements, organisations. 

2) Installation of volues: on intentional process in sociol life involving the 1-5[ *L-4@ 41-46 
mutual influence of o communal net of values and principal objects. 1 
3) See: noturol moral insfifution. H" 1 

~nstitutional morality See: societal standard. ~ ~ - 4 ~  1 
- 

Institutional standard See: societal standard. ~ " . 4 ~  

Institutionalization Installing an institution in a social group. I 



Glossary 

Instruction 

- 

1 1  Specification of o purpose in a fom requiring compliance 
2) An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of a 1-6, * 1-5, 
theoretical framework ond the communal net of values. 

3) The expression of a directive. G 3 '  

A )  See: prescription. Y. I 

Integrity I) Wholeness, purity, outhenticity, incorruptibility: the cardinal virtue 1.7 
resulting from successfully resolving the spirituahemporol duoliv when 
using the transcendentalist approach to choice. 

2) Acting in conformance with conviction. ~2~ 

Intellectual 

Intention 

-- 

I ) A member of society who participates through developing and 
expounding ideas. 

21 The role in a movement with the duly to elucidate and systematize its ~5~ 
ideos and so develop a new or existing ideology which provides the 
movement with structure ond identity. 

3 8 

Intentional process Universally required purposetesed social process represented by a H' 
channel connecting centres of purposeformotion. 

Intentionality 11 The experiential capacity for having and acting on values and purposes G-7 
which characterizes social life and generates the social order. 

1 )  The vital motivation which links strdegic objectives in the homework of 1-2 
purpose with image in the framework of experience. 

21 See: purpose. 

2)  Form of satisfaction in social being. L'-V 

2-16 

Interest 

Interdiction The authoritative prohibition given within the approaches to ethical choice H~ 
which captures what is bod and/or wrong. 

1 )  The individua/bosed motivation which links principal object in the 1-4 
lromework of purpose with idea in the homework of experience. 1-IV 

5 

2) See: self-interest. 

Interest group See: vested interests. 

Internal movement A movement occurring wholly within on organization. ~5~ 1 

Internal level A level within a group lor grouping) in a structural hierarchy which has its s ~ '  
own distinct quality depending on its position. S H ~  

Internal priority 1 ) A purpose specifying a degree of emphasis among valid values or 1-3 
actions for immediate use. (Synonyms in common use include: focus, 
criterion, political aim, reason, policy important objectives.) 

20.30 

2) The type of purpose or value whici generotes a personal responsibility G-1 
for alkxoting value in concrete terms now. 

3) Hence: precise quantitative amount of emphasis, vo/ue or resource to 1- 3 
be ossigned to a certain activity. 

Internalized position See: ethical position. G--3 

Intuition The form of experience which underpins the motivation of need and L-V 
enables appreciation of a social volue. 

Intuitionist 1 1 See: imaginist. 

2) See: pragmatist. 

Issue A matter requiring decision because it excites controversy. 

Judgement 1 J The exercise of wisdom and understanding as a basis for action: on 
evaluation or opinion of a situation using the mind. 

2)  Assessing conduct to determine what is right or wrong, just or unjust, G"-4 
using either a minimum standard or an ethical frame of reference. G"-5 

24 
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Judiciary The whole body of professional judges in any legal system: one of the 
three branches of government with the responsibility to decide what the 
law is in courts of justice. 

Justice 11 Fairness; being in occord with what is rightly due: a notion used in a 
wide varieb of ways os indicated below. 

2) The ultimate value underpinning adherence to the ethical frames of G"-5 
reference. 

3) Fairness in a person: the cardinal virtue arising from the resolution of the r-6 
common good - individual outonomy duality when using the legitimist 
approach to ethical choice. 

4) Fair play in decisions, see: natural justice principle. 

5 )  Fair shares of social goods, see: distributive justice 

6) Fair judging procedures, see formal justice. 

7) Fair iudgements, see: substantive justice. 

8) An outcome in which good triumphs over evil, see: divine justice 

Low 1 ) A rule introduced to ensure that all in a social group know and obey Lo-6 
those rules which are essential to maintain a stable sociol order. (Synonyms 
in use include: regulation, edict, statute, canon, ordinance.) 

2) A rule, determined by the law, which constrains the enforcement of rules G"-1 
and which assumes the need foi the social control of sociol control via 
legalized coercion. 

3) The characteristic rule of a governance system. 

41 See: the law. 

5) Academic discipline, body ai knowledge and profession dealing 
primarily with laws and the working of courts of justice. 

6) In science: regularities in nature revealed by empirical inquiry. 

Leader Primal role of any person based on a responsibility to followers for GI  
deciding what is to be achieved now. 

Leadership I) Work required in all organized and natural groups. This work is 1-3 to 1-7 
handled distinctively in the natural social groups emerging from the levels 
of value. 

2) Abstract and usually collective term for the leader role and the person 
or small group occupying it. 

Legal fromework 1 ) See: legal system. 1.6 
2) See: the law. ~ ~ - 5 ~  

Legal imperative See: pragmatic imperative. G-6' 

Legal individual See: idividual (21. 

Legal obligation See: legal responsibility. ~ " . 3 ~  

Legal positivism 1 I An approach to thinking about law based on observation, i.e. statutes 
and court judgements, rather than depending on speculation or reasoning, 
.e.  the laws which ought to be set. Pursuit of this approach divorces the 
law utterly from the morality. 

2) The theoretical and/or ideological basis for pragmatic imperatives. ~ " - 6 '  
3) See: positive law. 

Legal principle A principle which shapes legal decisions so os to protect social institutions G"-25 
on which the community depends, essentially applied to disputes brought 
before courts of justice. 

Legal responsibility A position which orients individuals to fulfilling their legal obligations to ( y - 3 4  

others and to the community. 

Legal right A right which is embodied in the law. ~ - 5 ~  



- -- - - - 

Legal standard I ) See: law. r6 

2) See: legal pr~nciple. ~,, .25 

legal system I ] The lows and legal institutions in a society, including he means for r6 
deciding what rules ore to be enforced and how. 

2) See: governance system. r-Vl 

legislation laws and lawmaking by the government. 

legislature That one of the three branches of government which is responsible for 
posing laws. 

Legitimate I )  Socially valid in the view of an o~~hority which is generally accepted. I 
2) In accord with an accepted rule or principle. 1 
3) Required quality of rules in the sixth internal level of ethical authorities. 

Legitimate power I )  An accepted right essential if on ~~~dividuol is to act within a sociol r - 4  
group. 

2) Power exercised by the government6 citizens or their social bodies which G-6 
builds on or emerges from he general consensus and is buttressed at least 
by legal volidi/y and preferabty also by moral iustifiability and likely 

Level 

Legitimist approach A dean~olcgicol system for e~hical choice k s e d  an the care obligation to l'-6 
set a rule accepted by  he chooser and all others in  he social group. 

A tier in a hierarchy, In the hierarchies in the text, levels correspond to 
qualitatively distinct types of the same thing. 

5-9 

Levels of rule See: hierarchy of ethic01 rules. H3 

Levels of experience See: h;erarchy a\ experience. H' 

Liability A form of right sp i k i ng  a requirement to occept he exercise of power r.4 
by another. 

Liberty 1) The ultimo~e value essential for designing, maintaining and adhering to G.4 
e~hicol standords in society. 

21 As a form of right, see: priv~lege. r - 4  

3) See: {reedam 

Levels of purpose See: hierarchy of purpose. HI 

Levels of value The upper five levels of the hierarchy of purpose. 1.7 to 1-3 

I )  The bounds to whot can realistically be expected of any conceptual 
tml: used in he text b move on b .he next type at a higher or lower /eve1 
in a hierorchy. 

2) See: wlnerobilities. t'-4 

3 

Local government Gavernment of o town or rural distrid which is primarib focussed an 
enabling or ensuring needed services. 

Logic-based value A volue developed in the logic01 mde. 

Logical mode A woy of setting pupses in which mental processes ore rotion01 and H' 
theore~ical, the social orientation is orc-aclive and regulatoty, and the 
output is structured ond static. It is indica~ed by a subscript 1. 

The personal energy ond sociol force released by the value system of a 3 
vibe. 

Maintenance 
-- 

h intention~/ paces in social life i n d i n g  the mutual influence of 
princ~pal objects and s~rotegic obiecties. 



1 ) The handling and control of things, activities and persons to get 
necessary performance in an endeavour or on orgonizotion. 

2) The dynamic mode of self-expression in sw.01 being. L-VI 

3) See: general manogement. ~ 4 '  

Management control Specialized work required for the (unctioning of an ope~otion. ~ 4 '  

Manager Key ro/e in the hierarchy of accountobi/ity within organizations. The 
manager is expected to be both a leader of subordinates and to be on 
ogent and follower of higher managers. 

Mandate See: principl ob@t 1.4 

Manifesto 1 )  Program which o p/iticol party claims i t  will implement fallowing 
election to office. 

21 See: reform agenda. ~3~ 

Manners See: civdity. 

Market 11 A supplyanddemand buyingund-selling arena in which competition G-35 
bebeen individuals occurs leoding to on olloco~ion of gods capble of 
being individually owned [cf. cmmons); hence an issue of distributive iustice. 

2) A social group defined ty the needs of actual and patentiol clients or 1.5 
customers. 

Maxim 1 ) A rule introduced to ensure that all in a social group know and meet L"-5 
the general requiremenk for vifltnus hnctioning. [Synonyms include: 
precept, adage, motto, proverb, saying, truism.) 

2) A rule, determined by an ethical teaching, which constrains people in G"-l5 
their functioning and depends on social pressure for personal contrd via 
moral exhortation. 

3) The characteristic rule of an ethical teaching. L"4 
4) See: virtue. 

Meaning 11 In general: the significance or sense of something, often referring to an 
underly~ng intent. 

2) Symbolized exprience 1.e. formed through the interaction of 
experiencing and anyhing thot can hnction as a symbol. Meaning 
operates in bath the emotional mde  (felt meaning1 and the logico/ mode 
[logical meaning). 

3) Survivol need of sociev met ty people identitying with organized L".Vll 
religion. 

Meaninglessness Signal of dysfunction in transpersonal 6eing. l'-Vll 

b n s  1) A purpose which is the 'how' of amher purpose which is its end, 

21 Hence, may refer to any or 011 of the lower six levels of purpe.  The 
government is therefore the means for the citizenry to exert sovereignb 

31 b s i s  for ensuring su~.val when developing and constituting sovereignty C% 
- to which he counterpt for prcgress is ends. 

41 See: tactico/ obiective. 

Meditation 1) Method to contact ultimafe values and spiritual forces. 1-7 
2) Inner experiential process by which a person may develop convictions ~ * . 2 ~  
and hence hold ~deo/s and determine o vision. 

Member An individual bound to prticipate with others, in a particular social group. 

Membership 1 ) The collectivi~ 01 members in a social group, 

21 The co//ective in an asscciatiofi in distinction to employed staff; ~ 5 '  
especialty used io refer to the constituting bcdy of voluntary oganizations. 

3) The heptadic purpose derivat~v? which requires the exercise of heedom G-7 
by each person to enable the use and evaluation of values, 



Membership right A right which is possessed as a matter of fact by a member of a particular 
sociey and which is, therefore, port of the social structure. 

L"4vl 
Membership The type of social M y  which helps differentiate mciety because it is set Type #8 
assmiation up to promote the distinctive roles, acfivities and interests of its members. 

Membership-centred A categov of social body within which the simplest is a membership 

bC& association, and whose more complex versions are universal institutions, 
ideological and sectional associations, ethical and evangelical bodies. 

35,36 

Mental state 11 A person's felt condition based on inner experiences, especially ideas 
and emat/ons. 

21 The growth-promoting potential a d  source of hope in emotional k i n g  l'-Ill 
which enables development of an identity based on W i l y  states. 

~- - 

Mess 1 )  A system of interacting problems. 

2) %cia1 reality as perceived without a hearetical filter. 

Meta-ethical design Ethical design of a framewad which can be used to devebp models, 
purticular~ in the sphere of person01 conduct and social organization. 

Meta-ethics Theoretical branch of moral philosophy which focuses on the meaning of 
terms and nature of assumptions used in discourse about ethical matters. 

11.13 

Mentolily 1 )  Mind-set: a quasiuutamatic way of thinking, voluing and acting. It is an 

effect of ~ i a l ~ z a t i a n  based on educcz~ian, &artation and activities 
requiring conformify. 

21 The inner correlate of an appm&. GP 
31 The inner correlate of a cultural e k .  ~ ~ - 3 ~  

3 2 
23 

Militant 1 1  An aggressive activist. I 

Meta-mdel See: framework. 

Meticu~ousness ~rupulousness, careful precision: the ethical disposition which supprts r.1 
adherence to prescriptions. 

21 See: organizer. 

16,17 

Mind 1 )  Used in a mony ways, but generally refers to a nonmaterial entity which 
contains consciousness (thoughts, feeltngs, meanings wishes &c) and which 
is not reducible to the brain or physidcgical processes. 

21 See: mental state. l'.lll 

Mind-set See: mentality. 

Minimum standard A baseline below which a social ideofity is viobted, see: ehical standard. C . 4  1 24 

Mission 

- - 

The direction which unifies prticipnts' wholehearted efforts in an 
edeowr .  

Mob rule An inflamed ppulace which violates the low and ignores the government. G-6 1 39 
- - -  

Mobilization regime G ~ r n m e n t  in a single p t i y  state unified by a religious or ideolagical 
doctrine, legitimated by mass action and supprted by repression of dissent. 

M d e  

1 )  An understanding, often of a mess. 

21 A map 01 systemic account of an entily, event or situation. 

1 1  A state of being or manner of use of a hing hat dws not belong to its 
essence and so may & changed without destroying it .  Some types of 
purpose, rules and authorities exist in distinct modes. 

21 Hence, a way of selecting, setting and using a p u p =  involving the H' 
mental process, social orientation and form of specification. 

42-45 



Moderation Avoidance of extremes: the cardinal virtue resulting from successfulty 
resolving the changecontinuity duality in the conwntionolist approach to 
ethical choice. 

Monad 
-- 

A group equivalen~ to a single level in a hierarchy. A seven level hiefarchy 18,28 
contains seven monads, Monads generate distinctions essential far defining $3 1 
responsibil;~ ond outhari~y. 

Monarch I) One who is the sole ruler in he state: sometimes contrasted with a bran1 

2) In earlier times, a divine representative ond epitome of the morality. ~ - 5 ~  
3) Symbolic head of a society capable of unilying its members despite G-62 
differences based on genes, personalities, practicalities, plitics or legalities, 

-- - 

Monarchy Farm of government in which a single person, usually titled King or Queen, 
is supreme. 7 

Motivation 

Moral 1 ) See: ethical. 

An inner self~onsciaus tendency to action. It can be hierarchicalty analysed HI 

to correspond to and provide a link beheen the hierarchies of experience H2 
a d  purpxe. Seconda~~ and tertiary hierarchks correspond to ehical H3 
aspirations and ehical dispitions respectively. 

2) See: morality 

3) See: morals. 

Moral code 1) See; papular morality. r.11 
2) See: the morality. G"-s3 

Moral cammunily I )  A community, not necessarily or usually territorial, which is defined by 1"-5, G"-1 ' 
adherence 10 a code of ethics, on ethical teaching, or the morality. Gm.s3 
2) The willing recipienl of moral imperatives. G"d2 

2,16 

Moral doctrine A set or system of ethical rules needed to teach and underpin the morality G"-53 
of a socieb and invariably found in a re/igion. 

Moral imperative An ethical imperative which regulates demands for obedience generated G'-6' 
by a member of a group, and so maintains a morol community. 

Moral institution I )  Any institution devised for an ethical purpose. 

2) See: natura/ moral insli/ution. 

Moral law I ) law implied by the morality a followed by a moral communi/y, and ~ ~ - 5 ~  
therefore a matter for each person. 

2) See: natural law. 

Moral order I ) See: the morality. ~ ~ - 5 ~  
2) See: cul/ural &ic. ~ ~ - 3 ~  
3) See: h e  ethical order. G'-7' 

Moral philosophy A subdiscipline within the academic discipline of philosophy which deals 
with eth~cs. 

Moral right A right iudged to be fair according to the morality or a moral doctrine G"75 
within a particular scciety, and which may or may not be accepted 
according to /he law or the custom. 

Moral value I) An ethical rule, often a maxim, which may or may no1 be valued within 
a particular society. H3 I 
2) Rules within the moral/ty. G'-53 1 25 

3) See; papular morali~. l".lIl 



~oral i ty  11 See: ethics. 

2) See: popular mraliy. l- - 
3) See: minimum standard. G.' 

41 See: the morality G".5 
- -- -- 

Morals 1) Ethic01 hobits and manners* usuolty focused on populor morality. 

21 See: ethics. 

Movement 1 ) The dynamic form of selfexpression in vital being. l'- 

2) See: a movement. G5 

Movement 
organization 

A loosely structured network of cells with o cmrdinoting headquarters G5 
enabling the arganlzers o d  grass roofs to keep in touch with each o~her 
and so help spread the values of the movemeni. 

Mundane See: temporal. 

Mutuality I The basis of entry and prticiption within a community. 1.: 
2) The static form of selfexpression within relational being. r.1 

M h  Theory, usualty within o religion and &en in narrative form, incorparoting 
symkdic truths which mointain person01 ident~ty a d  ensure survival of a 
community. 

Nation 1) A large tribe occupying a territory whose members share o common 
longuoge, history, tradition, religion ond culture - and hence common 
communal ideals. 

21 See: nai~amtaie. 

31 See: society. 

Nation-state A stote which is simultaneously o naticn i.e. o fusion of cultural ond 
poliiical structures which maximizes loyalty ond identity. 

Natural lustice 1) Fair play in decisions. G*.? 
2) Justice whose origin o d  value is c b i d  to arise from the nature ol 
humonity ond society. 

-- 

Naturol iustice A principle which shapes the expression of foil pluy in miety and which G"-2 
principle is needed to guide the design and use of other sorts of principles. 

Natural law A controversial but enduring notion thot natural justice princ~ples or moral 
laws exist which are volid independently of any positive law ond which 
silently legitimate the binding force of positive law. 

Natural moral A societal institution enabling social king, and ossocioted with o HI 

institution choracteristic ethical rule. A distinct form develops to support each of the 
seven apprmches to identity develop men^. 

Natural right 11 A right held to exist as p r t  of humon nature. 

2) Used in philosophy 05 a synonym of moral righi or human right principle, 
- 

Natural social group A social group whose existence ond noture is built around o level of 1.3 to 1-; 
volue. 

N d  1) The relotion01 motiwtian which link social wlues in the framework o\ 1.: 
purpose with inh~ition in the fromework of exprience. 1.' 

2) h: identity &ve. t- 

3) See: esseniial supp/ies. k 

4) See: sociol value. 1.: 
5) See: highlighted social need. 1.5 

Negativity The relotion between separate tribes or between odherenis of distinct L i  
ideologies within o domain. 
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Nested hierarchy A hierarchy which exists wholly within a level of another hierarchy When 
nesting occurs in hierarchies in the text, i t  is typically wihin the sixth level. 
(Note that the lower six levels of a structural hierarchy also contain nested 
hierarchies.) 

Network Elements loosely linked together without the need for a cleor boundary. If 
tightly linked and bounded, then the network is equivalent to a system. 

Non-conformist One who refuses to follow the rules of good practice. G-3' 

Objective 1) A purpose at one of the lowsr two levels in the hierarchy, i.e. either 1-2 & 1-1 
sfraIegic or tactical. 

2) Loosely used as synonymous with any form of purpose. H' 

Obligation I I In social terms: whot one is bound to do, or what ought to be done. 

2 3 

Norm 1 )  Refers loosely to values, altitudes and rules associated with membership 
of a social group. 

2) See: convention. r .2 

Obedience 1 1 The ethical disposition which supports adherence to laws. 1̂ 6 
2) The essence and rationale for ethical imperorives and the basis of G'6 
continuity for an ethical order. 

2) In personal terms (i.e. inner obligation): the social motivation which 14 
links value systems in the framework of purpose with identification in the L-V 
framework of experience. 

3) See: duty. 

16,17 

26 

Official religion 11 Religion endorsed by the sla:e and therefore seen as the source of the 
morality in that society. 

2) See: organized religion. L'-'ill 

Operotion(s) 1) The domain of functioning of a social body requiring continuing work to 
maintain performance which efficiently produces valued outputs. 

Operational A statement of what is intended by ond expected of an operation in a G 4  ' 
programme coming period, usually a year, with given resources. 

Operational objective 1 1  A purpose defined within the operotion. G 4  ' 

21 The subsidiary business or that part of a hrm which actually produces 
the goods or services in contrast to the headquarters which raises finance, 
provides guidance and plans the future. 

2) See: tactical objective. 1- 1 

Operative See: agent. GI 

k- 

Opportunist A decision system, ohen described as pragmatic, which emphasizes 
decision-making seizing opportunities a d  taking small incremental steps. It corresponds to 

the pragmatist approach to ethical choice. 

Opposition 1) The relationship which links factions within an association or endeavour. 1-3 1 3 
2) The natural reaction to change or the assertion of new or alien values G3 
which can only be handled ond overcome by gaining political support. 

Option 1 1  An alternative for choice. 

2) See: strofegic obf'ective. 1-2 



Glossary 

Order 1 )  Reduction or removal of dispute or confusion through ranking: a 
characteristic property of values. 

2) The absence of chaos and arbitrary interference in society due to G - 7  
individuals adhering to certain rules and ethical authorities and obeying 
established authorities. 

3) See: the ethical order. G~V-71 

4) Survival need of society met by its members' identification with the 1'-IV 
social structure and by the provision of a legal system supporting that 
structure 

5) A system of rules. 

6) A system of values and objectives, see: the social order. ~ 7 '  
7) See: ethical frames of reference. G"-5 

8) An instruction in an organization: or a decision in a court of justice. 

9) A form of social body. 

Organization 1 ) The stable form of self-expression in social being. 

2) As in political organization, see: the government. 

3) As in social organization, see institution. 

4) See: an organization. 

5) See: on enterprise. 

6) See: social body. 

Organizational identity The nature of an organization as expressed by its functioning. G4 

Organizational morality See: organizational standard. ~,,.42 

Organizational See: Internal movement 
movement 

Organizational role I ) In relation to a post or project within on organization or to an ~2~ 
orgonizotion's part in a wider network, see: role (3). 

2) See: post. 1-4 

Organizational An individual standard held by an organization. ~ ~ c . 4 2  
standard 

Organized religion The natural moral institution which maintains a consensus in society on r -V l l  
solutions to the great mysteries of humcn existence. 

Organizer The role in a movement with the duty to ensure its impact by arranging ~5~ 
relevant activities. 

Orientation 1 ) Getting bearings on any thing, situation or idea: a characteristic 
property of values. 

2) The social process involving accommodation and clarilication by which 1-4 + 1-3 
principal objects generate internal prfo'ities and influence heir definition. 

Orthodoxy 11 Doctrine or theoretical homework, and hence its dedicated adherents. 1-6, 
2) Source of pressure in designing an approach. ~ - 2 ~  

Outcast One who is rejected by society followiqg transgression of on accepted G'-33 
cultural ethic or endorsement of a new ethic. 

Outcome See: strategic objective. 1-2 

Outlaw One who rejects certain legal responsibilities and octs accordingly without G"-34 

ethical justification. 

Outsider 1 ) One who does not accept the rules of the prevailing ethic but still G"-33 

participates. 
2) One who may have an interest in the workings of an autonomous G 5  
endeavour, but is not directly involved on a daily basis. Hence, the notion 
of an outsider compartment. 
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Participant Prim01 role of ony person based on a responsibility to the community to 3 1 
recognize what each ond oil in the community need. 

G 1 5 ~  pp 

Over-riding priority Internal priority creoted in the emotional mode. L-3E 

Owner See: proprietor. 

Participation I I The identity drive in social being. I V i  

21 Basis for ensuring survival when developing and cloiming membership G 7  
- to which the counterpart for progress is dissociation. 

41-46 

2) An assmiation of two or more persons to run a business in which they ~ 5 '  
share expenses and profits/losses: hence a form of enterprise distinguished 
from a company or corporation. 

Passion The personal energy and social force released by an internal priority and 1.3 
used by a faction. 

Partisanship The basis of cohesion within a faction. 1-3 

Partnership I ) The bosis of cohesion within on association. 1-4 

Peace 

3 

3 

The ultimate value linked to adherence to ethical rules and respect for 
primal authorities. 

Peaceful coexistence 1 1  Minimum requirement for social life within and between stotes 

21 See: coexistence. 

Pentad A group of live odjocent levels in a hierarchy. A seven level hierarchy 
contains three pentads 

Person 1 1 A living entity with the capacity for selfdefinition. Used in the text with 
a focus on social being. 

21 See: individual. 

3) See: human being. G V  

Personal energy A mental state released by values thot enables any person and the social 
groups to which they belong to achieve things. 

Personal identity I I See: human identity. 

2) See: individual being I IV  I 
Personal morality See: personal standard. G"-4^ 

Personal pressure I I A force felt within oneself which influences on conduct. 

21 A force to be distinguished from personal control and sociol pressure r - 4  
which is ihe bosis for compliance with rights. 

Personal responsibility 1 )  Essential supplies to maintain social being. L'-VI 1 I 1 

Philosophical analysis See: dialogic inquiry. 1 

2) Provision of responsibility in relation to each of the levels of purpose: G l  
and associated with a characteristic primal role. 

Personal standard An individual standard held by o person. ~ - 4 ^  

Philosophy 

3 1 

24 

I I Academic study of the notu-e of reality through the use of reasoning 
ather than experiment. 

2) See: value system. 

3) See: ethical teaching. 

41 See: the moroli/y 

51 See: business philosophy. 

61 See: moral philosophy. 



Glossary 

Physical environment The material world of energy and information which gives rise to sensation 1'4 
and in which each person is inextricably embedded. 

Plan 1 1  The direction which orgonizes essen~ial tasks and resource use in a time G-2' 
schedule. 

21 See: programme. I 
31 See: planning. I 

Planning I I Type of specialized work required to assist in decisions about growth. ~4~ 1 
2) A specialist discipline required to assist line-managers or general ~ 4 '  
managers in lofge orgonizotions by systematizing operotions, proposing 
developments and enobling implementation. 
3) Developing a plan. ~ 2 '  

Polarization I] Creation of opposites: one of the characteristic properties of values. 

2) Movement of o person or sociol group to an extreme or opposing 
position or view with respect to others. 

Policy 1 ) The direction developed to coordinate leaders' independent decisions G-22 
in a problematic situation. 

2) A term used loosely for olmost any sort of purpose or derivative. 

3) See: social policy. G"-2- 

41 See: principle. G"-2 

Policy issue An issue which calls f o ~  the formulation of a policy to resolve it. ~ 2 '  

Political I] Any process in which there ore equally valid alternative values and o 
need to win support in favour of one of these. Hence the required quality 

SH' 

of purposes in the third internal level of purpose derivatives 
2) Associated with governing a state 01 lerritord community. G-61 
3) Used, often derogatively, to describe decisions or situations in which 
partisanship leads to principles being denied or ignored. 

Political aim See: internal priority. 1-3 

Political arena The conceptuol sociol space which the government and the citizenry need G-6 
so that issues affecting society such as communal needs, public interest 
decisions, social responsibili~ and individual freedom may be debated. 

Political class See: ruling class. 

Political organization See: government. G-6' 

Political party Ideological assxiations which compete for power in society by formulating 
social goals, selecting and using ideologic01 pri'nciples, articulating interests, 
recruiting individuals for political activity, and mobilizing people in support 
of their volues. 

Popular morality The noturol moral institution which maintains a consensus in society on the L"-ll 
right onitudes in regard to the use of o person's body. 

Popular movement See: a movement. ~5~ 1 
Popular sovereignty An arrangement where the citizenry is responsible for the rules used in &6 

society and for installing the government, usually opposed to an 
arrangement where the government is viewed as ruling the people. 

Position 1 I Stotus in a tribe. 1-6 

21 See: post. 

3) See: ethic01 position. G"-3 

3 
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Positive law I1 law which is laid down as o command by the regime in office and 
which is unerfy distinct from ethics or laws defined by a moral community. 
Associated with the writings ofJohn Austin and Hans Kelsen. 

2) See: legal positivism. 

Positivity A positive attitude: the relation bebeen separate communities (including 1-5 
their members) who share similor social volues. 

Post 1 )  An office to be filled by a person and found in an organization. It is 
defined by its distinctive duties and authority which relate it to other posts. 

2) See: role. 

Potentials What moy emerge from an entity or situation: the constraint in the L'-3 
pragmatist approach to ethical choice which is counter-balanced by the 
aspiration to pursue on ideal. 

Power I] The ability of a person, social body or group to influence the actions of 
others in order to reolize their own prpses. 

2) A right indicating that one con act and implying that others must accept r - 4  
this. 

3) See: legitimate power. 

4) For different types, see ethical frames of reference. 

Practice 1 )  Regular activities, or rules gsverning those activities. 

2) See good practice. 

Pragmatic I ) Loosely used to imply the need to get action and rapid benefit without 
much concern for overarching values, ethical demands, longterm 
objectives or rational inquiry 

21 See: pragmatism 

Pragmatic See: opportunist decision-making. 
decision-making 

Pragmatic imperative Categorical imperative which 'egulates demands for obedience generated G"-6' 
by the rulers of a society, ond so maintains its political nature. 

Pragmatism I) Philosophical doctrine ossocioted with the work of certain American 
philosophers, especially William James, C.S. Peirce and John Dewey. 

2) Basis for ensuring survival when developing and holding purposes - to GI 
which the counterport for progress is principles. 

Pragmatist 1) Abnager who gets rapid action by using gut-feelings and spotting 
opportunities for incremental progress. 

2) Adherent to the pragmatist approach. 

Pragmotist approach A ideologic01 system for ethical choice based on the core obligation to L'-3 
pursue values which ore preferred by the chooser, bring some generol 
benefit, and can be easily applied. The injunction is to choose what is 
oopropriate. 

Preaching Technique required to communicate o vision. G4-' 

Preference The influence of a value on a choice or decision 

Prescription I ) A rule used to ensure that oil know and follow certain behaviours strictly L"-1 
as specified. [Synonyms in common use include. instruction, requirement, 
protocol, directive.) 

21 A rule. determined by community leaders, which constrains people to G"- I 
act in certain ways and permits the application of direct social control or 
impersonal command. 

31 The chorocteristic rule of formal etiquette. L- - 

Pressure See: social pressure. 



Glossary 

Primal authority Universally found source of authority in communities; seven types in all, G- I 
eoch associated with a particular type of rule. 

Primal role Universally found social role; seven types in all, each associated with G l 
responsibility for setting o particular vpe of purpose. 

Primary community A territoriollydefined community. 1-5 

Primary task See: principal object. 1-4 

Primitive society A society characterized by the absence of: writing, formal organizations, 
a dedicated judiciary. 

Principal object 11 A purpose specifying on oc~ivity which defines the identity of on 1-4 
endeavour. (Synonyms in common use include: aims, objects, function, 
service, brief, terms of reference, mandote, task, primary task, mission.) 

2) The type of purpose or value which generates o personal responsibility G-1 
for owning what is to be achieved oterall. 

-- - 

Principle A commonly used term with a wide variety of meanings, many of which 
are given specific lobels in the text. 

1 )  A value used for guidance, as distinguished from purposes which ore 
definitive or rules which ore binding. 

2) See: ethical principle. G - 2  

3) See: dominant belief. 1% 

4) See: rule. V -6 

5) See: maxim. r - 5  

61 See: absolute. 1'-7 
7) See: standard. 

8) See: internal priority. 1.3 

9) See: policy. G22 

Principles Basis for ensuring progress when developing and holding purposes - to G l 
which the counterpart for survival is pragmatism. 

Priority 
- - 

1)  A selected option i.e. a particular task or activity in on endeavour which 1-3 
is being given importance. 

2) See: internal priority. 1-3 

Privilege A right expressing a permission ro act. 1"-4 

Programme I I See: operational programme. G 4 '  

2) See: development programme. ~4~ 

3) See: plan. G 2 '  

Progress Continuing improvement: aspiration and potential when realizing values, 
hence part of o duality whose other sole is survival. 

SH' 

Project management A method for organizing on achievement which requires the cooperation 
of numbers of people. it is based on cbrifying and setting purposes and 
schedules and ensuring that these ore adhered to. 

Promotional group The type of social body which strengthens society because i t  is set up to Type #9 
focus and shope some aspect of its social life. 

Propagation An intentional process in social life involving the mutual influence of o 1-5, Ã‘L-4 
theoretical framework ond principal objecfs. 

Proposal I] The expression of on initiative, which should be costed. ~3~ 
2) See: plan. G 2 '  

Proprietor 1 )  One who has the exclusive right to the use or disposol of a business. 

2) See: constituting body. ~ 5 '  
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Protocol 1 ) A sequential set of tactical objectives or tasks. 

21 An organized set of prescriptions. 

31 Required ceremony or ritual, see: formal etiquette 

Prudence Ability to discern the surest and most politic course of action: the cardinal 1-3 
vjrtue resulting from successfully resolving the ideals-potentiols duality when 
using the pragmatist approach to ethical choice. 

Public agency An organization set up by the government to serve the common good. 11 ~ 5 '  
takes one of two forms: either an enterprise which provides services (e.9. GS2 
educotion] or products (e.g. coirage); or an authority which determines 
and preserves current social values. 

Public body An organization, either governmental or private and membershipcentred, 
which is created to serve the common good. 

Public figure Elected or emergent communal leaders and opinion-formers 

Public interest See: common good 

Public opinion Basis for compliance with conventions. G. I 2 

Public policy See. social policy. G-22 

Public relations Specialized work required to handle communications within and without ~4~ 
an organization, whose effectiveness depends on clarity about its identity 
and culfure. 

Public service 1 Service piovided by a governmental body, hence may refer to a public 
agency. 

21 Service provided by a firm for the common good and from which i t  
does not profit directly 

Purpose 11 A statement that specifies a future state of affairs and so helps bring i t  ti' 
about. There are a vast variety cf synonyms in common use, most of which 
have been given specialized definitions in this Glossary. General terms 
which remain include: aim, end, goal, intent. 

2) The monodic elements which define responsibilities when acting, so G- 1 
ensuring that values can be chosen, affirmed and pursued in a social 
context. 

- 

Purpose derivative Purposive entities which are developed by conjoining two or more SH' 
adiacent levels of purpose and which together form a structural hierarchy. 

Purposiveness See: intentionafily. l'-Vl 
- - 

Quandary The inevitable problem when implementing an ethical choice which is H~ 
characteristically different in each of the seven approaches. 

Quango Acronym for 'quosiuutonomous non-governmental organization' set up by ~ 5 '  
statute to serve the public interes: either as an enterprise or as an authority. ~5~ 

Radical 1 Touching on what is essential or fundamental and hence typically 
progressive, unorthodox or revolutionary. 

2) One who views existing society as unjust and affirms a new distributive G"-35 
justice position. 

Rank-and-file See: grass roots. GS^ 



Glossary 

Rational 1) In ethical choice: the injunction to be reosonoble characterizes the 1- 1 
ro!ionolist approach. 

2) Rational decisions we explainable in terms of purpose and volue 

3) Rational inquiry is associated with the use of concepts and analysis. 

41 Rational judgement or authority is associated with the low. G"-52 

5) A characteristic quolity of principal objects, and hence the required SH' 
quality of purposes in the fourth intern01 level of purpose derivatives. 

Rationalist approach 1 )  A teleologic01 system for ethical choice based on the core obligation to L'-1 
meet procticol objectives which are self-evidently sensible and worthwhile 
to the chooser. The injunction is to choose what is reasonable. 

2) An opproach to decisionmoking based on using volues, setting priorities 
and devising strategies and plons. 

3) An inquiring system based on stating assumptions, developing concepts, 
and performing logicol analyses. 

Realities 1) The constraint in the rotionalist approach to ethicol choice which is 
counter-balanced by the aspiration to find solutions. 

2) The context of ehical choice and social action, which may be construed 
in either temporal or spiritual terms or o synthesis of these. 

3) See: reality. 

Reality 1 )  What exists: which is defined differently according to assumptions within H" 
the various approaches to identity development. 

21 See: realities. I 
3) See: Absolute Reality. 1 

Recklessness 

Reason 1) An ultimate value inspiring the philosopher, the 18th century age of 1-7 
enlightenment and modern science. 

2) See: politico1 aim. 1-3 

Re-ossertion The sociol process involving evaluation and imposition which results from L-3 -. L- 1 
internal priorities generoting tactical objectives and influencing their 
definition. 

Receptivity The stabilizing core of identity in sensory being which is developed by L'-l 
activity. 

-- - 

lock of core for consequences: the cordinol vice 
resolve the ideals-potentials duality when using the progmotist approach 
to ethicol choice. 

4 1,42 

11,13 

Recognition Noticing and affirming person01 copcities ond potentials; the essential 1 1  
supplies to support relation01 being. 

Reconciliation The relationship which links differing social groups by recognizing their 17 
common humanity and appealing to ultimate values. 

Reflection Essential for working with convictions, especially dealing with objections GP 
to them. 

Reformers 

3 

3 2 

Reflective awareness Essential requirement for ethicol design. 

Reform agenda A set of proposals for change which are the expression of a crusade. ~3~ 

Porticioants, often activists in reform-generating orgonizotions, seeking 
changes within their community. 

3 3 

Reform-generating A category of sociol body within which the simplest is a promotional 
organization group, and whose more complex versions are universal institutions, 

ideological and section01 associations, evangelical organizations and 
reforming ogencies. 

35,36 
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Reforming agency A social body which primarily seeks to strengthen society, but also 
provides services. 

Regulation I I See: rule. H~ 
2) See: low. r-6 
3) See: system of regulations. r-6 

Rqulotor See: on authority. 

Regulatory authority See: an authority. ~5~ 

Relational being The approach to identity development which assigns primocy to intuition. L'-V 
is driven by selluctualization, and requires provision of recognition within 
a relationship. 

Religion 1) A codification of the spiritual dimension of human existence which is 
institutionalized via ethical, experiential, mythical, theoretical, ritual and 
organizational components. 

2) See: organizd religion. r'-Vll 

3) See: official religion. 

41 See: church. 

Relocation of feelings The dynamic form of self-expression in emotional being. L'-Ill1 1 2 

Representative An individual or organization which stands for or speaks on behalf of 
another individual or social group. 

Representative 1 ) See: guardian institutions 
mechanisms 2) See: political arena. 

Resolution An intentional process in sociol life involving the mutual influence of an L-3p * ~1-2o 
over-riding priority and strategic objectives. 

Resource Concrete value allocated by internal priorities. 1-3 1 1 

Respect 1) The ethical disposition which snsures ihat rights ond duties are fulfilled. F-4 

2) The essential supplies to support individual being. L'- IV 

3) Required attitude toward the rules in the first (bottom) internal level of the 5 ~ 3  
ethical authorities. 

4) See: ceremonial respect. l'-I 

Responsibility A very general term essential to ethics and social life, but used with o 
variety of different connotations. 

1 ) The requirement to fulfil an obligation. 

2) As in 'responsible for': see power. r - 4  

3) As in 'responsible to': see occountability. 

4) The essential supplies to support sociol being. rVI1 11 

51 As in 'sense of responsibility': see obligation 121. 1-6 1 
61 In a job or oiganizalion: see duties. 

7) See: duly. 

8) See: legal responsibility. 

91 See: personal responsibility. 

10) See: sociol responsibility. 

Results 1 Changes in the external world consequent on activity 

21 See: achievement. 

Revelation The highly personal social process involving illumination and illusion by 1-7 -* 1-6 
which ultimate values generote value systems or influence their definition. 

4 1.42 



Glossary 

2) As 11) but restricted to whot is due to someone or can be claimed by 
someone i.e. seen as the counterpart to duty or responsibility. 

Ls-4 I 
Right I) A rule introduced to ensure that oil in a social group know and respect L"-4 

what is due to or from someone in o sociol setting; so the term embraces 
duties and related notions like power, privilqe, immunity, disability and 
liability. 

31 A rule, determined by closs power, which constrains people's sense of G"- 1 
entitlement and which depends on recognizing special interests and 
personally applying pressure. 

4) The characteristic rule of the socia1 structure. 1.-IV 

16,17 

5 )  What is correct or proper 1i.e. the opposite of wrong): the positive 
deontological injunction defining the abstract focus of ethics. 

Ritual I ]  A prescribed act repeatedly performed fw its symbolic function as part 
of a ceremony. 

2) See: prescription. 1.- 1 

Role 1) The port which one undertakes to ploy in a sociol relationship. 

2) The stabilizing cwe of identity in &a/ being which is developed S-VI 
through exposure to situations. 

3) The direction which identifies o port's contribution to the performance of ~ - 2 ~  
o whole. 

4) See: communol role. G"-32 

5) See: primal role. G l 
6) See: social role. 

7) See: emotional role. l'-Ill 

8) See: pat. 

Rule 1)  Authoritative statements which govern individual conduct rules may be 
divided into constitutive rules (which set up the social field) and regulative 
rules {which determine operation within it). 

2) An ethical stotement which governs individuol conduct within a H~ 
community - see: ethicol rule. 

3) The product of the legitimist approach. l'd 

Rule derivative An ethical arrangement which is developed by conjoining two or more sH3 
adjacent levels of ethicol rule - see: ethicol authority 

Rule-based authority See: ethical authority. sH3 

Ruler 1 ) The person or social body thot can exert supreme power in society. 

2) See: the government. G-6' 

3) See: guardian. G-6 

Ruling 1) Judicial decision or authoritative pronouncement. 1 
2) Act of governing, presumably because its essence involves setting and (2-6 ' 
enforcing rules and making authoritative pronouncements. 

3) See: directive. ~ 3 '  
- ~ -- - --- 

Ruling class Sub-group of citizens whose members hobi~ually fill top positions in the 
government and usually dominate economic life os well. (Synonyms in use 
include: power elites, the establishment, the political closs.) 

- 

Secondary community Communities formed when ony set of people interact over time for o 
particular purpose other than in the course of their doily life e.g. within an 
organization. 

1 )  Visionary or prophetic individual capable of affirming and upholding GI' 
ultimate values: cf. spiritual leader. 

2) Spiritual interpreter and judge for the morality. ~ - . 5 3  

3 1 

25 
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Secretariat The odministrotive staff within or authority which serves the council in all ~ 5 '  
procticol aspects and must recommend detailed appropriate and feasible 
decisions. 

Secretary 1 1  Chief officer of a secretariat. ~ 5 '  
21 One of the top officers: eithe~ in on enterprise (e.g. o company secretory ~ 5 '  
assists the governing body), or in the executive wing of government (eg. 
permonent/depuiy/ under/assistant secretaries in the civil service assist 
ministers of stole]. 

Sectional association A social body which primarily seeks to differentiate its members in order to Type #3 
provide services for them and to generate reforms on their behalf. 

Self 1 ] The experiential essence of a person. 

2) Inner experiential entity holding each person to account os o responsible GI' 
individuol within society. 

3) See: human identity. H' 

41 See: the self. l'-i\< 

Self-actualization The identity drive in relational being. V-\ 

Self-command See: self-control. 

Self-control I] Appropriote handling of one's feelings and wishes: the essential 
requirement for ethical conduct. 

21 Requirement for engaging with tactical objectives. 1- I 

Self-determination I I See: self-government. 

21 See: enlightenment 131 
31 See: autonomy. 

41 See: freewill. 

Self-development 11 Growth of the selfoi development of a humon identity. H' 

21 In regotd to sociol being: effect of engoging with social values. G I !  

Self-esteem The identity drive in individual being l-I\ 

Self-expression Property of human identity which manifests distinctively in each approach 
to identity development. 

Self-discipline See: self-control 

Self-government 11 See: autonomy. 

2) See: government. 

31 See: self-control. 

Self-interest 11 The pursuit of one's own proh, benefit or advantage; so viewed as the 
key incentive in much economic theory. Often confused with selfishness ot 
used pejoratively to suggest the exclusion of any concern for others. 

2) Requirement for engaging wi'h principl objects. 1-4 

3) See: individualist approach. L'-4 

Selflessness Effect of engaging with ulttmate values. 1-7 

Self-realization See: selhactualizotion. \' -\ 
- 

Self-regulation 11 Responsible action in o community involving adherence to the spirit of a 
relevant code of ethics; in business, often ensured by o self-regulatory 
organizolion. 

2) Use of maxims. 1'-5 

Self-regulatory An authority which is set up by an industry or profession to serve the GS ' 
organization public interest. 



Glossary 

Sensation The form of experience which underpins the motivation generated by 1-1 
oworeness ond enables pursuit of tactical objectives. 

Sense of responsibility 1 1 See: obligation f2f. 1-6 

21 See: personal responsibility. G l 

Sensory existence See: sensory being. 1-1 

2,lO 
16 

3) See: social responsibility. 

Sensory being The approach to identity development which assigns primacy to sensation L'-l 
is based in maintaining equilibrium, ond requires provision of stimulation. 

Sensory reality 1 ) See: physical environment. 1 

10-13 
16 

2) See: sensory being. r-I 

Service 1 ) Tangible good, usually contrasted with a product. based on doing 
something that helps or benefits or satisfies someone. 

2) See: principal object. 1-4 1 
31 See: on organization I 

Shareholder A volun~ory body formed to enable shareholders in a company to exert 
association their constitutive duties and rights in dealing with the board. G 5 '  

Service organization The type of sociol body which sustains society because it is set up to do Type # I 0  
or produce specific things of tangible value as cheaply os possible. 

Shareholders Owners and hence the constituting body of a company. ~ 5 '  

Side See: faction. 1-3 1 

35,36 

3 8 

Siding Taking sides: the basis of entry and participation within a faction. 

Situation 1) All relevant aspects of the immediate, evolving and therefore transient 
circumstances: the context for systemic decisionmaking 

Slogan The expression of a campiqn, which should be memorable. ~ 3 ~ 1  33 

2) The growth-promoting potential and source of hope in social being 1'-VI 
which enables the development of rote. 

Social Relating to members of a social group or the group as a whole. I 

1 1.1 3 

Social being The approach to identity development which assigns primacy to 
identification, is driven by participation in sociek. and requires provision 
of responsibility. 

Social body 1 ) An organized entity with a defined identity built around principal objects, 
existing independently in scciety and responsible for itself 

I 35,36 

21 See: on organization. 

Social class 1 ) Those members of society who fi t  within a porticulor category and exert G"- 1 
greater or lesser influence as a consequence, but who do not constitute o 
notural social group. 

2) Occupational and socio-economic categorization of people, given much 
significonce in the sociol sciences. 

Social domain See: domain. 

Social existence See: social being. L'-VI 

Social force 11 A nonphysical force based in personal energy that operates at the level H' 
of the sociol group and generates consequences for all within it and even 
beyond. 

2) See: cultural force. Sli3 

3) See: social pressure. 

3 
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Social group 1 ) A collection or categorization of people sharing certain purposes or 
characteristics. 

21 See: natural social group. 

3) See: social class. G,.. 1 A 

Social identity 1 )  Identity defined in terms of social being. 

2) What minimum standards seek to protect. 

Social imperative See: pragmatic imperative. G"-6' 

Social institution See: institution. 

Social justice See: distributive justice. G'-35 1 
Social movement See: a movement. ~5~ 

Social need 1 ] See: social value. 1-5 

2)  See: highlighted social need. L-5p 

Social practice See: good practice. 

Social order 1 )  See: the social order ~ 7 '  
21 See: order. 

Social policy Refers loosely to all or port of a government initiative to alter social ~ ' . 2 ~  
conditions based on one or more social policy principles with or without 
legislation. 

Social policy A principle which shapes attitudes and organisations so that members' G'-2'- 
principle needs are met and which is essential to guide the handling of interactions 

which mediate hese personal and communal needs. 

22  

Social pressure A force from or towards others in society generally which is aimed at 
altering an individual's conduct, essential for compliance with ethical rules 
which sustain society. 

Social process A functional regularity, repetitive activity or flow of events in social life. 

Social role 1 ) The part played by a member or social body in a particular social group. 

2) See: primal role. Gl 
3) See: communal role. G"-32 

15,2l 

Social responsibility 1 An experiential state associated wih one's identity as a social being I'M 
which leads to responsible partt-ipation in society and acceptance of a 
wide variety of legal and non-legal obligations. 

21 A type of cuhwal e~hic, voluntarist, philanthropic or humanitarian in (3"-33 
nature, which is typically promo,ed as a countervailing force to a libertarian 
or individualist ethic. 

31 See: legal responsibility. G"-34 

Social structure The natuiol moral institution which maintains a consensus in society on its L"-IV 
proper boundaries and internal differentiation. 14-16 

1 1  

Social value 1 )  A purpose specifying a freely shared need-bosed va/ue serving a 
specific community. (Synonyms in common use include: value, need, social 
god, basic value, bonner goal, core value, ideal.] 

L e 5 ~  1-4 

2) The type of purpose or volue which generates a personal responsibility G-1 
for recognizing what each and all in the community need. 

3) A potential good in which possibilities for realization are left open. 1-5 

3 1 



Glossary 

1 )  The way that members acquire behaviours and values necessary for 
the stability and continuity of their social group. 

2) The basis of entry and porticipdicn within a tibe. 1-6 
3) The social process involving instruction and exhortation by which 1-6 - - 1-5 
value systems generate social values and influence their definition. 

41 The requirement for an ethic01 position to be internalized. G"-3 

Societal Relating 10 society as distinct from other social groups 

Societal standard A minimum standard which seeks to protect a society's officially enacted G"-d3 
identity as expressed in formal instilufons like laws, government policies 
and statutory authorities. 

Society I ) An artificial territory-based community including families and larger 
social and cultural groupings, together with its organizations, customs, and 
other authorities and institutions including government and whose integrity 
depends on ufrimate values. 

21 See: natlon. 

3) See: the state. 

4) Loosely refers to the relevant sociof group, surrounding community or 
wider social context. 

51 See: wider society. G 5  

61 A label used for a membershipcentred or not-for-profit social body. 

Solidarity The basis of cohesion within a tribe. 1-6 

Solomonic justice justice reached through revelation and inspiration by a soge, and G-5-1 
associated with a wise application of the morality. 

Solutions 1 1  The aspirotion in the rationalist approach to ethical choice which is l'- I 
counter-balanced by the constraint of surrounding realities. 

21 See: strategic objective. 1-2 

Soul The stabilizing core of identity in transpersonal being which is developed L'-VII 
by God. 

Sovereign society A social group which has full control over its hwmoking. 

Sovereignty The hexadic purpose derivative whoss guardians control power by G-6 
ensuring that society, its people and heir activities, are regulated by values. 

Spiritual leader One who regularly evokes contact with ultimate values, the ~ranspersonal GI' 
and the transcendental on beholf of o community. 

Spirituality I I Sphere of the soul. the sacred, and the divine. 

2) The aspiration of the transcendentolisi approach to choice which i s  1-7 
counterbolanced by the constraint of ternporafcty. 

3) The personal energy and sociol b c e  releosed by union and the 1-7 
experience of ultimate values. 

4) The identity drive in ~ranspersonal being. l'-vii 
51 The ~equirement for cohesion in a society. 

Spokesman I ]  One who speaks on behalf of a sociol group, typically os specified and 
authorized by its members. 

2) See: advocate. ~5~ 

Stability I) Survival need of society met by people identifying with the governance " V I  
system. 

2) Basis for ensuring survival when developing and pushing drives - to G 3  
which the counterpart for progress is dynamism. 

Stabilizing core What is innately and automatically accessible in each of the approaches HI' 

to identity development. 
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Standard An important term used with many different meanings: 

11 A basis for comparison. 

21 A desirable and ochievoble quality or quantity i.e. o strategic objective. 1-2 
3 1 See: prescription. 1.- I 
41 See: code of practice. 1'- 1 

31 See: convention. L'-2 
51 See: principle. G"-2 
6) See: ethical standard. G"-4 
7) See: minimum standard. G"-4 
8) See: idml. ~ 3 '  

9) See: policy. ~ 2 '  

Standard-setting The sociol body that con determine ethic01 standards 
authority 

State 11 See: the state. 

21 See: nation-slate. 

3) See: society. 
41 See: the government. 

Statute Act of Parliament or low contained within it. r-6 

Statutory authority A social body, either o regulatory authority or public service agency set up G 5  
by the government via legislation. ~5~ 

Strategic 

Steering group A body with boor+ powers to set priorities ond control choices for a 1- 3 
project within an endeavour or orgonizotion. 

Stimulation The essential supplies to support sensory being. L'-l 

Maximizing impact in a situotio~ hence the required quality of purposes in s ~ t  1 30 
the second internal level of purpose derivotives. 

1 1  

Strategic leadership leadership copability required to generate ond implement growth within on ~4~ 1 34 
organization. I 

Strategic objective 1)  A purpose specifying a desired and feasible outcome which maximizes 
impact. (Synonyms in common use include: direction, solution, vision, 
strategy, option, choice, outcome, achievement, deliverable.] 

L-21  
Strategic plan See: strategy. 1-2 1 

2) The type of purpose or value which generotes o personal responsibility G- 1 
for deciding whot is to be achieved now. 

11 The set of subsidiary strategic sulwbjectives which are a means to 
achieve o main strategic objective. 

3 1 

2) See: strategic objective. 1-2 1 
3) See: growth. G4' 1 

Structural hierarchy A hierarchy formed by combining all possible adjacent entities within an 
elemental hierarchy. 

Strength The aspiration in the indiv~dualist approach to ethical choice which is r-4 
counterbalanced by the constraint of wlnerobilities. 

5,7 
16 

choice. I 

Structuralist approach A decision system which emphasizes structure, legitimote authority and 
procedures for control and corresponds to the legitimist approach to ethicol 

Structure The most fundomental concrete identifiefining qualily of ony entity i.e. 
change in structure Creoles o new entity in practice, but without necessarily 
changing the abs~roct conception of the entity. 

8 
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Structured set of Internal priorities creoted in the logical mode. 
priorities 

Sub-culture An enduring natural social group within a society based on what feel like 
fundomental culturol distinctions - ethnic, racial, religious, linguistic, 
historical, geogrophicol or ideological - which are embodied in ethical 
authorities respected by group members. 

Sub-objective A purpose which is a means to pursuing o main purpose of the same type 
. e .  within the same level. Note that a purpose at a lower level is never a 
sub-objective of a purpose at a higher level. 

Substantive justice justice in which judgement is reached via pragmatic and evidential ~ " . 5  ' 
considerations: with the end result being more significont thon the process 
or subsequent implications. 

Supervisor 1 ) Label sometimes used for on authority (e.9. o bonking supervisor) ~ 5 '  1 
2) low level managerial role usually indicoting he person-in-charge or the 
tinemonoger. I 

Supreme good Ultimate value which heightens oworsness of the nature and importance of 1-7 
values and their deliberate use. 

Survival Continuing existence through events which threaten to destroy that existence: c ~ t  
constraining and stabilizing core when realizing values; port of a duality 
whose other pole is progress. 

Symbol Something that refers to and can represent something else; hence essential 
for reloting to God. 

Symbolic function 1 )  The activotion of meaning which is essential for personal and group 
survival. 

2) The growth-promoting potential and source of hope within vitol being 
which develops an identity based on instinctual function. 

3) See: symboiisotion. I 
Symbolisotion The production of symbols: the mental mechanism for the outer public I-ll 

expression of inner experience and meaning. 

System 1 )  Any set of inter-related and structured elements: as in decision system, 
inquiring system, value system, identity system, leg01 system. 

2) A logic-based framework. 

3) See: code. 

System of regulations A more or less organized set of lowlike rules instituted to maintain order 
within an organization of 5ocial grmp. 

Systematization The sirucfuring and ordering of concepts or activities. If coherence, 
consistency, comprehensiveness, bwndories ond internal interactions are 
considered, the result is a model of c system. 

Systemic Associated with attention to all elements, their structured interaction and the 
identity of the whole; to be distinguished from 'systematic' [cf. systemat~zationl 
- - ~ 

Systemic A decision system which emphasizes developing o model to represent the 
decision-making situation and making strategic interventions to trigger change: it corresponds 

to the communalisi opproach to ethical choice. 
- - 

Systemic inquiry See- holistic inquiry 

Systemicist approach See: communolist opproach. 
to choice 

Systems thinking The use ol ossumptions choracteris~ic of holistic inquiry. 
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Tactical objective I I A purpose specifying a precise tangible time-targeted result which i s  a 1- 1 
step to o desired outcome. (Synonyms in common use include: activity, task 
objective, operotionol objective, tactic, immediate result.) 

2) The type of purpose or value which generates a personal responsibility G-1 ' 
for doing whot has to be done now. 

Teleodynomics Neologism coined to refer to study of the interactions and forces between I 41-46 
differeni levels of purpose which affect the operation of intentionality. 

Task I ]  Activity to be performed within o given time period to produce a specific 1- l 
result or output. 

2) See: principal object. 1-4 

Task objective See: tactical objective. 1- i 

Teleological approach An approach to ethical choice which appeals to goodness and supports 

H2 I 5 
intentionalify. 

1 

Teleology A philosophical approach which sees goodness and purpose (rather than H2 
duly and rules] as the necessary and sufficient base on which to understand 
ethics. 

Teleostatics Neologism coined to refer to study of the structures of intent~onolify 
.e. levels of purpose ond purpose derivatives. 

Temperance See: moderation, 1-2 

Temporal Worldly, transient, mundone and practicol aspects of social life. 

Temporality Sphere of mundone or temporal life: the constraint in the transcendental r-7 
approach to ethic01 choice which balances the aspiration of spirituality. 

Tenet 

- -  - 

I I A rule introduced to ensure that all in a sociol group know and apply I."-3 
certoin volues in doily life. (Synonyms in common use include: dogma, 
belief, assumption, article of faith, conviction.) 

2) A rule, determined by a person's conscience, which constrains people G"- 1 
to hold and oct on certoin beliek through the application of personal 
control ond inner conviction. 

Terms of reference I ] The definition of the scope of work set for on individual or group in 
relation to deciding, reporting 01 implementing. 

21 See: principal object. 1-4 

Territorial community The primary form of community whose political organization can be usefully 
defined by seven encompassing territories ranging from the household 
through to the world. 

Tetrad A group of four adjocent levels in a hierarchy. A seven level hierarchy SH' 
contains four tetrads. ;H3 

3) The chorocteristic rule of com'nunol ideals. 1"-Ill 

Tension The static form of self-expression in vital being. L'-ll 

The ~bsolute See: God. 

14,15 

12 

The citizenry The constitutive guardian of society, responsible for conceiving and G-6'- 
osserting its own common good, which includes installing ond monitoring 
the government. 

The custom The ethical frame of reference which enables judgements of conduct which G"-5' 
define whot has always been token os right and should continue to be. 

The establishment See: ruling class. 1 
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The ethical order 1)  The heptadic ethical authority which ensures that each member of a G"-7' 
society con be authentic when authorizing and sustaining who1 everyone 
deems right. 

2) See: the social order. G-7' 

1 8-20 
27 

-- 

The government The executive and regulative guardian of society responsible to the citizenry G-6' 
for discerning and fulfilling its will. Also see: government. 

The law 1 ) The ethical frame of reference which enables judgements, of individual G-52 
conduct which define what must be taken as right now. 

2) Prima/ authority for laws in a society. G-16 

39 

25 

2 1 

The moral low 11 See: moral hw. 
2) See: the morality. G'-53 

The morality The ethical frame of reference which enables judgements of conduct which G"-53 
define what ough~ to be taken as right. 

The self 

25 

The other The growth-promoting potential and source of hope in individuol being L'IV 
which enables development of the self. 

The people 1) The membership of a society which creates the social older, ~ 7 '  
2) The embodiment of the custom G"-5 ' 
3) See: the citizenry. G-6^ 

An inner conceplion of continuing coqerent and volued existence which is 
the stabilizing core of identity in individual being and which is developed 
through other people. 

-- 

11,13 

25 

The social order 1 ) The heptadic purpose derivative which enables willing, responsible and G-7' 
purposeful participation in society. 

2) The oc~ual situation in society which flows from people pursuing 
purposes to realize values in accord with society's ethical rules. This 
concrete order is permitted by the underlying abstract ethical order but i s  
not determined by il. 

3) See: the ethical order. G"-7' 

The state 1) Territorial community together with its sovereign government with an 
emphasis on the loner's capocity to issue legal commands to serve what i t  
deems to be the common good and 'ts duty to use physical force to control 
internal and external fraud and violence. 

2) See: the government G6' 
3) See: notiomstate. 

Theology The study of God's nature, attributes and relation carried out within a 
particular religion by an adherent. 

Theoretical framework Value system defined in the logic01 mode: something to believe 1-61 41-46 

Theory 1 ) An explanation of phenomena 

2) A system of ideos. 

Top executive 1 ) Any member of the top officer body (e.g the chief finance officer) or G-5' 
that body itself. 

2) See: chief executive officer. 

Top management team 1 )  Team of senior executives expected to run an organization. 

2) See: top officer body. G-5' 

Top officer body The compartment ol on enterprise responsible for providing direction and GS' 
maximizing its impocl. 

4.38 

Traditional authority The form of authority inherent in he custom. G--5 1 25 



Working with lhlues, Software of the .Mind 

Transcendental being 1 ] See: transpersonal being. 

2) See: God. 

Transcendentalist A teleological system for ethical choice based on the core obligation on L'-7 
approach the chooser to respond to a deep inner sense of what is right and good. 

which stems ultimately from the divine. The injunction is to choose what is 
authentic. 

Transformation Bosis for ensuring progress when developing and working a1 functioning G4 
- to which the counterpart for survival is evolution. 

- - 

Transformative Leadership capability required to generate and implement a vision for an G4' 
leadership organization. 

Transpersonal Associated with personal experiences that tianscend ihe individual. 

Transpersonal being The approach to identity development which assigns primacy to L'-VII 
imagination, is driven by spirituality, and requires provision of faith. 

Triad A group of three adjacent levels in a hierarchy. A seven level hierarchy SH! 
contains five triads. sw 

Tribal society See: primitive society. 
- -  - - 

Tribe I ]  A social group which preserves its distinctiveness via its value system. L< 
2) See: primitive society. 

Tribunal I I A board with the power to investigate and adjudicate or determine G"-5 ' 
claims or disputes, which works in accord wih the custom. 

2) A form of statutory regulatory authority. ~ 5 ^  

Truth 11  Objective account of reality, the search for which drives all inquiry. 

2) An inner experience used by everyone as a guide in daily life 

31 The ultimate value essential for designing, maintaining and adhering to G-t 
ethical imperatives. 

Ultimate value 1 ) A purpose specifying a universally accepted and eternally pursued stole 1- 7 
of being. (Synonyms in use indude: meto-value, universal value, being 
value, absolute value, inspirational value, spiritual value, ideal.] 

2) The type of purpose or value which generates a personal responsibility G-1 
for distinguishing between good and evil. 

Umbrella orgonization Membershipcentred organizaticn whose members, the constituling body, 
are other organizations. 

Unequivocal respect Required quality of rules in the first internal level of all ethical outhoiities. s ~ 3  

Union 1 )  A state of relatedness in which ultimate values dominate and in which 1-7 
those involved ore sensitively attined to each other. 

2) The form satisfaction takes within transpersonal being. l-VII 

Universal institution A social body which simultaneously seeks to transform society, to Type 
differentiate its members, to strengthen society by offering ideas for change, 
and to provide services. The prime examples are the great universities and 
major churches. 

Universal right I ]  A right affirmed to be applicable to all across all societies, whether or L"-4 
not the right is legalised or avaiable in fact; usually claimed to be 
inalienable. 

21 See: universal standard 

31 See: human right principle. G'y 

Universal standard A minimum standard which seeks to protect an internationally agreed G"-4' 
conception of human identity in society as expressed in rights and duties 
accorded to all individwls in a sovereign society. 



Glossary 

Utilitarianism I )  Philosophical notion, originally associated with Jeremy Bentham and 
John Stuart Mill, whose nature is contested amongst academics but which 
is commonly understood to refer to the requirement to seek the greatest 
good for the greatest number. 

2) See: communalis/ approach. L'-5 

Utopia 1 1  In theory: a community in which what people have to do is whot they 
want to do. 

2) In practice: a community devised to meet certain religious, political 
economic, or psychological ideals. 

3) See: ideal. 

Utopianism 1 ) Wish for a perfect society: the driving force in popular movements. 

2) The uniting and motivating force within social groups, hence usually I 
refers to .socia/ volue when unqualified. 

2) A pejorative term referring to effofi to achieve an impossible ideal of 
social life and the denial of realistic obstacles usually related to human 
nature. 

Value 1 ) The importance of something to someone in a social context, which is 1-7 to 1-3 
bosed on inner feelings. Many terms which refer to value are given 
special definitions. 

3) The essential supplies to support emotional being. r.11 1 1 1 

2-4 

Value derivative See: purpose derivative. 

Value system 1 )  A purpose specifying a complex valued idea or a set of interlinked 
ideas ordering understanding within o social domain, and so iustifying 
enduring values and activities within it. (Synonyms in common use include: 
ideology, school of thought, doctrine, theory, intellectual framework, 
paradigm, philosophy, idea, ideal. principle, belief.] 

2) The type of purpose or value which generates a personal responsibility 
for preserving idms and holds adhefenis to accoun~. 

Vested interest 1 ) Persons or organizations with a stoke in the status quo ond hence 
affected by any drive to produce change. 

2) See: faction. 

Vice 1 )  A quality of a person which is wicked or evil, and which only develops 
through depravity ond self-indulgence. 

2) A form of moral or ethical flow. 
3) See: cardinal vice. H' 

Virtue 

- 

1 I A quality of a person which is of worth and benefit, and which only 
develops through application and seFdiscipline. 

2) A form of moral or ethical excellerce equivalent to an internalized ethical 1'-5 
maxim. 

3) The ethical disposition which suprts adherence to maxims. l*Â¥ 

4) Survival need of society met by people identifying with the ethical r -\ 
leaching. 

5) See: cardinal virtue. H ' 
Virtuous Pertaining to virtue or ethical maxims; hence required quolity ol rules in the 

fifth internal level of ethical authorities. 
sH3 I 19'20 

Virtuous conduct Voluntary conduct which observes the morality of a society. ~ ' . 5 ~  1 



Wbrking with Values: Sofi~vare of the Mind 

Vision 1 ] A domain of functioning of o social body requiring continuing work to G-4A 
establish a fromework of enduring volues which inspire people and guide 
all work. 

2) See: strategic objective. 1-2 
3) See: policy. ~2~ 

41 See: forecasting. 

51 See: imoge. 1-11 

Visionary body The type of social body which con transform society because it is set up Type #8 
to apply ideals to domoins and to identify volues for use within and across 
societies. 

35,36 

Visionary leader 1) A leader who generates o following by operating persistently with GI 
ultimate values. 

2) See: tronsfonnative leadership. -A  

3 1 

Visionary organization 1 )  An organization with a welkeveloped and forward-looking or 
enlightened vision. 

21 See: visiongenerating body. &4* 

Vision-generating body A category of social body within which the simplest is a visionary body; 
and whose more complex versions are universal institutions, ideological 
associations ond ethical bodies. 

Vital being The opprooch to identiv development which assigns primacy to image, is L'-ll 
based in vitality, and requires provision of concenfration. 

35,36 

10-13 
16 

Vitality The identity drive in vitol being. 1-11 

Vocation Work that stems from and supports a person's identify. HI' 

- - - 

Wider society The outsider compartment of aubnomous endeavours: so providing the G5 
context for ony organized endeavour and with the responsibility for ensuring 
consensus on the highest (fifth) level of value defining it. 

Will 1 )  The capacity to resist temptaton and master passions: essential to sustain G-7 
on ethical order. 

1 1  

1 1  

Voluntary body An enterprise set up to provide services or run a campaign on o nowprolit G5' 
basis and therefore heavily dependent on its membership. 

Vulnerabilities Weoknesses or limitations: the constraint in the individualist approach to r-4 
ethical choice which is counter-balanced by the aspiration for strength. 

2) Source of creativity ond personol energy. 

3) In society, what the citizenry wants or is assumed to wont. G6- 

5,7 

Wisdom 1) Sound judgement of means end ends: the cardinal virtue resulting from 1.1 
successfully resolving the solutionsiealities duality when using the rotionolist 
approach to ehicol choice. 

2) An example of an ultimate value. 1-7 

Work 1 1 As a psycho-social process: exercising judgement, making decisions and 
acting in pursuit of an explicit goal to produce change in the external world; 
essential for personol, orgonizationol and societol functioning and the 
expression of autonomy. 

2) As a physical process: the expenditure of physical energy. 

31 As a social entity: a valued job. 
4) As a purpose (i.e. the work to be done]: see principal object. 1-4 
5) See: functioning. G4 

Work group Social group specifically created to pursue a predefined endeavour. I 4  
Wrong The negative deontologica/ injunction defining the obstroci focus of ethics 

. e  the opposite of righfi. 
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Master- The hierarchy of purposes used to translate values into action. 
Table 1 The Table summarizes properties of levels in the hierarchy which relate most directly to activity. 

Note that the 'typical format' is illustrative only. See text and Master-Tables 2 and 3 for further details and explanations. 

Type of Typical Experience Value/Action Link to Temporal Definition 
Purpose Format and Activity Relation Resources Perspective 

Social 
value 

Principal 
object 

Internal 
priority 

Strategic 
objective 

Tactical 
objective 

A freely shared need- 
based value serving a 
specific community. 

'We all need and want 
. .X. . '  
[X = the social value.] 

Intuition of many 
varied possible 
and worthwhile 
activities. 

Value consensus 
crossing endeavours 
social bodies and 
institutions. 

Provides the social 
potential for 
obtaining resources. 

Present and 
undefined 
future. 

Preseni and 
defined or 
undefined 
future. 

Present and 
immediate 
future. 

Rate of 
progress in a 
defined future 

Precisely 
defined 
future. 

An activity defining the 
identity of an endeavour. 

' . A , .  is set up to . .X. . '  
[A = organized entity: eg 
project, group, person; 
X = the principal object.] 

Idea (i.e. type or 
category) of specific 
worthwhile activities. 

Value consensus 
within a defined 
endeavour. 

Indicates general 
level and type of 
resource base 
required. 

A degree of emphasis 
among valid values or 
actions for immediate use. 

Value/value conflict 
within an endeavour 
in general or in a 
particular situation. 

Provides the 
rotionole for 
allocating resource. 

. X . .  is more important 
than . . .Y,Z.. . now' 
[The preference for X over 
Y,Z .. is the internal priority.] 

Emotion 
surrounding 
likely activities 
(basis of politics) 

A desired and feasible 
outcome which maximizes 
impact. 

. X . .  must be achieved 
over the next . . t. . ' 
[X = strategic objective; 
I = approx. lime period.] 

Image of the 
outcome of activities 
(basis of strategies). 

Value/action conflict 
within an endeavour 
in a particular 
situation. 

Leads to mobilization 
and deployment of 
resource. 

A precise tangible time- 
targeted result which is a 
step to a desired outcome 

' X . .  is to be done by . .T. 
so as to achieve ..Y..' 
[X is tactical; Y is strategic: 
T is the timedeadline.] 

Awareness of 
activity details 
(basis of tasks) 

Action/action conflict 
within an endeavour 
in a particular 
situotion. 

Leads to resource 
being produced 
and consumed. 

@ Warren Kinston 1987,1993 



Master- The complete hierarchy of  purpose. 
Table 2 Additional properties are specified in Master-Tables 1 ,  3, 4 and 3 1 . See text for further explanation. 

The columns headed Transition downwards' and 'Transition upwards' describe the logic for the evolution of the hierarchy through the limitations of each 
level in terms of producing results (the 'how') and in justifying choice (the 'why'). Read the columns top down and bottom up respectively. 

Definition 
Transition Transition Nature Motivation Some 

Downwards Upwards of (Motivation Type) Typical 
(The  HOW?^) (The 'Why?') Choice Core Experience Critisms 

7 Ultimate A universally accepted and eternally 
value pursued state of being. 

6 Value Interlinked valued ideas ordering 
system understanding within a social domain 

5 Social A freely shared need-based value 
value serving a specific community. 

4 Principal An activity defining the identity of 
object an endeavour. 

3 Internal A degree of emphasis among valid 
priority values or actions for immediate use. 

2 

I Need to order 
social life and 
guide thinking. 

Strategic A desired and feasible outcome 
objective which maximizes impact. 

1 

1 Need for ideas 

Tactical A precise tangible time-targetted result 
objective which is a step to a desired outcome. 

J to be accepted 
by people. 

7 Need to pursue 
specific ;ctivities 
com petently. 

J Need to cope 
within available 
resources. 

Need to produce 
actual impact in 
the situation. 

J Need to adapt to 
circumstances 
in fine detail. 

Inclusive- Inspiration Too vague; 
integrative (Transpersonal) too ambiguous; 1 Need for an Imagination too abstract. - 

absolute Too confusing; 
justification. Exclusive- Obligation too simplistic; 

divisive (.Social) too extreme; 7 Need for an Identification too controlling 
explanatory Too impractical; 
rationale. Inclusive- Need too platitudinous: 

I 
integrative (Relational] too vacuous; 

Need for Intuition too obvious. 
community I endorsement. Exclusive- Interest Too constrained; 

1 
divisive (Individual) too limited. 

Need to limit Idea 
possible 
choices. Inclusive- Too situational; 

Desire too pragmatic; 

1 
integrative (Emotional) too flexible; 

Need for action Emotion too inflexible. 
to be governed 
by preferences. Exclusive- Intention Too imprecise: 

I divisive (Vital) too subjective; 
Need for a sense Image 
of what is to be 
achieved. Inclusive- Awareness Too demanding: 

integrative (Sensory) too specific; 
Sensation too mechanical. 

@ Warren Kinston 1989,1992 



Master- The hierarchy of values and types of social group. 
Table 3 The left-hand section contains definitions of values (purposes). The right-hand section identifies the 

associated natural social groups and some of their properties. For further details and explanations see text. 

Type of Value 
& 
Definition 

Type 
of 

Good 

Ultimate value 
A universally accepted 
and eternally pursued 
state ot being. 

Value system 
Interlinked valued ideas 
ordering understanding 
wi~hin o iociol dornoin. 

Social value 
A freely shared need- 
based value serving a 
specific community. 

Principal object 
An activity defining the 
identity of an endeavour. 

Internal priority 
A degree of emphasis 
among valid values or 
actions for immediate use 

Absolute 
good 

Theoretical 
good 

Potential 

good 

Achievable 
good 

Quantifiable 
good 

Social Group Energy Participation Relations: Leadership Group and 
& & & Linked and & Personal 

Function Antithesis Cohesion Separated Status Identity 

Humanity 
To enable 
union. 

Tribe 
To preserve 
social 
distinctiveness. 

Community 
To meet 
social needs 

Association 
To promote 
an interest 
formally. 

Faction 
To ensure a 
particular view 
prevails. 

Spirituality 

Anti-sociality 

Loyalty 

Betrayal 

Belonging 

Isolation 

Enthusiasm 

Apathy 

Passion 

Fanaticism 

Being 

Communion 

Socialization 

solidarity 

Mutuality 

Fellowship 

Commitment 

Partnership 

Siding 

Partisanship 

Reconciliation 
and 

Harmony 

Coexistence 
and 

Negativity 

Cooperation 
and 

Positivity 

Alliance 
and 

Competition 

Coalition 
and 

Opposition 

Free-floating charisma 

Equality and uniqueness 

Symbolic ritual positions 

Informal hierarchy 

Public figures - elected 
or emergent 

Fluctuating inequalities 

Governance structures 

Designed differentials 

Powerful individuals 

Impersonal equivalence 

Humanity is the 
ground of all group 
and personal 
identities. 

Tribal identity 
defines personal 
identity. 

The person and the 
community shape 
each other's identity 

People define 
the identity of the 
association. 

Factions enable 
assertion of personal 
identity. 

@ Warren Kinston 1989,1992 



Master- Natural groups and organizations. 
Table 4 Natural social groups are the way people share and develop values, while work groups [quintessentially organizations) are the way that 

acitivities are pursued. The diagram shows the role of social values and principal objects in linking natural and work groups. 
Similar clustering of levels occurs in both cases, driven either by the value and social group, or purpose and responsible body. 
For further explanation and details on the clustering, see text Tables 3.5 and 5.1 . 

NATURAL GROUPS 

INDIVIDUALS TYPE OF SOCIAL 
Relations Formation VALUE GROUP 

Ultimate values define Humanity 

controlling controlling contoins 

Value systems define Tribes 

living in 

reflecting reflecting 

identity 

I - 
15 Social values define Communities can be 

requiring 

14 Pr~ncipol oblects define Associations con be 

13 Internal priorities define Factions - 

WORK GROUPS 

RESPONSIBLE 
BODY 

TYPE OF ORGANIZATIONS 
PURPOSE Formation Relations 

Wider society sets Social values E l  Goals/bodies E l  Goals/bodies 

enables 1 providing 1 providing 

who create - 
Governing bodies set Internal priorities 13 
who oppoini 

Top officers sei Strategic objectives L2 
who appoint other 

Executants set Tactical objectives 

Constih~ting bodies set Principal obiects 4 stability 14 

generating 

change 

orientation 

@ Warren Kinston 1992 





Master- Using the approaches to ethical choice. 
Table 6 Note thai all or many of the instigating factors are usually present in any choice situation, so the option of which approach to use is open. 

See text for an elaboration of  these summaries and for examples. 

Type of Approach Instigated Topics of Inquiry Extreme 
Quandary Features of 

Principal 
Duality when: and Debate Circumstance Implementation Criticism 

Rationalist 
Solving the pioblem 
while recognizing 
realities. 

Conventionalist 
Maintaining continuity 
given the pressure for 
change. 

Pragmatist 
Pursuing ideals within 
the bounds of present 
potential. 

Individualist 
Developing strengths 
without neglecting 
vulnerabilities. 

Communalist 
Choosing altruism by 
virtue of egoism. 

A serious problem 
must be  tackled 
dispassionately. 

Will worthwhile objectives 
be mel? Are they really 
worthwhile? What side 
effects will there be? 

What are the existing 
values? How inevitable is 
change? What will be the 
effect on current values? 

What ideals are relevant? 
What is desired & believed? 
What con be done easily 
to ensure some benefit? 

Where does advantage 
lie? What is the actual 
balance of power? How 
can losses be minimized? 

What will the effects be? 
Who will be affected? 
Who can tolerate hardship? 
What else might help? 

What is the best rule? Is 11 

acceptable now? Will i t  suit 
in future? How will it be 
monitored and enforced? 

(Use of medilative and 
related techniques to 
enable openness to an 
inspired intution.) 

Intense emotional 
pressure. 

How to achieve 
goals in the face 
of intense emotive 
resistance. 

Set up reorientation and 
educational programs. 

Too insensitive 

Social change 
becomes overt 
and unavoidable. 

Rapid widespread 
uncontrollable 
change. 

H o w  to enable 
change while 
supporting 
established values. 

Consult and allow 
dissent, phase change, 
compensate, allow some 
lo opt out, resocialize. 

Too reactionary 

The situation 
demands 
immediate action. 

Collapse of ideals How  to persuade 
everyone that the 
choice means an 
improvement. 

Too expedient Communicate we![, 
move ahead rapidly, 
foster pluralism, create 
groups who will benefit. 

Competition for 
resources and 
dominance exists. 

Loss of an 
essential resource. 

How  to overcome 
or adapt to others. 

Be professional, 
husband resources, 
balance returns against 
effort, be tough . 

Too self-centred. 

Others need 
due consideration, 

Need for a 
sacrifice. 

H o w  and where to 
draw the boundary 
of concern. 

Too complicated. Use participative system 
modelling, develop a 
system of choices, build 
on relationships. 

Legitimist 
Serving the common 
good and individual 
autonomy. 

Transcendentalist 
Realizing spirituality 
in the midst of 
temporality. 

Individuals must 
each govern their 
behaviour in a 
group setting. 

Personal integrity 
musi be asserted. 

The group is 
chaotic and 
riven with conflict. 

H o w  to handle the 
diminution of 
individual freedom. 

Ensure that rule-setting 
is porticipative and 
authoritative. 

Too indeterminate 

Extremity of any 
sort, especially an 
assault on integrity 

Too open to 
self-delusion 

How  to 
communicate 
the nature of the 
choice. 

Draw on inner strengths, 
tolerate social rejection 
if necessary. 

@ Warren Kinston 1990.1 992 



Master- The hierarchical evolution of ethical aspirations and constraints. 
Figure 7 These belong to the approaches to ethical choice. Clearly the highest aspiration is spirituality and the most basic constraint is the situational realities. 

The emergence of each level is based on resolving the duality of aspiration and constraint at the preceding level. This resolution serves as the constraint 
at the higher level, where a new higher ethical aspiration is invoked. (The term in bold is the ethical aspiration, and the term in italics is the constraint.] 

Level 
Approach 

7' 
Transcendentalist 

6' 
Legitimist 

5' 
Communalist 

4' 
Individualist 

3' 
Pragmatist 

2' 
Conventionalist 

1' 
Rationalist 

Altruism 
Goism - 

Continuity 

Ideals 
- K e n  tials 

- Strengths 
Vulnerabilities - 

Solutions 
Realities 

@ Warren Kinston 1990,1992 



Master- A comparison of approaches for ethical choice, decision-making and inquiry. 
Table 8 The approaches are all used by people in the imperative mode; and the research has developed 

principles or injunctions for use in design. The implicit outlook has been abstracted from these 
principles, but it is not offered as having an independent reality 

Implicit Outlook Ethical Choice Decision-making Inquiry 

applies across 
the three domains. 

offers a promise 
of confidence. 

Each approach 
offers a sense 
of conviction. 

Move forward logically. [ Rationalist] 1 Formal-analytic 1 Rationalist 1 
Use means which logically 
achieve ends which are 
self-evidently worthwhile. 

Use values, objectives, Use self-evident ideas, 
priorities and plans to assumptions and logic to 
move forward. develop analyses. 

Conventionalist Empiricist Empirical Deal with things as 
everyone agrees they are. Conform to values which 

are widely held in your 
social group. 

Use detailed, valid and Use general agreement as 
reliable information to to the facts to discern 
solve existing problems. regularities. 

Opportunist Explanatory 1 Take small, easy, 
desirable and obvious 
steps . 

Pragmatist 1 
Pursue values you prefer 
which also bring some 
wider benefit and are 
easily applicable. 

Use opportunities for Use hypotheses and 
action where some comparisons of alternatives 
achievement is certain to get increments of 
and easy. knowledge. 

Individualist f Dialectical Dialectic 1 Reconcile diverse 
conflicting outlooks Ensure your security and 

interests by recognizing 
and using power 
relationships. 

Use disoutes between Use conflicts between 
different parties to reach ideas to develop an 
a cornpromise solution. encompassing synthesis 

Communalist 

Produce the outcome 
which best takes account 
of the needs and interests 
of all. 

Systemic1 1 Holistic 1 Balance al l  relevant 
factors. Use a model including all Use modelling to represent 

factors to generate an the situation as completely 
optimal-feasi ble strategy. as possible. 

Legitimist 

Set explicit general rules 

Structuralist 1 Dialogic 1 i 

Use structures and Use ratiocination to aet a 

Impose a structure. 

procedures to provide structured and authoritative 
legitimate authority and theoretical base for inquiry. 
order. 

which you and others in 
the group accept as fair. 

Irnaginist 1 Contemplative \ Let the Spirit move you. 1 Transcendentalist 1 
Respond to your deep 
inner sense of what is 
right and good. 

Use intuition and Use unconscious 
inspiration to gain deep awareness to create 
personal commitment. imaginative possibilities. 

@ Warren Kinston 1990,1992 



Master- Nested hierarchies in the  f r a m e w o r k  of purpose. 
Figure 9 Note that the hierarchy of approaches to ethical choice is based on 

the primary hierarchy of purpose and lies wholly within Level 6. Each 
approach is a sysiem of values. The hierarchy of purpose and the 
hierarchy of ethical rules are in single boxes indicating their holistic 
nature; whereas each ethical approach (or system) is in a discrete box 
reflecting its distinctiveness. 

Level 7 

Level 6 

Level 5 

Level 4 

Level 3 

Level 2 

Level 1 

FRAMEWORK 
of 

PURPOSE 
(Primary Hierarchy) 

Ultimate Values 

Value Systems 

Social Values 

Principal Objects 

Internal Priorities 

Strategic Objectives 

Tactical Obiectives 

APPROACHES to 
ETHICAL CHOICE 

(Secondary Hierarchy) 
- 

Level 7' 1 Transcendentalist 

Level 6' 1 Legitimist 

~evel 5' 1 Communalist I 

Level 4' 1 Individualist J 

Level 3' 1 Pragmatist 

Level 2' 1 Conventionalist 

ETHICAL RULES 
(Tertiary Hierarchy) 

Level 6" 

Level 5" Maxims 1 
Level 4 m 
Level 3" Tenets - 

Conventions 

level ?" [_______________I 
Level 1 " 1 Prescriptions 

Level 1' 1 Rationalist 1 

@ Warren Kinston 1991,1993 



Master- The framework of  experience with its nested hierarchies. 
Figure 10 The framework of experience is in a single box indicating the holistic nature 

of personal experience. The secondary hierarchy of identity reflects the 
primary hierarchy and lies wholly within 1-VI. These approaches are discrete 
systems of assumptions and properties and so are in distinct boxes. 
The natural moral institutions are a hierarchy nested within the L'-VI system 
of the secondary hierarchy. These institutions, though discrete, interact strongly 
to define the identity of a community and its members. 

Level VII 

Level VI 

Level V 

Level IV 

Level Ill 

Level II 

Level I 

FRAMEWORK 
of EXPERIENCE 

(Primary Hierarchy) 

Imagination 

Identification 

Intuition 

Idea 

Emotion 

Image 

Sensation 

APPROACHES to 
IDENTITY 

DEVELOPMENT 
(Secondary Hierarchy) 

- 
Level VII' 1 Transpersonal 

Level VI' 1 Social 11 
~evel v 1 Relational 1 

Level I V  1 Individual 

Levellll' 1 Emotional 

Levelll' 1 Vital I 

NATURAL MORAL 
INSTITUTIONS 

(Tertiary Hierarchy) 
- 

Level VII" 1 Organized Religion 1 

Level VI" Governance S stem + 
Level V 

L e v  I 1 Social Structure 1 
Level Ill" I Communal Ideals I 

Level 11'' 

Level I' 1 Sensory - J 

Level I" 

@Warren Kinston 1991 ,1993 
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Master- Properties of the seven approaches to identity development. 
Table 11 The matrix summarizes characteristic assumptions and properties of the seven approaches to developing an identity. Note that the type of identity 

is also the form of the dominant reality and descriptive of the nature of human existence. The lower term of the duality is the stabilizing core of 
identity and the upper term is the gro&h-promoting potential (or source of hope]. See text for further details. 

- 
L 
- 
I' 

I I' 

Ill' 

IV' 

V 

VI' 

VII' 

- 

Type of Embedded Identity Needs: Satisfaction Well-Poor 
Identity* in: Drive & Supplies (Lack) Functioning 

Inherent 
Duality 

Example 
Vocations 

Sensory 
being 

Physical 
environments 

External and 
diffuse 

Internal and 
distinct 

External and 
diffuse 

Internal and 
distinct 

External and 
diffuse 

Internal and 
distinct 

External and 
diffuse 

Equilibrium 
met by providing 

stimulation. 

Sensory contact 
(Neglect) 

Integrated - 
Overwhelmed 

Activity 
and 

Receptivity 

Decora tor 
Fashion model 

Controlled 
activity 
(Fatigue] 

Symbolic function 
and 

Instinctual function 

Vital 
being 

Body structures 
and functioning 

Vitality 
met by providing 

concentration. 

Energetic - 
Debilitated 

Sportsman 
Dancer 

Emotional 
being 

Feelings and 
flows of feeling 

Attachment 
met by providing 

value. 

Emotional 
containment 
(Feeling bad) 

Constructive - 
Destructive 

Mental states 
and 

Body states 

Social worker 
Psychotherapist 

Individual 
being 

Self-esteem The other 
and 

The self 

A world of 
people 

Acceptance 
from others 
(Rejection] 

Genuine - 
False 

Author 
Actor me1 by providing 

respect. 

Relational 
being 

Relationships 
and networks 

Self-actualization 
met by providing 

recognition. 

Gratification 
of wishes 
(Frustration] 

Liberated - 
Inhibited 

Individuality 
and 

Group 

Entrepreneur 
Leader 

Involved - 
Detached 

Official 
Campaigner 

Social 
being 

Society at a 
point in history 

Participation 
met by providing 

responsibility. 

Intentional 
activities 
[Aimlessness] 

Situation 
and 

Role 

Transpersonal 
being 

The All 
[Cosmos/Being] 

spirilualily 
met by providing 

faith. 

God 
and 

Soul 

Union with 
the other/Being 
(Meaninglessness) 

Serene - 
Anguished 

Priest 
Poet 

Terms like 'individual', 'self' and 'existence' are frequently applied instead of 'being' to several or all the identity descriptors. @ Warren Kinston 1989,1993 



Master- Psychotherapy and the approaches to identity development. 
Table 12 This matrix provides an analysis in relation to psychological development, disturbances, techniques and theories. 

Notes: 
Everyone uses all approaches implicitly. Self-expression has static and dynamic elements which are listed in that order. 
Lack of satisfaction is invariably a threat. Threats at unrecognized levels generate dysfunction in the level habitually used 
Freud's contribution is more complex ~han the Table suggests. See text for further details. 

Identity Self-expression Identity Signal of Identity Identity Psychotherapies Psychoanalytic 
(Reality) involves: Threats Dysfunction Breakdown Disorder (Non-psychoanalytic) Theorists 

Sensory 
being 

Vital 
being 

Emotional 
being 

Individual 
being 

Relational 
being 

Social 
being 

Transpersonal 
being 

Awareness 
and 
arousal 

Tension 
and 
movement 

Modification 
and 
relocation 

Entitlement 
and 
adaptation 

Mutuality 
and 
dialogue 

Organizalion 
and 
management 

Harmony 
and 
attunement 

Boredom: 
overstimulation; 
neglect. 

Stress: 
inattention: 
fatigue. 

Separation; 
confusion; 
hardness. 

Rejection; 
contempt; 
devaluation. 

Non-recognition; 
frustration; 
sca pegoating 

Aimlessness; loss 
of responsi bility; 
social isolation. 

Despair: being 
over-whelmed: 
cynicism. 

Pain 

Exhaustion 

Anxiety 

Shame 

Guilt 

Alienation 

Doubt 

Disintegration Psychosomatic 
personality 

Illness Psychopathic 
- hysterical 
personality 

Paranoia Borderline 
personality 

Collapse Narcissistic 
personality 

Paralysis Neurotic 
personality 

Vagrancy Traumatized 
personality 

Torment (Sickness of 
the soul) 

Aromotherapy; reflex 
zone therapy; shiatsu 

Alexander technique; 
behavioral conditioning: 
dance therapy. 

Transactional analysis. 

Client-centred therapy; 
cognitive therapy. 

Humanistic therapies. 

Existential therapies; 
radical therapy. 

Psychosynthesis; 
transcendental meditation; 
analytical psychology. 

Paris school 

(None) 

Klein 

WinnicoH 
Kohut 

Freud 

Kinston & Cohen 

(None) 

@ Worren Kinston 1 989,1993 





Master- Rules in society's natural moral  institutions. 
Figure 14 The natural moral institutions get their character from the highest type of rule (in bold] because these shape and influence rules of lower types. 

As a result, the institutions become progressively more complex and powerful. See text for further details and explanation. 
Note that the horizontal hierarchy of the institutions lies within social being (L'-VI) and the framework of experience, whereas the 
vertical hierarchy lies within the legitimist approach to ethical choice (1'6) and the framework of purpose and value. Cf. Master-Figure 16. 

Levels 

L"-7 

L"-6 

L"-5 

L"-4 

L" - 3 

I " -2  

L"- 1 

L" - l 

Formal 
Etiquette 

LIT-ll 

Popular 
Morality 

Ltl-Ill 

Communal 
Ideals 

Prescriptions u 
Conventions r 1 Prescriptions 

Tenets 

Conventions 

Prescriptions 

L"-IV 

Social 
Structure 

Rights 

Tenets 

Conventions 

Prescriptions 

L" -V 

Ethical 
Teaching 

Maxims 

Rights 

Tenets 

Convent ions 

Prescriptions 

L"-VI 

Governance 
System 

L"-VII 

Organized 
Religion 

Laws 

Maxims 

Rights 

Tenets 

Conventions 

Prescriptions 

Absolutes 

Laws 

Maxims 

Rights 

Tenets 

Conventions 

Prescriptions 

@ Warren Kinston 1 991,1993 



Master- Properties of society's natural moral  institutions. 
Table 15 These form spontaneously within any complex socieb to foster its survival and coherence. The various rules sumort social beina bv ~rovidina the basis 

r , " a ,  " 
for identification and responsible participation. The place of these institutions in the theoretical framework is shown in Masterfigures 10 and 16. 
Note that these institutions operate within social being and provide a foundation for both personal and communal identity. 
See text for further explanation and details. 

L 

- 
I" 

11" 

Ill" 

IV" 

V" 

w 

n\" 

Types of 
Moral 
Institution 

Identity Realm Link sÂ¡ciely' Main Rule Type Ensuring Compliance: Approach to 
and Survival Individual Common 

Need and Focus Sanction & Inducement ,,iHerences Typical Concerns Criticisms 

Formal 
etiquette 

Popular 
morality 

Communal 
ideals 

Social 
structure 

Ethical 
teaching 

Governance 
system 

Organized 
religion 

Sensory: 
dress, appearance. 

dining, speech. 

Ceremonial 
respect 

Conformity 

Energy 

Order 

Virtue 

Stability 

Meaning 

Prescription 
deals with 

social behaviours 

Direct social & Certainty of 
control of doing what 
behaviour is right. 

Social & Social 
rejection acceptance 

Ignored 
and 
irrelevant 

Too artificial and 
mechanical. 

Vital: 
sex, aggression, work, 
alcohol, drugs, money. 

Convention 
deals with 

social attitudes 

Suppressed 
and 
overcome 

Too rigid or too lax; 
worsens personal 
problems. 

Emotional: 
any properly of a society 

which enables attachment. 

Tenet 
deals with 

social values 

Social & Social 
opposition endorsement 

Accepted 
and 
tolerated 

Blocks learning 
from outsiders; 
creates ta boos. 

Individual: 
claims, duties, powers, disabilities, 

privileges, immunities, liabilities. 

Right 
deals with 

social boundaries 

Losing & Gaining 
benefits of benefits of 

membership membership 

Classified 
and 
institutionalized 

Institutionalizes 
injustice. 

Relational: 
handling personal and 

social relationships. 

Maxim 
deals with 

social functioning 

Social & Social 
condemnation admiration 

Recognized 
and 
valued 

Too demanding 
and unrealistic in 
everyday life. 

Social: 
maintaining peace, order, justice, 
freedom and the common good. 

Law 
deals with 

social enforcement 

Public & Public 
penalties support 

Assumed 
and 
piotected 

Too overwhelming; 
too corruptible; 
too bureaucratic. 

Absolute 
deals with 

social existence 

Transpersonal: 
mysteries of existence - 

especially evil, suffering, and God. 

Being & Being 
distrusted trusted 

Sustained 
and 
transcended 

Too pervasive; 
too controlling; 
too hypocritical 



Master- Linking the frameworks of experience and purpose via motivation. 
Figure 16 Basic motivations link experience and purpose; ethical aspirations link approaches to ethical choice 

with approaches to identify development; and ethical dispositions link ethical rules and the natural moral 
institutions of society. See text for further details and explanation. 

TYPES of 
ETHICAL RULE 

Ethical 
Dispositions 

NATURAL MORAL 
INSTITUTIONS 

Level 6" 

Level 5 

Autonomy 

Obedience 

Virtue 

Respect 

Level VII" 

Level VI" 

Level V" 

Level IV" 

Level Ill" 

Level 11'' 

Level I" - 

I Law I I Governance System I 

Maxim e 
Level 4" 

Level 3" 

Level 2" 

1 Social Structure 

Communal Ideals ' Dedication 

Conformity 1 Popular Morality 1 
Meticulousness Prescription 1 Formal Etiauette \ 

APPROACHES to 
ETHICAL CHOICE 

Ethical 
Aspirations 

COACHES to 
Y DEVELOPMENT 

System 5' 

System VII' 1 
System VI' 

Spirituality 1 Transcendentalist 1 Transpersonal 

Legitimist I Social 1 Common Good 

Altruism 

Strength 

Systemicist Relational 1 System V 

System IV 

System Ill' 

System 11' 

System I' - 

Individual - System 4' 

System 3' 

System 2' 

System 1 ' 

Level 7 

Individualist 

I Pragmatist r Emotional I Ideals 

Continuity 1 Conventionalist I Vital I 

1 Sensory I Rationalist 1 Solutions 

FRAMEWORK 
of PURPOSE 

Ultimate Value 

Value System 

Social Value 

Principal Object 

Internal Priority 

Strategic Objective 

Tactical Objective 

Basic 
Motivations 

FRAMEWORK 
of EXPERIENCE 

Inspiration 

Obligation 

Need 

Level VII Imagination 

Identification Level VI 

Level V 

Level IV 

Level Ill 

Level II 

Level I 

Level 5 Intuition 

Idea Level 4 Interest 

Desire Level 3 Emotion 

Level 2 Intention Image 

Level 1 Awareness Sensation 

@ Warren Kinston 1991,199: 



Master- Properties of the seven types of  ethical rule a n d  associated codes. 
Table 17 The rule types are those found in the natural moral institutions, but no longer linked to particular identity realms (cf. Master-Fig. 16). 

Note that the immediate source of authority for a rule or code varies with the frame of reference 1e.g. employee hierarchy, association, nation] 
See text for further details and examples. For a more general account of the rules, see Master-Table 2 1 . 

Type of Rule 
& Code 

Changing 
Rules 

Advantages 
(over Lows) 

Common 
Criticisms 

Ethical 
Disposition 

Function Application 

Prescriptions 
moy be organized os a 
Code of practice 

To ensure all know 
and perform certain 
social actions strictly 
as specified. 

When people need 
precise instructions on 
what to do to avoid 
harm. 

Change is easy 
because 
it flows from rational 
inquiry. 

Change emerges 
because 
the social group and 
its values evolve. 

Change is difficult 
because 
people must be 
re-socialized. 

Change is opposed 
because 
the balance of 
power is altered. 

Change is superficial 
because 
the same maxims apply 
in new situations. 

Change is formalized 
because 
it must be agreed as 
a social necessity. 

Change is absent 
because 
it is unnecessary. 

Straightforward; 
unambiguous; 
easy to monitor. 

Ignores feelings and 
preferences of the 
people affected. 

Meticulousness 

Conventions To ensure all know 
and apply certain 
attitudes generally 
in their conduct. 

When discretionary 
action must be 
constrained in a widely 
accepted way. 

Adaptable; 
feels natural; 
enables graded 
adherence. 

Too fuzzy and 
undefined; 
generates excessive 
conformity. 

moy be orgonized os an 

Ethos 

Tenets 
may be organized os a 
Credo 

To ensure all know 
affirm and express 
certain values in 
daily life. 

When a group needs 
to strengthen its culture 
by activating ideals. 

Powerful; 
preventative; 
personally owned. 

Too distorting; too 
emotionally invested; 
too controlling; too 
difficult to install. 

Dedication 

Rights 
may be organized as o 

Charter 

To ensure all know 
and respect what is 
due to and from each 
individual in a class. 

When conflicts due to 
power imbalances 
between classes need 
to be reduced. 

Less threatening; 
allows refining; 
enables gradual 
acceptance. 

Generates conflict; 
worsens prejudices; 
fosters extremism. 

Respect 

Maxims 
may be organized as a 
Code of ethics 

To ensure all know 
and meet general 
requirements for 
virtuous functioning 

When individuals in 
society need confidence 
in the self-control 
of others. 

Based in trust; Too vague: 
open to exploitation; 
too dependent on 
the individual. 

Virtue 
activates virtue; 
flexible and simple 
to operate 

Laws 
moy be orgonized as o 
System 

To ensure all know 
and obey those rules 
enforced to maintain 
a stable social order. 

When differences of 
view on what rules are 
essential become 
socially intolerable. 

Too pedantic: too 
mechanical; too 
complicated; too rigid; 
too procedural. 

Obedience 

Absolutes 
may be organized as 
The eternal verities 

To ensure all know 
and aspire to the 
path of duty. 

Applicable by any one 
anywhere at any time. 

Too abstract; 
too contentless; 
too uncontrollable 

Universal; 
immutable; 
eternal. 

Autonomy 

0 Warren Kinston 1 991 ,1993 



Master- The framework for accommodating ethical authority. 
Figure 18 A diagram of the structural hierarchy formed by systematically defining all combinations of adjacent levels of ethical rule in the elemental hierarchy. 

The processes above the groupings indicate what must be handled ethically in any society: and ihe resulting form of au~hority is described beneath the groupings 
See text and Master-Tables 19, 20 and 27 foi further details and explanation of the whole framework. 

GI1-1 GIf-2 GI1-3 
Recognizing Maintaining Socializing 

Authority Community Individuals 
Protecting Judging Regulating Engendering 
Identity Conduct Obed- lence Will 

1"-7 F I  7 

Dis'ributive Justice 

I I Universal 

1"-6 1 7 1  7 

legal Responsibility 

1"-5 
Human Righi Principle 

Lll-4 lfcgtil nu n n L 
Ideological Principle 

Lot-3 F l  n u 
1"-2 -1 Social Policy Principle n^ 

revealing revealing 
7 types of 6 types of 
binding guiding 
RULE PRINCIPLE 

supporting and supporting and 
constraining constraining 
Community Individuals 

revea l i ng 

5 types of 
internalized 
POSITION 

supporting and 
constraining 

Identity 

I I I 
The C 

The 

The law 

revealing 

3 types of 
definitive 

I 

3 Morality 
n 

Moral Imce:ative 

Pragmatic Imperawe 
u 

revealing 

2 types of 

revealing 

4 types of 
minimum categorical 

STANDARD FRAMES OF REFERENCE IMPERATIVE 
supporting and supporting and supporting and 

constraining constraining constraining 
conduct Obedience Will 

The E 

revealing 

1 type of 
sustainable 

ORDER 
supporting and 

constraining 
Authority 

Generic Labels' 
ELEMENTAL CONSTRAINED SYSTEMATIC SELF-CONTAINED PROGRESSIVE STRUCTURED HOLISTIC 

DIFFERENTIATION DYNAMISM DEVELOPMENT OPERATION REALIZATION INTEGRATION UNIFICATION 

@Woman Kinston 1991,1994 



Master- The groupings of  levels o f  ethical rule generating ethical authority. 
Table 19 Abstract authorities, labelled in the content column, emerge from grouping the seven levels of ethical rules to form a structural hierarchy (GIt-1 to G"-7). 

Groups within these groupings define ethical authorities needed in any society. See Master-Table 27 for further properties and relationships of the groupings 

Function Content Characteristic when 
Nature 

Implications for 
in Society (Group Structure) Ascending the Groups Social Design 

Some Typical 
Errors 

Recognizing 
authority 
unequivocally 

To ensure that constraints 
defined by recognizable 
authorities can become 
binding obligations on all 

Ethical 
Rules 

(7 monads) 

Ethical 
Principles 
(6 dyads] 

Ethical 
Positions 
(5 triads] 

Ethical 
Standards 
(4 tetrads) 

Ethical 
Frames of 
Reference 

(3 pentads) 

Ethical 
Imperatives 
(2  hexads) 

Ethical 
Order 

1 heptad) 

Groups reflect progressively 
greater autonomy and weight 
of ethical responsibility in 
making choices. 

Primal authorities of seven 
distinct types must be 
respected by all established 
authorities. 

Confusion about what different 
types of rule can achieve; an 
excessive use prescriptions and 
laws to enable coercion. 

Maintaining 
community 
acceptably 

To ensure that choices 
affecting the community 
and its viability can be 
authoritatively guided. 

Groups reflect progressively 
greater demands for willing 
cooperation amongst members 
of a society. 

Government is about using 
p~inciples. Scholarship to 
develop and assess ethical 
principles is needed. 

Treating principles as rules and 
failing to see that principles need 
to be weighed and balanced 
against each other. 

Socializing 
individuals 
dogmatically 

To ensure that members 
can be coherently and 
authoritatively oriented to 
ethical challenge and change 

Groups reflect progressively 
more powerful societal 
requirements for conformity 
with ethical rules. 

Orchestrated public debate 
is needed for progress, so 
freedom of expression and 
association are essential. 

Regarding positions as if they 
were unitary e.g. only one form of 
distributive justice, only one 
valid ethic. 

Protecting 
identity 
deliberately 

To ensure that conformity 
con be sustained above 
an authoritative and 
self-chosen minimum. 

Groups reflect progressively 
profounder conceptions 
of social identity, each of which 
needs protection. 

Progress depends on 
developing standards, and 
providing for monitoring 
and arbitration. 

Confusing standards which define 
on ideal, an actual, a goal, or an 
expectation with standards which 
define a minimum and an identity, 

To ensure that differing 
views of right conduct can 
be definitively resolved by 
an authoritative judgement. 

Judging 
conduct 
virtuously 

Groups reflect a progressive 
move from respecting the post. 
through handling the present, 
to creating a better future. 

There are three types of 
justice and social power. 
The law mediates between 
custom and morality. 

Over-valuing or undervaluing 
one of the frames; trying to 
fuse distinct frames, 

Regulating 
obedience 
legitimately 

To ensure that categorical 
obedience can persist 
authoritatively in society 
through time. 

Groups reflect a shift from 
pragmatic and temporal 
considerations to spiritual 
and eternal considerations. 

The ultimate personal and 
social sources of obedience 
are absolutes and laws 
respectively. 

Attempting to unify temporal and 
spiritual powers in one authority 
to avoid intrinsic tensions; over- 
personalizing societal authority. 

Engendering 
will 
freely 

To ensure that each membe~ 
can be authentic when 
authorizing and sustaining 
what everyone deems right. 

The group of all levels reflects 
the sustenance of a social order 
which unifies all inner-personal 
and outer-social obligations. 

The need For all to create 
a society in which what 
each member ought to do 
is what each wants to do. 

Denying the need for communal 
~estraints on individuality; denying 
the need to maximize personal 
autonomy. 

@ Warren Kinston 1991,1994 



Master- Qualities of internal levels in each o f  the groupings of ethical rules. 
Table 20 These properties apply to each of the groups within a particular grouping. The Table shows how each grouping builds 

on the previous one. Note that the highest level [in shaded bold] gives the grouping its characteristic quality. In the formulae 
on both sides, 1'1 refers to !he first level in a group or grouping, 2 O L  to the second level &c. See text for further explanation and examples 

Authority Community 
requires requires 

7 types of 6 types of 
RULE PRINCIPLE 
to be to be 

respected applied 

2 O L  , 1 1  Acceptably 1 1  
1Â° 11 Unequivocally 1 1  [ Unequ~vocally 11 

Individuals 
require 

5 types of 
POSITION 

to be 
affirmed 

11 Acceptably 1 1  

Identity 
requires 

4 types of 
STANDARD 

to be 
adopted 

Conduct O M .  ~ence 
requires requires 

3 types of 2 types of 
FRAME OF REFERENCE IMPERATIVE 

io be 
evolved 

Deliberatelv - 1 1  legitimately 1  
Virtuously IM 

GI1-7 

will 
req u i res 
1 type of 
ORDER 

to be 
embraced 

1 Legitimately 1 1  6 O L  
Virtuously 1-11 

DEFlNlTlONS: 
Unequivocally : In terms of what is clearly recognized as an obligation by all concerned. 

Acceptably : In terms of what is expected and allowed by most in the community. 

Dogmatically : In terms of what is to be believed without further proof or doubt. 

Deliberately : In terms of what is self~onsciously owned, claimed and conformed to. 

Virtuously : In terms of what is required by ideals of virtue and iustice. 

Legitimatety : In terms of what is formally specified and enforced. 

Freely : In terms of what is necessary, desired, right and good for oneself and all. 

@ Warren Kinston 1991,1993 



Master- Properties of the seven types of  binding rule in society. 
Table 21 Respect for rules is based on recognizing the primal authorities in communi~ life. All actual or instituted social authorities appeal to these. 

Rules must be unequivocally respected but each provides for a different degree of freedom in practice. See text for further details and 
explanation and cf. Master-Tables 16 & 17. Note that Master-Table 17 provides details of the function and application of rules, 
differences in changing rules, their particular advantages, common criticisms, and the related ethical disposition. 

Aonac 
Level) 

T w  of Rule To Whom the Primal Basis of Quality of Personal Freedom & 
and Focus Rule Applies Authority Compliance Adherence Weight of Respnsi bility 

Prescription 
constrains 
actions. 

Convention 
constrains 
attitudes. 

Tenet 
constrains 
be1 iefs. 

Right 
constrains 
entitlements. 

Maxim 
constrains 
functioning. 

Law 
constrains 
enforcement 

Absolute 
constrains 
freedom and duy. 

Members as 
elements of a 
community. 

Members diffusely 
in the mainstream 
of a community. 

Members of 
associations within 
a community, 

Members of 
social classes 
in a community. 

Members of a 
moral communily. 

Members of an 
officially bounded 
community. 

Members of all 
communities at 
all times. 

Community 
leaders 

Community 
as a whole 

Each person's 
conscience 

Class power 

An ethical 
teaching 

The law 

Ultimate 
values 

Social control 
via 

impersonal command 

Social pressure 
via 

public opinion 

Personal control 
via 

inner conviction 

Personal pressure 
via 

special interest 

Social pressure for 
personal control 
via 

moral exhortation 

Social control of 
social control 
via 

legalized coercion 

Personal control 
of personal control 
via 

free will 

Certain-incontestable 
[because capable of precise 
specification and assignation) 

Uncerta i n-contesta ble 
[because partial, fuzzy and 

evalving~. 

Certain-incontesta ble 
[because based directly 

on inner experlences). 

Uncertain-contestable 
[because members challenge 

explicit rules). 

Certain-incontestable 
(because so obv~ously 

good and rlghtl, 

Uncerta in-con~esta ble 
(because open to 
interpretation and revision), 

Certain-incontestable 
[because so abstract 

and all-embracing~. 

Absolute minimum 
(because constraints are 

prec~sely specified]. 

Minimum 
[because responsibiliv is 

shared with others). 

Mdera te  
(because ~nternally controlled 

but partly  unconscious^, 

Near maximum 
[because under direct 

conscious personal control] 

Maximum 
(because :uI&eaking may 

be personally advantageous]. 

Maximum * 
(because of freedom under the law). 

Absolute maximum 
(because the meaning and use must 

be leh up to each person]. 

0 Warren Kinston 1991,1993 
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Master- 
Table 22 

Properties of the six types of guiding principle in  society. 
Ethical principles, which are needed to maintain a community, are dyadic authorities formed by conioining two adjacen~ types of rule. 
A variety of ethical principles must be applied when making choices which might affect community security and cohesion (1.e. viability] 
Note that a wide variety of bdies may develop or promote principles of various sorts. See text for details and explanation. 

Dyad No. 
(levels) 

Contribution to Type of Decision Authority and TheoryIDiscipline 
TYP of Function Community 
Principle Requiring Responsibility for for Development 

Viability Ethical Guidance Selection & Use & Analysis 

Civility 
principle 

To shape behaviour so that 
due respect for communiiy 
members is always manifest. 

Provides the basic 
mechanism for 
communal coexistence. 

Handling informal 
aspects of inter-personal 
interactions. 

Each permn Social psychology 

Social policy 
principle 

To shape att~tudes and 
organisations so that members' 
needs are met in society. 

Bolsters the rationale for 
member participation 
in a community. 

Handling interactions 
mediating personal 
needs. 

Government Public administration 
Policy analysis 

To shape social institutions 
so that fair entitlements of 
classes of members are met 

Whenever the status 
or power of a class of 
individual is affected. 

Political parties. Assists restructuring 
of the community when 
required. 

Economics 
Sociology 
Social theory 

Human right 
principle 

To shape social constraints 
on members so as to protect 
their freedom as individuals. 

Collective action seeking 
to benefit all or prevent 
harm by individuals. 

Political theory Minimizes coercive 
control of community 
members. 

Legislators, jurists, 
regulatory authorities, 
courts of human rights. 

Judges, lawyers. To shape legal decisions SO as 
to protecl social institutions on 
which the community depends. 

Maintains confidence 
~n the legal system. 

Disputes within courts 
of lustice. 

Legal 
principle 

jurisprudence 

Natural lustice 
principle 

To shape the expression 
of fair play in society. 

Creation and use of any 
social arrangement. 

All members of society, 
and especially official 
authorities. 

Natural law theories Maintains community 
spirit by minimizing 
feelings of inlustice. 
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Master- Properties of the five types of internalized position in socieiy. 
Table 23 Ethical positions, which are needed to socialize individuals, are triadic authorities formed by conloining three adiacent vpes of rule. 

Positions express and reflect culture and enable ethical chan~e. Note that both freedom and conformity are essential and vah~ed in all societies 
Ethical cha"ge is viewed as progress towards enlightenment-by those advocating it. See text for de~ails and explanation 

rriad No. 
(levels) 

Type of 
Position 

Function Expression 
Nature of Ethical Relation to Conformity Change Agents 
Multiplicity Change Freedom For (or Against) (Devalued) 

Good 
practice 

Communal 
role 

Cultural 
ethic 

Legal 
responsibility 

Distributive 
iustice 

To orient individuals to 
acting in a way which 
meets the needs of others 
in specific contexts. 

To orient individuals to 
relating to others in a 
way that affirms mutual 
rights and duties. 

To orlent ~ndlv~duals to 
participating in society in 
a way that demonstrates 
virtue. 

To orient individuals to 
fulfilling their legal 
obligations to others and 
10 the community. 

To orient individuals to 
supporting the ethical 
order and tolerating 
actual inequahties. 

Codes of good practice 
which define, promote 
and concretize social 
values. 

Social relationships 
which maintain the 
so cia^ structure. 

Personal outlooks 01 

spirit of the age. 

Social institutions 
emerging from laws 
and government 
sanction. 

A cultural conception 
of a fair way to deal 
with collective goods 
and bads. 

Disconnected, 
with areas of 
connection. 

Distinct and 
connected. 

Overlapping 
or dialectically 
inter-connected 

Strongly 
interconnected 

Tends to 
unification. 

Depends on 
ralional inquiry, 
and grounds 
all ethical change. 

Depends on 
communal change, 
and stabilizes 
ethical change, 

Depends on 
personal change, 
and drives 
all ethical change. 

Depends on 
legal enforce men^, 
and consolidates 
ethical change. 

Depends on 
cultural forces, 
and iustifies 
ethical change, 

Expresses 
freedom. 

Enables the 
exercise of 
freedom. 

Defines the 
nature of 
freedom. 

Protects the 
exercise of 
freedom. 

Enhances 
freedom of 

Overt and easy Innovator 
(or resisted) (Non-conformist) 

Feels natural Iconoclast 
[or unnatural] [Deviant) 

Leads to personal Outsider 
identification [Outcast] 
[or deep reiection) 

Self-conscious Conscientious 
[or imposed from obiec~or 
without) (Outlaw] 

Assumed Radical 
automatically (Dissident) 

each and all. (or profoundly 
problematic) 
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Master- Properties of the four types of minimum standard in society. 
Table 24 Ethical standards, which are needed to protect identiiy, are teiradic authorities formed by conioining four adlacent types of rule 

Standards must be owned if they are io enable selfappraisal and self-control. . . 
See text for details and explanation. 

izlmd No 
(levels) 

TYP of Function Focus of Standard-setting How Standards How Standards Who Judges 
Standard Conformity Authority Are Set are Monitored Breaches 

Communal To proteci an evolving 
standard undefined community 

identity, 

Individual To protect an 
standard individual's self-defined 

identity. 

Societal To protect a society's 
standard officially enacted 

identiiy. 

Universal To protect an 
standard internationally agreed 

conception of human 
identity in society. 

Individual activity The community 
in public. 

The individual's Each person 
internal functioning or organization. 
[expressed explicitly 
or implicitly in actions), 

Formal institutions Governing organs 
e.g. laws, regulations, of a society. 
government policies, 
public agencies &c. 

Individual rights and Multi-national 
duties in a sovereign governmental 
society. bodies 

(e.g. UNO). 

Informally 

Privately by deli berate 
choice. 

Formal enactments 
like laws and 
statutory instruments 

Unanimously adopted 
formal declarations to 
be ratified in law by 
national governments. 

Media investigation, 
public complaints, 
informal criticism. 

Internal criticism 
and review, oken in 
response to 
external comment. 

Statutory agencies 
and regulatory 
authorities. 

Campaigning 
bcdies, world press, 
parliamentary 
fact-finding visits. 

Any member of 
the community. 

The individual: 
i.e. governing 
body in an 
organisation. 

Courts and 
tribunals within 
a society. 

lnternationa~ 
iudicial tribunals 
commissions 
and courts. 
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Master- Properties of the three types of definitive frame of reference in society. 
Table 25 Ethical frames of reference, which are needed to judge whether conduct is just, are pentadic authorities formed by conjoining 

five adjacent lypes of rule. See text for details and explanation. 

Pentad No. 
(Levels) 

Types of Frame 
of Reference 

Function 

Time Perspective 
Social Reality 

Generator 
Primal Authority 

Justice 
Judging Body 
Judicial.Style 
Proceedings 
Methods 

Focus 
Control 
~uthority 
Freedom 
Type of Power 

Social Form 
Societal Epitome 

Main Advantage 
Main Limitation 
Main Danger 

The Custom The Law The Morality 

To enable judgements of conduct which To enable judgements of conduct which To enable judgements of conduct which 
define what has always been taken as right. define what must now be taken as right. define what ought to be taken as right. 

Past 
Practical & communal 

Popular sympathies & emotions 
Community as a whole 

Substantive 
Adjud~~utor(s) forming a Tribunal 

Pragmatic & prudential 
Inquisitorial - investigative 
Negotiation & mediation 

Situational & fuzzy 
Outer & informal 

Traditional 
Restricts 

Economic & physical 

The People 
Chief/Prime Minister 

Practicably 
Ignores the individual 

Mob law or blood feuds 

Present 
Institutional & societal 

Legal reasoning & the intellect 
The law itself 

Formal 
Judge(;>) in o Court of Justice 

Procedural & technical 
Accusatorial - adversarial 
Representation & advocacy 

Objective & comprehensive 
Outer & formal 

Rational 
Protects 

Political & coercive 

The Government 

Judge 

Future 
Aspirational & theoretical 

Moral imagination & intuitions 
Ethical teaching/ultimate values 

Solomonic 
Sage in a sacrnlized setting 

Dogmatic & educational 
Revelatory - experiential 
Inspiration & illumination 

Subjective & symbolic 
Inner/outer & informal/formal 

Religious 
Defines 

Integrative & humanistic 

The Official Religion 
Spiritual Head of State/Monarch 

Values individuals Provides hope for a better world 
Bound by precedent Impracticality 

Expensive, lengthy, incomprehensible cases Extremist utopianism 
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Master- Properties of the two types of categorical imperative in society. 
Table 26 Ethical imperatives, which are needed to regulate obedience, are hexodic authorities formed by conjoining 

six adjacent types of rule. See text for details and explanation. 

Hexad No. 
(Levels) 

Types of Imperative 
Example 

Function 

Object of Control 

Concern 

Legitimation 

Source of 
Authority 

Ideological Base 

Danger 

Pragmatic Imperative 
e g. kill when necessary! 

To regulate demands for obedience 
generated by the rulers of a society. 

Rulers, the citizenry and the government, 
and through them, society. 

Moral Imperative 
e.g. do not murder! 

To regulate demands for obedience 
generated by a person as part of a group 

Each person and through them the 
community and thence the rulers. 

Maintaining a political society. Maintaining a moral community, 

By laws: as formally introduced within a 
recognized legislature. 

Human beings have a practical need for rules 
given their temporality and frailty. 

By absolutes: commandments defined in holy 
scriptures or in imaginative awareness. 

Human beings have a spiritual and religious 
need for rules. 

Legal positivism. Ecclesiastical absolutism. 

Unprincipled lows and activities by governments. Elevating rules better categorized as lower level 
types to the status of laws or absolutes. 
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Master- Properties revealing the coherence of  the hierarchy of  ethical authority. 
Table 27 See Master-Tables 1 8 & 19 and text for further details and explanation. 

Ethical Authority Ultimate The Process of Key Social Evolution of Conformity Unity and 
and Function Value Link Ethical Design Entities Authority & its Effect Multiplicity 

Unity. The Order 
ensures tho1 eoch member can be 
authentic when authorizing and 
sustaining what everyone deems right 

Harmony 

Truth 

Justice 

Liberty 

Equality 

Fraternity 

Peace 

Moral imagination: 
the starting point and 
hope for a better world 

The person 
and 
the actual sociol order. 

Spirit of Desired 
authority so enables 

freedom 

Imperatives 
ensures that categorical obedience 
con persist outhoritatively in 
society through time. 

Ethical force: 
what makes social life 
possible and worthwhile. 

Ultimate values (God) 
and 
the sovereign society. 

Force of Demanded 
authority so requires 

restraint 

Unity 
expressed 
as a duality. 

Frames of Reference 
ensures thoi differing views of right 
conduct con be definitively resolved 
by an authoritative judgement. 

Ethical context: 
the evolving all-embracing 
context for personal 
conduct. 

Communities; 
The government; 
Natural moral institutions 

Systems of Judged 
authority soenables 

freedom 

Three unities 
seeking a 
greater unity. 

Standards 
ensures that conformity con be 
sustained above on authoritative 
and selkhosen minimum 

Ethical being: 
self-consciously seeking 
ethical individuality and 
tolerating diversity. 

Realizing Self-appraised 
authority so requires 

restraint 

Multiple 
discrete 
connected 
unities. 

Connected 
multiplicity. 

Communities; 
each person and organization: 
the government: multi- 
national governmental bodies. 

Positions 
ensures that members can be coher 
ently and authoritatively oriented 
to ethical challenge and change. 

Open debate: 
the mechanism of ethical 
stability and progress. 

The media, campaigning and 
reforming bodies of many types; 
innovators, iconoclasts, outsiders, 
conscientious objectors, radicals. 

Modifying Debated 
authority so enables 

freedom 

Principles 
ensures that choices affecting 
the community and its viability 
can be authoritatively guided. 

Each person, the government, 
political parties, legislators, 
jurists, regulatory authorities 
- plus academic inquirers. 

Establishing Determined 
authority so requires 

restraint 

Disconnected 
multiplicity. 

Community governance: 
what can ond should 
be ethically designed. 

Rules 
ensures that constraints defined 
by recognizable authorities can 
become binding obligations on all. 

Primal authorities: 
the means and limits of 
ethical design. 

Communal leaders, community 
mainstream, consciences, 
class power, ethical teachings, 
the law, ultimate values. 

Recognizing Bounded 
authority so enables 

freedom 

Multiplicity 
organizable in 
discrete areas. 
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Master- Purpose derivatives and processes for realizing values in society. 
Figure 28 Diagrammatic representation of the structural hierarchy formed by systematically defining all combinations of adjacent levels of purpose in the elemental hierarchy, 

See text and Master-Tables 29 and 30 for further details and explanation. 

-- - -  

G- 1 G-2 G-3 G-4 G-5 G-6 G-7 
Defining Constraining Promoting Sustaining Organizing Regulating Exercising 

Responsibility Activity Change Achievement Endeavours Power Freedom 

Ultimate 
L-7 Fl 1 

[he Citizenry 
p n  

Approach n 1 culture 

Value 
1-6 Ll 

The Sue 

I 
revealing 

1 state of 
MEMBERSHIP 
enabling and 

generating 
Responsibility 

1-5 
value 

Growth 

I Mission 

Initiative 

Diredive 

- 

Policy 

Internal 
lv3 Fl 

Strategic 
L-2 Fl n 

Tactical 
obiective IÃ "1 Yn'erprise 

revealing revealing 

7 levels of 
PURPOSE 

enabling and 
generating 

Activity 

revealing revealing 

5 components of 
DRIVE 

enabling and 
generating 

Achievement 

revealing 

6 types of 
DIRECTION 

enabling and 
generating 
Change 

4 domains of 
FUNCTIONING 
enabling and 

generating 
Endeavours 

3 embodiments of 2 guardians of 
AUTONOMY SOVEREIGNTY 
enabling and enabling and 

generating generating 
Power Freedom 

Generic Labels: 
ELEMENTAL CONSTRAINED SYSTEMATIC SELF-CONTAINED PROGRESSIVE STRUCTURED HOLISTIC 

DIFFERENTIATION DYNAMISM DEVELOPMENT REALIZATION OPERATION INTEGRATION UNIFICATION 
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Master- The groupings of levels of purpose used to realize values in society. 
Table 29 Grouping the levels of purpose forms seven levels in a structural hierarchy. The G numeral indicates the number of adjacent levels grouped together. 

In all groupings (GI, descending the groups reveals progression to more realizable, precise, tangible, or action-based entities. 

Nature Function Con tent Implications for Implications for Common 
(Structure) Society Organizations Errors 

Defining 
responsibility 
appropriately 

Constraining 
activity 
strategically 

Promoting 
change 
politically 

Sustaining 
achievement 
rationally 

Organizing 
endeavours 
consensually 

Regulating 
power 
ethically 

Exercising 
freedom 
imaginatively 

To ensure that values can 
be affirmed, chosen and 
pursued in a social context. 

7 levels of 
Purpose 

(monadic] 

Recognition that everyone has 
the need and ability to fill seven 
distinct primal roles in social life. 

All seven levels need to be 
recognized as motivating 
and influencing staff. 

*Poor balance between 
personal and group pressures. 
*Excessive neglect of one or 
more roles and levels. 

To ensure that chosen 
values focus minds and 
shape outcomes. 

6 types of 
Direction 
(dyadic] 

Communication between primal 
roles at adlacent levels is 
needed to deal with uncertainty 
about using values in practice. 

Clear, realistic and 
acceptable directions are 
needed for cooperation, 
efficiency, effectiveness. 

*Woolly specifications. 
*Mishandling the social 
process. 
*Ignoring value pressures 

To ensure that desired 
values are installed 
despite resistances. 

5 components of 
Drive 

(triadic] 

Values must be constantly 
revised, reasserted and 
(re-)installed, even in the most 
conservative society. 

Organizations are quasi- 
communities and all staff 
should be engaged when 
introducing values. 

*Failing to recognize the 
political dimension in change. 
*Not attempting to introduce 
any changes. 

To ensure that values are 
expressed coherently and 
enduringly in activities. 

4 domains of 
Functioning 

(tetradic) 

-Omitting work on mind-sets. 
*Excess focus on operations. 
*Absence of strategic thinking. 
*Poor linkage of the domains. 

Society ~equiies a wide variety 
of organizations dedicated to its 
transformation, differentiation, 
strengthening and sustenance. 

Strong managemeni 
involves the performance 
of four types of leadership 
work. 

To ensure that work 
serves the values of both 
society and individuals. 

3 embodiments of 
Autonomy 
(pentadic] 

Organizing involves compart- 
mentalization and the duties of 
each compartment should be 
designed to be synergistic. 

Movements, authorities 
and enterprises must be 
developed and handled in 
distinctive ways. 

*Expecting efficient services 
from government, or self- 
regulation by individual firms. 
*Misunderstanding regulation 

To ensure that a society, its 
people and their activities, 
are regulated by values. 

2 guardians of 
Sovereignty 

(hexadic) 

The people require guardian 
institutions and political debate 
to control the government that 
regulates their activities. 

An organization should 
consider itself a society in 
microcosm and work on its 
framework of ethical rules. 

*The government places itself 
above the citizenry. 
*Poor working of the political 
arena. 

To ensure that each 
member of society uses 
and evaluates values. 

1 state of 
Membership 

(heptadic) 

Society requires its members to 
show civic virtue by participating 
willingly, being responsible and 
acting on what is important. 

Values are constantly 
affirmed by all staff in their 
relationships, actions and 
communications. 

*Taking society for granted. 
*Denying the omnipresence of 
values in all social phenomena. 
-Devaluing certain members. 
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Master- Qualities of internal levels in each of the groupings of purposes. 
Table 30 These properties apply to each of the groups (purposederivatives) within a particular grouping. The Table shows how each grouping 

builds on the previous one. Note that the highest level (in shaded bold) gives the grouping its characteristic quality. 
In formulae on both sides, 1Â°  refers to the first level in a group or grouping, 2 O L  to the second level &c. See text for further explanation 

G- 1 

Each of the 
7 levels of 
PURPOSE 

enables 

Responsibility 
to be 

defined 

G-2 

Each of the 
6 types of 
DIRECTION 

enables 

Activity 
to be 

constrained 

G-3 

Each of the 
5 components of 

DRIVE 
enables 

Change 
to be 

promoted 

~ O L  1 , 1 1  ~olitically 1 
2 O L  11 S t ra~ical ly  11 1 1  Strate;icall; 1 
1 O L  -Appropriately Appro rialely Appro ariatel 

G-4 

Each of the 
4 domains of 

FUNCTIONING 
enables 

Achievement 
to be 

sustained 

G-5 

Each of the 
3 embodiments of 

AUTONOMY 
enables 

Endeavours 
lo be 

organized 

G-6 

Each of the 
2 guardians of 
SOVEREIGNTY 

enables 

Power 
lo be 

regulated 

G-7 

Each of the 
state of 

MEMBERSHIP 
enables 

Freedom 
to be 

exercised 

Ethically I 1 
I I Consensuallv I I 

1 1  Rationally 11 

1 1  Imaginatively 11 
I Ethically I1 

1 Strategically 1 1  1 1  Strategically 11 2 O L  1 1  Appropriately ]I 1 1  Appropriately 1 1  I O L  

DEFINITIONS: 
Appropriately : To meet the need to adapt to the immediate situation. 

Strategically : To meet the need to maximize the impact of values given in the situation. 

Politically : To meet the need to win support when choosing from valid alternative values 

Rationally : By appeal to a valuebased rationale for on-going activities. 

 ons sensually : By appeal to a general and freely given agreement on values. 

Ethically : By appeal to values which ore understood to be righ~ and good. 

~ma~inatively : By appeal to values which transcend present society. 
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Master- Properties of the seven levels of purpose. 
Table 31 Purposes ensure that responsibility is appropriately defined. Each level is a monad: i.e. elemental and irreducible. 

The seven levels of purpose are associated with specific roles, responsibilities and relationships. 
See text and review ~bster-~ables 1-4 for further details and expl&mtion. 

Level of 
Definition Relation Personal Primal Role Specialized 

Purpose to Self Responsibility & Relationship Pressures Communal Roles 

Ultimate 
value 

Value 
system 

Social 
value 

Principal 
object 

Internal 
priority 

Strategic 
objective 

Tactical 
obiective 

A universally accepted and 
eternally pursued state 
of being. 

Selflessness 
with the danger of 

self-denial 

For: distinguishing 
good and evil. 

- 
Visionaries, prophets, 
spiritual leaders. 

- 
Human being 
responsible to 

God 
Theory- or 
society 
based. 

Group 
pressures 

a re 
paramount. 

Interlinked valued ideas 
ordering understanding 
within a social domain. 

Self-definition 
with ihe danger of 
self-glorification 

For: affirming 
ideas instilled during 
socialization. 

Adherent 
responsible to 

the value system 

Disciplinary experts, 
political parly supporters, 
social movement elites. 

A freely shared need-based 
value serving a specific 
community. 

Self-development 
with the danger of 

self-preoccupation 

Public figures, journalists, For: recognizing what 
each and all in the 
community need. 

Participant 
responsible to voluntary campaigners, 

social movement activists. - the community - 

Individual Entrepreneurs 
(and everyone when 
acting autonomously) 

An activity defining the 
identity of an endeavour 

Self-interest 
wiih the danger of 

selfishness 

For: owning what is 
to be achieved 
overall. 

- 
Members of commissions, 
governing bodies, councils, 
authorities, tribunals, 
committees. 

A degree of emphasis 
among valid values or 
actions for immediate use. 

Self-assertion 
with the danger oi 

self-destructiveness 

For: allocating volue in 
concrete terms now. 

- 
Governor 

responsible to 
the board 

Organization- 
or endeavour- 

based. 

A desired and feasible 
outcome which maximizes 
impact. 

Self-fulfilment 
wi~h the danger of 

self-indulgence 

For: deciding what is 
to be achieved now. 

Leader 
responsible to 

followers 

Managers, 
decision-makers, 
ministers of state. Reality 

pressures 
are 

paramount. 
A precise tangible time- 
targetted result which is a 
step to a desired outcome. 

Self-control 
with the danger of 

self-alienation 

For: doing what has 
to be done now. 

Administrators Agent 
unskilled labourers. responsible to 

the employer - - functionaries 
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Master- Properties of the six types of direction. 
Table 32 Directions ensure that activity is constrained by chosen values. Each type is a dyad formed by combining two adjacent types of purpose. 

They assume certain values are held and mediate their pressures in practice as well as dealing with crucial uncertainties affecting activity. 
See text for details and explanation. 

Dyad 
No. 

(Levels) 

Type Pressures Uncertainty Specification Social Process 
of Function determining to be is especially Gaining Agreement 

Direction Content Resolved Needed: Handling Objections 

Some Consequences 
of 

Mishandling 

6 
(Ls 7&  6) 

5 
(b 6 &  5) 

4 
(Ls 5 & 4) 

3 
(b 4 &  3) 

2 
(Ls 3 & 2) 

1 
(Ls 2 &  1) 

Conviction 

Approach 

Mission 

Role 

Policy 

Plan 

To stabilize a persons 
ethical stance in 
changing circumstances. 

From experience 
& 
For socialization 

How can activities 
accord with one's 
deepest values? 

When explicitly 
working with 
values. 

Meditation 
& 
Reflection 

Exhortation 
& 
Education 

Involvement 
& 
Inclusion 
or Exclusion 

Networking 
& 
Negotiation 

Debate 
& 
Consultation 

Teamwork 
& 
Analysis 

-Personal demoralization 
-Organizations lose vitality 
*Corruption develops 
*Dogmatism thrives 

When dealing with 
new or complex 
social issues. 

To ensure adherents' 
correct participation 
in a community setting 

From the orthodoxy 
& 
For social integration 

How can activities 
promote the 
orthodox view? 

*Group loses cohesion 
*The domain malfunctions 
*Social debate is weakened 
*Zeal becomes disruptive 

To unify participants' 
wholeheorted efforts 
in an endeavour. 

From popular demands 
& 
For a distinct identity 

When integrating 
a large complex 
organization. 

*Social antagonism grows 
*Efforts are diffused 
-Organization is hijacked 
=The enterprise splits 

How can activities 
gain general social 
support? 

To identify a part's 
current contribution to the 
performance of a whole. 

From functions 
& 
For relationships 

How can activities 
interact with 
synergy? 

When expectations 
of individuals in a 
system are not clear. 

*Conflict is institutionalised 
-Cooperation is neglected 
*People get confused 
*Work fails to get done 

To coordinate leaders' 
independent decisions in 
a problematic situation. 

From factions 
& 
For results 

How can activities 
address the issues 
given the resources? 

When controversy 
exists about what 
to aim for. 

*Controversy intensifies 
*Efforts are fragmented 
*Vicious circles develop 
*Issues are avoided 

To organize essential 
tasks and resource use 
in a time schedule. 

From circumstances 
& 
For logic 

How can activities 
produce results 
efficiently? 

When implemen- 
tation is long and 
complicated. 

*Resources are wasted 
*Results are patchy 
*Delays and dissatisfaction 
*Disconnection from action 



Master- Properties of the five components of drive. 
Table 33 Drives promote change and overcome opposition to desired values. Each is a triad formed by combining three adjacent types of purpose 

They are operated by individuals and organizations within communities and directed either inwardly to modify the self, 
or outwardly to modify others. See text for further details and explanation. 

riad No 
(Levels) 

5 
(Ls 7-5) 

4 
(Ls 6-4) 

3 
(Ls 5-3) 

2 
(b.4-2) 

1 
(Ls 3-1) 

Component 
of Drive Function Desired Locus of Inherent Consequence of 

Effect Expression Responsibility Criticism Failure 

Ideal 

Crusade 

Campaign 

Initiative 

Directive 

To commit people to 
desired values despite 
their differences. 

To convert people to 
ideas of potential social 
benefit . 

To ue~suade people to act 
on dormant values which 
they hold in common. 

To generate activities 
which forward given but 
neglected values. 

To produce specific action 
when there is intractable 
value conflict. 

People feel encouraged 
to persevere despite 
all obstacles. 

People's energies 
and loyally are 
enduringly harnessed 

People are temporarily 
activated to choose 
according to preferences 

People are engaged 
over a defined time 
to achieve results. 

People in the situation 
are immediately 
controlled. 

Aspirational 
conception 

Reform 
agenda 

Memorable 
slogan 

Costed 
proposals 

Compulsory 
decree 

Social movements Unrealistic 
explained by 
their elites. 

Causes Extremist 
represented by 
their champions. 

Constituencies Intrusive 
activated by 
their campaigners. 

Organizations Distorting 
advised by 
their experts. 

Leaders Dictatorial 
sanctioned by the 
organization's crises. 

Cynicism and 
apathy weakens the 
social fabric. 

People do not 
understand what 
the change is about 

People do not 
act on iheir values. 

Disillusionment with 
management's ability 
to make progress. 

Deterioration in the 
situation due to 
an impasse. 
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Master- Properties of the four domains of functioning. 
Table 34 Functioning ensures that values are enduringly expressed in activities. Each domain of functioning is formed by conjoining purposes from four adjacent levels. 

Adequate functioning sustains achievement and consolidates identity in organizations, while at the same time, affecting the communal identity. 
See text for further details and explanation. See Master-Tables 35 and 36 for a related classification of organizations. 

Domain Identity Relation Social Process: Special Work Communication Failure 
of Function and Method and and is likely 

Functioning Communal Function Engagement- Leadership Desired Response if: 

Tetrad 
, NO. 

(Levels) ' 

To establish a framework 
of enduring values which 
inspire people and guide 
all work. 

Defines identity and 
transforms the group 
because driven by 
ultimate values. 

Personal: Reflective 
soul-searching 
which depends on: 
Spontaneous 
ownership. 

Preaching the 
essence: 
what we want to be! 
leoding to. 
Excitement. 

Vision 

Culture 

Growth 

Operation 

Develop commitment, 
loyalty and enthusiasm in 
an open participative way, 
which requires: 
Transformative leadership. 

Uninspiring 
Unintelligible 
Unfulfilling 
Dehumanized 
Woolly 

To keep those values 
prominent which fit the 
social environment and 
maintain individuality. 

Maintains identity and 
differentiates the group 
because driven by 
value systems. 

Coniniunal. Deliberate 
self-definition 
which depends on 
Arduous 
self-indoctrination. 

Use public relations to 
foster equal understanding 
and widespread adoption, 
which requires: 
Communicative leadership. 

Coherent, correct 
current dissemination: 
what we hove to be! 
leading to: 
Pride. 

Incoherent 
Unenforced 
Superficial 
False 
Diffuse 

To redefine endeavours 
so as to meet social needs 
and to bring benefits 
internally. 

Supports identity and 
strengthens the group 
because driven by 
social values. 

Disciplinary: 
Needdriven inquiry 
which depends on: 
Self-interested 
cooperation. 

Use planners to stimulate 
ideas, to coordinate inquiry, 
and to evaluate possibilities, 
which requires: 
Strategic leadership. 

Selective exploration 
in a holistic way: 
what we could be! 
leading to: 
Determination. 

Impossible 
Simplistic 
Intrusive 
Comprehensive 
Do tad riven 

To maintain performance 
which efficiently produces 
valued outputs. 

Solidifies identity and 
sustains the group 
because driven by 
principal objects. 

Managerial: 
Pragmatic handling 
which depends on: 
Conscientious 
performance. 

Exert management control 
to cost, program and 
monitor activities, 

Briefing - terse but 
comprehensive: 
what we wilt do! 
leading to. 
Feeling in control. 

Inefficient 
Uncoordinated 
Under-resourced 
Chaotic 
Inflexible 

which requires. 
Accountable leadership. 
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Master- A ten-fold typology of organizations based on social role. 
Table 35 The more complicated organizations (shaded on the right) show combinations of the properties of the four mono-functional organizations. 

Each type of body finds its essence in one or more of the four domains of functioning and fulfils those communal identity functions (cf. Master-Table 34). 
Typing is performed by examining principal objects, and then confirmed by checking these against actual activities of the organization. 
The type numbers follow the layout in Master-Table 36. See text for further details and examples. 

Type of Role (Function) 
Output Leadership 

Insiders Source of 
Organization in Society Focus Resources 

Visionary 
(and other 
vision-generating 

type51 

Membership 
(and other 
mcrn bcr5hip-centred 

types) 

Promotional 
[and other 
reform-generating 

ty PSI 

Service 
(and other 
customer-centred 

types) 

To transform - 
to apply ideals to 
domains and identify 
values for use within 
and across societies. 

To differentiate - 
to promote the value 
in society of distinctive 
roles and interests of 
members. 

To strengthen - 
to focus and shape 
some aspect of social 
life within a society. 

To sustain - 
to do or produce 
specific things of 
tangible value to society 
as cheaply as possible. 

Universally 
needed 
missions. 

Benefits for 
members and, 
through them, 
society. 

Priorities and 
policies for 
adoption and 
adaptation. 

Essential and 
desirable 
goods and 
services. 

Appointed 01 

anointed 
leader. 

Active members 
and the wider 
membership. 

Governing body 
(including its 
su b-comm i tteesl . 

Competent 
top executives 

Idealists Time. money and 
whose ideals are energy from wider 
promoted. society. 

Members Membership via 
whose status dues, sales, gifts, 
and security is bequests &c. 
bostered . 

Workers/supporters Grants, gifts, 
[paid and unpaid) donations from 
whose interests public and/or 
are furthered. private sources 

Employees and People who get 
the self-employed the goods or 
who are paid to services (or others 
produce. on their behalf). 

Other Types 
[combined types/rolesl 

r 
No. 4 

i L  
No. 5 

Evangelical 

]I eforrning . 6  

I 
No. 1 

Jniversal 

I 
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Master- Examples of organizations in each of the ten types. 
Table 36 Each type is labelled adjectivally only. The role(s] beneath the label link to the core domain(s1 of 

functioning. Although other domains in the organizations are useful for society, they are not the 
essence of the organization. Note that the categorical examples are illustrative, not comprehensive. 
Specific examples come from the UK except where noted orself-evident. 
See text for further details and explanation 

Typeof Organization Core Domain(s) & Categorical Specific 
.&Role(s) in Society Communal Function(s] Examples Examples 

Universal G-44-1 Un verso1 churches Roman Gthoiic, Buddhist 
VI io eneratin , Tr nsfaming, 

me$k%Fentrd, di8erentiating, Great universities Oxford. Horvord 
re ormgenerotin stren thening, World-governing orgonizations United Nations Organisation 

and customer-centred. sustaining 

In-functional Types: 
Ideol ical G-44.2 Ideology-based political parties labour Party 

Vi ion eneiofin Jr~nsfor~i"g, 
7embrshipcenFe8i i erentiating, Some bodies Cornmunitorion network USA 

on re ormgenerating. strengthening 

Sectio I ~ 4 ~ - ~  Identily^xised self help groups British Epilepsy Association 
~ e ~ h i ~ e n t r ~ ,  Differentiating, 

re orrn-generatin stren thening , Ntinor churches Methodist church 

ond customer-centred' susfainino. Ethlic support groups Greek-Cyptiot Broherhd " 
Troning &regulating membership bodies Institute of Chartered Accountants 

Di-foncfionol Types: 
Ethical 

Vision enerohn , 
ond membershipcentred 

ngelical 
Me beisKentred, 

ond r%rmgenerating. 

Reforming 
Jeform-genetohn 

an customer-centred! 

G-44.3 Some social movement bodies Internolionol Alliance of Women 

k'r%%j Some internotionol umbrella organizations World Medical Association 
Visimory discipline-based bodies Internat'l Society for Systems Sciences 

G-43.2 Ideatogybased think-~anks Institute for Public Policy Reseorch 
Differe strengt!ening tioting: Issuebiased political parties Farmers' Party 

Some religious bodies Interfaith Network 
Stondord-setting professional bodies Royol College of Psychiatrists 
Specialized campaigning groups Scientists Agoinst Nuclear Arms 

G-.2-' 
Campaigning welfare charities Age Concern 

ening* M.help groups sustaining Rambler's Association 
Internotional public services Wotid Health Orgonizoticm 
Some scientific bodies Royal Geographical Society 
Some regulatory authorities Commission for Rociol Equality 

Mono-functional Types: 
Visionary 

Vision-generating. 

v b e r s h i p  
Members ipcentrco 

Promotional 
Reformgenerating. 

Service 
Customer-centred. 

G-4* Tronsdisciplinary academic bodies 
Transforming Some United Notions bodies 

G-4-' Urnbrello orgonizotions 
Differentiating Trade unions 

Professional associations 
Trode ossooolions 
Community associolions 

G-4' Campaigning organizations 
Strengthening. Off cia1 pressure group 

Most regulatory authorities 
Citizen oction groups 
Pol~ical lobbies 
independent think-tanks 
Gront-giving bodies 

G-4' Businesses 
sustaining. Pro~essiono! prochces 

Voluntary welfare services 
~~~~~~based interest groups 
Public agencies 
Some regu!otory outhonties 
Go/ernrnentol executive bodies 

World Academy of Art and Science 
World Commission on the Environment 
ond Development 

Federotion o( Astroncinicol Societies 
Notional Union of Mineworkers 
British Medical Association 
British Menswear Guild 
Netherhall Neighbourhood Association 

Friends of the Earth 
National Consumers' Council 
Gaming Board 
'Free the Birrninghorn Six' group 
Notional Rifle k i o t i o n  USA 
Policy Studies Institute 
Mental Health Foundation 

British Petroleum 
An architectural practice 
National Adoption Society 
Cumberlond Tennis Club 
Notionol Healh Service 
Industrial relations tribunal 
Inland Revenue 
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Master- Properties of the three embodiments o f  autonomy. 
Table 37 These are needed to ensure that endeavours can be organized so that work within them serves wider society as well as the individual people involved. 

Autonomy is based on pentads formed by conjoining five adjacent types of purpose. See text for details and explanation. 

Pentad No. 
(Levels) 

Types of 
Endeavour 

Function 

Effect of Success 

Main Criticism 

Responsible for 

Power Source 

Key Element 

Authority 

Leadership 

Structures 

Insiders 

Role of Insiders 
in Society 

Incentive to Join 

Performance 

3 2 1 
(b 7-3) (IS 6-2) (IS 5-1) 

A Movement An Authority An Enterprise 

To develop and establish new values To preserve values and apply them To pursue values through activities which 
of fundamental importance to society. authoritatively to particular situations. generate tangible benefits for itself. 

Society transforms itself by voluntary Society stabilizes itself by clarifying, Society functions by meeting its evolving 
collective action. modulating and asserting ils values. social needs effectively. 

Too utopian. Too remote. Too self-centred. 

Determining a way of thinking for major Handling complaints, adjudications, advice, Producing goods, services, ideas for 
social issues: cultural, political, economic &c. supervision, review, protection &c. reform, benefits for members &c. 

An idea whose lime has come. Society and its current values. Systematic and responsive management. 

Autonomous cell. Authorized committee. Accountable role. 

Egalitarian. Polyarchic. Hierarchic. 

Diffused. Formalized. Meritocrotic. 

Multiple, diverse, transient. Simple, procedural, inflexible. Complex, functional, flexible. 

Gross roots. The council and its secretariat. Governing, top officer & executant bodies. 

Heralds of the future who are Distinguished representatives who are Independent agents who are 
united in the service of values. legitimated to serve society as it is. harnessed in the service of a task. 

Fulfilment of personal values Prestige and respect Money and goods 
.e.  insiders con do what they wont to. . e .  insiders should do what they ought to. . e .  insiders must do what they have to. 

Spontaneous and ideological. Professional and sound. Efficient and dynamic. 
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Master- Designing duties to provide synergy in endeavours. 
Table 38 Each type of autonomous endeavour has different characteristic comportments/roles which must 

discharge responsibilities in relation to each relevant level of purpose Synergy depends on achieving 
a necessary inter-relotion of duties and authority or influence. The primary responsibility is in bold in the 
matrices. Note ihe diagonal arrangement The two dotted lines differentiate wider society on the left, 
and the entity proper on the right. The zentre sections media~e between wider society and the entity 
proper. See text for further details 

Row 5/Col.1 1 Row 41Col.2 Row 3/Col.3 Row 21Col.4 Row lICol.5 
Provides social 1 Provides the Provides political Provides a Piovides the 
const;n;~,s on rc~li~onale to staenng and a direction to appropriately 

need structure & ^usfain societal m'erface rncxirnize impact adaped (neons 

G-53: A Popular Movement 

Compartment 
Level 

7: Ultimate 
Values 

6: Value 
Systems 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects 

3: Internal 
Priorities 

wider 
Intellectuals Society ; 

Advocates 
I 

Organizers Grass Roots 
, 

Affirm Support Promote Reflect on ; Assume 
, I 
I I 
I I 

Endorse ; Affirm Support Promote ! Reflect on 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Debate i Endorse Affirm Support Promote 
I I 
I I 

Challenge Debate Endorse Affirm i Support 
I I 
I I 
I - Challenge Debate Endorse i Affirm 
I I 
I I 
8 

G-52: A Regulatory Authority 

Compartment 
Level 

6: Value 
Systems 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects 

3: Internal 
Priorities 

2: Strategic 
Objectives 

Wider ; Formal 
Society i Inquiry 

Instituting 
Body 

-- 

Recommend [ Act within Respond to 1 Uphold Interpret 
I , 
I I 
1 I 

Debate Recommend Act within ; Respond to Uphold , I 
4 , 
I I 

Examine i Debate Recommend Act within Respond to 
I I 
I I 

Note Examine Debate I Recommend Act within 
I I 
I I 
8 I - I 
I Note Examine ; Debate Recommend 
I I 
I I 
I I 

G-5': An Achieving Enterprise 

Compartment 
Level 

5: Social 
Values 

4: Principal 
Objects 

3: Internal 
Priorities 

2: Strategic 
Objectives 

1 : Tactical 
objectives 

Council Secretariat 

Wider ! Constituting ! Governing Top Officer Executant 
Society ! ~ody*  ~ o d y  Body Body 

I 

Set ; Pursue Observe Identify with Act on 
I I 
4 I 
4 I 

Sanction : Set Pursue Observe Identify with 
I I 
I I 

Own i Sanction ; Set Pursue Observe 
I I 
4 t 

I Own React to ; Sanction Set Pursue 

8 I - React to ; Own Sanction Set 
I I 
I I 
I 

Lower levels show voriotion in different types of organization. 
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Master- Properties revealing the coherence of the seven groupings of purposes. 
Table 40 The evolution of dualities is similar to that shown in Master-Figures 7 and 13. See Master-Figure 28 for a diagrammatic overview of the groups in the groupings. 

See Master-Table 29 for a summary of implications for society and for organizations. See text for further details and explanation. 

- 
L 

Nos of 
iroups] 

Grouping 
Focus 

Function 
The Process of 

Realizing Values 
Personal Progress Inherent Duality 

Commitments Progress vs Survival 

Membership 
needed for 

Freedom 

Sovereignty 
needed for 

Power 

Autonomy 
needed for 

Endeavours 

Functioning 
needed for 

Achievement 

Drive 
needed for 

Change 

Direction 
needed for 

ActIvily 

Purpose 
needed for 

Responsibili~y 

To ensure that each 
person uses and 
evaluates their values. 

To ensure that society, its 
members and their activities, 
are regulated by values. 

To ensure that endeavours 
serve the values of both 
society and individuals. 

To ensure that values ore 
expressed coherently and 
enduringly in activities. 

To ensure that desired 
values are installed 
despite resistances. 

To ensure that chosen 
values focus minds and 
shape outcomes. 

To ensure that values can 
be affirmed, chosen and 
pursued in a social context. 

The Society: 
The starting point for realizing 
values - an existing social order. 

The Guardians: 
Sustaining an ethical order as 
a framework for realizing values. 

Organizations: 
Organizing independent people 
for large-scale efforts. 

Social Productivity: 
Using purpose, direction and 
drive coherently and effectively. 

Political Manoeuvres: 
Overcoming the inevitable 
opposition to change. 

Group Requirements: 
Ensuring group values guide 
individual decisions. 

Primal Roles: 
Developing the personal tools 
for participating in society. 

Each person must participate 
in a society despite its many 
imperfections. 

Each person must be active 
as a citizen while accepting a 
government with its limitations. 

Each person must see thern- 
self as an independent actor, 
representative and member. 

Each person must work 
meaningfully and productively, 
never mechanically. 

Each person must expect to 
modify their own values and 
press others to modify theirs. 

Each person must accept 
restrictions on their activities 
to enable cooperation. 

Each person must respond 
to their own inclinations and 
capabilities in social life. 

Spirit 
of 
progress 

Forces 
of 
progress 

Organization 
of 
progress 

Embodiment 
of 
progress 

Modification 
of 
progress 

Specification 
of 
progress 

Means 
of 
progress 

Ends11 r Means 

vs 7 consensus 1 

vs r Evolution 

1 Dynamism 
vs 

Stability 
- 

Individuality ~2 
Principles 

Pragmatism -̂ 
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Master- Intentional processes in social life. 
Table 41 All balanced processes are in italics. Note that balance is usually achieved by using 

two com~lementary channels. Direct influence across more than one level is not always 
possible; and direct influence across more than three levels is never appropriate. 
See text and the following Master Matrices for further details. 

Being social: intra-level responsibility for participation 

UV By distinguishing good and evil. 

VS By preserving ideas - which depends on: Idealization I -Ã E 

SV By recognizing needs - which depends on: Assimilation L 4 E 
PO By owning endeavours. 

I P By allocating resources - which depends on: Assertion E L 

SO By determining an outcome. 

TO By setting tasks with deadlines. 

Encountering reality: cross-level influences 

uv -Ã vs Revelation 
of reality via: 

Illusion 
B - Ã ˆ  

Socialization 
into reality via: 

sv -Ã PO Embodiment 
within reality via: 

Exhortation 
E + E  

Instigation 
E - Ã ˆ  

PO -Ã IP 
Orientation Accommodation 
to reality via: B + E  

IP -Ã SO Decision Resolution 
about reality via: E - Ã ˆ  

SO -Ã TO Imp/emen tation 
in reality: B - Ã ˆ  

Illumination 
B e t  

Instruction 
L + L  

Institution 
1 -Ãˆ  

Clarification 
B - Ã ˆ  

Forecasting 
L - Ã ˆ  

Changing reality: using values to by-pass resistances 

UV -Ã SV N/A because influence must be mediated via value systems. 

VS -Ã PO Dissemination Demonstration Propagation 
of values via: E + B  L - Ã ˆ  

sv -Ã IP 
Evolution Innovation Conservation 
of values via: E - Ã ˆ  L - Ã ˆ  

PO -Ã SO Maintenance 
of values: B - Ã ˆ  

IP -Ã TO Re-assertion 
of values via: 

Imposition Evaluation 
E + B  L - Ã ˆ  

Maintaining humanity: by-passing group pressures 

UV + PO Enlightenment B -Ã B 

VS -Ã IP N/A because value systems cannot be situational and priorities must be. 

SV -Ã SO N/A because social values are too open-ended to guide useful results. 

PO -Ã TO N/A because objects are too general to guide timetargeted means. 
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Master- 
Figure 43 

Effects of the various types of purpose and value on each other. 
Positive form only: for negative terms see Master-Table 44. 
For further details see text. 

Ultimate 
Values 
L-7:UV(B) 
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Master- Positive and negative effects in being intentional. Channels are ordered 

Table 4 4 i n  terms of power (cf. Master-Table 46). The effect refers to what a specification in one 
centre does to specifications and their use in another. Negative effects are not 
necessarily harmful or undesirable; and they are less precise. See text for further details. 

uo. - 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10  

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17  

18 

1 9 

20 

2 1 

22 

- 

Channel 

UVB ++ VSL 

UVB <- VSE 

UVB ++ POB 

VSL <-Â VSE 

VSL -+ SVL 

VSL <-> POB 

VSE <- SVE 

VSE <-> POB 

SVL *-+ SVE 

SVL <- POB 

SVi - IPE 

SVE Ã‡- POB 

SVE <++ IPL 

POB ++ IPE 

POB <-> IPi 

POB ++ SOB 

IPE <- IPL 

IPE ++ SOB 

IPE ++ TOB 

IPL <- SOB 

IPL <-> TOB 

SOB - TOL 

, Positive Effects Negative Effects 

UVB reveols VSL 
VSi testifies to UVB 

UVB magnifies VSE 
VSE glorifies UVB 

UVB humanizes POg 
POB manifests UVB 

VSL legitimates VSE 
VSE idolizes VSL 

VSL reinforces SVL 
SVL perpetuates VsL 

VSL volidotes POB 
POB establishes VSL 

VSE evokes SVE 
SVE substantiates VSE 

VSp sustains POB 
POB confirms VSE 

SVL recognizes SVg 
SVE modifies SVL 

SVL stipulates POB 
POB incorporates SVL 

SVL conditions IPE 
IPE preserves SVL 

SVE stimulates POB 
POB promotes SVE 

SVE reorders IPL 
IPL introduces SVE 

POB tolerates IPE 
IPE re-orients POB 

POB demands IPL 
IPL refines POB 

POB redirects SOB 
SOB furthers POy, 

IPE focuses IPL 
IPL restrains IPE 

IPE selects SOa 
SOB suits IPE 

IPE prescribes TOB 
TOB satisfies IPE 

IPL orders SOB 
SOB depicts IPL 

IPi informs TOg 
TOB notes IPL 

SOB initiates TOB 
TOn grounds SOB 

UVB obscures VSL 
VSL travesties UVB 

UVB shields VSE 
VSE discredits UVB 

UVB diabolizes POB 
POB repudiates UVB 

VSL denounces VSE 
VSE despises VSL 

VSL fragments SVL 
SVL neglects VSL 

VSL invalidates POB 
POB contravenes VSL 

VSE suppresses SVE 
SVE negates VSE 

VSE undermines POB 
POB betrays VSE 

SVL denies SVg 
SVE rejects SVL 

SVL prohibits POB 
POB opposes SVL 

SVL imposes IPE 
IPE challenges SVL 

SVE re-defines POB 
POB counters SVE 

SVE disrupts IPL 
IPL excludes SVE 

POB welcomes IPE 
IPE distorts POB 

POB rigidifies IPL 
IPL suborns POB 

POB misdirects SOB 
SOB side-tracks Q 

IPE skews IP1 
IPL blocks IPE 

IPE unbalances SOB 
SOB worsens IPE 

IPE proscribes TOB 
TOB violates IPE 

IPL complicates SOB 
SOB ignores IPL 

IPi proposes TOB 
TOB drives IPL 

SOB excuses TOB 
TOB perverts SOB 

Social Process 

Illumination 

Illusion 

Enlightenment 

Idealization 

Instruction 

Propagation 

Exhortation 

Demonstration 

Assimilation 

Institution 

Conservation 

Instigation 

Innovation 

Accommodation 

Clarification 

Maintenance 

Assertion 

Resolution 

Imposition 

Vision 

Evaluation 

Imp\ementation 
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Master 
Figure 

The image of intentionality: 
45 purposes and intentional processes in social life. 

ILLUSION ILLUMINATION 

PROPAGATION 

ASSIMILATION 

INNOVATION CONSERVATION 

CLARIFICATION ACCOMMODATION 

ASSERTION 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Tactical 
Objectives 

L- 1 :TO@) 
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Master- Using the twenty-two channels of intentionality. 
Table 46 A summary with examples of their beneficial use, the consequence of their insufficient use and an example of their misuse. A chart like this cannot be complete, 

especially in regard to doing things wrongly, but it can give a feel for the channels. The channels are ordered in terms of power: higher levels first and, for those 
levels with two centres, the dominating centre first. Where an endeavour is referred to, related terms - like organization, social body, project, initiative or 
ongoing activities - also apply. 

No: 
- 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

.9 

'1 0 

11 

Social Process Use Disuse Misuse 

Illumination 
UVB ̂  VS, 

Illusion 
UVB < -  VSE 

To produce a theory or doctrine which is 
inspired and beneficial. 

Leads to meaningless and abstruse 
theories and doctrines. 

Developing a theory or doctrine under the 
influence of hatred, envy or other malign passion. 

To create beliefs which counter feelings 
of helplessness, confusion, futility and 
isolation. 

Leads to physical, mental and social 
deterioration and eventually death. 

Knowingly fostering beliefs that are harmful to a 
person or society. 

Enlightenment 
uvn - POB 

To do the humane thing despite 
doctrinal beliefs and social pressures 

Leads to fanatical or mechanical 
functioning. 

Using ends (ultimate values) to justify the means 
(principal objects) without reference to 
communal values. 

Idealization 
VS, <-> vse 

To enable critically refined ideas and 
personal energies to reinforce each 
other and increase group cohesion. 

Leads to inconstancy or disloyalty. Using theories or doctrines to suppress 
incompotiblc belief,, and vice versa. 

To ensure people know the right way to 
contribute to communal life and activities 

Leads to society eventually losing 
knowledge. 

Forcing the theory or doctrine on people 
irrespective of their willingness to receive it. 

Instruction 
VS, *-> SV, 

Propagation 
vsi POn 

To develop and strengthen a theoretical 
framework systematically within wider 
sociely. 

Leads to an inability to produce any 
significant change in attitudes. 

Infiltrating ideas into endeavours without 
agreement. 

Exhortation 
VSE *-* SVc 

To affirm and communicate deeply-held 
beliefs for everyday use. 

Leads to the neglect of urgent social 
needs. 

Pestering and hectoring people who deny or 
reject the ideas or the supposed social problems. 

Demonstration 
vsc < -  PoB 

To enerate endeavours that express 
an 3 prove beliefs, so encouraging their 
acceptance in the wider community. 

Leads to cynical or hypocritical 
compartmenta~ization of activities. 

Pursuing beliefs regardless of the cost or 
consequences. 

Assimilation 
SVL 4 ,  SVE 

Institution 
SV, < POg 

To enable both differentiation and 
belonging within a community. 

Leads to social disintegration Substituting values of a sub-group (e.g. ruling 
elite, business) for the net of community values. 

Leads to activities being disconnected 
from the communal net of values. 

To establish social values publicly within 
a myriad of communally necessary 
endeavours. 

Forcing organizations to serve the general 
good. 

To give due weight to values which 
rt the communily on which the 

Leads to radical or self-centred 
decisions causing social disruption. 

Doing more of the same in response to a 
challenge. 

Conservation 
SV, -* IPp 

Continued on next page 



Master-Table 46 (continued from previous page] - 
No: Social Process Use Disuse Misuse 

Instigation 
svc '-' PoB 

Leads to a lack of new endeavours: 
or loss of enthusiasm and focus in a 
current endeavour 

To generate and support an endeavour 
or social body which responds to a social 
need. 

Taking over an endeavour and using it for 
factional purposes. 

To enable a particular social need to be 
incorporated sensibly and effectively 
within an on-going endeavour, 

Leads to an inability to meet new needs 
and stagnation. 

Destabilizin on endeavour by introducing on 
irrelevant va 7 ue. 

Innovation 
svc - IPL 

Accommodation 
POB - IPE 

To respond positively to uncontrollable 
pressures in a situation and so protect an 
endeavour. 

Leads to collapse of the endeavou~ 
through direct attack or loss of 
essential support. 

Surrendering to powerful factions who have 
little concern for the rationale of the 
endeavour. 

Clarification 
PoB '-' IPL 

To explicate and differentially value all 
relevant as ects of an endeavour so it 
can move /' orward on a broad front. 

Leads to neglect of minor but 
essential ports of the endeavour. 

Developin a set of criteria and preferences 
to be use f in all situations. 

Maintenance 
POB < -  SOB 

To keep an endeavour on course by 
checking all proposed outcomes against 
its rationale. 

leads to loss of direction and drih Ignoring values and political considerations 
and acting in an unfocused opportunistic 
way. 

To enable both urgent priorities in a 
situation and the full range of valid 
concerns to receive due attention. 

Leads to a poor focus on what really 
matters in any decision. 

Giving excessive weight either to rationality or 
to social pressures. 

Assertion 
IPc - PL 

Resolution 
IPE +) SOB 

To force a choice of a particular outcome 
in the face of conflicting views about 
what should be done. 

Leads to the neglect of inescapable 
pressures with explosive or devastating 
consequences. 

Leads to neglect of crucial values 
amidst the hurly-burly of action. 

Managing b crisis with cynical or expedient 
choices that I arm the endeavour. 

Handling problematic situations by habitually 
using directives. 

Imposition 
IPE - TOB 

To ensure that crucial values are acted 
upon and undesirable side-effects of 
achieving an outcome are avoided. 

Forecasting 
IPL - soB 

To determine a rounded desirable and 
achievable outcome in the medium or 
long term in regard to a specific matter. 

Leads to expedient short-termism Producing excessively elaborate rational 
analyses based on dubious assumptions and 
unrelated to practical realities. 

Evaluation 
IPL ++ TOB 

To assess the appro riateness, F effectiveness and ef iciency of plan 
details and monitor their implementation. 

Leads to poor use of resources and 
uncertainly about progress. 

Evaluoting as a substitute for decision and 
action. 

To ensure that necessary tasks are set 
and resourced in a way that delivers the 
desired outcome within a time deadline. 

Leads to failure to produce desired 
results. 

Producing results at any cost and neglecting 
priorities, social needs, and higher values. 
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Names 

Subject 



NAMES INDEX 
Tlus index  includes all individuals named  in t h e  c o n t e n t s  and c h a p t e r  notes:  

rnvthological, historical. con temporary  a n d  scientific. 

A 
Ahelaril, P 164 
Abraham. 7 3 4  
Aburdene, I? 3 1 I(n40) 
Ackofl-, R.L. 9. 135(nl8), 137(n35) 
Ackrill J.  1 35(nl6). 509(n2) 
Adams. A. 502(n5) 
Adams, R. 405(n5 j 
Adler, A .  86, 188 
Agel  J.  177(nlY) 
Aiken. 1I.D. 198, 203(n23) 
Ainsworth-Land. V. 386(n26) 
Akhenaten, Pharoah 280. 440 
Albert, E.M. 65(n9) 
Alexander. B.K. 138(n58) 
Alexander, F.M. 175(n6) 
Algie J. 9. 19, 23(nl3), 48(n9), 

48(nlO), 13S(n6). 138(nn63-64). 
385(n7) 

Althusser. L. 65(nn I ,  10) 
Altman, A .  3 1 2(n68) 
Anlatcrasu Onlikanli 164 
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identifies the page number of each numbered Master Matrix. Chapter-end notes are 
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Names Index on  pages 623  to  627. 

A 
absolute concepts 

hadncss 58 
goodness 58 
values 56 

Absolute Reality 167 
abso lu tes  (G"-I") 2 M  

authority 2 15 
justice 206 

abso lu tes  (L"-7) 197-9. (Mhf18) 21 1 
see also distributive justice; ethical 

order. the; moral imperatives: 
morality. the; natural justice 
principles: universal standards 

advantages 199 
autonomy 198-9 
compliance 198 
criticism 199 
ethical disposition 182-3. 198 
examples 197-9 
function 197-8. (MM 17) 202 
legitimacy basis 197, 199 
natural moral institution (MM 14) 173 
nature 197-8, (MM16) 201 
organised religion 167-9 
review 199-200 
summary 18 1 ,  182 
synonyms 181 
transpersonal being link 197 
violation 198 

abstract authority see ethic.11 authority 
abstract planning 40 
abstract values 5 1 
academic disciplines. principles 

(MM22) 241 
academic scholarship 226. 238-9 
acceptability, definition (MM20) 2 I3  
acceptance. identity 145 
accon~modation channel 480 
accountability 434 
accountancy 471 
accountancy firms, values 60 
achievement 3 16 

see also sustaining achievement 
functioning rationale 3 6 6 7  

action 
controlling the results 504. 309(n3) 
definition 27 
ethical outlooks 128-9, 138(nii63-64) 
symbolic 274 
value translation (MM1) 47. 5 1 

values 27-30, 60  
action plans 42 
activists 356 

movements + 17 
activities 

see also constraining activity; action 
movements 41 3 1 4  

adage 181 
Adam Smith Institute 399 
adaptation 42 

identity 147 
adherents 324 
adhocracies 44 
adjudicative justice 254 
Advaita Vedanta 168 
advertising 186-7 

regulation 430, 463(nl9) 
codes 01 practice 184-5, 203(nS) 
Aclvrrtising Association 430, 463(nl9) 
Advertising Standards Authority 

184-5. 186, 268, 409, +25. 430, 
431, 463(nl9) 

Advertising Standards Board of Finance 
430 

advocacy 259-60 
inquiry 343 

advocates, movements 418. (MM38) 
44+ 

African tribalism 447 
Age Concern 399 
age of enlightenment 440 
agents 326 
AIDS I 59, 160 
air 507. 5 10(n9) 
alcohol, prohibition 159 
alcohol consuniption 332 
Alcoholics Anonvmom (AA) 70 
Alcxandcr technique 144, (MMI2) 

153, 175(n6) 
alienation 42, 142 
alliances 8 3 4 ,  (MM3) 94  
.illocativc justice 254 
alternative dispute resolution 280 
alternatives, values 54 
altruism 

~:omrnun.tl 80 
con~munalist aspiration I 16, (MMS) 

130. (MM7) 132 
d i~ in t~res ted  136(n33) 
n~isconceptions 1 16-1 7 
tribal 75,  96(n 15) 

union 70 
Alvey Project 360 
arnhi~ion, values 62 
Amnesty International 233. 272, 

310(n24), 358 
analysis. plans 345 
analytical psychology 150, 177(n22) 
anarchic communes 302 
anarchists 80 
AngliCiin church 42 1 
animal rights 163. 266, 295 
anthropology, values 57 
anthroposophy 12 3 
antisocial bchaviour 71, (MM3) 94 
ai~xiety 146 
apartheid 295. 357 
apostasy 189 . . 

appraisal, ethical 262 
a p p r o a c h e s  (G-2') 3 3 4 4  

see also identity development 
con~parisons (MM32) 349 
difficulties 336, 385(n7) 
function 334 
limitation 336 
nature 334 
pressures 334 5. 385(nnS-6) 
review 344-8 
social process 3 3 5 4  
sumnlary 330 

appropriately, definition (MM30) 32 1 
arbitration 280 
a r ~ h e t ~ ~ a l  images 506-7 
.irqiiinent, ethical debale 98 
arousal, identity 143 
arrogance. individualist vice 1 12, 

(MM5) I30 
articles of faith 18 1 
artificial intuition 2-3, 9(n4) 
artists, values 56 
Aryan >iipcriority principle 229 
Aryans 58 
aspirations 27. 101 

see also ethical choice; ideals 
assertion channel 70. 467 
assimilation channel 467, 471 
Association of British Pharmaceutical 

Industry 424 
Association of Learned Societies in the 

Social Sciences (ALSISS) 392 
Association for Payment Clearances 

I83 
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associat ions (L-4) 82-5 
see also classification of organizations: 

principal objects 
antithesis 83 
comparisons 88 -91, (MM3) 94  
definition 82 
entry and exit 84 
examples 82 
formation 83  
l'unction 82-3 
hierarchical positioning (MM4) 95 
ideas 96(n24) 
identity formation 84 
identity values 89 
leadership ancl status 8 4  
limitation 8 6 5  
relations 83-4 
summary 68 

assumptions 
research 1 2-1 3 
synonyms 181 
values 54, 65(nn3-4) 

Aswan Dam 1 17. 137(n36) 
attachment, identity 145 
attunenient, identity 149 
audits, values 60 
authenticity, values 59 
authoritarian government 253 
authoritarian managrment 362 
authoritarianism. ethic 250 
authority 

conformity 205, 309(nl) 
ethical rules 179. 180 
legitimate bases 288, 3 12(n70) 
primal 208 
values 54 
versus freedom 205, (h4M27) 308 

au thor i ty ,  a n  ((3-5') 421-32 
see also ethical auljwrity; recognizing 

authority 
coniparisons (MM37) 443 
compartmentalization 427, 428. 

430-1 
conflicts of interest 426-7, 463(n 16) 
councils 427, 430-1. (MM38)444 
coverage 423, 462-3(n 13) 
definition 409 
development 422-3. 462(n 12) 
duties 428, (MM38) 444 
essential rationale 424-5 
formal inquir? 427, 429-30, 

(MM38) 444 
function 422 
instituting bodies 422, 427, 430-1, 

(MM38) 444, 463(nl9) 
limitation 4 3  1 ,-2 
inandate 4 2 3 4  
nature 421-2, 462(nl I )  
organizing 425-6 
secretariat 427, 43 1 , (MM38) 444 
summary 409 
titles 462(nl I )  
wider society 427, 428, (MM38) 444 

autism 175(n4) 
Automobile Association 388 

autonomy. disposition 198, (MM 17) 
202, 203-4(n2 3 )  

autonomy balance 1 18. 119-20 
al l tononly (G-5) 3 16, 318, (MM28) 

3 19 4 0 7 4 ,  (MM 37) 443 
see also organizing endeavours 
endeavours 407-8, (MM38) 444 
ethical cost 445 
power 442. 443 
responsibility 325 
review 458 
types 4 0 8 9  

autopoiesis 206. 309(n4) 
awareness 

identity 143 
motivation type (MM2) 64 
~ c t i c a l  objectives 43 

axiology, (lcllnition 57 
axiom 181 

B 
Babylon 284 
bad 

see also evil 
achievable 60 
distinguisliing 62 
quantified 61 

badness 58. 59 
balance 468 
bank supervisors 423, 426. 463(n 16) 
bankers 53 
I n k i n g  

disasters 470 
standards 267 

banks 
Japan 195 
prescriptions examples 183-4 

beauty, values 55. 56. 57 
heh,iviour, implicit values 54 
behaviourism, values 5 3 
being 72-3, (MM?)  94, 96(n9) 

identity realms 143-50 
summaries 140Ã 1 
value 56 

being intentional see intentionality 
being social 466--7, (MM4 1 ) 495 

see also intcntioiiality 
belief, synonyms I8 I 
beliefs 323 

see also tenets 
conlirmation 48 3 
demonstration 482-3 
idol worship 473, 502(n2) 
illusion 475 
irrational 472. 502(nl) 
suspension in research 502(n2) 
sustenance 483 
lalue \\>tern> 472-3 

believers. \slues 59 
belonging 79, (MM 1) 9 4  
benevolence. comniunalist virtue 1 16, 

(MMi) 130 
best practice 245 
betra!al 75-6, (MM 3) 94  
Shagmad Gita 3 13(n76) 504 

Bible 6 1 
Bill of Rights 2X2 
binding ru les  ( G  "-1)  214-20 

see also recognizing authority 
absolutes 21 8 
conventions 2 16 
cultural authority 205. 309(n2) 
framework position (MM 18) 2 1 1 
function 2 14- 15 
laws 2 18, 309(n8) 
maxims 2 17-1 8 
monadic grouping 2 15 
nature (MM19) 212. 214-15 
peace, search for 307 
prescriptions 2 16 
properties 2 15-1 6, (MM21) 220, 

(MM27) 308 
qualities, internal levels (MA420) 2 13 
review 2 18-1 9 ,  309(nn9-10) 
rights 2 17 
sub-culuue 306-7 
summary 304 
tenets 2 16-1 7 
transition 219 

blessedness concept 7 1 
blue-iky planning 490, 491 
board of governors 325, 326-7 
boards 29, 37-8, 48(nnl 1-1 3) 

see also governing body 
failures 463-4(1124) 

Body Shop ( U K )  387-8 
hooks, inaccuracies in 234, 3 1 O(n26) 
borderline personality 146, 176(n l I) 
Bosnia 271. 414 
'boss'. the 362 
boxing 159, 177(n23) 
boycotts 266 
brainwashing 245. 300 - 
hrcvvery, monopolies 423, 462-3(n 13) 
bribery 2 15- 18 
briefing 381 
British Bankers Association 183 
British Board of Film Censors 428 
British Deaf Association 401 
British Diabetic Association 400 
British Meilical Association (BMA) 

194, 389. 393,401 
British Mcnswear Guild 392 
British Nuclear Forum 392 
British Psychoanalytic Society 22 
British Stanclards Institute 119. 

137(n39) 
Brothers Karamazor (Dostoyevsky) 198 
Buddhism 75, 167, 169, 401 

evolution 287 
sages 286 

budget-planning cycle 381 
building blocks see realizing values 
Building Employers Confederation 

392 
building societies 392 
Building Societies Association 183 
Building Society Commission 270 
bullying 265 
bureaucracies 43 
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hureaucratimtion 
governments 450 
movements 41 9 

burning the tlag syniholisiii 274 
business, role of 402 
business management 1 1 3 ,  1 15 
business philosophy . . 

community in a f rni 78-9 
identity forriia~ion 92 
social values 3 1 ,  48(n(i) 

business process re-engineering 490- 1 
businesses 193 

conduct 194 
corporate credos 187 
ethical rules 179 

buzzwords 16- 1 7 
bye-law 181 

Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 
395 

Campaign to End Housing Shortages 
392 

campaigning 478 
campaigns (G-3') 357-9 

comparisons 352-3, (MM33) 365 
content 358 
criticism 359, 386(ii 17) 
failure 359 
function 357-8 
limitation 359 
nature 357-8 
social process 358-9 
summary 35 1 
use 357 

Canadian Medical Association 193 
canon 181 
capital punishment 282 
cardinal vice 101 
cardinal virtucs 101 
Carnegie Foundation 169-70 
case law 195 
castesystem 76, 161. 163. 168. 257 

values 56-7 
casuistry 1 18 
categorical imperatives ( G " - 6 )  

292-8, 3 12(n72) 
su also ethical imperatives; regulating 

obedience 
application 294-7, 3 1 3(nn75-76) 
composition 294 
conventions 294, 295 
examples 296 
(unction 292 
hexadic grouping 292, 293 
implications 295-6 
interaction eiliects 294-5 
nature 292. 31 2(nn71-72) 
properties (MM26) 298, (AlM27) 

308 
rights and duties 295 
search for truth 307 
sub-culture 306 
sunnnary 303 
transition 296Ã‘ 

types 292 
moral imperatives 2 9 3 4  
pragmatic imperatives 292-3 

Cats Protection League 399 
caiisality 480 
causes 355-6 
celebrity status 157 
cells, movement organization 414- 17 
censorship 285 

au~horities 42 3 
Center for Human Understanding 389 
centres, within levels 465, 468-73 
ceremony 157 
champions 420 

role 248 
change 

see also changing reality; culture 
change: promoting change 

agents of 249. (MM23) 261 
approaches 335-6 
communal role 248-9 
constitutional 85 
convictions 332 
drive cftect-s 364 
drives 3 3 - 6 5  
ethical (Mh123) 261 
ethical constraint 106. (MM7) 132 
ethical rules 179, 180. (MM 17) 

202 
forces for 373 
missions 337 
modern society 3 16, 385(n I) 
nat~iral moral institutions 157 
plans 345 
policies 342 
purposes (Mhl4) 95 
resistance to 352, 385(n 14) 
roles 339 
self vs others 363 
signit'icance 505 
tends 189 

changing reality 48 1-6 
channel links (MM41) 495 

den~onstration 482-3 
dissemination 48 1-3 
evolution 483-4 
propagation 482 
re-assertion 484-5 

channels 
of influence (MM43) 497 
intentionality 465-6 

chaos 26,40,43,48(n2) 
values 56 

charisma 72 
charismatic authority 287, 288 
Charity Commission 270. 422 
charters 190. (MM17) 202 

see also rights 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange 22 
child abuse 177(1120), 184, 203(n4) 

Cleveland Inquiry 429 
child care 333 
child sacrifice 1 1 3. 136(n25) 
childhood, socialization 160 
Chilitline 477 

chililrcn 246 
hospit.ili~a~ion 245, 246, 3 10 
punislin~c~n 195 
rights ol' 182 

Childrcns Act ( 1  989) 192 
Chinese ethical te.wliing 164 
Chinesc virtues 10 1 
chivalry. ethic 249 
choice 

denigration 60- 1 
value hierarchy 58-9. (MM2) 64 

Christianity 73-4, 8 3 - 4 ,  168. 334, 
3 35 

Anglican 169, 178(1136) 
crusades 356 
ethical code 164 
evil 61 
value system 370 
values 53, 56-7 
virtues 101 
vision 370 

Christians 483 
church authority 273 
churches 44- 5. 73-4, 8 3 4  

liilurc 509 
citizen advocacy 259 60, 312(n51) 
citizen-action group;. 395 
citizenry, the  (d-6') 447-8 

criticism 448 
clelinition 447 
liiiiction 447 
legitimation 449-52 
nature 447 
power element 447-4 
properties (MM 39) 454 
review 452- 3 
vallles 447 

Citizen's Advice Bureaux 19 1 
Citizen's Charter vision 370, 371 , 

386(nlS) 
citizenship 

see also citizenry, thr 
meanings 3 1 3(n84) 

civic virtue 448, 456-7 
civil right 23 1 
civil rights moveinciit 416 
civil service, sexual imbalance 361 
civil socicty 464(n29) 
civility principles (G"-2)  223-5 

community viability 224 
construction 224 
dysfunction 224-5. 3 10(n 14) 
example 224 
Iunction 224 
guiding principle type 221-2 
imitations 225 
nature 22 1 4 ,  309(n I 3) 
properties 223. (MM22) 241 
summary 222 

civilization, tlevrlo~inient 01' 73 
claim. rigln 181 
clarific.ition, values 54, 56 
clarification channel 478-9, 480 
class 190 
class-based principle 228-9. 310(n20) 
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classification o forga~i i~~i t io i~s  387-405, 
(MM35) 401 

basis 387-8 
examples (MMI6) 404, 405(n I ) 
introduction 387-90 
properties 389-90 
review 40 1-2 
types 388-90 

di-function.~l 198-400 
mono-tunctioiial 388-98 
tetra-functi~~~ial 401 
tri-functional 400-1 

Clergy Against Nuclear Arrns 399 
coalition 87. (MM3) 94 
Coca Cola Corporation 436 
cockroach soup event 265 
codes 190 

applications (MM 17) 202 
codes of ethics 192-5. (MM17) 202 

see also maxin~s 
examples 193, 203(nnl4-18) 

codes of good practice 245, 246 
codes of practice 183, 245 

advertising 184Ã‘ 
banking 183, I84 

coercion 62, 17 1 
drives 3 6 3 4  
laws 196 
legitimate 225 
rulc-dependi~ncr 194 

cohesion (MM3) 94 
collapse, identity 147 
collective goods 254 
collective responsiliility 228. 3 IO(n 18) 
collective rights 2 3 1 
Columbia 253 
coniniandmcnt 1 8 1 
comn~andments, liil)lical 292 
Commission for Racial banality (CRE) 

399, 423. 427, 463(nl7) 
commissions of inquiry 104, 107, 

135(11117, 14) 
commitment, ifemonstration 482 
commi~tmrnt ,  values 54 
common good. ethical aspiration 

1 19-20, (MM7) 132 
common resources 255 
common sense 2 
common values S I 
commonality 69, 71 
communal ideals 472 
c o m m u n a l  ideals  (1."-111) 160-1 

change 161 
comparisuns (MM I S )  I74 
compliance 16 1 
criticisms 16 1 
emotional In'ing link 160 
essential need 160 
example 160 
function 160 
iniliviiliial ilitTwcnt:i:~ 160 
n~aintcnance 160 
rules (MM14) 173 
summary I56 
tenets 160 

comnlunal identity 368 
comniunal life 255 
communal net 470-1 
c o m m u n a l  r o l e  ( G " - 3 ' )  247-9 

agrnts of cliangc 249 
change 248-9 
comparison with work role 38S(n9) 
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antithesis 86-7 
conlparisons 88-9 1, (MM 3) 94 
(Iclinition 85 
entry ancl exit 87 
examples 86, 87 
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formation 86 
function 85 
hierarchical positioning (MAN) 95 
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identity values 89  
leadership and status 87 
limitation 88 
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fair pay 120, 137(1144) 
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faith 149, 169, 177(n21) 
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ethical choice 1 1 5, 1 16 
legal process 109-10, I35(nl9) 
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family courts, crusade 356 
family group 70, 73, 77, 90-1 
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family therapy 77 
fanaticism 86, 480 
fascism 449 
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392 
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feminism see women's movement 
feminist movement 188 
fcuds 280 

financial services 194-5, 203(nn2 1-22) 
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fire 507, 510(n9) 
Firms 188 
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corporate credos 187 
staff groups 92 
values of 3 1, 32. 48(n6) 

How of ideas 2 3 3 
folly, rationalist vice 103, (MM5) 130 
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change 157-8 
comparisons (MMI 5) 174 
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criticism 157 
function 157 
individual differences 157 
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prescriptions 157 
rules 157. (MM14) 173 
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summary 156 

formal inquiry 429 
formal justice 289 
Formal-analytic inquiry (MM8) 1 33, 

138(n64) 
formulae 3-4 

symbols used 9(n6) 
formulation 16-17 
fox-hunting 358 
frame of reference 276 

see also definitive frames of reference 
framework 

conclusions 503-10 
design 13-17 
ethical investigation 11-24 
experience (MM 10) 15 1 
full (MMO) 8 
intervention modes 12 
introduction 1-9 
origin 9(n5). 18-19 
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tests 14 
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use 4-6 

fraternity, ethical authority link 307 
fraud 194, 203(n20). 426 
free-riders 120 
free-riding, legal responsibility 254 
freedom 206. 258-9. 316 

see also exercising freedom 
vs control 407 
custom 281 
degrees 2 1 5- 18 
ethical choice 97 
information access 276. 3 12(n59) 
laws duality 2 18, 309(n8) 
membership 455-6 
positions (MM23) 261 
versus authority 205, (MM27) 308 

Freedom of expression 232. 310(n22) 
freedom and power image 465 
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Friends of the Earth 395 
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(MA428) 319, 3 19 

f u n c t i o n i n g  (d-4) 366-84 
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i.om~~.trisnns 169, (MM 34) 384 
culture 366-7. 372-6 
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32 1 
isscntial ratioiiiile 367, 568 
gcnrral management 38 1 , 386(1127) 
growth 366-7, 368, 376 9 
nature 366 
operations 366-7. 368, 379-8 1 
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practical implications 382 
properties 369 
review 381-3. 458 
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types 366-9 
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G notation 309(117) 
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function, types ol' 38 1 ,  386(n27) 
oper.itions function 368 

Gineral Medical Council 40 1 
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genoriclal policies 7 1 
Germany 25 1 
ghntos 159 
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see also purpose 
definitions, conventional 26 
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absolutes 197 
l>clicf 169, 178(n37) 
experiential 149 
fashions 123 
framework 506 
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Kingdom of God removal 294, 
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myth 505 
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soul 150 
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good and evil 324 
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limitation 247 
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change 166 
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sunimary 156 
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drives 363 
failure 463+n24) 
policy-making 34 1 
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function 448 
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governor. 325 
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41 5-17, (MM38) 444 
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Green Par9 400 
Greenpeace 356. 395 
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comparisons 369, (MM34) 384 
content 377-8 
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social process 378 
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sovereignty 445, 452 
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implications 236 
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contents 27 
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value perspective 5 l 
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summary 223 
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intentionality review 488-9 
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(MM10) 151 
moral 305 
ultimate values 56 

imaginatively, definition (MM30) 32 1 
imaginist decision-niiikhig (MM8) 133, 
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imperative 18 1 
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implementation channel 467. 480 
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implied priorities 38 
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The important thing is practice not theory. 

The Talmud. 




